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THE HON. CHAUNCEY MITCHELL DEPEW, LL.D.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D.

HERE are some famous charac
ters to whom distance imparts

a peculiar luster—whom in imagina
tion we endow with all possible per
fections, but who grow diminutive
and dull when we approach them face

to face. Many great stars owe their
splendor to borrowed light, and even

the sun has spots. Nature's so-called
“ gifts" are often secretly purchased
at heavy cost. To advance in one

direction is usually to recede from
the opposite point. Those who con

stantly gaze at the sky must fail to

watch their feet. Thus many reform
ers in clearing away the cobwebs of
superstition, or in brushing the dust
of ignorance from the shelves of na

tional experience, have been too busy
to brush themselves. Beethoven's
dress has been compared to the cos

tume of Robinson Crusoe. Byron had

a deformed foot, and his conscience
was still more askew. Madame De

Staél and George Eliot were very
homely. Pope was a man of dwarfish
frame, and Napoleon's stature both

physically and morally was extreme
ly low. Indeed some philosopher
has said that “there is no greater
monster than a perfect man."

If these are facts, we might well be

prepared for dis-illusion in the pres
ence of Dr. Chauncey M. Depew,
who enjoys phenomenal distinction as
a lawyer, politician, orator, social
magnate, millionaire, and president
of one of the most extensive and
powerful railroad corporations in the
world. We might well expect that a

man of so much ability and influence
would manifest at least a few of the
traditional eccentricities of genius.
We might suppose that so much
success and power would develop an
air of cold dignity and reserve. We
might expect his face to be furrowed
with lines of care, or stamped with
the acrid seal of satiety which marks
so many men who have drunk to its
dregs the cup of fame. We might ex

pect his features to be “sicklied o'er
with the pale cast of thought,” or his
eyes to have a mysterious, far-away
look.

But the opposite of all this is true
of Dr. Depew. He is the personifi
cation of luxuriant health, manly
beauty, youthful enthusiasm, cordi
ality of manner, and that absolute
ease, candor and naturalness which
betoken rare culture of both heart
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and brain. Whatever his faults may
be, they are not obtrusive, and he is
so spontaneously and unafiectedly po
lite that to meet him is to surrender
at once to a feeling of unqualified ad
miration and delight. In view of all
his varied accomplishments, personal
charms and brilliant successes in the
arena of public life, it would seem
that nature had made him an excep~

tion to prove the law of compensa
tion. To look at him we begin to

fancy that, after all, there must be
roses without thorns, and we suspect
Shakespeare was wrong in saying,
‘Uneasy lies the head that wears a

crown." We recall the passionate,
pessimistic cry of Faust,

"Enlbzllrm 5011;! Jul sol/rt mtbehrm ! "

and we ask,
“ what has this man ever

had to renounce?"
Emerson says, “There is a crack

in everything God has made." No
doubt this is true, yet here is an

organization apparently woven with
out a seam. The alignments and ad

justments are so smooth that only a

strong lens will reveal the flaws. He
is also shielded by a species of cour
teous frankness which disarms a

would-be critic. Many men of pro
digious wealth, social prestige or
other superior advantages, use their
power to fortify themselves in boor
ishness. But Dr. Depew seems to
have employed his opportunities in

perfecting himself as a gentleman.
He has the simplicity of greatness.

Small natures feel the necessity of
complex and intricate defences; of
subtle means of ambush and subter
ranean avenues for escape. But the

great man feels secure in his own
strength and boldly steps out into
the light. Dr. Depew has a superb
figure. He is almost six feet in
height and weighs a hundred and

ninety pounds. There is that rela
tive breadth of shoulder, depth of
chest, and narrowness of hip which
bespeak the ideal masculine form.
His hand is also in keeping with
other marks of superior stock. He
wears only a 71} glove. His fingers

are quite straight; the thumb is re
fined rather than strong, and its base
-—the “Mount of Venus"—is delicate
like his mouth, showing very moder
ate voluptuousness. It is a manly
hand in shape, but exceptionally
handsome and very expressive in ges
ticulation. His ears are aristocratic,
and the nose is a striking example of
the type which must have character
ized the old Roman patricians.

His scanty hair, which is very fine,
was naturally light with a tinge of
gold, while the beard was decidedly
auburn. The eyes are blue-gray, and
the skin is soft, rosy and remarkably
clear. These and other indications
in the torso and head show him to be
a fine illustration of the sanguine
temperament on a masculine frame.
This is a most fortunate combination,
and a rare one in the United States.
In contour it may be likened to the

Apollo Belvedere. The sanguine tem

perament does not produce the high
est genius, but it is favorable to
splendid luck. Its possessors are not
often found either in church orin jail,
but they do like to be in a crowd,
and they are very certain to be in
what is nowadays called the “swim."

Having this constitution, Dr. De

pew is more prompt, facile, brilliant,
vivacious, versatile and showy than

original or solid; and better adapted
to shine on the tribune than in the
scientific laboratory. As his blood is
clean and warm, he sympathizes with
that which is normal and healthy.
Morbidity is repellent to such a

nature. He is full of pathos, but he
hates pathology. He would never
enjoy the practice of medicine except
in treating people who only imagined
themselves ill. For instance, he would
no doubt be eminently successful in

prescribing change of climate, sea
bathing or bread pills.

With this knowledge of his tempera
ment we are prepared to judge intelli
gently of the value of his brain. We
know the warmth and coloring that
must characterize his emotions, and
the direction in which his intellectual
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powers will naturally find their freest
vent.

The circumference of his head is
twenty-two and a half inches, and the
distance is fourteen and a half inches
from ear to ear over the top. If the

old tubercle delusion in regard to

phrenology, might very naturally ask,
“How can such a skull reveal any
thing of the brain within?” Simply
enough to those who know our
method of measuring from the ear.

Sarony.

hair were thicker the tape line would

show almost half an inch more; and

as the developments are principally
in the frontal and upper regions, the

volume of the brain must be de

scribed as large. Such a dome of
snowy smoothness! The college pro
fessors who pathetically cling to the

CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW, LL.D.

In the back head, there is a rather
large development of friendship, love
of home, wife and children; but these
elements are in such harmonious pro
portion that they will never usurp the
place of other faculties. He has such
a wealth of suavity and so much
emotional expression that his affec
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tions will appear deeper than they
are. Still he is capable of great de
votion to those who have his confi
dence, and this is especially true as
to his conjugal sentiment.

The love of life is strong. Com
bativeness is moderate. He is not
belligerent. He can fight when he
must, but he has more talent for
arbitration than war. He will find a

thousand reasons for a compromise.
Intelligence and diplomacy are his

weapons. Destructiveness is also a

subordinate element. His energy is
the offspring of his ardent tempera
ment and surplus vital force, rather
than the mental hunger for violent ac~

tion. Hatred has but a small place
in his heart, and the same may be
said of avarice and cunning. This is
shown by the narrowness of the head
near the ears. He loves the power
which money affords, but he is not
miserly in his business methods. He
never fishes in shallow water, and he

prefers a seine to a hook and line. He
never sits on the bank to angle, but
in a staunch boat he sounds the
stream of fortune from shore to
shore. And he knows more about
successful fishermen than he does
about the habits of fish. When he
starts on an expedition,_he knows
how to select a good crew. He is
familiar with the currents, the winds,
and the use of the compass. He does
not fear to get beyond the sight of
land, and he seldoms returns with
out capturing a whale. _

He is singularly communicative,
and talks as freely as if he had not a

secret in the world. If he had to
compose a fiction, no doubt he would
do it as Beau Brummel said he would
starve—“in the most elegant man
ner"—but a man of his resources
will rarely need to employ falsehood,
which is a characteristic weapon of
the weak and helpless.

The height from the ear to the
rear top head reveals only an average
degree of firmness. Such a man will
never be obstinate. He can easily
persevere in a congenial pursuit, but

he will take care not to run counter
to influences that need to be opposed.
He will manage ‘to make and secure
concessions which will practically
level the field. Continuity is also of
secondary influence, and permits a

great variety of avocations.
Back of firmness on the median

line the head is rather low at dignity,
or the feeling of pride. But out
wardly at the upper rear corners, so
to speak, there is a great expansion
at the love of distinction. Ambition
is the dominant chord, and its vibra
tion is as ceaseless as the beating of
his heart. Such faculties as he pos
sesses need a large field for their
manifestation, and it would be the
acme of vulgar envy t'o begrudge him
his opportunities. If his love of popu
larity is a weakness, it is also in large
measure a source of strength, for it
keeps him at work where other men
would fold their hands in idleness.

As to moral sentiment, it is easy to
see that the central top head is higher
at reverence, faith, hope, and char
ity, than at the love of justice. This
is not saying that he is a dishonest
man, but simply that his motive in

right conduct is more a love of the

objective fruit of rectitude than of
the right as aprinciple in the ab
stract. Some honest people love to
do right when it makes everybody
else uncomfortable. Dr. Depew
thinks first of mercy, and he would
be willing to pluck corn on the Sab
bath if he could thereby lessen

worthy hunger. It is thus a question
as to the quality or phase of his moral
ity, not as to the fact that he is a

good man. Indeed as the bold specu
lator often makes more money than
the timorous miser, so the benevolent
man often does more than the just
man to improve the world. The lat
ter stops at the moment when his duty
is discharged, while the former in his
great love of seeing others happy,
may continue his good deeds far
beyond the amount of his debt.

Phrenologically speaking, this is a

religious head; but this does not mean
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that he necessarily believes in any
particular creed. It does mean, how
ever, that he has the quality of sub
mission to the existing order. He is
not a great hero or a martyr. He
is not a rebel. He finds the world in

spite of all its sorrow a very jolly
place. He does not see the need of
any radical changes, or at least does
not feel such a need, and so he floats
along on the high wave of content.
How his head is arched in the su
perior central portion! Can any one
have so little sense of shape as not to

recognize that development of rever
ence and faith?

Here is the secret of much of this
remarkable ’man’s ability. He ac

cepts a great deal without question
which some men wear out their lives
in trying to explain. No doubt he is
sometimes h'umbugged on this ac

count, but in the main his sleep is

exceedingly sweet and refreshing. He
has a sense of trust in a Someone or
Somewhat—perhaps he does not stop
to decide which—a power that surely
makes for righteousness in the end.

This confidence, together with sub
mission, hope, sympathy and imita
tion, which elevate the top head, pro
duces a peculiar harmony in the func
tions of the whole organization both
mental and physical, conscious and
sub-conscious. These elements also

‘explain much of that eloquence and
rare quality of voice for which he is
famous. Much of his politeness is
also a perfume from the same flowers.
Altogether these faculties tend to
render the character symmetrical just
as they give beauty and perfection of
form to the head. They explain the

grace and ease with which he adapts
himself to the conventionalities of
the social world in which he is so

popular. As a group of faculties they
create a disposition to conform. To
expect, to believe, to submit, to imi‘
tate, must naturally lead to optimism
in philosophy and facility in execu
tion. Such a man learns to do every
thing in the easiest way. When the
road is really rough he finds pleasure

in the thought that it will be smooth
a little ways ahead. He cannot be

squelched or subdued by adversity,
and perhaps this is why adversity
passes him by. But if he should be
driven off the earth, he will leave it
with a smile, confident that death is

only a door to a brighter sphere.
To appreciate this intellect, not

only must the symmetry of the fore
head be studied, but also the peculiar
stimuli it receives from the senti
ments. Intellect is an artisan—senti
ment is a patron. Intellect stands
chisel in hand ready to shape a curb
stone or carve a statue. Sentiment
makes the difference between the
stone mason and the sculptor, and in
a thousand ways drives the judgment
either to victory or defeat. Dr. De
pew is fortunate in being dominated
by feelings whose gratification natur
ally leads to success. First of all, he
loves fame, celebrity, glory. This
sentiment is a prompter to the art of
speech. Vanity and verbosity go to

gether—instance the French and Irish
—and of course language is the most
natural vehicle for an introduction to
the public. The root of the word am
bition means to go around, hence
action, effort. The sanguine tempera
ment is the most restless. Who has
not noticed the red-haired letter car
riers? Indirectly this constitution im

parts to the mind a taste for those
studies and pursuits in which the
central idea is action. In speech it
neglects adjectives, and emphasizes
the verb. It disposes to history, biog
raphy, narrative, anecdote. In
business such a man prefers talking
or walking to writing. In medical
science he prefers physiology to pa
thology—function rather than condi
tion.

This then is the key to Dr. De
pew’s mind. Accordingly we observe
a most characteristic sign of language
in the prominence of the eye, and the
lower forehead is conspicuously de

veloped in the perceptives, such as the
sense of objects, distance, motion,
color, location, and memory of events.
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In the central upper portion there is
the power to compare, classify, and
illustrate. This is the fountain of
metaphor and simile so essential to
the orator. It is the talent for criti
cism, analysis, and instruction. It
makes him a teacher and enables him
to present his ideas in a popular
style. The faculty of urbanity con
tributes largely to the fullness and
height of the upper forehead, and
has very much to do with his success
in all personal relations.

Causality, however, is only fair. He
is not inclined to philosophize ex

cept on a practical and limited plane.
The more abstruse questions of meta

physics he will leave to those who
think they need to solve them. He
is happy in the concrete world and
has no desire to rack his brain in the
interest of abstract truth. He can

grasp the relations of cause and con
sequence, principles and laws, as they
affect his personal life, but he will
always excel as an advocate rather
than as a judge. As a pleader he
would be irresistible. As the fore
head is fullest at the base, so the
faculties are strongest which relate to
the primary mental processes, such
as gathering knowledge of all phe
nomena in the objective world. He
has a genius for storing experience.
No event escapes him, and he can
summon to his tongue’s end at a

moment's notice all that he has ever
learned. Even his longest public ad
dresses are prepared in one or two
hours and delivered without notes.

He has also the keen sense of hu
mor which comes from fine and ready
sympathy, and his mind is almost
ablaze with wit. Imitation, mirth
and the responsive temperament all
combine to fit him most admirably
for the position he has maintained so

many years. It is no flattery to say
he is one of the most brilliant, ac

complished and masterful men our
country has produced, and as a repre
sentative pure minded, clean handed
American gentleman we can point to
him with truly commendable pride.

Chauncey Mitchell Depew was
born in Peekskill, N. Y., April 23,

1834. His father, Isaac Depew, was
a prominent and highly esteemed
citizen of Peekskill, and his mother,
born Martha Mitchell, was a lady of
marked personal beauty, fine accom
plishments, and a member of a New
England family whose most illustrious
representative was Roger Sherman,
one of the signers of the Declaration
of Independence, she being a grand
daughter of the Rev. Josiah Sherman,
the brother of Roger. Her father,
Chauncey R. Mitchell, was a dis
tinguished lawyer, and famous for his
eloquence. Her mother, Ann john
ston, was a daughter of Judge Robert
Johnston, of Putnam County, who
was a Senator and Judge for many
years, and owned Lake Mahopac and
much of the country 'thereabouts.
Dr. Depew's remote ancestors were
French Huguenots. These facts will
be of interest to students of heredity.

At the age of eighteen Dr. Depew
entered Yale College, and in 1856
was graduated from that institution
with one of the first honors of his
class. On June 28, 1887, the degree
of LL. D. was conferred upon him by
Yale. He studied law in his native
village with the Hon. William Nelson,
and was admitted to the bar in 1858.
In the same year he was elected as a

delegate to the Republican State
Convention. In 1861 he was elected
to the Assembly by a majority
of two hundred and fifty nine from
the strong Democratic Third West
chester County District, and was
reelected in 1862.

Since that time he has been honored
so many times and so many ways that
it would require a volume to com
plete the account. To-day he is
president and director in a great
number of railroad companies and
societies, the names of which would
fill a page. And, indeed, he has

practically received the highest
honors that can be conferred in this
country, excepting only the Presidency
of the United States. -



MAN VERSUS THE NEW WOMAN.

BY ALICE E. has.

“ DON'T like the new woman.
She antagonizes the men.

Why does she want continually to
fight against them?"

The lady who spoke was young,
pretty, well educated, well dressed,
and brilliant in conversation. She
looked around at the three gentlemen
and the one woman beside herself
who were in the room, and felt that
there was strength in numbers. She
was quite sure that the men would
agree with her.

Tacitly they did. . No one but the
other woman openly demurred.

The first speaker was society
woman enough to know her ground
with the men. But how far? Ah!
there was where the other woman's
penetration came in. She was older,
and she understood men even better
than the first one.

The younger woman knew men

just about through the subsoil—the
superficial acquiescence, banter, gal
lantry and outer crust of society
manners. The other woman knew
them to the inner stratum. She
knew something of their brains,
hearts and souls. She had stood
entirely outside of the sex relation,
and observed them. Her microscope
had as often brought to her beautiful,
sacred revelations as unpleasant
ones, and she was inclined to be just.

She looked around upon the men,
and in the face of each one who
tacitly agreed she read a different
attitude toward the speaker.

One man, with blonde, curly hair
and a head vitally developed, smiled
out a cheerful acquiescence to the
statement. He agreed with her in

an indolent, fleshly way. If he had

thought at all on the subject it was

exactly in this groove, and she had
voiced his sentiments.

Another man, with dark, hazel

eyes, a broad, intellectual forehead
and firm chin, looked up with a sur
prised, questioning air. A protest
was trembling on his lips, but he did
not speak it. To the other woman
he had no need of speech. His face
said so much.

The third man had thoughtful, gray
eyes, an exquisitely sensitive nose,
brown hair, and an intensely refined
face. But there was on it just then
a keen, critical look that showed he
was gauging the woman. The next
expression said: “Miss , you
are_not entirely genuine. You are
too much of a new woman yourself to
be so ignorant of the meaning of the
term. You are saying that for effect.
You think we are taking it for the
true metal. I at least detect the false
ring. Why don’t you r'ead that pas
sage of Emerson‘s where he says:
‘Things said for conversation are
chalk eggs; don’t say things. What
you are stands over you the while,
and thunders so I cannot hear what
you say to the contrary.’

”

But the woman was more charitable
to her sister woman, and her first
thought was: “Poor dear, I pity
your limitations. It is only a matter
of time and developement. I wish
you had reached the higher plane."

She believed the young woman was
sincere according to her light because
she had been in so many woman's
clubs where she had heard the same

protest, and she was kind enough to
think they believed what they said.

The new woman, according to the
best standards, is trying to be what
the good Lord meant her to be. She
is trying to be fully developed in
mind, body, and spirit. She is

trying to do the work which the
world thrusts into her hands, and she
is trying to do it with all her might.
The delight of her new found free
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dom may be rather intoxicating, but
it will lead to far greater and better
things than the belittling, benumbing
apathy of the cramped past.

The new woman naturally fights
against any barrier that hinders her
progress toward freedom. If that
barrier happens to be a man, then
let him look to his defenses or stand
from under. She is ready to fight,
and she must, not from choice, but
from necessity. The genuine new
woman does not want to fight men,
simply because they are men. It is

only when they insist on looming up
as stone walls in her path that she is
obliged to go on a war footing.
Again do not let us confound the
advanced woman with the one who
is simply advancing and has not yet
traveled very far. The child who
stubs his toe and falls takes con
siderable satisfaction in beating the
innocent obstruction that he ran

against. Some women, who are just
learning to walk, like the child, are

apt to belabor' indiscriminatingly the
men whom they consider stumbling
blocks. It isn't fair to mix them up
with the woman who has learned to
walk, and who is really the advanced
woman.

I heard some of these women who
are just learning to walk talk at a

woman's club the other day. One of
them said if she had her way she
would establish a newspaper to be

entirely run by women, with not a

man on the staff, and not a thing in
the paper for men. She was a charm
ing woman in many things, but in
that speech she showed her limita
tions. She wasn't the A1 brand of
the new woman. The paper she pro
posed would probably be as good as
the papers that used to be entirely
run by men and for men; but it
couldn't be as good as the paper of
to-day where men and women work
side by side. The masculine and
feminine qualities are needed in every
thingthataimstoward perfection. It's
a poor, lopsided affair that eliminates
either sex. The great infinite heart

of nature teaches us all this primary
lesson.

Another woman said if she had her
way she would take the fortunes of the

many rich bachelors who are rolling
in wealth and luxury, and give them
to the poor, pinched old maids who
were laboring to keep body and soul
together.

Here was another infant who had
run up against an obstruction, and
struck out blindly. The kind heart
that pitied her sister woman was
there, as was also the feeling of bit
terness against the hurt. But be
hold how infantile were the means of
redress! .The discerning mind would
not call this an advanced woman, still
there are plenty of people, whose

logic is loose-jointed, who would.
Annie Besant would probably be

called a representative advanced wo

man, yet once, when I asked her what
message she had to give to the woman's
clubs, she said: “Tell them to work for
human brotherhood, and use their in
fluence in spreading the feeling that
prayers will be won, not by working
for our sex as against the other, but
for both, common service to the race

being the true ideal.”
A somewhat extensive acquaint

ance with the new woman has con
vinced me that the representative
type does not fight against the men.
True, she is battling against ob

stacles, and any man who insists on
posing as such must expect to come
in for his share of trouble. But a few
narrow-minded specimens here and
there do not stand for man in the
aggregate, any more than a blatant,
illogical, aggressive crank stands for
the new woman. The attitude of
men in general toward the new
woman is a large, comprehensive
study. It is one of the opportunities
for a liberal education in this teem

ing, vital, splendid end of the cen

tury. It is splendid, for it is so sig
nificant, so promising of a great
stage in the development of the race.

An observant woman can pretty
nearly gauge the height of the ladder
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rung in this great upward and onward
progress to which any individual man

has attained simply by his attitude
toward women. Take, for instance,
the spectacle of a great reformer, a

man whose untiring zeal in unrooting
and bringing to light the terrible evils
of a large city is simply magnificent,
who believes women to be a tre
mendous factor toward helping along
political reforms, but who would em

phatically deny them their rights of
franchise. Fine character though he

is
,

how high has he climbed up these

stairs that all must go toward the

righteous life ? There are some steps
marked “

Justice" and Unselfish
ness

" which he has not yet reached.
In her own immediate circle sooner

or later the thinking woman touches
all the men with her divining rod.
The man who laughs and indulges in

coarse jokes on the progressive
woman she classifies somewhat in this
wise: Reasoning powers not capable
of close or protracted processes.
Domination or egotism large. Lower
nature strongly developed. Tender
ness and justice small.

The man who says with a tolerant
shrug: "Oh, I’m willing the women

should have all the rights they want,
but I shouldn't want to see my wife
going to the polls. Now, you wouldn't
vote, would you ?" is set down by the

observant woman as not much of a

thinker, inclined to be lazy and loose

jointed in his mental processes, not
in the least philanthropic, but narrow
in the circle of his regard or care for
his fellow creatures. A broad out
look would be rather impossible to

such a man in his present stage of
development.

To a man who says: “ No, sir, no
advanced woman for me. Give me

the sweet, clinging, confiding,
womanly woman our grandfathers
loved. She's good enough for me"
—the woman mentally responds:

“ Yes she is good enough for you
—that is, when she isn't too good.

“The only reason why you didn't
stay back in the last century was be

cause the good Lord wanted you to
be born in this, so you could learn
more wisdom.

“You are sentimental after the
style of the ‘ The Lady's Annual ' or
‘The Evergreen Wreath.’ You are
tyrannical, selfish and unthinking.
You would have made a pretty good
Turk, and wives of the Mohammedan
pattern would have been quite to
your taste."

Then there is the man who mixes
up things, and calls one a new woman
who simply makes conspicuous her
one idea, and whose glaring accom
paniment of faults and follies are in
herited from the old woman, or rather
the old time woman—sometimes from
from the old man—and who doesn’t
stop to see that these are old fash
ioned sins which were in vogue in the
time of Mme. Pompadour, Lady
Hamilton, or even as far back as
Herodias? Sometimes he takes this
combination of one idea and original
sin, dresses it out in his own language,
puts it in a play, and labels it ‘The
New Woman,’ but even the critics
see the untruthfulness and garishness
of this picture, and one genuine new
woman refuses to play in it

,

and
throws up a good engagement in con
sequence.

The woman with the observant eye
says:

“It is a pity that so much that is

fine in this man should be narrowed
and warped by lack of judgment.
Why will he go on seeing through a
glass darkly?"

Then there is the man who gasps a

little, looks wonderingly at the new
woman and is silent, but his question
ing eyes marvel all the same. To
him the woman says :

“ There is

hope for you; you have begun to
think. The fineness of your mental
equipment, and the justice, temper
ance and unselfishness within you
would not let you condemn before
investigation. Unconsciously you
are ascending.

And again she says to you who
gently, tenderly, reverently want to
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know what this new woman is
,

let
me tell you in confidence, she has

many faults which can only drop
away with the years. Her intellect
has awakened, and, like a strong,
young animal full of the turbulence,
ferment and high pressure of youth,

it is beating lion-like against the bars
of its cage, and even rending all
before it. It is not strange that the
beautiful wild thing should not yet
know what to do with its freedom.
This is the intellectual age of woman;
but a greater is yet to come, and that
shall be called the spiritual, the age
of illumination, when much that is

now dark shall be made light. In
that day the woman shall not lose

one whit of her intellectual strength,
but shall add to it this greater power,
which shall make the divine harmony
of which now we hear but discon
nected notes.

The poet—our own prophet Lowell
—sang:

" Laborin' man an’ laborin' woman
Hev one glory an’ one shame,

Ev'ry thin’ that's done inhuman
Injers all on 'em the same."

You see, even then he saw we must

work together. The poets are always
prophets.

Then, too, that greater poet, Olive
Schreiner—for it seems to me no di
viner song was ever sung than those
“Three Dreams in a Desert"—wrote
of the man's attitude :

“ He does not
understand. When she moves she
draws the band that binds them, and
Imr/r him, and he moves further from
her. The day will come when he will
understand and will know what she is

doing."
It is not in nature that they should

work long apart. If he must needs

growl, jeer or laugh at the large W
that spells woman it is his own fault

if man is not spelled with an equally
large M. Let him look to it. So, to
this man who, tenderly, reverently,
with inquiring eyes, faces the prob
lem of the new woman, she answers
pleadingly: “O, my brother, it is for
you as well as myself I would be the
advanced woman.

“ Instead of dragging you down or
abiding with you in the plains Iwould
lead you to the higher levels. But
see, I cannot go far without you.

“ Put your hand in mine and let us

journey on together toward the new
land of Promise. For in this eternal
plan of God the two natures marl be
ever together till they merge into the
dual perfection of the infinite."

.___§.‘~.
JOY.

0 joy, hast thou a shape?
Hast thou a breath?

How fillest thou the soundless air?
Tell me the pillars of thy house!
What rest they on? Do they escape

The victory of Death?
And are they fair

Eternally who enter in thy house?

0 joy, thou viewless spirit, canst thou dare
To tell the pillars of thy house?

On adamant of pain,
Before the earth

Was born of sea, before the sea,
Yea, and before the light, my house
Was built.

gain,
None know what loss, what

Attends each travail birth.
No soul could be

At peace when it had entered in my house
If the foundations it could touch or see

Which stay the pillars of my house!
H. H



HOW TO STUDY STRANGERS

TEMPERAMENT,
BY

FACE AND HEAD.
BY NELSON SIZER.

CHAPTER XXV.

FRANKNESS ANI') SECRETIVENESS CONTRASTED.

ANDREW JACKSON—

0 public character has been
more prominent, more open

or more aggressive than that of An
drew Jackson, and no stronger con
trast to the prominent characteristics
of Jackson can be found than in his
successor as President of the United
States, Martin Van Buren. The
contrast in the portraits is as marked
in those respects as can be brought
together. Jackson wasa tall man,
over six feet in height, slim, wiry,
bony, angular and lank. His face
was long and narrow; his features
prominent, and his head was narrow
and high. His complexion was

ruddy, his eye blue and his hair red.

Jackson had no conservatism; no
tendency to balance and equalize con

tradictory conditions;he was no com

promiser. He was not smooth, but was

rugged, rough and dominating in his
methods.

Martin Van Buren was short, plump
and delicate, politic, gentle, smooth,
pliable, polite, non-committal, eva

sive, and was called slippery and
double-faced by those who lacked
Secretiveness, Approbativeness and
Ideality. Those whose sympathies
were with Van Buren and who had
similar organizations regarded Van
Buren asapolished gentleman, acute,
cunning, placid silent, smooth,
pliable, but quietly persistent.

Jackson never sought to conciliate,
mollify and lead. He had his object
ive point, his Firmness and Self Es
teem grasped it

,

his Combativeness

MARTIN "AN BUREN.

resolved to conquer the position, and
his almost utter lack of Secretiveness
and policy led him to make straight
lines toward his objective point,
whoever or whatever might be in the
way. How two men, so contrasted in
strong characteristics as were Jack
son and Van Buren, could conform
to each other’s characteristics so ad

mirably, has been a mystery to many
who have recognized the startling
conditions, contrasts and apparent
unlikeness of their characters. But
characters match smoothly as cog
work in machinery matches. The
White Mountain railroad up Mt.
Washington has cog-wheel work
operated by the locomotive, and the

cogs engage the cog-work-rack laid
in the roadbed made like an iron
ladder with rungs or bars, near
enough together for the cogs of the
locomotive to work in it and thus
propel the train up the steep grade.
General Jackson's cog-work, positive
ness, dignity, aggressiveness and
determination worked like the cog
wheel into Martin Van Buren’s Se
cretiveness and policy. One dared to
be aggressive and the other was will
ing he should be. One could not
use policy, and the other was willing
his friend should secure success
through his strong peculiarity,
namely, policy.

Martin Van Buren was a handsome
man. His features were smooth and
regular; his face plump, his eyes
bright, and the lower part of his fore
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head was amply developed, giving
him wonderful readiness of percep
tion and marvelous memory, espe
cially of facts, words, names and dates.
His Causality was also large, render
ing his mind quick and comprehensive
in its far-reaching logical ideas. His
head was very broad from side to side,
giving strong selfish propensities;
Secretiveness was enormous; the
reader will observe the bulging out of
the side head. His Caution was also
large and he had also large Acquisi
tiveness, Constructiveness. Calcula
tion and Order. His Ideality and
Mirthfulness were well developed,
hence he was smooth and elegant in
his manners and fascinating in his
conversation.

Jackson made friends by his dash,
his pride, his unvarnished will-power
and determination and his phenom
enal frankness. Besides, Jackson had
a fierce temper, a lordly pride, which,
combined with his Firmness and Con
scientiousness, would not permit him
to hesitate in regard to that which
was required. He did not stop to
count the cost to himself; Martin
Van Buren always counted the cost;
he never. when a boy, picked up a
hot iron in a blacksmith's shop though
it had lost its redness while still hot,
or if he did, one experience of that
sort would last him a lifetime.

As the life and success of Jackson
and Van Buren were in a certain
sense mutually blended in their public
career, though each seemed to be work
ing separately, we will consider them
together. Jackson never was called a

hypocrite; he never was thought to be

sufiiciently reticent, guarded, pru
dent and mindful of consequences.
He was called rash and impetuous.
He was constantly coruscating and

exploding, while Van Buren never
took anybody by surprise and he
never rushed things. Jackson was
more like a hammer that came down
with rackety blows, smiting the unwill
ing iron into shape and makingsparks
to illuminate the whole field. Martin
Van Buren was more like a press in

a machine-shop that pushes a punch
an inch in diameter through a plate
of cold iron or steel an inch thick
and scarcely makes a noise; or, he
was like the hydraulic press, which
uses cold water as a means of pressure
and silently brings a thousand tons
of weight to bear on the work in hand.
So the hydraulic press doing work in
one end of the shop and a trip-ham
mer at the other end, forging heavy
masses of blazing hot iron or steel
into desired forms, would illustrate
these two characters, and sometimes
such machinery is so employed in the
same shop to elaborate heavy work
which constitutes important parts of a

mighty warship. One working noisily
and the other noiselessly; the one
making a terrible racket and the
other working on a. different plan
silently and yet surely.

Jackson was frank and honest, he
was benevolent, he was magnani
mous, he was reverent, he was

friendly and was fond of pets. He
had his mellow side, but it was of the
religious and domestic type, where he
showed his tenderness and his suscep
tibility.

'

Two incidents in thelife of General

Jackson will show his bravery, and
also his gentleness and affection.
The history of his life in the wars in
which he was engaged and the fierce

personal encounters which he had
with opponents are well remembered
by most readers. The incident
which we employ to illustrate his
great strength and positiveness of
character, which showed that he was
brave, amounting to rashness, oc
curred when he was judge ofa county
court in the early days of Tennessee.
A prisoner who was being brought
into court jerked away from the otfi-'
cer, got into a corner and defied
arrest. He somehow had obtained
possession of a rifle and he threat
ened to shoot the first man who dared

approach him. These facts were re
ported to Jackson, who was then on
the Bench. He instantly adjourned
the court for ten minutes and went
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down without a hat, or without any
thing in his hands, presented himself
before the culprit and said: “I am

General Jackson, the judge of this
court. I command you to surrender,
and fire, if you dare." He walked
up, collared the desperado and single
handed brought him into court. The
frankness, the courage and the in

domitable will which he manifested

4

.i
‘

FIG. 188.

in that act cowed the criminal and
won a startling victory. Is it a

wonder Western men believed in and

bravely followed him in military
battles!

The other incident occurred when
he was President, and when he was

in the midst of his great struggle
with the United States Senate on the

subject of the national bank. A

trial, indeed, which was enough to
tax the mind and body of any man to

the highest extent. This incident

was related to me by the Hon.
Nicholas P. Trist, who married

Jefferson's granddaughter, and was
President Jackson's private secretary,
and later minister to Mexico, and
made the treaty of peace under
President Polk in 1848. He said to
me that he awoke one night in the
White House and heard footsteps,
tramp, tramp, tramp, for an hour.

GEN. ANDREW _IACKSON, PRESIDENT 1829-1837.

He finally arose and went to ascertain
the cause of it

,

and there he found
President Jackson in his night-gown
and nightcap walking up and down
the long room rolling a baby of his
son-in-law, Donaldson, in a little
wagon. Mr. Trist earnestly re
monstrated with the President on this
loss of sleep and rest on his part at
such a time, and Jackson replied:
“ The baby prefers that I should do
it; please retire, I will take care of
myself.”
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To show the contrast between

Jackson and Van Buren, it will be re
membered by all who are old enough
to have been cognizant of it at the

time, that in the political field, when
Van Buren was interested as candi
date for President, he was often
caricatured in the public press, by
prints in the windows and elsewhere,
by placing his head and face on the

body of a fox, and he was called
“the fox." He was believed to be
tricky and non-committal. Some in
cidents illustrating this are in point.
While a lawyer at Kinderhook,
and perhaps a State Senator, two
gentlemen were riding in the stage to
that place, and one of them, notliking
Mr. Van Buren, insisted that he would
not answer a plain question in a direct
manner, and they made a wager as to
the question. So while the stage
was changing horses they ran into
Mr. Van Buren's office, and his friend
said to him that he and his friend
with him had made a wager that he

(Mr. Van Buren) would not give a

direct answer to a plain question.
“And,” he continued, “the ques
tion is this: Does the sun rise in the
east or in the west?" Mr. Van
Buren smiled blandly and remarked:
“ Gentlemen, the terms east and
west are conventional." And he did
not even realize that he was selling
his friend and himself until the oppo
nent laughed heartily and left the
office.

While Mr. Van Buren was Secre
tary of State under General Jackson,
John C. Calhoun was Vice-President,
and it seemed settled in the Presi
dent's mind, and in that of the people,
that Mr. Calhoun should be the suc
cessor. Mr. Van Buren desiring the
position, cast about for a quiet meth
0d of supplanting Mr. Calhoun in the
favor of General Jackson, and it ap
pears that Mr. Van Buren had discov
ered, in the archives of the State
Department, the opinions on file of
each member of Monroe's Cabinet
respecting General Jackson's inva
sion of Pensacola, Florida, during

the Seminole War in 1817, while
Florida belonged to Spain; for then
it was the custom to require the opin
ion in writing of each member of the
Cabinet on any important public mat

ter, after which the President would
decide on his course of action. They
did not, as now, have cabinet meet

ings like a caucus.
Calhoun had been Monroe's Secre~

tary of War, and John Quincy Adams,
afterward the successful opponent of
General Jackson for the Presidency,
was Monroe's Secretary of State.
Van Buren, occupying the State De
partment, had quietly found out the
opinion Calhoun entertained in re

spect to his having gone into Pensa
cola during the Seminole War; and
he suggested to President Jackson
that if he wished to know he would
find in such a pigeon hole in the State
Department the opinion of each
member of Monroe's Cabinet. He
went there and read the opinion
of John Quincy Adams, his old op
ponent, who took strong grounds in
favor of Jackson, and doubtless saved
him from being cashiered; he then
read the opinion of Calhoun, which
was strongly against Jackson, urging
that he be cashiered and dismissed
the service. When Jackson had fin
ished the reading and saw that his
pet friend and expected successor,
Mr. Calhoun, had been his earnest

opponent in that great, trying hour
of Jackson's life, and that his former
political opponent, Adams, had saved
him, Jackson brought his cane down
on the floor and uttered his favorite
exclamation in his usually emphatic
manner—“By the eternal! Calhoun
shall never succeed me as President."

When Van Buren saw he had put
an iceberg between the President and
Vice-President he began to lay his
plans to become, himself, Jackson’s
successor. Calhoun, on the other
hand, sought to break the force of
Van Buren's position, and studied to
comprehend the strength of Van
Buren in the North, and he found it
was embodied in commerce and man
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ufactures; so Calhoun organized his
great opposition to the tariff and by
his signal strength of character and

potent arguments, wrought up the

South, especially South Carolina, to

FIG. 159.

the pitch of nullification, which cul
minated in 1833, and General Scott
was sent South to quell it. It is said
that President Jackson communicated
to Calhoun the assurance, “That if
one drop of blood were shed in South
Carolina in armed revolution, he
would hang him in an hour."
Whether Calhoun influenced his

friends or sent a messenger to allay
the troubled waters or not, as there
was no telegraph, we do not know,

but it is said that for two weeks at

least, Cal-.oun was not seen in Wash
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MARTIN VAN BUREN, PRESIDENT 1837—1841.

ington. Thus the war of nullification
was quelled by a Southerner. Bu
chanan was a different man !

Jackson was candor, courage and
openness itself. He was abrave and

a true, but rash man, and it is a little
singular to a general observer, that
so able and rash a man should be so
taken with so secretive and reticenta
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man as Van Buren;but they were the

complement of each other; Jackson
was the lemon and brandy, Van
Buren was like the sugar and water
—the compound was cooperative.

Jackson would plan the able, aggres
sive idea, and Van Buren would
manage by sagacity and tact to carry
it out with oily smoothness.

If the secretive Van Buren had not
slyly revealed that sleeping state
paper to Jackson, Calhoun would not
have pushed State Rights to the verge
of nullification, and would have been

president; then Clay, Webster and
other capable men would have saved
the country the infliction of several
weak occupants of the Presidential
chair, and the war of secession in

186r—65 would not have come during
this century, if ever.

Van Buren was remarkable for
memory of names. Any man or party
of men who had been presented to
him years before, he would recall
without a mistake, and this made him

personally popular, for people like to
be remembered. In 1841, just be
fore his term expired, the writer, with
five friends, called to pay our respects
to the retiring President, and when
three of us had been introduced, Mr.
Van Buren called the fourth one by
name, and said he remembered being
introduced to him at Syracuse, N.Y.,
in 1836, when President Jackson was

making the tour of the country, and
he told the names of the four or five

other persons who at that time were

presented. A hotel keeper, a sales

man, a politician who can call any
man by name years after he has once
met him, will be popular, and thought
to be a special personal friend, and
with brain enough to command respect
will succeed.

An instance of Mr. Van Buren’s re
markable self-control, coolness and

power to conceal his state of mind
under a bland and equable demeanor,
is related of him in connection with
the Harrison campaign of 1840, in
which Mr. Van Buren was defeated as

candidate for a second term. There

being no telegraphs as yet it took
weeks to get the returns from all
sections of the United States. The
news came into Washington on Sun
day that the returns from Pennsyl
vania showed that General Harrison
had carried that State, which it was
understood would decide the election.
A friend of the President desired to
be the first to break the news to Mr.
Van Buren, and knowing that he was

attending service at the Presbyterian
Church in Washington he hurried
there and waited at the door until
Mr. Van Buren came out, and in a

hasty, hurried whisper, he informed
the President that Harrison had car
ried Pennsylvania. Mr. Van Buren
smiled and bowed most courteously
and said: “ I am very much obliged to
you; General Harrison willthen be the
next President of the United States;
good morning." And one would
have supposed from his appearance
he had heard the most acceptable
news.

“Old Hickory," as he was called,
would have looked like a thunder
cloud, and lightning would have
flashed from his eyes, and with a jerky
tread he would have marched off as
if something serious had happened or
was going to happen.

General Jackson was the seventh
president of the United States. He
was born at Waxhaw, South Carolina,
March 15, 1767. He was elected
and took his seat as President March
4, 1829. He served two terms
and died June 8, 1845. General
Jackson’s ancestors were Scotch
Presbyterians, who emigrated to
this country from the north of Ire
laud.

Mr. Van Buren, the eighth Presi
dent of the United States, was Attor
ney-General and Governor of the
State of New York, United States
Senator, Minister to England and
Secretary of State of the United
States under Jackson. He was born
at Kinderhook, N. Y., Dec. 5, i782,
and died July 24, 1862.

In further discussing the form of
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Mr. Van Buren's head it will be no
ticed that in the center of the top
head there is an eminence showing
large Firmness. It will also be ob
served that on each side of this emi

nence the head slopes off very rapidly
like the roof of a house. In that
sloping section of the head, on each
side of Firmness, is located the organ
of Conscientiousness, and that is
thus shown to have been compara
tively deficient in him. Veneration,
just forward of Firmness, is also

shown to be large, but Benevolence
does not seem to be very strong.

He had a great deal more de

velopment of the side-head, where
Acquisitiveness, Constructiveness,
Secretiveness, Caution and Ideality
are located, than he had of Conscien
tiousness. Consequently he would
evade issues, he would slide around
them and be non-committal and mani
fest an apparent disregard of the prin
ciples of integrity in the management
of affairs.

—_>.‘_“_
ROMANTIC MARRIAGES.

ARRIAGE in the Old World is

generally a matter of arrange
ment, and is conducted, more or less

financially, on the basis of what is
called common sense. Marriage
usually results in the New World
from personal afiinity, from some
intense form of emotionalism, inde
pendent of material conditions or
favoring circumstances. We Ameri
cans are more romantic, connubially,
than any other people under the sun.

We are gradually growing less so
as the Republic ages, but we are still
inclined to consult our feelings
rather than our reason in choosing
mates. Romance is an excellent thing
in matrimony, but it may be carried
too far in determining the question.
When it survives matrimony, and is
found to be a large ingredient in its
composition after years of continu
ance, it is as beautiful as it is com

mendable. It is greatly enjoyed by
the married, and warmly admired by
their intimates. But, as a rule, the
less dominant romance is in making
amatch, the larger is its influence
after sobriety has set in. Young per
sons will seldom believe this, how

ever, and they have to learn it
, there

fore, by painful experience. They
declare that they love, and love is

,

in their partial opinion, sufiicient war
rant for any conjugal enterprise,
even in the face of the most adverse
fortune. Where love is

,

faith and

hope are, and to the three combined

everything desired is possible, and
most things certain. They are in

a state of ecstasy, and the hard world

is molded and mellowed by their en

raptured vision.
They obstinately refuse to accept

as true the assurance that wedlock
must depend for its outcome on pro
saic facts and figures, that it belongs
as much to arithmetic as to senti
ment; that love itself may not always .

withstand pinching penury and the
trial it begets. Those who will tell
them so are proqounced doubters and

cynics, and their warnings pass like
the breeze. Alas! how many couples
have discovered, when too late, what
terrible prophets those doubters and

cynics have proved to be! They
would not heed when they should
have heeded, and the time has passed
for regrets and contritions. But there
are always new couples as confident
and as obdurate as the old, and there
will be while the years go on. Such
couples are convinced beyond refu
tation that hearts and pulses that
leap together are an earnest of the
future, and a solid ground for co
operative housekeeping. Young men
and women frequently wed without
means and without prospects, with
out self-understanding and without
forethought, yet never rue their pre
cipitance or imprudence. But far
more frequently they so wed and the
result is grievous and irremediable.——
jum'u: H. Browne, in Harper's Bazar.
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BY NELSON

[This phrenological description was given
with no knowledge of the name or pursuits
of the person.]

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF

REV. FREDERICK D. POWER.

You have a large head, measuring
as it does 23} inches in circumfer
ence by 14% inches from the opening
of one ear to that of the other, meas

uring over the top; and such a head

requires, as we judge the human con
stitution, a body which at maturity
turns the scales at about 180 pounds.
If a head measures 22 inches in cir
cumference, we suppose that 150
pounds of weight is about right, and
so weight may vary according to the
amount of work it has to do. The
boiler need not be larger than the

engine normally calls for, and there
is a relation between the body and the
brain as intimate and as necessary as
that which exists between the boiler
and the engine. When we find a man
with a 24-inch head and only 125
pounds of weight, we know that he is
not capable of going out into the
arena of life and striving and strug
gling with men of wellorganized con

ditions, doing the work of a man and
standing abreast with others; but he
is capable of keeping the account of
the struggles which other men under
take.

You inherit, we judge, from the
mother your organic make-up, and
we judge that your body is more like
hers than like the father's and that
your face is built more like hers.
The features are rather light; the
bony structure in the face is not as

large as it would have been if the
inheritance were more after the father.
It is a fortunate fact for a boy to re
semble a good mother, just as in the
same family it isa fortunate fact for the

daughter to resemble the father, and
the children who resemble in that way

SIZER.

are much more influential and capable
than those in the same family who
resemble the other way, and we think
that with your size of body, weighing
as you do 185 or 190 pounds, you
have body enough to support your
brain; therefore you may engage to
do anything that your culture and

experience warrant you in taking up,
with the assurance that the brain and
the body will be equal to the task.

The type of your intellect is intui
tive rather than theoretical. It would
be natural for you to make an ex

temporaneous speech, to talk your
thoughts on subjects with which you
were familiar, rather than to be

obliged to commit it all to formal
statements. If you were a public
speaker, you might sometimes write
part of a discourse, but the auditors
would open their eyes when you
began to talk without the notes. It
is possible for a man like you to write
a better statement of a case than he
could make orally, so that in print it
would have, like iron hoops in con
trast with wooden hoops, more crisp
ness and more grip on the subject;
but to move an audience, to lead it

,

convince it
,

and get the applause, the
contribution or the votes, it would be
better for you to think on your feet
and select the language after you had
run the subject through and knew
what you wanted to talk about. You
could put the sentences and the state
ments into such shape as to make
them more effective orally; and then
you could talk to a congregation in
such a way that they would feel that
you were in earnest about the matter,
personally. That is one reason why

a lawyer's work in court is sometimes
more palpable and pertinent than the
steady discourse of the pulpit. A

man has time to prepare a sermon,
and sometimes a minister is invited
to preach an annual sermon, and he
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has twelve months to think about it.
Of course the people think then that
the statements ought to be well
based, clear-cut, handsomely com
posed, and the periods well rounded,
smooth and polished. I am not quite
certain how a congregation who had

never heard a sermon, an argument,
or a stump speech, and who were

intelligent in matters of experience
and book knowledge, would be
affected by a solidly written dis
course as compared with the im

pulsive earnestness of an extempo
raneous effort, but I believe the
great, natural, human brotherhood
would be more moved by the 0&
hand statements.

You are adapted to be a teacher;
that is to say, you study subjects at
your leisure, and you can utter your
thoughts without further preparation.
The medical lecturer takes the human
skeleton, or afterward the muscular
structure, the nervous structure, or
the nutritive structure, and though it
is scientific work, he employs his
mind, composing his statements as he

goes along and talks to the students.
I think that is the best way to do it

,

and you are adapted to do work of
that sort, and you have a personal
influence where you can meet men on
their level and talk your knowledge
to them.

When a deliberative body gets into

a tangle some of the wise ones know
that the less debate there is projected
the better it is; so they move an ad

journment, and we, who are old
enough to have gray hair, know what
that means, for then John can meet

William and talk the matter up
privately and personally; the men

will pair ofi all over the house, and
when they meet again at 2 o'clock in

the afternoon a motion is made, and
the thing goes smoothly. It has

been talked up instead of argued and
debated; and it is this talking a mat
ter up that is most appropriate in
public discourse, if a man has the
culture to do it

,

and you have the

kind of development that would take
that culture and use it effectively.

If you were an editor, and I were
the owner of the paper, I would en

courage you in employing a steno
grapher, so that when you were full
of a subject you could walk the room
and talk it and urge it as if you were
before an audience, without the for
mality and weary slowness of written
composition. Where a discourse is

recorded by hand it has a tendency
to separate the subject and the au
dience at a distance from each other,
but where a man dictates it it sounds
as if he had been talking it right into
the ears of his listeners or readers.

You are a good judge of human
nature. You understand strangers
readily, and are thus instructed as to
what to say and how to say it; and
when you have said anything, es

peciallyif you happen to get on the

wrong track in the presence of the
man you are talking with, you know

it instantly, but you very seldom
make a mistake. You could go
among strangers and deal wisely
with them, and if you were called to
transact certain business among
strangers you would find your way to
the right door of entrance; you would
hit the man right; and if a person
could accompany you for a day he
would be astonished to see the twen
ty-nine different ways in which you
would address thirty men, one after
the other, and, if he were bright, he
would finally make up his mind that
you talked to each one according to
that man's needs, disposition, mode
of thinking, and type of feeling.
Occasionally he would find you
deferential, your voice modified,
with all authority and dogma
left out of it; it would be

suggestive. You would speak as
though you wanted to know if it

suited the man's convenience, and if

he thought it was an appropriate
thing to do, and finally the man would
yield his assent or bring out his con
tribution liberally; while perhaps
some men, who might have gone on
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the same errand would not have
obtained a favorable hearing or a cent,
because they would have gone there
with “law and order

"
in their tones.

to become a contributor with the
rest, you would be glad to receive
whatever he might desire to give.
That is the way to get a big subscrip

FIG. I I.

You would go there as if you were a

brother, and as though you felt that
the man had a right to withhold his

help if he did not approve of the
plan; so you would spread out the
plan before him,and then if he choose

REV. FREDERICK D. POWER.

tion from a lordly, overbearing man.
Let the solicitor show him that his
dignity and his rights are recognized,
and that nothing is wanted from him
unless it pleases his “Gracious Majes
ty

" to give it; and then he will prob
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ably be liberal. Another man you
would approach as if you had a right
to tell him just how much to give,
and as if he expected you would
assess him and tell him what a man
in his position, as compared with
other people, ought to contribute;
and a man like that would sometimes
ask you, “ What are the others giv
ing, what has so and so given, what
is the drift? is it $50, $25, or 50
cents? What are people giving on
an average? He would want to be
guided. You would know your men
when you found them. One of these
over-bearing rulers you never would
undertake to dogmatize; that is if
you were interested in accomplishing
certain results. To such a man you
would say, “What do you think of
this matter, how can it best be
worked up and accomplished? That
gratifies his dignity, and makes him
feel mellow; and then he will perhaps
say to you, “ You are better acquaint
ed with this subject than I am; you
go ahead and do what you think
proper to do and I will back you;

"

but nobody could argue thatinto him.
The middle section of your head

indicates force of character. You
are firm and decided; you are consci
entious, truthful, just; you are pru
dent and watchful. You do not rush
madiy into dangers and difficulties,
and yet when dangers and difiiculties
lie in the path which it is necessary
for you to pursue, you gather up
your forces and enter upon it with
courage and energy. However, you
do not “waste your sweetness on
the desert air," and if you can
reach any result by smooth and gen
tle means, you like that way to do it.
If you were a policeman, you would
say to a man that he was wanted at
the station house, and that if he
would go along quietly it would be
all right, and that if he were willing
to walk by the side of you as two
friends might walk and talk, it would
not excite any observation; but if he
were to square off and decline to go,
then your grip would be found solid.

You would not coerce unless you
must; and when it was necessary for
you to do it

,

you would know what it

meant.
You would, in governing a boy,

give him a good chance to choose to
do right. You would lay the ques
tion out before him with all the pros
and cons, and say to him that he
might have from ten o’clock until one

o'clock, that is until lunch time, to
think it over, “and that you felt satis
fied he would wish to do that which
would be right;" and three times out
of four he would; but if he did brace
up and decline, he would find perhaps
that he would be coerced, and by
yourself too. My impression is that
you go to extreme measures only un~

der extreme necessity; but when you
go to that point, there is more iron
than silk in the transaction.

You are sensitive to public ap
proval; and rejoice in being indorsed
in your opinions and in your purposes.
You like to find out which way the
grain of the timber runs, and then
address yourself to people in a smooth
way. You are naturally inclined to
try that, and when it is a question in

your mind, which is the better way,
you try the smooth way first, and

you have the ability to conciliate peo
ple who are oppugnant with each
other, and perhaps with yourself.
Most men, when they come to you
feeling worried and annoyed about
something, go away feeling better
than they did when they came. You
would tell a man to his face, “I do
not blame you for feeling disturbed
with the facts given to you on this
subject; I should feel disturbed my
self under similar circumstances.”
And that lets a man clear down to
the level of common sense; then he

is ready to talk up the matter, and to
make all the concessions which any
body ought to require.

In a business house you would get
more work done cheerfully through
this trait, which comes from your
mother, than you could get done by
those forces which you may have in
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herited from your father. We think
the main work of your life is done by
persuasion, conciliation and smooth
ness; and you get that from your
mother; and it is only when you can
not make that work with some incor
rigible people that the father takes
the business in hand (that is the
father that is in you); and some peo
ple are astonished to see how much
grit you have when it is forced to the
front.

Your Friendship is known to every
body who knows you as being a very
influential factor. Few men can go
into indiscriminate association with
people, as they average, and exert
through friendship more influence
than you do. One of the points that
is perhaps most natural in you, if you
wish to bring people to terms of
agreement with yourself on anything
that you approve, and that belongs to
the public, is to make your friend
ship felt; to make the man feel, “I
have not come here to dictate; I
have not come here to bulldoze you,
and I have not come here as your
superior; but I have come as between
two good friends, and whatever is
about right will suit both sides."
The friendly feeling makes people
willing to bend a little, and to do
more than they thought they would
do. You could get more cooperation
and friendly aid in things that are
interesting to you than most men
could. People do not feel willing to
disoblige you. They will even strain
a point rather than to do so; so they
do more, give more, and yield more
because you are friendly. Argument
is one thing, human duty is another
thing, and friendliness is quite
another. “I will do it for your sake,"
is the feeling, and there are condi
tions in life in which that feeling is a

wonderful factor. For example, in

church work, a man who can make

every parishioner feel that his friend
ship is earnest and kindly will induce
the whole parish to feel that they
must find out what the parson wants
before they decide what they will de

cide to do, or not do; because he is
as likely to be right as anybody, and
they do not like to displease him or
disagree with him.

You are a natural financier; you
could take care of the secularities
even of a church; or, if you were in
business, you would make the busi
ness side of your life prosperous, and
as a business man, you ought to find
the prosperous pathway in almost
everything you might do, so that if
there was a loss you would make it less,
and if losses were liable you would
evade the loss entirely; and if you
did not make any money, you would
come out square, and that is some
times success. It is natural for you
to look on the financial side and see
what will be successful in regard to
business, so that you will know which
side is best for you to choose, and
whether you can afford to do this or
that. If you were a clergyman, and
we do not know what you are, you
would get the parish out of debt.
You would insist upon having com
mercial promptness and thorough
ness in all the fiscal work of the
church. If repairs were to be made,
you would hunt for an honest man
who would do the work at fair figures,
and you would get people to send in
estimates so as to find out what ex
perts thought the work was worth.
You would have all the coal for the
year bought when coal was cheapest,
and you would want the church credit
to be respected wherever they wanted
anything. That is financial talent
employed in this channel. You
would want the credit of the family
to be without question so that the
word of every member of it would
be law on money matters. You
would carry your affairs in such a

way that even if you did not have
much money, people who had some
thing to sell would give you the best
opportunity for having it at the best
price, and at the best season for buy
ing. They would all believe that it
would come out all right.

You love life and want to stay as
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long as you can on this side of Jor
dan, and the thought of life ever
lasting is enhanced and glorified by
this feeling that makes us love life
here. The thought that we shall
live here as long as we can, and ever
more hereafter, is adouble interest in
the fact of life and existence that we
will live forever.

You have literary capability; you
have sympathy, justice and hope
rather than devoutness, and the re

ligious side of your life will have less
humble deference and devout hu

mility than it will of justicethat in
sists upon the right, and mercy which
insists upon helping the poor, “and
being kindly affectioned one to
another." If you were in religious
life and work, you would have to take
more care of the devout side of your
life than you would of the ethical
and the sympathetical side, be
cause these latter would take
care of themselves. Some men
have more sense of harmony
than of time in music, so when they
sing or play always have to watch the
time, while the harmony will take
care of itself. Your justice and

mercy will take care of themselves,
but you might have to watch the def—

erential and devout side of conduct;
and you never will be charged with
Phariseeism. You would not walk
through life as if you were laboring
under an awful responsibility, and
expected that the Judge of all the
earth was ready to seek action against
you. You would be more likely to
say “Our Father" than to address
God as “The Eternal Judge of all
the earth!”

You are ingenious; you would have
made a good mechanic. You are
skillful to understand that which
comes under the domain of construc
tion, adaptation and fitness. You
would do well in literary or scientific
work. You might have been an

engineer, an architect or an artist.
You have a hearty, earnest energy
which brings you right into the
ranks of efiort. For example, as

a boy, if you were engaged in the

games on the campus, your asso
ciates would think that you would do
more, do it better, and do it more
promptly than most of them. Wher
ever you undertake to work with the
hands you hustle things, accomplish
something and overcome difiiculty.
If you were in a catastrophe at sea
or on a railroad, and you did not get
hurt yourself, they would think that
you were a first-rate worker to help
rescue others. You have a helping
hand and an earnest energy which
could manifest itself in play or in
industrial effort, consequently your
mind has a backing of courage, forti
tude, enterprise, and a willingness to
do that which ought to be done, and
thus you amount to something in any
field that you choose to occupy.

BIOGRAPHY.
Frederick D. Power was born

January 23, 1851, in the vicinity of
Yorktown, Va., a region distinguished
alike by reminiscences of the war for
independence and that for the
preservation of the Union. He was
the second of nine children, being
the son of Dr. Robert H. Power, also
a native of Virginia, who had married
Miss Abigail M. Jencks, of Madison
County, New York, whose education
was received at the well-known
school of Miss Willard, of Troy, in
her native State. His primary educa
tion was under the tuition of his
cultured mother at the home on the
farm, the father being a practicing
physician in the vicinity. In 1868
young Power entered Bethany Col
lege near Wellsburgh, Va., an institu
tion founded by Mr. Alexander Camp
bell. His proficiency in study was
such that he completed the full
classical course in three years. His
diploma bears the signature of James
A. Garfield as one of the trustees of
the college. While yet a student, at
the age of 18 years, be commenced
his work as preacher of the Gospel,
and two years later was regularly
ordained to the ministry. On the
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18th of March, 1874, Mr. Power
was married to Miss Emily B.

Alsop, of Fredericksburg, Va.,
and in the following September,
became adjunct Professor of Ancient
Languages in his alma mater,
having previously served several
churches for a brief period in East
ern Virginia. He remained at the
college one year, and was then called
in September, 1875, to the pastorate
of the Christian Church in Washing
ton, D. C., which position he has

occupied without intermission to the

present time. The church was then
feeble, but has steadily increased in
numbers and influence until it now
contains 650 communicants, among
whom have been President Garfield
and Judge Jeremiah Black, besides
numerous other distinguished ofiicials
of the government, from all sections
of the country. The present church
building is an elegant, commodious
structure on Vermont avenue, which
was completed at a cost of $67,000,
and was dedicated June 20, 1884,
President W. K. Pendleton of Bethany
College ofiiciating. The plain little
frame structure previously occupied
was the scene of some of the plottings
of the assassin Guiteau, who designed
to execute his purpose while the Presi
dent was at worship, but was foiled
by the non-appearance of the Presi
dent at the intended hour. When the
corner stone of the present edifice was
laid in 1882, the reputation of the
late President had so attracted public
attention to the church of which he
was a member, that not less than
five thousand persons were present.

Mr. Power was appointed chaplain
of the United States House of Rep
resentatives in 1881 and continued to
perform its functions to the end of
the Forty-seventh Congress. The
chaste propriety and impressiveness
of the address at the Garfield obse
quies were matters of much comment.

Mr. Power is a fluent, impressive
speaker, and generally speaks with
out manuscript, although his style is
so smooth and accurate in its diction,

and the modulations of his euphonious
voice are so agreeable that his dis
course appears as though it might
have been memorized. These quali
ties in the vehicle for the expression
of sentiments and emotions, sober
and serious as well as gay and hu

morous, have made him in addition
to his decided success in the pulpit,
a most acceptable speaker in the
popular lecture field, which he is
frequently invited to occupy. His
lecture on the “Life of President
Garfield " has been frequently re

peated, and his famous lecture on
“Blockheads" has been and con
tinues to be very popular, for its
moral force and its humorous allu
sions. He has achieved so high a

reputation by these and others of his
lectures that he is in constant demand
for their delivery before the various
moral and religious associations of
the land, as he is deeplyinterested in
every laudable enterprise for the im

provement and elevation of society.
The Christian Endeavor work, the
Young Men's Christian Associations,
and the various temperance move

ments, find in him an ardent sup

porter. He is one of the vice-presi
dents of the National Temperance
Society, of which Gen. 0. 0. How
ard is president, and is secretary of
the Congressional Temperance Soci
ety, composed of Senators and Rep
resentatives in Congress.

Mr. Power is a correspondent
of the Christian Standard, of Cin
cinnati, reported to be the most
widely-circulated religious journal
published west of the Allegheny
mountains. His letters are always
interesting—those published while he

was traveling in Europe in 1892 were

remarkably so, evincing superior abil
ity in observation and power of de

scription.
In physical proportions Mr. Power

exhibits quite an imposing presence.
He is nearly six feet high and weighs

185 pounds, so that his large, active
brain is well supported in a finely
balanced temperament. M. C. T.
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DR. JEROME VAN CROWNINSHIELD SMITH.

BY CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

S we are unable to give many
biographical details concern

ing Dr. Smith, we wish to place on
record in these sketches testimonials
from the pen of this eminent man,
showing his appreciation of the
science of phrenology and also his
fearlessness in speaking in its favor.

When George Combe lectured in
Boston in 1838, he received much

encouragement from the Boston
Medical and Surgiazl journal, edited
by Dr. J. V. C. Smith. We select
the three following quotations in
reference to Mr. Combe and his lec
tures.

“Boston, Oct. 17. Phrenological
Lectures—Mr. George Combe is now
in this city, and those who entertain
any respect for the science which he

most eloquently advocates, could not
listen to higher authority. Since the
death of Dr. Spurzheim, Mr. Combe
has been regarded as the strongest
champion in Europe of the cause to
which that celebrated man devoted
his whole life. Those especially in
terested in legal medicine would de

rive profit from Mr. Combe's lectures.
If he falls below the estimate we

have formed of his powers from the
representations of his foreign ad

mirers, we shall be quite free to make

strictures according to our conven
ience."

“Oct. 24. Mr.Combe’s Lectures.—
After having closely followed this
gentleman in his lucid demonstra
tions, we confess ourselves not only
very much gratified, but profitably
instructed. His manner is not
boisterous or imperative, but strictly
plain, and those who listen to him are

constrained to acknowledge that he

is a philosopher of no ordinary
powers. Physicians will reap as

much benefit from these lectures, if
not more, than any other class of
hearers, because he clears up
points that have always been ob
scure in diseases of the brain.
On insanity, particularly, the facts
advanced in proof of the positions
laid down are too important to be

disregarded by those who profess to
relieve the worst of maladies to which
humanity is predisposed. Without
going into details, it is sufficient to
say, unhesitatingly, that legal medi
cine and mental philosophy, without
a knowledge of the principles of phre
nology, illustrated by one as thor
oughly conversant with both as is
Mr. Combe, cannot be studied to ad
vantage, or understood in all their
length, breadth and bearings."

“Nov. 14. Mr. Combe’s Lec
tures on Phrenology.—With a few
interruptions, we have bestowed a

thorough attention upon the lectures
of this distinguished philosopher
since their commencement in Boston.
We feel no half-way sentiments upon
the matter, nor are we disposed to
suppress what we unflinchingly ac
knowledge to be true, viz., that he is
a profound man, who gains upon the
understanding from day to day, by
the simple presentations of truth!
He must be regarded as an able, nay,
an unrivaled, teacher of a system
which can alone explain the phenom
ena of mind. Call it phrenology, or
discard the name if it calls up unpleas
ant associations; but it is as certain
as the foundations of the everlasting
hills that the doctrines embraced by
phrenology are predicated upon facts
a knowledge of which is necessary to
unfold the web of thought and show
the relationship we bear to each other
and the duties and responsibilities
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each one owes to society and to hu

manity. Wherever Mr. (Tombe may
visit in our country, for the honor of
our national character, if no other
consideration were involved, we hope
he will be appreciated for his devo

ing, reflecting practitioner of medi

cine, afterstudying this very able and

certainly original display of profound
investigation, could in conscience any
longer continue that misapplication
of remedies to organs, the derange

DR. J. V. C. SMITH, WHEN MAYOR OF BOSTON.

tion to the cause of human culture
and social happiness, everywhere in

culcated in his voluminous writings."
The same journal in the following

year, 1839, says of a work containing
the researches of Gall, Vimont and

Broussais, translated from the French
by Mr. George Combe. “ No think

ment of which, instead of being local,
depends entirely on a diseased condi
tion of some particular part of the
encephalon." Under date of July 8;
1840, Dr. Smith, through the columns
of the [fusion M(dim! and Surgical
journal, says:

“Progress of Phrenology.—Since
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Mr. Combe took his departure from
Europe very little is said on this here

tofore engrossing topic. Still, a few
individuals are devotedly pursuing in

vestigations, and accumulating im

portant facts illustrative of the lead

ing principles of the science which will
be regarded, at some future period,
with interest by philosophers. Mr. L.
N. Fowler, of New York, and his
brother, 0. S. Fowler, who residesin
Philadelphia, are collecting cabinets
of casts, which embrace fac-similes of
the heads of men, women and chil~

dren who have been distinguished for
qualities out of the common order of
mankind; and the stranger who visits
their collection is positively astonished
at the results of their unobtrusive in

dustry in this department of nature.
Through the politeness of Dr. Bond
we had an opportunity of inspecting
the Philadelphia Phrenological Mu

seum(for such it actually is) the other
day—the rarest assemblage, perhaps,

. on this continent, of unique skulls
and casts of persons now living.
Each one is characterized by some de

velopment, either a little out of the

ordinary course, or so strongly marked
by peculiarities as to be considered
nearly, if not wholly, unparalleled in

the series of cranioscopal formations.
The art of taking casts has been

greatly improved by the Messrs.
Fowler. Some of their work is quite
equal to the best‘ specimens of clay
modeling by Clevenger or Ives. The
bust of Dr. Reynell Coates was ad

mirably finished, and altogether su

perior to any method before known to

artists, or at least practiced by them

in New England. If the progress of
Phrenology depends on accuracy
in copying nature, in amassing
specimens of her handiwork, in

connection with the study of mental
phenomena, the science is surely los

ing nothing in the United States."
An article entitled “Statistics of

Phrenology in the United States,"
appeared in the American Mm'iml
Almana: for 1841. This work was

published annually in Boston and was

compiled by Dr. Smith. After
speaking favorably of the “History
of the Science," “ Books on Phrenol
ogy," “ Phrenological Almanac,"
“ Annals of Phrenology," “ Dr.Chas.
Caldwell," “ Phrenological Societies,

"
“ Crania Americana,” and “ Cabinet
of the Boston Phrenological Society,”
he closes the article by saying: “ It
is impossible to estimate the number
of believers in l’hrenology in this
country. They may be found in every
State of the Union. For a few years
past the science has been rapidly ad

vancing as well as gaining in charac
ter and popularity. Many of the
leading periodicals of the day, par
ticularly the medical journals, take a

decided stand in its favor; while
others generally allude to it,whenever
occasion requires, with candor and

respect. The science is now em
braced by large numbers in the med
ical profession, especially among the
younger portion. It is also favorably
received by many members of the
legal and clerical professions, and is

beginning to be introduced and re

spectfully treated in our literary,
scientific and medical institutions.
The day of its final triumph and
general adoption cannot be far
distant."

Dr. Smith was born in Conway,
N. H., July 20, 1800, and died in
Massachusetts Aug. 21, 1879. He
was graduated at the Medical Depart
ment of Brown's University in 1818,
and at Berkshire Medical School in

1825, becoming its first Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology. He set
tled in Boston in 1825. He edited
the PVzek/y A’nvslellzr for two years,
was port physician in 1826-49, and
was Mayor of Boston two terms. Dr.
Smith also served a portion of a

term in the Massachusetts legislature
with his friend, Horace Mann. He
subsequently occupied the chair of
Anatomy and Physiology, and after
ward of Anatomy alone in the New
York Medical College for Women.

He established in 1823, and edited
for many years, the 505/012 Aledical
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Intelligent-e, and conducted the Medi
cal World in 1857—59. His publica
tions included "The Class Book of
Anatomy" (Boston, 1830); “Life of
Andrew Jackson" (1832); “ Natural
History of the Fishes of Massachu
setts" (r833); “ Pilgrimage of
Palestine" (1851); “ Pilgrimage to
Egypt" (1852); “Turkey and the
Turks" (1854); and a “Prize Essay
on the Physical Indications of Lon
gevity" (New York, 1869). He also
edited “Scientific Tracts" (6 vols.,
1833—34), and “ The American Medi
cal Almanac "

(3 vols., 1839-1841).
Dr. Smith spent most of his life in

Boston and was considered if not the
best physician in that city, the best
one in cases of small-pox, of which he
almost invariably made a cure. While
in Boston he founded and edited the
Barton Medial] and Surgl'ml journal,
and was connected with it for twen

ty-five years. He disposed of it when
he came to New York to reside. At
that time he proposed and seriously
intended to become one of the pro
prietors of the Fowler 8: Wells estab

lishment, but owing to the fact that
both Mr. Fowler and Mr. Wells were
absent, the matter had to be deferred
until their return. In the meantime
Dr. Smith had otherwise invested his
property. He was a frequent and

extremely interested visitor to the
phrenological cabinet until a few
weeks before he died. He traveled
extensively in the East, Egypt and
the Holy Land, and also on this con
tinent as far as the Pacific slope.
Of the two pictures here given, the

younger one was taken while he was

mayor of Boston, the other, a few
months previous to his death.

The writer first saw Dr. Smith in

1839 in Philadelphia. He was

brought into our office by Dr. Bond,
who was connected with the edu
cational department of Philadelphia.

As he came in, he said, “Good
morning, Miss Fowler, I did not know
your brothers had a sister, but you re
semble them so much that I know
you must be one." From that time he

came in daily as long as he remained
in Philadelphia. He took great
interest in our cabinet, and later
wrote the description of it that is
mentioned in this sketch. Our ac

quaintance from that time until his
death was unremitting. After our
establishment removed from Phila
delphia to New York, in 1841, he

always called while visiting New York
from Boston, and after he removed
to New York he called almost daily.

He was in the habit of takinga
walk daily, even after he became

quite feeble, for, notwithstanding his
difficulty in walking (the result of a

physical infirmity), he made it a rule
to take a daily walk, and so gave us
a frequent call. This gave us oppor
tunities to talk over old reminis
cences. His son, who lived with him
in New York, being absent for
a few weeks, left his father lonely.

One warm day he went to Union
Square to sit where he could get the
fresh air.
rain, but he did not hasten to his
home; the result was that he took a

cold which brought on an attack of
pneumonia. He gave imperative
orders that his son should not be in
formed of his illness, but those in at
tendance on him felt unwilling to
take the responsibility of obeying
these orders, and sent for the son.

When he arrived and found how
ill his father was,- he took him as
soon as possible to Massachusetts*,
to his mother's old home, and the

place where she was buried. They
made their home with Mrs. Smith's
sisters, the Misses Brown.

He recovered from his illness, but
one day after taking a drive, when

talking with unusual animation, they
observed Dr. Smith's head to drop,
the chin resting on the breast. On
going to him they found the breath
gone. His death was thus sudden
and unexpected. He was buried in
the same grave with his wife. Her
grave had been sealed, and the son

*Pittsfield, I believe the town to be.

While there it began to ,
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caused his father's grave to be sealed
also. About ten years later, I read in
a daily paper a statement that Dr.
Edward Sutton Smith (the son) had
died suddenly at Chatham, N. Y.
Thus ended the family, as he was
the only child.

not live many hours from that time,
in consequence of which the parents
decided not to have an operation, but
contrary to expectation he lived to be
a man, though always very lame.

He was married, but whether his
wife was with him when he died, and

DR. J. V. C. SMITH, IN HIS LATTER YEARS.

When Edward S. Smith was a

child he had a severe attack of ty
phus fever, which caused intense
spasms. In one of these spasms,
being thrown up from the bed, one of
his hips became displaced and out of
joint. It was expected that he would

where he was buried, the writer does
not know.

His father, the subject of our
sketch, was a remarkable man in
many respects, well informed on
whatever topic was introduced, and
one of the best conversationalists, if
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not the best, I ever knew, and im

parted knowledge with every sen

tence, hence his society was widely
sought.

At the age of seventy he visited
the Pacific coast with an excursion
party of writers for agricultural pa

pers, some of whom visited Yosemite
fi— ——>.+r ~

Valley when only a narrow bridle
path gave access to the valley, and
we had to go on horseback. The
doctor showed as much vigor on that
dreadful jaunt as any member of the

party, he having had the same mode
of traveling while in Palestine,
Egypt and other Eastern countries.

THE “EVIL EYE.”

By GEORGE J. MANsoN.

HERE are people living to-day,
many of them prominent and

of more than average intelligence,
who believe just as firmly in the

influence of the “evil eye" as did
the inhabitants of the far-off regions
of the East who existed before the
dawn of history, and who are supposed
to have been the first to believe in
the superstition.

The evil eye can be described as

the power of injury which comes

from the look of a malevolent per
son. The name given to it by the

Romans—Fasrinum—suggests the art
of captivating, or charming, repre
sented by our English words “fasci
nate

"
and “fascination.” The su

perstition still lives in Italy under the

name jetlat‘ura, a word derived from
jar/are, to cast or throw; hence, the

casting of a spell. This power of
fascination, in its broadest sense,
was supposed tobe exerted in various
ways, but chiefly by look, voice and
touch.

According to an old Talmudic leg
end, some souls that have been sent

to Hades for sins committed on this
earth have returned without having
been sufficiently purified. They have

brought with them the evil eye, which
contains a spark of that hellish fire
which consumes and devours; a dart
ing glance or leer from a person hav

ing such an eye always causes a feel

ing of uneasiness, sometimes scorch
ing him, acting as the hot sun does

upon the leaves. In fact, it was once
believed that such a look had the

power of eating out the inside of a

person's body, stopping the circula‘
tion of the blood and unsettling the
intellect. To this day there is a

proverb current in Denmark: “ Woe
be to the evil eye."

Though a great deal has been writ
ten upon the subject, no one has been
able to trace the exact origin of this
superstition. It is mentioned in the
earliest records as a dreadful power,
and people were warned to be always
on their guard against its influence.
The jews learned of it in Egypt, and
carried their report of it to Judea.
Nearly all the Greeks, including the
most learned men, believed in it

,

and
the superstition still prevails through
out the Southern and Eastern nations
of Europe, in Mohammedan and other
Eastern countries, and in Western
Africa. The Turks watch for the
evil eye in a personal enemy, or in
an infidel. Some of the ornamental
designs on their caparisoned horses
are intended to divert a sinister influ
ence. The superstition is common
in some parts of Ireland and Scotland

(where it is called “
the ill eye "), and

is believed in generally by the Mexi
cans.

Ancient historians speak of na

tions in which the whole popula~
tion was said to have this danger
ous power, one writer gravely add

ing, with an air of cynicism, that
the Thracian women were more to
be feared than the men. Pliny de
clares that warriors were able to kill
with their eyesight those upon whom

they steadily fixed their gaze for a

long time. This was certainly a
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mode of warfare as economical as it
was original, and far more humane
than our modern methods of destroy
ing the enemy. Indeed, it seems to
be the only case on record when the
visual power of the sexes was re
versed; that is

,

where the glance of
rude man could be described as
“

perfectly killing."
Such a power, however, has been

mentioned in literature. In Beck
ford's famous romance, Vathek, the

hero, had the power of killing with
his eye, and the reader will recall the
story of Racine, whom a look of
Louis XIV. sent to the grave. Taci
tus laid it down as an axiom that “

in

every battle the eye is first con
quered."

Closely connected with this super
stition is the belief that too much
praise or boasting from a person is a

sign of the evil eye, and a sure fore
runner of bad luck.

Pliny tells us of whole families in
Africa by whose praises herds, flocks,
trees, children, etc., were all de

stroyed. It came to be a settled be
lief among the Greeks that it was not
well to boast of prosperity; they had

a saying, “Live secretly, if thou
wouldst live happily.

"

The evil eye has always been sup

posed to have a peculiarly malign
effect on babies. In certain parts of
Italy to this day if you tell a woman
that her baby is strong, a farmer
that his crops are getting along nice
ly, or a driver that he has an un

usually fine pair of horses,:and all
three, to avert the evilq'conse
quences supposed to follow—in the

wake of these gracious utterances,
will spit at your feet; as an act of
politeness you must follow out the
same course with them. The good
natured man who went around saying
pleasant things to everybody and
praising everything he saw, would
really be looked upon as the most
malevolent of men. This supersti
tion prevails to a certain extent in

Naples, in China, Japan, among the

negroes and Indians, and in some

of the remote rural districts of Eng
land. The Russians, at this day, if

their children are praised for beauty,
spit upon them. Pliny says that in
his age it was the common practice,
when any stranger looked at a child
while sleeping, for the nurse to spit
three times. The Neapolitan nurses
spit toward any stranger who enters
the apartment where the children are
asleep. In Albania even the fathers
were not allowed to see their child
before the seventh day, for fear that
their glance might throw an evil
influence on him.

In some parts of Ireland it is the
custom not to visit a family after
the birth of a child without taking a

present, “for fear of spoiling the
beauty of the child."

During Shakespeare’s time anyone
looked at by a person supposed to
possess this malign influence, was
said to be “ o’erlooked,” “ fore
looked," or “eye-bitten." Newborn
children at that period were not
exempt from this danger, and vari
ous charms were practiced to avert it.
In the

“
Merry Wives of Windsor"

(act v., scene 5
) Pistol says of Fal

staff:
Vile worm, thou wast o'erlooked even in

thy birth.

It is again alluded to in the “Mer
chant of Venice" (act iii., scene 2),
where Portia, expressing to Bassanio
her feelings of regard, declares:

Beshrew your eyes,
They have o'erlooked me, and divided me;
One half of me is yours, the other half

yours.

In “Titus Andronicus” (act ii.,
scene 1), Aaron speaks of Tamora as

—faster bound to Aaron's charming eyes
Than is Prometheus tied to Caucasus.

In some parts of Egypt the chil
dren wear a charm against the evil
eye. It is of triangular form, in
closed in a case, and attached to the
top of the cap. Alum is used for
the same purpose, by the grown
people, in a very curious way. A
piece about as large as a walnut is

placed on hot coals and left there
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until it has ceased to bubble. This
ceremony takes place about sunset,
the person repeating certain relig
ious verses. The alum is supposed to
assume a likeness to the person
whose malice has given occasion for
its use. Then the alum is pounded
and given in some kind of food to
a black dog. It is said that the alum
does often assume the rude outline of
a human being; the truth is that the
shape in which it appears depends on
the disposition of the coals. Another
Egyptian method of obviating the
bad effects of the evil eye is to prick
a paper with a needle, saying at the
same time, “This is the eye of such
aone,” repeating the name of the
evil-minded person, and then burn
the paper.

Such a person is supposed to envy
the good fortune of his neighbors,
and to be of an exceedingly covetous
disposition. When people are eating
a tempting meal, it has been believed
that they might swallow poison
which could be conveyed to the food
by the greedy and envious looks of a

looker-on. From this curious idea
the custom arose of kings and well
to-do persons dining in the privacy
of their own apartments. Aristotle
warned people of the danger of eat

ing with a man of the evil eye, and
growing out of this habit of closely
observing or eyeing food came the
familiar expression to “ devour with
the eyes."

In Sardinia, where the supersti
tion has been believed in from the

earliest times, the literary people (as
if they had not enough troubles of
their own) are held in such poor
esteem that the natives have a say
ing: “May the Lord preserve you
from being looked at by a man of
letters, for the misfortunes they cause
are much worse than those inflicted
by other people.” The explanation
of this gentle criticism may be that
the natives have sometime seen

starving poets or hungry scribblers
looking longingly at the cakes and
pies in the windows of the bake shop,

or else this unjust prejudice may
have arisen from the fact that the
eyes of poets, painters and literary
men are generally bright and pierc
ing.

Not only has the evil eye always
been supposed to have a bad influ
ence on persons, but even animals
have been the victims of its unwhole
some power. The darting glance of
such an eye, especially the first thing
in the morning, was to be feared as
we fear poison. It meant destruction
to man and beast. Virgil tells us how
the tender lambs were fascinated,
and how the cattle were made lean

by this occult power. In Scotland
and Ireland, not so very long ago, it
was the common belief that cattle
were subject to injury and death in
this way. Certain charms were used,
such as twining the mountain ash

among the hairs of the cow's tail. In
some remote parts of Scotland at the

present time soap and salt are smeared
over cows who are supposed to be

suffering from this malign influence.
The Scriptures contain several very

pointed references to the influence of
the evil eye. In regard to eating,
for instance: “ Eat thou not the
bread of him that hath an evil eye,
neither desire thou his dainty meats.
For as he thinketh in his heart so is
he: Eat and drink, saith he to thee;
but his heart is not with thee. The
morsel which thou hast eaten shalt
thou vomit up, and lose thy sweet

words.“ (Prov. xxiii., 6-8.)
“ Hell

and destruction are never full; so the

eyes of man are never satisfied."

(Prov. xxvii., 20.) In Deuteronomy
(xv., 9) we are told to beware lest
“thine eye be evil against thy poor
brother, and thou gavest him naught;
and he cry unto the Lord against
thee, and it be sin unto thee.”
Again, in the same book (xxviii., 54),
where mention is made of “

the man

that is tender among you, and very
delicate, his eye shall be evil toward
his brother, and toward the wife of
his bosom, and toward the remnant
of his children which he shall leave.”
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David in the Psalms (x., 8) speaks of
the wicked whose “

eyes are set

against the poor." In I. Samuel
(xviii., 9), after the victory, David's
valor in staying tens of thousands to
Saul’s thousands is extolled by the
women. Saul shows jealousy, and it
is recorded: “And Saul eyed David
from that day and forward." In the
New Testament St. Mark shows us
how the evil that men do comes
from within—from the heart—~it pro
ceeds from evil thoughts . . . ,

“an evil eye,blasphemy, pride,foolish
ness: all these evil things come from
within and defile the man” (Mark vii.,
22, 23). In the book of Matthew
there is a pertinent allusion: “Is it
not lawful for me to do what I will
with mine own? Is thine eye evil
because I am good ?

"
(xx., 15), and

where in Galatians (iii., 1) the ques
tion is asked: “Who hath bewitched
you?” the literal meaning in the
Greek is Hwho hath fascinated you ?

"

One investigator says that it is singu
lar to observe that many of the
terms used in Scripture which sig
nify enchanters or enchantment
are com pounded of the root word
for eye.

The superstition of the evil eye is
believed in by many at the present
time. Patti will not sing where there
is a cross-eyed conductor—in fact,
the whole Strako'sch and Patti fami
lies have always been influenced by
this superstition. Bernhardt will not
play with an actor who is a victim of
this malignant influence. Some

years ago the production of one of
her plays was delayed several weeks
because the tragedienne believed that
the leading man, M. Volny, although
young and of fine appearance, had

the evil eye. In Paris, Paola Marie,
of the Opera Comique, and her sister,
Galli Marie, were in the habit of
wearing amulet rings to avert the

snake-like fascination which was

currently attributed to Count Gabri

elle, a well-known promenader on the
boulevards, The composer Offen

bach was said to have the evil eye

because he brought so much bad
luck to innocent people.

Pope Pius IX., while riding in

Rome, happened to look up at a
child sitting near a window. A few
minutes later the child fell out of the
window and was killed. It was not
long before many Italians believed
that the head of the Church had the
evil eye; and this reputation clung
to His Holiness until his death.

What reason can be given for a

belief in this superstition so univer
sally dreaded from the earliest times
to the present day? The most rea
sonable explanation is that the eye is
the most expressive organ of the
human mind. Through its use man
betrays his emotions, his desires, his
passions. Truly the eyes are

“
the

windows of the soul.” A person
will quail before a powerful gaze. An
army (e

. g., a Chinese army) will
become demoralized before “ an eye
like Mars to threaten and command."
And so, in very early times, among
ignorant people, the eye, in and of
itself, was supposed to have a hidden
power, whereas its action only indi
cated the internal force and character
of its owner. “ An eye,” says Em
erson, “can threaten like a loaded
and leveled gun, or can insult like
hissing or kicking; or, in its altered
mood, by means of kindness, it can
make the heart dance with joy."

It is probably safe to say that no
man has what is commonly called
the evil eye, unless he is evil-minded,
full of the spirit of “

envy, hatred,
malice, and all uncharitableness.”
And until that spirit is changed, it

is fair to assume that he will betray
his feelings by his looks. There are
such characters in the world, and we
meet them more or less often in the
round of our daily experiences.

In the light of phrenological science
of course we can understand them,
and thus not only intelligently adapt
ourselves to them, but by spreading

a knowledge of the laws of heredity,
greatly diminish their numbers in
the world.



GALL AS DISCOVERER AND PHYSICIAN.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, LL.B., M.D.

HEN the German doctors, Gall
and Spurzheim, were at Halle,

which they visited in the course of
an extended tour devoted to the ex
ploitation of their doctrines re
garding the functions of the brain,
they met the eminent physiologist,
Reil, and he, with a considerable
number of the faculty of Halle Uni
versity, witnessed a dissection of the
brain by the phrenologists. Prof. Reil
remarked to Prof. Bischoff, who also
attended the demonstration, “ I have
seen in the anatomical demonstra
tions of the brain, made by Gall, more
than I thought that a man could dis
cover in his whole life." This opinion,
coming as it did from a man whose
authority in the special field of anat
omy was generally considered sec
ond to that of no other contemporary,
must receive more than a modicum of
respect from the considerate, despite
the flippant sneer that modern dilet
tanteism is wont toindulge when men
tion is made of phrenology.

The spirit of modern scientific
thought appears to be unworthy of
the grand arena that has opened for
its exploration. It is narrow, and
beset with caprices of personality.
This may be due in part to the special
ism that the very extent of Nature's
laboratory has rendered necessary; in
part it may be due to the conserva
tism that prevails among those who
are in the middle life of their career,
and would continue to gather new
laurels because of the successes of
their early manhood. When M.
Cuvier, of the French Institute, first
heard the German doctors, soon after
their arrival in Paris, he appeared well
disposed toward the new doctrines.
Mr. Richard Chevenix said in‘ the
Foreign Quarterly Review that he had
heard him “express his approbation
of itsgeneral featuresin acircle which
was not particularly private." But

later M. Cuvier and his colleagues of
the Anatomical Department changed
somewhat their attitude toward Gall
and Spurzheim.

It is said that when the First Consul
(Napoleon) was apprised that the

greatest of his anatomists had at
tended a course of lectures by Dr.
Gall he broke out furiously, as he had
done against Lord Whitworth; and
at his levee rated the wise men of his
land for allowing themselves to be

taught chemistry by an Englishman,
and anatomy by a German (see the
“Biography of Dr. Spurzheim,” by
Nahum Capen, LL.D., of Boston,

1833). Hence it was that the commis
sion named by the French Institute
to report on the labors of Drs. Gall
and Spurzheim dealt out a scant
measure of compliment in their con
sideration of them, and even affected
to excuse the interest shown by say
ing that the anatomical researches
were entirely distinct from the physi
ology of the brain and the doctrine of
mental manifestations. That was in

1807 when Napoleon was posing as
the master of Europe, and inclusively
as the foremost patron of the cults of
science and art.

But it is notable that the eminent
naturalist allowed that the method of
Gall and Spurzheim in dissecting the
brain was preferable to that com

monly used in the medical schools;
that they were the first to have shown
the proportion between the brown

(or gray) and white substance of
the brain; the course of the optic
and other nerves; the certainty of
the decussation (or crossing) of the

cerebro-spinal fibers; the successive
reinforcement of fibers in passing
through the pons, the crura, optic
thalami, and corpora striata, and
the demonstration of two or more
classes of fibers in the brain, and the

generality of the commissures (see the
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Edinburg Medial! and Surgiml four
nal, January, 1809). See also Annual
Report, by M. Cuvier, member of the
French Institute, from which the
above citations are translated, and in
which the distinguished savant takes
occasion to say that the Memoir pre
sented by the German physiologists
was “by far the most important that

had occupied the attention of the
class.”

The very brief enumeration of par
ticulars that should be credited to the
observation and genius of Drs. Gall
and Spurzheim, as appearing in said
report, conveys a very meager idea
of their true importance to the world.
An examination into the state of phys
iology in its relation to the brain
and nervous system at the beginning
of this century is necessary in order
to realize how great an advance the
Vienna doctors had given to science
and civilization. It is not strange
that the older and conservative por
tion of the learned were skeptical,
even to the degree of derision, when

they for the first time heard of the
claims of Gall. Few, indeed, were
of the mind of the great Reil, who
could with calmness listen to a dem
onstration of the new doctrine, and
then frankly admit his wonder that
one man could accomplish so much.

Witness, however, the scene at the
funeral of Dr. Gall, which took place
on the 27th of August, 1828, where
an immense concourse of people had

gathered, many of whom had made

long journeys to attest their respect
for the discoverer and exploiter of
the great truth of the brain's func
tion in our mental economy. Five
eminent savants pronounced dis~

courses over his grave. One of these,

Dr. Fossati, of Florence, in referring
to Gall’s ability as a physician, said:

“ Artists, young physicians and many
unfortunate persons of every condi
tion now testify by their tears the
loss of a benefactor. But
they will make way for a moment to
those rich patients, to princes, to the
representatives of kings, whom his
art restored to health, and allow them
to bear witness before posterity how
often Dr. Gall came to implore their
aid in solacing and assisting unfortu
nate but deserving men of talent."

No pretenderor gilded mountebank
was likely to be solicited for consul
tation or advice by the royalty or
nobility of that time—or have medals
struck in his honor by grateful
patients high in social rank—as fell
to the experience of the German
doctor. Count Bourrienne, secretary
to the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte,
in his Memoirs of the wonderful
Corsican, refers to a visit made by
Gall to the King of Sweden (Berna
dotte), when the latter was at Boet
zenbnrgh on the Elbe, and says, “I
had the pleasure of being some time
with Dr. Gall, and I owe to the inti
macy that subsisted between us the
honor he conferred upon me by the
dedication of one of his works."

Such testimony as this is unim~

peachable, and by its very nature
attributes a position to Gall in no
respect inferior to any of his scien
tific contemporaries.

Let us but measure his achieve
ments, however, in the light of their
effect upon the later development of
that higher physiology that has to do

especially with the activities of mind;
let us but do this with an honest
candor and the conclusion will force
itself upon our judgment that those
achievements deserve a place in the
very front rank of human discovery.

(To 1): czmh'nual'.)



CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME BOYS.

BY NELSON SlZER.

S it a wonder that parental love
still tenderly follows the precious

pet though he should become prodi
gall Right culture might save the
wayward; wrong training might spoil
the good. It is so with horses as
with boys.

No subject can be of more interest
to the human race than the proper
development and right culture of the

young, and during the period of
childhood and youth is the natural
time for the physical, intellectual,
moral, mechanical and governmental
culture. That is the plastic season;
the time for bending the twig to make
the future tree incline rightly. The
mother is the natural guardian and
guide of childhood and should be
wisely and well-trained for the impor
tant task.

Occasionally a mother seems en

dowed by nature with a genius for
government and with an aptitude for
training and educating children.
Other mothers who are good and true
and anxious seem to be awkward at
their work; they apply wrong meth
ods and partly because they do not un
derstand physiology and phrenology.
Let us apply the doctrines of phre
nology, temperament and physiology
to the management of some children
whose portraits we have the pleasure
to introduce, and whose names, resi
dence and parents are wholly un
known to the writer, mostly from the
studio of that prince of child photog
raphers, Rockwood, of 1440 Broad
way, New York City.

Figure 1 is a picture of robust
health; full of life, brimming with

vitality and overflowing with joy and
enthusiasm, and yet his joy is in
clined to be rough. He has a great
brain and decided mental force. He
cannot wait to be smooth, gentle and
pliable. He sees his objective point
and goes for it

,

through briars or
thorns, or diagonally across the
muddy street, regardless of clean
shoes and spotless garments. He is

a boy all over and thinks he is almost

a man. Power is not necessarily
bad, although it may be inconvenient
and it may wear out shoes, tear
clothes and slam doors. This boy is

something like a bunch of firecrackers
which is explosive although it may
have no malign intentions. Powder,
when loose, if exploded before a
person's face may destroy the eyes,
singe the hair and pepper the skin;
but the same powder, if placed in a

gun-barrel, may explode within an
inch of the huntsman’s keen eye
without doing him the least harm,
because it is under proper guidance
and right control; in other words the
fiery element is under the guidance
of culture without the irksome re
straints of prohibition. A frolicking
colt, calf or lamb will tear through
the fields but has no malign pur
poses, it has no desire to do any mis
chief nor any disposition to harm,
hurt or molest, and yet it may be an
inconvenience and an innocent spoiler.
It may trample the meadow grass,
damage the lawn or ruin the garden,
but the animal has only vitality and

impulsive energy and a wish to work

it off but no desire to harm or injure
anything.
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This boy has a wide head through‘l‘thing he is curious about.
become an able man, a power in the

He will make a fine lawyer
if he can hold still long enough to
become p )Iished on the scholastic

the region of the ears. He has large
Destructiveness and Combativeness.
He thinks he can do anything that
ought to be done and tries some

things of the equity of which he may

world.

grind-stone.

FIG. I

have doubts. Bravery is written all
over his face and head; hearty,
healthy zeal sparkles in every fiber
of his system. He likes large, heavy,
noisy playthings and wonders a horn
or a drum does not sound pleasantly
to everybody. He has a magnificent
intellect. The upper half of his fore
head is admirably developed and
therefore he is old of his age and in

sists upon answers to questions that
are above his years. He does not
see why he should not know any

,

A FULL PATTERN BOY.

He has large Mirthfulness, but it is
not shown so much in wit as it is in
the fun of robust childhood. He has
large Ideality, hence he is enthusias
tic; he builds castles in the air and
thinks he can inhabit and control
them, and yet this boy has Caution.
Rash as he may appear he will show
Caution strongly marked in his char
acter, but it is coupled with such an
amount of Combativeness and De
structiveness, and with such earnest
energy that he will seem to need a

He will .
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guide, overseer and ruler, but his
training ought to be in reference to

guiding and not to overseeing and
ruling him. He ought to be led to
feel that doing as people who have a

right to direct him, require, is his
duty and is profitable for him to do,
but he ought not to be rudely silenced
or snubbed. His intellect is as bright
as a dollar and he can understand
danger and difficulty if they are

T a ‘
4\ x z.
'
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FIG. 2. THE‘ STUDENT.

rightly presented and explained, but
he is not likely to be very careful in
his administration. Besides, he has
wonderful Spirituality and Imitation,
leveling up the front and the lateral
portions of the top-head. He hopes
and believes by the acre—by the

hemisphere. He reads strangers well,
and he will be wise in his appreciation
of those who are strangers to him; he
will like and dislike at sight.

'

The restraints on him ought to be
gentle; a little like an India rubber
halter for a horse—one that will yield
and stretch, yet not break. If he

were fastened with a chain halter he
might break it as some horses do, but
if he were tied with elastic material it
would suggest at least limited liberty
and he would not chafe under it.

He will make a popular orator, and
he ought to be educated physically
and mentally as far and as carefully
as the schools can do it

,

but he needs

a great deal of room and he needs
playthings that will make a noise, and
yet will profit by a great deal of
patience and care bestowed upon his
conduct and career, and he will make
his family proud ofhim if he can be kept
on the track. If the track is substan
tial enough and wisely laid and if the
parents and teachers are wise engi
neers they will talk about this boy
when they reach into the aged de
cades and they will say: “ He was a

pupil of mine so many years ago, and
now see what he has achieved."

Figure 2 is a marked contrast to
Fig. I. This boy has the Mental
temperament and not enough of the
Vital. He has rather a slender con
stitution and he has an anxious look in
his face. He is light in his build;
his head is large for his body and he

is too much inclined to study and
think. He is very anxious, and with
his large Caution he ought to be
taught not to be afraid of darkness,
except to avoid pitfalls and obstruc
tions. He should be hopefully
taught in regard to the great ques
tions of the future. His moral
teachings ought not to be somber,
for he is naturally inclined to be
anxious and sad. Contrast his
face with that of Fig. 1. This
shows the scholar, the meditative
thinker, the reasoner, the artist and
the poet, “the good boy,” but not so
much the worker or one that plays,
hustles and subdues. He is sedate
and decorous in his ways. He ought
not to be pushed in his studies and

probably should not be allowed to
study as much as he desires. If he
could have a bicycle it would be good
for him, or if he could have some

thing in the way of apparatus for
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excercise where weights, pulleys and
ropes are used, so that he could use
them any five minutes during the day
when he felt an inclination for it

,

it

would be just the thing for him. The
gymnasium is desirable for many
young people under different circum
stances, but this boy ought to have

This is the mental and sentimental,
delicate organization and should be
carefully guided and regulated and
should have guidance in both exercise
and study, and he ought to take one
third more sleep than Fig. 1 would
seem to require.

Fig. 3 is a thinker. He will be

Rockwood.Photo.

FIG. 3
.

apparatus in his own house, where he

can use it any minute, early or late,
rain or shine, and he should not be

permitted to exercise with heavy ap

paratus. Such boys are meditative
and they are inclined to overwork; if

others around them are lifting heavy
weights or using other heavy appara
tus they will try to do the same

thing, greatly to their detriment.
Fig. 1 works hard from the mere

pleasure of it; he would work hard
doing nothing but playing and frolic
king, but Fig. 2 would overwork with
out working hard in the same amuse

ments.

THE PHYSICIAN.

fond of data and detail, will enjoy
such studies as belong to the physi
cian, and he would make a good,
physician. He has Destructiveness
Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Cau
tion and Constructiveness, and these
would make him wise in the sphere of
medical practice and medical knowl
edge and expert in surgery. He has

a capital memory and will hold ten
aciously whatever he acquires in
regard to facts and science. He is a

natural historian; he is a keen critic,
knows resemblances and differences,
and is fond of acquiring knowledge.
He will listen while he is being talked
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to and will ask questions when the

lesson is finished. He is honest,
cautious, mindful of consequences,
and on the whole has a harmonious
organization inclined toward the

mental, and perhaps inclined to study
more than is safe or desirable.

a natural financier; will save the odds
and ends, and will be rich if there is

any chance to be so. On the oppo
site temple, where the outline comes
into view, there is a special develop
ment of Constructiveness, which, in

medicine, would make him a sur

FIG. 4.

Fig. 4 has an old head on young
shoulders, and it is a well balanced
head. There is talent for educa
tional culture, and especially for his
torical knowledge. This child would
learn all that belongs to the classical;
would dip into science with avidity,
and be masterful in logic, in music,
in mechanism, and especially in the
acquisition of property. On the side
of the head which is turned most to
view will be seen, upward from the
car, a special breadth and fullness,
and that is at the location of Ac
quisitiveness. The head is broad at
that point, and he will take rank as

—u .,I
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geon, and in mechanics an engineer.
This child should not be pushed in

education; there will be no need of
that, but he should be guided and

regulated. He ought to have plain
and wholesome diet and abundant
opportunity for sleep.

The moral organs are well bal
anced. This is the natural scholar,
and he will find out something about
everything that is going on. Notice
how broad apart the eyes are; this
indicates memory of forms and mag
nitudes, ability for drawing, and the
basis of artistic skill and mechanical
capability.



HOW NASAL GATARRH PRODUCES EYE DISEASE.

OT only ear affections may have
their origin in nasal disease,

as we have shown in articles published
awhile since in this magazine, but
certain of the more common affec
tions of the eye. Until recently it
had been quite the practice for the
specialist even to ignore the nose as a

causal factor of inflammatory and
ulcerative conditions of the eye, but
now the fact forces itself upon medi
cal attention that morbid relations of
the nasal passage, catarrhs either of
the acute or subacute variety, may
communicate to the eye membrane,
the cornea, etc. similar or analogous
ailments. The normal condition of
the eye and nose involves a free com
munication between them by means of
the lachrymal duct. This duct is a

provision of nature for the discharge
of excessive fluid, excreted in the eye
socket or upon the eyeball, into the
nasal passages; and when for any
cause this duct becomes obstructed,
the fluids of the external eyeball are

dammed back, as it were, and over
flow upon the check. A catarrhal
trouble may produce so much con
gestion as to obstruct completely the
lachrymal duct, and this condition in

itself be sufficient to cause some form
of conjunctival disorder. But oftener
a nasal disease is communicated to
the eye by way of the tear duct.
There is little doubt that the majority
of the cases of opthalmic inflamma
tion and ulceration, like conjuncti
vitis, keratitis, pterygion, styes, etc.

are produced in this manner. Prof.
Ziegler, of Philadelphia, is of this
opinion. In a recently published
paper on common diseases he ex

pressed himself thus: “I think we

may safely say that fully ninety per
cent. of corneal lesions take their ori
gin directly from pre-existent patho
logical processes affecting the intra
nasal tissues and secretions. Careful
inspection will almost invariably re
veal associated lesions of the eye and
nostril of the same side,which is most
markedly shown where disturbance is
confined to a single eye and the cor
responding nostril"(1Vzw York Medr'ral
journal).

If a severe or chronic catarrhal in
flammation of the throat which affects

FIG. 1.

Showing relations of interior of left nostril.
1. Distribution of Schneiderian mem
brane; 7, line passes over lower turbin
ated bone a little above the margin of
which the lachrymal duct enters. Ner
vous supply shown at 8.

the upper pharynx and post-tonsillar
region may implicate the Eustachian
tubes and set up an inflammatory
process in the middle ear, it is just
as likely that an acute or chronic
rhinitics may deposit the elements of
disease in the lachrymal duct, and

later a more or less severe eye affec

tion appear. When we understand
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that the nose is often the seat of
parasitic disease, due to negligence,
the membrane of the septum or of
the turbinated bones having under
gone pathological changes that ren
der remedial applications almost in
operative, so far as probability of a
cure is concerned, we can perceive
how easy it may be for disease prod
ucts to penetrate to the eyeball
through the short passage that inter
venes between the socket and the
nasal meatus.

Theillustrations show the relations
of structure subsisting between the

eye and the nose. The function of
lachrymation is so important that
the apparatus for it is somewhat
elaborate, as shown by the structure
of the gland, its ducts, the canaliculi,
lachrymal sac, and nasal duct. The
excess of the gland secretion either
evaporates or collects in the lacus, the
small red body at the inner canthus
of the eye and passes through/maria,
or small openings, into the canaliculi,
two minute canals, which, in their
turn, carry the fluid to the nasal
duct. The nasal duct is about three
quarters of an inch long and one
eighth of an inch in diameter, ex
tending downward and emerging into
the nasal passage, near the lower
border of the inferior meatus. Ob
struction of the tear duct may occa
sion the ocular disturbance in several

ways. The confined tears by their
decomposition may give rise to septic
secretions; or the germs of disease
may be able to penetrate the duct to
the eyeball, while the tears can not
travel downward. The existence of
such an obstructed canal will suggest
to the reader the almost inevitable
consequence of some form of eye
trouble, whether reflex or directly
resultant from septic accumulations
in the [u] de $11!‘, that such obstruction
makes at the junction of the lachry
mal canal.

Whether the nasal disease be a form
of hypertrophy or atrophy, z'

. a, of
congested and enlarged tissue, or of
wasted and dry membrane and de

generate bone structure, the duct is

likely to be affected by the altered
function of the membrane, the open
ing may be much narrowed, and the
thickened secretion quite block the
way to the discharge of the eye fluid.

A large proportion of children suffer
from nasal hypertrophy, and if

,

with
the persistence of this unrelieved or
unmodified by proper treatment, some
proper form of ocular ulceration ap
pears, it is but what should be
expected. Hence, in the outset of an
attempt to treat the eye the nose
should receive attention at the same
time. The former should be cleansed
by a mild antiseptic lotion, the nasal
atomizer being used for the purpose,
and proper applications made directly
to the turgescentparts on the septum
or turbinated bones, for the purpose

FIG. 2.

General view of relations of lachrymal
gland and tear duct. 4-5, the lachrymal
gland; g, puncta; ro—Ir, superior and
inferior lachrymal canals; 12, lachrymal
sac; 15, nasal duct.

of reducing their size. If the pharynx
also partakesof the inflammatory con
dition, that should be treated simi
larly.

In case of tissue Waste, or atrophy,
treatment of a cleansing and stimu
lating sort should be given to restore
as far as possible the function of the
inter-nasal structures and counteract
the tendency to form viscid and hard
deposits. It should be remembered
thatthe state of the general system has
as much to do with eye troubles as
with nasal, and that perverted gastro
intestinal functions especially con
tribute to their origin or aggravation
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Improper food, the use of stimulants
and tobacco, habits of life that inter
fere with taking rest in natural hours,
social excesses of any kind, etc., all
have their effect more or less imme
diate in causing disturbances in those
two important organs, the nose and
the eye. By reflex action they sym
pathize with the stomach, liver, kid
neys, etc., in so manifest a way that
we are able to trace in direct order
the train of symptoms, whether in
dicated by the eye or the nose or by
both. Then it becomes those who
are subject to any of the affections
which have been mentioned to amend
their habits and adopt the best course
of living that they can, and so associ
ate the factor of hygiene with the
treatment that seeks to remedy the

local trouble. H. S. D.
——_—v.4_—

WHITE BREAD AS A CAUSE OF
SOCIAL DEGENERA'I‘ION.

SEASON or so ago there visited
this country a stalwart Eng

lishmarTfMr. Herbert W. Hart, who
was interviewed by a representative
of the New York Herald. Mr. Hart
has been for many years an earnest
advocate of diet reform, making in
vestigations especially into the bread
question.

“There is," he says, “no question
of social economics as important as
that of bread reform,” and, he adds,
“that applies particularly to Amer
ica."

In showing the important relation
of food reform to the health and
well-being of all civilized communities
he quotes from Brillat-Savarin, who
said: “The destiny of nations de

pends on the manner in which they
feed themselves.”

He made the startling announce
mentthat “the scourge of all civil
ized countries is white bread,” and
went on:

“ I will go so far as to predict that
unless there is a revolution in the
bread eating custom of this country
the physical and mental condition of

the people will get worse, and the
children that are brought into the
world will be inferior in type, weight
and physique, by reason of the defi

ciency of lime and silex in the food,
which are absolutely essential to the
normal growth of the bones, skulls
and teeth of the rising generation.

If people are to be rendered
healthy, first of all they must eat
bread made from the whole grain of
wheat, the same as eaten by the
Apostles and which chiefly sustained
them in their arduous work—the only
kind that was capable of sustaining
their bodies and brains in their task
of impressing the multitudes of the
truthfulness of their righteous cause.

“ Bread made from the whole heart
was the kind of bread eaten by the
ancient Romans, Greeks, Gauls and
Britons. Without this kind of bread
the greatest men that have lived be
fore or since the Christian era could
not have accomplished what they did.
The proper kind of bread should con
tain all the properties of the wheat,
including lime, iron and silex abso
lutely necessary to make pure, healthy
blood, and for want of which the
American people employ thousands
of dentists to supply imperfect teeth,
which would grow to perfection if
nature were not handicapped by the
ignorance of the natural laws of diet
etics.

“ The great poet Shakespeare ate
the whole meal bread, for it is put on
record by himself that he used to
take the wheat grain to Lucy's mill
to be ground for family use, and it
would be well for the civilized com
munities of the world that all families
discard at once and forever the
sophisticated and adulterated white,
spongy starch, so-called bread of the
present generation, and partake of
only that kind on which the great
nations of the world chiefly relied for
their strength, and which produced
the greatest architects, poets, artists,
and generally the strongest and most
handsome men and the most beauti
ful and accomplished women."
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SANITARY NOTES.

NO. 4.—REMEDIAL APPLIANCES.

ITH the understanding that
disease is a remedial effort as

shown in No. 3 of this series, we are
prepared to indicate the most useful
remedies to be used in families for
the common diseases to which we
are subject. We should bear in mind
that the mind has a wonderful in
fluence both in preventing and curing
disease. Courage is the mental quality
always necessary for speedy recovery
from sickness. It is the very founda
tion of hope, and carries with it the
assurance that in a short time we shall
be well again. Our beliefs not only
mould our character but exert an al
most unlimited influence over all the
vital functions of the body. An
earnest desire and a cheerful hope
give the most certain confidence and
expectancy of recovery, and without
this mental condition recovery would
be in doubt. Fear often causes serious
disease and sometimes death. Des
pondency and nervous anxiety also
produce a very dangerous state of
mind either in health or in disease.
The sick person, if he wants to be
well, should never for a moment lose

hope, desire, and the full expectancy
of getting well. He should always
remember that disease itself is a

struggle for health, and that fear,
despondency and nervous anxiety de

press the powers of life, check the
processes of purification, and so keep
one sick much longer, if indeed they
do not make an otherwise hopeful
case doubtful of recovery. These
mental states are not only desirable
for the sick, but the physician and
all in attendance, and the family
should be cheerful and hopeful. No
person should allow a disappointment
to make him sad, for this very sad
ness may be the direct cause of a

serious sick spell. Remember that
what often comes as a disappoint
ment may in the end result in your
best good.

This law of mental courage joined

with good health conditions will pre
vent any form of disease, even small
pox or cholera, notwithstanding
scientists have said that they were
caused by micro-organism. A man
of robust health may take his morn
ing walk in close proximity to a

small-pox pest-house and if fearless
of contamination, even if he inhaled
virus, his vigorous vital resistance
would throw it off without injury.
While the person depressed by fear
would surely be sick even if he in
haled one-tenth the amount of poison.
This fact accounts for many persons
acting as nurses in the several forms
of eruptive fever and not being sick.

Mental depression joined with
fatigue and long fasting, or irregular
eating, is the first cause of the origin
and spread of the cholera at and near
Mecca. The pilgrims make long and
tedious journeys, arriving at the
Holy Citycompletely exhausted, with
little hope left, except that pertaining
to their belief in the future life. In
this exhausted and depressed state of
body and mind, already a ‘state of
disease, they drink water from a well
which holds the drainage of a large
part of the filth of the city and sur
rounding country. One year ago
last May over 6,000 pilgrims went
from Tunis, Africa, and 3,000 from
other countries. Of these 4,500 per
ished on the road to Mecca, and only
2,000 out of the 6,000 returned to
Tunis. Those who survived the pil
grimage died on the road home or
carried with them the germs of dis
ease into the rural districts. A sim
ilar calamity fell upon the Christian
crusaders, it is recorded, when over
500,000 lost their lives.

Most governments of the world are
now quite advanced in relation to
the question of public health. so that
its consideration has already come to
be international. But I doubt if this
international public health movement
can ever break up the religious fanati
cism connected with Mohammedan
pilgrimages. It could only be

stopped by a declaration of war by
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all Christian nations, which, of
course, would cause great loss of life.
But if the Mecca pest hole could be
forever wiped out, millions of lives
would be saved, as Asiatic cholera
would then exist only as a fact of
history.

I have shown in former papers that
the wonderful power of the life force
protects the body from all causes of
disease, micro-organisms included,
and that this power to fight germ life
and resist disease is supreme until
the life force has been weakened by
wrong living or some form of dissi
pation. Courage, faith, hope and a

confident expectancy of good health
are the mental states necessary to
keep the vital force in good and suc
cessful fighting order. With these
essential factors for perfect health,
joined with temperance in all things,
regular habits, absolute cleanliness
and proper disinfection, the individ
ual is safe even in infected-districts.

Fevers are among the most com
mon forms of disease. In general
they are not dangerous, considering
the great variety of causes by which
the body becomes frequently loaded
with morbid matter. A fever is a
most desirable and useful remedial
effort. It is a fire that burns out the

impurities of the system leaving it in
better condition for good health and
long life. Many persons long afilicted
with chronic ailments become quite
well after having an attack of some
form of fever.

The causes of fever are classed as
remote and direct. The remote
causes are all forms of impurities
which accumulate in the body from
bad habits, generally from eating
improper food, drinking impure water
or breathing air loaded with malaria
or other impurities. The direct
causes are a severe cold or some form
of nervous shock.

In a fever the effort to depurate
morbid matter out of the system is
mainly through the skin, hence the

determination of blood to reach the
surface and the rise of temperature.

If the excessive heat of the surface is
checked by frequent bathing in tepid
water, the extremities kept warm, the
head, lungs and bowels kept at a
natural temperature by the applica
tion of tepid or cool wet compresses,
the sick chamber supplied with fresh
air both day and night, and the bed
linen frequently changed, death from
a fever would be exceedingly rare,
even if there was no other medica
tion. The best article of food in a

fever is a thin porridge made of
wheat, oats or cornmeal, seasoned
with cream and salt, milk and toast
are admissible, and eggs after con
valescence.

In eruptive fevers the causes are
the invasion of the body by some
form of micro-organisms. Several
days elapse after the virus enters the
body before it causes sickness. The
time between the invasion and the
feveris called the incubating or hatch
ing period. This incubating process
is simply the propagation of the mi
cro-organisms. As soon as they are

present in large colonies they secrete
a chemical poison, which the vital
instincts recognize as injurious to the
organism, and a fever is established
to throw off or out the poisonous
agents. In typhoid fever the white
corpuscles of the blood seem to at
tack and destroy these minute organ
isms and render them innoxious.

In eruptive fevers they are thrown
to the surface and produce some
form of eruption. In scarlet fever
and measles they are thrown off rap
idly during the fever stage, hence
these diseases are more infectious
during the active fever, while in
smallpox they are concentrated in
the pustules and constitute pus mat

ter, retaining their potent virus
nature even after being thoroughly
dried. In typhoid fever the micro
organisms thrown out of the body
lose the power of injurious invasion
until they have reculture in some
form of filthy water. There is but
little danger in smallpox except from
the destruction of the skin by pustu
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lation. If one-sixth of the skin sur
face is destroyed death ensues, as it
would if so much were destroyed by
a burn or any other cause. In all
forms of fever the bowels should be

thoroughly evacuated in the early
stage by capacious enemas. In erup
tive fevers the bowels should not be
disturbed after the eruption is fully
established until desiccation takes
place. A powerful cathartic given
when the pustules were fully formed
has been known to destroy the deli
cate mucous membrane of the
bowels.

Everything should be kept scrupu
lously clean in the sick chamber. In
fevers spit cloths should be used and
burned. The bowel discharges should
also be immediately burned, and
never thrown into a river or buried in
the ground. After a contagious or
infectious disease the most thorough
disinfection should be performed

under the instruction of the-physi
cian.

A good nurse is of great import
ance in every case of serious sickness.
To be a successful nurse one must
be born with a tact to care for the
sick and should also have thorough
instruction and training for the serv
ice. It is as much needed to make
them efficient in their work, as edu
cation and experience are necessary
for success in any of the professions.
No person of sour disposition should
ever go into the sick room. A face
beaming with the sunlight of cheer
fulness is the first qualification of a

good nurse. This joined with a

ready, willing hand for the work, a
tact to handle the sick so that every
move will be a pleasure and perfect
cleanliness are quite as essential in a

good nurse as education and exper
ience is in the good physician.

A. G. HUMPHREY, M.D.

---_-+.+——--
THE HEALTH AND HABITS OF THE JAPANESE.

FRENCH physician, speaking
from observation of the Japan

ese, says:
“One fact strikes every observer

who has visited Japan: It is the

nearly complete absence of certain
diseases which should be very com
mon in that country, taking into
consideration the climate and the

unhygienic conditions in which the
inhabitants live.

“ Thus, Japan is a country essen

tially humid and rainy. The ordi
nary mean of rainy days is from 180

to 200 a year. The variations of
temperature are extremely rapid; in
a single day the thermometer may
rise 15° (about 25° F.). A large
part of Japan is covered with rice
fields, which, under the action of
solar heat, cause a great quantity of
the vapor of water to remain in the
atmosphere during all the summer.
The winter is very cold; the summer
is hot as that of Indo-China. The
houses are low and badly protected

against the cold, and are exposed to
every wind. The dress of the Japan
ese leaves the chest naked, winter as
well as summer, and the legs uncov
ered. The ordinary people do not
wear hats; the country people pass
half their lives with their legs in the
water of the rice fields. All these
conditions taken together would in
dicate d pn'ari the frequency of cer
tain maladies which are particularly
encouraged by humidity and sudden
changes of temperature, rheumatism
for example.

“Should we not search for the
cause of this immunity from disease?

We shall probably find it in the

simplicity of the Japanese life. They
have the habit of daily bathing; and
then their diet is very simple—largely
rice constitutes it

,

and other vege
table food. The climate and their
dress involving so much of exposure
would be quite sure to produce
rheumatism and catarrhal diseases
did they live as Europeans do. D.
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SQUARING THE CIRCLE.

BY D. H. CHASE, LL.D.:. ‘J;

N the November number of this
journal Dr. de Medici has an

illustrated article on this fascinating
theme, and feels sure he has accom
plished a feat that will immortalize
his name, simplify and lighten mathe
matical labor, and honor creation's
Great Architect. Had he succeeded,
I for one would rejoice, but he is
doomed to disappointment. I take
it for granted that he and the readers
of the journal love truth and reject
known error; hence, I write to point
out his error.

With a pair of dividers with any
convenient radius, describe a circle;
then with that same radius mark ofi
the circumference into six equal parts
and draw straight lines connecting
adjacent points. These lines form the
perimeter of an inscribed regular
hexagon, measuring six times the ra-‘‘

dius or thrice the diameter. The cir-'.
cumference of the circle is

,

therefore, _

more than three times the diameter. _

Each side of the hexagon subtends
an angle of 60° at the center of
circle.

will be found 3.105 times the diame
ter (nearly). Continuing to bisect,
inscribe and calculate the perimeters
of polygons of 24, 48, 96, etc., sides,
the ratio 3.105 steadily increases be
cause the sides more nearly coincide .'

The area of .

the polygon also becomes nearer the _

with the circumference.

area of the circle. If this process
could be continued ad infim'tum, the 1

f

polygon and circle would become prac- ,

tically identical. Mathematicians have
had the patience to bisect and calcu
late up to a polygon of 393,216 sides!‘
The perimeter of this polygon was

found to be 3.1415926535.
equal patience they have circum
scribed regular polygons up to the

same number of sides and computed
perimeters, finding as the result the

same number as above, save that the

With

2
1 tot/3.

l

power, wisdom and love.
ence of evil by divine permission

" gives us a harder problem than any
geometric incommensurability.

last figure is 7 and not 5
. Thus the

circumference of the circle is closely
cooped up between these two poly
gons. By using infinite series the
calculations become far less labori
ous, and have been carried to 128

decimal places. For all practical
purposes the following figures are am

ple: 3.14159265358979. Where no
great accuracy is needed we may use
the ratio of 7 to 22=3.I43. Still bet
ter is the ratio of 113 to 355, giving
3.141593, nearly. I use this because

easily remembered, thus: write
113355, the first three odd numbers
twice, and part them in the middle.
Dr. de Medici gives as his ratio 289
to 912. This gives 3.15571, nearly,
and is not so accurate as any of the
above ratios. To find by geometric
construction the side of the square
equal to a given circle he inscribes
two diameters at right angles and
from the extremity of one draws a
chord bisecting the adjacent radius.
Calling the diameter unify, the length

of this chord is 7%, or 0.89442718.
Squaring this, we have 0.8 as the
area of the circle, while the more ex

.

Bisect these angles and in- '

scribe a regular polygon of 1: sides. Q
T

By an easy calculation its perimeter

1

‘he thinks it would prove some want
‘of capacity in the Great Architect of

‘creation.

act methods give 0.785398, the diam
eter being unity.

Dr. de Medici is hostile to the
idea of incommensurability, because

But the fact is
,

that the
incommensurability of a circle’s di
ameter and circumference can be

mathematically proved. Moreover,
‘let him construct any square what
ever and he well knows that the ratio
of each side of it to its diagonal is as

No two whole numbers can

express this ratio. The same is true
in the cube and other geometric fig

I am inclined to think there

als. Vice and virtue, right and wrong
'have no common measure, yet all
these must be consistent with infinite

The exist
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Is Man Losing the Sense of
smelHP-A writer remarks that modern
man is so intent on the discovery of the

new in the world outside himself that he is
losing in some respects qualities of sense

activity through disuse, and even the

most prominent feature in our face does

not avail to remind us sufficiently of the

"neglected sense" which appears to be

steadily retiring into nullity. In the Nine
temlh Century Mr. Edward Dillon calls at

tention to this singular fact. "In man,"
he says, “the nerves and brain centers

that subserve the sense of smell are poorly
developed, in some degree vestigial struc
tures. It would not be too strong a state

ment to make that in civilized man,and es

pecially in the Englishman of the present
day, the sense remains merely as the ves

tige of a vestige."
This sense is intensely keen in several

of the lower animals. The japanese, as

shown in their beautiful game of diverse

fragrant woods, appear to have developed

the sense to a higher point than Western
nations have any conception of. Yet, “ the

olfactory sensations seem to have an un

usually direct path to the inner working of

the nervous system." A great part of the

pleasure and pain of taste—the aroma of
wine, the flavor of spices—ought to be

credited to the sense of smell. The story
is told of a Breton peasant “who invented
an ‘art of perfumes’ while musing over

the scents of the flowers of his native fields.

He claimed to have discovered the harmo
nious relation existing between odors. He

came to Paris with a perfume box of many

compartments, to give a ‘concert of per

fumes,’ passed, however, for a madman,

and returning to his native home died in

obscurity. Again, more than one ingen
ious person has constructed a scale of per

fumes, finding parallels between different
scents and the notes of an octave."

Herman L. F. Helmholtz. In
be death of Prof. Helmholtz the scientific

world deplores the loss of one of its most

conspicuous and noble men. On Sept. 8th

last he succumbed to an attack of paralysis,
at the age of seventy-three-—a life extraor
dinarily full of earnest work and valuable
results. By the one invention of the oph

thalmoscope he won the title of “ benefac

tor to his race." Helmholtz was born Aug.
31, 1821, at Potsdam, where his father was

professor in the gymnasium. He entered

the University of Berlinin his seventeenth

year, and after receiving the degree of doc

tor of medicine at the Frederick William
Institute he becamea surgeon in the Char
ity Hospital of Berlin and later a military
surgeon at Potsdam. Medicaleducation at

the time when young Helmholtz studied was

essentially a study of books, but the young
student soon saw the disadvantages of the

system, and a large part of his life was de

voted to ameliorate these conditions. The
‘value of the study of medicine was well
expressed by Helmholtz in later life, when
he said: “Apart from the fact that I en

tered on the study of medicine at a period
when anyone who was even moderately
skilled in physical modes of examination
found a fruitful soil to cultivate, I consider
the study of medicine to have been the
school which taught me, as no other could
have done, the eternal laws which are the
bases of all scientific work."

After occupying various positions in
several German universities, he was ap
pointed in 1871 to the chair of physics in
the University of Berlin. In 1887 Prof.
Helmholtz was invited to preside over the
physico-technical institution in Berlin,
founded chiefly by Dr. Werner Siemens.
He accepted the call, but still retained un
til his death the position of professor ordi
narius 'n the university.

The Oldest Building In North
American—A letter of Cary A. Charlton,
published in City and Cowl/r], describes the
famous Casa Granda, or “The Great House,"
of Arizona's prehistoric people. This build
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log, Mr. Charlton says, is on the road from
Arizola on'the Southern Pacific Railroad
to Florence,the county seat of Pinal County.
It looms up in the desert, and can be seen

for miles distant through the rare atmos

phere.

This famous prehistoric building stands

to-day as it did in 1527, when it was first
seen by the Spanish cavaliers, wrapped in

a haze of tradition which the ethnologist
has endeavored in vain to penetrate. It
seems to be without a history, and has been

since the advent of the Spanish conquerors
what it is now—a ruin of some extinct peo

ple and forgotten civilization. It is un

doubtedly the oldest structure in North
America,and is regarded by curious tourists
and thoughtful student alike as one of the

inexplicable wonders of the Southwest.
Within fifty miles surrounding it are ruins
of twenty-seven ancient or buried cities,

and the desert in this region, known as the

Casa Grande Valley, is strewn with broken
ancient pottery and other remains of the

people who lived long before history com

menccd. In addition there are traces of

irrigating canals of good size and regular

grade. One of these is twenty-six feet in
width at the bottom and has been traced a

distance of thirty-eight miles, showing that

all the country surrounding Casa Grande
was in a high state of cultivation.

Casa Grande is a massive structure with
walls of cement about six feet thick, plas

tered inside and out.
When the Spanish Conqueror Cabeza

de Vaca passed through this region in

1527 he found Southern Arizona peopled

by the Pima Indians, who are here yet

in the vicinity of the great ruins pass

ingapeaceful and agricultural life. All
they could tell him about Casa Grande
then was that it was a ruin as far back as

their tribal traditions reached. They
looked upon it as a relic of the old Toltec
civilization. The Toltecs were there before

the Aztecs and were a much superior and

more civilized race. Cabeza de Vaca kept

no record of his career, so we have no

authentic description of Casa Grande as it

then appeared. But in 1694—three hun
dred years ago—Father Kino, a jesuit mis

sionary, visited the ruins, and his secretary,
Father Mange, has given us a good descrip
tion of it as it looked at that time. Then
Casa Grande was surrounded with a num
ber of ruins of other large buildings, as

well as of walls, canals and other struc
tures, which indicated that it was formerly
a site for a city of at least fifty thousand
people. Casa Grande is described as a

very large structure, its principal room

located in the middle of the building being
four stories high, the walls six feet thick,
made of a concrete of clay and mortar, and
“ so smooth on the inside," says the

padre, “ that they resembled Puebla
pottery." As I viewed the ruins on a

bright and warm Arizona winter day I
found that the good father's description
written three centuries ago would hold
good to-day, except as to the height. The
building is now about thirty-five feet high;
the fourth story is about gone.

Everything shows that it was originally
a massive building, and that all around it
were others of like nature. Father Mange
in his diary says that " at a. distance of an

arquebuse shot are seen twelve otherbuild
ings half fallen, also with thick walls."
He also says he found for miles around
here masses of broken pottery, plates and
water vessels of fine clay resembling the

variegated pottery made today in Guada
lajara, Mexico. He also found the remains
of well constructed irrigating canals, and
other evidences indicating that this was a

center of an advanced and peacefulciviliza- .

tion.
The walls of Casa Grande are built of

adobe, or sun-dried brick, formed into a

concrete by mixing it with mortar, gravel
or stone. This rude brick has stood the

wear and storm of centuries, indeed, time
seems to have hardened the walls.

The Pima Indians hereabout have tradi
tions concerning the ruins- The account
has been handed down to them through
generations, that Montezuma, a prince of
the Toltccs, built Casa Grande.
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Ex franfe, ex mpz‘le, ex vultu, etz'am in z'pso on’: silentz'a natura 10quz'Iur.-—PLATO.

EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EDITOR.

NEW YORK, JANUARY, 1895.

TO OUR FRIENDS.

S we are about to enter a new

year we are reminded of the

old custom of making resolutions, and

it seems a proper time to say a word

to our readers about our plans and

promises for the future.
The history of phrenology and its

literature is a long one. It is now

ninety-nine years since Gall began

his lectures in Vienna, and when

the phrenological centennial arrives

we hope to celebrate the occa

sion in some fitting manner. In
the meantime we beg to remind our

friends that the vindication of truth

is a slow process like the evolution of

the material world. Those who have

actively aided in the spread of phren

ology have been handicapped by
the difficulties which attend almost

every step in the path of reform.

The mass of mankind are specta

tors in the theater of progress, not

actors. They applaud the gladiator

who seems to have the strongest arm,

and so they withhold their sympathy
from us until we prove our strength.

The conservative colleges still refuse
to acknowledge the great truth we

teach, and we must continue the
battle against heavy odds. For this

reason, friends, we feel that we have

a claim upon your lenity, your

patience, and your good will which
the majority of other magazines
could not justly urge. Most other

periodicals make no pretense of

striving to establish a principle which

is unpopular in the high seats of learn

ing. Many of them profess to have

no purpose except to entertain and

amuse, for which they demand liberal

remuneration, not in compliments
but in cold cash. They are expected

to give a direct and appreciable

equivalent for every dollar they re

ceive, and they have little or no

trouble in satisfying their patrons.

They have all the sanction and sup

port of conventional society, the

power of wealth, and the encourage
ment of the great public they serve.

When the people read a delightful
romance or a splendid joke, they feel
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certain that they have received the

worth of their money. But when

asked to pay for philosophy or

science which promises to help them

personally in the future, and to popu

late the world at large with nobler

beings in coming generations, they

shrug their shoulders in doubt.

Practically they say,
“ Let the world

roll on and prove your theories if you

can." They forget that in ameasure

the duty devolves on themas well as us.

Now we mention this because even

some of our friends forget that we are

not a wealthy corporation; not sup

ported by a large army of subscribers;

in short, that we are not in a position
to do for phrenology all that we

should like to see done. But we

want to assure our friends -that we

were never more encouraged than we

are at present. We feel that the im

mediate future of the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL is to be one of development

and improvement. We are deter

mined that it shall be so, but much
will depend upon the good words that

you can speak for us. We do not

expect you to do our work, and we

do not mean to ask you to go a step

out of your way to help us. We sim

ply wish to remind you that the suc

cess of our work is not wholly a mat

ter of effort on our part. Good soil

is as necessary as good seed. We

promise to try to do our part in the

coming year, and we hope we shall

succeed in a way to make your co

operation a pleasure.

We hope to present such a variety

of good matter each month that you

will be proud to recommend the

JOURNAL. May the year 1895 prove

one of triumph for phrenology and

prosperity for all its friends.

A PAIR OF NOSES.

AN INTRODUCTORY STUDY.

GLANCE at the two accompa

nying drawings will suggest to
. the majority of our readers a study in

physiognomy, as this term is com~

monly understood. Probably very

few, even among the oldest regular

subscribers to the JOURNAL, will
think otherwise; and, no doubt, they
will all be correct in their view of the

matter, so far as they go in formu

lating any ideas on this point. But

possibly we can enlarge a little upon

the thought.

It is true that a study of the nose

is physiognomical, but in the way we

propose to treat the subject it is also

phrenological. Indeed, it is primarily
and chiefly a phrenological study, for
the reason that in considering the

nose as an index to character it is ex

ceedingly important to know some

thing of the essence of character—

that is,its elements or radical faculties,

their number, nature, influence, value,

etc.—in order to profit by an obser

vation of the external sign. Suppose
a man should make a study of the

labels on the bottles in a chemical

laboratory or pharmacy, but without

learning anything about the contents

of the bottles. Would such a man

ever be considered a competent

chemist or druggist? Would anyone

rely upon his judgment or guidance
in any matter involving the combina
tion or application of any of those

drugs? Or to put it in another form:
If a man were to study nothing but
dictionaries of medical terms would
he ever inspire confidence in his ability
to enter asick-room in the capacity of
a physician ?
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What we wish to say is that phy

siognomy, as usually understood, is

a study of labels and tags, and must

not be taken to include a true or

comprehensive science of the phreual
elements which are thus indexed.

Phrenology is the science of the

ry

w,

MR. G LADSTONE'S NOSE.

A STRONGLY MASCULINE TYPE.

mind in a very broad sense—phy

siognomy is narrower, and deals with

the signs by which the mind may be

recognized in its special manifesta

tions. We wish the idea always to

be before our readers that phre

nology is the generic term—that it

covers with its broad wings all that

may be known of the primary phrenal

powers, including both their meta

physical analysis and their organic

expression in the morphology, not

alone of the brain, but of all other

parts of the physical structure. The
truly scientific phrenologist, in esti

mating individual character, while
he studies the form of the brain as

affording the most important indica

tions, will not ignore the tiniest jot
or tittle of the script in which nature
writes her record of the psychical
life. For this reason, as the nose is

the most conspicuous and variable

feature of the face, it is one of the first

structures to which we give our atten

tion in seeking the value of a given
amount of brain. It is a sort of

weather vane which does not measure

the force of the mental hurricane,
but it tells us something about the

direction in which the wind blows.

We have chosen two noses to illus

trate two types—the masculine and

the feminine. For the one we have

copied the nose of Mr. Gladstone,
who is admitted to be one of the most

virile men of the present century;
and for the other, that of Mrs. Lang
try, who is perhaps equally celebrated
as a woman of great physical beauty.

We distinguish masculinity and femi

ninity as the two most primary divi

sions, or groups, of the elements of

human mentality. Nature herself

has made the distinction in separat

ing the sexes, and it is not our pur

pose here to discuss the reason for it

or the outcome of these differences
in the future development of the

race.

Some of our good friends are very
sensitive about the word type, but

they seem to forget that it is only by

understanding types that we can

classify elements. To recognize a

type is one thing, and to say that it
is going to persist foreveris quite an

other thing. We have nothing to say

at present about persistence of types.

We refer only to their existence.
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Again, in selecting a type we must

take neither the lowest nor the high

est. We must choose that which

represents the average, not the ex

ception. Therefore, we take Mr.

Gladstone’s nose to represent what

the consensus of critical judgment
would admit to be a strongly mastu

line nose; that is
,

a nose in which the

masculinecharacteristicsareaccented.

A higher type of male nose would be

more refined and would lack some of

the very qualities which it is our pur

pose to detect. Some of the ultra

virility would be wanting, and then

we should be handicapped in our

effort to discover the elements of

virility. The search after elements

is the first business of the chemist, or

the analyst in any department of

science.

As Mrs. Langtry has been admired

by many thousands of people for

her physical beauty, it is safe to as

sume that her features are likely to

be typical of her sex, and indeed this

is true to a considerable extent. But

it must not be supposed that we cite

Mrs. Langtry as the highest type of

woman in any sense. And with all

deference to Mr. Gladstone we can

not regard him as the highest type of

man. He has great strength, but his

ideas on many subjects show him to

be rather one-sided and harsh.

It will be observed that these two

noses are radically different. Each

complements the other. Where one

is arched the other is concave, etc.

Beginning at the top of the male nose

the elevation which constitutes the

so-called Roman type is a peculiarity
so distinctively masculine that we

should suppose tipriari that it related

0 some equally masculine quality of

mind. Such is the case, for it is the
sign of that phase of courage which

may be called aggressiveness, or
attack. Magnanimity is another qual
ity which may be associated with the
height of this portion of the nose.

On the other hand, while these

MRS. LANGTRY'S NOSE.

A VERY FEMININE TYPE.

traits are not so characteristic of the

female mind, we must rememberthat

woman occupies higher ground in

religion than man, and that in place

of attack she possesses the supreme

quality of submission. The coarser

animal conquers by fighting, the

higher animal conquers by love. To
succeed by submission is a much

higher art than to succeed by force.

The world does not yet understand

what Jesus meant by his doctrine of

“non-resistance." It is simply the

expression of a higher, finer, and
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more subtle law, of which woman is

a better exponent than man.

Again, in the drooping of the male

nose at the point, we find the indica

tions of caution, apprehension, fear,

suspicion, selfishness. Instead of

these qualities in woman, we find

hope, trust, confidence, faith and

charity. These are also expressions

of a condition of mind which is

elevated above the rude plane of

strife. To be dominated by charity,

implies a condition of immunity from

the degrading influences of war, and

presupposes a superior grade of psy_

chical development.

The male nose also presents a more

drooping septum. This signifies the

power of analysis. Man unloosens,

unravels, unfolds and dissects. Wo

man accepts results, finalities, effects.

She grasps the tout ensemble. Man

demands the reason and the process.

Woman adores and adorns.

These are a few of the fundamental

differences in the two sexes which

may be traced in the form of the nose,

and we offer these remarks only as sug

gestive of a philosophical method by

which the meaning of the more minute

peculiarities may be studied out. On

a future occasion we shall probably

resume the subject and consider it
more in detail.

A WOMAN’S HAND.

SOME REMARKS ON CHEIROGNOMY.

THE
last fifty years have been

peculiarly rich in discovery

and advancement in every direction.

People have by no means ceased to

consider the problems of a future

life, but there has been a remarkable

increase of interest in everything

pertaining to the present world.
Man has come to study himself more

closely and minutely than ever be

fore, and, although the study of the

hand as a method of character-read

ing is one of the oldest in the world,
a new impetus has been given to the

subject within recent years. We
wish to remind our readers that we

are “up-to-date” in this matter so

far as it constitutes a legitimate
branch of science.

Cheirosophy, or the science of the

hand, must be considered under two

very important and quite distinct
divisions: these are Cheiromancy and

Cheirognomy. The former signifies
divination from the lines and mounts
in the hand, of the events in a per
son's life relating either to the past,

present or future.

Cheirognomy, relates to the indica

tions of character as shown in the

form, texture, temperature, etc., of

the hand. It is with the latter

branch of the subject that we, as

phrenologists, are interested to deal.

Observation of the hand enables

the phrenologist in many cases to

judge of the temperament of the

individual, for example, where the

clothing conceals the figure, or where

the temperament is compound and

difficult to classify. As the hand is

an instrument which executes count

less orders of the mind, nothing is

more natural than that it should be

greatly modified in consistency and

contour according to the nature of

the mental demands most frequently
made upon it.

One of the popular blunders con

cerning ,phrenology is the idea that

we study nothing but the skull. Over

sixty years ago Spurzheim declared

The latter term, -
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that the study of temperament is the

first step in phrenology, but of course

as long as people neglect to read the

literature of our science they will

continue to misrepresent it. The
truth is

,

every part of the physical
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Rockwood
IN TIME

organism is legitimate material for

the phrenologist.

Readers of the JOURNAL will remem

ber the phrenological delineation of

Miss Florence Rockwell, by Prof.
Sizer, in the issue of last June. Some

time ago we obtained two photo
graphs of the young lady's left

hand, which we consider so remark

able as to be worthy of a place in

OF PEACE.

the JOURNAL. These two pictures are

of the same hand and were taken

only a few moments apart, yet how

different! One seems the embodi
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ment of innocence, purity and tender

ness, while the other suggests a de

moniacal fury, and all the hateful

qualities that can be imagined. The

latter, Miss Rockwell calls her “ Meg

stration of remarkable flexibility and

control of the digital muscles. Miss
Rockwell is a young lady of extra

ordinary sensitiveness, and her hand

is not only delicate,‘ beautiful, and

Rockwood.

IN TIME OF WAR. 5v -

Merrilies hand," for in her imper
sonation of the weird gypsy she makes

this transformation in both her hands.

The picture is interesting as a demon

graceful in form, but exceedingly fine

in texture. The skin is very trans

parent and the nervous activity is so

great that almost every portion of the
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hand may be seen to‘throb and undu

late even while she is in a state of

comparative repose.

‘From the form of this hand a de

cided predominance of feminine qual

ities may be inferred. The fingers

are not so conical as may be observed

in many women, and in their slender

ness and the length of the nails, espe

cially in the thumb, there is the

sign of a high degree of refinement

and intellectual activity. It is an

idealistic, musical and poetic hand,

but more dramatic than poetic. In
the strictly poetic hand the fingers

are more pointed. The smooth joints
in Miss Rockwell's hand show a lack

of order, logic and philosophy to a

certain extent—qualities which are

antagonistic to the spirit of art. Art
hates mathematical measurement, and

is opposed to everything rigid or in

flexible. Hence pliability in the hand

is one of the signs of artistic talent.

As a feminine hand this is quite

well balanced and might serve very

well as a type of this member such as

we should expect to find in a refined

American woman. It is not a volup

tuous hand, but it indicates elegance,

social independence, enthusiasm, and

love of liberty. There is a good deal
'
of character in the thumb. The first

phalanx is of excellent length, and

bespeaks a definite will. The owner

of this hand scales dizzy heights in

search of beauty, but does not lose

sight of the earth. She is moved by

inspiration, but is never lost in

contemplation to the exclusion of the

real. It indicates a phase of senti

ment which seeks to glorify the actual

rather than to create absolutely flesh

less phantoms in the world of

thought.

It cannot be classified as belonging
strictly to any one of the primary
types recognized by cheirognomists.
It partakes of the elements of the

square, spatulate, conic, and psychic
forms, but it must be summed up as

a woman's hand. To those who

appreciate the gentler sex no doubt

such a designation is specific enough.
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HOT WATER DRINKING—P. R.—In some

forms of dyspepsia hot water is an excel

lent means of relief. Where there is pain
it often serves a good purpose. For
washing the stomach, clearingit of mucous
deposit, it does well toward improving the

gastric tone. But as a habit we think that
drinking hot water every day is not well
unless it is intended to relieve thirst. Hot
water is an excitant, and where irritability
of the stomach exists it should generally
be avoided. It may be added that large

quantities of hot water are not good for
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persons who have a dilated stomach, or one

that is sore, or painful on pressure.

THOUGHT TRANSFERRENCE, E'l‘C.-—R.H. J.
—There has been not a little interest shown
in this line of mental relationship. If you
will read the reports of proceedings of the

London Society for Psychical Research

you will obtain a considerable amount of

information. A recent book on the more

abstruse questions arising in psychology
by Rouhé covers much of the field of mod

ern thought on this line. So does Mr.
Hudson's excellent compendium of Psychic
Phenomena.

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT 1N CHILDREN—J.
H.—In infancy the first manifestation re

lates to the alimentive function, but soon

the perceptive faculties begin to show

themselves and the child is interested in

the objects and life around it, and learn

ing in this way the nature of its environ
ment. Memory as a part of each faculty
is early awakened, and imagination comes

in as representative of the child's experi
ences of what he has seen and heard. The
sense of wonder varies somewhat in its de

velopment, some children showing itearlier
than others, and the same is true of the

ideal faculty. Organization and tempera
ment have much to do with the activity
of faculties, and environment with the rel
ative appearance of those to which the per

ceptives minister. The psychologists who,

like Preyer, study child life have given us

much valuable data in this line.

WHAT IS TllEOSOPHY—B. S.—Much has

been written on this‘ topic from different
points of view. There is a growing soci

ety, an outcome of Buddhism in the main,

that styles itself Theosophist, but it is not
true to the essence of the designation,
which means wisdom of God. Theosophy
is concerned in the expression of God’s

nature, and by going to the best writers,

those devoted and sincere in their worship
of the Infinite, we shall get the best defini

tion and illustration of it. Such writers,

for example, as St. John, Boehme and

Schilling appear to possess an inspired
view, and the new Platonic philosophy
that was born in the early days of Chris
tianity contains an excellent exposition of

it.

CELERY EXTRACT AND CLOVER COM

POUNDS—R. S.—Your impressions are

correct. The popular notion of the me

dicinal virtue of preparations of celery or

clover is a fallacy. Science recognizes no

principle having a therapeutical value in

these products of garden and field. Celery
is a very pleasant side-dish to accompany
our roast; indeed a most refreshing
comestible, and well in vogue this holiday
time, but the blatant trade in pretended or

real extracts for nervousness and what not

is at the expense of the credulous. The
clover business, too, is an atrocious im

position upon the public. And we wonder
that our doctors do not more openly con

demn it.
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In this department we give short review: of rue)‘

NEW Boone aapublishers seefit to send us. In the“
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and jusll y, and also to furnish our reads"
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinivm of the desirability of any particular vol,‘

time for per-301ml use. It is our wish to notice the

better class of books issuing from the press, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usually
rupply any of those noticed.

an

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS. By ALBERT ADAMS,

M.D., Professor Pathology‘ Cooper
Medical College, San Francisco, Cal.,

etc. Illustrated. Izrno, pp. 273. E. B.

Treat, Publisher, New York.

That this volume has reached its third
edition we cannot wonder. A compendium
of one of the most important departments
of medicine—where science applies its

rules and formularies—it nevertheless has

a notable character for comprehensive
ness. An examination by any well-in

structed physician will convince that the

book is peculiarly valuable to the busy
practitioner, and also to the young disciple
of Esculapius. Every form of pathology
has been carefully drawn upon, and its

indications classified or tabulated with
such distinctness and intelligence that it
is a pleasure to refer to the book. The
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subject matter of diagnosis, both general
and special, has been so condensed that
we get the essential features of any given
malady, and are not puzzled or annoyed by

a mass of hypothetical discussion. The
method, by comparative analysis, that the

author evidently favors, because of its
general application, presents clear pictures
of the characteristic symptoms and condi
tions in any given disease, and avoids
long_drawn descriptions of the common
style. Even directions for microscopical
and bacteriological examinations are in
cluded, which are sufficiently minute for
use on occasion. One, too, is surprised at
the fullness of detail in regard to the dif
ferentiation of heart disturbances, and
also at the amount of information given
with regard to nervous disorders. The
book is well deserving our commendation.

Aa'r Tnou m TEARS? Words and Music.

By MR. F. NICHOLLS Cltoucn. Founda
tion Fellow of the Soc. of Science, Let
ters and Art, London ; author of " Kath
leen Mavourneen," etc.

It is not often that we hear from the

author of the well-known and beautiful
song, "Kathleen Mavourneen," but when

we receive a new composition from him we

know that its melodious numbers will enlist
our sentiment and compel admiration.
Published under the auspices of the London

Society of Science, etc., for free distribu
tion among members.

IN Love WITH Love. Foux LIFE S-runnzs.

By James H. West, author of " Uplifts
of Heart and Will," etc. Boston.

The same spirit inveins these four stories
that finds expression in the book “ Uplifts."
It is a spirit of courage, endurance, of

suffering indeed that the higher Alps of
manhood and womanhood may be reached.

The really fine lines that introduce us to

the first study voice that spirit, for instance:
“ 'Tis not when zephyrs kindly blow,

And calmly, sweetly steal;

When waters musically flow,

And laugh along the keel;
'Tis in the dashing of life's wave,

As in the sudden shock;

'Tis when the soul though stout and brave
Is ground as on the rock."

The studies are entitled Transfigurations'
Serenity,True Greatness, Our Other Selves,
and contain suggestions and that epigram
matic flavor that remind of Emerson's in
spiring thought in the series on the Con
duct of Life. Well, Mr. West is a Boston
man, and if he has caught something of
the soul of the Parnassian philosopher
we should be all the more ready to receive

him and to read his bright sentences grate
fully.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN IOWA. By LEONARD

F. PARKER, Professor of History in Iowa
College. No. 17 of Contributions to Am
erican Educational History.

Under the auspices of the Bureau of Edu
cation, Washington, this interesting volume
has been published, which shows how

much a comparatively new State may do

in the development of an educational sys

tem.

Tm: HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN CONNECTI

cur. By BERNARD C. Srsmsx, A.M.,
Instructor in History, Johns Hopkins
University, etc.

No. 14 of the series issued by the U. S.

Bureau of Education and a notable con

tribution to the history of American edu

cation. As might be expected a large space

is devoted to Yale, while the minor institu
tions, Wesleyan, Trinity, etc., receive their
fair meed of appreciation. The illustra
tions of buildings, etc., are numerous.

Tm: POLITICAL ECONOMY or NATURAL
LAW. By HENRY Woon. Izmo, cloth.
Price $1.25. Boston: Lee & Shepard,
publishers.

The high ground taken by the author in
the discussion of social economics is in
keeping with the principles that obtain in
his other works. The trend of thought
seems to us to be on the right lines, since
a rational analysis of the activities of man

—an analysis that will exhibit the sub
stantial truth, and which we can safely
accept—must be based upon an under
standing of the laws physiological and
psychological that determine organic func
tion. 50 the volume published by Mr.
Wood, with the title “ Natural Law in the

Business World," may be taken as a pre
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cursor of more advanced

volume.
The titles of a few of the twenty~four

chapters will give some idea of its contents.
For instance, The Law of Co-Operation,
Combinations of Capital, Combinations of
Labor, Profit Sharing, Economic Legisla
ti0n,The Distribution of Wealth, Booms
and Panics, Money and Coinage, Tarifls
and Protection, Industrial Education,etc.

The position, as we have intimated, is a

high one, in the discussion of which there

are set before the reader views that may
appear to be ideal or optimistic, and yet

are by no means to be accounted the out
come ofanassumedtranscendentalism. Mr.
Wood does not write merely for notoriety,
but for a practical purpose. He shows in

his matter and manner the carefulstudent
of life and humanity, and his hopefulness
for the onward march of his race is a con

clusion drawn from conscientious observa
tion.

For this and other reasons the book has
a healthful influence, morally and intel

lectually.

the present

Sxrrrsn STITCHES. Verses by ANNA J.
GRANNISS, author of the "Old Red Cra
dle," sung in “The Old Homestead."
Keene, N H.

A little chaplet of pearls, well worthy of

many editions, put forth in simple form
and without any pretension to superiority,
yet- there are very few of the volumes of
verse offered by publishers that so well

express those tender feelings that the close,

devoted relationship of home involves. We

are pleased by the sprightliness of the style

and movement of the lines. The thought
motive proceeds from a warm, natural

sympathy with the things of which the

author sings' and word and phrase have a

simplicity that attract us as much as their
sweetness and grace. It is a choice little
book for the home table.

DETACHMENT OF THE RE'I‘INA, By JUSTIN
L. BARNES, B.S., M.D., assistant surgeon
Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, etc.

Areview of cases and results of treat

ment, with the general conclusion that

operative measures are to be preferred to

merely mechanical or medicinal measures.

DEFECTIVE SPEECH AND DEAFNESS. By
Lillie Eginton Warren. Price, cloth,

$Loo. The Werner Publishing C0,, New
York. For sale also by the author at

243 West zrst street, N. Y.

It gives us pleasure to call attention to

this book, which, so far as we know, stands
almost alone in the field of educative liter
ture. Until within a comparatively recent
period children suffering from deafness or
defects in the vocal organs, were not treated

with the consideration they deserved, but
were often thrust into the background to

share the oblivion to which idiots and

lunatics were consigned. All this was

very unjust and absurd, as Miss Warren
in this book has abundantly shown. Now
that new and greatly improved methods for

improving the condition of such persons
have been devised, it is possible to train
and develop the deaf and the defective in

speech so that they can take their places
with little embarrassment, if any, in all the

walks oflife, in successful competition with
their more normal fellows.

It will surprise many, on reading this
book, to learn that there are so many

sufferers of the class here considered. The
census returns give surprising accounts of

the deaf persons in this country and show

them to be on the increase.

Miss Warren has had fifteen years’ ex

perience as a speech-specialist, and stands

at the head of her profession. She gives

in this book a great deal of information

which is valuable not only to the afflicted,

but also to teachers, parents, and all pr r

sons in health who wish to retain their

powers of hearing, etc., unimpaired.

The following are the titles of the chap

ters: The Deaf-mute and the Stammerer;

The Very Young Deaf Child; Signs, Fin
ger-spelling and Speech; Teaching the

Dumb to Speak; The Child Suddenly Deaf
and the Child Growing Deaf Slowly; Hear

ing Can Be Improved and Developed; How
the Hard-of-Hearing Adult May Enjoy
Conversation; Dull Pupils; Invented or
“Pathological” Language; Lisping and
Careless Speech in General; Stuttering and
Stammering; Cleft Palates.
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A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL

BY EDGAR C.

HE new Recorder of New York
City, of whom the whole

world has recently heard, is not only
interesting as an advocate, a re

former, and a judge, but also as a

man. Strip off the insignia of his

oflice, lift from his head the halo of
renown, and nature's laurels will still
be seen upon his brow.

Some men are made great by grand
events, and sometimes events are

made grand by great men. Mr. Goff
has given dignity and value to the

labor in which he has been engaged.
He has ennobled the work because

his motives were sincere. Some re

formers plunge into battle because

they love the scent of blood. Mr.

Goff is a reformer because he wishes

to secure better conditions. He is

spontaneous and direct. He nestles

close to the bosom of nature. This
is his highest art. Some people

think he is mediocre because he pre

sents himself and his ideas in simple

dress. They forget that the greatest
statues have the least drapery. It is

easy to become artificial. A toper

never understands a man who is

satisfied with water. With crude

minds noise is accepted as music,

and brutal audacity often passes for

EXAMINATION.

BEALL, M. D.

genius. A tyrant looks large because
he stands so close to the average
vision. He fills the horizon and ex
cites awe. But the finest natures
appear small at first because they are
so far in advance.

The men and women who move
the world may generally be divided
into two classes—those who push
and those who pull; those vtho drive
and those who draw; those who rep
resent the great masculine principle
of force——the inflexibility of law—
and those who depend upon the
equally potent, nay, more potent,
feminine principle of suasion—the
flexibility of love. In the later di
vision we may count Mr. Goff. Al
though he has evidently inherited
largely from both parental lines, the
feminine elements seem to be in the
ascendant. He is five feet ten inches
in height, and weighs one hundred
and fifty pounds; but in the form of
his shoulders, chest, forehead, nose,
and hands, he lacks the distinctive
marks of the masculine type.

H’s temperament is an interesting
one, especially in this country where
it is seldom found except in indi
viduals of foreign birth. It is the
constitution usually described as the

[Wnots No. 674..
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nerve-sanguine. Its most character
istic and easily observed indications
are a rather large brain forward of
the ‘ears, bright blue eyes, a florid
complexion, auburn hair and heard,
full lips, and a rather plump hand.
All these signs are conspicuous in
the present subject. This signifies
that not only the brain, but all the
nerves throughout the body, are es
pecially developed and exceedingly
active; also that the chemical quality
of the blood is such as to insure
great clearness of intellect, rapid
emotions, sensitiveness to impres
sions of all kinds, ardor and impuls
iveness in the feelings, and a general
responsiveness to every influence,
whether a mystic signal received in
silence and darkness from the occult
world, a sob from a homeless child,
or a mighty cry from the nation for
some radical reform. He is not,
however, a vane which always shifts
with the changing wind. He feels
the slightest breeze, but frequently
the only visible effect is to make him
fasten another button of his coat.

Zeal and enthusiasm are among his
most salient qualities, and his tem
perament renders him capable of ex
quisite physical sensibility as to both
pain and pleasure. This might be a

source of danger, but having a good
moral brain his sympathies are with
the right; and as his intellect is ca

pacious, the treasures of knowledge
will also attract him and keep his ap
petites within proper bounds. ,

As to cheirognomical signs, much
of Mr. Goff's character is also legible
in his hand. It is above the average
size, with the palm rather thick, the

fingers somewhat knotted as in the

philosophic type, but with the outer
phalanges slightly tapering in the
manner characteristic of poets, actors,
orators, singers, and seers. There is
a refined voluptuous current in him
corresponding to the ample palm, and
he has a taste for both art and philos
ophy.

His head is large. The circumfer
ence is twenty-two and three quarte:

inches, and the transcoronal measure
ment from ear to ear is fourteen inches
and a half. Another measurement
which reveals a great deal as to the
value of his intellect, is from a verti
cal line with the cheek bone to the
most prominent portion of the fore
head. This is an inch and a half.
In other words, the line of the fore
head is an inch and a half beyond the
cheek. This is half an inch more
than will be found in men of ordinary
intellectual calibre, the temperament
being the same. A similar develop
ment in this one respect was notice
able in the late Jay Gould, and an
equal length of the frontal lobes, al
though they are otherwise differently
formed, may be observed t0~day in
Robert Bonner.

This is not a perfectly symmetrical
head. Probably no reformer ever
was evenly balanced. If a good man
resists the “powers that be," or
strives against the prevailing cus
toms and beliefs, it is usually because
he feels a pressure upon some sharp
angle of his nature. The harmonious
man is like an elastic ball. If he

bumps against a stone it does not
hurt him. He even sees an advantage
in adversity because it leads people
to appreciate their blessings. He re
gards disease as a useful scavenger,
vice as a foil to virtue, and, alto
gether, believes that things should,
or at least must, remain essentially
as they are. But the angular man is

jostled and jolted until he is sore.
He bristles up to the world, and the
world, like a ruffled porcupine, re
ceives him with a phalanx of conven
tional spears.

Mr. Goff sees many curves that he
would like to straighten, but he is
not by any means blind to the per
fections about him, and in the main,
he is well adapted to secure and en

joy his share of sublunary pleasures.
For example, he is richly endowed
with affection for family and friends.
The domestic sense . 5 strong He
has both friendliness and friendship.
Few men are equally cordial in
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manner, and at the same time so

genuinely loyal in attachment. He
not only invites his friends to call,
but he is anxious to have them come.
His social enjoyments are also en
hanced by the fact that many of his

indulgent parent. Having little de
sire to hoard his property he will give
money to his family as freely as ad
vice. And with his great kindness
and moderate dignity he will be a

companion for his children. He will

THE HON- jOHN W. GOFF.

higher sentiments and intellectual
powers are such as can find expres
sion only among people.

He has a woman's deep affection
for children. To him their laughter
is always music, and he shares the

greatest and least of their sorrows as
if they were his own. He will be an

make them feel that he is not merely
their father and superior, but also a

sincere friend and comrade. How
ever, this tenderness is not limited to
those of his own blood. He will be
a protector and friend to the helpless,
the feeble and the weak of any age or
genus; and if he pretends to interest ,
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himself in the oppressed or down
trodden, they may be sure that his
heart is as warm as his words.

He would also be an excellent
husband. He would not treat his

wife as a chattel, but would give her
all the rights he claims for himself.
He might love more than once, but
not more than one at a time. He
has the long back head, and the open,
thin-lidded eyes, which betoken con
jugal fidelity.

The distance from the ear to the

top of the head shows great persist
ence. Firmness is one of his chief
executive elements. He takes aposi
tive delight in maintaining a position
once assumed in the full conviction
that it is right. Continuity, how

ever, is moderate. He can change
his methods while adhering to his
purposes. He sticks to a resolution,
but he can have several resolutionsin
process of execution at the same time.
This confers versatility of talent, ren

ders the literary style crisp, and pre
vents tediousness in conversation.

Mr. Goff's head is narrow just for
ward, above and behind the ears. He
takes food for nourishment rather
than for pleasure; and if he eats meat

somebody else must be the butcher.
He could shoot a squirrel or a quail
at a distance of fifty yards, but'he
would not want to see it die. He is

not cruel, and though he does not
forget an injury, he has but little
desire for revenge. He may appear
harsh and severe at times when he

thinks he is crushing evil, but he
'

never means to inflict pain if it can be

avoided.
The sense of ownership, or desire

for wealth, is feeble. He loves to

spend money for rational enjoyment
and substantial comfort, but takes
little pleasure in the abstract thought
of possession. The same is true as to

his ability to conceal. He is natu

rally transparent and open. He is ex

ceptionally averse to stealthy, skulk
ing, clandestine or evasive methods,

although he is able to practice a

‘non-committal policy when in a good

cause. If he employs craft or cun
ning it is done with his head, not
with his heart. That is

,

it is simply
an act of intelligence in which the

hiding propensity is not concerned.
The temperament, the form of the
nose, the mouth, the raised eye ids—
indeed every feature bespeaks truth
fulness and candor.

Very naturally the new Recorder is

supposed to be combative because‘ he

has done some brilliant fighting. But
in this as in other matters the motive
does not always appear in the act. A

dog thrown into the water will swim
to the shore, not because he loves to

struggle with the waves, but because
he objects to being drowned. Men
fight from a thousand motives besides
the love of contention. Mr. Goff
has ambition and determination which
impel him to put forth tremendous
efforts If he once fills his sails he

would rather lose a mast than take in
the canvas. Not that he would be
rash or heedless. On the contrary.
he has a good deal of caution—and
he needs it. He would be courage
ous in defense of a child, a woman, or

a moral principle; but he might be

whipped in a contest for a few
dollars. Again, he would be brave

if his honor or that of his family were
at stake. There is nothing aggres
sive or pugnacious in this face, but it

is radiant w th kindliness and intelli
gence. The nose is almost Grecian,
and the countenance as a whole sug
gests the domination of the higher
sentiments.

That almost universal sentiment,
the love of praise, which Mark Twain
says “ may be detected even in the
French," is very active in our present
subject. The phase of pride for
which the English are so noted is,
however, rather weak. He is an ex
tremely modest man at heart. Self
esteem would make him feel independ
ent, whereas now he only appears to
be so. The tenderest spot in his
nature is sensitiveness to blame.
This is due to the combination just
described, with the addition of the
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negative principle in his temperament,
and the lack of masculine aggressive
ness. Still he shirks no grave duty on
this account. The momentum of his
ambition, his strength of will, and the
sanction of his cultivated judgment,

THE HON. JOHN

all carry him forward. The barbs
may sting, but he will not stop. In
deed his ambition is phenomenal. He
will not aspire to riches, a dictator
ship, or to distinctions which serve

only to bring him before the eye of
the public. If he had less intelligence
he might care more for etiquette and

the applause of the fashionable world.
He dreads ridicule, but will not yield
his principles to escape it. Having
the instinct of philanthropy he would
prefer to be appreciated for good
deeds; and as his intellect is also a

W. GOFF.

dominant factor, he would naturally
choose a sphere of labor where intel
ligence would be the principal instru
ment employed. He would never be

an aristocrat in the popular sense of
the term. His tendency is to expand
his labor and not to restrict his rela
tions to a limited circle. True, he
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wishes to be one of the best, but his
standard of social excellence is not to
acquire a mirror-like polish and then
pose under a glass case. He wants to
be out among the folks.

As to religion, he has more rever
ence than faith. He bows in the
presence of the eternal mysteries, but
declines to measure the Infinite with
words. He is submissive, but not
credulous. He yields to the sublime
verities, but without feeling amazed.
Firm as he is

,

he knows the secret of
bending at the proper time. He
might attend church, but he would
hesitate about reciting the catechism.
Veneration makes him respect creeds
which he cannot believe. He is dis
posed to doubt old doctrines, but not
to attack them. That is to say, his
expression of doubt is more a refusal
to accept the old interpretations than

a demand for a new solution. He
might be called a negative skeptic.
He questions the guesses of others,
and admits that the universe is a con
undrum which he himself cannot fully
explain.

Is he a good man ? Does he seek
the highest ground and the brightest
light? Surely no one can find evil in
that face. It certainly is not ascetic
or austere, but it is a face that would
inspire confidence in the mind of any
child.

In estimating this man’s moral
character, it should be remembered
that he has no propensities to do any
very flagrant wrong. There is no
cankerous hatred, avarice, jealousy,
envy or tyranny in his nature. His
errors are of judgment rather than of
intention. His mistakes are those of

a generous enthusiast; not those ofa
willful trampler upon the rights of his
fellows. Hence he does not need
a high degree of restraining sentiment
to insure his good behavior.
It is easy for him to do right with
out being prodded; nevertheless his
conscientiousness is well developed
and exerts a considerable, though not
controlling, influence. In other
words, he has a high regard for duty,

obligation and principle, and loves to
feel that he is pursuing an honorable
course whether there is any reward in
sight or not. But in weighing a

moral question he considers it on

many sides, and he inclines to follow
the spirit of the law rather than the

letter. When Mercy and Justice ap
pear before him he cordially salutes
them both, but he offers his hand
first to Mercy and gives her the
choicest seat near his side. He lis
tens to them both with attention,
and allows no word to escape his
ears; but even during the appeal of

Justice his eyes wander to the tears
on Mercy's cheek.

In the profile portrait the principal
developments in the top head may
easily be seen to occupy the frontal
region. Thedistance from the ear

upward to the rear of the crown is

comparatively short; but what an ex
pansion of the brain upward and
forward! Altruism as opposed to
egotism! Can any one who knows
the man fail to see that phrenology
shows his character?

Some persons will ask “Why was
he often so severe with witnesses?"
Simply because of his inflammable
temperament, lack of Secretiveness
and dignity. When such a man is
excited he naturally blurts out every
thing he feels. But his wrath is much
less dangerous than that of other

.men who bottle their anger and lay

it away to ferment and grow ven
omous with age.

Mr. Goff's intellect is exceedingly
fertile, versatile, ready, and available.
His forehead is finely developed in
both the perceptive and reflective
regions. Constructiveness, music
and order are not strong, as may be
seen by the relative nar
rowness at the temples. This is

not the head of a mechanic or a

trader. It reaches forward to
ward finalities and results. Pri~

mary methods are not considered.
Killing, eating, hiding, hoarding,
hating, building—all those necessary
early steps in evolution which leave
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their impress on the middle lobes of
the brain, have been taken long ago.
Theosophists would say that he has

passed those stages in former incar
nations. At any rate this is a very
human brain.

The forehead is exceptionally full
at memory of events, sense of mag
nitude, motion, location, and lan

guage. It is rounded at the top by
those final touches which nature gives
to superior minds, such as mirth,
suavity, etc. Ideality is large, and
the imitative faculty is also quite
strong. All these developments of
the brain, with his sanguine tempera
ment, confer talent for literature,
oratory, and dramatic art. He would
not care for merchandising, and his

judgment is too mercurial for science.
If he tried to practice medicine he
would soon have himself fora patient.

Abstract knowledge does not interest
him so much as that which he can link
with the facts ofhuman life. He would
not care to count the teeth in the head
of a mummy, or calculate an eclipse of
a star in the milky way; but he would
love to solve the riddle of human
happiness. He could have become
distinguished as an actor, a clergy
man, a literary professor, or an editor,
but he is best fitted for law. He has
not a typically judicial mind. His
temperament is of that succulent,
sympathetic quality which is more
characteristic of the advocate than
the judge. However, what he loses
bya lack of cool, dispassionate logic,
he gains to a great extent by his in
stinctive leaning toward the light.
He may err in some technical details,
but his sympathies are with human
ity, and he deserves his honors.

——-—+.‘—
THE DUTY 0F RELIGIOUS TEACHERS.

'

'I‘HE
hygienist may tell us how

to maintain our physical health,
the sociologist how to govern ourselves
as members of society, the publicist
or political economist how we may
advance our own material interests
or contribute to those of the com

munity. But there is room for a

teaching which shall in a manner cor
relate all these, which shall reveal the

sacredness of every duty and the pro
found significance of life. This is the

teaching which especially deserves
the name of religious, inasmuch as it
awakens in the mind of the individual
a consciousness of his relation to the

universe, as a whole, and an accom
panying sense of universal law. Who,
it may be asked, is sufiicient for these

things ? Not every one assuredly who
enters on the clerical profession. It
is a vastly easier thing to denounce
science as heterodox than to minis
ter in any effective manner to the

higher life of one's fellows. The lat
ter, however, is the true function of
the religious teacher, not the former.
Science is advancing to-day with

giant strides, but discontent is on the
increase. Why P Because the essen
tial conditions of happiness are ig
nored; because rich and poor, how
ever diverse their points of view in
other respects, join in affirming that
life consists in material abundance,
that character is of little account,
that money can do everything. In
such a condition of things it is really
surprising that religious teachers
should find time to attack men of
science for any views whatever which
they may promulgate, the need being
so pressing for a manifestation of
those moral truths which no scien
tist would think of opposing, and
which in point of fact no scientific
doctrine can be said to touch. The
fields are white to the harvest, but
the really competent reapers are few.
They would be more numerous, per
haps,if the needs of the time were bet
ter understood, and if ministers were
not required to undergo an appren
ticeship to outworn systems of
thought.—From the Editor’: Table, in
The Papu/ar Sez'cnre 1410/11/10’,



A PSYCINDLOGICAL INCl DENT.

BY JESSIE M. HOLLAND.

WO years ago, while in London
with Mr. Fletcher, the psychol

ogist, we received an invitation from
Lady ——-— to spend an evening with
her. As she was one of London’s
leading social lights we gladly ac

cepted. We had not been long in the

drawing room when I noticed that
Mr. Fletcher glanced quickly toward
the end of the room. Instantly the
hostess's eyes did likewise. Again we
continued the conversation, when

presently the incident of a few mo
ments previous was repeated. Then,
the hostess, appealing to Mr. Fletch
er, said in a pleading tone, “Oh,
what do you see? Please tell me. I
sent for you to-night on purpose and

without telling you my reason, in the

hope that if you possessed the power
attributed to you, you would relieve
me of a burden I can no longer bear.

Now, do whatever you think best;
only tell me all you see and hear, and
what to do, and I will obey."

Who could resist such pleading?
Who, that had it in their power,

could refuse relief from the anguish
depicted in that countenance? Mr.
Fletcher raised his hand, then pres
ently motioned us to follow. “What
do you see?" she asked. “Only a

shadow which beckons us on!" And
on we went, through corridors and

up stairs, he leading the way. Finally
we paused outside a closed door, when

Mr. Fletcher, turning to our hostess,
said in a quiet tone, “We must enter."
She replied, “There is nothing but a

few pieces of old furniture in there."
“It matters not," he said, “we must

enter." Lady -——— took a bunch of
keys from the folds of her gown and

unlocked the door. As we stood in

the room it looked bare and cheer
less. On one side was an old book
case. For a moment Mr. Fletcher
stood in the center of the room with

his hand to his forehead, then went
directly to the case and took out an
album; he slowly turned its leaves
until he came to the photograph of a

young man. He looked and frowned;
he glanced over his shoulder; then
turned more leaves, until he reached
that of an elderly man; he looked
long and earnestly; then, turning to
the hostess, who stood white and rig
id, said, “In some way these two pic
tures are connected with the form
that beckons us on; yet, when I gaze
on the elder, I distinctly see him who
urges us on. Let us follow." And
we did. We left the room and de~

scended a flight of stairs; we entered
the drawing room, and went from
there into the conservatory. Mr.
Fletcher stood for a second, then
went directly to a spot where stood
some choice plants. “Well,” said
our hostess, whose white, set face
made her look like a ghost, uare you
satisfied? Why have you brought us

here?"
“No," replied Mr. Fletcher, “I

have not brought you; you know
why; we must penetrate this spot.
See he motions us frantically on now;
he pleads to you!" For one moment
she stood as if paralyzed, then in a

hollow voice said, “You seek your
own fate—whatever happens I am not
responsible for the effect of to-night's
work! If you seek beyond this spot,
remember! Will you go?" “Yes,"
said Mr. Fletcher, calmly. “It is no
earthly form that calls us on, but a

spirit one. With them I am at peace.
This one has no evil intent. It is
but a poor, troubled wanderer who
seeks relief from something that binds
his soul to earth. Ifyou have wronged
him, he bears no malice, but

simply asks reparation, that his spirit
may be free and at rest."

“Come," said she, and led the way
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this time. We stepped from the con
servatory out onto a little balcony,
down a number of steps, when, plac
ing her hand on the side of a vine
covered wall, a small door suddenly
opened, and we entered a small
room, or cell, rather—Las it was solid'
wall on all sides. I confess, in spite
of my faith in Fletcher, I had begun
to wonder what horrible spectacle we
should see, and smiled when nothing
more formidable than a coflin, stand
ing on end, met our gaze. Lady-— was looking at us, evidently ex
pecting us to be horrified. When she
saw my smile and his calm face, as
he held out his hand and said, “Give
me your hand," she exclaimed, “Oh,
how good! What next?" He replied,
“Be quiet!" He then stood for a
second, and said, “The occupant of
this coffin says that it is his earnest
desire that you place his remains un
der ground. So long as he is kept
above the ground his spirit is con
fined to earth and he has no peace—
‘bury me if you love me, and Iwill
trouble you no more'—and he reaches
out his hand apparently to you, Mad
am." With quivering lips :she said,
“Will you not ask him if he is sure
that it is his desire, and if there is

anything more?" “Yes, he is sure;
he says that he is sorry that he has
had so much trouble in communicat
ing with you; he says to be of good
cheer. When it is done there will be
no more annoyance about the house.
Come, let us go." By this time Lady

was sobbing gently, and Mr.
Fletcher kindly led her from the

ghostly place.
After our return to the drawing

room, Lady —- furnished refresh
ments with her own hands, apologiz
ing for so doing, saying that no serv
ant would stay in the house after
dark, as they all declared they could
feel some one hurrying past them;
but they never could see any one.

uOh, what I have suffered words fail
to describe. I have had priest and
minister to come and sprinkle holy
water and to pray. In fact, every

thing suggested, whether I believed
in it or not. I heard of your com

ing, also of the wonderful power at—

tributed to you, and sent for you at

once, before you could have heard
that my beautiful home was supposed
to be haunted. I had my suspicions
that it was Sir —--, and knew he
would not harm me. You have, I am

sure, solved the mystery. It shows
me that we are not permitted to carry
vengeance beyond the grave. My
husband was one of two brothers.
His brother was the father's favorite,
but he turned out wild and almost
broke the old gentleman's heart—
finally going to India—where he is to
this day, for anything I know to the

contrary.
“When the father died, he left a

will, saying that the second son should
not inherit a dollar so long as my
husband's body remained above

ground. He also left a personal let
ter for my husband, asking that if he

should die before his brother, not to

have his body placed in the ground so

long as his brother should live. So
before Sir —— died, he made me

promise to carry out the wishes of his
father, having years before, in antici
pation of such an event, prepared the

place we have just left. We had the
funeral services with friends in the
afternoon; the burial to be private
the next morning. With the aid of a

trusty servant, who has since died, to

place Sir—— below, and to substi
tute a dummy, was easy. All passed
off well, as the colfin had been closed
for the last time the day previous.
Not long after this the demonstra
tions, that have kept up ever since,

began, giving my beautiful home the
name of a haunted house.

“Some time ago the brother wrote
to the family solicitor, saying he had
heard his brother was dead. But he

received the reply, ‘Your brother's
body is still above ground, signed by
myself and the solicitor. He,evidently
thinking from that that his brother
was still in the land of the living,
troubled us no more.
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“'l'o-morrow I will make arrange
ments for poor Sir —'-—-'s burial."
And she did.

The evening of the next day along
packing box was sent from the house,
that had not the slightest resem
blance to a coffin; thence to a country
station, near where there was a ceme

tery, and while the villagers slept, Sir
'——— was laid to rest, and there have

been no disturbances in the house
since.

The most curious part of all is the
fact that the brother in India died the
next day.

Lady gave Mr. Fletcher sworn
statements as to the truth of the
above facts. In relating it

, however,
he never gives Lady ——'s name,
and will not do so until she is dead.

*4-—
SQUARING THE CIRCLE.

Reply to D. 11. Chart, LL. 1).

BY CHARLES DE MEDICI, M.D.

CKNOWLEDGING my grati
tude and admiration to so

eminent a mathematician as Dr.
Chase for the moral courage he mani
fests in taking up and discussing a

subject of so great importance to
education as a new, finite and true
“pi" value, which, forever hence
forth, will dispose of decimal nota
tion and irrational logarithms, at

least, in so far as these numeric fac
tors relate to geometric computation,

I do so in the full belief that it will be

appreciated. Besides, I thank the
doctor for his expressed love for
truth, as well as for his admitted de
sire to give the great Architect his

due—provided a human instrument
can be found who will present in a

consistent manner the Occult Au
thor's right to supreme knowledge of
science, as well as knowledge of
minor matters with which he has been
accredited. The task has fallen to
my lot, and humbly I present the
case.

In opening, permit me to define to

judges and jurors the ground on
which the claim rests, and let me ask
to have accepted the d [)n'on' postu
late essential to stability of existence,_
namely, that design and not mere
accident accounts for established uni

versal principles and laws over which
human agency has no direct control
and can not alter.

In the November number of THE

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL a clear and
distinct exposition of what is meant
by squaring a circle was given. The
conditions necessary to demonstra
tion were fully explained, both geo
metrically and arithmetically, and
the resulting “pi" equation (which
allows of no equivocation) conclu
sively showed that a finite ratio of di
ameter and circumference of circles
had been found and given. It was
shown in the face of absurd state
ments to the contrary that ‘.here is

nothing impossible in geometry, and

it was demonstrated that what is true
in theory of geometry can be proven
true in practice by arithmetic and
construction. Finally, it was shown
that commensuration (which has
measure’: of proportion, i.e., ratios, for

a common measure) and not infinitesi
mal, transcendental series algebraic
ally expressed, is the fundamental
basis of balance in geometry as well
as in nature. All this was shown, in

asmuch as all the required conditions
agreed upon were fulfilled by the nu
meric factors 289 and 912 when prop
erly manipulated in accordance with
the rules of commensurational arith
metic. With not a little surprisel
read in the January number a reply
from Dr. Chase purporting to discuss
the solution given, and to point out
errors fatal to the truth.

In his article, however, I cannot
find where the learned critic alludes
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in ‘any way to the conditions, the
operations, or the result obtained—
which, it seems to me, should first be
discussed, and for good grounds be
either rejected or accepted. Instead,
I see Dr. Chase go over the old tramp
ing ground of erratic mathemati
cians, pointing out how this one and
that one in former days wasted their
time by inscribing and circumscrib
ing polygons in and about a circle, in
the futile attempt to find the true
“pi” value in that manner. How
ever, he forgot to say that after cen
turies of weary labors and constant
failures, mathematicians gave up the
pursuit, and about 133 years ago a

quartette of learned men, of whom

Legendre became the leader, boldly
declared: "that the ratio of diameter
and circumference of circles cannot
be expressed by any numbers." Mark
the absurdity, when they knew, as

every rational being ought to know,
that in the very constitution of num

bers, every proportion possible is rep
resented, and there are no two dis
tances which are not either equal or in
some way proportioned.
‘

In their arrogance, these men took
upon themselves to libel the Supreme
Being, and intimated that He did not
understand His business; they sug
gested to themselves, since they had

not succeeded in finding the divine
secret which would open the “royal
road" to mathematics, no one else

should be encouraged to try. To
that end they adopted a system, now
called calculus; they based this sys
tem on several monstrous absurdities,
such as “zero or nothing means, in

geometry something;" “the differ
ence of an arc and its sublending
cord may be so trifling that such two
quantities are equal;" "the root of a

square equals the plane," and many
similar oddities. As they necessarily
needed a “pi" value of some kind,
they selected one from the tombstone
of Ludolph van Ceulen’s grave, in

Leyden, Holland. They took the

first six figures of a decimal fraction
composed in its numerator of 34

units, and in its denominator of 34
ciphers. This anomalous value,
3. r41592+ is to this day used as the
so-called university “pi," and pupils
are told that it is near enough for any
calculation, while the recent disap
pointments of astronomers, forced
upon them by the transits of Venus
and Mercury, tell a very different
story.

I apologize for this seeming digres
sion from the main topic, but I wish
to let Dr. Chase know that all he ex
plained about what had been done in
the past, as well as that part which
he did not explain, has been familiar
to me for many years; and I may
say, the disgust experienced as a re
sult of that knowledge, led me to
other paths of investigations which
terminated in finding the true “pi”
value. To be told of these things by
the critic did not affect me much, for
I took for granted, since he did not
discuss the relevant issue, that his
silence on that point was equivalent
to an admission on his part that he
could not point out any fatal errors,
as he had promised to do in the onset.
But, when I saw, further on, the lib
erties he took with the new-born “pi"
value, perverting its usefulness by
adulterating its factors with intermin
able decimals, I felt like offering a

vigorous protest with certain perti
nent questions, which, it is hoped,the
learned gentleman will kindly answer.

In the name of science, why, does
the doctor alter the given ratio,
289:9r2? Why does he change the
given measure of unity (289) to 1?

Why does he change the numerator of
the “pi" fraction (45 /289) to.1557r+
and the denominator to 100000?
Does be seriously believe that the
difference resulting from this trans
formation is so trifling that the vulgar
fraction and the decimal fraction are
equal? Is it possible that Dr. Chase
proposes to test what is claimed to
be right and true by figures which
are known all over the world to be
wrong and false?

In regard to the supposed ambition
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on my part to seek fame and immor
talize the name I bear, it does not
come within my desire. The name
has already been sufficiently noted to

satisfy my personal vanity, if there
is any left. But I do confess to a

weakness for trying to simplify and

popularize the study of pure geome
try, believing that it sharpens the

reasoning faculties and brings us

closer to the occult author, who,

through natural phenomena, taught
the first lessons in geometry. That

is
,

in the horizon we see the circle;
our own position is the center; the

distance from one's self to the com
passing horizon defines the radius.
And, again, we have depicted by the
transit of the sun, in its diurnal mo
tion, sines, angles and arcs, for the

rays of light radiating from the sun
mark these. Whatever we do, let us
not forget our allegiance to our first
Alma Mater.

As to the predicted doom of disap
pointment prophesied by Dr. Chase,
he does not need to feel uneasy about
that, for the "doomed man" has
made up his mind to meet the grim
specter with graceful resignation.

_—>.4—_
CHARACTER IN THE THUMB.

“ F you will allow me the Hibern
icism," said a young lady of

observation, “I would like you to
note for me that the true index finger

is the thumb. I do not mean that
from the length of its phalanges you
can find out whether there isa blonde
divinity ora brunette fate awaiting
you, or that from its spatulated or
oval nail I can tell whether you like
pictures or horse races—all that sort
of digital conjuring I leave to the

palm mysticists. But what I do
mean is that the thumb is a remark
able indicator of its owner's bodily
and mental condition.

“The new-born babe holds its
thumbs in the palms of its hands,
clenched in its lit'le fists, and it is

only when the mind and body both
expand that it takes its thumbs out
and holds them up as independent
organs. What deep connection there
may be between this fact and our
simian ancestry I cannot say. Let
mothers watch their children’s
thumbs, and if they stick out boldly

it is an unfailing indication of good
health and aggressive disposition,
while if they have a tendency to seek

the shelter of the fingersit means

feeble health and subservient will.
“

Just notice the thumbs of your
friends, now, and you will see the

same relations between their posture
and the man's constitution of mind

and body. The weak man's thumb
is weak and pendent, the strong man's

thumb is strong and erect. The
parallelism is so marked that you can
tell from aglance at a man's thumbs
whether he is an aimless thinker
or a man who carries his ideas or
somebody else's into action.

“It may be treachery to my sex,
but I don't mind telling you that it

will be a good thing for you fellows
to mark well the thumbs of the ladies
of your choice. If the girl's thumb,
be it ever so prettily rosy, has a ten
dency to stand at right angles to the
hand—well, the gray mare will need

a bit, that’s all; while if it lies flat or
droops a little you can count on
marital submission to the master
mind, and that's the sort of domestic
paradise all you sons of Adam are
looking for, isn't it?

“With the waning of the powers of
frame and brain comes the depres
sion, Ihad almost said the recession,
of the thumb, and whether in senility
or idiocy the thumb is always turned
in. And then, when you turn your
face to the wall and know no more
summer’s heat or winter‘s cold, those
that stand about you and say: ‘ Well,
poor old chap, he’s gone at last,’ will
find that you have tucked your thumbs
away in the shelter of your hands,
just as you had them when you were

a little baby.”—T/ze New York Sllll.



HOW TO STUDY STRANGERS
BY

TEMPERAMENT, FACE AND HEAD.
Bv NELSON SIZER.

CHAPTER XXVI.

PROF. JOHN S. NEWBERRY, M. D.

HIS portrait represents a strong
and remarkable person. His

temperament represents the Motive,
Mental type. He had a tall, bony
frame, a dark complexion, prominent
features and a high crown of head
which are indications of the Motive
temperament. Then the sharpness of
the features and the comparative fine
ness of the quality indicate the Men
tal temperament. His facility of
rapid mental activity and persistent,
unresting labor are evinced by a

controlling Motive temperament in
spired by the activities and intensities
belonging to the Mental temperament.
The large development of the percept
ive organs, giving to the base of the
forehead a projecting appearance en
abled him to grasp a vast amount of
detail and to be an accurate and ver
satile scholar. He had a remarkable
memory; facts once acquired re
mained asa part of himself and he
could reproduce lines of knowledge
which had once been familiar to him,
giving him a vivid realization, so that
all he had learned stood ready to sec
ond any effort which he made in the

pursuit of knowledge in new channels
and thereby his scholarship and his
information became accumulative.
His memory carried arecord of all he
had learned and known, and served
as an illumination of the pathway on
which he was working. That type of
intellect serves a man somewhat as a

head-light of a locomotive in the

night, serves the engineer. The loco
motive carries its own light and

throwing it miles ahead it illumines

the track and makes clear everything
that is in front, and so his accumu
lated knowledge being remembered
and vividly held in solution, illumi
nated the pathway of his progress and
helped to aggregate his knowledge.

The upper part of his forehead was
not small, but compared with the per
ceptives it seems less developed than
it really was. The front head, the
part which is not covered by hair, far
enough down to take in the eyes, was
inherited from his mother; the central
and back section of the head, as far
as we can see it

,

and the middle sec
tion of the face, taking in the nose
and cheek-bones, was evidently in
herited from the father. So he had
the sharp intuition of the feminine
and the tendency to delicacy of
thought and minutiae of appreciation,
served to put him into possession of
surrounding knowledge and do it a

l

most instantly, while his determina
tion, his force of character, his inde
pendence and his ambition came from
the father and made him a masterful
worker. He found out the facts and
drew his own inferences. He did not
start with logical affairs and hunt for
facts to verify them, but he got the
facts first. His cautiousness rendered
him guarded and prudent; careful in
his investigations and safe in his state
ments, but he was able to think more
clearly and rapidly than most investi
gators and he had the courage of his
convictions, which is a masculine in

stinct. His friendship was a strong
trait. He allied himself to people, or
allied people to him. He was the
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magnet, and other people were the
objects attracted. He was the cen
tral figure and he was stronger and
more influential in his influence than
those with whom he generally was
associated, consequently he became
an attraction to other people and a

central figure in anything that he
aimed to accomplish. He had large
Hope, which is located about where
the hair unites with the bald part of
the front head, and a line drawn from
the front margin of the whisker; for
ward of the opening of the ear and

following the line of the hair nearly
to the top of the head shows large
elevation and fullness at Hope and

Firmness, which two large develop
ments made him decidedly hopeful
and headstrong. Self esteem was

amply developed and so were caution
and Approbativeness and these har
nessed to anything that interested his
intellect would make a factor of in
tense power and influence in any di

rection. He had the accuracy of a

scientific investigator; he had the

courage of a pioneer. He had force
and a masterly spirit inherited from
the father and from his mother he

had the delicate tenderness, sympathy
and affection which belong to the

constitution of refined womanhood.

BIOGRAPHY.

R. NEWBERRY was born De

cember 22, 1822, in the town
of Windsor, Conn., where his eminent

ancestors had lived since the settle
ment of the town by immigration from
Dorchester, Mass, in 1635, nearly
two centuries.

Henry Newberry, the father of

John Strong Newberry, removed to
the “Western Reserve,” Ohio, in

1824. He owned at first a square
mile of land near the present center
of the city of Cleveland, but ex

changed it for a tract at the falls of
the Cuyahoga River, nine miles south,
where at that time the water power
was very valuable. He founded the

town since known as Cuyahoga Falls,

and engaged actively in the develop
ment of the coal resources of that
region. Upon his property was mined
the first coal known to have been
offered for sale in Ohio.

Dr. Newberry’s early life was

passed amid fortunate conditions of
competence and refinement, and the
influence of his natural surroundings
on the mind of the boy can be plainly
traced. Before he entered college he
had collected and studied mollusca
and made an herbarium and a cata
logue of the flora of the State, and
had substantially mastered the zool
ogy and botany of his county. In
1846, at the age of twenty-four, he

graduated from the Western Reserve
College, at Hudson, Ohio. During
his college course and afterward he

was a close friend of his teacher in

geology and natural science, Pro
fessor Samuel St. John. A class
mate writes of him: “Not a coarse
word, not a cruel speech or act, not
an ungentle thing of his doing occurs
to the recollection of intimate ac

quaintance with him." After gradu
ation he studied medicine as a post
graduate of the college, and was
assistant to Samuel St. John, the Pro
fessor in Chemistry in the Cleveland
Medical School, from which he took
his degree of M.D. in 1848. Dur
ing the year following he practiced
medicine at Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,
and in 1849 he went to Europe for
further medical study, attended upon
lectures and clinics in Paris, fre
quented L’Ecole des Mines and Le

Jardin des Plantes, and heard lectures
of Adolphe Brongniart, the great pal
eobotanist of that day. Before re
turning to America he visited the
south of France, Italy and Switzer
land.

Notwithstanding Dr. Newberry's
flattering success as a physician, his
inclination toward scientific work
was unconquerable. In 1855 he left
his practice and accepted the position
of geologist and botanist on the gov
ernment expedition to northern Cali
fornia and Oregon. Dr. Newberry
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made large collections in geology,
botany and zoology, and spent.the
following year in Washington prepar
ing his report, which is contained in

sician and naturalist of the Colorado
exploration expedition under Lieu
tenant Joseph C. Ives. The report
of the Ives expedition was published

ington, D. C.

the sixth volume of the Pacific Rail- in 1861. The geological report

i

H0. 191. PROF. JOHN s. NEWBERRY, M. D.

road Reports. In 1856-7 he was Pro- covers all the region which Dr.
fessor of Chemistry and Natural His- Newberry traversed from San Diego
tory in the Columbian College, Wash~ to Fort Leavenworth, and was

the first detailed description of
Dr. Newberry had scarcely com

pleted his report of the Williamson
expedition before he became the phy

the lower Colorado region. The out
break of the War of the Rebellion
found Dr. Newberry in Washington
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in the service of the War Department,
with which he had been connected
for five years as assistant surgeon. In
the supreme hour of his country's
peril he forsook his scientific work
and gave to the nation the benefit of
his medical training. Depots for the
distribution of hospital supplies were

rapidly established and plans made
for the relief of the sick and wounded.
During all the years of the war Dr.
Newberry was active in ameliorating
the sufferings of both friend and foe,
which, with kindness of heart, was
doubtless a much more grateful work
than would have been that of aggres
sion and destruction. In overseeing
the work of his organization he at
times followed the armies, and was

present at the battle of Chattanooga.
All the agents for this work were se

lected by Dr. Newberry and assigned
to their special duties. With an ex
ecutive ability that is rarely equaled

'he seemed instinctively to put every'
man at the task he was best fitted for
and to keep him up to his most efii
cient work. All reported to him at
least every month and oftener, when

emergencies demanded. All were
treated with the utmost kindness and
consideration, and all learned to love
and to honor him. No part of his
life-work is entitled to higher honor.
His report upon the work of his de

partment exhibits the character and

magnitude of his labors. Over $800,
000 in money was expended in the
benevolent work of the commission,
and hospital stores were distributed
to the value of $5,000,000. His
scientific reputation was fully estab
lished at the incorporation of the
National Academy of Sciences; in

1863 he was named by Congress as
one of the fifty original members. At
the close of the war Dr. Newberry
was employed at the Smithsonian In
stitution as collaborator and referee
in matters relating to geology. When
the Chair of Geology and Paleontol
ogy in the School of Mines, Columbia
College, was established, Dr. New
berry was called to the place and hon

orably filled it from September, 1866,
to the time of his death, a period of
twenty-six years.

One of his highest and most ap
preciated honors fell to him in 1888,
in the award of the Murchison Medal,
conferred by the Geological Society
of London for distinguished services
to geological science. In 1889 he
was first vice-president of the Geo
logical Society of America, which he
had helped to institute in 1888. He
was one of the committee of the
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science, which was in
strumental in organizing the Inter
national Congress of Geologists, and

perhaps his crowning and well-de
served honor as a geologist came in
his election as president of the con
gress for the Washington meeting in

August, 1891. But the tribute came
too late for him to perform the duties
of the office, or even to attend the

meeting. Restoration was sought in
the South, in California, on the shore
of Lake Superior, and at his home of
later years, Connecticut, but the rest
had been too long deferred. On the
night of December 7, 1892. at his
residence in New Haven, the honored
scientist, the beloved teacher, the
noble man, went to his well-earned
repose. Mrs. Newberry, with five
sons and one daughter, are now liv
ing to do honor to the memory of the
revered husband and father.

With his attractive personality,
rich experience, vast knowledge, and
his social, generous nature, Dr. New
berry, more than any other geologist
of America, was a “Nestor" to the

younger generation of workers in

geology. Many had worked under
his direction; in later years many
young men had been his students in
the School of Mines, and a host of
men had profited by his assistance
and fatherly advice. There was an
unaffected cordiality and cheeriness
in his manner which won instant con
fidence. No young man ever left his
presence without encouragement and
stimulus. His greatest influence,
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unseen,but gracious and enduring,was
in the personal contact with students
and friends, and the impress of his
marked individuality upon younger
men.

In the memory of those who knew
him he still lives as a noble personal
ity, impressive in appearance, charm
ing in companionship, wise in coun
sel,himself greater than any work that
he has done. He was great enough
to demand our reverence, good
enough to claim our affection, and
human enough to win our sympathy.
His abilities were such that he could
have taken a high place in almost any

profession. In his chosen field of
natural science he was a master, and
everywhere, whether in society, the
university or scientific circles, he was
a conspicuous figure, admired and
honored. He was born before the

days of scientific schools, and lacked
the advantages of special instruction
and scientific association. In his
scientific work he was largely a self
trained observer and independent
worker, one of the few great “natural
ists" by impulse. His range, there
fore, was not limited, nor his inde
pendence checked by undue regard for
authority of predecessors or teachers.

wr—
SKETCIIES 0F PHBENOMGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

DON MARIANO CUB] I. SOLER.

BY CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

HIS eminent phrenologist and
educator was a native of Mal

grat, in the province of Barcelona,
and was born December 15, 1801.
His father was originally of an Italian
family. At the age of twenty, young
Mariano came to the United States,
where he readily found employment
as an instructor of classics in Spanish,
and became what is known in our
seminaries as a Spanish professor.
He landed at Norfolk, Virginia, June
21, 1821, and was for some time a

resident of Washington, supporting
himself by giving lessons in his na
tive tongue.

In the Octoberfollowing he made

the acquaintance of Edward Damp
haux, President of St. Mary's College,
Baltimore, by whom he was offered
the Spanish professorship in that in

stitution. _

His first literary publication was-a
contribution to the facilities, meager
at that period, for learning Spanish,
and consisted of a well-arranged and

long-popular dialogue book, Spanish
and English, which was very success

ful, as at that date a good grammar of
the Spanish language was a desider
atum. The success of his first unam

bitious venture encouraged him to fur
ther effort, and his Nun-a Gramatica
Espanala soon became the popular
Spanish text-book in Maryland semi
naries and schools. His Castilian
grammar, intended for Mexico and
the South American States, was pub
lished in 1824, but did not succeed in

purifying the Spanish spoken in those
countries.

Cubi‘s “Spanish Dictionary" com

pleted the series, and gave the young
professor of, the Spanish language at
St. Mary's a distinguished reputation.

He remained in Baltimore until
I829,when, in February, he embarked
for Havana, where he devoted himself
to the cause of education, in conjunc
tion with Juan Alivellay Sala, and
others, and was instrumental in estab
lishing Buena Vista College, the first
collegiate institution founded in Cuba,
and afterwards styled San Fernando
College. The publication of the
Rem'sla Cubano (Cuban Review) was
one of the results of Professor Cubi’s
removal to the Cuban metropolis,
where he remained until 1832, in
December of which year he visited
New Orleans.

The next three years were devoted
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to a tour in Mexico, passing some
months in Tampico, where he was in
strumental in founding another insti
tution, and became one of its officers.

He left Tampico for New Orleans
in December, 1835.

Originally, Professor Cubi seems
to have had a passion for meta
physics, and he was pretty well ac
quainted with the doctrines of the

leading schools, the German among
them, when in 1828, Combe's well
known work on Phrenology fell into
his hands, and was influential in sub
verting all his previous theories of
psychology and converting him thor
oughly. His first course of lectures
on what was then a new science, was
delivered in New Orleans on his re
turn from Tampico; and from that
date he applied himself assiduously to
the works of Gall, Spurzheim, Combe,
the Fowlers, and other leaders in the
new science.

He now made the tour of the Unit
ed States as a lecturer, visiting col
leges and seminaries, and endeavoring
to impress upon our educational lead
ers the importance of Phrenology in
its bearings on their function. True
to his instinct, he was soon in the
field as a writer, and published in

Spanish an “Introduction to Phren
ology" in October, 1836.

In 1837 he was called to the pro
fessorship of modern languages in the

University of Louisiana. The Phren
ological' Society of Louisiana was the
direct result of his efforts, and for
some years exercised a commanding
influence in the Southwest. In 1840
he represented his university at the
Educational Congress held in Wash
ington, visited Harvard College, and
again made the tour of the United
States, making special studies for his
science from prison and hospital life.

His devotion to the science cost
him his professorship in 1842, and in

June of that year he embarked for
Spain, where he became the great
pioneer of the new method in psych
ology. The science was, at that date,
almost wholly unknown and unrepre

sented in Spain, with the exception
of the efforts of Davila and Alvear
Herreras, of Seville, who had issued
a few tracts. Professor Cubi com
menced his operations at Barcelona,
and published there, in 1843, his
"Manual of Phrenology,” which was
afterward followed by his larger work
on “Systematic Phrenology."

In 1844 he became interested in
the marvels of mesmerism, of which
Alfonso Teste was the representative
pioneer in Spain, and in connection
with which he became involved in a

controversy with the religious author
ities, but extricatedhimself without
serious difficulty. Four years later he
established a periodical devoted to
the dissemination of Phrenological
doctrines, but haiing the form of an
encyclopedia of the arts and sciences,
published in numbers. In 1851 he
visited London, and was present at
the Peace Congress, then in session,
and, being called to a connection with
the Phrenological Museum in that
city, removed to England.

He made the tour of Europe as a

phrenological lecturer in 1867, and
died December 5, 1875, aged seventy
four years. His works embrace, in
addition to those mentioned, a “Man-_
ual of Philosophy,” a “Treatise on
fEsthetic Psychology, Idealogy, Log
ic, and Ethics," “Elements of Phre
nology," “Phrenology and Its Glor
ies,

"
a very elaborate work containing

upward of 1,160 pages, a treatise on
the “Relations of‘ Phrenology to So
cial Science,” and various disserta
tions on philological questions.

The work, “La Phrenologia y sus
Glorias," gave Don Cubi a wide
reputation. It received the appro
bation of ecclesiastical authority in
Barcelona, a matter to be commented
upon with surprise when the jealousy
of the Roman Catholic church, in
Spain, with reference to progress in
mental science, is considered.

We are indebted for most of the
above biographical particulars to a

pamphlet from Don Miguel Arano, of
Barcelona, who was also a well-known
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Spanish educator. While Cubi was
Professor of Modern Languages in
the College of Louisiana he delivered
a lecture before theWoodville Lyceum
Association. Though it treated chiefly
of the elementary principles of the

science, yet they were ably and

lucidly discussed under the following
heads: First, that l/u’ mind art: through
flu brain; secondly, that the mind
(mp/0}: variously rlifl'errnt portions 0/
file brain; and thirdly, that sizr of
brain is a r/zief clement 0f manta/power.

After disposing of these propo
sitions, Professor Soler discourses in
a general manner on the three natures
of man, moral, intrl/rrtual, and animal;
that there were certain innate facul
ties or powers pertaining to each, and

possessing certain fixed and definite
relations to external objects; that
these faculties were all primarily good
in their nature, though liable to per
version; that man was, by his crea
tion, a free moral agent, and could
direct and control these powers at his
will; that his highest happiness, and
the perfection of his being, required
that all those faculties should be ex
ercised in perfect harmony, and grati
fied by their appropriate objects, and
that such a course is no less in ac
cordance with the laws of the nature
of man than with the requirements of
God. ,

After Professor Cubi's return to

Europe he wrote several letters to the
PHRENOLOGICAL JQURNAL, giving a

review of the science as he found it
in France and other countries.

We give below a few extracts from
these letters, written in 1842:

“On landing in, and traveling
through Normandy, 'I was struck by
the peculiar shape of head which the

inhabitants generally possessed. It
was so different from the head which
a phrenologist would give to a

Frenchman after the idea he would
have formed, in books, from his char
acter, that I could scarcely repress
a burst of astonishment and surprise
at it. Could you suppose that the
distinguishing traits of the formation

of the Norman-French heads are—
length, large development of firmness,
acquisitiveness and secretiveness,
with decidedly very moderate benev
olence, and comparatively moderate
perceptive faculties. On studying,
however, the character of the people
of this portion of the French empire,
by the manifested results, that is

,

by
what is known from their conduct,
and by what I saw from their general
condition, I was not surprised to have
found such heads. On the contrary,
all my astonishment turned into ad
miration for Phrenology; as the Nor
man-French head corresponds per
fectly with what is known of the Nor
man-French character.

“This discovery made me think
deeply on what 1 had frequently
reflected before, namely, that we
wanted yet a history of the races (to
speak more properly, the luads) which
are, and have for centuries been
forming the character of the great
European nations. Isee now, clearly,
that phrenology alone is equal to the
task. The calmness, firmness, sarm'r
faire, activity, intelligence, gener
osity and high-mindedness which we
admire in a great portion of the Eng
lish people, are the union in one head
of elements which belonged formerly,
each one of them, as an individual
trait, to the old Briton, to the
Scotch, to the Irish, to ‘the Anglo
Saxon and to the Norman. This fu
sion of qualities, this reunion of
organs, seems to be a law of nature,
and the means, as well as a necessar
ily absolute condition of improve
ment. "‘ * *

“We need, very much, in phre
nology, a work which would give us
the dimensions of the heads as well
as the quality of the temperaments of
the civilized world. We need phreno
logical statistics. This would be the
only knowledge by which we could
arrive at anything like an approxi
mate idea of the real difference of
character and mental power, between
the nations of Europe and America.
To this end it would be necessary to
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have the measurements of a large
quantity of heads of several classes
of the society of the various different
districts of a country. A work like
this would not only constitute a living
history of the races of which I have

spoken, but give us data by which we
could positively predicate the best
manner of obeying the irresistible law

DON MARIANO

of fusion, and deriving the greatest
possible advantage from it

,

for the

improvement of the human race.

“Phrenology, as well as any other
science, can only become universally
popular when its applications affect
man universally. Let the word phre
nology never be used unless it be con

nected also with the idea that it is

the only means by which happy
friendships, happy marriages, perfect
systems of education, advantageous
social reforms, can be effected. They

.aimfi'W/vi

CUlll 1
.

may say what they please, but my ex

perience has taught me after having
studied a country, that in all nations,
at least in America, Germany, France,
Italy, England, and Spain, the people
appreciate a science in proportion
only as it is productive or unproduc
tive, as it can satisfy more or less

organs. Let phrenologists, if they

_L

SOLER.

wish to popularize phrenology, bear
this in mind." ,

i

The PHRENULOGICAL JOURNAL con
tained a phrenological sketch of D.
Mariano Cubi I. Soler, soon after his
death, from which we take the follow
ing extract:

“The head and face of this gentle
man, as represented by the portrait,
indicate most marked characteristics.
Strength and activity appear to be

combined in the temperament. The
strong features evince power of
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endurance and mandatory force. Be
ing well convinced of the truth of his
own positions, such a man would be
steadfast, brave, and even aggres
sive.

“Don Cubi’s characteristics were
those which belong to the pioneer and
martyr. He had a great deal of the
motive or enduring temperament,
which gave him positiveness and
hearty earnestness in that which he
attempted to do. His thoughts were
brave, positive and imperative. He
had also a full share of the mental
temperament, which gave him a

thoughtful tendency and decided
intellectual activity. .

“ His perceptive organs were large
enough to make him sharp in the ac
quisition of knowledge, and in prac
tical criticism. His reflective intel
lect was amply developed, the upper
part of the forehead being well-round
ed, and elevated and the length of
the head from the opening of the ear
forward being ample. He had strong
benevolence, which made him sym
pathetic, inclined to render assistance
and make people better and happier.
He would devise ways and means for
the aid and comfort of those who
were in need. He appreciated char
acter and motive, and was a quick
and accurate judge of disposition and
talent.

“He had strong faith in the spirit
ual, and though intellectually analyti
cal and inclined to be critical, he had
a spirit of liberality in reference to
new ideas, and also in respect to re
ligious subjects. He had reverence
for whatever is sacred, and rather
large conscientiousness, which ren
dered him upright. His firmness and
self-esteem qualified him to take a

good rank and make for himself an

independent position. Combativeness
and destructiveness seem to have
been large, hence there was a good
deal of vim and severity about his
disposition, when provoked to action.
His language was large, qualifying
him to express himself with freedom
and fullness. He was emphatically a

man of power, a thinker and a critic,
sincere, truthful, sympathetic, and
inclined to be serviceable to others.
He had abundant ingenuity, and was
adapted to mathematical and mechan
ical sciences, and also had an appre
ciation of property which enabled him
to make good provision for himself,
and to take good care of his financial
interests."

In 1838 Don Cubi used to be a fre
quent visitor to our office, and on one
occasion spoke of a peculiarity of his
mind, an ability to see things his
physical eye had never rested upon,
and as an instance said that when he
first went to Barcelona he found it
was a city with which he was perfect
ly familiar; he knew its streets and
public buildings; nothing surprised
him, yet he had never heard or read
descriptions of the city.

This shows a condition of mind
giving a prevision which is uncom
mon. It shows the activity of his
very large perceptive organs, as well
as an intuitive mind which is above
the comprehension of common mor
tals.

His general appearance was com
manding and uncommon. He had a

very strong motive temperament,
which gave him strength and activity
in all his movements. He was a very
remarkable man and left his impress
upon the world. Phrenology owes
him a debt of gratitude for his faith
fulness in its dissemination.



CHARACTER IN UNCONYENTIONAL PEOPLE.

A PAIR OF ANARCHISTS.

FROM PERSONAL EXAMINATIONS BY THE: EDlTOR.

E trust that the readers ofTm:
JOURNAL will not be alarmed

at the introduction of the two some
what noted opponents of the existing
order of society which we present
herewith. We can vouch for their
harmlessness in the shadows we print,
however dangerous they may be in

person and at short range.
As it is only by carefully studying

and comparing all the elements of
human nature, both agreeable and

disagreeable, that we can hope to
acquire accurate and comprehensive
knowledge, we propose here to make
a little excursion into the realm of
unconventional mentality. Our pur
pose is to show a relation between
peculiar ideas of life and certain types
of organization. Of course we shall
enter on no discussion as to the
merits of the views held by the two
subjects we have chosen, although it
is only justice to say that both these

Women, especially Marie Louise,
repudiate the commonly accepted
idea that they advocate violence as a

means of reform. Emma Goldman
who recently served a year in one
of the New York prisons for alleged
utterances inciting to riot, is no doubt
the more aggressive of the two, and
is probably a fair representative of
the radical class of anarchists. Marie
Louise, on the other hand, professes
to be what she calls a “scientific"
anarchist. She is undoubtedly a

scholar, while Miss Goldman is an

enthusiast. Having recently inter
viewed and examined these two
women, we hope to be able to point
out certain facts about them which
will be of interest.

Emma Goldman professes to be a

Russian Jewess, although it is diffi
cult to see anything in her face or
head which we are accustomed
to associate with the Hebrews.

She is still a young woman,
probably not over twenty-six
or eight. She is only five feet in
height but weighs about one hundred
and twenty-five pounds. She has
rather fine, soft, light brown hair,
and blue-gray eyes of which the ex
pression is very peculiar. Her head
measures twenty-one and a half
inches in basilar circumference, and
the principal developments are above
this line. The back head is rather
long, showing friendship, domestic
attachment and love of the opposite
sex. There is considerable width
just over the ears at destructiveness
and appetite for food which the por
trait does not clearly show, as it is
copied from a crayon drawing. But
with the further exception of the
upper forehead, which in this picture
is not square enough at causality, the
likeness is remarkably correct. This
is especially true as to the expression
of the eyes and mouth. The facial
signs of destructiveness and alimen
tiveness are very pronounced in the
form of the mouth, and it is chiefly in
the mouth and eyes that we may detect
the signs of quality and temperament
which account for the woman's dis
position to attack the present social
fabric.

There is a very considerable devel
opment in the rear of the crown.
Approbativeness and firmness are
especially strong. Conscientiousness
is difficult to define. There is a

latent sense of justice, but every
thing in the organization points to a

lack of discipline, and there are evi
dences of what might be called a

habit of wilfulness; an abandon to
the dominant impulses. In that form
of chin and mouth, with the large
firmness in the brain, we have the
phase of persistence that may be
called tenacity, and which is often
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referred to in popular parlance by a

comparison with the bull-dog. It
means a deep-seated, ineradicable in
stinct to hold to an opinion, a pur
pose, ‘or a passion. It is a
vehement clutch which is never re

ent to contradict or not. It does not
depend on moods. It is always pres
ent in its activity and stamps the
character with an indelible dye.

The incorrigibility of such a nature
is also greatly augmented, as in the

EMMA GOLDMAN.

laxed, and it differs from obsti

nacy or perseverance of the ordi

nary type in being independent of

opposing forces or other external
conditions. It nurses its Joys or

griefs whether anybody else is pres

present instance, by the almost utter
lack of reverence and faith. Hope
is also weak. This combination
leaves the intellect without incentive
to search for evidences of optimism,
and as such a nature readily finds
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itself at war with the conventionali
ties, ill adapted to compete in the
struggle for existence with those
more harmoniously constituted, a

pessimistic view of life with a conse

quent desire to alter the existing con
ditions is the almost inevitable re

sult. Of course there are thousands
of people who have many of these
peculiarities of feeling, but who are
endowed with very ordinary intellect,
so that they make no outcry, no pro
test, and indeed have few opinions
beyond the consciousness that they
are uncomfortable. But Emma Gold
man, although obviously of a lineage
far from aristocratic in tone, is en

dowed with a philosophical cast of
mind which is very rare. Her upper
forehead is beautifully developed and

our portrait utterly fails to do her

justice in this respect.
The development of causality and

comparison, stimulated by her pessi
mistic emotions, renders her a radical
thinker upon social problems. In
her conversation she manifests that
familiarity with the vocabulary _of
philosophy which is ordinarily ex

pected only among cultivated pro
fessional men. However, her lower
forehead is almost as defective as the

upper portion is fine. The eyebrows
are almost straight, and the space
between them (the glabella) is de

pressed much more than appears in

the engraving. This shows a want
of observation, precision, accuracy
and specification in her aollection or
application of data. In other words,
she will reason profoundly but often
upon insufficient evidence. After
assuming certain premises she fol
lows the rule of the syllogism in the

most consistent, logical manner, but
she is in danger of starting with

premises which are false. As may be

seen by the flattened outer angle
of the eyebrow, she has scarcely
a trace of order; and the eyes are

deep set, showing little fondness for
words or fluency in speech.

There are, doubtless, certain biases

or tendencies in this woman which

she owes to some marked peculiari
ties or habits of her ancestors. She

says that her father was a man of an
almost tyrannical disposition, and
that her mother was very weak willed.
Thus there is quite a difference be
tween the indications in herhead and
those in her hand as regards firmness.
Her hand is quite small, very flexible,
but with a very poorly developed
thumb, the first or nailed phalanx
being very short. It is in this first
joint that cheirognomists locate will
power, while the second phalanx is

,

according to its length, a sign of
logic. .This imperfect first joint of
the thumb is often found in people
who are undeveloped or askew in
some particular. This peculiarity in
Miss Goldman shows how important

it is to study the brain and not to rely
upon any one isolated or remote sign.

In the head of Marie Louise nearly
all the developments seem to have
been inherited from the father. She

is a large woman, being five feet six
inches in height and weighing 175

pounds. She has dark brown hair and

gray eyes, a combination which is

very favorable to strength of charac
ter and logical judgment. Her hands
and feet are large. She wears a No.8
glove and a No. 7 shoe. Her hand is

of the square type, which indicates
practicality and a sense of utility.
She has excellent health. All the
nutritive functions are strong. Her
head measures 2h} inches in circum
ference by 13} from ear to ear over
the top.

In this head,also, there are many con
trasts of strength and weakness. The
cerebellum is large, and she is natur
allya ‘strong lover; but it'is easy to

see that the distance from the top of
the ear backward is short to the region
of attachment, either for a conjugal
partner or for friends. It will also

be observed that the opening of the

eye is rather flat, which agrees with
the form of the head as to attachment
in love. Philoprogenitiveness is

rather well developed and gives rise
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to much tenderness of feeling for all
weak or helpless creatures. There is

not much continuity; that is to say,

she is very restless and impatient as

to her methods of working. She loves
variety in almost everything, and in

Rockwood, Photo.

this respect she is like the majority of

the French. Self-esteem is also very

small.
Combativeness and destructiveness

are moderate. The lack of aggress

iveness is also plainly shown in the

concave bridge of the nose. Acquisi
tiveness and secretiveness must be
marked at the bottom of the scale,
and the same is true of the two facul
ties in the top of the head which pro
duce submissiveness, confidence and

MARIE LOUISE.

trust. In this sloping top head, which
may be seen on the line of the part
in the hair, accounts for much of the
woman’s rebelliousness and irrever
ence toward the old ideas. The line
from the ear to the top of the head
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shows a good degree of conscien
tiousness. Firmness is a little less
than it appears in the portrait.
There are signs of honesty about the
mouth and chin, but not the phase of
firmness already pointed out in Miss
Goldman. Benevolence is rather
larger than it appears in the engrav
ing. Indeed sympathy and kindness
are among her most active qualities.
Imitation is moderate, and the posi
tion of the eye and lack of expression
in that organ show indifference to
language. Although she is some

thing of a linguist, her ability to ac

quire languages depends upon her
mechanical faculties. Constructive
ness is remarkably developed. There
is also a very great distance between
the eyes and the eyebrows. Obser
vation and sense of form are thus very
strong. The perceptives as a whole
are exceptional, and the reflectives
are about equally active.

From comparison up to where
the hair begins there is a slope over
the sense of human nature. She is
not a good detective, and will often
be imposed upon by designing peo

ple. She has really a very capacious
and well- balanced forehead, well
adapted for science, art, or philoso
phy. She could have accomplished
a great deal in sculpture. As the
photograph was taken purposely to
show the profile the forehead was
sacrificed to some extent.

Marie Louise is unquestionably a

woman of vigorous intellect, although
as a result of the angularities of her
organization she uses her intelligence
in a somewhat original and decidedly
unconventional manner. Thinking
that it would be interesting to have

her tell the readers of the JOURNAL
something of her life history, we in

vited her to write a sketch of her
experiences. At first we were dis

posed to prune down a few sentences,

but the article as she wrote it is so

much more temperate and sensible
than most people would expect from
her, that we concluded to let it stand
as it was. We publish it as an aid to

the study of character as an expres
sion of organization, and we are cer
tain that a striking correspondence
will be seen between what she saysof
herself and what is to be inferred
from her head.

The following is the story she has
furnished:

A SKETCH or MY LIFE.

1w MARIE LOUISE.

' WAS born in the east of France,
on the chain of mountains called

Yura, which divides French territory
from that of Switzerland. To the
best of my knowledge my ancestors
were born and lived in that locality
for several generations. Their mas
sive frames and peculiar features leave
no doubt as to their connection with
the atmospheric influence of the lofty
Yura mountains whose bold and
towering peaks dart forth to meet
the clouds.

Each province in France has its
own idiosyncracies, but none have
native characteristics more empha
sized than the inhabitants of Lorraine
and Franche-Comté, whose territory
stretches along the line dividing
France from Germany on the north,
and Switzerland on the south. These
people, like the Germans, are noted
for their physical sturdiness as well
as their mental balance and depth;
the former being enlivened and the
latter clarified by the use of generous
wines as an ordinary beverage.

The central portion of the east of
France has given birth to numerous
men of large mental caliber, such as
Dr. Louis Pasteur, Jules Grevy, Al
phonse de Lamartine,Victor Hugo, P.

J. Proudhon, Chas. Fourrier, Victor
Considérant, Etienne Cabet, J. J.
Rousseau, Blaise Pascal, etc. The
provinces in the south and center fur
nish brilliant orators, great warriors
and ardent revolutionists of the type
of Chas. Barbaroux, Napoleon Bona
parte and Léon Gambetta, while
those of the west produce sailors,
men of religious and conservative
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tendencies,of whom Larochejaquelion
and Chateaubriant are types.

My ancestors and myself were born
Roman Catholics, but when I was
four years of age, my father, who had
intense observing power and great
depth of thought, met a man who
had severed his connection with the
Roman Catholic church because he
found her dogmas at variance with
the teachings of the Bible. He soon

prevailed upon my father to read the

unabridged Bible, and the result was
another desertion from the fold of
the church. There being no secular
school in that part of the country, I
was obliged to attend a Catholic one

managed by nuns. From these and
the parish priest I received very bad
treatment, and but for the extreme
kindness of the sister under whose
direct tuition I was, Iwould not have
been able to stand the ordeal. The
memory of that woman is enshrined
within my heart with all that is noble
and lovely on earth.

Thus, at an early age, I was a he

retic and called upon to battle with my
surroundings and to batter on the
angular corners of tradition and con
vention. My god-father, who was one
of my father's brothers and was

childless, once called on us and said
to me:

“Marie, I have always contem
plated making you my heir, but I
cannot do it unless you return to the

- Roman Catholic church."
“Money could not induce me to

become a Roman Catholic," I re

plied.
"Our forefathers were all Roman

Catholics,” continued my god-father;
“it is our duty to tread in their
steps." (C’est notre devoir de mar
cher sur leurs traces.) '

“Had our forefathers been thieves,
ought I to be one also?" I gravely
questioned.

I was then about eight years old.
That I had already suffered and

bravely borne my suffering was evi

denced in my speech.
The first years of my infancy were

passed in the tumultuous agitation
and repeated insurrections which
shook France between the overthrow
of King Louis Philippe in 1848 and
the beginning of 1852, when Louis
Napoleon strangled the second repub
lic and erected his imperial throne.
My father was a republican; was so,
I think, from the pressure of environ
ment, for his mind was more directed
toward the study of the‘ Bible and
the worship of God than toward po
litical movements. I, though so
young, was a republican by the force
of my nature. When the people
shouted, Viva la repuéliquel—every
tissue of my body seemed to hear it
and thrill. I was seven years old
when a red flag, the emblem of the
republican party called The Mountain

(La Montagne), was placed in my
hands to carry it a long way at the
head of a column returning from a

political banquet in a forest. I shall
never forget the joy I felt when I
grasped the pole of the flag and saw
its crimson folds wave over my head.

My father was one of the many
thousands whom Louis Napoleon im

prisoned at the C014) d’b‘tal on Decem
ber 2, 1851, and during the following
month. He was arrested at night
and when in the morning I found him
missing, I divined where he was. Had
not I during several preceding nights
heard the tramping of horses and the
rattling of chains in the street? Go
ing to my window, I had seen gen
darmes on horseback leading, or
rather dragging along, prisoners who
were manacled and sometimes chained
to the horses. These prisoners had
been arrested in the surrounding vil
lages, in the dead of the night, and
were hauled to the prison of the town.
I knew that my father’s turn had
come. I went straight to the prison
gate and asked to see him, but was
referred to the military commander,
for France was under martial law.
That important individual received
me brusquely and, with a look full
of hatred, refused my request. My
heart sank within me, for I adored
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my father and could not reconcile
myself to being parted from him.
But to the look of hatred of Napo
leon's ofiicer, I replied with another
just as intense and more weighty, for
that man was in the decline of life,
while I was in the dawning of it

,

and
the insignificant little girl might be
come a significant woman. Do op
pressors realize what there is in

trampling-on the tender nature of a

child? Napoleon went to Sedan in

1870 surrounded by hundreds of
thousands whose infantile eyes had

gazed on the horrors of the Coup
d’Etat, and he never returned.

After his release from prison, my
father left our native province and
went to settle in Paris. The suburb
Saint Antoine, famous in the history
of Paris for its intelligent laboring
population and revolutionary charac
ter, was selected for our abode. On
my arrival at the capital, that which,
above all other things, impressed me
most was the houses wrecked and

pierced by the bullets of the soldiers
on the days of the Coup d’Etal.

A few months later, my father fell
dangerously ill and was taken to a

Protestant hospital connected with
an Institution of Charities managed

by sisters called Diamnesses. I was

placed in the apprentice‘ department
of the same institution. Mechanical
talents were soon discovered in me

and, before the age of eleven, I was
installed as head of the shirt work
rooms, where I instructed the girls
(every one older than myself) in the
art of producing a perfect shirt, all
by hand work. Having served about a

year in that capacity, I was remov
ed to the dressmaking department,
where I was intrusted with taking
measures, cutting, fitting and superin
tending the sewing girls. My supe
riors, who were charmed with my me
chanical talents, were still more de

lighted to find me possessed of knowl
edge of the Bible and capable of
making a good speech at prayer
meetings. As was to be expected,
they sought to retain me in the

establishment as postulant to the
sisterhood. But there was too much
about me that did not exactly tally
with their teachings, and I candidly
informed the director that I could
not join the Order. This was another
step in heresy, another protest against
established powers. I did not fail to
reap the fruit of my rebellion, and
the words of praise previously be
stowed on me were transformed into
burning censure. Through my ex
aggerated timidity and slowness to
defend myself, slanderers always got
the best of me.

At the age of twelve I left the
house of the Dzamm'sszs and went
home. A man born in Franche
Comté used to visit my father and
have with him long and animated dis
cussions on the merit of the Bible.
He was a university graduate and a

Voltairian of the nineteenth century.
With the advantage of his education,
he overthrew my father at every turn,
though he never conquered him. I

sat hour after hour, silently listening
and eagerly drinking every word of
that man's logic, and a few months
of that experience made of me what

is termed an infidel. One more step
in heresy; nay, a leap!

On Sundays, my father compelled
me to read the Bible for hours con

secutively, but soon discovered my
skepticism and assumed toward me
an attitude akin to estrangement. At
the age of eighteen I graduated. The
minister of the church I attended de
sired me to take charge of the girls’
school of his parish. In an interview
with him on this subject I inquired:
“Shall I be obliged to teach the
Bible to my pupils?" To his affirma
tive answer I rejoined: “Then let us

drop the subject; I cannot teach the
Bible."

This latter step in heresy blighted
all my future prospects. Aside from
my infidelity, my father could not
forgive me for having thrown away a

lucrative position and alienated influ
ential friends. From that time on
ward, I was left at the mercy of the
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storm, tossed here and there, some
times disabled,sometimes nearly shat
tered by angry, opposing winds. Un
der the plea that I was not capable
of taking care of property, my father
undertook to strip me of the property
left me by my mother. Loving him

dearly, and not suspecting his de

signs, I was easily led to sign the
documents annulling my rights of
possession. When I discovered the
truth and realized what little chance
a woman has to get justice in the
courts of France, and of what little
consequence she was in all matters, I
departed from Paris and settled in

London, Englafid.
During my sojourn in that city, I

joined several progressive societies,
French and English; was a member
of the General Council of the Inter
national Workingmen's Association,
also of several sections of the Reform
League under the presidency of Mr.
Edmond Beales, in 1868. I readily
learned how to write English, but
during several years was unable to

speak that tongue; this I attribute to

my native timidity in the presence of
strangers. A few months previous to
the outbreak of the Franco-German
war I came to America. In my spare
time I studied physiology, economics,
sociology, and was greatly interested
in phrenology. From the study of
the latter I concluded that man's
power of volition was severely limited
by propensities, innate or developed,
which are indicated by special forms
of brain. This gave a swing to my
former standard of social ethics. I
had been taught that children must
be severely chastised and transgress
ors of the law sternly punished. This
could not be wholly reconciled with
the idea of limitation in volition. I
dropped the theories of severe chas

tisement and entered a line of thought
more in keeping with the law of love
in human relations. Owing probably
to superficiality in my new mode of
reasoning, I hailed the doctrines of
equality and altruism as expounded
by State Socialists and remained

several years under that fascinating
delusion.

Soon engaging in business, I gave
to my work all my time and my ener
gies. In a harassing and ceaseless
labor I passed several years, dead to
all thought save that of getting
money to pay notes matured, and
preserving the means for earning an
honest and independent livelihood.
But adversity cheated me of my
hopes, and misfortunes fell upon me
fast and swift. I was too good a me
chanic in my. trade not to disturb the

equanimity of my competitors; inde
pendent and self-willed, to suit the
narrow views of the people around
me. Conspiracies against my person
and my belongings soon sprang up,
and one night my store was burglar
ized of nearly all its valuable con
tents. This heavy disaster inevitably
generated many others, and, within
three years,I was reduced to poverty.
Single-handed, how could I fight
against my numerous assailants? My.
enemies chuckled and scoffed and
jeered. Never had I suspected that
so much of wickedness lodged in the
human breast.

I had now reached that point in
misfortune when the victim curses
society; when criminals are evolved.
But in my case the cruel ordeal be

got opposite results. Though my rea
son had received a severe shock, my
mind refused to become distorted. I
began to question whether those per
sons who had so injured me were
conscious of the depth of their wicked
ness, and whether motives personal
with them did not present their con
duct, to their own judgment, in a

light very different from that in
which it appeared to me—and the
verdict of my own conscience was in
their favor. I further questioned
whether my own position and relation
to them were not, in themselves, the

provocator of their evil deeds—and
I found another verdict against
myself.

The measure of evil, then, is de

pendent on the way we look at it
,

and
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this confirms the axiom that we love
a man in proportion to the good, and
hate him in proportion to the harm,
we do him. The conclusions which
forced themselves upon me were that
injustice, hatred and severity were
fatal to the general welfare of society,
while equity and benevolence con
trived to perfect man and cement so
cial relations. The injunction of
Christ, “Love one another; love your
enemies,” presented itself in all its
beauty and usefulness. Our enemies
are lovable, for it is not'the man that
is bad; it is the conditions about him
that force him to do evil. What
the human creature needs is oppor
tunities to do good and freedom

to develop his potential qualities.
Of the philosophy I have just out

lined I am a zealous advocate. My
writings on Economics, Sociology and
History have placed my name on the
roll of advanced thinkers and defend
ers of human liberty. My principles
logically involve a supreme regard for
life. Partly not to destroy life wan
tonly, partly not to inflict suffering,
and partly for hygienic reasons, I am
a vegetarian. Meat eating, I main~

tain, familiarizes us with cruelty,
blunts our sensibilities, excites and
develops animalism.

This is a synopsis of the general
incidents of my life and their bearing
upon my mental unfoldment.

. >“. __
SPURZHEIM AS ORGANIZER AND TEACHER.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, LL.B., M.D.

IF
credit should be given to Dr.
Gall for those discoveries that

brought so much of light to civiliza
tion with regard to the functions of
the brain—to Dr. Spurzheim, his great
associate from 1802, should be award
ed the honor of arranging those dis
coveries into systematic form, and

giving to the world such instruction
with regard to their practical appli
cation that their great educational
value was overwhelmingly demon
strated. Spurzheim was prompted to
take early the apostolic scrip and staff
and visit foreign lands for the purpose
of announcing the principles he had
learned in Vienna, and confirmed by
extended personal investigations. His
fitness for the work was preeminent
—as his great success everywhere
showed. He soon became convinced
that it was necessary to have text
books for the use of the increasing
body of inquirers, and found the time,
amid pressing demands, to prepare a

considerable number—all of which
may be read to-day with profit by
those interested in mind building and
character development. His treatises
on the brain and its specialized func
tions, and on the action of the mental

faculties, form a body of psychology
that has neither been superseded as a

system, nor surpassed in practical
utility. In comparing the latest pub
lications in mental philosophy one
conversant with the literature of
Spurzheim notes a close approxima
tion of the former to the latter as
concerns fundamental propositions;
although the modern author may be
delicate in acknowledging the similar
ity.

'

One of the more important demon
strations of Gall and Spurzheim was
that relating to the fibrous structure of
the brain and spinal cord. The
doctors were accustomed to show this
in theirlectures and point out the exist
ence of two orders of fibers—the “di
verging,” those passing upward from
the central ganglia to the convolu
tions, and the “converging or unit
ing,” those of the commissural type.
This discovery, for discovery it prop
erly was, Dr. John Gordon, recognized
as a most eminent authority in his
day, rated as an invention.

In a criticism published in 1815—
see the Edinburgh Review, No. 49—
Dr. Gordon severely condemns the

phrenologists for exploiting ua com
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plete fiction from beginning to end"
by the announcement and exhibition
of their ugrand system of the diverg
ing fibers of the brain.” This Scot
tish Professor of Anatomy was so sure
of his position that he characterized
their statements in this regard as “a
willful misrepresentation * * * to
affirm that in portions of the brain—
either diverging or converging fibers
can be shown by the method they
have described. They have repre
sented such fibers, it is true, in vari
ous plates of the folio engravings;
but we can confidently affirm that no

such appearance as they have thought
proper to represent between them is

capable of being demonstrated in the
human brain by the manipulations
which our authors all along profess
to practice." Later, however, this
same Karim’ critic published a volume
in which he calmly spoke of “ nerv
ous threads,” “nervous fibers as fine

as hairs, ' “nervous fibers travers
ing,” “innumerable fine fibers diverg
ing," without a thought seemingly of
his unjust aspersions of Gall and

Spurzheim, and quite oblivious of any
indebtedness to them for his enlight
enment on the important topic, the

construction of the brain, that he is

discussing. Eight years or more pre

viously to this time Cuvier had pub
lished in the Annual Report of his
section in the French Institute that
the German doctors had been the

first to show the two sorts of fibers,
so that Gordon was to be excused for
his invidious course only on the

ground of unfamiliarity with the

progress of anatomical science on the

Continent.
To-day the fibrous structure of the

brain is one of the fundamental fea

tures of its structure and function, a

sine qua non of its coordinate action
and expression on both the motor
and sensory sides. Without the fibers
there could be no intellectual appre

hension of occurrences in the world
surrounding us; no conveyance of
impressions to the cerebral centers,
and no responses to indicate a recog

nition by the individual of his relation
to affairs immediately contiguous. To
be sure the system has been much ex
tended and elaborated as to its ana
tomical and physiological involve
ment, but its essential nature and
function have not changed. The fact
remains,—its adaptation is but
broader.

Let us note for a moment what
later investigation has brought to
light. We know now that the nerve
fibers have functions of their own,
and that there are several orders of
them, chief among which appear to
be the motor and sensory fibers, the
latter conveying impressions from
without to the sensorium, and the
latter serving as transmitters of en

ergy to the muscles, that they may
perform the will of the man within.
Gall and Spurzheim did not grasp the
full significance of their discovery
concerning the course of the fibers;
their study and work had to do with
the central organism of human intelli
gence and power, the brain; how its
relation to the physical mechanism
was ordered they had no time to con
sider. And they were content that
others should reap the credit of dem
onstrating that relation. So Magen
die, Broca, Fritsch, Hitzig, Ferrier,
Golgi and others have evolved their
beautiful facts of nerve function in
striking correspondence with the
phrenological. The better under
standing of the relation and course of
the fibers enables the surgeon to ana
lyze a case of paralysis or epilepsy or
a disorder of sense or other disease
having its origin in a lesion of the
brain. ‘One sided paralysis (hemi
plegia), for instance, is commonly
due to pressure upon fiber-tracts in
their course near the ganglia at the
base of brain, and very rarely to dis
ease affecting the organic centers in
the convolutions. Where the paraly
sis is limited to a single part (mono
plegia), a single group of muscles,
then it is a cortical center that is af
fected most probably, or it may arise
from some interference with a single
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group or track of fibers. This nice
differentiation would be quite impos
sible without our knowledge of the
fibrous constitution of the nervous
system. The structure of the fibers
themselves, their disposition and
grouping, point inductively and syn
thetically to the localization of special
functions in the brain, and intimate
peculiarity of action in themselves.

While there were those who were

ready with tongue and pen to dispar
age Spurzheim both as a man and as
a teacher, there were not wanting
those of eminent authority who grate
fully characterized him as a benefac
tor of his race. It is pleasant to recall
such names as Andral, Broussais,
Moschati, David (the Sculptor),
Pinel, Elliotson, Mackenzie, as en

rolled among these. Sir Astley'
Cooper and Mr. Abernethy were

among the more distinguished Eng
lishmen who admitted the importance
of his discoveries. The latter gave
considerable space in his work on

surgery to a consideration of the

phrenological doctrines, remarking in

one place: “In short, I readily ac

knowledge my inability to offer any
rational objection to Gall and Spurz
heim’s system of phrenology as

affordinga satisfactory explanation of
the motives of human actions.”

A later statement, ex-rat/zrdra, as

it were, since it appeared in editorial
article of the London Medim-C/u'rur
giazl Review for April, 1825, referred
to Dr. Spurzheim thus: “He follows
nature step by step, founds every
principle on the pure basis of obser
vation, and demonstrates what no

physiologist in his senses can now

doubt, that the manifestations of mind
depend on the organization of matter
and especially the organization of the

brain and nervous system. To trace
the connection between structure and
function is the work of phrenology,
and is practicable only by observation
and experience,” etc.

Of the man himself we have per
haps the best limning in those

glimpses of esteem and admiration

that were given us by those distin
guished citizens of Boston, Mass, who
publicly deplored the loss that had
been sustained by society and human
science in his summary taking off No
vember 10, 1832. One of them, Dr.
Nahum Capen, in a biographical
sketch, refers to an incident of deep
significance in the following words:
“About a week before his death two
letters were received for him from
Paris. When told of their arrival he
seemed to be reanimated and at the
same time profoundly affected. He
grasped the letters with an expres
sion of ardent interest which we shall
never forget, and pressing them to
his lips, he lay down and wept. The
language of his soul shook his noble
frame, and with the simplicity of a
child he silently expressed by his
tears and deep heaving bosom that to
a mighty mind God had united an
affectionate heart.”

The president of Harvard College
at that time, Josiah Quincy, was
named chairman of .‘

I. meeting that
was called immediately after the
death of Spurzheim, for the purpose
of adopting measures for the funeral,
and to express the sentiment of the
community. There were associated
with Dr. Quincy, Nathaniel Bowditch,
Joseph Story, Jonathan Barber,
Charles Follen, George Bond, and
other men whose reputation contrib
utes luster to the history of Boston
and Massachusetts. Concurrent with
the action of these gentlemen as rep
resenting the citizens of Boston were
the proceedings of the Medical As
sociation of that city. At a special
meeting a series of resolutions was
adopted in the course of which it was
stated that acquaintance withtDn
Spurzheim had “inspired high respect
for his researches in anatomy and
physiology, and a deep interest in his
opinions on the moral and physical
improvement of man," and that “the
decease of Dr. Spurzheim, and the
termination of his labors (is viewed)
as a calamity to mankind, and in an
especial manner to this country."
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BY MARTHA LOUISE CLARK.

IDE by side with colleges and uni
versities stand insane asylums

and schools for the feeble-minded.
Each year brings the request for add
ed accommodations for the waifs of
humanity, the little ones born to the
street and the gutter whose only
birthright is misery, whose only heri
tage is shame. And keeping pace
with and even outstripping the chari
table come the penal institutions—
the jails and reform farms.

That we give so liberally to our
homes for defectives, that we strive
so philanthropically to educate and
reform our lowest classes, is forever
to our credit. That we are obliged,
however, to give each year more and
more, until the amount has come to
be out of proportion to the increase
in the population, is not so indicative
of national progress.

The question what to do to de
crease the defective and criminal
classes is coming to be a serious one,
which we shall be obliged to face at
no very distant period. Restriction of.
immigration will not solve it

, while
we have already among us such an
enormous population of criminals and

paupers, imbeciles and insane. We
may shut our gates to every Euro
pean immigrant who wishes to slip in,
and still the undesirable element in

our midst will grow, demanding our
money for support and menacing our
society.

I wonder how many of us ever stop
to think of the ninety thousand insane

in the United States, of the seventy
five thousand imbeciles, of the count
less army of tramps and beggars, and

the vast body of convicts? Or, if we

do stop to think of them, do we ever
associate the different classes with
one another or seriously ask the ques

tion why are they here? Does it ever
occur to us that their increase might,
to a certain extent, be averted; that

crime, imbecility and insanity are
hereditary diseases of the mind, and
that so long as we allow them to go
on breeding their kind we can ex
pect nothing but constant additions
to the burden which we must bear as

a nation?
That we can entirely eliminate bad

blood from the race is
,

of course, not
at all probable; but that we can
greatly lessen the sum total of v

i

ciousness and brutality is both pos
sible and probable, and the impor
tance of so doing is something which
those of us who work with human
ity’s castaways feel more earnestly
every year of our lives.

Of all-the streams of evil which
flow into the national blood no one is

more productive of mischief than
that of imbecility. The meaning of
the word is rarely understood, even

by intelligent people. To the general
public it is synonymous with idiocy.
A school for feeble-minded children is

simply an idiot asylum, and a not in

frequent question asked of us by out
siders is

,

“What do you do with
those idiots?" In reality the gen
uinely idiotic child is the exception
and not the rule. The large major
ity of those whom we train are simply
what the name implies—feeble-mind
ed; children who can learn, but are
slow, who are blunted morally and

intellectually, but who show no spe
cific defect.

Such children are found in every
town and city in the United States.
Totally unfitted to battle with the
world, the legitimate offspring, in
numerous instances, of the jail, the

infirmary and the insane asylum,
they grow up following in the parent
al footsteps, and leaving to their own

progeny the same inheritance of vice,
disease and laziness, always either
actively evil agencies or passive bur
dens. And all this happens because
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there are not adequate accommoda
tions provided in any State for caring
for them; even those States which do
support a few of them in childhood
turn them out when they reach adult
age, to rely for existence upon their
own utter incapacity and the mercy
of a world which has no place for the
sufferers from hereditary evil.

The perfectly healthy character in
the midst of pernicious environments
has often a fight for its life, and must

depend upon its ability to judge
rightly and execute well for its sur
vival. The tendency, too, of the

healthy character is toward good. It
has had morally healthy ancestry; at

least, the balance has been on the

side of morals. The imbecile is the
result of corrupt living, frequently of
guilt, sometimes of a line of ancestry
unbrightened for generations by a

single responsible moral individual.
In every case where a child has not
been made imbecile through some

prenatal shock, accident or sickness,
somewhere in the family annals there
has been ‘opium eating, immoral liv
ing, drunkenness, insanity, imbecility
or actual crime—perhaps all of these.

The large majority of feeble-mind
ed children come from the lowest
class. They are the result of grad
ual race degeneration, brought about
by the causes mentioned. The sins

of the fathers have been visited upon
the children until the result has come
in a wornout vitality, an enfeebled
will, and a low intellectual and moral
status. There is no material left out
of which responsible human beings
can be evolved. The soul, con

science and mind are alike diseased.
There is no capacity for correct judg
ment. There may be ability to learn,
slowly; there often is acute cunning,
but the human being has become, to
a certain extent, a brute. He may
know what things, in his. limited
sphere in life, he ought and ought
not to do, but if he can do wrong
without being discovered his con
science does not trouble him. Kept
where opportunity and incentive to

wrong-doing are lacking, he becomes

fairly peaceable and docile; thrown
out upon society, with neither the
desire nor the capacity to earn a liv
ing honestly, he becomes either a

human parasite or a beast of prey.
Since my experience as a teacher

of imbec'iles began, perhaps twenty of
my boys have gone out to work for
themselves. Fitted by their educa
tion to do some work well, under
patient direction, they are still, so
far as I can learn, for the greater
part of the time inmates of the infir
maries, working fora while, and then,
as one of them told me, “resting."
Of course an occasional child makes
a moderate success of life, but only
an occasional one. The great major
ity are certain, sooner or later, to
become public burdens, usually after
they have married an equal or infe
rior in intellect, and bought into the
world children who are a shade less
desirable members of the community
than the parents.

Even though the feeble-minded
child has been rendered so through
other than vicious causes, he_ is ex
cellent material out of which to make
the criminal. He has no resisting
force, and temptation subdues any
weak disposition to do right which he
may possess. If with no innate per
verse tendencies, he is still more than
liable to fall. How much harder
must it be for him, born with vicious
inclinations, to overcome them. One
poor little fellow whose soul was a

constant battleground struck the
'

keynote all unwittingly once when he
said to me: “It's easy for you to be
good; your father was. But mine was
bad, and drank and swore and gam
bled, and sometimes I feel asvif I
mus! do just as he did."

Another child, who will steal under
my very‘ eyes, and conceal it so
deftly that it is almost impossible to
prove it

,

is the son and grandson of
men who have been county burdens
all their lives, either in the jail or in
firmary. Yet in time the child will
go out to the same career, landing
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ultimately in the penitentiary. Two
more of my boys are embryo murder
ers, utterly vicious, almost entirely
destitute of any good trait; one has
a certain pride in keeping pace with
others, but once outside, where it will
be utterly impossible for him to do
so, his only saving grace will disap
pear and his innate viciousness assert
itself. Some day he will commit
murder, as inevitably as the freed
tiger will do so. Being a human
beast of prey, the safety of society
will demand his death, though he is
no more responsible than is the dog
who knows that it is wrong to bite
but does it.

It is absolutely imperative that
dangerous elements be removed
where they can do no harm; and
since we are so unpardonably foolish
as to turn loose upon society men
and women who show from baby
hood the characteristics of the crimi
nal, a wrong becomes a necessity.
Allowing the brute to run wild, in
stead of taming him, as we might
have done, we can only appeal to his
brute instincts, and must dispose of
the results of our own inadequate
legislation. A child who in earlylife
betrays decided viciousness, and is
even slightly below par intellectually,
should be kept from society as we
would keep poison from food. He
is poison—poison to the blood of the
nation; and sanitary laws are quite
as necessary for the blood as for the
homes of the people.

My boys show in almost every
instance a natural cunning, an apti
tude for stealing and great dexterity
in concealment. They can pick a lock
as cleverly as a professional burglar,
often with no other implement than a

bent wire. Though I am able some
times to teach them temporary hon
esty, I can in no instance feel certain
that it will endure under temptation,
because of their weakness. Educa
tion helps_them for the time being,
but its benefits are practically an

nulled by the after life of strife and

exposure into which they must go.

Belonging to the brighter class,
most of them are moral more than
mental imbeciles, and the moral imbe
cile is as incapable of being thorough
ly reformed as the mental imbecile
is of learning Greek. Thirty-four per
cent. of the imbecile children are the
result of the intemperance of parents,
and with their own inherent weak
ness and inclinations are sure to be
come drunkards themselves. I have
wondered sometimes if the morphine
or opium habit in parents was not
often the cause of the cunning, mis
chievous, dishonest children with
whom we are constantly coming in
contact. ln general characteristics
they greatly resemble many of the
Chinese opium eaters.

Imbeciles belong usually to one of
four classes—the harmless, passive
sort, who have no energy, no strong
desires of any kind, wh\o are simply
congenital paupers; the brutal, stub
born, evil-minded, dull ones, gov
erned almost entirely by passion; a

brighter class who are cunning and
dishonest, addicted to petty thieving
and little sneaking villainies, seldom
guilty of great crimes; and the
fourth and smallest division, a class
who have some good inclinations, and
can with help and sympathy do fairly
well in the struggle for existence.

Working with feeble-minded chil
dren, one falls naturally into the
habit of studying faces for traces of
imbecility. Tramps in thousands of
cases betray the characteristic feat
ures and expressions of the imbecile.
There are hundreds of faces in the
penitentiaries which are but the ful
fillment of the promise of those in
our schoolrooms. With rare excep
tions the imbecile boy goes out into
the world, ultimately to become a
pauper or criminal, the girl to be the
riatural prey of those human hyenas
who lie in wait for everything that is
weak and unprotected; She is the
victim of the law which should cry
shame unto itself that it fails to de
fend her, poor drifting wreck upon
the great sea of life.
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Because we cannot entirely abate
the evil of moral and mental imbecil
ity is no reason why we should not
do what we can. In this institution
alone are four hundred children, who
will in time probably go out to enter
into the battle for bread. Though
they form but a small per cent. of the
total number of imbeciles in the
State, yet if they could be saved from
themselves, kept under kind protec
tion, developed by wholesome indus
try, and, above all, prevented from
propagating their kind, fifty years
from now would show a great saving
to the State. As the laws stand, if
the subsequent careers of these four
hundred imbeciles and of their de
scendants could be traced, what a

terrible chapter of misery, wretched
ness and crime it would be, what an
awful comment on the inefiiciency of
government.

There is a false sentiment widely
prevalent among unthinking people,
which demands thata person who has
not actually committed crime, no
matter what are his tendencies, who
can earn a living, if he will, shall be
given liberty. Many an imbecile can
and does work intelligently under di
rection; but liberty means to him
license—license to live by hook or by
crook, a parasite upon society or a
menace to it. Anarchy is born in
him. Not being able to reason, he
is the tool of every agitator, no mat
ter how unprincipled, who comes
along. His sympathies are always
on the wrong side, and if he is of the
brutal class, he is more dangerous
than the intelligent malefactor, for
with him there is no stopping place.

Self-preservation is the first law of
nature, but the saving of others is the
first law of God If we could only
realize how utterly mistaken is a

‘kindness which, in the guise of liber
ty, gives license to the imbecile crim
inal to work out his own corrupt des

tiny, we should have taken'a long
step in the direction of the millen
nium. Paganism murdered its defect
ive children. Christianity should shel
ter them, save them—by regular, well
ordered lives under effieent supervi
sion—from themselves, and from
bringing more of their kind into the
world. We pray with the murderer
after the murder is committed, but

we might have gone back to first
causes, and kept that murderer from
coming into the world. We forget
that, as he is his own greatest curse,
the truest kindness to the imbecile,
moral or mental, is to prevent
him.

Wise laws, which will cleanse the

race from its stream of impure blood,
will do quite as much toward convert
ing the world to the love of Christ
as the sermon from the pulpit. Hand
in hand with the church should go
scientific investigation of the causes

of crime and the means of its preven
tion. We are too much afraid of
spending a little money now, forget
ting that a present outlay often
means a future saving.

The civilization of a hundred years
from now, a broader, nobler, better
civilization than ours, will have

learned the lesson that prevention is

better than cure; that to keep, where
it is possible, the murderer from com
ing into existence is more in accord
ance with the law of Christ than to

allow him, through the inefficiency
of the law, to come into being, and
after he has fulfilled his evil destiny,
likewise through the inefliciency of
the law, to smooth with gentle offices
his pathway to the gallows—T11:
Arr/la.



HOW TO PREVENT DISHONESTY IN BANKS.

“ Constitution makers do all they can to
support the weakness of human virtue
when subjected to the temptations of power
and place. But virtue cannot be dispensed
with in this world. No system of “ checks
and balances " can be made so perfect but
that much must be left, after all, to the
honorof governing persons."

JAMES PARTUN.

LEADING New York paper has

recently offered a prize for
the best system of preventing dishon
esty in banks, and as we feel satisfied
that our plan would be the best, we

beg to submit a few of our viewsupon

this interesting and very practical
subject, though without any idea of
winning the prize.

What the distinguishedauthor above

quoted so truthfully says of the neces

sity of integrity on the part of State
ofiicers is equally true of those who
hold positions of trust in private cor
porations. Experience shows that
it is practically useless to search

for any purely mechanical or mathe

matical safeguards. However in

genious they may be, it will still be

necessary to have an eye upon those
who carry such schemes into efiect.
The surest and simplest way, there
fore, to prevent irregularities in a

business house, is to employ only those
whose sense of honor has been scien

tifically tested. Of course it would
be neither possible nor necessary to

have all positions occupied by persons
of a high grade of honesty, but the

principal posts should and could be

thus supplied. Ifa premium could be

put upon integrity, what a revolution
would soon take place in our poor
world! If it were fashionable to be

sincere and truthful, how easy it would
soon become for everybody to prac
tice candor and justice. The dif¥i~

culty with the policy of dishonesty is

that the more it is practiced the more it
needs to be. When a man tells one lie

he has to tell two more to conceal the

first, and so on until he becomes en

gulfed in an ocean of iniquity. If

we could only'start the other idea the

opposite effect would occur. Good
ness would multiply like compound
interest and would establish such a

condition of things as to render theft
the most palpable folly.

We can anticipate the objection
that our ideas are not practical, and
that it would not be possible to judge
with certainty as to the moral
character of candidates for responsi
ble positions. To this we reply that
the certainty and accuracy of such

estimates, if made by competent per
sons, would prove sufficiently practi
cal for all ordinary cases. Of course
nothing human is infallible, but we
are sure that the degree of accuracy
which may be secured in estimating
conscientiousness would astonish any
one who has not looked into the sub

ject.
If it is desired to select an indi

'vidual for a position of trust who
shall be absolutely unpurchasable, a
number of definite rules should be
observed: First, there should be a

good development of the bony system.
The fiber should be firm. There
should be considerable harmony and
symmetry in the whole organization.
The most important condition of all
should be the development of the rear
top head. If the brain is finely de

veloped at the seat of the love of
justice, the next step should be to
observe the relative development of
the other parts of the brain. If the
other regions are for the most part
fully developed without exhibiting any
abnormalities, then the minor indica
tions, such as symmetry of the ear,
the form of the eyes, etc., should be

carefully taken into account. If all
the signs are favorable, we may be as
certain as to the honesty of such a

person as we can be certain of any
thing.

The fundamental basis of moral in

tegrity as we have to deal with it
phrenologically is integrity of the
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physical structure. Not that all de
partures from physical integrity imply
obliquity of the moral sense, but
there are certain kinds of defects
which are very significant. For ex
ample, there is a world of significance
in an indirect gaze of the eye. Mill

"1"" . ‘Fe
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CONSCIENTIOUSNESS LARGE.

Observe the symmetrical arch of this
skull at the top on each side of the center.

ions of people, totally unacquainted
with the principles of phrenology,
have learned by observation and
made it a rule to watch their cross
eyed neighbors in matters relating to
truth and honor, but we must repeat
here what we have frequently said
before in these columns, that it will
not sufiice to rely exclusively upon any
one isolated sign. The whole organ
ization must be balanced up; but ac
cording to the number of indications
we find to be favorable we may be
satisfied as to the probity of the char
acter.

Many superficial phrenologists
make the mistake of concluding that
a high top head in the region of con

scientiousness will insure honesty in

all transactions when the side head
is abnormally narrow. The fact is

,

that where the faculty of acquisitive
ness, for instance, is extremely feeble,
the individual, although willing to be
honest in money matters, is likely to
go wrong from want of judgment. His

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS SMALL.

Note the abrupt gable-like slope at the
top of this skull on each side of the center.

absolute want of interest in the world
of commerce leads him into habits of
thought which exclude all reference
to financial questions, until it becomes
as awkward for him to use his mind
in such a direction as it would be for

a man whose musical sense is embry
onic to converse intelligently with a

company of musicians upon the sub
tleties of their art. Such a man, un
less well trained to business methods,

is positively dangerous. He never
learns to distinguish between meum

et luum. On the other hand, the
excess of acquisitiveness, even when
the sense of justice is large, may in
duce cravings which cannot be re
sisted, and which, from their abnor
mal, feverish character, lead to habits
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of irregularity in business. In this
case, the man steals and bitterly re
pents, but his repentance may unfor
tunately come too late for restitution.

We should be glad to state here in
exlem'o all our specific rules for judg
ing honesty, such as those with refer
ence to complexion, color of hair and

ACQUISI‘I‘IVENESS LA RGI-Z.

A millionaire German brewer, thrifty,
industrious, energetic. Excellent business
judgment. Note the width of the head.

It should not be forgotten that
professional thieves are exceedingly
deficient in acquisitiveness, with
scarcely one exception in a hundred.
This certainly means a great deal.

A BANK SNEAK.

Large acquisitiveness, so long as it is
not abnormally inflamed in any way,
stimulates the intellect to seek out
the best means of obtaining money,
and if all the other faculties are nor
mal, a recognition of the superiority
of the honest policy naturally follows,
together with the establishment of
corresponding habits in life. That
which should be chiefly sought for
then is a certain harmonious propor
tion between all the different parts of
the brain.

ACQUISI'I'IVENl-ISS SMALL.

A man of great intelligence and moral
enthusiasm. but utterly indifferent to com
merce. Business judgment poor. Observe
the narrowness of the head.

eyes, form and texture of the hand,
shapes of ears, mouths, noses, etc.,

A PICKPOCKET.

etc. ; but asit would carry us beyond
the limits of our space, we must re

A GENERAL THIEF.

serve further discussion until another
time. THE EDITOR.



SUCCESS.

BY MRS. C. A. N. SMl'l‘H.

N whatever one undertakes success
is the mark of greatness—not

that we can succeed in everything we

undertake, or aspire to do, but we

should be careful by constant study
of ourselves, to learn what we are

best fitted for, and knowing this, aim

high, work honestly and diligently,
cultivate our intellect, and apply our
knowledge to some useful pursuit in

life and never leave it.
There is a saying that perhaps

contains some truth: “Toss a man

overboard and if he is worth saving
he will save himself." No persons
find themselves or their surroundings
just as they would like; and when by
working a little harder we accom
plish so much more than we ever
thought ourselves capable of doing,
we feel like asking pardon for ever
having murmered.

PM

Often the clouds seem very dark;
all former triumphs are forgotten,
and the heart at times nearly sinks
by the rude overthrow of some
cherished hope that has cost us hard
labor of brain and hands. But if we
rouse ourselves by earnest action,
concentrate our strength and work
with a will, there is no obstacle so

great, that it cannot be overcome or
driven away. “ The gods help those
who help themselves;" and as every
little brook, rivulet and stream con
tributes to the vast ocean, so every
struggle, every difificulty that is sur
mounted makes up character that
will day by day grow in strength,
and before which clouds of mist and
darkness and discouragement will
vanish, and over all will set and
dazzle radiantly the rainbow of suc
cess !

MY VALENTINE.

BY MARGARET E. wlNCllES'l‘ER.

I feel, dear heart,

When thou art near,

That somewhere in

Some other sphere

We two shall meet

Again.

Counting my glass,
As time rolls by,

I know its sands
Run fast—they fiy—

But we shall meet

Again.

Thou know'st not now,

But thou shalt know,

How dear thou art !—
If not below—

Then when we meet

Again.

If true love dies,

It lives again !’

Nor groweth old.
'Tis not in vain;

We part—we'll meet

Again.

1 came too soon—
You came too late—

We missed each other
At the gate !

But we shall meet

Again.

And then in bliss—
Mayhap in song—

Shall glide the live
Long days along—

In Heav'n we meet

Again.



THE [IDEAL OF THE STAGE THE REAL OF LIFE.

HE possibilities of mental cult
ure, in so far as self-control is

concerned especially, are no better
shown anywhere than upon the
dramatic stage. The reference is a

strong one for those who advocate
the education and reform of the so
called vicious class, for many of the
wearers of the buskin are marked for
irregularities and caprices of conduct
in private life.

At a meeting of the Woman's Pro
fessional League, recently held in

New York, certain of the members
made statements with reference to
the conduct of actors and actresses
while performing upon the stage,
contrasting their manifestation of
character at that time with their
action off the stage. In reply to a

question of this nature, “I have a

friend who really has a great deal of
genius, but she has such an unfortu
nate temper that she antagonizes all
of her friends; now will she be able
to succeed on the stage P

”
an actress

of some reputation said “Yes,” and

another added: “There was a star
in one company I was playing in who
was simply divine. I could have
fallen down and worshiped him on

the stage. But I have seen him come
off with the most violent curses,
* * "‘ simply because something
about the orchestra didn't suit him.
You would never have suspected it
when seeing him play.

” The statement
was made also that certain actresses
were “perfect Madonnas on the

stage, and regular vixens in private
life.”

It may be said that in the dra
matic relation these actors are per
forming a part. True, but a part
demanding the exercise of the higher
faculties and graces of the human
mind, and in their manifestation of
power and virtue on the side of in

tellect, keenness and nobility these

men and women show their capability
of repressing the selfish and vicious
elements that may have been per
mitted to develop strongly in their
mental natures. If for the pur
pose of representing a series of
incidents simulating occurrences in
real life these actors can make
their better mental parts do full
duty, and triumphantly show that
nobleness of manhood and that sweet
ness of womanhood which romance
and poetry were designed to picture,
it is clear enough that the same spirit
of determination, the same aspira
tion, carried into the everyday life,
would render their conduct admir
able.

It may be said again that on the
stage we have the ideal of life—true
in a sense this, but it is men and
women who present this ideal, and
with the stock of their human brains
and human faculties. The exhibition
of an hour might be made the practice
of every day. The ideal of the
dramatist's conception is but a har
monious coaction of human faculties
or powers that may be transferred to
the street and the home and become
the known property of the man’s or
the woman's character, a realized
ideal, yet nothing more than what
they should have and be.

In view of such a demonstration
of the higher capabilities of personal
control in a class that is commonly
regarded as peculiarly capricious and
unstable in mental behavior, what
should we expect of those who claim
better advantages of natural organ
ization and general culture? Cer
tainly a course of life that would
exemplify the noblest sentiments, and
that in the manner of settled habit
society rightfully expects this, and
shame must attach to the class and
its individuals that fail to meet the

expectation. D.
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“The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

A FUND FATHER AND HIS PETS.

BY NELSON SIZER.

PARENTAL
affection is generally

more strongly marked in the
mother than in the father, or the type
of character as evinced by parental
affection is manifested differently by
the father and the mother.

Pope expresses this thought clearly
in the following line,

‘The mothers nurse it and the sires defend."

R~rhIona. I'm

no. 196.—-(;EN. BALLINGTON BOOTH

AND DAUGHTER.

Fig. 196.—We have here Gen
eral Ballington Booth of the Sal

vation Army with his little daughter
and his pet son, who is already
called the “General.” In build
of face and expression the daugh
ter and the son resemble the father,
as seen in the large forehead
indicating intellectual vigor and

organizing power, the large Mirthful
ness which is the basis of wit and gay

ety, the large Ideality which gives a

sense of refinement, Imitation which

is the basis of conformity and adapta
tion,and in Agreeableness which gives
smoothness to the disposition and its
manifestations. We notice too, in the
father, large Language, shown by the
full and liquid eye; the children have
inherited it. The little daughter nest

ling in the embrace of the father is

the personification of innocence and

happiness. Her face evidently says,
“What is there in this wide world bet
ter than this?" We think the father
resembles his mother and has a good
many of the feminine qualities, and
while as a father he is perhaps more
proud of his darling boy, he is more

.
v!!

vno. 197.—'rm; LITTLE “cEN'A|..'

tender of and patient with the pres
cious girl. Still, paternal love is often
very strong in the male, and has not
only the manly vigor for protecting
the offspring but the paternal tender
ness and delicate fondness which is

equal to the maternal.
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Fig. 197.—-The little boy is pre
sented in three aspects. The artist
evidently has awakened the atten
tion of the boy in the first sitting.
He had presented something for
him to look at that had aroused
his interest so that the expres
sion of the face evinces awakened
attention. If that facial expression
were translated it would read, “What
in the world is that? I have never
seen anything like it before; it looks
pretty, but it is so strange!"

FIG. I98.——l N'l‘l-iREST HEIGHTENED.

Fig. 198.—ln the second picture
the expression is heightened. The
object that was presented to awaken
and rivet his attention has been
modified. If it was a toy-monkey
or a queer doll it has been pre
sented in a more startling man
ner and the boy's mouth is opened.
He thinks it is funny and wishes
he had it for his own. In the
third picture the object of attention
has been made grotesque. “Too
funny for anything!" The expression
cf the first picture shows attention,
the second one intensified interest
with Mirthfulness, and the third one

(Fig. 199) shows that he has made up
his mind that it is very funny and he
is going to enjoy it to the full. If
such a face ever has a sober, hard,
sour look we wish we had a picture of
it to complete the series, or rather
with which to commence the series,
but the face of the father and also
the face of the little girl would indi

cate that a sour expression of the boy
would not be natural.

That little ,fellow has great possi
bilities. He has a fine intellect and
a very sensitive and susceptible tem
perament. He has a fertile imagina

Flu, 199 -—I-‘UN ALIVE.

tion, energy of character, shrewdness,
policy, prudence, ambition and
strong affection. He does not need
“line upon line," or training to
awaken thought and instruct the un
derstanding. A hint of a truth is to
him a flash-light, vivid and intense.
He will turn every page in a book if
it be illustrated, and gather an ab
stract of the contents before he set
tles down to a critical perusal, and he
will need wise restraint and guidance
to prevent overworking his precocious
brain-power. He would manifest
talent in classical literature, he would
make a fine public speaker, would be
fond of poetry and write it; he is fond
of music, and very fond of mirth, and
he can copy and imitate anything that
he approves. The little girl will
show a strong character, but there
are indications of more gentle
ness and grace than of power and
severity.

Fig. zoo—We now notice a lovely
little girl in three aspects and in three
states of mind. The first is a sober,
calm, quiet, normal face, unexcited.
The mouth is closed, the features are
placid, the eye is calm and thought
ful, and the head has the pose of at
tention and meditation, and it may be
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called a face in the normal state. The
head seems to be amply developed in
front where the intellectual organs
are located, and it is large in the top

FIG. 200.—QUIET, NORMAL FACE.

head, the moral nature being amply
developed.

Fig. zoL—The second presentation,
the side-view, changes the expression
of the eye; “What is it?" seems to be

the question. The lips are apart,
showing intensity of thought and of
feeling. In the first picture the sub

jective or meditative tendency is ex

hibited, and in the second the object
ive appears to have attracted her at

tention and awakened her thought.
She looks critical and earnest as if
she would devour the facts involved
and know all about it. The reader
will observe the length of the head

from the ear to the crown. The head

is not very broad, and measuring
from the root of the nose to the re

gion of the crown the head is long or
high. There is evidence also of a

long back-head; behind the ears the

region of the social affections seems
to be decidedly strong. Benevolence
is uncommonly large, the front por

tion of the top-head is well rounded
up, and such a child should not be
pushed in study, should not be ex
ploited‘before company; she should
be permitted to live a quiet, natural
life and not be put forward in com
pany, allowed to hear marvelous
stories or read startling or extrava
gant books, and should be fed hy
gienically ‘so as to keep the nerves
calm and cool and the digestion and
the nutrition good. The old Roman
proverb, “ Whom the gods love die
young," is more likely to be verified
in temperaments like this than in the
rude, robust sort, and what a con
trast between this girl and the first
boy in the January number! He was
ruddy, tough, earnest, brave and ag
gressive and able to endure the “ills
that flesh is heir to” successfully,

\r—r-i'it-L, x \1 \
L \

FIG. ZOI .—CURlOSlTY.

while this delicate plant needs to be
housed and sheltered like an exotic
plant and guarded against the inclem
encies of weather and other condi
tions that tax endurance.

Fig. 202. In the third presenta
tion of her she looks human and less
angelic, as if she might have some
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hearty interest in and relish for the

things of time and sense. She smiles,
and if we had another picture where

she is laughing outright like the little
“General” it would complete that

FIG. 202.—A MIA PiLI-I MIRTH.

series, but she will do more of smil
ing than of boisterous laughing in this
world. Avery gracious lady friend
of mine, who thought that possibly
laughter was wicked,sometimes would
say, “I was almost tempted to smile."
We would like to see this little girl
tempted to ripened, explosive mirth.
This girl’s temperament is of the
mental type, which is the basis of
susceptibility and taste, but not so
much of that kind of earnest, snappy
force which siezes truth on the fly
and makes herself the master spirit
in the group. She is more like the

mild rays of a summer sunset than
like the glory of midday; is adapted
to grace life rather than to rule it

,

to

lead rather than to coerce.
Fig. 203. Here we have an old

youngster, Ernest Henry Schelling,
the musical prodigy, only four and a

half years old when this picture was

taken. This presents a very ripened

and substantial face. We met him at
this age and made a careful personal
examination. The fiber of his consti
tution was remarkably firm and solid,
his complexion was dark and his

physical development very dense.
His earnest exercise in playing the

piano had hardened his arms and

given him a manly manifestation of
the body. He had a wonderful mem

ory of facts, of thoughts and things,
and was a critic of human character.
The portrait shows wonderful Ideality
and Sublimity. large Constructiveness
and a large development of the

organs of Tune and Time. The train
ing and public exposition of an infant
like him would be likely to spoil
many constitutions, but where the

temperament is as firm and solid as
this and the nutrition perfect, there is

endurance to bear excitement and

public applause without being so
much carried away and injuriously
affected by the nervous excitability
as would be the case in a softer and
more pliable J‘temperament. When
he was before the public in Philadel
phia and New York at the time this
picture was taken, he was attracting
great attention in musical circles,
and it was wonderful to see such a
baby on the piano stool, with his feet
ten inches from the floor and evoking
from the great instrument its magnifi
cent harmonies, and yet, as soon as
he was through with his work, he
would go around the room, toying
with the things, just as any little
child of his age would, and they had
to call his attention and bring him
back to his work, and when he was at
that he was a man and masterful.

Fig. 204. We now introduce an
other boy whose father and grand
father we happen to know. The ap
paratus which is shown in the picture,
the tricycle, the base-ball, and the at
titude of the boy as he sits for his pic
ture with his panting steed at rest, is

about as boyish a picture as can be

found, and yet there is a world of
manliness and sincerity about it. See

those sturdy legs as‘if nutrition were
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abundant and went willingly to the
extremities. Look at the broad head
and face; courage, executiveness and

power to conquer are shown in every
outline. What a fine development of
intellect and what a broad, massive
forehead! He can master books as
well as the tricycle and base-ball.
He appreciates fun and his large

Destructiveness and Combativeness
are large, and when he plays he plays
to win and to conquer. He has Cau
tion and Secretiveness enough to
guide his force and earnestness and

keep him on the safe track, and that
same force and earnestness will give
him speed. He is capable of scholar
ship, of mechanical ingenuity and

FIG. 203.—ERNEST HENRY SCHELLING, MUSlCAL PRODICY.

Mirthfulness gives him fullness of that
joyous feeling, but like other healthy
boys he looks as if he was in dead

earnest about his amusement. His

artistic taste. He has the love of
property and capacity for winning it.

He has Secretiveness enough to con
ceal his purposes or modify his man
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ners so as to secure success without
divulging all his plans. His face has
the appearance expressed by the
words “I am here. it is I, whatever

ment, mental and physical, to earn
and to secure success, triumph,
honor and achievement in any field
of effort which may be presented.

FIG, 204_-——G. R.—-HEALTH, COURAGE, ENTERPRISE, MANLINESS

is wanted I am ready for it," wheth
er it be a lesson, a race, a frolic or

This boy has the tempera
ment and the constitutional develop
a fight.

0

Like a good locomotive, he only
needs a sound track and a proper
destination. He can make the steam
and use it!
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REPROVING CHILDREN BEFORE

COMPANY.

ROBABLY most parents, even

very kindly ones, would be a

little startled at the assertion that a
child ought never to be reproved in
the presence of others. This is so
constant an occurrence that nobody
thinks of noticing it; nobody thinks
of considering whether it be right
and best or not. But it is a great
rudeness to a child. I am entirely
sure that it ought never to be done.
Mortification is a condition as un
wholesome as it is uncomfortable.
When the wound is inflicted by the
hand of a parent, it is all the more
certain to rankle and do harm. Let
a child see that the mother is so
anxious that he should have the ap
probation and good will of her friends
that she will not call their attention
to his faults; and that, while she
never under any circumstances allows
herself to forget to tell him afterward
alone, if he has behaved improperly,
she will spare him the additional
pain and mortification of public re
proof; and, while the child will lay
these secret reproofs to heart, he
will still be happy.

I know a mother who had the in- .

sight to see this, and the patience to
make it a rule; for it takes far more
patience, far more time, than the
common method.

Once I saw her little boy behave
so boisterously and rudely at the
dinner table, in the presence of
guests, that I said to myself: “ Surely,
this time she will have to break her
rule and reprove him publicly." I
saw several telegraphic signals of re

buke, entreaty, and warning flash
from her gentle eyes to his; but
nothing did any good. Nature was
too much for him; he could not at
that tiQie force himself to be quiet.
Presently.she said, in a perfectly
easy and natural tone: “Oh,
Charley, come here a minute! I want
to tell you something." No one at
the table supposed it had anything to

do with his bad behavior. She did
not intend that they should. As she
whispered to him, I alone saw his
cheek flush, and that he looked
quickly and imploringly into her face;
I alone saw that tears were almost in
her eyes. But she shook her head,
and he went back to his seat with a
manful but very red little face. In
a few moments he laid down his knife
and fork, and said: “Mamma, will
you please to excuse me?" “ Cer
tainly, my dear," said she. Nobody
but me understood it

,

or observed
that the little fellow had to run very
fast to get out of the room without
crying. Afterward she told me that
she never sent a child away from the
table in any other way—Helen Hunt
fazkson. __- -. ..._____ __.

SPECIAL OFFER.

Beginning with the March number
of Tm; JOURNAL we make the follow
ing special offer. If subscribers will
send photographs (properly taken) of
their child or children we will, so far
as space permits in this department,
delineate without charge the salient
characteristics and give such sugges
tions as may seem suitable. We can
not, of course, promise that every
one sent shall appear in THE JOUR
NAL, as our space is limited, and in
order to make the photographs suit
able for use the following directions
must be carefully complied with:

Ist. The name and address of the
subscriber must accompany the pho
tographs. Persons not now sub
scribers can avail themselves of this
privilege only by inclosing $1.50 for
a year's subscription.

2d. Two photographs must be sent
in each case—one profile and one
front view, The hair must be
smoothed so as clearly to show the
contour of the head.

3d. Each photograph must be
plainly marked on the back with the
age of the child and also name or
initials for identification.

Address “ Editor of C. C. Dept."



HOW TO A'I‘TAIN LONGEVITY.

UCH is written on this subject.
It is necessarily of deep inter

est to people, yet, in view of the way
in which the masses live, it would
appear to the reflecting observer that
most people do not care to live either

welllor long. Commenting upon the
subject, the Brink/z Alediral journal
furnishes some interesting illustra
tions:

M. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire, the
famous French scholar and politician,
who recently entered on his ninetieth
year full of physical and intellectual
vigor, has been telling the inevitable
interviewer how it is his days have
been so long in the land. It is, we

are told, the effect of strict adherence
to the old precept, “early to bed and

early to rise," with steady work dur
ing waking hours. Every grand old
man seems to have a secret of his
own. Mr. Gladstone, we believe,
attributes his longevity to his habit
of taking a daily walk in all weathers
and to his giving thirty-two bites to

every morsel of food. Oliver Wen
dell Holmes pinned his faith on equa
bility of temperature. The late Ma
jor Knox Holmes swore by the tri
cycle, which, in the end, was the
cause of his death. Dr. P. H. Van
der Weyde, an American octogena
rian, not long ago offered himself “as
an example of the benign influence of
the study and practice of music.”

Some aged persons give the credit
of their long lives to abstinence from
tobacco, alcohol, meat, or what not;
others to their indulgence in all these

things. One old lady, of whom we

read not long ago as having reached
the age 120 or thereabout, maintained

that single blessedness is the real
elixii‘vitm, and she ascribed the death
of a brother at the tender age of
ninety to the fact that he had com

mitted matrimony in early life. M.
Ferdinand de Lesseps believed in

horse riding. Mr. James Payn com

plains that in his boyhood he “got
a little bored with too much horse."
The Grand Francais seems to think
that one can hardly have “too much
horse." In a letter recently published
M. De Lesseps delivered himself on

the subject as follows: “I shall al

ways be deeply grateful to Larine,
my riding master, who from my ear
liest years made me share his keen

passion for horses, and I am still con
vinced that daily horse exercise has

in a large measure been the means of
enabling me to reach my eighty
fourth year in perfect health." Car
lyle was also a great rider almost to
the end of his long life, and he not
only rode, but, we believe, groomed
his horse himself. On the whole, it

must be concluded that the real
secret of longevity is a sound consti
tution prudently husbanded. The
only general rules that can be laid
down are those set forth by Adam in
“As You Like It":
"Though I look old, yet I am strong and

lusty;
For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood,
Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo
The means of weakness and debility;
Therefore my age is-as a lusty winter,
Frosty but kindly."

That is the whole secret of long life.
Shakespeare knew it as well as any
one, yet he died at fifty-two.
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CONS'I‘ITUTIONAL PREDISPOSI'I‘ION
VERY one is born‘ to a certain

manner or type of constitu
tion. We speak of a man's tempera
ment, that peculiar association of the
physiological elements that gives him
his peculiar physical make-up. This
temperament is treated of in differ
ent ways by authors in medicine. A
recent text-book of medical treat
ment discusses five types of constitu
tion ‘that should be taken into con
sideration by the physician’ who
would advise intelligently.

First is the gouty constitution or
“diathesis." Those persons who
have it are, as a rule, hearty and jov
ial; they often pass through life with
out an ailment; they are broad and

strong, eat and sleep well, and rarely
need a doctor. Curiously enough an
acute illness often carries them off,
when a weaker person will recover
unscathed. The great danger they
must guard against is the accumula
tion of unused food. Their hearty
appetite throws too great a strain
upon the excreting organs. It is
good, therefore, for them to take a

leaf out of the poor man's book and
live sparingly, with an occasional fast
from nitrogenous foods, to avoid
stimulants, and take as much exer
cise as possible. If this course be

systematically and judiciously fol-,
lowed they will most probably carry
youth into extreme age.

Secondly, comes the nervous group;
in person these are small-boned, lithe
and active, indefatigable at work or
play, and throw so much energy into
their occupations as to exhaust their
strength. If they neglect to take a

proper measure of rest, they render
themselves liable to all sorts of nerv
ous disorders, beginning with insom
nia and ending with insanity. Sleep
is their best medicine.

Third on the list is the .i/rmmmr.
Sometimes they have pretty small
faces, often large hands and feet, and
are wanting in vitality. Injuries with
them heal slowly, and the power of
digestingzand assimilating fatty food

is deficient. Every effort should be

made with such persons to husband
their strength, and, if possible, to
keep them well, as a slight ailment in

another is to them serious.
The fourth, termed the bilious dia

thesis, is not quite so much a distinct
type as the three above named. It is
often seen and calls for special treat
ment of the liver. People of this tem

perament are often of a dark complex
ion, and the skin opaque. There is a

great amount of waste in their organ
ization, no matter what the quantity
of food taken; and as they get more
nourishment out of a large supply,
the rational treatment is to live fairly
well and attend to the intestinal func
tion carefully. Allied with the gouty
diathesis it produces large, energetic
persons; with the nervous, small, dark,
active beings, and with the strumous
it may show an afl‘inity for tuberculo~
sis.

Lastly, we have the lymphatic dia
thesis. They who are thus classified
are the exact opposite of the nervous.
In appearance they are large, slow
and listless, but are true and stead
fast in disposition. They are liable
to, hemorrhages of a watery charac
ter, and are especially sensitive to

depressants, so much so that they
need to live in a bracing climate and
,use highly nutritious food. Their first
consideration should be to live in

puTe, bracing air, as without it noth
ing will do them much good when de
bilitated.

Side by side with the way in which
our bodies are building themselves in
accordance with the inherited tend

ency of each, runs another influence
acquired by habit, teimed zar/u'xia,
and which displays itself in the same

types as mentioned. This introduces
another difficulty in the successful
treatment of disease, for three fac
tors must be effectually met if a per
fect cure is to be the result. First,
the complaint itself; second, the in
herited diathesis; third, the acquired
cachexia.

Thus a patient may have a bilious
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diathesis; by low feeding and bad air
he may acquire a strumous cachexia,
and then a slight chill may result in

“galloping" consumption,from which
no skill can save him. It is this that
makes a knowledge of our constitu
tion so valuable. Such a patient as
above might have avoided the stru
mous cachexia by a liberal diet, com
bined with plenty of exercise in the
open air, and an avoidance of bilious
attacks by the judicious use of easily
digested food, accompanied by fruits.

'— "4
SENSlBLE TREATMENT OF THE

SICK.
HE sick—those whose sickness

and loss of appetite are insti
tuted to stop them in their mad career
of dissipation and abuse of every
power of their nature, that rest may
be obtained—are sometimes in cir
cumstances in which the vitality is
so low that there is not sufficient re

maining power to digest ordinary
food and the attempt to do so may
exhaust as much force as may be ob
tained from the little of the food
digested, perhaps more. It some
times occurs that fasting is quite as

productive of nutrition as an attempt
to take ordinary food. Indeed, since
nature has the power to appropriate
food from fatty and other deposits in
the system, in the absence of an ap
petite, when food cannot be digesfid,
it is safer to trust to her efforts in
sustaining the body in her own pecul
iar way, than to attempt to compel
the digestive organs to do what is

beyond their power.
does thus become a provider, making
the best possible selections under the
Circumstances, is apparent from the
hollow eye, the sunken cheek and
the general emaciated aspect of the
system, leaving it like a depleted
granary.

Nature never makes any mistakes,
while we may often select the wrong
food, controlled so often by morbid
cravings. It is indeed fortunate for
us that we are so constituted that

That nature

certain elements, or forms of food
may be appropriated, affording nour
ishment to the system in an emer
gency, without digestion, atleast, and
so requiring none in the stomach or
intestinal canal. This is true of
water, a very important constituent
of nourishment, or of the human sys
tem, undergoing no perceptible
change (alcohol, also, is undigested,
but is thrust out of the body as an in

truder, an unwelcome visitor, yet,
unlike water, it does no service to the

body, but irritates every surface with
which it comes in contact). It is pos
sible, therefore, for the sick, when so

incapacitated, to receive nourishment
from water and air (both containing
the important elements of nourish
ment, in part, as may be proved by the

fasting of Dr. Tanner and others,
one faster in Chatham, Mass, living
over eighty days).

The most available form of such
nourishment, perhaps, is in the form
of various.juices obtained from ordi
nary food. The simple and clear
juices obtained from boiling beef,
mutton, fish, etc., will afford to‘this
class of invalids more nutrition than

they could obtain, under the circum
stances, from these articles in their
usual condition, taken as solid food.
But, better still, the juices obtained
from such purer food as wheat and
other grains‘, or from “wheatena,”
“cerealine," oatmeal, and the like,
that are very much more nourishing
than beef and serve a better purpose.
To afford variety and superior relish,
the “ lactated food," the apple, both
sweet and sour, or gently acid, the
pear, peach, the smallar berries, all
ripe, may be used, all of which
should be carefully strained, or remain
standing a suflicient time to allow the
small particles to fall to the bottom,
having these as clear as possible.
Since these do not require digestion,
simply absorption and appropriation,
they may be taken very much oftener
than solid food, the digestive powers
being at rest all the time, yet the
needed nourishment being obtained,
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the system is strengthened, put in the

proper condition to resist the natural
effects of disease. After all of this,
the crisis being “bridged over," the
system “toned up," the most simple
and'easily digested foods may then be
taken, with care, gradually using
such as a baked sweet apple, a glass
of milk—the skimmed generally pre
ferred, as that is more nourishing
than the cream—an egg beaten up in
milk, rice, barley soup, sago, tapioca,
with the more usual mushes, omitting
that made of Indian corn meal, while
the juices above mentioned may be
taken at night, the more usual of the
infant foods being sometimes taken
at noon. DR. J. H. HANAFoR'o.

Mk—
A GOOD COMPLEXION.

HIS is one of the more press
ing demands of society, and

methods of all sorts are employed to
obtain the end. We are of opinion,
however, that one of the most impor
tant factors in skin culture is too
much neglected. That is the psychi
cal one of good nature. An exchange
writer refers to it in appropriate
terms.

One can cultivate a good com

plexion as you cultivate a temper not
to be disturbed by trifles—a temper
that does not go off on a tangent, but
learns to yield obedience to a will
that is also under control. An even,
cheerful temper is a great beautifier.

And how can a cheerful temper
preserve or improve the complexion ?

What does Emerson mean when he
says behavior is the best cosmetic?
Think a moment of the discipline of
mind and the condition of body
that brings about cheerfulness, which
is the sum of good physical mechanics
and chemistry. High-heartedness is
notathing of chance. It is a result
of healthful function of body and that
finer part of the organism called the
mind. A cheerful temper—a condi
tion quite different from the patient,
silent, enduring, grin-and-bear-it
temper—is a positive state, one of
equilibrium and health. Its cultiva
tion means an increase of vitality.
And increased or maintained vitality
acts upon every part of the human
frame, the skin included. The very
intimate relation between emotion and
abnormities of the skin has long been
recognized. The cheerful temper,
then, means well-acting nerve cen
ters, a positive condition of vitality,
however limited in quantity, and ma
chinery in fair running order, what
ever its relative worth may be.
Whoever “loves a rosy cheek or a

coral lip admires" must bear in mind
that the smooth and steadfast mind,
with its gentle thoughts and calm
desires, extolled in a later verse of
the same poem, are important factors
in the maintenance of personal
beauty. -

After all, true beauty is the inner
sflrit shining through the face.
George Eliot paid Romola the highest
compliment when she says of her:
“ Her beauty is the necessary conse
quence of her nature."*—

ADVICE T0 CYCLISTS.

Look out for
Kyphosis bicyclistarum;

It is a bend in your spine

Which eight times in nine

Will give you a whole lot of trouble;
Ifyou wish to prevent

This bicycle bent,

Don’t sit on your wheel in a double,

Look out for
Kyphosis bicyclislarum.

——D¢h'oft Fr" PM“.



NOTES lN ANTHROPOLOGY.

The Age of the Earth—That the

duration of the planet on which we live is
a matter in dispute appears in the brief dis
cussions under the title of “ The Progress
of Science " that appear in the (‘orrm¢olitan.
Mr. G. F. Becker reviews the authorities:

"When geologists discovered that the

history to be read in the stratified rocks ex

tended over a period compared with which
the traditional six thousand years was al

most insignificant, there was a natural ten

dency to claim for the length of geological
periods anylapse of time which mightseem
convenient. It was Lord Kelvin (then Sir
William Thompson) who first adduced valid
physical arguments to show that, on any
reasonable assumptions as to the mean tem

perature of the globe prior to its consolida
tion from complete or partial fusion, the

time which has elapsed since that epoch

could scarcely be more than about one hun
dred million years. Then Baron von Helm
holtz gave the first logical explanation of
the sun's heat together with an estimate of
its age, which turns out about a score of
million years, supposlng that the emana
tion of heat has been correctly determined.
The geologists are much divided in opinion
on this vital subject. Some of the most dis
tinguished of them have protested that
even one hundred millions was far too s‘hort
a time to allow for the development of spe

cies, or for the accumulation of sediments.
Others of no less ability see their way to

accepting figures of from twenty to a hun

dred millions of years as the probable age

of the earth. Mr. Clarence King early in

the year presented an argument somewhat
similar to Lord Kelvin's, but based on dif
ferent experimental evidence and postulat

ing a solid earth. He reached twenty-four
million years as the result. The veteran

Prof. Prestwich, too, in reviewing the as

sumptlons of uniformitarianism, has an

nounced his opinion that fifteen or twenty
million years is much more probable than

three hundred million. Again, Mr. C. D.

Walcott, from a study of‘ the strata on the

Pacific slope, concludes that forty-five mill

ion years since the data of the earliest
known fossils is a fair average estimate.
Other absolute estimates and estimates in
terms of some particular formation have

also been made, which bring the age within
Kelvin’s period. * * *

It is true that neither geologists nor phys
icists have accurate data from which to

compute, yet the ingenuity which both par
ties have displayed has been useful in a

two-fold sense. It has been shown that each

group of thinkers, arguing from different
premises, may reach results not utterly
discordant; and in doing so they have de

veloped methods of discussion which will
be useful in reaching a final conclusion when

better data become available."

Iron in Prehistoric Times.—
Iron was used before history was written,
The stone records of Egypt and the brick
books of Nineveh mention it. Genesis
(ix., 22) refers to Tubal-Cain as "an
instructor of every artificer in brass and
iron," and in Deuteronomy (iii., II)-lhe
bedstead of the giant 0g was “

a bedstead

of iron." The galleys of Tyre and Sidon
traded in this metal. Chinese records
ascribed to 2000 B. C. refer to it. Homer
speaks of it as superior to bronze. The
bronze age came before the iron age,
because copper found as nearly pure
metal, easily fuses, and with another soft
metal, tin or zinc, alloys into hard bronze;
while iron, found only as an ore, must
have the impurities burnt and hammered
out before it can be made into a tool. The
word sometimes translated " steel" in the

English Bible really means bronze or
brass, but steel was distinctively known to

the later ancients. Pliny the elder wrote
in the first century of our era: “ Howbeit
as many kinds of iron as there be, none

shall match in goodness the steel that
comes from the Sercs (Chinese), for this
commodity also, as hard ware as it is, they
send and sell with their soft silks and fine

furs. In asecond degree of goodnessis the

Parthian iron." Asia probably made
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more iron and steel thirty centuries ago

than to-day. About 776 B. C. there is
authentic record of the use of iron in

Greece, and Lycurgus used it for the

money of Sparta. Iron and steel weapons

of war began to displace those vof bronze

before the battle of Marathon. The
Romans learned iron-making from the

Greeks and the Etruscans, their mysterious
and highly-civilized neighbors, and ob

tained iron largely from Corsica, where

the mines had been worked from an ancient
period. The Roman legionaries found in

Spain steel weapons of the finest temper,

and Diodorous says that weapons of the

Ccltiberians were so keen " that there is no

helmet or shield which cannot be cut
through by them.H Toletum (now Toledo)
was then as famous for its sword blades as

afterward in the middle ages. Caesar

found the painted Britons fighting with
spearheads of bronze, but wearing armlets
of iron, and remains of pre-Roman forges
are still found in England and Wales. The
Germans knew the art of sword forging,
and their legendsof dwarfs and trolls with
magic swords point to an earlier people,

adopts in mining and metallurgy—Iron
Imlm-Iry.

A Hercnlaneum In Central
AInOl'lm—The N. Y. Literary Digest

notes that excavations now being carried
on in Guatemala have produced important
archcological results having very great in

terest from the point of view of the history
of art, of whose beginnings we know so

little. Not far from Santiago-Amatitlan,
at the foot of the volcano of Agua, recent

discovery has brought to light a whole vil
lage, belonging to a pre-historic era, com

pletely buried under a thick deposit of lava
and cinders. M. West, writing for La
Nalure, Paris, describes this new object of
discovery, and from his letter the following
is taken:

" At a depth varying from 4* to 6 meters

[nearly 15 to 20 feet] the excavators have

unearthed in the first placea great quantity
of domestic utensils, plates, vases, and

arms. Pottery with fine sculpturing and

enriched with color has been found, and
also glass vases of great delicacy. All
these objects are in a state of perfect pres,

ervation. In exploring the cavities that
indicate the sites of the ancient dwellings
there have been found a hammer, swords,
clubs and daggers of flint, well-sharpened.
slender, and of elegantworkmanship. But
this is not all. The excavations at San

tiago-Amatitlan have disinterred several
extremely curious stone idols, among
which there is a rather large one represent
ing a reclining soldier sculptured in a

block of black basalt. On his head the

warrior wears a kind of casque having
some resemblance to the distinctive head

gear of the Roman praators. The features
of the face and the beard are the work of a

veritable artist, which is the most astonish
ing as the only tools of which the explorers
have recovered any trace- are shears and
comparatively large hammers of flint. Not
far from these statues lay necklaces, orna
ments, and a profusion of pearls and tur
quoises, and, near by, pretty glass cups
bearing inscriptions in colors so brilliant
that it seemed as if they must be fresh from
the artist's hands.

"According to the best archcological
authorities of the region, the Indians who

built this buried village, and who left these

interesting vestiges of their civilization
and advanced intellectual culture, were of
the stone age——-that is to say, of a remote

pro-historic antiquity. This opinion of the

savants is confirmed by the fact that the

few human skeletons discovered during
the excavations have an average height of

2.13 meters [about 7 feet], precisely that
v‘attributed by paleontologists to the fossil
men of this early period."

An Ancient Carthaginlan
Trophy—The Vorrisr/le Zeitungdescribcs

a silver sacrificial bowl recently found

while dredging in the harbor of Biserta,

the ancient Carthaginian Hippo-Zarytos.

It is oval in form, shallow, has two handles,

and weighs nine kilograms. The inner

surface is richly ornamented with a design

in inlaid gold, representing the conflict of

Apollo and Marsyas. It is Hellenic work

of the First Century of our era, when

Biserta was a Roman colony. It is

regarded as the most valuable piece of

workmanship in the precious metal which

has as yet been discovered in Africa.
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REGARDING PH RENOGRAPH S.

EVERAI. years ago, feeling the

need of some term which would

be much shorter than “Written De

lineation and Analysis of Character

and Talents," we coined the word

“phrenograph"; and although it

may now be found in the great Stand

ard Dictionary of Funk & Wagnalls,

we wish to state a few of our personal

views on the subject which will tend

to establish a better understanding
among our readers.

In discussing certain phrenological

questions we must remember to keep

the two aspects of the subject dis

tinctly separate—the theory and the

application; the philosophy and the

art. The idea of the phrenograph is

essentially practical. It relates to

the application of phrenological prin

ciples to an individual case. It
means the analysis and description of

the mental and temperamental ele

ments possessed by an individual,

considered both singly and in the

various combinations which produce

the results commonly known as char

acter, disposition, talent, etc. The
accuracy and value of aphrenograph,
therefore, must depend upon the

learning, judgment and skill of the

person who makes it
,

and its defects
should not be charged to phrenology
considered as a system of mental
philosophy.

As to the etymology of the word,

it is from the Greek, and means a

writing of the mind, or better, a writ
ten picture of the mind, in nearly the

same sense that a photograph is a

light picture, a lithograph a stone

picture, an autograph a writing by
one’s self, etc. As we understand it

,

a phrenograph bears the same rela
tion to a person’s character and

talents which a biography does to his

history. If made approximately com

plete, it would necessarily cover a vast
amount of matter, and in the case of

a good subject a phrenograph might
easily be extended to the dimensions
of a good sized book. In the private
professional work of a phrenologist,
the extent or length of the character
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delineation, as well as its

quality, of course must vary ac

cording to the ability of the

phrenologist, his facilities for doing

business, the amount of his fees, etc.

But it is understood that in private

practice the phrenologist should give

a careful and truthful account of

faults as well as virtues. In writing
a. phrenograph for publication, how

ever, this is not the case. For many
reasons a phrenologist does not dare

to publish all he knows about people.

To expose all their weaknesses would

often be wanton cruelty and the acme

of ill-breeding.

It is impossible to please all tastes,

and we cannot expect to write an

analysis of character which will not,

to some persons, seem imperfect in

some essential particulars. Not in

frequently the criticism is made that

we do not enumerate enough defects
in the characters of those we describe

for the public. We freely admit that

we prefer to discover good in people.

We think that it has a wholesome

effect upon the discoverer as well as

upon the subject. If we must err, we

prefer to err upon the side of charity.

Lenity, in this matter, “is twice
blessed; it blesses him that gives and

him that takes." However, aside

from preference, we do not believe
that a good deal of charity in esti

mating our fellows is at all incompat-~

ible with the scientific method.
According to our philosophy, which

we think is purely phrenological, and

our idea of true religion, we think that
there are reasons why we can, in a

certain sense, excuse even the worst
defects of human nature so far as

individuals are concerned.
We agree with those grand words

of Madame De Stael :
“ To compre

hend all is to pardon all." But if we

indulged in flowery eulogies at the

expense of analysis, it would certainly
be wrong. It is due the reader that
we give an accurate analysis so far as

we go.

There are two excellent reasons for
our failure to emphasize, or in some

cases even to mention, the worst
faults ofa “phrenographee": First, as

intimated in a previous statement, it
would be a violation of professional
ethics, and under ordinary circum

stances a manifestation of censorious
ness without excuse. If an intelli

gent phrenologist were to publish to

the world all the unamiable and

unadmirable qualities which come
under his notice among people in

public life, it would certainly create a

commotion. Second, we are sorry to

say it
, but it is a factthat the majority

of people prefer to read something

bad about their neighbors. To be

little one's neighbor flatters self-love,

and feeds envy, which is a most despic

able quality. The editors of certain

great newspapers recognize this fact,

and hence fill up their columns with

scandals and criminal news almost to

the entire exclusion of matter that

would advertise the moral heroism in

the world. In our judgment this is

one of the great infamies of our civil
ization. Its effect is to lower the

tone of public morals, because people

instinctively tend to follow the stand

ard most frequently set before them.

Now it is the aim of THE PHRENO

LOGICAL JOURNAL to improve the

moral tone of the community, and

the editor is satisfied that, as a rule,

people need only a hint as to the

moral delinquencies of the public
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characters we describe. We believe

that in most instances we need only

to intimate or insinuate that a certain

failing is present. We expect the

reader to discover the rest, as it

were, between the lines. However,

if we do not say enough, and anyone

should care to write us for further
en_

lightenment, we shall try to add such

information as we can. It is our de

sire to make THE JOURNAL a sort of

school for all who wish to study

human nature, and we earnestly in

vite our friends freely to communicate

with us in reference to any question

they may wish explained. Our sub

scribers are scattered over the whole

English-speaking world, and it is

difficult for us to anticipate all

their wants.

Lastly, as to our phrenographs in

THE JOURNAL, we wish‘ to make them

instructive to new readers, as well as

old, and hence we sometimes repeat

certain phrases and ideas which our

old friends have heard perhaps to the

point of weariness. For example, in

describing a head, we always try to

make it clear to the beginner that we

do not teach the tuberrular rram'ology

which the colleges for the most part

still absurdly define as our doctrine.

They ridicule us for our ignorance of

anatomy, but the laugh is on them.

The doctrine of “bumps
" exists only

'

in their imagination. As soon as

people understand our method of

measuring the developments of the

brain by diameters and from the

opening of the ear, the reasonable

ness, beauty and utility of the whole

system become apparent at once.

...4 a

A LESSON IN PHYSIOGNOMY.

N this instance we shall depart

from our usual custom of dis

cussing primary or radical mental

faculties as expressed in organic

forms, and introduce two pairs of

eyes in which the expression is the

result of a number of faculties and

temperamental conditions acting in

combination.

In the first engraving, which rep

resents an anonymous individual, the

striking peculiarity is that the gaze is

directed to the earth. In that one

word we have the text for a long

sermon. This man sees everything

from the position of an egotist. In

his own conceit he is always on top,

consequently all else is beneath him.

He expects to find everything on the

ground, and if things are actually

higher he imagines them dragged

down. He thus develops a habit of

conceiving everything as essentially
little. He always looks into the big

end of his spy glass so that objects
shall appear small enough to be con

sidered with contempt. As his gaze

is directed downward, he sees only
that which administers to his selfish

appetites. All that interests him is

thus necessarily perishable, fleeting
and cheap. If he opens a bottle of

beer he is eager to drink it before it

gets stale, and it is the same with his
loaf of bread, and his portion of meat.

He trusts nothing out of his sight.
He knows the ephemeral value of all
that pleases him, and he suspects
that nothing possesses intrinsic, last

ing good. He is suspicious, envious,
doubtful, and of course unhappy, as

he well deserves to be. He has no
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faith in anythihg hereafter, and he is

equally skeptical regarding every

thing in the present. He is an infidel

to every old orthodox creed, and

equally heretical to all that is new.

He is an infidel to every scheme of

In the head of such a man we ex

pect to find large self-esteem, cau

tiousness, destructiveness, secretive

ness, acquisitiveness, alimentiveness,
amativeness, and firmness; with defi

cient social attachment, justice, hope,

TH E PESSIMIST.

abstract duty, because he cares noth

ing for truth. He has started out to

serve himself, and as he thus has a

fool and a tyrant fora master, he finds

nogenuine satisfaction in his devotion.

He knows nothing, even in imagina

tion, of the delights of doing for

others. Other people suspect his

selfish motives and avoid him. Every
man is against him, and he is against

every man. The breach grows wider

as the years advance. Life has no

ideals for him. He looks upon poetry
and art as the expression of a mild

form of insanity. He is a material

istic materialist. I-lis definition of

materialism would be accepted by all

opponents of that doctrine, for in his

case it is truly a “gospel of dirt."
He sees potency and promise for evil

in matter, but he does not concern

himself as to its properties for good.

reverence, faith, benevolence, ideal

ity, sublimity, causality, etc. Life to

such a man is necessarily a failure,

and hence he believes that it is

scarcely worth living for anybody
else, That is to say, he is a pessimist.

In the second illustration, which is

copied from a portrait of the late

distinguished poetess, essayist, and

lovely woman, Helen Hunt Jackson,
is suggested the opposite of all that.

we have just said of the first subject.
In these eyes we see a happy soul

looking outward and onward; a dis

position which is amenable to all

ennobling and elevating powers. She

is loyal and true. Her faith is as

firm as the eternal rocks, but she is

willing to look at a new leaf in the

great book of nature every morning
of her life. She loves to watch the

gold-fringed, fieecy glories of the sky,
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but she is never disturbed to see

them melting into the eternal blue.

She is not afraid to see their forms

diminish and grow indistinct, for she

is confident that on the morrow they

perhapswill appear again, with

THE

greater pomp and splendor than be

fore.

Her eyes are not wide open with

the stare of credulity. 'l‘hey ques

tion
arLd

interrogate, but only to ac

quire larger knowledge. She is not

suspicious or exacting without a

cause. But she is marvelously

quick to discern the least departure

from moral symmetry. Normality,

naturalness, and physical, mental

and moral health are visible in the

sweetness of this gaze. What won

drous soulfulness! What exquisite

modesty ! Here are all the signs of

love, deep, tender and true. No

jealousy finds lodgment here. The

expression is the very antithesis of

coquetry. The love in these eyes

would be for time and eternity. It
would know no relaxation or diminu

tion. The frosts of age would not

chill it
,

nor could its temper be (lulled

by poverty or death.

Such a woman has but little con

ceit. She forgets herself. Her
thoughts are centered upon some

ideal or some duty beyond the pale

OPTIMIST.

of her ego. Whoever comes within

the range of her vision will find it

useless to wear a mask. She will

penetrate his soul at a glance. She

cultivates the habit of discovering

nobility, hence nobility often dis

covers her. She forgets the present,

the temporary, the frail and shifting

vanities of the flesh. Her heart is

set upon treasures of the spirit. She

tries to work for others, and uncon

sciously reaps a rich harvest for her

self. She glorifies everything she

touches. Stripped of its poetry and

music, life would he almost meaning

less to her. With so much good

ness, so much purity, so much loveli

ness within herself; always seeking

good, it is not strange that she

dreams of goodness even though in

a desert of selfishness and greed.

Such is the optimist.
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THE INSTITUTE CLASS 0!‘ 1895.

T gives us pleasure to call atten

tion to the annual course of in

struction in the American Institute

of Phrenology, which opens on the

first Tuesday of September in each

year, and continues for two months.

In I894 we had avery intelligent and

promising class, several members of

which entered the lecture field and at

once secured attention, respect, and

liberal patronage.
All who desire to practice Phre

nology as a profession, or any who are

in the field and wish to double their

income, as well as their power of

doing good, and any other persons
who wish to learn how to study

strangers so as to know whom to trust

and whom to distrust, would find a

course of instruction here of incalcul

able advantage. It is also just the

means needed to become thoroughly

acquainted with one’s own powers and

defects, and also to learn how to treat

friends or children so as to exert the

right influence and obtain the best

results.

For particulars in regard to the

Institute and its work, any person

may write for “ Phrenology in Daily
Life," which will be sent gratis by

addressing the business manager of

our ofl‘ice.H—)—
A SLIGHT MISTAKE.

RS. WELLS is receiving from

friends and strangers clip

pings from 771: Queen of Fashion,

stating that she began business with

her brothers in 18x4. She de=ires to

say to her various correspondents,

that the biisiness she began in that

year, was that of living—~it being her

birth year.

in 1837.

She joined her brothers

. E_ ‘k E

A WOR'I‘IIY CAUSE.

HE many friends and admirers

of the veteran reformer, Susan

B. Anthony, are desirous of making
a testimonial to her for her next

birthday, in the form of the present
of a home for her old age. As this is

a most worthy object, and deserving
of all encouragement, we are glad to

call attention to it
,

and hope that

there will be many responses from

the friends and subscribers of THE

JOURNAL. Contributions for this pur

pose may be forwarded to Rachel

FosterAvery, Somerton, Philadelphia,
Pa.
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OPEN TO CONVICTION—All editors of ex

perience are familiar with readers, who ex

hibit their attitude toward the policy and
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objects of their respective publications by

criticism, objection, skepticism, etc. We

suppose that it would be impossible to steer

entirely clear of the Scylla and Charibdis of

prejudice, egotism and malunderltanding;
that, however cleverly one might manage.
there would be those who would openly
attack the method and more or less sharply
differ in opinion from that expressed in the

printed matter. But it is the duty ofa
‘publication that is something more than a

newspaper to pursue a course that will be

instructive and helpful to even the critical
and grumbling reader, and to have some

regard to him when a calm regard of facts
shows that he has some warrant for his

quibbling interventions. We believe that
the highest type of intelligence is that
which does not arbitrarily or dogmatically
adhere to an opinion, but is prepared to

modify the opinion whenever facts are dis.
covered that show the wisdom of modifica

tion. It isa safe course, and as scientific
as it is safe, to hold the judgment in that

poise that will enable it to reflect the truth.

Opinions change with reference to mental
function, among theorists, but those who

refer their doctrines to the facts of physiol
ogy and organic structure are not easily
moved to change, and justly so because

they have reasons based upon fundamental

causes for their attitude. This is the posi
tion we take, and if certain persons criticise
and carp at it we can not prevent them

for so doing. If they will demonstrate by

natural evidence that our views are falsely
grounded, that we are advocating untruth,

we will acknowledge the error, correct our

views to the proper extent, and be grateful
for the light so given us.

INSANITY—A. N.—Mental disorder de

pends more upon physical condition—1'. e.,

the health of a person—than upon the mere

relation of cerebral parts—assuming, of
course, that the mental organization is of

average type. When the health is below

par the nutrition of the brain is deficient

and this creates a tendency of unbalance.

If this tendency persists the faculties at

length become irregular and inharmonious

in action, and temporary or continued in

sanity results. Any temperamental state

through excess may be incidental to insan

ity. The morbid or "nervous" form of the

mental temperament is that most likely to

involve mind disorder; yet a large propor
tion of cases are determined by the bilio~

motive state, associated, as it often is. with
derangement of the digestive function.
Variety of physical and mental type is of
natural design, and is consistent with a

great variety of character within normal
limits.

CHARACTER lN rm: Fmoaas—L. M.—
It is gratifying to have a correspondent so

appreciate an answer in this column as to

send a money tribute for it. A very un

usual occurrence indeed, and much like
one's experience as a dispensary physician
when a charity patient presses a dollar

upon him for the good that he has done him

or her.
i

There is much to be seen in the hands,

but it is mainly from the point of view of

temperament and physiology. You will
find in the books on palmistry a great deal

of guesswork, but also some well-founded

observations. Heredity and habit contrib
ute to the form and tissue nature of the

fingers. Use or disuse leave their impress.
The nervous person has usually a thin,

long finger, with somewhat pronounced
knuckles. Long, tapering fingers usually
intimate taste, aesthetic capability, dexterity
in nice mechanical operations, while the

industrial hand, the working hand, is
known by fingers with spreading nails and

tips. Your long-fingered lady is commonly
careful about little things, neat in dress,
and sensitive about appearances. Short
fingered people. with the vital tempera
ment, usually are quick, impulsive and

hasty. Fingers that bend inward are hard

and stiff to the "feel," especially if the

bend is mainly at the end phalanx,
indicate excess of caution, selfishness and

reserve. Supple, plastic fingers that bend

far back belong to a nature that is pliable,
adaptable and clear. We have noted that
they are usually associated with a nose

somewhat retroussé. And so on.

SWOLLEN Gl.ANDS.—F. E. C.—The cause

of the condition varies. May be constitu
tional, or acquired. An examination into
the history and life of the patient would be

necessary to determine it. Sometimes a

"cold" will set up an inflammation that
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produces a permanent enlargement of the

parotid or sub-maxillary glands. A
mouth inflammation or catarrh may cause

the trouble. Oftener, we think, the en

largement is caused by a contracted dis
ease. The treatment would of course

depend upon the origin and condition.

CROSSED EYEs.-—C.—The double stra

bismus you describe is probably amendable
to treatment.Consult an eye specialist. The

lady should have attended to the matter long

ago. It is a shame that parents are so negli

gent of children, who sufier from crossed

eyes, one or both, when a comparatively
small operation will greatly correct the diffi

culty.

T0.\lATOl-IS DANGEROUS.—_]. S.—Tbe idea

you speak of is entirely unwarranted.
Tomatoes when obtained ina fresh and

ripe condition are not harmful, but on the

contrary are as wholesome as they are a

pleasant article of diet. There is no want

of medical authority on this side of the

matter. Tomatoes neither produce can

cerous disease, nor aggravate such disease

where it already exists.

COMPARATIVE BRAIN Wemu'tz—J. F. B.—
lnvestigations in the comparative anatomy
of the nervous system have shown that

there is an important relation between the

brain weight of an animal and its intelli

gence. In some of the lower animals, par
ticularly the fishes, the brain is very small.
A shad's brain is but I to I,837 as compared

with its body. A turtle's brain is as I to

2,200. A sheep's brain as I to 350; a bird,

like the chaflinch, has the proportion of I
to 230, while the eagle has I to 160, and the

pigeon I to I05. The rat has I to 82, and

the cat about I to 40. In some of the

lighter apes the proportion is quite small,

even I to 25. The elephant, that has a

very large brain, the heaviest known, has

the ratio of about I to 500. Man, with a

brain weighing say 50 ounces, has the

average relation of about I to 45. Among
some insects we find a remarkably large
brain as compared with the size of body,
for instance, the ant and the wasp.

PRACTICE AND PERFECTION—S. L. R.—
Yes, practice in examining heads is very

necessary, the same as in playing the violin.

In this department we give short review: of sue).
Nzw BOOKS as publishers see fit to send us. In the“
reviews we aeek to treat author and publisher satin
faetorily and justly, and also to furnish our modern
with each information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
umeforperao'nal use. It is ourvrieh to notice the
betterclass of books issuing from thepreas, and we
tnvite publt'alwra to favor the Editor with recent
publicatiomr, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiowgioal science. Weoan malty
lvpply any of those noticed.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
FOR PRACTl'I‘lONERS AND STUDENTS. By
wlLLlAM BLAIR STEWART, A.M., M.D.,
Lecturer on Therapeutics, late Instructor
on Practice of Medicine in the Medico
Chlrurgical College of Philadelphia, De
monstrator in the Philadelphia School of
Anatomy, etc. Svo, pp. 434. Price,

$2.75. E. B. Treat, publisher,New York.
The busy practitioner, for whom this

publisher evidently has much sympathy,
will be pleased with this fresh addition to
his stock of practical manuals. The work
is a compendium of therapeutics, but at
first sight impresses the experienced reader
with the thought that it is a useful, ser

viceable volume. The author has shown
marked intelligence and discrimination in
his treatment of the long series of topics
that fill the pages; while brief the descrip
tions of origin, pathology, symptoms, diag
nosis, etc., are clear and guiding. The
medicinal suggestions are “up to date,’
taking note of recent discoveries and reme
dial processes, but giving small space to
fads and experimental remedies. We note
that the author has looked into the books
of the specialists, and found much service
able data—in fine, has sought the best
sources of information in preparing what is

emphatically a comprehensive and very
useful treatise.

Tm: FAlREST or THE FAIR. By HILDEGARDE
HAWTHORNE. 18mo, pp. 289; cloth. ll
lustrated. Philadelphla: Henry Alte
mus.

A very pleasant, chatty series of sketches

of the more impressive features of the

great Columbian Exhibition. Written by a
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visitor whose appreciative msthetic sense

expanded in personal contact with the

wonders of the "White City," yet whose

enthusiasm never carried away her judg
ment. It is just the book for those who
had the privilege to visit Chicago in 1893;

and for those who stayed home it is a very
agreeable addendum to the more serious
readings that mighthave been theirs regard
ing the show. As 'the author went her
rounds, day after day, she must have ob
served closely and studied carefully; yet in
her book there is that verve and sprightli
ness of analysis and description that make

the matter of them appear fresh and as at

tractive as a romance. Verily the “ White
City," with its infinitude of exhibits, ap

pears more like a strange dream of yester
day than something that was real. Miss
Hawthorne seems to have selected just
those things that were most striking and

instructive, not omitting the length and

breadth of the famous Midway. A dainty
little book in the printing and the pictures,
too.

PRAcTIcAI. URINALYSIS AND URINARY DIAG

NOsIs—A Manual for the Use of Physi
cians, Surgeons, and Students. By
CHARLES W. PURnv, M.D., Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians and Sur

geons, Kingston ; Professor of Urology
and Urinary Diagnosis at the Chicago
Post-Graduate Medical School. Author
of“ Bright's Disease and Allied Affec
tions of the Kidneys," etc.

trations. Octavo,360pp. Philadelphia:
The F. A. Davis Co., Publishers.

This treatise covers a wide field in the

discussion of the topics included under its
title, bringing the subjects of urinalysis
and renal diagnosis to date. The discus
sion of the kidney function is quite full.
In much detail we have the composition of

normal and abnormal urine and the

methods for determining its changes andthe

pathological alterations in the producing

organs. All known forms of disease re

lating to the kidneys and associated organs

are discussed, and their pathology and

symptoms carefully set out. The author,

prepared for his task by years of special

study and observation, is certainly to be

With illus-_

credited with having supplied the profes
sion with a valuable work and that at a mod

erate cost. It is systematic and concise in
arrangement, and so well illustrated that
little is wanting to meet the demand of the

most exacting. The appendix, which fur
nishes carefully prepared rules in brief
form for the use of the life insuranceexam
iner, is a happy thought and worthy of
special mention.

OUTLINE STUDIES OF THE HUMAN FIGURE.

By]. H. KELLOGG, M.D., Superintendent
of the Battle Creek Sanitarium (Mich.).
Author of " Modern Medicine," etc.

This comprises a series of charts pre

pared by the author to illustrate the influ
ence of dress, improper attitudes and

neglect of physical development in the

production of disease and deformities. The
drawings are from life and include many
different nationalities, thus being interest
ing in an anthropological sense as well as

a hygienic. For teachers and lecturers who
make physiology and hygiene of service
these charts are highly valuable.

THE INFLUENCE or DREss IN PRODUCING THE

PHYSXCAL DECADENCE or AMERICAN

WOMEN. An address by J. H. KELLOGG.

Fitly accompanies the charts (by the

same author) of which notice is given
above; abounds in hints and suggestions
of a very useful character.

FoRos, HowARv & HULBERT, New York,
have issued a new edition of THE SIsTINE
MADONM, a Christmas meditation. By
the Rev. Dr. AIvIoRv H. BRADFORD, in very
dainty form, vellum cloth. A fine steel

engraving of Raphael's celebrated painting
and two choice poems from appreciative'
pens introduce well the clergyman's
thoughtful and vivid discourse. A very
appropriate holiday souvenir.

THE SEPARATED NATION. By H. S. HAST
INGS, editor of The Chrim'an, Boston,
Mass. rzmo, cloth. Price, 35 cents.

A thoughtful discussion of the HebIews
in their early and modern history. Dis
tinguished for its fairness and candor and

the amount of information conveyed.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

OUR PLAN.

We propose to make reports of the work
done by the Phrenological Societies,giving
dates of meetings, topics for discussion,
etc., when received in time for publication
in advance; and to make notes of the work
done by those in the field.

Where advance dates for lectures can be

sent in time for publication we shall be

glad to announce them, and in this way
enable our readers to attend the meetings
and lectures where possible. In spite of
the hard times which affect phrenological
work, lecturers report an active interest,
and in some cases great enthusiasm. We
earnestly recommend the organization of
societies in every neighborhood. Very
much good can be done in this way, and we
are sure that those who take part will in
variably find it pleasant and profitable.

Heretofore there has been some irregu
larity in our publication of field notes, due
in part to pressure of duties in our oflice,
and owing to the lack of system on the part
of those who supply us with information.
We are not only willing, butanxious,to aid
our friends in these columns to the extent
of our ability. To this end we earnestly
request all lecturers, secretaries of socie
ties, or others, who have announcements
or news for this department, kindly to send
as (clearly written on one side of the paper)
whatever they wirh published. Especially in
the case of those who furnish information
in business letters sent to the manager of
the Fowler 8: Wells Co., we suggest that
they add the matterfor THEJOURNAL upon a
separate .rhert or sheet: afpaper, which should
be marked at the top “ Field Notes."
Surely we are not asking too much of our
friends in making this request. Hitherto
we have been obliged, in many cases, to
obtain our knowledge of the doings of those
in the field, by laborious inspection of a

great mass of business correspondence,
which consumed a great deal of our time,
and still failed to accomplish satisfactorily
what our friends can hereafter easily do for
themselves and us by following the plan
here suggested.

A New PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On the evening of january 14 a good
sized audience assembled in the Hall of
the American Institute of Phrenology, 27
East Twenty-first street, New York, and
were entertained by Prof. C. W. Branden
burg, M.D., who lectured on "The Princi
ples of Phrenology," after which Prof.
Bausch, the well-known phrenologist of

Brooklyn, made several delineations of
character of persons in the audience. Ar
rangements were then made for the forma
tion of a phrenological society, which will
meet hereafter at this hall the first Monday
evening of each month. All who are
interested to attend these, meetings are
cordially invited to be present.

MR. OSCAR GIBSON, of Flagstaff, Arizona,
writes as follows : "I take pleasure in add
ing my subscription to your list for another
year, as your JOURNAL is always a welcome
visitor. I am much interested in the science
of phrenology, and am thoroughly con
vinced, not only of its correctness so far as
developed, but also of its practical value."

WE are glad to learn that B. F. Loomis.
of Shingletown, Cal., has accumulated sev
eral thousand dollars’ worth of property
since his graduation in 1886, and is now
quite independent.

0. F. HALL and james Moore, of Apple
ton, Wis., are associated together and have
a first-class start for the new year. When
last heard from they were at Chilton,in the
same State, doing a good business.

PROF. VAUGHT, of the Chicago Institute
of Phrenology, Room 13, 125 Dearborn
street, Chicago, Ill., and his able agent,
Mrs. May Vaught, report crowded houses
and encouraging business.

WE learn from the Preston Timer, of Fill
more County, Minn., that Prof. George
Morris met with great success in that town.
His lectures were attended by the best peo
ple in the place, standing room being at a

premium every evening.

THE Rev. Stanley M. Hunter, Classes of

1889 and '90, who is preaching in Salt Lake
City, Utah, has been lecturing on Phre
nology, occasionally, while pursuing his
theological studies. His lectures have been
very acceptably received. He remembers
with pleasure his fellow-classmates of the
two courses of Phrenological Institute lec
tures which he attended and enjoyed. His
present address is 734 East Brigham street.

MISS LYDIA LIVINGSTON, of Southport, N.
C., when remitting for her own and a

friend's subscription, says:
“ I am eighty

one years old,and am your friend and well
wisher always."

MR. S. F. DEVORE, Gilman, 111., class of
'87, reports a class of six pupils at Good
land, Ind., and good business, considering
the season.
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. rannis. editor and proprietor of the Christian
Unian, and president of the National Christian
League for the Promotion of Social Purity. It is
from a personal examination by the editor. Dr. Beall.
and is illustrated by several portraits Her leading
characteristics are carefully analyzed and the ele

melnts
pointed out which have rendered her influen

tta ." Do Men Gossip?" is an entertaining peep into club
life. by Mrs. Jessie M. Holland. MmCharlotte Fowler
Wells sketches the life of lhe Rev. Joel Wakeman,
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“ Mental Diseases." In the rditortalcolumns portraits
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ELIZABETH B. GRANNIS.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A

BY EDGAR C.

URING the last two years the

attention of the civilized world
has been directed to the city of New
York on account of the activity of a

few reformers. -There has been a

remarkable awakening of public senti

ment in regard to the need of politi
cal and social purification, and, as is

well known, the past few months
have furnished some interesting ma

terials for the future historians whose

business shall be to record important
epochs in the moral development of
the American people.

Among the influential citizens of
New York who first publicly sanc

tioned and encouraged Dr. Parkhurst
in his famous crusade two years ago,
and who have since been conspicu
ously before the public in the interest
of this and other similar movements,
the name of Elizabeth B. Grannis is
now one of the most widely known.
Very naturally many people who have

heard so much of this lady would be

glad to know something definite con

cerning her personality and the pe
culiar qualities which have enabled
her to accomplish so much, and we
are sure that our readers will be in
terested to study her in the light of
phrenological science.

PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BEALL, M.D.

Mrs. Grannis is both physically and
mentally a woman of exceptionally
fine grain. She has what is com
monly called good stock. Her an
cestors for centuries have been almost
purely English and Scotch, and for
many generations her immediate pro
genitors lived in Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Connecticut. Thus
in many respects she may be said to
represent the typical New England
woman. She has a good deal of
what phrenologists call “quality."
She is not a large woman as regards
stature. Her height is five feet three
inches, and she weighs one hundred
and twenty pounds. Her eyes are
blue, and her hair naturally dark
brown. She wears a five and a half
glove, and her hand is rather taper
ing in form, well proportioned, com
bining the indications to some extent
of both the philosophic and the
psychic types. Altogether she is
almost an ideal model of what mod
ern phrenologists describe as the
"mental temperament." The prin
cipal difference between this consti
tution and the old “nervous” tem
perament lies in the firmer quality of
the fiber, and the more perfect dis
tribution of the various fluids in the
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body. Another of the chief marks
by which the mental temperament is

distinguished is the dark coloring in
the hair, which is almost absent in
those of the extreme “nervous "type.

In such an organization as this of
Mrs. Grannis, therefore, a very high
order of activity is to be expected,
but instead of the artistic taste;
super-sensitiveness, musical talent,
wit and poetry of the “nervous"
temperament, we may look for exec

utiveness, independence, thrift,
practical judgment and a compre~
hensive intelligence. Mrs. Grannis's
head measures 211} inches in circum
ference and its general configuration
indicates the volume of brain which
is normal in the fully developed
woman. Her brain is proportioned,
however, in such a way as to insure'
a great deal more than ordinary
availability of talent and executive
force. For example, there are special
developments in the central side
head near the ear, and in the upper
forehead, which account for her
peculiar energy and breadth of mind.

The occiput, or backhead, by its
length from the car, shows strong
social feeling in general, conjugal
attachment, domestic sentiment,
patriotism, and a degree of love for
children which is remarkable. This
last-named quality, the maternal in

stinct, in childless women or men,
often finds gratification in such labors
as school-teaching, the study of
natural history, founding asylums for
orphans or other helpless persons, or
in various schemes of social reform.
It was very conspicuous in Charles
Dickens, Charles Darwin and in
Henry Bergh. It is generally active
in those clergymen who succeed in

becoming very popular in the homes
of their parishioners, and it is equally
marked, as arule, in those physicians
who build up a large family practice.
Its influence is thus much wider and
more varied than many persons would
suppose. In Mrs. Grannis it prompts
to the development of schemes for the

relief of homeless and friendless girls

and directs her benevolence to succor
those who are in immediate distress
rather than to endow a college, an

opera house, an art gallery or a

library, for the pleasure or profit of a

class who are perhaps already com
paratively comfortable.

Mrs. Grannis has tenacity of friend
ship for a few persons. but her mind
is too much absorbed in her business
or in public affairs to give much time
to the pleasure of mere comradeship.
Her love of life is very strong, and
she has that peculiar resistant power
which will carry her unharmed through
some of the most dangerous epi
demics.

Alimentiveness, or appetite for
food, is very moderate. Her tem

perament and the form of her head
and narrow lower face illustrate the
typical disciple of Pythagoras or
Cornaro. The same may be said as
to the pleasures of the cup. It is

easy for her to be a teetotaler, and
she naturally feels that Prohibition is
the quickest solution of the liquor
problem.

Secretiveness is almost nil. She
has caution in abundance, but loves
to speak her mind. She is careful to
keep a sharp lookout for the enemy's
guns, but she would rather dodge
bullets in an open field than hide be
hind a tree. In other words, she
is sensitive to danger, but seeks

protection in good generalship
rather than in flight and con
cealment. She always stands out
in full view, but she measures the
distance ahead with a critical eye,
and at times a spy glass may be
needed in order to see her. Cau
tiousness thus works with her reflect
ive intellect, and enables her, like a
watchman on a tower, to follow the
movements of the most distant
forces. She watches the heavy ar
tillery, and neither sees nor thinks of
the bird shot that fall at her feet.
This explains her voluble frankness
in communicating her opinions,
methods, purposes, etc., in public
and in private, as regards all minor
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affairs—a frankness which some of
her friends would consider rashness
—yet without really frustrating any
of her important plans.

Acquisitiveness, or the sense of
property, is rather strong as to the
phase which produces economy. She
has the instinct to hold money rather
than to accumulate it. “A penny
saved is a penny made" would be her
motto. She knows the art of making
a little go a good way. This is
largely due to her broad upper fore
head, which sees consequences in

advance of their occurrence almost
as vividly as while they are taking
place. She anticipates results, and
the instant an idea is presented she
links it to a chain of causation, and
perceives the fruit that will or can

come of it. Carrying this habit into
business matters she becomes a good
manager. She “thinks " of many
things which would not "occur " to
an ordinary mind— ways, means,
methods, plans, etc., etc.

Few women, or even men, display
as much courage; and still it is not
the combative element or physical
courage so much as the quality of
mental fortitude, or energy, which
carries her through. The diameter
of her head, just above the ears, shows
uncommon executive power. This is

the impulse to move, to displace, to
propel, or to demolish, if necessary,
an impediment of any kind. Fortu
uately this faculty in Mrs. Grannis is

counterbalanced by the sentiment of
kindness, so that she is not often
harsh or severe to those who deserve
only gentle treatment. But if she is
aroused to a “ righteous indignation,"
she can infuse into her work and
speech a veritable hurricane of force.
She can be caustic and sarcastic when
dealing with knaves, and if she were
a man she would sometimes be temp
ted to enlarge her vocabulary in defi

ance of the conventional standards.
Vim, grit and nerve are other syno
nyms for the element in question,
and, on the whole, when properly di
rected, it is a valuable possession.

Mrs. Grannis will doubtless be
described by most of her friends as a

woman of great self-esteem. She
has not, however, the faculty known
to phrenologists by that name. The
sense of self-hood, or self-importance,
is weak. The head is low at the rear
of the crown on the middle line, and
as the love of approbation is very
strong, a considerable hollow is per
ceptible at the seat of self-esteem.
In this respect Mrs. Grannis is like'
the majority of her sex in this
country, and, with few exceptions,
the world over. However, her tem

perament is not so pliable or receptive
as in the more typical woman, and as
her intellect is more characteristic of
the male sex, her ambition naturally
seeks a much wider field than the
average woman would require. As
her intellect grasps ideas relating to
theology, philosophy, political econ
omy and statesmanship; that is to
say, ideas which require a compre
hension of abstract relations, the
principles of cause and effect, etc.,
the narrow sphere of ordinary do
mestic life would not afford material
enough to occupy her mind. As she
can understand larger things she
naturally becomes interested in them,
and thus her ambition works in the
direction of her relation to public’
affairs.

The top of her head is almost on
a level. In the rear of the crown
the largest development is at Hope.
Veneration is only average. Spirit
uality, or the faculty of faith in the
unseen and the untried, is rather
strong. This gives breadth and full
ness near the outer portion of the
frontal top head. Benevolence is
quite large, and is shown by the full
ness of the central top head, just a
little above the forehead. The sense
of human nature, which is located a
little further forward, just next to the
forehead, is somewhat deficient. Mrs.
Grannis does not always understand
the motives of those around her, and
is not nearly so good aphysiognomist
as many persons of a much narrower
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scope of mind in other respects. Ideal
ity is rather large, and her enjoyment
of mirth is keen, although she has
not the combination of the latter sen

timent with the necessary perceptive

_, a, .WfiL._ _ ‘ a‘ _..
a‘ ‘v

. ’=. " _

MRS.

intellect to make her very witty in
the ordinary sense.

Her lower forehead is decidely
wanting in nearly all the faculties
concerned in the first steps of acquir

GRANNIS IN HER

ing knowledge, or in judging the
physical objects around her. The
space between her eyebrows is rather
depressed, which means that she is a

poor observer of detail. She is also

STORM COSTUME.

deficient in locality and memory of
events. The outer angle of her eye
brow is much flattened at order and
calculation. She has some love for
music, but not much ability, except
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for singing. The prominent eyes be
token a gift for speaking. She is
naturally fluent in the use of words,
with the exception only of technical
terms in the more specific depart

appearance which is typical of the
German people, but which is much
less common in this country and in
France.

Causality is the principal faculty

MRS. GRANNIS 1N

ments of science. Her upper fore
head, however, more than atones for
the defects in the lower range. Its
squareness and fullness, which are
plainly visible in her portrait, give an

—w‘l

STREET COSTUME.

which gives this special expansion to
the upper forehead, and it is this ele
ment which confers the profundity of
mind for which the Germans are so
noted. It is the essential element in
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the talent for philosophy. Causality
has been possessed byall great think
ers without a single exception, and
usually it has produced the form of
forehead which is called square. The
great philosopher Kant had such a

forehead, and the same development
may be seen in the portraits of Annie
Besant. No very retreating forehead
can be found in the history of the
world associated with superior abili
ties for metaphysical study. A good
lower forehead confers practical tal
ents, but never philosophy. Mrs.
Grannis knows little and cares little
for the facts or details of any science.
She confesses to having had the
utmost difiiculty in learning to spell.
She is not likely to possess accurate
knowledge of history or of literature
in general, but she has rare ability to

superintend, to oversee, to design or
lay out work for others to do.

As Mrs. Grannis has been an ad
vocate of dress reform, and as some
of her costumes have been frequently
caricatured, she has had photographs
taken to show her exact ideas. The
short dress, which she calls her
“ Rainy day costume,” has often
been described as much shorter than
it really is

,

but on the street she
never appears in this dress except
with an outer garment, either her
black English cloth ulster coat with
cape, or with her sealskin coat. The
engravings which we publish in THE
JOURNAL of the storm and street
dress are the first authentic portraits
of these garments which Mrs. Grannis
has given to the public. She consid
ers this style of dress more modest,
convenient and comfortable than any
other yet adopted. A skirt of equal
length, which will not touch the steps
in passing up and down‘, consequently
rarely needs cleaning, and is an ad

vantage to the wearer. An ordinary
walking skirt, or one that touches the
ground and which the wearer must
hold up in spots at the expense of
brain force and physical effort,

which‘ ought to be devoted to a
better purpose, should be abol
ished. Mrs. Grannis holds that a

woman cannot perform as efiective
physical labor, or walk with the same
freedom in skirts that bind the limbs,
as in a short skirt. It is a fact that
after wearing a short skirt with no
petticoats, in the conservative fash

ion, for any considerable length of
time, then to don a long dress and
skirts, a woman discovers that she is

hampered if not bandaged and bound
to an extent that she never could have
realized had she not enjoyed the free
dom of the short skirt.

Mrs. Gran nis does not wear corsets,
and she argues that every normal,
womanly figure will retain its natural
grace, beauty, strength, suppleness of
motion, and present nearer a model
womanhood at forty, sixty and sev

enty, if it is never hampered by the
inordinate conventionality of society.
She would be glad to have women
realize that they will certainly look
better, and create the impression upon
people generally that they are more
beautiful in form and motion from
thirty to seventy if they dress con
veniently and comfortably.

It gives us pleasure to quote from
Mrs. Grannis's paper, The Clzurclz
Union, of January, 1895, the follow
ing account of one of her most
cherished and important projects, in
which she is aided by

“ The National
Christian League for the Promotion
of Social Purity," of which she is

president:

THE CHRISTIAN LEAGUE INDUSTRIAL
HOME.

The National Christian League for
the Promotion of Social Purity has,
since its organization, sought to es
tablish an Industrial Home with head
quarters in this city, with a large farm
adjacent in the country. The Chris
tian League Industrial Home or In
stitute will be founded and managed
as nearly as possible on the plan of a
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Christian family. When we are asked
what sort of people we intend to take
into the home or provide with a home
at the farm, our reply must neces

sarily be such persons as need the
advantages of a Christian industrial
home.

A very practical feature of the
Home is to protect and aid women
and girls who are dependent upon
their own resources, and incapable,
from temporary misfortune or for
other unavoidable reasons, to provide
themselves with shelter, food and
clothing. The Home will give tem

porary relief; it will in a sense ex
tend temporary hospitality to the way
farer in need, whether he be male or
female, an exemplary, decrepit old
grandfather, a deserted wife, an old
husband with or without his life-long
partner, a young, prepossessing girl
without friends or ability to help her
self, a wife with or without children,
a renegade boy who wishes to do his
very best from the present moment,
and who needs other strength than
his own to help him, a forlorn spinster
past age, a deserted infant, or a

father and daughter who ought not
to be separated. A few such persons
may find rest and help in the Chris
tian League Industrial Home until
they can create satisfactory conditions
for themselves, or they can prove
themselves self-supporting.

The city home shall be the reposi
tory for the products of the farm,
where they tnay be sold or used for
the support of the Industrial Home.
An applicant may be admitted to the
benefits of the home on proof that she

_or he is truly needy and worthy of
help. The only reason why such per
sons cannot be accepted shall always
be that every bed is occupied or that
the larder and the treasury are

empty.
The management of the Home will

do all in its power to make every
inmate realize that he or she is

responsible for the financial success
and comfort in the Home of each and
every inmate. The members of this

Christian League family may assume
that they are the legal and legitimate
heirs to all the benefits accruing to
and through their earnest efforts to
establish a permanent industrial
home to which they may return
whenever they like if there is room.

The management will try to teach
the highest and most practical arts of
domesticity not only in the culinary
department, but in every phase of
home life. Girls and women may be
fitted to render the best domestic
service. Various trades and new
avenues of employment will be

opened up to women and girls. The
management will seek to find suitable
employment for its applicants. It
will endeavor to supply work to both
men and women in the Home and
out of it. It will try to secure work
to give out where persons ought to
be supplied in their own homes. The
Home will take in laundry work,
sewing, and any kind of work it can
secure which its inmates can do well.

We must have an industrial store
or what might‘be termed a country
store of the old time sort, where some
exchange of goods may prove of
practical benefit, though it be on a

very small scale to commence with.
In this store will also be sold such
articles of home manufacture as can
be constructed by the inmates which
are never found in the ordinary place
of merchandise. _

Educated people and persons of
more than ordinary intelligence, who
are utterly incompetent to create
conditions and favorable circum
stances for themselves, needing the
executive ability and inventive genius
of those who have the qualities they
particularly lack, may find help in
this Home. The Industrial Home is
expected to be strictly a cooperative
institution. We do not imagine it
will be a model of perfection by any
means. Certainly it will not exact
that a man or woman must be fallen
or a tramp in the lowest dregs of
degradation to fit him or her to be a
recipient of its benefits.
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We invited Mrs. Grannis to write a

few paragraphs for THE JOURNAL in

regard to her history, and in the mat
ter which she has furnished, our
phrenological readers will see evi
dences of the traits we have pointed
out in her character; for example, her
religious faith, her economy in busi
ness affairs, her motherly feeling,
which is indicated in her references
to her own childhood and the school
work in which she was engaged, etc. ;

also her lack of dignity, which allows
her to narrate many very humble cir
cumstances in her life instead of elab
orating the account of her more pre
tentious enterprises and achieve
ments. The following is her sketch:

I am now fifty-four years old and
was born in Hartford, Conn., strictly
in a household of religious faith. I
was brought up with a family altar.
The impression made upon me
through association in early child
hood with my father certainly in

fluenced, and has made its impres
sion upon, every phase’ of human life
with which I have been connected
since. I never hear reference toa
severe, stern Puritan father from a

sympathetic pastor in the pulpit, or
any other place, that I do not think
and express inwardly gratitude to the
Heavenly Father, that His loving,
pitying compassion was bestowed
upon me in early life through my
earthly father. My mother was a
very exemplary, conscientious Chris
tian woman, but: all the New England
Puritanical home influence came to
our family through our mother, rather
than our father.

The oft repeated description of the
value of a certain birthday present
which came to my father I never
wearied of listening to in my child
hood. It was the little girl, “me.”

I_ published and edited the Chi/
dren’: Friend and L'i'ndergartm, the
labor of which I greatly enjoyed dur
ing seven years in connection with
the Churr/z Union, which latter I have
carried over twenty-one years finan

cially and editorially. I issued the
Cliurrlz Um'an every week for over ten
years, when on account of physical
prostration, I changed it to a monthly,
being unable to do the editorial work
nights, and the business management
by day in connection with my other
work, including that of rather exten
sive housekeeping, of which I have had
the responsibility not only of keeping
a well-ordered house, but particularly
in earning the money to pay all the
bills during the past twenty-seven
years.

I think that strict economy is the
prevailing element in my character.
I lay no stress upon my innate dis
crimination of others, yet I am apt to
form an opinion, and have often
noticed that my first impression is
most apt to be correct.

I imagine I have too good judg
ment ever to intimate to a servant
that he or she must necessarily be a
church member before I would risk
my household to any extent to his or
her service. I keep nothing locked.
I should give up housekeeping if I
could not obtain trustworthy ser
vants. The man servant now in my
employ has been with me nearly six
years. My house-maid has been in
our service eleven years, and my cook
not quite eight months. I have kept
colored servants for twenty-five years.

After my father's death I went to
Ohio, because my mother had an
only brother, Col. Geo. A. Howard,
in Orwell, Ashtabula County, where I
was placed as the only little girl pupil
with grown men and women in the

academy. I was the youngest and
very much the smallest student. At
fourteen years of age I joined the
church, and was baptized by Isaac
Erritt, the man who preached the
funeral sermon of James A. Garfield.

I taught public school when I was
seventeen years of age at Windsor,
Ohio. I developed an inordinate
affection and enthusiasm for that
school, which was fully reciprocated.
It was the only public school I ever
taught, and each day developed its
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special interest. Some of my relatives
compared my enthusiasm to that of a

boy's first day at a circus. Every
year that I go to Ohio, if I am only
in the county for one night, I visit
my old school. I still believe It the
best school that any girl ever taught.
I taught two weeks longer than I was
engaged for, and was asked to teach
the winter school, which had always
been taught by a man. That fall I
was sent to Lake Erie Seminary,
Painesville, Ohio, where I remained
two years. I next commenced teach
ing the first Monday in September
after I left school, and taught in

Brooklyn until my marriage, five

years later.
I taught my own private school,

and as an assistant teacher in
Prof. Wood's Seminary on Clinton
avenue.

I was married on the 20th of July,
1866, to Co]. F. W. Grannis. The
marriage bells and wedding march,
with forty persons at the altar, did
their best to supply the absence of
every blood relative of the bride.
My husband, after a few years, failed
in business, and it became necessary,
according to my best judgment, for
me to earn money. I became con
nected with the C/mrr/z Union in the
fall of '73 and bought out the paper
when it was a few months old. It
would be impossible to give an ade

quate description of the struggles,
mistakes and trials of a woman with

no training for the various positions
I have tried to fill.

The Clrurrlz Union has always paid
expenses since the first four years of
my connection with it. It has usually
paid me over and above all running
expenses from $1,500 to $3,268 an

nually.
I have never received a donation

or a. gift of any sort for any religious
or philanthropic work in which I have
been engaged exceeding $200, which
was sent to me by Gen. Herman
Haupt a few weeks ago.

Ifeel that if I can establish and
get into working order a Christian
League Industrial Home that I shall
never make an effort to accomplish
any other philanthropic work. I
could not possibly have been led into
such intense sympathy with incom
petent men, women and girls, devoid
of training of every sort, who are
forced by circumstances to seek self
support and to aid others, except that
I have been developed through simi
lar experiences earnestly to plan and
demonstrate various schemes which
have raved in my brain night and
day for many, many years. The best,
and perhaps all there is of me worth
anything to the public, is the practical
demonstration of my life work as a

proof that indomitable persistency,
righteonsly directed, without any
talent or genius, may serve asa goodly
incentive to thousands of incompe
tent women and girls.

CHARACTER.

The sun set, but set not his hope:

Stars rose; his faith was earlier up:
Fixed on the enormous galaxy,
Deeper and older seemed his eye;

And matched his sut’ferance sublime
The taciturnity of time.
He spoke, and words more soft than rain
Brought the Age of Gold again:
His action now such reverence sweet

As hid all measure of the feat.

R. W. EMERSON.



D0 MEN GOSSIP?

BY JESSlE M. HOLLAND.

" AY I intrude ?
"

said a manly
but disconsolate voice, as

the owner of said voice stood in the
half-open doorway of my den.

“Just for once, but don't you
know I am not ‘at home’ until 3 RM.
and here it is scarcely Ir A.M. How
am I to write if I gossip the golden
hours away?"

"Gossip! I thought you never
gossiped as other women do?"

“Perhaps not, but it seems my fate
to gossip with men of late. You
are the second this morning."

“There, don't lecture. But what
is a fellow to do if you turn us adrift
until 3 P.M.?"

“Gossip at the club."
“Gossip? Men never gossip."
“No?" and I smiled to myself; but

knowing discussion to be vain, I
concluded to test the gossiping pro
pensity of my friend, who wasa well
known clubman.

“Who was your early caller?" he

began.
“Prof. Hardhart."
“You don't say? What had he to

say for himself?”
“Well," I replied with a smile, “he

is so much in love, he could talk of
nothing but the adored one, and
audaciously walked off with a picture
of her he found on my table."

“You don’t mean to say ?" ex

claimed my visitor, as he sprang
from his chair and began to pace the
floor, “that George, the marble

hearted, is in love? Oh, that is rich.
Who is the fair maid, pray tell ?"

“Oh, dear,"I said in dismay, “it
will never do for me to gossip about
it. Indeed, I must not tell. You
will all hear soon enough."

“Nonsense! Come, tell me. I am

not a woman, you know, who will
gossip it over the town."

“Are you sure men don’t gossip?"
I questioned, with a suppressed smile.

“Why you know we do not. Who
ever heard of such a thing! But
tell me who it can be that has made
an impression on the apparently un
impressionable George, when all the
widows, designing mammas and
marriageable girls have given him up
as a hopeless task. Is he really in
love, or is it only a fancy?"

"No fancy, Iassure you.
deeply and sincerely in love.
him kiss her, and "

“Oh! that must have been a sight
for the gods. Just imagine the im
passive, stately George! Why, I don't
believe he was ever known to flirt or
have a love affair. Is she blonde or
brunette? Do we know her?" in
terrupted my visitor.

“No, you do not.
and a blonde. "

“Young and an American?"
eagerly asked my visitor; “or, has
she not been here long?”

“ Rather young," I replied with a

smile at the eager curiosity displayed
by my visitor, considering men are
supposed to have none. “ ‘Here
long P’ Well, about two years. But
there, really, I must say no more.
He will probably tell you himself
when he wishes it known; and he
would never forgive my gossiping
about him and Helen." I spoke the
name as if by accident.

“Helen, the divine ! Come, tell
me her last name."

“ Oh, no, indeed! Did I let the
name slip? Now, really, dear boy, I
must attend to my papers."

“ Which means I am dismissed.
Will you not tell me the lady’s name
before I go ?

"
“ No, indeed ; and as men never

gossip,” I said with a smile, “I need
not warn you not to repeat."

“Certainly not," said my visitor,
and took his departure.

He is
I saw

She is a beauty

a- * at al
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Club window, group of members.

“I say, old man, that is a fairy
tale !"

“Indeed it is not.”
“ Do you expect us to believe

George, the marble-hearted, is
smitten ?" chimes in a third.

“ Won from us a prize ?
”

said an
other.

“ A fairy, a goddess, a creature
divine has snubbed ‘ yours truly ' for
our stately George ?

" exclaimed still
another. “Nonsense!”

“ Don't you think it quite abomin
able, this criticising?" asked a quiet
one as he languidly puffed his cigar.

“Abominable that we have not met
her, yes!" exclaimed a youth while
vainly trying to stroke the down on
his upper lip.

“ Nonsense aside." said the Adonis
of the group. “ Tell us, is it sup

posed to be a serious affair ? Who is

the lady? I always thought George
a sly boots."

Just here George entered—a tall,
dignified man, faultless in dress and
manner. He was at once greeted
with a chorus of salutations, con
gratulations, questions, etc. Too
well bred to show surprise, he waited
for the hubbub to subside.

“ My friends, I do not understand
to what or to whom I am indebted
for all this,” he said, in his deliberate
way, while all glanced toward my
caller of the morning, who re

sponded:
“No offense, my dear fellow!

Madam Grundy says you have met
your fate, and the matter has become
so serious we may in all earnestness
look for cards and cake."

* l' at Ill

A morning or two afterward, I
sallied forth to see what Madam
Grundy in the boudoir was up to. I
called on Mrs. Grosnovor Leader,
who greeted me with:

“Oh, have you heard the latest?
So absurd for him to marry a for
eigner." '

“ Who ?
" I innocently asked.

‘be, was really amusing,

“ Why, Hardhart. "

“ Indeed ?
"

“Yes. They say she is young—
quite young and pretty. Mr. Leader
heard it at the club. She must be a

nobody, I fear, as I have not met her
in our set."

My next call was on Mrs. Golde.
“ Why, where have you been that

you have not heard? And just to
think with so many pretty girls at
home and in society this winter he
should have taken a stranger. I
think every American should select
his wife from his own set at home."

“Have you met her ?” I asked.
“ Not yet. I wonder she could

fancy such a piece of statuary. Of
course we were always glad to have
him at our dinner parties, especially
where there were literary lights to be
entertained, He is such a scholar."

My next call was on Mrs. Pri
tense.

“You have not heard the news?
Well, my dear, you should have been
at yesterday's tea. Such a lot of old
cats, as these mammas with marriage
able daughters showed themselves to

and the
daughters tossed their heads and
said: ‘ Poor thing, how could she

fancy such an uninteresting fellow ?'
just as if they had not been doing all
in their power to catch him. Oh, I
assure you, it was a meeting. I sim

ply told them in the sweetest way
that she was charming, so sweet, so
accomplished, so young, quite sur
passing any of our own dear buds,
and I have not enjoyed anything so
much in a long time. ‘ Know her,’
did you ask? How could you ?

Don't you know all the dear fellows
confide in me."

I departed witha smile and thought:
“ Oh, life! Oh, society! what art
thou ?"

l‘ i * It

I had nestled down for a rest and
thinking spell, when ahasty rap at
my door disturbed me, and my caller
of a few mornings ago entered.
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“So sorry to disturb you, but I
felt that I must tell you the news.
Do you know that that story you told
me about Hardhart is all over
town?"

“What story?" I innocently
asked.

“ Why, about the pretty blonde,
Helen.”

“Oh, dear little Helen. I have

just received her picture. Have you
seen it ?

"
“ No," he eagerly answered.
I demurely took from my cabinet

the picture of a bewitchinglittle maid
with golden curls, blue eyes and kiss
able mouth. She was standing robed
in white, hugging a doll nearly as

large as herself, and handed it to my
caller. He glanced at the picture a

moment and then at me in a confused
way.

“Oh, I mean the little blonde he
is in love with—that you said was

young and pretty."
“ Why, that is the only one I know

of. I am sure she is pretty and young
—scarcely two."

“But the one who has not long
been here," he interposed, in some
surprise.

“ Why," I responded, “she hasnot
long been here. They say she came
from ‘ Angel Land,’ but John G.
Saxe says that is a libel on good St.
Peter, who is considered a conscien
tious gatekeeper, and says there are
no angels missing from his band. She
is the only one I know George to be
in love with." My visitor gazed at
me, and there was a light in his eyes
which made me feel that he was

mentally exclaiming: "What a

fool I have made of myself!” (men
do such things occasionally) and if
he had not been in the sacred pre
cincts of my den, he would have ex

pressed himself aloud.
Shortly after he left, Mr. Hardhart

entered with troubled brow and
threw himself into an easy chair, ex
claiming:

“ Do you know it's a comfort to call
on you! I am so tired of those ever
lasting gossips. I think I'll take a
run to the other side.”

In soothing tones I questioned him
as to the cause of his annoyance,
when he assured me that Mrs. Grundy
had started a story, he knew not how,
concerning him and “Lord knows
who," and that he was sure he had
neither done nor said anything to
give it the least foundation, exclaim
ing: “Let it pass, where is Helen ?

What a comfort it is to know one
woman who does not gossip. We
should give hourly thanks for your
lack of this propensity."

When society and swell clubdom
miss one of their marriageable men
who has been considered a great
“ catch,” they will know that he has
gone abroad and perhaps for the first
time why. He is still in love with
Helen, young and beautiful, a blonde,
aged two, his niece.

My other caller gives me his word
asa gentleman and a clubman that
“men never gossip." I leave my
readers to judge for themselves, being
a widow, and widows being proverbi
ally wicked, my judgment goes for
naught.
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THE REV. JOEL WAKEMAN, D.D.

BY CHARLOTTE

N the autumn of 1831 I became
a student of the Franklin Acad

emy, Prattsburgh, New York. A
fellow student was Joel Wakeman,
who was there under the tuition of
the Rev. Oliver Swain Taylor, M.I).,*
who was the president and principal
of the Academy. It was the custom
on each Wednesday to have what was
called an exhibition, to which the in
habitants of the village were always
welcome. At one of those exhibitions
Mr. Wakeman took part in a dialogue
on Temperance, and though a strong
temperance man himself, he repre
sented the drunkard to the life. The
name of the man he took in that
representation was “Joe Blubberlip,"
by which name Mr. Wakeman went
for some time. Finally, at his re

quest, the name was dropped, because
he said it was only an acting name
and he did not like it

,

so, out of def
erence to him, we refrained from
using it.

This established his reputation in
all that region as a strong temperance
advocate, and in the summer of 1835

I invited him to come to my native
town and deliver a temperance ora
tion in the town celebration on the

Fourth of July. He came and stopped
at my father's house. I was then

enthusiastic on the subject of phren
ology, and of course could not keep

it to myself. Italked about it so

much that he desired me to examine
his head, but having been a student
so short a time, I declined. How
ever, at last I accepted the invitation
and examined his head.

This was the first head I ever ex

amined. Though our acquaintance
had been for several years very close,

"‘Rev. DrTTaylor died a eentenarian;
when a young man he was the physician
at the birth of Senator Evarts.

FOWLER WELLS.

I learned more from that examina
tion than I would ever have gained in
any other way.

When eighty years of age, Mr.
Wakeman wrote to me, saying of that
examination, “The many hints you
then gave me were of lasting benefit."

I have felt so much interested in his
career since that time that I have
been impressed to give a few particu
lars concerning him in these sketches.

Asking him some time ago for an
account of his life, he sent the fol
lowing, which is given in his own
words:

PAINTED PosT, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1893.
Airs. IV611.5, dear old frimd:

You ask my opinion of phrenology.

.I have been a firm believer in the sci
ence since 1835, when I heard your
brother, O. S. Fowler, give four or
five lectures on the subject in Pratts
burgh, and saw him test its truths in
the examination of well-known char
acters, he being blindfolded.

While I have not been sufficiently
well acquainted with the science as
to be deemed an expert, it has been
of great service to me in giving ad
vice to fathers who have consulted
me respecting the occupation to
which their sons were adapted. For
instance, a father on one occasion
complained to me about his son. He
was a farmer and desired that his only
son should follow the same vocation.

He said, “IfI set him plowing, as
soon as he is left alone, he will sit
down behind a stump or in the
corner of the fence, with pencil
and paper, and will spend his time
drawing buildings and bridges.” I

said to him, “Has he skill in con
structing things by the use of tools?"
His reply was, “Yes, he has a perfect
mania for tools, and every rainy day
he is engaged in making something."
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I replied, “You cannot make a farmer
of him; God designed him for a me

chanic." “Well,'' said be, “what
shall I do with him?" Ireplied, “Put
him under the tuition of a first-class
architect and give him an opportunity

intricate jobs embraced in the sci
ence.

I have, during my ministry, been
in the habit of reading the character
of strangers by the form of the head,
and I have rarely failed in my judg

THE REV. jOEL

to develop the talent with which his
Creator has endowed him." He fol
lowed my advice, and in a few years
he had the pleasure of seeing that son
classed among the first architects of
the country. I have known him to
execute some of the most difiicult and

\VAKEMAN, D.D.

ment. It is my settled opinion that
God creates men especially adapted
to specific spheres of action, and if
they would listen to the voice of
phrenology there would be far less
failure in the world.

You ask for a sketch of my life. I
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submit the few following particulars:

fFI was born in Rhinebeck, Dutchess
|’ C0., N. Y., October 23, 1809.

l

My
mother was a pure blood Hollander,
and my father a Connecticut Yankee.
My early childhood was spent under
the ministry of Dr. Broodhead, pastor
of the Dutch Reformed Church of
Rhinebeck. At the age of twelve my
father emigrated, with his family, and
settled in the town of Hector, Tomp
kins County, which was almost an un
broken wilderness. The hardships
and struggles through which I then
passed laid the foundation for a firm
and robust constitution, and begot
in me a spirit of courage and of self
reliance. At the age of sixteen I was

apprenticed to a wheelwright, to
acquire a knowledge of carriage mak

ing, which I followed for several

years as a livelihood. '

In 1832 I was hopefully converted
and united with the Presbyterian
Church of Prattsburgh. In March,
1838, I was married to Abigail T.
Judson, with whom I lived fifty-two
years.

Soon after I was converted I felt
that my Master called me to the min
istry, when in answer I immediately
commenced a course of study in
Franklin Academy, under Dr. Oliver
S. Taylor. In 1841 I entered Auburn
Theological Seminary, from which I
graduated in 1844. Soon after this
I engaged to supply the Second
Church of Dansville for four months.
Before my time expired I received a
call from Almond for a permanent
settlement, which I accepted, was in
stalled, and remained their pastor
twenty-one years. In 1872 I was

again called to Almond, and remained
My ministry hasthere two years.

been confined to four churches, Al
mond, Painted Post, and Campbell
in Steuben Co., and Millburn, in
Broome Co. From the first Sabbath
after leaving Auburn to the time that
I retired at the age of seventy, there
was not a Sabbath that I had not a

church and pulpit. I have been
blessed in my pastorates with ten

general revivals.
Besides my pastoral work at home

I have assisted pastors as an evangel
ist in many churches in western New
York.

In 1862 I recruited a hundred men,
formed a company, and went to the
seat of war as captain in the 130th
Regiment; after a few months became

disabled, and was honorably dis
charged. In the winter of 1865, the
last year of the war, I was invited to
take charge of a chapel at City Point,
where I preached every evening to
invalid soldiers, where we had a con
tinuous revival. In connection with
my pastoral work I have published
three volumes—“The Way of Jesus,"
“The Mysterious Parchment," and
“The Fatal Exchange." “The Parch
ment" has been published in London
and has had a wide sale.

In 1835 I espoused the cause of
anti-slavery, and was one of the

“700" who voted on the question the
first time in this State. I received

. the epithet of fool and fanatic from
some of my good parishioners. Ever
since I was eighteen years old I have

been an abstainer from all intoxicat
ing beverages, and for fifty years I
have been engaged in lecturing and

writing on the subject, and am now

(1893) actively engaged in the work
as a Prohibitionist at the age of
eighty-three.
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BY GEORGE MACDONALD: M.D.

“ If the human race could be assigned to
duties in business and professional life to
which they are best adapted, it would more
than double the producing power of the
world and enhance the happiness of tens of
thousands who are now suffering from
wrong relations."

PROF. NELSON SIZER.

HESE words contain moment
ous suggestions and are full of

inspiration to every conscientious
phrenologist and philanthropist: “ To
double the producing power of the
world and enhance the happiness of
tens of thousands!" These are truly
“ consummations devoutly to be
wished." Can they be accomplished?
Every one of the six hundred gradu
ates of the American Institute of
Phrenology will answer, Yes, for they
all know through their special educa
tion and experience in dealing with
the human mind and its manifesta
tions that if people were taught how
to fill out their deficiencies, to restrain
their excesses and guide their forces
ninety-nine per cent. of the miserable
failures which constantly darken our
lives would cease, and the relations
of society would be immeasurably
changed for the better. The practical
phrenologist can tell where the power
and weakness of each individual lies,
whether mental or temperamenal, and
can give the specific advice which will
lead to increased usefulness, success
and happiness.

I often think that the power of such
an army of skilled phrenologists scat
tered throughout this continent should
be tremendous in bringing about not
only individual, but general educa
tional and social reforms, and that
the next quarter century should
make a wholly new era in the mental
development of the human race. Still,
when I recall the great amount of
effort which has been expended by
many able phrenologists during the
pastseventy-five years, I feel shocked

s

to see the ignorance of the present
generation concerning this science.
It shows that the seeds sown by our
fathers and ourselves have not been
sulficiently fostered and nurtured, but
have been allowed to die out through
neglect and apathy. It is true that
the American Institute of Phrenology
became the universal home for the
science, and that over six hundred
men and women have received its
diploma. But where are the gradu
ates ? What are they doing? Some
are in the field as professional lec
turers and teachers exclusively in the
science, while not a few seem to have
settled down to the ordinary walks of
life; and some of those, I regret to
say, have their talent tied up in a
napkin for their own private enjoy
ment. But I have met many noble
souls among them who are teaching
the science to their friends and in
their home circles, while others are
imparting it to pupils under their care
in public and private schools, and
making lives more useful and brilliant
allaround them. Still, when we revert
to the thought of “doubling the
producing power of the world," we
must admit that we are falling
lamentably short of the mark at which
we should aim. It therefore behooves
us to discover the causes of this fail
ure in growth and then to set to work
systematically to rectify our errors.

I have been a phrenologist for thirty
five years and a close observer of all
its movements during that time, both
in Great Britain and America. I fol
lowed the track of L. N. Fowler and
S. R. Wells in their great lecture
tours in England, Ireland and Scot
land from 1860 to 1866, and I also
watched with interest the work of O.
S. Fowler and others in America since
then; but although the efforts of those
gentlemen were great, their financial
success phenomenal and their argu
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ments and examinations most con
vincing, yet the number of active
practical phrenologists who sprung
from such occasions were compara
tively few. I attribute this failure of
permanent fruit from the work of
phrenological lectures to the fact that
there are few sorietie: or club: to take

up the work at the point where the
lecturers have left off, and as it were,
to water and guard the tender shoots
till they have acquired strength
enough to take care of themselves.

IJind from experience that even well
informed phrenologists need the sym
pathy of one another, the beneficial
results of an exchange of views,
and to test their own opinions by
friendly collision of ideas. Books
may avail much for these purposes,
but association has great auxiliary
advantages. Moreover, the united
exertions of phrenologists can effect
much more than the labors of isolated
individuals in the local diffusion of
phrenological knowledge. In places
where there are persons disposed to
study the science, but who have yet
only a moderate knowledge of it

,

so
cieties are of enormous benefit. The
formation of a phrenological society
may be useful for the purpose of
holding meetings and discussions, but
unless a regular accession of young
members of both sexes can be se

cured, the attendance at the meetings
may be expected to fall off.

When the main object of a society
is to hold meetings, scarcely any
science can maintain a provincial so

ciety exclusively devoted to it
,

and

very few of the sciences can boast
even of metropolitan societies carried
on with vigor. One of the useful
features of such associations will be
found in their libraries and museums;
and those societies flourish best which
devote their funds to this purpose.
A full set of phrenological works is

too expensive for many persons, and

agood phrenological museum occupies
too much space for small private
houses, besides being rather costly.
When phrenologists are too few to

support a library and museum of their
own, it appears better to form a pri
vate club rather than a public society.
But every phrenologist should en
deavor to form some sort of museum
and library in his own town, let the
beginning be ever so small. A col
lection of visible and tangible evi
dences tends to silence opposition.
It excites interest and inquiry, and
makes practical phrenologists where
there might otherwise be none. With
access to a good museum, a person
may learn phrenology three times
more rapidly than he could do from
books, aided only by his own un
guided observations and too often
blundering guesses. Then besides the
gain in speed, from busts and casts. the
student acquires skill in the use of his
hands which no books could give him.

In all places where a society or
club is formed the members should
invite phrenological lecturers and
teachers as often as possible to their
town. This is both an effectual and
cheap means of increasing the mem
bership of the society, because a pub
lic lecturer and examiner will make
more converts to the science in a few
days than a dozen phrenologists in
their private capacity could do in a
year; besides, these people can gen
erally remunerate themselves by the
receipts from examinations, etc. The
usefulness of those local societies
after a course of lectures is inesti
mable for preserving and increasing
the interest of those awakened to the
subject. “Converts” can be in

vited to local “Homes of Phren
ology,” and there receive instruction
which will enable them to hold out
against any anti-phrenological argu
ments which may be'brought to bear
on them, and which, if allowed to go
unanswered, might cause them to
drop the subject through ignorance
and doubt. Such societies will, by
their influence, not only make the
lecture field more profitable, but give
encouragement to many a phrenologi
cal “missionary" by the knowledge
that his labors will not be lost.
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Through the fostering care of those
societies he can with reason hope
that he will yet see the bread which
he has “ cast on the waters" return
to him after many days.

The scheme which I have thus
crudely outlined will, Ithink, if put in
operation, be an important factor not
only in diffusing, but in permanently
preserving phrenology among the
people. It has suggested itself to

me as practicable, and should it meet
with the approbation of those who
have larger experience than my own,
we should at once make an earnest
effort to get the matter on foot for
active labor. Surely we can awaken,
if not enthusiasm, at least a suffi

ciency of zeal based on knowledge
and conviction which will induce
sustained and unflinching devotion to
the noble work.

-____*____
ABOLISH CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

BY COUNTESS ELLA NORRAIKOW.

ECENT discussion as to whether
“ death by electricity

"
re

sults in actual dissolution or merely
in suspended animation has awakened
considerable thought concerning the
justice and expediency of capital pun
ishment itself.

The experience of other nations
should have an important bearing
upon this subject, since human nature
is pretty much the same the world
over. In 1870 the extreme penalty
for murder was abolished in Holland,
where for ten years previously the
law had been more honored in the
breach than in the observance. Pun
ishment by death had already been
done away with in Roumania, and

soon afterward the little kingdom of
Portugal took the same course. While
the statute-book of Belgium still con
tains a law decreeing the death pen
alty for homicidal crime, it is virtually
a dead letter, there having been no

executions in that country during the

past thirty years. Capital punish
ment has been formally abolished in
most of the cantons of Switzerland.
In other European countries it has
also been given up, either by legisla
tion or imperial decree, while in still
others there is a growing disinclina
tion to carry out sentences of death.

By all of these nations, so far be
hind us in other respects, the experi
ment of executing criminals had been

tried for many years, and, as we have

seen, was finally abandoned by most
of them. The practice was found to
be futile asa corrective of evil, inade
quate as a deterrent of crime, illogi
cal as a law, and demoralizing in its
effects on the public conscience.

For other periodicals I have writ
ten considerable in condemnation of
the inhumanities practised by the late
Czar and his minions, and the Ameri
can people have often and justly de
precated the treatment meted out to
the victims of despotism in the Rus
sian empire. Yet in that semi-bar
barous country the ignominious law
of capital punishment has failed to
find a foothold—save in the most ag
gravated cases of treason. Murder
in Russia is not punishable by the
taking of life, but by deportation to
Siberia. While this to many has
proved a “living death,” it is con
sidered no justification for the use of
the scaffold or the guillotine on the
part of the government. In this
single particular, from a humanitarian
standpoint, the Russians are in ad
vance of the people of the United
States, in all of which—excepting, I
believe, Michigan, Wisconsin, Rhode
Island, and Maine—the extreme pen
alty is prescribed in the fundamental
law.

As a principle of abstract morality,
capital punishment cannot be success
fully defended. How can a man who,
in the heat of passion, kills a fellow
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being he held morally responsible for
his act? The violent putting todeath
of a murderer does not bring his vic
tim back to life, and thus the absolute
requirements of justice are left unsat
isfied. Instead it casts a stigma upon
perhaps dozens of innocent persons—
relatives of the man who committed
the crime. But the day is not far dis
tant when the disgrace will attach
itself less to the family than to the
State which invokes the aid of legal
ized murder in the execution of its
laws.

If the actual teachings of Christ
were strictly followed in the matter,
the wretch who, in amoment of deadly
passion, took the life of a fellow-mor
tal, would be rationally cared for,
instructed and eventually led into the

path of divine light. To my mind it
were better if

,

instead of erecting
innumerable edifices for external wor
ship, whose pews are only half-filled,
some of the vast wealth thus devoted
were used in building institutions
wherein murderers could receive en

lightenment and be made to under
stand the difference between good and

evil.
The present system of execution

for capital offenses is but a selfish
decree of man, provoked by that in
stinct of revenge which marks our
meager advance along the line of
spiritual progress. The New York
method of electrocution is a sort of
“refinement of cruelty,” which de

grades nature's crowning principle to

a most barbaric use. No two human
beings are physically constituted
alike ; hence, the amount of electric
ity necessary to kill one person might
have simply the effect of exquisite
torture on another, while in the case

of a third individual the same number
of volts might burn him to a crisp.
In the execution of the man Taylor,
who was among the first to be killed
by this method, the dynamo broke
down when the victim was half dead.

It took one hour to establish connec

tion with other machinery, and mean
while the man's groans were sup
pressed by the use of chloroform.
This proceeding suggests that the
spirit of the Inquisition still lives.

Crime, like disease, is epidemic,
the course of which can never be ar
rested by killing the unfortunates who
are brought under its spell. An in
crease in the number of deaths among
cholera victims does not indicate a

curtailment of the epidemic’s ravages,
but rather an extension thereof. In
almost every case the instinct of mur
der is but a species of insanity. In
many of the more aggravated in
stances this has been scientifically
proved, and the murderer, instead of
being condemned to the gallows, has
been placed in an institution for the
insane.

It is asserted by some students 'of
sociology that, if this policy were to
be universally adopted, our prisons
and asylums would soon be filled with
the vilest types of humanity. I would
like to ask these people, What are such
institutions filled with now ? Murder

is by no means the most heinous of
crimes. Yet the victims of this dis
ease are put to death, while far worse
enemies of the race—the destroyers
of souls—are seldom even imprisoned.

The execution of a murderer robs
him of his last earthly chance to re
form. In 1892 more than half the
persons charged with this crime in the
United States were under thirty years
of age. Might not some of these
souls have been reclaimed under a

rational penal system? More than
four-fifths of the murders committed _

during that year were by men who
had no regular occupation. Is not
the State largely responsible for this
enforced idleness, which is every
where so generative of criminal im
pulses?

Frequent attempts are made to
justify capital punishment on the
theory upon which mad dogs are shot
—the protection of society. A mo
ment's thought should convince any
reasoning mind of_the absurdity of
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this argument. Does the killing of a

human being really terminate his
existence ? Does it not rather release

him from the fetters of the flesh?
When organized society thrusts one

of its members into eternity before
his time, he naturally enters the
world with a grudge against the race.

Being attracted, through the inex
orable law of spiritual affinity, toward
the darkened souls of his own moral
caliber, he simply serves to augment
the forces of diabolism which, under
favorable conditions, produce epi~

demics of crime.
Is it not about time that our scien

tific minds were brought to a recog
nition of this psychological fact, and
that enlightened humanity in general
should take a more rational and prac
tical view of the nature of the human
soul ? Fx'nem respite.

It is not necessarily the man who

expiates his crime on the gallows, or
by any other instrument of death,
who is the real murderer. It is often
he who, even on this plane of exist
ence, carrying murderous thoughtsin
his depraved mind, constantly pro
jects them into the very air we

breathe. These evil conceptions or
impulses are eventually absorbed by
some poor, weak human brain whose

previous training has been of a low
order. Either through heredity or
early associations, and often through
change of environment, many minds
become peculiarly susceptible to such

influences.
The one who first conceives the

thought which results in murder, as

far as outward seeming is concerned,
may be our dearest friend, clothed in

the garb of gentility and having the

manners of a gentleman. The “ cul
tured

"
man may commit the deed in

thought only, but telepathically he
has made it possible for others to
perform the act.

We all have noticed that at times
murder, as well as other forms of
crime, seems to go in cycles. To
quote a homely phrase, it is said to
be “in the air." Such expressions,
though spoken in ignorance, are often
the literal truth. Upon what other
hypothesis than that of universal
mind can this singular phenomenon
be based? It is just to make the un

developed mortal, who is in a large
degree irresponsible for the result,
the scapegoat for the more “pol
ished" individual who, with murder
perpetually in his heart, exerts his
more disciplined self-control against
the actual commission of the deed?

Of course, materially to elevate our
present code of morals and political
ethics would involve a radical change
in the mental constitution of man.
This, it would seem, the world in its
entirety is not yet prepared for. Still,
the seed of spirituality is being sown
in various ways, and I cannot think
that many years will elapse ere it will
reach fruition. When pure religion
rather than dogmatic theology shall
dominate the race, a clearer under
standing of good and evil will render

I killing by the Statev as ‘reprehensible
as murder by the individual.

In the meantime would it not be as
well from a humanitarian point of
view, to cease putting our fellow-men
to death and placing the inefiaceable
stigma of crime on innocent children,
wives, parents, sisters, and brothers?-- The Metap/zysiral Magazine.



PHRENOLOGY AND UNFORTUNATE MARRIAGES.

FEW friends of THE JOUR
NAL were requested to con

tribute some opinions on the subject
of phrenology and marriage, and

among the answers received are the

following, including comments by the

editor:

Editor of THE PHRENOLOGICAL _louR
NALZ

I do not feel that I am qualified to

say much of value concerning the
question of marriage adaptability and
the prevention of unfortunate mar

riages. There is
,

however, one point
on which I wish to protest against
the practice of certain phrenologists.

I refer to theindiscriminate use of the
rule of opposite selection. Asageneral
principle this is undoubtedly in the
main correct, but universally and in

discriminately applied, it seems to me
injudicious. If every blonde shall
marry a brunette the result in the
long run will be that neither blonde
nor brunette will exist, but all will be
neutral in coloring. Applied to all
the characteristics it would certainly
tend to make a world in which all the

people would look and behave alike.
However comely this common type,
and however exemplary the conduct,

it would inevitably be a very monot
onous world. Don't you think so P

OTTO B. Farms, M.D.

Edilor of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR
NAL :

You ask me for a short dissertation
on the causes of unfortunate mar
riages and the part phrenology will
play in preventing them. In the first
place, I should say it is self-evident
that a scientific method of estimating
human character and human motives
must be of the very greatest service

in this field when its application be
comes more general. .

My personal feeling is this: If I

were in love with a man, and a phre
nologist should say to me, “You and
he are unsuited to each other. You
will be unhappy," I should, without
hesitation, reply, “Yes, but I love
him. I am a human being and not a

machine. I shall marry him!” If,
however, I could have such advice
early enough I should most certainly
not let myself fall in love with an in

compatible person. As a rule, when
two people consult a phrenologist as
to their adaptation in marriage, affairs
have already progressed to such a

point that there is no retreat for them
whatever he may say. They consult
him as a matter of curiosity and not
to obtain advice which they intended
to follow if it be contrary to their
inclination. Therefore, I should say,
that in order to be of extended value
and application, the interesled parties
themselves must have a knowledge of
the principles and practical applica
tion of phrenology. This is, to my
mind, one of the strongest reasons
why phrenology should be taught in

schools all over the world.
It certainly is most unfortunate that

a science which would be of such
benefit to humanity is as yet of lim
ited application owing to a bigoted
ignorance among those who are sup~

posed to be the leading thinkers of
the country.

Are we who know the beauties and
value of phrenology doing all we can
to advance the cause F Are we men

tally equipping ourselves to fight the

opponents of the science on their own
ground P If not, we are very remiss
in our duty.

MARGARET ALLEN Frrcn.

Editor of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR
NALZ

The argument which is always ad
vanced against scientific matrimonial
selection is that “ mating by machin
ery

” will take out of life the little
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romance which is left and render it
entirely utilitarian and prosaic. It is

,

perhaps, less romantic for the modern
traveler who wishes to explore for
eign lands, to start on his journey
equipped with map and guide-book
than it was for one of King Arthur's
knights to ride aimlessly into a

strange country armed only with a

trusty sword and avivid imagination.
Yet the modern method is much bet
ter adapted to promote personal
comfort and to facilitate the efforts
of the traveler in his geographical
and racial investigations.

Unfortunately, however, the matri
monial world is for most people as yet

,almost unmapped and undescribed;
and the conjugal knight errant who

is seeking adventure in some warm
and sunny land is quite likely to find
himself in a marital Siberia whence
there is no return.

The question which especially in

terests us as phrenologists is this:
“ What part will phrenology play in
the new order of things ?” It need

no prolonged reflection to see that its
role will be amost important one, and

yet, from the very nature of things,

it is evident that phrenological
science will always be of more value
in the prevention of unhappy mar
riages than in the production of happy
ones. That is to say, it will be a long
time before people will fall in love
with each other because of the dem

onstration of their phrenological
suitability. If a physical attraction
exists they will know it with or with
out the dictum of the phrenologist.
It is the belief of the writer that
where there is great personal attrac
tion between two people of opposite
sex their physical compatibility is

almost as well established as the most
skilled examiner could demonstrate
it. With regard to the intellectual
and moral characteristics it is very
different. Here is the special field
for phrenology, for often with a per
fect physical compatibility a critical
examination ofthe brain developments
will conclusively show that only men

tal friction and unhappiness can re

sult from the union.
For instance, here is a case which

came under the personal notice of
the writer: Husband and wife were
physically well suited to each other.
They were opposites in temperament,
and in that respect strongly attracted
to each other. The man had exces
sive approbativeness,while the woman
had scarcely any. She had large
firmness, combativeness and consid
erable self-esteem, with small cau
tiousness, secretiveness, ideality and
order. This couple never appeared
in public but that the husband was
intensely mortified at the wife's con
duct. She would not dress in abe
coming style, but insisted on wearing
ill-shaped garments and the most in
congruous colors, which naturally ex
cited a great deal of unfavorable com
ment.‘ She was also very quick to
assert her rights as to choice of seats,
etc., in public places; so that her
husband was in a constant state of
trepidation. This one combination
constituted this an unfortunate mar
riage and one which could have been

easily foretold by a phrenological ex
amination.

The writer has heard and read
many phrenological delineations in
which the question of marriage adap
tation was considered. In most cases

it seemed that too much attention
was given to the qualities which have
to do with physical incompatibility,
and not enough to the question
whether the higher mental faculties
of each were so proportioned as

readily to blend together and work
harmoniously. The ability to do this
implies, of course, considerable skill
on the part of the examiner.

WARD B. STEVENS, Ph. D

COMMENTS BY THE EDITOR.

T is very natural for a zealous
speaker or writer to begin a dis

cussion with the moss-covered state
ment that his subject is one of great
scope and importance. We feel dis
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posed to add another instance of this
habit to the long list already existing.
The subject of marriage is indeed one
of profound significance, and if phren
ology can aid even in a moderate
degree in solving the problems of the
conjugal relation, this fact alone
would entitle the science to the most
serious consideration. One difficulty
in discussing this question in an in

teresting way lies in the very extent
and complexity of the theme. So

many explanations are necessary in

order to make sure that the writer
and the reader understand each other.
It is a subject which is absolutely ig
nored in the schools and colleges, so
that many of the fundamental prin
ciples relating to it are only vaguely
apprehended by the popular mind, or
else are entirely overlooked.

For example, Dr. Fahne refers to
a very common error into which, as

he says, even some phrenologists have

fallen, namely, the habit of advising
opposites to marry without careful
discrimination. It is true that, as a

rule, brunettes should marry blonds,
but great extremes of complexion
should be avoided, as in the case of
mental qualities. Still we do not
think that even if this were generally
practiced the race would become dan

gerously neutral. It should be re

membered that there are many influ
ences besides temperament which con

cur to determine peculiarities in off
spring. The habits of the parents,
temporary states of mind, mental and

bodily health, vigor, fatigue, nourish
ment, etc., all tend to modify the
physical and mental character of the
children. Add to these the fact that
modern civilization is daily growing
more and more complex, and there is

every reason to suppose that the fu
ture Americans, at least, will present
an infinite variety of individuals.

However, there should be a clear
understanding of the-true phrenologi
cal principles as to the law of oppo
sites. It will be found that people
are usually very much divided in

opinion as to whether opposites should

marry, or those similar in disposition,
talent, etc. Probably one-half of the
people in any community will favor
the idea of opposites, while the other~
half will insist that happiness can
result only from a union of those who
are essentially alike. These opinions
are the product of impressions which
people owe to their instincts rather
than to any investigation of the sub

ject. The true doctrine embodies
elements of both principles. First
of all we must remember that there
are two sexes which represent what
the Germans call the Mensa/z,
or human being, in its entirety.
No individual of either sex can pos
sess all the elements of both sexes in

perfection, for such acondition would
be a contradiction in terms. For
example, no one person can have a

large, handsome beard and at the
same time a beautiful, smooth, hair
less face. There cannot be in one
individual the highest order of critical,
analytical and philosophical intellect
combined with the greatest artistic
imagination. Nature evidently in
tends each sex to have a specialty;
otherwise it is not likely that there
would be two sexes in existence. The
primary law, then, in marriage adap
tation is that masculinity is adapted
to femininity; so that to the extent
that an individual man is deficient in

masculine qualities, he is adapted to
a woman who possesses'what he lacks.
On the other hand, a woman who is
deficient in feminine attributes should
marry a man who possesses those
qualities in such a degree that the sum
total of the two individuals would
approximate the ideal human being.

There are but few clearly defined
opinions in the public mind respect
ing this question from the fact that
very little attention has been given to
the study of what constitutes mascu
linity and femininity. Very few
people are able to enumerate the
elements of character that are typical
of each sex. It is generally known
that man is the more philosophical
and woman the more idealistic; that
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- entertainments.

man is the more courageous and inde
pendent, and that woman is the more
dependent and averse to the antago

, nism and competition in the struggle
for existence. It is also recognized
that in love man has more passion
and woman more tenderness of affec

tion. But beyond these and a few
similar generalities not many people
are able to formulate anything defi
nite. Phrenology, of course, by its
close analysis of all the principal ele
ments of human nature, is able to
differentiate the peculiarities of each

sex to a very minute degree.
If masculinity and femininity are

adapted, we must admit at the outset
that we have, beyond question, the
principle of opposites to a certain
extent. The limit of this law, how

ever, must be determined by the de

gree of general development which
the individual in a given case has

attained. It will not do to niarry a

coarse, brutal Kafiir to a cultivated
blonde of the most aristocratic circles
of Paris, London or Boston; and it
cannot be expected that a zealous
Roman Catholic would be adapted to
a devoted follower of Mohammed. It
cannot be expected that a miserly
man, whosewhole mind is absorbed in

the atmosphere of commerce, should
find much sympathy with a woman

who cares for nothing but spending
money in the most extravagant social

Or, let us suppose

the case of another woman of the

most exquisite physical and mental
sensibilities, whose chief aim istoalle
viate suffering; who has a most subtle

sense of all that is refined and noble;

and whose deepest instincts are

imbued with lofty aspirations that

are the legacy of a highly cultured an

cestry. Add to this the individuality
of character which results from ex

perience with the world, and the

active sympathy which is born of sor

row. Could anything be more de

plorable than the union of such a

woman with a man who is a slave to

his lower nature? And yet many

profoundly selfish men are able to

disguise their baseness so that gener
ous, trusting women see in them only
heroism and magnanimity. The ab~

sence of all delicacy is mistaken for
courage, and a mere surplus of ani
mality is idealized into manly
strength. It is thus evident that the
rule of opposites cannot be accepted
without qualification.

The husband and wife should have
the same general purpose in life, but
should seek to accomplish it by dif
ferent methods. Ifboth are passion
ately musical it would be well if one
were devoted to the piano and the
other to the violin or to the voice; if
both are religious let one have the
greater reverence and the other the
larger faith; if both are intensely
moral, though indifferent to creeds,
one might have the stronger sense of
duty and the other the greater kind
ness; if both are intellectual it would
be better if one excelled in philosophy
and the other in science, and thus
with a great many other combina
tions. By following such a method
there would be harmony of interests,
and at the‘ same time the variety of
means employed which would render
association and cooperation a pleas
ure.

We agree with Mrs. Fitch that
people should know for themselves
the principles of phrenology so that
they can make their choice of part
ners without consulting a phrenolo
gist except for the purpose of cor
roborating or adding to their judg
ment in certain particulars. We think
this ought to be so, and hope that
it may eventually be the case, pre
cisely in the same sense that we ad
vocate hygienic education for the
masses. But the fact remains that
at present most people would profit
by the advice of a competent phren
ologist before marrying if it is de
sired to avoid mistakes; and our ex
perience does not agree with the
statement that people consult us
merely as a matter of curiosity, ex
cept in a very limited number of
cases. The great majority of those
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who come to us are unquestionably
serious, and an evidence that they
have not always made up their minds
in advance as to a choice may be in
ferred from the fact that they often
come a second or a third time with
different individuals or send photo
graphs of three or four persons from
which they wish us to aid them in

making a selection. We are espe
cially pleased with the lady's con~

eluding paragraphs, and hope that
her timely words will bear good
fruit.

Dr. Stevens is undoubtedly cor
rect in his central idea that the
question of intellectual and moral
compatibily should receive special at

tention, and we are sure that the

practice of the most scientific phren
ologists is in accord with his ideas; -

but the less experienced phrenolo
gists, as is the case with other pro
fessional people, of course, are not
able to do justice to the more com

plex phases of the subject.
Nature especially impels men and

women to select mates who will be

adapted to endow their offspring so

as to preserve the physical type of
the race, while the moral and intel
lectual qualities are left to shift for
themselves. This explains why so

many men and women of genius
marry those who are physically com

patible, yet mentally without the
least sympathy. They simply follow
the most primary and most powerful
instinct.

But even here the phrenologist
can frequently render invaluable ser
vice. Many persons who fancy they
are truly in love may in reality
be drinking merely from a flask in

stead of a fountain. They have, it
is true, started up a certain combus

tion, but they are mistaken as to the
supply of fuel. After marriage they
discover in a few weeks or months
that their happiness is exhausted, and

they are puzzled to know why. They
have had no quarrel, but somehow
the romance is all dead, and they no
longer feel that they are of use to

each other. At the same time they
are both conscious of the same old
heart hunger which they had before
they ever met. -

In such cases the affection, such as
it is

,

is usually kindled by pure
imagination. Both the man and the
woman are naturally ardent, and as
each in the eyes of the other appears
to be the “other half,” they accept
the shadow for the substance and dis
cover the error only after it is too
late.

“But how does the imagination
deceive in this matter?" some one

may ask. Simply because people
form impressions by surface indica
tions. If a woman has a beautiful
figure the average man admires her
forthwith; and in like manner women
often admire men simply on account
of a perfect physique, faultless man

ners, or a reputation for wealth.
Then in the glamour of a courtship
the admiration bursts into a flame of
love—a love, however, which is chiefly
subjective; that is

,

within the indi
vidual's own breast.

If people would only study the

chemistry of love, as well as its anat
omy, they would seldom err. Two
persons may have the same form,
and essentially the same social graces
and accomplishments, yet be totally
different in personal magnetism.
The hand of one, for example, will
feel to our touch, as if charged with
electricity, while the least physical
contact with the other person will
remind us of Uriah Heep. At the
same time the hand which to us is so
warm will seem as cold as a fish to
some one else.

Where two persons are perfectly
adapted in marriage, love forms a

current which flows in a circle and

is never exhausted. It is then a
sun which sweeps unceasingly across
the sky, but never sets. Such is the
ideal all should seek. As to the
specific temperamental and mental
combinations which harmonize or re

pel, we must reserve further discus
sion till another time.



“ The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

CHILDREN, HARD AND EASY T0 MANAGE.

BY NELSON SIZER.

HILDREN vary in constitution
and temperament, in character

and talents, as much as parents do.
Some are bright, excitable, nervous,
fretty and sensitive, and inclined to
be restless and troublesome. Others
are plump, wholesome, healthy,
hardy, sensible and self-poised, and
have a natural, constitutional tend

ency to be placid and quiet. These
differences are sometimes inherited
normally and sometimes they result
from special maternal conditions that
were influential in modifying the
character, which is thus incidentally
inherited. All such different types of
children need treatment suited to
their several mental and physical
conditions, and no work can be more

important to families and the public
than that of the proper training and
culture of our hopeful successors.
Parents, nurses and teachers may
rightly mold or mar the future fathers
and mothers of the race.

Fig. 205 is a most positive and
earnest character. The temperament
is excitable and nervous, yet strong,
hence the boy is restless and im

petuous. His head is large for his
body and yet he is healthy. Observe
the breadth of the head, how low
down the ear is! How full, broad
and rounded is the whole side head!
All his selfish propensities are de

cidedly strong. He is organized to
grapple with duty and difiiculty and

to make himself master of his sur

roundings if possible. He has a high
temper; is combative, aggressive and

severe when excited and inclined to
fight out his purpose or his griev

ance on the spot. His Cautiousness
is large, hence he is apprehensive.
His Secretiveness is large, hence he
is inclined to manifest slyness in the
accomplishment of his purposes
where he cannot do it otherwise. He
has large Acquisitiveness; is greedy
for ownership, anxious for property
and will not share with others if he
can help it; he wants the largest, the
best and the most. He is ingenious
and mechanical. He prefers heavy
playthings and likes to make a

racket. Noise is music to him, even
if it is rough noise. Other children
who are equally robust, hearty, zeal
ous and earnest, may be genial,
peaceful and good-natured, but this
one has aggressive severity in his ac
tivity and will be likely to quarrel
with his equals and domineer over
younger children and take the lion's
share everywhere he can. He has
large Mirthfulness. He enjoys fun,
but he likes to have it robust and
rough, and he will enjoy football
more than chess. He has ingenuity,
and he also has a taste for the beauti
ful. He is a keen thinker, knows a

good deal, forms sharply outlined
opinions and is ready to back up his
opinions with his strength and his de
termination. He will make a fine
scholar if he can be rightly inducted
and conducted. He has talent for
mathematics, for philosophy and
language. He will make a splendid
speaker if he can be kept still long
enough to get his education and to
be trained into orderly habits without
too much friction. He has strong
affections and can be best molded
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and managed through his affections,
and he should have treatment that is
gentle yet firm; patient yet decided.
He should never be deceived and
should never be promised anything,
either good or evil, that is not fur
nished or inflicted. In other words, he
should learn to know that he has a

master and that his master is kind,
and that whatever is required will

hunting. The little girl‘s parents
were of an orderly type, strong in
character, but calm and wise in its
manifestation, and this was the only
child. It never had much baby talk,
fortunately, and therefore its conver
sation was distinct and calm. The
words were not clipped nor jumbled.
The middle of the forehead was very
full, showing fine memory, and the

FIG. 205.—TALENT, POSITIVENESS, POWER AND PUSH.

have to be done, first or last. With
other children he is likely to be severe
and rough. He will be impatient, not
of the load and labor, but mainly of
restraint. He will be happy when he
has big things to play with and can
make plenty of noise, but his happi
ness will be of a strong and intense
type. He is a natural engineer, a

natural physician and surgeon, a

natural mechanic and a thinker and
talker.

Fig. 206. This is perhaps as

sharply a defined contrast to the pre

ceding as could be found in a year's

forehead as a whole was well bal
anced, although the perceptive and
historic faculties were the stronger.

But what an amiable face! How
little of severity and acrimony it con
tains! The signs of vitality, digest
ion and breathing power, shown in
the fullness of the cheek, were mani
festations of harmony of constitution
as well as health. She would sit at
the table with adults and eat in silence,
and when she wanted anything she
would ask for it patiently and politely
and in becoming tones. She did not
whine nor screech, nor scold nor mani
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fest petulance. She seemed to sup
pose that whatever was right and
proper she would have in good time,
and she behaved at the table like a

little woman. It was owing to two
facts: First, a harmonious and healthy
constitution, and, second, a consistent

FIG. 206.—CALMNESS, HEALTH AND
TALENT.

and wise method of treatment.
Those who had her to deal with did
not snap at or insult her. This child
would play by the hour with such
things as she had and seem to be as
earnest and full of interest as these
noisy ones are who are loaded with
all the new playthings. I never saw
a more equable child, and one would
have to look a long time to find one
who was more intelligent and more
ripe in judgment for the age. She
had perfect health and was robust
and hearty in her efforts, had zeal for
enjoyment, but was orderly; was not
one of the puny, tender, angelic sort;
was wonderfully human and especially
humane, consistent and decent. A
person could bring up three or four
of such children as this with less fric
tion, worriment, struggle and labor
than would be required to manage
one like Fig. 205, and there would be
as much talent and character, only
not so imperious, hasty and rampant.

Fig. 207 is taken of a child two

and a half years old and it has a

re kably well balanced face and

hem: ,
~74

Health and harmony of organiza
tion are written all over the expres
sion. The element of nutrition ‘is
abundantly indicated; the growth
harmonious and abundant. The mid
dle of the forehead is very promi
nent, indicating an excellent memory.

The upper part of the forehead is
massive, showing reasoning power
and ability to understand the lessons
of life, in school and out of school.
She has a brilliant but calm eye; it
is soft and gracious. The top-head is
well rounded, showing strong moral
sentiments, and Faith that believes
and confides. She has large Consci
entiousness and Firmness. There is
a steady and uniform drift of life,
feeling and purpose. She will be a

fine scholar and a leader among those
who are good, amiable and gracious.

The organs in the side-head are

strong enough to give prudence, pol
icy, economy and force of character,
but there is not an element about her
that is rough, impetuous or imperious.

FlG. 207.—AMIABLEANDIN'I'ELLIGENT.

People will consult her to know
what she would like, and, if consist
ent, adapt themselves to her wishes;
and through life she will be a central
figure in the society in which she
moves, and every well-meaning per
son will be glad of her friendship and
will be anxious to please her.

Fig. 207. Here is a black-eyed,
nervous, sensitive, intense, eager, ex
citable, mature little girl. Her head
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is large for her body and for her age.
She is in a hurry to know and eager
to see and experience. She will, if
permitted, devour books and perhaps
stand at the head of her class and
wear herself out in excitability and
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it brilliant things and make a parade
to attract its attention. Its atten~

tion is too intense anyway. Some
women would raise that child .and
make it a healthy, substantial woman,
but perhaps three out of four would

FIG. zo8.—saNsi'rivE', m'rENsE, moan, EXCITABLE.

intensity of life. Careful feeding is

requisite for all children, but she
should not be fed on food that pro
duces an extra amount of heat, such
as sweets and starch in the shape of
cake or candy. Some of the late
modern preparations of food for chil
dren are supposed to be excellent,
but if children are left to the tender
mercies of people who are fond of
their children and yet not well in

formed as to physiology and hygiene,
they are so trained and fed as to se

cure early their passports to a

brighter life.
A nurse for such a child as this

should be plump, calm, patient and

kindly. She should never be in a

hurry, never tease the child or show

handle it so as to break its health
and nervous system and culminate its
life inside of seven years. The child
has large Caution, and should not be
told frightful stories or threatened
with dangerous results. It is likely
to be precocious, nervous, scholarly
high-tempered, eager, ambitious,
witty, brilliant, honest, firm and im
petuous.

I heard a woman,within six months,
who was riding on the ferryboat, say
to her little child, less than two years
old, “Hush up, or I will throw you
overboard." Threats should be re
strained. Nothing should be prom
ised or threatened to any child that

is not reasonable and right to be ful
filled.

1
|
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CHILDREN AND THE LAW IN
ENGLAND.

N a recent book published by Miss
Tuckwell, of England, entitled

‘ ‘The State and Its Children," the
writer speaks of an improved relation
in the juvenile classes as concerns in
formation of the law, and their man

agement by general society. Now
a-days fewer children are sent to
prison.

Reformatoriesand industrial schools
are built to receive youthful criminals
and those charged with an offence
punishable by imprisonment, but not
previously convicted of felony. A
young person may not be sent to a

reformatory under the age of sixteen,
and must have undergone previously
more than ten days’ imprisonment in

jail. Children sent to industrial
schools must be under twelve and
guilty of some offence; or children
up to the age of fourteen, for whom
the State should make provision.
Such children must have parents un

dergoing a term of imprisonment, or
be found unmanageable in the work
house, or require to be removed from
the company of thieves or prostitutes,
or be truants in whose neighborhood
exists no truant school. Miss Tuck
well finds that the parents of these

young wards of the State are mostly
worthless and egregiously selfish per
sons, allowed, by the immense re

spect England still retains for pa
rental rights, to interfere constantly
in arrangements made for the benefit
of their children. They readily
abondon them when helpless, and
with audacity claim them as soon as

they have become, or are on the
point of becoming, wage-earners.
English colonies, like England her
self, have tried the barrack system
for children, only to discard it be
cause of its wretched results in

physical depression and disease, in
mental and moral apathy. Like sev
eral of our own States, South Aus
tralia will not permit parents to
interfere with the welfare of children
over whom the Government has been

compelled to assume control. It is
strange to find that English mine
regulations permit a boy between
twelve and thirteen to work for fifty
four hours per week in the mine.
Working aboveground such boys
would be allowed to work only half
time. Miss Tuckwell very reason
ably desires as a practical reform that
no children under fifteen years of age
should be permitted to work, and
that the standard of exemption
should be fixed by law and not left
to the often unenlightened views of
local authorities.

O

AIMS AND STATUS OF CHILD
STUDY.

EFORE a man begins to build
houses he ought to learn some

thing of the builder's trade. Before
a mother attempts to develop the
mental and bodily powers of her
child she should know something of
the laws of life in the child. Before a
professional teacher can enter on his
duties with a clear conscience he
should have a fair knowledge of the
physiology and psychology of child
life. Where can parents, teachers,
and all who are interested in educa
tion‘ obtain this knowledge? For
physiology and bodily hygiene this
knowledge exists; to a considerable
extent it has been prepared in popu
lar form for convenient use. For psy
chology the case is different. The
facts have not even been collected
into systematic form. We hail, how
ever, with enthusiasm the promising
and fruitful science of child-study
that has developed within the last
twenty years. We mean by child
study the observation and measure
ment of children in their constitutions,
functions and activities. The science
includes the study of body and mind;
the two cannot be separated except
in an artificial manner.

The purposes of child-study are,
first, psychological; second, statisti
cal; third, personal. The psychologi
cal purpose is the fundamental one. If
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our system of education is ever to be
anything more than blundering guess
work, we ought to know just what
and how much the average child is
able to do at each age. We must
know the laws of growth, not only of
the body, but also of the mind. Ex
periments and measurements should
be taken to determine the amount
and kind of work for each school
grade. For example, tests on mem
ory should be made to determine how
the average ability of children in
creases as they grow older. Tests on
fatigue for different kinds of work
should be made to let us know
how much the average child or the
weakest child can stand at each
age.

Such mental measurements are im
portant, not only as safeguards for
the child himself, but also to deter
mine the average mental growth at
various periods. They will conse
quently aid in adjusting the work so
that the greater amount falls at an
age when the child is in the best con
dition to bear it

,

and so that the
work may be lessened at the times
when he needs to reserve his strength
for growing in other directions. The
various portions of the body and the
various mental abilities develop at
different times and with different
rapidities. It is of fundamental im

portance to know just when to begin

a new kind of study or a heavier kind
of bodily exercise.

The statistical purpose is equally
important. The psychological pur
pose is to determine the general laws
of growth and function without re
gard to particular persons and places;
the statistical purpose is to gather in
formation as to the condition of chil
dren of different nations, in different
climates, under different training,
etc. European children differ from
American children, those of Ken
tucky from those of New England,
city children from country children,
those of a badly ventilated school

from those of. a healthy one. Sys
tematic records of a class compared
with similar observations on large
numbers of children of the same age
show their relative ability. '

The personal purpose can be said
to be twofold. In the first place we
must be able to detect by appropri
ate observations and measurements
the defects that render a child unfit
for school work. Professor Ufer, in

visiting German schools, found a large
number of children that were really
of unsound mind, or that were in
such a condition of mental weakness
that a continuance of school work
was sure to bring on some form of
insanity. Much of our kindergarten
work is fatal to good eyesight; it is

an educational crime to allow young
children to do perforating or head

stringing. Systematic tests of the

eyes would long ago have made this
apparent to every one, and would
have saved thousands of cases of
myopia.

There are in every city hundreds
of cases of lopsided growth or stunt
ed chest capacity, hundreds of cases

of ruined memories and misdirected
wills, all of which might have been

detected in time by periodic, careful
tests and measurements. First and

foremost, then, we ought to make
sure by child-study that the children
are in proper condition for school
work. It is evident that the only
security against the development of
mental and bodily disease and de

formity, and against the maltreat
ment of children who are really sick
or weak while the fact is not known
to the teacher or parent, lies in a

periodic system of testing. Another
view of the personal‘ purpose is allied
to the previous one, but enters into
a much finer question. Instead of
asking, “Is the child fit for school
work at all?” we ask, “Is the child
fit for the work about to be given

him?"—-Pr0f. E. IV. Scrzjfilure, in
tile Eduralional Review for 0:106”.



A CHAT 0N HAIR CULTURE.

T is curious to note in assemblies
of people at church, concerts,

balls, and public meetings what a

large proportion of young gentlemen
have a very thin covering of hair on
their heads, or are partially bald,
notwithstanding the numerous adver
tisements for preparations to prevent
loss of hair. It is also known that
many young ladies have very little
hair growing on their heads, while
the increasing number of ladies and

gentlemen in early life whose heads
are sprinkled with white hair is quite
startling, although advertisements
abound announcing “No more bald
heads." “No more gray hairs.” To
many sensitive persons these condi
tions of the head cause anxiety and
determination to “try" something of
which they have heard or read by
which they hope to gain a good head
of hair. But how difficult to choose
without an intelligent knowledge of
what a hair is!

The revelations of the microscope
have dispelled the popular idea that
“a hair is a hollow tube," consisting
of a root, shaft and point, receiving
perpetual fluid nourishment from the

body, which fallacy led to cutting or
shaving the hair off the head of any
one in delicate health. Likewise,
when the hair was cut, the points
were singed lest the fluid should ooze
out and be wasted. Now, a root is
that portion of a plant which descends
into and fixes itself in the earth to
draw out nourishment for the plant.
But a hair has no part of its structure
which either descends or draws nour
ishment for itself. The thickened
bulbous end of a hair, which may be

perceived on one pulled out of the skin,

looks like a root, but it is only the
newly formed part of the hair, imma
ture, sometimes flaccid, and shaped
by the lower part of the follicle or
sheath in which it is formed, ready to
be pushed upward into the narrower
part of the follicle and molded into
the shape and thickness it will retain.
The microscope shows that the skin
has three layers—the outermost, call
ed the scarf skin, cuticle, or epider
mis—the second layer called the rete
mucosum, or rete malpighi, and the
third layer called the cutis vera (true
skin), or derma. When the skin is
first formed, minute depressions are
made in these three layers, which are
named sacs or follicles, and it is in
these tiny follicles that the manu
facture of hair commences, by the
depressed skin absorbing from the
blood vessels and oil glands a supply
of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxy
gen and sulphur, which gradually
evolve a fibrous- structure called hair,
in which can be distinguished the
outer scaly covering called epithelium,
the inner fibrous or cortical tissue,
and the central coloring matter called
medulla.

The fiber grows on an average six
inches a year, but it is quite depend
ent on the skin for quantity and qual
ity, and has no inherent power of
sustenance or capacity for remaining
where it has grown, and is so low in
the scale of organisms as not even to
be parasitic, but may best be defined
as an epidermal appendage. Since the
days of Samson and Absalom, an
abundance of hair has been synony
mous with bodily health and strength,
and vice versa. The prophet Isaiah,
foreseeing the suffering of the Jews,
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observes among other calamities,
“instead of well set hair, baldness,"
and the prophet Elisha had to endure
from the youths in Bethel the mock
ing remark, “Go up, thy bald head."

Many attribute the increase of
baldness in this generation to in
creased mentality, due to and arising
from the strain put upon all classes
from the time, when at school, their
nerves are at high tension to fulfill the
requirements of each “examination,"
until they are placed in the battle of
life as mechanics, professionals, scien
tists, traders, etc. Were this the
case we should expect to find those
who have touched the highest rounds
on the ladder of life to be the most
marked specimens of hairlessness.
But, on looking at portraits of poets,
painters, politicians, scientists, etc.,
it is evident that baldness is less fre
quent among them than among aver
age citizens.

Histoiy and science show that
whatever enfeebles the skin disturbs
the growth of the hair. Atmospheric
and other external influences, im
paired digestion, lowered vitality,
disordered nerves, infiammations,
and other internal conditions reduce
the supply of material for replenish
ing the tissues of the body, and then
nature economizes by first supplying
the most vital parts with needed
nourishment, leaving the skin im
pov'erished, which causes loss to the
epidermal appendage, and if nothing
be done to assist nature, the manu
facture of hair is lessened or sus
pended. Well, what is to be done?

The first thing some people do
when they observe their hair failing is
to wash the head and hair thoroughly
with soap and water, but, as the skin
is already lowered in vitality, and the
oil glands are insufficiently supplied
with sebum, washing with water and
soap, or other alkaline preparations,
will further empty those glands, the
water will unite with the salts con
tained in the oil and produce a chemi
cal change by which the sebum, in
stead of nourishing the hair and keep

ing the skin supple and elastic, be
comes a hard, waxen plug unable to
carry on its beneficent work; the
skin contracts, the follicles are di
minished in depth, and the 'hairs are
shed.

The best thing, therefore, to be
done, is to consult a specialist, one
who understands dermatology and
trichology, who can so diagnose each
case as to select the best preparation
for rectifying the disordered condi
tions and supplying the skin with
suitable nourishment and stimula
tion to produce satisfactory hair, be
cause organization and environment
make such a difference in individuals
that there cannot be any single po
made, oil, or wash compounded to
meet the requirements of every head
in all circumstances and emergen
cies of life. MARY ANN PARROTT.

—0.¢*
ANTl-‘I‘OXINE AND THE BACILLUS

0F DIPHTHERIA.
0 much is written and said of

anti-toxine that it is in place to
offer some remarks concerning it. In
1883 Prof. Klebs discovered, and in

1884 Prof. Loefiier succeeded in
making a culture of the microbe now
widely accepted as the chief agent in
the production of diphtheria. This
microbe may be found in the healthy
month just as many other micro
organisms that under certain condi
tions may cause trouble. Imbedded
in the tissues, bacilli considered
highly poisonous may remain alive
for a long time and cause no trouble,
but if there occurs an abrasion or
sore on the mucous membrane from
any cause, such for instance as an
inflammation from a catarrh or cold,
the bacilli may find afavorable nest
or nidus for development and then
serious consequences may follow.
Normal, healthy membrane is proof
against them, but lesions or disorders
of throat, tonsils, nose passages,
germs, palate, invite the dangerous
parasites to act, first causing local
trouble, ulceration, etc., by their
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rapid multiplication of poisonous pro
duce which may be absorbed into the

system and set up grave disease.
The Klebs-Loefller bacillus is dis

tinguished by the production of a

thick, tenacious coating, forming in
tonsil, palate, pharynx and nasal
membrane, the very character of
which serves to furnish the throat
specialist with the evidence needed
for a diagnosis of the disease.

Anti-toxine, the much heralded
treatment of diphtheriais, it seems to

us, a form of homeopathy for which
the “ regular" profession, if it gets
into the way of using it much, should
apologize to the “ regular homeo

paths." But we are inclined to think
that like “tuberculin," it will have
its little day of glory and then
‘5 drop out." Of course its use is
after the manner of vaccination,
only the diphtheritic virus is injected
after the appearance of the disease.
The culture of the bacillus is deemed
of the best quality when prepared
from the serum of horses—although
other animals are employed for the

purpose. In France the horse is pre
ferred, and, according to accounts,
much care is taken to render the pro
duct as “ pure "

as possible. The re

ports, as furnished by hospital attend
ants, appear very flattering to the
antidotal power of anti-toxine, the

mortality among children being re
duced one-half or so for a given num
ber of cases of alleged diphtheria.
We say alleged diphtheria for the
reason that we are quite sure that a

goodly proportion of cases called
diphtheria belong rather to forms of
pharyngeal ulceration, follicular ton
sillitis, croupous inflammation, etc.
These may be serious enough, but
they are not diphtheria. As a writer
has fitly said:

" The mere presence of diphtheria
bacilli is not identical with the image
of clinical diphtheria, or even a sign
of a severe process, for a developed
tissue-disturbance is the first sure sign
that the power of a poison has been
exerted on the tissue; and these

tissue-disturbances are the first index
to the severity of the disease. If
every case presenting diphtheria
bacilli is to be called diphtheria—if
the yet inactive (hypothetical) poison
is to be considered active, then, of
course, the new treatment has an ad

vantage over the old ; since it takes
to itself all the most favorable
chances of cure in the dubious cases

which most commonly prove to be

simple anginas. Every other treat
ment will show favorable results if
tried on the first day—in other words,
in cases wherein, according to our
present knowledge, diagnosis of diph
theria or simple inflammation of the
throat is impossible."

We have frequently seen cases of
throat trouble, called diphtheria by
other physicians, which yielded very
kindly to treatment, mainly local ap

plications, the severe inflammatory
indications quite disappearing in
three or four days. No doubt a

microscopical examination of sputum
or throat exudation in these cases
would have shown K-L. bacilli, strep
tococci, pneumococci and other
dangerous microbes, but on that
account a diagnosis of diphtheria or
scarlet fever, or pneumonia, etc.,
would not have been warranted un
less there were accompanying symp
toms of constitutional disturbance
that pointed to the special disorder.

We should welcome any treatm'ent
of diphtheria, tuberculosis and other
much dreaded diseases that would
positively reduce their fatality to a
low percentage. But it seems to us
that a remedy to possess positive
virtue in any special form of lesion
should claim a physiological relation.
Anti-toxine is a pathological product,
and is pathologically applied. Be
sides the nature of its use and opera
tion is not clear. Should we accept
the evidence as substantial on which
its alleged merits are founded, then
the physiology of the schools and
books by which we have been taught
is quite erroneous. When such good
observers as Virchow, Rosenbach,
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Buchner and others express their dis
belief in its merits we feel that our
own impressio‘s have some backing,
and that a more thorough trial must
be made, divested so far as practi
cable of otherinstrumentalities before
anti-toxine can be proclaimed as
curative or antidotal of true diph
theria.

As a sort of commentary on the re
marks above, and coming to notice
some days after they had been written,
it is said that Prof. Loeffier has sug
gested a new remedy for diphtheria
which appears to possess more virtue
than anti-toxine. This is simply a

preparation analogous in composition
to mixtures that have been employed
by throat specialists for many years.
It consists of alcohol, toluol (or tolu
ene, D.), and solution of perchloride
of iron. Menthol may be added to
deaden the pain caused by the appli
cation, which is made in the ordinary
way by cotton directly to the diseased
membrane, several times a day. Of
seventy-one patients treated by this
method all recovered, while of twenty
six cases treated after the second day
of attack only one died. Comparing
this experience with the 26 per cent.

mortality of anti-toxine makes the
latter appear somewhat ludicrous in
view of the noise it is making in the
world. H. S. D.

——>Ok_
I

SANITARY NOTES.—N0. 5.

MENTAL DISEASE.

HERE is no class of disease
conditions more seriously af

fecting the public health than that
classed as nervous. The individual,
the family, society and the State are

made to suffer. A sound and well
balanced mind is more to be desired
than the good health of the body.
Indeed no greater calamity can come

to any human being than insanity.
The crowded condition of our asy

lums, all over the country, and the

great expense in constructing and
maintaining them by the State is an

evidence of this widespread calamity.
It may be a question whether in

fact there are such phenomena as
mental disease. If mind is an imma
terial, separable, spiritual being, cap
able of existing after the dissolution
of the body, can this immaterial ego
become diseased? Neither physi
ology as taught in the schools, nor
biology, has fully solved the relation
of mind and body. It isa question
whether consciousness is an inherent
quality of matter manifested, as all
other qualities are by motion, or an
attribute of asupernatural, indwelling
spiritual being, not subject to sensu
ous observation, but inspiring or in
stigating all our bodily activities.
Whether mental manifestations as a

part or as a whole are concomi‘ants
of brain activities instigated by an
immaterial ego, or whether they are
the inevitable sequentials of ever
changing conditions of brain-sub
stance influenced by environment, is
undecided. Physiology cannot tell
just what the brain or body or spirit
does when a man feels, thinks or
acts in any way, nor what instigates
his activities, determines his more
ments and differentiates his capabili
ties. It has been a question in specu
lative science whether organization is
the result of mind, or whether organ
ization precedes every and all manifes
tations of mind.

That the organic and inorganic
world have reached their present con
dition through a process of evolution
is now generally accepted by scientific
men. If this hypothesis is true, it is
not philosophical to assume that mind
is a separate existence, and forms no
part of the natural world into which
it is introduced to remain only during
the life of an organism. But it would
logically follow that the organism,
both in its biological and psycholog
ical aspect, is a product of evolution;
that mind is not extra-natural nor
supernatural, but one of the manifesta~
tions of natural existence. Body
and mind then are distinguishable as
an organism and its manifestations,
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but not separable. Biology teaches
that the body is made up of an aggre
gation of cells. These cells are ar
ranged into systems as the osseous,
muscular, digestive, nervous, and so

forth, each dependantly related to
the other, and all united constitute a

single, but highly complex organism.
Each of these systems has its specific
function in the animal economy.

Mental science ascribes to the nerv
ous system, including the brain, the

functions of sensation, emotion, cons
ciousness, memory, imagination and
thought. In short, that the action of
the brain and nerves in relation to
an objective world gives rise to all
mental phenomena. This hypothesis
seems most reasonable as we observe
that the mental manifestations of the

child correspond to physical develop
ment from infancy to manhood. It
solves the problem of education, giv
ing the physical basis of culture,
showing that just in proportion as we

increase the strength, size and power
of the brain, will mental manifesta
tions have greater power and scope.
It also furnishes the key to a knowl
edge of all co-called mental diseases
that so seriously afllict mankind.

Man, in his early simple state, en

joyed a strong, robust and enduring
physical organization, and his mental
manifestations, although of a low
order, were correspondingly sound.
But since he has attained a high state

of civilization, the brain and nervous
system becoming more and more

differentiated and coFnplex, hence
more liable to become impaired in its
functions, morbid mental manifesta
tions have become more common.
The powers of resistance must keep
pace with the swift developing
changes of modern civilization, or the
various forms of mental impairment
will certainly be the result.

It may be a question whether there
are more insane persons and more
cranks now than in former times,
according to the number of the
world's inhabitants. But I think that
it will be genera‘ly admitted that

there are now more predisposing
causes to mental impairment than
formerly. First and among the most
potent of these causes is the general
use of alcoholic beverages and nar
cotics. The demon alcohol, like
a pestilence, has invaded tens of

thousands of households in every
land. Greedy and insatiable, feeding
with increasing appetite, like a fabled
dragon, upon all that is estimable in
man's nature and giving birth to all
manner of kindred but varying vices,
it is no wonder that there should be
marked and wild manifestations of
mind from a brain inflamed by
alcohol or stupefied with tobacco.

Another cause of mental disease in
our present civilization is overwork.
This is a fast age and we are a greedy
people. Our most active business
men rush along without regard to
means or consequences, straining
every fiber of brain and nerve in
pursuit of money. Our women are
worn out with the eternal rounds of
drudgery, or by giving unreasonable
devotion in their social relation to
absurd fashions, and criminal viola
tion of natural and statutory laws in
their relation of wives and mothers.
Men are deteriorating, physically and
mentally, because of the willful or
ignorant violation of hereditary laws;
children are being dwarfed or de
stroyed by thousands through the
high-pressure system of modern
schools and new-fangled notions re
specting the education of the young
of both sexes, and especially of our
girls.

Existing forms of government cause
general disorder of society in our
social customs; the weaker are com
pelled to suffer that the strong may
indulge in luxury, and thus arises a
potent cause of mental injury to all
classes. Many of our social organiza
tions are the outgrowth of erroneous
ideas respecting the natural equality
of human beings, and their rights and
duties under all circumstances, in
every relation of life.

Many persons have become un
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balanced in mind by being disap
pointed in love, loss of property or
friends, grief, jealousy or religious
fervor, or by allowing themselves to
fret over constant fear of some
imaginary impending danger.

But it is certainly true that con
stitutional conditions giving rise to
certain peculiarities in brain struct
ure by heredity, is the general cause
of mental impairment. A defective
manifestation of phenomena always
implies defect of mechanism. This
is true of all the functions of the
body, the brain included. Ana
tomical defect in bodily organs gives
weak or diseased manifestations of
their functions. So a defective brain
gives rise to the phenomena of mania,
melancholia, hallucination and de
mentia.

This large class of persons men

tally defective need that form of
medical treatment that will tend to
cure physical defects, and so estab
lish the normal play of the mental
faculties. All the conditions of
mankind are determined by heredity,
growth and environment; so, im

provement must be sought in these
directions. No miraculous inter
position of hypothetical influences
which cannot be rationally contem
plated will ever bring. health of body
and soundness of mind to mankind.

When the physician and the mental
philosopher recognize the fact that
brains—with their appendages, the
nerves—are the essential organs of
the mind, by which all mental opera
tions are conducted; that when man

or any other animal feels, perceives,
remembers, imagines, reasons, wills,
or acts in any way, it is because of
material capabilities; that there is a

relation of mental capabilities to size,
form and quality of brain structure,
and that certain mental phenomena
are associated with certain areas of
brain substance, they can easily ac

count for the peculiar expressions of

idiocy, imbecility, mania, melan

cholia and dementia as being caused

by arrest of cerebral development,
and various modifications of brain
activities by environment. Prevent
ive and remedial appliances will then
be established on the basis of bio
logical science, and this imperfect
class will gradually but surely be
lifted into a new and better life, and
be freed from the real evils and
shadows that now afflict them.

A. G. HUMPHREY, M.D.

__>.<—_-
TO STOP HICCOUGH.

WRITER who does not append
his name advises a very simple

method for the relief of hiccough.
He says:

You hear of numerous cures for
hiccoughs, such as holding your
fingers in your ears and having some
one to give you a drink of water,
holding one’s breath for a period,
etc., but I doubt if any will stand the
test as well as a practical cure, which
for twenty years has never failed me
once in all the hundreds of cases I
have tried it. It may seem so ridic~
ulous that many will not think it
worth while to try; it may be, never
theless, a sure cure.

All you have to do is to lie down,
stretch your head back as far as pos
sible, open your mouth widely, then
hold two fingers above the head, well
back, so that you have to strain the

eyes to see them, gaze intently upon
them and take long full breaths. In
a short time you will be relieved of
that troublesome hiccough. I have
tried the cure on all sorts of cases,
from the simple form to the chronic,
and it works well with all. Iremem
ber it was given to a man on the way
to New York to consult a specialist on
his case—one of six months’ stand
ing—and it cured him in a few
minutes. He turned around and
said, “ What do you charge for
that? “Nothing," was the reply,
“ except that you publish it to
sufferers."



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

The Missing Link.—The note by

Dr. D. G. Brinton in Seizure, January to,

concerning the discovery of the Missing
Link in the Island of Java, has attracted

considerable attention. It appears that a

few fragments of bones have been dis’
covered, and a German professor hastaken
these to represent a new species called
Anthropopithecus Erectus. There is, how
ever, in the magazine called Illillller/ungm
(fer Anl/rmpo/ngz'u/zen Gne/Lrr/mfl in H’ien,

for July, 1894, an article upon the finding
of askull in Lobositz, Germany, which has

all the characteristics of the Neanderthal
skull, and which would be, if it were not cer

tain circumstances pronounced as belong
ing to a very low order of man, perhaps as

low as this one which has been discovered

in Java. This skull, however, was asso

ciated with pottery vessels of an artistic
shape, highly ornamented and with many
other Neolithic relics such as serpentin
axes, perforated for handles polished stone

fleshers. The discovery of the Man of Spy
in the south of Europe, near Mentone, a

few years ago, in a cave, was at the time

used as a proof that the missing link had

been found. The evidence, however, seems

to conflict. One find is pronounced Paleo
lithic, and of a low grade. Another skull
resembling these is pronounced Neolithic
and belonging to a high stage of art.

Candid men will hold their judgment in

suspense; for no single discovery, however
much it may be advertised and labeled

with the word "Eureka," can be used as

a proof that the “ Missing Link" has

really been found. STEPHEN D. FEET.

The Aboriginal Dialects 0t
Amerlea.—Dr. Franz Boas has recently
published an extensive vocabulary of the

Cumberland dialect of Eskimo, collected in

1883 and 1884 by the author on his fourteen
month travel in Bafiin Land. This dialect
is spoken on Cumberland Sound and on

the western coast of Baffin Bay; it approxi
mates more closely to the language of
Labrador than to that of Greenland, and

the same may be said of the customs and

manners of the tribes inhabiting these

lonesome tracts of country. The defini
tions are German, and the title is, “ Der
Eskimo Dialect des Cumberland-Sundes,
von Franz Boas." First fascicle: Wien.

1894. Quarto. The work was printed by

the Anthropological Society of Vienna,and
is contained in the fourteenth volume of
the "nu series, pages 97 to 114. Many of
the terms are illustrated by parallel forms
from the Labrador (L) and Greenland (G)
dialect, and the whole amounts to over one

thousand words.-I—Follows the address be

fore the section of Anthropology at the

Brooklyn meeting of the American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, de

livered by Dr. Boas, as vice-president of
Section 11., August, 1894. The subject
is, “Human Faculty as Determined by

Race." His remarks, condensed in the

narrow compass of twenty-nine pages,

illustrate, among other things, the fact that
the intellectual faculties of the white race

differ only in degree from those of the less

favored races, and not in kind, and that
there is no reason to suppose that they are

unable to reach the level of civilization
represented by the bulk of our own people.

It should be noted in this connection that
two weighty articles of Boas’ are printed
in the “ Memoirs of the International Con
gress of Anthropology," held in Chicago,

1893 (Schulte Publishing Company): " Phy
sical Anthropology."—Amvrican Antigua
rian.

scal'pology—Physiognomy has many
sides or points of view—witness the

sources of character interpretation that
are constantly being presented to the

readers of current literature. Now, for
instance, we are introduced to a new
field of study. "A Swiss savant, Dr.
Garré, jealous of the success of palmistry,
has invented a new science, which he calls
scarpology, by which he is able to decipher
the character of people by a study of their
old boots! it was a fact of early observa
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tion with him that every pair of old boots

bore the impress of the wearer. Dr.
Garré's first care was to procure from each

of his friends and relatives one or more

pairs of old boots. Gradually he amassed

the finest collection of rluzunurer ever
known. They were all neatly catalogued,
and in most cases some particulars of the

character of the original owner were known
to the collector. When his shelves were

quite full the doctor set to work to classify
his acquisitions. By arguing from the

known to the unknown; by comparing, de

ducing and contrasting, he at last though!
himself able to lay down the broad outlines
of a science—to determine whether the

wearer of a particular pair of boots had

climbed the steep and thorny way to

Heaven, or whether, recking not his own
rede, he had trodden the primrose path of

dalliance. He has called his new science

Scarpology. possibly from the Italian word
Scarpaccia, an old shoe, the diminutive of

Scarpa. He claims for it that it is quite
as ' exact ' as phrenology or chiromancy."
—A ll the Year Round.

Arctic Exploration in 1804 a
FalIIIl‘e-—The most enthusiastic advo
cate of Arctic exploration will concede that

the record of the past year has been an un

fortunate one. With Mr. Peary, upon
whom such promise of success was placed,

baflied in the line of his own matured
plans; with Mr. Wellman's |vessel crushed
in true Northern fashion by the ice of the

Spitzbergen Sea; the "Miranda," of the

Cook party, abandoned in Davis's Strait;
and the "Falcon," the vessel of the suc

cessful Peary Auxiliary Expedition, in all
probability at the bottom of the sea, the

year closes with comparatively little to add

to its storehouse of knowledge concerning
the realms of snow and ice. Two expedi
tions are yet to be heard from, those of
Nansen and _lackson, and possibly they
may retrieve the fortunes of discovery; but
for the present the one consoling fact, and
this a very large one, that can be drawn
from the several enterprises is that, de

spite mishap and hardship, no lives have

been sacrificed to this quest after knowl
edge. This is, indeed, a great achieve
ment in Arctic exploration, and marks an

important step in the progress of the meth

ods that are used for the accomplishment
of this special kind of work. For one

piece of work geographers will at least be

thankful to Mr. Peary—the survey of the

inner contours of Melville Bay by one of
his associates, Mr. Eivind Astrup, the

young Norwegian who made the traverse
of Northern Greenland with Mr. Peary in

1892. Noreport of this exploration has yet

been made, but doubtless it will appear
before long. Incidental to the main work
of the expedition was the search. near

Cape York, of the so-called " Iron Moun
tains," from which the natives obtained
the material for the construction of their
metal saw-knives. Ever since Sir john
Ross, in 1818, first called attention to these

singular weapons, fashioned bya people

who were supposed to be entirely ignorant
of the art of working metal, and who only
mysteriously hinted at the locality whence

they obtained their substance, and at the

special method which they employed in its
modeling, much curiosity has existed
among scientific men regarding the region
in question, and several efforts have been

made to locate the find. Mr. Peary now
solves the mystery of the “Iron Mour
tains "

by discovering that they are a num

ber of great blocks of meteoric (telluric ?)
stone, probably not very different from the

famous Ovifak iron of Disko. The largest
of these has been secured by the expedi

tion, and is said to weigh, by approximate
determination, two tons or more—New
Science Review.

The Babylonian Expedition
which was sent out by the University of
Pennsylvania under Dr. Peters and Prof.
Hilprecht has been successful beyond all
expectations. The report was sent by the

United States Minister at Constantinople
to the Secretary of State that Prof. Hil
precht had reached that city with several
tons of material which had been exhumed
from the mound at Niffer; and that the dis
coveries which had been made surpassed
those of Layard, Rawlinson and Hormuzd
Rassam; that the articles were likely to
revolutionize history and carrythe dates
back at least ten centuries before Christ.
Prof. Hilprecht has been engaged for sev
eral weeks in deciphering the inscriptions
and studying the symbols. Heis expected
back at Philadelphia very soon—Amer
r'ran Antiquarian.
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EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EniToR.

NEW YORK, MARCH, 1895.

A PII ILOSOPIIICAL CRIMINAL.

IN

the New York Sun of December

6 there was a letter from a

convicted criminal then in the city

prison, which we regard as an exceed

ingly interesting and in some respects

a remarkable production. Itis pecul

iarly noteworthy to find an expres

sion of what we might term the most

advanced phrenological philosophy

coming from such a source, and we

therefore publish the letter in the

hope that it will not only prove ac

ceptable to our readers, but that it

may be the means of more widely ex

tending a knowledge of certain fun

damental principles which must be

recognized by the public at large be

fore there can be any great good ac

complished in the way of moral

reform. The letter is as follows:

To l/zz Edz'lor of 111: Sun :

SIR: I am a young man, 28 years
of age, detained in the Tombs on a

charge of felony, and aboutto be sen

tenced to State prison fora long term

of years. The Judge, in pronouncing
sentence, will make the “ punishment

fit the crime." “ An eye for an eye."
In a word, retribution!

I was born of criminal parents. My
paternal grandfather was a defaulter
and a felon. A paternal aunt was a

felon. My father, to my personal
knowledge, was a libertine and a

criminal. By heredity I was a thief.
My early environment and educa

tion also lacked the safeguards which
are thrown about ordinary children.

I was reared in a gambling, licentious,
and a thieving atmosphere.

When I became old enough to ex
ercise the “free will" that is supposed
to have been within me, the abnormal
impulses and desires inherited and
otherwise inculcated overcame my
will and I became a criminal, i.c.,
broke an arbitrary rule of society.
But not without the aid of society,
which placed around me the means to
gratify those inherited and acquired
passions, desires and cravings, in the
shape of race tracks, gambling hells
and the like.

Having fallen, society hauls up
before it the “culprit" (myself) to
receive at its hands what it pleases to
term “just punishment

"

What right has society to punish
me ?
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‘creasing

Did I make myself? Was I cou
sulted as to what traits I would like
to inherit, what desires, what ten
dencies ? Did I have any control of
my early environment, education and

bringing up? Is it not safe to as
sume that, had I been'consulted in
the matter, I should have ordered
myself born as free from taint, as
clean and unsullied, as the Nazarene;
and further, that I should have dic
tated my surroundings in early youth
to be such as would build up within
me a character that neither iron nor
fire could move to crime?

Iam suffering under the outrage of
having been born, bred and reared a
criminal against my will, with the
tacit permission of society at first and
with its direct assistance later, and
what does society propose to do in
the premises? It completes the out
rage by decreeing that I be associated
fora long term of years with other
criminals, mostly older and more
habituated to crime, many incorrigi
ble; in other words, that the germ
already within me shall be fed and

strengthened.
Blind retribution !

Punishment will be measured by
the deed. The crime will dictate the

punishment; the “culprit " will not
be considered.

Is that justice P

Is it even utility ?
“ Protection for society against the

depredations of the malefactor," some

will answer. Fiddlesticks !

Does society protect itself by in

the number of criminal
parents ? Sending the culprit to State

prison for a term of years, to live in a

criminal atmosphere, to be further
corrupted by criminal associations,
and then to turn out this culprit, a

post-graduate in crime, a more dan

gerous criminal, to breed other crim
inals, may protect society temporar
ily from his depredations, but it in

creases manifold the criminal popula
tion and suffers innumerable times
more than it would by instantly
releasing him.

Again, recently I heard Judge
Cowing in sentencing a very young
man admit that from personal investi
gation he felt convinced that if re
leased the prisoner would never com
mit crime again, but that he (the
Judge) felt constrained to make an

example of him, and forthwith sen
tenced him to very nearly the max~

imum limit allowed by law.
By what right has society the power

to compel one man to suffer for the

good of others P

Has the individual no rights P

Would the Judge who pronounced
that sentence be willing to suffer such

pain for the good of his fellowmen?
And since when have even a majority
of the people, as represented by
their arbitrary laws,a right to declare
that this or that free-born individual
shall become a second Jesus of Naza
reth ?

But to return to the main question.
Have I nota right to demand that
society, having permitted me to be
born, bred, and reared a criminal,
shall treat me at least with as much
consideration as it would a born
idiot, lunatic, or syphilitic ? Ought it
not to consider me asamoral invalid P

Instead of proportioning its sentence
to my crime, as it would “measure
cloth by a yard stick,” should it not
measure the “ treatment” by my
condition of mind, properly a-‘cer
tained by psychological experts ?

Society has been a party to my
making. It is, at least in a measure,
responsible for my crimes. Is it not
therefore its duty to attempt to erad

icate my tendencies to crime P

Aside from its duty to do so, would
it not be for society's benefit to do so P

Why not erect a hospital for ihe
care and cure of “moral invalids,"
where the treatment will be correct
ive, not retributive; where professors
in psychology, criminology, criminal
anthropology, and penology will take
the place of wardens and keepers;
where the sentences will be "to by
detained until cured,” instead of “an
eye for an eye ;" where the rule in
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clinics, not to mix measle with small
pox patients, nor those afliicted with
simple fever with those of typhoid
fever, would be so applied and con
strued as to separate men young in
crime from the contamination of
those older in crime ?

What say you ?

CRIMINALIS.

CITY PRISON, NEW YoRx,Dec.3, 1894.

It is evident that the author of this

letter isa man of unusual intelligence.
In our reading of the literature per

.taining to social problems we have

rarely seen a more concise or truth

ful statement of the two principal
facts to be considered in this con

nection; namely, that the criminal

owes his existence and vicious char

actcr chiefly to the social system of

which he is a product, and that he

should be treated by his producer,
that is to say, society, as an invalid,
a lunatic, an idiot or any other un

fortunate person whose delinquencies
are not the manifestation of the so

called “free will." It is not enough
to say that the criminal has Maren to
be a violator of the social conven

tions. There are causes for effects

in the realm of mind which ought to
be considered quite as much as the

causes in the domain of matter. A
man can no more adopt a criminal

career without being impelled thereto

by sufficient causes than a rainfall or
a snowstorm can occur without certain

definite preexisting conditions. To
dispute this proposition is simply to

deny that all effects must have

causes, which we presume no one

in this intelligent-age will undertake
to do.

The reason so many people dis

regard the causes of criminality is be

cause they are unaccustomed to

observe the marvelous differences
which exist in brain-formation and

temperamental conditions. Or, if
these differences are observed, they
are not recognized as bearing a causal
relation to the variations in character
manifestation which take place on

every hand. The real problem for us

to consider is the improvement of the

human race. If we reflect for a few

moments upon the matter it will be

clear that the best way to reduce

criminality is to cease producing
criminals; and that the first step in

restricting the production of crimi
nals must be to consider the condi
tions which give them birth. Then
in the case of the depraved indi
viduals already born, we should study
the means by which they may be im

proved. Certainly, as the writer of
this letter says, there is nothing
adapted to develop the moral nature
of the criminal in simply locking him

up with a herd of vicious wretches,
most of whom are probably worse
than himself. What the criminal
does need is a specified diagnosis of
his own psycho-physiological condi
tion, to be determined by a board of
experts appointed for that purpose
by the government, and followed by
the application of such treatment or
the establishment of such influences
as are needed in his particular case.

It may be objected to this idea
that such a course would be expens

ive; but, admitting that it would
involve the expenditure of time,
effort, money and skill, it is

,

never
theless, the duty of society thus to
care for its morally deformed chil

dren. In any respectable, intelligent

private family, if a child is born witl1~

out the sense of sight. or with such
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imperfect limbs as to render it incap
able of walking, the unfortunate

creature is constantly treated with

the utmost tenderness and solicitude.

Such a child is pitied and protected;

but if another child is born with good

eyes and a healthy body, yet with an

ill-conditioned brain which leads him

in after years to stumble and fall upon

the path of duty, he is pounced upon

and not only imprisoned, but treated

during his incarceration as an enemy

who deserves no quarter. Why should

he not also be treated as a victim of

misfortune? Many will reply that

for the protection of society he must

be flogged, humiliated, degraded and

deprived of all opportunity of com

munion with his more normal fellows.

To this we have only to say that the

question is not one of making a bed

of rosesfor the criminal instead of the

whipping-post. ‘It is simplya matter

of method. There should be educa

tional tomequence: of crime instead of

punishment; and these consequences

would, if rightly administered, prove

more deterrent than the old system

of animal punishment. To the aver

age criminal the prospect of compul

sory subjection to refining and moral

izing influences would not be inviting,

or likely to encourage him in further

wrong-doing, because in his depraved

condition he regards the atmosphere

of virtue with extreme repugnance.

Such an outlook would really frighten

him more than the opportunity to be

simply locked up with companions of

his own kind, although he would be

compelled to perceive that the pur

pose of an intelligent moral disciplin

ary course could be intended only for

his advantage. Where is there a

rude, bad boy who would not prefer

confinement in a room with a gang of

his mischievous playmates, in prefer

ence to completeisolation from those

of his own class, where he would be

compelled to read nothing but the

best books and hear only the most re

fining conversation ?

It is simply a question of a hu

mane method as opposed to the

inhumane. It is a choice between a

method of intelligence and a method

of ignorance. No philosopher has

appreciated this problem and its true

solution more thoroughly than George

Combe, and we recommend a perusal
of his “Constitution of Man" to those

who wish to follow the subject fur

ther. What the criminal needs is

treatment in the light of phrenolog
ical science. The old systems of

mental philosophy are wholly inade

quate, and the psychology of the

modern schools is equally valueless.

Phrenology is the only science that

points out with accuracy the specific

elements of character which are too

strong or too weak in the individual,

and hence no intelligent study of the

criminal class is possible without the

aid afforded by the great discoveries

of Gall.

__->.a___.
AN EXT RAORDINARY WEDDING.

HERE always has been, and

doubtless always will be, to

youthful minds at least, a singular

fascination in the thought of a high

sounding title, an ancient family, a

medieval castle, and the possession

of boundless wea‘th. Some of the

splendors of the approaching mar

riage of Miss Anna Gould to the

young Count de Castellane are almost

sufficient to rival in interest the
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adventures of Aladdin. The bride

groom-elect belongs to one of the

oldest and most exclusive circles of

the French nobility, while Miss

Gould, in addition to being a young

lady of refined tastes and domestic

virtues, is the heiress to a fortune of

fifteen million dollars. It is pleasing

to know that authentic journals in

Paris speak of the young Count’s

character in the highest terms. He

is described as so refined as to be al

most effeminate. He never gambles

at any of the races or at any of the

MISS ANNA GOULD.

questionable resorts in Paris, and,

unlike most young noblemen of

Europe, his name has never been as

sociated with any scandalous affair

with the opposite sex. On the con

trary, he is interested only in the

most creditable sports to which gen

tlemen of leisure are likely to give

their time. 5’

However, there are a few phreno

logical points in the case which will

be of special interest to our readers,

as this union is said to be based upon

genuine affection on both sides. We

present portraits of the couple, copied

from the A7010 York W'orld, which,

from our point of view, corroborate

the story that this is a love match.

It will be observed that the lady is a

brunette and the gentleman a blond.

Miss Gould evidently inherits a posi

tive temperament from her phenome

nally positive father, so thatit would

be very essential that her husband

should be comparatively negative.
Her forehead being relatively narrow,

it is well adapted to the expansive

COUNT DE CASTELLAN E.

forehead of the Count. The narrow

ness of her forehead also indicates

that her fiber is of that compact and

firm quality which belongs to the

bilious temperament, while the ex

ceptional height and breadth of the

gentleman's forehead indicate the

nervous‘sanguine. This is just as it

should be, with the exception, pos

sibly, that there ought to be on one

side or the other, a larger endow

ment of the nutritive system.

The Count is reputed to have a
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very amiable disposition and a lively,

vivacious manner. He is also, ac

cordingto the accounts of his friends,

an agreeable and entertaining host.

His head and lower face, as shown in

the portrait, agree perfectly with the

reports as to his character and re

fined tastes. All his brilliant and

emotional qualities complement the

quiet, steady and rather undemonstra

ti've disposition of Miss Gould.

We certainly hope that in all minor

questions this couple are equally well

adapted, and that their happiness and

usefulness may prove commensurate

with their remarkable opportunities.
~—§.4—

PSYCHICAL PERIODICALS.

IN
our recent editorials we have

referred to the increasing litera

ture in the department of occultism

and psychical research. We have

been reading the January number of

Borderland, a Quarlerly Review and

Index, which is now in the second

volume, and as it is filled with ac

counts of such startling events in the

realms of mysticism, with many inter

esting pages devoted to character

reading by cheirognomy, graphology,

astrology and even phrenology and

physiognomy, we feel that it is deserv

ing of a special notice in our columns.

We believe that Mr. W. T. Stead is

still the editor, as he was announced

as the editor when the magazine was

started; and, as many of our readers

will remember his strong indorsement

of phrenology, which we copied some

time ago from the London P/zrmo

logz'cal Magazine, they will no doubt

be interested to hear something fur

ther from him on the subject in a

periodical of his own.

We who have so much confidence

in phrenology are naturally inspired
with confidence in an editor who evi

dently appreciates the great truth we

teach. Indeed we cannot help feel

ing that a knowledge of phrenology
is almost an indispensable equipment
for one who undertakes to study any

department of psychology. Among

the special features in this numberare

articles on “The New Witchcraft,”
“ Recent Exposures in Theosophy

and Spiritualism," “Some Haunted

Houses," “ Second Sight in the

Highlands," “Character Reading,"
etc.

We have also just read with interest

the first number of an entirely new

periodical devoted to these subjects,
called TIn Metaphysical Magazine,
edited by Leander Edmund Whipple

and J. Emery McLean. It is to be

issued monthly in this city, and if it

continues to present as interesting

matter as is contained in the initial

copy, it will no doubt become a very

influential vehicle for the enlighten

ment of the people regarding the mys

teries of the human mind. With such

contributors as the distinguished

scientist and philosopher, Prof. Elliott
Genes, of the Smithsonian Institute,

at Washington, Dr. Alexander Wilder,

Alice D. Le Plongeon, and others,

the new magazine cannot fail to

attract attention at once, and we wish

the editors the highest success.

-—_»o¢——
PRIVATE EVENING CLASSES IN

PHRENOLOGY.

UITE a number of persons have

applied tos'the editor of THE

JOURNAL for private instruction in

practical phrenology, and arrange
ments are now being made to form a

class which will probably meet once
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a week at the hall of the Institute in

our building. It is also expected to

arrange a course of more popular lec

tures which will be better adapted

for beginners. The advanced class

will be composed in part of graduates

of the Institute who wish to continue

the study by hearing former instruc

tions repeated, and also in part of

other persons who have already de

voted considerable time to the sub

ject without the aid of any special

teacher. It is hoped that in this way

courses of lectures can be delivered

to answer the needs of those who

wish to prepare for the Institute in

the fall, and also to impart the

essentials of the science to persons

who, on account of pressing business

during the day, would be unable to

give two months in the fall to the

regular Institute course.

These lectures will be illustrated

by busts, casts, skulls, drawings,

photographs and especially by living

subjects, and can scarcely fail to

prove entertaining as well as of great

educational value to the students.

Each course will extend over probably

fifteen or twenty weeks, and the terms

will be made reasonable to suit the

times. All who are interested in the

matter and desirous of further infor

mation are invited to call on the

editor between one and four o'clock

any afternoon. To those who cannot

conveniently call, particulars will be

communicated by mail.

-———->0-<————

EXPERIMEN'I‘S [N COMPARATIVE
PHRENOLOGY.

OHN MCDONALD, EsQ., who

is now studying medicine in the

Trinity Medical School, at Toronto,

writes us a very interesting letter.

He has been making a series of ex

periments on the brains of animals,

especially cats and dogs. From these

examinations he has satisfied himself
that there is an absolute zorrelalz'on be

tween the phrenological contours and

the known characteristics of these

animals. His examinations corrob
orated those of Gall and Spurzheim,
and showed the most developed part
of the frontal lobes in these brains to
be the lower convolutions, agreeing
with the following faculties phreno

logically :

1. Memory for place.

2. Memory for form, outline, shape.

3. Power to judge distance, bal

ance, etc.

4. Memory for past pleasures, sor

rows, etc.

5. Power of specific observation.
We are glad to encourage Mr. Mc

Donald in his work in this direction.

Phrenologists, as a rule, are very busy
people and have little time for study
ing the subject from the anatomical
point of view, yet this is just what we

need at this time.

The scientific world is evidently on

the eve of a reaction from the purely
physiological method of investigating
brain centers. The physiologists, in
their efforts to disprove phrenology,
have made the entire brain merely a

collection of motor renters, presiding
over the different muscles of the body,
thus implying that the brain is no

longer the organ of the mind. The
fallacy of this position in which they
are placed is becoming evident to the
experimenters themselves as well as

to the scientific world in general.
It is perfectly evident that the

brain is essentially the organ of the
mind, and that there are pryrln'r
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centers in its cortex as well as motor

centers. It is easy for the physiolo

gist to demonstrate the latter, as

stimulation of a motor center pro
duces a spasm of the muscle over

which it presides. The psychic, or

intellectual, centers can only be dem

onstrated by the collection of a differ

ent class of data, of which those fur

nished by the phrenological method

are by far the most important and

conclusive.
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Neavous TEMPERAMENT.—C. V.—Ques
tion: What are the special inclinations of
a person who has that fine, transparent,
pearly skin which is usually associated with
pale brown hair and light eyes.

Axswnm—If you will read Jacques “On
the Temperaments," you will find the most

complete answer to your question to which
we can refer you in any one book, but we

may say that the indications you describe
are marks of the so-called “ nervous tem

perament," in which there is a dispropor
tion between the emotional nature and the

reasoning faculties. Such people are char

acterized by super-sensitiveness. Their

'

wounds and burning sores.

impressions are exaggerated, and their

sentiments. while exceedingly responsive,
are rarely stable or enduring. Intellect
ually they are distinguished for clearness,
showiness, wit, music and literary taste,

but are more than indifferent to science.

Such people feel an almost instinctive an

tagonism toward logic. The very mention
of a scientific method suggests to them a

sort of restraint and imprisonment, as it

were, which is almost offensive. They are

also remarkable for their mistakes in judg
ing human nature. They are more likely
to idealize people and to confound their
friends with their foes. Many of the most

beautiful characters in the world are to be

found among this class, but they are not

adapted to any sphere of duty requiring
technical precision.

'

EYEHROWS CL'RvEn DowN AT CORNERS.—

J. L.—The appearance of the eyebrows is

due to cranial form, and that again, phren
ologically,is due to brain development, the

form of the convolution‘of the frontal lobe,
and to the character of the orbitar ridge.
When the second frontal convolution is

relatively large at its lower margin it

usually presents a rounded fullness that is

shown externally by arching eyebrows.
It would be said then that the organs of
color and order are large. A good thinker
may have such eyelzrows because such a

development is altogether consistent with
that good developmentof the upper organs
of the forehead which is necessary to

rational thinking.

BLOOD Porsosmm—W. A.—-Septic:cmia
or blood poisoning is due to the absorption
of efi'ete substance, disease products,
purulent matter, from the intestines,

It may arise
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from breathing poisonous gas and con

tagious disease. It is a disease affecting
the whole organization accompanied with
fever, chills, exhausting sweats and great

debility. In the treatment antifebriles are

deemed necessary, steam baths, irrigations,
nutritious diet, careful stimulation, etc.,

etc., according to the condition of patient
and such complications as may arise.

Noss TROUBLE.~—-J. W.—It would be quite
impossible to say from your description
what the affection is that torments you. It
may be a form of dry catarrh, r/n'm'li: :imz,
as it is called in the books. This is a prob

ability because of the failure of smell. The
sensation of something in the nose may be

due to loose secretions that have dried
upon the membrane and are loosely adher
ent to it, or there may be polypi, soft tumor
like growths in the nose that obstruct
breathing and by filling up the cavities
have interfered seriously with the smelling
sense. The treatment of course must de

pend upon the nature of the trouble. If
there are growths they should be removed.
If the membrane is dry and thin it should be

treated with proper application to stimulate
its function. It is quiet likely that intelli
gent treatment would afford you much re

lief.

FRuI'r AT NlGll'l‘.—_I. O. Y.—ln the morn

ing the stomach of a person in ordinary
health is in a passive condition. The use of
fruit arouses it to action, stimulates the

peptic excretion and so promotes digestion.
As a person is more or less active during
the morning the stomach retains a degree

of activity sufficient for the purposes
of converting the midday dinner, so that
a less degree of fruit or acid juices
are adapted to its needs. For the evening
meal comparatively little food is necessary

to those who practice the good, old fashion
of dinner in the middle of the day, and if

much fruit be then taken it is likely to

prove an element of disorder, contributing
an excess of acid to the peptic contents of
stomach or intestines, or promoting fer
ment in the bowels that may be very dis

agreeable to one's nocturnal experience.
It is quite possible that the saying is of

Southern derivation, applying to people ofa
warm climate who were inclined to eat

freely of fruits at all times.
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umeforperamtal use. It is ourtriah to notice the

betterclan of book; issuing from the press, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usuallg
lupplu any of those noticed.

ANALYTICAL HARMONY: A Theory of Musical
Composition from the Com posers' Stand
point. By A. j. GOODRICH, author of
“ Complete Musical Analysis,"etc. 8vo.,

pp. 404. Published by the John Church
Company, Cincinnati, New York‘
Chicago.

An expert in music who had been told
ten years ago that the United States had

sutliciently advanced in the study and

practice of musical art to produce a writer
whose views and methods would command

respect in Europe, would have smiled in

credulously, if not sneeringly. But the

facts are that a comparatively young man

had even then so far mastered the spirit
and technique of the greatest tone masters

as to be able to interpret them successfully.
Prof. GOODRICH, by the publication of his
" Musical Analysis," at once sprang to the

front rank of teachers and exponents of the

art of melodious expression. This work
found its way into the highest circle of
musical art abroad, and soon obtained a

recognition as an authority in school and

conservatory of professional grade. The
work under notice is an advance upon
"Musical Analysis," and indicates a

stronger and wider understanding of the

relation of tones. The author is not of the

conventional, rule-bound stripe in his
treatment of the many topics covered by
the term harmony, but led by an enrnest,

persistent desire to resolve the problems
and intricacies of music composition in
a practical, inductive manner. There is

no want of the ideal in his temperament—
one can scarcely be a good musician

without that, but hisidealism is an impulse
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and inspiration, and imparts a warm color
ing to his style and illustrations. He is a

modest man \vithal. After accomplishingso
much for American music he seems con

tent to say that as a system it is but an

evolution during the centuries, and that
“the theorist has but little to do beyond

presenting the material of composition and

showing how this has been employed."
The work is richly filled with illustrative
examples from the simplest forms of com

position to those of augmented chords,

transition harmonies, dissonances, and of
the sonata minor.

The work is adapted to the use of the ad

vanced musician, the student of musical
composition, the teacher who would be

conversant with the highest range of his or
her art, and its value as a treatise of posi

tive utility to these may be said to be un

surpassed by any other work of a like
nature in print. D.

SEXUAL NEURASTHENIA. — Its Hygiene,
Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment, with
a chapter on Diet for the Nerves. By
George M. Beard, A. M., M. D. Edited
with Notes and Additions by A. D. Rock
well, A.M., M.D. Fourth Edition, with
Formulas. 12m0, pp. 194. Price,$2.75.
New York. E. B. Treat.

Dr. Beard, it is well-known in the profes

sion, was one of the first to describe neu

rasthenia and point out its peculiar relation
to the sexual organism. Since his treatise

on the subject was published there have
been many books written with a bearing on

the same very interesting topic. That the

volume under notice is a fourth edition in

timates a demand for more information on

the part of the medical profession, from the

point of view of the original investigator,
and his talented colleague, Dr. Rockwell.
Among the special features discussed, al

ways clearly and practically, are the Nature
and Varieties of Neurasthenia, the Evolu
tion and Relation of the Sexual Sense, the

Relation of Neurasthenia to other Diseases,

Sexual Hygiene, Treatment, Diet, etc. A
special chapter on Sexual Erytheism is

notable. The dif’ferentiations shown in the

illustrative cases between conditions of
general functional nervousness and local
structural disease are well detailed, and the

treatment as a rule commends itself by the

hygienic features that are made especially
prominent as essential to certain recovery
or substantial relief. As a volume we

deem it fully "up to date," in all that
should characterize a work of positive
merit.

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

COMMISSIONERS OF PRISONS ON The RE
FORMATORY Piusoix' FOR WOMEN, with the

reports of the Superintendent and other
Otficers, for the year ending September
30, 1894.

In examining this report, sent us by the
very efficient superintendent, Mrs. Ellen
C. johnson, we have been greatly pleased
to note the evidences of thorough and pro
gressive work. The oflicers are entitled to
the highest credit for their excellent admin
istration amid so many difficulties and re

sponsibilities.

We have received from James Vick's Sons,
dealers in seeds and plants, of Rochester,
N. Y., their catalogue for 18q5. This is a

beautiful specimen of the printer's art, and
the subject matter reflects great credit upon
these long-established and well-known
merchants.

Tue RED CROSS: Its Origin, International
Character, Development and History.
By LAURA M. DOOLITTLE, and an Ad
dress by CLARA BARTON, President of the

American National Red Cross.
Issued by the American National Red

Cross, Washington, D. C., january, 1895.

GEOGRAI’IIIA OCL'LUS HISTORIARUM. Ge

ographic,Cartographic. Voyages—Africa,
America, Asia, Australia.
Catalogue, with prices marked, of a col

lection of books and charts. Amsterdam .

Fred Muller & Co.
‘

SEVENTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD
‘

OF MANAGERS OF THE New YORK ASYLUM
FOR LYING-IN Woman, now known as Old
Marion Street Maternity Hospital.

A worthy institution that should be kept
free from all debt and in condition to do its
noble work for distressed women, espe
cially because it is open and free to all
classes. The secretary is Augusta C
Chapin, 139 Second avenue.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

OUR PLAN—We propose to make reports
of the work done by the Phrenological
Societies, giving dates of meetings, topics
for discussion, etc., when received in time
for publication in advance; and to make
notes of the work done by those in the
field.

J. F. BIENZ is now treasurer of the Col
lege of Hygiene and Natural Healing in
Cincinnati.

L. A. Ross, 207 West Thirtieth street,
Los Angeles, Cal., writes: “ Inclosed you
will find money order for $1.50 to apply on
subscription for THE JOURNAL. It is worth
many times $1.50 per year. You may count
me a life subscriber."

O. F. HALL and James Moore are lectur
ing at Chilton, Wis. They report excel
lent business and bright prospects for the
future.

IRA L. GUILFORD, at Elizabeth City, N.
C., reports excellent results in his field of
labor. The papers of the town have given
considerable space to his lectures, which
are always largely attended. He has also
made many character delineations.

ROBERT SINNICKSON, of Salem, N. J., in
writing us about THE JOURNAL, says that he
believes a wide field is now open for phren
ologists in elucidating the recently discov
ered science of “ National Evolution."

J. M. SULLIVAN, of McConnellsvllle, Mor
gan Co., Ohio, writes us that they have not
as yet heard from any lecturer. They are
still anxious for a good man or woman to

go to that town and lecture on Phrenology
_ and cognate science.

J. H. MACKENZIE, class of '73, sends an
order for charts and supplies from Kansas.
Mr. Mackenzie is thoroughly interested,
and whenever in the field makes friends
for the cause.

R. E. WARREN, who has been in the field
successfully for a number of years, is now
in Iowa.

GEORGE MARKLEY, Class of 1892, is

pleasantly located at 908 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa., where he lectures on Phre
nology and kindred subjects; makes phreno
logical delineations, and is doing fairly
well. He expects to make that place his

headquarters, and from there will work in
surrounding towns, if requested. We trust
that he will do much good, as we are
confident that that is his desire.

THE Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Mcllvain, of Cir
cleville, Pa... members of the American
Institute of Phrenology, Class of 1893, have
lost none of their interest in our science,
and have surprised its opponents by their
ability to give correct information in mat
ters regarding physiology, as well as their
correct delineation of mental characteris
tics.

H. E. SWAIN has been working with suc
cess in Connecticut for the past three
months.

G. W. DUTTON, general manager of the
Champion Publishing Company, Sioux
City, Iowa, will resume lecturing for the
next six weeks.

PROF. L. P. CONKLIN recently lectured
three times in the M. E. Church of Farm
ingdale, N. J., of which the Rev. William
R. Wedderspoon is pastor. to large and
appreciative audiences. He imparted a
great amount of pleasure and instructionI
and is most heartily recommended by Dr.
Wedderspoon as a sincere, Christian gen
tleman, and as one adapted for benefitting
the people.

WE learn with regret that Dr. D. G.
Derby. at High Point, Mo., who has lec
tured for more than fifty years, is rapidly
declining.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER, according to the
Earning journal, of Ottawa, Canada, ‘has
given lectures in that town which awakened
a great deal of interesting discussion. He
does not stop with the technical signs of
character reading, but launches out into a
broad philosophical application of phreno
logical principles. It is said that his lec
tures, while witty and amusing. are also of
an ennobling character, and that his pre
cepts would grace a pulpit.

After leaving Ottawa, Prof. Alexander
went to Montreal, where he has been giv
ing a two weeks’ course of lectures at Unity
Hall, Pt. St. Charles, beginning February
18. He is doing much to advance the cause
in Canada.

PROF. G. MORRlS closed his very success
ful engagement with the St. Paul Phren
ological Society on February 22, that being
his seventy second lecture in that city. This
society meets every second and fourth Fri
day evenings of the month,at I41 East Ninth
street. About March 1 Prof. Morris will
begin a course of lectures in Minneapolis,
where he hopes to starta society.
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Pxor. Geo. Cozxns, class of '91, writes
from North Dakota that he was invited to
visit the prison and examine the heads of
two men concerned in the shooting of two
others. From the unfortunate indications
of their brain development, a vivid chapter
in criminal jurisprudence is presented,
which is of a nature most instructive to
teachers, parents, legislators and jurists.
Dr. Spurzheim made such examinations,
and warned the superintendent of the Con
necticut State prison to keep sharp watch
respecting two convicts represented by the
doctor to be dangerous. This was in the
month of August, and in December follow
ing these same men murdered the oflicer
so warned, and in April they were hanged
at Hartford. We have in our collection the
skull of one of them, named Teller.

“ Tue CHICAGO HUMAN NATURE CLUB."—
The “ Human Nature Club," of Chicago, is
the result of a series of lectures given by
Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vaught, last winter.
It was organized May 14, 1894, for the
"scientific study of human nature." It
begun with fifteen members and has grad
ually increased to a membership of thirty
nine enthusiastic men and women.

Among its members are physicians, pro
fessors, teachers, business men, etc.

It meets each alternate Thursday even
ing at the Institute Rooms, 125 Dearborn
street. With invited friends, the rooms
are crowded each meeting, and the neces
sity of seeking larger quarters is being
forced upon the Club.

The oflicers are :—
Prof. L. A. Vaught, president. '

Mrs. May E. Vaught, first vice-presi
dent.

Wm. G. Boiler, second vice-president.
Fero Marx, third vice-president.
Harry L. Rogers, corresponding secre

tary.
E. F. Kitendaugh, recording secretary.
Mrs. J. Kitendaugh, treasurer.
Among the subjects discussed have been

“ Memory and Its Culture," “ The Physical
Basis of Mind," “ The Origin of Thought,"" How Should We Marry Phrenologi
cally?"

The subject discussed at the last meet
ing, which was held February 14, was
"The Phrenological and Temperamental
Basis of Influence," by H. D. Keller. All
interested in the study of human nature
are cordially invited.

. HARRY L. Rooms,
Cor. Sec.

Pxor. COZENS is having great success in
Montana with large attendance at meetings.
He will lecture at Butte, Helena and all
other principal cities and towns this spring.
He writes us that he expects to stay a month
in Butte, and sends some interesting meas
urements of heads in Bismark jail.

Tm: CINCINNATI PHRENOLUGICAL So
ctzTY.—The Cincinnati Society is steadily
gaining in interest and popularity. The
Executive Committee have planned a very
instructive program of lectures and essays
for the present season. They have printed
a circular for general distribution. setting
forth their principles, general plans for
work and requisites for membership, and
hope before long to give a free public en
tertainment that will awaken the interest
of the people and create a desire to learn
to l‘see themselves as others see them."
The meetings are held every alternate Fri
day, at 7.30 P.M., at the Hygeia Medical
College. All friends of the cause are in
vited to meet with them. Any information
in regard to the Society will be gladly
given by the corresponding secretary, Dr.
M. J. Keller, Emery Arcade, No. 27, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.

HUMAN NATURE CLUB, or BROOKLYN, re
port a crowded hall on February 15 to hear
'Dr. G. F. Laidlaw on "The Fissures of
the Brain; their Life and Function."
March 22, Mr. A. F. Dcnnett will lecture
on "How I Use Phrenology in Detective
Work." Phoenix Hall, South Eighth
street near Redford avenue, on March 8,
an entertainment to help the cause of
phrenology. Tickets, 25 cents, of Mrs.
Bausch, 363 Bedford avenue.

CHARLES T. PARKS, of the Institute Class
of'94, is a frequent and always welcome
visitor at this office. Mr. Parks is ground
ing himself very thoroughly in phrenol
ogy and physiognomy, and is at present
studying up the subject from the stand
point of the opponents of the science. He
will find that the principal stock argument
against phrenology is some such remark
as this: "Oh, phrenology was disproved
long ago!" An “argument" which has been
quite successful among people who do not
do their own thinking.

Tm: Hons SCIENCE AssociATioN is a re
cently organized feature in the thinking
circles of New York. Its meetings are at
present held at the Phrenological Institute,
on the second Wednesday of each month,
or oftener. They are well attended by an
excellent class of people, the membership
being constantly increased. The topics re
late to the essentials of home life, and find
always interesting speakers. The late
meeting was addressed by Prof. Sizer, on
the Nature of the Home Sentiment or
Faculty; discussed by Drs. Wright and
Miller, Canon Knowles and others. Dr.
H. S. Drayton is president; C. de Lancy
Allen, secretary and treasurer.

Lnvi HuMiueL, who is now at Gordon,
Pa., writes us that he is about to ree'nter
the lecture field. We are glad to welcome
Mr. Hummel once more, and wish him
every success.
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DR. U. E. TRAER is lecturing in Minnesota
and overcoming the opposition to Phrenol
ogy which he finds manifested on the

part of some persons, and is establishing
the subject on a good, practical basis.

DR. D. Huco CAMPHELL,CI .55 of '87, has

opened an oflice in Toronto, Canada, and

will carry a stock of our publications and
take subscriptions for the JOURNAL, give
instruction to students, and in many ways
promote phrenological interests. Dr. Camp
bell has been in the field for many years
successfully.

V. G. SPENCER, class of '90, in a letter,

says:
" Itis needless to state that I made

use of Phrenology in the school room. I
have given several short talks on the sub
ject, and it was amusing to hear some of the

questions asked by the scholars. The
director is an old-time phrenologist, and
used to study Phrenology over forty years

ago in Glasgow, in Scotland. He is a great
orator, and he told me the first address he

delivered
association was on the subject of Phre
nology.

“ Less than a week ago I examined the

head of a young man that lives about 200

miles from here. He is greatly interested

in the subject. It may be I can induce
him to attend the Institute some time in

the future."
WALKER, Iona—It is, indeed, a great

pleasure to read the accounts of different
phrenological societies that are being organ
ized throughout the length and breadth of
our land. It shows the interest that is

manifested in this, the greatest of all
sciences. Let the good work go on. May
God speed the day when phrenological lit
erature shall sweep this fair country like a

wild fire fanned by a hurricane.
A number of years ago, when I was at

tending school at one of the leading insti
tutions of learning in the West, and was
president of the leading society of that re

nowned institution, a little event occurred
that may be of interest to those who are

living for the good of humanity. Senator
Allison spoke in town one night, and, as

may be expected, the majority of the

students attended the speech. Our society

met that night, and, of course, some of the

speakers were absent. One young man I

appointed to take the place of a speaker
that was absent had never made an attempt
at public speaking, and begged to be

excused. I told him he could not learn any
younger. He spoke for several minutes,

and did well. I thought no more about it for
a long time, until one day he called my atten

tion to it and asked me if I remembered the

time I insisted on him speaking. He said

he was very much obliged to me for urging
him to speak. He is now a very popular
Methodist minister, and was president of
the Epworth League convention which

. . ,
in America before a teachers

recently met in an Iowa town, and which
was attended by the leading ministers of
the State, and at which place over two
hundred delegates were present. So much
for a knowledge of human nature.

“ Live for something, be not idle,
Look about thee for employ ;

Sit not down to useless dreaming,
Labor is the sweetest joy.

Folded hands are ever weary,
Selfish hearts are never gay;

Life for thee hath many duties,
Active be then while you may."

V. G. SPENCER.

Forum, IowA.—Mr. H. M. Elliott writes
us of his plan for starting a Phrenological
Class or Society, to meet in a public hall
once a week for the study and the discus
sion of the subject.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—As Acting Secretary
of the St. Paul Phrenological Society I
would say that our Society is in a flourish
ing condition. We have over 100 mem
bers and always a large attendance.
Regular meetings of the Society are
held every second and fourth Friday in the
month, and local meetings every first and
third Friday of the month. The local meet
ings are the source of the greatest benefit to
the members of the Society. In a city like
St. Paul, to have one place of meeting, as
we do, for our regular meetings, of course,
necessitates a journey of from two to five
miles to many a member, and for varying
circumstances keeps many away from the
regular meetings. Our local meetings are
held in different sections of the city, and at
least one or two of the most efficient mem
bers assigned to each meeting to act as
instructors. The result is that more mem
bers get a chance to examine heads, and
not being hampered by parliamentary
rules, the instruction is more thorough and
practical. Members also become more
thoroughly acquainted, and a binding feel
ing of brotherly love is established among
the members and their friends and rela
tives. Yours truly,

ALBERT ZIMMERMAN.
531 Broadway.

HELEN POTTER, class of '87, is now
located at Ithaca and connected with the
Musical Conservatory of Cornell Univer
sity, where she gives instruction in elocu
tion and allied subjects.

THE Chicago Phrenological Society still
cmtinues to hold interesting meetings at
118 Oak street. All readers of the JOURNAL
in the city and vicinity will be heartily
welcome. We meet on the second and
fourth Tuesday of each month, at 8 P.M.

Miss C. DELONG, Sec’y.
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THE HON. THOMAS COLLIER PLATT

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL

BY EDGAR C.

HE majority of leadersin almost
every sphere of life are char

acterized by certain peculiarities
which constitute a type. At the same

time, there is a minority who do not
possess, at least not in a marked
degree, the qualities which we are
accustomed to associate with their
vocation. For example, the typical
merchant has large acquisitiveness,
still there are many successful traders
who lack the sense of property, and

who, from a love of family, or some

other motive, work equally as hard as

any miser. The typical clergyman
has large veneration, but there are

many men of eminence in the pulpit
whose religious sentiment springs
chiefly from faith, or who, perhaps,
are interested in their labors simply
from a love of doing good. An old
aristocratic family are naturally proud
of their coat of arms, but parvenus
are often still more eager to display
such marks of distinction. Truly
good men will be scrupulous in con

duct, but scoundrels often “steal the

livery of heaven to serve the devil in,"
and wear it with the greatest ostenta
tion and pious pretense.

In a great commanding ofi‘icer or

political leader one would naturally

EXAMINATION

BEALL, M. I).

expect to find as a dominant element
the faculty which is most conspicu
ous in the English nation, namely,
the sentiment of self-esteem or pride,
self-assurance, a sense of personal
power, importance, and not only con
fidence in his ability, but in his inher
ent right to assume control. One
would expect him to possess dignity,
the feeling of independence, and a

desire to exercise authority in a way
to gratify his consciousness of his
personal value and strength. But such
is not always the case. Sometimes
an individual who is very modest at
heart may take an especial delight in
occupying a position of prominence
and authority which he secretly
doubts his ability to fill. The very
fact that he is deficient in the sense
of his own importance makes him
anxious to be placed where other
people will be sure to think he is
great. In other words, his efforts to

appear to possess independence bear
a close ratio to his conviction that he
lacks it. But when the world beholds
his success, it is naturally inferred
that he must be eminently fitted for
the place or he could not have

attained it. And when such a man
is endowed with an intense love of
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approbation, as is usually the case,
his happiness is double; it is both
negative and positive. On the one
hand he is relieved of anxiety, and on
the other he is directly pleased.

Such a combination, in broad out
line, is well illustrated in the dis
tinguished ex-Senator, Thomas C.
Platt. He is noted as a political
leader, yet he has a form of head
which a tyro in phrenological science
would be mostlikely to associate with
the character of a subordinate. His
head is very low in the rear of the

crown, on the median line, at self-'
esteem. The distance from the ear
to that point is clearly shown in the

profile portrait to be very short, while
reverence, in the central top head, is

strongly developed. Why, then, is
he a leader instead of a follower?
Simply because of his ambition.
Approbativeness in his head is as

large as self-esteem is small, so that
it is a passion with him to excel. His
motive in being a leader is

,

there
fore, not, as most persons would sup
pose, a pleasure in controlling men
for the sake of mere dictation, but
for the sake of the distinction which

such a position confers. To this senti
ment must also be added, of course,

a keen appreciation of the social,
commercial and various other advan
tages which follow in the train of
great political power. And this
applies equally to the relations he

sustains as the diligent president of
an extensive transportation company
which operates with a capital of ten

millions of dollars.
Mr. Platt is an exceptionally sensi

tive man in both mind and body. If
compelled to live in obscurity and

poverty, he would suffer tortures
which the average human pachyderm
would utterly fail to comprehend. He

is also exceedingly cautious, and a

still more profound feeling is his
affection for his family. All these are

powerful adjuncts to his ambition,
though still others exist which we
will not undertake to name. It
should be stated in this connection,

however, that he has onlya moderate
development of the boarding instinct.
The desire to conceal is also feeble.
In his commercial relations he illus
trates the principle that if the hare

only continues to run, he can easily
beat the tortoise. The difficulty with
most men of small acquisitiveness is

that they are like the bare in the
fable. They stop by the wayside to

sleep. But Mr. Platt is as vigilant as
the stars. An extraordinary thing
about him is that the business of a

large private corporation constitutes
his vocation, while politics are an

avocation, and occupy his attention
in much the same manner that chess,
checkers or cards interest men of
ordinary calibre. It is thus clear that
Mr. Platt can excel in the great game
of politics without having the feelings
of a dictator, or the desire to hoard
the money he gains.

As to methods of influencing peo
ple to serve him, this great Republi
can magnate exemplifies a law to
which true phrenologists should
always be glad to pay the tribute of
their appreciation and respect. That

is
,

the law of gentleness as opposed
to violence. This is the greatest law
of our world. It is to all old and

primitive methods as Eve was to
Adam, or Jesus to Moses. It is the

later, the larger and the loftier law.
It is the blossom and the fruit of all
the past. It is the element in which
woman is the superior of man. How
Mr. Platt's head resembles the femi
nine type in form, excepting only the

great length of the frontal lobes! He
evidently has the intellect of his
father, with all the sentiments of his
mother. What a distance from the
ear to the center of the back head!
This is the love of children. The
writer remarked to Mr. Platt that his
mother must have been fond not only
of children, but also of flowers, and
that she not only loved to see them,
but delighted to give her time to sup
plying their wants. He said it was
very true.

Linked with this remarkable:devel
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opment of the maternal instinct is the

sentiment of friendship—another
feminine trait which accounts for
much of this gentleman's success in

dealing with people. He is also a

very sympathetic man. Note the ele

vation and fullness of the frontal top

and love of beauty, are all large. The
diameter at the temples _is very
marked in the region of music and
mechanism. Constructiveness gives
him the talent to organize and man

age cliques and parties of men.
The intellect is phenomenal. 'l‘he

Rockwood, Photo.

head. Benevolence is very large, and
as is usually the case in this combi
nation, the sentiment of justice is

considerably less. This is indicated
by the very moderate height of the
head on a vertical line with the ear.

Imitation, mirth, marvelousness,

THE HON. THOMAS C. PLATT.

perceptives and reflectives are almost
evenly balanced. The jutting and
arched eyebrows denote accurate
judgment of size, weight and color,
and the prominent eyes betoken the
love of words. Mr. Platt could easily
have succeeded as a literary profes
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sor. The lack of order is very pro- and modesty of demeanor. He is

nounced._ Finally, the expanded rather tall, being 5 ft. 8% in. in height
upper forehead, in addition to the

power to think abstractly, presents a

model development of suavity and
the sense of human nature. He dis
cerns motives almost as if by clair
voyance, and has the art of saying
and doing even disagreeable things in
such a delightful manner that, like
-the famous Duke of Marlborough, he

can give more pleasure by a refusal
than most men confer in yielding
assent.

Viewed from the front, the head

appears broader at destructiveness
than it really is

,

owing to the great
width of the frontal brain lobes and
the narrowness of the lower face. He
has a fair degree of latent vehemence,
but does not use it ordinarily. His
first impulse is to employ the policy
of suasion. Combativeness is only
moderate. There is, in the strictest
sense of the term, scarcely an aggres
sive feature in his head or face, but
he has one quality which is rather rare
among Americans, that is

,

patience,
application, concentrativeness, or
ability to continueatask to the finish
without losing the thread. Thus in
his duties as a business man he is in

terrupted almost constantly, but is

never disturbed by it or thrown off
the track. This is a quality which
lengthens out the upper back head,

and the It sults he attains by its aid

will doubtless lead persons to describe
him as a man of great firmness. The
latter word, however, is not the

proper expression. He is patient,
rather than inflexible, and generally
works with such deep and well-laid
plans, that he does not often need to
exercise great strength of will. He
manages to overcome opposition by
the arts of diplomacy. Where other
men would break, he knows how to
melt. Firmness, if large, would raise
the rear top head far beyond the level
which it now presents.

Perhaps the first impression which

a visitor forms of the ex-Senator is

that of a man of singular refinement

and weighing 150 pounds. His hair
was naturally auburn, and his eyes
blue gray. He wears a 7i} glove and
has a rather well formed hand, which
presents the knotty appearance, to
some extent, of the philosophical
type. The outer phalanges are in
clined to turn back in the manner
which is characteristic of people who
are extravagant with money. He has
a handsome Grecian nose, which sug
gests a high degree of culture.

His temperament, considered ana
tomically, would be called the cere
bral, or mental, for the brain is de

cidedly predominant. The fiber is

quite firm, and the auburn hair sug
gests a good deal of imagination and
taste for the fine arts. His head
measures 22% in. in circumference by

13% from ear to ear over the top, and,
as his organization is exceptionally
fine-grained, these dimensions indi
cate a very superior brain.

As Mr. Platt is a prominent poli
tician and known to be a leader in a

particular party, it is natural that the
people of the United States should be
divided as to his usefulness according
to their political preferences, which

it is not in our province to discuss.
But no one will deny that he is a
man of great intellectual capacity,
and a very able representative of the
American nation.

He was born in the village of
Owego, Tioga County, in the State
of New York, July 15, r833. He
comes of a good old New England,
Presbyterian stock. He received a

good academic education and was
sent to Yale College when sixteen
years of age. He was thus aided
early in life by a careful father, who
was a successful lawyer and land
agent. He filled his first political
oflice as County Clerk of Tioga in
1859, and in conjunction with Alonzo
B. Cornell, was instrumental in the
nomination of General Grant for
President. He also aided greatly in

promoting the political interests of
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Roscoe Conkling. He declined a

Congressional nomination in 1870,
but was elected in 1872, and sat in

Congress till 1876. He was made

Chairman of the Republican State
Convention in 1877, and since that
time he has been a political leader.
Indirectly he has exerted an immense

influence in the movements of Ameri

can politicians where his hand has
not been visible to the public eye;
and whatever he may be politically it
is certain that from a phrenological
point of view he is one of the most
interesting figures before the public,
and one whose name will be conspic
uous in the history of our country long
after he retires from active work.

>0‘ ~

EDUCATloN FOR EVERY DAY.

BY CAROLINE B. LE Row.

RANTED that all men are born
free and equal, the freedom

too often ceases from the hour of
birth, and a continuance of the
equality depends wholly upon the
education received.

If the question could be as easily
answered as asked, it would be inter
esting to inquire how men and

women are not daily—indeed almost
hourly —-conscious of embarrassing
deficiencies in one or more of the

most practical and essential intellect
ual powers. Among a hundred men

and women of ordinary social stand
ing and of average education, there
will probably be found not a single
one who is not crippled and ham

pered in more ways than he is willing
to acknowledge even to himself.

Life, first of all, is physical and
practical. It is based upon food,
warmth and shelter, and the cook
and carpenter are worth far more
than the conqueror of a kingdom, if
we must choose between them. What
ever may be our aims and ideals, itis
certain that hats must be worn upon
even the most gifted heads, and shoes
even upon winged feet. Our life
may truly be more than food, but as
food is necessary it cannot be des

pised. In other words, the most
pressing obligation laid upon each

member of the community is to make

a living if he is to have aplace among
his fellows. He is not expected to

beg it or steal it
,

or even to borrow

it
,

except on the very best security,
which even then is usually accepted
with reluctance.

Theoretically the feminine portion
of the community is supported by the
masculine, and it is not necessary to
consider whether or not this is the
natural and desirable arrangement so

long as the theory is not reduced
to practice, for, practically, very
many women are obliged to be self
supporting, and in many cases they
care for husband and children as
well.

Think of the manifold disadvan
tages under which many persons labor
owing to their lack of mathematical
judgment—not the ljghly developed
power which renders possible the pro
found calculations of a Herschel or
La Place, but the ability to make the
simplest estimates upon personal and
household expenditures. “Where
has the money gone?" is a chronic
question with many who, feeling sure
that they spend less than they earn,
are nevertheless constantly discover
ing that they earn no more than they
spend. What proportion of men and
women can keep even their personal
accounts in a satisfactory manner?
The difficulty increases when to this
attempt is added that of keeping the
accounts of an entire family. Out of
the few who even make the effort to
do this, what proportion are compelled
to attribute to countless “sundries,”
or, instead of that objectionable word’
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to pins, putty and postage stamps,
the frequent deficits for which they
can in no way account? How many
men or women would trust them
selves to measure a floor for a carpet,
especially an expensive one; a closet
for the necessary amount of shelving;
a wall for the required amount of
paper, or could be at all sure of the

quantity of material needed for the
upholstering of a shabby piece of
furniture or the fencing of a certain
amount of land? How many can cal
culate the amount of butter, flour or
coal required for family consumption
during a certain period in such a way
as to insure wise and economical in
vestment? How many women can
make change readily or calculate the
price of nineteen and three-quarter
yards of dress goods at $1.871} a yard?
In short, of what practical value
is much of the arithmetic that is
learned at school?

Unfortunately, much of the gram
mar, history and geography studied
at the same time, is scarcely more
available for ordinary, every-day use,
and as for natural philosophy, how
many can explain to the inquisitive
child why the fire in the grate burns
blue; what brings water to the top
story of the house; how a telegraphic
message is sent‘or the electric light
produced ?

To be sure, some persons are born
with the priceless gift of ingenuity,
precisely as others are blest with

‘

musical or artistic ability, and it is

unlikely that any amount of educa
tion can equal this natural endow
ment or make up for the lack of it.
There are certain well-meaning, and
in many respects very agreeable per
sons who can never do up a bundle
without scattering half the contents;

drive a nail without pounding their
fingers, or make a fire without wast
ing more fuel than they use. These
things must be idiosyncrasies of tem

perament, and the hapless victims
should receive not scorn or sarcasm,
but sympathy. But there are certain
things the knowledge of which can be

acquired, and which it is possible for
the least ingenious to do.
a simple leak in a gas or water pipe,
to mend the lock of a door or a

broken window cord, to set a pane of
glass, to re-cover a sofa, to glue a

broken chair leg, to put up a book
shelf or bracket, to hang a curtain,
to lay a carpet, etc., etc.

Our schools may sometime come
to recognize the fact that man has

hands as well as brains; that the life
he must lead in this world is largely
a physical one, and that many of his
comforts are largely dependent upon
his own common sense and manual
dexterity.

The result of this conviction, if the
theory is adequately worked out,
cannot fail to affect the home life of
the people in a most wholesome man

ner. More foresight, greater skill,
a clearer sense of the relation and
proportion of things; more successful
adjustment of means to ends,
strength to efi'ort and outgo to in
come; less debt, less friction, less

struggle in daily life. For all these

things we must look to improved
methods of common school educa
tion—methods which will include the
systematic and specific development
of all the mental faculties as phre
nolagy aloné (an explain them—realiz
ing that whatever can simplify and
sweeten the life of the family will aid
in strengthening the life of the
nation.

To repair ~
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BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

F there ever was a man well
situated in life and quite satis

ficd with himself, his surroundings,
and the world in general, it was
Judge Holt. He had risen to emi
nence in his profession in the city of
New York; he lived in a spacious
mansicn on Fifth avenue; his home
was presided over by his daughter, a

woman of elegant appearance and
grace of manner, and an efhcient
butler and trained servants attended
to the details of the comfort of the
household. The Judge had lost his
wife, to whom he was devoted, early
in his married life, when his only
daughter, Hilda, was a child of three
summers. He had mourned his loss
very sincerely, but he had plunged
ardently into the engrossing labor of
his legal career, and to a man of his
nature the memory of his wife had
become but as an early dream. With
his own daughter, he had brought up
the orphan of a friend. Constance
Lloyd had been Hilda's companion,
sharing in her lessons with her gover
ness, and educated with her, later, at
the same school. Growing up in the

family of the Judge, she had become
invaluable in his household, and on
the marriage of Hilda to Basil Whar
ton, of the banking house of Wharton
& Co., she had still remained as the
companion and trusted friend of the
banker's wife. Hilda’s marriage had

only added to the Judge’s satisfac
tion. He retained his daughter in
his home, and gained a son-in-law to
his mind. The elegant mansion had
room for all, and to spare. Two
children had been added to the

family, and in Guy and Bertha, the

Judge seemed to live over again his
own childhood. Just before the
commencement of this narrative, the

only brother of Constance Lloyd had

died, leaving one child, a boy, who
had lost his mother at his birth.

Conrad, who was now ten years old,
was left by his father, Walter Lloyd,
in the care of a friend, who, as guard
ian, had placed him with a widow,
Mrs. Ward, who resided in Phila
delphia.

In the veins of Hilda Wharton
there must have been a trace of Irish
blood, although her mother was
English, as she possessed the black
hair and lashes, with blue eyes and
fair skin, which forms so charming
a combination in some of Erin's
daughters. In great contrast to her
was Constance Lloyd, with her pale
eyes, hair; and skin, redeemed by
clear-cut features, and the refine
ment of her face, with its pronounced
dignity and self-control.

Basil Wharton was associated with
his father, a man of great wealth, in
business. Hisresources wereample,
having a large inheritance in his own
right; so often in this way does For
tune shower her gifts on those who
are alreadyindependent of her. Sev
eral months before the occurrences to
be described he had gone to London
on business of importance with a

banking house there with which the
New York one was connected. At
parting Hilda had given her husband
a ring, made from a design of her
own. She selected a pearl as em

blem of purity, an amethyst as sym
bolic of the trial the parting was to
them, a garnet, expressive of con

stancy, and a diamond of great beauty
as a talisman. These were concealed
by a shield of gold, which fastened
by a spring, on the outside of which
was engraved the Greek word “Aei."
The ring, by a jeweler's mistake, had

been made too small, and was very
tight on Basil's little finger. Basil
laughingly told his wife that she had

purposely made it so, and could not
trust him, as she had put it on with a

wish that it should not be removed

I
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until she herself should take it off on
his return. Basil Wharton was ele
gant in appearance and dress. He
wore valuable diamond studs and sev
eral rings, set with costly gems.

All fellinto their usual habits and

ways in the Judge's household after
Mr. Wharton's departure. Mrs.
Wharton entertained Judge I-lolt's
friends, gave dinner parties, lunch
eons, teas, drove in the park with
Miss Lloyd and the children, and with
the former made her Christmas prepar
ations. It was the custom of Miss
Lloyd, unless there were guests in the

drawing room, to spend at least a por
tionof each evening in her own apart
ment with her books, or to devote
the time to her own private corre
spondence, when Guy and Bertha
were asleep in the adjoining cham
ber. It was the 22d of December,
1894. On this particular evening
Miss Lloyd had written so many let
ters that she had paid no heed to time.
The last one was sealed. It was to
Conrad, in reply to one received from
him that morning, in which he had
written that he was so happy with
Mrs. Ward in Philadelphia. A feel
ing of content had stolen over her at
the joyous tone of the boy's note, and
she sat idly, pen in hand, over the
paper on her desk for some moments in
pleasant thought, when involuntarily
her hand commenced to write, and
looking down she was startled to see
the words: “Conrad is no! well and
happy. Go to him! Walter.” Con
stance Lloyd was astounded. She
glanced at the clock. It was mid
night. In the next room she saw the
children asleep in their separate beds.
She opened the dressing-room door,
which again communicated with Hil
da's chamber. Hilda was asleep;
her gentle breathing indicated placid
slumber; a look of peace was on
her face. On the table by her
side was Basil‘s letter, which she had
read aloud after dinner. It an
nounced that his passage was taken
on the “ Etruria,"and that he should
sail for home on the evening of

The Judge was in
his apartment. Constance had heard
him enter it some time before. He
probably was asleep, too, by this
time. All was still in the house.
Constance rubbed her eyes. Could
she have fallen asleep after the letter
to Conrad and written those words
herself? How was this possible
when her mind was full of the idea
that Conrad was doing well P Taking
out the boy's note she read it again.
It was :

DEAR AUNT CONSTANCEI
I am well and happy. Mrs. Ward

buys me lots of things. I am to have
a bicycle soon. I am growing very
fast. I go to school every morning
and play out-doors every afternoon.
I have two playmates, and we have
lots of fun. Mrs. Ward sends regards.

Christmas Day.

Your affectionate CONRAD.

Constance read this again. He is
“well and happy," she thought.
Strange what that paper meant,
signed with her brother‘s name !

Constance walked the floor in
thought, but could arrive at no solu
tion regarding it. She laid it in her
desk and retired, but sleep did not

'come to her eyes until near morning.
At breakfast it was observed that
Miss Lloyd was very pale, and there
was an expression of deep anxiety
about her eyes, but she evaded ques
tioning with a woman's ready plea of
a “headache." She passed the day
as usual, trying to shake off a latent
feeling of depression. At evening,
as usual, she went to her room; the
Judge had a party of gentlemen
playing whist, and Mrs. Wharton was
in the library writing to her husband.
Constance sat down to her paper and
pen, when again her hand commenced
to write: “ Conrad is ill and unhappy.
Go to him at once! Walter." The
same command repeated! And yet
by the last post a similar note to the
one of the preceding day had been
received. She got it out. Again,
“I am well and happy.” She glanced
it over. Stop! Was it Conrad's
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writing? She took from a drawer a
fragment of a copy-book which con
tained the last specimen she pos
sessed of the boy's handwriting, and
compared the two. They were not
the same. Could there be any de
ception practiced on her? She took
the letters, the copy-book, the papers
of the two evenings, and went to the

library, where Hilda sat writing.
“ Hilda, here is a mystery! I

must go to Philadelphia to-morrow,"
said Constance.

Hilda ran her eye over Conrad's
notes.

" The child is well and happy.
What ails you, Constance P"

“Look what my hand wrote on
this paper l Such a thought was
never in my mind! Hilda, what
does it mean ?"

“ It is very strange," said Hilda,
reading the communications. “ Per
haps you wrote them in your sleep."

“ I was not asleep, Hilda, and now
that I compare these notes with the

copy-book the writing is different."
“ Conrad may have improved since

he wrote in that copy-book."
“I must go to Philadelphia and

solve this mystery," said Constance.
" I do not know how to spare you,

Constance, with Christmas so near
and the dinner-party. It will be so

unlike the day with Basil absent and
you gone

"
she stopped, observ

ing the anxious look on the face of
Constance. “ It is strange, I admit,
but, of course, there is nothing in it.

Still, if you are anxious, go, by all
means. You will never be.easy about
that chi‘d. Try to get possession of
him and bring him here. Then your
heart will not be torn in two, as it is

now. He ought really to have been left
in your care. It was a great mistake."

Constance left for Philadelphia
early the next morning. Christmas
Eve came, and the children had their
tree, and the usual festivities. On
the morning of Christmas day, Mrs.
Wharton drove out with Guy and
Bertha, carrying useful gifts to many

poor people, whom she befriended.

In the evening, a dinner party was to
take place in the great dining room,
as Mrs. Wharton wished, as far as pos
sible, to observe the holiday as usual,
on her father's account, and he de
lighted in entertaining his friends.
It was such a busy day, as there were
so many orders to be given, florist’s
decorations to inspect, and details to
be planned that Hilda, while missing
Constance all the time, with whom
she always had been accustomed to
consult, and while greatly regretting
her unavoidable absence, had little
time to give way to any feelings ofun
easiness about the object ofher errand.

Evening came. The day had been
raw and cold, and late in the after
noon, a heavy fall of snow had de
scended, with gusts of wind and sleet
and hail But the mansion was brill
iant with electric lights, and gay
with flowers, while holly and mistle
toe everywhere displayed their red or
pearl-like berries, as the season's ap
propriate emblems. Hilda Wharton,
in her elegant attire, beside her father,
made a regal picture, as she stood
to receive her guests. When dinner
was announced, the Judge led out a

lady friend, while Mr. Felix Gold
thwaite, who had long been on the
most intimate footing in the family,
offered his arm to Mrs. Wharton.
The Judge was a genial, cordial host,
who enjoyed nothing more than gath~

ering a company of friends about his
board. Course after course was

brought on and removed, wines ard
champagne flowed, and all went mer

rily. Toasts were drunk to the happy
return voyage of Mr. Basil Wharton.
" He sails to-night," said Hilda,
“our trial of separation will soon be
over." Then the health of Constance
Lloyd was proposed, and all joined in
the hope of seeing her back in New
York speedily.

As the party adjourned to the draw
in'g room, and lingered a little over
the blazing logs, the Judge remarked:

“What an absurd notion it was in
that sensible woman,” relating the
circumstance which had so suddenly
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called Miss Lloyd away, at the Christ
mas season.

Mr. Felix Goldthwaite was a quiet,
refined, thoughtful-looking man, a

good deal younger than the Judge,
but older than the Judge's son-in-law,
Basil Wharton. '

“ I am not so sure of that, Judge,"
said be. “We all know that Miss
Lloyd does nothing rashly, and that
she would not, voluntarily, have ab
sented herself from this group to
night."

“It is all moonshine and non
sense," said the Judge, “and how
sensible people can have anything to
do with such absurdities is past my
understanding. I have never heard
such things mentioned in this house
before. I am accustomed to facts
and the sifting of evidence."

“Judge, you go to church, and
believe in the resurrection and the
communion of saints; what do you
mean by that profession ?"

“ I go to church to accompany my
daughter, when her husband is away,
and because it is a good example;
but I don't believe a word of that,
and you know it."

“And you?
"

said Mr. Goldthwaite,
turning politely to Hilda, “do you
believe that Christ arose, and that
the dead live again?”

“I love the church. It helps
me,” said Hilda, slowly, “ and I hope
to see dear mamma some time, I
try to believe that Christ arose."

“If your mother lives, why may
she not send some token of her ex
istence to you P”

“ I do not believe that is possible,”
said Hilda.

“ Neither did I, once,” said Felix,
“ nor did I believe that Christ arose
from the dead. Nineteenth-century
science and its discoveries have given
me some reasons for changing my
opinions. We must admit, when
men like Myers, Lodge, Wallace and

Savage, who have given their best
intelligence and research to this sub

ject, find grounds for their belief
that the so-called dead live, that

their conclusions are worthy of our
consideration. Myers says, ‘within
the last five years discoveries have
been made which must gradually
revolutionize our whole attitude
toward the question of an unseen
world, and our own past, present
and future existence therein.‘ "

The storm now redoubled its
violence, and with wild fury dashed
against the heavy plate windows.
Hilda went to one of them, drew the
curtains aside, and looked out.

“Please, God, it is not like this on
the ocean to-night," she said.

The company were seated in little
groups, and pretty gifts and bouquets
of flowers had been presented by
Guy, who disguised as Santa Claus,
had been allowed to remain up long
enough to distribute them. He
had concluded, and with Bertha had
been conveyed upstairs by a maid,
when the butler appeared in the door
with a telegram for his mistress.
Hilda opened it gladly, not doubting
that it contained good news, but her
expression of pleasure changed to
surprise and anxiety. The telegram
contained these words: “Conrad
very ill. He has been very unhappy.
Iam ordered to go South with him
immediately. Will write."

“Most strange ! most remark
able!" said Hilda.

The Judge took the telegram from
her hand, and read it again.

“ Singular, I admit," he remarked,
after the scrutiny.

“The words of Channing occur
to me," said Mr. Goldthwaite, “ ‘I
will follow the truth wherever it leads
me.’ Here is the positive proof of
the truth of the communication Con
stance received. Do you not call
this evidence?"

“I am not prepared to give an
opinion yet," said the Judge; “there
may be new and strange laws of
psychic force, which are not yet ex
plained."

The guests, after expressing much
sympathy for Constance, and pleasure
in the evening, departed, as carriage
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after carriage drove up and rolled
away. Felix Goldthwaithe was about
to take leave, but the Judge said:
“Stay all night. The room next
mine is always ready for you. I
cannot call James to bring the

horses to-night, for he complained of
feeling poorly this morning; in fact
he has an attack of rheumatism."

“ I do not need to be down town
early to-morrow," said Felix, gladly
accepting the proffered invitation.
He was a favorite with every mem

ber of the household.
It was late when all had retired.

The wild storm moaning about the
dwelling only seemed to intensify the

sense of comfort within, as each one

wrapped himself or herself under
coverlets of down. At first all were

a little inclined to wakefulness; the

excitement of the evening, the coffee

served at the late hour, and, most of
all, the striking incident of the tele

gram caused reflection even to the
matter-of-fact Judge. About two
o’clock, however, all were sound
asleep. Suddenly a piercing shriek
—one from its agony and intensity
never to be forgotten by its hearers
—came from Hilda's room. Those
only of us who have wakened from a

deep slumber to hear the ringing of a

bell at an hour which precluded
other purpose, to receive a telegram
announcing danger or death, can

form an estimate of the impression
made by that sound on that Christ
mas night. It brought the Judge to
his door at the same moment that
Felix, with white face, hastily robed,
emerged from his chamber. “Good
God ! what is the matter?" said the

latter.
Together they found their way to

Hilda’s apartment, passing through
the room usually occtqaied by Miss
Lloyd, the door of which was not
locked, and obtaining ingress through
the dressing room. Hilda sat up

right in bed, her long, black hair
about her white face, her blue eyes
fixed in horror. “ He is dead!" she
cried. Basil! Basil! I saw him!"
Then she sank in unconsciousness.
TheJudge and Felix worked over her
all night. When morning came,
white and prostrate, Hilda told the
story of the night—that she had
wakened to see the form of her hus
band standing at the foot of her bed.
He was so white, with such a look of
suffering on his face, that she knew
he was dead, perhaps murdered.

“ We must keep you quiet fora few
days, Hilda," said the Judge. “Then
the ‘Etruria ’ will be in, Basil will be
here and you will laugh at your
dream and the terrors of the night.
Nonsense! I had nightmare, too.
Terrapin and mince pic and cham
pagne! They are at the bottom of
it all. Felix, say nothing about this
down stairs, my boy.”

A trained nurse was sent for, and
remained at Hilda’s side day and
night. The Judge belived that at the
end of the week all would be well.
Hilda was unable to read, and a long
letter from Constance Lloyd was per
used by the Judge. Its contents dis
closed a terrible state of things, and
Constance was boiling with indigna
tion_at the outrage on a child—her
own flesh and blood. Conrad had had
no purchases made for him, Mrs. Ward
having spent the money allowed for
him herself; he had been ill and had
received no care, and the letters had
been written by herself to deceive
Constance. The boy was ill with
bronchitis, and must be taken South
at once. Miss Lloyd had applied to
the child's guardian for permission to
bring him up herself, hoping that a

speedy change of air might restore
his health. The letter closed with
the words,” Dear Hilda, whata world
of mysteries we are in! I did not
get here a moment too soon."

( Ta 6: Continued.)



SKETCHES 0F PHRENOLOGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

Bv CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

WILLIAM WALTON.

N 1838—9 the writer of these
sketches was well acquainted with

Mr. William Walton, who was then a

frequent visitor to our phrenological
office in Philadelphia, and upon each
visit he imparted and received in
structions and information. He was
a fine-looking young man, about 6 ft.
in height and well proportioned, but

I
‘v
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SIR WALTER SCOTT.

though built apparently for long life,
died at an early age.*

He was a very intelligent man,
well-read on all the new topics of the

day, as well as the old; an ardent
disciple of phrenology and well versed

in its principles. He remarked to
the writer that he could change his
temperament in three months; that
if he were excessively mental and

wanted to acquire more of the vital,
he would eat, sleep, laugh, enjoy
himself, stay indoors and not trouble
himself about anything; if he wanted

‘The writcridiocsinot know the cause of Mr. \Val
ton's early death, but thinks it must have been by an
accident.

to be all motive temperament he
would work at hard labor out of doors;
and if he wanted to be mental, he
would shut himself up, read, write,
think and devote himself entirely to
mental pursuits. He was a law
student with David Paul Brown, at
that time the most noted lawyer in
Philadelphia.

In the early volumes of the Ameriran
P/zrmologfra/ journal Mr. Walton
contributed a series of articles
entitled “Predominance of Certain
Organs in the British Poets." These
articles indicate his keen perceptions
in a phrenological direction and
his ready flow of language. A few
quotations will be given to illustrate
his ability to read character accur
ately and his manner of expressing
his views. In introducing his sub
ject he remarks as follows:

“ ()ne of the most delightful of the
thousand applications of which phre
nology is susceptible is the peculiar
pleasure which may be derived from
a perusal of the finer productions of
literature. ‘The thoughts that breathe,
and words that burn,’ to the initiated,
have an interest philosophical as well
as poetical. After exhausting the
beauties of a poem, a new and strange
interest springs up in the mind of
the reader, and he is soon found
deeply investigating the actual muses
of the distinguishing features of the
work; he turns from the enjoyment
of the well sustained image to a
fancy sketch of the head of its author,
in whom he beholds a large develop~
ment, united with‘activity of the
organ of comparison; and if the simile
is also elevated and brilliant, he
superadds that worshiper of pure
beauty——Ideality. The student of
br/[er lei/res will discover that when
comparison is equally large in two
poets, but in one Ideality is very
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large, and the perceptive faculties
small, and in the other the reverse is

found, a striking difference exists in
the kind of images employed. The
poet possessing strong perceptive
faculties generally likens one natural
object to another, and seldom ex

THOMAS MOORE.

tends his flights beyond visible exist
ences; while the other will be found
diving deep into the regions of fancy,
and seeking ‘ The light that is not of
the sea or earth, the consecration and
the poets‘ dream.’ It is only in the

airy analogies of imagination that he

hopes to find the faithful representa
tives of his thoughts.

“ When he seeks similitudes in
natural objects, be rather appropriates
the impressions they make upon the
fancy than their actual appearances.
The possession of large Wonder also
effects the supernatural, but it is that
which is out of nature not necessarily
above her. Scott is an excellent illus‘
tration of this, whose imaginative
poetry is almost entirely the product
of active marvelousness. The poet
of large perception and Comparison,
and smaller Ideality, if he wished to
describe the destruction of cherished
prospects, he finds its likeness in

flowers early nipped, blighted har

vests, or in some obvious analogy
furnished by perception. But if one
of large Ideality be the writer, if he
seek his images in nature at all, it will
be as she exhibits herselfin some remote

dime, and in some per/[liar mamm.
“ The entire works of Moore are

distinguished by great profusion of
elevated comparisons ; while the
poetry of Byron is comparatively but
little embellished by direct images.
All his intellectual and semi-intel
lectual organs,I think, most have
been large, and hence the great depth
and sublimity of his writings. Scott
has few similes remarkable for ele

gance,most of his figures being such as

LORD BYRON.

had been used by all his predecessors,
or were of easy occurrence, such as,

‘ No more on prancing palfrey borne,
1/2’ ram/mi [liq/l! a: [url- nl IIIUI'IL'

“In Byron's higher flights, Com
parison usually appears inwoven with
general reflection, as is strikingly
illustrated in the following soliloquy
over a skull:
‘ Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall,
Its chambers desolate, and portals foul;
Yet this was once ambition's airy hall—
The dome of thought, the palace of the

soul!
Behold through each lack lustre, eyeless

hole
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The gay recess of wisdom and of will
And passion's host, that never brook'd

control;
Can all saint, sage, or sophist ever writ,
People this lonely lower, this tenement

refit?’
“ Here we have a stately edifice,

completely worked up in the descrip
tion of a skull, while every line labors
under its weight of thought. This
combination is exceedingly rare—
the product of united Causality, Com
parison, Perception, Sublimity, and

Ideality.
“There are readers of poetry who

utterly confound the creations of

~ '

SAMUEL T.’ COLERIDGE.

Marvelousness and Ideality; and this
error has been the cause of much
triumph to anti-phrenologists. A re
markable instance of the kind oc
curred, it is said, with Spurzheim
himself, who, in a large private com

pany, examined the head of the cele
brated Coleridge. He pronounced
his Ideality relatively smaller than
Causality or Wonder. As this organ
was then thought to impart the power
of poetry, and as Coleridge had un

questionably written excellent poetry,
it raised a considerable laugh at the

expense of the philosopher, who was
thereupon introduced to the great
living poet. The amiable phrenolo

gist joined in the merriment, and the

opponents of his science exulted in

a victory. Like almost every other
fact, however, which has been sup
posed to militate against phrenology,
when clearly investigated, it becomes
confirmatory of its irresistible truth.
The poetry of Coleridge (which, by
the way, constitutes not one-third of
his writings, published and unpub
lished) is the legitimate offspring of
strong reflective faculties and won
der—the ‘ Ancient Mariner’ draws its
chief existence from the latter organ;
besides which, the muses were only
the playfellows of Coleridge, while
metaphysics was his beloved study—
his great hobby—and consequently his

Ideality must have been much smaller
than some of his intellectual organs.

“The poetry of Crabbe, remark

.

GEORGE CRABBE.

able as it is for vigorous de

scription and great condensation of
thought, is equally so for its want of
all ideal beauty. His intellectual
faculties were all favorably devel
oped, but his semi-intellectual,
particularly Sublimity and Ideality,
must have been much smaller. These
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deductions, which I have made from
the perusal of his works, perfectly
harmonize with a portrait I have seen
of him, in which the forehead is very
full, but the region of the above
named organs is comparatively con
tracted. All his readers know how

anti-poetical are the mere subjects of
his poems. “ * * * None of the

deep interest imparted by large Won
der can be found in any line he ever
wrote—none 0f the beauty of Ideality
——the grandeur of Sublimity. It was

the perceptive and reflective faculties
he chiefly exercised in writing, and
the possessor of these he always de

lights. Scott and Byron were both
admirers of Crabbe, for they could
appreciate his masterly powers of
description, and George Fox, it is

said, derived consolation from the

same source when he lay upon his
dying bed. It was the truth of his
poems which interested these master

minds. Crabbe could no more have
written ‘Lalla Rookh’ than he
could have leaped to the moon, and
Moore could as easily have accom
panied him thither as to have written
the ‘ Village Poor House.’

“ Many of your readers are doubt
less acquainted with the celebrated
controversy as to whether Pope was
a poet. Could a good practical
phrenologist, well acquainted with
the subject involved, have laid his
hand upon the heads of the different
parties engaged, I have no doubt he
could have classified the disputants
with remarkable accuracy. From
Bowles, who originated the debate,
through all the ‘lake school,’ as they
were called, Idealty or Marvelous
ness would have been found rela
tively larger than in the heads of
their opponents. Yet in every other
respect their developments would
have been widely dissimilar."

(T0 be continued.)

--———»>.4-" _
COMPENSATION.

HE wings of Time are black and white,
Pied with morning and with night.
Mountain tall and ocean deep
Trembling balance duly keep.

In changing moon and tidal wave
Glows the feud of Want and Have.
Gauge of more and less through space,
Electric star or pencil plays,
The lonely Earth amid the balls
That hurry through the eternal halls,
A make weight flying to the void,
Supplemental asteroid,
Or compensatory spark,
Shoots across the neutral dark.
Man's the elm, and Wealth the vine;
Stanch and strong‘ the tendrils twine:
Though the frail ringlets thee deceive,
None from its stock that vine can reave.
Fear not, then, thou child infirm,
There's no god dare wrong a worm;

Laurel crowns cleave to deserts,
And power to him who power exerts.
Hast not thy share? On winged feet,
Lo! it rushes thee to meet;
And all that Nature made thy own,
Floating in air or pent in stone,
Will rive the hills and swim the sea,
And like thy shadow, follow thee.

-——['.‘mn'son.



TEMPERAMENT AND FACULTY.

Bv W. P. UNDERWOOD.

HE student of human nature
soon discovers that the mental

faculties are expressed very differ
ently in different individuals. The
manner in which a feeling is mani
fested often depends upon surround
ings, but more frequently upon other
faculties acting with it

,

and upon the

temperament of the individual.
Mind is directly dependent upon

brain, and brain upon the vital
organs of the body for its support
and activity. Furthermore, the brain
harmonizes with the other parts of
the body in texture and structure.
While temperament may be the di
rect outgrowth of leading mental

traits, the reflex action of these

physical factors is positive and must
not be overlooked. The expression
of mind and character is affected not
only by temporary conditions of
health, but by the relative develop
ment of the various parts of the body.

In the motive temperament the

brain, like the rest of the body, is

organized for power and endurance.
There is density and hardness of fiber.
Its action is clear cut and direct, and
the strength, intensity and continuity
of its action account for the depth of
passion and general power and endur
ance of the character.

In the vital temperament the brain

is supplied with a superabundance of
aerated blood. There is softness and

elasticity of fiber, adapting it to sud
den and pressing excitements, ardor
and enthusiasm.

The mental temperament being ex

tremely susceptible through the ex
cessive development of the nervous
structures to sensation from without,
and to elaborate mental processes
within, is peculiarly adapted me

chanically to give clearness of
thought and full expression of the

higher sentiments, religion, poetry,
art, music, etc.

While the various temperamental
qualities are combined in endless
variety, it is not difficult to trace the
effects of each in the outward ex

pression of mind. For example, in
the social nature the influence of the
motive constitution is strongly
marked. There is a directness of
language and action which seems to
regard only results, and which takes

a direct line for the attainment of
happiness through the social nature.
But with the motive temperament
dominant, there is usually an atmos
phere of hard, cold self-restraint
around the individual which checks
the outward expression of the social
feelings; yet beneath this cold, un

feeling exterior there may be depths
of love, tenderness and sympathy
truly surprising, and which on occa
sion may be shown in all their
strength.

The influence of the vital tempera
ment on the social feelings gives a

decidedly different mode of expres
sion from that of the motive. It is
marked by an easy, good-natured
manner, jollity, ardor of affection,

a strong interest in the personal
affairs of others, and a whole-hearted
devotion to the pleasures of the hour.

With the mental temperament we
find a tendency toward exclusive
ness in social matters, to select a few
congenial friends, and to avoid the

medley of acquaintances that the
vital would accumulate. There is a

shrinking from the noisy, boisterous,
fun-loving company that‘ the vital
would enjoy. The sensitive organiza
tion, keenly alive to the mental atti
tude and feelings of others, and freed
in a measure from the grosser im

pulses of a greater endowment of
animality, would give expression to
the social feelings in a quiet, moder
ate way, avoiding as far as possible
anything relating to the coarse or
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common experiences of life; a tend

ency to idealize friends and compan
ions, and to show affection or interest
by look, tone, touch and manner,
rather than by words.

We find that the same directness of
purpose and love of strong, continued
effort of the motive temperament has
a marked effect upon the religious
sentiments, giving them a positive,
determined, unyielding form of ex

pression and a belief in “works."
There may be a tendency toward
fatalism, and there is always a dispo
sition to resort to force in some form
rather than to the exercise of faith
and patience. Other people's beliefs
may be tolerated, but never under
stood or appreciated. With the vital
temperament there seems to be an

easy tolerance of other's opinions, a

dislike to long sermons and hair-split
ting discussions, and a line of life is

‘k

usually chosen which is convenient
and practical. The spirit of martyr
dom in any form has no place in this
temperament.

The mental is preéminently the
temperament for the development and

expression of the higher sentiments,
and yet we are sometimes startled by
seeing its possessors weakly yield to
vice in some form from a lack of the

physical powers of resistance. But
in the expression of moral and relig
ious sentiment there is gentieness and
moderation; the perceptions are clear
and delicate, and there is a tendency
to live in an ideal world separate from
our material life. The deeper we go
into the study of human character
and conduct, the more clearly we see
that the higher faculties are built up
upon the lower, and that there isasym
pathetic relation between the mental
and physical powers.

WHY A CHILD SHAKES ITS HEAD FOR "NO" AND BOWS FOR "YES."

BY G. T. HOWERTON, M.S., Ph.D.

OME months ago I asked The
School journal why a child less

than one year old would shake the
head for denial and 6010 for assent

naturally or without teaching. The
same question would be. “What is the

origin of the head shake for denial
and the bow for assent?" The editor
did not answer this question, but said
if we accept the evolution theory the
child shakes its head because its an

cestors for generations have done so.

This would not reach the question of
the origin of the head shake for “no. "

The truth is that this gesture, with all
others that are natural, have their
orzlgin in the human mind, and their
expression through the brain, which is

the direct instrument of mind. No
one can go far in child-study, it seems

to me, without recognizing this fact,
and the further fact that there is such

a thing as “brain localization," or
centers for psychical faculties. Such
is the fact, and “the natural lan—

guage of the mental faculties" is one

of the prettiest things in child life.
The shake of the head for denial is
one of these natural expressions.
Speaking phrenologically,denial is the
action of 'combativeness, caution, and
firmness, with something of destruc
tiveness and self-esteem. It is a law
that during the excited activity of
any mental faculty the head will move
in the direction of the active brain
center, or turn itself on the center as
an axis. Combativeness is most act
ive in refusal, and being located be
hind and above the ears (in the brain),
shaker the head. If you insist on the
child's taking the thing refused, firm
ness comes into action and the head
moves back in a line with the top at
the same time it shakes. Watch all
fornj/ul speakers and see how beauti
fully they illustrate this law. Assent
is a yielding of firmness and self
esteem, with an activity of kindness,
which is in the front top head, hence
the bow or nod for “

yes.”—-The
Sohool journal.



THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, LL.B., M.D.

OME observations of a general
sort may be made, in the begin

ning of this paper, which have an
axiomatic standing in the opinion of
educated people. For instance, the
mind, as Plato said, by inherited
organization, contains certain notions
or faculties that require only the
stimulus of external objects and cer
tain conditions to awaken them. An
individual has to thank his parents
for a particular type of organization;
he is born, therefore, with certain pre
dispositions upon a basis of brain and

body that is available to study and
analysis.

The relation of organic size and
intellectual power is a constant fact
in the criminal kingdom. We note
it in all departments of animal life.
Each race or species of animal has its
special type of brain and skull, its
particular form of nerve structure, so
that the expert student of compara
tive anatomy will know, by an exam
ination of the brain case, to what
class or species an animal belongs.
The anthropologist reads through the

bone what was the nationality of the
man who once carried the skull upon
his shoulders. Magendie said in his
“Compendium of Physiology," “The
only way of estimating the

volume of the brain in a living
person is to measure the dimensions
of the skull; every other means, even

that proposed by Camper, is uncer
tain;" and Sir Charles Bell, in his
“Anatomy," confirms Magendie in a

fashion more definitely explicit re

garding the brain's relation to cranial
form as follows : “The bones of the
head are molded to the brain, and

the peculiar shapes of the bones of
the head are determined by the orig
inal peculiarity in the shape of the

brain."
Thus the contention of Gall with

regard to the correspondence of

brain development being notable in
the shape of the skull, was approved
later by two of the master anatomists
of Europe.

As concerns the significance of
volume or quantity of brain, the
weight of authority is decidedly on
the side of its relation to mental
power. A few representative teachers
of our time are all that should be
necessary to quote in this line.

“ The size of the brain appears to
bear a general relation to the intel
lectual capacity of the individual.
Cuvier's brain weighed rather more
than 64 ounces, that of the late Dr.
Abercrombie 63 ounces, and that of
Dupuytren 62% ounces. On the other
hand, the brain of an idiot seldom
weighs more than 23 ounces—Henry
Gray, I“. R. 5., “Anatomy: Descrip
tive and Surgical."

“All other circumstances alike the
size of brain appears to bear a general
relation to the mental powers of the
individual." Quain, “Anatomy,"Vol.
II. “ Butjust as largeness of muscle
gives greater strength of body as a
general rule, so largeness of brain
gives greater strength of mental im
pulse."—Alexander Bain, “Senses
and Intellect."

“A more intimate relation of de
pendence exists between the amount
of intelligence and the complex
structure of the brain as arising to a
large extent from the development of
the cerebral hemispheres, that is,
from their relative size and expanse,
and from the number and depth of
their convolutions. In other words,
wealth of expanded and convoluted
cerebral hemispheres is in some
general way a measure of the rich
ness and intensity of mental life.”—
Ladd, “Physiological Psychology."

The facts of racial and individual
diversity in the particulars just com
mented, point by rational implication
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to a structural complexity of brain
form which is defined by the term
“functional localization." Professor
Ladd sums up the evidences of anato
my on this line in words like these:
“ The cerebral cortex is itself a very
complex organ, or system of organs.
The diflerent regions are marked by
comparatively slight and yet not in

significant differences of structure;
they stand in different local relations
and nervous connections with one
another and with the ganglia lying
below. This outlying rind of gray
nervous matter is of course not a

homogeneous mass. It is made up
of innumerable nervous elements
combined in various ways and multi
form connections. It may be re

garded then as a complex of organs."
With our ability to determine
race by form of skull is involved
a bearing of some particular element
in the structure of brain upon the
character of racial type. The negro
race is distinguished by a pronounced
occipital development, and also a

fullness in the upper post-parietal
region, while the anterior region is

comparatively small, the fronal lobes
being narrow or coniform. The
Malaysian people are distinguished
by a marked breadth in the mid~

lateral region from the ear upward, a

comparatively short, flattened occip
ital section, while the frontal lobes
show less recession than those of
the negro. The head of the Malay
is short in its longitudinal diameter,
and almost as broad as long; that of
the negro is long and strikingly nar
row in the anterior half. Meanwhile
the difference in the mental char
acteristics between these two races is
as great as the difference in the form
of their heads. Going further in our
observations of racial differences,
cranially and mentally, we find our
selves at length compelled to admit
that these variations are not acci
dental, but have an intimate relation,
and therefore that a local peculiarity
indicated upon the head by its con
stant occurrence furnishes a clue to

character. The very increase of a
certain lobe or convolution of the
brain, comparing one animal with
another or one man with another,
imparts some extension of function
or faculty, just as in those animals dis
tinguished by their smelling capacity
we note a more elaborate develop
ment of the olfactory bulbs and of
those nerve tracts that are specially
charged with the smelling sense than
in animals which do'not show much
osmatic activity.

Baron Cuvier, contemporary of
Call, and of foremost eminence as a

naturalist, accepted the theory of
size and its comparative relation to
intelligence, and was among the first
of the French savants to accept the
postulate of localization. In his
“ Historical Report on the Prog
ress of the Natural Sciences," he
says: “It appears even that certain
parts of the brain contain in all classes
of animals a development propor
tioned to the peculiar properties of
these animals, and we may hope that
in following up these researches we
may at length acquire some notions
respecting the particular uses of each
part of the brain."

It is interesting to note here that
Gall was by no means alone in think
ing that the brain mass was a com
posite of different functional centers
in areas. There were indeed many
“learned doctors" of the brilliant
generation that closed the eighteenth
century who voiced such a belief.
Procharka, in a “Dissertation on
the Functions of the Nervous Sys
tem," published about 1784, sum~

marized current opinion in this fash
ion. “It is our consciousness and
a certain peculiar feeling which con
vinces everyone that he thinks with
his brain. But since the brain as
well as the cerebellum is composed of
many parts variously figured, it is
probable that nature, which never
works in vain, has destined those
parts to various uses, in that the
various faculties of mind seem to re
quire different parts of the cerebrum
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and cerebellum for their production."
That Gall was conversant with

opinion of this kind is evident enough
in his works. The opening chapters
of his “Physiology of the Brain "

exhibit a careful knowledge indeed
of the physiologists and metaphysi
cians not only of his own time, but of
the earlier centuries, and he was sus

tained, if not inspired, toa good de

gree in the carrying on of those
investigations that are associated with
his name by the trend of thought re

garding the physical basis of mind.

His own impressions from early study
of moral and intellectual action find
ing confirmation in the teaching of
philosophy and physiology, led him
on toward the goal of his choice, the
demonstration of the brain’s special
office in the evolution of thought, until
success crowned his perseverance and
enthusiasm, and the learned world
knew that mind and brain were posi
tively related; that the one was the
correlate of the other, the naturally
appointed instrument of a divine en
dowment in the human entity.

(To It: mulinuml.)

SOME CHARACTERISTICS

m
OF THE JAPANESE. *

BY Paor. L. N. FOWLER.

VIDENTLY we have as much
to learn about the science of

living from the Japanese as they have
from us, if not more. _ Their condi
tion is in broad outline a prophecy of
what peace and prosperity will pro
duce in every country with the

fertility necessary for the support of
a large population.

We can already see in America that
increasing population-limits taxes

severely the production of meats, and

suggests, what is the truth, that the
trend of the world is toward vegeta
rianism. Whether this is desirable
or not it is inevitable, because the
land necessary to support a beef will
feed a human family an entire year
under intensive cultivation.

The Japanese live largely on the
cereals, on beans and peas, rice, fish,
fruit and vegetables. The diet is

simple, but they are perhaps the most
comfortable people in the world.
They are no doubt the politest and
kindest to each other, and it is very
hard to be either polite or kind when
the digestive apparatus is not at ease.

Undoubtedly the Japs might teach
us a number of things in political andmum delivered January 9. at the
Memorial Hall, in London, b Professor Fowler, who
acknowledges indebtedness or some of his facts to a
recent letter from E. S. Patton, of Yokohama.

social economy if we would let them.
The Aborigines or Ainus, the hairy
people of Japan, are driven up to the
most northern island of Japan, called

Jesso. They are much despised, and
all wear thick beards and moustaches,
and because the women cannot grow
moustaches they tattoo their upper
lip to resemble them. They are
harmless, peaceful people, with a
different language, and totally differ
ent habits and customs from the
Japanese. They hunt and worship
the bear, of which there is a large
black species on the island. They
are miserably poor, and despite the
charitable efforts of the Catholic and
Protestant missionaries to ameliorate
their condition, they are evidently
doomed to extinction, there being
30,000 left at the present time.

Clulrarler. --The Japanese are
superior to the Chinese, not merely
in a physical, but also in ar moral
point-of view. Thimberg character
izes them as intelligent, prudent, in
quisitive, industrious, ingenious,
sober and temperate, domestic,
cleanly, sincere, just, honorable, sus

picious, superstitious, proud, revenge
ful, brave, nay invincible; and their
heads (those I have examined) indi~
cate as much. Writers who arelmuch
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less disposed to draw a favorable
picture of these people cannot deny
them many of these valuable quali
ties.

There is a curiosity that rises to a

real desire of knowledge; cleanliness,
courage, sincerity and fidelity, which
indeed are but too frequently accom
panied with pride. It has been more
over admitted for centuries that the

Japanese are brave, even to the sac

rifice of their own life, and for this
reason the country has never yet
been subdued by a foreign pwer.

In every skull or picture, three
organs in the Japanese head strike
you so much as let loose to reign
supreme—Approbativeness, Combat
iveness, Destructiveness. The dis
regard of death, which they prefer
to the slightest dz'sgrare, extends to

the very lowest classes, and to both
sexes. When a person is conscious
of having committed some crime,
and apprehensive of thereby being
disgraced, he puts an end to his own
life, to spare his family the ruinous
consequences of judicial proceedings.
If two Japanese are passing up the
palace stairs, and one quite by acci
dent treads on the other’s foot,—
jumping at once to the conclusion
that it was an insult,—he says, “ Stay,
I will show you my saber is sharper
than yours," and instantly kills him

self.
The profound contempt of death is

imbibed from their earliest years.
The sons of people of quality exer
cise themselves in their youth for
five or six years, with a view that
they may perform the operation in

case of need with grace and dexterity.
Cambatiwnesr or Courage—In the

schools from early infancy, “Cour
age" is the one chief and special
quality constantly inculeated, so

much is made of it that you would
think that there was nothing else to
learn. The schoolmaster holds up

every great character, every hero,
every successful commander almost
for worship. The invasion of the
Tartars in 78: and 1281, and their

grand and complete victory, a holi
day commemorate. In the squares
also before their very doors, all these

figures are placed. Is there any won
der such a quality is so prominent?

Destrurliz'eness 0r Exzrulizzmess.—
The Japanese are amost energetic
people, in fact tremendously so,

especially, too, when you consider the
climate. But it has its evil effects
also. The duty of revenging an
injury was formerly transmitted from
generation to generation, till the de
scendants of the injured party found
an opportunity of taking vengeance.

The Japanese themselves, how
ever, assert that at present this fool
ish propensity no longer prevails to
sucha degree.

Imitatlbn.—Imitation, too, is large
in the general Japanese head. They
can copy well from others, and
quickly adapt themselves to any
people, or nation, among whom they
may be situated. Their ships were

utterly unfitted for sea, even for their
own shores. A pilot from England,
William Adams, sailing in a Dutch
vessel, put into one of their ports,
was detained by the Emperor. The
Japanese quickly learned all he had
to teach, and ships were constructed
after in a very different manner.
He started from Texel in 1598 and
was two years making the voyage.

This is just an example of what
they are in everything—quick, apt,
practical, ingenious.

Pride—Their pride is very great; it
is a predominating quality.

THE JAPANESE AS STUDENTS.

The Japanese are charming pupils,
they are so attentive and intelligent,
and so anxious to improve themselves.
A most interesting ceremony takes
place on the Emperor's birthday,
November 3, when the whole of the
teachers and students at the Imperial
Academy of Music, Tokio, meet in
the large concert hallof the Academy
to do homage to the portraits of the
Emperor and Empress by bowing
deeply before them. The whole
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ceremony is most impressive, but no
stranger is allowed to be present.

The activity of the Haruka, Em
press of Japan, in personally direct
ing the humane work of the Red
Cross, while the Emperor has gone to
the front, is a source of pride among
the Japanese officials in this country.
They say the Empress secured the
introduction of the Red Cross into
Japan about twelve years ago. When
the Kagoshima war broke out,in 1877,
she sent an immense quantity of lint
of her own preparation for the use of
the wounded soldiers. It is noted
also that in her present Red Cross
work she does not confine her
humane office to the Japanese
wounded, but to the enemy as well,
who happen just now to be most in
need of such relief. The Empress's
labors during the war are in line with
those in which she has been identi
fied in peaceful times. She practices
silk culture in her house in order to
share in the labor of the poor silk
workers of Japan. She is also the
head of the charitable and educational
movements, the girls’ normal school,
the girls‘ high school and the Tokio
charitable hospital.

The Empress of Japan is as noted
for her philanthropy as the Emperor
is for his progressive spirit and ready
assimilation of Western ideas. She is

highly intellectual, of great personal
beauty and strength of character. She
has jet black hair, her face is long
and thin, her forehead is high and her
head is finely formed. Her particu
lar hobby has been the Peeresses’

School, established by her in Tokio,
in which she has a suite of apart
ments, and for which she wrote a

song. She is forty-four years old,
two years older than the Emperor.
They celebrated their silver wedding
last February, when the Emperor,
who appreciates his spouse's quali-.
ties of head and heart, took pains to
establish a precedent intended to
overturn the custom of separating
husband and wife socially. The cere
monies were on a more elaborate

scale than had ever been known, and
the Emperor in every way showed
that he believes the wife's place is be
side her husband, on a level with
him.

JAPANESE RECOGNITION OF WOMEN.

The Japanese have taken an ad
vance step in the direction of the
recognition of women. One of the
regulations framed beforehand to
govern the Japanese Parliament pro
hibited the presence of women as
listeners to its debates. When Par
liament convened, however, one of
its first acts was to annul this regu
lation, and on December 8, 1890,
three ladies were present for the first
time; since that time ladies have been
constant attendants on its sessions.

The Japanese seem to be further
advanced than we are, for technically
the ladies‘ gallery is outside the House
of Commons proper. This is shown
by the fact that when for any reason,
strangers, including reporters, have
been ordered to withdraw, the Speaker
has had no power to order the ladies
to withdraw, because they were not
recognized as being present, and
their gallery was not in the House.
We, therefore, must congratulate the
Japanese on having so quickly re
moved an injustice which might soon
have been sanctioned by custom, and
thus have been hard to destroy.

The Japanese baby is a funny brown
creature, with snapping black eyes,
and plenty of stiff black hair. His
head is generally shaved so as to
leave two little tufts at the sides, and
a larger one on the top of his head.
He is seldom carried in his mother's
arms, but from the time he is two or
three months old he goes around on
the shoulders of some older child, a

brother, sister, or nurse. Japanese
children, as well as grown people,
wear a loose garment called a kimono,
opened in front, with wide sleeves,
very much like a dressing gown, and
which is tied on by means of a long
sash wound several times round the
waist The kimono is so loose that
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the baby can be tucked inside on the
back, and tied on with the sash, and
thus he is carried around, peering
curiously with his bright black eyes
over the shoulders of the one on
whose back he is carried.

JAPANESE PROPERTY.

On a territory about the area of
Montana, Japan supports 40,000,000
people in comparative comfort. Reck
oning the American area at twenty
four times that of Japan that country
at that rate would support 960,000,000
people.

Japanese property is rarely insured.
The houses being of such inflammable
materials, the insurance is very high,
so that people prefer taking the risk,
so when a fire happens it means utter
ruin and the beginning the world
again. A great fire broke out in June
last which destroyed a great portion
of the Japanese houses at the foot of
the Bluff, and quite a number of
Japanese tradespeople and workmen
were utterly ruined at Yokohama.

sARTnQuAkss

Following the great fire in June,
which in itself was disastrous enough,
came the earthquake at Tokio. The
destruction to property and life was

great, some being injured while en

deavoring to escape from the falling
houses.

SCENERY.

Some of the islands are so beautiful
and so shifting that there is a saying
no painter can paint them. The
scenery is described to be like fairy
land. The Sacred Island is memor
able for pilgrims; 30,000 visit the

island every year. It is second only
to Fugiyama as a spot for pilgrims.
It is only quite recently that women
have been allowed to look at the

island, far less set foot on it; and
even now there is an ascent to the

top that women are not permitted to
make. '

In the islands you do not hear the

English tongue spoken, and the peo

ple are so pleasant, simple and un

sophisticated, besides being thor
oughly fair and honest in their deal
ings. One thing that strikes a

stranger very forcibly is that it is from
the events of their own national his
tory, the traditions of which linger in
such islands, that the Japanese show
the intense patriotism which is their
distinguishing characteristic.

Foreigners are apt to forget or to
ignore the fact that the Japanese have
a past as full of deeds of heroism and
self-sacrifice as our own, and the

country people are reared from child
hood, among these traditions, and
thus their patriotism is handed down
one generation to another. There is
not a Japanese in all Japan but values
his own life as nothing if it were
necessary to sacrifice it for his coun
try's good. At this crisis all political
party feelings are forgotten, and the
most fervent loyalty to the Emperor
and their country is the one univer
sally predominant feeling. They are
a most interesting people, but their
character is greatly misunderstood by
foreigners. Omedeto means a wish
for happiness.

TEMPERANCE IN JAPAN.

In the little Japanese island,
Okushiri, the people are farmers and
fishermen. Until 1884 they have
been large consumers of the native
intoxicating liquor, saki, spending
about £600 a year for it. Sensible
of the evil of this, some of the lead
ing men, in July, 1884, induced the
people to enter into a covenant to
abandon wholly the sale, purchase
and use of alcoholic beverages for
five years to test its utility. Order
thenceforth reigned completely, and
prosperity came with rapid strides.
The population increased five-fold in
five years, and the capital invested in
the fishing industry ten-fold. Reed
thatches were replaced by shingles,
four large granaries were kept full
of rice, and, in addition, each house
had stores of its own. There is now
stored in the island rice sufiicient to

support the people three or four
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years, even though the herring fishery
should fail entirely. Roads have
been constructed in places where
nothing of the kind existed before.
The principal school has been greatly
improved, and several branch schools
have been established. New lands
have been brought into cultivation,
and hemp to the value of £400 is

grown annually for the manufacture
of fishing nets, which before had to
be imported entirely from the main
land. A large community of settlers
in'the neighboring island _of R20
pledged themselves to a covenant
similar to that of Okushiri, and with
similar results. When the five years
expired it was renewed for another
term of five years.

PLACE FOR JAPAN.

By their victories on land and sea
the Japanese have demonstrated in
the only acceptable way their rlght to
a recognized place in the family of
nations, says the New York World.
Henceforth a new power must be
reckoned with, and if her career of
conquest is not arrested by European
intervention, a warlike and aggressive
people, flushed with victory, may
completely change existing inter
national relations in the far East.
There is a prevalent impression that
the Western powers will not allow
the contest to proceed much further;
but if they intervene it will be with
out excuse. As the Japanese Consul
General said in his interview recently
published in the IVor/d: “Not one
of the great powers of the earth has
the shadow of a right to mix itself up
in this matter. It is the great
Asiatic problem at white heat and it
must be settled by Asiatics.”

If Japan goes on to the triumph
which now seems within her grasp
there is little likelihood that she will
be content to remain an island power,
playing a minor and unobserved part
in the great drama of history. Her
people are already pleased to think
themselves the English of the Orient,
and they will undoubtedly follow

England's example in reaching out
for territory on the mainland of Asia
and in the islands of the Pacific.
With a strong navy the Philippine
Islands will offer a great temptation.
The possessions of Spain and Holland
in those Eastern waters will not be
secure against a nation of 40,000,000
people, conscious of power and eager
to prove it. We already know that
Japan has cast covetous eyes on the
Sandwich Islands, and will Australia
be content to remain a British colony
when her interests, perhaps hersafety,
may demand freedom of action in her
relations with a powerful neighbor ?

In commerce, as in international
politics, Japan will have to be con
sidered. She has stepped forth from
the poetic Oriental dreamland and
has become one of the forces in the
world of civilization. That she will
be a growing power is evident to all
who have studied her progress since
Commodore Perry persuaded her to
open her ports to commerce and her
mind to Western ideas.

THE WAR.

The war is, with the Japanese, the
all-absorbing topic of the day. The
foreign community does not appear
to be much affected by it

,

except the
business people who suffer through
it. The whole forty millions of the
Japanese people are as one man in
regard to the intensity of their feel
ings on this subject. Men, women
and little children are all alike inter
ested in the glory of their country.
The men would all, to a man, go and
fight if they could. The women en
dure without a murmur the privation
entailed upon them by the loss of their
bread-winners, and even the little
children are quite excited when one
asks them, “Will you go and fight the
Chinamen ?” The toy shops are full
of martial toys, and the hat shops
have burst forth into bright scarlet
and blue caps, and cocked hats for
little boys to wear.

At first the feeling among the for
eign community was that of contempt
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for the apparent foolhardiness of the
small Japanese people in commencing
hostilities with such a mighty nation
as China, and remarks were dropped
as to the hope that the Chinese would
give them a good beating to take
some of the conceit out of them.
But since the little Japanese have
shown themselves so much in earnest,
so brave, so well disciplined, so

heroic, and so magnanimous to their
enemy when prisoners fell into their
hands,public opinion has quite turned
round,and now the foreigners would be

very sorry if the little people get the
worst of it. The Japanese feel fully
convinced that the eyes of the
whole world are upon them, so they
are endeavoring to act up to the

highest standards of civilized warfare.

THE JAPANESE APPEARANCE.

In general they are of amedium
stature, surpassing the standard of
the lower class of the Chinese, but
not as tall as the average Chinese.
The head is usually large, the neck
short, the hair black, thick, and
shining with oil; the nose, though
not flat, is thick and short. Their
complexion is sallow and more orless
swarthy, according as they are more
or less exposed to the heat of the
sun. Upon the whole, the Japanese
cannot be regarded as handsome,
though to this observation most of
the grandees form exception—Tire
P/zreno/ogira/ Magazine.

THE UNDERMOST DOG IN THE FIGHT.

Though seldom I go with the rabble
That dotes on a fraud or a fright,

I can not keep out of the scrabble
Which aims at defending the right.

The people seem charmed by successes
That always bedazzle the sight,

Discerning no wrong that distresses
The undermost dog in the fight.

I cannot ignore the reflection
That equity comes from above,

Enjoining that every defection
Be met in a spirit of love;

And so I deduce the conclusion
That mercy and justice unite

In helping, amidst the confusion,
The undermost dog in the fight.

It signifies little in reason,
That dog fights are not in my line,

While symbols are always in season,
Or justice and mercy condign.

I care not for what you may take him,
This victim of popular slight,

My sympathy shall not forsake him,
The undermost dog in the fight.

A judgment shall some day be meted
Concerning these matters of wrong,

And something like this be repeated:" The battle is not to the strong;"
And He, who well knoweth our blindness,

Will see both the wrong and the right,
And never forget, in his kindness,

The undermost dog in the fight.

But here, in the turmoil and huddle,
The masses are pushing along,

Most ready to help in the muddle,
The cause of the swift and the strong.

Please, do not count me in the rabble;
Though sadly astray from the right,

My hand shall assist in the scrabble,
The undermost dog in the fight.

_ (s. B.)
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“The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

HOPEFUL CANDIDATES.

BY NELSON SrzER.

IGS. 209, 210. This child ap
pears to be remarkably healthy

and to have asound, substantial consti
tution. His head, measuring twenty

years old. He has the mental tem
perament in a pretty large degree,
because his head is large for his
weight and age. He appears to have

FIG. 209.

one and a half inches in circumfer
ence, is large enough for a man whose

weight is 140 pounds, and this child
weighs forty-five pounds and stands

3 ft. 51} in. high. He is less than five

D. J. SAYLER, SCHOLAR, THINKER, LEADER.*

a full share of the motive tempera
‘This bo ‘s pictures were sent to us forexamination

in the regu ar course of business about two years ago
and we re uested permission to retain and use them,
which exp ains why the statement, though abeidged,

is more extended than others which were sent by
our invitation to illustrate this department.
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ment, because he is rather tall, show
ing a good bony structure, and the
vital temperament appears to be well
represented, because he is plump and
he appears to have good digestion
and good breathing power and not
poor circulation. With a head so

large for his weight and age he ought
to be trained carefully in every way,
especially physically. Means should
be adopted to have him sleep all he
needs to sleep. He ought to have a

nap during the day, if convenient,
and then he ought to retire early, so
as to have time to sleep ten or twelve
hours in the twenty-four, and he

should do so for three or four years.
Children like him, with so large a

longer without food than he can with
out sleep. In China theyinflict capi
tal punishment on certain grades of
culprits, by compelling them to re
main awake until they die, and the
thirteenth or fourteenth day generally
finishes the strongest of them, but a
man can live three times thirteen days
without food and recover.

This child is a great observer, but
not so much of mere physical phe
nomena as he is of causes, reasons
and consequences. He asks ques
tions about truth; he asks why this
or that is so, and is not satisfied un
less he can have a sound and sub
stantial reason. He will make a good
scholar if he has a good opportunity,

no. 210.

head, need more sleep than those

whose heads are smaller, because

sleep was ordained merely to rest the

brain and the nervous system. Noth
ing else does it
,

and a person can live

D. J. SAYLER, STRONGLY SOCIAL.

and especially a scholar in the ranges
of thought embodying meditation,
philosophy, theory, principle and
idea. He will take the higher forms
of investigation; he will not be merely
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an observe: of phenomena and data,
but he will always be anxious to trace
statistics onward and backward so as
to get the beginning and the end—
the full history of the fact. He has
a very fertile imagination. He thinks
far ahead and asks strange and ma
ture questions for one of his age, and
if he were trained in religious themes
and theories his imagination would
magnify and project statements made
to him so that he would have worlds
of questions to ask about the future
state; where the locality is

,

what its
measures and bounds, its laws and

usuages, and he might ask, “ Who is

there, and what are they doing?” He
has uncommonly large spirituality
and veneration, shown by ample arch
ing of the central top-head, which give
him a credulous and reverential spirit;
he is willing to believe anything that

is not palpably erroneous or false, and
his large veneration leads him .to rec
ognize and respect the excellent and
elevated. He will always respect
the high, the honorable and the dis
tinguished, and he will incline to be
devotional in a religious sense. He
has imitation enough to copy and

‘conform and adapt himself to usuage.
He seeks to do that which his seniors
do, and he thinks he knows what he
will do when he is a big man. His
hope leads him to expect all that he
needs and approves. He is not one
who will look on the dark side of the
future, even though everything is

going against him. He has talent
for mechanical invention, and, with
his large Ideality and Spirituality, he
will always be trying to develop
something that is remarkable. He
would see enough of a World's Fair,

if he had a chance, to remember it

as long as he lives, and for a person
of his age, he will try to know more
about invention and machinery,
and its operations, than others.
He will have a taste for art
and for mechanism, and a relish for
poetry and the higher fo'rms of liter
ature. He will study human nature
and understand strangers, and he

appreciates the peculiarities of peo
ple. The middle section of his head is

well developed, and that being rather
broad, he has the love of life; he has
executive force and the tendency to
be brave and thorough. He will
manifest a good degree of appetite;
he relishes food, and it will be rather
easy to build him up in physical
strength and vitality. He is not go:
ing to be puny and pimping, but, on
the other hand, he will be hearty and
zealous. He has rather large De
structiveness, and therefore he feels
strong to do whatever is needful and
desirable. He is secretive and will
be able to conceal his thoughts and
guard his expressions so as not to be
indiscreet in his words. He will not
be inclined, as he advances in life, to
let people know his plans and his
purposes until he gets them beyond
peradventure. When he has “struck
oil" on any line of prosperity and
success which is palpable, he will not
try to conceal it

, but he may not tell
how much he is making, because that
would open the door for people who
always have on hand some “cause"
or chronic charity to foster and de
sire help. He has prudence and cau
tion and good sense enough to desire
to avoid advertising that he has money
to give away, hence he is not likely
to be ostentatious in his gifts, partly
because it is in poor taste and partly
because he would not want to ad
vertise himself as a factor of charity,
and thus invite the throng of charity
hunters.

His head in the back part seems
to be long and narrow and decidedly
large. The social elements are very
strong and he will be fond of pets
and inclined to foster whatever is

petable. If there was a baby which
he could patronize and play with and
be the leader of, he would feel that
he had an important charge and
responsibility. He has a protective
spirit and is benevolent and desirous
of having something that he can pet,
protect, assist and guide. Some boys
are a good deal more fond of govern
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ing others than he is. He will be lov
ing and affectionate and inclined to
protect others rather than to lord it
over them. He will be a guide rather
than an overseer, and he will gener
ally be a leader because he hasa large
brain, an active imagination and
plenty of ingenuity, and also the dis
position to see ahead and know all
that can be known about matters and
things. He is a good friend, is com

panionable, social, loving; is fond of
home and home associations. His
Continuity is not as large as we would
like to see it

, and hence he is liable to
get tired of a thing and drop it and
want something else that is fresh and
new. Some children will take six or
eight blocks and play with them fora
year; they always seem to find the
blocks new and useful and will build
almost anything out of them, but this
boy would like to have a full-rigged
locomotive, and if he lived near a

fountain or a stream he would want a

boat which he could sail and have a

string attached to it so that he could
haul it in or let it out before the wind
as he wished. If he could have a

wind-mill that would turn, it would
gratify his ingenuity and he would
like that; will always be full of re
sources and will make a good scholar.
While he is loving and affectionate,
he is rather high_tempered; will not
seek quarrels nor seek to lord it over
others. He will know more than
most other children do if nothing
happens to check his mental growth
or destroy his health, but he will be

a counsellor, an advisor and a leader
rather than a driver. He is remark
able for his strength of affection, his

tender sympathy, his moral and re

ligious tendencies, his reasoning pow
ers, his imagination and also for his
great force of character.

This boy ought to be dressed

warmly about feet and legs, and if he

were my boy he never should wear
knickerbockers according to the
present plan, especially in the winter
time. I would give him long trousers
and the old-fashioned boot to wear,

which would come half or two-thirds
of the way up to the knee, and the

boot-leg being loose around the
ankle would give a space for the
warm air to circulate and thus
keep the legs and

'
feet warm,

which would tend to induce a

free circulation of the blood through
out the entire body. Fifty years ago
all men wore boots, and little boys,
five years old, would get boots with
red tops as a Christmas present and
were very proud of them. This wear
ing of the knickerbocker rig in cold
weather prevents boys and men from
becoming as tall as they otherwise
would be, and besides it brings on

many diseases and disturbs the sys
tem because the blood is checked in
its circulation to the feet and back
again, andif the blood cannot go to the
feet it will go where it can go easiest,
namely, to the brain, the liver, the
kidneys and the stomach, congesting
these and putting them out of order.
The laced shoes, being tight around
the ankle, allovs zero to come within
an eighth of an inch of the skin, and
that produces congestion at the
ankle, where there is but little flesh
to cover the blood vessels. I had a
boy under my hands once who was
twelve years old, had a twenty-two
inch head and weighed seventy
pounds. His mother brought him to
me in November when the weather
was raw and cold, and below the knee
he had on nothing but thin merino
stockings with no drawers under
them, and when I grasped his leg it

felt cold to my hand, but he had a

fur cap on his head and he wore a

fur-trimmed overcoat which came
down to his knees. I advised the
mother to lengthen out his drawers,
to get him good, warm stockings in
stead of the thin merino ones and
then to get him boots to wearinstead
of the tightly laced shoes. In order
to make it look all right I told her
she could get thick, beaver cloth and
have some leggings made which could
be sewed on to the pants and so
make long trousers of them, and she
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promised to do just as I said. In
about five months’ time, namely, about
the first of April, she brought the
boy back again just to show him,
and he had gained seven pounds in
weight during that time; one tenth
of his whole weight had been added,
and he had so far recovered in health
that he was able to go to school
every day in the week, whereas be
fore that he was only able to go one

day, and he had even commenced to
play leap-frog and other games with
the boys and was full of joy and en

thusiasm, and the mother said she
thought we had saved her boy for
her and that we might have saved
his two older brothers who went to
the grave just as this one seemed to
be going, if she had only brought
them to us in time.

If this were my boy I would let
him grow up without eating candy,
cake, fine flour and extra rich food.
He should eat oatmeal and milk, he
should have the entire wheat for his
bread, what is called graham bread,
and he might eat lean beef, mutton,
fish, eggs, and poultry that is not too
fat. He may eat the common vege
tables and ripe fruit freely.

This boy will make afine scholar
and will incline to literature and
science, especially in medicine. He
might be distinguished in law and he
would be likely to take a good place
in general literature, and if he has
the proper education he will be able
to shine in speaking and in writing.
If he were placed in such a way as to
come in contact with mechanism and
engineering he would be likely to
show talent in that direction.

Fig. 21 r. This boy is a year old.
His head measures 18 in. in cir
cumference and from ear to ear over
the top it measures 11%‘ in., which
shows a large head forhis twenty-two
pounds of weight. He has an earnest
disposition; is intent upon the accom
plishment of what he has occasion to
do and knows what he desires. He
has a definite understanding of his
wishes and purposes, and he will learn

to be an excellent scholar. He has a

remarkable memory of facts, places,
and ideas. He will be polite, he will
be agreeable, he will understand char
acter, and while he is earnest he will
also show wit, but he will not be a

trifler. He will be brilliant, witty,
and refined, but he will be earnest and
strong. Mechanism is one of his
marks, desire for property is another,

FIG. 211. R. K. L.

BUSINESS.

MEDICINE OR

and if he could have a good medical
education it would doubtless be as
good a field as he could occupy. He
has talent for the study of anatomy
and would be expert as a surgeon.
There is so much to learn there and
his memory is such that he would re
tain it all. He will have the courage
of his convictions, and will be watch
ful, prudent, painstaking, upright,
dignified and inclined to be his own
master and he will not always be lean

ing upon somebody who will under
take to sustain him. He will learn
rapidly and will have an idea as to
how things ought to be and he will
not long accept wrong teaching as
sound and valid; he will reform the
methods if they are not right.

Fig. 212. This girl is twelve and
a half years old, rather older than we
invite for this department. She
seems fairly well grown and has
rather a large head, although the
weight of the person is not given.
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She has artistic talent and is capable
of being a good scholar in the higher
branches of learning. She is strong.
She has good vitality and is decidedly

FIG. 2 I 2. E.P.—SCHOLAR AND TEACHER.

intellectual. She can comprehend
the principles involved in studies or
in business and will be a keen critic
of the facts of life and surrounding
circumstances, and especially a good
critic of human character. The

upper part of the center of the fore

head, where the hair begins, or a

little below where the hair begins is

the location of the organ which gives
the instinct in regard to human na

ture. She will make a good teacher

and would do well in business. She

has a fair sense of value and inclines

to be economical rather than avari

cious. Her Benevolence is large.

The upper part of the front head is

high, hence she is generous and self

sacrificing, and willing to give an

ample equivalent for valuable results.

She is firm, honest, respectful, am

bitious, proud-spirited and inclined

to persist in her studies and in her
work and finish what she begins.
'l'here is good distance from the

opening of the ear backward; the
back-head being fully developed, in

dicates strong affection, ardent love
and regard for home, children and
friends. She is ambitious about the

world's good opinion, and her intel
lect will be the cutting edge of her
success. She will get knowledge
and be well informed; can talk her
thoughts and impress her wish and
her will clearly. She will deserve
success and be willing to work that
she may secure it.

Figs. 2x3, 214. Thisthree-year old
boy has a plump and amply sustained
system. He is healthy, fat, warm
blooded, hearty and hungry pretty
often. His head is broad at the base,
hence he has wonderful force. With
hisVital Temperament he makes steam
fast enough for a high-pressure en

gine. He is combative and severe

when provoked. He is ardent in his
love. The back-head is heavy. He
is fond of his friends, fond of pets,
but a little apt to be harsh and rough
with them. His horse, his dog and
his nanny-goat, and his playmates
also, will have to obey him, or at least
he will think so and incline to take

measures to secure obedience; but he

does not like to be roughly handled
himself. This boy ought to be fed on

plain diet, namely, on milk, grain prod
ucts, vegetables and fruits mainly.
He should not be loaded with sugar,
for that is the bane of this age. Sun
day-school picnics are attractive be

cause they have bushels of cake and

candy; and the next day they have

more fever, fretfulness, headache and

stomach-ache than people generally
attribute to cake and candy; and the

mothers say,
“ The dear things were

so happy at the picnic that they over
worked and are not well to-day."

This boy should be kept on plain
food, and have ample exercise in the

open air and have plenty of time to

sleep. He should be permitted to
have liberty—large liberty in his play,
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because he must make a noise, lift
heavy things and carry on a big busi
ness. He is not one of the persons
who will stand over a counter and

sell pins, buttons, tape and other
knick-knacks. He would do better

“the laws of the Medes and the
Persians," finished and settled when
once uttered, and crying and teasing
should not be permitted to win a vic
tory for him. If any unjust require
ment is made of him, and it seems to

FIG. 213. G. L. N. HEADSTRONG, POSITIVE AND PLUCKY.

in a big manufactory, where iron is

made by the ton, where cars are

builded or where they are used in

actual service, or he would do well as

a contractor about a city doing large
work. He will make a man with
boots on; he will not go through the

world with dancing slippers on. There
is nothing dainty, delicate or little
about his ways, his works and his
thoughts. He lias a capital memory
and good judgment. He has mechan

ical ingenuity, also large Acquisitive
ness, and he will make money some-

’

where and he will be willing to earn
it. He will always want to work by
the piece if he works at hand work,
or he will want to take a contract and

boss the job. But those who deal with
him ought to be calm, patient and

consistent, and if it is necessary to

deny him anything it should be like

be apparent so that he will know it
,

it should be retracted and apologized
for, and then he will understand that

if his superior should make a mistake

it will be rectified, and if anything is

said, not being a mistake, it must not
be modified or changed. I would
not advise a.loud, harsh voice in his
training, and I would not talk to him
while he was crying. I would wait
until he stopped and then reason with
him and show him why it is not right
that he should carry his point, and
why the injunction or requirement is

reasonable and proper to be given
and to be submitted to. He has brain
enough to understand if he is only
treated with calmness, consistency
and persistency, but he ought to be
taught, to start with, that justice and
kindness rule, and that kicking and
crying will not dethrone justice. We
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will not say that one or two wisely
applied corporal punishments in his

early time might not be a means of
grace to him. A child who has as
much vitality and physique as he has
can sometimes be appealed to with

his social affections. If the father or
mother would say,

“ You do not want
us to feel sad and sorry because you
are naughty, as we always must, do
you P You want us to love you, and
therefore you ought to do that which

7

no. 214. o. L. N.

blows, calmly but thoroughly applied,
more effectually, or at least more
readily, than by reasoning. We no~

tice that when kittens become 0b

streperous the mother cat sometimes
gives them a cuff with her paw
and they come to terms and

seem to consider it all right,
and while most children could be

better trained without corporal pun
ishment, some kind of penalty should
always be understood to be the con

sequence of persistent disobedience.
For instance, the denial of some

pleasure tomorrow, or some other
time, so that the child will find out
that the “way of the transgressor"
is made hard for him, and that there

fore he brings down the punishment
on his own head, and then the throne
of justice will be glorious. This boy
can also be trained by an appeal to

“A WHOLE TEAM."

will make you lovely and not be con
trary, cross, selfish and headstrong."
And whatever happens he should not
be pacified when he is wrangling and
crying in anger, by being submitted
to. When he commenced to cry and
storm I would send him into another
room and say, “Now you may stay
there until you get through crying
and until you can be a good boy, and
when you think you can be good you
may rap with your knuckles on the
door and then we will see about it."
He has his mother's intellect and his
mother's affections, but the middle
section of the head, from the car
over the top, is like the father. He
has the feminine thinking and loving
faculties and the masculine executive
faculties, hence is frequently quite

unlike in his mode of feeling and
action.



WHAT OCCURS WHEN WE MAGNETIZE‘I

HE question—What primary
changes take place in the

man when induced into the hypnotic
state?--I would answer_ with a

brief review of one or two recorded
cases.

Note—“A slight enlargement of
the pupils of the eyes was noted.”

An early change from the normal
condition is seen in dilation of the
iris. .

1V0/e.—“ I easily stiffen the right
thumb."

The stiffening of the thumb, by
gently stroking it from root to tip,
is an elementary experiment, easy to
perform, and a rude test of the
amenability of a subject to hypnotic
influence—if there is such an in
fluence.

Nola—“His hands clasped over
his head are fast fixed. The subject
is told that he cannot separate them.
The more he tries to pull them apart
the more they persist in sticking
there."

This phenomenon is understood as
a case of “ inhibition."

Nata—“Told to close his eyes
there is soon induced so fast a clos
ure that it is with considerable force
that the eyelids can be drawn apart
by the finger. The eyeballs are vis
ibly prominent in the center of the

eye ‘surface; the eyelids, contrary
to their usual habit in his natural
state, have assumed, instead of a

curvilinear margin, a horizontal line
straight across the eyeball."

Here suggestion comes in full
play. What have we done to this
man? Have we caused the nerve
centers to become exalted? Have
we, as shown in the rigid state,

brought into play in him the “in
hibitive " function?

Can such questions be directly
answered? To some extent, I think,
by one who has particularly attended _

to pathological states, but not by an

ordinary layman, so as to be enlight
ened by what he concludes, We are

not willing to wait for physiological
science to find an intelligible answer
to such questions as these. We
guess at some things. What we

guess is worth consideration.
First of the dilation of the iris.

What does it mean? This is a sym
bol of the desire of the man to see.
He does see. He sees sharply. He
sees what I cannot see as well. He
can see a printed letter no bigger
than a capital 0 in a newspaper, and
he tells what the letter is

,

a yard
away. The ear-gates are open; he
hears too. Could we see the func
tion of hearing we might note
changes there.

There is a method by the mystics
called “Exclusion," which, by our
reducing a statement to a formula,
may yield to exploration, and show
what further is to be learned.

PROBLEM.—-I touch my man. I

tell him he is asleep. He becomes
so. We will state and endeavor to
solve the problem.

Seven particulars are distinguished.
The first is “ I"; the second is

“ he"; the third “ I touch him"; the
fourth “I tell him ”; the fifth “What
Itell him"; the sixth “Iwatch re-_
sults ”

the seventh “ He becomes
and he does what I tell him he be

comes and does.”
Arranged in convenient form for ex

amination these questions may follow :
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1, 2. How many parties to the
event are there ?

Answer. Two; He and I.
3. What do I do? I touch him.

4. Whom do I speak to and how?
I tell him.

5. What do I tell him?
that he is asleep.

6. What comes to pass with me?
I watch results.

7. What follows with him?
becomes asleep.

Dividing the questions into two
portions, like an equation, the result
is—concerning him:

He, touched—told—to sleep—falls
asleep.

And reducing the other part to the
same form there results concerning
me—

I—touch—tell him that he is fast
asleep—watch results.

Rearranging we have—
I touch, tell, watch,
He touched, told, falls asleep.
Or varying the order—
I tell—He is told.
I watch—He falls asleep.
Having, as inadequate to produce

such results as have been seen, ex
cluded all I do, we search, in him,
for the motive power or the prime
effect. A well known fact may becited.

We are told by persons who have
been mesmerized that either they do
hot remember what occurs when they
are mesmerised, or that if they do

remember, they care not what hap
pens. So that he has not much to do
with results, so far as he knows.
Then as I do not do what I see done,
and as he does not know what is
done, yet does what he does, the
natural conclusion follows that he,
unconsciously to himsetf, and with
out any force but his own, does what
I suggest to him.

We are therefore driven to the
conclusion that some force, greater
than speech, and belonging to him, is
essential in this action of his sleep
ing. So it is; he possesses a force
which I awaken into life, and he does
what I suggest.

I tell him

He

This, it appears to me, clearly
enough is the whole matter, in a
sentence.

HENRY CLARK.

__ ‘ ___§.*_—‘e_

THE ELEMENTS 01" BLO0D.

N exchange contains a short de

scription in clear terms of the
constituents of the blood and what
their part is in the processes of life:

The French call the blood "run
ning flesh." Bible calls it “the life
of the flesh." To the naked eye it is
a crimson fluid. A drop of it under
the microscope shows a nearly color
less fluid, in which float cells, called
red and white corpuscles and blood
plates. The red corpuscles look red

only when seen in a mass; when ex
amined under the microscope they
are a pale amber color. There are
about three hundred times more red

corpuscles than white, but they are

slightly smaller. A cubic inch of
blood contains seventy times as many
red corpuscles as the world does in
habitants. Their special mission
seems to be to ‘carry oxygen. They
get a good supply in the lungs, and
rush off brisk and rosy; they return
blue and loaded with the poisonous
refuse for which they have exchanged
part of their oxygen. They are ex
ceedingly busy, for they must make
the trip from the lungs and back in
about two minutes. Perhaps the tiny
red corpuscle has had to rush through
arteries and capillaries to the tip of
your little finger, then back through
the veins to the heart and from there
to the lungs.

If you would like to know what the
effect would be should these faithful
servants be unable to perform their
task, wind a piece of twine several
times around yourfinger, so that the red

corpuscles cannot return to the lungs
for afresh supply of oxygen. In a
short time your finger swells and
turns purple. If the twine is wound
tightly enough and left long enough,
your finger may die and actually
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mortit'y. But you will hardly care
to carry the experiment so far, but
will be glad to set the little corpuscles
free and let them hurry back to the
lungs for a fresh load of oxygen.

The white corpuscles are cells of
protoplasm, having their own work to
do. Now they carry needed supplies
to a nerve, now to the brain, now to
a bone, building up and repairing un

ceasingly.
The fluid in which the corpuscles

float is called blood plasma. Among
other things found in itis a substance
called fibrinogen, which has saved
your life by keeping you from bleed
ing to death when you have cut your
self or have had a tooth pulled. It
aids in clotting the blood, and so
stops its flow. The most skillful
surgeon would be unable permanently
to stop the bleeding without the help
of the soft, curly threads of fibrin
which are formed in injured blood.

A strong muscular bag, about as
large as your fist, is the powerful
force pump which sends the blood on
its journeys to the different parts of
your body. Put your ear close to
someone's left side and listen to the
regular rhythm of the heart perform
ing its wonderful work.

>O<

HEALTH—HAPPINESS.
HE well man has the best basis

of those qualities and feelings
that make for happiness. A writer
puts it well in saying:

Happiness may be defined as the
satisfaction resulting from the har
monious gratification of all the pow
ers and faculties of the soul, and by a

necessarylaw of cause and effect this
state of the mind will ultimate itself
in the outside circumference of our
being, or what we call our body. Its
echo will be heard there and recorded
in the physical organism. Fichte
affirms that life is itself, and in itself,
blessedness—that the two cannot be
distinguished, but emerge into one.
Happiness is an essential and insep
arable property of all true life. Swe

denborg, more than a century ago,
gave utterance to one of the profound
est axioms of a spiritual science when
he declared that life is love, an idea
which may be made evident to any
one who will give to it an earnest and
patient thought and attention. Love
is of itself a state of blessedness—
satisfaction with itself; joy in itself,
and therefore love and happiness are
one and the same, and consequently
all true life must be blessed, sincelife
is love. Thus life, love and blessed
ness, and, we may add, by necessary
inference, health, are intimately con
nected, and are identical and always
go together, so that one cannot exist
without the others. All delight or
emotional bliss arises from love, that

is
,

from life. It is an ebullition and
overflowing of vitality. The man
who is not happy, who has not attained
to blessedness, does not in reality
live. His existence is onlya seem
ing and not a divine reality. It is an
undesired, unwelcome and unsatis
factory state, which is endured rather
than enjoyed. His highest enjoy
ment is a negative of misery, which
he attains only in sleep, the image of
death.

Let it be remembered that happi
ness and health are most intimately,

if not indissolubly, associated. The
man who is happy, not by transiept
gleams of spiritual sunshine, not by
casual, gay surface-coloring of his
existence, but by a blessedness all
through his body, is not, in the proper
sense of the word, diseased. The
radical idea of the term disease—
without ease—is inconsistent with this
state. Let us remember that life,
blessedness and health are one. He
who is not blessed, who is not happy,
does not really live. He does not
realize the full idea of what we call
life. The wheels of life move, if they
move at all, with friction, and labor,
and effort. All action in the line of
duty is an up-hill exertion and not a

spontaneous vivacity.
An unhappy man cannot, in the

full sense of the word, be a healthy
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man. Much of what physicians treat
as physical disease is only a mental
unhappiness. It follows from this
that the best physician is he who
blesses others, who makes other souls
happy by the divine sunshine of his
words and presence. The sphere of
his beneficent life is a contagious
peacefulness and undisturbed tran
quility. He ministers to minds dis
eased, calms their fears, allays their
anxieties, solves their doubts, quiets
forebodings, removes the gloom of
despair, supplants their self-condem
nation by a sense of pardon, and aims
to pluck from the heart every rooted
SOITOW. * —' >04

THE SPECTER 0F HEREDITY.

N the journal of Ifigime a good
article is printed anent the com

monly received opinion on heredity.
It is copied here because it so thor
oughly accords with the spirit of THF.
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. No great
subject has taken a deeper hold of
the people than that of heredity. A
knowledge of the fact that children
inherit the talents and peculiarities of
their parents goes back into early
times. The statement in the Bible
that if the parents eat of sour grapes
the children's teeth are set on edge is

simply a poetical and very picturesque
recognition of this fact. “ This girl
is the image of her mother" means
that the child has inherited her
mother's form and features. “jack
is a chip of the old block" means
that Jack's case is one of heredity.
“ He comes honestly by his traits of
character," they say when a child
follows the same course of life that
one of his parents did. He must have

got this trait from a remote ancestor,
we believe, when he does worse than
his parents. “Blood tells" says an

other old proverb, and no one doubts
it. I would not detract one iota
from the belief in the influence of
heredity, but I would not overesti
mate it or give it credit or blame

when none is deserved. We are all
greatly indebted to our ancestors;
most of them probably did quite as

well for us as we are doing for our
descendants. How many to-day look
ahead and plan for the bodies
and minds of those which may be

born 500 years from now? Not one of
us; we can't think so far ahead.

Now, what I want to say here is that
heredity is often a specter which pre
vents us from doing anything good
or great. If a young man has in

herited any defect from hisancestors,
as most young men have, it is simply
his duty to stop whining about itand to

go to work and correct it; if his body
is weak, as a whole or in any part,
because his father was not strong, let
him go to work and make it strong.
If a daughter has a physical or men
tal defect inherited from her mother,
let her be brave enough to find it out
and mend it by an effort of the will,
by culture, training, education. I
have known a man who inherited a
love of liquor that kept it from
being his master by making himself
master and quelling it. I have
known a woman with a tendency
to consumption, inherited froma con
sumptive parent, by wise physical cul
ture, a life of out-of-door activity, by
moderation in all things, to rise
above the disease, conquer it. If
she had lived in mortal fear of it and
done nothing she would have died
before this, but she has no more fear
of it than of anything else. Bjorn
son in one of his novels tells the

story of a child in whose veins
coursed the wild blood of debauched
and depraved ancestors for 200 years.
But he also tells how this child, un
der the influence of a wise mother,
was trained into a splendid manhood.
Environment can influence heredity.
If we want a higher type of men and
women we must change the environ
ment, so that the higher faculties
may be brought into use and the

lower ones suppressed.
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OBSTACLES T0 MEDICAL PROGRESS.
T is in his practice that the earn

est medical man finds himself
most seriously hampered. He may in
tend to do the best that the knowl
edge and skill at his command will
admit for the benefit of his patient,
but he finds soon that he must adopt
a course far from that his instincts
tell him are best for the rich man. In
an editorial of the Popular Su'mce
News this matter receives a thought
ful attention; and much truth, un
pleasant as it may be, is told of the
“Successful Ways of Doctoring."

“Medical science is sadly hampered
by the crude theories of the masses.
Far as it lags behind other depart
ments of science, it dare not move
forward as fast as it could or would
if the public would let it. No doctor
dare do for his patients the best he
might because he knows it would
mean instant dismissal from the case.
A premium is set upon quackery by
even well-educated men and women.
The most successful doctors are those
who take more pains to treat the
friends of the sick than they do to
cure their patients. To please the
well is the secret of success in medical
practice. If it was possible to deter
mine the proportion of successes to
failures in the treatment of the sick
by each medical man, the world
would open its eyes in astonishment.
It would be found that those whose
patients most frequently recover are
by no means the ones with 'the

largest practice or who can command
the largest fees. He is the most suc
cessful one whose personal appear
ance is pleasing, who has the greatest
ability in appearing to agree with in
fluential friends concerning the na
ture of the disease and the line of
treatment. He must espouse their
crudest notions and do nothing to
shock their prejudices. Where his
judgment tells him that nothing
should be done further than estab
lishing hygienic conditions, he must
pander to their folly and write a pre
scription. He always does the best

he dare for the sufferers, but the
amount of benefit he can bestow
varies with the violenceand charac
ter of the prejudices he has to meet.
A man whose nature will not permit
him to waver from what he knows to
be for the best interests of his patients
is constantly the subject of adverse
criticism and doubt. Where success
promptly crowns his efforts he gets
some praise. Where there is delay
and no prompt signs of gain he is
usually dismissed amid disrespectful
criticisms from those he has failed to
please."

-—-—-—_—>.4—_

AVOIDANCE 0F STIMULANTS DUB
ING HEMORRHAGE.

T is customary, when the accident
of hemorrhage occurs, for the

operator, or some bystander, to ad
minister wine, brandy or some other
alcoholic stimulant to the patient
under the false idea of sustaining the
vital powers. It is my solemn duty
to protest against this practice on the
strictest and purest scientific grounds.
The action of alcohol under such cir
cumstances is injurious all around.
It excites the patient, and renders
him or her nervous and restless. It
relaxes the arteries and favors the
escape of blood through the divided
structures. Entering the circulation
in a diluted state, it acts after the
manner of a salt in destroying the
coagulating property of the blood,
and, above all other mischiefs, it in
creases the action of the heart, stimu
lating it to throw out more blood
through the divided vessels. These
are all serious mischiefs, but the last
named is the worst. In hemorrhage
the very keystone of success lies so
much in quietness of the circulation
that actual failure of the heart, up to
faintness, is an advantage, for it

brings the blood at the bleeding point
to a standstill, enables it to clot
firmly, when it has that tendency,
and forms the most effective possible
check upon the flow from the vessels.
Dr. Richardson (Asclepz'arl, No. 20.
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1891,) refers to a case in which three
pounds of blood were lost and the
patient was unconscious, but re
covered. He refers to this as typical
because, if a stimulant were not
wanted in it, a stimulant cannot be
called for in examples less severe.
The course followed was simply to

lay the patient quite recumbent when
signs of faintness supervened, and,
so long as he could swallow, to feed
him with warm milk and water freely.
rlfediml and Surgz'ra/ Report”.H

EARLY HOURS.

NE of the foremost business men
of the world, Mr. Armour, of

Chicago, believes in simplicity of life,
into which the factor of early hours
for sleep and for work enters promi
nently. This is the way he puts it:

“ A man must master his under
taking, and not let it master him.
He must have the power to decide
quickly, even to decide instantly,'on
which side he is going to make his
mistakes. As for application, no
great thing is done without that. In
my own case, I have carried into
business the working habits I learned
as a boy on a New York farm. All
my life I have been up with the sun.
The habit is as easy at sixty-one as it
was at sixteen, perhaps easier,
because I am hardened to it. I have
my breakfast by half-past five or six;
I walk down town to my ofiice and
am there by seven, and I know what
is going on in the world without hav

ing to wait for others to come and
tell me. At noon I have a simple
luncheon of bread and milk, and after
that, usually, a short nap, which
freshens me again for the afternoon's
work. I am in bed again at nine
O'clock every night."

_——>04—7

AnULTI-JRATED BEER.

R. ANDERSON says that one
of the worst adulterated

articles in general use as a beverage
—and we must admit that it is in

very general use—is beer. Instead
of being a brew of malt and hops
costing one-tenth of a cent per glass
and selling for ten cents per glass, thus
making ten-thousand per cent.—
quite a reasonable profit—beer is
often found adulterated with cocculus
indicus, capsicum, ginger, quassia,
wormwood, calamus root, caroway
and coriander seeds, copperas, sul
phuric acid, cream of tartar, ‘alum,
carbonate of potash, ground oyster
shells, nux vomica, picrotoxin, and

HUT/mint. These articles, presum
ably, do away with malt and hops,
make a stronger beverage when
mixed with water and two to eight
per cent. of alcohol, thus making the

profit one million per cent. instead of
ten thousand per cent. Dr. Ander
son has seen several people “crazy
drunk” on beer, and when one con
siders the picrotoxin, cocculus
indicus, and strychnine it is no won
der they lose their reason—Food.

i>.‘s ‘a.

A LITTLE HYGIENE.
F working people understood the

advantages of hygienic living,
and were willing to avail of it

,
there

would be much less incapacity for
work on account of sickness than
now exists. The high value of beans,
rice, whole wheat and other cereals

is little appreciated by those who
need that quality of food the most.
Tired sewing women who exist miser
ably on white bread, tea, andperhaps
pickles, jams and pastry, are provid
ing themselves with the poorest kind
of food. The frying pan is also
treacherous to health, while the pot
and the oven are health producers.

To those who have experienced
and know the value of the despised
hygienic living it seems as if the
whole world is lying in darkness as

regards their most valuable interests.
Backs and stomachs, nerves and
heads would all revive and do their
work with alacrity and ability. Life
would be happier and work a pleasure
instead of apain. MARY A. JACOT.



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

The Antiquity of‘ Heraldry.—
Although the authorities on heraldry have

not as yet attempted to answer the ques

tion .
“ When Adam delved and Eve span

Who was then the gentleman? ’

yet, according to 771: Corn/till Jilag'uzine,

they have assigned to Adam two coats-of
arms. "The first which was borne in Eden
before the fall—when he needed neither
coat for covering nor arms for defense——

consisted of a shield gules, upon which
the arms of Eve (a shield argent) were

quartered as an escutcheon of pretense,

she being an heiress! The second coat,

borne after the expulsion from the garden,
was ‘ paly cranch, divided every way, and

tinctured of every color.'

_ “.The use of. furs in blazonry is, it has

been solemnly asserted, a relic of the gar
ments of skins worn by our first parents.
The second man who lived upon the earth,
Abel, was, we are told, a true gentlemen—
a proof that it does not necessarily take

three generations to manufacture the arti
cle. Cain was ‘ no gentlemen’ by behav

ior, but he was the first man who desired

to have his arms changed, ‘ so God set His
mark upon him.’

“ Nearly all the principal characters in
the Old Testament have been accredited
with coats-of-arms. These are, as a rule,

highly appropriate, except in the case of
joseph's heraldic coat, which was merely
black, tinctured with white—-—‘ chequy sable

and argent'—whereas something after the

pattern of Adam's second coat would sure

ly have been more in keeping with the

youthful Joseph's favorite attire. Gideon
bore arms, sable, a fleece argent, a chief
azure gum d‘mu ,- David, a harp, or, in a

field argent; and Samson, gules, a lion
couchant, or, within an orle argent, ,f‘t'fllzlt'

of bee's sable.

"Armorial ensigns are supposed to have’

received Divine sanction, for God, when

prescribing unto Moses the form of con

ducting the Israelites in their journey
through the wilderness, expressly com

manded the use of armorial signs, saying,
‘The children of Israel shall pitch their
tents, every man by his own camp, and
every man by his own standard."'

A Newspaper In Ancient Rome!
—If the newspaper is not new, what is?
A writer in ll’eirenfrzund, Ohio, not only
describes a

“ newspaper" of ancient Rome,
but makes numerous quotations from it—
a sort of Congressional Record it seems to

have been. We present what he says as

follows:
“Printed newspapers were, of course,

unknown to the ancients, but there was a

periodical literature which may well be

compared with our newspapers. In the

time of the Emperor Augustus, the Ada
po/mli Rvmum' (liurna was the means by

which the public was informed of the latest
news of the capital and provinces. Sue

tonius informs us how julius Caesar or- ‘

dered, during his consulate, ‘ that the acts

of the Senate should be daily recorded and

published, as well as the principal events.’
From this we may infer that a People's
Gazette was already in existence, but that
the minutes of the Senate did not find a

place in it. Caesar either wished to lessen

the power of the Senate by depriving it of
the secret sittings. or the Government
needed an ‘ official Press’ to counteract the

influence of independent journalism.
“The news contained in the Roman

journals was simple, crisp and short. We
retain samples in the Trz'malr/u'o of Fe
tronius, the correspondence of Cicero, and

the biographies of the Roman Emperors.
To judge from these, the fragments found
among the papers of the Spanish savant,
Louis Vives, should be genuine, and in

deed, Dodwell, of Oxford, defends their
genuineness very ably. He published
them in 1092, and they have been called
after him Frag/Izmir: Dodrm'llirrna. The fol
lowing is a specimen of the news offered

to the publicin ancient Rome in the year

168 B. C.:
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"'March zr.—The Fasces are with
Licinius. The Latin fete has been cele

'
brated on Albany hill, where a distribution
of free beef took place.

“ ‘There has been a great fire on the Co:

liolum; two tenements and five private
houses were burned down, and four private
houses were seriously‘ damaged.

“ ‘ The pirate captain Demophon, who
was captured by the Legate C. Licinius
Nerva, has- been crucified.

“ ‘ The colors were exhibited at the

capital and the consuls had the recruits
sworn in on the Field of Mars.’

“ Every edition contained the date and

the name of consul then in power. During
the reign of the emperors, the liberty of
the press was very much curtailed; the

Court determined what items were to be

published and what were to be kept back.

Couriers and private messengers carried
the papers into the provinces and to the

army, and we know from Tacitus that the

news was read with avidity by the soldiers
and the people. Complete volumes of
these newspapers were kept in the libraries
and they probably only stopped publication
when the first Christian Emperor moved to

Constantinople."—Translated for The Li!
n'ary Dalgzrl.

The New~Found Missing Link.
—The supposed "missing link," discov
ered by Dr. Dubois in the pleistocene beds

of Java, has been the subject of such ab

surd comments that it may be well to state

the true facts about the latest reported of
our unacknowledged ancestors, our data

being derived from first hand. The species

is not claimed to be a human being, but

simply a monkey more nearly allied to the

Homo sapiens than any living or extinct
form yet known. As only three fragments
of three skeletons have been unearthed, it
is rather a petitlo principil to call it Pithe
canthropus ereetus, "the erect monkey
man," for monkey it undoubtedly is,

though possibly one nearer the form divine
than the ourang-outang of the Malayan
region. Dr. Dubois considers it the type

of a new family intermediate between man

and the higher apes, and possibly the

penultimate stage from which the monkey
was evolved into a very humble sort of
savage, with a language a trifle more artic
ulale than anything which the American
professor has been able to assign to his
hairy friends. The cubical capacity of the
“ missing link’s " skull is about two-thirds
of that of the average man's. It is dis
tinctly dolicocephalic and in facial angle as

tonishingly like the famous Neanderthal
cranium now almost universally believed to

be that of a prehistoric idiot. The teeth are,

however, distinctly those of monkeys,
though less than those of living apes. The
leg bones are singularly hu'man, and justify
the inference that it walked erect and was

of a stature quite equal to that of the aver
age human male. It may, however, be

added that the bones are believed by some

anatomists not to be those of a monkey at

all, but of a deformed human idlot.-—1.on

don C/rraniml.

Aztec Ruins in Arizona.— Th
journal, of Los Angeles, Cal., reports that
D. J. Court, a mining prospector, has re

turned to Prescott, Ariz., from a three

months' sojourn in " one of the most re

mote and little-known parts of the territory,
and says that that section contains more

Aztec ruins than any other portion of
America, evidences of human habitation
being found from the highest peaks to the

lowest valleys. In one place he found a

road or street three miles in length,per
fectly smooth and straight and sixty feet

in width. On either side of the street, the

entire distance, are ruins. The road was

evidently built prior to some mighty earth
quake, as it ends abruptly at the brink of a

mighty chasm. He dug up and found
lying about a great number of skeletons,
which were in a fair state of preservation,
the heads of all being alike—very large
over the eyes and receding, and almost flat

toward the back of the head; jaws well
developed, but front upper and lower teeth

small and sharp. The ruins show the

people to have been workers in stone, some

fragments of work in turquoise being
found. Every available foot of land had

once been cultivated."
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NEW YORK, APRIL, 1895.

THE WHIPPING-POS'I‘.

HE greater the provocation to

anger or any other powerful

feeling, the greater the need for

intelligent- guidance. Probably no

other criminal can excite in a chival

rous mind a greater degree of con

tempt and indignation than a wife

beater, or a man who comes home

drunk and expends his rage upon his

little children. Surely there ought to

be some adequate corrective for men

of this class, and we cannot believe

that any one could desire more ar

dently than we do that such infamies

as the beating of wives and children

should be stopped. But we are

equally certain that a deliberate,

intelligent and dispassionate study of

the subject will enable us to devise

more effective methods than any
which mere indignation, disgust, con

tempt, or revenge can possibly sug

gest. All good people should earnestly
seek to impose penalties upon the wife

beater which would not only prevent
a repetition of his individual offence,

but which would have a salutary effect

upon the community at large.

Most people are satisfied to still a

pain temporarily rather than to eradi

cate its :cause. They are willing to

put a plaster on an ulcer which will

hide it from the world and render them

unconscious of its presence for the

time, but they do not consider that

the virus is still in their blood, cours

ing from head to foot in search of

another and perhaps more dangerous

spot through which to break. The

same is true of popular theories as to

what is called punishment. We admit

that the whipping-post may deter

some men for a time from beating
their wives. That is .to say, it may

for a while suppress the wife beater's

violent actions. But how about his

feelings? Has the desire to be cruel

been effaced? In destroying his habit
of violence bya violent means, do we

not also destroy or blunt the higher
sentiments of the man which all cor

rective measures should aim to

develop?
It is the old allopathic principle of

giving one poison to cure another. In
the end the second poison does more
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harm than the first. The method is

radically wrong. It reminds us of the

old fable of the man who had a tame

bear which kept the flies off while his

master slept. To conquer one par

ticularly persistent fly, the bear struck

it a heavy blow with a large stone;
but as he had neglected previously to

entice the fly away from the man's

forehead he crushed his master's

skull.

We l‘ave learned with much morti

fication, that a number of well-known

New York judges are advocating the

re-establishment of the whipping-post.
As the ascent of the human race from

savagery to civilization has cost an

amount of effort and pain which no

brain can comprehend, it is a little

discouraging to find that we have pub

lic men, supposed to be scholarly,
who are willing to take a step back

ward in imitation of the degraded

Chinese, whose brutality in all that

pertains to government is now

brought to our notice every day.

The difl‘iculty in this matter is that

people presume to publish opinions
about corporal punishment without

knowing anything of the philosophy
of human nature. Consequently they
see nothing but the surface.

One great modern thinker has said

that “no punishment should ever be

inflicted which cannot be administered

by a gentleman." This embodies the

whole principle in a nutshell. Surely
no gentleman would be willing to

occupy the position of hangman or

whipper. Even the warmest advo

cates of animal punishment must see

the point to this. When we carry the

idea further and consider the effect

upon a crowd who witness the beating

of a man in cold blood by the oflicers

of'the law, a very little reflection will

show that the effect not only upon
the crowd, but upon the community
at large who hear of it

,

and who in

imagination recall the brutal scene, is

to coarsen, brutalize, and, by the law

of mental imitation, to awaken the

very cruel instinct which all proper

discipline would tend to suppress.

There is
,

therefore, no economy in

corporal punishment.
Parents often complain that they

have not time to lock their children
up for hours in a room. They say

that the children must go to work or

go to school; and similar excuses are

made by the police judges to-day for

publicly whipping wife beaters so that

they may be sent home to resume

work for the much-needed support of

their families. Let us consider the

feeling of a man who has been

angered and shamed by a public

castigation. Is he really any better

at heart? All the arguments—and

they include all upon the subject
which contain any logic—against

capital punishment, apply also to that

relic of Puritan ignorance, the whip

ping-post.
What the wife beater needs is

imprisonment for a period of months
or years, as the case may be, at hard
labor at some trade with which he is

acquainted, the proceeds of which

shall go to the support of his family
without leaving him a penny for any

pleasure inconsistent with his moral

and physical improvement. If the

State cannot afford to conduct such

an institution, then let the State
establish schools for the instruction
of the people in matters of heredity,
the science of marriage adaptation,

etc., and thus dink the produrlion of
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wife heaters. . So long as the com~

munity permits the breeding of these

wretches, there should be a place for
them at the public expense.

—0.§- -i—
ENCOURAGING WORDS.

E have never approved of the

habit of a great many of our

contemporary periodicals of giving a

large amount of space to the publica
tion of flattering letters. We know

some editors who regularly publish

nearly all, if not quite all, of the com

munications of this class which come

to them. It would appear to be an

exhibition of unwarranted vanity; but

once in a while such a letter would

no doubt have a certain interest to

the general reader asa matter of news,

or as indicating the tendency of pub

lic opinion, so that with this idea in

mind we will make an exception to

our rule by printing a few of the re

cent letters we have received.

March 12, 1895.

To Ih: Editor of {he JOURNAL:

"I may be a little too enthusiastic in my

ideas of the teachings of the American In
stitute of Phrenology, but the more I study

the grand lessons laid down, and the more

individuals I examine. the more am‘I con

vinced of the great good that Institute can

do, and is doing.
"There is a wide field never trodden upon

by the disciples of Esculapius, and alto

gether ignored by the religious bodies of
to-day. That field has within its bounds

the balance of mental and physical condi

tions and its bearings upon the laws of
health. It also comprises our own respon

sibility to ourselves. and the understand

ing that violated law always brings its own

punishment.
“ ‘ Know thyself’ had never been suffi

ciently taught till the followers of Gall and

Spurzheim cleared the pathway and taught
us how to live to make the best of our
selves. We have been too ready to give

drugs and religion (I say this with due rev

erence), when what was needed was a

better knowledge of ours-elves. Depend
upon it, your teachings and writings are

making their mark, and causing thought in

lines seldom dreamed of before."
'

Very respectfully,
Verdun, Ont., Canada. W. WELSH.

February 6, [895.
Dr. Edgar C. Bea/l.

DEAR SIR: “The copies of the February
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL containing char
acter sketches of Emma Goldman and Marie
Louise are at hand. Let me thank you in

the name of our anarchist friends for the

very impartial manner in which you have

treated the subject. The sketches, espec

ially that of Emma Goldman, are singu
larly correct and agree in every particular
with the opinions of those who are inti
mately acquainted with the two women."

Respectfully,
EMMA DESMOND.

93 Third Ave., N. Y.

March II, 1895.

To the Elli/0r of THE JOURNAL:
"Allow me to thank you for the remarks

you made in your article in the February
number entitled, ' Regarding Phreno
graphs.‘ When in the lecture field I often
found an abnormal curiosity in people in

regard to their neighbors’ faults, showing
far more interest in discovering their short
comings and failings than their noble traits.
I fully agree with you in reference to expos

ing the bad qualities of a subjectin public.
I always make it a point in my public ex

aminations to dwell lightly on people's

weak points, and to brlng into strong relief
their best characteristics. I have Often

been criticised for so doing, but that mat

ters not. A phrenologist can often do peo

ple much good, and win respect for his
science by taking the above course. I am

glad THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is so

good. Its contents are of intense interest.
I can now honestly recommend itin my

lectures as one of the best magazines in
America, and the best in the world treating
on human nature."

Respectfully,
Gordon, Pa. LEVI HuumtL.
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A STUDY OF MOUTHS.
'
RITERS on physiognomy have

theirpreferences, biases and,

no doubt, prejudices, like other

people, so that they do not always

agree as to the relative value of the

different features of the face consid

ered as indices of character. How
ever, it has always been admitted

not only that the mouth reveals many

inherited or constitutional traits, but

that it is especially indicative of the

active and acquired qualities of the

MG R. SATOLLI'S MOU 'I‘H.

individual. A man's nose may tell

what his ancestors were and did, but

the mouth tells what the individual

is himself and reports his history.

Thus the great practical advantage

in studying the mouth is that it re

veals so much to us which we are

likely to be especially interested to

know. In all serious relations with

people, one of the first things we are

anxious to learn is the degree of af

fection or sympathy they possess. If
we are assured at the beginningof an

acquaintance that a person is benev

olent, we are either consciously or

unconsciously pleased at the thought

that we may in some way or other

come in for a share of his benevo

lence. If the mouth is cruel we are

reminded that we may be in danger

of a malevolent attack. To lovers,

more than to any other class, the

mouth is a fascinating study, and_ as

lovers of one degree or another com

prise pretty much the whole race, we

may say that we have in this feature
a subject of almost universal interest.

The two accompanying illustrations
are from photographs of two indi

viduals who are widely dissimilar in

sex, age, nationality, vocation, and

indeed in nearly everything except
their religious creed. The larger of

the two, which represents the mouth

of Archbishop Satolli, the papal del

egate to this country, is distinctively
strong and masculine. In the com

pression of the lips and the absence
of convexity in their form are the

signs of great self-control. There is

nothing effusive or demonstrative
about this mouth. Everything be

speaks repression, reserve, discipline,
guardedness and secretiveness. The
social affections are unmistakably re

strained to the verge of obliteration.
It is not sensitive. The lips appear
able to close themselves to all influ
ences like the iron doors of a castle.

MARY ANDERSON'S MOUTH.

The storms- of opposition and the

seductive words of flattery are alike

powerless to move them, if once

they are sealed in response to a pro

found conviction.

In the elevated corners, however,
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there is evidence of a mirthfnl dis
position and the love of approbation,
which are active when guided by the

higher faculties. But the dominant

qualities in this mouth are determin
ation, devotion, resolution, decision,
obedience (toa recognized authority),
with great cautiousness, and general
strength of character. It is the
mouth of one who evidently squares
his actions by rule, and is not hospit
able to laxity of conduct or thought
in any form. It is closed as if to re

tain the mental treasures already pos

sessed, rather than to receive new im

pressions from without. Altogether
it bespeaks a mind thoroughly trained
and possessing complete control of

all its resources.

The woman’s mouth is from a pho

tograph of Mary Anderson. Here is

feminine delicacy, modesty, tender

ness and sensitiveness. The short

upper lip betokens a nature readily
amenable to influences of every kind,

but it is so refined that only a high

ideal could find favor in her mind.
The lips are almost parted as if about

to speak, or to drink in the words of

some wise counsellor or loving friend.
There is the very slight upward curl

in the centre of the upper lip which

shows activity of affection, limited in

volume, but exquisite in quality and

extremely chaste in expression. The
love of praise is rather active, but

there is more sensitiveness to blame

than positive desire for applause. She

might appreciate gaiety and wit if

manifested by others, but would not

be a leader in frivolous sports or face

tious conversation.

There is in these lips no suggestion
of any gross appetite. Neither the

most savory viands nor the most 5e

ductive distillations of grain or grape
would tempt her to indulge beyond
her need of nourishment. This is a

very human mouth. Neither cunning
nor cruelty can be traced in its lines,
and it well agrees with the unques
tioned reputation of its possessor for
a character of singular purity and
innate refinement.H
THE HEART AS A FIGURE OF

SPEECH.

NE of our correspondents asks a

question about the heart
which comes up in phrenological

study very frequently, and which in

volves a very interesting principle.
With the exception of phrenologists,
and others who are leither con

sciously or unconsciously influenced

by phrenological teaching, most

people have in all ages of the past

and up to the present time made a

great many blunders in their efforts

to locate the powers of the mind.

Not having any intelligent or scien

tific method of investigation it has

been customary to form opinions

upon very slender evidences, and

consequently to mistake an effect for

a cause. The great difliculty with

the world is that people will not

think below the surface. They will

not reflect, and even when they ob

serve facts, they do it so carelessly
as to gain little actual knowledge.

All the mental faculties have their

seats in the brain. One class of facul_

ties (the intellectual,) are mere

judgments, perceptions, conceptions

or estimates which involve no senti

mentor passion. The other facul~

ties, which are called sentiments

and propensities, when excited pro
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duce what we call emotions. These

emotions accompany activities of the
vital organs, the purpose of which is

to bring the body into closer accord
with the excited propensity or senti
ment in the brain. For example,
when the faculty of combativenessis

aroused in the brain, it is necessary
that there should be an increase of

vital action in order to sustain the in

dividual in the contest or conflict
which would naturally follow the ex

citation of combativeness. There
fore there is an accelerated action of

the heart. This is analogous to the
fireman on the locomotive who

shovels more coal into the furnace

when the order is given by the con
ductor to start the train.

When the faculty of cautiousness is

excited, another kind of disturbance

is created in the action of the heart,
somewhat similar to the checking of

the engine when the conductor

orders the train to stop. Then in

certain activities of the social feelings
there are still other manifestations in

the heart’s action which are accom

panied by weeping, groaning and the

flowing of tears. These phenomena

may be compared to the action of the

engineer in allowingthe steam to es

cape from a special valve when the

locomotive is at a standstill. Among
all nations it has been observed that

the heart varies in its action under

these various mental states, and

among unthinking persons, or even

among the educated and thinking
classes who do not investigate care

fully into the subject, it has been per

fectly natural to imagine that the

affections were seated in the heart.

This was simply getting the cart be

fore the horse.
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CHILD PsvcnoLoov.—l. B.—Aside from
the attention given to this subject by phre

nologists, there was little shown by other
scientific observers until quite recently.
We can suppose that the introduction of
the kindergarten was a factor in the mat
ter, because this method of training very
young children naturally directs the

teachers who take it up to the study of
their characteristics. Among the first in
this country to make the child-mind the

subject of special investigation was Prof.
Stanley Hall, while connected with Johns
Hopkins University. In 1880 he published
“The Contents of Children's Minds," a

book that was based upon data supplied
by a teacher of Boston—Miss Wiltse.
This lady published a little later '‘Chil
dren's Collections," and the very interest
ing, but apparently shocking, book,
"Children's Lies,” was prepared by Miss
W. and Dr. Hall later. These volumes
but illustrate the principles set forth in the

series of articles on Systematic Moral Edu
cation, by Dr. Drayton, that occupy space

in Volumes 93 and 94 of this magazine,
and which have gone far toward stimulat
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ing interest in the subject of giving ethical
instruction, as well as secular, in schools.
Prof. Sully, the English psychologist, has

devoted much of his time to an analysis of
the mental development of childhood, and

his recent publications are valuable to the

earnest teachers and students of human
nature.

STAMMERING, CAUSE, E'rc.—S. T.—Stam
mering or obstructed speech may be due

to more than one cause. There may be a

brain dCICCI—LL, the centers that supply
the material of speech may be slow and
uncertain in their operation, or the nervous
apparatus that operates the mechanism,i.e.,
the cartilages and muscles of the larynx
and throat, may be defective or weak.
Usually stammerers are all right, so far as

the brain is concerned, but there is a want
of harmony in the action of the mechanical

system of articulation. A habit of nervous
ness may be at the bottom of the trouble,
which can be helped by attention to the

hygienic relations of every-day life. Out
of-door exercise, bathing, nourishing food,

avoidance of everything exciting or un

necessarily fatiguing, are important in the

treatment, as well as daily vocal practice

in uttering the vowel sounds until they

can be pronounced with fair rapidity.
Then consonants should be taken up and

practiced with equal deliberation. Then
one should commence reading aloud very
slowly, due expression being given to

every word. Patience and steady exercises

will accomplish much in time, perhaps
entirely overcome what was a most dis

agreeable and mortifying condition.

CLAlRVOYANCE.-—C. l'l. P.—This mcnta
condition is a phase of magneto-hypno
tism in the stage called somnambulism.
The faculties of the intellect and the phys
ical senses are highly exalted—so that
impressions come in ways that are unap

preciated by the ordinary consciousness.
The mind olthe well-developed clairvoyant
can take note of occurrences in his neigh
borhood and at a distance by a peculiar
power of sense apprehension; can read

other mlnds, interpret thoughts and
events. In l‘Dod's Electro Psychology"
this subject is discussed—also in later
books, viz.: “Hudson's Psychic Phe

nomena," "Raué's Occult Psychology" and

"Human Magnetism." This subject is be

ginning to command that attention which
its importance deserves, and from day to

day we meet with essays and discussions
in current literature.

CATARRH REMEDIES AND PolsoN.—~R. E.
——Yes, some of the much advertised reme

dies for catarrh contain ingredients that

are injurious. One concern that has its
stufi' prominently before the people sells a

powder that contains cocaine. But this is

not the only mixture offered to the public
that has this dangerous anaesthetic in its

composition ; so that it is a matter of duty
to warn our friends to beware of adver
tised mixtures generally that are to be

snufi'ed or blown into the nostrils. By
this very simple use of such “ remedies "

a confiding person may contract a habit as

bad or worse than drunkenness. We speak
from observation. Relief in nasal catarrh
may be obtained usually without resort to

poisonous anasthetics, if competent medi

cal advice be sought.

Twms AND REPRODUCTl0N.—T. 15., C01.

l.EGlAN.—Certaini_\' there is no law of
nature thatinterferes with the paternity or
maternity of twins whose sex is diflerent,
As compared with the happenings of twins
of like sex the birth of boy and girl twins
is seemingly rare, but this places no sexual
fatality upon them in the matter of repro
duction.

MAGNETIC HEALING—1.]. O’N.—-There
is much that is worthy of our notice and

respect in what is thus named. There are,

however, some quacks who pretend to treat

sick or weakly people in this manner,
when they are really imposing upon their
credulity and pockets. In an early num
ber we shallhave an article on the uses of
hypnotism, or magnetism, in which some

reference will be made to the above

topic.

PLASTER CASTS.—A. G. M.—A method

for taking casts of heads and other parts

of the body in plaster has been published
in the JOURNAL two or three times, but a

very complete description of the process

will be found in the "Phrenological Mis
cellany," price of which in cloth is $1.
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DIET FOR THE StcK. By MISS E. HHIBARD,

Principal of Nurses Training School,
Grace Hospital, Detroit, and MRS. EMMA

DRANT, Matron of Medicine Hospital,
Detroit, Mich. The Illustrated Medical

journal Co., Publishers. Paper, 74

pages. Price, 25 cents.

This little book is a cook book, dealing
only with dishes suitable for the sick and

convalescent, the receipts being favorite
ones used in the hospitals where the

authors are employed. To these have been

added the various authorized Diet Tables
for use in Anmmia, Bright's Disease, Cal
culus, Cancer, Consumption, Diabetes,
Fevers, Gout, etc., etc. The physician can

use it to advantage in explaining his
orders for suitable food for his patient,
leaving the book with the nurse.

Tm! New Min-non IN CERTAIN CHRONIC

DISEASES. By W. E. FOREST, B.S., M.D.
Eleventh edition, pp. 269, tomo, cloth.
Price,$2. New York: Health Culture
Company.

This book is an amplification of a bro
chure issued a few years ago by the au

thor, in which he set forth the application
and virtues of "treatment by internal
mechanics, hydrostatics," or rectal injec
tions. The procedure is described at much

length and the conditions of disease or dis
order under which the treatment becomes

suitable. Other features, of a hygienic na

ture for the most part, are wroughtinto the

current of the text—such topics, for in
stance, as massotherapy, exercise, breath

ing, diet, nervousness, catarrh, rheuma

tism,corpulence,bathing, receiving more or

less consideration. And the views ex

pressed asarule are intelligent, liberal and
worth attention. Of course, in a book so

small these topics can not be minutely dis
cussed, and so much must be left to the

judgment of the reader. The doctrine

enunciated in the introduction, that "the
physician should be something more than
a dispenser of pills, powders and plasters,"
and should aim most “ to teach the patient
to cure himself by simple and natural
means," seems to prevail in the philosophy
and practice of this author; and as that
doctrine is quite in harmony with the long
time teaching of this magazine,a kindly
recognition is accorded to the little book

that voices it.

HYGIENE, WITH ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY,

Being an Amplification of Edwards’
Catechism of Hygiene. By JOSEPH F.

EDWARDS, A.M., M.D., member of the

State Board of Health of Pennsylvania,

etc. 8vo., pp. 435. Edward P. Slevin,

publisher, New York.
As a general treatise for the use of all

classes of readers this new work is
suitable. The common ground of hy

giene and sanitary methods is quite cov

ered, and what is said with regard to

the relations of anatomy and physi
ology is put in simple terms, so that
it is intelligible to the unlearned inquirer.
The procedure of nutrition is well ex

plained, as is also the apparatus of respi
ration. What one's mode of living has to

do with heredity and longevity is discussed
at considerable length with many illustra
tions, textual and artistic, making a feature
of important interest in the contents of the

book. Modes of exercise for the develop
ment of the physique are described and de

lineated, with adaptations to the use of
both young and old persons. Diet comes

in for a very full consideration, the pro

orieties and improprieties of civilization on

this line being sharply analyzed. The gen

eral spirit of this author is characterized by

common-sense views of living and a bias
toward the middle line as the course of
safety.

BROOKLVN ETHICAL ASSOCIATION.

teenth year. ‘

Program of lectures, etc., for the season

1894—’95, with schemes of collateral reading.
A notable movement.

Four



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

MlNNEAPous, Minn.
Dear Friends :

After writing the inclosed letter I
thought perhaps you would like to hear
a little in regard to our Society in St. Paul.
I am a member of said society, at present
vice-president. I want to tell you how
much we enjoy our meetings. We meet
every two weeks, and I can scarcely wait
until the time comes. We have just
formed a new constitution and by-laws,
as We got so many new members last
summer and are still getting a few right
along, for which we have to thank Pro
fessor Morris.

We have also a critic, whose duty it is to
report at the previous meetin Then we
take up two or three faculties at every
meeting and some of our able members
speak upon them and we are learning very
well. We have also sub-meetings once a
week at some of the members’ houses, and
those who attend receive a great benefit
from them.

With best wishes for phrenology I re
main, respectfully. MRS. A. MOOHR.

DR. 1. C. BATESON, of the class of 1890,
delivered an address not long ago before
the Lackawanna Co. Medical Society, in
Scranton, Pa., on the Human Tempera
ments. This address awakened a high
degree of interest in the Society, and was
very liberally reported by the Scranton
papers. The application of the principles
involved to medicine was one of the points
that Dr- Bateson discussed,and very clearly
and forcibly illustrated. Space may per
mit us to draw from the address certain
passages that are very deserving of publi
cation in a future number of THE PHREN
OLOGICAL JoURNAL.

H. E. SWAIN, class of '70, writes us from
Williamstown, Mass, that he has had a
new experience in Schenectady, N. Y.
(where he spent a week), in the fact that
he was not permitted to sell books in that
place without a license. Mr. Swain is one
of our oldest graduates, and has been in
the field nearly a quarter of acentury, and

yet it seems possible for even the oldest of
us to meet with new sensations and new ob
stacles. We may console ourselves with

t

the thought thatdifiiculties tend to increase
manly courage and vigor.

MR. MATT. W. ALDERSON writes from
Bozeman, Montana:

uMrfA. B. Keith,of the Mim'rIgArm,
was with us at the State press gathering,
and I arranged to have him visit Bozeman
next fall and give a phrenological lecture
to the college students and others."

MRs. MAY VAUGH'I‘ writes that the suc
cess of the Phrenological Natl: seems now
assured. We are always glad to welcome
any journal which is aiding the cause of
phrenology.

HARRY E. CoRMAN(Inst. '92), writes from
Rebersburg, Pa., that he is kept rather
busy at home but does some phrenological
work in a quiet way. He has made one
hundred and twenty-five examinations and
sold a number of books.

C. H. HALE has been working and ice
turing in Missouri with good success, and
writes us from Lamar in that State. Mr.
Hale is the possessor of over three hundred
portraits of noted people painted by him
self in oil, which he puts on exhibition in
each town, thus introducing himself and
attracting attention. Many phrenologists
have found artistic talent of great service
to them in their profession.

PROF. G. MORRIS began his lecture
course in Minneapolis on March 4, at the
Normal College Hall. Mr. H. Simmonds,
of the St. Paul Society, assisted in the
successful inauguration of the course, and
Professor Morris thinks that a new society
will result from his visit.

PROF. R. E. WARREN writes us from
Paxton, IlL, that he was unable to arouse
any considerable interest in phrenology at
that place. He soon found out that the
general apathy was due to the fact that
Paxton had been visited by some "barn
storming" phrenologists who had done
much to discredit the science. Unfortu
nately every legitimate science has a host
of ignorant parasites who do it untold in
jury by their advocacy, and phrenology is
not as yet protected by the law.
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FIFTH EDITION OF

Health in the Household
OR

Hygienic Cookery
By SUSANNA W. DOODS, M. D.

The author of this work takes for her text “ No spice but hunger; no stimulant but
exercise." and shows, special qualifications for her task, being both a physician and a

practical housekeeper. It is unquestionably the best work ever written on the
healthful preparation of food, and should be in the hands of every housekeeper
who wishes to prepare food healthfully and palatably. The writer claims that
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A PHRENOGRAI‘H FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D.

OT the least among the splendid
strides recently taken in the

field of reform, may be mentioned the
development of interest in the po
sition of woman. Many influences in
the past have concurred to render
the female sex less self-assertive and

independent than the male. Women
have been the more domestic in their
habits both by reason of their superior
attachment to home and as a result
of their maternal cares. Moreover,
from their comparative defenceless
ness during the functions of maternity,
for a large part of their lives they
have been unable to cope with men

as adversaries or rivals on the physi
cal plane; so that naturally enough,
men in a primitive state were led to
take advantage of their sisters until
many unjust laws, customs and ideas
became well nigh universal with re

gard to the rights and privileges of
the female sex. But as the world
grew more enlightened, both men

and women became emancipated from
the tyranny of old mistakes. Men
have now become larger in their views
and in their sympathies. Women
have also caught the inspiration of
the new era, and to-day they have

advanced so far as to evolve a type

which is becoming quite well known
as the “new woman."

Of the distinguished representa
tives in this country of what might
be called pioneer new women, per
haps no one has been more active,
efficient or highly honored than the
subject of our present sketch.

Mrs. Livermore has certainly been
highly favored in all that pertains to
the heritage of constitutional superi
ority of body and brain. If she could
have chosen her ancestors she would
probably have selected no better
stock than nature gave her, for she
is a native of Boston, of a good old
Massachusetts family, remotely of
Welsh extraction. She is a woman
who would instantly command atten
tion by her physical presence alone,
being five feet six and one-half inches
in height, weighing one hundred and
seventy pounds, and carrying with
dignity and grace a twenty-three
inch head. Her brain is thus as large
as is usually found in men of the most
commanding ability—those who be
come leaders in national affairs and
who compel recognition by virtue of
their physical and mental strength as
well as superior knowledge. He
hair is naturally chestnut brown with
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a slight mixture of red. Her eyes
are grayish-blue, indicating great
mental activity and fertility; and the
brain is well supported by a strong
frame, with superb powers of digestion,
circulation and respiration.

'

There is a rare balance in the en
tire organization. There are few
deficiencies of any kind, and this is
one of the chief conditions of her
eminent success. The different parts
pf her body and brain work in uni

‘I

MARY A. LIVERMORE.

son. Each department of the nu
tritive system is presided over, as it
were, by a competent and reliable
director. There is no mutiny among
the officers—there are no jealousies;
there is no friction, no clashing of
interests. If the stomach has a cer
tain amount of work to do, it is not
handicapped by a failure of the liver
or the lungs.

Her brain is also singularly well
equipped for almost all forms of
mental battle, although Combative

ness is least developed of the elements
which confer executive power, and
should not be marked more than

average, or four in the scale of seven.

Destructiveness, however, is unmis
takably large. This imparts to her
character a quality of fortitude,
thoroughness, and a spirit of energy
which leaves no stone unturned when
she is once committed to any serious
undertaking. The combination of
the other faculties is also such as to
permit Destructiveness to act under
nearly all circumstances without be

ing neutralized. For example, in

the discharge of a disagreeable duty,
she does not flinch at the sight of
tears or blood, and when conscious
that she is in the right her work is as

complete when she leaves it as her
feeling was intense when she began.
She makes no idle threats. What
she promises she performs.

She does not care for the noise or
confusion of a contest, but feels a

keen pleasure in knowing that the
enemy is beating a retreat. When
she delivers a blow she cares nothing
for a loud report, and she would be
better satisfied to reach a vital spot
with one sharp, noiseless arrow than
to pierce the same depth with a bullet
accompanied by the crack of a rifle.
At the same time, if the roar of
musketry is unavoidable, she never
stops her ears. She is simply in
different to a multiplicity of means
for the accomplishment of a definite
end. She believes in no extra words,
and is preéminently a woman of dis
patch.

The back head is enormously de

veloped at Inhabitiveness, and with
her persistence and patience she has
the highest order of attachment for
home. She is also intensely patri
otic. The sense of justice, the in
stinct to garner her earnings, and
her love of permanency in all rela
tions, combine with her domestic
attachment so as to produce a pro
found enthusiasm for the preserva
tion and honor of her native land.
Friendship is fully developed, but is
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exclusive She does not become at
tached to people from the mere
accident of association. It is a
question of affinity rather than pro
pinquity. But all her feelings tend
to cement whatever social ties she
forms.

She would be a devoted mother;
and as her ideas of life are broad her
maternal instinct would naturally
embrace a wide variety of dependent
creatures.

The sentiment of conjugal love,
or union for life, is in accord with
all her other phases of constancy.
There is not a trace of coquetry in
this face. How grave and earnest
are these eyes! Every feature be

speaks the domination of intelligence
and devotion to serious aims. Such
a woman is rarely fascinating to men,
but the object of her preference is
never tortured with a doubt as to her
loyalty. Her face is not a sky where
love's lightning dances with bewitch
ing grace, nor is it ever crossed by
clouds of jealousy or deceit. It is
more the face of a mother than that
of a wife. It is a mature face, and
suggests more sympathy with the pur
poses and ends of nature than with
mere processes or means. All the
facial lineaments are firm and strong.
There is no ambiguity in the language
ofsuch a character, whether expressed
in speech or simply by a look. She

neither beguiles with dazzling prom
ises nor disappoints by failing to keep
her word.

Neither in the head nor face is there
a sign of more than ordinary appetite
for food or drink. Her expression is
almost ascetic and austere. With
such a nature, leaning toward all that
is normal, carefully regulated,
measured and restrained, it is not
strange that she should advocate a

doctrine of abstemiousness and
frugality in all departments of life.
She cannot bear the thought of waste
or reckless expenditure of anything
of negotiable value, or which con
tains even the invisible potency of
future usefulness. She has a great

deal of Yankee thrift. Her sense of
property is strong. In this matter
she is an exception among those who
attain eminence in the professional
world, and especially among those
who are identified with radical reforms.
Acquisitiveness would never become
a ruling passion, but it would never
be denied a voice in her mental
deliberations. She would never de
vote her life to working for money,
but she would never be content to do
without it. She has more disposition
to save than to make. Her wants
would be few, and hence a policy of
economy would be easy for her. None
of her desires conflict with the in
stinct to provide against a rainy day.
Good management with her is as
natural as breathing, and must have
been a habit from her earliest years.
Methods of economy which some

people would practice only with an
effort and after long study, she would
follow as unconsciously as if there

'

were no other way to do.
Cautiousness is also a leading trait.

She has the feeling which prompts
her to be on her guard, and is fortu
nately endowed also with the kind of
intelligence which judges accurately
of dangers while they are still far
distant.

Secretiveness is of only average
influence, and acts as a restrainer
rather than as an instigator. Her
whole organism bears the stamp of
sol'dity and angularity rather than
that of curvilinear structures of
flexible tissue, and her mental proc
esses are in keeping with the same
law; hence directness, truthfulness
and openness are more natural to her
than evasion. In action she would
be sincere, although she is not spon
taneous or effusive either in word or
deed. Her emotions are strong
when once set going, but her
thoughts keep pace with them even
in moments of the greatest excite
ment, so that she rarely fails to
recognize the advantage of repressing
a sentiment or an opinion whether
prompted to do so by the hiding
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instinct or not. On this account she
appears more secretive than she
really is in the proper sense of the
term.

Mrs. Livermore is also a very ex

ceptional character from the fact of
possessing large Self-esteem with only
a full or fair degree of Approbative
ness. In this respect she is unlike
the majority of Americans of either
sex. She enjoys the approval of
others after she has found herself
acceptable in her own eyes, but she
is not satisfied to revel in the sun
shine of admiration which she has
not justly earned. She is imbued
with the consciousness of her self
hood with its privileges, rights,
duties and responsibilities. She is
proud and independent. She assumes
the position of a leader without the
least hesitation or embarrassment.
Through the influence of this faculty
life is serious. Every act becomes
tinged with gravity. Frivolous,
meaningless or purposeless pursuits
are instinctively avoided, or if in
dulged for a while are easily re

linquished. Still she does not go to
the extreme of choosing a dark and

gloomy path. She is willing to climb
the mountain, and never shortens a

step to avoid a stone, but does not
voluntarily take the shady side.
Thus she enjoys a flash of wit or a

humorous story, but simply to give
spice and flavor to her work.

In the smaller and earlier portrait,
in the center of the top head at the

edge of the braid a very considerable
development of Firmness may be seen

by the most inexperienced student of
cranial forms. This quality per
meates her whole being and explains
much of her success under difiiculties.
As an illustration of her persistence,
it is said that on one occasion she

had an important lecture engagement
for Sunday afternoon in Cincinnati,
but owing to the failure ofa livery man

to keep his word, she found herself
Sunday morning fifty miles away with
no chance of another train. A loco
motive was sent for her and brought

her within sixteen miles of the city,
when a derailed freight train blocked
the way. Still she managed to ride
in a beer wagon to a station a little
beyond the scene of the accident, and
from there made the rest of the
journey in a cattle train, after being
duly weighed and billed as “ live
stock,” and thus kept the appoint
ment.

However, there is still another
faculty to be mentioned which con
tributeslargely to this woman's capac
ity for sustained effort. Her Con
tinuity almost equals her Firmness so
that she is not only unyielding and
steadfast in her plans and principles,
but is also patient in her methods of
work. She not only refuses to give
up her intention to do a thing, but is
equally averse to a temporary lull in
performance. Most people love
variety, diversion, rest and recre
ation; but this woman finds pleasure
in monotonous application.

’
As she

works consecutively to a finish, she
needs to heat her iron only once and
thus saves time, besides securing a

more perfect product.
Mrs. Livermore is a thoroughly

just woman. Conscientiousness is
one of the most conspicuous elements
in her character, and is well sustained
by the combination of the other
mental powers. Benevolence occupies
a somewhat subordinate rank. She
will be charitable, but from a sense of
duty rather than sympathy; and in
the distribution of alms she will con
sider the question of ultimate utility
quite as much as that of immediate
pleasure. She always remembers that
kindness to a serpent may mean death
to a bird.

In religion she is ethical rather than
pious; interested in deeds rather than
crecds; happier in the storm of inter
rogation than in the calm of faith;
guided by the idea rather than by the
sentiment of worship; more critical
than credulous regarding the unseen
world, yet always eager to welcome a

clearer and diviner interpretation of
life's highest laws.
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Mrs. Livermore's forehead is almost
a model of symmetry. Excepting
the sense of color the perceptives are
all large. Individuality, Eventuality
and Locality might be marked seven
in the phrenological scale. The first
of these last three gives clearness,
pointedness and distinctness to her
thought. There is no confusion in
her statement of a proposition. Each
element is carefully separated from
every other and assigned to its proper
place. We often find Form, Size and
Weight equally large, but the develop
ment of Order is exceptional. Time,
Tune and Language are onlyfair. She
is not redundant in the use of words,
unless it is proper to say that she is
redundant in her thoughts. Indi
viduality will enable her to acquire a

large vocabulary by a process similar

to that of the botanist who becomes
familiar with a large number of
plants.

The higher reasoning powers fill
out the upper forehead and impart to
her intellect the same completeness
which may be said to characterize the
form of the skull. Surely but little
could be added to the shape of this
forehead to make it more perfect in
the eyes of a phrenologist, if consid
ered as an instrument of intelligence.
In the fine balance of all its parts we
have one great secret of this woman's
superb all-around judgment. The
talent for narrative is strongly
marked, while the analytical, critical
and philosophical powers are equally
pronounced. Such a woman could
have become eminent in almost any
executive sphere.

_____p“__.__..

THE GREAT MINORITY.

BY Aucn E. IVES.

“ 0 don't invite her; she's so

, heavy."
“I never found her so," said the

other woman. "She's very interest
ing to me. Then think of her liter
ary success."

“Yes, I know that. Her name
looks well in your list. But you know
she will talk on deep subjects, and
she's always so frightfully in earn
est."

“So it's being frightfully in earnest
that's the crime?" ‘

“Certainly; in society,
bagalelle ./

' '

“Then I'm'sorry for society."
And there you are.
This conversation took place in the

drawing room of a popular society
woman. She was the first speaker,
and she spoke with authority. The
other woman knew that she was in a

very small minority, and that her
pity for society was wasted, and her
feeble protest as the toot of a penny
whistle in a boiler shop, so she said

no more.

viva la

But a third woman who sat by and
listened, pondered these things in her
heart, and felt constrained to write.

If there had not been such a large,
wide, all-pervading truth in what both
women said, it wouldn't have been
worth while giving it a second
thought; but considerable experience
in the social world, and especially in

'

this season's “swim," convinced the
third woman that it was an important
and self-evident fact.

Sometimes certain ideas and im
pressions will jostle up against you,
and pass on without even an apology.
Again, they will enter in and perhaps
rattle around in the empty spaces of
your brain like a dried pea in a pod,
when suddenly something will open
the old pod, and drop the pea into
soil, and it will sprout in spite of
you.

The third woman had been gather
ing up these vague impressions all
winter, and suddenly these words
cracked the pod, and the pea sprouted
willy-nilly.
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In society to-day it is undoubtedly
a fact that the woman who says se
riousness is a crime is in a very large
majority. In her heart of hearts she

may not believe it
, but she must at

least appear to. When almost the
entire social world is crying “Viz/e la
bagate/le!

"
what churl so ‘base as not

to join in the chorus?
But the very word “ majority

"

argues the existence of another term,

‘-
‘

minority." Thank heaven there is

at least a minority, for in it lies the

saving grace which is to keep the
whole social fabric from bursting like

a bubble.
Freakishness, trifling and childish‘

ness are the order of the day. Per
haps this is simply an expression of
the eternal fitness of thingsin the end
of the century. Old age generally
means a return to second childhood;
and this century is dying with the

usual accompaniment of senility. It
has been a strong, fine, splendid cen

tury in many ways, and its virility is

still giving us surprises, but it lapses
into puerile ways so frequently as to

produce something of a shock, did
we not stop to consider its age.

Freakishness and bizarre effects are

everywhere. That’s natural, too.
The baby will reach out its little
hands twice as quickly for a red and
yellow and green paper windmill as

it would for a Rembrandt etching.
Judgment does not count in the mat
ter.

a sensation. But if the baby wants
the windmill, the dealer would be very
foolish to try to sell it a Rembrandt
etching; so we are flooded with red

and yellow windmills.
Look at the millinery windows, for

instance. The grotesque things of
angles and bristling wings, a jumble
of all sorts of the most incongruous
materials under the sun, glittering
with bits of glass, tin and brass, with
the colors of a Pawnee chief in his
war paint, and the startling outlines of
a South Sea savage’s headdress. Can
you imagine a sweet, Madonna-like
face, or awoman noted for her brains

It is simply the gratification of.

and good sense, surmounted by such

a bewildering monstrosity?
The mind absolutely refuses to

grasp Mrs. Humphry Ward, George
Eliot, Susan B. Anthony, or even the

beautiful Mary Anderson-Navarro in
such a headgear.

A woman's mood must harmonize
with her clothes. What the present
mood iscan be to alarge extent deter
mined bythe immense sale of these

sensations in headgear, sleeves, skirts
and wraps. The human body is the

standard of truth in beauty of line
and fitness. Its present covering has

departed about as far from that truth
into the region of grotesqueness as

it is possible to go.
Next note the freakishness of so

called “art" in the pictures used for
illustration and wall posters, which
have become so popular from the

yellow book craze, and the horrors of
Aubrey Beardsley’s nightmares in

black and white. We have all been

amused by them because they were

new; they reminded us of the droll
figures made by the child in its first
efforts at expression; but they could
scarcely be taken seriously as art.

Still according to the fin de siérlz

chorus: “Who wants to take any
thing seriously?" That's true. Who
does? The majority of us simply
want to be amused or startled.

The play which can run longest in

the great metropolis of the United
States is “A Trip to Chinatown,” or
“1492,” a screaming burlesque on

the greatest event in all history.
And the playwright who has made the

most money is the one who wrote
“The Brass Monkey," “A Hole in

the Ground" and “A Bunch of Keys."
Some people have said they couldn't
even laugh over these things, but
they were in such a small minority
they didn't count.

The man who wrote these pieces
was all right from his standpoint.
He saw what the public wanted and

gave it to them. Who of us would
not do the same thing when there is

both honor and profit in the trans
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action? Then there is the dramatic
critic who is no better than the play,
and sometimes not as good.

He is called a critic, but he is not
one any more than “The Bunch of
Keys" is a play, or Aubrey Beards
ley's atrocities are art, or the triangle
of straw and beads is a bonnet. He
belongs to the same class of airy,
tricksy travesters.

Criticism has always been supposed
to be a serious thing. That is why
there is so little room for the genuine
article to day.

There are of course many of the
real critics still left. They believe
that the virtue and faults ofa play
should each be carefully weighed and

pointed out, and that if they are

worthy of the name of critic they
should be capable of judging what
faults and virtues are.

But the "critic" who is the most
bad and is best liked by his editor, is
the one who sets himself up for the

public gaze, and says, “Behold ! how
funny I can be. Watch my wit as I
aim it like mud' balls at the play. See
how dexterously I can hit the target
every time. When I get through
that poor wretch of an author will rue
the day he ever set up his brains and
heart’s blood as a bull's eye for me
to pelt at. Am I not a brilliant,
sarcastic, witty devil of a fellow?"

But when he is finished what do
the public know about the play ?

They have a vague idea that it must
be pretty bad. They do know that
the critic has had a good time with

it
,

and that they have laughed heartily
over his cleverness.

Ever so many say: “ I always read
his criticisms; they are so funny."

Well, so they are. He is a bright
fellow. But why could not the same

wit be put to some other use where

it would not do so much harm and

injustice. Ridicule should never
masquerade as criticism; for while
criticism may lead the mistaken
author to correct his faults, ridicule
only exasperates or kills.

Right here I observe that the

chorus cries out: “ Well, kill him,
why not! Some authors deserve it!

Vive Ia bagatellef'
But we have found out that mob

rule is bad. Let the law take its
course, and let a man be judged by
his peers.

Childishness is the main element in
most of the amusements of the day.
The coaching parade is a striking
illustration of this.

Inever see a well-dressed gentle
man playing at driving a coach with
bright yellow wheels but I think of a

boy with a new tin horse. If a man
wants to drive for the delight of

'drinking in the fresh air, the beauty
of skies, and distances, of trees in

winter etchings against gray back
grounds, or the green wealth of sum
mer, he is indulging in a manly
amusement which shall bring health
to body and soul; but if he drives
simply to show his yellow wheels he

is more childish than the child.
Then there is the street parade

with the men in brass buttons and
feathers, sometimes clanking their
arms on horseback. This always sets
me thinking of some nice little boys
who have received wooden swords for
Christmas.

Again there is the childishness of
the woman who, among a very select
few, takes to sewingin Lent, just as
the little girl carries her work-box to
her small friend's house and plays at
being demure, and making her doll’s
clothes, when she is tired of chasing
her hoop and wants to be called a

good child by her parents.
There are the hundreds of childish

people who must have things just be
cause other people have them, and
must do things just because other
people do them. They shake hands
ona level with their noses, a per
formance which has neither grace nor
reason for being, just because it is

English. They leave the lower
button of their Waistcoats undone be
cause the Prince of Wales did it.
They carry nineteen yards of mate
rial, not to mention five yards of
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grass cloth, around in one dress skirt
just because Mrs. Toplofty does.

May heaven preserve us from any
further senility on the part of this
doddering old century!

Let it not be understood that
amusement, relaxation and good
natured fooling are not necessary to
the grown person. They are abso
lutely imperative.

The trouble is we work so many
hours, and under such terrible pres
sure that when we are released we fly
to absurd lengths ofdrivelingidiocy in
our relaxation, because the brain is

utterly worked out, and reduced to in

fantile processes. This is all wrong.
Perhaps the new century will give us

the key to amore‘ symmetrical living,
a more harmonious adjusting of con

ditions, when there shall be less of~

brass, silver or gold, and more of
blue sky, and the eternal truth of God.

There was a nation when the earth
was still quite young, whose amuse

ments, even at this late day, seem to

us poetic, beautiful and dignified.
Our artists love to paint their cele

bration of the vintage with Bacchus
crowned, and maidens playing upon
the pipes; their festal dances; their
anniversaries of Ceres, and their
Olympian games; while the dramas
they played and which packed every
foot of standing room are to-day of
such noble and stately proportions
that we find only a cultured and
thoughtful few capable of appreciat
ing their maj'estic mold.

Their processions were dignified,
because the object was more than the

spectacle. Their vintage festival was

poetic, because Bacchus was to them
a god. Their Olympian games were

worth while, because they meant the

cultivation of physical strength and
manly courage. Their dramas were

noble and beautiful, because the poet
was more than the money box.

And now a word for the great
minority of to-day. They are the

men and women who meet occasion
ally in drawing-rooms, and can still
speak sincerely to each other.

They are not so selfish that they
say to themselves: “I will not give
one bit of my heart or soul to this
man or woman, lest he or she rob
me." But, instead, they give of
themselves, and sometimes that
comes to them ten-fold in return.
For humanity is more often good
than had, and repays in the genuine
coin.

They are not above a bit of good
natured fooling; but it is more like
the drollery of the old-time clown in
the circus than the shallow nonsense
or senseless buffoonery that bores
one like a stupid lecture.

They would rather hear a bright
person talk than play poker or
dominos; and a leisurely quiet drive
along the banks of the Hudson when
the buds are swelling and the birds
arev singing is much more to their
taste than a seat on a glittering stage
coach as it spins down Fifth avenue.

They wear clothes that are fashion
able, but not freakish. They shake
your hand as though they were

glad to see you, and not as though
they were performing an incantation
to the god of [a mode. They do
honest, sincere work, whether it
be making pictures, the writing of
plays, or the criticisms thereof. They
think kindly of their fellow-men,
and do not forget that ridicule is a

deadlier shaft than blame. They
say: “ We cannot live without laugh
ter, neither can we live without
love."

“Every spirit makes its house; but
afterward the house confines the
spirit," says Emerson. Our fellow
man mostly sees nothing but the
house. But do not let us be always
denying him a peep at the spirit. It
will lighten up for him a bit the dusty,
noisy road, just as does the man who
takes down his fences so that the
weary Wayfarer may get a glimpse of
his roses and mignonette.

Again do not let us feel that the
house of the spirit must now wear
the jester‘s colors to be welcome
among our fellow-men.
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“Motley's your only wear," was
uttered by poor Lear after he became
insane. The cap and bells must
sometimes have borne heavily on that
wise fellow, Touchstone.

Let us always have fun, wit, and
jollity; and beware of the man who
never laughs. But even the King
did not always dine with his fool.

This insatiate demand for trifling
must have its causes, deeper down

m

perhaps than we can now see. If
“ Viva la Bagatelle!

"
keeps the over

worked, eager, rushing throng from
madness, no doubt it is well.

But at the same time let us be
thankful for the great minority who
lend some color of dignity, stability
and character to our social life; and
who shall help lay the foundations of
equipoise, harmony and grandeur of
that greatercentury which is to come.

SKETCHES 0P PIIBBNOLOGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

BY CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

WILL] A M WALTON—II.

HE writings of Mr. Walton upon
the poets have alwaysappeared

to us to possess exceptional value
from a phrenological point of view as
well as literary, and we consider his
illustrations of especial interest as

showing in a practical and most con
clusive manner the harmony which
exists between peculiar developments
of the brain and their expression in

poetical composition, as well as in
the every-day lives of the poets.

In the previous article, Scott,
Moore, Byron, Coleridge and Crabbe
were compared and contrasted and
the peculiarities of their verse ac
counted for on phrenological prin
ciples. Mr. Walton next speaks of
Goldsmith as follows:

“In the edition of the works of
Oliver Goldsmith, edited by Wash
ington Irving, is a fair engraving of
the author, by J. B. Longuere, from
a painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds,
whose accuracy in likenesses, added

to his own intimacy with the poet,
induces an entire reliance upon its
faithfulness. In this engraving the
os frontis is finely developed. But
the attention is chiefly arrested by the
extraordinary protrusion of the organ
of Locality, whose function phrenology
supposes imparts the love and desire
for travel. Now if there be any one
trait more strongly marked than an

other in the author of the “ Traveler'
—if there be a fact of his personal
history more strongly impressed upon
the memory of his admirers than an

other, it is that well-authenticated
one of his having actually accom

plished the tour of Europe on foot!
of having in spite of innumerable
obstacles, of want of friends, influ
ence, and money, and, as he himself
terms it

, “ want of impudence,” grati
fied the imperious demands of this
organ by strolling from one end of
Europe to the other, even when a smat

tering skill upon a flute constituted his
principal means of support. That
the inconveniences, the countless
deprivations, and innumerable morti
ficat'rons attendant upon such a

vagabond life should have been in

curred, and voluntarily incurred, by

a man of education and refined
tastes, by one of his peculiar sensi
tiveness, is by no means a common
occurrence, even among the eccen
tric class of men to which, as a poet
and man of genius, he belongs. So
unconquerable was this propensity for
wandering that even after he had
attained an enviable rank among the

greatest writers of his age, his rest
lessness, and great anxiety for further
travel, formed a prominent feature in
his character.

“Thewell-kuown vanity of the poet
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may be ascribed to morbid Approba
tiveness. His selfish faculties, as a

class, were rather sma‘l, and his utter
want of common prudence is in har
mony with- this fact. But he also
possessed, according to this engrav
ing, strong social feelings; he had
much of that organization which
phrenology says creates a love of
home and its kindred pleasures.

'
How, then, it may be inquired, does
this agree with the predominance of
an opposing :faculty? Let the poet

OLIVER GOLDSMITH. *

himself reconcile the apparent con
tradiction in the following lines:
"In all my wanderings round this world of

care,
In all my griefs, and God has given my

share,
I still had hopes. my latest hours to

crown,—
Amid these humble bowcrs to lay me

down;
To husband out life's taper to its close,
And keep the flame from wasting, by

repose;
And as a hare, whom horns and hounds

pursue,
Pants to the place, from whence at first she

flew.
I still had hope, my long vexations past,
Here to return, and die at Imme at IruL' "

All the likenesses of the poet
Thompson indicate, besides large
Ideality and perception, an unusual
endowment of the organ of Language;
and his great prodigality in the use
of the latter faculty has been the
chief target for the arrows of criti
cism. Dr. Johnson was accustomed,
when anyone was growing enthusias
tic about the author of the “Seasons,"
to seize the poet's great work, read a

favorite passage, and after it had
been warmly eulogized, inform the

company that he had omitted every
other line. Though this smacks
somewhat of the occasional injustice
of the great lexicographer, it is not
the less true that many passages may
be found in the “ Seasons "

so exceed
ingly amplified that entire lines can
be expunged with little injury to the
sense or beauty of the paragraph.

“ If ever there was a man ‘too full
of the milk of human kindness to
catch the nearest way,'it was the
poet of Olney. Destined by his
friends to the bar, his peculiar organi
zation wholly disqualified him for
success in the legal profession. The
stormy struggles of life, of the forum,
or the hall, were about as genial to
his nature as the tornado is to the
hare-bell, shaken by a breath. In
what, then, consisted his unfitness?
Neither in intellectual nor moral defi
ciency—none will believe it of the
author of the ‘Task '—nor yet in
.want of ambition, that convenient
solution in similar cases, for he has
written to perpetuate his name, and
possessed all a poet's sensibility to
applause and censure. He was not
without ambition, but, as Lady Mac
beth would say:

‘ Without the illness should attend it.’ "

Phrenology alone can furnish the
true key to his character and open
out all his peculiarities, all his weak
nesses, and all his virtues. His head
was much above the average size, his
temperament chiefly nervous, the in
tellectual and moral organs predomi
nant. Cautiousness and Conscien
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tiousness very large, while Hope,Self
esteem, Combativeness, and Destruc
tiveness were relatively deficient. He
studied, or rather dallied over, law
for several years and was in due time
called to the bar. On his first at

tempt to speak in public be was
seized with such excessive trepida
tion that he could not articulate, and
the failure acting on his sensitive sys
tem, produced a severe and danger
ous nervous affection. This was not
an embarrassment which custom could
remove, or even greatly modify, but
flowed inevitably from his organiza
tion, which disposed him to great
timidity, self-distrust, and morbid ex~

aggeration of difliculties. The same

deep sense of his unworthiness we
see at a later period of his life, where
he appears before us in the char
acter of a Christian, entangled in the

metaphysical dogmas of theology,
overwhelmed with a consciousness of
guilt and shuddering at the prospect
of eternal reprobation. Painfully im-'

pressed with his inability to practice
his profession, he soon entirely aban
doned it and sought peace in the ob

scurity and gloom of Olney. .

A long and painful period passed
in this retreat, and with the exception
of some slight contributions to a

hymn book and an occasional sonnet.
'

nothing indicated the existence of
the poet. But he was visited ,by
those better able to understand and
appreciat'2 him than his usual acquaint
ances. To Lady Austin and his
charming cousin, the Lady Hesketh,
whose refined manners, lively wit,
and brilliant intellect aroused his
higher powers and awakened into
wholesome activity faculties which
were rusting from disuse. We are

chiefly indebted not only for the
“Task,"one of the most beautiful
poems in our language, but many ex

cellent fugitive pieces and the amus

ing adventures of John Gilpin. This
last was composed in one of Cowper's
darkest moods, and it may be well to

call attention to this fact as one of
the thousands totally inexplicable

upon any other than phrenological
principles. It demonstrates the mul
tiplex character of the mind and
shows that the faculty of “ wit" can
be in action, suggesting the most
ludicrous incidents, even while Cau
tiousness and some other organs are
filling the fancy with these frightful
creations.

Cowper’s perceptive faculties were

very strong, indicated in his likeness
more by the depth than breadth of
his forehead. Hence his descriptive
power, the graphic vigor of which is

WILLIAM COWPER.

equal to Thompson's inaccuracy,
but, in consequence of his smaller
propensities, not in warmth of color~
ing. Comparing him with the author
of the “ Seasons,” whom he somewhat
resembles, we agree with Coleridge
in thinking the latter the “ born poet."
There is commonly greater purity of
style, if not more depth of thought,
in the “Task," but it lacks the fervor
and intensity of the “ Seasons.”
Cowper's temperament was finer, his
Causality probably _larger. But the
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Ideality, Language, and affective
faculties of Thompson were much
superior.

Cowper’s productious are usually
compact,vigorousand highlypolished.
They never offend the most cultivated
taste, but often delight it

,

and on the

other hand seldom move the affec
tions. Thompson seizes the attention,
holds it in spite of many faults, rivets

it upon the subject, carries his
reader right onward in the current
of a sweeping amplification, and
often in a perfect cataract of words;
words, however, which frequently,
with singular beauty, advance, ex
pand, and enforce the thought. Com
parison, in Cowper was well de

veloped, and Ideality, though by no
means a ruling organ, was not de
ficient. Language, also, was rather
large; in accordance with which he
was not only an excellent linguist,
but, in our humble opinion, his Eng
lish style is unsurpassed in precision
and purity, and combines to a

greater degree of strength and beauty
with a chastened simplicity than that
of any writer of the last or present
century with whose works we are
familar.

Benevolence, which was powerful,
together with his small Destructive
ness, created that extreme horror of
war, however palliated by the neces
sity of nations, and that almost mor
bid sensibility to the infliction of pain
upon any sentient being, so often
manifested in his writings.

"I would not number in my list offriends
(Though graced with polished manners

and fine sense.
Yet wanting sensibility) the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm."

Veneration and Wonder, equally
large and active, dispose him to see

signs and tokens, and a special provi
dence in the operations of nature,
whenever they deviate from common
experience. Conscientiousness and
Cautiousness constitute, both from
their size and morbid actions, the
most striking points of his religious
character. They were the greater

part of his life in diseased action, and
the source of much of his suffering
which was rendered frightfully in
tense by his very active temperament.

Let us, then, remember his organi
zation; the predominant nervous
temperament, the small Hope, moder
ate Self-esteem, large Cautiousness
and Conscientiousness, and it will at
once be conceded that anything cal
culated to stimulate unduly the larger
organs and encumber the weaker
could not fail to be extremely per
nicious. Had the poet's friends and
spiritual counselors understood the
only true science of mind, they would
have detected the peculiarities of
Cowper‘s organization, its excesses
and defects, and attempted to dissi
pate the clouds and thick mental and
spiritual darkness which settled upon
his declining years.

“The head of the poet Gray was
full in size,‘ of delicate temperament,
and well-developed in the perceptive
region; Ideality was not large. The
poetry of this author is essentially that
of the man of talent and refined
taste, as contrasted with the man of
genius; his imagery is generally
referable to the cullings of the
scholar who had wandered over every
field of vast literature, selecting with
ingenuity and afterward combining
with fancy and feeling. He wrote
but little poetry—his poetical writ
ings scarcely filling a small volume;
was all his life a student, constantly
adding to his stores of knowledge,
which were various and profound,
but he prod/‘red little; and but for
his correspondence, and the testi
mony of his friends, the world would
have known comparatively nothing
of his attainments. When we would
praise him, we resort to the ‘ Elegy
in a Country Church-yard;' his

‘ odes

’

are oftener praised than read.
His great acquirements are in strik
ing harmony with his perceptive
faculties which were manifested
through his life, while his small
volume of poetry indicates smaller
Ideality."



PHRENOLOGY IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

50m: REMARKS on METHODS FOR LEARNERS.

BY THE Rev. N. F. DOUGLAS.

E may ask the question, Why
is not phrenology more rapidly

accepted by intelligent people? If
the growth of this science, to a posi
tion of'univ_ersal belief and practice,
is somewhat slow, the fault does not
lie with its fundamental principles
or with their demonstration, for its
truths are capable of clear and un
deniable proof. Prejudice is un

doubtedly the greatest obstacle to the

speedy advance of phrenology. Lay
ing that aside, and given an intel
ligent mind open to the truth, and
desirous of possessing valuable facts,
one peculiarity of phrenology as a

study is an unconscious cause of this
seeming tardiness.

The practical value of phrenology
is a thing of slow growth and cannot
be acquired in a day. The best
good in the science is the result of
long continued analysis, comparison
and experiment. Careful observa
tion convinces me that this is the

point in the pursuit of the study of
phrenology where many a previously
candid inquirer loses patience; and
as a further result, interest, to be
come in the end an unbeliever in the
science. This is not the fault of
phrenology, but is the fault of the
student.

The science of mathematics is
mastered by learning principles, and
is a matter of immediate attainment.

A telegraph operator may learn all
the principles involved in his work in
a few hours, but successful skill re

quires months of practice. Phren~

ology is based upon certain principles,
which must be studied first, but is
more like telegraphy than mathe
matics, in that skill is acquired by
practice and experiment rather than
by simply learning its fundamental
truths.

A man, knowing little of the

builders’ art, might purchase a com
plete outfit of carpenter’s tools, the
best there is in the market; but he is
not qualified to construct a house
until he has learned the trade. Has
he then any right to decry the
tools and declare the principles of
architecture unsound, simply because
he lacks the skill successfully to use
the tools and apply the principles?
Many an otherwise intelligent man

investigates phre'nology sufiiciently to
acquire a knowledge of the funda
mental truths, terms and nomen
clature of the science. These are
only the tools of phrenology. And
then, because he lacks skill in apply
ing the principles and using the
tools, he begins to condemn the
science. The faultlies not in phren
ology, but in himself. If he would
patiently learn the trade through care
ful experiment and constant practice,
the beauty of phrenology would grow
upon him, and he would find its value
to be beyond the fixing of a price.
Simply because a man buys a piano
it does not follow that he can play;
and if he cannot, the difficulty is not
in the piano or with the manufact
urers, but in himself. He would be
foolish to decry music and condemn
either the piano or its makers. Sim
ply because a man reads the literature
of phrenology it does not follow that
he is an expert in delineating char
acter;if he is not he has no right to
say that its theories are a delusion
and its practice is false.

Invention has progressed so far
in providing for our wants with ready
made articles, that we are often loath
to construct for ourselves. The
same thing is true in our educational
world. The marvelous facilities and
improvements of the present age give
us nearly all our mental furnishings
ready-made; so that we become re
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luctant to lead a pioneer life of orig
inal investigation even for a brief
time. In this respect phrenology is
different from nearly all other present
lines of study. In the pursuit of this
science, instead of eating from grain
already harvested, we must plow the
soil, sow the grain, wait for it to
grow, and harvest it ourselves. In
stead of eating fruit already picked,

we must plant the trees, carefully
tend them, and watch their growth
before we can enjoy the luscious fruit,

No sensible man would complain
on receiving gold ore because it was
not refined and coined. No reason
able man ought to depreciate phren
ology because its varied and unlim
ited practical applications cannot be
furnished him ready-made.

‘wk——
MYSTERIES 0F TO—DAY.

BY ANNA OLCOTT Com-1mm.

CHAPTER II.

ELIX GOLD'I‘HWAITE lived in
a suite of rooms in the Murray

Hill Hotel, and the adjoining one
was occupied by his friend, Fletcher
Churchill, with whom he usually dined.
Three days after the occurrences at
Judge Holt's they were seated together
at table over theirpost-prandial coffee.

“I must tell you something very
remarkable, which I do not wish
known by anyone else. On Christ
mas night, or rather early in the

morning, I saw Basil Wharton in the
room I occupied at Judge Holt's.
There is something else which I wish

you to read and make a note of, with
the date."

“I noticed how pale you looked,
old fellow. What is it all about?"

“I hope, in God's name, I am de

ceived, in some way, this time. You
know Constance Lloyd. There is a

letter I have just received from her.
Read it

, Churchill."
Churchill took the note. It was as

follows:
My DEAR MR. GOLDTHWAlTE—

Since the circumstances which led to
my saving Conrad from suffering and
death have occurred, mysteries have

deepened about my life. My hand
has been writing again! Basil is

dead—murdered! His remains may
be recovered. A ring will be the clue.
This is what came to me last even

ing. Is it not terrible? Please God,

it may not be true! Oh, that the

“Etruria" were here! Tell no member
of the Judge’s household at present.

Your faithful friend,
CONSTANCE LLOYD.

“This is thrilling!" said Churchill.
“But," noticing the anguish depicted
on his friend's face, he said, “cheer
up! People have had dreams and

presentiments before, which came to
nothing. All this may be explained
by such experiences.’I

“I hope so," said Felix, "but I

have known such strange things!
For instance, the case of Conrad."

“Come to the theater to-night, and
see Mme. Sans-Gene. Forget this
business. Put it all out of your mind.
Let us believe that all will yet be
well."

The friends went to the play, and
the following day attended to their
usual pursuits, and went to business
each morning until Monday arrived.
Felix Goldthwaite was one of the
first to board the “Etruria." He
looked pale and anxious, and sought
among the passengers for a glimpse
of his friend. Being unsuccessful, he

asked one or two whom he met for
one of their number—Mr. Wharton—
but received no information. He then
went to the Captain No such per
son had sailed in the “Etruria," but

a trunk marked with the name of
Basil Wharton had been placed in a

stateroom, which had been taken by

a gentleman of that name, who had
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come on board, had gone back on
shore in the early evening, and had
not returned. It was supposed that
something had occurred which had
forced him to wait for another
steamer.

“Good Heaven!
more?"

“No more,’ was the reply.
Felix went to the stateroom, saw

the trunk, handbag, and other be

longings of his friend; then, with
slow steps, he descended to the pier.
The Judge's carriage was waiting.

James was on the box, and Guy and
Bertha on the front seat were wild
with excitement, “waiting to see

papa.” “Mamma was not able to

come," they explained, and “Grand
papa was with her."

“Drive me to Judge Holt's as

quickly as possible, James," said
Felix. Neither the driver nor the
children understood why, but the
former saw a look on the face of the
man who gave the order which con
vinced him of sudden, urgent neces

sity. The children plied Felix with
questions which required all his legal
knowledge to parry, but the case was

urgent. _

Felix hastened up the steps as soon
as they arrived, and on entering saw
the Judge in the drawing'room. He
went in, closed the door, told the
Judge of the circumstances adding,
too, the statement in the letter of
Miss Lloyd.

“This is all very strange and terri
ble! " said the Judge. “Hilda! how
can I tell her that Basil has not
arrived P"

The Judge paced the floor. He
was accustomed to think and decide
quickly.

“Felix, you are our friend.
you do us a service ?"

“\Villingly."
“Go to the house of Samuel Whar

ton, and if he feels, when he knows
all the circumstances, that his son
has metwith foul play, there is money
enough in the Holt and Wharton
families’ coffers to unravel this mys

you know no

Will

tery, if any power on earth can do
it."

The result of this conversation was
that Felix Goldthwaite was on his
way to Liverpool by the next steamer.

Arriving there, he went to the hotel
where Basil had stayed last; he talked
with the clerks and proprietor, and

he made up his mind that here was a

case for the ablest detectives. Basil
had left the hotel for the steamer,
but had returned for a miniature of
his wife, which he had taken off, laid
down, and in some unaccountable
manner, at the last moment, forgot
ten. He had missed it

,

returned for

it
,

found it
,

and gone quickly away.
On Christmas night some robberies
had occurred by two or three despera
does who had escaped, and it was
feared that the jewels he wore on his
person, and the gold he had drawn
from the bank that day had marked
him for their victim.

Felix stayed on, on, on, and seemed
no nearer to any solution of the mys
tery. Finally there came to hima
letter from Constance. It read, “Go
to St. Peter's cemetery, a little out
of the city, find a flat space under a

yew tree—dig there. You will know
the remains of Basil by a plain (ap
parently) gold ring on his little finger,
which was too tight to be removed.
The other rings were stolen, and the
murderers have escaped. There is a

new terror to evil-doers. Dead men

do tell tales! "

In company with OffiCCI'S and de

tectives, and with permission from
authorities, Felix went to the grave
yard, found the spot indicated, and
the grave-diggers commenced their
work. At first Felix saw no reason
to believe that this was the resting
place of the remains of his friend.
But when they discovered a cofiin,
and, on opening it

, Felix saw the

ring on the finger, he was more as

tounded than it is possible for words
to express. He removed the ring,
saw on it-the word “Aei," and touch
ing the spring, he saw the pearl, the
garnet, the amethyst, the diamond of
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which Constance had told him. There
were, also, other marks of identifica
tion, and through the finding of the

body a clue was followed up, by
which a tragedy was unearthed, a

crime which was memorable in the

year 1894, and which later, caused the
arrest of the murderer in another
country and his subsequent convic
tion.

CHAPTER III.
Oh, egotism of agony! while we

Weep thus sore-stricken, filling earth
with moan,

The feet of those we love, through ways
unknown,

Brought into land of living light may be.

—A1u.o BATES.

The aspect of the Holt mansion
was sadly changed. The shades
were down at every window, crape
floated from the door, and mourners
came and went, for Basil Wharton
had many warm and true friends.
His remains had been brought from
Liverpool, and funeral services had
been solemnized. Mrs. Wharton had
never rallied from the shock of her
husband’s death, and was unable to
see her own children. The Judge
appeared to have grown ten years
older during the events of the last
three months. He stole in and out
of his daughter's chamber with a face
of pathetic misery. Only after many
weeks was Hilda able to sit up in a

cushioned chair, in her black wrap
per. Her eyes were hollow, and
dark circles were about them. The
blight and horror of a great tragedy
had fallen upon the once brilliant
home.

A minister of the church they at
tended had ventured to call upon the

Judge, wishing to offer some consola
tion to the afflicted family. The
Judge said humbly,

“ I know nothing of the future. I
never had any faith before. I have
none now. I tell you frankly. I ap
preciate your kind intentions in com

ing to this household at this time, but
that is all I can say."

The minister was shown into the
library, where Hilda was lying. The
sunshine was excluded, and the chil
dren in the next room went about
without noise, and spoke to each
other in whispers. A black pall had
settled on the house and its in
mates." You are most kind," said Hilda,
as the minister seated himself at her
side, “ but life is over for me. Basil
is dead,—-he died in a terrible way,
and I have become as skeptical as
papa."

“Christ rose from the dead, and
Paul's words are as true to-day as
when he uttered them," said the min
ister.

_“ Ah, yes," said Hilda, with a

heart-rending sorrow in her voice;
“ butif God lives, why does he give
no proof to-day? That was all so
long ago! There are, indeed, some
strange phenomena which may give
me some comfort, but as yet my mind
is in too chaotic a state to entertain
them,——Basil's appearance to me, the
clue given to Constance,--many
strange circumstances, "—

“ I am aware that there are some
remarkable phenomena to-day, but I
am surprised and pained that a
woman of your intelligence should
reject out‘ glorious proofs for the
nineteenth-Century revelations, man
of which are fraudulent." '

“Mine came from as good and
true a woman as ever lived. Had she
been born in Christ's time they could
not have been more genuine, for they
came to her as a great surprise."

Hilda looked very weak and ill,
and a fainting turn seemed imminent.
The minister called the nurse from
the dressing-room, where she was
stationed, and saying he feared that
Mrs. Wharton had talked too much,
he withdrew.

A little stir was in the hall, and
Hilda, with senses sharpened by ill
ness, said‘to her nurse, Mrs. Dean,
“ I thought I heard Constance’s step.
Oh, I must see her, if she is indeed
here."
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Mrs. Dean left the room, and Con
stance, with gentle step, glided noise
lessly to Hilda’s couch, She sat by
her, stroked her head, and soothed
her as one would soothe a weary
child. She pressed her lips to Hilda’s,
and said: “ I am come to stay. Con
rad is with me, and he is much better."

There are some people who are

gifted with healing presence. Such
a one was Constance Lloyd. From
the time of her return a gradual im

provement was seen in Hilda, not
from day to day, but week by week
a change for the better was discerned.
A new light shone in the eyes of Con
stance Lloyd. Some said, “ What a

comfort that boy was to her 1" So
he was. When Conrad put his arms
about her neck, or his lips to her's
for his nightly kiss, she thanked God
for “the blessing of a child." But
another new-found joy begun in mys
tery had opened out a world of en

trancing hope and wonder. The fact
of another life had been as vague to
her, as dim, uncertain, as doubtful as
to the Judge. But the lines written
by her own hand and signed “Wal
ter," the proof discovered, the ap
pearance of Basil to Hilda, the clew
given about the murder, these had

brought intimation of a world en
tirely different from the materialistic
one in which she had lived.

Late one evening she sat again
with her pencil and paper. “Basil
longs to assure Hilda that he lives
and is near her. He gives this test.
He has appeared to Felix Gold
thwaite,” was written.

Constance went into Hilda’s room
with the paper.

“ Hilda, clear, read this l”
eyes ran over the lines.

“Felix is downstairs with papa!
Oh, ask him, ask him if this is true!"

Constance went to the library, where
the Judge and Felix were sitting.
They had just finished a game of
cribbage. She held the paper before
Mr. Goldthwaite’s eyes.

“ Felix! Is this true?”
Goldthwaite read the lines.

Hilda’s

Felix

“True as that you see me here,"
he said. “ I spoke of it to Churchill
at the time. He is witness. That
we are guided by intelligences above
us I have believed for some years
past."

The Judge looked at Constance.
Her eyes glowed with a light of di
vine revelation. “Life is real, life
is earnest, and the grave is not its
goal," she said. “ Basil lives! "

The Judge looked at her inspired
face, with its intense conviction.

“This seems like evidence. There
IS something in it," he said.
at 4: o a: a: * n

It was Easter Sunday in New York.
The city appeared suddenly in a
marvel of bloom and beauty as be
fitted the day. In the mansion of
Judge Holtthe shades were rolled up,
and white flowers were in all the
windows. Bertha and City were glad
and happy as they had not been for
many months. “Aunt Constance says
this is Ascension Day," said Bertha,
“and mamma is going with us to hear
the Easter music." Yes, Hilda was

going with them, entering into all
their joys and sorrows again, and the
Judge had been riding in the park
with Guy and Conrad, and the pall
had been lifted from the children's
lives. I

The dawn of a great, new hope
had come to Hilda. She knew not
into what form her husband was
changed, but the wonder of the uni
verse had revealed to her a vista of
supernal beauty, in its mystic, majes
tic order, and a token of its supreme
goodness had come to her. She
could trust that Basil was going on
in nobler conditions since he had re
vealed himself in love to her.

“Constance," said Hilda, “what
have you not been to me,——sister,
companion, friend—priestess of the
Most High?"

“I think," said Constance, “that
we are living in the day predicted by
Immanuel Kant, the ‘day when the
human race will live in actual com
munion with the unseen world.’ ”



ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

A STUDY FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.

BY THE EDITOR.

MONG the popular writers of
recent times, there has prob

ably been no more unique character
than that of the famous author of
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." As
might be expected from the stories he
wrote, he was far from being symmet
rical or healthy in his physical organi
zation, and he was, perhaps, equally
unconventional in his personal habits
and views of life. Certainly his head
and face were quite as striking in

appearance as his literary productions
were original and quaint.

He must have possessed a large
measure of that mysterious tempera
ment called the bilious. An experi
enced phrenologist could hardly con
ceive of such a man as a blonde.
There is a peculiar afl‘inity between
the dark pigment in the body and the

study or consideration of pathological
or other abnormal conditions. While
this dark coloring matter is not bile,
as was erroneously supposed by the
ancients who gave to the bilious tem

perament its ambiguous name, it is
true that biliousness is a trouble to
which such people are subject. With
out attempting to explain the modus

operandi, we may say that the dark
elements in the system beget somber
thoughts and intense sympathies with
those life experiences which are born
of the storms of passion and the waves
of misfortune. On the other hand,

people whose bodies and brains are

bleached, as it were, incline to be

singularly hospitable to all that is

bright and cheerful. The sunlight of
happiness and hope shines in and

through them.
Mr. Stevenson's head was decidedly

of the dolicocephalic type; that is
to say, in every-day English, it was

long and narrow from front to rear.
It was the very reverse of the form
which is characteristic of men who

are devoted to commerce. What a

distance from the ear to the extrem
ity'of the back head! He must have
had a marvelous store of affection
for family and friends. He reminds
us strongly in this respect of the late

Henry Bergh. We are sure that he
must have been a champion of all
creatures in distress, from a crippled
house fly to an overworked horse. All
children must have loved him and
instinctively trusted him as their
friend. His attachments must have
been tenacious for home and the

neighbors who shared his confidence.
As a lover he was also doubtless very
intense. Taking the long back head
in connection with the lower fore
head, we can easily see that he must
have been profoundly interested in

every detail and every phase of social
life. He must have been responsive
to every throb of the human heart,
and as observant of everything in the

expression of character as he was

sympathetic. Everything that people
did must have appealed to him in
some way. James Whitcomb Riley
has a similar back head. It also
reminds us of Robert Burns, who was
another poet of the human affections.
We are not very familiar with Mr.
Stevenson's writings, and do not
know to what extent he gave expres
sion to these social qualities in his
literary work, but we are certain that
they must have characterized the man

personally in a remarkable degree.
The head is narrow in the region of

the ears. He could not have had
much sense of property. On the con

trary, we fancy he must have been
something of a spendthrift. He cer
tainly would not have stinted himself
or his family if he had had money.
He must also have been averse to
unnecessary concealment. The whole
organization bespeaks naturalness,
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spontaneity and candor to the verge
of eccentricity. Although greatly
interested in occultism, he could not
have been a conformer to any ortho
dox supernatural creed. He would

have been a persistent worker. By
balancing up the combinations we

judge that he had much larger appro
bativeness than self-esteem,although,
as the latter is not visible, the eleva

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

have been sure to interject at least a

few opinions of his own.
Mr. Stevenson was nothing if not

peculiar. The head is high on a line
with the ear at firmness. He must

tion of the crown in the portraits
before us, if taken alone, would not
warrant the conclusion. As this
involves a rather fine point in charac
ter reading, we will explain that as
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the forehead retreats in the upper
part. and as the occiput is long——

peculiarities which belong to the fem
inine head -we infer that the relative
strength of self-esteem was also the
same as is usual in the female head.
The pose of the head‘ in the photo
graphs also is exactly contrary to that
which men of dignity usually assume.

Finally, the expression of the eye is

unmistakably that of a person who is

experience; but he was not disposed
to mete out justice by the gallon or
the yard. His head suggests the char
acter of an amiable anarchist so far
as’ ordinary conventional restraints
are concerned. For example, if he had
had a bill to pay, he would not have
been disturbed if it became overdue
several days. He would have been

perfectly willing to pay it
,

but it

would not have seemed to him neces

MRS. ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

very sensitive to the opinions of
others.

What we have said about appro
bativeness would apply theoretically
to conscientiousness; but from the

sloping form of the rear top head it

is very evident that the sentiment of
justice in the abstract was not strong
in the novelist. No doubt he was
honest in the ordinary sense, and pos-_
sessed of sympathies as wide as human

sary to do it at any particular time;
and if after a final settlement he had

discovered that he had been either
undercharged or overcharged, unless
the discrepancy had been very great,
he would not have been likely to give

it a second thought. In other words,
he was a good man, but not by rule.
He loved the results of justice, but
cared little about the abstract prin
ciple. This is also suggested by the
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eye, which is very kindly and sincere.
Mr. Stevenson stood in the first

rank as a story-teller, and the extra
ordinary development of his lower
forehead accords exactly with his
reputation in this respect. The per~

ceptives are phenomenal. The width
between the eyes denotes a remark
able sense of form, while the various
memories of objects, places, weight,
dimensions, color, and especially of

Taw—s—w _\ gig-win": -~.

there is not the forward projection of
the brain where the hair joins the
forehead as would be the case if the
reflectives were larger.

As there was considerable romance
attending Mr. Stevenson's marriage,
we publish also a portrait of his wife.

Evidently she was his aFfinity. They
were in sympathy in their tastes, but
their minds worked by entirely differ
ent methods. His lower face leans

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

action, are all very pronounced. As
the eyeball is almost on a line with
the side of the face, we may be sure

that in the matter of disorderliness he

was no exception to the rule among
literary artists. The upper forehead
at causality was not large. His mind
worked especially in the realm of hap

penings. We judge the sense of
human nature to have been very act
ive, although in this form of head

forward, eagerly scanning the object
ive world, while her lower face is
drawn back as if to escape the very
things which most interested her hus
band. Her upper forehead projects
in a meditative pose, and the whole
expression of the face is that of an

intensely fine nature, but subjective,
introspective, philosophical and self
contained. She was apparently a

blonde, and probably very musical.



THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT.

BY H. S. DRAY'I‘ON, LL.B., M. D.

HE views of leading metaphy
sicians with regard to innate

ideas have their complement in the
theory of special centers of function
in the brain. Bonnetus, for instance,
thought it reasonable to claim that
each nervous fiber has its own proper
function, and that the very distinct
ness of the senses of perception, and
the various faculties of feeling and
intellection should require several
and determinate nervous organs or
centers, was but a deduction in keep
ing with what is known of the proper
ties and functions of the several parts
of ‘the body. Dr. Gall, in a review
of philosophical thought on this
point, most forcibly summarized the

bearing of prior and contemporary
opinion in this language—“Thus, as
it is necessary to admit five different
external senses, since their func
tions are not simply modified or
transformed sensations, but functions
essentially different and belonging to
distinct organic apparatuses, so is
it necessary finally to recognize the
various industrial aptitudes, instincts,
propensities, talents, not as modifica
tions of desire, preference, liberty,
attention, comparison and reasoning,
but as forces essentially different,
belonging, as well as the five senses,
to organic apparatuses, peculiar and

independent of each other. The
innateness of the fundamental forces.
moral and intellectual, is the basis
of the physiology of the brain; for,
if in place of being able to demon
strate that they are innate we could
prove that they are only the acci
dental product of external things,
and of external senses, it would be
useless to seek their origin and seat
in the brain.

Such schemes as those devised by
Aristotle, Plato, Gordon, Dolce,
Porta, Swedenborg, and others with
regard to the division of the brain

II.

into parts in correspondence with
their conception of what were prim
ary faculties of mind may be regarded
as fanciful, but they were the evolu
tion of serious thought, and a natural
prelude to the scientific development
of our era in mental physiology.
When it was finally ascertained that
the brain is the functional instrument
of mind, to apply or to work out the
principles of the old master thinkers
as far as might be was but a logical
endeavor on the part of those who
felt it a duty'to investigate the laws
of thought and to resolve those rela
tions between mind and matter that
now seemed to have lost most of
their mystery.

The principles accepted by scien
tific authority, at the beginning of
this century, with reference to the
physiology of the mind, may be con
fined in certain categories of which
the following are a few representa
tions:

I. The brain is the organ or instru
ment of the mind. _

2. The cranium indicates the rela
tive development of the brain as to
size and the distribution of its lobular
masses.

3. The mind is a compound of
primary or innate faculties and powers.

4. The brain is complex in its struct
ure, and also complex in the per
formance of its functions.

5. There is a constant relation of
the different parts of the brain and
skull, as indicated by a comparison
of races and of individuals of the
same race.

From these it was but a fair deduc
tion that the constitution and propor
tion of a given brain had a special
bearing upon the‘ nature of its mani
festations in thought and feeling, or
as mind.

The study of the modern anthro
pologists and physiologists has pro
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ceeded with the differentiation of
structure and function on more or
less independent lines, but with al
most parallel results. Stimulated, it
is quite certain, by the propoganda
of Gall and Spurzheim, such observers
as Bell, Dax, Magendie, Broca,
Spencer, Vogt, Fritsch, Parchappe,
Ferrier, Lambroso, Benedikt, have in

POWELL’S OPERATION FOR ARRESTED
DEVELOPMENT.

their several ways contributed to the

detail of facts. Even prior to 1840
we find M. Parchappe studying the
heads of several classes of the learned
and unlearned, making careful meas
urements of workingmen, and of as

many distinguished savants, to ascer
tain positively the effect of education
and intellectual capacity upon brain
development. His conclusions were

that men of distinguished learning
have heads much more voluminous
than those who ply ordinary mechan
ical vocations, and that the develop
ment that,characterizes the learned
class especially is found in the frontal
lobes.

Dr. Broca, whose name is associ
ated with an important series of ob

servations with respect to the center
for articulate language in the third

frontal convolution, stated in a lec
ture delivered before the Anthropo
logical Society of Paris, and re

ported in the Revue Soz'enlzfioue, that
some thirty years before, about
1861, his attention had been called
to the influence of education upon
the development of the human head,
and that being surgeon at Bicetre at
the time he had measured the heads
of the servants and medical students
at that establishment. The conclu
sion finally determined by his research
in this line was, that “the cultiva
tion of the mind exercises a special
influence upon the development of

. the brain, and that this action par
ticularly tends to increase the frontal
lobes, which are considered to be the
seat of the higher intellectual facul
ties." This view is corroborated by
a very curious result that he obtains
from a comparison of Parchappe's
measure of his learned men with those
of the unlearned; in the case of the
former the frontal development was
considerable, while in the case of the
latter it was the posterior part of the
brain that had grown more than the
anterior.

La Cassagne, Cliquete, Lombroso,

J. (i. Davey, Daubes, Peterson, Del
aunay, are among those who note
the variations of form and capacity
in the heads of different classes of
people in civilized society. Dr.
Davey, in the journal of Pryo/xologiral
Jlin/ia'nz, London, for 1879, remarks
“Now in what consists this, the
grandest achievement of nature's
laws? in what but the development of
creation in the germ: Izomo of the an
terior and superior cerebral lobes—
the superadded instruments of alto
gether new functions."

M. Daubes, reasoning on the moral
aspects of cerebral development as
observed in the races and classes
of men, says: “Reduced toa simpler
comprehension, intellectual progress,
as expressed and proved by the en

largement of the frontal faculties, is
at the expense of the baser qualities
of the mind and passions that reside
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in the posterior or occipital tenement
of the head. Intellectual progress
is moral progress. As the head
grows under the effect of education
the front extends, while the bone
at the back completes its joint
ure. When ignorance rules the
man a contrary operation of nature
results. The bone of the intellectual
part of the head freezes up and the
one that invests the animal spirits
develops."

There is a significance in the be
havior of the cranial sutures as re

gards their closure that merits more
than the passing notice already given.
In the inferior races it is observed
that the head obtains its full growth
at about twenty years. But in

the superior races the head in

creases in volume until forty,
fifty and even more years have
been numbered in the life of the in

dividual. When the bones that con
stitute the brain case have become
welded together, the sutures ossified,
the skull has reached its maximum
development, and the brain can grow
no more. The early closure and solid
ification of the sutures is unfortunate,
because it precludes further develop
ment of the convolutions, and so
limits education and mental capacity.
This explains the insurmountable dif
ficulty that usually bars the way in
attempts to educate illiterate adults
of thirty or more.

In the common, uneducated laborer
the solidification may occur at 25

years. With the ordinary, routine
mechanic it may be complete at 32.
The active, investigating, progressive
brain may continue to develop until
advanced age. Repeated instances
of this have been noted among scien

tific men of perservering habits of
industry in their chosen lines. The
frontal sutures of Pascal and Rousseau
were found open after death. The
heads of Humboldt and Scott were
marked examples of continued
growth.

The recognition of the bearing of
suture closure upon mental develop
ment has led to the introduction of a

new field in surgery within the past
ten years. Many operations have
been performed upon the heads of
idiotic children, for the purpose of
releasing the brain from the compres
sion thought to be due to premature

- closure of the sutures. In some cases
the child so operated upon has im
proved intellectually and morally, the
improvement following soon after re

covery from the operation. One of
our American surgeons, Dr. S. E.
Powell, of New York, has performed
upward of eighteen operations of this
kind upon small-headed and idiotic
children. His method, in brief, is to
cut out a strip of bone on both sides
of the head with trephine and saw.
The skull, after being operated upon,
shows openings of the shape indicated
in the drawing. After being covered
with scalp, etc., nature, in her heal
ing process, does much toward clos
ing the open spaces. .

I am of opinion that, while this
method may be an important aid
toward the desired end, if the lines of
the coronal and sagittal sutures were
more nearly followed, of course, with
that regard to avoidance of injury to
vessel and brain membrane, which is
so necessary in such a procedure,
better success might be expected
in those cases that survive the or
deal.

( Ta be ranlimmi.)
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THE PHYSICAL BASIS 0F KNOWL

EDGE.

HE surface of the brain has

many centers upon it whose
functions have been carefully stud
ied. In addition to these centers
there are tracts of nerve matter con
necting them with each other, so that
an associated or concerted acting of
the brain centers becomes possible—
indeed, is of constant occurrence.
One hears the word “ rose

"
spoken,

and immediately the image of a rose

is recalled; there is a recollection of
its odor, of its color, of its size and
shape, and a stimulus goes to the

proper centers, so that the word
“rose ”

may be spoken or written, if
it is so willed. It is these tracts or
paths of nerve matter that enable the

brain to build up our complex ideas.
It will be seen from what has been

said that the word “rose " carries
with it many elements, such as color
and shape, learned by experience
through the eyes; taste, by the

tongue; odor, by the nose; weight,
by the hands. But all these qualities
of taste, color, odor, weight, etc., go
to make up our complex idea of what
arose is. These varied primary or
elemental ideas have reached the

brain by separate channels, have
formed memory pictures on the cen

ters, which, in turn, have become as

sociated by means of the intercentral
nerve paths into complex ideas.

In addition to the impressions
reaching the brain through the nerves
of hearing, sight, taste and olfaction,
there is a constant stream of sensa
tions pouring into the brain along
the nerves of feeling. It has now
been pretty well settled that some

of the nerve fibers conduct sensations
of heat, others of cold, some of pain,
and still others that sensation known
as muscular effort, or the muscular
sense. All these are carried to dif
ferent parts of the brain and there
registered. From this registry they
can be called up as a memory of past
experiences. It will now be clear

that there is a constant stream of
sensory currents or sensations com

ing into the brain from all parts of
our bodies. These sensations have
their mental accompaniment. When
a current escapes from the brain, and
goes outward for the purpose of mov

ing some muscle or group of muscles,
there is also a mental accompani
ment It is in this way that we are
aware of how we are acting and being
acted upon. These constitute states
of consciousness. The conscious
personality, or conscious ego, is the
sum of all the states of consciousness
at one time existing.

In a moment, by disease or injury,
a man may lose the power to speak,
and yet be able to read and write; or
he may be unable to read, and yet
hear what is said. Some may have!
the center of hearing so damaged
that the power for music is gone, and
still be sound in every other respect.
Some, again, may lose the power
of recalling words. They know
them when written or printed;
but they cannot speak, because

they cannot recall the words
needed to express their thoughts
Enough has been said to show that
the brain and all the nerve tracts lead

ing to it and from it are the physical
basis of knowledge. Derangement in

these is followed by derangement in
the mental powers. Insanity is only
disease affecting the brain so as to
derange and pervert the thoughts,
language and actions of the person.
This view of insanity has done much

good, as it has led to a better method
of dealing with insane people. The
anatomical and physiological study of
the brain shows that it is the organ
of the mind ; but further observations
made in cases of disease and injury of

_the brain, as well as on cases of in
sanity, go to establish this doctrine
beyond all dispute. Illusions, halluci
nations, and delusions owe their
origin to some derangement in the
sense organs or in the perceptive
centers in the brallL—JOHN FER
cusoN, M.D., Canadian Magazine.



" The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained." -

BABY'S DAY IN A PICTURE GALLERY)‘

BY NELSON SIZER.

IG. 215. No. I has a tough,
wiry, enduring constitution,

and will be frank, independent and
self-reliant.

No. 2 has a broad head. Full of
fire and force, policy, prudence, tact
and management. Fond of property,
ingenious, excitable and of mental
temperament.

No. 3 is not very cautious; is in

dependent, frank and enduring.
No. 4 is hardy, strong, intelligent,

open-hearted, proud-spirited and firm.

No. 5 has a very sensitive, excit
able nature. Not constituted for the
rough, hard usages of life. Is quick,
brilliant and sensitive.

No. 6 has small Secretiveness and
Acquisitiveness. Is open-hearted,
frank, conscientious, ambitious and

positive.
No. 7 has a good constitution, is

likely to be large, healthy and hand

some. The dark complexion gives
power and endurance. Has a good
memory, economy, policy, force,
enterprise and self-reliance. Will
make a good scholar and teacher.

No. 8. This child is as bright as a

diamond. Eager, excitable, will be

a good scholar and a good worker.
Will be ingenious and smart as steel,
and though not hardy and tough, has

the sign of long life.
No. 9 looks like a judge; wise,

thoughtful, sensible, scholarly, in

genious, firm, ambitious and inclined
to lead.

No. 10 will enjoy this life and be
in no hurry to leave it. Has an en

during constitution, is not over care
ful and anxious and is inclined to be

frank and to speak right straight
onward as it thinks and feels.

No. it. This is an excitable child.
Its ginger has a little pepper in it;
will be quick-tempered, brilliant, in

genious, forcible, watchful and faith
ful.

No. r2. Here is intelligence,
memory, reasoning power, wit,
artistic taste, but not much love for
money and not much inclined to
defend self. Will be amiable, prud
ent and very intelligent.

No. 13 is firm, respectful, frank,
liberal, sympathetical, with a memory
that holds everything that touches it.

No. 14. Dark-complexioned, en

during, bright, excitable and quick
in motion.

'

No. 15. Intellectual, ingenious,
imitative, witty, sociable, self-reliant,
but not very selfish.

No. 16. Not precocious; will be a

good scholar. Will remember what
is done and be able to recall it and

tell it. Not very strong in appetite.
Rather a large head for the face and

will be inclined to anxiety but not to
fear. Will be in a hurry to get there
and accomplish that which needs to
be done.

No. 17. A predominant Vital tem

perament. Will be healthy if rightly
fed. Has a good memory. Will be

‘Our friend, De L. Sackett of Harvard, 111.,who
is a Rraduate of the American institute of Phrenology
in New York, class of '89, and who is also a leader
in photographic art, has kindly sent a group of fift '

eight buds of beauty and immortality for our Chi d
Culture Department, which he took separately with
his own hands in one day, September 20, i894~which
he calls “ Baby‘s Day.” They were taken singly of
the usual size. Proofs of these were carefully ar
ranged, and a reduced copy made, as here presented.
Each child was less than a year old.
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a good scholar, fond of traveling and
inclined to have its own way. Not
extra cautious and not very selfish in

money matters; not severe in temper,
but more headstrong and positive.

No. 19. We think this child is
about two months old. Its dark com

plexion will make it enduring and
tough. The head is rather narrow,
and high for its width and will be
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No. 18. This little fellow is wide
awake. Will be fairly ingenious, not
very selfish in property matters,
ought to be so related to business
affairs as not to have much complica
tion in money matters, and probably
will do as well on asalary as any way.

“BABY'S DAv."—oRouP or FIFTY-EIGHT.

more intellectual and self-reliant than
selfish, and more inclined to scholar
ship and government than to mechan
ism or merchandising.

No. 20. This is a Vital, Mental
temperament. A thinker and a sound
one and is a well balanced head.
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Ought not to be hurried in anything.
Ought not to be shown brilliant pict
ures, brilliant toys and exciting
sports. Let that child pretty much
alone and it will amuse itself, if it
has three blocks and a stick. It will
devise ways and means of information
and entertainment. Will make a good
scholar, a worthy citizen and will
probably live to be eighty years old.

No. at. This child has the Motive
temperament with agood share of the
Vital. Will be tough and enduring.
Will have a good appetite and good
lung power, will be excitable when
provoked because there is pride, am
bition, determination and not a great
deal of restraining power. Secretive
ness is not large enough to enable it
to cover up its purposes and hold the
fire burning and smothering within
when it is not pleasant or profitable
to let it out. This child will be intel
lectual, scholarly and independent,
but perhaps not very successful in
financiering and making bargains.

No. 22 has a fairly balanced head;
there are not many extremes in this
child. There is a clear-cut Mental
and Motive temperament; there will
be endurance, hardihood, determina
tion, thoroughness and clearness of
intellect, and also a positive will.

No. 23. This is a delicate, refined,
polite, gracious and influential person,
not much given to appetite. There
will be refinement and artistic taste,
but not so much power to grasp duty
and effort and make itself master of
the situation.

No. 24. Here we find a child that
must be very nearly a year old. One
of the healthiest, heartiest, and most

vigorous and vital persons that we

meet. Will enjoy life, not because it
is laughing now, but because the

temperament and constitution are

such as to make it take life on its
sunny side. It will want all out of
doors for breathing room, and there
will be no pulmonary difiiculty in that
house on its account. Then the full
ness of the cheek outward from the
mouth indicates that there ought to

be a provision market not far of.
The form of the head is interesting.
Across the eyebrows the forehead is
prominent, and all the facts that are
within reach of the eyes or the tele
phone will be nutrition for it

,

but the
upper part of the forehead is not so
large. No. 20 has a very differently
formed forehead; is the philosopher
and thinker, and this one is the ob.
server and talker; will see every
thing, and have a jolly something to
say about it. See how high the head
rises at the crown! That child will
always feel “ I am here; the place is

not lonesome." We find here inde
pendence, self-reliance, determina
tion and will power that stand up
for its own rights and interests, and
for the interests of its friends. The
faculty of Cautiousness is rather
small, and there will be a tendency
to rashness; will take chances, run
into danger and difficulty, but will
work through it and over it. The
temperaments of the parents of that
child were so developed as to give us

a specimen of health such as we
rarely meet with. There is business
talent and love for property, there is

energy and a high temper when
excited.

No. 25. This child is delicate,
sensitive and thoughtful. Will be
scholarly and manifest policy, smooth
ness and prudence, and a good degree
of integrity. This is a well-balanced
head and face, and it is quite possible
its friends may think it handsome ,an
opinion which probably will not be
cured by time, that is

,

in twenty-five
years.

No. 26 is of the Mental type; ex
citable, sensible, ingenious, eco
nomical, prudent, honest, witty and
agreeable when not provoked, but in
clined to sting with sharp words when
provoked.

No. 27 is younger than some of the
children in the group, but it is a wiry
organization, and will endure about
as much accident and abuse as falls
to the lot of mankind, and will man
age to come through, if not un
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scathed, at least unconquered. That
child will be active; not as quick as_
a cat, for that is rather a high stand

ard, but people will use that phrase
in respect to it. Will be a nimble
worker, a rapid talker, and will stop
when it gets through. It has a good
memory, considerable taste and re
finement, is frank, self-reliant, will
earn success and deserve it.

No. 28. This child is different
from all who precede it. It has a

very delicate temperament, a white
skin, a fine quality, and is not tough
and enduring. The head is narrow
and high. Compare this face and
the form of this head with No. 7,

20 or 26. This child will be the soul
of frankness Will make straight
lines, will understand the Multiplica
tion Table and the Ten Command
ments, and incline to square every
thing by the rule of equity. Con
scientiousness, Firmness, Veneration,
Benevolence and Spirituality are

large‘, but the selfish propensities,
located along the side-head, and
which, when large give breadth to
the head, are not strongly developed.
In this child there is a good deal of
St. John, as we read his character—
peaceful, gentle and unselfish.

No. 29. If the reader can take a

magnifying glass and throw a strong
light on this child's face and head it
will be noticed that forward of where
the hair covers it the head is rounded
out. In the middle and lower part
.of the forehead it is exceedingly full.
This child will see everything there
is to be seen and remember it.
Will remember places and never
get turned around. Will be good
in figures, good in music, and

good in mechanism. Is a natural
imitator and will learn to do any
thing it sees done. Is not very
strong in Acquisitiveness, Secretive
ness or Destructiveness, but is strong
in Self Esteem, Firmness and Ap
probativeness.v Will be ambitious,
but not selfish, and will be intel
lectual, scholarly and philosophical.

No. 30. When this picture was

taken the child's attention was
awakened by something that pro
duced astonishment. The eyes are

broadly open, and the perceptive
intellect being active and excited it
makes a bright, intelligent but rather
an astonished looking countenance.
The mouth is slightly open, but older
people sometimes open the mouth
when astonished. This will be a

bright scholar, industrious, sprightly
and rather excitable in the way of
anger and pleasure, because the tem

perament is favorable to excitability,
just as kindling wood burns faster
than a couple of big sticks.

No. 31 has a narrow head, it is

flattened on the sides. There is very
little policy or greed for gain and not
much mechanical ingenuity.

No. 32. We venture to call him a

boy. He believes in himself. He is
clear-headed and quick to see and to

know. He will be quick witted,
have a good memory and a straight
forward, confidential method of deal
ing with people whom he likes.

No. 33. This child has also dark
hair and a predominance of the mo
tive temperament. They look nearly
enough alike to be twins and yet
twins sometimes show the blonde and
brunette type in marked contrast like
the parents. This child should not
be hurried in his acquisition of knowl
edge nor should he be excited. He
will not need prompting and exciting
to awaken his attention and interest.

No. 34. Here is a well-balanced
face and head. The light somplexion,
and especially the light blue eye,
would indicate refinement and in

tellectuality and sprightliness rather
than toughness, hardihoodand en
durance. The head seems to be
large, and I suppose the parents of
this child were educated, that their
minds were active and that the child
is rather old of its age. Intellectually
it hasbreadth, scope and intensity;
a good memory, thinking power, Con
scientiousness, Firmness, self-reli
ance, decidedly strong prudence, with
a good degree of economy.
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No. 35. This shows the mental,
motive temperament. A very posi
tive nature, knows what it wants and
will go for it. Not satisfied to wait
for somebody’s opinion to ripen and

give permission for that which might
be desired. Would incline to go for
ward and try experiments, take its
rights and use them. Will be ambi
tious, honest, straightforward, spright
ly and well balanced in intellect.

No. 36 has a head shaped like that
of Fig. 2 in the January number of
the JOURNAL, which we call "the
student." If this child can be so

kept back that it will not become
feverish in the brain and nervous sys
tem, and can be permitted to learn by
observation and not by direct and
earnest instruction, it will learn as
much as it ought to know and as
fast as it ought to learn. This is one
of the kind who is apt to be preco
cious and know too much for its age
and so induce nervous excitability
that will prostrate its health and
shorten its career; but such a brain
as that, or such a mind as inhabits
that brain, will have a career some

where, even if the first session is
short. We mean that if this child is
treated by half a dozen cousins and
aunts with loving enthusiasm and
talked at, questioned and made old
before its time it may early wear out,
and if pampered on rich food and per
mitted to be eating half the time dur
ing the day, it will have dyspepsia
and become nervous and—quite un

settled, biit if it can have simple
food and is permitted to eat

only three times a day it will have
appetite enough. This child should
neither go to school very early nor
have all the picture books and play
things that often surround childhood.
Its head is shaped too much like that
of Edgar Allen Poe. It is wide at
the top and there is a wonderful de
velopment of the reasoning and the
planning powers, great imagination,
poetic fancy and spirituality. There
is too much Caution here to enable
the child to live comfortably in such

a world as this and the terrors of dark
ness and danger should never be

talked about in its presence. The
moral and religious organs are
strongly developed, but the head is
not broad enough through the ears
for the upper development. There is
not a brighter child in this group, but
there are many who have more of the
elements of healthy endurance, hard
ihood and the ability to grapple suc

cessfully with the rough achievements
of life.

No. 37 is a young candidate for
fame and for fortune and has a fair
degree of harmony with more stability
than force. It will not be a very hard
child to manage.

No. 38. The little face serves as
an outlook for the one below it. A
brilliant little girl, sensitive, not very
enduring and liable to be precocious.
means for exciting this child should
be avoided as much as possible.

No. 39 has a substantial organiza
tion but is very combative, and- I am

surprised not to see the hand
clinched. This child will not need a

big brother to go to school with for
the sake of protection. Boy or girl,
this child will fight its own battles.
It will keep its own counsel although
it has a wide open eye which is in
duced by skillful treatment in the
artist's gallery, and it must be remem
bered that it takes no small amount
of skill to interest children and get a

pleasant look in the pictures. This
child is fond of property, fond of
mechanism, fond of mirth, has an ex
cellent memory and good reasoning
power and will make a good scholar.
Will be firm, ambitious, hopeful and
will begin to hustle pretty early in
life. If the funds are short and
scarce this candidate for success will
try some means to secure it. He will
be ingenious and a great worker.

No. 40. This is a tough child. It
will recover from illness and injury,
will pick itself up when it falls and
while the tears evoked by pain may
still be shining, it will smile through
them in pursuit of the fun that is still
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to be achieved. There is a good deal
of ready common sense, will take ad

vantage of circumstances in its
methods of playing. If it cannot
climb high enough to reach some

thing from achair it will geta hassock
and put that on top and manage not
to fall, will balance itself on its own
center and entertain itself. Half a

dozen blocks and as many corn-cobs
will be tools enough to keep its mind
satisfied.

No. 41 is a calculator and will
manage to plan in such a way that
somebody else will do the drudgery
while this one holds the purse strings
or the net to catch the fish. In all
plays and games there will be no lack
of a manager to run affairs accord
ing to schedule or usage. Here is

prudence and policy, intelligence and

ingenuity. Imitation and Agreeable
ness. This child can persuade others
by Agreeablenessand command them
by Self-esteem and Combativeness;
will run its own machine and want to
call somethingits own, and if it lived
on a farm there would be one calf,
chicken, pig or kitten that would be

claimed and petted. The sense of
ownership is strong.

No. 42 hasa narrow head, broadest
at the base and running up rather
high. When people begin to use

subterfuge, deception and jokes that
are concealed, this child will look in

amazement at the whole business. It
will call a spade, a spark, and it will
call black, black and not use indirect
phraseology. It will use the word
liara'for firm or indurated, and if it
becomes a writer people will know
what it is talking about. There will
be a straight line from premise to

conclusion. We find here abruptness,
lack of policy and sometimes a lack
of prudence but nolack of integrity
and no lack of determination and

self-reliance. Its memory will not
forget and when it tells anecdotes
will be right as to time, place and cir
cumstances, and if it ever should be

tempted to tell a lie it would be open,

manifest and straightforward. This

child will beagood scholar and an
influential citizen, but will always be
as straight as a line.

No. 43 is a different type. Re
fined, delicate, somewhat immature.
Head rather broad than high. Will
use policy and indirect methods of
reaching results; will be ingenious,
imitative and not very devout, but
rather strongly inclined to take care
of number one. Napoleon said,
“Providence is on the side of the
heaviest cannon," and this child will
believe in the means within his own
reach, and not cry for mother or
sister to help until personal means
have been exhausted.

No. 44 is very different from No.
36 and No. 43 This head is high at
the crown, and rather narrow.
There is but little prudence, very
little policy and about as headstrong
a spirit as can be found. Conscien
tiousness is well developed, but the
lines of its life will- be so straightly
drawn as to be unaccommodating.
Compromise will not belong to its
career. It will regard compromise as
fraud or cowardice, or a cross be
tween the two, as it frequently is.

No. 45 has a round head. Espe
cially brilliant in memory and observa
tion, and will be a good linguist; a

good literary scholar and have a fair
development of morality and a strong
sense of “ me and mine;" will be an
ardent lover and a g- od contender for
the achievement of rights and in
terests. This person will buy more
with five dollars than most persons
would be able to get. Wl.en these
brilliant blue eyes look tenderly and
anxiously upon a person who wants
to sell goods, there will be a disposi
tion to accomodate the price to the
wishes of the buyer, and this person
would also make a fine salesman.

No. 46 is going to be a large,
strong, substantial person. The
temperament is favorable to endur
ance, being rather dark. The breadth
of the head is ample for its height,
and its vital system is sufiicient to
sustain the brain and the framework
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in the labors of life. There will be
massiveness, endurance and tough
ness and great vital recuperation.
As a scholar the child will not be as
brilliant as sound and broad; should
not haveasnappy, impatient teacher,
but one who will calmly and ac

curately explain subjects and the

pupil will take it all in, digest it and
make the most of it. He will make a

good lawyer, a good minister, agood
speaker and sound thinker.

No. 47. Here is a small, deli
cate child with a narrow head
and the ears pretty high up.
It is sensitive and should not be

rudely or unwisely treated or man

aged. Should be warmly clad in cold
weather, carefully and properly fed,
and if treated wisely, may weather
the struggle of existence to mid
life.

No. 48 has a different head. See
how broad it is above and about the
ears and how low down the ears are.
This child will live in spite of much
misfortune; will conquer the diseases
incident to childhood and get over a

hard cold. Contrast this head with
No. 28 and compare it with Nos. 7

and 24! Here we have the mechanic,
the trader, the hard worker and the

defender of self-interests. There is
not a great deal of Caution—there is
more force than prudence and if it
ever gets into a fight it will not mind
being hurt some, but let No.47 or No.
28 be assailed they will offer com

promises of peace. If this child were
left an orphan it would find a home,
earn a living, make friends and rise
to distinction in spite of misfortune,
and when it is old enough to dicker
with knives, tops or other childish
property, it will make money out of
the school children. It will buy a

knife and find that it cuts well, and

on the strength of the fact that some

knives, on trial, do not cut well, will
double its money.

No. 49. This dark-haired, bright
eyed, plump little candidate for fame
and fortune will work its own pas
sage; will be high~tempered and

when crossed or the gate is shut in
its face it will jump like india rubber
for redress. People will learn to con
ciliate this child; to lead rather than
drive it; to persuade its judgment
and taste rather than to contravene
by authority. Memory is one of the
marks of progress and success. Criti
cism is another, and knowledge of
character is another. This child will
read strangers; will like some and
dislike others, young as it is.

No. 5oisa harmonious child. Every
feature of the face seems to bewell de

veloped and it does not take much
imagination to see eighteen years in
that youngster, and it is likely that
some of its relatives will think it
handsome hereafter. The hair is
combed like a boy. He will want to
dress in style, and he will have taste
as to what style is. He will be clean
to a fault and exact in reference to
the proprieties of life. Will make a

fine scholar, a good reasoner and

speaker. Has a fertile imagination
and faith enough to accept whatever
is generally believed,especially in mat
ters pertaining to faith. The child
behind is pointing with its finger at
the region of Ideality and Spirituality
in this head, which is full in that
region. This child will be wonder
fully teachable and the best scholar
in the school if its health can be
properly cared for.

No. 51 has a good head and espe
cially an intellectual head. The ele
ments of reverence, faith and sym<

pathy are not quite as strong as in
N05. 50 and 36, and decorum will be

its mode of manifestation. It has
enough of the selfish elements to be
mindful of its own rights and interests,
and will have courage enough to de
fend them. It should be trained in
the physical methods to develop
bodily vigor and have sleep enough
to rest the brain. About half of the
children thus far discussed on this
group require an extra amount of
sleep. There are a few here who will
not take a great deal and who will not
need two-thirds as much as the rest.
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No. 52 attracts attention from the
extreme fullness of the middle part of
the forehead and that means histori
cal memory; the ability to snatch the
truth before it is fairly ripened and to
rememberit forever. This child wants
to hear stories and will listen to the

reading or conversation as soon as it
can grasp them. It will be a thinker;
is old of its age although its physi
ognomy is not ripened like Nos. 24,

50 and 7, but when this child is
twenty-five years old that nose will
have gotten into shape, the lips into
something besides infantile form and
the general constitution will be

ripened and rounded into 150 or 160

pounds and his word will be law. The
child will be a kind of master in its
Israel. It is a little like a winter
apple; it will ripen as time advances.

No. 53. This child will be the

talker of the party. The words will
flow like oil and pleasantly. Here is

large Approbativeness which will give
a tendency to flatter people and to
say agreeable things in a very oily
and honeyfied manner. This child will
be popular, the leading star of the
party, but not the most intellectual
and not the most logical. No. 46,

right over its head will weigh the
logical topics and sit in judgment on

the matters which are strong and
weighty. This one will tell a funny
story, will make bright common con

versation and will be the one to talk
to a bashful boy who has not been

much in society and has small Lan

guage. This child has large Language,
the eye stands right out and the whole
countenance is a speaking one. The
front half of that head, including the

eyes, is like the mother, giving lo
quacious brilliancy, and the middle
and the crown sections of the head

are like the father, and the middle
section of the face is like the father.
There is a better combination than

blending of the two parents in this
child. It has inherited by sections.
It has the will-power, the conscien
tiousness, the ambition and the energy
of the father, and the tastes, the

memory, the conversational ability
and the availibility of mind belong
ing to the mother.

No. 54 has been beckoning to me
from the top of the card to this point.
This is a bundle of solid happiness.
There is strong vital power and
when he goes to the table and they
ask him what he wants he will say,
“I want dinner; what do you sup
pose I came to the table for ?" And
if they say, “Well, what do you
want?" he will answer, “I want din
ner." And he will not care so much
what it is as long as he can dine on
it. That is to say, he is a hearty
feeder, and he has the powers of
bodily life amply and heartily de
veloped. He looks as if he were
thoroughly healthy and as if he had
no notes to pay, or else had plenty of
money with which to pay them and
as if he had no unfulfilled desires.
He will take life by its smooth handle,
and yet he is wide awake about know
ing. There are few children in this
group who are more in earnest about
finding out than he is

,

and there are
few who will know more than he does
about what is true. He belongs to a

healthy, solid, but perhaps not to a
very highly-cultured stock. If he
wants to be a mechanic he can work
at it

,

and if he were a blacksmith he
would like to shoe iron-gray horses
that were heavy and strong and not
extra quiet. He will always be proud
of the fact that he is able to master
the situation, and if another boy
wants to play roughly with him he

says, “Come on; pitch right in, do
your best; this is football," and he
will laugh if he gets hurt. Contrast
this face and temperament with Nos.
9, 34, 36 and 50. Life tastes good
to him and he would like to get two
days of it at once. He will be a

great worker and will want good pay,
but he will be a high-toned, moral
fellow, although not extra delicate in
his way of administering affairs. I

fancy that No. 53 has taken a liking
to him, for in the group 53 looks as if

admiring the smiling boy, and as
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these pictures were all taken sepa
rately and afterward ingeniously
laid_ together and the group thus
copied, we will not encourage the

boy to believe that he has made a

conuuest.
No. 55. Now we come to the pre

siding bishop. Is not that a self
poised face? It looks as if he knew
the whole business, as if he had made

up his mind about it and was pretty
well satisfied with what he sees and
with himself. We find here health,
a good degree of strength and the
elements of happiness. No. 54 will
take care of himself—he would pick
up a living. No. 55 may wantalittle
more a=sistance, and will avail him
self of aid embodied in the means of
civilization. I fancy he would like to
have an elevator to take him up stairs,
although he might walk down stairs.
No. 54 would be likely to try his speed
going up while No. 55 would wait for
the elevator, and if he(No. 54) got up
as soon as the elevator, or a little
before, even though he were all out
of breath, he would feel that he had
won a glorious victory. No. 54looks as
if he would like to buckle in and run
a race against the elevator, or a street
car, but No. 55 wants books, and if
there was an opportunity for a good
education he would get it and know
what to do with it. He is ingenious,
cautious and found of property, but
he will want to get it by running a

bank, an insurance company or a

manufactory where he could co-ordi
nate the labor of others and preside
over the whole establishment. He
would like to see Superintendent
printed under his name, or Colonel

printed ahead of it. We advise the

parents to see what they can do to
make him a benefit to himself and a

blessing to the world, but they should
not be in a hurry about it. He should
have time to ripen and he will ripen
fast enough; he will be strong rather
than precocious.

No. 56. This head is a little out
of shape and so are several of the
others. Infancy often shows a dis

parity in the two sides of the head,
sometimes because all the members
of the family hold it on one arm, and
the skull being thin the weight of the
brain puts the head a little out of
shape, but when the child gets on its
feet and uses the brain and all the
functions then it comes into shape
again. The right side of this head
seems to be considerably larger than
the left side and it roofs up toward
the back part more slanting on the
left side than on the right side, but
there is Firmness and Self-esteem,
there is memory and judgment and
there is fair talking talent, but not
excessive. Mr. Sackett, of Harvard,
Ill., took all these pictures in one day
and, has, in making up the combina
tion, put some of his best speakers
and thinkers in front. We have
noticed that where a college picture
is taken some of the best and fore
most pupils like to get on the front
seat.

No. 57. This elegant adjustment
of the little girl's hair we imagine is
the fancy of the mother or the sister
rather than of itself, but we can see in
the face and in the shape of the head
a tendency to show style when she gets
to a point where style is invited, and
she may perhaps forestall style and put
it on before it is needed. She is a

bright girl, has a good memory, reads
character like a book, has politeness
and agreeableness and is decidedly
positive in spirit. If the parting of
the hair is followed backward it will
be noticed that the head rises in the
region of Firmness and Self-esteem
and she will (lemur to that which
does not please her and she will do it
in a snappy kind of way. She will
say: “I do not want it that way;
girls do not wear their hair that way;
I will have it this way." She will be
attractive, sensitive, nervous and
liable to exhaust her vitality rapidly
in the school or in the party. She is
not going to be an idler for there is
not a lazy element in her composi
tion. In fact, there are not very
many pictures here that look as if
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laziness were a part of their nature.
The fact that on September :0, i894,
on “ Babies’ Day," so many mothers
managed to get to the studio, shows
that either in the mother or the artist
there was not much laziness or negli
gence.

No. 58. We think this boy is worth
raising. He has an uncommonly well
made face, and for so young 3. child
his head seems to be large and well
balanced. That is to say, the differ
ent parts are about equally developed.
He will be a thinker, a scholar and I
think a lawyer, and perhaps a gov
ernor. He could be a mechani_c. a

ally if they study hygiene and physi
ology and learn the principles on
which mental science is based.

Fig. 273. Here we have beauty
unadorned, health uithout alloy, hap
piness without care and contentment
without conditions. Note the satis
faction in that eye, the hearty,healthy,
robust and loving expression about
the mouth and the plumpness and
vitality of the entire bodily structure.
See the philosophic repose of those
arms, repose without somnolence.
Here certainly are conditions that be

long to longlife, and to uninterrupted
health and the h°ppiness which comes

r10. 273.

merchant or a banker, and he will be

boss of the job somewhere, and will
be a master of men. He is cautious,
prudent and shrewd and yet straight
forward. His moral development will
keep him upright and just; will be

liberal and sympathetical, and a kind
of central figure, not merelyin his own

family, but wherever he may move.
He will probably be the Valedictorian
of his class, or the stroke-oar in re

gattas. I fancy his parents will know
enough to bring him up rightly, especi

L'ONTEN'I‘EI) INNOCENCE.

from health. Here is a large brain.
This boy will be an observer
and thinker and will have awill of
his own. Will be witty, ingenious,
skillful, provident, economical, ener
getic and thorough. l)oubtless par
ental love, as a leading faculty
embodied in the mental constitution
of our readers, will be satisfied that
for a baby, six months old, this is a

full pattern that needs little help,
responding to all that can be wished
for, and supplying a substantial
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foundation for all that is desirable
and hopeful in human nature.

The artist's cute device of laying a

mirror in front of the lounge to
represent water is quite picturesque,
reminding us of Milton's description
of Eve when first she saw herself re

flected in the lake which mirrored the

beautiful, blue heavens.
" That day I oft remember, when from sleep
I first awaked, and found myself reposed
Under a shade on flowers, much wondering

where
And what I was, whence thither brought

and how.
Not distant far from thence a murmuring

sound ~

Of waters issued from a cave, and spread
Into a liquid plain, then stood unmoved
Pure as the expanse of Heaven; I thither

went
With unexperienced thought, and laid me

down
On the green bank, to look into the clear
Smooth lake, that to me seemed another sky.
As I bent down to look, just opposite
A shape within the watery gleam appear'd,
Bending to look on me: I started back;
It started back ; but pleased I soon re

turned ;

Pleased it return'd as soon with answering
looks

Of sympathy and love."

Fig. 274. Roy Taylor. Thisis the

picture of a boy when he was only a

year and seven months old. He is
endowed with wonderful executive
energy and a tendency to be always
on the alert. He has a large brain,
a quick inte‘lect, an inquiring spirit,
an excellent memoryand artistic taste.
He sees pictures in the carpet, on the

wallpaper, in the clouds and in the

curling smoke from the chimneys and
always has it right, for it looks to
others as it does to him after he has
pointed it out. He has also a very
fine development of the faculty of
Calculation. Between the eye-ball
and the outside of the base of the

eye-brow about where the little curl
of hair shows, is an indication of
large Calculation. He is noted for
mental arithmetic and since he has
become older than the picture repre
sents, he teases his friends to state to
him difficult problems—fractions, and
he always wants something hard. If

an easy question is asked him he

speaks contemptuously of it and says:
“Oh, that is easy; give me some

thing worth attending to."
The crown of his head is high,

showing Self-esteem, Firmness and
Conscientiousness large, his base of
brain is massive, and with his excit
able temperament he is one of the

greatest workers. He does not want
an easy task nor a short one, and in
his plays he contrives the ways and
methods that have in them the most

possible effort and labor, and if some

body points out an easier way he

says, “I know that, but there is not
work enough in that; I want all the
work I can get." He has been
brought up without a cradle and

withoutbeingrockedto sleep. When
six weeks old he was quietly laid in

his crib and although he cried a little
at first, it was less the second and
still less the third time, and in a

week the whole business was ended,
and ever after when the time came
for him to take his rest he was laid
in his crib and he went to sleep when
he got ready and there never was
a whimper. Then he would sit at
the table and eat his oatmeal and
milk while others were eating other
things, and when some visitor asked
him if he would not like something
else he said: “When Iam twenty
one I am to have food like the rest,
but now what I have is just right for
little boys." He has been fed rightly
and in many other respects treated
differently from most children and
has given less inconvenience to his
friends in those respects than chil
dren otherwise trained. The idea of
laying a child in its crib and having
that end it

, whatever else may
interest the mother or the nurse,
saves a world of work and worry and

is agreat blessing to a child. Most
mothers and care-takers of children
will remember weary hours of getting
children to sleep and then stepping
with muffled tread for fear of waking
them up. The lack of nerve and wise
consideration required to train a
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child, once for all, to go to sleep
when necessary, without rocking and
cuddling, saves a child and the whole
family much time, wear of patience
and unhappy conditions of disposition.
To be half an hour rocking a baby to
sleep when the weary mother has a

meal to prepare for a
hungry

husband,
and more hungry schoo boys who

no. 274.

think they cannot wait a minute,
works mischief with the happiness of
the household and tend to create the

impression that a baby is a visitation,
a bother, a nuisance! With any
healthy child this can all be

obviated.
The habit of giving children any

thing to eat or drink which they may

fancy or cry for is a source of great

inconvenience to the parents, a

source of ill-temper and unhappiness in
the children, and, what is worse than
all, it is a means of undermining the
health of the children while yet sen
sitive and immature. I am told that
in England children eat apart from
the older members of the family.
They have a child's dining-room and

ROY TAYLOR, MY FIRST GREAT GRANDSON.

assistants to care for the little ones.
Their food is prepared, and when it
is proper for the children to eat their
early supper it is given to them and
is of a simple and nutritious charac
ter, adapted to a growing child, and
then they can retire early and sleep
enough. If children could be rightly
fed until twelve years old it would
greatly decrease their early mortality.



THE WONDERS OF THE JOINTS.

BY Dr. J. H. HANAFORD.

HE more than two hundred
bones of the body would be

of but little service to us aside from
their joint connections. Some of
these are of a remarkable character.

The twenty-four ribs are attached
to the spine by a kind of immovable
joint, the seven upper ones, to the
breast bone, by cartilages ; three, more
movable, are tied to each other and
then fastened above, while four are
“floating ribs,” these, with the six
above, affording elasticity and motion
in the act of breathing, accommodat
ing themselves to the varying size of
the chest.

In the place of these ribs a solid
plate of bone would be cumbrous,
heavy, not admitting of the motions
needed at this part, while the curved
and elastic ribs afiord similar protec
tion to the organs within. The
wedge-shaped bone of the lower spine
fits firmly into a corresponding cavity
in the hip-bone—a grand foundation
bone of great strength, admirably
adapted to its use.

Of the two other kinds of joints, the
“balLand-socket" and the “hinge,"
much might be said if space would
admit. The ball-and-socket is well
represented by the joint at the
shoulder, which allows the arm to
move in all needed directions.

‘That the arm may have a wider
scope, the socket is very shallow, so
that when “out of joint" it may be

easily put back again, almost by the
unfortunate boy, if he only under
stood the matter. (It would not be
safe for him to attempt to walk on
his hands, instead of his feet, as the

“ ball" would slip out too easily for
safety.) In this respect the hip-joint
differs, the socket being quite deep,
at the bottom of which there is a

round, strong cord, which is so at
tached to the thigh bone as to pre
vent dislocation, unless from asevere
accident. In consequence of this
depth the leg is not afforded much
movement, its principal movement
being that of walking—a boy need
not kick! This depth is needed to
bear the weight of the body, with
that of burdens which must be carried,
in active life. This “ball” cannot
get out without breaking the cord, in
which case it is useless to put the
“ ball" back. In the case of a dis
location, the “ball” being pressed
up, nature (God in nature) by the aid
of the nerves, blood, etc., performs a

miracle, making a “socket" around
this “ ball," so that, after awhile, one
can walk tolerably well, always limp
ing, however, because the leg has
become shorter than the other.

The other joint is the “hinge
joint," like that of the common door,
admitting of motion only forward and
backward. In the case of the arm,
which demands so many motions,
the two joints are supplied, making
the limb wonderfully useful, adapting
it to various, if not numberless, em

ployments. Think of the friction of
walking naturally resulting from our
motions, particularly of the bones of
the leg and thigh, caused by the
weight of the body! Indeed, if these
were made of steel, without any means
of lubrication, only a few years would
be required to wear them away so that
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a man would be cut down to one-half
his height! To prevent this, the ends
of the bones are provided with a

smooth, gristly matter, which is re

paired as fast as it wears away, the

joint supplying its own oil, with no
care on our part. Thus the wonder
ful machinery of the body goes con

stantly on.

——»+——
MANUFACTURED FOODS.

BY J. c. S'I'AIR, M.D.

HIS class of foods is in many
instances injuriously adulter

ated. The manipulations and pro
cesses of the manufacturer almost
always deteriorate the nutritive value

of these articles of diet. Canned
goods are frequently found to con
tain a small amount of slaicylic acid,
which is added to destroy the germs
of fermentation, so that the goods
will not ferment or spoil so readily.
The daily use of foods in which there
is only minute quantities of this acid
will derange the digestion and impair
the general health of the most robust
person. Careful investigation by the
Department of Agriculture has shown
that most of the canned goods in
market contain salicylic acid and sul

phites as preservative materials, and
that these substances decidedly
lessen the digestibility and whole
someness of these articles of dirt.
All goods canned in tin are found to
contain traces of lead, which is, of
course, a poison to the human
system. Pickles, green peas and

green beans were found to be greened
often by the use of acetate of copper.
In many instances this was the con
dition of these goods, and especially
was this true of imported goods of
this class. All the imported goods
of green vegetables which were

examined by Dr. H. M. Vlfiley proved
to be adulterated in this manner. It
is a fact, although not shown in the

Department report, that vinegars in

many instances contain minute quan
tities of the mineral acids, like sul

phuric or muriatic acid. These acids

make the vinegar intensely sour and
prevent it from spoiling. In fact,
the best and purest vinegar is an un
wholesome dietetic article. It is a

product of fermentation and decay.
The natural acids of the fruits are all
the materials of this kind which are

essential to health and a hygienic bill
of fare. These adulterated vinegars
with mineral acids are detrimental to
health and should be avoided asa poi
son. Vinegars and pickles even of pure
and good quality are not to be com
mended as healthful and wholesome.
If used at all they should be very
sparingly and one should be sure they
are unadulterated. Jellies, marma
lades, syrups and even honey are ex

tensively adulterated. These articles
as found at the grocers in most cases
cannot be relied upon as being gen
uine. Even when known to be gen
uine they should be used in modera
tion and only as relishes and not as
food proper. Lard is often adul
terated with cotton-seed oil, but this
adulteration is an improvement, as the
cotton-seed oil is a more wholesome
grease than genuine lard. Lard is a

substance not fit for any human
stomach. -

Butter, beef fat, cotton-seed oil,
olive oil and any of the vegetable oils
are much superior articles for cook
ing purposes. A vegetarian might
object to the beef fat. Bulterine
and oleomargerine are articles of this
class to be mentioned only to be COl -

demned. No one can use them with
out injury to digestion and health
notwithstanding what the manufact
urers say to the contrary. The
chemicals and other materials used in

their manufacture are sufficient rea

sons to condemn these food products
on general principles.

Those who value health and con

sider purity of food of any importance
can usually find dried fruits, ripe
fruits in their season, fresh vege
tables as nature produted them, in

abundant supply at the grocers and
market. If our fruits and vegetables
are procured in this form there is no
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danger of any adulteration. Home
canned goods in glass are excellent
articles of food. These are known
to be selected with care and are un
adulterated. When foods of this
class are procured in this way there is
no danger that one‘s digestive organs
are toying with some dangerous
poison, or that the food is deficient
in nutritive qualities.

The manufacturers’ art applied to
the cereals is in most instances to be
commended and as highly useful.
Oat meal, corn meal, corn grits,
barley meal, pearl barley, cracked
wheat and all similar preparations
are excellent articles of food. White
flour is a deteriorated product. Pub
lic sentiment is being roused on this
subject, and intelligent people de
mand whole wheat meal instead of
white flour as a bread material.

Foods procured as near as it is

possible as nature produces them is
the rule to go by. In this form we
can detect with our own eyes an in
ferior article and select for ourselves
that which is good and wholesome.
But when fruits and vegetables, or
any food product is subjected to the
manufacturer's manipulation and mix
ing it requires a chemist to decide
whether it is wholesome or otherwise.
And yet a chemist‘s sample may be
all right and the product for the
trade a different thing altogether.
There is no dependence to be put in

any food product which can not be
examined and tested without a chem
ist and daily with one’s own eyes.
There is little doubt that the health
of Americans has suffered much
from concentrated and refined
food materials. To improve their
health and physical vigor they
must get nearer to nature
and abandon much of the so-called
improvements and refinements in re
lation to food. If these foods were
labeled or marked with the in

gredients used in their composition
and preparation then the public could
see and decide for themselves
whether they wished to use them or

not. This method would be fair to
all—the consumer and manufact
urers. Until this is done it is well
to steer clear of all manufactured
and preserved foods of unknown
composition.

The infant foods on sale in the
shops are not to be depended upon
as the best food for the young child.
Many of them no doubt are as good
as they can be made. But these are
liable to be adulterated and of in
ferior quality, which cannot be de
tected by their physical appearance.
The artifices of man cannot supplant
nature. The best substitute for the
mather's milk is fresh cow's milk
This is the decree of all the candid
physicians of every school of medi~

cine. When this does not agree with
the child in the ordinary way, by
dilution with water according to the
age of the child and a little sugar
added, then the milk should be par
tially digested before using. This is
called the peptonizing process. This
method prevents the formation of
large curds in the stomach of the
child. Human milk never curds
in large pieces, but cow's

'
milk

does in the infant or adult when
the digestion is sluggish and feeble.
This pre-digested process con
verts the cow's milk into a food
which more nearly resembles the
mother's milk. Barley water is an
excellent substitute for milk. We
knew a child who thrived for the first
year of its life on this food alone.
This form of food is too much ne
glected and under-estimated by
mothers and those who have charge
of feeding the sick. We believe that
the cases are extremely rare in which
healthy cow's milk will not agree, if
properly prepared and given with
care and judgment. It cannot be
too often repeated that natural foods
are superior and infinitely better for
the new born infant than any manu
factured article.

This peptonizing process consists
in the employment of an animal or
vegetable digestive material. Pan
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creatine is the animal one usually
employed, and extract of malt is the
vegetable one. We prefer the
vegetable material. The discovery
was made a few years ago that
extract of malt contains, in ad
dition to its well-known starch di
gesting material, a substance capable
of digesting albumnoid materials. To
peptonize a pint of milk with the
animal ferment add five grains of
pancreatine; five grains of soda

(bicarbonate) should be added to the
milk before the pancreatine is
placed into it. This makes sure that
the milk is alkaline as this digestive
substance is more active in alkaline
liquids. It seems that any trace of
acid prevtnts the digestion of the
milk by this substance. This pre
pared miik is to be placed in a tem

perature of blood-heat—about one
hundred degrees—and remain for
thirty minutes or one hour. A good
test is that as soon as the milk tastes
a trifle bitter then it is ready to take
off the stove. If too bitter it has
been digested too much and must be
thrown away and a new batch pre
pared. I cured a case of inanition and
irritable stomach and bowels in a

_ child of eighteen months by the use
of milk prepared in this way, and

nothing e‘se. This child had sores
from head to foot and not an inch of
skin on its body which was not in
flamed and irritated. The discharges
from the bowels were as often as
twenty times in the day. Three
months use of peptonized milk as
above described and this child grew
plump, smooth skinned and was well.

This milk should be prepared
each time and placed in a cool place
or boiled when taken from the stove.
The milk needs no addition of soda
with the malt. To one pint of milk
add a tablespoonful of extract of
malt and place in a temperature of
one hundred degrees, Fahrenheit, the
same as with the animal ferment or
digestive material. The process is

exactly the same as respects the

heat, etc., with the malt as with the

pancreatine. The animal sub
stance sometimes gives to the milk
an unpleasant odor and has been
known to impart to it poisonous sub
stances. In convalescence from
protracted fevers and in severe
chronic disorders of digestion this
peptonized milk isan excellent food
and should be used more extensively
than now. Milk prepared in this
way will be retained on the stomach
when ordinary milk and all other
foods are rejected. By the use of
these natural foods the mother and
the convalescent will be able to de
term'ne the nature and quality of the
food daily without the aid of a

chemist or depending upon the state
ments and recommendations of
others, which must be the case when
manufactured foods are employed.

Nature arid the healthy cow will
not cheat and defraud us, while we
know that these prepared foods may
be inferior in quality and even
adulterated and we not be able to de
tect it at once by an inspection of
each package. If the result of the
experiment is bad then we have
harmedthechild,forwhich wemusttry
to make amends. So the only safe and
sure way is to use that food of which
we have definite knowledge as re

gards its nature and quality. Foods
of unknown composition of all kinds
and of every name should be aban
doned and avoided.

—.e—._*L
FRESH AIR AND SUNLIGHT.

HE necessity of these to health
and happiness seems to be

escaping from modern notice. In
our cities wealth is permitted to erect
great structures in defiance of all the
canon of hygiene. Buildings from
ten to twenty stories in height cut off
the light and air from the streets and
lower structures, so that, down below,
the narrow, pent-up roadways are
like dark alleys. Dr. S. W. Dodds,
of the St. Louis Hygienic College,
protests against every interference
with the right to the enjoymentof the
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sunshine and good air. She says that
the “ enlightened of these United
States have very much to find out;
we have not yet learned the value of
the great life-giving and health-pro
ducing agents around us. Nature
has furnished them in abundance, and

placed them at our hand. But through
ignorance of the laws which govern
life and health we reject these agents.
We shut ourselves up in close rooms,
and poison the whole system by
breathing a vitiated' atmosphere. If
the apartment is cold we simply
close the door or window. Would it
not be more sensible to build a fire,
and then let the fresh air come in P

This would give the desired warmth
'and at the same time afford a good
supply of oxygen for the lungs. It is
next thing to a stupid, and certainly
very bad economy, to exclude these
life-giving agents from ‘our homes;
and to take into our lungs, instead,
the poisonous exhalations that are
thrown off from our own bodies. We
are, in these matters, penny wise and

pound foolish; we may save the coal
in the bin, but we shall lose that
which is of more value. When we

get sick we not only have the doctor
to pay, but we are robbed of that
greatest of blessings, good health.

Many years ago, when I was in
New York City, I used often to visit
Dr. Trall's Hygienic Institute.
Among his patients there was a

young lady, sick and in bed with con
sumption. It was winter, and the
weather was cold. This patient was
in a large room, all by herself, and
there was an open fire kept up day
and night. Fresh air was admitted
at the window, and a long tube con
necting with the outside of the build-,

ing brought a further supply of it
directly to the patient's pillow, so
that she had the benefit of the best
air in the neighborhood night and

day; and the length of the
tube through which it was con

veyed softened its temperature
as it passed through the room.
This enabled the patient to breathe

with comfort, when the inside air, be

ing less pure, would have half suffo
cated her. Not only so, the good
grate fire drew a fresh supply through
the open window, and kept the whole
atmosphere of the room sweet and
clean.

Another physician, with less ap
preciation of the value of this agent,
would have closed the apartment
tight; and if fire was needed burned
up the oxygen that the patient so
much required, particularly in a dis
ease like this, where the lungs,
through partial disablement, need as
much pure air as they can possibly
take. Akin to the folly referred to
is that of shutting out the sunlight.
Ignorance, too. is at the bottom of
this, for nothing is so essential to
life and health, unless it be pure air,
as sunlight. Without it vegetable
life, as well as animal, must wither and
die. So far as health is concerned it
is a sort of suicide to exclude the sun

light; and no amount of faded carpets
and tapestries can be weighed in the
balance against lost health. Better
fade the carpet than the ruddy cheek.
We know these house-plants at sight;
pale, bloodless, with a sort of wheyey
or buttermilk complexion. How I
would like to throw open their win
dows, dash back the curtain, and let
in the cheerful rays of light."

—-_-.
TO REMOVE WRINKLES.

TO
many the appearance of

wrinkles upon the face, at an

age when people do not wish to be
called old, is rather mortifying. We
might refer them to an old recipe

called Ovid's, and which is easily
prepared, viz.: Take equal parts of
bean and barley-meal and mix uith
raw egg. When the mass is thor
oughly hard and dry it should be

ground to a fine powder and made
into an ointment with melted tallow
and honey. A thick layer of this ap
plied to the face every night was

warranted to smooth out all wrinkles.
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THE MEN ON THE L0(‘0MOTIVE.

HE traveling public have very
little thought regarding the

cost to body and brain involved in

the running of a railway train at a

high speed. A writer in the Scimh'jfe'
American gives a few points that are

impressive, and suggest the query as

to the real need to society of trans
portation at such risks. He says:

“The exaction that modern rail
road speed makes on the physical
stamina of railroad men is demon
strated in the fact that seven engi
neers are required to take the Chicago
flyer out and seven back. says the

Boston Transrripl. The running time
between' New York and Chicago is

twentv-four hours, and the average

speed is fortyseight miles an hour.
Each engineer and engine runs three
hours. Machine and man returns
with a slow train to their starting

W

point to relieve the strain on both.
Then the engineer is given forty
hours’ rest before he goes on the flyer
again. This rest is absolute, no work
of any kind being required of the en

gineer. Though the average speed is

forty-eight miles an hour, the loco
motive must at some points be driven
at sixty or more. The physical strain
on the men in the cab at those bursts
of speed is someth'ng terrible. The
engineer has fifty things to look out
for, and is being shaken and swayed
all the time. The fireman is con

stantly feeding the insatiate furnace.
On thelrun of the Empire State Ex
press, three tons of coal are shoveled
from the tender into the furnace be

tween New York and Albany. It is

not wonderful that the engineers of
this train are given alternate days for
rest and recuperation. Fast travel
not only wears out rails and machines,
but human creatures also."

THE COOK.

Who is it holds the rod of power,
The grimmest despot of the hour,
Her hands and face bedaubed with flour?

The cook.

Who is it makes poor. soggy bread,

ln slices served like chunks of lead,

Expects our frames thus to be fed?
The cook.

Who is it bad dyspeptics makes
With buckwheat flour or “ flannel "

cakes,
And slumber from our eyelids takes?

The cook.

Who gives us curry with our rice,
And pepper adds, and other spice
To every dish. to make it “ nice?’

The cook.

Who gives us pound-cake, old and rich,
And toasted cheese, and other sich,
And coffee brewed as black as pitch?

The cook.

Who gives us mince-meat in our pie,
With flaky crust; and then, oh, my!
A "smothered" beefsteak, rare and "high? '

The cook.

In short. who is it makes us ill,
And swallow, much against our will.
A horrid after dinner pill?

The cook.

Hzlm 1.. Alanm'ng.

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM.



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

Race and Disease Tendencies .

—Each race of man has characteristic pe

culiarlties, physical and mental, and so

marked usually that a man's ancestry can

be told almost atfirst sight. It is no less a

fact that these characteristics seem to pre

dispose particular races to certain diseases,

while rendering them immune, or nearly
50, to others. The BrifiI/z Alediraljournal
details some recent results of investigation
on this subject.

“

,I
t is generally believed that the Negro

races show a special proclivity to tuber
culosis and cholera, and they are also par
ticularly liable to tetanus. On the other
hand, they enjoy comparative immunity
from cancer, malaria, and yellow fever,

and are seldom attacked by diphtheria or

dysentery. The yellow races are very

prone to ophthalmia and myopia, and in

sanity is said to be relatively more common
among them than among other races; on

the other hand. they show greater pro

clivity than the black races to tetanus.
while they are more subject to tuberculosis

and cholera than white races. Among
white races and Europeans, M. Bordier,

who has recently studied the subject, points
out that almost the only observations re

corded relate to the jewish race, which ex

hibits a special predisposition to diabetes

and nervous disease, while, on the other
hand, it appears to enjoy some measure of

immunity from croup. The population of

France, as is well known, is made up of

three great ethnological divisions, cor

responding more or less closely to those

found by Julius Czesar: north of the Seine,

the Belgians: in the center between the

Seine and the Garonne, the Celts; and in

the south to the Pyrenees and the Medit
erranean, the Aquitanians and Ligurians.

These three divisions present certain

differences in stature, complexion, etc.,

which are the marks of a diilerent origin.

Thus in the North the men are well grown,
dolichocephalic, fall’ and blue-t yed, while

in the center and the South they are short,

brachycephalic, and dark in complexion.
The people of the East, in French

Flanders and in Picardy have fairhair; those

of Brittany and Anjou have chestnut hair;
those of Auvergne and Haute-Loire, black
hair. . In the Cymric element in the

French nation the pulse is normally more

rapid than in Celts, and the Northern
races are more longlived than those of the

South. Velpeau remarked, at the time of
the Crimean War, that the English sol
diers recovered better from wounds and

from operations than the French. The
French soldiers themselves used to say that

the English ‘flesh’ was difl'erent from
theirs. Statistics show that tuberculosis is

more frequent in the North than in the

South of France. Myopia is more fre

quent in ancient Aquitaine and Liguria;
caries of the teeth and varicose veins in

the Cymric departments; hernia in the

Norman departments. The Cymric seem

to havea special tendency to sweating
sickness."

The Dwarfs 01 Africa, 010.—Ac
cording to Dr. T. H. Parke, in [LurtratzdA/is
sian Nnw, the genuine pigmy races about

whom we possess reliable information are

the Batwas, discovered in 1886 by Dr. Lud
wig Wolf, occupying the Sankuru region
in the mid-Congo basin—the Mkaba tribe,
near Lake Akkas, of Central Africa, with
whom Emin Pasha's people would connect
the dwarfs of the Central Forest. Of these

the average height has been respectively
reported to be: the Mkaba, 4 ft. 1 in.; the

Batwas, 4 ft. 3 in.; and the Akkas, 4 ft. to

in. Related to them in shortness of stature
are the Bushmen of Southern Africa, aver

aging about 4 ft. 7 in. in height; the Anda‘
man Islanders, whose stature is under 5

ft.; the Javan Kalangs, the Malayan Sam

angs, and the Etas of the Philippine
Islands. The Lapps are also notoriously
of diminutive stature; so are the Fuegians,
the Ainos, and the Veddahs, although a

little taller.
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Dr. Parke's experiences of the forest
dwarfs of Africa during his travels were

very varied. He had many narrow escapes

from their archers, and certainly owed his
life to one of their women. He purchased
the latter from a slave owner for a handful
of beans, twelve cups of rice, and six cups

of Indian corn. But, of course, he did not

buy her into but out of slavery. Dr. Parke
was obliged to be very marked in his kind
ness to her at first, to prevent her running
away; but when she ceased to be afraid of
cruelty, her devotion lhtew no bounds. Had
it not been for her unwearying attention
and care, Dr. Parke would have endured
absolute starvation through months of for
est life.

The first of the forest dwarfs measured

was exactly 4, ft. high. In marked opposi
tion to the giants, dwarfs are very often

strong in proportion to their size, active,
well proportioned, and very intelligent.
In regard to his own experience, Dr. Parke

says: " The intellectual inferiority of the

dwarf specimens whom I have myself met

with was not at all in proportion to their
relative bulk. I would rather try to teach

a pigrny than a Nubian any day, and feel

certain that after a few months‘ intimacy I
could turn him out as reliable in intelli

gence and in honesty as his over-grown
negro brother."

What Ancient America owes
to Asiatic Teaching—An abstract in

the China Nnu: is interesting because of
its bearin g upon the opinion that American

culture before the age of Columbus was of

Asiatic origin. At the meeting in August,

1894, of the British Association at Oxford,

Dr. E. B. Tylor read a paper on the distri

bution of mythical beliefs. Ifsuch myths
as that of the Bridge of the Dead are found

to be distributed widely in the world, we

havein this fact evidence of the linking
which exists between the great religions
ofthe world. The weighing of souls in a

spiritual balance is another such widely

scattered myth. In the religion of ancient

Mexico four great scenes in the journey of

the soul in the land of spirits are depicted

in the Aztec picture writing of what is

known as the Vatican Codex. I. The
crossing of the river ofdeath. 2. The pas

sage of the soul between two great moun

tains that clash together. 3. The soul
climbing up a mountain set with sharp
obsidian knives. 4. The dangers result
ing from these knives being carried about
by the wind. There is a close resemblance
between these pictures and certain scenes

of the Buddhist purgatory depicted on Jap
anese temple scrolls. Here are seen, first,
souls wading across the river of death;

second. souls passing between two iron
mountains, which are pushed together by
demons; third, souls climbing the moun
tain of knives whose sharp blades cut their
hands and feet; fourth, knife-blades flying
through the air. Dr. Tylor also referred
to Humboldt's argument from the calen

dars and mythic catastrophes in Mexico and

Asia, and to the.correspondence in bronze

works and games in both regions, and ex

pressed the opinion that the evidence was

sufficient to justify anthropologists in con

sidering that American culture was due

toa great extent to Asiatic influence.
Mr. James Wickersham, of Tacoma, has

advocated in T/u Amerimn Antiquarian
for January, 1894, that Japanese art has

found its way to Puget Sound by the drift
ing that has taken place on the Japanese
currentof vessels large and small at differ
ent periods Partly this current bathes

the Alaskan shore and partly it sweeps

majestically to the south, coasting the

States of Washington, Oregon and Califor
nia. There has been a civilizing mission
in thisgreat current. The Kurosiwo has

carried the knowledge of Asia across the

broad Pacific to elevate and educate the

Indians of the western continent. It is
not only Japanese thathave been conveyed
to America, mixed with native races there,

and taught them what they know. Vessels
ofother Asiatic nations that wandered so

far east as to reach the Kurosiwo have al
ways been liable to a like destiny. Thus
the conclusion at which the eminent Oxford
anthropologist has arrived is sustained.
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EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EDITOR.

NEW YORK, MAY, 1895.

WRITERS FOR THE JOURNAL.

WE beg once more to remind

our readers that we are in

great need of desirable original matter

for THE PHRENULOGICAL JOURNAL.
We can scarcely understand why there

should be so few contributions of

value sent to us for publication when

we consider the large number of

graduates of the Institute who cer

tainly understand a great deal about

the subject. Probably there are

many competent writers who have

not corresponded with us and who

may not be aware of the situation, or

who may have an impression that it

would not be remunerative to work

for us. Therefore we wish to say

that we are more than willing to pay

for good articles, and we think we

can safely promise to‘pay all they

are worth, taking the rates of other

periodicals as a standard. We are

particularly anxious to have contri

butions relating to applications of

phrenology, such as adaptation for

certain business pursuits or marriage.
As the editor is expected to fill the

editorial columns and to furnish a

phrenograph of some distinguished
individual each month, modesty for

bids that he should also appear con

spicuously in the middle of the

magazine. We hope that our friends
will respond to this invitation and
not only help us, but in this way add

something to their income.
In this connection we wish to call

attention to another matter which is

of much more consequence to us than
the average correspondent would be

likely to suppose. We refer to the

question of legibility and accuracy of

manuscripts. We receive a great
many articles illegibly written, badly
spelled, poorly constructed, and with
out either punctuation or marks to

distinguish the paragraphs, so that
the labor of preparing such manu

scripts for the printer is sometimes
more than would be required for us

to produce the same amount of

original matter. It is customary at

the present time in many magazine
ofiices to refuse to examine manu

scripts that are not typewritten; and

while we would not think of laying
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down such a rigid rule as this, we

must say that typewritten matter

sent to us, or otherwise clearly and

cleanly written, is much more likely
to receive our attention than in the

opposite case.

Some beginners in literary work

imagine that all details of punctua

tion, spelling, paragraphing and

capitalizing are attended to by the

printers; but this is a very great

error. Of course in some printing

ofiices, especially of newspapers,

where the editors are very anxious

to obtain certain information, they

are willing to spend the time and

labor necessary to getting it into

shape no matter how atrociously it

may be expressed in the manuscript.

But in magazine work the case is

different. With us the majority of

contributions are not in the nature of

news which we are obliged to publish

on a certain date under a penalty of

falling behind our contemporaries.

What we usually publish is printed
for the sake of its intrinsic merit, and

this intrinsic merit, if we pay for it
,

should be imparted to the composi

tions by the authors. But if the

writers shirk their duty, then the

editor is responsible for every itali

cized word, paragraph, quotation

mark, comma, or other detail. While

our compositors and proof-readers

sometimes correct mistakes, they can

not be depended upon to do so, for

their rule is to “follow copy;" so that

unless the errors are glaringly appar

ent there is no way to avoid them if

the editor does not personally sub

ject each manuscript to a close, criti
cal inspection.

However, such errors as those re

ferred to above, although they con

sume a great deal of time, they are

small and insignificant compared with

the violations of rhetoric, the misuse

of words, and the crudities of style
which an editor who is at all ambi

tious for his magazine is often called

upon to rectify. One of the difficul

ties in our language is that so many

words are derived from the Greek

and Latin, to say nothing of other

foreign languages, that unless awriter

is a linguist or a very careful student

of etymology, it is very easy to choose

words which fill a sentence with sound,

but without adding anything to the

sense. Thus many people use the

word climax, which in the Greek

means ladder, when they really mean

only the top of the ladder, and should

say acme. The word transpire, in

the Latin, means to breathe across

or through, hence to leak out, or

come to public notice; but it is often
erroneously used in the sense of

occur, or to take place. A very

common mistake is to say “There is
no doubt but that, etc.” The word

“but" is equivalent to except, so that

such a construction implies the very

opposite of the idea intended, which

is that there is no doubt at all. The

phrase “at length" shou‘d never be

used in the sense of at last or finally,

and in the sentence “He lOokCd as

though he was ill," the word though

should be it. Probably the most

frequent mistake made by good

writers is in the use of shall and will,

for the distinction is so fine that for

most persons a special study is neces

sary in order to understand it.

We mention these instances menly
to call attention to the fact that un

less contributors are well educated

or very careful in composing their
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articles, they are likely to have their

productions rejected, or else they

throw an amount of labor upon the

editor which in justice they ought to

do themselves. We have studied

languages and the arts of-literary
composition long enough to have a

great deal of charity for the mistakes
of others, as -we hope others will be

charitable with ,our mistakes, and we

are perfectly willing to undertake

all reasonable corrections in manu

scripts received; but to be compelled
to rewrite long articles which it has

taken a great deal of labor to de

cipher and interpret, when it happens

too often, becomes a serious impedi
ment in the discharge of an editor's

regular and more legitimate duties.

However, we hope none of our cor

respondents will be either offended

or discouraged by these remarks.
All we ask is that our contributors
shall perform the principal labor of

getting their “copy” into shape, so

that the corrections we may have to

make may be limited to those which

properly fall within the scope of our

editorial function.
____.“_ id

THE FACULTY OF LANGUAGE IN
RELATION TO VERBAL ACCURACY.

F all the numerous departments
or branches of phrenological

study, that which perhaps requires
the most care and patience is in the

metaphysical analysis of the primary
faculties. Gall and Spurzheim were

obliged to perform an immense

amount of labor in addition to the

study of cranial forms and the

anatomy of the brain. It is by no

means so easy as many people would

suppose to separate the primary
function of a faculty from the various

phases of its manifestation when in

combination with other mental

powers, or when colored by tempera
ment. An instance of this may be

found in the faculty of Language.
One of the first mistakes people

make in regard to this mental ele

ment is to suppose that its chief

office is to confer talent for learning
foreign languages, but this is not the

case. The linguist’s principal diffi

culty is in the construction of sen

tences, so that the mechanical

faculties are most necessary in the

study of grammar. It is also natural
for people to imagine that the faculty
of Language confers accuracy of

speech, whereas its real function is

rather a love of speech.

Love in all its myriad forms,
whether expressed in the mighty
currents of magnetism which keep

the planets in their paths, in the

throbbing of a lover's heart, or in the

glad yearning of a pansy for the sun

shine—wherever it is
,

there is liberty.
Love and lenity always go together.
Hence the love of words is likely to

beget a certain liberality in their use

which is not favorable to the severest
sort of accuracy. If a man is hun

gry he does not criticise the victuals.
If the steak is burned a little, or the

coffee a little stronger than usual he

is not likely to notice it. And if a

man loves to talk he will find excuses
for using a good many words, per

haps, the legitimacy or appropriate
ness of which will be determined by

other faculties than that of Language.
It is not intended in these state

ments to imply that those who

possess the faculty of Language in a

marked degree are always, or even

as a rule, addicted to the use of
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inaccurate expressions, etc. It is

meant‘simply that their precision is

duetoother elements. Demosthenes,
who no doubt owed his fame as an

orator to his intensity of feeling
rather than a love of words, doubtless

surpassed many voluble speakers of
his time in the effectiveness with

which he chose his expressions;
and to the extent that he lacked

fluency by nature, his critical facul

ties were probably sharpened-beyond
the ordinary to compensate for that

deficiency. It will be found that the

finest grammarians and the critical
writers on orthoépy are frequently
endowed with only an average devel

opment of Language. As they are
not in love with words, they are not
blind to verbal defects. On the other

hand, people who are very fond of

talking are almost certain to take

some liberty with the rules of speech

unless they are endowed with the

critical faculties also, or are well
trained in habits of correct speaking.
And in the case of illiterate people it

is amusing to notice a disposition to
coin words either from preexisting
roots, or by combining words already
in use, besides sometimes inventing
them entirely from the resources of
their imagination. An amusing in

stance of this came under the notice
of the writer many years ago in a

drug store, where he happened to wit
ness a well-dressed and somewhat

pompous colored gentleman step up

and inquire of the clerk if he had

any “agassz'c pills." The clerk low
ered his eyebrows and asked the man

to repeat his question, when the same

words, “agassic pills," were uttered

more distinctly than before. The clerk

replied that he knew of no such pills

in the market. In the meantime, the

colored gentleman had produced from
his pocket an empty bottle which he

said had contained the medicine he

wanted, and, on glancing at the label,
the clerk saw that it was the word

rat/mrlfr, which the customer had for
gotten or had, perhaps, never cor

rectly understood, and for which he

had unhesitatingly substituted a pure
coinage from his tropical imagina
tion.

In regard to Language, as in the

case of all other faculties, in reading
character the phrenologist should be

careful to keep clearly in mind the
radical or primary function. Then

by carefully estimating the develop
ment of Comparison, Constructive
ness, Ideality and various other

modifying faculties, the phases of its
manifestation may easily be deter
mined.

‘k
THREE BRAINY OLD STATESMEN.

A SINGULAR COlNClDENCE.

NE of our contemporaries has

called attention to a remarkable

illustration of the doctrine which we

teach, that brains are of paramount

importance in this world, and that

intelligence must rule in the end in

spite of any amount of temporary

repulse or suppression on the part of

organized arrogance or titled medi

ocrity. We refer to recent events in

the lives of the greatest statesmen in

England, Germany and China. GU‘

many is now showing special honor

to Bismarck, who, notwithstanding
his retirement, in the minds of all

intelligent people towers as much

above the conceited young emperor
as if the former were the master and

the latter a mere valet. If it were
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possible to do so consistently with

the monarchical government of Ger

many, no doubt Bismarck would be

immediately restored to his former

position.

Another instance is the case of

Gladstone. After sixty years of polit
ical activity he gave way to a young
man who seems to be incapable of

coping with the responsibilities and

difiiculties of his position, and doubt

less would gladly echo the wish of

the people for a return to the guid
ance of his distinguished prede

cessor.

Lastly, in China, the emperor of

which is a mere figurehead, we have

an Q
u
a
’
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SIZE or GALL‘s BRAHL—Thc assertion
has been made, but the evidences such as

we have are to the contrary, that Gall’s
brain was small. The cast of his head

readily to be seen on both sides of the

the spectacle of the reinstatement of

Li Hung Chang, the only really great

statesman in the Empire, after hav

ing been deposed by a master who

enjoys authority simply by the acci

dent of birth. These three instances

prove that in great emergencies the

mere sanctity of a royal title with its

appendages of “ divine right," jewel
ed robes, personal disease and imbe

cility, are insufficient to satisfy even

the unintelligent masses. The robes

of royalty are no doubt pleasing to

the eye in times of peace and plenty,
but in moments of great need the

people clamor for fewer titles, shorter

clothes and more brains.

.a‘ i ..._

ocean show a head of marked German

type, approaching the globular—decidedly
brachycephalic, broad and massive later
ally and in the medium frontal region, at
once striking the observer by its size. Gall
died at aboutseventy of brain hemorrhage,
while yet an active, earnest worker, so that

it is not likely that his brain had lost much

in size and weight. An authority gives
1,700 grammes as its weight. Allowing
3r grammes to the ounce this would make
nearly 55 ounces, at least 5 ounces over

the average size of the male brain. Place
the cast of Gall in a group of casts taken

from the heads of such men as Dupuytrcn,
Herschel], Cavour, Napoleon,
Clay, Calhoun, Fariday, Bentham.
Chatham, Peel, Sheridan, etc., and it will
be seen that its dimensions entitle it to

rank with the large class.

INTIMATIONS or Liven ACTIVITY—C. M
—The fecal indications of a sluggish, oul
of-tone liver are want of color; the pas

sages may be very light, even grayish in

such cases. The excretion of abundant
bile imparts a deep brown tint, but it must

be recognized that one's food has much to

do with the color—vegetarians have light
colored passages as a rule. Flesh food,

especially beef and game eaten freely,
mpart a dark hue.

Webster, _
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HYGIENE IN Sruxsrmxa—B. S.—ln
several parts of the great dramatist‘s work

you will find certain remarks or
adrrloni

tions on the subject of temperance and

good habits? In “ As You Like It" one of
the characters, Adam, gets off very good

counsel with regard to strength and vigor
in old age. Scarcely anything more con

cise and practical can be found in any
other author. He says : _" Though I look old. yet I am strong and

lusty ;

For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood;
Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo
The means of weakness and debility;
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty, but kindly."

LIABILITY or RAILWAY Coma-ner FOR

ACCIDENT—C. K.—-Your question is some

what out of our common range, yet we

may say that it has been decided by the

courts that the liability of a company
through negligence extends to injuries sus

tained by a passenger although he may be

standing upon the platform of the car. If
there is a rule with regard to the occupa

tion of the platform it is the duty of the

employees of a railway company to enforce
it. The passengers, while aboard the

train, are under their care,and should be

admonished with regard to any exposure
that might prove dangerous.

A TINNITUS AURIUM.

Editor of Sciexca or Hexrxrn ;

DEAR SIR: Will you please answer the

following question: How does nasal

catarrh cause a ringing or crackling noise

in the cars? R. C. S.

ANSWER.—The effect is due to the inter
ference set up by the catarrh with the

function of the tubes that connect the

pharynx or throat with the inner ear spaces.

These tubes, called eustachian. have to do

with the ventilation of the ear, and when,

because of the swollen state of the sur

rounding tissue or an extension into them

of the catarrhal inflammation they are

obstructed or blocked up, they can not do

their part. The roaring, hissing, ringing

sounds that one hears at such times indi

cate such obstruction. The crackling

sound usually intimates that airis admitied

partly to the ear, and accompanies the

throat changes in breathing of swallowing.

THE “ Snvcu: TAx."—L. O.-—We would
advise you to go to the authorities who
discuss this subject of alleged reform for
the information you request, as it is not

altogether in our line. The principle in
volved is that for the support of govern
ment only one tax should be imposed, and
that should be levied upon land exclusive
of improvements. It is thought by the

advocates of such a measure that it would
bring about a great change for the better
in behalf of the wage-earners, and prevent
the large and rapid accumulation of
capital in the hands of those who, by
reason of special privileges and the

monopoly of trade and production can

control the market and business. For our
selves, we are not able to see how much

reform of genuine benefit to society at

large is to be brought about in this way.
And especially can we not see how our
agricultural population could derive any
positive advantage from it. In the great

differentiation of interests that character
izes such a country and people as ours it
would be an impossibility to apply a

measure of so sweeping a nature as the

single tax without seriously injuring cer

tain classes that contribute to the growth
and resources of the nation. The prin
ciple as an idealism is attractive at first

sight to the benevolent mind, but its ap

plication could only be made under cir
cumstances of revolutionary effect.

Wxsnnvc 'rnr. FACE. Qurrliom—Is the

use of warm water objectionable for
washing the face? C. K.

Anrrzlen—No; provided you follow the

cleansing process for which you would use
warm water by cold. The warm fluid
relaxes the skin, while cold water con

tracts and tones up the tissues. Warm
washing tends to congest and so promotes

skin affections, such as pimples, etc. Cold
water tends to prevent them.

RINGWORhL—S. T.—You probably know
that a ringworm is caused bya parasite
that gets into the skin and multiplies its

kind. Wash the part thoroughly with
suds made with castile or green soap,

then apply zinc ointment, or sulphur oint
ment. We have tried an old copper cent

with good effect. wetting the coin and

rubbing it over the sore.
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In this department we give short review: 0/ .mci

Nzw Booits aspublishera seefit to send us. In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis

factorily and justly. and also to furnish our reader:

with ouch information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

umefor personal use. It is our wish to notice the

better class of books issuing from "repress, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usually
lupplu any of those noticed.

THE MENTOR. A Little Book for the Guid
ance of such Men and Boys as would
Appear to Advantage in the Society of
Persons of the Better Sort. By Alfred

Ayres, author of the “Orthospist," etc._
18mo. Cloth, $1.00.

pleton & Company.
New York: D. Ap~

The author gives points of practical
utility for conduct in society. Believing,
as he notes in the preface, that "the surest

passport to the better circles of society is

moral worth, supplemented with education,
a thing that is made up of two other things—
instruction and breeding," he fills over

two hundred pages with plain, clear talk
on personal appearance, table manners,
conversation, calls, conduct on the street,

etc. The final chapters, "Odds and Ends,"

and "What is a Gentleman?" are filled
with reflections put in a concise form, each

valuable as a help to the boy or man who

would improve himself, cast off rough and
unseemly habits and render his presence in

company agreeable and desirable, besides

building a mental fabric of whose nobilty
he would be conscious himself as a reward

of pcrsevering culture.

THE WORLD ALMANM: AND Eucvcroranm

FOR 1895 covers a wide range of matters

interesting to the American public. Aside

from the very full statistics of the political
and commercial relations of the nation and

States, there are special articles on topics

scientific, social, religious, agricultural,

etc. A really valuable volume for the man

or woman who would be nu munm/ with

general aflairs. Price, 35 cents.

SYLLABUS or‘ LECTURES ON HUMAN EMBRY

OLOGY: -An Introduction to the Study of

Qbstetrics and Gynrecology. For Medi.
cal Students and Practitioners. With a

Glossary of Embyrological Terms.
By WALTER PORTER MANTON, M.D..
Professor of Clinical Gynaecology
and Lecturer on Obstetrics in the

Detroit College of Medicine, etc. ll
lustrated with Seventy (7_o)Outline Draw
ings and Photo-Engravings. 12m0,

cloth, 126 pages, interleaved, $1.25 net.

Philadelphia: The F. A. Davis Co.

A well-arranged and concise manual of
the subject specified in the title. The
anatomy and physiology of the reproduc
tive organism are discussed in such terms

that the student receives clear impressions
of their nature, and the mystery of life
assumes a higher importance in his ap

preciative intelligence. The~ results of
study and observation in embryology are

collated in the book,so that what the reader

has to do with are known facts, not mere

theory or hypothesis. Section IX, Practical
work, is devoted to methods to be pursued

in microscopical examination, the embry
ology of the domestic fowl being offered as

the subject of study.

A DIARY or‘ THE GRAND ARMY on THE Re

PUBLIC AND HANDBOOK OF Mlu'rARY lu
FORMATION.

The various army organizations in the

United States are tabulated with data re

garding place of assembly and officers.
Facts, in chronological order, are concisely
stated with regard to the late civil war and

European wars, and items of interest re

lating to the constitution of the great

armies of foreign nations. As a. book of
reference on military matters it covers in

its 125 pages a large field, and commends
itself to the citizen soldiery of ourcountry.
George J. Manson is the author who has
been at much pains to compile the book in

a careful and trustworthy manner. Price,

25 cents. Fowler & Wells Co., publishers.
New York.

DIPLOMATES. A Comedy in Four Acts.
Translated by H. S. Williams from the
French play "Diplomacy," by Victorien
Sardou.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

PROF. W. G. ALEXANDER, class of '84, has
opened an oflice at Owen Sound, Ontario,
Canada.

HENRY F. LUTZ, of Berea, Ohio, has writ
ten for a list of necessary apparatus to re
enter the lecture field.

ORRIN DOOLITTEL, who wrizes us from

Windham. New York, sending subscrip
tions to THE JOURNAL, intends to enter the
lecture field in a short time.

PROF. GEORGE COZENS, class of ‘qr, reports
crowded houses at Helena, Mont. He ex
pects to lecture at Spokane, Wash., and
through the eastern part of that State, in
May, June and July.

DR. ADDIE Z. LEWIS, class of '92, reports
from Atlanta, Ga. We expect to hear fur
ther report later on.

DR. UPTON E. TRAER, of Salem, N. Dak,.
expects to give his next course of lectures
at Yankton, in that State.

LECTURER wanted. R. D. Goodwin of
Dubuque, lowa, in a recent letter suggests
Dubuque as an excellent field fora lecturer,
none having been in that city since '92.

MR. E. W. PENNEY. at Kanosh, Utah, is
still lecturing occasionally in that State.
He intends to take another course at the
Institute, after which he will permanently
enter the field.

THE regular meeting of the St. Paul
Phrenological Society was held on March
22. Benevolence, Constructiveness and
Ideality were discussed by E. F. Berrisford
and others. The society, which now num
bers over one hundred members, has
recently printed its constitution and by
laws in very neat pamphlet form.

THE Human Nature Club of Chicago, is
steadily progressing. it meets every alter
nate Thursday at 125 Dearborn street.
“The Relation of Body and Mind," pre
sented by Prof. J. J. Butler, was discussed
at the meeting held March 24.

UNDER the direction of Prof. George
Morris, who has been lecturing there, a
phrenological society was organized in
Minneapolis, Minn., last week, which
adopted the constitution and by-laws of
the St. Paul Society. It numbers forty
members. Professor Morris has moved to
Labor Temple Hall, which seats eight hun

dred people. He reports excellent busi
ness.

H. E. CROWELL, tt7 North Main street,
Rochester, Minn., reports a class of fifteen
in that city, which is the outgrowth of one
formed by Prof. G. Morris last year. They
meet at the office of Dr. A. S. Adams, whose
medical experience of over twenty years is
of much benefit to the society. To quote
Mr. Crowell's words: "THE JOURNAL meets
with the unqualified approval of those who
have read it, and several intend to sub
scribe soon.

MR. R. H. DENNIS writes us from Dayton,
Wash. He makes some very interesting
queries, which we hope to answer in sub
sequent issues of THE JouRNAL.

MRS. MAY E. VAUGHT, of the Chicago
Institute of Phrenology, 125 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111., says:

“ We could not
have secured a better business center. We
had agreater amount of business last week
than we have had since we have been in
this city. No one is permitted to advertise
in this building, except from the windows;
but we have been allowed to do so (being
specialists), and our showcase is a great
attraction. The policeman has to keep clear
ing the crowds away during the day many
times."

J. S. CENTERBAR, class of '84, of Glens
Falls, N. Y., gave us a call on his way from
North Carolina. He is still greatly inter
ested in phrenology, and has made some
delineations with success. It is his inten
tion to take another course at the Institute.
Mr. Centerbar has been a regular sub
scriber to THE JOURNAL for over twenty-five
years,and says he “ cannot get along with
out it."

The Home Science Association held its
second March meeting on the 28th, at the
Hall, No. 27 East Twenty-first street. It
was well attended. The discussion of
"Hygiene in the Home" was introduced
by a paper read by Dr. Rachel B. Gleason,
the well-known superintendent of the
Elmira. N. Y. Sanitarium. Taking for her
topic “ Evils of Excessive Domestic Cares,"
she discoursed for fully forty minutes upon
it in a mostinteresting manner. Her pict
ures of domestic life were clearly and im
pressivelydrawn, and her suggestions for
improvement of the ways of the household
were most effective. Speaking from an
experience of fifty years, this lady's views
deserved the utmost attention and received
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it from the audience, which at times
evinced decided enthusiasm. Among the
other speakers who contributed much by
their presence and remarks were Miss

Julia Colman, who for many years has
managed the New York branch of the W.
C. T. U., Dr. M. L. Holbrook, and Mr.
Gustav Axelson. The topic for the regular
April meeting will be “Improvement in
Tenement Homes."

Rev. J. L. DOUGTHIT, of Shelbyville, lll.,
is a bright, clear-headed thinker and a good
speaker and writer. He is practical and in
touch with human life and has sympathy
with those who need. He has beena reader
of phrenological and hygienic literature
from boyhood. and has always a good word
to say for any cause that aims to bless and
build up human life and character. Readers
of THE JOURNAL will remember his name as
connected with something worth reading,
and wherever such men move in society
there is somethinglike an electric light that
illumines a considerable field. His photo
graph strongly resembles Dr. Parkhurst,
who, wherever he is, is alive man and par
ticularly alive in New York in these days.
Our friends may cooperate with Mr.
Dougthit in any measure of practical re
form and be in good company.

PROF. L. HUMMELL, who is about to reen
ter the lecture field, as we stated in the
March issue of THF. JOURNAL, is a graduate
of the class of 1876. For a period of fifteen
years thereafter he was almost constantly
in the field lecturing on phrenology and
allied sciences. For the past few years he
has not lectured very much, owing to ill
ness in the family. In entering the field
this time Professor Hummel is better
equipped and prepared than ever, having
now a larger number of anatomical, physi
ological, and phrenological illustrations for
use in his lectures. He has also letters of
recommendation from the Hon. Charles N.
Brumm. M. C., Pottsville, Pa.; Prof. G. W.
Weiss, Superintendent of Schools, Schuyl
kill County, Pa.; Rev. 5. M. Moore, D. D.,
Tyrone, Pa.; Dr. Daugherty, Canton, Ohio,
and many other prominent theologians,
physicians, and educators. We bespeak
for him a hearty welcome wherever he may
go, and expect to hear encouraging news
from him and his work.

UNDER date of March II Mr. Vinter I".

Cooper, at Caldwell, Idaho, writes the fol
lowing interesting letter:

"Concerning my efforts in the phreno
logical field I can say that it gives me
pleasure to be able to truthfully assert that
my interest in Phrenology has daily in
creased since my graduation. The prose
cution of this profession in the lecture hall,
ol‘fice, or studio constitutes the principal
source of gratification, I have been
actively engaged in the field since the 11th
of last April. The first few months’ labor
was not remunerative, principally due,
however, to a lack of business manage
ment. . Since the last of November I have
confined my labors exclusively to the Boise
Valley, of this State. I have been thor
oughly convinced of the correctness of the
advice given by you to lecturers not to
travel from one point to another, separated
by long distances, in order to find suitable
lecturing places, but to confine one's ex
ertions to a limited district, because, if
possessing any degree of talent whatever. it
is recognized, and one is gladly received at
the nearest point. So forcibly has this been
impressed upon my mind by the experience
of the past month that I shall most de
cidedly work as long as possible in one dis
trict.

“I travel from one point to another by
private conveyance, and am thus enabled
to reach a field little frequented, and which
is ripe for the reception of Nature's truth—
Phrenology. I find this manner of travel
ing combining sufl‘icient work for exer
cise, recreation from mental pursuit, and
variety great enough to render a brief lay
over appreciable.

'

" It can readily be seen how greatly bene
ficial this style of living is for one of a very
nervous temperament.“ My efforts during the past six months
have been well rewarded financially.
Despite the stringency of the times I have
done exceedingly well, and feel much en
couraged, not only with returns, but with
the happiness derived from pursuing an
avocation exercising the most largely de~
veloped faculties.

"The first of May I start south, going
through Eastern Oregon and Western
Nevada."

'
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Character reading is both a science and an art.
Some persons have the instinct to appreciate stran
gers without having any positive knowledge of the
reason or value of their impressions. They cannot
tell why they like one person and dislike another;
why they are willing to confide in one, and unwilling
to trust another. Phrenology reads character from

a scientific basis; it gives a reason. and the student of
Phrenology knows why one man will not answer for
a given position. as a companion, a partner, or a

friend. and why another is adapted to it. and it

teaches how to approach a stranger in the best way
to secure desired results.

The American Institute of Phrenology, incor
porated in 1866, has every year taught a class of
keen and eager thinkers, and wherever one of its
faithful students has roamed or rested, his presence
has been a line or a point of light among the people.
Among our 600 graduates there are as man who
have made their mark and become distinguis ed as

there are from any other institute of learning in a
similar number, and eve graduate of a college is

blessed and benefited by t e widening of his life and
the exaltation of his purposes and wers, and so
every student of Phrenolo y, whet er he becomes
distinguished as a public ecturer, or moves in the

common channels of life, has his powers of under
standing mankind wonderfully augmented, and his
means of doing good

greatly
enhanced. All the

learned professions an spheres of business have
been from the beginning more or less hindered and
handicapped from a lack of the knowledge of human
character, and the study of a knowled e of the
human mind is always hungered after. 'hatever
proposes to teach the talents or future possibili
ties of a

_ given individual is greatly inquired after,
and the inventions which have been put forth as a
means of helping one to know what he is to expect in
the future, and how to attain it, have ranged all the
way from the gossio’s teacup to the glowing planet
ary system, to see if between these extremes, or from
them, could be gleaned anything that would help to
open the pathway to the ambitious aspirant for suc

cess. Until Dr. Gall taught the physiology of the
brain, and how to study mind from its develo ment,
the study of character had been largely an un nown
land, ‘ a tetra incognita," an unknown, arid
waste. Ske tics may squabble over the claim
that Phreno ogy is not an exact science. while
they themselves practice the healing art, which
is itself more or less empirical. a subject of ex
pertinent. When the Phrenologist correctly reads
character_ and every listener recognizes it, the
plea then is that he does it by physiognomy. that he
sees the face and ex ression and studies that,and
while phystognomy as its own science, there are
Phrenologists who can be counted by the fifties,
who would study half a dozen selected subjects in a

dark room, and by the examination of their heads
and astudy of the tem rament describe their
characters so that an un iased committee would
know each man in the orderin which he was ex
mined. by the accuracy of the character revealed.

Phrenologv is chiefly useful in assigning to the

Koung
the right pathway of success. honor, and

appmess. Talents vary partly by inheritance, and

Please address

FOWLER 8c WELLS CO.,_27 E. zlst St., New York

partly by environment. which is another name for
culture. Some are adapted b organization for one
pursuit, and some for anot er. One is literary,
another scientific, another mechanical or artistical,
another commercial, another has the governing
qualities. Twenty boys twelve years old, strugglin
with their fractions and moods and tenses in schoo ,

by the aid of JPhrenology can be assigned by an
expert in Phrenology to lines of culture and business
in a manner so successful as to double the power of
the rson in question.

T ere are firms in New York who never
employ

a
erson fora confidentialposition without consult ng
hrenology through us. A boy who is seeking a

situation will be sent to us with a note asking for a
package. and in the familiar conversation incident to
the seeking of his position, an examination can be
incidentally made, and the boy may carry back a
note to the would-be employer stating his qualifica
tions or his deficiencies.

Business men should study Phrenology; men of the
learned professions,and teachers especially, should
master the science and art of character reading.
The teacher who understands it. orthe commercial
traveler, or the confidential manager of a score or
two of employees would double his power and his
skill, and his consequent success and value, by being
familiar with the teachings of Phrenology. The
AMERICAN Ins'n'ru'rn or‘ PHRENOLOGY invites bust
ness men as well as the young who are about choos
inga pursuit, or learning a trade, to study the
science of Phrenology; not necessarily to become
professional experts at it. but so as to qualify them
selves to meet successfully the human beings whom
the have to deal with, work with, and influence.

'Rhe American Institute of Phrenology is the oldest
and best-equipped school of Phrenology in the world.
Its facilities of extended and careful instruction are
unequaled. Its sessions commence on the first Tues
day of Se tember in each year and continue eight
weeks, an those who contemplate studying Phrenol
ogy or taking a course of instruction are invited to
send for a pamphlet entitled "Phrenology in Actual
Life,” which contains addresses delivered before the
American Institute of Phrenology, and it will be for
wsrded free by the first mail.

There is no department of learning. there is no line
of business or human occu ation which brin 5 man
kind into contact with his ellow-man that wil not re
ceive signal benefit by a course of instruction in
Phrenology, and in many instances double the
capability of each person to deal with mankind
successfully and pleasantly; and then those who
are candidates for conjugal relationship will learn
how to choose a matrimonial mate and make no
mistake. Those who have their own living to
earn and their own way to make in the world
without the aid of parental wealth or guid
ence cannot afford to miss a course of instruc
tion in theoretical and practical Phrenology. How
to read strangers correctly is a great art and a won
derful assistant for any person who has to find his or
her own way to success in the world,without aid,
and choose those who shall be as friends, assistants
and companions, all that is desirable in the compli
cated relations of life.
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NO MORE FALLS—PERFECT SAFETY.

i; To
HOUSEKEEPERS :

Scarcely a week elapses without a

serious, if not fatal, accident hap

pening to some person engaged in

cleaning windows. . .

We take pleasure in offering for your

consideration a contrivance to insure

safety. Your windows can be cleaned

on the outside without risk, and with

ease to the operator.

A strong, adjustable chair, suitable also for

Territory for sale.
kitchen use. Price only $2.50. Satisfaction

Agents wanted. guaranteed or money refunded.

flu."

Full particulars may be obtained by addressing the

PLIMSOLL SAFETY CHAIR CO., 24 State 5t. (R. 3|8)- New York
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to permanent success, and goods l
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Very likely the first time you buy

CONSTA NTINE’S
%P INE TAR S OAP

(Persian Healing)

you buy it because it is soap, and you expect it

to do the part of ordinary soap. After using you
find (unlike ordinary soap) it docsn’t only cleanse

--it softens the skin, removes roughness, heals

pimples and irritation, and is beautifying to the

complexion. The second time you buy it—wcll,
those who use it know why. Ask thcm.—All
druggists.
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Phrcnnlogical Examinations
FROM

Photographs‘
We always recommend a personal examination where

possible. If you can not come to us perhaps there is a

graduate of the

American Institute of Phrenology
in your neighborhood. If

,

however, for any reason per—

sonal examination is impossible, delineations from photo—

graphs b
y our method will be found very satisfactory.

Each delineation is a careful, conscientious, pains

taking study of photographs and measurements, by an

expert examiner. The fee is uniformly five dollars.

OUR METHOD
Have two photographs, profile and full front, taken

Especially for the purpose. Have the hair smaat/zea' (not
frizzed or curly) to show the contours of the head.

Send these to us with the following measurements: Dis
tance between openings of the ears over crown of head.

Distance between root of nose and the projection at base

of back head (occipital spine), also the circumference of
the head.

Inclose the fee and be sure and send your name

and address. ‘,Also your age ‘and color of hair and eyes.

Address

FOWLER 8: WELLS C0.

27 East 2|st St., New York
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THE IION. CHARLES ANDERSON DANA.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION

Bv EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D.

ODERN journalism is one of
the greatest factors in our

civilization. There is
,

indeed, scarcely
any form of enginery, whether phys
ical or ‘psychical, to which the world

is more indebted for its progress than
the daily press. Like fire, air, water,
love, religion, or any other immense

force, however, when perverted or
misguided, the press may be, and

often is
,

a powerful vehicle for the

dissemination of evil. But as great
leaps forward in human development
are often the reaction from profound
contempt for some noxious error, even

the abuses of the newspaper are

sometimes blessings in disguise.
A journalist, as the Latin root of

the word implies, is one who notes
the doings of the day. A great jour
nalist is one who keeps abreast of
both great and small events as they
occur each day. He must possess an

instinct for news, with a talent for
gathering it. He must have dis
crimination in selecting that which
the public wishes to know, with a

broad intelligence as to the interests
of the community,--to which must

be added facility, directness and vig

or in the use of language. All these

qualities are certainly possessed in a

very high degree by the distinguished
editor of the New York Sun.

Mr. Dana isa man of extraordinary
and striking personality. His height

is five feet nine and three-quarter in
ches, and his weight two hundred
pounds. He is very stockily built,
with a predominance of nutritive and
brain power which phrenologists
usually describe as the vital-mental or
mental-vital temperament. His hair,
which was naturally very thick and
bristly, was reddish brown, and his
eyes hazel. His head measures
twenty-three inches in circumference
and fifteen inches from ear to ear
across the top. This signifies a very
large brain, and it is supported by a
constitution of almost inexhaustible
vital resources. His hand is phe
nomenaily strong. It is a compound
of the square and the conic type, and
the ‘palm is so broad and thick as
almost to suggest a pyramid in shape
and strength. It agrees with the gen
eral form of the head and the body,
the heavy palm showing practicality,
and the somewhat tapering fingers
indicating an interest in mental proc
esses, literature, etc., ratherthan the
more objective and mechanical planes
of life. Thus in the construction of
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great ships, bridges or railways, he
would be more interested in the per
sonalities, motives, etc., of their pro
jectors and patrons than in the
mechanical details of the work, al
though fully able to understand the
latter also.

it would some men to exercise all their
powers. With such a temperament we
can understand his appreciation of all
that pertains to practical life. Every
wave or even ripple in the great flood
of human happenings has an interest
for him either direct or indirect.

Rockwood, Photo.

CHAS. A. DANA.

Very few men in any sphere are
endowed with more profound vital
energy. This man will experience
delight in the simple consciousness of
existence. To stand under the sky
with closed eyes it would give him
more pleasure merely to breathe than

To subdivide his vital temperament
we should say that he has rather more
of the sanguine or thoracic than the
lymphatic or abdominal. People of the
sanguine temperament love activity,
freedom, air and sunshine. They are
impetuous and ardent in feeling, and
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their judgment is characterized by
brilliancy and rapidity rather than

depth. They have not only little
sympathy for repose of body or mind,
but in whatever they study or what
ever they do they choose that element
or department which is especially
related to action. If they look at a

machine they ask few questions as to
how it is built, but they want to see
it run. They care little to read plays,
but take great pleasurein seeing them

performed. In grammar they are
most interested in the verb. They
prefer novels to scientific treatises,
and biography to philosophy. In
their intellectual life their impa
tience gives them more sympathy
with the immediate than the remote,
so that in matters of history the
nearer they get to the throbbing, liv
ing present the better they are pleased.
In a word, they respond quickly to
all that isaround them for the moment.
“Eat, drink and be merry, for to
morrow you may die," is one of their
mottoes, and as they are so alive to
all that concerns to-day they make the
greatest chroniclers of daily history.

However, Mr. Dana has also a

superabundance of the other vital
fluids which favor repose, so that
while he loves the open air he can
also spend a great many hours in
doors with his books ; but when he
does read, it should be observed that
he reads remarkably fast; and though
his body may be anchored to a chair,
his mind will be flashing around the
globe.

Another very important element in
a successful journalist is a strong
social nature; for as a very large pro
portion of human actions have refer
ence to the social instincts, one can
not fully appreciate the springs of
human conduct without a liberal en
dowment of these faculties. In this
respect Mr. Dana is very thoroughly
equipped. His back head is very
heavy. He is capableof profound
feeling for friends, home, wife and
children, but his affections are inter
mittent and variable as to the degree

and manner of their expression. The
same uncertainty will be true to some
extent as to the number of the indi~
viduals who receive his regard. He
is a man of phenomenal resistance
and even willfulness, but not patience
or consecutiveness of thought and
feeling. His temperament is ebulli
ent, fitful and cyclical or recurrent,
so that his friends will all be remem
bered if they wait awhile. He Will
get around to each one when the
mood strikes him, but woe to the man
or woman who tries to drive him!
He is like a mountain torrent fed by
the emptyings of capricious storm
clouds, rather than a tranquil river
which takes its source from hidden
springs in the bosom of the earth.
He is likely to be incited to a special
action by each shifting scene in the
drama of life. His whole attention
can become absorbed in the circum
stances of the hour, so that no one

person can expect to occupy a place
at his elbow all the time.

The cerebellum in his case should
be called the lesser rather than the
“ little brain," for it occupies an ex

traordinary space, filling out the
lower backhead and giving an appear
ance of great massiveness to the nape
of the neck. This development in
dicates not only a deep appreciation
of the opposite sex, but a splendid
executive virility which could cope
with almost any opposing force and
conquer it with ease. It is a peren
nial fountain of energy and enthusi
asm. For such a man ever to have
the blues would scarcely be possible.
Even in the shadow of defeat hope
would see a star, and though actually
vanquished, he would wear laurels of
victory in his dreams. Here is also
the mysterious battery which emits
what people call “ personal magnet
ism." In such a presence a visitor is
conscious of something bracing in the
atmosphere—something which to a

weak and unlucky man would be al
most as welcome as a life preserver
would be to a shipwrecked sailor. Nat
urally this would apply more particu
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larly to the female sex. Women
adore this superb strength—this aura

of an imperious will to live and love
—and even when it tortures them
with cruelty, they often refuse to be

released. -

\
Cox, Photo.

most formidable of his executive
powers, and therefore does not repre
sent the full degree of the man's
strength as an opponent. It must be

remembered that his temperament is
the one most favorable to hopefulness

CHAS. A. DANA.

The faculties that make the soldier,
or the congenital fighter upon any
plane are all well developed in Mr.
Dana. Combativeness, however, is
neither the most conspicuous nor the

and the spirit of enterprise. It is also
the one that generates the extra vital
ity which is needed in every kind of
contest, and as he has so much super
fluous vital energy it is a pleasure to
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him to dispose of it in some form of
warfare, whether his belligerent feel
ings are very active or not.

But to the student of cranial forms
this head presents one development
which it would be difficult to find in
a more extravagant degree in a man
of equal culture. This is the brain
center which confers the quality
known as firmness or will-power. It
is located at the top of the head
on a line with the ear, and in this
instance, as shown in the profile por
trait, no special experience or skill is
required to see that it is prodigious.
Note the extraordinary distance from
the ear to the crown. The summit
of the head, being almost hairless, is
smooth, of course. There is no
isolated knob upon the surface, rising
like the sphinx above the sands of
Egypt, as most people erroneously
imagine we teach. But what a mass
of brain in this region! Surely this
development will illustrate the phren
ological method of measurement to
the dullest observation.

Firmness braces, solidifies and sus
tains all the other mental powers.
The difference between a man with
this faculty and one without it is the
difference between the oak and 'the
willow. It imparts the ability to
maintain a position once taken in the
face of great opposition. It is the
essence of resistance and stability.
It also confers decision, resolution
and determination. It gives perse
verance in labor under difliculties, as
in the mastery of a foreign language,
or in perfecting an invention. When
exercised without reason, justice,
kindness, etc., it becomes obstinacy.

Continuity, which is a very differ
ent faculty, is only moderate in Mr.
Dana. This is indicated by the
short line from the ear to the upper
back head a little below the vertex.
That is to say, he does not keep his
attention so glued to one subject that
he cannot stop for a certain time
without confusion. On the contrary,
he loves diversion. As a school boy
he was doubtless a hard student, but

always glad to hear the bell for re
cess.

If he had more continuity he would
dislike even a temporary halt. For
example, he would then prefer to
finish a book at one sitting. As he

is constituted, he will move moun
tains to read a book through, but he

may be three months or a year about

it
,

and in the meantime may read a

hundred other things. In conversa
tion he can easily loosen his grip ona
particular topic when it has served
his purpose; and in his editorial func
tion his mind rapidly sweeps over a

vast field of varied and widely diverse
questions, catching from each a ray
of light as a meteor dashes through a

maze of stars.
Mr. Dana’s firmness has the phase

of persistence rather than tenacity.
Thus he does not always retain his
hold on an opinion or apassion, if

let alone. He knows that only a fool
never changes his mind. But he

rarely seeks assistance, and never
permits coercion, when he engages
in that exceptional performance.
When he once commits himself to a

definite policy, no ordinary force can
turn him back. When he rises to his
feet, let no one rashly order him to
sit down. If this should happen he
would suddenly become cataleptic—
with the exception of his tongue,
which would then effect an escapeof
diction both thrilling and picturesque.

The sense of property is medium.
He accumulates by intelligence and
from a love of power rather than from

a desire to hoard. Secretiveness,
which is especially characteristic of
inferior minds, is also subordinate
here. He can keep his counsel if

necessary: but does not choose de

ception as a favorite method. He
will first try his keen blade of
logic; then the momentum of his

will, and only as a last resort the

Ignus-faluus of a false flag. The head

is not especially wide just above the
line of the spectacle frame at either
the hoarding or hiding instinct; and
while the eye is wonderfully shrewd,
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it has not the expression of deceit or
cunning. That eye says, “I am not
a bit afraid to open my soul, but why
should I? "

Cautiousness is very strong. It
widens the side head near the top on
a line with the car. He has the im
pulse to proceed guardedly, but
always to proceed. His caution is
not the kind that looks to the remote
future so much as to the dangers
lurking within earshot. He has
alertness rather than fear, and sagac
ity rather than apprehensiveness. It
is scarcely possible to surprise him.
With the snapping of a twig or the
rustle of a leaf he is up as quick as a
bird, but he does not fly away.

Above cautiousness, the head ex
tends greatly outward and backward
at the love of approbation. He is an

intensely ambitious man. The desire
to excel is his dominant sentiment.
This faculty is almost a sort of pope
in his mental hierarchy. He may
scarcely be conscious of it himself,
but nearly all of his other faculties
are humble subjects of this master
passion. Everything in the man's
character must be studied, as it were,
from this vantage ground. He does
not care for cheap applause, or to be
praised for a gaudy plume. His
special pride would be intrinsic ex
cellence. He would rather be known
among a few select readers as the
writer of a trenchant, critical editor
ial than to be lionized by millions as
the author of an indifferent novel.

Mr. Dana is more sensitive to
criticism than most people would
expect so strong a man to be. This
is due in large measure to his lack
of self-esteem. Althougluthe defi

ciency is not very apparent in the

portrait, the head really slopes off
rather abruptly on the median line
behind the conspicuous firmness.
Although his ancestors were of
English stock, his head is thus want
ing in the element which most dis
tinguishes the English character.
He is like the typical American in
this respect. He is willing to assume

positions of leadership from a knowl
edge of his ability, but is not en

couraged to do so by the sentiment
of self-reliance. He has often
doubted his value and power when
others little suspected his actual
state of mind. Such a man is cer
tain to be misunderstood by those
who do not study him carefully. For
example, he would impress some per
sons as more dictatorial than he

really means to be. He possesses
neither the elements of a tyrant nor
the qualities which make the model
leader; so that in a position of
authority he may act with a certain
inconsistency at times. He will not
be uniformly dignified, if indeed that
adjective could ever be applied to
him; and as he is also very feeble in
the spirit of obedience or submission,
with this combination he will appear
to have an independence, haughti
ness, and sometimes even arrogance,
perhaps, which are only on the sur
face. Another circumstance which
must be taken into account is the

splendid luck the man has enjoyed.
He has nearly always had his own
way, and has scarcely ever suffered
an actual reverse. It may interest
some persons to know that the line
of fortune in his hand is remarkably
long and well defined. When a man
has always been able to indulge his
dominant wishes, it is not likely that
he should develop a very tractable
character.

As to moral sentiment, benevo
lencc is rather less than the sense of
justice. There is a great deal of
honesty in his nature which is often
obscured by his peculiar temper, but
at heart he loves the right and be
lieves in thoroughness, accuracy, reg
ularity and legitimacy in all things.
He believes that what is worth doing
is worth doing well. He is a hater
of shams. At the same time he is
not a stickler for the observance of
all conventional standards. This is
also true as to religion. He has not
a very orthodox head. In our profile
engraving he is in the attitude of
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acquiescence, but the contour of the
top head suggests a line from one of
Goethe’s famous characters:

"10‘: bin in Gn'rt, dzr .rlet: vernn'nt."

In a nature as critical and analyti
cal as that of Mr. Dana, in which
there is a constant habit of scrutiny
and investigation, especially into the
facts and practical realities of life, we
can scarcely expect to find a great
deal of reverence or faith. His mind
is too active in seeking knowledge to
favor the condition of repose which
is so essential to belief.

Of Mr. Dana's intellect, of course
a great deal might be inferred by the
fact that he is afamous journalist.
Any one might guess that he had a

superb memory for events, but we do
not need to guess. We see the type
of forehead here which is almost typi
cal of literary genius. How full it is
in the center! Everything seems to
converge toward that region which is
the seat of the sense of facts. The
forehead has not the squareness in
the upper portion which would be
necessary to a philosopher. Causal
ity is only fairly developed. Com
parison in the center of the upper
forehead, however, is very large.
He reasons rapidly by induction. He
is quick to perceive all that relates to
premises; he is a natural statistician;
he perceives the force and fitness of
all analogies, and should be a master
of metaphor. He has also the keen
est possible sense of incongruity, and
in all his wanderings through the
labyrinths of thought he carries a

torch of wit. Few men have more
electric intuitions in regard to people.
His sense of human nature is shown
in the height of the central forehead

at_the point where the hair originally
began. He would scarcely be a
systematic phrenologist, for he would
ehafe under technical methods of
analysis. He would skip the nomen
clature, but would sum up results and
dispose of his subject in a few terse
phrases that would contain a volume
of meaning.

His judgment of weight, distance,
color and location must be unsur
passed. He has one kind of order
which acts in matters of importance,
and which appreciates system in the
essential features of his business, but
his forehead is too narrow at the
outer angle of the eyebrow to give
neatness and precision in small things.
For instance, he would not mind a

slight displacement of a chair, or half
an inch too much or ‘too little of cloth
on the sleeve of his coat. He would
not have time for such details. It
will also be observed that his fore
head is not very wide at the temples
at the seat of music; and his eyes are
too deep to signify great love of
words for their own sake. Journal
ists, as a rule, appreciate facts more
than language, and make words
subordinate to ideas. Mr. Dana is
no exception to this rule. His
regard for words differs from that of
a philologist as a builder's interest in
stones differs from that of a geolo
gist.

The forehead as awhole is massive,
as it always is in men who possess
marked ability to grapple with
national affairs. The distance from
the ear forward denotes great length
of the frontal lobes of the brain, and
the special developments here, as
elsewhere in the organization, show
a perfect agreement between the

principles of phrenology and the facts
of Mr. Dana's brilliant career.

BIOGRAPHY.

Charles Anderson Dana was born
at Hinsdale, New Hampshire, August
8, 1819. He was a very diligent
student in his youth, and even dur
ing a period of seven years when he
was a clerk in his uncle's dry goods
store, in Buffalo, be employed his
spare moments in miscellaneous read
ing. Like a great many other emi
nent Americans, Mr. Dana's favorite
books in his boyhood were “Pilgrirn’s
Progress," “Robinson Crusoe," and
later, Scott's master novel, “Ivan
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hoe. At the age of nineteen he be

gan seriously to study the text books
of languages and various natural
sciences, and at the age of twenty he
entered Harvard University. Un
fortunately, however, he was obliged
to leave his class at the end of the
sophomore year on account of an
affection of his eyesight which was
the result of too close application.
Some time afterward the university
gave him his degree. Mr. Dana has
enjoyed quite a reputation as a lin
guist, although it is his desire to inves
tigate the literature of different
nations and his appreciation of the
genius of languages rather than a

taste for verbal curiosities that have
led him into this field. Mr. Dana
gave considerable attention for a time
to transcendental philosophy many
years ago, when William Henry Chan
ning, George William Curtis, Nathan
iel Hawthorne, Theodore Parker, A.
Bronson Alcott, and others were
exertinga great influence upon the
thinking classes. He has also the
broad intelligence to recognize the
truth and value of phrenology.

There are many people, perhaps,
of the younger generation who have
often heard of Mr. Dana in connec
tion with his famous daily paper, and
yet who are not aware that he was
one of the most prominent figures
during our Civil War. He was once
described by Lincoln as “the eyes of
the Government at the front." He
is said to have been the most remark
able reporter of military affairs, per
haps, ever known. Lincoln depended
on him for accurate and reliable in
formation in regard to the movements
of the Generals, and his record as
Assistant Secretary of War makes a

most interesting and important chap
ter in American history. As a jour
nalist, Mr. Dana's fame has been
made especially in his labors as editor
of the New York Tribune. where he
was managing editor for many years
in connection with Greeley, and later
as editor and proprietor of the New
York Sun. He is still at his. post in
the Sun office, and is not only owner
of the establishment, but the veri
table, vigilant editor in the strictest
sense of the term.

THE VICTORY 0F PATIENCE.

Armed of the gods !

What soundless hosts are thine l

Divinest conqueror!

Nor pomp, nor state,

Nor token, to betray where thou dost wait.

All Nature stands, for thee, ambassador;

Her forces all thy serfs, for peace or war.

Greatest and least alike, thou rul'st their fate, —

The avalanche chained, until its century's date,

The mulberry leaf made robe for emperor!

Shall man alone thy law deny P—refuse

Thy healing for his blunders and his sins?

Oh, make us thine! Teach us who waits best sues

Who longest waits of all most surely wins.

When Time is spent, Eternity begins.

To doubt, to chafe, to hate, cloth God accuse.

H. H.



THE STUDY OF THE BAND.

Br CHEIRO, THE PALMIST.

The greatest truth may lie in smallest
things,

The greatest good in what we most de
spise,

The greatest light may break from dark
est skies,

The greatest chord from e'en the weakest
strings. —C/ur'rn.

N defending a legitimate study of
the hand it shall be my prov

ince to discard the position of the
partisan, and instead, from the stu
dent's point of view, to endeavor to
place clearly and candidly before the
intelligence of the reader the logi
cal reasons for its acceptance and
support.

In the first place, the consensus of
scientific research has placed the
hand as the immediate servant of the
brain, under the direct influence of
the mind and the still more mysteri
ous influence and subtletyof thought.
Sir Charles Bell, the greatest author
ity of the nineteenth century on the
nerve connection between the brain
and the hand, commenced his famous
essay in 1874 by writing: “We ought
to define the hand as belonging
exclusively to man, corrqpanding in
in “midi/ity and nmlz'on to 1/1: endow
ment of his mind.

"

scientist later on in his work proves
that as there are more nerves from
the brain to the hand than in any
other portion of the system, and as
the action of the mind affects the
whole body, therefore every thought
of the brain more immediately affects
the hand, and consequently its for
mation.

The most prejudiced skeptic will
readily admit the enormous difference
that exists between the hands of
persons of different temperaments.
(See, for example, the hands of Dr.
Parkhurst, and Colonel Ingersoll.)
There is

,

therefore, a meaning to
such differences, as is the case with
animals. To the judge of horse

The same great -

flesh, the slightest variation in the
formation of the limbs of a horse,
contains, to his practiced observa
tion, a language in a line. Why not
then, in the observation of the hand ?

It stands to reason that if one can so

readily see that variation of shape
contains a meaning, so must every
other variation in connection with it

,

whether it be of nerves, skin, lines,
or nails.

Looking at the subject, then, from
this point of view alone, every sensi
ble person must decide that there is

some meaning in such formations;and
ifa little, through casual observation

HAND OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

—1v/zy m)! a great (2,111], {
f a :ufiin'ent

ammml of .rlutl'y be a'e‘z'o/crl to if I

We will now turn our attention to
the lines, and examine the arguments,
both for and against. The chief
argument against the study is gen
erally made by those who, either
from ignorance, or want of examina
tion of facts, rashly jump to the con
clusion that the lines must be made

by folding and using the hand. The
direct opposite, however, is the case,
as in the medical world it is a well
known fact that in certain cases of
paralysis, long before the attack,
the lines completely disappear from
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the palm, although [/10 [land mnlinues

lofold as bzfore. Again, if the lines
were made by use, the woman work
ing with herohands for daily bread
would, according to all laws of logic,
by the time she reached fifty, have
some thousands of lines and cross

HAND OF MARK TWAIN.

lines in her hand; while the woman
of luxury and ease would have

scarcely any. But once more the
direct opposite is the case, as will be
seen by the most casual examination.

Let us look to Science. Does
Science in her investigations discard
the palmistic theory? On the con
trary, she supports it. Meissner in

1853 proved the existence, in the
hand, of the “tactile corpuscles,
running in straight rows in the red
lines of the palm." He went fur
ther, and demonstrated that these
corpuscles contained the end of the
important nerve fiber, and that during
the life of the body they gave forth
vibrations and crepitations distinct
and different in every person, which
changed under the influence of every
change in the system, and which
ceased the moment life became ex
tinct. Bearing this in mind, let us
consider the wealth of scientific evi
dence and thought in favor of a fluid
or principle that conveys every
change of the active or passive brain
direct through the nerves to the
hand.

Abercrombie states that “The
communication of perceptions from
the mind has been accounted for by
motions of the nervous fluid, by vibra
tions of the nerves, or by a subtle
essence resembling electricity."
Muller, Herder, and many others all
agree on this point, and the entire
weight of evidence taken in conjunc
tion with the before-mentioned action
of the corpuscles, goes far to prove
the truth of the original Hebrew of
the 37th chapter of Job, and 7th
verse, which reads: “God placed
signs or seals on the hands of all the
sons of men, that the sons of men
might know their works."

And now the future: How is it
possible, it may be asked, that com

HAND OI" W. T. STEAD.

ing deeds and actions should be
marked in advance? In answer to
that I draw attention to the fact that
it has been demonstrated by scientists
that every portion of the brain may
grow, diminish or change, and corre
spond by such changes to those of
habit, temperament or talent devel
oped by the individual in the every
day actions of iife. Therefore, as the
brain evolves from childhood to man
hood, it follows that there must be
an advancegrmul/r before it can reach
the point of power or action. The
slightest coming change, it will thus
be seen, must affect the body in ad
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vance of the action. Is it then illog- In criticising such a study as this.
ical to assume that the hand, to the we would do well to remember tha‘

HAND OF THE REV. DR. CHARLES H. PARKHURST.

student of such matters, denotes the it was practiced and followed by me!

change going on in the brain even whose learning and wisdom in othe
years before the action becomes the subjects have been universally ac
result of such a change ? knowledged. The belief of such mei
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as Hispanus, Aristotle, Pliny, Para
celsus, Cardamis, the Emperor
Augustus, and Anaxagoras, who
taught it in 430 B. 0., cannot lightly
be thrown aside. If we teach our
children, as is our custom, to learn
and respect the philosophy of the
ancients in other things, why should
we neglect their knowledge in this?

'\
has“! \:fh\

em -10 0».

‘I
!

kw‘ KB

culiarity mentally, and that certain
marks on the line of life are in rela
tion to length of life, or the reverse,
the same course of observation, it is

not illogical to assume, that can
predict illness, health, madness, or
death years in advance, will, if per
sisted in, be accurate also in its
findings that marriage will occur at

‘ Aqfi,“\rlflira k‘efl‘d\A'gnk. Tithe ‘LWMM‘w, \i'nfii

A BABY'S HAND.

We must also bear in mind that

the names of the different lines in
conjunction with the different types
of hands date back to that period in

the history of the world when the

greatest study of mankind was man.

As there came to be recognized a

natural position for the nose or the

eyes on the face, so also on the hand

there came to be recognized a natural
position for the line of mentality or
the line of life, as the case might be.

It has been demonstrated that the

slightest deviation from the normal
position shows abnormal qualities or
tendencies; therefore, if proved in

one point that certain marks on the

line of head denote this o‘r that pe

this or that point, with this or that
result, and also in regard to pros
perity or the reverse.

Furthermore, it is the accepted
theory of scientific minds that, argu
ing from the evolutionary point of
view, the brain of an individual at
the age of 20 may commence the de
velopment of a talent or peculiarity
that will alter the entire life at 40;
but that as that development in the
brain causes a change in the brain
nerves at 20, so it will also cause a

change in the entire system; and, as

shown earlier in the argument, even
more importantly in the hand.

What that agency or power is which
thus influences the body may forever
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remain a mystery, but our lack of
knowledge does not qualify us for
obstinately refusing to believe in it.
A man might as well say: “ I refuse
to live, because I do not know all
that constitutes life," or, “I refuse
to think, because I do not know the

process of thought.” And lastly, to
the man or woman who in the face of
reason, of proofs, of facts, still doubts
—to such a person this last argument

unless they know every power that
constitutes life, that power they do
not know may be the very one that
marks the hand.

As regards the lines of the hand at
the birth of the individual, it has
been found that before a feature of
the face is developed, the shape of
the lines corresponds to the lines on
either the father's or the mother's
hands, and that the child will, as it

THE MAP OF THE HAND.

must be presented—that by taking
such a position they fail to do them

selves justice as reasonable or intel
lectual beings. And why? Because
unless they know every law that con

trols mankind, the law that they do
not know may be the one whose exist
ence they deny. Unless they have

been in every portion of the universe,
that portion they have not seen may

contain the secret of the whole. And

grows up and develops, exhibit the
same tendencies and peculiarities of
whichever parent the lines of the
infant hand resemble. In the case
of the baby's hand shown in the
accompanying illustration, there is a
peculiar balance struck between the
qualities of both parents; the mother,
a native of the South of Ireland, pos
sessed a sloping line of head, in keep
ing with a romantic, imaginative tem
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perament; the father, an American,
and a practical business man, manag
ing large enterprises, possessed the

straight head line showing practical
qualities. The result has been that
the child, as will be seen by the en

graving, has a distinctly forked line
of mentality, denoting the two heredi
tary temperaments united in him.

The difference that will be noticed
by the most superficial observer be
tween the hands of the Rev. Dr.
Charles H. Parkhurst and Col. Robt.
G. Ingersoll, is also most remarkable.
The hand of Dr. Parkhurst, it will be
seen, is somethinglike that of Mr. W.
T. Stead, who some years ago in Eng
land started a similar crusade and
used the Pall Mall Gazelle, of which
he was then editor, to show up the

practices of the police in levying

blackmail upon a certain class of
women. The large palm of Col.
Ingersoll’s hand denotes the
thoroughly materialistic, logical tem
perament, while the slope of the head
line to the mount of Imagination gives
imaginative and even poetical ten
dencies of an extremely high order.

I regret that space forbids my go
ing more deeply into the sharply-con
trasted characteristics of these inter
esting types. The limits of the
present article have allowed me only
to touch lightly upon afew of the
many arguments which can be ad
vanced in favor of a study of the
hand. I trust, however, that I have
said enough to show that, in the
words of Hispanus, it is a subject
“worthy the attention of an elevated
and inquiring mind.

THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, M.D., LL.B.

III.
T would appear by a certain criti

cism that has come to the notice
of the author of these papers that a

remark in the April number, page
261, has been taken as an assertion
for which there is insufficient proof.
The remark I quote, to save the
reader's time: “Stimulated, it is quite
certain, by the propogandaof Gall and

Spurzheim, such observers as Bell,
Dax, Magendie, Broca, Spencer,
Vogt, Fritsch, Parchappe, Ferrier,
Lombroso, Benedikt, have in their
several ways contributed to the detail
of facts."

What follows this statement with
regard to the special labors of such

observers as Parchappe, Broca, Lom
broso and others is so directly in the
line of the teachings of the master
phrenologists that it seems but rea
sonable that the rule of proffer/10¢‘
should be applied to them. It had
not been thought necessary to quote
the very words of authority by which
the award of merit for pioneer re

search and discovery was made, but.

rather to leave that to his inference
who reads between the lines. I will,
however, in consideration of the crit
icism, occupy a little space with a

reference or two associated with
names of unquestionable weight in
science.

In his work, “The Human Brain,"
Solly states that “every honest and

erudite anatomist must acknowledge
that we are indebted mainly to Gall
and Spurzheim for the improvements
we have made in our mode of study
ing the brain.”

Noble, in “The Brain and Its
Physiology,” on page 234, has

this: “An impartial posterity will
not fail to award to Call the

great merit, which was his own, not
only of discovering the true physiol
ogy of the brain, but also of having
been the first rightly to make out its
intimate structural constitution.”

Prof. Laycock, in his HMind and

Brain" (1869), accords merit to the
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phrenological system as “founded on
natural principle," and taking cogni
zance of the relations of conscious
ness to the nervous system, while its
classification is more complete than
that of any previous metaphysical
one. And Dr. Ferrier, a few years
ago (1890), made certain statements
in acknowledgment of the " tribute "

due to Dr. Gall. (See his “Cerebral
Localizations. ")

It has been questioned, also,whether
the surgical operation, having for its
object the release of the brain in
cases of idiocy or arrested develop
ment, will prove in the end more
than an optimistic caprice. To be
sure, the number of observations thus
far made is not large, and suflicient
time has not elapsed since the intro
duction of the method to warrant a

final conclusion. A few cases have
shown improved intellectual capacity
—but how far such improvement
may be carried is still problematical.
We have schools in several States for
the training of idiots where good
work is certainly done. A percentage
sufficiently large of children have
been returned to their homes so im

proved with habits and aptitudes as
to be useful members of the family;
whereas, before they were merely
helpless, or nearly helpless, charges.
This result, obtained without surgical
assistance, may find in the trephine
and saw a helpful adjuvant, and a

much larger proportion of children
hitherto deemed the unfortunate vic
tims of a baneful fate be rescued
from a lot most pitiable.

There is not a little of suggestion
given by comparisons made of the
same peoples or occupants of the
same relative territory at different
periods of their existence. Dr.
Dwight, of the American College at
Beirut, Syria, had the opportunity a

few years ago to examine and meas

ure a number of old skulls found in a

monastery situated in the Kedron
Valley. This monastery dated back

1300 years, and in its cemetery
burials had continued to be made

until the present time. A comparison
of the modern cranial relics with
those of earliest deposit showed that
the thousand or more years have
added fully two inches to the
circumference and about three and
a half cubic inches to the cap
acity of the Caucasian type. The
contour of the modern head indicated
clearly that the growth during that
long interval had been maintained
chiefly in the anterior and upper
parts of the brain, so that it had
become longer and higher, while the
lower or basal region, that gives
breadth between the ears, had in
creased very little. The observations
of the French anthropologists con
tribute similar data. The old ceme
teries of Paris have been found a

good field for study and comparison
of the relative cranial development of
the French people from century to
century, and also the typical differ
ences shown by the educated and
ignorant classes. Broca's measure
ments of the skulls obtained from
the Cemetery of the Innocents,
founded in the thirteenth century,
have a medium capacity of 1,409 c.c.
Those obtained from the Cemetery
of the. West, dating back no farther
than the beginning of the nineteenth
century, have an average capacity of
1,461 c.c. From these averages and
other measurements of remains of
intermediate periods, it has been
concluded that the Parisian head has

enlarged about 6.6 c.c. in a century.
The same observer showed that the

enlightened in all eras of French his
tory possessed larger heads than the

ignorant. The cubical content of
skulls exhumed from a burial place
of the twelfth century,,where people
of the higher class were interred, av

eraged r,425 c. 0., while the medium
range of the crania of the poor buried
at about the same time in suburban
places was but 1,409 c.c. A table
of average measurements made of
crania representing the higher, domi
nant or educated classes of Parisians
at different periods from A. D. 1200
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to the present time, show the per
centages of content as compared with
Parisians of the present century:1lll
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1,200 to 1,300 0.0 0.0
1,300 to 1,400 10.4 7 5

1,400 to 1,500 14.3 37-3
1,500 10 1,600 40 7 29.8
1,600 to 1,700 16.9 20.9
1,700 to 1.800 6.5 4.5
1,800 to 1,900 5.2 0.0

100 100

FIG. 1. OLD EGYPTIAN
SKULL.

FORM OF

By these statistics it is seen that
the percentage of development in a

given number of crania is decidedly
greater with the modern European.
Merely for the purpose of rendering
the analysis of the table clear to the
reader, let us compare a few of the
items. In a hundred skulls of
modern Frenchmen the number found
to be within the limit of 1,300 to 1,400
0.0. is 10.4, as compared with 7.5 of
100 Twelfth Century Frenchmen of
the better class. In the group 1,400
to 1,500 0.0. we have 14.3 of the
modern to 37.3, nearly three times as
many of the Twelfth Century class.
But in the group 1.500 to 1,600 0.6.
the modern is conspicuous by the
relatively large proportion of 40.7,
while the Twelfth Century shows

29.8. In the next group the Twe fth
Century appears to have a marked
advantage, viz. : 4units; but it must
be remembered that the percentage

is based upon a much fewer number
of people in the Twelfth Century
than that of the modern era; for, as
the reader knows well, the propor
tion of the enlightened and educated
class seven hundred years ago was
vastly inferior to what it is now.
Besides, the average of the modern
Parisians as given represents the

general population, rather than a

select class. We note, however, that
in the high range of 1,700 to 1,800 a

wide difference between the old
Frenchmen and the modern. While
in the last group of 1,800 to 1,900
the modern men only have a place—
and that of over one person in

twenty.
It is of interest to note the bear

ing of these evidences upon other
races, ancient and modern. Taking,
for instance, the ancient Egyptians
of whom the remains have been
available to examination, we may
place them in a table that but ex
tends the one above and make a

FIG. 2. MODERN FRENCH SKULL.

comparison that will include also the
Negro and the native Australian.
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Here it is to be observed that the

percentages when referred to the first
table run in the lower groups of

FIG. 3. NEGRO (SOUTH AFRICA) SKULL.

cranial capacity. But the ancient
Egyptian indicates his marked superi
ority of type by the greater propor
tion of large heads. The bearing of
this proportion comes out when brain
is compared with brain as concerns
the region of special development
and the quantitative type of struc
ture. The Egyptian cranium is

notable for its symmetrical contours,
the temporal and superior parts

FIG. 4. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SKULL.

being well filled out, and the frontal
indicating good extent of the anterior
lobes of the brain; whereas in the
negro type we have a head chiefly

massed in the posterior parts, while
the anterior are depressed or con

tracted, imparting a wedge-like shape
to the general appearance. In the

groups havingacontent of 1,300 to
1,400 and 1,400 to 1,500, nearly 69
per cent. of the negro heads are

classed, while the Egyptian have

nearly 80 per cent. in the range from
1,400 to 1,600. It is certainly an

impressive element in the data that
the group 1,600 to 1,700 includes an
even larger percentage of negro
skulls than of Egyptian.

The type of head indicated by
native Australians is similar, dolicho
cephalic, to that of the negro, but
the capacity is less, terminating, as
we have shown, in the group 1,500
to 1,600. A conspicuous point of
difference in the contours of the Aus

tralian, when viewed in relation to

the negro, is that the latter has a

FIG. WELL-DEVELOPED AMERICAN
' SKULL.

fuller and more elevated outline in
the coronal region, and the anterior
parts are less depressed in the up
per forehead, and project less promi
nently at the glabellar ridge.

( T0 be continued.)



CONTRASTED HEADS.

DANIEL DREW—CHARLES BRADLAUGH.

BY THE EDITOR.

EGINNERS in the study of in cases of baldness, unless the stu

phrenology are often embar- dent is well endowed with the facul
rassed in their efforts to distinguish ties of Form, Size and Weight, a

CHARLES BRADLAUGH.

A NARROW HEAD.

peculiarities in brain contour, on ac- good deal of practice may be necessary
count of the hair which often ob- before he can appreciate what would
scures the shape of the head; but be very obvious to an experienced
even where there are marked devel- observer. For this reason, we have

opments in the exposed forehead, or long insisted that lessons for begin
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ners, so far as practicable, should be
illustrated by very pronounced, or,
indeed, extreme contrasts in delop
ment. This is especially necessary
when the learner is predisposed to be

skeptical in regard to the subject,
and consequently hypercritical in re

gard to the conditions he meets.
With a desire to furnish material for

different, and whose lives were so
well known that there can be little or
no room for dispute as to the direc
tion in which each of their minds
spent its principal force.

We do not propose to give an ex
haustive analysis of the characters of
these two men. We merely wish to
point out certain general facts, and

DANIEL DREW.

A BROAD HEAD.

a brief study in cranial forms for

persons of the class we have just
mentioned, we submit the two ac~

companying drawings of two famous
men whose characters were radically

to challenge the so-called skeptics to‘
account for them upon any theory in

conflict with the doctrines of phre
nology. The first well-known fact
that we shall mention is that Charles
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Bradlaugh was a reformer. He was

interested in the discussion of the

problems of civil and religious gov
ernment; he was an enthusiast for
human liberty. He was an orator
and a writer. As to the accuracy or
soundness of his views we have here

nothing to say. The sincerity of a

man has no necessary connection with
his reaching the truth. A man may
be honest in the advocacy of an

error, or dishonest at heart while
practicing virtue. But no one will
deny that Charles Bradlaugh was in

terested in his work. No doubt he
made many mistakes just as most
other people of greater or less capac
ity frequently do. The one point we
assert, and by which we propose to
stand without qualification, is that
the man was especially interested in
philosophical and other intellectual
pursuits, in contradistinction to com

merce, mechanics, or mathematics.
To be in sympathy with such pursuits
as he valued most, his head must
have been, according to phrenology,
relatively high and narrow; not low
and broad. We think that the most

superficial glance at his portrait will
convince the most inexperienced ob
server that the form of his head was
strictly in agreement with phrenolog
ical science._

Our second general proposition is
that Daniel Drew was pre-eminently
a man of practical affairs ; a man of
money and mathematics; a man of
unmistakable, innate business sagac
ity; a man who certainly loved prop
erty from the simple sense of posses
sion. While he doubtless had no
reason to antagonize worthy philan
thropic schemes, his sympathies and
habits of thought were diametrically
opposed to those of Bradlaugh. We
have no wish to question his motives
in endowing the famous institution
which bears his name, but the fact
that it was a theological seminary,
while Bradlaugh was an opponent of
orthodox theology, is quite suf’ficient
to illustrate our argument.

Here it may possibly be objected

by some caviler that Mr. Drew must
have endowed the seminary from a

purely philanthropic motive; but
even if we should admit that, the

general fact remains that the man's
occupation and modes of thought were
not in theline of such things. There
is scarcely an instance, probably, in

history where a man of Bradlaugh's
character ever amassed great wealth
except by a stroke of sheer luck. On
the-other hand it is improbable that
any man ever accumulated as many
millions as Mr. Drew did, in the way
he did, and at the same time was
enthusiastic as a student of philoso
phy and radical religious and political
reforms. If Mr. Drew was really
actuated by philanthropic sentiments
rather than by some other motives in
his great donations, we are sure that
even non-phrenological readers will
have to admit that there is no sign
of a great philanthropist in the man's
face. However, the only fact we in
sist upon is that the bent of his mind
was commercial and mathematical.
In accordance with this indisputable
fact we find the head low and broad
rather than high and narrow, which
is exactly the type of organization
that he must have had according to
phrenology. As an evidence of his
extraordinary mathematical talent, it
is well known that Mr. Drew was
accustomed to keep a complete ac
count of his enormous and complex
business transactions “in his head."
In regard to this point it is interest
ing to note the great difference in the
development at the outer angle of
the eyebrow in the heads of these
two men. This is the location of
the brain center known as Calcula
tion.

In Mr. Bradlaugh it will be seen
that there is a very short space
between the eyeball and the side of
the face, while in Mr. Drew the dis
tance from the eyeball to the outer
terminus of the eyebrow is very great.
This fact is in keeping with the gen
eral difference between the two heads
which we have already summarized
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as a distinction between broad and
narrow. Broad heads are likely to
be‘ mechanical as well as mathemati
cal, and mechanism is likely to go
with economy, and that with secrecy,
and that again with severity, until all
the faculties of the side head are
included. In a strongly marked
character like either of these two,
nearly all the elements in all parts of
the head are in agreement with the
general type.

'

Another conspicuous trait in the
character of most money makers,
and one which was undoubtedly
strong in Mr. Drew, is that of caution.
His head appears to have been very
broad at the sides above the ears,
while Mr. Bradlaugh's was very nar
row at all points between the ear and
the top. The width of Mr. Drew's
head just a short distance above the
ear is apparently enormous, while
Mr. Bradlaugh's head at that point
seems exceptionally narrow. This is
the difi'erence between great secret
iveness and great frankness. Brad
laugh was one of the most open, fear
less and outspoken~ men that ever
lived. He scarcely knew the mean

ing of fear. The contours of his
head and the features of his face all
suggest a happy, upward expansion,
while the portrait of Mr. Drew seems
the incarnation of anxiety, dissatis
faction, apprehension, disappoint
ment, repression and denial. In Mr.
Bradlaugh the tissues seem to have
been malleable, flexible and suscepti
ble of quick response to every sort of
emotion. In Mr. Drew everything
seems hard, unyielding and resistant
as a rock. In Mr. Bradlaugh the
head rises above the selfish region of
the brain, just as his aspirations were

high for intelligence and liberty. In
Mr. Drew the head seems to settle

and to spread as if reaching out on a

level with crude, material things.
As mentioned at the outset, we

have purposely avoided an extended
analysis of the two characters, wish~

ing to keep before the reader the one
idea of the general distinction be
tween these two radical types. It is

upon evidence of this kind, carried
to an extent of detail, however,
which no superficial or brief state
ment can explain, that the wonderful
science of phrenology has been es
tablished. We who enjoy the knowl
edge of this science are sometimes
accused of being unscientific, and
even deluded. Will some opponent
possessed of superior enlightenment
kindly show us how these obvious
facts of harmony between organiza
tion and character can be explained
if we are wrong? We offer this as
a challenge, not in aspirit of belliger
ency, but with a desire to know and
to vindicate the truth. Let us hear
from some learned skeptic, if there
be one, who can teach us something
truer. Perhaps it may be said that
we have selected exceptional cases,
and that the difference is merely an
accident. If any one imagines that
this is possible, let him look into the
subject. Let him show us a single
example of a man with a head like
that of Bradlaugh who manifested
the character of a man like Daniel
Drew, or air: term, and we will give
up the argument. Bradlaugh was a

thinker. Drew was a trader.
The contrast between these two

heads broadly and forcibly illustrates
the phrenological method of estimat
ing the brain by diameter: of the
head, and not by supposed protuber
ances. Even the professors of psy
chology must be able to see the point
in illustrations like these.
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' ation of the mind.

BY CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

WILLIAM WALTON.

(Concluded. )

N this article we conclude the

quotations from William Walton,
giving our readers his estimate (con
siderably condensed) of Shakespeare,
phrenologically considered. He says:
“ To understand the author of Hamlet
and Macbeth is not easy; the poor
and scanty materials of biography
permit few data; his own works show
us all the world but himself—for
Shakespeare was no egotist. Still it
is only by a thorough acquaintance
with thespoet that we can hope to be
introduced to the man; and if long
and intimate communion with the
works which form the brazen monu
ment of his fame may constitute one
of the many requisites demanded for
this analysis, the writer may at least
escape the charge of arrogance in
assuming the difiicult task. Guided
by some knowledge of the general
operations of intellect, availing him
self of the chart which the poet him
self furnished, with his way illumi
nated by science, he may sound, per
haps, some of the channels of this
‘ oceanic mind.’

“Most of the efforts to analyze the
intellect before us have either turned
too much upon his merely acquired
information, or upon the mystic
qualities of his genius, which, by
some, have been represented as
absolutely independent of all knowl
edge. Certain critics have enumer
ated the various kinds and degrees of
his information, while others have
dealt in the usual commonplace
matter about the indescribable oper

He is so accurate
in the use of technicalities, says one,
that he must have possessed the
knowledge of the lawyer ! He wrote
so well upon pathology, cries lEscu
lapius, that he was certainly intimate

with the library of the physican!
Such was his knowledge of the Bible
and polemics, says the divine, that
he was even a good theologian ! The
enthusiast of Shakespeare here steps
in, seizes upon these acknowledg
ments, and claims for his favorite the
united wisdom of the divine, the

lawyer and the physician ! But he
has not yet created a Shakespeare.
All these qualities, in certain degrees,
he indeed possessed. But he pos
sessed something more. What was
that ?

“Let us see how Coleridge, a man
who blended the enthusiasm of the

poet with the strength of the philoso
pher, answered the same question,
‘What shall we say of Shakespeare?’
‘Why, even this; that Shakespeare,
no mere child of nature—no automa
ton of genius—possessed by the spirit,
not possessing it— first studied
patiently, meditated deeply, under
stood minutely, till knowledge
became habitual and intuitive, and
at length brought forth that stupend
ous power which placed him without
an equal in his own rank—which
steated him on one of the two glory
smitten summits of the poetic
mountain, with Milton as his com
peer, not rival.’ This is one of the
very best pictures of the progress of
a great mind; and beautiful and
philosophical is the distinction
between possessing and being pos
sessed by the spirit.

_“Before entering upon the phren
ology of Shakespeare, let us illustrate
the description of Coleridge and the
nice distinction among men of genius
by applying the principles of our
science. An individual may have an
unusual development of certain
organs which constitute the genius
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for painting, poetry, or some partic
ular art———he is ‘fastened by the

spirit.‘ But in consequence of com
parative deficiency in reflective intel
lect—positive deficiency in firmness,

molds and directs all these gifts to
the attainment of certain ends.
Such organizations manifest great
ability, but often leave the world
without any adequate memorial of

SHAKESPEARE, FROM THE KESSELSTADT DEATH MASK.
BY PERMISSION OF HENRY VANDERWEYDE, LONDON.

and some other qualities—in fine, for
want of harmonious balance, he is
rather the ‘automaton of genius’—
he does not possess the spirit, gifted
with the greatest powers he yet
needs, the power of will, that mon

arch of the mind that commands,

their powers. Others, again, become
the masters of themselves, wield
with effect the power they have,
understand their own strength, and
attain an overruling consciousness.
They ‘possess the spirit,'and seldom
die before they are able to boast,
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with Horace, that ‘they have exe
cuted a monument more lasting than
brass.’

“We will now advert to those fun
damental conditions of phrenology
which are found united in Shakes
peare. His head was large, and

strikingly developed in the intellect
ual region. His temperament we

may infer to have been mixed—a
combination of nervous, sanguine,
and bilious;* we refer to his works
for the appropriate manifestations.
His moralorgans were unquestionably
highly developed—referring again to
his works—particularly Benevolence.
Mark in all his portraits the unusual

height, breadth and depth of the
forehead; behold the sweeping brow,
indicating the wonderful perceptive
powers—the obvious, expansion of
the reflective region—the language
lit eye—the surpassing benevo
lence—the graceful swell of Ideality
—-and, remembering that he was one
of the ‘foremost men of all the
world'—the poet who ‘exhausted
worlds,'and then imagined new’—
asks himself, whether this extraor
dinary correspondence of manifesta
tion with phrenological conditions
be only a curious coincidence?

“It is possible that the condi
tions above ascribed to the organi
zation of Shakespeare might have
existed without the splendid mani
festations of that organization; and
for the reason that the glorious type,
the priceless gem, detected in it by
the glance of science, might never
have been developed, might not have
reached the consummate bloom—in
sidious disease might have checked
or nipped if it did not destroy the
bud. But let it be remembered, we

speak of these conditions in the ab
stract;the living head would offerin
dications which could not be mistaken.
For we suppose that Shakespeare
honored Nature's stamp—~obeyed the
mighty instinct she implanted—and
thus attained, by the gradations
marked by Coleridge, the studious,

~¥lTe—ntal, vital, motive.

meditative, intuitive power of every
intellectual organ. It is from such a

brain—thus endowed with strength,
activity, harmonious balance—and
thus- progressing, fulfilling its destiny,
and directing its energies to poetry
and_the drama—that the Othellos,
Macbeths, and Hamlets, spring forth,
as surely, as irresistibly as the un

obstructed current flows from the

fountain.
“He seems early to have discovered

that ‘the proper study of man
kind is man'; and all knowl
edge bearing immediately upon his
subject he seems to have pon
dered. History, physiology, and

especially pathology, as presenting
the human mind modified by disease,
were not neglected, as whole scenes
in his plays might be cited to prove.
We have heard of a volume compiled
from his works by a physician, entirely
relating to his own profession; and

most writers on insanity illustrate
their subject by large draughts from
the same fountain. The poet seems

to have known that the mysteries of
the soul ‘could be best studied and
unraveled through the medium of its
mortal instrument. Thus, at least,
he did study it; and hence the accur
acy, depth and philosophic discern
ment which characterize his writings
when man is the subject of reflection.
. Shakespeare belongs not to

the class of partial geniuses. His
was a mind which, though possessed
of the greatest facility in acquisition,
was not content with the mere exer
cise of memory—using the word in

its phrenological sense, as one of the
lower modes of action of all the in~

tellectual faculties—but assimilated,
and was constantly tending to the

higher state of thought—conception,
the great creative prower—the pecul
iar attribute of exalted genius.

“Man was to the Bard of Avon as a

nucleus around which he gathered
all that afliliated with the subject;
and, though in certain departments
he was inferior to some of his con

temporaries, it is probable that no
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intellect of his day experienced a

higher and more sustained activity of
all the intellectual faculties ascribed
by phrenology to man. . . .

“The organ of Individuality in
Shakespeare was largely developed;
its function is well known. It is the
collector of isolated facts. With
deficient reasoning powers its action
will be indiscriminate—it will still
amass, but with no definite aim or ob
ject. In the head ofour poet it became
the accurate delineator of individual
traits, and gave life and body and
definite outline to his inimitable con
ceptionsv Exercised in harmony with
Causality and Comparison it formed
the genius for observation and aided
the spirit of induction. His knowl
edge of man was not confined to
general attributes, all his descriptions
being remarkable for the most deli
cate and characteristic distinctions
and minute individuality; so much so
that the reader ever feels certain that
the portraits so faithful, so true to
nature, must surely have had a ‘local
habitation and a name.’

‘ ‘Language is wonderfully large and
active, and was manifested not
merely in acquiring foreign tongues,
but in creating a just and glowing
medium of his own, for all the infi
nite shades and delicate tracery of
thought, and for all those combina
tions and varieties of human feeling
and passion evoked by his other fac
ulties.

“Comparison, one of hislargestin
tellectual organs, must have been ex
ceedingly active, and, blended with
his great perception, gave accurate
powers of analogy.

“Eventuality stored his mind with
the incidents of all nations, ancient
and modern, and supplied the rich
resources of his historical plays. ,

“Veneration, so largely developed
in our author, and acting in harmony
with his lofty intellect and towering
Benevolence, delights us by its beauti
ful and appropriate manifestation.
Though writing under a monarchy,
for such in fact was England in the

age of Elizabeth, it is astonishing
how seldom he perverted this noble
endowment to servility and flattery.
He venerates only what is venerable,
and reserves his homage for the
glories of nature, or the divine attri
butes of its author. In what page of
theology shall we find a more ex
quisite picture of mercy than that put
into the mouth of Portia? .

“Need we add a single word about
his ever-active Mirthfulness? We
fear even the slightest attempt to dis
play the opulence of this faculty
would be accepted somewhat as old
Sheridan is said to have received a
present of the ‘ Beauties of Shakes
peare.’ ‘ Where, ' exclaimed the
veteran, ‘ are all the other vol
umes? ’

“Thus far we have chiefly dwelt
upon the intellectual and moral
region, so strikingly large in his like
nesses. For the actual size of other
portions of the brain we must de
pend upon the relation which gener
ally exists between one portion of the
cranium and another, and the ap
propriaie manifestations furnished by
his writings. What, but large and
active Adhesiveness, could have im
parted life and reality to the lmo
genes, Juliets, and Desdemonas?
What, except Combativeness and
Destructiveness, could have created
his spirit-stirring battle scenes ? We
must not omit the poet's large
Cautiousness and Wonder, which add
so much thrilling interest to the
dagger scene of Macbeth; nor the
extraordinary Imitation, which doubt
less directed his energies to the
drama; for various as are the objects
to which this faculty may appropri
ately be directed, yet to one in our
author's circumstances none could be
more alluring than the theater, where
all the arts conspire—

‘To raise the genius, and to Il‘flld the
heart.’

“Thus we see all the organs which
go to form a perfectly developed
brain—all the propensities, senti
ments and intellectual faculties were
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large, vigorous, and active; and, sup
posing the possessor in the enjoy
ment of average health, any phrenol
ogist would anticipate the magnifi
cent results of such an organiza
tion."

In giving the above description
Mr. Walton has shown his intimate
acquaintance with phrenology and

his ability to express his ideas in ap
propriate language.

The points upon which Mr. Walton
particularly dwells—the perceptive
and moral faculties, Ideality, Wit or
Mirthfulness, the temperaments and

general balance of organization—are
in entire accord with all portraits of
the poet and with his life and writings.

a‘ if
HUMAN NATURE.

BY W. P. UNDERWOOD.

HE power to read something of
the feelings and fixed traits of

character in others by outward signs
has been developed, like most of the
other mental ‘faculties, through the
activity of lower elements that relate
more closely to man's necessities.
As the lower order of faculties became
overburdened by a multiplicity of
duties, new and distinct functions
began to appear, and man's mental
nature has grown upward and out
ward accordingly. Matter is always
subject to force, whether the force be
the Divine Will acting through
natural law or the soul of man acting
upon matter through mind, and thus
the physical organization is within
certain limits imposed by other forces,
made to conform to the inner life of
the man. There seems to be a direct
communication between the lower
feelings by what we call natural
language, by means of which the
activity of a faculty in one individual
excites or appeals to the same faculty
in another.

But beyond this we observe the
various temperamental qualities that
occur in endless variety in people,
the peculiarities of voice and manner,
and the changing expressions in the
face; and we also observe the
thoughts, feelings and fixed qualities
of mind that accompany these out
ward peculiarities.

Comparison then takes these facts
gathered by the perceptives and
classifies them and then shows us
that people with similar outward

qualities have similar mental traits.
Causality then endeavors further to

generalize these related facts, and
discovers for us the law which joins
the outer to the inner characteristics,
and gives a reason for the existence
of the outward signs, and thus
through a process of reasoning they
become to us sign: of character.
But this process is somewhat slow
and tiresome. These observations
of our fellow-men have been so
frequent and necessary that in the
mental economy there has been
evolved a distinct function for the
intuitive perception of character,
without the chain of reason by which
our first knowledge/was gained. As
a skilled pianist executes a difiicult
piece of music by the aid of that
wonderful power of the nervous cen
ters to repeat any formeraction, with~

out the laborious process of guiding
the fingers that was necessary
during the long years of practice,
and which now enables the musi
cal faculties to act simply as
judges of the performance, so hu
man nature determines intuitively
the traits of character in others,
while the reasoning organs are left
free to correct and add to our present
knowledge and intuition. Phrenolo
gists find this faculty located just
where we should expect to find it

,

directly above and joining the reason
ing organs, and on the line between
the reasoning powers and the higher
spiritual perceptions. As we study
closely and critically the primary
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faculties we see still more of the
wonderful beauty and harmony in
the arrangement of the various men
tal powers located in the brain. In
deed we might easily believe that
every higher faculty is but an out
growth of those below it

, that the
change of function from one center
to another is gradual and that con

tiguous brain faculties are intimately
related in function. Starting at com
parison, with simply an intellectual
conception of the similarity of the
outward signs in people alike in dis
position, we pass upward in brain
function to a sense of character as
such that enables us to put ourselves,
as it were, in another's place, to feel
as he does, to think as he does as far
as we are able, to read his thoughts

P.‘

and feelings, and from this we pass
on upward to where we are able, in a

measure at least, to live in another's
life as our own, to rejoice in his joy,
to mourn with him in his sorrow, to
feel with him the thrill of hope,
of ambition, of success, and thus
we reach the region of sympathy,
tenderness, brotherly love, and we
call it benevolence. Thus in the
evolution of man has been built
up from a critical outward analysis
of character and its signs an intu
itive sense of disposition and mood
without the original intellectual pro
cess, and from this has developed
that highest and purest of all the
sentiments which makes real the
brotherhood of the name, benevo
lence.

THE TEMPEBAHENTS lNTRA-TRIUNE.
Bv EDGAR GREENLEAF BRADFORD.

EMPERAMENT is
,

of course,
to be understood as the gen

eralized expression of numerous con
joint principles, forces or elements.

Life has three great planes, the
Mental, the Vital and the Physical,
and those that dwell thereon have
these corresponding temperaments,
viz., the Mental, the Vital, or the
Physical. These different tempera
ments have their peculiar modes of
action, or function; thus, the Physi
cal acts mechanically, the Vital physi
ologically, and the Mental spiritually.

It is also true that these three
primary systems are subdivided into
three minor varieties, each of which
gives rise to a distinct and well
defined temperament; thus, the Phy
sical is composed of the Osseous,
the Ligamentous, and the Muscular;
the Vital of the Lymphatic, the San
guine, and the Bilious; the Mental of
the Sentient, the Emotive, and the
Motive.

It will be seen that I have substi
tuted the term physiral for the
“Motive " of the old classification,
and applied the latter word to a sub

division of the Mental temperament,
and I think there are good grounds
for so doing. There is no life or
motion per u in the bones or muscles;
they are only mechanical instruments
—the servants of the vital system

(which is unconscious and automatic),
or of the mental, of which alone the

two supreme attributes are conscious
ness and will. Emafive is also a new

term in this connection; cerebrally,

it correlates with that portion of the
brain lying between two vertical lines
erected from the opening of the ear

and the external corner of the eye
socket. And the composite tempera
ments would be known as the Phy
sjco-Vital, the Physico-Mental; the

Vito-Physical, the Vito-Mental; the
Mento-Physical, the Mento-Vital.

As to marriage, the only key to bar
mony is complementation. This is

absolute, and the foregoing scheme

removes all doubt as to the theory at
least. For example, the purely Osse
ous variety would find its true coun
terpart only in the Muscular phase;
the Lymphatic in the Bilious; the
Sentient in the Motive, etc.
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“ The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and

acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

A GRANDFATHER’S FIRST FONDLINGS.

Bv NELSON SIZER.

OTHING in human experience
is so utterly unselfish, con

siderate and patient as parental love;
nor is the love of young confined to
the human race. Instances are
numerous in which bird and beast
have risked life and sacrificed it in
defense of their young, but this love
ceases in the lower animals when the

helpless, infant state is passed :

“
The young dismissed, to wander earth or

air,
There stops the instinct and there ends the

care;
The link dissolves, each seeks a fresh em

brace,
Another love succeeds another race.
A longer care man's helpless kind demands;
That longer care contracts more lasting

bands."
-—POPE.

Accordingly, we love our grand
children with a double fondness and

tenderness—we magnify their excel
lencies and loveliness, as a double
lens magnifies its object of vision.
Children's children are extra dear
because we have two love-lenses to

magnify them.
In this grandfatherly face we seem

to see a doubly sanctified satisfaction,
a peaceful serenity that needs noth
ing to complete it. When we re

member that he weighs 250 pounds,
and has a 24-in. head, we appreciate
the calm, massive, and considerate
content. How his fatherly arms

grasp, and his glad eyes rejoice in his
children's children! We may fitly
quote and apply to him Burns‘ epis
tle to his friend, Tom Moore, since

both have shown skill in the use of
the violin:
" Hail be your heart, hail be your fiddle,
Lang may your elbuk jink and diddle,
To cheer you through the weary widdle
Of worldl care;
Till bairn s bairns shall kindly cuddle
Your auld gray hair."

If these children develop such a

brow as his, such memory and prac
tical talent and such a tendency to
study the length and breadth of mat
ters of interest, and have such a

forceful side head, they will not then
need his or any sheltering arms to aid
them in the pathway of success. The
older boy, Roy, Fig. 276, has a broad
side-head and a large base of brain
like the grandfather. The younger
boy is less noisy and executive, but is
poised on his own center. He quietly
considers what he desires and waits
for an opportunity to achieve it.
Each of the boys has excellent memory
and clearness of observation and
judgment. The older boy has also a

high crown. He is full of vim, power
and push; a bundle of earnestness
and excitability, reminding one of
old Dr. Beecher's definition of elo
quence, “ Logic on fire." The
younger boy, Malcolm, 277, is placid,
patient, and though very persistent,
is quiet about it. He will subside when
forbidden or when strongly opposed,
but he will keep in mind the purpose
he has, and when possible, go back
to it and quietly carry it out. The
older one would take the citadel by
storm. What needs to be done at all
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needs to be done with a rush and
done now, and he isinclined to meet,
grapple with and master opposition.
The younger one takes his time,
makesa spiral circuit of the moun
tain with an easy grade and reaches
the top. The older boy inclines to
go straight up like the Mt. Washing
ton railway, employing the shortest
line between two points. There

also the basis for the use of patience
and steadfastness on the part of those
who would be their “guide, overseer
and ruler."

When these pictures were taken,
Roy was four years and four months
old, and Malcolm two years and seven
months old. Roy appeared in Fig.
274, and the picture was taken at one

year and seven months.

no. 275, MATHEW TAYLOR AND HIS FIRST GRANDSONS, ROY, FIG. 276.
AND MALCOLM TAYLOR, FIG. 277.

seems to be in them the constitution
or temperament which warrants
ample size and strength of body and

brain, and the consequent talent and

purpose which lay a good foundation
for faith and hope in the results, and

SIDNEY WILLIAM MILLER.

Figs. 278, 279. This is a boy of
Minneapolis. In one picture he looks
asif he were making a discovery, and
in the other one as if he had succeeded
and was happy over it. We cannot
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call it happiness on stilts, or happi
ness with wings, but happiness with
out either. He will make his own

wings. In his day the wings of

no. 278. SIDNEY w. MILLER.

FIG. 279. SIDNEY W. MILLER.

transit for traffic and talk are pro
vided. In the early days of his great
great-grandfather, seventy years ago,

Minnesota and a thousand miles far
ther East was a howling wilderness,
and people drove from the Eastern
States to Ohio with an ox-team, and
thought they had reached the land of
sun-down. A letter required sev
eral weeks to reach Ohio, and the

postage was twenty-five cents. Min
nesota was discovered, railroads and

telegraphs built and all ready for this
boy, and he has just now found out
that he lives in Minnesota, and Min
neapolis at that. Phrenology says of
this boy that he has a fine intellect,
that he has one of the acquiring and
retentive memories, and that he grinds
his own breadstuff on which to feed
his immortal mind. He will hunt for
facts and know what they mean and

put them into shape. He will make
a leader and a teacher, not merely of
a class in aschool-house, perhaps, but
he may strike for older game and lead
the fathers of the children. He has
a broad head. Force of character is
well marked and prudenc'e and policy
are also well marked. He has ambi
tion enough to crave the highest and

best and work for it. He‘ has large
Conscientiousness and Hope, and he

will be easily led in the pathway of
righteousness, if his surroundings are
favorable; but he will make a racket
and it will mean somethingfland when
he takes “ the stump

"
he will win

voters, and when he casts the hook
or the net the fish will respond. He
will have more friends than he can
shelter at once, and he may have to
“stack them out.”

BESSIE AND GLADIS
CRONKHITE.

no. 280.

These faces are a beautiful study.
The six-year-old girl has a real live
doll in her baby sister. What a fine

face! How well proportioned! Ad
mirable in all its parts; nothing weak
in thought, or expressive of slender
health. What a fine upper forehead!
How many questions are coiled up
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there to bother her elders and the
wise ones. She will make a good
student, and will want to attend the
high school before she is old enough
to get into it; would make a fine
teacher and a good writer. The
reasoning intellect is masterful.
Knowledge of character is also a
ruling trait. Then she has taste for
beauty, for wit, poetry, and music,
and the moral region of the head is

amply elevated. What a sincere
face! How truthful and just, and
what a godsend to the little one to
have such a motherly monitor; young

FIG. 280.

Fig. 281, Gladis. This is a good
looking baby; full of interest, wants
to know it all, and is looking and

listening for it
,

and with such a head
and such a forehead, she will follow
in the footsteps of her sister and will
be a perpetual interrogation point,
and the sister will answer most of the
questions. What splendid Imitation,
as well as reasoning intellect. Fine
Language in both the children; the

eye is full and liquid. See how broad
the baby's head is above and about
the ears. She will wear out shoes,

carpets, door-latches and stairs. She

nEsslE'CRoNKHrrE, SIX YEARS,-AND HER

SISTER cums, r10. :81, SIX MONTHS OLD.

enough to sympathize with [infancy
and womanly enough to beckon in

fancy onward and upward and regu
late and control the young mind
wisely and well. One would not
think, without remembering, that
some bright and beautiful day their _

pathways will separate. Somebody
will institute the dividing line, and
while the little one will be glad and

the elder happy, there will be pen
siveness and a shadow mingling with
the sunshine.

will be wonderfully witty, hopeful
and enthusiastic; will love everybody
except those who offend her. She
will be an economist; will be a free

talker, but a wise one, and will hold
her tongue when it is not wise to say

anything. Caution will keep her out
of harm's way, and Friendship will
win for her much attention. The
picture reminds us of the lines:
“ In childhood's happy, morning hours,

The smile of love, like Mayday flowers.
Shall gild its opening ears."
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Fig. 282. This is a bundle of sun
shine, of health, hope and happiness.
She will incline to take an optimistic
view of life and duty. Will expect
success and be willing to earn it.
Her breadth of head will give her in

dustry, force of character and a

tendency to be master of circum
stances. Will be willing to put effort,
skill, talent, tact, push and persist
ency into everything desirable and
attainable. She has a good memory
of forms and faces and of things
generally. Will show artistic talent
and fine mechanical skill. There is

will be a willingness to put forth
works with faith. The physiological
conditions are rarely better repre
sented than here, and the intellectual
and the emotional elements will ena

ble her to take rank among the best,
and she will hope for success through
ample, earnest and hearty endeavor.
If the water for the family were fur
nished from a town pump, she would
want to accompany the one who went
for it and would try to do all the

pumping, and she will apply the
same spirit to all the labors of life,
with a willingness to contribute the

‘1'?!- ‘is:
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no. 282.

caution and watchfulness, but not that
painful solicitude which, like a

shadow, follows and darkens the life
of many people. She rejoices in the
full moon and hopes for it until it

comes. Her two years have promise
of seventy-eight more. To a physi
ologist there is nothing that would
indicate weakness of lungs, weakness
of heart or weakness of digestion.
With her the phrase “Give us this
day our daily bread

" will be uttered
with unction and faith, and there

H. P. SACKETT, AGE TWO YEARS,

requisite effort for the coveted suc
cess.

If this girl could have a medical
education it would be to her a pass
port to success in the way of business
and as a means of benefiting mankind.
She would carry hope and cheer to

- the bedside of the sick, and her mag
netic touch, her hopeful words and
especially the tone of her voice would
be a benediction and an encourage
ment to the_desponding invalid and
to the expectant friends. Besides
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her practical talent, her thorough
ness, her energy, her ingenuity, her
force of character and her sympathe
tical temperment would make her
successful in the healing art.

TRAER CONRAD.

Figs. 283, 284. This boy is two
years ten months old, weighs thirty
two pounds and his head measures
in circumference twenty and three
eighths inches. These measurements
are large for the age, and the brown
hair, the dark eyes and the vigorous
physiological manifestations show
good inheritance and a strong hold
on life, with a promise of excellent
intellect from the length of the front
head, measuring largely from the
opening of the ear to the forehead,
and indicating clearness and vigor of
thought, and power to master what
ever belongs to the realm of scholar
ship. His perceptions take notice of!

phenomena, his memory treasures it
,

and his strong reflective organs will
comprehend the principles involved,
hence he would becomea good writer
or teacher, and make himself useful,
widely known and respected.

He has good moral development,
shown by the amplitude of the top
head, and strong social feelings,
shown by the great development of
the back-head, and force, executive
ness, ingenuity and skill as well as

economy from the fullness of the
side-head. From the letter received
with the pictures we learn that the
boy was named in honor of Dr. Traer,
who, while lecturing on Phrenology

in Iowa in 1886, suggested the pro
priety of the pairing in marriage of
the parents of this boy. He told
them that they were well adapted
to each other in marriage. They
were total strangers and formed part
of a group of persons who were
invited to come forward to the plat-'
form at a lecture. They became

acquainted and were married a year
later. They have two boys and two
girls; the boys resembling the mother

and the girls resembling the father.
This boy has almost exactly the same

profile outline of his mother's head

no. 284.—TRAF.R CONRAD.

and combines within his make-up the
union of English, French, German
and Hollandish stock.



A DREAM OF FRESH AIR.

TRANGE that one should dream
of so common a thing as fresh

air; yet in my dream I saw it as

something of unusual beauty and
excellence. In light, ethereal waves

softly streaming down from high
heaven it came. And I saw multi
tudes of human beings going hither
and thither, and occasionally some

persons would stop and take deep,
full breaths of this Heaven sent elixir,
and then they would clasp their
hands and, looking up, utter a prayer
of heartfelt thanksgiving;

I asked one man why they did so.
He looked at me in some surprise
and inquired if I had not been in

their world long enough to know the
reason why; then he told me to
breathe fully and deeply of those
ethereal wavelets as they came
showering down, and I did so.

“Now, how do you feel?" he in

quired.
“It makes the blood tingle along

my veins like fine wine, my brain
begins to clear up as if a cloud were
removed, and I feel unusually bright,
happy and exhilarated.”

“ Don't you have fresh air in your
world ?" questioned the man.

Ihesitated,then answered, “Well—
yes, sometimes, in some places."

“And does nobody there use fresh
air all the time?”

“ I believe there is hardly a person
in our world but breathes bad air the

greater part of his life," I replied.
“A queer world that," said the

man; “why do they so?"
I said in reply to him:
“Fresh air is too expensive a

luxury to have all-the time, for one
thing. Our bodies require warmth,

and we cannot afford to be con
tinually heating new, cold air."

“Ah, so you can't afford to live
well, or live long in your world?"

My new-found friend was keen and

quizzical and his remarks rather
pointed, but I continued, "For
another thing, comparatively few of
our people know the value of pure
air or the harmfulness of impure
air."

"Ah! I suppose the bad air they
breathe has made impure blood and

that dulls the brain and stupefies their
higher sensibilities so they cannot
think clearly, and their understand
ing is muddled. Do all your people
look pale and sallow and miserable
like you ?" “Like me? I wasn't aware
Ilooked so bad as that; but some of
our people are fat and plethoric and
red and gross enough. But none
have the fresh, clear complexion, the
wondrous physical perfectness and
mental acuteness and power of these

people I see here. Such grace and
agile strength I never witnessed be
fore." “Come with me and I will
show you the plan on which our
houses are built," he said.

I went with my new friend of this
strange world to his home and saw
his house, which was built on a plan
whereby complete ventilation and

agreeable warmth were perpetually
maintained.

“We have," he said, “as you see,
a perfect system of heating and
.ventilating whereby a continuous
flow of pure air of a suitable tem
perature permeates even the remotest
nooks and corners of every part of
our dwelling. In the streets of our
cities we have a perfect system of
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sewerage and drainage, so that it is
next to impossible for any one to get
so much as a whiff of bad air. Our
people believe in pure air, and live
up to their belief. We should con
sider ourselves hypocrites if we be
lieved one thing and did another."

Then he asked abruptly, “What
do you think of my wife and daugh
ters ?"

“Like all the women here, they
possess an exquisite charm of man

ner, a rare intelligence and perfect
health and sweetness of disposition,
a sort of richness and delicacy of
make up, that, somehow,I am re
minded of peaches, sugar and cream,"
I answered, and my friend smiled.

“I see no person here who is either
too lean or too fat," I again remarked.
“They seem as perfect as must have
been the first pair in the Garden of
Eden, fresh from the hands of God's
creation."

“And are your people either too
lean or too fat? "

queried my friend.
“Mostly so," I answered.
“ And why are they so?"
I knew why, and I replied—
“It is on account of their bad liv

ing, bad air, bad diet, bad exercise.
The lank and scrawny eat food they
cannot digest; the fat ones eat more
than their systems require, and of
wrong kinds. Nearly all the people
eat wrongly, and have bad blood and
bad tempers, or sores or sick spells."

“Ah, I see," said this man of a

better world, “ bad living makes had

blood, which clogs the brain, dulls
the comprehension and stimulates
the passions, consequently you‘ need
to build jails and penitentiaries. And
neither can your children grow up
with healthy, well-developed bodies
and brains. Good food, pure air
and pure water make the best blood,
brain and muscular tissue, and as a

result, good intellect, good morals
and happiness. And do the people
in your world use bad water as well
as bad air? "

"In some places they do," I had to

reply.

“ Dear me !
” exclaimed the aston

ished man, “ what a world of imbe
ciles! They eat, drink and breathe
what shortens their lives and incapa
citates them for the highest enjoy
ment and usefulness. Would it not
bea less sin to commit immediate
suicide? ()ur council meets this
afternoon, and I shall present the
case just as it is and see if we can
not induce some of our young men
and maidens to become health mis
sionaries and go to your benighted
land and teach the beauty and worth
of right living. Our people ‘are very
benevolent, and it will touch their
hearts deeply to learn of the physical
ills and mental darkness of your
country."

Sure enough, when their council
met, the case of our world lying in

physical darkness was presented; and
young men and women, with grace
and manner of gods and angels, step
ped forward and offered themselves
as missionaries to our world to teach
the glorious gospel of right living.

‘

The question of building our houses,
schools, churches, and all public build
ings on a correct plan of heating and

ventilating was discussed; and how
to secure a supply of pure water in
all cases by a well adapted system of
filtering the water as it came down
in rains, or in other ways; and the
most effectual way to present right
eating and drinking; and how to ex
ercise all the human faculties, spirit
ual, mental and physical; and the
proper times and modes of rest and
recreation.

It was understood to be a difficult
task to work a reform among a peo
ple so long established in their bad
habits, but they deemed that example
would be more effective than precept,
and that their example of right doing
would surely lead some to adopt the
new doctrine which led to outward
beauty and inward peace. I over
heard one woman say to another:
“To think that those people drink
water out of dirty puddles, and eat
rotten fruit that has lain in filth
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rather than that which is ripe " and
mellow and good."

“It was hardly that, I think," said
the other.

“Well, then, it was something as
bad," said the first speaker, “they
take dirty air into the lungs, and
that is even filthier than taking dirty
food into their stomachs. They bathe
and wash their blood and brains in
nasty air continually. Bah ! what
a vile people they are; and such bad

thoughts they must have with bad
blood in their heads."

“I hope our missionaries may do
them much good," said the other,
“and even if the old people cannot
be reformed, the children may be

taught to grow up in better ways."
I went on my way ashamed of the

world I lived in. And ever since my
dream I have been watching with
some expectancy for those lovely
health missionaries to appear.

LlSSA B.—»<-—
PRESERVING THE FIGURE.
HERE are a number of dis

advantages which befall her
who loses in middle life the lithe,
agile, symmetrical figure of early
womanhood. One of these is very
patent to the eye of the observer,
who sees a curve in the wrong place
as the eye follows what should be a

straight line,from the bust to the
floor. But greater than the con
sciousness of visible loss in symmetry
is the growing sense of clumsiness
and helplessness that creeps over one
as the accumulation of adipose,
instead of being uniformly distributed
over the body, piles up in the abdo
men. The center of gravity is thrown
from its normal position. Lightness
on the feet becomes a thing of the

past, and an inertness and disinclina
tion to moving about increases con

stantly, and makes the trouble grow
by what it feeds upon. The remedy
for this state of things is within the
reach of every one who has time and
resolution to spend ten or fifteen

minutes every day in certain exer
cises which will be given in detail and
which require absolutely nothing else
but time and persistence.

The best time for taking these ex~

ercises is in the morning immediately
after leaving one's bed, and before
any garments that compress the

figure in any way are put on. The
air of the room should be pure and

sweet, so that the lungs may be
benefited no less than the abdominal
muscles, and the blood be purified.

1. Draw in the abdomen as far as
possible, fill the lungs with air, and
then raise the arms above the head
till the hands meet, without moving
or bending the knees, bend the body
as far back as possible, and then,
allowing the air to escape from the

lungs gradually, bend the body as far
forward as possible until the hands
approach the floor. Repeat this ten
times, following exactly the direc
tions for breathing.

2. Place the hands upon the hips,
akimbo, draw air into the lungs, as
before, and bend forward, first to the
right as far as possible, allowing the
air to escape from the lungs, and
then, after filling the lungs again, to
the left. Repeat this exercise ten
times.

3. Place the hands lightly on the
breast, draw in the abdomen, fill the
lungs, and turn the head and body
without moving the knees or feet, as
far, first to the right, and after filling
the lungs again, to the left, as possi
ble. Repeat this ten times.

4. With the arms at the side, draw
in the abdomen, fill the lungs with
air and raise the arms to their height
above the head, keeping the lungs
fully expanded, then, breathing out,
allow the arms to fall slowly to the
side again. Repeat this ten times.

These exercises strengthen all the
muscles of the abdomen and cause in
them a gradual contraction, which, as
it increases, restores symmetry of
form, restores the center of gravity
to its proper position, and gives the
exerciser a command of herself in
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movement that is very delightful. As
hunters when short of food tighten
the belt, so these exercises have a

similar effect; they tighten the natural
belt of the body, so that less food is

required to produce the feeling of
distension requisite to comfort, and
as less energy needs to be spent on

digestion, there is more left to be

applied in other directions.
L. E. L.M“,

a

ALCOHOL AND PNEUMONIA.
OTWITHSTANDING the re

cent learning from experi
ment and use, there are some phy
sicians who cling to alcohol as
an important factor in their treat
ment of febrile disorders. A few
adhere to the old notion that alcohol
contains food properties and insist
upon giving it in cases of tissue
waste and gastric depression. It has
been well established that the habit
of drinking spirituous beverages is an
unfortunate element in the considera
tion of lung troubles, the alcoholic
habitué when attacked with pneu
monia usually offering acase of which
the prognosis is grave.

To determine the effect of alcohol
in producing diseased or degenerate
conditions in the lungs a series of
experiments upon dogs was made in

the winter of 1890, 1891, 1892, and

1893. The dogs were a mixed lot of
mongrels gathered in by the city dog
catchers. They varied in weight
from fifteen to twenty-five pounds
and were apparently in good health.
In all thirty animals were experi
mented on.

According to the Medical News the

experiments were performed as fol
lows: A carefully etherized animal
had injected into his trachea, just
below the larynx, a quantity of com
mercial alcohol varying from one
dram to one ounce in amount. It was
found that the effects of equal
amounts of alcohol upon animals of
the same weight varied greatly. Two
dogs, weighing twenty-five pounds

each, were injected with two drarns
of alcohol. One died in an hour and
the other in six hours after the
injection. Four other dogs, two
weighing twenty-four pounds each,
another eighteen pounds, and the
fourth fifteen pounds, were all injected
with the same amount, two drams.
All four survived and were as well as
usual in four weeks. Another dog
of eighteen pounds died five minutes
after an injection of two drams, while
another of fifteen pounds took one
ounce and recovered.

The symptoms following the injec
tions were very much the same in all
the dogs. There was dyspnoea,
increasing as the inflammation in
creased, until the accessory muscles
of respiration were called into play.
The stethoscope showed that air had

great difi‘iculty in entering the bronchi
and air vesicles and there was also
a tumultuous beating of the heart in

pumping blood through the lung. It
was impossible to take the tempera
tures. Post‘mortem examinations
showed the lungs dark, congested,
and solid in some places. The air
passages were filled with frothy bloody
mucus, even in the dog that died in
five minutes. On section, the

lungs were found dark, congested,
and full of bloody mucus. All this
clearly shows how acutely sensitive
the respiratory passages are to the
action of alcohol. On microscopic
examination of the lungs, the air
tubes and vesicles were found filled
with immense numbers of red and
white corpuscles and much mucus.
The same picture was presented as
in a slide from the lungs of abroncho
pneumonic child. The striking simi
larity between the two is enough to

prove that the pathological condition
is the same and that alcohol has

produced a lesion very closely re

sembling, if not absolutely like, that
of broncho-pneumonia in the human
subject. This explains to some
extent why drunkards attacked by
pneumonia succumb more readily
than the temperate. The sensitive
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lung tissue is enveloped in alcohol—
flowing through the capillaries of
the lung on the one side, and exhaled,
filling the air vesicles and tubes on
the other. The condition must create
a state of semi-engorgement or of
mild inflammation, similar to the
drunkard's red nose or his engorged
gastric mucous membrane. Such a

state will seriously reduce the vitality
of the pulmonary tissue and its power
of resistance to external influences.
Add to this weakened state an inflam
mation such as pneumonia, and the
lungs find themselves unable to with
stand the pressure and engorge
ment.

r—rs A >04 *
T0 REVIVE THOSE STRICKEN WITH

ELECTRICITY.

HE French Minister of Public
Works has prepared the fol

lowing rules in case of electrical shock:
The victim is to be, first of all, taken
into an airy place; three or four per
sons should be taken there to assist
and no one else allowed to enter.
The clothing is to be loosened and
efforts made to reestablish respira
tion and circulation as soon as possi
ble. To reestablish respiration re
course can be had to the following
two methods, viz., drawing of the
tongue and artificial respiration. In
the former case the mouth of the
victim is opened with the fingers, or,
if there be resistance, with a piece of
wood, the handle of a knife, spoon or
fork, or end of a walking stick. The
front part of the tongue should then
be taken between the thumb and
index finger of the right hand, bare
or covered with, say, a pocket hand
kerchief, to prevent slipping. The
tongue is then strongly pulled, and
allowed to relax, in rhythmical imita
tion of respiration, at least twenty
times a minute. These movements
must be continued without a break
for half an hour or more. For arti
ficial respiration the subject should
be laid upon his back, the shoulders
slightly raised, the mouth open and

the tongue free. The arms are taken
at the height of the elbows, support
ing them strongly on the walls of the
chest, next bringing them above the
head, describing the arc of a circle.
These movements are to be continued
at least twenty times a minute
until the reéstablishment of natural
respiration. It is suitable to com
mence with the movement of the

tongue as described, simultaneously,
if possible, with the adopting of arti
ficial respiration. At the same time,
it is desirable to try and restore cir
culation by,rubbing the surface of the
body, by beating the body with the
hands or wet towels, throwing cold
water on the subject from time to
time, and applying ammonia or vine
gar to the nose.

.*_ _ _

ALCOHOLIC MEDICATION.

LCOHOL and tobacco—twin de
mons—are among our most

virulent poisons, neither of which can
be fairly regarded as necessaries of
life. Modern science has taught us
that alcohol is in no sense a food;
that it has no power to impart
strength, endurance or health.

While it cannot possibly add to
human strength, its tendency is al
ways to reduce the strength; though
fora time it may excite an unusual
activity, such stimulation will be suc
ceeded by a corresponding weakness.
It is not only a poison, a deadly
poison, when even only a moderate
quantity is taken—so poisonous that
it is very difficult to take it in its full
strength—but is well known to be in
direct antagonism with every func
tion of the human body. Thisis not
only true, but it may be reasonably
inferred that the system should be in
a very robust condition, very ac
tive and normal, to be able to resist
tspoisonous tendencies. (A noted

drunkard once assured me that he

thought that one should be in a vigor
ous state to be able to counteract the
natural effects of this poison, while it
may be particularly true when the
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modern adulterated liquors are taken.)
-I have long been of the opinion

that the triumph of the temperance
cause is lamentably retarded by false
and unphysiological views entertained
and promulgated by my brethren in
medical practice, whose influence—
on account of their position in soci
ety—is far more detrimental to tem

perance principles than that of the

saloonkeepers! If the sick are ad

vised to take spirits to “tone up,"
to “purify the blood," to “ give an

appetite," or to “improve digestion,"
if they have confidence in their medi
cal adviser, the tendency must be to
encourage the use of intoxicants
freely as medicine; while well know
ing the views of such men, there
must be a strong temptation to use

the same, without medical advice,
when similar conditions of the system
may exist. It should be remembered
that alcohol is alcohol under all cir
cumstances, whether called a medi

cine or a beverage, always having its
legitimate tendencies; ever such a

foe to the human system as to excite

7*’ ' v.<

a rebellion, active and determined
efforts to expel the invader—stimu
lation—and that its universal effect
is to create an unnatural appetite,
with an ever-increasing tendency to
increase that appetite, constantly en

couraging drunkenness, for whatever
purpose it may be taken. With my
sentiments, I would not dare to give
any advice which might tempt one to
form a habit that might, legitimately,
lead to intemperance, drunkenness
and ruin! (There have been far too
many instances in which reformed
men have returned to their cups, in

consequence of the use of intoxicants
as medicine, and even at the com
munion table! I could not conscien
tiously advise such reformed drunk
ards to partake of fermented wines,
since the cup might be passed by, as
I have done, and since it is so easy
now to use the unfermented article.)
Iwill add that modern science dis
courages the use of alcoholic prepara
tions as medicine, a consideration of
which I may give in the future—DR.
I. H. HANAi-‘ORD.

HEREDI TY.

An when we eat too many kinds

Of food while at the table,

And find that to digest them all

Our stomachs are not able,

Because they'll not assimilate

Without much painful strife,—
So having blood from many wells

Ia oft with trouble rife.

As when the blood of Grandma Smith

Inspires us to action,

While easy-going Grandma Brown's

Creates another faction.

The one doth fill us with love

Of cleanliness and neatness;

The other hinders all our aim:

From reaching to completeness.
0

Sometimes the blood of Grandpa Smith,

That comes to us through mother,

Incite! us to integrity
When dealing with another;

But that, alas! of Grand pa Brown,
A stingy old curmudgeon,

Springs from its source with angry pop,

Creating greatest dudgeon

Within our souls, lest we should lose

The value of a penny;
And often, sad to tell, it proves

For Grandpa Smith too many!

One parent gives us love of good,

One makes of us a sinner;

Then battles rage, and all too oft

The evil one is wlnncr.

And an our great-grandpas and mas

Each make a contribution,

Small wonder that our souls are racked

By constant revolution.

MAR"! MnRRicx.



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

A New Dictionary 'of Anglo
StIXOlL—The study of the Anglo-Saxon
is one of those lines of investigation that
helps us to learn more and more of the life
of our early ancestors. Mr. John R. C.

Hall has recently published a book through
Messrs. Macmillan & Co. that will be wel
come to many who are interested in the

development of the English language. He

presents in one volume the necessary in
formation contained in the numerous
creditable glossaries to Anglo-Saxon text

books, readers, etc., which have appeared

in England, Germany, and America of late

years. It also contains a multitude of
words unglossaried, and is not only a

student's book, but invaluable to the anti

quarian, the historian, and the reader of

early English. Its great feature is that it
is 1 erfectly alphabetical, no previous train

ing being required to find a word in

stantly. .

Among the more interesting features
of old Central American civilization are

the relics of what is known as the Mayan
literature. Prof. D. G. Brinton, the emi

nent anthropologist, has been studying
this curious literature and lately published
a primer of it. A brief history of this

archaaic tongue, or hieratic invention, is

the following:
When the Spanish soldiers and priests

brought the civilization and religion of Eu

rope across the Atlantic, in the early years

of the sixteenth century, they found on the

Yucatan peninsula and in the neighboring

portions of Central America a people who

not only‘ built houses decorated with

sculptured stones, but who even had long
scrolls or screens of parchment, veritable
books, filled with strange, written charac

ters, and illustrated with most devilish pict
ures of their heathen deities. These
books were used, it appears, in the cere

monies, divinations, or what not, of the

natives, and in the eager zeal of the good

Spanish fathers and friars who were labor
ing to convert these heathen: to the wor
ship of the true cross, the priests gathered
up all the books they could find and burnt
them in a public auIo-da-fz’, a hundred at a

time. The result is that, when we wish to

decipher this strange Mayan literature,
there are but four of these codices or books
with which to work. By careful and per
sistent study, by constant comparison and

by utilizing all the results of other investi
gations into the principles of aboriginal
languages a few devoted students have

already begun to make much headway
against the great difficulties in the way of
deciphering these strange books. They are

still far from the end. The resuits are

often prohlematical and all are subject to re

vision and modification. But the facts

which are accepted by the largerpart of the

more conservative students are becoming
more numerous each year and are being
more and more accepted as definitive.
When the work is done, and at last we are

able to know all the secrets of these books,
the result, it is almost safe to say, will not

be any insight into the prehistoric past of
these people, nor any great addition to

what we know of their habits and customs
of life. But we may expect to get a better

insight into their ceremonology, their cal

endar and astrological notions, it may even

be into their psychology.

The Book of the DealL—A recent

translation into English of the Egyptian
Book 11/ Me Dmd', by Charles H. S. Davis,
M.D., Ph.D., hasawakened not a little
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interest in educated circles. The work of
the translator appears to have been well
done, and that by a man without pretense

to being an authority, but an industrious,

patient student. A reviewer writes in ex

planation :

According to M. Maspero the Book af III:
Dan!“ was destined to instruct the soul in

that which would befall it after death, and

is a collection of prayers and incantations
which, while thus foretelling to him what
would have to be passed through, also by

their efficacy secured him against the

dangers feared and assured him the bless

ings desired. It was given to the departed

to carry with him to the grave as a pass

port and aid to the memory, for in the

other world it was necessary to sing hymns
of praise, and with the help of the ‘right
word,’ which the Egyptians imagined as

endowed with magic power to ward off

demons and hostile beasts, to open gates,

to procure food and drink, to justify one's

self before Osiris and the forty~two judges,
and finally to secure for the deceased all
his claims as a god."

The standard of morality exhibited by

the Boo/{- of (/1! Brad ranks very high from
any point of view It is shown most plainly
in the famous Chapter 125, called " Going
into the Hall of the Two Truths, or sepa

rating a Person from his Sin when he has

been made to see the Faces of the Gods."
It is a noble confession of striving after
purity and righteousness. These are a few

of its particulars:
I did not do perfidiously harm to any

man. I did not make unhappy any rela
tives. I did not make any one ever work
beyond the task. There was not by my
fault either a fearful, or a poor, or a suffer
ing, or a wretched one. I did not cause
any one to weep. Idid not torment any
heart. I did not use too many words in
speaking. I was not imperious..... He
lives on Truth, feeds on Truth. The heart
is charmed with what he did. He won
God on his side by love. He gave bread
to the hungry, water to the thirsty, gar
ments to the naked. He gave a bark to
the one who was without one. His mouth
is pure, his hands are pure.

An Aboriginal Legend of the
Origin 0! the Sun and Moon.—
Among the interesting legends and sages

of the Kootenay Indians, a tribe of the

great Canadian Northwest, of whom but
little is known, we have this one reported

by Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, in theAmrri'mu
Anf/qlmrian: In the beginning there was

no sun and an Indian tried to make it, as did
several after him, but without any success.

Finallythc Coyote(Skinkuts)tried his hand,
and next morning the sun rose over the

tops of the mountains. Another version
of this legend makes the Coyote manufac
ture the sun out of some grease made into
a ball; the sun rises all right, but does not

last very long, and the people are angry at
him. Then the Chicken-hawk (Arripr'trr

('t'uperi), called Inf/n1- by the Indians, a

male character, essays the task, and the

sun is created in all its glory. But the

Coyote is so angry at the success of the

Chicken-hawk that he shoots an arrow at

the sun and set the earth on fire, and the

coloring of his fur bears evidence of the

fact to this very day, for he had great diffi

culty in escaping with his life. A variant,
recorded by Dr. Boas, makes the two sons
of the Wild cat try to create the sun and

the moon. The elder turned himself into
the sun, and by his brightness dispelled
the gloom which the great black body and

outspread wings of the raven had caused

in the world; the younger, rising behind

the mountains, became the moon. The
Coyote, whose efforts had been attended

with no success, got very angry and shot
an arrow at the sun, which, however, did

not strike it, but fell upon the dry grass
and caused the first prairie fire. The
version obtained by the present writer
ascribes the making of the moon to the

Chicken-hawk. Probably the Chicken
hawk is identical with the younger of the

Wild-cat. The Coyote and the Chicken
hawk appear to be the most conspicuous
figures in Kootenay mythology and are

both males, the wife of the Chicken-hawk
being a little bird called Suf‘frhl. The
Coyote's wives seem to have been quite
numerous; among them was the dog.

Some Indians say that the Chicken-hawk
made the stars and the rainbow (inl'riml'rl),

as well as the moon. The Great Bear con

stellation', called Haul/u, is looked upon as

a female grizzlv bear, formerly an Indian
woman in the time man and the animals
were pretty much the same kind of beings.
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Ex fronte, ex mpz'te, ex vultu, alien: in ipso ori: silenlia natura loquz'lur.—PLATO

EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EDITOR.

NEW YORK, JUNE, 1895.

THE STATUS OF PHRENOLOGY.

GENTLEMAN in Philadelphia
has written us the following

very interesting and pertinent in

quiry:
“ In comparison with other sciences

phrenology seems to be losing
ground—at least it fails to compel the
recognition that other branches of
applied science receive. Why?”

I. McC.

In answer to this we beg to say

that the progress of a science is not

always to be judged by the visible or

superficial evidences of its influence.

Phrenology is really gaining ground

rapidly every day, although in a

manner which is ill adapted to

advertise the fact. Millions of

people to-day throughout the United

States are governed in many of their

actions by its principles, often un

consciously, as a result of the

presence of phrenological expressions
in current literature, which are

really so common that people no

longer recognize them as having
originated with the founder of our

science. Allusions are made in the

newspapers almost every day to

elements of character, for the analysis
of which the world is indebted to

Gall; and if the literature of the

present day be compared withth at of

a hundred years ago it will be easy to

trace a wonderful change in the cur

rent phraseology which is employed
in describing mental qualities.

The principal reason for the apathy
of the conventional scientific world

toward Phrenology lies in the fact that

as the subject was bitterly opposed

at the beginning, and made a target
not only for ridicule, but of positively

virulent hostility, the very name

seems to carry with it an unpleasant

suggestion. Suchis the profound in

fluence of vanity in human nature

that people do not like to acknowledge

their friendliness to a doctrine whose

antecedents, as it were, have not

been free from the taint of alleged

charlatanism. Perhaps no other

restraint is equal to the fear of

shame. People flock to the side of
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a winner, and are careful to avoid the

company of those who fall behind in

a race. Phrenology was at one time

scorned. The metaphysicians and

physiologists—the class of learned

men who were peculiarly challenged
to examine the new science, and who

could not accept it without at the

same instant admitting llm'r previous

Ignarance—naturally refused to hu

miliate themselves. They were

practically called upon to sign their

own death warrant. Of course they

objected; and to defend themselves

they heaped abuse upon the "German
Doctors."

The following quotation from T11:

Edinburgh Rnu'ew, No. 49, will serve

as a characteristic specimen of the

erudite wrath which was poured out

upon the teachings of Gall and Spurz

heim: “They are a collection of

mere absurdilz'er, without truth, con

nexion, or consistency; an {mo/term!

r/zapsody, which nothing could have

induced any man to present to the

public, under a pretense of instruct

ing them, but absolule insanity, gross

llgnarana, or the most malt/112:: arro

game."
Under such a load of calumny,

Phrenology has had to press its way

to the front by the force of its truth.

Its acceptance among the conserva

tive classes has therefore been slow

in proportion to its intrinsic value and

importance. We who enjoy its bene

ficent doctrines may congratulate

ourselves that we are so far in ad

vance of those that cannot see a new

truth until it has first been seen and

received by everybody else.

Another difficulty in the way of

Phrenology is in the fact that we have

so few magazines and societies to

advocate the science; at least so

few that are known to the public
at large. It should be remembered
also that in this country business en

terprises and departments of learning
are multiplying at an enormous speed.

The attention of the people is now
diverted into thousands of channels
where forty years ago only half a

dozen things were likely to be simul

taneously considered; so that at the

present time a new subject must be

presented on a very imposing scale

to attract a very little notice from the

general public. Moreover, there are

not many men of ability in the phren

ological profession who occupy posi~

tions of authority, or who are con

nected with colleges or the public
press in such a way as to exert a very
commanding influence.

To sum it up, Phrenology is really
a great factor in modern civilization,

although its hand is not always seen.

Judging by the amount of literature

on the subject which has been circu

lated, and by many other means at

our command, we know that the num

ber of people who are interested in

the science is infinitely greater than

is generally supposed. Hundreds of

thousands of people believe in it who

rarely ever speak of it. Sometimes

they are silent from indifference,
sometimes from motives of policy;
and most important of all is the fact

that our friends are so widely scat

tered that they are almost entirely
without organization.

The most hopeful sign for our fu

ture is in the growing liberal senti

ment of the age, and in the circum

stance that there is a marvelous and

constantly increasinginterest in near

ly all departments of psychology
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that may be said to border on

Phrenology. People are investigat

ing criminal anthropology, the sub

ject of apparitions, subliminal con

sciousness, clairvoyance, hypnotism,
mental healing, and many other

phenomena allied to our science,

which shows that the time is certainly

approaching for a revival of interest

in the great discoveries made by Dr.

Gall. New magazines constantly

appear for the promulgation of new

psychological facts, and as people are

evidently interested in the unpracti

cal and unentertaiuing discussions

contained in many of these periodi

cals, it is reasonable to assume that

an equal or even greater interest will

be manifested by the same people in

the best phrenological literature as

soon as it is brought to their notice.

It remains for us now to introduce the

subject among those who are‘ in a

receptive mood.

~——i m
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

SUBSCRIBER, who writes us

that he was much interested

in the sketch of Mr. Stevenson in the

May number, requests us to give the

particularsabouttheauthor'sso-called
“romantic marriage," and asks us

some very pointed questions regard

ing Mr. Stevenson's moral principles.
We beg to reply that we do not know

the particulars concerning Mr. Stev

enson's marriage, and do not feel

justified in repeating newspaper gos

sip, as to the truth of which we are

ignorant. Besides, we should hardly
feel it our duty to revive a discredita

ble story about the man just now

without some further provocation
than we have at present. We inti

mated to our readers that Mr. Steven~

son's Conscientiousness was deficient,
and if that fact tallies with any well

authenticated stories about him, we

think we have done our part in the

matter.

In this connection we wish to re

mind our friend of an editorial in the

February number, entitled “ Regard

ing Phrenographs," in which we ex

plained our objections to publishing
the shady side of the celebrated char

acters we describe. Where an indi

vidual is a notoriously bad character,
or a convicted criminal, the case is

different; but in regard to prominent

politicians, such as Dr. Depew or

Thomas C. Platt, or some great dra

matic artist, we are certainly not

justified in constituting ourselves an

inquisition to establish the truth of

rumors as to their irregularities. For
instance, there are people who ac

cuse Dr. Depew of having been a

dishonest lobbyist in former years,
but as we were not writing him up as

a politician we did not feel called upon

to enter into any discussion of such

matters. We prefer to let the news

papers do that sort of thing, in which

they are certain to supply the public
most liberally, and we do not see

why we should not delineate the char

acter of a public man simply because

he happens to be a politician. We

do not see why it should give offense

to Democrats if we phrenograph a

Republican, provided we leave poli
tics out of the discussion, nor do we

see why a Republican should be of

fended if we introduce a Democrat,
if we leave politics out of the ques

tion. For the same reason we do not

think that Protestants ought to ob

ject because we make a study of
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Archbishop Corrigan, provided we

avoid reflections upon the Protestant

faith. Our aim is to make THE
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL a store~

house of information regarding all

phases of character, and we hope in

the course of each year to cover the

ground of virtue and criminality,
intelligence and stupidity, genius and

mediocrity, etc., etc., so that all

classes of readers may be instructed

and pleased.
.“xx

OUR CONTRIBUTORS.

UR editorial on “\Vriters," in

the May number of the Iowa
NAL, has stirred up a little discussion

which we hope will not be without

advantage. By some we have been

complimented for what we said, and

by others we have been blamed; and

as we think our position was not

clearly understood by some of our

readers we beg to add a word at this

time.

We had no intention whatever of

criticising any one in an unkindly
spirit. We meant to state distinctly

that we were perfectly willing to un

dertake all reasonable corrections in

manuscripts, and the only thing to

which we meant to make a positive

objection was the habit that some con

tributors have had of sending the

cheapest sort of composition to us,

having all the defects we enumerated,

and expecting us to pay for it a: if it
were firsl-rlass mailer. Surely no one

can justly complain of our disinclina

tion to doing work which properly

belongs to other people when they
ask us to pay them money besides.

We have done this many times, and

only wish to be relieved from it here

after. But we repeat the invitation

to our friends to send us what they
like, and the best they can, and we

will try to do the best we can with it.

We certainly have a great deal of

charity, as we said before, for the

mistakes of writers, because we are

conscious of our own shortcomings,
and we do not forget the long years
of study which it has cost us to learn

the little that we know. Again, we

do not think that we were unfair in

requesting our correspondents to

write legibly. We said distinctly
that we did not propose to lay down

such a rigid rule as has been adopted
in some ofiices; but articles which are

very indistinctly written, take us, in

some cases, three times as long to

read them as if they were legibly writ
ten, so that when we have a number
of very good manuscripts and some

exceedingly bad before us, it is per

fecly natural, and we think very par~

donable, for us to give our attention
first to those that are good. This is

also particularly true when the poor
contributions are insufferably long.

Finally, we hope that no one will

try to discourage our efforts to main~

tain a respectable degree of literary

purity in THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR
NAL. Surely our science is grand

enough, comprehensive enough, and

beautiful enough to be worthy of the

most elegant literary dress which is

consistent with the canons of good
taste. —~ri m

THE SCIENCE OF THE HAND.

MONG the responses to our edi

torial of last month requesting
contributions bearing upon the sub

ject of human nature, we have re

ceived an article on cheirosophy, by

1 gentleman in this city who has ac
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quired a great reputation in that de

partment, and we publish it
, thinking

that it will certainly be interesting

and entertaining, to say the least, to

our readers, although we do not ask

them to accept it as scientific. We

are always interested in the study of

all portions of the human organism,
and feel that we ought to be hospita
ble to the subdivisions of what might
be called the art of character read

—7 ~r~e~».¢
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rdr'tor, Dr. Edgnr C. Bmll; but mallrrr relating Io

Cl-tlLn Cuu‘uns, SCIENCE or HEALTH, or 0/11 .rtn‘clly

radical nature, should [rt/crab], 6: sent to Dr. H.
S. Draylon, who Ira: special char‘: of Mn! n'r/nrf
ments.

WE ALSO EARNESTLY REQUEST OUR CORRI-SFONDBNTs

to write as leg/Hy asforrféle. IV/urrr/rr/raclit'dbl!
use a ly/rwrx'trr. In l/u'r way you will lighten labor,

avoid nn'ru ndzrslandr'ngr,a nd “cur: mrh'n' attention

“Tim SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND

PREsEnT."—S. P.—The articles under this
heading have a special interest to all stu_

dents of anthropology and phrenology,
since they deal with the basic principles of
mental science and supply the evidences

accepted by scientific observers. The facts

given are drawn from the observations of
the most eminent specialists in their fields

of study, and whatever of theorizing there

may be on the part of the contributor of
the series it must be seen that it is pre

ing, even if they may not be so im

portant as the great central truth

which it is our special province to

teach. We have no jealousy of chei

rosophy. Surely the sun has no

reason to be jealous of a star. What

ever of interest attaches to the hand

must come from the brain, and as the

hand is an instrument of the brain, it

is certainly entitled to our considera
tion.

sented with a strict regard to the bearing
and application of the facts of anthro
pology, physiology and anatomy, and for

the most part is but explanatory or in

application of the conclusions of authority.
The aim is to avoid zx part: theorizing,
especially in regard to the data that bear

upon the localization of brain function and

the difierential expression of mind. Where
ever reference is made to the views of Gall
or Spurzheim, or any of the eminent phren
ologists, it is but to award that credit for
discovery or early inference that is due to

the pioneers and promoters of truths that
have been later confirmed. It is designed,
therefore, to show in the course of these

articles what the scientific world, or that
part chiefly concerned in such investiga
tion, practically recognizes concerning the

function of brain and the physiology of

mind.

Cnemosornv. QUESTION.—-I have looked
in Webster's Dictionary for the words
cheirognomy and cheiromancy, but failed
to find them. Can you account for this?
—P. R. K.

ANswEiL—You may not find cheirognomy
and cheiromancy under chei, but in the

International Edition of Webster you will
find them spelled without the e. We have
always preferred the spelling chei, be

cause rluir is the word in Greek
meaning hand. Cheirosophy is given in

the "International" with the e, and it

seems strange that the other two words
should not follow with the same first syl
lable. We might also here protest against
another piece of awkwardness on the part
of the lexicographers. Cheirosophy is
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defined as the art of reading character
from the hand. It should be defined as

the science of the hand, including every
thing that is known respecting that mem

ber, whether relating to the art of reading
character or the divination of past or
future events. Finally, you will observe
in this list of definitions the same kind of
inaccuracy which is manifested by certain

people whenever they touch upon the sub

ject of phrenology. Very few lexicog
raphers define phrenology as anything
more than a method of reading character.
In both cases people lose sight of the

philosophy involved in the subject. To
make our meaning still clearer, cheir

osophy is the generic term, pertaining to

the whole subject of the hand, in all its

relations which are of interest to the stu

dent of antropology, while cheirognomy
and cheiromancy are its two principal sub
divisions; one determining the c/lararlcr,

and the other the txprrima: of the indi
vidual. A parallel definition of phre

nology would be, first, a system of mental
science or philosophy, subdivided into

pliyn'ngnomy, or the art of reading charac
ter, and second, the advisory fl/tpliiatian of
the knowledge thus gained to the affairs of

life.

DISORDERS or Sl'EECIL—H. J. — The

faculty of speech is dependent upon two
general organic functions, one mental, the

other physical, both having centers of
innervation in the brain. The mental
centers are numerous or somewhat difi'used

because related to several faculties, in

tellectual, emotional and sensory. Talk
that is simply logical, or argumentative

may employ only the intellectual faculties
in conjunction with the mechanical organ
ism, while tallt that is impassioned,:'. L, is

warm with feeling, may employ several of
the afiective centers in connection with
intellect. The use of words, images,
illustrations, etc., implies memory and
the exercise of memory involves various
faculties each contributing according to

its nature and quality. The mechanical

apparatus of speech, including of course

the larynx, throat, tongue, etc., is inner

vated by a center in what is well known as

Broca's convolution. The study of dis

orders of speech is extremely interesting
and helps to our understanding of much
that has br cn obscure in the operation of
the mind, demonstrating as it does so

thoroughly the relation of physiological
centers to ideation.

QUl-lS'l‘l()N.—Can a person's character be

perfectly delineated from his style of writ
ing? I have seen it done, but could find
no clue by which I could learn the

art.——G. W. L.

ANs\vF.II.—It would scarcely do to say
that a prrfzrl delineation of character can

be made from one's handwriting; but a

very great deal can be determined. as a

rule, and in some instances very much

more than others. For example, there are

some people whose characters are so nega

tive that there is not much to be indicated
in any way, and from the fact that they are
undemonstrative, they do not express very
much in anything they do, except on rare
occasions under great excitement. There
are other people who have very pronounced
characteristics, which are bubbling up to

the surface all the time, so that they stamp
their individuality upon everything they

touch. They bringtheir heels down upon

the floor with a force which is noticeable;
there is a decided emphasis in their voices;
the words they choose are peculiarly
quaint, original and impressive, so that
when they write they betray nearly all
their leading characteristics in the amount
of ink they use; also in the spacing and
formation of the letters, etc. Graphology
is a very interesting subject, but like all
other subdivisions of phrenological science,

as the editor of the JOURNAL prefers to

regard it, it ought not to be separated from
the parent stem. If you find asign in the

handwriting, the question is, of what is it
the sign? You must go to phrenology for
the enumeration and definition of the

primary mental fnrullier. When you know
what they are, if you determine the degree

of their activity in an individual, whether
you do it by observing his handwriting,
his talk, his walk or his laugh, you are

simply practicing phrenology. There are

several books published on graphology if
you wish to study it.
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In thil department we give short reviews of me)

Nlw Booms aspublishers seefit to send us. In they.‘

rem'ewe we seek to treat author and publisher satis

factori'ly and justly, and also to furnish our readers

with mch informatimt as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol-

time for peraonal use. It is our wish to notice Ute

better class of books ismu'ng front the press, and we

Invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usually

supply any of those noticed.

Won BY A BICYCLE. By LUKE Douuuz,

B.A. Price, 50 cents. Greater Boston

Pub. Company.

The bicycle world—it is a large world—

will doubtless read this lively, even excit

ing, story, for it is a picture of deeds done

on the double wheel that must glorify the

art of running it. A very decided com bi

nation of incidents, occurring according to

names, etc., in the shadow of Harvard—

patriotic demonstrations, bicycle tourna
ments, pretty girls in wheeling suits, ro

mantic young men—attempted murder,

burglary and outrages generally, with asso

ciations of excitement that keep the curl
ous eye and attention from first to last.

The B. A. at the end of the author's name,

evidently an invention, suggests M. A. as

more suitable—that he is a Master of Arts
in the romantic line.

A PRlMER or PSYCHOLOGY AND MENTAL
DISEASE. By C. B. BURR, M.D., Medical
Superintendent Eastern Michigan
Asylum, etc. Iomo, pp. 104. Detroit:
George S. Davis, publisher.

A compendium of the elements and prin

ciples that are fundamental to an under
standing of the relations of physio-mental
function to life expression, especially
those phases of such expressions that are

irregular, erratic and morbid. What is

embraced in psychology-insanity is very
concisely treated, of course, to be included
in so small a book, but the reader and

student gets the kernels oftheory and prac
tice, with inspiration to investigate for him

self as well as to read beyond. For the

physician of some experience the book is

useful, especially the counsel with regard

to the management of cases of insanity. It

is important that all who presume to treat

the sick should be conversant with the fund
amental, at least, of psychological medi

cine. Tobe a successful physician in the

proper sense one must be something of a

psychologist. Dr. Burr has certainly not

wasted words from his introductory note to

the closing paragraph. The busy and in

telligent doctor will appreciate this fact,and

the book was written for him.

OUR NOTIONS or NUMBER AND SPACE. By
HERBERT NICHOLS, Ph.D., late Instructor
in Psychology, Harvard University,
assisted by WM. E. PARSONS, A.B. 12mm,

201 pp. Boston: Ginn & Company,
publishers.

An interesting record of experiments in
sensation, carried on, it would seem, with
much patience for a year or more. The
purpose of these experiments was to

demonstrate how habits of thought and

judgment are dependent upon experience;
how experiences common to various
regions of the body—skin impressions—
differ widely; for instance, those of the

tongue from those of the fingers; those of
the fingers from those of the abdomen, and
so on. Investigation with apparatus—in
this case geometrical forms, armed or not
with pins, according to the nature of the
experiments—shows that our habits of
judgment, as compared with each other,
have permanent characteristics running
parallel with the local differences of anat
omy, function and experience. Thus our
judgments of outer facts, communicated by
sensation, involving the elements of num
her and of distance, vary greatly when
mediated by different tactual regions.

Out of data furnished by such an inves
tigation the author is at much pains to
deduce certain conclusions regarding the
fundamental laws governing the genesis
and formation ofQjudgmcnts, and of the
procedure in our mental processes. The
method pursued is in accordance with the
later ideas regarding psychological re
search, and is certainly interesting enough
to attract the attention of those who are
seeking to establish positive and definite
laws in mental action.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

Mas. CELIA MORRIS HENRY, of the class
of '94, is at home in Duluth, preparing to
start out again in September.

IRA L. GUILFORD, at Ridgely, Md., who
recently retired from the lecture field, in
tends to resume lecturing in the fall.

PROF. W. G. ALEXANDER, class of '84, has
just closed a very successful course of
lectures at Owen Sound, Can., drawing
commendations from pulpit and press.

MR. J. S. KIRK, of Holly Pond, Ala., or
ganized a phrenological society at that
place recently,which has already started a
library of phrenological literature.

THE members of the class of '94, of the
Chicago Institute of Phrenoiogy, have
formed a society on the north side of the
city for the purpose of perfecting them
selves in making examinations. etc. Some
very interesting meetings have been held.

lsoLA Swim, at Clarksburg, W. Va.,
says, when remitting his subscription:
l‘We have been taking the JoURNAL for
two or three ears, and feel that we cannot
do ‘without t, as it grows better all the
time."

Tm; 51". PAUL PHRENOLOGXCAL SOClETY,
which meets every second and fourth
Friday of the month. at r41 East Ninth
street, in that city, held its last meeting on
May 10. The subject of discussion was
"Size and Weight," by Mrs. E. J. Boj'den,
Miss Ida Raatz, Mr. L. Wild and Mrs. A.
Anderson.

THE HUMAN NATURE CLUB OF CtucAco
is still progressing, now numbering fifty
one members. At the last meeting, held at
the rooms of the Chicago Institute of Pine
nology, 505 Inter Ocean Building. Mr. 0.
Anderson presented a very interesting
essay upon "Phrenology as a Religious
Guide." The subject brought out excel
lent discussion. Phrenology is making
good progress in Chicago.

I1‘ is with sincere regret that we chroni
cle the death of Dr. Rose Adams Patty, at

her home in Kansas City, Mo. Dr. Patty
was a graduate of the American Institute
of phrenology. She practiced Phrenology
for many years. Her husband and two
children remain to mourn her loss,to whom
we extend our sympathy in their great be
reavement.

Dlt. ELLA YOUNG, of Kokoma, Indiana,
class of '91, has just completed a three

years’ course in the medical college, and

expects very soon to enter the field, com
bining her practice with the lectures. She
says she does not understand how any
physician can attempt to practice without
a knowledge of Phrenology, that the sur
geon might almost as well try to apply his
art without a knowledge of anatomy.

Tm: EUREKA PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, of
Pittsburg, Pa., at the recent election of
officers nominated the following: Presi
dent, Mr. Devlin; vice-president, Mr. J. S.
Tibby; executive committee, Mr. John
Deeds; secretary, Miss S. J. Price. Much
enthusiasm is being manifested in the
society, which is to move shortly to new
quarters, at Doctor Miller's Hall, North
avenue, and meetings will be held on the
second Saturday of each month. All
friends of the science, or opponents who
wish any objections answered, are cordially
invited to attend. At the next meeting Mr.
Tibby will discuss "Objections to Phre
nology;" Mr. Deeds, “The Organ of Ideal
ity," and Miss Price, HThe Organ of
Color." Opponents of the science will
receive an impartial hearing at the meet
ings of this society. We wish it continued
success.

PROF. DANIEL D. STROUl’, 8.12.. of Ori
ental, Juniata C0,. Pa., class of '88, gra
duated from the State Normal School at
Bloomsburg, Pa., last June, and has since
been teaching a large school with much
success, and has been frequently called on
to give examinations, lectures, etc. Pro
fessor Stroup says he thinks Phrenology
should be taught in the schools. In this
we fully agree with him. His thesis at the
State Normal School was on phrenology.
The professor will be pleased to arrange
with persons in his State, or adjoining
ones, to give courses of lectures and or
ganize classes.

PROF. ALLEN HADDOCK, the wide-awake
editor of Human Nature, published at San
Francisco, Cal., when sending us an order,
says: "Thinking people who do not see
every number of THE PHRENOLOGlCAL
JOURNAL miss something they ought to
know above all things which concern man.
The April number is very good. Professor
Sizer makes us feel young again with
older heads on our shoulders. Dr. Dray
ton is as scientific and accurate as ever,
and Dr. Beall, in his description of Plan,
has even excelled himself; he unravels
the minds of men with a master hand.
Mrs. Wells is, as always, interesting.
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Since you introduced half-tones for illus
trations THE JOURNAL has made wonder
ful strides. Every true phrenologist looks
with pride to your work, for they are sus
tained thereby."

SINCE the departure of Mr. George Dodd
ridge Rowan and his charming family for
their distant home in Los Angeles, Cal., we
have realized that our attachment for them
was something much more than an ordi
nary feeling. They were so exceptionally
intelligent, courteous and refined, and
expressed their gratitude to us in so many
ways, and their appreciation of what we
did for them in such a substantial manner,
that we could not have withheld our regard
if we had tried to do so. The whole family
made the long journey across the continent
chiefly to attend our Institute, and after
the lectures were over they lingered as
neighbors for several months in our
vicinity, so that we had opportunity to
develop and ripen a friendship which might
not have been possible during the period
of our relations as teachers and students.
It is therefore with a most sincere heart
felt regard that we write these lines to wish
them all the splendid health and happiness
which their great Western home, with its
marvelous opportunities, can afford.

Mus. JEAN MORRIS ELLIS sends us large
orders for charts. She expects to remain
East, that is at Nova Scotia, all summer.
Visited New Brunswick and Prince Ed
wards Island. Her weekly receipts have
been very large so far. In connection with
the foregoing we are pleased to know of
the very warm reception Mrs. Ellis has re
ceived in Halifax, Glasgow and Pictou.
The Allvfll'flle’ of the latter place says: “Her
ability as a Phrenologist is unquestionable.
Her lectures are interesting and instructive
and every one should hear her."

“Mrs. Ellis is one of the best Phrenolo
gists who has visited Halifax since Pro
fessor Fowler. Her interesting lectures
and correct scientific character readings
has made converts to Phrenology."—Hali
fax Herald.

“Mrs. Ellis is one of the cleverest and
most earnest exponents now living; has
been delighting crowded audiences with
practical, instructive and entertaining lec
tures, which are models of clear thinking;
and so thoroughly imbued is she with the
love of her subject, that success follows,
impressing her audience with the impor
tance of her subject. Mrs. Ellis will
always receive a warm welcome in Glas
gow."—Enlerpri.w, New Glasgow.

WE have heard from a long-time corre
spondent who is the director in a studio of
music and art: “ I told you I was going
to lecture at my lodge. Did so with success
and satisfaction to about two hundred
members. As usual, several M.D.’s were

present. Spoke at length, applying
Phrenology to hygiene; for the purpose of
interestingthe physicians. After the talk
I was surrounded by a number who asked
me all sorts of questions, of course, and
several of the most eminent physicians
said they should pay me a visit to obtain
further information and a delineation.
The other day I was invited by a medical
student to go and see him at the Univer
sity. Of course the museum and its cabi
net of skulls was the center of observation
at the time. Placing myself far enough
away that I should not read the description
cards attachedI began describing them,
the student comparing whatI said with
what he knew of the skull. The visitors
were astonished, of course. I am advocat
ing Phrenology wherever I go. I love the
subject. Ihave gained in every respect
through Phrenologv. Hoping that I have
not infringed upon your valuable time,
with the best wishes for our science, I
remain, ."

Pnor. GEORGE MARKLEY, of Pittsburg,
Pa., class of '92, has been engaged in the
lecture field during the last season, and has
made upward of five hundred character
delineations, one of which was of especial
interest on account of a singular coinci
dence, which greatly emphasizes Mr.
Markley's ability as a phrenologist. In
the course of an examination, he said to a
young man not quite twenty-one years of
age, that if he were among a crowd of
riotous, seditious men, by the very manner
in which he would remonstrate with them
he would be able to restore order in the
disturbing element as quickly as any one
man out of ten thousand public men.
Afterthe completion of the examination,
the gentleman said to Prof. Markley that
he had been examined by six other com
petent phrenologists, but that that state
ment was the most remarkable “ hit" that
he had ever known any phrenologist to
make. He said further that two weeks
previous he was with a farmer, when a
crowd of men and boys armed with
weapons such as clubs, firearms, etc.,
attempted to mob the farmer. The leader
of the band was about to shoot, when
the young man threw up his hands and
appealed to them to desist, and to his
utter amazement the mob subsided, and
went about their business. He was very
much surprised at himself for accomplish
ing this act, because while remonstrating
with these would-be murderers he expe
rienced not the least fear. No doubt some
skeptics will explain the above as a mere
coincidence, and will not admit that so
clever an illustration of what a man will
do when a certain faculty has been excited
can be at all determined by the shape of
the head. But this case is only one among
many.
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CURRENT EXCHANGES.
Literary Digrrt—weekly. For brief comment and

extract regarding the current thought of the world in
its varied departments ccrtainl one of the best of our
publications. Funk & Wagna ls, New York.

Folio—monthly. White-Smith Co., Boston. Re
markably cheap and a

lgood
exposition of American

musical afiairs. This ecember number has_an old
song, " Sleep on Thy Pillow," with a new setting.

Coimofolitan—Decembet.
Contains a fine array of

artistic esigns among which the actress portraits are
especially conspicuous for effect. An excellent vari
ety of topics for the holiday special. New York.

Rrm'nu of Reviews—for December. A particularly
interesting issue, contemporar history, political and
social, combining to supply t 0 features. From the
review of the world we are certainly living in “a
grand and awful time.“ Fully illustrated at all
points. New York and London.

Li) int-oil‘: for December has a baker's dozen of
titles ides “ Mrs. Hallam’s Companion,” the com
plete novel. Philadelphia.

Harper's for December is distin ished for a new
color on the cover and a modified esign of classical
qualities. There is a Christmas element in the con

FOWLER 5" WELLS 00.

tents that commends itself, and the illustrations gen
erally are most taking. Societ people will welcome
the sketches in “ Evolution o

l7

the Count Club."
The good etc of the number is uThe olonel'a
Christmas.” ew York.

Ilrnnflrtir Rnu'nu for December has a inted arti
cle entitled " Light on Scri tural Texts rom Recent
Discoveries," by Dr. W. . Ward. Funk & Wag
nalls, New York.

Dl'rtrh'c and Hygienic Gazeltr. This magazine hill
established itself apparently, and shows that hygien=
and revcntive medicine are making rogress In th6
world of thought. Meanwhile, what is to become of
all

tl
h
e fads, psychological and bacteriological? New

or .

Soul/urn Mm'z'ml Period, Atlanta, Ga.-monthly.

(‘hrislr'an Arhmmtr—weekl '—New York. Well
known and vigorous organ of t e Methodist Episc0~
pal Church, East.

journalofIlrg'on—monthly. Simple and direct in
its teaching and illustrations, 'et quite in keeping with
the best thou hts of advance

psgichology
and physi

ology. Dr. olbrook, Editor. ew York.

The December number of the Cmtury is a distinct
ively art number. Its pictures are superior to its
fiction. The “Madonna of the Donors,” b Van
D ck, opens the number, and Mrs. Lamb's Christ

C ild and Schcurenberg‘s landscape with sheep, and
the Mother and Child In the foreground, follow " A

Walking Delegate.” A horse
story

by Mr. Kipling,
new serials by Mr. Crawford and lrs. Harrison the
Napoleon memoirs with illustrations, and a bit o

f

old
Maryland history make up the number. New York.

Popular Science r’lfonthly for December treats of
athletics for irls, the common need of true educated
men, the to able . pearance of the “ missing link,"
by Prof. lacckel ; as further child studies by Prof.
Sully. Responsibilit in Crime; Geology, etc., etc.,
contribute an unusua ly valuable number. Appleton

& Co.,New York.

Success of the Calendar of Jewels.—
The reception of the Calendar of Jewels by the trade

and public has been a source of great satisfaction to

us. One stationer on Murray Hill refused to even

look at the calendar, saying his stock was complete.

While our representative was trying to show the

merits of the calendar, a customer became interested,

and admiring the artistic design, declared that she

would take two, whereupon the stationer descended

from his high ho"se and gave us an order. The fol
lowing day he came personally to our oflice for a

fresh supply. Several amusing incidents of this kind

have happened and we feel that we have the calendar

of the year.
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To Our Friends—The year 1895 will,
we trust, mark an era in the history of T111:Panaso
LOGICAL 1001114111..The compliments which T1411JouR

NAL has received during the last few months, and our

increasing subscription list, show that our readers

appreciate our efforts to bring it up to date. We are

so much encouraged that we have determined to spare

neither trouble nor expense to make Ti-ra PHRENOLOG

lCAL JOURNAL the leading magazine of the world in

everything which pertains to the study of human

nature.
To this end we ask your hearty coiiperation. Send

us anything of interest which comes under your ob‘

servation, and let your friends know of our work and

get them to subscribe.

When you write to any of our advertisers plmu
mention Tun PHRBNOLOGICAL JOURNAL. This willen
courage them to continue their dealings with us. Of
course when you ask your grocer for Pyle's Pearline

or Quaker Oats or Borden's Condensed Milk it will
not do us any good for you to mention that you saw

the advertisement in our magazine. The same is true

of your druggist when you ask him for Ridge‘s Food
or a Goodyear Syringe or some Acorn Salve or Pack
er's Tar Soap. But when you correspond directly
with the advertising firm it will be of advantage to us

if you mention T1111PHRBNOLOGICAL. In this way

you can help us to bring Tris JOURNAL up to the posi

tion it ought to occupy.

“ Vice hath no friend like the ignorance
which claims to be virtue."-—Bulwer.

The time has passed when ignorance of the impor

tant relations of life is to be regarded as sweet inno

cence, and the Fowler & Wells C0. can justly claim to .

have done much to bring about this greatly to be

desired state of affairs. Our books have always been

abreast of the advanced thought of the day in this

particular, and we have at times been subjected to

some criticism from those moral surgeons who deemed

that the best way to cure a festering sore was to bind

it up out of sight and let it fester. In this line

"T111: Scranca OF A New LIFE," by John Cowan,

M.D., is a work which has received the unquali

fied indorsement of the medical profession. the clergy,

and of thinking people generally. Crown 81:0, 405
page, illustrated. In cloth, $3; leather, $3.50; half
turkey, $4. Address this ofl'ice.

This number of T111: JOURNAL goes to
10,000families, and we shall be disappointed if 1895
does not increase our subscription list one hundred

per cent.

A new game 15 almost as important an

invention a a new dynamo or steam engine, and, in

fact, often adds more to the sum total of human hap_

piness. Getman's Dissected Phrenological Chan is a

very amusing game, and it is also most instructive.

We want agents all over the country for this novelty.

Send 75 cents and we will send you one, postpaid.

Freemasons among our readerswill note

with interest the advertisement of the well-known

firm of Redding 81Co. in our columns. Tm; PHREN

01.001011.JOURNAL is becoming appreciated as an ad

vertising medium which reaches an intelligent audi

ence.

Health in the Household—We are just
going to press with the fifth rdr'h'rm of this most de

servedly popular book of Dr. Dodds. It is by all odds

the best hygienic cook book on the market.

There is, at the present time, a very decided reac

tion against the unwholesome mixtures of the French

school of cooking, and this new edition of Dr. Dodds'

book appears at a very opportune moment. Oiled

cover, 608pages. Price, $2.

While the Checkley System In a general
system of physical culture, there is one direction in

which it has become especially famous—that is in the

reduction of obesity. In fact.
“ Checkleyism " has

almost, if not quite, supplanted "banting." It lhould
not be forgotten, however, that Checkley‘s system is

by no means confined to the heavy weights, and

those who wish to add to their avoirdupois can also

look into this subject with advantage.

Clubbing LISL—Mamy of our readers
are availing themselves of the terms offered in our

"Clubbing List." and the Norlk Amrrr'can Rn/r'lw
is, as usual, coming in for a good share of this patron

age. See what it says for itself on our back cover

and add it to your list, if it is not already there.

“In the bright galaxy of holiday
novelties of this kind that have come to my notlce,

your CALBNn/tn or Ixwtus shines brightest of them

ail.” Guonoa I. Manson.

For

Chapping,

Chafing, Itching,

Bad Complexion,
Dandruff, and Odors from perspiration,

use that delightful balsamic cleanser and

Antiseptic,

Packer’s
Tar Soap
“Wonderfully soothing and healing."

—_/ournal of Health, New York.

"It leaves the skin soft, smooth and

supple. A luxury for shampooing."—
Zllm'iml Standard, Chicago.
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On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER §~ WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
F0 WLER é‘ W'ELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of

The Subscrl ion Price of [In PHRBNOLOGICAL

JOURNAL AND cmrecs ow HEALTH 1': $1.50 a year,
fayablr in advance. or $115 wlrnl frnni'unu ofl'rrtd
or! sent to .rrb-rrn'btrs.

l'loney, when rent by mail. .rlrould I’: in flu/oral
of .Mono Orders, Portal Nola, Exprru [Money
Orders, )raft: on New York, or Rqrirtrrnl Letters.
All Portmurttr: are rrquirrd to It’rll'rtrr letter:
wltnrnler requested to do :0.

Silver or other coin .rltould not be rent by Mail, a:
it i: almost .mrr to wlor a hole in H1: nun/of: and
be lvrt.

Postage-stamps will be rttn'z'ld for fractional
port: ofa dollar. Tllr larger .rtam): arcprrfrrrrd;
they should never be stuck to Mr letters, and .rlrould
always 6: .rnl! in .rhntl; t/lo! 1'4‘,no! torn apart.

Change offorboflcr addru: can a, made by {iv
I'Ig Mr 014 a: well or III! new addrrrr. but not will!
out this information. A'Votr'ceshould a, rrrn'rwl Mr
fin’! oft/1r prn'rding month .

Letters 0' lnqulry rtqulrtr'lg an answer .rllould

I'm'lorr a stamp for return postage, and I’: “or! and

{ive name and/n11 address Ivory time you surf”.

All Letters .rkould bl addrrrud to Foul/tr {9' Wk”:
(0., and no! In any )rrran connectrd with the ofifu.
In this way only can from)! and (arr/u] attrition be

second.

Any Book, Perlodlcal. Chart, etc., mnybr ordered

from this oflfcr a! Publishers" )ricrs.

Agents Wanted for U1: PHRBNOLOGICAL Jounx/u.
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal term:
will beg'ir/rn.

CURRENT axciunons.
New Sn’mrr Rwino—Quarterl .—Miscellany of

modern thought and discovery. apers on current
topics from excellent writers. Trans-Atlantic Pub
lishing Company. Philadelphia. $2 a year.

Pan‘ : Medical journal, January, received. San
Francisco, Cal.

Magazine of Peary—Monthly review.—Sketches
and selections from authors of the day, with portraits.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Popular Science .‘lfontlzly — January. — Several

notable features, viz., “ Pleasures of the Telescope,"
“ Twenty-five Years of Preventive Medicine," “ Two
Lung Tests," “ School-room Ventilation as an Invest

ment," etc. D. Appleton & Co., New York.

Review 0 Reru'nur, January, has for special

features
" ohn Burns," "The Armenian Crisis,“

“ New York Industrial Alliance," and the customary

digest of current affairs the world over. Illus' rated

freely. Price2bcents. New York.

Harper’: Mont/‘ly, January. presents for consid

eration the late Count of Paris, followed by an ap

pro riate sketch of the " Fortunes of the Bourbons."
“ Charleston and the Carolinas

" is finely illustrated ;

so is " With the Hounds in France," which will please

lovers of the turf. “ Fujisan," a sketch of Japan
scenery, is interesting just now, of course. Editor's
Drawer has disclosed some of its minor treasures thil
time. New York.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Besides the complete story. “ The Waifs of Fighting
Rocks," Lip/incott‘: for

January
has a baker’: dozen

of good things, includin a s etch of the old-time
practice of keeping New \ ear'l day. Philadelphia.

Cosmopolitan, January, has many takin titles
and rich illus rations. " Great Passions of istory,"
" The Theatrical Season in New York." "Cathedrals
of France," “The Christmas Betrothal," "The Story
of a Thousand " are readable. We note certain very
bold expressions of the nude in art. Price 15 cents.
New York.

Education—Boston—Leading organ in
discussingeducational topics. Price $3 a year. Kassun

Palmer.

Harper‘: Bazar, weekly, improves with time
and we sus ct a good rival of the [llu-rlrafhl
Wukly, pub ished by same veteran firm of booksell
ers. etc. The humor of it is usually taking. New
York.

Pro a Medical, weekly, Paris, quite covers
the tie d of its title, and a good European medical to
take. Bonneville, editor, Rue des Carmel, 14.

* i- ifW»Q<

The way the subscriptions are coming

in shows that people are pleased with our
efforts to make THE JOURNAL a real live exponent of

everything which relates to the study of human

character. Letter after letter from subscribers all

over the country informs us that the January num

ber is the best we ever published. This is very en

couraging and we thank you one and all, and in

reply we would say, “How about the February

number?“

New Testament—After much hard work

and many unfortunate setbacks the new edition of

the EMPHATIC DIAGLOTTiS ready. This interlinear

translation of the New Testament, giving both the

Greek text and the English translation is a great

favorite. and while we have been in press with this

new addition, hundreds of orders have accumulated.

We are now filling these as fast as we can. We

have sold many thousands of these books, but there

are Slill many clergymen and other students of the

Biblejwho have not as yet added it to their library.

We have hundreds of testimonials from the best

authorities, all concurring in the statement that this

is the best interlinear translation of the New Team

ment in existence. Price, in cloth, $4.00; library
edition, $5.00.

Cleanliness one of the most important
things in preventing digestive disorders in children.

“The Best Nurser," which appears in our advertis

ing columns, is a simple thing, but it is just one of

those simple things which is of greater value than the

more complicated.
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Regarding Our Advertisers—We are
asked if we endorse everything which appears in our

advertising columns. We do not endorse any adver

user. We are unusually careful in the selection of
those who use our columns, and we believe that they
are responsible people. Each advertiser must, how
ever, stand on his own merits and if, as may some

times happen, his views do not correspond with ours

we shall nevertheless allow him to state them. We
have always refused, and still refuse, to admit to our

columns anything which we believe to be of an in

jurious or fraudulent nature.

The Question of Wages is of vital im
portance just now, and here is something of interest.
The advertising columns of the daily papers show

that there are many typewriters who are willing to

work for seven or eight dollars a week, and yet we

all know that good operators command as high as

fifteen and twenty dollars. There is a reason for
this. Typewriting has now become an exact science.

it has been carefully studied, and the keyboards of
the standard machines are so arranged as to econo

mize the movements of the fingers to the greatest
possible extent. To “ pick up" typewriting, in these

days, is simply to waste time. To be a rapid, careful
and thoughtful writer one must avail one's self of the

experience of those who have made a carefulstudy of
the subject. This has been done by Mr. Bates Torrey,
of Boston, who is not only a very clever operator
but a well-known teacher and a man of scientific

thought. He has systematized the subjectso as to pro
duce the very best results with the least waste of time
and muscle, and we can safely say that those who are

looking for seven dollar positions have not studied

“Practical Typewriting.” We have just published
a third edition of this valuable exposition of the all

finger method, and we can commend the book not
only to those desirous of learning the art, but to at
least sixty per cent. of those already in positions.
\Ve will send this work postpaid on receipt of $1.50.
Those about to take up the subject Will find thisa
very profitable investment, and in this connection we
would also refer to the notice of the Typewriters‘
Exchange which appears in our advertising pages.
If you rent or buy a machine, or obtain supplies from
the Exchange please do not fail to mention Tm;
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

Temperance Insurance—Special Offer
to our Readers—We have,for Ila/fa (Ini
ury, been claiming that alcohol not only causes much
of the unhappiness of the world, but also materially
shortens the lives of those addicted to its use. We
are glad to welcome a life insurance company which
demands total abstinence on ‘the part of those whom
it insures, thus making a bun'nns principle of that
which we have taught 50 long as a moralprz'm‘rlfile.
The American Temperance Life insurance Associa
tion, whose advertisement appears in our pages this
month, is enabled, through the application of this
idea, to offer lower rates than are possible with the
old line companies. As a special ofier this company
has decided to rrbalr flu’ first payment to render: of
this JOURNAL. It may be the part of wisdom to look
into this question and write to the company for full
particulars.

Are there any b00k8 in the list of favor
itcs on our last advertising page which are not in your

‘wary? They all ought to be there.

Health in the Household—We are ust
going to press with the fifth edition of this most de

servedly popular book of Dr. Dodds. It is by all odds

the best hygienic cook book on the market.

There is, at the present time, a very decided reac

tion against the unwholesome mixtures of the French

school of cooking, and this new edition of Dr. Dodds'
book appears at a very opportune moment. Oiled
cover, 608pages. Price, $2.

while the Checkley System is a general
system of physical culture, there is one direction in
which it has become especially famous—that is in the

reduction of obesity. In fact, “ Checkleyism " has

almost, if not quite. supplanted “ banting." It should

not be forgotten, however, that Checkley's system is

by no means confined to the heavy weights, and

those who wish to add to their avoirdupois can also
look into this subject with advantage.

We have received a book entitled
"Goodwin's Improved Bookkeeping and Business
Manual," which is a most useful work. It represents

bookkeeping exactly as practiced in the largest busi

ness houses at the present day. It is valuable alike to

the beginner and to the experienced bookkeeper, and

all interested should at least send to Mr. Goodwin
(Room 848, 125 Broadway) for a descriptive pam

phlet.

The Lillpntian Bazaar has become a
well-known institution in New York. We welcome

Best & Co. to our advertising columns this month—

and once more we repeat, “ Winn writing adver
tiser: fleas: mention PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL."

Packer’s Tar Soap
" A nursery soap of great value."

— T/u: b'anilarz'rm, Aw'e'w York.

" A luxury for bath and Shampoo."
—.llcdztal Standard, Clu'cago.

“ Excellent in Chafing, Dandruff, Itching."
—xl[e'd. and burg. Reporter, Plu'la.

“The best soap we know of for washing
babies. It keeps away many of the skin dis

eases to which little children are liable."
—New Eng. riled. Ala
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On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER @- WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm ofFOWLER é‘ WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of

The Subecri Ion Prlco of the PHRBNOLOGICAI.
Jonas/n. AND cxnncn or HEALTH is $1.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.75 when premiums ofered
are sent to subscribers.

Honey, when sent by mail, should be in the/or»:
of [Horse Orders, Postal Notes, Exjress Alone)
Orders, rafts on New Vorh, or Registered Letters.All Postmaster: are required to Riff-Ill‘! letters
whenever requested to do so. .

Silver or other eoin should not be sent by mail, as
it is almost sure to wear a hole in the enrrelofe and
be lost.

Postage-stamps will be received for fractional
parts ofa dollar. The larger stamps are preferred,
they should never be stueh to the letters, and should
always besent in sheets; that is, not torn apart.

Change of )ost-ofire address can be made by {it/in; the old as well as the new address. but not with
out this information. Notice should be reeeir'ed the
first q/thefrecedinl month.

Letters 0' Inquiry requesting an answer should
inelose a start!) for return postage, and be sure and
[ive name and/Ill address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler ér' Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the ojice.
In this ‘way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, Cit-3.,may beordered
from this ofiiee at Publishers’ frices,

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
and our [look Publications, to whom liberal tenets
will begiven.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

FOWLER 5' WELLS CO.

Hen/tit and Bmuty~Monthly.—ls what was for
mcrly Humanity and lieellth. Dr. Jennings is to be
congratulated for the very marked improvement in
every way. New York.

Georgia Erlettil.‘ joMrnaIAMEdiCaL—Some good
views are advanced in relation to bacteriology, mi
crobcs,anti-toxinc, ncur0linc.ctc., in late numbers
of this profoundly practical monthly. Atlanta.

filereh's .‘l/elrhet Report—Pharmaceutical semi
monthly.-—Theodore Wcicker, editor. New York.

llorniletic Rew'nu.—lnternational ea onent of rc~
li ions and pulpit literature. Funk Wagnalls,

cw York.

The Februar number of The (‘entury continues
“The Life of apoleon Buonaparte "

and contains
also a personal recollection of éliver Wendell
Holmes, by Mrs. James T. Field. “An Errant
Wooin ," ‘ Luka Filipov," “Characteristics of Geo.
lnncss, ' "The Gospel of Art," "Casa Bracclo,"
Part IV., by Marion Crawford; "New Weapons of
the U. 5. Arm ,” "The Passing of Mohamm'd," by
Edwin Arnol ;“The Death of Emin Pasha," and
other features, delightfully illustrated as usual.
New York.

Harper‘: for February has the following specials :“ New York Colonial Privateers," with tour illustra
tions; “ French Fighters in Africa," with eleven
illustrations ~“ Down the West Coast," with ten illus
trations; “ usic in America," by Antonio Dvorttk ;“ Oudeypore, the City of the Sunrise," with eighteen
illustrations; “ What is Gambling?“ by John Bigo
low. and other good features. New York.

Popular Seienee illonthl for February has a varied
table of contents. Prof. ames Sully o ens the num
ber with one of his studies of child 00d entitled“ First Attacks on the Mother Tongue." “ A Day's
Hunting Among the Eskimos" follows ; "The Serum
Treatment of Diphtheria," “The United States Geo
logical Survey," “ Pleasures of the Tclesco e" series
ls continued ; " Brain Development as elated to
Evolution" is also worth arcading New York. D.
Appleton 84 Co.

Review (If Rer'ie'nls, for February, has amon its
special features “The Exposition at Atlanta. ’

uCanada's Prairie Commonwealth, Manitoba," R. L.
Stevenson, Anton Rubinstein. The usual digest of
current events, with illustrations, marksthc issue.
New York.

Pro is bledieal, journal of medicine, snr e
and p armacy. Weekly- Bourneville.Edttor-in-c te .
Paris.

Arena,
February,

has “Penology in Europe and
America,” "The C lcago Populist Campaign, ' “The
Women's Council at Washington," “Attitude of
Warren Smith on the Suffrage Question,"“Sexu_al
Purity," “Bi-metalism," “Gamhling," etc., among its
more notable topics. B. 0. Flower. editor. Boston.

Educating considers the science, art and literature
of its subject. A foremost organ of its class.
Boston.

Seieutz/z'e A mericau_Weekly.—Always interesting
to all classes of readers. Munn & (.0, New York.

1:1lt-etic illngnziue of Foreign Literature, Feb
ruar , contains fourteen selections from leading
English periodicals. A very prettv character sketch
of the school girl (English) closes the list. It Is only
too short. New York.

Lif/im'ott's for February has " A Chapel of Ease"
for its novel introduction. An odd paper is “The
Pleasures of Bad Taste; " a moralonc, “ The Fate of
the Farmer." Other features arcinteresting. Phila
dclphia.

Gail/ard‘: ‘MedicalfivurnaL—Progressive and lib
eral*its old policy. New York.

Literary Digest—Weekly epitome of current
movements in literature, science, politics, ctc. Moved
b a spirit of fairness and impartiality, as a rule.gink & Wagnalls, New York.

Herr/er’: Weekly—The late Brooklyn strike has
been quite fully and frankly commented upon and
pictured in several numbers. New York.

A nreriean ll/eelieo-Surg‘ienl Bulletin -— Semi
monthly.—Compcndium of practice. Represents the
proceedings of the New York Academy of Medicine,

glspelfially
the section of orthopaedic surgery. New

or .
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"The poem which names the book is one of the

most attractive in the collection, but that called ' Foe
or Friend ' is far more impressive.“—Clzristz'an

Register.
'

“ This book contains some very choice and pleasing

poems.”—Pubtic Opinion.
“ This book brefihes the pure thoughts of a woman

and a mother. It would be a valuable addition to any

1s'6rary."—Uverla mt .Uontlsl].
“ A volume of poetic gems. The work, as a whole,

is marked by a spirit of high purpose, lofty aspira

tion, and noble nature."— The Progress, .‘llinmqpolis,
Minn.

“ Some of the poems stimulate and reward pro
longed refiection."~ The Congrrgats'onals'st.

“ A true lover of children must have written the

poem, “Of Such is The Kingdom." It is a beautiful

little picture of their nearness to God as contrasted

with our own worldliness and care."—1')¢troit I'rrr
Press.

“ This little collection has a number of poems which

we have read with pleasure. They are sweet, simple,

graceful and express tender and true feeling."- The

Ckurchmnn.
“ The closing poem is a charming dramatic story,

classic inform, entitled ‘ Hymettus,’ a tale of Athens."
—Re1igio- Pl: r'loso/ls ical jou rna1.

“ As page after page is turned, the interest grows,

and one is loath to lay the book aside until every line

is read thoroughly. The topics are various, and re

flect credit on the talented lady from whose pen and

brain they emanate."~—Banner o/Lzlgkt.
“ For the lover of true poetry this book is a treat."

fb’alts'more A mn'ican.
“ The book is a marvel of beauty."—.S‘tatejaurnnl,

Columbus, Ohio.

what They Say.—“Your editorial on
Phrenology and unfortunate marriages in the March

number is one of the brightest jewels ever published.

It is an avenue of further thought.
“ I have been a student of Phrenology for fifteen

years. What is the price of a scholarship, and how

long does it require the average mind to graduate?"

A Vast Fund of Ignorance concerning
phrenology is generally possessed by medical men.

Here is one physician who combines with that pos

session agreat lack of knowledge concerning anat

omy. This gentleman, in a discussion with one of

our correspondents, has brought up the time-honored

and long since disproved statement that tlsere is no

constant relation between the brain andt/zerranium.

The fact is that it is entirely possible, by following

the rules laid down by Reid, Horsley and others, to

accurately map out on the scalp the exact position of

each convolution and fissure. The modern surgeon

can reach with his trephine any part of the brain

cortex which he wishes to reach.

We are very glad to have our friends let us know of

discussions of this kind. In the very near futuie the

opponents of phrenology will have to find some new

arguments or give up the fight. If any of our

friends hear any statement made against phrenology

which sounds plausible, we should like to hear about

it.

The two-column leading article in the
New York Herald, which we referred to in March,
has done much to call attention to the book “ Where
is My Dog?" by the Rev, Dr. Charles]. Adams.
We are the publishers of this book, and will send it
post-paid on receipt of $1. The Herald article in
question was entitled "Souls of Animals."

Mr. Bates Torrey, author of “ PRACTICAL
Tvrewmrmo," writes us from Boston as follows:
“ A new generation has got to be born before the

antiquated notions of typewriting shall have been

superseded by the scientific school.
“ Both educated and untutored typewriting lead to

speed, but speed is not everything. Grace of move

ment is a feature ; accuracy is an absolute need ; eye
sight must be saved -and so on. The old-timers are

loudly in evidence and they die hard, but the first
notes of their requiem were sounded when ‘PRAC
TlCAL Tvrzwatrmo’ gained its first headway. I
wrote and argued for ‘ better typewriting ' for three
or four years, but now am criticised so little that I
h ive laid down my weapons of warfare."

Anthropology—V“: have received the
schedule of the American Institute of Anthro
pology, of Cleveland, which shows a most interesting
series of lectures extending to June 1.

Packcr’s

Tar Soap
I“ Wonderfully soothing and healing.’

—_/0nrnal of llmltlz, New York.

.
“ Excellent in dandruff, chafing and itch

ing."
—Zllrdim1 and Surg. Reporter, Philadelphia.

“ It leaves the skin soft, smooth and sup
ple. A luxury for shampooing."

—Med. Standard, Chicago.

“—And it stands at the head of all others for

Bathing Infants and Invalids.”

—New Eng. Med. filo.

THE PACKER I‘IFG. CO.

NEW YORK
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.

The Dyspeptic demands it
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Buys Easy

Coo/es Easy
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The Best Cereal Food In The World.

Quaker Self-raising Buckwheat, made from crop of ‘94.

Absolutely pure. and has that good old-fashioned buckwheat flavor.

If you want perfect cakes use Cluuker Self-raising Buckwheat. I'\

THE AMERICAN CEREAL CO.
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Food for the Diabetie.—Diabetic Flour,
milled by Farwell & Rhines, Watertown, N. Y.,
represents the most perfect food that can be offered

to a diabetic. Pronounced by the highest authori

ties to contain much less starch than even the

imported Gluten,and to be much more palatable than

any flour made to-day for this purpose. From this

flour the most delicious bread can be made which can

be heartily enjoyed and readily assimilated by the

most pronounced diabetic. After much research

and thorough analysis physicians pronounce it to be

entirely free from deleterious substances, and with
out an equal as a diabetic flour. Pamphlets and

cooking sample will be forwarded to anyone who
wishes to test it for themselves.

ANewEditlonEnlarged—Hunm MAG

Na'risst: I'rs N/nuaa, PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY.

By H. S. Dsav'rou, LL.B., M.D. A new edition with
an appendix. Ready in March. The growing de

mand for this compact and practical treatise on one

of the most interesting topics of modern thought has

led the author to add to the book about forty pages

of matter of great interest. Many questions that have

recently been introduced into the discussion of

hypnotic phenomena are considered from the point

of view of practical observation, and valuable sug

gestions are given that bear upon the production, or

the expression, of the trance state. Among the ad

denda there are extended notes on the following
topics: The Field of Suggestion; The Moral Ques
tion; Compulsory Hypnotism; Inhibition: its Prov
ince; The Danger Phase; Magnetism and Hypno
tism; The Uses, Therapeutic and Moral; A Further
Consideration of Somnambulism. Published in 12mo;

fancy cloth, with illustrations. Price, $1. Fowler &

Wells Co. ‘

We have just received from the hinders
the fifth edition of Health in the Household. This
most deservedly popular book of Dr. Dodds is by all
odds the best hygienic cook book on the market.

There is at the present time a very decided reaction

against the unwhclesome mixtures of the French
school of cooking, and this new edition of Dr. Dodds’

book appears at a very opportune moment. Oiled
cover, 008 pages. Price, $2.

Electrical Psychology is proving very
popular with our readers. See notice in our adver

tising pages.

Regarding Our Advertisers—We do not

indorse any advertiser. We are unusually careful in

the selection of those who use our columns, but each

advertiser must stand on his own merits. We have

always refused, and still refuse, to admit to our pages

anything which we believe to be of an injurious or
fraudulent nature.

People Seem t0 be finally appreciating
the great value of Water Cure, Dr. Johnson's book,

“Tits DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF HYDRoPArm'," is selling

rapidly and people write us that theylike it and have

obtained great benefit from it. If you are not already

the owner of this book, send us $1.50 and we will
send it to you postpaid. It will save its cost in doc

tors’ bills in a short time. Funny how these things

go! Formerly we were water cure “cranks," and

now, Hydropathy, or Hydrotherapy, is quite fashion

able!

TWO Technical 1300kS.——Advanced
students in phrenology should have some knowledge
of what has been done in other lines to determine
the functions of the brain. While it is true that the
purely physiological method never has added, and
never can add anything to our knowledge of the
human intellect, it is also true that it has demon
strated the cerebral motor centers,and thereby added
somewhat to our anatomical knowledge of this com

plicated organ, the brain. To such of our readers as

may feel inclined to enter upon this subject from the
technical standpoint, we ofler “Ricna'r's Piivsi'otocv
AND HISTOLOGY or THE CEREBRAL CONVOLUTIONS,"
translated from the French. This book of about 170
pages,neatly bound in cloth and profusely illustrated,
we will send postpaid on receipt of one dollar.
Another technical book is “Srupiss Uros Beams or
CRmmALs," av PRoFassoR Baxamm', of Vienna.
Translated from the German. Profuse] y illustrated,
185pages, cloth binding. Sent postpaid on receipt
of one dollar.

Last Summer we announced the publi
cation in the near future of a book entitled “DIARY
or rm: G. A. R. AND HANDBOOK or MiurARv INFOR

MATlON. The publication of this book was unfor
tunately delayed and it is only now that we are able
to offer it to our readers. This book contains the
various army organizations in the United States;facts
about the American civil and European wars; the
armies of the world; chronological history of the
rebellion, etc., etc.

It isaconvenient, compact book of reference for
all; indispensable for those who are interested in
military matters. The size of the book is fixed with
special reference to its being carried in the pocket.
ltisabout four inches wide by six inches long and
three-fourths of an inch in thickness, and paper
covered.

This work will thoroughly and exhaustively sup
ply along-felt want. It is especially opportune at
this moment when all matters connected with our
rebellion are experiencing such marked revival.
Price 25cents, postage prepaid.

A great number of‘ photographs have
been received for our Child Culture Department. \Ve
can't use them all, but we will do the best we can.

Professor Sizer is giving to this department an en
thusiasm which makes us doubt more than ever if he is
really as old as he claims to be. Anyhow, the Professor
has a young heart, in the right place, and he dearly
loves children.

“ Phrenology in Actual Life" is now
ready. This book gives particulars regarding the
American Institute of Phrenology and its work, with
a list of graduates, and contains a half-tone photo
graph of the class of 1894. It will be sent gratis to
those asking for it and inclosing a two-cent stamp to
prepay postage.

People speak very kindly of our Febru
ary JOURNAL and it required an addition of 12,500 to
meet the demands of those who wanted to read it
This circulation is not by any means what we feel
we ought to have and what we intend to have, but
when we think how few journals are increasing their
circulation these hard times, we feel very well pleased.



AD VER TISEMENTS. 5

1 fix Let the men wash,
‘ ' if they won't get you Pear-line. Let them

try it for themselves, and see if they don't
say that washing with soap is too hard '

for any woman. I

This hard work that Pearline
saves isn't the whole matter; it saves

money, too—money that’s thrown

away in clothes needlessly worn out
and rubbed to pieces when you wash

by main strength in the old way.
That appeals—where is the man who

wouldn't want to have the washing
made easier—when he can save money by it?

Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you.
"this is as good as” or “the same as Pearline." IT'S

( FALSE—Pauline is never peddled; if your er sends

ba- 45‘ JAMES PYL , New York.you an imitation, be honest—rend it k.

"I '

w
illots ofjView.“

l A war veteran says, Komchacin Caloric is | I wouldn't give a rap fora financial interest

'\ the greatest remedy I ever heard of; I wish I in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one

lli owned it. I had little faith when I began its l package will cures whole neighborhood, said

“ '

use,and my faith was not increased by the use a man the other day. I have tried everything

ill
‘

of the first box,but my wife was anxious for I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
me to continue it, for, said she, it ‘a lurh

:

myself of Piles, which I inherited. Two ‘

a clean, wholuorne, and reasonable ‘ years ago I bought Komchacin Calorlmused
method, a muat help you. So I continued it three times, and have had no trouble since.
and soon began to improve. I used four My grandmother, eighty years old and most
boxes when the trouble wholly disappeared of herliteasuflerer from the same complaint,

,1‘ and has never returned. If one in a thousand was cured from the same package,and there ‘u

ll" of those who are afliicted with Piles, Fis- is some left. _ l‘
,

sure. or Fistula could only learn of its 0." new "finch-IF‘ whnny "nuke any

illwonderful virtues. the proprietors would other hem-wron- used, for the cure or i

. \ l'llt-s Fla-"re and Flu-(Illa lent poll

ll reap a good reward’ and they (lemme to‘ I pnld i'or 81.00‘- l'urflcular; and prooliu
wonder that they don't advertise it more. "-01-. ,

KOMCHACIN CALORIC COMPANV,133 LINCOLN 812, BOSTON, MASI.

"E,

i
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Plimsoll Safety Chair for Window
cleaning. We have the pleasure of calling the at

tention of our readers to a contrivance that is de

signed to prevent the accidents—occasionally fatal—

that threaten the domestic when performing the

-necessary dutyof cleaning the outside of windows.

Briefly described. it is a strongly-made wooden

chair, suitable ordinarily for the hall or kitchen. In
order to adapt it for its special use, the seat of the

chair is divided laterally into two parts, which are

held together by a stout iron screw and two guiders.

By turning this screw to the left, the two parts of
'

the seat are separated so as to enable the chair to

grasp walls of varying thicknesses. When in

position in a window frame, the back legs would be

placed on the outside. By the reverse movement of

the screw the two parts of the seat are then brought

close together until the legs clamp the wall, and the

operator hasa firm and reliable seat, and can use

both hands with a feeling of perfect security.
Besides the consideration of safety, this contriv‘

ance will further commend itself on account of its

convenience and doing away with the awkward ex

posure of the person to the public gaze, which can

not be avoided in the present way of doing the work.
and to which many domestics very properly make

objection.

Other details of construction, displaying consider

able ingenuity, must be seen to be appreciated.
Further information respecting this useful inven

tion may be obtained by addressing the Plimsoll
Safety Chair Co., 24 State street, New York City.

Operators’ Favorite Writing Machine! 1

THE N0.4YOST
- NEW MODEL FOR I895.

Old principles improved and perfected.
RAPID, DURABLE, ECONOMICAL.

Permanent and Perfect Alignment.

Yost Writing Machine Co.
6| Chambers St., Cor. of Broadway, N. Y.

40 Holborn Viaduct. London, Eng.

Send for Catalogue.

Character is Capital; is the very best
investment; isafortune. Chartcter is a structure,

the beauty of which time serves only to increase.

Are you interested in Character? No doubt you

are. The author of “Short Talks on Character
Building" has given to the public a valuable work on

Character. See the advertisement in our columns.

Mrs. Mary A. Lincoln, author of the

"Boston Cook Book,”so extensively used, and one of

the editors of the ‘Yew England It'i'fcken .llagazinr.
writes to this effect: “Mrs. Poole's “Fruits and

How to Use Them" is an invaluable book and should

be in the hands of every housekeeper."

The English Annual and Register.—
We have just received a supply of the PHRENOLOGI

CAL ANNUAL AND REGISTER FOR 1895,published by L.
N. Fowler, of London. This Annual is well illus
trated with half-tone and line cuts and gives a good

idea of the condition of phrenology in Great Britain.
The Register of Phrenologists is also of great value.
We will send this little book. postpaid, on receipt of

price, 15cents.

The Dissected Chart would sell even

better than it does if phrenologists appreciated how
amusing and instructive it really is. Mr. Getman,

who invented it, is an enthusiast on the subject of
phrenology, and has entered the American institute
for the coming term. The price of this chart is 75
cents, postpaid.

Reiss ONHIMEROVING rm:—ADD

MIILEO FOR IO CENTS
MEMORY LIBRARY 243 BROADWAY NEW YORK

(iETMAN’S DISSECTED
_

PHRENOLOGICAL CHART

An interesting and instructive game

Sent postpaid on receipt of 75cents

FOWLER 8t WELLS CO.

27 East zlst St., New York

IS ALL IT COSTS

—0NE Dottie
FORTHE NEWMAGAZINE'REVIEW,

ll
TO-DAY’H

THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS
REVIEW AT A LOW PRICE.

t:
we WILLSEND TO-DAY "

Two mourns on TRlAL

FOR TEN CENTS.
8'88“ 6‘ WH'TCOMB'

Pr..LAD£LPHlA,PA.

Kmneeeiniin
SUPPLIES;

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

at Sehermerhern’s, 3 E. l4tl1 St.,N.Y.



FOWLER é’ WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the F0 W'LER g

f- WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
FOWLER e WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of

The Suhacrl tion Price of the PHRBNOLOGICAL
JOURNAL AND CIENCE OF HEALTH is ‘1.50 a year,
)ayable in advance, or $1.75 when )renrr'anu aflerea'
are sent to subscribers.

Honey, when .rent by mail, .thould be in the/eral
of blunt Orders, Postal Notes, Ex’ren Money
Order:, raft: on New York, or Rep'stered Letter:.
All Postmaster: are required to Register letter:
whenever requested to do 80.

Silver or other coin should not be rent by nrail, a:
it is almost sure to wear a hole in the entlelvfe and
be last.

PostageJtamps will be received for jraetiarml
part: ofa dollar. The larger :to m): are [refer-rea’;
they should never be stuck to the letters, and should
always bet-ent in sheets; that is, not torn apart.

Change of fost-afiee addrer: can be mail: by {it's
in: the old a: well a: the new ere/dren. but not wit/l
out th is information. Notice should be received the
[int of the frereding month .

Letters 0' Inquiry requesting an atuwer should
inc/ore a rtamp for return portage, and be sure and
{ive name and/all address every time you ‘write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler 6''’ Well:
Cm, arm’ not to any person romrerterl with the o

In this ‘may only can from/t and careful attention be
seenred.

Any Book. Perlodlcal, Chart, etc., may beordered

from this ofiiee at Publishers‘ prie es.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLUl-‘ICAL JOURNAL
and our Book Publication-t, to who»! liberal term:
will be"ive".

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
Keynote—certainly an appropriate name for a

music periodical—treats on the arts divine, besides
the drama and literature akin, pleasantly. New
York.

Education tor April has good names treating of
Esthetics in Education, Ethics of a Vocabulary,
Military Education, Unapprcciated Factors, etc.
Karson 8t Palmer, Boston.

Magazine o/Poetr —monthly. Number for April
at hand. illustrate . Buffalo, N. Y

Annals of Hygiene—April. Continues its practical
and common-sense course in dealing with the Ialse
and artificial habits and ideas so common in our time
among people who should know better. Habits ol
Posture as Causing Deformity is well illustrated.
This magazine should 0 much beyond a circulation
merely professional. P iladclpbta.

Human .Vature.—Mr. Haddock sho resmuch enter
prise in this monthly exponent of me ta_l science
April number at hand. Several bright things in it,
not the least bcin the paragraphs under "Comical
Effect of Green ills on Green People." Allen
Haddock, editor, etc., San Francisco.

Century Magazine, New York, for April contains
these illustrated numbers: Life of Na oleon Bona
partt, Chapter L-VL; Mme. Réjane, incoln's Re
elcction, Paul Jones, Be ond the Adriatic. Part li.;
Tesla‘: Oscillator and ther Inventlons, Old Dutch

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Masters: Ferdinand Bol, 1616-165“);Bernhard Staven
hagen, Religious Teaching in the Public Schools.

Cosmopolitan for April has an attractive list with
good titles as witness these specimens: The Nymph
of the Attitudes. Pictures ue Pa ua, English Wood
Notes. English Country-l ouse artles, China and
Japan, The Krakatoa Eruption, The Storyof a Thou
sand. Chapter VIII. New York.

Frank Lei-lie‘: I’o/ulnr .llouthly for April contains
a plrasant number of quite Seasonablr topics with
fair illustrations, among them: Eastcr Eggs. Count
Yamagata, Homes in Japan, How to Become a i’rima
Donna, Historic islands of the Gulf of Mexico, New
York Newsboys, The \Vorld Awhecl.

Eelet‘tie. Foreign Literature. April. Very full

l\
i's

t

l‘representing
about twenty periodicals. New

or .

Li/flincott'x, Philadcl hia, for April, discusses;
Cheap Living in Paris, grand Opera, Bucolic Jour
nalism of the West, Hiram Powers in Washington,
Woman's Lot in Persia, The Wumanliness of Liter
ary Women, and other topics. A st'ongly feminine
number.

lVetIurn literiiml Reporter. Chicago. Usually
contains well-digested returns of‘current doing! in
the medical profession.

Jim-per‘: Monthly for April has certain finely illus
trated articles; these will he re. d attentively: Our
National Capital, Personal Recollections of Joan of
Arc, Paris in

Mourniny.
Club Life Among Outcasts,

Venice in Easter; mpressions and Sensations,
Autumn in

Iaplan,
Recent Progress in the Public

Schools, by W. . Harris, Educational Commissioner.
Arena for April. a bulky number in which adver

tisements do not form the larger proportion. Has
something to sayabout “ Higher Criticism." Madame
lilavatsky, ()ccultism and so on. The discussion of
the Age of Consent shows how hard it is to change
old notions of feminine subjection. Boston.

Prep-e‘: .lIedr’mL—Gazcttc of French Medicine and
Surgery, etc. Weekly. Paris.

A merican bleriinrl/unrnal, A ril numbrrreceivcr‘.
Practical and fair to all schoosoi legitimate mcd
icine. St. Louis. Mo.

l’u/ular Stir-nee .llanthl .»-April—discusscs “ Some
Curiosities of Thinking. ' A verv readable article

is “Pleasures of the Telescope
“

Others to be noted
are: "Studies of Childhood, Part VII." “Manval
Training," "Communicated insanity." D. Appleton
& Co., New York.

Review a] Marietta—April.fispecial Features: The
Living (ircck, CIVIC Renaissance, The Foundations
of Belief. The usual digest of current affairs in the
world, with the more striking illustrations of the
press. New York.

W0 have still on hand a. few copies of
"Some Talks About Phrenology" [or distribution
among those seeking information on the subject.
This little pamphlet treats of the usefulness and

truths of Phrenology; its adaptation to young and
old and their relation as husbands and wives. fathers
and mothers and to the happy home.

On receipt of a two~cent stamp a copy of this and
of our catalogue will be sent postpaid.
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In our April Jouamu. we published
tributes of many leading papers and magazines to the

poetical merit of Anna Olcott Commelin‘s “Of Such

Is the Kingdom." From many testimonials we quote

the following:
“The poems of sorrow are sweet, and to the sor

rowful cannot but be acceptable. It is even a pleas
are to dwell on such verses as ‘A Star in the Night’
and ‘HOW Shall It Be?"'—Financial Review, New

York.
“The poem which gives the name to the volume is

a pathetic little gem. Among the miscellaneous

poems, ‘Niagara,’ ‘A National Flower,’ and ‘Summer

Friends‘ are particularly noticeable. ‘How Shall It
Be P’ and ‘As Round the Evening Lamp We Sit‘ both

breathe a gentle spirit, consoling and tender. The
frontispiece is an exquisite picture of three beaming

child-faces."—Mirrvr and Farmrr, Ma '(C/ttSh-‘f',

N. H. .

“An exceedingly well-made book, so far as the pub

lisher's art goes, and attractive at first sight to even

the casual reader. But its dainty covers are merely

an expression of the verse within them."—'1‘/u liven
ing Leader, New Haven, Conn.

"The frontispiece, a charming group of child-faces,

sets off the book. and gives the keynote to most of the

poems-innocence, purity, and simplicity. The lyric
that gives the title to the book is the best. It is, to a

certain extent, the same idea that Mrs. Browning
embodied in the ‘Cry of the Children.’ The most

finished production is ‘A National Flower,‘ which

gives expression to the claims of the golden rod to that

distinction. ‘Summer Friends’ is a delicate piece of

verse, and ‘My Valentine’ a charming display of

schoolgirl prankisliness. Mrs. Commelin has con

siderable mastery of lyric verse; her poems are pure

and delicate, and are fitting companions for people

who love the gentle delights of home."- The Call.

The April SIIOWQI‘ of prosperity is not
likely to occur this spring, but as April showers are

necessary in the natural world for future blossom and

fruit, so, in the business world, an early presentation

of the claims of phrenology to the father and mother

for development of childhood, womanhood or man

hood brings prosperity to those influenced by its

teachings. THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is filled

with advice for tarents. Our agents should make it

their business to sh~»wersuch chances upon them by
furnishing specimen copies and other pamphlets to

awaken an interest in the subject. Pamphlets, cir
culars, etc., may be had on application.

The G. A. R. Handbook is now ready.
Its publication was unfortunately delayed,but we

think that as a diary and handbook it will be very

acceptable to those obtaining a copy of it. It con

tains, as previously mentioned in our columns, the

various army organizations in the United States,

facts about the American civil and European wars

and wars of the world, chronological history of the

rebellion, etc., etc., being the most compact and (on
venient book of reference. It is certainly indispens

able to those interested in military matters. The size

is 4 in. wide by 6 in. long, adaptable to the pocket. In
fact, it will supply a long-felt want, and at this mo

ment most opportune, when all matters connected

with the late rebellion are experiencing such
marked revival. The price is 25c. postpaid.

Rev. C. J. Adams. author of “ Where is
my Dog?" says, “ I inclose you one of many letters

that I receive“; and we have taken the liberty of
culling from this letter.

“I am intensely interested in your book, which I
have recently read, also in anything concerning the

Psychology of animal life. I am rejoiced to know
how many minds of ability have within the last few
years taken up the cause of their speechless brothers.

Wishing you great success in your labors of lovel
have the honor to be, Your co-worker,

Mrs. S. O.

The Journal is Improving—I have
ninety-nine volumes of it from the first to the last;

my school is prosperous. Phrenology is useful to

teachers. I expect to enter it soon. H. B. P.

Packer’s
Tar Soap

Is more than a pure, bland,
luxuriant cleanser: it is anti

septic, emollient, and cura

tive It fortifies the skin in

health, soothes it in irrita
ted conditions, and is a con

stant protection against con

tagion.

Physicians have been

using and prescribing this

soap for nearly a quarter

century.

“lt’s a Luxury for
Bath and Shampoo”

——Medical Standard

THE CHICAGO
INSTITUTE OF
PH RENOLOGY

Conducted by Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vaught.
FM] Term begins September I.

Inter-Ocean
Building, cor.
Head and Dear.
born Streets.
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Quaker Oats
The most delicious and economical breakfast food in

the wide, wide world. Pure and sweet. Try it!
Sold only in 2 lb. Packages.\ V ‘ '7 Y ‘i? ‘ Yf'w /
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Barley Crystals make the most delicious
and nutritious breakfast dish with which to tempt an

invalid or an epicure. Analysis proves it to be rich

in the elements necessary to create flesh. blood, bone

and muscle, while eminent physicians indorse it as a

food for persons with weak digestion. and pronounce

it an invaluable nourishment in fevers and gastric

troubles. Being prepared from the heart of the

barley kernel by a patented process of the highest

efficiency, and sold only in sealed cans. it represents

a degree of purity possessed by no other breakfast

food. A postal card addressed to Farwell & Rhines.
Watertown, N.Y.. will bring pamphlets and a cooking

sample.

We have some of the Jewel pictures left.
This, as has been frequently mentioned in THE Jous
NAL, is a work of art. a fac-simile of a water color

painting, mounted on extra heavy bristol board,

12x17inches. Is suitable for framing or adapted to

the easel without framing. On receipt of 25 cents

this will be sent to any address postpaid.

Subscriptions continue to come in sur
prisingly fast, which shows that people are pleased

with our efforts to make Tm: JOURNAL an exponent of

everything which relates to the study of human char

acter. Letters from subscribers all over the country in

form us of this fact. and that each number as issued

is a treat. 0! course this is encouraging to con

tinued effort and we trust that we may have a larger
subscription list than ever before. So far this year.

it is fifty per cent. greater than for the correspond

ing month of last year. We have taken the liberty of
' - publishing selections from a few of the many letters

we receive every day, and our agents should certainly

find it easier to obtain subscriptions by these com

mendations and also from the improved appearance

of Tits PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. We feel that a

meed of praise is due to our hard-working agents,

and would say that any assistance we can render

them through specimen copies or prospectuses will
be cheerfully furnished on application.

“The Essentials of Eloeution.” We
have received a copy of this from the author,

Alfred Ayres. a review of which will be given in the

next number of THE JOURNAL. A word of explana

tion here may be made. The author claims for it

the shortest treatise on the art of reading that has

ever been written in the English language. yet short

as it is, its practical value is apparent. He claims

nothing new, and yet as he well says, what is here

dates back to the time when man began to exchange

ideas by means of a spoken language—then as ever

the sensible man spoke naturally. not artificially.
Copies for sale at this ofiice; price is 60 cents by mail

postpaid.

Electrical Psychology is proving very
popular with our readers. See notice in our adver

tising pages. .

Regarding Our Advertisers—We do not
indorse any advertiser. We are unusually careful in

the selection of those who use our columns, but each

advertiser must stand on his own merits. We have

always refused, and still refuse, to admit to our pages

anything which we believe to be of an injurious or
fraudulent nature.

'~—'-_..--

This Letter from Illinois is a good
sample of those we are receiving. Mrs. H. C. H.
writes us as follows:

The examination you made by photograph of those
last two girls I sent you greatly delighted their
mother. She said you described their characters as
though you had itnown them a life time. She knows
better now how to educate her girls.

The Paragraph in our March number
about Dr. Dana and Phrenology has brought us an
inquiry from Mr. James P. Lough. of this city. as to
whether the motor centers of the brain develop in
size accordingly asused or disused. Muscular ex
ercise is of course very largely reflex, and the exer
cising of a set of muscles does not exercise the cor
responding cerebral motor center. Our paragraph
about Dr. Dana was intended as a somewhat ironical
dig at the physio'ogists who have left no room for
the mind within “the dome of thought."

The Press and Child Culture.—Those
of our readers who saw the New York Prrs: on Sun
day, March 81. doubtless noticed some familiar faces
of children. Three columns of this valuable paper
were devoted to the republication. word for word, of
our March Child Culture Department. Due credit
was given this JOURNAL and the photographs were
well reproduced and artistically grouped. W'e are of
course pleased at the way in which our Child Culture
Department is becoming appreciated all over the
country. The phrenograph of Hon. Thos. C. Platt.
in our April number, was copied in most of the large
New York dailies as well as throughout the country.
The New York World headed its report with a por
trait showing Mr. Platt‘s face surmounted by a
phrenological head.

We Have JttSt Received a consignment
of China busts from London and shall be pleased to
furnish these on application. The price is $5.00

CanrSupply the phrenological Dictionary
by the Fowlers for 20cents. It is a little hand-book
of pocket form. and has been used by a number of
our students who find it quite a reference book.

In Another Column will be found an
advertisement of the Phrenological Game. the Per
fect Man, price of which has been reduced to 15
cents. To all who would become familiar with
“Choice of Pursuits" the game will be of special
interest.

The Phrenologieal Miscellany, or the
Annuals of Phrenologyand Physiognomy. We have
a few copies of this excellent work left. It is a col
lection of Annuals or Almanacs for some eight
years and the subjects treated are of general in
terest, and attention is called to a few here: “Lam
guage of the Eves;" "Fighting Physiognomy;"
“German Head;" “Objections to Phrenology;"
“Scientific Proofs of Immortality." “Matrimonial
Mistakes;" “Character in Walking.” "Voicesf‘
what they indicate; “Significance of Shaking
Hands;" "Musical Genius;" “Psychology;" “The

I’Laughing Doctor. Price of this has been reduced to
$1.10, by mail postpaid.
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The Subscrl on Price of the PHRBNOLOGICAL
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filer/erred;they should never be stuch to the letters, an should
always besent in sheets; that is, not torn afart.

Change of fost-ofice address can be node by [iv
ing the old as well as the new address, but not with
out this information. Notice should be received the
first of the {receding snonth .

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stanr) for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler &' Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the ofiice.
In

thisd
way only can Irons/t and careful attention be

secure .

Any BOOK, Periodical, Chart, etc., ma y beordered
from this ofiice at Publishers’ frices.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAI. JOURNAL
and our Booh Publications, to whom liberal terms
will begiven.

Booth’s Pocket Inhaler or Hyomei, the

Australian Dry Air Treatment, is a convenient

little arrangement for the treatment of catarrha

troubles affecting the nose and respirator

passages. The principle involved is scientifically

correct, for specialists in throat and nose troubles

agree that direct treatment is the only true method.

Of course proper treating involves the nose chiefly—

and it is in that organ that most catarrhal affections

originate. The rational use of such an instrument

as the above will be helpful to most catarrh vic
tims. Directions accompany each package with the

necessary solution to be used—a very good remedy in

itself.

, CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The Century, New York. for May gives us the fol

lowing among its specially illustrated contents:
“ The

Close of Lincoln's Career," “ Rubinstein: The Man
and the Musician," " Life of Napoleon Bonaparte."
“The Conquest of Arid America,” “The Heart of
Dr. Livingstone,” “ Be ond the Adriatic—Ill,”

“hThe
Squandering of ew York's Public Fran

c ises.”

New York llledical Abstract.-—-One of our cheaper
medicals, but

containing
practical hints, etc., from

current practice. New 'ork City.

In Li/flincott's .llagazine for May we would note :“ Effactng the Frontier," “ A Young Corean Rebel,"
"High Fliers and Low Fliers," “Climbing the So
cial Ladder," "On a Shad Float,"

“ An Artist's
Habitat,” “ The Menu of Mankind.’

The Cosmo/olita n, always conspicuous by its size
and cover, has for May: “ Samarkand and Bokhara,"

b Frank Vincent, also "Sixteen Hundred Miles of
Nl'ountain Railways,” “The Pleasant Occupation of
Tending Bees," “ Ceremonial Dishes of England,"" Saleswomen in the Great Stores," “ Another Dog,"“ Is Polar Research Remunerative? ”

Then we would mention Franh' Leslie's Alontllly,
with its appeals to the popular eye with such titles as“ Stray Leaves from the Book of Nature," “ On the
Plains," " Shrines of the Shiaha," “ A Modern May
Day," “ San Marco," “ The Reign of the Olive. '

The old-fashioned type of its illustrations is pleasing.
New York.

Har rr’s llfagazine for May; “ In Sunny Missis
sippi,’

“ True, I Talk of Dreams," “ Personal Recol
lections of Joan of Arc," “Men's Working among
Women," “ Some Wanderings in Japan,” “ The
Museum of the Prado," “ The Story of the Liver."
Illustrated, as usual,in fine half tones and wood.
New York.

The four weekly issues of Lit/ell’: Ll'r'ing Age for
April are overflowing with the best things of current
foreign literature, and present a wide range of
thought and style. A capital eclectic and cheap.
Boston.

Review of Reviews. May, has its customary digest
of recent events. Literature, art, industry, move
ments in politics, government, etc., etc. Conv n

tions and summer
gatherings

in prospect are noted
and certain specia features of biography are con
spicuous; for instance, John La Iiarge, the artist;
Sir John Everett Millais, the Rt Hon. Herbert H.
Asquith and his late second marriage.

Nomi/elit- .ilonthly, May, contains reviews, ser
mons and sermonic abstracts, with themes, texts,
etc. Dr. Van Dyke scores public responsibility for
the depraved olitical conditions complained of.
Funk &

:

Wagnails, New York.

Brooklyn bIedicaljournaL—One feature of each
number is its portraits from the old copper of medi
eval physiologists, ph 'sicians, etc. Represents cur
rent medicine in Broo lyn, N. Y.

lllea'r’cal Tribune.—This restoration of the New
York representative of Eclecticism, or “ Libe al
Medicine," will please a large consiituency. It makes
a good showing of titles and miscellanea, while the
font Ensemble is creditable. A neai, practical, up to
the times periodical onl can compete with the other
medfoals of New York ity. This the editor, R. A.
Gunn, M. D., appearsto realize. Monthly, $2 a year.

It 'erner's bfagi-isina—Maya— A strong number,with
half adozen substantial articles in the line of the
well known sphere of the mon hly. Voice Production,
Langua e Study, Mante Yazza on Expressions in the
Face, he Mechanics 0

?

Speech, with a full miscel
aneous list. Miss C. B. LeRow has something on
Ghost Talk. New York.
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The Child Culture Department and

Examinations from Photographs—In
the Child Culture Department of the February

Jounmtt. we made a special offer to our subscribers

asking them to send pictures of their children for use

in that department. Hundreds of photographs have

been received and, strange to say, not only of

children, but also of adults. The latter are not, of

course, available for the purpose for which they

were sent, and _forthe benefit of those who have

made this mistake as well as for our readers in

general we would call special attention to our Ex

amination Department. We have always been very

successful in our delineations from photographs and

have made thousands of them. We recommend,

however, that all people who can possibly do so

should come to our office for a personal examination

or avail themselves of the services of some graduate

of our institute who may be in the neighborhood. If,

for any reason, this is impossible the examination

from photographs by our method will be found to

give great satisfaction. In order to be available two

photographs should be taken especially for the pur

pose-“one profile and one front face. The hair should be

smoothed and not frizzed or curled, in order that the

contours of the head may be plainly seen. It is

necessary also that certain measurements be sent.

Take a measurement around the head showing the

circumference at the hat band. Another from the

root of the nose over the head to the projection at

base of back head (occipital spine). Another from

the openingr of one ear to that of the other over the

crown of the head.

If these requirements are complied with the ex

amination will be found to be very satisfactory in

deed. Each delineation is a careful, conscientious,

painstaking study of the photographs and measure

ments, and in each case we make a charge of five

dollars. When the photographs are not properly

taken we'always absolutely refuse to jeopardize our

reputation by giving a meager and unsatisfactory

dehneafion.

What They sity.—“A short time since

my little son sent for a sample copy, and he was so

much pleased I concluded to subscribe again. Find

inclosed $1.50 for the same, commencing with the

March number. I. C. S."

“I think The Phrenological Journal
a very valuable magazine. Please inform me in re

gard to the study of Phrenology and the Student's

set of text-books, also conditions on which your agents

work. W."

A clergyman in the Presbyterian Church
writes: “My Dear Friend—I have received THE

PHRENOLOGICALJOURNAL for several years past. Have

read it with great interest every month and have

valued it very highly. lam now in my 79th year,

retiring from active service to spend the rest of my

days with my children. L. F. W.”

The wife of a long-time school teacher

writes us: “Mr. C—— does enjoy reading the Jous
NAL somuch.”

“ The January, February and March
numbers received. I think they are splendid.”

..- “.0

The “Troy Budget” says in speaking
of Practical Tvpcwriting, by Bates Torrey, the full

mastery of the contents of this elaborate and ex

haustive work can hardly fail to result in expert

practice. Its teaching is that of "The all-finger

method.” Its exercisesare combinations of letters

and automatic manipulation, following the lines

substantially of musical instruction. A person may

learn tunes, knowing little technique, and so one may

use the typewriter with considerable success, but in

the best and most rapid work a method must be fol

lowed. The book contains hints in regard to care of

the machine which operators will find of great value.

Price of this is $1.50.

Practical Typewritiug, by Bates
Torrey, which is now in the third edition, is still
havinga constantly increasing sale. It has been

very acceptably received by reviewers all over the

country. Old, as well as new operators, no matter of

what machine, find this book invaluable. and their

expressions of commendation are extremely gratify

ing to both author and publisher.

Among the many notices of this book which we

have received, we quote the following extracts from

Public Opinion, of New York:
“It is fortunate that a man of Mr. Torrey‘s

ability has had the courage of his convictions to the

extent of expressing them so well and forcibly in this

exceedingly useful book. It contains many

valuable features, such as fac-simile examples of

titles, legal forms, court testimony, tabu‘ating

fancy borders, etc. The publishers, also, deserve

the thanks of many future operators for their enter‘

prise in placing this volume before the public."
We will send this book, postpaid, to any address,

for $1.50.

We are Repeatedly asked “How can I
obtain a knowledge of Phrenology P" In answer

ing this we suggest that the best results can be ob

tained from a careful perusal and study of the

“Student’s Set of Text-Books," on the subject.

In addition to this suggestion the practical knowl

edge and application of the subject can be obtained

by taking a course in the American Institute of

Phrenology, an advertisement of which appears in

our columns. Some persons have an intuitionat

perception of character, inherited largely from the

mother; cannot say why they like or dislike; why

willing to confide or unwilling to do so. Phrenology

reads character scientifically. It gives reasons, there-7

fore the student of phrenology knows why one man

will no! answer for a given position.

Fruits and How to Use Them, by Mrs.
Hester M. Poole, is the title of a useful work for

housekeepers, as well as for all who are interested in

the subject of the proper support for man, and con

tains, besides nearly seven hundred recipes, informa

tion about every variety of the most delicious food

for human beings. The book is especially timely
now, since so many thoughtful people are discussing

the question of a different diet for the human race,

which shall eliminate from civilization the taking

of animal life, with'its attendant barbarities and de

moralizing influence on those whose avocations

force them to this practice. Without entering on this
subject, which haszits advocates and its opponents,
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with reason on each side, there is no doubt that to

many people a more liberal use of fruits and less meat
and pastry and pudding would be of great advantage
in the benefit to health.

Laws of Physiological Combustion,
upon which organic health, vigor, and rapid reani

mation of debilitated and diseased organisms depend ;
a diaductive cure of disease.

The above is a part of the title page of a 181-page
book of directions explaining the use of Oxydoner
“Victory.” The following statement from this book
will interest our readers:

Dimiuetz'zm is a natural/era’, operating upon and

between living organisms, and between animate and

inanimate matter, in a way congenerous to the action
of induction with metals. I am the Discoverer of this

force and the Originator of the Diaductivc Method of

Generating or Curing disease at will, by command

ing this omnipresent force to adverse or fatwralrle
bearing upon Life, and the producer of everything

genuine related thereto. Development of this/era
and mode of Practice is the result of continuous

experiments, now beyond forty years’ duration, with
out the benefit of a single accidental discovery. My
life, with everything at command, has been wholly
given to this cause. Having long ago passed the

experimental stage in this new Method, my experi
ments for more than fifteen years have been continued

simply to find bounds of possibility and to obtain

more familiar knowledge of its fundamental laws.

When a child, fifty years ago, I believed that if God

was omniscient and Omnipotent, He did not Stamp
'

Nature with design for teeming animation, without

providing preponderance of natural forces in favor
of Life. My results clearly prove this view correct.

and the blasphemy of contrary views.

It is suicidal ingratitude to ignore the bounties of
Providence, when once discovered. "God is paid
when nmn receiver," but, all Heaven is outraged

when man rejects!

For further information see the advertisement of

Dr. Sanche inthis issue.

As the Americanzinstitute of l’hrenology opens its

session on the first Tuesday of September next, read

ers of Tm: JOURNAL may obtain a good idea of the

Institute and its work by reading in the current num

oer a notice of the Institute, entitled, “ How to Learn
Phrenology.” The explanation there given covers

the ground completely and leaves nothing to he

desired in respect to it.

The G. A. R. Hand-book is now ready.
Its publication was unfortunately delayed,but we

think that as a diary and hand-book it will be very

acceptable to those obtaining a copy of it. It con

tains, as previously mentioned in our columns, the

various army organizations in the United States,

facts about the American civil and European wars

and wars of the world, chronological history of the

rebellion, etc., etc., being the most compact and con

venient book of reference. It is certainly indispens

able to those interested in military matters. The size

is 4 in. wide by 6 in. long, adaptable to the pocket. In
fact, it will supply a long-felt want, and at this mo

ment most opportune, when all matters connected

with the late rebellion are experiencing such

marked revival. The price is 25c. postpaid.

Medical Refel'llL—Its victory is presaged
by the signs of the times. Its exponents have ob
tained a hearing. A spirit of free inquiry is abroad
and the laws of nature, if read aright, reveal a

working with each other, and if the right theory
should ever be discovered we shall know it by this
token: that it will solve many riddles. The book
"Nature's Household Remedies," as advertised in

our columns, is a useful one. Its remedies are for
prevalent diseases, such as consumption, dyspepsia,
climatic fevers, asthma, nervous maladies, catarrh,

pleurisy, croup, etc. The price is but $1, and it will
be mailed, postpaid, on receipt of this amount.

A Series of Essays on Diseases of Over
worked Men, written by B. W. Richardson, M.D.,
Ma., F.R.S., some years ago, and afterward fol

lowed by others on diseases from some occupations,
indulgence in alcohol, and from the use of tobacco.
At the time these essays excited much public interest,
and as they appeared in periodicals they were after
wards republished in a collected book form under the
title of “Diseases of Modern Life.” For further in

formation would call your attention to the adver

tisement in another column. The price has been re

duced to $1.10.

We call attention to the advertisement
of the book “Christ the Orator," of which it has been

said: “It will have a million readers, since it fills a

most important and long-time vacant niche in the

temple of literature. It isa most brilliant and re

markable treatise; a masterly and complete exposi
tion of the subject untouched by any writer—in fact,

the only book of its kind treating upon subjects

which every one ought to know about. A public

speaker can find in its pages a rich mine of oratory
and human nature. The very attitudes, gestures,

and looks are seen again and again of the “Solitary
Man of the Ages," the Central Magnet of Nineteen

Centuries. “His voice sounds as if He were really

now present and speaking to the men of our day."

I Have Just Read with interest and

profit the book “Wiiaaa is MY Doc?” by the Rev. Chas.

josiah Adams,and it is my opinion that a wide circu

lation will benefit not only its readers, but also

our relations in lower life—the dumb animals. There
is much in human treatment of the brute creation that

is reprehensible, and a work of this kind may en

large current ideas in relation to the rights not only

of the canine race, but of all sentient beings. It is

time that such a book should be written when in our

boasted progress of to-day at the Parliament of
Religions, in Chicago, Mr. Dharmapala, of Ceylon,

said: "Your great slaughter-houses are a curse and

a shame to civilization," and when Frances Power
Cobbe has written in horror of the abuses of vivi
section.

The author endeavors to show and prove con‘

clusively to those who think that, in a degree, the

lower animals possess intellectual, moral, and

spiritual faculties, in common with man. If, then,

they have the qualities on which man bases his hope

of immortality, why should not this be also their

privilege? ANNA OLCO'I‘I‘ COMMIIJN.
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The Australian Dry-Air Treatment‘.
A New Di860V81’y.—Having discovered
the germ or bacilli that causes consumption. hay
fever, catarrh, and that attack all the respiratory
organs of man, our scientists and especially our bac
teriologists have been exhausting the resources of the

laboratory to find the means of destroying them.
Catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, and hay fever are the
namesgiven to some of the diseases affecting the air
passages. Practically they are one and the same

thing, and they are all caused by that one particular
bacilli that finds its most congenial conditions in the

respiratory organs. A superior vitality confines the
milder forms of the disease to the nose, throat and
bronchial tubes, but it only requires a sudden conges
tion of the lungs, or a general lowering of the system,
when the greater and more dreaded form, consump
tion, is developed.

The mistake Zhitherto has been made in trying to
reach these germs through the stomach, or hypo

dermically by way of the blood. Recognizing the

futility of all such methods of treatment, and believ

ing that the only way of destroying the germ and

saving the patient‘s life was by inhalation, Mr.
Richard T. Booth some years ago set out to discover
a perfect bacillicide that should be purely vegetable,
volatile, and that could be inhaled. He found the

specific for this distinctive specie of bacteria, and
named it Hyomei, "I heal, I cure." It is Science's
latest and greatest triumph over the germs that find a

lodgment in the air passages.
> The air thoroughly charged with Hyomci is inhaled
through the pocket inhaler at the mouth and, after

permeating all the respiratory organs, is slowly
exhaled through the nose. It is aromatic, gives
immediate relief and is inexpensive, the pocket
inhaler outfit costing only one dollar. With this con
venient device charged with Hyomci, catarrh and
chronic bronchitis have been permanently cured,
asthma almost instantly relieved, and for hay fever
is an absolute specific.

Wss'rrosn, Mxss, January 80, 1805.
Your I-Iyomei cured me of hay fever in one week's

time. Iconsidcr it a duty to tell others who suffer.1"
A. HAMLIN.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., February 8, 1895.
The pocket inhaler works like a charm. The first

inhalation gave relief. I! 1':a Musing to humanity,
and [am .mrry it i: not bdter known. I add my
name to the “

Pass-lt-On-Society.”

Sincerely yours,

J. M. FARR/m.

A pamphlet giving full particulars of Hyomci, the
Australian dry-air cure, free to all.

Pocket inhaler outfit by mail, $L00. Address
R. T. Boo'rn,

Dept. 5, 18 East Twentieth street, New York City.

Regarding Our Advertisers—We do not
indorse any advertiser. We are unusually careful in
the selection of those who use our columns, but each
advertiser must stand on his own merits. We have
always refused, and still refuse, to admit to our pages
anything which we believe to be of an injurious or
fraudulent nature.

Flattering Reviews of Mrs. Anna
()lcott Commelin‘s book "OrSucH is ‘run Kmooou"
continue to come in,from which we are pleased to
copy the following:

“Mrs. Commelin‘s muse sings in many keys. There
is a tender sympathetic quality throughout the poems
of sorrow, and the minor key is relieved by a very
genuine and cbvious hopeiulness. The subjects are
the sorrows that are common to humanity. There is
no morbid or unwholcsome tendency. ‘A Star in the
Night’ breathes a beautiful spirit of faith, and will
prove consoling to those in sorrow, and ‘Foe or
Friend' voices :\ sentiment common to all. Mrs.
Commelin is equally happy in the lighter vein, and
among the miscellaneous are some dainty little
poems of out-of-door life that seem to have im
prisoned something of the sunshine and gladness of
nature in her gracious moods. The ascription to the
golden rod as ‘A National Flower’ is finished in
style and versification, and the rondeau ‘In Summer
Time‘ and ‘My Valentine‘ have a distinctive charm.
A few of the poems have a local color which renders
them peculiarly pleasing, notably the ‘Ode to the
Madison Square ToweLm-Emuklyn Tfmzr.

The Paragraph in our March number
about Dr. Dana and Phrenology has brought us an
inquiry trom Mr. James P. Lough, of this city, as to
whether the motor centers of the brain develop in
size accordingly as used or disused. Muscular e!
ercise is of course very largely reflex, and the excr
cising of a set of muscles does not exercise the cor
responding cerebral motor center. Our paragraph
about Dr. Dana was intended as a somewhat ironical
dig at the physiologists who have left no room for
the mind Within uthe dome of thought."

This Letter from Illinois is a good
sample of those we are receiving. Mrs. H. C. H.
writes us as follows:

The examination you made by photograph of those
last two girls I sent you greatly delighted their
mother. She said you described their characters as
though you had known them a life time. She knows
better now how to educate her girls.

Business Adaptation—Dr. Beall says
he is going to give considerablespace in THE Ioumwu.
to this question. There are many who are simply
wasting their energies, because they are not in the
right niche inlife, and to a competent phrenologist
the reasons are evident in each case.

The Phrenologlcsl Miscellany, or the
Annuals of Phrenologyand Physiognomy. We have
afewcopies of this excellent work left. Itisa col
lection of Annuals or Almanacs for some eight
years and the subjects treated are of general in
terest, and attention is called to a few here: “Lan'
guage of the Evcs;" "Fighting Physiognomy;"
"German Head;" "Objections to Phrenology;"
“Scientific Proofs of Immortality." “Matrimonial
Mistakes;" uCharacter in Walking." “Voices:"
what they indicate; "Significance of Shaking
Hands;" "Musicll Genius;" “Psychology;" "The
Laughing Doctor." Price ofthis has been reduced to
$1.10, by mail postpaid.



PUBLICATIONS ON

Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism and

Related Topics.

Animal Magnetism. By J’
. P. F. Deleuze, of France. Translated by Thomas C.

llartshorn. Revised edition, with an appendix of notes by the translator. and
letters from eminent physicians and others, descriptive of cases in the United
States. Iamo, 524 pp. Extra cloth, $2 00. r -

Human Magnetism,- its Nature, Physiology and Psyclrolog . lts uses as a

remedial agent in disease, in moral and intellectual improvement, etc. By H.
S. Drayton, LL.B., M.D. 12mo, 203 pp. Cloth, $1.00.

'
Electrical Psychology. Philosophy of. A course of twelve lectures. By john

Bovee Dods. 121110, 252 pp. Cloth, $1.oo_

Mesmerism, Philosophy of. Six lectures delivered in Marlboro Chapel,
Boston. by John Bovee Dods. 121110. 82 pp. Paper, 50 cents.

Fascination, or the Philosophy of Clmrming. Illustrating the Principles
of Life in connection with Spirit and Matter. Byjohn B. Newman, M.D. into,
176 pp. Cloth,$1.oo

Library of Mesmerism and Psychology. Comprising "Philosophy of Mes
merism," “ Fascination," "Electrical Psychology," “The Macroeosnt," "Science
of the Soul." Five volumes in one. 12mo.882 pp. Illustrated. Cloth, $3.50.

Hypnolimn. Its. History and Development. By Fredrik Bjtirnstrtim, M.D.
Translated into English by Baron Nils Posse, M.G., of Boston. Cloth, 75 cents.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr.~ J. Ochorowicz, with a preface by Charles Richet.
Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald, M.A. 8vo; 400 pp. Cloth, $2.00.

Animal Magnetism. By Alfred Binet and Charles Féré. 121110, 378 pp.
Illustrated. Cloth, $1.50.

Hypnolism. Its Facts, Theories and Related Phenomena. By Carl Sextus. Illus
trated. 8vo, 304 pp. Cloth, $2.00.

Psychology as a Natural Science Applied to the Solution of Occult Psychic
Phenomena. By C. G. Raue, M.D. 8vo, 541 pp. Cloth, $3.50.

Suggestive Therapeutics. A Study of the Nature and Use of Hypnotism. By
Dr. H. Bernheint. 8vo. Cloth, $3.50.

The Law of 'Psychic Phenomena. A Working Hypothesis for the Systematic
Study of Hypnotism, Spiritism, Mental Therapeutics, etc. By Thomson jay
Hudson. 121110, 409 pp. Cloth, $1.50.

Mesmcri-sm, Spiriluulism, elc., Historically and Scientifically Considered. By
W. B. Carpenter. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25.

Vital Magnetism .- Its Power Over Disease. By Frederick T. Parson. nmo,
235 pp. Cloth, $1.25.

Any o
f ihe above will be sent, postpaz'd, on receipt o
f price.

ADDRESS I

FOWLER 8t WELLS CO.,' 27 E.‘ 21st St., New York.
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JUST OUT...

CLEARl CONCISE!
COMPREHENSIVE!

SWAIN COOKERY
RACHEL SWAIN, M.D.

A practical guide-book in the art of preparing DELICIOUS and
WHOLESOME food. It is of handy size and shape and bound in light

'

oil-cloth, making it a very convenient book for kitchen use. Dr. Swain
is a practical hygienist and the health hints in this book will be found
almost invaluable. Price, postage prepaid, $1.50.

FOWLER £9’ WELLS COMPANY,

27 East 21:! St., New York.

POCKET DIARY OF THE

Grand Army of the Republic
AND

ale Handbook of Military

Information...‘
By GEORGE J. MANSON

This is the most COMPLETE. COMPACT and HANDY book of reference ever

published in regard to military matters, covering

A History of the Civil War.
Facts About American and European Wars.

The Armies of the World, Etc., Etc.

It contains a reference to every man who ever held an office or was prominent
in the G. A. R. The INDEX is most complete and contains every name, battle,
fact or event mentioned in the work. As a- DATE-FINDER alone the volume is
worth many times its cost.

Price, Postpaid, - - - 25 cents

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East zlst Street, New York
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CHRIST THE ORATOL,
Or, Never Man Spake Like This Man

A brilliant work, the only one of its kind
It is a monograph on_ the expresslonal side of Christ's nature

Al\l‘\al\.le.0'.IHIHJQJI-I‘nl'nno ~"_llee' “l~'I\-O-\M

It hasalready awakened widespread interest and received hi h indorsement from leading editors.orators‘
scholars and thoughtful laymen. lts teachings are new and a mirable and of the utmost im rtance to pro
fessional men and to the thoughtful reading public. It is earnest in spirit, sympathetic and nished in style.
which renders it a welcome guest in every family. The journal of Religion: Than It! says; “Anyone
who has read this book cannot fail to be convinced that its author has thoroughly treat his subjectwaknows
how to deal with the Christ of Human Nature. etc., etc. It is a very suggestive and refreshing book.

‘ The
New l'vrb Hera/(Isa 's “ Mr. Hyde is a fervid writer and vigorous thinker. His book is suggestive, full
of practical and beautiful works, and is worthy of a careful reading.

The Clrica a Time: says: “ A work of considerable interest and importance.
excellent, and or a score of reasons it lS a work to be welcomed."

“ Will be read with more than ordina pleasure. ls full of beauty and magnetic expression. No one can
read this book without being moved by t e dramatic beauty of the presentation of facts and arguments."—
Toledo Blade.

“Sure to attract many readers because of its original style. The author draws the great Teacher as he
must have appeared to his Disciples."—S. I". Chronicle.

The Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage says: “I have read ‘Christ the Orator.’
brilliant, unique, elevating. May its distribution be as wide as the earth."

I. W. Churchill, Prof., Andover, Mass, says: uClergymen especially ought to be grateful to Mr. Hyde for
this interesting, suggestiveI helpful and convincing book. This work deserves wide and thoughtful reading

The literary style is

It Is a most suggestive book,

an Pages. Cloth. Price, $|.25 postpaid

ATTENTION
isccllancous

Publications
By GEO. J. HANSON

I LOVERS
mo; FRUITS !

The only book published
practically covering the
ground of Fruit as Food.
Mrs HESTER M. Poou-z's

"FRUITS AND HOW
TO us: THEM"

contains nearly 700 recipes for

The following books:

“READY FOR BUSINESS"
Prlce 75c.

"CHOOSINO AN OCCUPATION
or Getting Into Business." Price 25c.

"KISSING,"
Prlce 25c.

"JOK ER'S DICTIONARY,"
Price 25c.

“DIARY OF THE GRAND ARI'IY OF
the use of every kind of fruit
growing in the United States.
Indorsed by the leading Cook
ing School teachers and writers
in this country. Useful, Inter
esting, Practical, Condensed.
Nearly 100 ways of preparing
apples alone. 224 pp., extra
cloth, $r.oo.

THE REPUBLIC
and Hand Book of I'lllltarylnlormatlon."

Prlce :50.

Would say of these books that they are all well
written, and all useful; in fact. in :ome cases‘
necessary to general enlightenment on the

subjects treated. Will send postpaid on receipt

of price, or all Five for “.50.
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E3550 GET WELL
AND HOW TO KEEP WELL

A Family Physician and l Guide to Health. By T. A. BLAND, “.0.
President of the Eclectic fledlcal Society ol the District 0! Columbia.

This book is of great practical value, by an author of progressive views, large experience
as a physician, and a writer of great ability and popularity.

The Rev. M. 1. Savage, of Boston, says :
“ Drum DR. Bum) : I like your new book. if only everybody would read it, and be guided by it, there

would be less illness charged against Divine Providence."

The. Rev. A. A. Miner, D.D., of Boston, writes :
“ DEAR DR. BLAND: Your charming book has had something of interest for me on every page, and has

added ‘professional instruction to interest. it you will permit one who is not a physician to say so, i will say
that it cannot fail to do vast good."

“ Its hygienic teachings are alone worth ten times its price."—W. C. Coomzn, M.D.. Cincinnati.
“ Dr. Bland is the author of several works, but this is decidedly his best, and gives him a high place, not

only among authors but among physicians."~T/n Republic, ll’arkz'ngtan, I). C.
" It is packed full of sensible ideas."—Goldrn Rule, Boston.
“ It tells the sick, in plain language, how to get well, and what is still better, how to keep well.

—C/|ris!|'an Regina‘.
“ in this book Dr. Bland has given a work of permanent worth and use to all. The directions for treating

disease are excellent. and the suggestions on the preservation of health will commend themselves to the
thoughtful."—— Bosfon I‘asl.

“ I have read it with pleasure and profit. It is a most valuable family physician and guide to health. if it
could find its way into every house,the health of the people would soon be greatly im roved."

At'G. P. LtcHTmLL, M. ., Washington, D. C.

Second Edition Now Ready

Fine Paper, (100d Type, Elegant Binding Price only $|.oo

FOWLER 6t WELLS CO., 27 East zlst St" New York

Practical Typewriting
By BATES TORREY.

‘(libirb Ebttion. Reviseb ano Enlargeo.

THE STANDARD WORK ON THE TOUCH
OR ALL-FINGER METHOD.

For Schools, Business Colleges and Private
Instruction.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

8vo,'over 200 pp. Cloth. Price,$t.5o.

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers,

:7 EAST zlst ST., NEW YORK.



Brain and 11111111,-or Mental Science Con
sidered in Accordance with the Princi

ples
of Phrenology and in Relation to

odern Physiology. Illustrated. By
H.S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D.,and IAMss
MCNFJL, A.M. Extra cloth. $1 50.

Fort‘
Years in Plzrmolagy; Embracing

ecollections of History, Anecdotes,
and Experience. By Prof. Stzstt. $1.50.

New P/1w.t1'0gnomy;or, Signs of Character,
as manifested through temperament
and external forms, and especially in
the “Human Face Divine." 1,000
illustrations. By S. R. Wells. $5.00.

C1101c!ofPursuits; or What to do and Why.
Describing seventy-five trades and pro
fessions, and the temperaments and
talents required for each. By Prof.
81111211. $2.00.

How to Read (.‘lmracter. A New Illus
trated Handbook of Phrenology and
Physiognomy, with upward of one hun
dred and seventy engravings. $1.25.

Popular Physiology. An Exposition of
the Structures, Functions, and Rela
tions of the Human System and the

reservation of health. By Dr. TRALL.
und in cloth, $1.00.

771: Consh'lutwn of Alan; Considered in re
lation to external objects. By G120.
Comm, with por.; bound in clo. $1.25,

Head: and Facts, and How to Stud T/zem.
A manual of Phrenology and hysiog
nomy for the peo )le. By Prof. NELSON
811.1211and H. S. RAYTON, M. D. Oct.
paper, 40c.

Tlzc P/zrmologz'cal Bust, showing the lo
cation of each of the Organs. $1.00.

This set of books is recommended to those who wish to take
up the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending
the American Institute of Phrcnology. At list prices these
amount to about $15.00. The set will be sent by express for $10.00_

l To SUBscmBERs to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL who
will send $2.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send
at ODCC. This offer is good for a limited time only,

Express Address

....................

FowIQr 9 wells (0., 27 E. 2|st St, New York.
Please send to my address a: bclotu, t/ze STUDENTS SET [Price $10.00]

for which I enclose $2.00, and furl/ter agrcc Io rcriiz't promptly $1.00 on
the first qf lac/1 month until t/te balance $8.00 is paid.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Past Ofiz'ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stat: . . . . .



viii _ ADVERTISEMENTS.

Oxydonor
CAUSES THE
HUMAN BODY
TO DRINK IN

THE OXYGEN OF
THE AIR

THUS lT CAUSES
DISEASE TO BE

CURED AS EASILY
AS CONTRACTED

Copyright, 1894, byIDr. HJSANcne

BOON TO MANKIND
New Yomc, March :5, 18%.

Dlt. H. SANCHE

DEAR Sm: Some two cars ago I gave you testimony regarding [my opinion of the merits of the
OXYDONOR. I write again to inform you of my increased confidence in its curatlve powers. it absolutely
cured me of the evil efl'ects left me by La Grippe~Nervous Dyspepsiafcatarrh, and also the unlocked for
cure of Varicose Veins of 20 years‘ standin . of which I never expected to be cured, as I had consulted the
best medical authority both in Albany and ew York City, each declaring “ You never will be cured." Also
in my own family, a case of Hay Fever, of five years’ standing, completely relieved in 11 hours’ treatment.
and we think absolute] cured.

Wishing the “ OX DONOR” the success its merits deserve.
Yours gratefully, O. B. Ric". New York and Brooklyn Bridge.

WHAT A MEMBER OF NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE SAYS:
DR. H. SANcnE, 261 5th Avtz. N. Y.

DEAR Sm: Am a member of “ The New York Stock Exchange;" the nature of my business is inclined to
make me nervous and

sleepless
at times. Whenever I feel any of the above symptoms a night’: use of your

OX YDONOR makes me ll right again. Sincerely yours,
J. GooocHiLn.

Large book containing full description of the Oxydonor and
certificates of cure from reliable people, MAILED FREE upon
application. ’

DR. [1. SANCHE, Discoverer and Inventor

261 Fifth Ave., New York City :64 W. Fort St., Detroit, Mich.
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wQuéker 0ats
“ The most delicious and economical breakfast food in

the wide, wide world. Pure and sweet. Try it!

Sold only in 2 lb. Packages.
’\ r ‘ 7 x v - ‘ v-e /'
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secouo EDITION. Revised and Enlarged
'

“As a: the mind.
so is the form."

' 9helro 5
Language of the Hand

A complete, practical work on the sciences
of Chelrognomy and Chelromancy. contain
ing the system. rules. and experience of
Cheiro the Palrnist.

Reproductions of Famous Hands, also Normal and Abnor
mal Hands taken from Life. Including

The Hands of Madame Sarah Bernhardt. l'lark Twain. l'ladame Nordlea.
Colonel Robert In ersoll. Mrs. Frank Leslie. F". \V. T. Stead. The
Right Hon. Joseph hamberlaln. M. P., The. Annie Besant. Sir Freder
Ick Leighton. P. R. A . Sir John Lubbock. M. P., F. R. 5.. The Countess
of Aberdeen. Sir Edwin Arnold. and the Lord Chief Justice of England. '

Reduced Fac-simile of Cover. Also

The Hand of the Rev. C. H. Parkhurst
PLATES

Showing the difference that exists in hands between people of different tempera

ments and desires

A SUICIDE'S HAND THE HAND OF DR. MEYER
Convicted of murder. New York. June 8th, I894

PRICE $2.00. post free. Send direct to the Author, 432 Fifth Ave., New York, for
the Autograph Edition—no extra charge.
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“Aye! There’s the rub!”
And that ought to be enough in itself to seal the

doom of bar soap. This rubbing with soap
may get clothes clean, it" you work hard

enough, but can't you see how it wears
them out ?

Follow the directions that come on

every package of Pearline, and you'll find
that you not only do away with the hard

and ruinous work of rubbing—but that you
save time, and actually get better results.

At every point Pearline is better than

soap. But the mere fact that Pearline
saves the rubbing—that ought to settle it

.

BEWARE
inc)’, IT'S FALSE—Pauline is never peddled.

Peddlers will tell you “this is as

good as" or “the same as Pearl
lf your

grocer sends you an imitation, be honest—send it bark. 4'33

A war veteran says, Komchacin (‘,aloric is
the greatest remedy I ever heard of; I wish I

owned it. I hadlittle l'aith when I began its
nse,and my faith was not increased by the use

of the first box,but my wife was anxious for
me to continue it, for, said she, (t 0 such
a clean, wholesome, and reasonable
method, It must help you. So I continued
and soon began to improve. I used four
boxes when the trouble wholly disappeared
and has never returned. If one in a thousand
of those who are afiiicted with Piles, Fis
sure, or Fistula could only learn of its
wonderful virtues. the proprietors would
reap a good reward, and they deserve to. I

wonder that they don't advertise it more.

mADDRESS

0N IMPROVING THE

MIIL
MEMORY LIBRARY

:0 ran lo cEN'rs
243 BROADWAY NEWYORK

Points of

g
O

V 16W. ,

I wouldn't give a rap l‘nraflnancial interest
in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one

package will cu re a whole neighborhood, said
a man the other day. I have tried everything

I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
myself of Piles, which I inherited. Two
years ago I bought Komchacin Caloric, used

it three times, and have had no trouble since.
My grandmother, eighty years old and most
of herlife asuflerer from the same complaint,
was cured from the same package, and there g

is some left.

Our new principle, wholly unlike any “

01her hormonal-o Inna-ll, for the cure 0|‘
I'llos Pleasure, and Flotilla, lent poll.
pnlll IIln- 81.00. Particular- nnd proof!‘
fi'ee.

KINDEHGABTENSUPPLIESSEND FOR CATALOGUE.

. a
l

Schermarhom’s, 3 E
.

l4lh 8t, ll.Y.
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THE LADYTS SYRINGE
Isa: yet the only [radical instrument for the treat
ment of certain female complaints, because it is con
Itructed upon the only correct principle, viz: hg'ectivn
and Suction. lt cleanses PERPECTLV, which no other
syringe as yet has accomplished, and has many other
advantages explained in our descriptive circular,
which we mail gratis.

GOODYEAR RUBBER CO.,
17 Murray Street, New York.

Prof. A. F. REINHOLD’S INSTITUTE OF

WATER CURE
European Method of Hydropathy
Only Rational Treatment
of all Chronic Diseases
for Ladies, Children and Gentlemen

105 E. 30th Street
NEW YORK

Try It. After ever
thlnf

else has failed cure
can be WARRANTEB yet It most cases.

Treatment is mild, consisting of Mass ige, Passive
Movement, Va r and Herb Baths, Packs, etc.

Tickets at re uced rates at Fowler 6: Wells C0"
:7 E lllt Street.

LL styles of watches from $.38 up. Handsome
catalogue t'ree.Safe Watch Co, 9 Murray St., N. Y.

Standard Temperance Pelllcalieis.
Tue NATIONAL TEMPERANCB Socuz'rv publishes over

200 different publications
upon

every phase of the
question. Send for full cata ogue.

The National Temperance Almanac end Tee
totalcr‘s Year-Book for 1895. By I. N. Stearns.
lo cents.
Contains 72 pages of Statistics of lntemperance,

Anecdotes, Stories, Puzzles, Choice illustrations
Post Ofiicc Address of Oflicers of State and National
Bodies, a full Directory of all Temperance Organiza
tions in New York City and Brooklyn, all Temperance
Papers, etc., etc.

ow to FTGHT the DRINK
or, The Saloon Must (to! An Evening‘! Entertain
ment. By Miss L. Penney. five, 86 pages. 25 etc.

A bright, helpful programme for young people‘s meet
lugs. It has fil‘BL-(‘lllr‘r'llimitations, I’art Exercises for
junior members, 3 Dialogue, and eleven ringing Songs
for solos and choruses. Suitable for use in ull'l‘eni
perance Societies, Schools, Christian Endeavor So
cietles. and all young people‘! organizations. Address

NATIONAL TEMPERANCE
SOCIETY AND PUBLICATION HOUSE

58 READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

THE CHICAGO
INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY

Conducted by Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vnught.
Fall Term begins September I.

Inter-Ocean
Building, cor.
Head and Dear
born Streets.

BEsmco

For this Nainsool:
Dress. Hos pointed
yoke of hemst-itchotl
tucks. and oneinst-r
tion in centre. Full
sloovos and neck
trimmed with rufl‘io
of lino embroidery.
lrlizos 6 mos. t0 2 yrs.
A good ill nstration of
the advantage of
clothin children
where t elr outfitting is the special business.
1).”mail, postage paid, 6 calls aclra.

Over 700 Illustrations of
Things for Children.

Thor-6'15 probably no publication of _1110roimam-st to mothers who are unable to visit our
0 ~t=tb|ishmnnt than our new catalogue. Mailed
on receipt: of stamps for postage—4 cents.

60-62 West 23d St., N. Y,

SOME SPECIAL BOOKS

Chastity. A course of lectures to young men
intended, also, forthe serious consideration of Parents
and Guardians. By S lvester Graham, M.D. With
an appendix by R. . Trail, M.D. 12mo, 70 pp.
Paper, 50 cents.

Fore-ordained: A Story of Heredity andof Special Parental Influences. By an ob
server. 12:110.90 pp. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50
cents.

HOW to be Well. By Augusta Fairchild, M.D.
‘lino, 180pp. Cloth, $1.00.
Marriage: Its History and Ceremonies,

with a phrenological and Physiologicnl
Exposition of the Functions for Happy
Marriages.

B
‘? O. S. Fowler. Twent -second

edition. 123ml»,21 pp. Illustrated. Cloth, 1.00.
Ori In of Species: A New Theory of theOrig n of Species. By Benj. G. Ferris. :zmo,

278 pp. Cloth, $1.50.
Tobacco: Its Effects on the Human Sys

(em, By Dr. William A. Alcott. With notes and
additions by Nelson Sizer. ltlmo, 149 pp. Paper, 25
cents.

The Mother's Hygienic Hand-Book for
the Normal Development and Training of
W'onien and Children. and the Treatmentof Their Diseases with Hygienic Agencies.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. i2mo, 186pp. Cloth, $11!).

The Scientific Basis of Ve etarianism.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. 12m0, 30 pp. *aper, 25 cents.

H’hy Do Young People Die? or, How to
Live Healtlifully and Long. By F. M.
Heath. 25cents.

FOWLER 6': WELLS C0.
27 E. 21st St., New York City
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Fllli HEALTH USE THE BIBYBLE
FOR THE BICYCLE use DIXON’S No.

679 CYCLE CHAIN LUBRICANT
it makes the wheel run easily and saves wear of

chain. Samples. I5cents.
jos. Dixon Crucible 60., Jersey City, N. J.

Mention i'llRENOLOGlCAL JoulrutL.

Curing by Hygiene
We treat all diseases, acute and chronic, with

hygienic
agents; no medicines. Twenty-tive years

0 ractice have made us familiar with these diseases.
an we treat them successfully. Diseases of women
a s ecialty, also diseases of the digestive organs.

atients received into our house. Send for circular.
SUSANNA W. DODDS, M.D.
MARY DODDS, MD.

2826 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

ElEGTRIG TELEPHONE
Bold outright, no rent, no In sl .

to City, Village or Country. e ed in every
, r, . home. shop, store and allies. Greatest conven

- lanes and t seller on earth."
.,

Ase-nt-
make from on Romper-thy.

, no in n residence monns n snls to all tho
neighbors. Fine instruments, no toys, works

I nnywhera. any distance. Complete,
use when shipped. Can be out up by any one,
never out of order, no repair-in , lasts a lilo
I into. warranted. A 01197run or. Writo
W. I’. Harrison 8 00.. (ii-lent10, Columbus, 0

Prehistoric
America

The Editor of the

AMERICAN ANTlQUARlAN
is preparing a series of books on Prehistoric
America. He has already published two
volumes.

I. The Mound Builders, their Works and

Relics

ll. Animal Efilgies and Emblematlc
Mounds

These volumes are bound in green and gold
and will make an attractive addition to any
gentleman's library. They are illustrated
with about 800 woodcuts, and contain about
400 pages each.

Both books are selling rapidly ; the sect nd
book has already reached a second edition.

Special Offer to New Subscribers
The book on the Mound Builders, regular
price 38.50, will be sent with the American
Antiquarian for 1895, regular price $4.00:
$7.50, to any new subscriber for $6.00.

Address the Editor

Rev. Stephen D. Peet
at Good Hope, "L, U. S. A.

or, I15 Wsbssh Avenue, Chicago, III.

THE POWER OF THOUGHT
No education is complete without a course in personal

Magnetism, at the National institute, P. 1., Masonic Templc,
ChICJFO.

A right use of this ower will make your
whole wot d over anew, making you healthy, hs py andsuc
c_essfulIn all thin s, by drawing around you those condi
tions which contribute to these results. it can be taught
successfully through a correspondence and you should not
let this olden

0pp0l’l\ll'li!y&155,
but secule this pricelessknowle ge at once. Send] ‘.lor Lil-page hook, ‘Secrets

of Success."

A $i Magazine for 300.
Send 30 cents and names of 6 people who might sub
scribe. and we will send you THE ST. Louis MAGA
zmn a full year. The rice of the Ma azine is $1 a
year. Asample copy orocents. A dress

St. Louis Magazine, é’if‘igblgffiy

Lung Gymnastics
Will do more to prevent and to cure throat and lung
diseases than all the medicine in the world.

The Improved Breathing Tube
is the best apparatus we have yet seen for exercising
the inn 5 and throat. It isa marvel of compactness—
lS simp e and cleanly, and readily carried in the
pocket.

Price $1.25, postpald.

Fowler 8i Wells 00.,
27 East alst 5t.

NEW YORK.

m'twlsnnsan?
lanterns Wanted
And forSalo orlixehsngo.

., 8 9 Filbert St.,Phlla., Pa.

FREE TO F.A.M..Fine
Colored Engraving show
ing a Lodge of Chinese
Masons at worknlsolnnto
illustrated catalogue of
all the Masonic books and

‘goods—bottom prices.
1 Great chance for Agents.

Beware of spurious
works. BEDDING k
0 0 ., Masonic Publishers
and Manufacturers, 731
Broadway, New York.

BEFllllE Yllll 60 WEST
Find out about Washington, richest of
the new States. Send for sample copy of
its best Weekly paper. Address

i THE LEDGER, Tacoma, Wn.
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A SENSIBLE BOOK
HOW TO WRITE
HOW TO TALK

HOW TO BEHAVE
HOW TO DO BUSINESS

FOUR BOOKS IN ONE VOLUl‘IE

Cloth. 6t7 Pages. By Mail 90 Cents

Fowler 8: Wells 00., 27 E. 2lst St., New York

Magic Scissors Sharpener
Dullest Scissors sharp
ened in five seconds

& , Simple, Durable,
'Pat, Dec. 13. ’92 Perfect.

25 Cents postpaid. A prize for Agents. Large
illustrated catalogues for over 1,500articles FREE.

J. MOWATT, I39 Front St, N. Y. City

DEAFNESS
a HEAD NOISES OUREII

bymyllvlsl |_ Tubular Cushions. Have helped
more to goo hEAnlug than all other do

Yleas combined. Whispers d. Help earsas leases
doeyes 1"-Illleox, 858 B‘dway,N.Y. Bookof proofs E E

Corns and
Conscience

cannot be forgotten. Next time
the corn aches let it call to mind
the fact that

A=Corn Salve
removes the toe-corn ever time.
No Pain—No Poison. 0i corns
must 0~that's a strong point.
l’rice,1 cents.

W
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O
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(liant Chemical Co., Phllm. Pa.

Brain is Capital!

Talent is Power!

Skill is Success!

How are YOU endowed to secure
Wealth, Honor and Happiness?

We apply phrenology scientifically
and can assign each person to

the right place and the right
companionship.

For particulars of delineation of

character, either personally, or

from photographs, address

FOWLER 6t WELLS CO.

27 E. alst St, N. Y. C.

NAPOLEON !

SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

E have a limited number of fine life-sized lithographs of Napoleon, printed on

plate paper, 22 x 28, suitable for framing. To each subscriber sending us one

new subscriber we will send this beautiful work of art, postpaid. Subscribers for

1894 who have not as yet renewed their subscription should do so at once in order

to avail themselves of this offer.

FOWLER 6t WELLS (30., 27 B. 2|st Street, New York



THE STUDY 0F MAN
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE 0F PHliENlllllliY.

Character reading is both a science and an art.
Some persons have the instinct to appreciate stran
gers without having any positive knowledge of the
reason or value of their impressions. They cannot
tell why they like one person and dislike another;
why they are willing to confide in one, and unwilling
to trust another. Phrenology reads character from
a scientific basis; it gives a reason. and the student of
Phrenology knows why one man will not answer for
a given position, as a companion, a partner, or a
friend. and why another is adapted to it. and it
teaches how to approach a stranger in the best way
to secure desired results.

The American institute of Phrenology, incor

porated
in 1&36, has every year taught a class of

een and eager thinkers, and wherever one of its
faithful students has roamed or rested, his presence
has been a line or a point of light among the people.
Among our 600 graduates there are as

many
who

have made their mark and become distinguis ed as
there are from any other institute of learning in a
similar number, and every graduate of a college is
blessed and benefited by the widening of his life and
the exaltation of his purposes and were, and so
every student of l’hrenolo y, whet er he becomes
distinguished as a public ecturer, or moves in the
common channels of life, has his powers of under
standing mankind wonderfuliy augmented, and his
means of doing good reatly enhanced. All the
learned professions and spheres of business have
been from the beginning more or less hindered and
handicapped from a lack of the knowledge of human
character, and the study of a knowled e of the
human mind is always hungered after. 'hatever
proposel to teach the talents or future possibili
ties of a given individual is greatly inquired after,
and theinventions which have been put forth as a
means of helpin one to know What he is to expect in
the future, and ow to attain it, have ranged all the
way from the gossip's teacup to the glowing planet
ary system, to see it between these extremes. or from
them, could be gleaned anything that would help to
open the pathway to the ambitious aspirant for euc
CCSS. Until Dr. Gall taught the physiology of the
brain, and how to study mind from its develo ment,
the stud of character had been largely an un nown
land, ‘a terra incognita," an unknown, arid
waste. Ske tics may squabble over the claim
that Phreno ogy is not an exact science. while
they themselves practice the healing art, which
is itself more or less empirical, a subject of ex
periment. When the Phrenologist correctly reads
character_ and every listener recognizes it. the
plea then is that he does it by physiognomy, that he
sees the face and expression and studies that, and
while physiognomy has its own science, there are
Phrenologists who can be counted by the fifties,
who would study half a dozen selected subjects in a
dark room. and by the examination of their heads
and astudy of the tem rament describe their
characters so that an un iased committee would
know each man in the orderin which he was ex
amined, by the_accu_riicy of the character revealed.

Phrenology ll chiefly useful in assigning to the

young
the ri ht pathway of success, honor, and

'appi‘ness. alents vary partly by inheritance, and

Please address

partly by environment. which is another name for
culture. Some are adapted b organization for one
pursuit, and some for anot er. One is literary,
another scientific, another mechanical or artistical,
another commercial, another has the governing
qualitiel. Twenty boys twelve years old, strug

lingwith their fractions and moods and tenses in so 00 ,
by the aid of Phrenology can be assigned by an
expert in Phrenology to lines of culture and business
in a manner so successful as to double the power of
the rson in question.

T ere are firms in New York who never emplo
erson fora confidentialposition without consulting
hrenology through us. A boy who in seeking a

situation will be sent to us with a note askin for a
package, and in the familiar conversation inc dent to
the seekin of his position, an examination can be
incidental y made, and the boy maycarry back a
note to the would~be employer stating his qualifica
tions or his deficiencies.

Business men should study Phrenology; men of the
learned professions, and teachers especially, should
master the science and art of character reading.
The teacher who understands it, orthe commercial
traveler, or the confidential mana er of a score or
two of employees would double his power and his
skill, and his consequent success and value, by being
familiar with the teachings of Phrenology. The
AMERICAN [NSTITUTI or PHRBNOLOGY invites busi
ness men as well as the young who are about choos
inga pursuit, or learning a trade, to study the
science of Phrenology; not necessarily to become
professional experts at it, but so as to qualify them
selves to meet successfully the human beings whom
the have to deal with, work with, and influence.

'l’he American institute of Phrenology is the oldest
and best-equipped school of Phrenology in the world.
its facilities of extended and careful instruction are
unequaled. its sessions commence on the first Tues
day of Se tomber in each year and continue eight
weeks, an those who contemplate studying Phrenol'
ogy or taking a course of instruction are invited to
send for a pamphlet entitled "Phrenology in Actual
Life," which contains addresses delivered before the
American institute of Phrenology, and it will be for~
warded free by the first mail.

There it no department of learning, there iii no line
of business or human occupation which brin s man
kind into contact with his fellow-man that wil notre
ceive signal benefit by a course of instruction in
Phrenology, and in many instances double the
capability of each person to deal with mankind
successfull and pleasantly; and then those who
are candi ates for con'ugal relationship will learn
how to choose a matrimonial mate and make no
mistake. Those who have their own living to
earn and their own way to make in the world
without the lid of parental wealth or guid
ance cannot aflord to miss a course of instruc
tion in theoretical and practical Phrenology. How
to read strangers correctly is a great art and a won
derful assistant for any person who has to find his or
her own wa to success in the world,without aid,
and choose those who shall be as friends, assistants
and companions, all that is desirable in the compli
cated relations of life.

FOWLER 6': WELLS 00., :7 E. 2ISt St., New York
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AN OXYGEN
HOME REMED Y
WITHO UT MEDICINE

DR. DB PUY’S EXPERIENCE.
The following is '{rom Rev. W. H. De Puy, A.M., D.D.. LL.D., editor

of the People's Cyclopedia and several other well-known works:

:50 Fifth Avenue New YoRx, Dec. 20, 1893.
Myself and [amil have received so much Benefit from the use of your

Electropoise, and l ave become so thoroughl convinced of its practical
value as a curative agent, that I feel warrant in commending it without
reserve to the public.

One of
my

friends, a widel known and highly esteemed clerg an and
educator, a ter using the Efi'zctropoise for nearly two years in is l'amily,
said tome more than once. after thoroughly testing its merits. that if he
“could not et another he would not take a thousand dollars for it."

lcheerful y give you my permission to use this brief note in any way
which may aid you in introducing the instrument to the attention of any
community. Very truly

yatlrs.H. DePUY.
SECOND LETTER.

I50 Fifth Avenue. New You‘ April 5, I895.
My Dmr Sir: Please say in response to the inclosed inquiry. just re

ceived. that m estimate of the value of the Electro ise. asex ressed in
my testimonia bearing date Dec. 20, r893, has no! iminishedI ut on the
contrary has greatly increased; and my confidence in the merits of this
method of cure—simple. convenient. economical and cflective as it is—has
constantly grown with my increasing observation and experience.

Very truly yours
[Signed] iv. H. DBPUY.

CAUTION.
i All persons are warned

against imitations of the

C Electropoise. advertised
and sold under various

n‘ames. Tihey should been

Pronounced Izlrggxziortzrxatzs
of disease which connects‘

‘.
l NCU RABLE’ ’

Samoan: s":m:
connector. Allt eseimita“ ”? tions are infringements of

g
a
le

patlelgt owneg
by the

. ectrot ration o _Wrlte for Descriptive Book of the Electropolse suits are now may‘;
that tells. ‘ a inst makers a sellers,

0 infrin ements. The at
torneyso theCompanyare
instructed to prosecute allELECTROLIBRATION C0.

1122 Broadway, New York
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Survival of the Fittest
Hotels in New York City change hands frequently. Strange faces, new

management and‘new methods seem to take away from them the comfort

able, home-like atmosphere to which the traveler has become accustomed.

Here and there, however, there are successful establishments which con

tinue to hold their own under the same management.

TfiiéT!
is a hotel of this character, and under the direction of its old-time proprietor,

William Taylor, continues one of the most pleasant and attractive hotels

in the city.
It is located corner of Broadway and Eleventh Street, directly opposite

Grace Church, in the center of the city. The Broadway cable cars pass

the door, affording quick transit either up or down town. For families

as well as business men it is most convenient. Accommodations are ample

for a large number of guests, and the service prompt and unobtrusive. The
menu is most elaborate, both in American and French cookeries. In
season and out of season there is nothing wanting to tempt or satisfy the
most exacting epicure or accomplished ban r'z'z'ant.

The best place in the world to

BUY or HIRE
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“Quiconque a une trop haute idee de la force et de la justesse de ses

raisonnemens pour se croire oblige de les soumettre a une experience mille

'et mille fois repetee ne perfectionnera jamais la physiologic du cerveau.”

—GALL.

“ I regard Phrenology as the only system of mental philosophy which can
be said to indicate with anything like clearness and precision, man's mixed

moral and intellectual nature, and as the only guide short of revelation for
educating him in harmony with his faculties, as a being of power ; with his

wants, as a creature of necessity ; and with his duties, as an agent responsi
ble to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Provi

dence."——]0Hx BELL, M.D.
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WALTER DAMROSCII.

A PHRENUGRAI’H FROM A PERSONAL EXAMlNA'l‘lON.

Bv EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D.

" HIS gentleman is a compara
tively familiar figure to a vast

number of music lovers, but doubt
less the great majority of those who
have seen him wield the baton have

occupied seats so far away as to ren
der impossible a very accurate or sat

- isfactory study of his features. Many
of his auditors with vivid memories
of his distinguished father have nat

urally been inclined to associate with
the son a certain idea of youthfulness;
and as his face is beardless, when in

specting him from a distance, it has
been easy for many persons to imag
ine him not only young, but possibly
even pale and fragile. If, therefore,
any of our readers should have an

impression that Mr. Damrosch is a

musician of delicate, ethereal phy
sique, we must dispel the illusion at

once. We will not say that he looks
unmusical, but it would be difficult to
find a more thoroughly robust, vigor
ous and healthy specimen of man
hood among any class of people, not
even excepting professional athletes.

Mr. Damrosch is 5 ft. rot} in. in
height, compactly built, and weighs

170 pounds. His hair is abundant,
light brown in color, quite soft in

texture, and denotes a great deal of

virility along with considerable cul
ture. His eyes are about as pure a

gray as we ever find. He wears an

8} glove. His hands are very strong,
with large palms and decidedly conic
fingers, which, however, at the tips
flatten into a slight spatule. This
conic form of hand is characteristic
of poetic and musical artists, espe
cially those in whom sentiment or
theory is greater than technique. The
first phalanx, or nailed joint, of the
thumb is somewhat shorter than the
second, which agrees with the indi
cations in his head as to the moderate
firmness and decision in his character
as compared with his intelligence.
We might add in regard to the conic
fingers, that as they do not favor at
tention to details, they also agree
with his reputation as a musical con
ductor, in which capacity he is more
widely known than as a pianist. Cer
tainly in one sense, at least, in lead
ing an orchestra he is permitted to
generalize much more than if his at
tention were concentrated as an indi
vidual performer upon a single instru
ment.

The size of his head is commensu
rate with the conspicuous position he
occupies as a musician of inter
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national fame. It measures twenty
three and a quarter inches in circum
ference by fourteen and a half inches
from ear to ear across the top, and

the developments are chiefly in the

frontal regions. Scarcely any organ
in the occipital lobes should be

marked more than 3 or 4 in our scale

of 7. The cerebellum, however, is of

Wilhelm, Photov

WALTER DAM ROSCH.

extraordinary volume. Musicians,

who are exceedingly emotional as

a class, have always been passion

ate lovers. The whole range of

operatic music hinges chiefly upon

the master passion of love. No form

of art lendsitself more readily, grace

fully or effectively to amatory ex

pression than that of tone poetry.
And in this interpreter of the tone
art, the development of the cerebel

lum is essentially the same as that

which has characterized the most

celebrated composers and singers;
for example, Gounod, Wagner, Brig
noli and Nilsson. But we should
never associate the cerebellum exclu
sively with the sentiment of love.

This so-called “little brain" is like
a dynamo which supplies the larger
brain with creative energv. It is an
altar whose fires ascend to the firma
ment of the soul—fill the mental
horizon, and give luster to every
star of thought and hope. It is an
essential element in great com
manders and public leaders in all the
arts of both war and peace. In
musicians it is especially important
to operatic composers, directors and
vocalists. It supplies a sort of cord
upon which musical gems are strung.
It enlivens and rejuvenates the singer
in hours of fatigue or misfortune, and
sometimes furnishes a rairon d’r‘trr
when all else in life seems empty.

The distance from the ear to the
central and upper portions of the

backhead as shown in our profile
portrait reveals a very decided lack
of attachment for people and places.
Mr. Damrosch will usually be cordial
and agreeable as a result of his tem
perament, which overflows with vital
ity, and from a desire to exchange
views or other products of human
endeavor that can be convenienlly
communicated only at short range;
but it does not give him much pleas
u're simply to know that his friends
are near at hand unless their presence
suggests some idea other than that
of proximity. In other words, he
lacks the sentiment of friendship, but
is perhaps as ready as any one to
avail himself of its advantages on the
plane of utility and intelligence. In
the same manner he is able to remain
in one locality a long time when it is
to his interest to do so; but he is now
living thousands of miles away from
his native land, and can frequently
change his residence without disturb
ing his feelings on the subject.

A little higher up, the back head
may be seen to be very short also at
the seat of the faculty which gives
unity or connectedness in mental ac—

tion. He is impatient of anything
prolix or tedious, and can with diffi
culty apply himself long to monoto
nous studies except in the case of a
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few things, such as music, that he
ardently loves. In whatever he does
he works by the shortest method con
sistent with success.

The brain is wide just behind the

is only moderate. He is not conten
tious, and fights only when cornered.
Then his blows will be few, but meant
to hurt.

Destructiveness, which gives

we

WALTER DAMROSCH.

opening of the car at the love of life.
He will manifest great power to resist
disease, and any one waiting to wear

his shoes will be likely to go barefoot
a long time. Combatlveness, which
is located back of the top of the ear7

breadth to the head just above the

ears, is almost invariably large in the
Germans, and we have here a good
illustration of the rule. This faculty
imparts a peculiar force and thorough
ness to the character. It causes a
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person to emphasize both words and
deeds. It impels its possessor to ex

pend strength upon something or
other, and the direction it takes will
be determined by the other faculties.
For example, in writing it prompts
to a liberal use of ink; it lends a firm
and sometimes harsh quality to the
voice; it brings the foot down with a
distinct percussion; in closing a door
it makes sure that the latch or the
bolt has gone to the right place.
When roused to special activity it
produces the intensity of feeling that
yearns to express itself in violent
acts. It is then dissatisfied with the
conventional vocabulary, and, if rev
erence be weak, delights in those
unique verbal compounds that occur
so much oftener in conversation than
in print.
‘ This faculty also influences the art
ofacomposer or musical director. It
was strongly developed in Beethoven
and Rubinstein, and accounts for the

quality- of vehemence noticeable in

many oftheircompositions. It wasalso
the source of the “violent temper”
which these two geniuses often ex
hibited during their rehearsals. Von

‘Bulow was a still more marked ex‘

ample of it. As a conductor, Mr.
Damrosch is doubtless too healthy
and well disciplined to imitate these
three illustrious predecessors in the
matter of irascibility, but we can

safely predict that whatever else may
be said of the music he may compose,
it will certainly not be weak or vapid.
If he writes an opera it will contain
music expressive of grief and pain;
and if there is not a heavy villain in

the story it will be because the li
bretto was not of his own making or
selection. Sunday school music or
erotic melodies for moonlight and

guitar accompaniments he would be

likely to leave to other less ambitious
competitors, and if he writes orches
tral scores, he will be sure to impose

heavy duties on the brass instruments
and the drums.

The diameter at secretiveness is

only average, and the same is true of

the sense of property. In business
he will be more likely to employ the
methods of a speculator than a miser.
He will not hesitate to spend money
freely when necessary, and thus he
will often succeed where a greater
desire for economy would hold back
and make little or nothing.

Cautiousness and love of approba
tion give breadth and fullness to the
rear portion of the upper side head,
but at the rear of the crown, where
the hair makes what the Germans
call the H/irbcl, or whirl, there is a
considerable deficiency. The dis
tance from the ear to this point is
noticeably short. This signifies a

want of the faculty phrenologists call
self esteem, a defect which is very
characteristic of the Germans. Mr.
Damrosch often appears before large
crowds in the most conspicuous por
tion of the stage in such a manner
that probably no one would suspect
him of any embarrassment, and yet if
he were questioned he would doubt
less confess to a feeling of great dif
fidencc on such occasions until after
he plunges into his work. Ambition,
which springs chiefly from the neigh
boring faculty of approbativcness, is
the-real force that impels him to
come before the public as a leader in
his profession. Coupled with this,
however, is a certain purely intellect
ual consciousness that nothing short
of a prominent position could afford
him enough material to occupy his
talents.

Firmness is also much less than
most persons would suppose. He has

perseverance, to be sure, but he will
rarely show this quality except in
the pursuit of enterprises so congen
ial and enjoyable that, rather than
relinquish them, he will nerve him

self to a policy of inflexibility which
at heart he dislikes. This moderate
firmness is indicated by the short

vertical distance from the ear to the
crown.

As to intellect, there is an imper
fect development between the eye
brows at the sense of objects. He
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is not a close observer unless es

pecially interested. The deep-seated
eyes denote indifference to language.
He will use comparatively few words,
and put them together in the most
convenient form with little regard
for rhetorical display. But while he
cares little for words, his thoughts
are far from idle. He has the upper
forehead of a philosopher, and in all
his doings he will manifest a superior
general grasp of mind. He will com

prehend principles where other peo

ple see only phenomena. He discerns
causes where others perceive only
facts, and he can design an amount
of work that would afford employ
ment for a whole community of
people.

The top head is best developed in
the frontal portions. Imitation is

strong. He might have been an
actor. Ideality and mirthfulness pro
duce the great width of the upper
forehead, while a little lower the

temples are remarkably expanded by
the musical faculty. The diameter
here as shown by the calipers is five
and a half inches. This is the same
as the temporal width in the death
mask of Beethoven and in the head
of Paderewski. As a contrast- we

may state that the death masks of
Abraham Lincoln and the first Napo
leon measure only five inches at the
same spot, although in other respects
their heads were larger than those of
the musicians.

Constructiveness, which also ad

joins the musical center, is also large
in Mr. Damrosch, and as he has such
a virile temperament, there is every
phrenological reason to believe that
he will become a great composer—
provided he does not take life too

easy, or allow his versatility too free
a rein. If he should have such bitter
disappointments in love as Beethoven
suffered, with an occasional eviction
from his lodgings, or periodical at
tacks of biliousness, we might be al
most certain that he would develop
genius of the first rank. However,
men free from eccentricity, of even

temper, cool judgment, business sa
gacity, conventional manners and all
around executive abilities are some
times needed in the musical world as
well as in commerce. That Mr.
Damrosch possesses these qualities
in a high degree he has already dem
onstrated beyond the shadow of a

doubt.

BIOGRAPHY.

Walter Damrosch was born in
Breslau, Silesia, in 1862. His father
was the eminent Dr. Leopold Dam
rosch, who left the medical profes
sion for the more congenial sphere
of music. His mother was also an
accomplished musician, and in the
early presentationsof Wagner's “ Lo
hengrin" appeared in the character
of Ortrud.

Mr. Damrosch came to this coun
try when a young boy, and until he
succeeded his father as a musical
director, was accustomed to spend
most of his summers in Europe.
About seven years ago he married a

daughter of the late Hon. James G.
Blaine. His labors in New York
City and elsewhere in this country as
a projector and manager of various
musical enterprises are well known.
He is remarkably versatile, having
shown almost equal capacity as an
impresario, composer, pianist, and
teacher of the voice.



THE BENEFITS OF PHRENOLOGY TO THE PREACHER.

BY THE REV. N. F. DOUGLAS.

0 man is qualified to do his
best until he understands him

self. The study of human character,
while intensely interesting, is difficult
to master. So many phases puzzle
the inquirer. A majority of the ele
ments in man's nature can be ascer

' tained with scientific accuracy, but
some unknown quantities are still left
to be measured. These, at best, can
only be approximated. A shrewd
conjecture is the highest result of
.long applied labor. One can judge
another more easily than himself.
We look at the characters of others
from an unbiased spectator's point of
view, but are prejudiced in our own
favor before we begin to take an in

ventory of our stock in trade in
character. We are partial to our
talents and lenient to our faults.

A man in the aggressive is as strong _

as his strongest point; on the de
fensive, no stronger than his weakest
point. It is a personal duty which
each one owes himself; to ascertain
the best elements in his character, so
that his work may be most effective
and result in success; also to become
well acquainted with the weak places
in his make-up, that he may guard
himselfagainst defeat. The best as
sistance to this desirable knowledge
of self is Phrenology. Other lines of
study are useful, but this surpasses
them all in utility. Other avenues
are not to be closed, but Phrenology
is the king's highway over which
sovereign man may travel to new
achievements and successful con

quests to make his life a supreme
triumph.

These thoughts may apply in a

general way to all occupations, but if
there is one man more than another
who needs every availible help it is
the preacher. First, by the study of
Phrenology he should be able to as
certain his adaptability to the minis

try. This point settled, Phrenology
is invaluable in ass sting the preacher,
through a knowledge of himself, to
gain a thorough control of his own
character, strengthening his weak
points, toning down his excesses,
bringing his excellencies up to the
highest perfection of working power;
giving him such a practical and ap
plied use of his knowledge of body
and mind that he shall fitu'ngly fill
the position he occupies as a repre
sentative and herald of Divine wis
dom.

This personal application of Phre
nology has simply introduced the
preacher to his work. The science
still further aids him on his field of
labor by assisting him to become

quickly acquainted with his people.
One of the severest strains on the

preacher’s strength is to be a candi
date for the position of pastor in a

new field. The nervous tax is enor
mous. The ordeal, however, results
in the church's extending a call.
The preacher accepts, and then be“
gins his work in a community where
he is an entire stranger.

It is no small task to become per
sonally acquainted with all the mem
bers of the congregation. He stands
at first before a large audience in
which there is not one familiar face;
then introductions follow. Several
names are announced that he has
heard before; but many others which
are peculiar. But they must all be
remembered, the names of the old,
young and middle-aged. He sees
silver hairs crowning time-worn faces;
golden tresses with the bright, ex

pectant look of youth, fathers,
‘mothers, sons and daughters; Mr.,
Mrs., Master, Miss; married, single,
maid, widow. This bewildering maze
of persons and facts must be arranged
in some sort of order. It is an un

pardonable breach of etiquette to for
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get the face and name of a person to
whom one has been introduced. A
good use of imagination will assist
in realizing the task demanded of the
new preacher. Phrenology is a valu
able assistant.

Everyone interested in the study
of this science will recall the differ
ence in the past in their first impres
sions of a stranger, when unfamiliar
with Phrenology, and the present
with its benefits in possession. The
study of human nature has developed
and made our perceptions more acute.
Things which formerly passtd with
out notice are now observed at first
glance. Ordinarily when prestn'ed
to a stranger we observe no peculiar
characteristics and the person is only
one among a multitude who seem
very much alike; and is distinguished
from the others only in name.

However, pursuing the study of
Phrenology, our perceptive faculties
are unconsciously on the lookout,
and when we meet a stranger we in

stantly observe some peculiarity of
face or head which stamps the image
of the person in our memory “ilh an
indelible mark. Now it can readily
be seen how this operative result of
the study of Phrenology is a useful
aid to the preacher in remembering
new names and strange faces. It is
of greater benefit than a notebook.
The philosophy of this assistance to
memory can be traced in two ways-—
first, we remember that which in
terests us; second, the association of
ideas by which one thought suggests
another, operates in associating the
most noticeable peculiarity of the per
son with their name.

Having obtained this desirable van

tage ground, Phrenology is also of
much utility in developing a thorough
acquaintance with the community.
The pastor can accomplish little
effective work till he knows the tem-
per and character of the people with
whom he is dealing. Every town has
a distinct character of its own, differ
ing from all others. No two com
munities are any more alike than two

individuals. Usually this essential
acquainance rcqu.res several months
for its development. Men must be
seen in their homes; at their places
of business, in different moods, and
in many circumstances; and the pas
tor must have abundant opportunity
for observation and reflection, before
he can safely feel that he knows them.
Practical Phrenology changes all this.
The preacher, being well equipped
with a scientific knowledge of human
nature, reads men at first sight. He
is able accurately to measure their
characters and determine their dis
positions. He is not left to the labor
of slow progress, for this science pro
vides him with seven league boots by
the aid of whose swift strides he sur
veys the new territory in a single
day.

Necessity t'emands that the preach
er meet people successfully. This is
a more difficult task than it appears.
The social requirements are no small
part of the work. Each character
requires different treatment. With
some, one must be very dignified and
formal, and with others very polite;
nothing will answer but an extreme
punctilious regard for all the vigorous
requirements of an ideal etiquette.
Some are htarty, haHpy-go-lucky,
and one's manner must be adjusted
accordingly. Others care little for
the uncomfortable forms of social re
quirements, and are best pleased with
a friendly familiarity. Some people
expect one, in calling, always to go to
the front door, and send in a card.
At another home, if one attempted
the same method of procedure, he
would be accused of trying to “ put
on airs." To be conscious. that these
differences of disposition exist, and to
possess no sure knowledge of them in
detail, is a serious perplexity. To
make a mistake by approaching the
dignified man, without ceremony.
giving his hand a hearty grasp, and

saying, “How are you, Torn ?" is to
forfeit his esteem, and have him set
you down as impertinent. To meet
the friendly, sympathetic man with
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the manner of a Lord Mayor, giving
him a distant. polished bow, and ad~

dressing him with frigid dignity, is to
make him very uncomfortable, and
damage his regard for you with the
cold front of a misplaced etiquette.
Without a practical knowledge of
human nature, a man will make mis
takes, even though his intentions are
the very best. Applied Phrenology
saves him from such blunders, for it
reveals character and shows him how
to treat each man according to his
disposition. Conversation, that is

,
what to say and how to say it

,

forms an
other perplexing study for the pastor.
People’s tastes are so different, that
which pleases one disgusts another.
One character hastheesthetic elements
strongly developed and being, of all
things, most pleased with the beauti
ful, whether in nature, literature or
art, desires them to predominate in
the conversation. Another has little
imagination, being very practical, and
would be displeased if one spoke of
the beauty of the landscape. Such a
one desires to know of the fertility of
the soil, rather than the color of the
sky at sunset. Some are intellectual,
others social, ‘and ought to be ad
dressed in a manner fitting their in
dividual instincts. Some want mirth,
others philosophy. Phrenology is the
best guide in suggesting and direct
ing appropriate conversation.

The pastor is the superintendent of
the church. The responsibility and
successful management of its affairs
constantly rests upon him.

The ideal solution of this problem

is the right thing at the right time,
and the right man in the right place,
which is very desirable in theory but
difficult in practice. A certain bene
ficial measure may need to be hurried
to completion in order to have it most
effective. If allowed to rest by the

way, it will become overripe for the
time and thuslose its power. Another
measure may need holding back be

cause the conditions are not yet ready
for its successful reception. To allow

it to be forced to early prominence

would be to blast it. A suggested
project, from a well-meaning but per
haps unwise brother, needs to be

quietly suppressed, and something
else put in its place. To know when
and how to do these things requires
a sagacious knowledge of men and
an ability to read the signs of the
times. Often these seem to be as

difl‘icult of interpretation as an Indian
letter with its characteristic symbol
writing. But Phrenology furnishes
the key, and he who possesses the
advantage of such knowledge may
read the signs aright.

Who shall be elected to the church
offices? Who shall be appointed on
the various committees ? These ques
tions form another problem of which
the chief responsibility rests upon the
pastor. The right man in the right
place is the object sought. The suc
cess of the finances depends upon
having the proper man for treasurer.
The unfortunate selection of an in
efficient chairman, or member of a
leading committee, may result in a
blot on the whole year's work. The
delicacy and importance of a right
selection is apparent. In this matter
Phrenology is a most efficient aid to
the pastor through the knowledge it
gives him of men and their adapta
tions. .

The chief work of the minister is

preaching. In this connection,v
numbers of questions come trooping
into the mind. How can men be
most powerfully influenced for good?
What methods shall be pursued? In
what proportion shall the different
prominent elements in human nature
be addressed, that is

,

how much shall
be used of argument, of pathos,
sentiment, beauty? How can we
reach the will, or persuade men as
well as convince them? How can
the preacher control his own mind
and body so as to develop his talents
to the highest working power? A
man's native ability, the advantages
of an excellent scholastic training,
that which he gathers by careful
observation, instruction from the ex;
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perience of older men, and the study
and treasuring of his own experience
are all needed to make him a success.

But valuable as we know these things
to be, they are an irregular _mass
rather than a well-organized force, if
not accompanied by a thorough
knowledge of human nature._ The
greatest acknowledged deficiency in

the present method of training men

for the ministry is that they know so

little of the actual life. The long

years spent in academy, college and
seminary have been largely artificial
and out of step with the throbbing
life of the busy world. Phrenology,

_—__.A ’.+ _

rightly considered, is the best remedy
for this defect, and is the most
practical method of removing this
deficiency. A thorough study of
human science, other things being
equal in his mental qualifications and

education, makes the preacher master
of the situation. The ability to
read and understand men as well as
books gives him the vantage ground
for success, the desirable power of
the practical application of truth to
the uplifting of morals and the im

provement of society, and that which
under the blessing of the Master
makes him “a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed."

CHINESE CRUELTY.

HROUGHOUT the course of
the present war there has been

a good deal of misplaced sympathy
with the Chinese, and they have been

extensively eulogized as a patient and
meek people, unwarlike almost to
gentleness, who have been forced into
an unfair and unequal contest by their
aggressive neighbors.

This sympathy arises from an im

perfect understanding of the most
dominant traits‘ in the Chinese char
acter. As dwellers in a foreign land,
it is true, they conform with singular
pliability to the laws of the commun
ity, and, as a rule, acquire the repu
tation of being harmless and benevo
lent aliens, patient under persecution,
and unobtrusively industrious. _ To
do them justice, they certainly are

peculiarly amenable to government,
if that government is inflexible, but
beneath their mask of passiveness
they retain all their national charac
teristics unalloyed and unmitigated.

The Chinaman abroad and the
Chinaman at home presents as many
points of similarity as the mule and
the tiger, and in drawing this com
parison I am not sure that I am not
libelling the tiger. No one who has
not dwelt among the Celestials can

fully realize how every relation of
their life is tinged with the spirit of

grossest cruelty. Before it all other
characteristics of the race pale into
insignificance.

The Chinaman is cruel from the
cradle. Children delight in torturing
animals with an ingenuity which can

only be accounted for by some dia
bolical hereditary instinct. I have
seen children scarcely able to walk
amusing themselves by catching the

large green grasshoppers of the coun
try, dipping their heads into pitch,
and then igniting them. And this is
only a random example. This sav

agery developed in childhood shows
no diminution in after~life. To tor
ture animals, to attend and to gloat
over executions, and to gaze on hu
man suffering in any form, afford the
keenest delight to the Chinese youth.

Manhood comes, and with it sub

jection to the law, or rather that par
ody of justice which passes for the
law in China. Her code combines
the legalities of Judge Jeffreys with
the practice of the Holy Inquisition.
The law is delightfully simple. No
man can be condemned till he con
fesses his guilt. If he happens to be
innocent, and cannot fee the judge
to a higher extent than his accuser,
he is presumed to be guilty. If he is
then obstinate enough to persist in
his innocence he is tortured till he
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confesses, and is then convicted on
his own confession. Of legal inquiry
there is no semblance, and torture is
the recognized form of cross-examina
tion.

Some four years ago I spent four
days in Canton, the metropolis of
Southern China, on a special mission
to investigate Chinese justice, and
the results surpassed my most ghastly
anticipation.

What I witnessed was nothing un

usual, and is the daily practice of the

country, but I am compelled to tone
down the details to make them pre
sentable for publication. Nothing but
the strongest spirit of inquiry, sup
ported by an iron resolution, carried
me through the horrors of those days,
and for weeks afterward I sufiered
from perpetual nightmare.

I first inspected the yamens, or
police courts, where the dispensing of
justice, or rather injustice, originates.
Here, amidst surroundings of squalor,
and under the direction of an apa

thetic mandarin, the laws of China
were being administered. Of forensic
eloquence there was none, but of bar
barous cruelty, bribery, and corrup
tion there was abundance.

The law moved with no sluggish
strides. Prisoner after prisoner was

arraigned and after the veriest farce
of inquiry, adjured to confess. Those
who protested their innocence and
could not pay were handed over to
the “yamen runners." or oflicial tor
turers, while the trial of the rest pro
ceeded, only disturbed by the groans
of those undergoing crossexamina~
tion at the other end of the hall.

l- * #

Almost enough has now been said
on the subject of Chinese cruelty, but
a full list of the atrocities perpetrated
daily by this inhuman people would
occupy volumes.

To every sojourner in a Chinese
port the spectacle is a familiar one of
those tiny bundles of bamboo matting
which are continually washed up on

the river banks or seashore. They
contain the bodies of female children,
a large proportion of whom are thus
disposed of by theirinhuman parents,
with the full consent of the law.

Returning to the subject of the
present war, we read daily of the
horrible atrocities perpetrated by the
Chinese troops on their Japanese
prisoners. Slow torturing of the
wounded, crucifixion of women, burn
ing alive of prisoners, are constantly
practiced with the approval and at the
instigation of the Chinese ofiicials,and
yet the sympathy of masses of edu
cated people is on the side of the
Chinese.

The cry now is that China is down,
and that Japan should cease wantonly
to trample on her.

Fortunately the Japanese states
men understand the situation better
than the wiseacres in Europe and
America, and are strong enough to
ignore threats of interference.

Should Japan stay her band now
and impose lenient terms of peace,
within a year the report would be dis
seminated through every corner of
the Chinese Empire that the Japanese
had sued for mercy, and that the
“ Son of Heaven "

had been gracious
ly pleased to spare the “dwarf
slaves."

Should the foreign powers inter
vene it would universally be published
abroad that the “outer barbarians,"
vassals of the Chinese Emperor, had
at his command, saved the sacred

territory of China from violation.
Nothing but the humbling of China

to the dust, and the imposition of
penalties which must affect every
corner of her empire, will break down
her cast-iron attitude of insolvent ar
rogance, and render her civilization
possible.

And if my judgment is not very
much at fault, Japan will never halt
until this good work is accomplished.

ARTHUR H. LEE,
Captain, R. A.

-—Harper's IVeck/y.



SKETCHES 0F PHBENOLOGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

BY CHARLOTTE FowLER WELLS.

THE REV.

HE Rev. G._ S. Weaver was
. born December 24, 1818, in
Rockingham, Vt. His father, who
was a farmer, being necessarily much
from home, nearly the entire charge
of the business devolved upon
him, while yet a boy, which re

quired not only great care, but
more manual labor than usually falls
to the lot of boys. The hours
not employed in work he spent in

reading, for which he had early ac

quired a taste. Books were the only
companions he sought; and being
naturally of an inquiring mind, works
usually considered adapted only to
maturer years afforded him great de

light.
In the latter part of his teens he

first learned of phrenology from
Prof. Nelson Sizer, who was then
upon one of his early lecturing tours.
At that time the science was new

everywhere, and especially so in that
isolated community among the foot
hills of the Green Mountains. -The
more thinking portion of the people
heard the lecturer with consideration
and young Weaver with rapt atten
tion. Here was an attempt to get
near the mysteries of mind, to find
and explain the laws of its action, to
interpret human life by a rational
method, to give reasons for the
differences of character and conduct,
in a word to understand men. It
was a new way of studying human
nature. It seemed to him rational.
He gave it hearty heed with a view
to understand it and to study himself
and others by it. The more he

studied it the more satisfactory be
came the explanations of human
nature. Youth as he was, he took
it in and began at once to study it
as he found it in the heads and

GEORGE SUMMER WEAVER.

bodies of his associates. Later on he
obtained books and studied it as
taught by its masters.

It awakened in his mind great as
pirations for knowledge. He wanted
to know of men and their doings,‘ of
history, of science, of the world and
what was in it. Men grew in his es
timation and he soon coveted a

larger acquaintance with them. By
the influence of phrenology very
largely, he became a student of the
men and things about him and inter
ested in language, science and learn
ing generally. Little by little the
interest in the farm decreased, and a

desire for knowledge of books and
men increased. There was a con
flict for some years between the farm
and his inner nature. Phrenology
told him, his moral nature told him,
his religion told him that his inner
nature was the principal thing in life,
and that its development ought to be
the paramount object in living; so
the-inner nature gradually won the
day, and he began to seek the helps
of schools, of books and teachers.
There being no favorable opportunity
for him to continue his studies to his
satisfaction in his native village, he
entered, in 184:, an academy in the
neighboring town of Ludlow. After
remaining there about a year, he went
to Meriden, N. H., where was lo
cated the school which at that time
was considered the first in New Eng
land.

The history of his academic life is
the repetition of that of hundreds
who, by their own exertions, have
fitted themselves for lives of useful
ness. Not having been favored by
fortune with a store of wealth, his
time was divided between study and
labor. The district schoolhouse in
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winter, and the harvest-field in sum
mer were the sources from which, by
arduous toil, he procured means to
defray his expenses. He remained in
the Kimball Academy, Meriden, for
two terms. As a student, he _was al~

ways energetic, diligent and perse

sure him of the truthfulness of their
laws. During his employment as a

teacher, he had frequent opportunity
to compare the capacities, the con
duct, and general character of his pu
pils with their cranial developments;
and the comparison only the more

THE REV. GEORGE SUMNER WEAVER.

vering, never allowing his classmates
to surpass him, and leaving unat
tained no position that close applica
tion and strenuous exertion could
reach.

Phrenology and its kindred sciences
had early engaged his attention, and
the study thereof only served to as

firmly fixed the idea he had before re
ceived of the value of phrenological
science in practical life. He shaped
his teaching and his government very
greatly by the principles of phrenol~
ogy. He had intended, at the close
of his academic course, to enter col
lege, and there complete the educa
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tion, the foundation for which he had
so well established, but uncontrolla
ble circumstances prevented.

The year after leaving Meriden he-

took charge of a large school in
Fonda, N. Y. While engaged here,

by the advice of D. G. Lodell, the
then state attorney for that county,
he resolved to commence the study
of law, and at once engaged in it
with the vigor he had always shown
in his previous undertakings. It was

during his residence in Fonda that
he made his first attempt at public
speaking. A temperance lecture in
his own school house was his maiden
effort; and notwithstanding an exces
sive diffidence and timidity, he was
so well received as to encourage him
to continue; and soon after, in com

pany with others, he canvassed the

county and awakened the people to
" one of the most decided reformations

ever known. As a friend and hearty
supporter of the cause of temperance
he has no superior.

The study of geology and the
sciences connected therewith, next
engaged his attention. He asso
ciated himself with The American
Geological Association and had the

advantages of one of its sessions and
its books for many years. In all
these pursuits he saw the application
of phrenology to the mental activi
ties of men. After leaving Fonda,
Montgomery County, he spent a year
in his native village and then went
tolDayton, Ohio, where he continued
his legal studies in the office of P. P.
Lowe, an eminently successful law

yer. Having become fully qualified,
~ he was very soon admitted to the

bar, at Columbus, near the close of

1845. So great was the confidence
reposed in his ability and talents that

-he was shortly after offered the
editorship of the leading political
paper in the vicinity, or a partnership
in the business of Mr. Lowe, which
was second to none in the city. But
having become much interested in
religion, and possessing the true re
formatory spirit and a desire to

- eight years.

acquire a position where he could
advance the welfare of those around
him, he decided in favor of the
ministry. He would preach Christi
anity as he understood it. Having
been a constant student of theology
while engaged in other labors, in a

few weeks he was able to enter the
work he had chosen.

He commenced his labors in
Springfield, Ohio, where he remained
two years, when he accepted an invi
tation to assume the pastoral charge
of a society in Marietta. During a

residence of four years in this place,
he was constantly engaged in such
works as he deemed for the benefit
of the people under his charge. He
there built an academy and became
one of its teachers, taking the classes
in mental, moral and social science.
After two years‘ work with classes,
at the request of his students he pre
pared and gave a course of lectures
on mental science, phrenologically
considered, which were open to the
public. They were published in
book form by Fowler & Wells, in
1850. A course of lectures given to
his congregation the year before, was
also published by the same firm two
years later, under the title of “ Hopes
and Helps for the Young." Mr.
Weaver continued his teaching of
phrenology and kindred subjects in
this institute for three years, the

character and substance of his teach
ings being put into these books which
have had a wide circulation in this
country and in England.

His success in Marietta made him
anxious for a wider sphere of useful
ness. In 1852 Mr. Weaver settled
in St. Louis, where he remained

In 1859, Fowler &
Wells, then on a lecturing tour, paid
him a visit in that city, and sugges
tions were made to him regarding his
becoming a co-laborer in the phreno
logical field, but feeling himself com
mitted for life to the Christian minis
try he declined and went on his way
of winning men to the divine king
dom. During his residence in St.
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Louis Fowler 8; Wells published for
him “Aims and Aids for Girls and

Young Women" and “ The Ways of
Life."

A Boston firm published for him
“The Christian Household," which
Fowler 8: Wells afterward purchased
and still publish. About this time
they published “Weaver's Works for
the Young," consisting of “Hopes
and Helps,” “Aims and Aids" and
“Ways of Life,” put into one volume.

Forty years from the time they
published his first book, they pub
lished his “Looking Forward For
Young Men." Leaving St. Louis in

1860, Mr. Weaver settled in Law
rence, Mass, where he remained over
twelve years. While there he pub
lished “ Moses and Modern Science,"
and “ The Open Way," both religious
works. Going to Akron, Ohio, in

1873, where he labored six years, he
wrote “The Heart of the World,"
and “The Lives and Graves of the
Presidents," two large works which
were published by A. P. T. Elder of
Chicago, and sold as subscription
books. He had a settlement of two
years in Galesburg, III., and three
years in Canton, N. Y. His last set
tlement as a pastor was in East
Providence, R. I., where he wrote
“ Heaven," published in Boston.

Mr. Weaver at the present time
has his home in Canton, N. Y.

In 1893 he wrote “The Life of the
Rev. James Henry Chapin, Ph.D.,"
of Meriden, Conn., which was pub
lished by the Putnams of New York.
Mr. Weaver has been in the ministry
forty-eight years, and is the author
of twelve published books, besides
several pamphlets. He has been an
industrious worker in the temper
ance, educational and woman equality
and all reformatory and elevating
movements; and in all his work has

given constant witness to the inspir
ing help he has received from phren
ology, and has been a constant
advocate of its essentialtruthfulness

He says of the science: “I can
scarcely express my views of the
importance and utility of the science
of phrenology. It is what its name
imports, the science of the mind. As
much as mind is superior to matter,
so is its study above the study of the
physical sciences. They are the
objects toward which mind may be

profitably directed. But mind is
superior to them all, and stands as
the object worthiest of ourstrongest,
deepest, and most earnest attention.
It has already given man a knowl
edge of himself that he never had
before. . . . If phrenology has
afforded the brilliant light which has
enabled man to obey_ the great
injunction, ‘Know Thyself,’ how
important that it should be studied.
He who does anything to extend a

knowledge of this science is a bene
factor of his race to the extent that
he has spread the knowledge. .

To the minister of the gospel I
regard a knowledge of this science as

indispensable to the performance of
his whole duty." _

Mr. Weaver possesses a decided
character—intense, susceptible, ar
dent, and energetic, with the ascend
ancy of the mental temperament.

The head is broad and high, giving
executive power as well as governing
moral principles. The leading feat
ures of his mind are love of knowl
edge, imagination, sentiment, un

bending integrity, will, stability of
character and powers of intuition.

He claims to be governed by no
sectarian dogmas. He takes the
Bible for his chart in theology; Christ
as his pattern in divinity, and phre
nology as his guide in philosophy.



WHERE ARE WE?’

BY H. S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D.

LATO, in his idealism of a re

public, founded it upon a three
headed analysis of human faculty.
Dividing mind into three parts or
general functional powers he ascribed
to these classes of men respectively,
and thought his republic complete in
the harmonious interrelation of these
classes. There were categoried in
his system, (1) the class in whom
intellect predominated with its capa
bilities of clear reasoning, designated
in Greek to lugz'r/ikon .- (2) the class
in whom the ideal and sentimental
feelings dominated, giving aspiration
for the high ranges and excellences
of philosophy and psychic emotion
called 10 t/umn'knn ,- and (3) the great
common order of men, embracing
the masses of the subjected, unedu
cated and laborious, in whom appetite
and physical tendency dominated, to

e/H'Mumelikon. It would thus appear
that the great Greek philosopher ap
prehended those main distinguishing
differences in the mental constitution
of his fellows, and believing from
the point of view of his experience
that they were likely to persist in

community life drew the plan of his
Utopia accordingly.

We stand to-day at a distance of
more than two milleniums from Plato,
and may marvel at the wisdom of his
vision of mankind; for do not the
same categories of mind function and

expression force themselves upon our
notice now, and would it be wise for
any schemer, dreaming on the possi
bilities of a perfected social economy,
to neglect to make provision for
these same three orders? Where
modern government has failed and is
destined to fail, so long as partisan
ship, selfishness, and machine politics
control in municipal, State and
National affairs, is in neglecting to

‘Abstract of a lecture delivered before the An
thropological Society of New York, May 6, 1895.

recognize, or in the want of capacity
to recognize adequately, the character
and place of these three orders of
men and women in social life.

The scheme of Plato is a meta

physical deduction that has in this
modern era of scientific induction
its complement in a triple-headed
classification of man founded upon
the facts of physio-mental develop
ment. It is the average man that
gives character to the community,
the society, the State, so that if we
are desirous of knowing w/mre we are
in this last decade of the nineteenth
century, we have but to measure the
mental capacity of the average man,
and analyze the complexion of his
feelings, aspirations and conduct.
What is the common life of the aggre
gated community in relation to
affairs civil, political, educational.
domestic, dramatic, literary, esthetic,
industrial, commercial, moral, relig
ious? What faculties are chiefly ex
ercised in this common life by the
grown-up men and women ? How
does our mental expression in the
mass to-day compare with the mental
expression of the mass a hundred or
a thousand years ago? In what stra
tum of facultative activity are we?
Where are we .7

A survey of the human race would
include three general classes of cere

bral and cranial development, distin
guished respectively by:

I. A predominance of the posterior
third of the head.

2. By a predominance of the middle
third of the head.

3. A class with the predominance
of the anterior third of the cranium.

The second class is distinguished
by its numerical superiority over the
others, while the third class is dis
tinguished by its numerical insignifi
cance; the individuals who possess
this type of head have a firm/rant
somehow to keep out of the way of
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general notice. Although we boast
of our advancement to-day in matters
of intellectual accomplishment, and
although the history of the Caucasian
brain is a history of growth in which
the Latin and Teutonic and Scandin
avian racesare speciallydistinguished,
the growth or enlargement of brain

and skull is mainly, as concerns race
in general, a relation of the middle
region, or of the temporal, parietal
lobes, and of the posterior parts of
the convolutions of the frontal lobes.
Mechanism, construction, executive
ness, material accumulation, and the
economical application of physical re
sources of art and ambition are among
the qualities that have become
evolved coincidentally with the brain
development.

CHILD BRAIN AND RACIAL TYPE.

There is a comparison to be made
between the natural growth of the
head of a child and that of the type
associated with different races. What
do we note in the infant head? A
great preponderance of the posterior
and basilar parts; those having cere

brally to do with the functions of
organic life—the vegetative life.
There is in the dawn of being an

extraordinary intensity of vital func
tion. The intellectual faculties so
far as they act serve but as impulses
to nutrition,——respirativc, vegetative
instinct. Little by little as this vege
tative life comes to join itself to
other forming aptitudes the mem

bers develop. The child exercisesits
arms and legs, and begins to under
stand, to speak; the uses of the senses

expand in the degree of their ex

panding intelligence. Then we note
astriking modification of the head,
in the development of the lateral and
middle regions; it is the period of
parietal and temporal growth, and
this process goes on until somewhat
later the sentiments show themselves
and become more apparent in the
form of affection, sympathy, pleasure,
generosity, etc., in the appreciation
of the good and true, and in the form

of dislike, sadness, protest and re
pugnance in viewing the untrue and
evil. The curiosity to see and know
of intellect is awakening—it under
stands better what it hears and sees;
it begins to compare, associate, infer.
Laterits powers are developed enough
to have some continuity and coher
ence. In other words its power of
attention becomes active and subser
vient to motive and judgment so that
systematic education is thought of by
its parents and the school career
opens before it. The frontal lobes
increase in size, so do the lateral and
central parts, and the posterior con
volutions appear to have been left be
hind in the race so great isthe change
in the shape by the time twelve years
have passed. The child, the youth,
the man, comprise thus three eras,
and brain and skull in their growth
mark them by the changes that ap
pear in form and marking. First, cer
vical, or occipital—organic, vegeta
tive life—impulses, instincts to nutri
tion, physical maintenance. Second,
parietal or mesial—development of
the senses—physical action, gestures
of vitality, self-protecting—the physi
copsychic nature. Third, frontal—
growth of intellect—cerebral aptness,
the higher sentiments, the increment
of education, self-culture.

So in looking at the different races
of the earth, comprised in savage,
barbarous, civilized, we find their
heads to possess characteristics of
marking and development analogous
to those we have described in the
evolution of the civilized individual.
The inferior races, says M. Daubes,
remain in the occipital period (wit
ness the negro, Australian, Papuan,
Carib, etc.). Those more advanced
or semi-civilized have reached the

parietal development, while yet the

occipital is strongly influential—the
Malay, Hawaiian, Chinese, Moors,
etc. The civilized people have ad
vanced into the frontal lobes. These
have their sub-divisions according to
intellectual activity and the use of
the brain in lines chiefly mental.
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Reduced to plain terms, intellectual
progress, as expressed and proved in
the enlargement of the frontal facul
ties, is at the expense of the lower or
physical qualities of mind, and the
appetites and propensities become
less and less controlling in the con
duct as these frontal faculties ex
pand. As the head grows under the
effect of education—it is the same
with the Bushman or Congo when

transported to the walks of civiliza
tion and subjected to the systematic
discipline of mental training—the
forehead extends while the bones of
the occiput complete their jointure.
The infant of Europe and the infant
of the African jungle have a similar
head contour in their early months,
and their brains possess a similar
simplicity of lobular marking, but
the differences in their environment,
as well as the differences of their
racial quality and genius, ere long
stamp their respective growth with
sharply contrasting features. The
modern German, French and Italian
head appears to be approaching the
cycloidal in form, while it‘s coronal
elevation is greater. In England and
Scotland there appears to be a per
sistence of the long-headed (doli
chocephalic) strain, but distinguished
by its frontal extension. The Ameri
can type has much of the same
characteristic, yet the enterprise,
restlessness, energy and ingenuity of
the American, stimulated by an ex
citable temperament, to be sure,
finds its origin largely in the lateral
brain centers.

Our inquiry has to do with the
great average mass of the community
—must find its answer in the
characteristics of disposition, pur
suit, motive and habit that dis
tinguish the mass. The character of
the great majority gives tone to sen
timent—be its expression what it
tnay on the mental and physical sides.
This expression finds a measurable
reflection in the current press—the
journals that everybody reads and
supports. Did we take our cue,

however, with reference to the men
tal status of the community from
most of the newspapers of American
cities, our idea of that status
among the American people would
be depressing enough. There is a

disposition in the journalistic frater
nity to cater to the sensuous feelings
of the unrefined million and dip their
pens into the mixed ooze of an under
stratum of life, such as a great
metropolis offers. The grotesque, the
passional, the suggestive of grossness,
coarseness, and even of the licen
tious—for the sake of realism ?— .
is employed in word and phrase and
illustration. The curiosity of the
Ephesian multitude, eager and trem
ulous to hear of novelty, whatever it
may affect; the fascination of the
half-formed mind of youth for knowl
edge of things within the danger line
of vice and brutish propensity—these
qualities are traded upon and made
the unworthy reason for the enter
prise, so-called, shown in the produc
tion and promotion of questionable
effects in literature, in art, in the
drama. I need not say that such a
course is unworthy of educated men,
and in contravention of the proper
object of journalism, which is to in
struct and improve the public. But
in this discussion we must look for
evidences in the reading of that public.
On the other side of the water, where
an older civilization is boasted, and
their claim to do things “better "

than we, despite our multifold im
ported notions, in England, for in
stance, what do we find from the
newswriter's point of view, the
journalist who reports of current
movements in the class of the bour
geoisie and of those who frequent the
patrician salon? Here is what one
tells us:

“LONDON, Aprll r3.— Copyright, 1895,
by the New York Timrs. ~Again there is
wonderful Easter weather, and no self
respecting person remains in London.
Golf links, trout streams. boating river
reaches, and the sands of Margate are all
swarming with pleasure seekers. The
mails are disorganized, the papers are
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empty, and business, from that of the
merchant prince down to the humblest
greengrocer, is quite paralyzed, etc."

The movements of society on this
side of the Atlantic are quite analo
gous. The interests that occupy the
thought of upper tendom and lower
twentydom appear to relate chiefly
to the physical senses, whatever
the department may be—business,
politics and the avocations of leisure.
How large a part of our current
literature is occupied with the detail
of those ephemeral gratifications of
the animal man called by the inclusive
term Sport! Witness the absolute
craze at times exhibited by those who
deem themselves the better class in
relation to boat racing, ball games,
horse and dog shows, the circus, etc.,
etc. Where do these people live
mentally ? Need Iask ? How large
a space, too, is occupied by that
strife of parties and factions for office
and public patronage which is com

monly called politics! How much
thought is given to the discussion of
faithful service and duty in behalf of
public welfare ? Read the discussions
and squabbles and counter-plottings
of bosses and their pothouse heelers
and tell me where do these people
live mentally? Then, too, there is
the attitude of nations toward each
other, represented, of course, by
their most astute ofiicials, watching
each other like bloodhounds in the
leash or cats upon the garden fence,
jealous, suspicious, vindictive, in
quisitive, selfish, the strong intimi
dating and despoiling the weak, the
weak cringing, hateful, duplicious.
Have we not in such a spectacle but
a larger show of the strifes of boys
upon the school campus? Only a

broader manifestation of those pro
pensities that lie in the base of the
mind—and the lateral organs—
managed or deployed, to be sure,
with that skill that comes with ex
perience and years of intellectual
attention.

All these intimations but express
the lively impressiveness of human

faculty during the period of activity,
however prolonged it may be, of
adolescence. From one point of
view we might think that society was
in the early stage of that period, so
mercurial and transitional the conduct
of many people in following the bent
of sensuous inclination or temporary
caprice. From another point of view
we might conclude that the period was
far advanced into the domain ofrefiect
ive sagacity and mature judgment, so
much of power is shown in the applica
tion of far-reaching principles, and so

deep the apprehension of the signifi
cance of physical and psychic ex
pression by the few who devote them
selves to departments of scientific
research and culture; and taking this
and that togetherit does not indicate
degeneracy, but rather improvement.
The physical side of man is growing;
the basis that must be strong for an

even, broad, vigorous and creative
mentality, for a clear psychic vision
that will penetrate the clouds envelop
ing the greater truths of being and

doing—is becoming more firm and
sustaining. Moral improvement is
slow—was ever slow. The age may
be fast, but it is not so on the moral
side. The mills of God grind slow
here.

THE RACE NOT DEGENERATING.

Dr. Albutt, a distinguished ob
server, insists that the study
of disease in all classes com
pels the conviction that there
is a marked improvement in the

physique and nervous stamina of the
race; the young men and young
women of to-day are stronger and

more robust than their predecessors.
Talk about the “new woman” as

you may ; laugh at, ridicule the

eccentricities and pretensions of
some, who, in their new found
privileges and opportunties, are dazed
by the very roominess of the situai
tion, and would occupy the whole of
it with the assistance even of pre
posteronsly expanded shoulder trim
mings, affecting the broader shoulders
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of men! But the true woman is
higher, nobler, stronger to-day than
ever before, and this must needs be if
the race would rise in the scale of
capacity and greatness. It is the
enfranchisement of her mind, her
soul, that is the source of her rise in
place and power.

I am no pessimist; I can not be of
the Schopenhauer or Nordau or any
school. I believe that the world is
better and stronger cerebrally and
mentally to-day than ever. Its
masses, the great bulk of the people,
are higher up in the scale of develop
ment than ever before. The in
tellectual and sentimental organs
and instincts have more influence in
their life and conduct than ever be
fore ; and ambitions unknown in the
times gone by, especially prior to the
Renaissance, are rife and encouraged
by social environment and physical
circumstances. Dear me, were I to
take all the fin-de-riirle nonsense of
the day, the imported and the native
phases, I should be inclined to think
that I had mistaken after all the
provings of anthropology, and that
mankind had by no means advanced
beyond the vagaries of the transition
or semi-insane period that lies be
tween childhood and adolescence.

We hear so much, too much, of
“degenerate" humanity today in
the discussions of those who assume
to be observers and analysts of'mind
phenomena. Pray, we would ask,
where is or was the type or state of
perfection realized of which the de

generacy is predicated? At the
most is not the term “degenerate "

comparative? May we not have
fairly harmonious interrelation of
faculty and physical function in half
a dozen classes of constitution?
May not the peasant of the field, or
artisan of the shop, show evenness
and symmetry of faculty and char
acter as well as the savant in his
laboratory or study? What is this
degeneracy in the real but defective
function, unbalance of parts, exces

sive irritability, want of equilibrium,

inability of self-control—character
istics that may be set to no class or
grade of organization or culture, and

seemingly more strikingly exhibited
by those whose privileges of birth
and education are commonly regarded
asenviable. Even Carlyle, dyspeptical
cynic as he was-—at one time calling
Englishmen “mostly fools"——said:
“ I have great confidence in the com
mon sense of the English people."

The race has not advanced fully
into the frontal lobes; the centers
that physiology has placed there in
obedience to the edict of nature do
not dominate in the cerebral func
tions as yet. We have yet to grow,
to evolute, if you will, further, ere
we as a race will reach the acme of
expectation, that fullness of intel
lectual growth, that ripeness of sense
perception and of reasoning that
means balance of judgment, harmony
of feeling, restraint of impulse and
emotion, steadiness of action, con
trol of self, comprehension of ca
pacity and consequent ability to
adapt self to circumstances, be they
of ordinary import or of unexpected
emergency.

Here and there, to be sure, a man
or a woman, tall, suncrowned, of the
class I have already named. delights
our vision by the glory of their
mental upreach. Of exceptional
maturity, of splendid endowment,
they are as guides in the gold-and
purple morning twilight pointing to
what the future has in store for man
in general. Their advance into the
frontal lobes with all its potentialities
of moral and intellectual excellence
impresses us strangely. We feel in
their glowing presence asif lifted up.
We share their enthusiasm; the beau
tiful and true in their refined charac
terization fires us with an overpower
ing animation; we discern the di
vine soul that was given the human;
we joy in being lluman, and exclaim
in the fervor of our gratification,
with the great dramatist: “What a

piece of work is man! How noble in
reason! how infinite in faculty!

"



A STUDY IN CONCEIT.

BY THE EDITOR.

HERE are several different man

ifestations in human nature
that are usually described by the

term conceit, and it is impossible to

the world, among people who lack
the feeling of pride or sense of self
hood, as there is among those who
possess it in aconsiderable degree.

GRAVE CONCEIT.

associate these'different qualities ex

clusively with any one primary ele
ment of the mind. Students of
phrenology are disposed at first to
refer conceit especially to the faculty
of Self-esteem, but, as a matter of fact,
there is almost as much conceit in

Surely there may be a great many
mistakes in self-measurement besides
those that arise from the sentiment
of self—reliance. It is safe to say that
a great majority of people who give
themselves credit for more wisdom
than they really possess are led to do
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so from sheer ignorance or defective
intellectual capacity.

One very common form of conceit
may be said to arise from an extra~

ordinary desire to possess certain
talents, accomplishments, or other

An eager longing for anymerits.

thwart or in any way discourage the
dominant feeling. As everybody has

observed, some persons have a habit
of telling certain lies until they them
selves actually come to believe them.
They indulge in these fictions to
please their vanity, or for some other

GAY CONCEIT.

particular thing has a tendency to

stretch the mental faculties, as it
were, in the direction of the thing
desired, and the result is a sort of
prejudice in favor of its attainment.
The mind becomes inhospitable to

every suggestion that promises to

purpose, and as they take pleasure in

contemplating the creatures of their
imagination, they gradually eliminate
from their memory and consciousness
every antagonistic idea or item of
knowledge, so that after a time lit
tle or nothing remains to contradict
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the agreeable play of their fancy.
In this phenomenon of believing one's
own fabrications there is something
very analogous to the mental process
by which there is often developed the
last mentioned form of conceit.

An overweening opinion of one's
self is

,

of course, likely to be ag
gravated by large Self-esteem, espe
cially when it occurs in an unenlight
ened mind. But if the intellect of a

dignified individual is duly trained
and thoroughly informed, he may es

timate himself very accurately.
We present illustrations of two

varieties of the quality under con
sideration that may be said to repre
sent an erroneous self-estimate as
associated with Self-esteem large
in the one case and small in the
other. In the grave subject it will
be seen that the eyes have what is

known as a supercilious look. This,
as the word implies, is due to the
peculiar position of the eyebrows and
the upper eyelids, the latter closing
down upon the eyes as if to shut out
of sight the objects before him which,
in his opinion, are all contemptible.
He is evidently satisfied to confine
his thoughts to the material already
in the possession of his mind. He is

not interested to add to his stock of
information. He evidently does not
consider it worth while to stretch his
gaze. His look is as different from
that of an eager knowledge seeker,
as the lazily extended hat of a street
mendicant is different from the busy'
hands of the enterprising ‘manufact
urer or merchant.

The features are strong, and indi
cate a degree of health and success
that have no doubt been favorable
to the growth of his self-complacency.
He has been fortunate in having
dropped into a sinecure, no doubt,
where but little was demanded of him
in the way of talent or effort. He
has never had the conviction thrust
upon him that he was a fool. He
has been reminded of the fact quite
often, but those who were frank
enough to communicate this intelli

Self-esteem

gence were satisfied to convey it

simply in forms of speech that always
seemed to this self-sufi’icient indi
vidual to lack point and proof. His

naturally discounts
almost everything that is suggested
by others. He, institutes compari
sons only to find himself superior, so
that of course he would never accept
evidence against himself unless sub
stantiated by the strongest possible
chain of argument and fact.

As a further explanation of this
man's inability to see himself as
others see him, and as he really is,
attention should be called to his lack
of reflective intellect. His upper
forehead is quite retreating This
prevents him from calculating the
consequences of his actions, or of
justly measuring the relations he
bears to others. He is able to
observe facts enough, but he fails to
consider their importance or bearing
upon his own character. Experiences
that seem to favor him he accepts
and treasures in his memory, but he
refuses to entertain thoughts that
promise to be disagreeable. As a

result of habit he acquires no pro
found or critical knowledge of his
actual place in the world.

In the second portrait we have a
volatile temperament as a basis for
our calculation. This man is cheer
ful and happy. He generally has a
good time. He is fond of society
and is disposed to be affable and
good natured. But his brain is like
a sieve. It retains but few impres
sions or ideas. The world is new to
him every morning and he never
doubts that he will find it a good
place in which to spend the day.
But the element of seriousness is not
in him. He a veritable butterfly,
and his judgment is as fickle as his
emotions. His eyes are open for
evidences of approval, but he never
takes the trouble to be accurate
about anything, least of all concern
ing the depth or soundness of his
views. He dislikes to assume re
sponsibility, and would hate to be
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. talents into the scale.

compelled to probe himself or subject
himself to any sort of test that might
result to his disadvantage. He cul
tivatesa habit of shirking all serious
introspection. He loves the high
wave of popularity and applause.
Being devoid of dignity he cares not
how cheap or trivial are the honors
he receives. He is as much averse
to putting a careful estimate upon
the character of those who praise
him as he is loath to put his own

Therefore it
becomes a habit with him to estimate
himself as he fancies he should like

to be. Naturally this leads him into
many errors which his neighbors all
perceive, but for which they rarely
take him to task. Finally, as he is
dominated by vanity, he necessarily
bedecks himself with the trappings
of distinction which everybody sees
he has not earned. And, as he
always brags of his achievements,
and pretends to do morethan he can,
even when he knows he is stretching
the truth, people imagine that he
believes his over-estimates and hence
naturally speak of him as afflicted
with conceit.

WIN) BIDES HIS 'l'llll'l.

Bv jluins Wni'rcoiun RILEY.

Who bides his time, and day by day
Faces defeat full patiently,

And lifts a mirthful roundelay,
However poor his fortunes be,—

He will not fail in any qualm
Of poverty—the paltry dime

II
. will grow golden in his palm,

Who bides his time.

Who bides his time—he tastes the sweet

Ol honey in the saltest tear:
And though he fares with slowest feet,

joy runs to meet him, drawing near;

The birds are heralds of his cause,

And like a never-ending rhyme,
The roadsides bloom in his applause,

Who bides his time.

Who bides hi's time,and fevers not

In the hot race that none achieves,

Shall wear cool-wreathen laurel, wrought
With crimson berries in the leaves;

And he shall reign a goodly King.
And sway his hand o'er every clime,

With Peace writ on his signet ring,
Who bides his time.
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" The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and

acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

PRECIOUS TREASURES.

Bv NELSON SIZER.

IGS. 285, 286, Helen W. Von
Volkenberg. Here is a strong

character. A healthy face, harmo‘
nious in its development, indicating
constitutional vigor and long life.
The head is large and amply devel

oped in the upper side region. Mirth

FIG. 285.

fulness, Ideality, Cautiousness and

Approbativeness are large. She feels

neglected. She has not been cour

teously or cordially treated, and she

has done something which she thinks

may displease her papa She is

weighingthe subjectwith earnestness

and anxiety; her face is fixed as

marble and she seems sad, but not

crushed.
Fig. 286 exhibits a different mood.

The clouds no longer lower; the pos

sible storm has blown over and the

genial sun comes out rejoicingly, and

her friends have proposed to her a

visit to the candy store and she has a

lively recollection of favors to come ;

. ‘ V

FROM GRAVE 'l'O GAY. no. 286.

and so we have in this a good physi
ognomical transition. This girl will
be a student and a solid thinker.
She will show excellent memory; a

taste for art and for mechanism; will
be ingenious to do anything that
needs to be done, from cooking a

dinner to trimming a hat.

Fig. 287. This picture is entitled
“ The ‘judge’ at Three." This self
nominated candidate for fame and
fortune appears to have weighed
anchor and is looking for the prom
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ised land with less anxiety about it
than Columbus and his men had in
their hunt for the unknown. This
boy looks as if he were pretty sure

its fire-crackers and banners. He
may eat heartily when he has nothing
else to do, but he would rather have
a gun, a drum or a dog than a dinner,

‘11*; <

I

“1

‘:1

7
7

!

no. 287. “THE ‘JUDGE’ AT THREE."

of his cause; that he sees the game
he is after and is bound to be a suc

cess. He has a nervous make-up.
He is inflammable, intense, positive,
plucky, enterprising and willing to
take chances. He will accept and
absorb knowledge, especially of the
aggressive and enterprising sort. He
will look out for roller skates, the
bicycle, the boat, the fast horse, the

balloon and the Fourth of july, and
all that glorious word means, with

unless he could manage to make the
claim sure upon all. He has much
of the artist, the dramatist and of
the orator, and there is a great deal
of good in him if it can be regulated
and guided, but rough treatment, in

justice and coldness might spoil him.
He will want a good many shoes, will
wear out a good deal of clothing, and
will incline to “tear a passion to tat
ters," if not his clothes. Life with
him is on a high key. He looks as
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if he wanted to say,
“ Hip, hip, hur

rah! "
and yet we do not get an idea

of coarseness. If he has a good
chance for culture he will take it
rapidly, but he should have wise and
gracious associates. He will never
submit to meanness and injustice
without a struggle.

Figs.z88, :89. These pictures come
from Vancouver, British Columbia.
The proportions of the head are fa
vorable to general harmony of char
acter. The head is broad, and he
will manifest prudence, policy, the
desire to acquire, the capacity for
machinery, and he has a tempera
ment which would relish metallic sub
stances. He would prefer four quar

bending stability. There is some ten
dency to be contrary and to hunt for
a chance to differ from others. He
is not easily driven and not very
easily coaxed. He will have to be
consulted as to what he would like or
prefer, and people who have to deal
with him get into the habit of finding
out his preferences. He will empha
size the word “no," and if he utters
a threat it will not be very noisy, but
those who know him will expect it
will occur. He may have been un
willing to sit for the pictures, as he
has somewhat of a sulky expression.
He will show strong affection when
aroused and concentrated, but he is
not very mellow or pliable in spirit.

FIGS. 288, 289.

ters to a dollar bill. The silver would
seem to him more substantial—not
liable to be blown away or burned by
alighted match. He will mend things
with iron or other metal. Would
work wood out of carriage-making
and put iron in its place, and would do
the same in bridges and buildings,
and if he were to become a mechanic
he would want to do something in the

way of machinery, plumbing or manu

facturing silverware; things that are

not easily broken. He has the spirit
and disposition which will give him un

A. FRANKS, AGE FOUR YEARS.

Figs. 290, 291. This is a specimen
from Illinois. He looks brave; he
has a broad head and is going to need
more guidance than assistance. The
front view shows breadth of head. It
seems rounded out above the ears.
The side view also rc-impresses the
thought. He has large destructive
ness and combativeness, giving force
of character and courage to struggle
against difficulty and opposition. He
has decidedly large secretiveness,
which is shown in the fullness in
both portraits, about one-third of the
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way from the top of the ear to the
top of the head. He can look calm
and yet be anxious. He can tread
with noiseless step when detection
would be damaging. He can play a

borrowed character if the play re

quires it. He has large acquisitive
ness; he will be wide awake for
the dollar and he will make money in
almost anything. In the early mining
regions in the golden West the meth
ods of washing for gold were not
complete, and the gravel and sandy

that had been washed were thrown
into great heaps as the men worked
onward. Some years later the China
men, who were willing to do more
work for a given compensation than

H05. 290, 291.

others, went into the gold regions
and washed over these heaps of sand
and gravel that had already been
washed by the Americans, and they
made a fine thing of it. So this boy
will be able to follow other people's
administration and gather up by econ

omy what they’by carelessness had

left ungarnered.
He would make a fine surgeon.

He has the requisite ingenuity, and

will have the nerve to use the knife.
The reader will not consider the im

plement that is shown in his side
pocket as being a dirk handle, al

though its appearance would indicate
it. He does not to-day carry the
countenance that would indicate his
desire to use such a weapon, but
whoever assails him and arouses his
fire will find him loaded with the
power of self-defense. He is not in
clined to assail, but it will be un
wholesome for his equal in strength
to assail him. He has a fine intel
lect; he will reason and think. He
has mirth and the sense of amuse
ment. He has the power to imitate,
and will make a good talker.

He would make a good mechanic
and he will be a business man. He
will make every dollar and‘ every
half dollar tell. What a back head !

DON ALI) GREENE.

How long from the opening of the
ear! Friendship will make him want
a long dining-room and an extension
table, and he will make money
enough to furnish the means to enter
tain. His Firmness is enormous;
from the opening of the ear to the
top of the head in a direct line the
distance is great, and the ear is low
down. He has a large middle lobe of
the brain, and is likely to be tough,
enduring and long-lived, and will be

one of the most skillful, efficient and
reliable characters to be found. He
is worth raising.
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Figs. 292, 293.—We have here a

good study of physiognomy; the law

of expression is admirably illus
trated. In looking at these faces

one would hardly suppose they could
in repose look alike. There is as
much difference in disposition be

TWIN BROTHERS.

tween people who are good~looking
as there is in the looks of these two
boys as seen here. Left entirely to
themselves, in their normal state

they would look very nearly alike.
The one in normal condition is

serene, and appears bright, intelli
gent, thoughtful, cautious, ambitious,
steadfast, thorough and prudent.
The other, judged by his head,
would give us about the same result,
and of the two he is perhaps the

stronger character. Does the

reader wonder how two pictures
could be taken, one looking perfectly

placid, restful and contented, and
the other one exercised by the deep
est sadness? Is it wondered why
Serenity can be calm and happy
when Sadness is suffering intense
sorrow at his side. The photographic
processes are a marvel. If not a

0
292, SERENITY, AND 293, SADNESS.

mystery they are an astonishment
and yet a most wonderful triumph of
science and art. These two boys
were seated and were alike happy,
and the artist or his assistant had
something to exhibit to the boys at a
distance which attracted and riveted
their attention, and just when this
was accomplished and the operator
was ready to take the picture, by a
concert of purposes a person was in
behind and suddenly pinched Sadness
and we see the result. The snap
shot was taken just as the face came
into instantaneous sadness, and Se
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renity did not know what was going
on and did not have time to move or
wink his eye after he heard the cry of
his companion until the sitting was

completed. If one thinks of this and
the difiiculties which seem to surround

it
,

the wonder of photographic art is

manifested. The poor little fellow
did not have time to shift the grip of
his hands, possibly it intensified it

,

nor did he have time to move his
toes, but he put on the physiognomi
cal expression which in the picture is

as fixed as time. To have made this
experiment perfect a picture should
have been taken of the two boys in

their normal state, and then after
ward one of them manipulated for the

abnormal expression. As we have

them now one awakens our admira
tion and the other one arouses our
pity. But something must be sacri
ficed to science and art.

Fig.,294.—If we were to say that
this is a perfect organization, that in

temperament, constitution and har
monious proportion there is nothing
to be desired, we should have this
consolation at least, that we have no

idea who her parents are, or what
friends of hers might suffer in feeling
or feel happy and flattered with the

description we give. Most of the

children brought before the public in

this series are utter strangers to us in

name and residence. Many are rich
in promise to the community and to
their own friends and relatives.
Some of them lack constitution and

the elements of endurance and
power. Some of them lack sutficient
brain development on which to predi
cate fame and fortune. Some are hard
to manage, some are mellow and plia
ble. Some are not as healthy as they
oughtto be and may probablyjoin the
angel-band before they have reached
maturity, but this child appears to

be pre-eminently fortunate in having

a physiology above criticism. Look
at those plump shoulders. How
much health and beauty they bear!
And look at that deep chest! What
copious breathing power! And then

the face corresponds with it
, indi

cated by the fullness of the cheek
outward from the nose, and the mar
velous health and vigor are sustained
by one of the best vital temperaments
we ever find. Then the head is

large and finely formed, indicating
the mental temperament.

We find in this child brilliancy of
talent; language that is copious, ele

gant and ornate; memory that is un

failing, and the faculty of criticism
which will be generally right, with
moral sentiment enough to stand
erect in the realm of temptation and
be master of its own fate and for
tune. She is wonderful in ambition;
she has steadfastness, integrity, cou

rage and determination enough to
carry this eminent endowment with

FIG. 294.—-cUPiD's DREAM.

skill, acceptance and moral worth.
Every loving mother and every

proud father having the opportuni
ties to give such a child its proper
place and environment would rejoice
in calling her daughter. Yet the
mystery of human life shows that the
weak and the wanting awaken in

parental affection a degree of tender
ness having no touch of pride to mar

it and no element of ambition to
pervert it. The little and the least
in innocent childhood touch parental
love more tenderly and completely
than a glorious child like this, who
needs nothing but guidance.
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A MODERN M IRACLE.

MONG the brightest “red-let
ter days" of a parent's calen

dar, especially that of a fond young
mother with her first baby, is that
well-remembered one when the dar
ling, with silvery voice, utters its first
articulate word.

What a marvel and a joy that word
is ! How baby is coaxed to repeat it
again and again for the admiration of
father, grandparents, uncles, aunts
and friends. What a delight it is

,

one of the oldest in the world yet
new eternally, to hear those tiny lips
and tongue echo so quaintly the
sounds of one familiar speech, and
every fresh word learned is a fresh
wonder, until the pretty baby vocab
ulary grows so compiete as to be
commonplace, and we marvel no
more.

This is a blessing that comes into
thousands of homes every year—
comes so as a matter of course that
few parents, perhaps, regard it as
cause for any special thankfulness;
yet here and there, alas, we know of
one where it is apparently denied.

The baby grows healthy and bonny;

it laughs and crows and looks at us
out of intelligent, bright eyes. And
yet is there not SflIIlL'l/I/Ilg wrong?
Mother is the first to notice it. The
mewing pussy, the barking dog, the
jingling bell seem to have no attrac
tion for the little one. It loves the
sight of its friends but takes no heed
of their voices; singing does not
soothe it

, nor the loudest noise dis
turb its sleep. A horrible fear seizes
the mother‘s heart and blanches her
cheek. 'l‘rial after trial she makes of
the baby's hearing, and at last the
dreadful truth forces itself upon her

that her darling is deaf arm’ dumb.

Or maybe it is after some accident
or illness that the sad discovery is

made. Disease has settled in the

organs of hearing, and imprisoned
the mind forever in the silence of a

living tomb. Sadly soon in most

cases will the habit of speech lapse

when the power of hearing is lost,
and the deaf mute becomes passion
ate and intractable, or dully apathetic.
Until comparatively recent times the
only means of communicating with
the deaf and dumb was by gesticula
tions, or by an elaborate system of
manual signs which was known to so
few that the sufferer was virtually
debarred from almost all intercourse
with the outer world. But in 1867,
at the instance of the late Baroness
Mayer de Rothschild, Mr. William
Van Praagh publicly introduced into
England the Pure Oral System,
which has greatly revolutionized the
education of the so-called deaf and
dumb.

On any Wednesday afternoon at
three o'clock, except during the
usual vacations, a sight may be wit
nessed at No. 11 Fitzroy Square,
London, which may well cause
some of us to say indeed, that so
far as results are concerned, the
age of miracles is not past. Here,
under the able directorship of Mr.
Van I’raagh, some fifty young people,
varying in age from seven to twenty
one, or thereabouts, most of them
“ stone-deaf," and all unable to dis
tinguish the human voice for any con
versational purpose, are attending
daily to receive regular school educa
tion. They read, recite lessons, write
at dictation, and take down verbally
given sums like ordinary hearing and
speaking children.

In the lowest class are five or six
little people in the first stages of
training, and I may say at once that

if any visitor comes prepared to see
heavy faces, or the stupid stare of
dull vacuity, he will be most agreeably
disappointed. Never has it been
one's lot to meet a party of brighter
looking, more intelligent and attract
ive young folks than those gathered
within these walls.

“Come here, Willie!" and Mr.
Van Praagh, who is evidently on the
best of terms with his little pupils,
takes the hand of a shy-looking little
boy, who has not been many weeks
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at the school. He places one of the
child's hands under his throat and the
other against its own.

(I A I]
7'

“ A-y!
"

repeats the child.
‘t E! 7'

“ Ee! " echoes the little one.
“001"
“ OO—o—hl

" is the long-drawn re
sponse, while the boy's eyes are riv
eted upon the lips of his teacher with
that intensity of attention which is
the only difference that at first sight
one notices between those afflicted
little ones and ordinary school chil
dren.

The words “papa” and “mam
ma" having also been correctly
uttered, the director beckons to a

little girl.
She has been a year under instruc

tion, and looks radiant with pleasure
at being called upon to exhibit her
newly acquired powers.

“How do you do?" asks Mr. Van
Praagh.

“Quite well, thank you," answers
the child, as intelligibly as many a
hearing child of three or four years old.

“What is this?" pointing to our
leather bag.“ Bag!" is the emphatic answer.

“Write ‘bag’ on the slate," says
the teacher, handing her a piece of
chalk.

Quick as thought it is done.
We may here mention that spell

ings, as such, are not taught in this
establishment. The children learn to

~ know every word as a whole in its
written form, the sounds which they
are taught to produce, and the names
of the various familiar objects de

picted in their illustrated primer,
being all lithographed in ordinary
handwriting, which the pupils copy.
And the orthography as well as the
caligraphy in all the classes being
excellent, Mr. Van Praagh is amply
justified in his recommendation that
this system be applied in the instruc
tion of hearing children as well as the
deaf. These latter learn to speak,
to lip-read, to read and to Write sim

ultaneously. Or, to quote from Mr.
Van Praagh's admirable article on the

subject in Curse/l’: Slow/muse of Gm
eral Informalion, “When the teacher
pronounces a sound the child imitates
it—that is, he speaks ,- he is taught to
recognize it when spokenmhelzp-reads;
he is taught the sound in letters—-—he

reads; and imitates them on the black
board, the slate, or paper—he writes.

In the next class we see children
at a more advanced stage of develop
ment. Such sentences as “ Give me
the top," “ Go to the window " and
“ Shut the door " being instantly
read from the speaker's lips, and
more difficult combinations of sounds
are here practiced. One little maiden
on being asked by the director
“ What is my name?" replied,
“Mis-ter Van Praagh," with a ring
of the “ r" that was truly astonish
ing. ‘Of course some of the children
have better voices and quicker wits
than others, but all appear most
readily to understand what is said,
and when witnessing their eager de
light in uttering a new word, and the

intelligent perseverance with which
they repeat it again and again until
perfect, it is almost impossible to
realize that they have never heard a

sound—do not even know what sound
is. _

But we must hurry on.
The next class consists of boys and

girls of from nine to twelve or there
abouts. Two children here‘ possess
slight powers of hearing, and these
are being carefully developed. They
can distinguish the voice if anything
is spoken very close to them, but
would be at a great disadvantage in
an ordinary school. They lip~read
perfectly, which accomplishment will
always be of great value and assist
ance to them.

In the various higher classes we

meet with young people able to con
verse with one another and also with
strangers. Their lessons are very
interesting to listen to.

“ John, who was born at Stratford
on-Avon ?

" asks the teacher.
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“Shakespeare," is the immediate
and distinct reply.

“ Tell me, Henry, who succeeded

Queen Elizabeth !
"

‘ ‘
James—the—First.

"

A more or less marked division of
the words in a sentence is the chief
peculiarity of these “dumb " chil
dren's speech. Our colloquial, slip
shod running of one word into an

other, with sundry clippings and
shearings, having never been heard,
is consequently unknown to them. I
was told, however, by one of the

teachers that scholars in the ad
vanced classes sometimes express
themselves too rapidly, and then
make the same mistakes as hearing
people who speak too fast.

“ What do you mean by ‘succeed
ed

' ?" asks the teacher further.
“ You mean ‘ reigned after.’ "

We are requested to speak to the

children ourselves, or give out num

bers for them to write down.
This is done, with the most satis

factory results, and the teacher pro
ceeds to put questions to the class in

compound fractions (we believe it
was!) so difficult and complicated
that we cannot attempt to describe
them here.

Then we ask of one bright little
girl—a “ chatterbox " her teacher
says she is l—“ How old are you?"

The answer, distinct enough for
anybody to understand, is “I am
twelve and a half years old."

Yet the speaker cannot hear, and
never has heard the sound of her own
voice !

Before leaving we see the museums
of interesting objects, including toys,
models, stuffed animals, and articles
of all kinds for familiarizing the chil
dren with the things which they are
likely to meet with in everyday life;
also their drawings, the neat and
tasteful productions in needlework by
the girls and fretwork by the boys—
for a carpenter's shop is one of the
adjuncts of the school.

Eight years, counting from the age
of seven, is the period over which

Mr. Van Praagh considers it necessary
forhis curriculum to extend (a longer
period being required for advanced
instruction), and he expects at the
end of that time, if the pupil be of
average intelligence, that he or she
will go forth into the world able to
understand at once the spoken lan
guage of all those around, and as
readily to make themselves under
stood; and possessed, moreover, of
an education which will place them
at an equal advantage with the hear
ing in most of the ordinary walks of
life.

In addition to the wonderfuladvan
tages to the deaf-mutes themselves,
theintroduction of the Pure Oral Sys
tem into England has opened a new
and splendid field for the employment
of women. Since the founding in
1872 of the Training College for
Teachers and the Normal School at
r 1 Fitzroy Square, London, numerous
students have been prepared for work
among the deaf and dumb of all
classes of society, and in both private
and public spheres are usually able to
command good appointments. The
present work of the school in connec
tion with the Training College is car
ried on entirely by late students, of
both sexes, now assistant teachers;
and the efiiciency of their training is
amply testified by its admirable
results.

Before concluding we must mention
that we also had the privilege of
meeting a'young person of fifteen or
sixteen years of age,who had become

'

suddenly and totally deaf about eight
months previously. When first over
taken by this terrible affliction, the
poor girl was driven almost frantic
by despair, but after a course of some
five and twenty lessons in lip-reading
she was able to lip-read with such
ease and accuracy as even to enjoy .

being read to from papers and maga
zines, and life once more becomes full
of hope and interest to her.

Of all the miracles of genius—and
how truly has genius been defined a

an “infinite capacity for
taking
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pains" !-—surely no triumph of love
and patience is greater than this of
making the deaf to hear with their
eyes, and the dumb to speak.

JENNIE CHAPPELL.
_>0¢~
BRI DING CHILDREN.

“ T is never wise to bribe a child
to perform a plain duty,”

writes Elizabeth Robinson Scovile, in

an article in a recent number of the
Ladies’ Home journal. “There are

many motives to be appealed to, and

we should be cautious how we sub
stitute a lower for a higher one.

When bedtime comes, it is often a

struggle for the small people to go
off pleasantly and promptly. When
we elders have to do things not at all
more disagreeable to us, we indulge
in some murmurs—audible or other
wise—and a good deal of self-pity.
It is not to be expected that our
juniors will take up their burdens
with more cheerfulness than we do
ourselves. Yet as soon as they are
old enough to understand anything,
they may be greatly helped, or
hindered, in doing it.

“ ‘It is time for Charlie to go to
bed now,’ ought to be enough to per
suade him to do so without difficulty.
But just as we ourselves sometimes
fail to respond to the call of duty, so

there will be moments when Charlie
feels that his desire to sit up
longer entirely overpowers his wish to
Obey, and he refuses. What is to be

done in this case? His mother can

probably induce him to go to bed by
means of a piece of candy or pro
mlsed pleasure, but the next time the
question arises he will be less able to

do right unaided than he was at

first. His mind will naturally revert
to this bribe, and he will want
another.

“A quiet talk, gentle arguments
and persuasion, impressing upon him
that everyone has to do disagreeable
things sometimes, because they are

right, will usually prove effectual; if

not, it becomes a matter of obedience
that must be enforced even at the
cost of pain. If we can enlist the
will on the side of right doing. so
that the child shall conquer himself
and yield a willing obedience, we
have accomplished much. Let us
teach them by every effort in our
power that virtue is its own reward."

k__.__.a_ w“
PROMPT T0 INVESTIGATE.

N the Sunday Sr/mo/ T[was the
editor puts it clearly. He says:“ Discovery is the mother of knowl

edge. One who really discovers a

fact or truth learns it
,

knows it
, in its

relation to other facts or truths. A

man who knew all the definitions and
rules of arithmetic in boyhood sud
denly discovered one day, in middle
life, just what “ numerator" and
“denominator "

really mean. Had
he been led on to make this discov
ery in his early days, he would have
been spared much perplexity and un
necessary toil. A recent writer well
says: ‘It is as important for a child
to discover a law for himself as
though it had not been discovered a

thousand times before. The child
that does not do what has been done
before, that does not rediscover what
has been already discovered, will
stand at his desk with a dozen ther
mometers about him and ask what
the temperature is; he will ask the
size of a wire with a gauge already in
hand.‘ Nor is this charge to be con
fined to the schoolboy. Most homes
of the educated classes contain works
of reference. But how few of those
who have them discover anything by
them! A whole family will dispute
over a question of spelling or pro
nunciation, and never think of open
ing the dictionary, which stands in
full sight on the shelf. Whoever is

content to let other persons do all the
discovering for him may gather facts
and miss knowledge. Lead the pupil
to discover.”



GARDENING AND ITS HEALTHFULNESS.

N this full-leafed time,with its opu
lence of flowers, how easy

comes the suggestion that garden
work contributes to health and enjoy
ment as few other occupations may.
Our neighbor of the journal of Hy
giene is moved to certain practical re
flections in his own practical way that
commend themselves to us. He
says :

A small garden of only a few yards
or rods in extent, or a conservatory

_ filled with choice plants, might be
made to furnish an endless source of
amusement and also of health to
many a brain worker, and of a kind
that never dwarfs the intellect, be
cause an acquaintance with the beau
ties of the vegetable and floral world
tends to elevate the mind and heart
as well as to instruct. There are
thousands of wealthy men in every
large city who would rejoice in the
thought that their sons might some
day be known as honored and cele
brated naturalists. The first move
toward creating or encouraging a

taste in them for nature may be begun
in the garden. Why do they not give
them an opportunity of studyinghere
some of the natural sciences? Do
they subscribe for any of the horti
cultural or botanical journals? Are
the works of Agassiz and Darwin
purchased in preference to novels
and poor stories? Are journals de
voted to natural science and ento
mology found on their tables? We
fear, too often, that science goes
begging, while frivolous nonsense
floats on golden wings by day, and
flutters in the gaslight of a thousand
homes by night.

Linnaeus had far less opportunity

for the study of botany than thou
sands of the young men have to-day;
yet he made this science the object of
his life and greatly advanced the
knowledge of it.

But not only may a garden be of
use in educating boys and girls to a

love of nature; it might be used far
more by sedentary persons who need
some out-of-door work during a por
tion of the time to - preserve their
health. Even the back yard of acity
lot is large enough to grow many
plants and flowers. It is

,

according
to our experience, not always practi
cable to grow them from seeds, .but

it is better to buy the plants and set
them out and cultivate them during
the season. Happy the man—yes, the
woman and child, who loves a gar
den and has one in which to make
the acquaintance of plants, fruits and
flowers and nature. While on this
subject a friend at our elbow, Mr.
Otto Reiner, says:

My back yard—I wish it were
larger—but even with its small size

it affords me a great deal of pleasure.
Being of a nervous temperament, I

find this watching of nature's work
more than pleasure even. I find that

it has a soothing influence on the
mind full of business or household
cares. Quite often I am unsuccess~
ful with my plants, partly by being
impatient, partly by lack of expe
rience, sometimes by the extremes of
weather. But such failures do not
discourage me; contrarily, they teach
many a lesson that can be applied to
other things in life, as nature is a.

good teacher for all those who under
stand her.

All those that can work a few rods
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of land in a big city may consider
themselves much better off than the
inhabitants of flats or apartments,
where there is no back yard to speak
of. Those that work in their gardens
during leisure hours will undoubtedly
derive great benefit; they will be
more in the open air, and if the air is
not quite so invigorating as in the
country it is considerably better than
the air in a city house.

Every morning, when spring sends
the snowdrops and crocuses as mes

sengers to you, go out and spend
about half an hour in your little gar
den and then take your breakfast;
you will enjoy it much‘ more than
coming from your sleeping to your
dining-room without having had a

breath of fresh air. Get up a little
earlier, too, and think of it

,

Early to bed, early to rise, -

Makes a man healthy. wealthy and wise_

Too many women are, to put it

mildly, indifferent to working in their
yards; they love flowers, but if they
would really love them they should
try to 'raise some themselves.

.—__’.‘_,_.

ARE WE DEGENERATING?

HERE have been writers since
the days of Zeno who have

answered this question in the affirma
tive, and gone down among the dis
appointed, morbid and defective of
humanity for their proof. Nordau's
book reflects the spirit of a mis

anthrope, and yet it is much quoted
in current literature by those who
seem little inclined to observe for
themselves the tendencies of society
and form their own conclusions. It

is
,

therefore, pleasant to read the

opinion of one with a more healthy
style, and whose. outlook has en

couragament for us in the hopeful
expectation of a better future. This,
from an editorial in the Erin's/z Mm’!
zal journal, we commend to those
who may have imbued “degenerate

"

notions:

Whether we are losing the delicacy
of our literary and artistic tastesis too
uncertain an inquiry, and if Europeans
are diminishing in mental power they
are certainly not diminishing in

mental activity. The patience with
which our studious youth submits to
the often unreasonable exactions of
examiners is a proof that a least they
are willing and sometimes eager to
labor under very heavy loads. But,
leaving such difficult inquiries, let us
rather take the data which the more
exact observations ofbiological science
have given us. Though the evidence

is no doubt conflicting, the presump
tion that we are, on the whole, not de

generating seems to be strong. The
working classes receive in the amount
and purchasing power of their wages
twice as much as they did fifty years
ago; their food and their houses are
more healthful. In points of food,
sanitation and means of changing air
and scene it may be safely said that
every class now lives under better
sanitary conditions than it did at the
beginning of this century. Prevent
able diseases have much diminished;
some, like scurvy and small-pox,
have well-nigh disappeared; others,
like syphilis, are milder in their
attacks. The Registrar-General’s
reports also show a decrease in

deaths from phthisis and scrofula.
Studies in anthropology do not

confirm the legends of giants in
ancient times. It has been inferred
from the size of old armor that the
men of to-day are bigger than their
ancestors. Broca maintained, from
accurate observations, that the
Parisians of the present time have

larger skulls than those of the
Middle Ages, but some of the
skeletons of primeval man, espe
cially those found in the south
of France, have large and well
formed crania. Dentists generally
hold that the teeth are now more
prone to decay than formerly; but
this may be owing to some changes
in the nature of the food, not entail
ing degeneration in other respects.
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It is well known that the average
duration of human life has much in

creased, but this may be owing to
greater care, better hygiene, and in
creased skill in medicine, adding to
the lives of the more weakly members
without increasing the tale of years
of the healthy ones. During the con
troversy actively carried on about
fifty years ago, as to the eflicacy of
bleeding, by some eminent physicians
in inflammatory diseases, it was
asserted that the type of disease had

changed. Men could no longer bear
the loss of blood as they could in

previous generations. It is, how

ever, to be noted that this assertion
was made only by the advocates of
phlebotomy, and only after experi
ments had proved that blood-letting
could be discontinued without any
increase in the mortality or duration
of inflammatory diseases.

A great surgeon, the late Professor
Syme, used to say that he totally dis
believed in this change of type, be
cause men could bear surgical opera
tions as well as they did thirty years
before. That this also holds of the

present day is not wholly due to the
mere improvement of surgical
methods and treatment. We may
safely say that men can bear up
under severe shocks and injuries
quite as well as they didin the last
century. Considering the strain that
modern civilized life exerts upon the
nervous system, it would not be sur
prising if nervous diseases had
become more common, though it
has been found difficult to prove this
by statistics. It has often been as
serted that insanity is commoner than
it used to be, but the studies of Dr.
Hack Tuke and Dr. Rayner, which
were noticed in these pages some
time ago, tend to show that the in

crease in the number of insane is due
to the accumulation of lunatics in

asylums, where they livelonger under
care than they used to. It appears,
however, that the average number
of recoveries in asylums is less
than it used to be—an unwelcome

piece of statistics somewhat diffi
cult to explain. On the other hand,
there are dangers to the healthy
growth of some classes in our popula
tion, which would be foolish to leave
out of sight. The diminution of the
rural population and of employments
which harden the muscles, and the
prevalence of intemperance in food
and drink, threatento lower the tone
of public health. In the large manu
facturing towns we already see the
results in a stunted and anemic popu
lation. These sources of degenera
tion must be combated by putting in
operation healthy influences, and
teaching the people to attend to the
laws of hygiene.

On the whole, however, the healthy
influences at work appear to be
stronger than the morbific. So far
from a general survey of society giv
ing support to the belief that the ris
ing generation are degenerating, the
evidence appears to point to an oppo
site conclusion. The young people
of our time are fonder of athletics than
their parents were, and seem always
to be creating more and more oppor
tunities for outdoor exercise. Such
tastes are spreading from the upper
and middle to the working
classes, and the achievements re
corded in the journals de
voted to athletics and outdoor sports
show an actual increase in physical
power.

Girls in their teens now take much
more healthy active exercise than their
mothers or their grandmothers did,
engaging in games or sports, such as
lawn tennis, golf, rowing and skating,
which will have a good effect in the
improvement of coming generations.
The volunteer movement has had an

invigorating effect upon our young
men, and the prevalence of the mili
tary conscription upon the European
Continent, though not without its
evils, tends to cultivate physical
strength, endurance and manliness
of character.

Although causes are in operation
which justly cause grave anxiety for
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the future, there are as yet no serious
proofs that the population of Europe
is degenerating, and there are many
gratifying signs of improvement.

OQ~

TEMPERATURE OF THE FEET.

ONGESTION of the head, throat
or any of the organs of the chest

and abdomen is relieved by a good
circulation in the feet and legs. Being
far from the vital apparatus, and thus
liable to become cold, they are, in
addition, kept in the coldest part of
the room. During the cold season
the air at the floor is several degrees
colder than at the ceiling. The
anxious mother shows her familiarity
with this fact when she says: “ Chil
dren, you must not lie on the floor;
you will catch cold."

Notwithstanding this ‘marked dif
ference the feet have less clothing
than the body. Our chests would
suffer on a cold day if they had but
a single thickness of cotton and one
of morocco. Warmth of the lower
extremities is indispensable to health
of the head and chest. Cold bath
ing, friction, stamping and other
exercises, with proper clothing, will
generally secure the needed tempera
ture in these parts. But in many,
whose vitality is low, and whose oc
cupation compels long sitting, the
feet, even with the measures sug
gested, will become cold. To such
Iadvise the use of artificial means.
A jug filled with warm water and
placed under a stool which is stuffed
and carpeted will diffuse a gentle
heat about the feet and secure a

temperature equal to that about the
head. It ‘may be said that such
measures will produce susceptibility
to cold. A hot water foot bath and
other extreme measures will produce
such susceptibility; but the gentle
warmth radiated from the jug, so far
from creating such morbid suscepti
bility, will, by establishing an habi
tual circulation in the feet, act as a

preventive of colds. A tin reservoir,

which half a dollar will purchase,’
may be fitted between the legs of a
stool, and prove more convenient
than the jug. One of my neighbors
has patented such a stool, but any
tinman can make, at small expense,
something which will answer nearly
as well. DlO LEWIS.

————¢oo—
SUNSHINE AS A DlSINFECTAN'l‘.

HE scientists appear to be find

ing out that the order of na
ture is about as nearly perfect as is

necessary for the comfort and health
of man. So much is said regarding
microbes that one may think that
poison and death link in every nook
and by-path, to say nothing of the
vast air ocean that surrounds us.
Now it is being discovered that light
and free air are sanitary agents of the
most powerful kind known. Sunlight
is potent to destroy poisonous gases
and pernicious bacilli. So that no
better method for disinfection exists
than exposure to the sun's rays.
How far such disinfection might
go has been shown by experiments.

Arloing proved that anthrax bacilli
are destroyed by the solar rays.
Koch has shown that tubercle bacilli
can not be exposed to the same for very
long and survive. Fermi and Celli
(Cmlralblalt fz'ir Barterzb/agie, Vol.

'

XII., No. 18), in a series of experi
ments, demonstrated that germs in
aqueous suspension are likewise killed,
and Raspe asserts that the sun is able
to hinder the development and even

destroy bacilli lying on the surface of
the soil or submerged in water.

Esmarch used pillows, varying the

contents, skins, etc., and bacteria,
as pure cultures, or pus containing
micrococci. He imitated the natural
conditions as far ‘as possible. The
materials were contaminated with the

solutions and placed in the sun, either
at once or after drying. Control ex

periments were also made. He ar

ranged linen, wool, cloth, etc., in

layers, and in the first series of ex

periments to prevent the falling of
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atmospheric microbes during the ex
posure he placed the pieces in a box
covered with a glass pane, and pro
vided at the sides with openings for
ventilation. The temperature of the
interior, however, rose much higher
than that of the air (86°) and vitiated
the results. In subsequent experi
ments the objects were always placed
on the grass in the sun. Esmarch
concludes that the sun's rays have a

marked action on the surface, but
that this speedily becomes lost when
bacteria are protected by layers of
material. The cholera bacillus, even
in the deepest layers, were killed; but
this is not surprising, since desiccation
lasting but a short time is fatal to
it. An exposure lasting eight to ten
hours yielded but unsatisfactory re
sults. After one day the diphtheria
bacillus was killed in the interior of
the pillows, but when protected by
the woolly hair of the sheep's skin

39 hours were insufficient. Strepto
cocci within the pillows and the skins
withstood a five days' exposure. Es
march then sprayed infested articles
thoroughly with 2 per cent. and 5

per cent. solutions of carbolic, and
found that the weaker acid is little
better than the sun, and that 5 per
cent. is not altogether reliable.

"Q
A DIFFERENCE.

DISTINGUISHED lady of
wealth and influence, noted

for model specimens of children, was
asked by a friend and mother, "Why
are my children sickly and croupy,
and yours always free from such con
ditions ?" The reply was: “You
rear your children indoors, I mine
out; yours are educated to be waited
on by your servants, I discipline mine
to wait upon themselves; my children
are early to bed, you give parties for
yours with late hours, and allow them
to attend parties and keep late hours
from home, fashionably dressed; my
children have plain, wholesome food,
adapted to their years, yours eat
swe-etmeats, rich and highly-seasoned

~ told.

dishes, and are overfed generally; I
teach mine to love nature and to feel
that there is nothing arrayed so finely
as the lily of the field, the bees, and
the butterflies; that there is nothing
so mean as a lie, nor anything so
miserable as disobedience; that it is
a disgrace to be sick, and that good
health, good teeth, and good temper
come from‘ plain food, proper cloth
ing, plenty of sleep, and being good."
—T/1e Mediml Age.

> >0‘? — _—
CIGARE'I‘TE SMOKING.

R. C. A. CLINTON, of the San
Francisco Board of Education,

has made a special study of the effect
of cigarette smoking among the pub
lie-school children of that city, and
expresses himself in the following
unmistakable language:

“A good deal has been said about
the evils of ‘cigarette smoking, but
one-half the truth has never been

I have watched this thing for a
long time, and I say calmly and delib
erately that I believe cigarette smok
ing is as bad a habit as opium smok
ing. I am talking now of boys, re
member. The effect upon grown
men is

,

of course, not so marked.
“ A cigarette fiend will lie and

steal, just as a morphine or opium
fiend will lie and steal. Cigarette
smoking blunts the whole moral na
ture. It has an appalling effect upon
the system. It first stimulates and
then stupefies the nerves. It sends
boys into consumption. It gives
them enlargement of the heart, and

it sends them to the insane asylum.

I am physician to several boys’
schools, and I am often called in to
prescribe for palpitation of the heart.
In nine cases out of ten it is caused by
the cigarette habit. Every physician
knows the cigarette heart. I have
seen bright boys turned into dunces,
and straightforward, honest boys
made into miserable cowards, by ciga~
rette smoking. I am not exaggerat
ing. Iam speaking the truth, that
every physician and nearly every
teacher knows."



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

Meanings 0! Japanese Fans.—
Everything Japanese is specially interest
ing nowadays. A word may be said
about the fans made by that enterprising
people, assuming thatit will at least amuse

our lady readers.

The study of Japanese fans is regarded
in Mrs. Charlotte M. Salwey's book on the

subject, as substantially the study of the

history, religion, etiquette, daily manners
and customs, peaceand war, trade, games,

and literature, in fact, of the whole civili
zation and art of the country. From the

sixth century downward fans were a part
of the national costume. Every fan be

longing to every rank had its meaning,
and was used in its own particular way ac

cording to a strict code of etiquette. The
flat fan, or ur/n'wa, was introduced into
Japan by the Chinese, and has been made

in difl’erent shapes and used in many dif
ferent ways. The cheapest and most

usual forms are common objects in the

West. One of its most curious varieties
is the iron wsr fan, invented in the eleventh
century for the use of military com

manders, either for direction and signaling
or as a shield for defense. It is made of
leather and iron. The water fans are made

of bamboo and thinly lacquered, so that
they may be clipped in water to secure

extra coolness while fanning. Another
kind of ur/u'wa is the revolving white fan,
which whirls around its stick and can be

rolled up. Another strong, flat paper fan
is used as bellows to blow the charcoal fire

in the kitchen. The ngi are folding fans;
among them the In' wood fans are the most

beautiful. They are painted with flowers
and tied with white silk. Anciently they
were hung with artificial flowers made of
silk. These were the court fans, and dif
ferent flowers were appropriated by dif
ferent great families, so that a fan an

swered the purpose of armorial bearings,
Folding fans also served the purpose of
ensigns in war, and an enormous fan, mild

ngi, giant fan, was carried in processions

‘ward a prosperous future.

in honor of the sun goddess. Children
and dolls have fans of their own. Dancers
and jugglers carry peculiar fans. The tea

fan, Ril'z'u, was used at the ancient tea

ceremony for handling little cakes.

agi is now frequently made usefulby being
covered with engraved maps of the difi'er

ent provinces. Sometimes a fan case holds
a dagger. Preachers make points in their
speeches by sharply opening or shutting
their white fans. Album fans, on which
poems are written, are a curious feature in
the life of Japan. An endless etiquette is
involved in the use of fans, With the

Japanese, in fact, the fan is an emblem of
life. The rivet end is regarded as the

starting point, and as the rays of the fan
expand, so the road of life widens out to

The agi is said
to have originally taken its shape from the

remarkable mountain Fusiyama, which
represents to the Japanese all that is beau

tiful, high and holy.

Measuring the Imagination.—
Some interesting investigations have

been made in this line, with results that
when applied to current life will go far
toward ex] laining much that average peo

ple consider mysterious. Mr. E. W.
Scripture, of Yale, gives a brief account of
one experiment, in the Sn'mnfr/lmerizan,
as follows:

Somewhat over a year ago I announced
the discovery of a method for measuring
the intensity of hallucinations. A research

on this subject has reached a successful
completion, and will soon be made public.
In the course of these investigations it
occurred to me that it might be possible to

measure the intensity of an imagination
also. The experiment was successful.
The method is not difiicult and is readily
intelligible. In order to explain the

method it will be sufficient to describe the

first simple experiment made.

The apparatus used was shown in a

figure. The screen, A, serves as a frame

The
'
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for a piece of fine tissue paper, B. The
tissue paper is illuminated by daylight in

front and by a gas flame at the back.

When the gas flame is turned down, the

eye looking through the tube, D, sees a

plain white circle illuminated by daylight.
The first experiment made was on a

student accustomed to using the telescope.

He was told to imagine hair lines on the

white surface, like the hair lines seen in

the telescope. This was successfully done.

lie was asked to describe them and com

pare their blackness. There is, he said, a

horizontal line, which is the blackest of
them, and three vertical lines of about

equal blackness. He was told that the

field of view was to be made gradually
lighter by turning on a flame behind,
and he was to tell how the lines behaved.

As the gas was slowly turned on he

described various changes in the lines.

Finally he said he saw a slant line that

he had not imagined before. It appeared

just about as black as the horizontal line

and blacker than any of the others.

Thereupon the experiment was ended.

The slant line was a real line. This he

did not and still today does not know. On
the back of the tissue paper a slant line
had been drawn, and as the gas was turned

up of course it showed through. Thus we

have a direct unsuspecting comparison of

intensity between a real line and an imag
inary one.

Evolution of Table Manners.—
On this subject a writer in hfpinroll’:
pithily says:

How did table manners arise? Where
do they come from? Like Topsy and other
human institutions, they "just growrd."
And it is surprising how slow of develop

ment has been the sentiment of cleanliness
and neatness, which was the principal
cause of the invention of the implements
and dishes used in serving food and in

eating.
In good old palrcolithic times, when

human beings were always within twenty
four hours of starvation, man ate only with
his fingers. He hunted for his food in the

woods or by the seashore, and he picked

the bones clean. Two table articles are

found among uncivilized peoples—the

knife and the spoon. The knife was origi

nally a weapon of attack or defense ,it was
used for cutting and carving flesh, but its
convenience in eating soon became appar
ent.

The origin of the spoon is uncertain. It
must have been invented at a very ancient
date, for it is found among people that
have never come into contact with civiliza
tion. The necessity of having some im
plement for dipping water seems to have
led first to the invention of the calabash, or
the use of the cocoanut-shell, and later on
to the spoon.

We must wait fourthousand years before
we find the fork. Or, as a French writer
on table etiquette has said, “from the
creation of the world to the beginning of
the seventeenth century man are only with
his fingers." This is, however, a mistake
of four hundred years; for we find forks as
early as the thirteenth century, when they
are mentioned as being kept for special
purposes. Thus, John, Duke of Brittany,
is said to have used a fork to pick up
“soppys," and Piers Gaveston had three
for eatlng pears with.

A Primer of the Mayan Hiero
glyphlcs is a r'ecent publication by
Dr. Daniel G. Brinton. The study of sym
bolism as contained in the various charts,
pictographs and ceremonies of the wild
tribes, also contained in the sand paintings
of the Navajoes and the dramatization of
the Moquis and Zunis, and especially those
contained in the codiccs and the hiero
glyphics of the Mayas, has been followed
by various gentlemen in this country and
in Europe. Great progress has been made
in interpreting the symbols and in identi
fying and naming the gods. The best
work, at least the most interesting and the
most satisfactory, is the one by Dr. Daniel
G Brinton. He brings out briefly the dif
ferentopinions which have been advanced
by Dr. Seler, Schelhaus, Fostemann, in
Germany, Dr. Thomas, Dr. J. W. Fewkes,
M. H. Saville and others in this country,
aboutthe Maya codices and hieroglyphics.
There is no attempt at drawinga compari
son, and yet the statements which are
made have already proved suggestive to
the writer in reference to the analogies,
Very interesting to archaeologists.
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EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EDITOR.

NEW YORK, JULY, 1895.

ABOUT POINT ERS.

HERE is a difference of opinion

among phrenologists, chiefly,

we fancy, among those of limited

experience, as to whether a person

coming to the phrenological consulta

tion room should give any informa

tion as to his past experience, voca

tion, education, etc., before submit

ting to an examination. It has been

urged by some that it is just as un

reasonable to expect good work on

the part of a phrenologist without the

assistance of information imparted

by the subject, asit would be to expect

a physician to make a complete diag

nosisof a disease without questioning

his patient. We think there should be

no question that, as a rule, or when

ever practicable, the phrenologist
should give his analysis of character

without receiving any aid whatever

from the subject.
The advantages of this plan are

many. First, the person examined

is then more likely to have confidence

in the science and skill of the phren

ologist. Second, the phrenologist is

then enabled to form his opinions

without bias, and being compelled to

rely upon the evidences in the organ
ization before him, he is more certain

to do scientific work. Besides, it

should be remembered that the sub

ject may not understand himself ac

curately. He may use the wrong
words in describing himself if he un

dertakes to do so. He may say, for

example, that he has a great deal of

pride, when he means that he has

great love of approbation. He may

fancy that he has great talent for

some profession in which he has dab

bled, when in fact his ability in this

line is only mediocre. Again, he

may have had experience in acertain

sphere to which he was not really

adapted, but which his vanity en

couraged him to attempt. The latter

often occurs with stage-struck young

people, who cannot be convinced

until after several years of fruitless

effort that they have made a mistake

in trying to entertain the public.
Another individual may have been

engaged for many years in a business

for which he had no sympathy, and
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which was really obnoxious to his in

stincts; so that, in any event, the

phrenologist is at last compelled to

rely upon his own judgment. As

those of us who have had many years

of experience in the practice of

phrenology can attest. it is often

necessary to analyze a character or

advise a person directly in the face

of his own opinions. Therefore, we

think there is not much occasion or

dinarily for the person examined to

do any profitable talking until the

phrenologist has had his say. After
ward, however, we do think it is not

only proper, but quite essential to

thorough work, that there should be

a discussion in which both can take

part. The phrenologist can then

modify his advice, etc., according to

the circumstances of the individual,
such as health, capital, education,

etc., and explain, or correct, if
necessary, any of his statements, to

the more perfect satisfaction of his

subject.
_.__...____

THE USE OF CAPITALS IN PHRENO
LOGICAL NOMENCLATURE.

NE of our most esteemed friends

has sent us an inquiry regard

ing a matter which is perhaps familiar

to most of the older phrenologists,
but which no doubt ought to be ex

plained to each new generation, and

indeed to all new readers of THE

JOURNAL. We refer to the use of

capitals in writing phrenological

terms. From a want of uniformity
in the usage of phrenologists, as well

as fromalack of information on the

part of our readers, some confusion

has naturally arisen as to the rule by
which we should be governed. For
example, in some phrenological writ

ings certain terms are capitalized,
which in the works of other authors

are written with small initials. In Tm:
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL no fixed

rule has been observed at all times,
either in the editorial columns or in

the contributed articles, and it is

partly to explain this apparent incon

sistency that we now introduce the

subject.
In the earlier works of Gall, Spurz

heim and Combo there was no special

capitalization employed differing from

the general rules of literary composi
tion; but later it was considered of
great advantage to write with capitals
the names of the primary or radical

mental faculties to distinguish them

from mental manifestations resulting
from different faculties acting in com

bination or manifestations modified

by temperament, etc. In the later

editions of Combe's works, and in

nearly all subsequent phrenological

books, this rule has generally been

adopted.

To'make the idea a little clearer to

beginners in phrenological study, we

may say for illustration, that by the

term radical or elementary faculty
is meant a power of the mind which

is not separable or divisible into parts,
for which we find the best analogue
in the material elements recognized
in the science of chemistry. Thus,
Cautiousness is a primary or root

faculty, while prudence cannot be

called a primary power. To be prud

ent requires the exercise of intelli
gence as well as the feeling of Cau~

tiousness. The faculty of Size is a

distinct mental power, which deter

mines dimensions, magnitude, dis

tance, etc., and it is one speciesof

judgment; but we cannot speak of
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judgment as a primary faculty, for the

reason that there are a good many

different kinds of judgment, such as

of color, of music, of shape, etc.

The word morality conveys to the

mind an immense thought, but it

does not suggest any one primitive

mental faculty. Indeed, not only do

many faculties contribute to the

formation of moral character, but

much also depends upon the relative

development of the different mental

powers. But when we speak of Con

scientiousness or Benevolence we

refer to traits of character which

are so specific that a very profound

distinction is at 'once apprehended by

the mind as existing between them

and such general terms as goodness,

nobility, virtue, etc., etc. Selfish

ness is another manifestation of

character with which we are all

familiar, and yet it is traceable to no

single elementary faculty in all cases.

One man may be selfish from large

Self-esteem or Approbativeness with

small Conscientiousness and Benevo

lence, while another may be equally

selfish as a result of dominant

Acquisitiveness with small Benevo

lence and weak social qualities. When

we consider the individuality, dignity

and importance of such faculties as

Causality, Veneration, Ideality, Firm
ness, etc., it certainly requires no

stretch of fancy to see the propriety

of distinguishing them by capital

letters, and we heartily recommend

the observance of the custom. It
serves to fix in the mind of the learner

the list of primary faculties, and is a

convenience in many ways, and

especially gratifying to one who has

a strong faculty of Individuality.

As to whether this habit of capital

ization should be carried further than
in the designation of the elementary
faculties is largely a matter of taste,

and the custom has varied, and doubt
less will continue to vary with
different writers. We have no criti
cism to offer upon those who wish to

write the names of the temperaments
with capitals, or other terms which
occur in phrenological parlance, ex

cept that in our judgment it is better
as a rule to keep close to the conven
tional methods of the general literary
profession, unless there is a special
reason for departure, such as we have

already pointed out in regard to the
root faculties. We reformers often

injure our cause by too much zeal or

eccentricity. If we were really more
conservative sometimes in our
methods we might reach a larger
audience. To be very original or odd
attracts attention, to be sure, but at

the same time often repels. We

should seek to cultivate the golden
mean of originality, which will attract

notice and at the same time a

sympathetic interest.
Finally we may say that we have

often departed from the rule in ques

tion when writing descriptions of

eminent characters for the eyes of the

general public, who know nothing of

our technicalities. In such cases we

have long noticed that newspapers,
for example, which copy our phreno

graphs, rarely if ever follow our

capitalization in this respect, so that
unless a phrenological article

written especially for phrenological
readers, we should not consider the
observance of the rule so important.

It is certain that newspaper editors

not only fail to appreciate our idea in

the matter, but are liable to do us

is
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the injustice to think that we do not

understand how to write good Eng
lish. Therefore it is well in this

matter, as in all other dealings with

people, to have some regard for

circumstances.

“i ,., _

TWO SUPER-EXCELLENT MEN.

\v. JENNINGS DEMOREST—DR. JULIUS
H. SEELYE.

LL good people will share our

sincere regret for the death

of these two superior specimens of

American manhood. Mr. Demorest,

who died on the 9th of last April,

was the founder of Demons/‘s Family

Alagasz'ne, and very widely known

as a promoter of various reforms.

But it is chiefly as a worker in the

temperance cause that he was most

conspicuous and industrious. It is

said that he distributed over fifty

million pages of tracts relating to

the subject. He was very active in

the old Washingtonian movement,

and was also one of the originators

of the well-known order of the Sons

of Temperance. He was very actively

identified with the Prohibition Party,

and for about ten years had been an

enthusiastic worker for its success.

He was born in the city of New

York, June [0, 1822, and was edu

cated chiefly in the public schools.

As a business man, he began in the

dry goods trade at the age of 20,

and in 1860 he entered the editorial

and publishing business.

Mr. Demorest, as may be seen from

the accompanying portrait, was a man

of exceedingly active brain and body.

He had a high degree of the mental

temperament. His affections were

Strong, particularly love of children.

The latter produces the very conspic
uous fullness in the backhead on a
line with the ear. This quality must
have influenced him very greatly in
his capacity as a reformer. It gave
him a strong paternal feeling toward
the whole race, so that it became a

pleasure to him to succor the op
pressed and to place a torch in the

pathwayof the misguided of whatever
class or nationality. This was shown

DR. JULIUS H.

in his labor for the abolition of Amer
ican slavery as well as in his efforts
for the emancipation of alcohol vic
tims. His head was high at rever
ence. Any high ideal became a sub

ject for his veneration. His face
shows a literary cast of mind. The
eye is keen, yet kindly; the nose is
of the type that indicates penetration
and quick judgment. His forehead
was especially large in the percep
tives.

'

It will interest our readers to know
that Mr. Demorest and his wife were
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warm personal friends of Mr. and

Mrs Wells. When these four good

people met, as they frequently did,

at public banquets, they always man

aged to occupy seats together at the

table, and when the wine was served

who dealt with him at close range.

He was a successful and popular presi
dent of Amherst College, and sat in

Congress for four terms.

He was born September 14, 1824,

and graduated at Amherst College in

W. jENNlNGS DEMORIZST.

it was noticed that their glasses in-v

variably remained turned down.

Dr. Julius H. Seelye was a man of

statesman-like mentality, immensely
versatile, of high moral and religious
enthusiasm, great patriotism, and

possessed of an inspiring personality
which made him loved by everybody

1849, and at Auburn Theological

Seminary in 1852. He was pastor
of the Reformed Dutch Church,

Schenectady, New York, 1853-58;

professor of moral and mental phil

osophy at Amherst from 1858-75, and

president of the latter college 1877—

90. In 1872 he made a voyage

around the world, and while in India
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delivered a number of lectures in de

fense of Christianity which were

largely attended by Hindoos of the

better class, and afterward published
in their language as well as in

Japanese and German. He has pub
lished numerous baccalaureate and

other sermons, also many articles in

magazines and reviews. He has

translated, revised and published
various works on philosophy, moral

science, psychology, etc. -

Dr. Seelye appears to have had a

remarkable balance of all the temper

aments. He had vitality for unlimited
work, and his head shows that sym

metrical development which enabled

him to take large views of every sub

ject'and to look from nearly every
point of view. He has the mouth of
an orator, a highly executive nose,

and the form of eye which suggests

great discernment and analytical
power. He was organically equipped
for almost all kinds of public duties
and his record and his organization
seem to have been in perfect accord.

_..._____
THE COMING SESSION OF THE

INSTITUTE.

E have good reason to expect

that the next class will be

the largest in the history of the

American Institute of Phrenology,
and we have equal reason to believe
that the course of instruction this

year will surpass-anything of the

kind ever attempted anywhere here

tofore. A large number of persons
have written to us expressing a de

sire to attend, and although it always

happens that some of those who

expect to come are detained, while
others appear at the last moment
without announcing their intention in

advance, we think there can be no

doubt that the session this fall will
be of unusual interest.

There are prospects that our ac

commodations for students will be

improved, and that the faculty of the
Institute will be reinforced by new
facilities which will be of advantage
to the class as well as a pleasure to
the instructors. For lack of space,

we will not try to go into details at

present, but hope that our readers
will note what we have to say on the

subject in the August number of THE

JOURNAL.

Go o
u
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(Iggilawu.
QuIs-rioNs or "GsNsR/u. INrnssr“ ONLY WlLl.

be answered in this department. But one qurstr'on
at a time, and that clearly stated, nun-rt be pro—

louna'ed, 1/’ carrer/ana'eat: .rlmll exfeet u: to give
Men! the benefit of an early consideration.

ALWAYS writeyvurfull nameandadd'ru: plainly.
Ifyou are apseudonym ar initials, write your full
name and address alro. Same carrerflndent: forget
to rip: tlreir names.

We CAN Nor UNDBRTAKR T0 Ru'ruRN UNAVAILABL!
earl/Mutton: unless the necessary postage is fro
m'dea' 6] the writers. IN ALL cAslss, ferrom- ‘who
communicate with u: throng!‘ tile [ortwfiiee e/wuld,

if they expect a reply, z'nelosethe return postage, 0r
what 1': better, a prepaid envelope, with their fs 1

addren.

Au. CONTRIBUTIONS MAY n3 SENT TO ‘ms GENERAL
editor, Dr. Edgar C. Bea/l; but matters relating to
CNILD CuLTuas, SciaNcn or HEALTH, or ofa strictly
medical nature, :lwuld be sent freferafily to Dr. H.
S. Draytan, mka has special altar‘: of tllere deparl
ments.

Wu. ALso BARNESTLY RBQuBs‘r OUI CORRIJSFONDINTS
to write a: legibly a: fusible. Wfiere'uerfraetitaélr
In a typewriter. In this um] you will li'gkten 1460"
avoid misunderstandinpfl m1.reeureearlier attention

CULTIVATING TEMPERAMENT—J. A. R.—
The temperament may be modified by
specialv culture. In one possessing the
motive-mental caste, who wishes to attain
abetter vital form, it would be necessary to
adopt a routine of life that is not very
active physically. A sedentary pursuit
leisurely—Le, with no pressure of work as

a rule, but moderate in its demand upon
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time and strength; time should be taken

for meals, abundant recreation. ample
sleep, and the social amenities. The life
should be, in fine, comparatively easy going,
as distinguished from the energetic, nerv

ous, hustling tendency of a bilio-nervous
nature. Consult the work on "Tempera
ments," for more detailed advice in this
line.

EFFECT 01-‘ FAruzuE—M. B.-—You are not

as young as you used to be, and the fatigue
consequent upon all day work conduces to

sleep. The quiet of the reading posture
and the gaze contribute to drowse. When
you attempt to write, however, it is differ
ent ; position, activity of the brain centers,
movements of the hand, etc., conspire to

wakefulness. To write you must concen

trate thought, which means va stimulated
brain circulation with associated excitabil
ity of faculty.

LIVER AND KIDNEY TROUlll.E-——A. C. Spe

cial.——In reply to your question we would
say thatthe belt would probably do you no

harm, but give your fail/l in a possibleim
provement something Io Ito/u’ on. Perhaps,
if you would state your casein full, and

pay a small fee, the editor of the medical
department could advise you in the way of
home treatment that would serve you

better.

SuAvt'rv AND [RRlTAUll.l'I‘Y—QUESTlON.——
Is not undue pleasantry or hilarity (with
a person you wish to “jolly"into good

nature) apt to be followed by a reaction,
causing fretfulness, peevishness and ill
will, where a more conservative yetpleas
ant manner would be the more effective?

Are "not people who are overly “ agree

able" or affable (given to fiatterr) as a rule
quicker to be disagreeable through trifling
matters than most others?

Although I believe both these questions
should be answered in the affirmative, if
by simply "yes" or “no," yet Ithink a

more extended answer by a competent
phrenologist could and would put a happier
aspect on what may be or seem to be adis
agreeable fact. I would be glad to have

your views, believing that what you may
say on the subject will be of general
intcrest.—I. j.

ANs\vER.—We can answer your questions

in the affirmative. As to an explanation,
we think that in most instances of a tend

ency to great uavity with accompanying

_ irritabilityit ni I be found that the tempera
ment is emotional, probably the so~called

nervous-sanguinesanguine-nervousor san

guine-vital. In such people there is great
sensitiveness. Much of their politeness is
due to theirApprobativeness, together with
a vivid imagination, large Imitation, etc.;

hence the very elements which make them

kindly desirous of pleasing others render
them exceedingly alive to all antagonizing
influences whether great or small. Again,
in this constitution there is likely to be a

lack of Order, Continuity, judgment, mental
discipline and even Conscientiousness, so

that with even kindly intentions such per

sons frequently fail to adjust themselves to

their environment, and display an intract
able t'isposition or some inconsistency
which is a disappointment and an annoy
ance to their friends.

In dealing with such people it is neces

sary to have, first of all, a knowledge of
their peculiarities, and then to act with a

good deal of tact, being especially ca eful
to maintain an even and consistent course,

avoiding atall times any violent outbreaks.
Excitable and sensitive people naturally
gravitate to those who are comparatively
cool and even tempered,provided the latter
are appreciative and intelligently sympa

thetic. When sensitive persons are natur
ally refined in their instincts and have

never been degraded by vicious associa
tionsorindulgencein unnatural stimulants,
etc., it is comparatively easy to get on with
them. A kind word or a little patient ria
soning is all they need to set them right.
But if they once become perverted in their
appetites, or contaminated by low-tontd
c'mjugal partners or other intimate com

panions, they are aften as incorrigible as

lunatics.

Question—Alvin you tell me through the

JOURNAL what height and extreme slender
ness indicate ?—M. M.

ANs\vt-;R.——It is difficult to ascertain very
many traits of character from such “slen
der" indications as the above; but we may
say in general that tall, thin people are
likely to be very active both bodily and
mentally. They will also be intellectual
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and moral rather than social or passional,
Their judgment is good in science rather
than art, and they are almost certain to be

lacking in commercial sagacity. Such
qualities as shrewdn'ss, cunning or great
enthusiasm are rarely present. They are

likely to be rather cold and indifferent in

love and friendship. These are some of
the peculiarities that usually accompany a

slender form when it is natural; but if an

individual is well balanced by nature, and

becomes emaciated from disease, the men

tal faculties might not agree with the

description we have given. Your other

questions we will try to consider at some

future time, if possible, although they can

hardly be answered in this department.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS AND Samson—J. W.
C.—Keeping a secret in relation to con

scientiousness, where that faculty were

strong. would depend upon the sense of
right and duty. if the person having
large conscience were to promise not to

impart a matter of confidence, the sense

of obligation would operate to prevent its

communication. The case mentioned
scarcely applies, since it involves no recog
nized obligation. The lady's conjugal
faculty is evidently strong, and as her act

or purpose involved no third party, no idea

of a trust repased in her, she did not realize
the influence of conscientiousness, and felt
no restriction in doing as she pleased. Were
a friend going to make the present men

tioned and confided the purpose to her she

would then find no great difficulty in keep
ing the matter to herself.

RllEUMATlSM—CAUSE.—~A. M.—The im

nml'l'ale cause may be of a various charac
ter, but is usually exposure to cold and
dampness. Insuflicient clothing to meet

changes of weather and improper food

have much to do with an attack. May be

associated with febrile disease, and the

eruptive affections and complicate injuries
to the muscles or Joints. The remote, or
fundamental, cause is constitutional.
There may be an hereditary predisposition
——and in most cases we think this has been

true. The constitutional state that ex

hibits rheumatismal symptoms is due to

improper habits having relation to diet,

social life or exercise. The nutritive

economy is disturbed, insufiicient or ab
normal changes occur in the elements that
should feed the tissues. Tissues become

charged with the products of decomposed
albuminoids; the membranes of joints,
the sheaths of muscles become engorged
and swollen with plastic exudates, fibrinous
deposits occur, and absorption may leave
earthy remnants to irritate and inflame the
parts on movement. Some authority
claims that a specific germ occurs in acute
rheumatism, but this opinion lacks con

firmation.

In "it: department we give short review: of melt

Nlw Boon aepubliahere see fit to send us. In the“
"view: we leek to treat author and publisher oatia

facton'ly and justly, and also to furnish our readers

with melt information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular voL

Imjorperaonal use. It is our wish to notice the

blrflerclau of book. issuing from Utepreu, and we

Invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

Tm. TRl‘E SCIENFE or LIVING—THE New
GosrsL 0F HEALTH—PRACTICAL AND

PHYSIOLOGICAL, arc. By EDWARD HOOK

ER Dswsv, M.D. 8vo, cloth, pp. 323.

Norwich, Conn.: The Henry Bill Pub
lishing Co.

This is the era par excel/mu of new ideas.

in the department of medicine, “ popular
medicine" especially, new ideas are as

thick as leaves in the vales of Vallornbrosa.
Men and women have their pet theories
" based upon personal experience,‘I and ex

ploit them on occasion, and here and therea

new book appears that proposes to do

great things for the sick and ailing, it

its peculiar suggestion be only followed.

This book is remarkable for one idea, a

fundamentally revolutionary idea, too,

that of omitting the morning meal or break
fast. Of course our fathers and our grand
fathers, if living, would repudiate that

proposition, because it has been so long
regarded as necessary to activity and
strength that a man should begin the day
with his stomach well supplied with
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_ grasp of opiates.

rations. The other points Dr. Dewey
urges are not new and are good in the

main, such as taking two meals a day,
eating when hungry only, drinking cold

water only, and eating whatever the hunger
calls for. He also takes the ground of

some physicians that it is betterrto with
hold food from the sick, advancing the

reasons that the sick stomach cannot digest
the food, and that nature has so provided
that the brain shall be nourished at the

expense of the easily-spared tissues of the

body. We cannot but agree with the

author that the current treatises on the

practice of medicine do not point out
clearly the need of withholding food from
the sick when the nerve centers are in the

These, as all lay people
know, rom-h'pnle flu bowl]: and do this by

checking the formation of the secretions
and also by paralyzing their peristaltic
action. Of course, the stomach is also
similarly affected.

It may be safely asserted that no work
on the practice of medicine enjoins a fast
as the only means to create an appetite; on

the contrary, they advise sea voyages,
bitters and various drugs as peptic stimuli.

We agree with him in his views upon
the injurious effects of alcohol in both

health and disease, and also accept his
animadversions regarding tobacco, while
the general tenor of the advice on the man

agement of health habits will receive the

approval of the candid sanitarian.

TRANSACTIONS or T"! ANTISEI’TIC Cum.
Reported by ALBERT Amt/ms, a member
of the San Francisco Medical Profession.
illustrated, lamo, fancy cloth. Price,

$r.75. E. B. Treat, Publisher, New
York.

A book redolent with humor, at the ex

pense of certain medical fads of the day.
In it the thoughtful physician will find

much to awaken his curiosity and interest;
from the organization of the club, the vari
ous papers read and discussed, the “ testi

monials " considered, the cases submitted,
the hypoderm, and finally the dental clinic
at its rooms, all will be found redolent
with effervescent exuberance.

The hit at the testimonial business of the

time is one of the bestchapters of the book,

while that on “ The Climate of California’
is more richly set with genuine strokes of
sarcastic fun. Our homeopathic friends
would not be likely to relish certain insinu
ations in Chapter \’I., but the manner of
their serving in connection with the dis
cussion of “ organic secretions" would
neutralize most of their "scholastic" dis
pleasure. The medical men and women
enjoy fun as much as any other class in

society, and facetiae at the expense of them

selves and their art come most acceptably.
The author of“ The Antiseptic Club "

evi

dently knows this and so has not hesitated
to " rub in

" his humor, vigorously, as an

earnest patient may be supposed to rub in
a dose of gray ointment.

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT or THE

TRUSTEES or THE METROPOLITAN Mu
SEUM or ART.

This grand institution involves a large
annual cost to the public-spirited of New
York, but it is worth all that and more.

The city has reason to be proud of so great
a monument. Its function as a means of
instruction to the people goes far beyond
the mere money cost.

Ins IMPORTANCE or Goon MANNERS. An
address delivered at Vassar College.

Taking for his text Japanese life, the
author, Mr. Edward S. Morse, points the

moral with regard to American life. The
decadence of politeness so marked in this
era, does it illustrate the effect of so-called
modern progress? if so, had we not, as a

people, try to return to the simple routine
of our grandfathers? Published by H. B.
Hastings, Boston.

SKETcmts or WONDERLAND.

WHEELER.
By OuN D.

The country penetrated by the Northern
Pacific Railroad is described in this decid
edly attractive quarto, the numerous illus
trations adding materially to the reader's
interest. The marvelous variety of our
country in the great Northwest furnishes
an exhaustless field of observation and re

cital. Issued by Chas. S. Fee, G. P. and
T. A., St. Paul, Minn.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

A PIIRENOLOUICAL society, under the
direction of Prof. H. O. Dudley, has re- ‘
cently been organized at Lamoni, Iowa.

PROF. H. E. SWAIN, class of '70, reports
from Ithaca, New York, and sends quite
an order for books.

Vm'rttk F. Coot-ER writes from Burns,
Oregon, of success in the field, and also
orders a large bill of goods.

(2. W. DUTTON, class of '87, has been
lecturing at Thompson and Forest City, in
Iowa, with much success. He intends to
devote a large portion of his time from now
till March, 1896, in the lecture field.

THE Minneapolis phrenological Society
holds meetings the first and third Monday
of each month, in Normal College Hall.
corner 17 and Franklin avenues, at 8

o'clock.

PROF. VAUGH'I‘ sends an order through
his manager, Mrs. Vaught, for a large lot
of “ Self Instructors.” She says that busi
ness is picking up, and hones that their
health will allow them to fill all their en
gagements.

K. S. FosoA'rE, Emporia, Kansas, class
of '94, although not in the lecture field at
present, is interesting a great many people
in phrenology. He hopes to enter the field
permanently next fall.

WE have heard from Frederick W.
Perkins, class of '89, of Kansas City. He
says: "I am pleased with THE JOI‘RNAL,
and have no idea of doing without it.
Renew my subscription. Good wishes to
vou.

WE. are always glad to hear from Mr. A.
B. Kieth, class of '77, who is now in the
Governor's office at Helena, Mont. He is
one of the brightest of our graduates, and
is an honor and an ornament in any posi
tion he occupies. Of course we are always
pleased to think that much of his success
in journalistic and political work can be

attributed to his knowledge of phrenology.

AT the last meeting of the Human
Nature Club, of Chicago, which meets at

the rooms of the Chicago Institute of
Phrenology, 505 Inter Ocean Building,
Prof. L. A. Vaught addressed a crowded
audience on the subject of " Human Pur
suits and the Faculties for Them."

MR. B. F. BARNES, class of '94, aftergrad
uation last fall, took a course in architect
ure. He called on us this week. He is
going to Ohio fora two months’ stay at his
home there. He is greatly interested in
phrenology and intends to take another
course at the institute this fall, and spoke
very highly of THE JOURNAL, saying he
“ could not get along without it."

MR. J. W. CRooK, class of '94, sincegrad
uating last fall, has been industriously
studying at home with considerable satis
faction. He has given a number of very
satisfactory delineatlons. He leaves New
York for a month or two, which he will
spend at his home in Chicago, and expects
to call on the resident phrenologist there.
He speaks with pleasure of returning to
take another course at the institute this
fall.

PROF. FARISS writes from Lamoni, Iowa:
“ Have had a very successful season here.
Have been here three weeks, and have given
two hundred examinations. As I remem
ber it, when here two years ago I made
the same number of delineations. Iam
billed at Chariton, this State, and look for
a pleasant and profitable stay there."

PROF. GEORGE MORRIS writes from Canon
Falls, Minn.: “I have given four lectures
in this place. Shall be in Kenyon, Minn..
from June 18 to July I. On July I: I meet
with the St. Paul Phrenological Society
and help them that evening. July 15 I
shall meet with the Minneapolis Society."
We wish continued success to Prof. Morris.

PROF. AND Mas. L. A. Vaucm‘ gave a
series of twelve lectures upon Phrenology
at Sigler's Hall, lingle“ ood, Ill., and as a
result of these lectures organized a society
of forty-six members for the purpose of
studying human nature phrenologically.
The society will meet every second and
fourth Tuesday evenings at Sigler‘s Hall,
63d street.
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The Hydropathic Encyclopedia. A guide
to families and students and a text-book for ph si
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The Domestic Practice of Hydropathy.
With fifteen Engraved Illustrations of important sub
jects. By Edward Johnson, M.D. nmo, 467 pp.
Cloth, $1.25.

Therapeuticnl Uses of Intestinal Lavage
per Rectum. By Dr. H. S. Drayton. Paper, 30c.

Transmission: A Variation of Charac
ter Through the Mother. By Georgiana B.
Kirby. l'IlTlO, Sopp. Cloth, Socents;paper,25 cents.

The Philosophy of Generation: Its
Abuses, with their Causes. Prevention
and Cure. By John B. Newman, M.D.
pp. Paper, 5ocents.

The Natural Cure.
tion, Bright‘s Disease, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
“Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sickness originates
and How to Prevent It. A Health Manual for the

geople.
By C. E. Page, M.D. 1¢mo,294 pp. Cloth,
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Cousumption, Constipa

The Movement Cure. Health by Exercise.

ByGeorge
H. Taylor, A.M., M.D. l2l'n0, 462 pp.
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Hand-Book: Intended as
a Prrict cal Guide to the Sick Room. By
R. T. Trail, M.D. izmo, 300 pp., 49 illustrations.
Cloth, $1.15.
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G. Ecob. I'II'IJO, 253pp. Cloth, $1.00.

W'edlock: or, the Right Relations of the
Sexes. By S. R. Wells. izmo, :38 pp. Cloth,$1.50.

Uterine Diseases and Displacements.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. 121110,16: pp. Illustrated
with 53 colored plates. Cloth, $5.00.

The Science of a New Life. By john
Cowan, M.D. 405 pp. Crown 8vo. Illustrated,
cloth, $3.00; lcathcr,$3.5o; half turk. mor., $4.00.

Weak Lun s and How to illake them
Strong. Pro usely illustrated. By Dio Lewis.
izmo, 358pp. $1.50.

Tokologly.
The complete idc to health and

disease of w ich every woman s ould have a copy.
Price, $2.75, postpaid.

For Mothers and Dan hters: 4 Book
for all Women. Home reatment, and a
Complete Manual for the household, marriage and
maternity. 400pp. $1.5o,postpaid.

Creative and- Sexual Science: Or, Man
hood, Womanhood, and their Mutual Interrelations
Love, its Laws. Power, etc.; Selection, or Mutua
Adaptation; Courtship, Married Life, and Perfect
Children; their generation, endowment, paternity,
maternit , bearing, nursing and rearin ; together
with Pu rty, Boyhood, Girlhood, etc. v0, 1o4opp.
Cloth, $3.00. Leather, $3.75.
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ERUSI‘IY HAD A GOOD TIME
\

0 [N BROOKLYN o o

Is an account of the visit of “ Ierushy Smith
ov Smithville "

to her cousin Sara in the city.

A dialect story with clever comment on the fads and follies of
fashionable society life, and is not only breezy and refreshing, but
also instructive reading for a leisure hour.

\

CONTENTS :

jerushy and the Si Dell Sassiety, Chapter 1.
jerushy and Mrs. Grundy, “ II
jerushy and Cousin Sara's “Days," “ III.
jerushy and Christmas in the City, “ IV.

erushy and City Sights and Doings, “ V.
jerushy and Cousin Sara's Tea, “ VI.
jerushy After the Holidays, “ VII.
jerushy's Return to Smithville, “ VIII.

Br ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.
If you want a hearty, honest laugh, read this; only 20 cents. Address

FOWLER 8t WELLS (20., Publishers, 27 East Zlst St., New York.

Also for sale by F. H. JOHNSON. Flatbush Ave. and Livingston St. Brooklyn.

The best place in the world to

BUY or HIRE

TYPEWRITERS,
ALL MAKES.

Remingtons. $40. Caligraphs, $25.

Hammonds 6t Yosts, $30.
i ’

l
Operators’ Favorite Writing Machine!

\

THE NO.4 YOST
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

NEW MODEL FOR I895.

Old principles improved and perfected. TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE,

Permanent and Perfect Alignment. Io Barclay Street New York( r I

Yost Writing Machine Co.
6| Chambers SL, Cor. of Broadway. N. Y.

40 Holborn Viaduct. London, Eng.

Send for Catalogue. i CHINE SOLD BY US
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Very likely the first time you buy

CONSTANTINE’S
%PINE TAR SOAP

(Persian Healing )

you buy it because it is soap, and you expect it

to do the part of ordinary soap. After using you
find (unlike ordinary soap) it doesn’t only cleanse

—it softens the skin, removes roughness, heals

pimples and irritation, and is beautifying to the

complexion. The second time you buy it—well,
those who use it know why. Ask them.—All

druggists.
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IN PRESS

fl New and Important \UorK

Fowler 8: Wells Co. hereby announce that they will shortly offer the work
entitled " How to Study Strangers ; By Temperament, Face, and Head,"
by PROFESSOR NELSON SIZER. He is well known as the author of several

valuable books and as a lecturer on Phrenology for more than fifty-six years.

He has been connected with our house since 1849, as the principal
examiner, and more than a quarter of a million of persons, who were eager

to know their best pursuit, and how to use their talents to the best advantage,
have been under his professional hands, and they need no introduction to
him or his work.

In the author's preface he says :

“The subject of this work, ‘How to Study Strangers,’ needs no
apology, though the manner of its treatment may warrant a word of
explanation. I have spent fifty-six years in lecturing on human character
and in making personal descriptions of the same. These were addressed to
public audiences or to individuals and their friends, and of course, being
strangers to me, they required language at once decisive and seemingly
dogmatic. Patrons insist upon absolute statements and will approve and
accept nothing else. The reader is requested, therefore, to remember that
every page of this book has been dictated to a stenographer in the same
manner as the descriptions of the personal character of strangers are uttered,
and if the language seems too positive, egotistical or abrupt, it may result
from the long and necessary habit referred to, or perhaps from the fact that
I thoroughly believe every line in the book.

“In 1882, having completed man’s allotted age, I wrote and published
my third book, ‘Forty Years in Phrenology,’ and though being healthy
and joyous, I closed it with a benediction to my friends and readers as my
last contribution, and when a copy came from the bindery I wrote on
the fiy-leaf:

“ ‘The first copy of my last book I devote to my beloved wife, this
nth day of November, 1882.’

“She urged me to promise that I would not write another book, but
confine myself to the smooth sailing of professional office-work, but three
years afterwards ‘Heads and Faces’ was launched, and 135,000 purchasers
have sought for and sanctioned it; and now, ten years later, I am giving the
finishing touches by writing the preface for ‘ How to Study Strangers,’
designed to be my last book and a sequel and companion for ‘Heads and
Faces,’ yet so different as to fill a place of its own.

“ To the survivors and friends of more than 250,000 persons who have
been under my hands professionally, and to more than 600 graduates of the
American Institute of Phrenology, I hopefully commit this, my latest work,
as a token of affectionate interest and regard."

This work will contain more than 300 illustrations, mostly portraits,
and 365 pages, octavo.
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY EDGAR C.

O the average American of
twenty-five years ago the idea

ofa Hindoo monk traveling in this
country as a teacher of the old
Vedaic religion would have seemed,
if not presumptuous and ridiculous,
at least in a startling degree unique.
But as a nation we have been grow
ing more and more cosmopolitan,
hospitable, liberal, and enlightened,
so that to-day we are rarely sur
prised at any new doctrine, and not
only admit that there are good peo
ple outside the pale of Christendom,
but that we may sometimes profit by
hearing their own version of their
beliefs.

As the Americans have broadened
they have gained courage. As they
have grown less suspicious of their
neighbors they have become more
generous. This was well illustrated
in the Parliament of Religions held
in Chicago during the World’s Fair,
where the subject of our present
sketch first attracted attention by
his eloquent and able presentation of
Hindoo philosophy. Since that time
he has made many friends in New
York and elsewhere, and is now one
of the most interesting figures in the
constantly increasing circle of reli
gious reformers.

BEALL, M.D.

There are many reasons why India
should be the home of mysticism.
It is a climate which invites repose
rather than effort, and favors reflec
tion and introspection rather than
observation and analysis of nature's
objective side. It is absolutely
antipodal to America in this respect.
Here everything is in motion. With
us all is life, energy, ambition. To
an American the idea of rest is
scarcely intelligible. To the Hindoo
our impatience and eagerness for
place and power seem almost like
madness. Renunciation is probably
the most unwelcome thought that is
ever forced upon the American mind,
while for the natives of India it is
often easy to sacrifice life itself.
Even Nirvana in the old orthodox
Buddhism meant extinction, and the
later modifications of the term are
said to be simply efforts to render
the old idea more acceptable to
occidental modes of thought. In
view of these facts it is not in the
least strange that the base of the
Hindoo brain should be almost in
variably narrow. Broad-headed
nations like the Germans and
English produce fighters and traders.
Narrow-headed people are indiffer
ent or averse to war and commerce.
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This is particularly true of the be
lievers in the Vedas.

There are many elements of char
acter among the sects of India that
corroborate the principles of phrenol
ogy and illustrate how religious opin
ions are formed and modified by tem

perament and brain structure. It has

long been noticed by phrenologists
that not only nations show instinctive
preferences for religions that corre
spond to their predominant faculties,
but that for the same reason the indi
viduals of each nation differ in their
biases and opinions. Thus the proud
Spaniards, with their profound rever
ence and love of ceremony, have

always favored Catholicism with its
imposing ritual and uncompromising
principles of obedience. The Ger
mans, with their sturdy conscientious
ness, large causality and moderate
reverence, gave birth to Protestant
ism with all its ramifications of
modern liberal thought. In our coun
try Methodists are well known to be
emotional, Presbyterians grave, Uni
tarians intellectual, and Universalists
characterized by large benevolence
and small destructiveness. The lat
ter resemble the Hindoos as to the

general form of brain, and the simi
larity of their views on punishment,
the shedding of blood, etc., is cer
tainly much more than a coincidence.

The Swami Vivekananda is in many
respects an excellent specimen of his
race. He is five feet eight and a half
inches in height, and weighs one hun
dred and seventy pounds. His head
measures 21:} inches in circumference
by 14 from ear to ear across the top.
He is thus very well proportioned as
regards both body and brain. His
temperament is mentalvvital or vital
mental, with considerably more of
the lymphatic phase of the vital than
the sanguine. In the old classification
he would probably be called lym
phatico-bilious. One of the most

striking peculiarities of this man is
the femininity indicated in nearly
every contour of the figure, face,
head and hands. He has probably as

perfect a conic hand as could be
imagined, although it should be de
scribed further as a refined rather
than a heavy instance of the type.
The Oriental nations generally have
been noted for the conic hand.
These extremely tapering fingers are
ill adapted for mechanical work.
They serve the orator and the opera
singer in manipulating the atmos
phere, but the points are too narrow
to contain the number of nerves
which are so essential to success in
dealing directly with material things.
It would be difficult to find a woman
in this country with a more typically
feminine hand than that of this young
monk. This means a great deal as a
key to his temperament and the gen
eral direction of his mind.

The form of his head is also in
keeping with the qualities to be in
ferred from the more general outlines
of the figure, with the exception per
haps of the occiput. His back head
is decidedly short. There is very
little social adhesiveness of any kind,
and the pleasure he finds in social life
is due to the exercise of other facul
ties. He will be able to make his
home wherever he can find agreeable
employment for his intellectual
powers, and such friendship as he
manifests is chiefly the expression of
gratitude for encouragement and ap
preciation of his missionary work.
His instincts are too feminine to be
compatible with much conjugal senti
ment. Indeed he says himself that
he never had the slightest feeling of
love for any woman.

As he is opposed to war, and
teaches a religion of unmixed gentle
ness, we should expect his head to
be narrow in the region of the ears
at the seat of combativeness and de
structiveness, and such is the case.
The same deficiency is very marked
in the diameters a little farther up at
secretivenessand acquisitiveness. He
dismisses the whole subject of finance
and ownership by saying that he has
no property and does not want to be
bothered with any. While such a
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sentiment sounds odd to American
ears, it must be confessed that his
face, at least, shows more marks of
contentment and familiarity with
gustatory delights than the visages

hibit the negative rather than the
positive phase of ambition; that is to
say, he will be more sensitive to ad
verse criticism than eager for fame.
Firmness and conscientiousness are

SWAM] VIVEKANANDA.

of Russell Sage, Hetty Green, and
many other of our multi-millionaires.
The upper back head is wide at cau
tion and love of approbation. The
latter is very strongly developed, and

as self-esteem is moderate he will ex

fairly developed. The central top
head is somewhat depressed at rever
ence. Spirituality and hope are also
but little above the. average. Benev
olence, however, is quite conspic
uous. The temples are narrow at
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constructiveness, which agrees with
the form of his hand. He is not a

mechanic, and will find but little to
interest him in the arts of manufact
uring. Imitation, which adjoins ben
evolence, helps greatly to expand
the frontal top head.

The forehead is compact and gives
evidence that the frontal brain con
volutions are dense in texture and

closely folded. The space between
the eyes denotes accurate judgment
of form, and the central arch of the
eyebrow bespeaks a fine sense of
color. He has only ordinary ability
to estimate size, weight, time and
number. The flattened outer angle
of the eyebrow is an unmistakable
sign of deficient order. This is also
corroborated by the smooth, tapering
fingers. Music is well indicated in
the width of the temples. The prom
inent eyes betoken superior memory
of words, and explain much of the
eloquence he has displayed in his
lectures. The upper forehead is well
developed at causality and comparison
to which is added a fine endowment
of suavity and sense of human nature.

Summing up the organization it
will be seen that kindness, sympathy
and philosophical intelligence, with
ambition to achieve success in the
direction of higher educational work,
are his predominent characteristics.
As the doctrines of the Vedas are
not generally understood among our
people we will quote a few sentences
from an address of this young Orien
tal philosopher:

"I am proud to belong to a religion
which has taught the world both tolerance
and universal acceptance. We believe not
only in universal toleration, but we accept
all religions to be true. I belong to a re
ligion into whose sacred language, the
Sanscrit, the word seclusion is untranslat
able. I belong to a nation which has
sheltered the persecuted and the refugees
of all religions and all nations of the earth.
I am proud to tell you that we have
gathered in our bosom the purest remnant
of the Israelites, a remnant which came to

Southern India and took refuge with us in
the very year in which their holy temple
was shattered to pieces by Roman tyranny.
I belong to the religion which has sheltered

and is still fostering the remnant of the
grand Zoroastrian nation. I will quote to
you, brethren, a few lines from a hymn
which I remember to have repeated from
my earliest boyhood, which is every day
repeated by millions of human beings:
‘As the different streams, having their
sources in different places, all mingie their
water in the sea, Oh, Lord, so the different
paths which men take through different
tendencies, various though they appear,
crooked or straight, all lead to Thee.’" Sectarianism, bigotry, and its horrible
descendant, fanaticism, have possessed
long this beautiful earth. It has filled the
earth with violence, drenched it often and
often with human blood, destroyed civili
zation and sent whole‘ nations to despair.
Had it not been for this horrible demon,
human society would be far more advanced
than it is now. Butits time has come, and
I fervently hope that the hell that tolled
this morning will be the death-knell to all
fanaticism, to all persecutions with the
sword or the pen, and to all uncharitable
feelings between persons wending their
way to the same goal."

BIOGRAPH Y

Very little has been published con
cerning the history of the Swam
Vivekananda, and his own accounts of
himself are very meager. He is
about thirty-two years old, and is
said to have come from one of the
best families in Bengal. He enjoyed
exceptional advantages in the way of
schooling and might easily have risen
to a position of prominence in other
professions than that of a religious
teacher, but he preferred to take
vows of celibacy and poverty, and to
renounce all secular interests for the
sake of serving humanity. The word
Swami in his language means master,
or rabbi, and is pronounced swaw
mee. His name, Vivekananda, sounds
almost like vee-vay-kan-an-da. Be
ing a graduate of the Calcutta Uni
versity, he speaks English almost as
perfectly as if he were a native of
London. He was a great favorite
at the World's Parliament of Religions
in Chicago, where he began his prop
aganda in this country. If he does
no more than to continue the develop
ment of that splendid spirit of charity
which was displayed at the World's
Fair his mission among us will cer
tainly prove eminently successful.



THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT.—IV.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D.

LL the evidences, as shown in
the previous numbers of this

series, point to the principle of brain
growth in consociation with civilized
progress. The systematic anthro
pologist, whatever his department of
observation, is not likely to offer any
objection to this, but will go astep
further, and point to differential pro
portions in the development of the
heads of the different races as pos
sessing a typical character. Not
only is the Asiatic head smaller than
the European, and the African
smaller than the Asiatic, but there
are notable variations in comparative
shape—certain parts contrasting
markedly in fullness or breadth or
depth. In the June number I have
very briefly designated certain of
these contrasts, and illustrated them
with crania.

One of the most striking of racial
types is the form and special devel
opment of the head of the American
Indian. This, as shown in the illus
tration, is distinguished for its great
breadth between the temporal bones
and the abrupt elevation at the
cervix, presenting the form of a

wedge of very wide base. Noting
the heads of the negro, the China
man, the Malay, or any other racial
class, the American aboriginal offers
a variety that is complete in its de
parture from any of these. Pro
fessor Morton, in his “ Crania Ameri
cana,” says that there is a similarity
in form of the head among all the
Indian tribes of North and South
America. Where we find the Indian
unmodified by mixture or association
with the European colonist this state
ment is true, and the special organ
ization which it characterizes offers
one of the most interesting studies
in comparative psychology.

The fundamental differences be‘
tween the races are involved in the

categories of physical and mental—
but the mental are by far the more
conspicuous. Hence we are prone to
observe—first, when an individual of
a foreign land is presented us, his
cerebro-nervous constitution, the

shape and style of his head. Nature
has put her seal upon brain and skull,
and marked the man with tendencies
of thought and feeling, in which two
orders dominate—r, those of race;
2, those of family. Further, are the
special markings that individualize
and so set apart man from man, these
being accentuated by peculiarities of
education and environment.

In the ancient philosophy of India
there isa saying that “ God has writ
ten the history of every man upon his
skull "—an apothegm that applies as
much to the modern man as to the
ancient, since the same factors of
origin and growth are operative to
day in relation to brain and- skull as
in the ancient days. If the ancient
intelligence could discern the inde
pendent character of mental facul
ties, and perceive that differences of
form and development were not ac
cidental, and had their counterparts
in the expression of mind and char
acter, certainly we should not dis
credit modern intelligence by at
tributing to it less capacity for such
perception.

The history and comparison of
races then compels the conclusion
that differences notable in contour
and proportion of the head are signifi
cant in their bearing upon race

psychology, and that a law of corre
spondence applies with normal accur
acy. In savage and barbarous races
the posterior parts of the head are
more developed relatively than the
anterior parts. What strikes the ob
server in the examination of this type
of organization is that associated with
it is the manifestation of special
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strength and activity on the side of
physical instinct and propensity. So
La Cassagne, Cliquet and Duret attri
bute the dominance of animal nature
in the uncivilized races and tribes to
their quality and type of nervous
constitution.

AN IMPROPER ANALOGUE.

The criminal of inveterate pro
clivities is described by Lombroso,
Bordier and others as allied in

character of brain constitution to the

savage—a similarity being pred
icated in regard to the undue
development of the posterior and
basilar regions of the head. Dr.
Maudsley speaks of a brutal head as
one that is “ badly formed,” includ
ing “ a narrowness and lowness of the
forehead, a flatness of the upper part
of the head, a bulging of the sides
toward the base. and a general
development ofthe lowerand posterior
part; with those grievous characters
might be associated a wideness of the
zygomatic arch, as in the carnivorous
animal, and massive jaws. A man so

formed might be expected with some
confidence to be given over hope
lessly to his brutal instincts."

It may be said here in passing
that while some analogy may be seen
in comparing such a brain develop
ment with that of the savage in his
native wild, there are, however, con
siderable differences in the physio
logical markings. There is less of posi
tive symmetry in the conformation of
the criminal head, the disproportion
of the parts is more salient, an index
of perversion, and his temperament
shows the unbalance of inherited
organic weakness or the chronic
degeneracy consequent upon a career
of vicious irregularity. On the

ground of health the analogy fails
altogether, for the savage is vigorous
and powerful physically, and accord
ing to his type of nervous constitu
tion, a normal human product; in his

own sphere, among his congeners,
pursuing a careerin keeping with the
customs and genius of the tribe.

There is a difference in the brain
markings, both as concerns the
character of the convolutional rela
tions and of the nerve tissue, that is
impressive when examined by the
experienced anatomist.

As a phrenological, physiognomical
and anthropological study the crim
inal invites attention because he offers
the spectacle of incoordinate cere
bration. His faculties lacking in
balance act in special directions,
irregularly, yet forcibly and signifi
cantly, the stronger dominating in
motive and will, and thus rendering
easy the analysis that would disclose
the sources of the mental perversion.
An undue preponderance of breadth
in the lower lateral parts of the head
certainly indicates selfishness, pas
sional tendencies, excitable propen
sities, but there may be a fair degree
of control, a good capacity for the
expression of right motive and the
spirit of manhood. A youth spent
amid surroundings of lawlessness and
vice, a lack of guidance and instruc~
tion in the concerns of behavior and
the unrestrained faculties of selfish
ness and propensitiy become masters
of the man; hurry him into the reck
less commission of deeds against law
and order and the safety of his fel_
lows. In the-criminal the departures
from symmetry and hemispherical
correspondence would present a con
trast to the fairly regular structure
of the cerebral lobes in the Indian.
It is the difference between the
natural and the unnatural. In fine.
the criminal is an abnormal or morbid
product physically and mentally, out
of keeping with his kind, offensive to
the laws written and unwritten of the
community in which he is born, and
hostile to the traditions and senti
ments of his own social group. He
would be as much out of place in a.

savage tribe as he appears to be in
civilized society, because he would
exhibit the same revolt against what
of system or limitation is recognized
by even savages for family and indi
vidual protection.



THE PROBLEM OF MARRIAGE.

Bv PROF. L. A. VAUGHT.

HE constitution of the human
mind indicates that marriage

is an intention of nature. If it is
nature's intention, then, there must
be a natural basis for it. Again, man
being organized to follow intellect
instead of instinct, it becomes his
necessity to find this basis. So far
as I know, each organism in nature
has inherent all the laws of its life.
Therefore, the place to look for the
laws of marriage adaptation is in the
mental and physical constitutions of
the two sexes.

I have given sixteen years of study
and observat on to this problem and
have reached the following conclu~
sion, viz.: That marriage to be
healthy and happy should rest upon
a ten/01d basis, or five equalities and
five differences, as follows:

Social, 1

Intellectual,
LEsthetic, Equalities.

Moral,
Qua‘itative,

'l‘emperamental, ]
Complexional, .|
Lineal, Differences.
National,
Selfish,

As may be seen, the equalities are
chiefly mental, and the differences
chiefly physical.

The mental differences should
occur in two groups only, viz.: the
selfish propensities and the selfish
sentiments.

These are the only two divisions of
the mind that can come (fired/y in
conflict. The four remaining divis
ions may be equally large in any two
parties and limit!‘ disagree, 1

')
’

equally
rultizlaled and 111:’organic quality is the

same in ear/:.
The Social Sentiments are the most

negative in their nature of all the

groups and therefore the most inca

pable of living an independent life.
They long for companionship. Of
all the divisions of the mind, this is

the one that both husband and wife
should have the most nearly equal.

The Intellectual Faculties should
be almost equal in strength. At
least, so nearly equal that the one

may understand the reasoning of the

other. However, one might have
the larger perceptives and the other
the larger reflectives, but as a whole
the intellects of the two should be

essentially of the same volume.
It is more important that the es

thetic faculties be equal in both
parties than the intellectual. The so

called semi-intellectual group, being
largely esthetic in their nature, also
desire similar tastes.

The Moral Sentiments should be

nearly equal. This will depend
largely upon which one of these five
sentiments is the strongest in the party

'

who has the larger degree as a whole.
If Veneration and Spirituality are the
two strongest in one party, the other
should have a similar degree. If
Benevolence is the leader of this
group, then the party will be more
charitable and forgiving with the
other, and even take delight in help
ing the other to become more moral
and spiritual.

By qualitative equalities, I mean
equals in organic quality. This is

one of the most necessary equalities
of the five. As is the degree of or
ganic quality, so will be the degree of
fineness of the physical magnetism.

Coarse and fine magnetisms cannot
possibly agree. If the hands of young
ladies and gentlemen disagree mag
netically they should never marry.
Similarity in quality is also one of
the first requirements of successful
transmission, and should receive
much more attention than has been
given to it heretofore.
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The Differences should be princi
pally physical. One reason for this
is the health of the two parties. A
more important reason is the consti
tution of the offspring. Nothing is
more certain than that there will be

parties to marriage. If not strong
there is danger of great degeneracy
in both mind and body of the off
spring. For about the same reasons
given for temperamental differences
there should be differences in com

JOHN DREW.

Angular features, adapted to smooth, rounded contours.

an increased tendency of the predom
inating temperament of husband and
wife given the children, if both have

the same constitution.
The Vital Temperament should

always be rather strong in one of the

plexion. If two are intermediate in
complexion they may marry without
harm. '

The lineal descent should, in every
instance, be different. There can be
a marriage only between a male and
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a female. Nature never intended
the marriage of two masculine or two
feminine natures. So there should
not be marriages of the same line of
descent.

blending of the vital temperament of
the Germanic people with the mo
tive-mental of this country will be

beneficial.
One should be like the Inter-racial marriages I cannot

father and the other like the mother. sanction, for the reason that they

.5.)
:~\

FANNY DAVENPORT.

Feminine features, adapted to a masculine man.

One masculine and the other femi
nine. A masculine woman should
marry a feminine man.

In regard to national differences, I
mean that it is well to have inter
national marriages. For example, a

are the unions of opposites, which
would prevent the necessary equali
ties.

I come now to the last, but not the
least in importance, of the ten fac
tors in marriage—the selfish differ
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ences. What I mean is that there
should be a difference in the strength
of the selfish propensities and the
selfish sentiments. Under no cir
cumstances should these two ‘groups
be in the lead in both parties. From

the human mind would be almost de
void of will—not that they consti
tute the whole of will, but that they
are necessary to the formation of
every degree of will. There is not a
particle of determination in any of

VIOLET CAMERON.

Resemhles her father; adapted to a man who inherits chiefly from his mother.

these two groups we may select the

only four faculties of the forty-two
that in and of themselves have any
force. They are Combativeness, De
structiveness, Self-Esteem and Firm
ness. Without these four faculties

the others. Any faculty may com
bine with these and stimulate them
to stronger effort, but without these
the other faculties would be almost
powerless to carry out their desires.
None of the other faculties can
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antagonize each other. All conflicts
are carried on by means of these
four faculties. The others never
come in direct conflict. Caution and
caution cannot quarrel. Friendship
and friendship like to be side by side.

out one or more of these four facul
ties.

There could be no jealousy, pro
fanity, punishment, brutality, hatred
or revenge without them. I am well
aware that they do not always insti

v1

|F
x .

l
l

EBEN

Resernbles his mother; adapted to a woman who inherits chiefly from her father.

Benevolence never antagonizes be

nevolence, for the simple reason that
there is no antagonistic force in it.
In fact, there could not be a conflict
between two countries, two men, two
women, or a man and woman with

PLYMPTON.

gate conflicts. The other faculties
use them as instruments to execute
their desires. Phrenologists should
give this fact especial attention when
advising people in regard to matri~
monial compatibility.



SKETCIIES 0F PHRENOLOGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

BY CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

THE REV. JOSEPH A. WARNE, A.M.

I—IE Rev. Joseph A. Warne was

pastor of a Baptist Church in

Philadelphia in 1839 and several years
following. Previous to this he had

‘been the pastor of a church in Boston.
According to my recollection of him,
he was a native of Scotland, and he
said he learned phrenology from the

British phrenologists. From this I
infer that he was a resident of Great
Britain at the time of Spurzheim's
popularity.

When the AMERICAN PHRENOLOGI
CAL JOURNAL was contemplated and

decided upon, Mr. Warne was engaged
to become its editor, and nearly pre
pared the first number, when he

changed his mind, and Nathan Allen
was engaged in his place. He was,
however, a contributor to the journal
in the first volume, and among other
articles, he wrote upon “ Phrenology
in Relation to Fatalism, Necessity,
and Human Responsibility,” “The
Application of Phrenology to Criti
cism and the Analysis of Character,"
and “The Harmony between Phre
nology and Revelation," which was

appended to a Boston edition of
“Combe's Constitution of Man."

Mr. Warne's chief work is one on
domestic education, the foreign edi
tion of which is described as follows:
“ Phrenology in the Family; or, the

utility of phrenology in early domes
tic education. Dedicated to mothers.
By Joseph A. Warne, A.M., late
pastor of the Baptist Church in
Brookline, near Boston. Afterward
in Philadelphia; and author of “The
Harmony between Phrenology and

the Scriptures." Reprinted from the
American edition. Edinburgh: Mac
lachlan, Stewart & Co.; London:
Longman & Co., Simpkin, Marshall
8: Co., and W. S. Orr, 2843. Royal
8vo, pp. 46."

In reference to this work, the fol
lowing letter to the editor of A. P. J.
will be of interest. It was from Col.
FitzGibbon, dated Toronto, March
13, I840:

"SIR: On the first day of June
last I embarked at New York in the
packet ship which sailed that day for
London, having that morning pur
chased, and carried on board with
me, a small work on education, en—

titled “Phrenology in the Family,"
addressed especially to mothers
and written by the Rev. Joseph A.
Warne, of Philadelphia. From my
youth upward my mind has been
more earnestly employed in reflecting
on the various modes of improving
the human mind than on any other
subject whatever. I have read with
the most earnest attention all I found
written on the subject for the last
forty years, and I have exercised my
self much in communicating knowl
edge to children and to adults during
nearly the whole of that period. The
value of this book appeared to me
so great that after my arrival in Lon
don I went to an eminent publisher
and offered him the book if he would
republish it. After keeping it for
twenty-four hours he returned it to
me, declining to print it. From that
day I offered it to six other publish
ers, the last of whom accepted the
book and promised to republish it,
and I have since learned that he did
so. He was Mr. Hodgson, No. rrr
Fleet street. On returning to New
York in September I purchased an
other copy, and have perused it again
with more interest than ever. Many
months have since elapsed, and my
mind has become more deeply im
pressed than ever with the vast im
portance of having this and similar
books studied forthwith by every
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human being at all capable of appre
ciating their value, and of acting in
furtherance of the views of the be
nevolent writers. Should any of the
readers of this letter entertain opin
ions unfavorable to phrenology, I
nevertheless request of them to give
Mr. Warne’s book one perusal, at
least, and this I very confidently
hope will convince them that the
writer is a sincere Christian; that the
book teaches a truly Christian doc
trine, and that the lessons given in

it
,

if tollowed assiduously, will pro
duce results the most happy and de
lightful to a fond parent."

Mr. Warne's book was one of the
earliest to call public attention to the

subject of education, and in particu
lar to those views of education which
are the direct result of phrenological
philosophy. Its author waswellquali
fied as an educated, reflective man,
and as a sound phrenologist—in the
best sense of the term a phrenolo
gist from conviction—and a diligent
student of the philosophy of the sys
tem he had adopted for the task he
undertook. Mr. Warne was fully
satisfied of the truth and paramount
importance of the philosophical sys
tem of which he was an adherent.
His style is concise and clear, his
mode of arrangement good, and the

general view he presented of the sub

ject highly satisfactory. He was an
earnest yet calm and judicious
writer, concise, practical, simple and

inviting in his style of writing.

A few remarks about this work
and quotations from it will be of in
terest to our readers. As the author
justly said, it is not necessary that
mothers to whom it is addressed
should be skillful phrenologists or

He did notmanipulators of heads.

invite them to study the characters
of their children from their heads;
but he called upon them to observe
that th ir children manifest, in their
daily and hourly conduct, certain
well-marked faculties, which require
proper direction that education alone
can give them. This may be ob
served and acted upon by a mother,
who may, if she pleases, disbelieve
or deny that each of these faculties
has its organ in the brain. The
author was a sincerely pious minister,

'

and held the opinion that between
phrenology and Christianity a beauti
ful harmony exists.

In commenting on the division of
the feelings into animal and moral
the author remarked: “The animal
feelings are to be educated to obey,
and the moral feelings to command.
In the present fallen condition of
human nature energy is the
characteristic of our animal feelings,
and feebleness that of onr moral
ones; consequently, naturally and
antecedent to education, our animal
feelings would rule and not serve,
and our moral ones would serve and
not rule. Hence in educating those,
control is requisite, but in training of
these, excitement. And it is in
beautiful harmony with this system
that we find the eternal mandates of
Heaven directed against excess of
the former in prohibitions, ‘Thou
shalt not kill,’ ‘Thou shalt not steal,’
etc. But the moral sentiments are
addressed in commands, ‘ Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself;' and
the faculties are stimulated to the act
of obedience, by the tenderest and
most powerful motive we can con
ceive, ‘ Love one another, as I have
loved you."’

[T 0 6e mnlfnued]



THE HON. M. W. HOWARD.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY THE

HRENOLOGICAL delineations

of character, if written of peo

ple well known to the phrenologist,

should be of great value as showing

the sources of the talents described,

by pointing out a correspondence be

tween specific mental qualities and

certain forms of brain. It is also of

great advantage to study phreno

graphs made of persons unknown to

the phrenologist, and which are pre

sented to the reader with essentially

the same literalness as if he had been

a witness and an auditor of the pro

ceedings in the consultation room.

We therefore publish herewith a speci

men of the latter kind of work, which

was dictated to our stenographer at

the time of the examination, and is

here copied verbatim from her notes.

We also copy extracts from a state

ment voluntarily contributed by Mr.

Howard, although we have omitted

many of his flattering words, retain

ing only what we thought might be of

value as testimony concerning the

possibilities of our art in determining

the character of strangers. The
statement is as follows:

House or REPRESENTATIVES U. 5.,

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 9, 1895.

I take pleasure in saying that I went to
Dr. Edgar C. Deal] for a phrenological
examination, without any previous ac

quaintance with him, and that he knew
nothing at all about me, and informed me
that he did not wish me to give him a
single " pointer" as to myself prior to the
examination.

I have always been interested in the
science of phrenology, but the remarkable
accuracy of his reading of my character
istics was a revelation to me. I could not
have given as close an analysis of myself

EDITOR.

as he did. In every instance he was abso
lutely correct.

M. W. HOWARD,
Member of Congress, Seventh Congres

sional District, Alabama.

PHRENOGRAPH.

You have reason to be very grate
ful, if not proud, on account of your
endowments as regards the mechan
ism of thought, the fountain of senti
ment, and the nutritive system which
supplies your organism with the
needed running force. Weighing two
hundred and thirty pounds, with a

head measuring 231} ins., you are
certainly equipped to take a command
ing place among your fellow-men
where special duties are to be per
formed—labors requiring not only
rare judgment, but the power to
work without flagging for a long time
—to meet great emergencies without
hesitation or embarrassment—to
assume responsibilities, and to
execute everything with great dis
patch.

If size were the only condition we
take into account, we should at once
pronounce you a very great man, but
the quality of the brain and the rela
tive development of its different parts
must also be carefully estimated
before we can be sure that the value
of your brain is proportionate to its
quantity. Your temperament is very
favorable to both strength and
activity of mind. Your fiber is closely
woven, and yet porous enough to
allow your feelings to travel from one
part of your organism to another
with considerable speed. Indeed,
your emotions do not limit them
selves to journeyings within your
brain and body, but are very likely to
walk out in one form or another,
especially in a crowd, and in many
subtle ways mingle with your fellows,
sometimes to excite, sometimes to
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soothe, and sometimes possibly to
arouse antagonism, and oftener, we

hope, to please.
You have the rich, thick growth of

dark brown hair which indicates
intensity of feeling, and also con
siderable susceptibility to culture.
Your hair is both strong and fine. It
corresponds to some extent to that

ings with people, for the reason that
in the agreeable elements which come
to the surface in personal relations,
you are peculiarly rich. For ex

ample, you have a marvelous fund
of friendship; you have an equal
opulence of friendliness. You are
pre-eminently adapted to come in
contact with people of almost every

THE HON. M.

fine covering that we so quickly
recognize on a superior breed of dog
or horse. It means that you have
what Southerners call “ bottom ”

in
the horse, and what some people call
“ blood "; but which may be summed

up in the words, superior material,
animated, of course, by an aspiring,

~perfection-seeking tone of mind.
Your brain and your character are

not without certain contrasts of light
- and shade, but the shadows are not

likely to appear in your usual deal

W. » HOWARD.

class. You have words of strength
and weighty import for men who are
deep in science, philosophy and state
craft; you sympathize with the
romantic hopes of a pretty school
girl, and you can instantly stoop to
gladden the heart of a little child by
an expression of pity, encouragement
or love.

No doubt you would enjoy travel
ing, but you are constituted to fird
pleasure in all the relations of home.
If happily married you would be very
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domestic in your tastes. You would
be an especially affectionate parent.
No doubt as a boy you were fond of
domestic animals. You must have

been able to make friends with every

ment for those you love. You are
not satisfied simply to know that you
possess friends, wife or children at a
distance; you want them near you;
you like to have them within reach

horse and dog in your native place.
You ought to be exceedingly popular
with all classes, for the reason of
your genuine social feeling. Some
men are polite, suave and courteous
in demeanor, but cold, treacherous
and selfish at heart. You can assume
a kindly regard for others, but it is
not often that you profess more than
you feel. You have genuine attach

. \V. HOWARD.

of your arm, or at least of your voice.
You are not only capable of strong
social ties, but you have a love of
doing good and making others happy,
independently of any definite bonds
of affection.

You are also favored in regard to
your associations with people by a
certain
which renders it easy for you to get

lack of egotism or pride, *
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on common ground with those you
meet. It does not occur to you to
institute a comparison between your
value, power or importance and that
of the humblest man to whom you
may be introduced. If you do see
any difference between your con
dition and that of a forlorn brother,
it will simply set you thinking as to
what you can do to help him.

Your love nature is also exceed

ingly strong. You might be true
and constant to an affinity, but you
can love more than once if the object
of your affection should be removed,
and should never marry a jealous
woman.

You have so much general strength
of body and mind that you will im

press many people as being more

belligerent and severe than you really
are. You do not like to wrangle and
strive for the sake of contention.
You are not a fighter in the strictest
sense of the term, although you could
strive and struggle for an ultimate
cause. I mean that you do not fight
for the sake of fighting, but you will
put forth an effort in the defense of
a good cause, which, in point of
effectiveness, will equal the energy
of those who have no purpose in op
posing except the love of strife. And
when you conquer you are quite
ready to quit. You do not follow up
a victory with any act of cruelty or
revenge. You are not likely to for
get an act of meanness or cruelty in

another. You can forgive and forget
injustice perhaps so long as it does
not involve tyranny. You can for
give a man who steals your money,
and you may give him an oppor
tunity to repeat the offense, but not
the man who strikes your child or
beats your horse, or who proves him
self in any way an oppressor of his
fellow-men.

You should have more self reliance,
dignity, self-confidence and independ
ence of spirit, although, while it
would help you in some respects it
might handicap you in some others.
You look and talk like a native of

the South, but you have less pride
than we expect to find in a South
erner. Still you have what probably
many of your neighbors would call
by the name of self-esteem. They
would have in their minds, however,
the same quality which we call ambi
tion, or approbativeness.

'

You intensely love the good-will
and applause of others, and are
especially anxious to please others
from the fact that you are not always
quite sure of yourself. You doubt
less resemble your mother very
strongly; at any rate you have more
of the feminine nature as regards
sentiment, than the masculine.

Your strongest executive element
is

. persistence. You have quite a

determined will, but chiefly in the
pursuit of things that are congenial.
You may be persuaded and influenced
through your sympathies and affec
tions, but in opposing ordinary, ex
ternal adversaries you are very likely
to stand your ground. One tear in

a woman's eye, or on the check of a

child would prove a more formidable
obstacle than a river across your
path.

You have scarcely a trace of the
hoarding instinct, in which respect
you resemble the majority of those
below the “Mason and Dixon line."
Money and property, to your mind,
are merely conveniences. As soon
as you accomplish a purpose by the
aid of money, the money is imme
diately forgotten. The same is true
of your propensity to conceal. You
do not care to hide unless impelled by
some other motive than the love of
mystery; and unless there is some
very strong reason for repressing
your feelings and opinions, you will
usually be very open and communi
cative.

As to moral character, you are so
enthusiastic about doing good that
you are likely in mostinstances to do
the right; but you do not always
proceed from the motive of justice
in the abstract. It is the thought of
happiness and goodness which impels
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you rather than a thought of the

precision or inflexibility of the moral
law. In other words, you think of
the results of justice rather than the

idea. You enjoy the fruit of the
tree of equity rather than the stiff
ness and solidity of its trunk and
branches. Some people love to ex

ecute the law no matter who gets
hurt. You want everybody to be

comfortable first, and then attend to
the law afterward if it can be ar

ranged.
The same might be said in regard

to your religion. You are far from
being a spiritually-minded man. You
are inclined to confine your interests
to one world at a time. You may
believe in a future existence and may
respect the creed of your ancestors,
but you are satisfied to wear the gross
habiliments of mortality, even when

occasionally patched, as long as they
will hold out; and considering the

make and fit of the suit with which
you have been endowed, you will no

doubt find them very comfortable for
many years to come.

You have a great deal of genuine
benevolence, and no matter what
your creed may be you will be likely
to do your share to better the condi
tion of mankind.

Your intellect is quite well balanced.
You have excellent literary abilities;
superior powers of analysis and criti
cism; you have hardly the type of in

tellect that would adapt you to physi
cal science. You are not very spe
cific in judging the objects of the ex

ternal world, but you are subtle in
your discrimination of all that per
tains to human thought and impulse.
Of late years you have developed
considerable philosophical power.

Causality in your upper forehead
is especially active. Comparison was

always strong. Your sense of human
nature is a dominant quality. You
are exceedingly sensitive to the mo

tives of those around you, and seldom
mistaken in your estimates of people.

The prominence of your eye shows
verbal memory. You have also a fine

sense of color, but the outer corner
of your eyebrow is much flattened at
Order. You would be fertile in im
agination in the line of human experi
ences, but not in the direction of art.
You are not very esthetic. You
would be graphic in your coloring of
events, and intensely dramatic. If
you had gone upon .the stage you
would have succeeded as an actor.

As to a vocation, your head is too
narrow for commerce. The calipers
show a diameter fore and aft of eight
inches, while the width from side to
side in the region of the commercial
elements is only six inches. You
would therefore have little sympathy
or talent for the ordinary channels of
trade. You are not mechanical
enough for medical science, but with
your social and sympathetic qualities,
and your oratorical talent, etc., you
would be fitted particularly for the
law, the dramatic profession, or some

sphere of life where your duties would
bring you into direct association
with people.

It will no doubt be interesting to
you and your friends to know that
you bear a most striking resemblance
to the late celebrated William Ganna
way Brownlow of Virginia, who was
known as the “fighting parson." Mr.
Brownlow was an editor, and had not
only literary tastes like yourself, but
was also deeply interested in discus
sions relating to human liberty, and
various political problems which were
agitated in his time. To one who has
ever seen a portrait of Brownlow a

glance at your face would almost
certainly recall it.

BIOGRAFHY.

The Hon. M. W. Howard was
born in Rome, Georgia, December
18, 1862. His parents emigrated to
Randolph County, Arkansas, when he
was only five years of age, where they
resided until Mr. Howard's fourteenth
year, when they returned to the State
of Georgia.

Mr. Howard lived on a farm with
his parents until his nineteenth year,
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when he located in Fort Payne, Ala
bama, his present home, and was ad
mitted to the bar, being the youngest
man ever admitted to practice in the
Alabama courts. His father was a

Baptist minister and a cripple, and
his extreme poverty prevented him
from giving his son the educational
advantages he so much desired. The
subject of this sketch attended the
“free school" for about two months
each year between the finishing of
the crop and “gathering time.”
Fifteen months would cover the
entire period of his school attend
ance. Notwithstanding his lack of
school advantages, he was a most
diligent student and eagerly read and
studied every book that came in his
reach. At home, with the aid of his
brief school training, he mastered
the English language and acquainted
himself with the Greek and Latin,
and also acquired a fair knowledge of
mathematics.

The last year Mr. Howard spent
on the farm he worked in the field

during the day and studied law at
night and on rainy days, so thor
oughly mastering its principles that.
he was highly complimented on his
examination. For four years he was

prosecuting attorney of his county
and for two terms city attorney. He
is a prominent figure in the politics
of Alabama, and the leader of the

People's party. Last November he
was elected to Congress over a

Democratic opponent by 3, 500 major
ity, and is expected to be the leader of
his party in the Fifty-fourth Congress.
-Mr. Howard is the author of a

very popular sensational book which
is remarkable for its revelations con
cerning the immorality and corrup
tion in Washington political life. He
has certainly exhibited not only in
his writings, but in his lectures and
in other ways, exceptional ability to
make his influence widely felt. He
enjoys a fine reputation as an orator
and dramatic word-painter, and it is
safe to predict for him a very brill
iant public career.

SEEKING FAILURE.

BY THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH.

HE woodland silence, one time stirred
By the soft pathos of some passing bird,

Is not the same it was before.

The spot where once, unseen, a flower
Hal held its fragile chalice to the shower

Is difi‘erent forevermore.
Unheard, unseen,
A spell has been !

O thou l that breathest year by year
Music that falls unheeded on the ear,

Take heart, faith has not bafl‘ied thee !

Thou that with tints of earth and skies
Filleat thy canvas for unseeing eyes,

Thou hast not labored futllely
Unheard, unseen,

A spell has beenl



ACQUISITIVENESS IN THIEVES.

BY THE EDITOR.

NE of our correspondents in

Harvey, North Dakota, writes
us as follows:

"On page 83 in ‘Brain and Mind,I in

speaking of the organ of Acquisitiveness,
the authors say: ‘ From finding this organ
uniformly large in thieves, Dr. Gall named
it the organ of theft.’ On page 105 of Tm:
PIIRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL for February,
1895, in speaking of‘ How to Prevent Dis
honesty in Banks,’ the editor says: ‘It
should not be forgotten that professional
thieves are exceedingly deficient in Acquis
itiveness.‘ Will you, through the columns
of THE PHRENULOGICAL JOURNAL, please
reconcile these two statements, or if one of
them is wrong please tell me which one is
right, and oblige an interested reader of
the journal?" C. E. P.

To one who is unfamiliar with the

subject there would certainly seem to

be a contradiction in these two state
ments, but there is in reality an

agreement. The authors of “ Brain
and Mind" of course did not under
take to incorporate into their work a

complete history of the labors of
Gall, and could not be expected in

their limited space to enumerate
every peculiarity in connection with
the mental faculties. It would re

quire a lifetime to collect and explain
all the numerous shades and varia
tions of character that proceed from
the different faculties acting in com
bination, so that the statement in

“Brain and Mind "
is correct as far

as it goes, but it is not complete. If
the statement had been elaborated the

authors doubtless would have ex

plained that the thieves to which
reference was made were individuals
who stole as a result of a morbid crav
ing for property, unrestrained by
Conscientiousness. Such a motive in

stealing is the primary one, and

might be described as the true
motive in a natural, or, if we may be

allowed the expression, a normal
thief. Gall, in hisinvestigations, was

chiefly concerned with manifestations

of excessive ‘developments of the
brain. He naturally encountered a

great many rogues of the kind we
have just described, and in his refer
ences to thieves he usually confined

BURGLAR

himself to this class. A man who
steals from hunger, vanity, licen
tiousness, or a lack of business edu
cation, must be classified in a some
what different manner with regard to
the vice in question.

The editor's statement in the
February JOURNAL, “that profes
sional thieves are exceedingly de
ficient in Acquisitiveness,” is also
correct, from the fact that prefer
sional thieves, as a class, are such
chiefly as a result of deficient talent
and taste for the regular, conventional
methods of the commercial world,
Thus, there are two kinds of thieves
—-both usually being devoid of
Conscientiousness—those that pilfer
from an abnormal Acquisitiveness,
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and those that steal from utter im- fied if not satisfied with very
patience with thecomparativelyslow, insignificant spoils. The other thief,

HOTEL SNEAK. BANK SNEAK.

plodding course pursued by regular who steals
in order to please some

business men, A natural robber, ambition or desire aside from the

‘ :tkX ‘3.3%
I‘._\‘a\_

PICKPOCKET. HOUSEBREAKER.

that is, one who steals from a acquisitive impulse, is rarely willing
sense of property, is often grati- to take anything small. The former
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is like a hungry man who will gladly secretive, while the crook of the

eat a dry crust if nothing better other class is often foolhardy and

PICKPOCKET- GENERAL 'l‘HlEF.

offers, while the latter resembles an reckless. There is almost the same
epicure who can be tempted only by difference between them that there

HOUSEWORKER. PICKPOCKET.

the choicest viands. The acquisi- is between a careful dry goods mer
tive thief is usually cautious and chant and a bold speculator in wheat
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or railroad stocks. The professional
thief, whether forger, counterfeiter,
burglar, pickpocket or'pirate, as a

rule, enters his criminal career be
cause of an inherent lack of both
honesty and the sense of property.
He is thus utterly without regard for
the law, and, as we said before,
without interest in the legitimate
channels of trade.

Another evidence of this view may

have especial occasion to watch
The other class seldom come to the
notice of the police or the public ex
cept in cases of kleptomania, being
usually sly enough to conceal their
larcenies, which, indeed, are often
committed under the cloak of an

apparently regular manufacturing or
trading business. The professional
thieves are the ones that usually get
caught.

PICKPOCKET.

be drawn from the fact that burglars,
pickpockets, etc., rarely ever hoard
their ill-gotten gains. They are

notoriously lavish with their money
while it lasts, which would not be
the case if they had large Acquisi
tiveness. It should be borne in

mind that by the expression “pm
fersz'onal llu'nles

”
we mean specifically

the class of criminals that are thus
designated by detectives, and that
the police forces of all large cities

BURGLAR.

Finally, we may say that the dis
tinction hinges chiefly on the term
professional, and to illustrate the
idea we subjoin a number of cuts of
notorious thieves selected from a

gallery of criminals well known to
the detectives of this country. The
deficient Acquisitiveness is not pecul
iar to these cases, but is character
istic of the vast majority of the sub
jects in all the rogues’ galleries we
have examined.



“ The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with weil instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

PROMISING SPECIMENS.

BY NELSON SIZER.

MORSE DOUGHERTY AND HIS MOTHER.

IG. 295. This may seem the
wrong way to announce the

subject, but we can see in those
motherly eyes that her hopes are
centered in her more than hopeful
son. We can also see in him a tend

manhood she will be prouder of him
than she was of her liege on her
bridal day. There is such an unsel
fish, sacrificing spirit in motherhood
and such hope and prophetic joy in
the contemplation of what the son is
to be, and when he comes to show

no. 295.

ency to be steadfast, dignified,influ
ential and masterful. He clings to

her_now, but when he has ripened
she will be proud to cling to him. It
is the strength and the weakness of
motherhood to be devoted to the

beloved son, and when he comes to

MORSE DOUGHERTY AND HIS MOTHER ADA.

the measure of her joy, strength and
success she will feel like saying, as
one of old: “Now, Lord, lettest
Thou thy servant depart in peace, for
mine eyes have seen Thy salvation."
Forty years ago the grandfather of
this boy was connected with thi.
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establishment and the family is fiour
ishing in Winnebago City, Mich.
That mother has a healthy, hopeful
face and a strong character. The
boy will be more like his mother than
like his father, and if he has the

opportunities for scholarship he will
make a man of power in the learned
world. He has a memory that does
not forget, a courage that does not
fail, a persistency that does not flag.
and a dignity and ambition that will
rank him where he belongs.

intellect rather than subjective; he
will be an observer more than a
thinker. He has fine imitation and
he will show that by pantomime,
actions, motions and gestures. He
has strong benevolence; he will sym
pathize with suffering and he will aid
it if he can, and he will make money
and have the means by which he can
aid the causes which he approves.
His appetite is active and he should
be trained in his diet and otherwise
so as to have no false appetites de

FIG. :96.

Fig. 296. These pictures are sup
plied to us from Vancouver, British
Columbia. The boys are aged four
years and two years. There is con
siderable difference in their mental
endowment. Howard, the elder, has
a reasoning, theoretical mind. He
has wit and he will lash to scourge or
toy with it to amuse his friends. He
will be inventive, philosophical, an

xious for property and fame, and in
clined to be moral and upright.
Edgar will be known for observation,
for the acquisition of knowledge, and
he will deal with things, details, par
ticulars and history. He will enjoy
stories. He will be objective in his

HOWARD AND EDWARD WlLKS.

veloped. He will be somewhere a
good salesman, a good talker, and he
will make a good physician. He will
incline to be his own master. He is
strong in his affections and he will
make friends and be the life of the
society in which he moves. He is
not extra strong in caution. He has
a strong temper and he will be a
driver in whatever business he under
takes, and those who know him will
give him half the road when they
know who it is who drives the car
riage they are to meet. He will turn
out without slacking his speed, and
he will be practically the master of
those of his own age and opportunity.
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FIG. 291.—OWEN L. CROSSLEY.

This young spectator of the good,
the pleasant and the witty looks as
if he had found everything in the
world as he would have it. He ap
pears as if he had not yet come in
contact with any of the reverses and

OWEN L.FIG. 297. CROSSLEY.

contradictions of life. We do not
know that he was born in the merry
month of May, when all nature is

glowing with beauty and promise, but
his expression would indicate that the
skies he first saw were bright, the
earth beautiful and the friends kind.
His attention seems to have been
awakened and concentrated, and he

is pointing at something pleasant and
desirable with his tongue, as the set
ter dog points, and always has his

eye and his attention on the bird he
has sighted. This little fellow has
health that will last him eighty years
if his countenance can be trusted.
Those little plump cheeks look as if
they would hardly yield to the pres
sure of the finger, showing signs of
good digestion and also plenty of
breathing power. The crown of his

head is very high, and he will want
his plans carried out. A child with a

head like that will acquire a potent
influence with his friends and nurses.
He will not peaceably yield to be
tucked into his clothes as if he had
no bones in his arms. If they hold
his apron up and ask him if he can

put his two little hands in at once he
will think it is fun and not object to
being dressed, but if they undertake
to force him into his clothes he will
resist. He has large Conscientious
ness, and ought to be honest and
upright. He ought to be enterpris
ing, energetic, frank and watchful,
decidedly moral, but not timid. He
will be a good scholar, a good talker
and an energetic business man.

Fig. 298.—S. H. This subject is
an interesting study. The tempera
ment is quick as a flash and the mo
tions rapid and accurate. The brain
is large for the size of the body; the
Mental temperament is preéminently
indicated. The organ of Mirthful
ness is decidedly strong, and, with
such a temperament, keen as a razor.
Mirthfulness and Ideality are on the
upper and outer corner of the fore
head and are finely indicated. The
eyes are large and open, indicating
wonderful facility in language. The

FIG. 298.

top head shows strong moral feeling.
The head is high and broad at the
top and not very broad at the base.
This child gives in this picture prom
ise of brilliant talent for language,
literature, for artistic skill, mechani
cal ingenuity and strong moral senti
ment.
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ILLUSTRATION IN THE

SCHOOL-ROOM.

N the Sclwol journal an incident
was published by an “ Ex-Teach

er” which purports to be from expe

rience. It fairly illustrates aproper
course of action in dealing with a

case of petty thieving, such as not
infrequently occurs among children,
and is sufficiently interesting to be

given without condensation:
The children were waiting, hats

on, for the signal to rise and file out
at close of school, when a little girl
discovered that a dime she had had

in her possession only a few moments
ago was missing. The bustle of pre
paring for dismissal had involved
much moving about the room, and it
was difficult to be sure in regard to
any one child that she had not passed
near the desk from which the coin
had disappeared. A rigorous search

of desks, books and floor was in
stituted. The children were exam

ined as to what change they had.

No one had a dime that could not
prove she had had it before one

J’clock.
The question how to proceed was

full of complication. All the little
faces looked equally innocent. The
teacher was very confident of the
honesty of some, but to let these go
would be to express suspicion of all
the rest. This would be undeserved
by many, would wound, would do
moral injury, and would excite pa
rental indignation. The children
were from eight to twelve years of
age. The teacher decided to put
the question to them in this way:

It may be, after all, children, that
we shall find the coin in some crack
of a desk or of the floor, though we
have looked hard. It may be, after
all, that it has not been stolen. If
there is one child in this class that
could do such a thing as to take what
is not hers I am sure there is only
one. I am very glad to be able to
feel that I have an honest class. I
know you nearly all so well that I be

A MORAL lieve in your honesty as firmly as if
you were my own little sisters.

Now, if I had a little sister among
you, do you know what I should want
her to do? I should want her to
come right out here before the class
and turn out her pockets and be

thoroughly searched, so that no one

here could possibly think that she

had the coin. How many of you
think that would be the best thing
for her to do? (Many hands were

raised.) How many want me to
search them and show the class that
they are innocent? Those who
would may step to the line. (Many
went to the line. Some who had ac

quired, from talk overheard at home,
a horror of being searched, clung
to their seats. The teacher smiled
kindly upon those who stepped out.)

Why, my best girls are out ! Who
could think for a moment that any
of them could have done such a thing?

(At this, two or three more left their

seats.)
Now, while I am proving that these

children haven't the dime that no

one thinks they have, you children in
your seats must sit as still as little
wooden girls with your hands behind
you. Tell me who shall watch you—
for I am going to have you watched,
for once, for your own sakes. After
some parley amonitor was appointed,
with the injunction to call aloud
instantly the name of any child that
moved hand, head, or foot.

The children on the line were ex

amined, one by one. Their pockets
were turned out, their hats and dress
trimmings investigated, their books
and school-bags looked into with the
utmost care. The examination com

pleted, each was sent to the other
side of the room. When the entire
line had thus changed sides, the
teacher turned to the children in
their seats and said, “ If you would
all ask to be searched but one, chil
dren, I should think that that one had
the dime. Those who want to join
these people who have cleared them

selves so willingly'may step out.”
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A few more children went to the
side and the teacher said very gravely,
Only six children left in their seats.
Now, I think it must be one of these
six. At this, one after another arose
and went to the line, until the seats
were empty.

‘

The teacher had noticed an intent
look upon the face of one of these
last lingerers—an expression that sug
gested busy fingers, though the hands
were behind and the body was held
very still. Walking to this child's
place, immediately after the child had
vacated her seat, the teacher found
the dime, pushed into a crack be
tween the slats that formed the back
rest and thrust as far out of sight as
a long finger-nail would reach.

She extracted the coin, gave it to
the owner, and dismissed the class,
detaining only the offender, who kept
up a voluble denial of all knowledge
of the theft as the children flied out,
and began to howl distractedly as the
last of them left the room. ,

“As soon as we have talked this
matter over," said the teacher, “I
am going to let you go. But I shall
not begin to talk about it until you
are quiet. If you want to, you may
help me put these things away and
then we will sit down together and
see if we can't come to some under
standing." When the child was some
what quieted, she went on:

“Now, Mary, you did a good deal
of talking while the girls were going
out, and I let you talk, though it hurt
me very much to think they should
hear you tell me so many stories.
Now it is only fair that you should
listen, and that is what I want you to
do. Why do you think I went
straight to your seat and took out
the coin? It was because I knew
you had put it there. So you see it
was not just finding the coin there
that made me think you guilty. I
knew you were guilty before I found
it."

“And yet you are not the girl that
I should have expected to do such a
thing, and I am ‘at a loss now to

know how you came to do it. That
is where I want you to help me out.
I want you to tell me just what
tempted you in the first place. Of
course, having done the thing, you
wanted to hide it. I am not sur
prised at the stories, for one wrong
deed always leads to another. But
how could you do it

,

in the first place ?

What temptation could have been
strong enough and quick enough to
make you reach out and take a coin
that belonged to somebody else?
What did you think you could buy
with the money? It couldn't have
been that you were hungry and
wanted bread, like a poor woman
who was arrested for stealing a loaf
not long ago. What was it that
could make the dime seem worth
stealing, even fora moment ? I must
know all about it

,

so as to make it as
easy for you with the girls as I can
to-morrow. I am afraid they will
not want to sit with you or play with
you, and Iwant to make them feel
that you might do this thingand even
tell stories to hide it

,

and yet be a
good girl and a good woman all the
rest of your life. It must have been
very sudden, this temptation. I
know it took you by surprise; but
you will know it if it should ever
come again, this wish to take some
thing not your own, and you will be
able to put it out of your mind before
any harm is done.

“Let me tell you, my child, what
was the worst part of your sin, to my
mind. It was the hiding of it. You
were willing that I should suspect
honest girls rather than that I should
find you out. I don't believe you
thought how mean that was. It was
meaner than the theft. To rob Susie
of her dime was bad, but to rob some
other little girl of her good name
would have been a good deal worse.
The noble thing about George Wash
ington in that true hatchet story I

told you some time ago was that
George was brave enough to bear the
blame of his fault. He would not
have had it laid to anyone else for the
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world. I think when it comes to you
how noble this feeling of justice is,
that can give us such courage as it
gave George, it will give you courage
too, and no matter what wrong you
do, whether it is great or small, you
will be willing to take the blame and
the punishment rather than have it
fall upon some innocent child.”

By thus talking to the child as one
not wholly lost, speaking from a firm
knowledge of the theft, expressing
rather pity for the sinner's weakness
and error than indignation and intent
to punish, and evincing a desire to
help the little criminal over this diffi
cult place into which she had fallen,
the teacher elicited a full confession,
and much expression of sorrow. The
next day she told the class how Mary
had been suddenly tempted to do this
dreadful thing, how in covering one
sin she was forced to commit others,
how fortunate it was for her that dis
covery had been made, and that Mary
was now very sorry for the wrong she
had done and wished too late that she
could go back and live yesterday over
again, an honest girl. She asked the
children to help Mary upto goodness
again, since she wanted to be good,
and to forget the whole matter as soon
as they could.

~—>.*1
EXCELLENT ADVICE T0 A

“HOMBLY" GIRL.
LADY who in her girlhood was

discouraged by her lack of
beauty, but lived to become a leader
in society, with hosts of sincere and

loving friends, told the following
story of the incident which gave her
hope and inspired her to usefulness.

“If I have been able to accomplish
anything in life, it is due to the

words spoken to me in the right sea

son, when I was a child, by an old

teacher. I was the only homely,
awkward girl in a class of exception
ally pretty ones, and being also dull
at my books, became the butt of the
school. I fell into a morose, despair
ing state, gave up study, withdrew

into myself, and grew daily more
bitter and vindictive.

“One day the French teacher, a
gray-haired old woman, with keen
eyes and a kind smile, found me cry
ing. ‘What is the matter, my child ?‘
she asked.

‘

“‘O madame, I am so uglyl'I
sobbed out. She soothed, but did
not contradict me. Presently she
took me into her room, and after
amusing me for some time, said, ‘I
have a present for you,’ handing me
a scaly, coarse lump covered with
earth. ‘It is round and brown as
you are. Ugly, did you say? Very
well. We will call it by your name
then. It is you! Now, you shall
plant it and water it

,

and give it sun
for a week or two.’

“I planted it
,

and watched it care
fully; the green leaves came first,
and at last the golden Japanese lily,
the first I had ever seen. Madame
came to share my delight. ‘Ah,’
she said significantly, ‘who would be
lieve so much beauty and fragrance
were shut up in that little, rough,
ugly thing? But it took heart when

it came into the sun.’ It was the
first time that it had ever occurred
to me that in spite of my ugly face, I
too, might be able to win friends,
and to make myself beloved in the
world. "—C/zrirtz'an Herald.

a“
AT TWO YEARS OLD.

ByTnsAuTnoRoF“FoRGiRLs,"ETc.
“ HAT theory did you have

about the training of chil
dren when you commenced raising a

family?" inquired a young mother
with a six months’ old babe in her lap,
of an elderly woman whose children
were all grown and well respected in
society.

“ I don't know as I had anything
that could be called a theory," ar
swered the woman who was of the
plain, ordinary, common-sense type,
“but I was determined upon two
things. One was that my children
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should not be saucy and impudent to

me, and the other was that they
should mind me," said with a

simple air entirely unconscious that
she had put in every-day language
the gist of what is spoken of in large
worded discourses on family discipline
as res/fied and olm/z'enre.

“I'vejustbeenreadingabook,"con
tinned the first speaker, “ which says
we must begin with a child when it is
only a few weeks old; must never
take it up when it cries, must make
it eat and sleep at a certain hour, and
when it begins to creep never put
articles it ought not to touch out of
its way, but teach the child to let
them alone; must punish it to make
it obey, and break its will; and a lot
of other things—it just makes me
sick to think of trying all that on my
baby. Your children were well raised
and I was wondering if your—"

“ I’ve read the same," interrupted
the other, “but not until my children
were partly grown. You can't always
go by what you read. It is generally
written by men to fit some theory—
persons who don't know what it is to

attempt to have your mind on a babe

every minute asleep or awake, be

sides a dozen other things to see to.
Some books of course are good and

contain many helpful ideas, but you
must never believe a thing just be

cause a book says so. You can only
take that which seems to your own

judgment to be true. Books were
scarce when I was young." Then be

Coming reminiscent-—“ I suppose one

great help to me in starting my family
right was some words I overheard an

experienced mother saying to a friend.
‘I always humor my babes and get
along with them as easily as possible
until they are done teething, for when

they are fretful we cannot be sure
whether it is from willfulness or sore
gums and feverishness, and it would
be inhuman to be cross to a half-sick
baby. Up to that age I never com
mand it to do or not to do. When
necessary to take out of its hands a
thing it ought not to have, I merely
exchange it for something more at
tractive. I set the coal hod and
shovel inside the closet door, hang
the scissors on a high nail and keep
books and papers out of reach.

“ ‘ But when they get their teeth,
which is about two years old, I turn
over a new leaf. I take them firmly
in hand and make it a business to in
sist upon being minded. I never
allow them to say “I will," and “ I
won’t," or any other disrespectful
words to me, and I do not hesitate to
go on the principle of “

spare the rod
and spoil the child." I never scold,
nor raise my voice in giving a com
mand; never cuff and box, nor fret
and jaw.‘ Now, that woman's
children were models of good be
havior and I resolved to follow her
plan if I ever had a home and family
of my own; which I did and with
such success that I heartily recom
mend it to you. Children can be too
much as well as too little governed.
The idea underlying government is
that children need to know that
parents have rights which must be
granted or respected by the child,
while at the same time the parent is in~

tent on securing to the child its rights.
Failure to comprehend this principle of
mutual rights causes the various fail
ures in family life. But with this
principle firmly established, the hy
gienic and other good ideas contained
in books can be added at pleasure."

E. R. S.



RELATION 0F DIET T0 EDUCATION.

BY 1). D. STROUP, B.E.

LI. states of the body affect the
mind. The strong thoughts

which have moved the world have not
been sent forth by men who possessed
sickly bodies. We can no more write
or think effectively when sick than we
can handle the ax or the scythe.
Memory, reason, eloquence and mo
rality are affected by disease. A dis
ordered body involves disordered
mental manifestations. “A sound
mind in a sound body" is nature's
law.

“To learn [1011' [0 live is the great
lesson of life," and too often is never
learned or obeyed. To arrive near
perfection there must be close har
mony between the bodily functions
and the faculties of the mind. A per
son is imperfect in proportion as he is
out of balance with himself. Some
individuals have naturally too much
appetite, just as some have too much
pride, or others too much ill temper.
A man who leads a low life of dissipa
tion has a much lower tone of mind
than one who has been free from ill
habits from his youth.

Many persons blunt their senses by
improper diet. The matter with some
sermons is they are “dyspeptic." I
have listened to dyspeptic sermons
and they were amusing to me from a

scientific standpoint, although I felt
much sympathy for the preacher.
Clear thoughts in the pulpit are easily
distinguished from the reverse. It is
the same with the teacher when tainted
with a dyspeptic cast of mind. The
dyspeptic teacher should not be over
looked; he indeed needs careful atten
tion. The pupils also need this atten

tion, served out in a healthful manner.
There will be something wrong—a
lack of interest, sleepiness, slovenli
ness, sluggishness, weakness, bad
breath, sour stomach, etc., etc.
Gloom will pervade teacher and con

sequently pupils, and all may wonder
what the matter is. “We cannot sep
arate the condition of the body from
that of the brain."

The appetite was not given to man
to enable him to have an excuse to
eat anything he can put into his
mouth. Good Graham bread and
oatmeal are healthful and nutritious.
The taking of much butter and sugar
is injurious to liver and kidneys; so
are pasty substances. Meat when
tough does more harm than good; it
should be tender. Vegetarian diet
should frequently and largely be par—

taken of. The strongest animals,
such as the bear and elephant, are
naturally vegetarians—not meat eat
ers.

Amount of diet need not be weighed;
one constitution needs more than some

others. Too much eating clogs mental
manifestation and makes a person
numb in nervous sensibility. Some
persons do not discriminate between
a natural and an abnormal appetite.
A good old teacher, whose worth I
recognize, said that whenever he went
to a spelling match he would not eat
anything in orderto have a clear mind,
and he usually proved one of the vic
torious. Overeating is as injurious as
it is shameful. Indigestion is one of
the causes of headaches. That more
people die of food than of famine is
true, and is well put. Many people
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'
intoxicate themselves with much

strong coffee or an inferior quality of
the same.

That diet should be dean is evident
from the plain laws of nature. Any
impurities taken into the stomach af

fect the system for ill, and also tend
toward a low, brutish animalism.

.
COUSIN MARRIAGES'!

HE question is constantly re

curring whether the mar

riage of cousins should be permitted.
That the law is not prohibitive, in

spite of popular notions, is a point in

their favor, and intimates, it might
be said, that the weight of evidence
would not sustain special legislation
for the prevention of such marriages.
The fact is that investigation has not
shown~that the marital relation when

entered upon by prrsons of such

close consanguinity as cousins-ger
man is any more likely to be pro

ductive of mental and physical
defects in their offspring than mar

riage between persons unrelated,
given similar conditions of health in

both cases. In other words, consan

guinity has had little, if any, influ
ence in the production of disease of
mind or body unless there be some

inherited defects.

Upward of twenty years ago the

writer took this position in a paper on

the marriage of blood relations, that
was widely circulated and received
not a little censorious criticism from
the_professional and lay sides. Time
has but confirmed the opinion.

If the health of cousins inclined to

marry be good, and no neurosis-—

nerve disorder of a pronounced type
—exist on either side, no evil results
may be expected from marriage.
Certainly in the family customs of
the Hebrew race we find strong testi
mony of immunity from disease even

where marriage in-and in has been the

rule for generations; the interming
ling of pure blood giving only good
results, as witnessed by a vigorous
constitution and no infirmity of mind.

Some interesting data gathered by
Burr are pertinent here, relating as
they do to recent time. In Batz, a
town of Brittany numbering about
3,300, five marriages occurred be

tween cousins german, thirty-one be
tween second cousins, and ten
between those of third degree.

The issue of the cousins-german
was twenty-three children, free from
all disease both mental and physical.
The second cousins had 120 children,
normal in every respect; and the
issue of the cousins of the third
degree was twenty-nine children,
also perfect. Two women were ster
ile. But insanity, idiocy and ner
vous diseases were unknown in the
community.

A peculiar immunity from infelici
tous consequences attending the mar
riage of Hebrews having blood con
nection has been alleged by some
people. This, on comparison with
the facts in the social life of other
civilized races, is seen to be a mere
notion. Burr traced the history of
r,o44 idiots, finding but three and
one-quarter per cent. of them in
families where the parents were rela
tives. It is to be expected, however,
that in consanguineous marriages
where a taint of a neurotic sort ex
ists the children will exhibit some
deterioration in nerve organization.
If the taint exists in both parents
the force is but intensified, and idiots
are likely to be produced with pecu
liarities accentuated. A notable ex
ample of this is found among the
Alpine Cretins, a people secluded
from the outer world in mountain
fastnesses, and among whom inter
marriage has been going on for cen~
turies. Here, by repeated inter
marrying, neuroses are preserved
intact, and idiocy results.

Intermarriage frequently occurring
tends to the persistence of special
traits of character, as well as pecu
liarities of physical cons itution, and
in this way may be productive of a
state of degeneration that finally
manifests itself in positive defect.
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It is on this line that objection may be

made to a marriage of persons nearly
related. Otherwise,and the health and
adaptation being favorable, we should
not be warranted to expect bad conse
quences from the union.—H. S. D.

,..i i4___
THE PROBLEM OF CHEAP LIVING.

HE cost of living is always a
serious matter with about

seventy-five per cent of the average
community; but how widely do peo
ple differ in their views as to what
is necessary to comfort. Some are

happy with one-half the income
that others find insufficient for their
needs. Up in the northern part of
New York there is a young woman
who has solved the problem for her
self of living comfortably on a very
small income. Tiring of city life, she
took the savings of some years of
clerical work and went up to the lo
cality of her choice. There a few
hundred dollars secured a plot of
ground and her house of five rooms.
A writer in Harper’: Bazar says:

“As you approach the house a large
tree seems to lean for support against
the roof of the piazza and gives to
that out-of-door place its ample shat‘e.

By way of a small square hall the

parlor is reached, while opposite
is the breakfast room, with its minia
ture butler's pantry, quite large
enough for a single inmate. The bed

rooms, although small, are charm
ingly furnished in old mahogany, and
the smaller of the two is the au
thor's sanctum. Three steps down
from the dining-room is the kitchen,
which has for its contents numerous
saucepans, pails, broilers—all the

paraphernalia by which a good meal
can be served—while the broad win
dows allow the sun's rays to flood the
floor at all seasons of the year.
Stairs and halls'are ignorniniously
discarded, but the windows of the
house lend a picturesque charm on
all sides. The house itself is quite a

distance from the village and is in a

lonely, out-of-the-way spot, yet

reached by tradespeople in regular
rotation each morning.“ On the table in the break fast room
a book of debit and credit could be
shown to the visitor or friend, if one
cared to see this methodical system
of housekeeping by which one person
could live in a simple and comforta
ble way for one hundred and fifty
dollars a year, the proof positive ly
ing in the items which Miss C—
showed with pride in her daily ledger.
In this haven of rest she pursued
her literary labors and reaped the
benefit of that quiet and repose
which shone as a bright color from
her sweet face.”.im ,4,“—

WHILE those who have made but
a slight ascent of the h'll of science
may imagine that they are in posses
sion of most of the mind~treasures
which this little world can afford, ex
citing self-satisfaction, it may be,
but as they ascend still higher, their
vision being improved, they may be
convinced that the re are many things
just beyond their reach. Seated on
a still higher eminence, gazing
abroad, having a far wider range _of
vision, they get glimpses of a domain
far wider and broader than they sup
posed possible, outstretchingin every
direction, a realm filled with exhaust
less treasures, wonders and beauties,
free to all who will enter such mines
of thought and research, being then
convinced that what they are now in
possession of is but a very insignifi
cant part of the immense storehouse
of creation. Great attainments scat
ter all thoughts of great progress in
science. DR. 1. H. HANAFORD.

»->Q<—_-_
SCIENCE IN NUTRITION.

A WRITER in the American Ana
lysl considers this topic in a

candid and judicious manner. By
this we mean that the psychical or

.mental factors involved are regarded
as much as the physicaland chemical.
He says :

It is undoubtedly true that the
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science of nutrition is the most im

portant of all temporal matters inas
much as the physical welfare of man

depends primarily upon the way he is
nourished. It is undoubtedly erro
neous to say, as a few recent writers
on the subject have glibly declared,
that this science is only fifty years
old—that it owes its being to the re
searches of Liebig and Playfair. It
would be as reasonable to assert that
Edison had brought electrical science
into existence. The science was
known generations before these dis
tinguished men were born, and great
as the benefits are which they have
conferred upon mankind, they are to
be regarded as discoverers of details
rather than of original principles.
Neither is this derogatory to their
great reputation. He who makes two
blades of grass grow where only one
grew before does as much for man
kind as he did who first discovered
the grass. The truth is that modern
scholars—all honor to them—are fol
lowing out the line which Adam
began the first time he felt hungry.
It is trulya science, and great strides
have been made in knowledge within
the memory of some now living, but
it is not truly a modern science.
Neither is it nor can it ever be an

exact science, as some writers fool
ishly claim, seeming to think they are

thereby exalting it. So long as
human beings continue to have

physical idiosyncrasies it will remain
true that “what's one man's meat is
another man's poison," and so long
as that is true nutrition must remain
outside the category of exact sciences.
This, again, is by no means a reflec
tion on the dignity and importance
of the science, which, as was said,
must always remain paramount so

long as man continues to inhabit a

physical body. No doubt enormous
gain ensues whenever a scientist
teaches mankind where to find food
elements or how to prepare foods in

such manner as to preserve the value
of those elements or render them
more easily digestible.

Such work can hardly be praised
too highly, and it is entirely super
fiuous to attribute to it a character
which does not belong to it. Into
this error, however, nearly all
“schools" of students in this science
are apt to fall. Carbohydrates and
fat and protein are certainly neces
sities of physical well~being, and they
are as certainly to be found in some
articles of food which are less
esteemed by mankind generally than
other articles of food. The mistake
lies in supposing that because these
constituents exist in any one article
in greater perfection and better pro~
portion than in another the first is
therefore the preferable food for
everybody. Too many other con
siderations aside from chemical con
stitution are to be taken into consid
eration to allow any such conclusion.
It is this error that vegetarians, for
example, fall into when they assume
that beans are better than beef, dried
codfish more valuable than good
veal, and cheese one of the best, if not
the very best, foods known to man.
They are such to many individuals,
but there are persons to whom these
foods are positively injurious, and
there are many more to whom they
are far less valuable than other foods
which chemically are greatly inferior
to them. The question of food values'
is not one of chemistry alone, but of
chemistry plus the physiological pecu~
liarities of the individual. To this
truth, almost self-evident as it is, the
theorists appear to be blind, or if they
acknowledge it they only allow that
it is true in exceptional cases, whereas
it is of almost universal application.
Only by considering this question of
idiosyncrasy together with the chemi
cal part of the problem can any just
results be attained. Nevertheless,
the theorists, blind as they usually
seem to be to those facts which go
toward disproving their theories, are

doing great good by insisting upon
those facts which they accept. The
common sense of mankind, and still
more the natural appetites, which are
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the natural guides, may be relied on
to keep most people from going far
astray in the matter of eating, and a

general knowledge of any fact or set
of facts is a distinct benefit to the
race. All this is relative only to one
branch of the science as it is classi
fied, namely, that of the selection of
foods. The other division—unneces
sarily subdivided by most writers—

.i
s that of the preparation of foods.

In this branch the work of the scien
tists is deserving only of praise. Not
only does it advance the welfare of
humanity by promoting economy of
labor and expense, but it confers dis
tinct benefits by showing how the
really valuable elements of food are
best treated, and how the best
effects are to be obtained. This

is of prime importance in the preven
tion of disease and the conservation
of vital force.

Gooo NATURE AT THE TABLn—If
good digestion is to “ wait on ap
petite," it is important that the mind
state should be favorable when we
are eating. The habit that so many
of us have of retailing our ills at the
table is a bad one and should be se

verely condemned at all times. Wis
dom can but approve what an ex

change writer has to say in this
regard:

“ Don't bring your troubles to the
table or allow yourself to think or
speak of domestic cares during meal
time. Half of the nostrums for the
cure of dyspepsia, headache and neu

ralgia would disappear from the mar
ket if this rule should be followed.
Silence and surliness on the one hand,
querulous fault-finding and snarling
on the other, are bad aids to digestion
and convert a feast into a fruitful
breeder of disease. Those who have

read ‘ Southey's Table Talk,’ and
other works of the kind, may realize
how greatly an agreeable, intellectual
Conversation can be made to conduce
to physical benefit, and how a ready
reply or happy repartee may convert

a meal into a ‘feast of reason,’ as

well asa moral agency for permanent
mental and physical improvement.
Try it. There is nothing like acquir
ing a habit in such matters. If you
do not find a rich return in improved
spirits, appetite and general bodily
and mental comfort, the whole science
and theory of hygiene is a delusion.
Mr. Pecksniff's belief that in setting
his wonderful digestive machinery in
motion he was a benefactor of so~

ciety was not a very bad idea after
all."

_.- m-.- _* .
A WALKING MATCH.

FLESH EATERS w. VEGE'I‘ARIANS.

AST year in Germany, a walking
match occurred which was par

ticipated in by thirty-nine persons,
twenty-six meat eaters and thirteen’
vegetarians. At 6 o'clock in the morn
ing they started, and in a forced march
the meat eaters took the lead, the vege
tarians going steadily and quietly on.

One of the flesh eaters had a sausage
round his neck, which caused great
amusement, but he soon collapsed, and
then another flesh eater had to take the

train. Long before the termination
the race had been won by the vege
tarians, who took the lead half way
on. The first in was the twenty-six
year old vegetarian, Mr. F. Bruhn;
he covered thirty-six miles in seven

hours and fifty-six minutes. Five
flesh eaters collapsed totally. The
vegetarians all reached the terminus,
one being 60 years old !
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EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., Enl'roa.

NEW YORIQ AUGUST, 1895.

MORE ABOUT I’HRENOGRAPII S.

N editor is expected to please a

good many kinds of people,

and he is fortunate indeed if he does

not make some enemies. No matter

how high his aims, or how conscien

tiously he lives up to his standards,

or how judiciously he may perform
his duties, a certain amount of criti

cism is always expected and always
in order; and so far from objecting
to a discussion of our methods, etc.,

we are heartily glad to receive sin

cere expressions of opinion from our

friends, however they may differ

with us as to our work. We there

fore take pleasure in giving space to

the following letter from an esteemed

old friend and subscriber :

New YORK, April 25, 1895.
To 111: Edi/0r of THE l’uRENoLoGicAL

JOURNAL;
Recent improvements in the intel‘

lectual and esthetical as well as ma
terial qualities of your magazine
prompt me to ofl'er a few comments
and suggestions in regard to its con
duct. I have been a student of your
special science for more than fifty
years, having in my youth been

favored with a copy of “Combe’s Con~
stitution of Man." From that day to
this I have been a student of and be
liever in the doctrine of mental phil
osophy propounded by the learned
German Doctors Gall and Spurzheim,
and for the past thirty years I have
read more or less of every number of
your magazine that has been pub
lished.

Not the least noticeable recent
improvement in THE PHRENoLomcAI.

JOURNAL is the pure literary quality
pervading its columns. The smooth,
rhythmic flow of the sentences in
many of the articles in which mental
characteristics of well-known persons
are analyzed and combined, makes it

a pleasure to read of the distinguished
characters delineated. even if the
phrenology proper in the case were
not considered. In this is evinced
acute metaphysical discrimination, an
indispensable prerequisiteto an expert
practical application of the science.
Opportunities for this style of skillful
work are afforded by the selection of
well-known and popular persons,
whose characteristics are of general
repute; and when these analyses
and combinations are shown to cor
respond to the contours and texture of
the brain, temperament, etc., in the
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same facile and cultured style, addi
tional interest in the science itself is
excited in the minds of thoughtful
and refined people.

In the earlier years, when phren
ology was struggling for recognition,
and, like all efforts of reform, was

subjected to the ridicule and con

tempt of the advocates of ancient
theories, little thought was taken of
elegance or beauty of style in the
delineation of character. As the

masters were conscious that the
structure rested on a solid founda
tion, they built upon it a substantial
framework with little regard to orna
ment or decoration. The leaders
were men of stalwart intelligence.
They stated and applied the facts
they had discovered with great force
and potency, and their apt illustra
tions necessarily arrested public at

tention. Their disciples have gen
erally followed in their footsteps; and

this obvi‘us adaptation of methods
to the appreciation and tastes of the

generality of the people, has exerted

a very marked leavening influence, so

that the principles of the science are
active in the community even where
they are not understood or recog
nized.

But there are still many skeptics
even among men of intelligence in

regard to the verity of the science,
and these recent publications in the

JOURNAL of the characteristics of dis

tinguished men, with their portraits,
and the exhibition of phrenological
indications as in harmony with their
known history, will probably some
times be explained as accommodating
Phrenology to the character of the

men, rather than indications of char
acter by the phrenological signs,
however skillfully incongruities may
be explained. It would certainly be
more satisfactory if the present im

provement in verbal description were

employed in methods that prevailed
more frequently in the past, in the

JOURNAL's publications, where the
examiner was entirely ignorant of the

person under his hands, except as he

was presented before him. This
method in the long past did much to
attract attention, and to diffuse a

knowledge of and faith in the
science.

I recollect, about the year 1847, a

gen'leman of commanding presence,
with features of the decided Roman
type, and strong, vigorous physique,
appeared at the rooms of Prof. L. N.
Fowler in New York for examination.
Of course the professor immediately
concluded that he had before him no

ordinary man, but he knew nothing
of his history or identity. The de
lineation of the character was made
in great detail, and it proved to be
one of the most exact descriptions of
facts in the man's history ever given.

(See l’HRENotooic/u. _jUURNAL,‘VO|.

9, page 233, 1847.) The subject was
Alexander Campbell, the distin
guished president of Bethamy Col
lege, and one of the leaders in a for
midable religious reformation ; the re
sult of which in its present status
numbers nearly a million communi
cants in the United States.

The description was published and

extensively circulated among his ad
herents, and gave considerable im

petus to the diffusion of phrenological
literature among them. Indeed, I
mightsay with propriety, that the lead

ing minds among these people, with
few exceptions, are phrenolrgical in

their views of mental science Nearly
every year one or more students of
this religious faith may be found in

the annual class of the American In
stitute of Phrenology in New York,
and often they are ministers in the

denomination. The reason for this
is obvious. The Gallian doctrine is
a potent agency in a scientific ex

planation of the numerous vagaries
and delusive theories that have cor
rupted the religious thought of man
kind, sothatit becomes the handmaid
of reformation. Religion is scien
tific as well as supernatural, and in
both aspects harmonious.

The publication in the JOURNAL
of character delineations by this lat
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ter method is still done occasionally,
and as the work is always by a master
in the art, they are much more effec
tive in the advancement of the cause
than in cases where the examiner is

supposed to have a general knowl
edge of the history of his subject in

advance. The case of Dr. B. B.

Tyler, in the November number,
1893, and of the Rev. F. D. Power,
in the January number, 1895, are in

point. The writer is familiar with
the history of both these gentlemen,
and the coincidence in both cases, of
the facts and the delineations, is quite
remarkable. M. C. TtERs.

We fully agree with Mr. Tiers that

character delineations of persons who

have come to us incognito are of

especial interest, and we hope to pub

lish such phrenographs more fre

quently in the future. We are aware

that they serve to convince skeptical
readers as to the possibilities of

phrenological character reading, and

possess a strong element of attract

iveness from the fact that the con

ditions are somewhat in the nature of

a test. The phrenologist in such

instances appears to be challenged,
as it were, to perform a supposedly
diflicult feat, and the interest in the

success of his effort is somewhat

similar to the interest people feel in

a debate or a contest of any kind;

and, as everybody knows, a fight al

ways draws a bigger crowd than any

thing else.

We have never been disposed in

the slightest to shirk anything of the

sort in the past, and the only reason

we have not given more such demon

strations of the phrenological art has

been a pressure of other duties, and

the difficulty of obtaining the proper

subjects, since it requires the co

operation of one or more third

parties, as a rule, to bringabout such

an affair. Again, we beg to say, that
while Mr. Tiers is quite right in his

statements, it should not be forgotten

that there are very great advantages
in studying the delineations of indi
viduals who have a national or world

wide reputation, and whose faces are

familiar to everybody, but whose

characters are not understood in de

tail. People have an excusable curi
osity to lift the veil to some extent

from the private life and character of
the eminent personages whose names

figure constantly in the newspapers,

etc., and it is a great mistake to sup

pose that a public character, such as

Grover Cleveland, the author of
“ Trilby," or Jim Corbett can be

fully understood simply by observing
his public acts. If a phrenologist

gives a reading of an eminent man,

it is assumed by some people that he

is governed very largely by his knowl

edge of the man's public career. To
those, however, who have had experi

ence in phrenological character read

ing, the opposite is well known to be

the case. With the single exception

of the specialty in which a great man

has become famous, the phrenologist
will be compelled to judge by the

organization presented as to every
condition or trait of character.

Take, for example, the character of
Henry George. Now it might be

supposed that a phrenologist would

know a great deal about Mr. George

from the fact that he isa reformer,
and that his special teaching relates

to a theory regarding the taxation

of land. But suppose we should in

quire as to whether Mr. George is

actuated by a sincere wish to benefit

humanity, or bya selfish desire to make
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money by his books? Suppose we in

quire whetherheisdominatedby vanity
or pride; whether he is an affectionate

man in his family, or cold and tyran
nical; whether he is a good judge of

color or not; whether he is religious,
or whether he has more generosity
than sense of justice; or whether he
has a sense of property; or is weak

in the esthetical sense; or whether

he is a good mechanic, etc. , etc., etc.,
and so on with twenty or thirty other

radical questions? How would the

fact of his being a reformer settle

these questions? Again, suppose

that the phrenologist is called upon

to give a delineation of Joseph Jef
ferson, the actor? Would he be safe

in merely guessing that Jefferson
is even a great mimic, and that his

success on’ the stage has been due

to his faculty of Imitation? Would

the phrenologist be able to say from

the newspaper accounts whether Mr.

Jefferson was generous or stingy;
whether he was fond of children;
whether he had great taste for paint

ing, etc., etc., etc.? Or suppose we

examine a great musician like Patti

or Joachim. Beyond the fact of be

ing a musical genius, what could we

tell from “ hearsay
"

?

Experience has demonstrated to us

for many years that we‘ do not dare

to give an opinion even as to a man's

specialty from what we read of him

until we have studied his organiza

tion, because even in a thing so

apparently simple as music we may

find upon examination of a musician

that his success depends upon his

mechanical talent rather than his

sentiment for art; or we may discover

that he has by nature more ability
for something entirely different, and

which he was prevented from learn

ing by the mere accident of poverty
or parental interference. In our
work in the consultation room we

have often remarked to a subject in

the chair that we preferred not to

receive any intimation as to his char
acter or pursuits, not that it would

really influence us, but simply because

it might appear to do so; and we have

noticed in thousands of instances
that the facts regarding an indi
vidual's organization were opposed
to his opinions and experiences. For
example, it often happens that a man

may be successfully engaged in one

profession, and yet have more talent
for something else which he has never
tried.

As an instance of unrecognized

ability we recall the case of a very
beautiful and talented girl who was

once brought to our office by a well
known judge of Kentucky. The
young woman was regarded by her

family as highly gifted in music. She

had been posing in her social circle
as a musician, and had been led to

suppose that music was unquestion

ably her special province. We do
not now remember exactly what we

said about her musical ability, but we

did emphasize her superior talent for

painting. She had a great deal more
of the cool, steady, fibrous tempera
ment than the emotional. She was a

pronounced brunette with scarcely a

trace of the emotional, sanguine

temperament, and having a phenom
enal development of Form, Size,

Color, etc., in connection with certain

other peculiarities, we did not hesi

tate to say that she would succeed

very much better in painting than in

any other line. But the girl thought
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far differently, and on her way home,

as she told us some months after

ward, she indulged in a good deal of

laughter at our expense. Still, for

some reason, she began to think it

over after a few days, and concluded

that she would take up her painting

again, in which she had dabbled a little

in former years, and see what she

could do. To her own surprise and

the astonishment of her friends,within
a very few months from that time

she was painting beautiful portraits
for which she received exceptionally

high prices. She then launched out

as an artist, established a studio in a

large city, and continued to devote

herself to that profession until she

was married a few years later. In

the meantime her music was almost

dropped, and her friends admitted

that her reputation was very much

greater with the brush and palette
than it had ever been as a pianiste.

However, we do not wish to ap

pear to be arguing the question. We

wish simply to be understood. As
studies of the eminent people of the

country are likely to occupy our first

attention in this line, and asit is difli

cult to delineate their characters

without knowing their identity, we

shall be very likely to continue to

present such delineations as we have

done heretofore; but we shall be

more than glad to introduce as fre

quently as possible the other kind of

descriptions also, and trust that our

friends will aid us in doing so when

they have opportunity. We 'wish to

thank Mr. Tiers for his kind words

and friendly advice, and shall be

pleased to receive communications

from others in regard to similar ques

tions.

TIIE APPROACHING SESSION OF THE
INSTITUTE.

HE indications are favorable

for an exceptionally large class

this fall, and we think we can promise

an equally exceptional course of in~

struction. The lecture room is being
improved, and the large cabinet, con‘
sisting of many hundreds of casts,

skulls, etc., has been carefully re

arranged and the objects of interest
all supplied with printed labels giving
the name, history, etc., of each one,
which will greatly facilitate the labors

of the students. The lecturers this
year are not only equipped with fresh

material, but are arranging their
work so as to cover a larger field

than ever before.

Many inquiries come to us as to

the necessary preparation for the

course. The best answer we can

give is that a willingness to learn

with a general knowledge of the out

lines of the subject are the chief
requisites. Of course the more the

student knows, if his knowledge is

accurate, the better; but it is no dis
advantage to come with compara

tively little preparation. On this
point Professor Sizer recently replied
to one of our correspondents in a

private letter as follows:

“Some men try to do too much in
the way of detail before they come,
and it often costs more time and
labor to undo false theories and
practices than it would require to
teach correct ones. If you have
studied temperament and the meaning
and location of the organs, you are
prepared to take the course of instruc
tion. We teach the student how to
teach, and, of course, how to under
standthe subject. Bad habitsin study
ing heads, and looking in awrong man
ner, are stumbling blocks which some
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have and which we sometimes nearly
fail in demolishing in the whole
course. Some men knowing next
to nothing of the subject go out
lecturing on phrenology to earn

money to come to the Ins itute to
learn how to lecture and examine
heads, and they get into awkward
and wrong habits which stick very
tenaciously to them, sometimes all
their lives. I would rather have

virgin soil and plant it as I wish than

to grub among the rank weeds of
error contracted and cultivated before
they come. This year I am here,

healthy and hearty, and may be for
five years to come—and I may not.
What the world gets from me it would
better try to get before I am unable
to confer it. Fix it if you can to
come September 3, 1895, and what
you lack you will then be all the better
able to get by yourself. Experience
under right rules makes a man
successful."

.Ee. .“ _
T0 WRITERS AGAIN.

E wish to say a few more

words regarding matter in

THE JOURNAL. We want to be ‘both

charitable and just, but we feel that,

although the beautiful principle of

lenity should occupy the larger space

in our thought, it should be preceded

by the consideration of equity. First
of all, we feel that it is our duty to

our subscribers as a whole to ‘give

them the best material that we can

secure and for which we can afford to

pay. This, it should be remembered,

is a larger duty than the one we owe

to the individual writers.

We say this to explain our position

in regard to the acceptance of some

contributions that we are obliged to

decline, although they are not es

pecially faulty as to composition.
We are placed, as it were, between

two fires. If we refuse to print cer_

tain of these articles we give offense

to the authors, who feel that we are

hypercritical or partial. On the other

hand, if we publish the cheaper sort

of contributions, especially when they
lack phrenological application and

point, we call down upon our heads

the criticism from a vast number of

our subscribers that THE JOURNAL
is deficient in force and attractive

ness. Under these circumstances we

feel obliged to favor the large ma

jorz'zjy rather than the small minority,

although we mean to try to please as

many as we can.

We have been pained, of late, to be

obliged to return several manuscripts
from subscribers for whom we feel a

very warm personal regard. These

writers have a sincere interest in

phrenology and the success of our

work, for which we are truly grate
ful, and we hope they will accept our

assurance that we decline their con

tributions only when we feel that we

must do so in the interest of a greater

duty.

Finally, as to the nature of the

contributions we need, we beg to re

peat that we require more articles

capable of pictorial illustration, and

that deal with sped/fr ajytliralr'ons of

phrenology. Almost daily we receive

manuscripts setting forth in glitter

ing generalities the broad fact that

phrenology is valuable, important,

applicable, useful, advantageous,

available, practicable, indispensable,
necessary, beneficial, etc., etc., etc.

But this is not enough. Our readers
are doubtless all satisfied that phren

ology is a great science, and if we

continue to repeat this statement
without explaining 1107i! it is so, we

may be accused of imitating the pat
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ent medicine advertisers, who simply

announce that their nostrums will

cure all diseases, without explaining
the action of the medicines.

People like to learn things that

they can apply in their own lives, and

as the opportunities for using phren

ology are almost infinite we ought to

give more attention to this side of

the subject in our literature. For

example, we take pleasure this month

in publishing an article that deals

with the marriage question in a prac

tical way. While it is by no means

exhaustive, and while we cannot say

that we might not like to add to it or

modify it in some respects, it has the

kind of point and definiteness that

furnish material for thought. When

the author says, for instance, that

there ought to be five conditions

equal and five conditions different,

and specifies these conditions as he

does, he gets right down to the prac

tical plane on which every student

can work. If the reader is a lover

he will probably be interested in de

termining whether his sweetheart has

the combination that would be desir

able according to that scheme. And

to those persons that are already

married, but that feel the need of a

more harmonious life, it will be al

most equally interesting to subject

themselves to a species of examina

tion in the light of this new knowl

edge. Even in cases where it is dis

covered that there is an inextinguish

able element of antagonism existing

in both parties, such as an excess of

combativeness or Firmness, it will

still be of advantage thus to be re

minded of the fact, and thereby

stimulated to avoid the undue exer'

else of such a faculty when dealing

with the conjugal partner. Applica
tions of our science such as this, re
lating both to marriage and choice of
pursuits, will surely be both enter

taining and profitable to our readers,
and we repeat once more that we
hope they will assist us in securing
matter of this kind.
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pnmded, 1f rorrrrfionn'tnfs :lml/ expect In to (is:
Hum [In benefit ofan early consideration.

ALWAYS write yaurfull nameamladdrnrplainly.
Ifyau us: a )Irminnym or initials, 'wril: your full
nan” and ndrlrzss also. Sam! correspondent: for‘?!
!0 If!!! t/tn'r names,

w— ~—

nrrespnntlenls.

We CAN NOT UNDERTAKB TO RETURN UNAVAILABLE

corin'bulion: unless the necen-ary fasfagr I": prm
aided by M! *wrz'lers. IN ALL CASES, ferrous‘ who
communicate with 14:through 1/1: )ort-qflire .r/muld,

ift/zry expect a "fly, inc/0:: the rlturn liar/age, or
whal i: brlfzr, a prelairi "tulle/t, ‘wiflt Meir fail
address.

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS MAY BE SENT TO THE GENERAL
nll'tnr, Dr. Edgar C. Bea/I; but nmtllr: rlltzling to

CHILD CULTURE, SCIENCE or HEALTH, or 0/11 strict];
medical nature, should be sent )rrfrrabl] to Dr. H.
S. Drajlon, wkn has special rkarg: of flux: drparl
ments‘.

Wu ALSO EARNBSTLY REQUEST OUR CORREPONDRNTS
to write a: legié/y a: possible. Wlurnmrpracll'cablr
an a typrwritzr. In this way yau will [fl/tin! labor,
a-uar‘dmirundzrrtandi'ngrp ndururz earlier attention

Atconor. 0R ToaAcco—W. A. P.—There
is no doubt which of these acco'mplishes
the greater harm. A little examination
of the statistics of crime, vice and disease
will soon convince any one that alcohol is
the more serious evil. Tobacco is highly
poisonous, but it is not so directly brought
into contact with the vital centers as alco
hol is, through drinking habits. The path
ologists will tell you how this insidious
spirit poisons and impairs organic func
tion. No part of the human body seems
to be able to avoid its approach. Tobacco
affects the heart nerves and the respiratory
passages. ‘For the most part alcohol
strikes at these, but also has a perverting
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effect upon the organs of digestion, and

through them the nervous system receives

injury, and mind and character are en

feebled and depraved in time. You have

but to look around you for a multitude of

evidences in regard to the havoc wrought

by liquor drinking. The secretary of the

National Temperance Society, New York,

will furnish you with abundance of printed

testimony, and if that may not appear
" scientific" enough you may apply to the

editor of the journal of [Marie/y, Hartford,
Conn., for further convincing data.

PSYCHOLOGY—S. B.—“ Modern Psy

chology" has borrowed not a little of its

method and principles from phrenology.

It measures heads and bodies, considers

size, weight, form, quality, temperament,
etc., and in its application to education

makes the physical characteristics neces

sary attributes in the determination of

mental capability. Read James, or Sully,

or Ziehen’s “ Introduction," and you will
find that the " new" is a very different

thing from the old mental philosophy, the

"new" having so much reference to brains.

DELICATE FEATURES, ere—M. M.-——~You

should explain the matter more at length,

as we do not understand the purpose of the

inquiry. What, for instance, do you mean

by a " symbolical head?" Tell us some

thing about temperament, conduct, etc.

You may have struck an interesting case.

COMPARISON OF Heaps—M. B. N.—lt
would be much better for the satisfaction

of the parties concerned, especially the ex

aminer and you, if you would send photo’

graphs of the heads—side views being pre

ferred, or views that give some idea of the

long diameter of the head. Also, instead

of noting organs by number mention them

by their names, abbreviating to save

space. Of course it will be understood

thata description predicated of the chart

markings by an examiner unknown to us

must be regarded as a rather arbitrary

afi‘air. While it may be near enough to the

facts of character and disposition, it may

not bea fair exhibition of our capability.

A skillful physician is not inclined to take

the description of another physician as his

only basis of judgment in a serious case of

sickness; he would see the patient and ex

amine him before offering advice as to

treatment. It should be understood that
the margin of error is wider in phreno
logical diagnosis than in medical, and the
phrenological examiner should have as

much opportunity for inspecting the head

of the person who desires his advice as it
may be possible to give. This course

takes the matter out of the domain of con

jecture, and is, therefore, more satisfactory
to the intelligent and serious applicant.

DOG-BITE AND H YDROI’HOBIA—P. L.—
We are of opinion that your fears are un

necessary—that the dog-bite will not cause

any such malady, as the dog is a healthy

animal. llydrophobia is considered a

microbe disease, and the animal must have

the disease to be able to communicate it.

We are of opinion, further, that a so-called
mad dog does not communicate the disease

to all he bites. it happens sometimes that
such an animal running loose may have

bitten a considerable number of dogs and

other animals before being killed, yet a

small percentage of them show rabies.
We have known fanciers to be bitten with
out serious result. Youatt, the great horse

authority, was bitten very often. Although
“ hydrophobia" is now called by many a

germ disease, its real nature has not been

fully determined, and there are some good

pathologists who doubt the specific nature
of hydrophobia.

TEA DittNKtNo.—The much drinking of
tea undermines the nervous stability. Peo
ple may say that they do not use a strong
beverage, butan inveterate habitué usually
wants a mixture that he can taste, and that
means a more than average infusion or
decoction. The narco-irritant principle
strikes at the nerve centers, the brain
itself, and hence the restlessness, dizziness,
headache, insomnia and imperfect circula~

tion of which tea drinkers often complain.
As one authority has said ; " To speak of
this beverage as ‘the cup that cheers and

not inebriates' must be regarded as an in
stande of poetic license. Certainly
it belongs to the realm of poetic fancy rather
than to that of scientific fact. And it may be

claimed that its author by his subsequent
melancholia and suicide demonstrated the

danger ofindulgence in this direction." No,
we do not approve tea drinking as a habit.
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In this department wcgive short reviews of such

N" BOOKS as publishers seefit to send us. In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis

facton‘ly and justly, and also to furnish our readers

with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the

better class of books heating from thepress, and we

hwito publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially tlwac minted in any way to

mental and physiological science. We can usually

oupplu any of those noticed.

DRUGS AND HEART FAILURE, a brief

monograph by the well-known hygienist,

Dr. Chas. E. Page, of Boston, points the

moral of sudden deaths after the adminis.

tration of drugs specially "indicated" in

such cases.

TIIE UsE or ALcoIIoL IN HEALTH AND

DIsEAsE. By A LADY PII\'sIcIAN. Issued

from the press of L. N. Fowler & Co., of

London.

A little monograph of practical interest to

nursing mothers especially, giving the

facts of observation and experience in a

clear, direct manner, and very earnestly

showing the dangers of alcoholic drinking

PIIRENOLOGY APPLIED 0R MADE PRAcTIeAL.

By JOHN BRETHERToN. An essay. read

before the Leyland Literary Society.

january 25, 1894.

The author points out many of the uses

and abuses of the mental faculties, and

their relative positions and indications of

development, interspersing his remarks

with incidents of a humorous quality,mere

colors illustrative of the point made. L.

N. Fowler 8: Co., London, publishers.

REPORT RELATING To THE REGISTRATION or
BIRTHS, MARRIAoEs AND DEATiIs l.\‘ TIIE

PROVINCE or ONTARIo FOR THE YEAR

ENDING 315T DECEMBER, I893. Printed

by order of the Legislative Assembly.

This interesting statistical account comes

to us per the courtesy of our friend, Dr.
Ross, of Toronto. It contains much

material for economic reflection. In the

main the growth of Ontario shows most

favorably in comparison with the other

provinces of Canada. The same general

preponderance, however, is exhibited in
the flux of population toward cities and

large towns, as in the United States.

THE EFFECT or DILuTE SoLuTIoNs or
CIIRoMIc AcID AND AcID URINE UPON
TIIE REn-BLooD CoRPuscLEs or MAN. By
M. L. HoLnRooK, M.D., of New York.

This paper is the record of experiments
that demonstrate the reticulated structure
of blood corpuscles—a direct and clear

statement of the method pursued—useful
for histologists who may wish to confirm
the results.

CoIN‘s FINANCIAL FooL.——The book with
this title is in answer to " Coin's Financial
School." It_discourses on the silver question
in a semi-humorous vein, and shows up
many misstatements and certain fallacies
in the reasoning of the author of that book.
It is well to view this silver question from
both sides. Although a great bugbear, and
made much more of than it deserves,
candid people should be desirous of know
ing what is involved. It is illustrated with
designs by Dan Beard. Price 25 cents. J.
S. Ogilvie Publishing Company, New
York.

THE TREATMENT OF LARYNGEAL TUBERCU

LosIs BY THE APPLICATION AND SIIRMu
cous INJECTION OF CREosoTE. By WAL
TER F. CIIAPPELL, M.D., M.R.C.S. New
York.

This reprint advocates and illustrates the
utility of direct local applications. In the
experience of laryngeal specialists it is
pretty well agreed that the most rational
mode of treatment is by the direct applica
tion. We are of that opinion decidedly
from our own private and clinical experi
ence.

REPORT or run AMERICAN HUMANE AssocIA_
TIoN 0N VIVISECTION AND DIssEcTIoN 1N

SCHOOLS. Issued by this Association for
the purpose of showing the trend of
opinion among our better educated
people with regard to vivisection as a
method of instruction.

We are glad to note so strong an ex
pression of disapproval. Dr. Holbrook
hits the fact when he says:

" Study animals
alive, acting naturally, and some good can
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be learned. Studying them in the throes

of pain cannot help teach hygiene.’I
Pamphlet merits wide distribution. Can
be obtained for four cents in postage

stamps by addressing Dr. Albert Lefling
well, 62 Kirkland street, Cambridge, Mass.

Tm: CLINICAL DIVISIONS or PNEUMONIA:
A Clinical Lecture Delivered at the New
York Post-Graduate Medical School. By
ANDREW H. SMITH, A.M., M.D.

This excellent monograph by Professor
Smith is but an example of his method of

clinical exposition. Somewhat adherent to

the therapeutical views of a generation ago,

he is nevertheless a frank, liberal and earn

est student of disease, and his plain and

carefully full statements, contrasting
sharply with the veneered style of some

New York instructors in the schools, always
impress those who attend his clinics.

How TO MAKE MONEY ALTHOUGH A WowtN.
By IRENE W. HART'l‘. No. Got the Peer
less Series. Quarterly. New York: J. S.

Ogilvie Pub. Company.
“ Although a woman," the author deals

with her subject energetically and

shrewdly, giving excellent advice for the

woman's use who would or must shift for
herself. She has capital things to say
about earning pocket money, getting over
hard plans, adopting professions, literary
and scientific, etc. You would think that
she had been there herself as you read her

practical words.

Tm: INTERNATIONALANNUAL AND PRACTI
TioNaRs‘ Innsx for 1895. New York: E.
B. Treat, publisher.
The thirteenth number of an under

taking by no means insignificant lies on

our table—a volume of over six hundred
pages. As a digest of the progress of
medicine it certainly is " up to date," and

prepared in such convenient form as to be a

ready reference for a moment's examina

tion. Mr. Treat is to be credited with

uncommon enterprise in his publishing of

this annual. It isa book that comprehends
features of more value than the ordinary

medical cyclopedia, as would be inferred

at once by the educated physician on

glancing down the list of contributors. Of

course a progressive volume would be

expected to have much of its space filled

with notes on recent treatment and new

remedies. The “ organic extracts" receive

attention. More than usual space is given
to certain forms of nervous disorders,

especially in children. Antitoxine and the

analogous serum injections are considered
with some fullness. A well illustrated
section on Sanitary Science is included,

besides a condensed report on new instru
ments that have received much favor from
the physician and surgeon. A casual
examination shows that those features of

late introduction and prospective value

have been carefully included in the current
text of the volume. A very complete

index renders the work of more available
service.

OUTlNG TRu-s AND TouRs.
to Bil/linger": Aloni/or Guide.

Supplement

1895.

An attractive, interesting and helpful
issue for those who tour or excurse in these

genial days. Charmingly illustrated, and

adapted to all purses.
'

HENDERSON'S MIDSUMMER CATALOGUE, 1895.

Advice and Aids to Summer Gardening.
Illustrated. New York.

POPULAR SCIENCE—July number tells its

readers something of Natural History, The
Developmentof the Candle, Mecca Pilgrims
and sundry useful things for every day.
Boston.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

THE Vancouver Phrenological Society,
at Vancouver, B. C., is still in existence
and has awakened quite an interest in the
science in that city. Lately it has been
discussing “ The Temperaments and Their
Effect Upon Character."

H. B. PARKER, class of '75, recently gave
a lecture at the Institute at jonesboro,
(2a., on "The Utility of Phrenology to
Teachers," which was exceedingly well re
ceived. He expects soon to lecture at
Cumberland, same State.

PROF. LEVI HUMMEL, class of '77, writes:
"I am getting nearer and nearer the
lecture field. In the meantime I am still
collecting physiological and anatomical
apparatus, and adding to my already very
large collection.

“Iam glad to hear such encouraging
reports from those who are in the field. It
shows that the greatest science that the
world has ever known is constantly gain
ing ground. I wish every good, honest
and skillful phrenologist Godspeed in his
or her work.

"Glad to see Tm: PHRENOLOGICAI,

JOURNAL still holding its own; each new
number is better than the preceding one."

TUE work of the Cincinnati phrenologi
cal Society was quite successful at the
Humane Bazaar lately held in that city.
They turned in $53 clear as their contribu
tion from examinations. They were the
rivals of the Gypsy Camp held at the other
end of the hall, where Solar Biology,
Psychometry, Graphology, Palmistry,
cards and tea-grounds held the curious
seekers after fate. The society adjourned
for the summer _lune :4 to meet again the
first Friday in September, 1895.

M. J. KELLER, Cor. Sec.

SINCE the beginning of this year the New
York Society of Anthropology has held
regularmeetlngon thefirst Monday evening
of each month. In January Dr.Charles W.
Brandenburg lectured on " Brain, which
part do we use most?" In February Albert
Bausch spoke on " What is Anthropology,"
in March the Rev. W. .I

. B. Daly on
“Phrenology and the Human Soul," in
April Prof. Nelson Sizer on "Man. His
Make-up and Mission," in May Dr. H. S.
Drayton on "Where are We? An Anthro
pological Vista of Modern Man," which last

lecture closed the course for the season,
which will reopen on the first Monday in
September. The subject and lecturer will
be announced next month.

Corresponding members solicited.
Ctt.-\s. W. BRANDENBURG, M.D.,

239 East 14th St., N. Y.

DEAR FRIENns: Since last September I

have spent eight weeks at Lakewood, N.
_]., \vhereI lectured and examined many
tine-grained persons.

At Atlantic City, where'I recently spent
a few days,I found Prof. W. Rutter,
who is prospering. During the time of my
phrenological practice I have lectured no
less than fifty times in hotels and branches
of the Y. M. C. A., from whom I have com
mendatory letters for my scientific work in
character delineating. Eighteen hundred
and ninety-five is my seventh year in the
study and practice of Phrenology, and it is

my intention to do what old Prof. Newton
told me to do, viz. :

“ Stick to Phrenology
for life."

For some time I have interested myself
in the anatomy of the brain and skull,and

it is my purpose thoroughly to acquaint
myself with these subjects, so that I can
more ably handle the medical men, many
of whom I have converted to Phrenology.
As amatterof fact, it is hard for me to find

a person who can dispute successfully the
truth of the phrenological descriptions of
their characters and talents as given by
myself. Thus I have discovered that I

really can delineate correctly (about as [07‘

rm'lly as the best of those whom I have

met) with few exceptions.
Last fall, while lecturing in a first-class

hotel at Ocean Grove, I said among other
things that I knew what I was talking
aboutand intended to prove it. I asked
that some one should blindfold me, and
requested the audience to select their own
subject, with the understanding that the
person should not speak until the delinea
tion was completed. I told the gentleman
who had been chosen that he would make
a first-class lawyer, author or a‘clergyman.

I afterward learned from the subject him
self that he was Isaac Franklin Russell, a

professor in the University of Law, New
York City, and an author as well, and that
he had studied for the ministry.

Sincerely,
JonN Joscm KEARNEY.



Swain Cookery
OOOO

A Practical Guide Book
Of handy size, making it very convenient for kitchen use

OOOO

The author is a practical hygienist, and the suggestions advanced in
the book will be found almost invaluable. The book is dedicated to
those who love the largeness of life and the bounty of good living.

Partial Contents . . .

Practical su gestions and combinations of food, bread, soups, vege
tables, fruit rinks, sauces, pies, cakes, salads, deserts, menus at the
table of one of the best sanitariums in the United States, daily menus for
a week for a beginner. BEST 20c. COOKERY.

Emerson says . .

“ If the right theory should ever be discovered we shall know it by
this token : that it will solve many riddles.” Accordingly, the cook of
the future will not only conform to the laws of hysiology and hygiene,
but will afford the utmost gratification to the pa ate and in no wise out
rage a refined, artistic sense. The recipes, gathered from an experience
of twenty years in dealing with the sick and well, are especially adapted
for family use. It contains preparations rich in nutritive value and also
the properties desirable in human food. The recommendations are ex
emplified in the fact that most of our greatest thinkers and longest lived
men have been persons of re lar habits and of plain living at their table.
Plain food nourishes the bfiuod better, and it does not use up the vital
forces as fast as a stimulating diet, thereby avoiding dyspepsia, either in
emaciation or the other extreme of coarse complexion, superfluous
flesh, and disfiguring enlargement of the digestive region. The book
ends with the motto :

“ The study of what to eat is man’s strongest castle of health.”

OOOO

_—fl2lCE $1.50 POSTPAID*

FOWLER & WELLS co.
:7 East 2|st 5L, NEW YORK
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0N RECEIPT OF

WITCHCRAFT

PLANCHETTE MYSTERY

FROM 'rns EDlNBURGl-l REViEW

A few copies left : ; : :
- -

i

FOWLER 8i WELLS CO.

27 East 21st Street, New York

WE WlLL SEND ALL OF THE FOL

LOWING BY EXPRESS PREPAID$5.00
The books are not shell-worn, but bright and new. lust from the binders.

ll'ld should be n valuable acquisition to any library.

HUMAN NATURE in the light of Physical Science, including Phre
nology, by Dr. Caleb 5. Weeks - - - - -

INFLligNkCE
OF THE ZODIAC UPON HUMAN LIFE, by Eleanor

r - - . - - .

HEALTH i‘llSCELLANY. treating of “ External Senses," " Chronic
Catnrrh,” uWater Treatment of Fevers,” “Who Are the
Healthy Women Among Us?" "Twin Curatives," " Nature
and Water Cures all Diseases,” etc. - - - -

COMPARATIVE PHYSIOONOMY, by Redfleld - - -

A BACHELOR'S TALKS ABOUT l'lARRiED LIFE. Chapters of
which treat of “My Brother's Parlor,” " A Home Not Like
Heaven," " Newly l‘larried,” " After the Honeymoon,” “The
Young Wife's Troubles." “obedient Babies." “Justice to
Children," “in the Country with the Boys,” - -

MASTERPIECES from Pope, AEsop, Milton. Coleridge, Goldsmith,
with notes and illustrations by S. R. Wells and Dr. H. S.
Drayton - - - - - -

s .50

L50

.25

2.50

[.50

L25

FOWLER 6: WELLS C0., 27 East 2|st Street, New York.
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BUY or HIRE

Good
I
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Reading ALL MAKES.

Remingtons, $40.

SEND FOR CATALOGUESPIRITUALISM

154 Barclay Street, New York.

Price $|.oo, postpaid '
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THE WIN‘I’HROPFRI”, 32"‘ LAFAYETTEPLACE, NEWYul

Hammonds 6: Yosts, $30.

‘ The best place in the world to

An Old Story
,

TYPEWRITERS!

Caligraphs, $25.

‘TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE,

156 Adams Street, Chicago, Ill.

38 Court Square, Boston, l‘lass.
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In the case of the Large Bust, the subscriber pays the expressage. Premiums 2, 3 and 4 are
sent preps d.

FOWLER & WELLS 00.. Publishers, 27 East Twenty-first Street, New York.

Very likely the first time you buy

CONSTANTINE’S i;PINE TAR 8 OAP
(Persian Healing)

you buy it because it is soap, and you expect it

to do the part of ordinary soap. After using you
find (unlike ordinary soap) it doesn’t only cleanse

’

—it softens the skin, removes roughness, heals

pimples and irritation, and is beautifying to the

complexion. The second time you buy it—well,
those who use it know why. Ask them.—All

druggists.
'
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fl NQwoand Important \llorK

Fowler & Wells Co. hereby announce that they will shortly offer the work
entitled " How to Study Strangers ; By Temperament, Face, and Head."
by PROFESSOR NELSON Sizrza. He is well known as the author of several
valuable books and as a lecturer on Phrenology for more than fifty-six years.

He has been connected with our house since 1849, as the principal
examiner, and more than a quarter of a million of persons, who were eager
to know their best pursuit, and how to use their talents to the best advantage,

have been under his professional hands, and they need no introduction to
him or his work.

In the author's preface he says :

“The subject of this work, ‘How to Study Strangers,’ needs no
apology, though the manner of its treatment may warrant a word of
explanation. I have spent fifty-six years in lecturing on human character
and in making personal descriptions of the same. These were addressed to
public audiences or to individuals and their friends, and of course, being
strangers to me, they required language at once decisive and seemingly
dogmatic. Patrons insist upon absolute statements and will approve and
accept nothing else. The reader is requested, therefore, to remember that
every page of this book has been dictated to a stenographer in the same
manner as the descriptions of the personal character of strangers are uttered,
and if the language seems too positive, egotistical or abrupt, it may result
from the long and necessary habit referred to, or perhaps from the fact that
I thoroughly believe every line in the book.

“In 1882, having completed man‘s allotted age, I wrote and published
my third book, ‘Forty Years in Phrenology,’ and though being healthy
and joyous, I closed it with a benediction to my friends and readers as my
last contribution. and when a copy came from the bindery I wrote on
the fly-leaf:

“ ‘The first copy of my last book I devote to my beloved wife, this
nth day of November, 1882.’

“She urged me to promise that I would not write another book, but
confine myself to the smooth sailing of professional office-work, but three
years afterwards ‘Heads and Faces’ was launched, and 135,000 purchasers
have sought for and sanctioned it; and now, ten years later, I am giving the
finishing touches by writing the preface for ‘How to Study Strangers,’
designed to be my last book and a sequel and companion for ‘Heads and
Faces,’ yet so different as to fill a place of its own.

“ To the survivors and friends of more than 250,000 persons who have
been under my hands professionally, and to more than 600 graduates of the
American Institute of Phrenology, I hopefully commit this, my latest work,
as a token of affectionate interest and regard."

This work will contain more than 300 illustrations, mostly portraits,
and 365 pages, octavo. Cloth, $r.50, postpaid.

FOWLER 8: WELLS 60., 27 East zlst Street, New York
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ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.

A I’I-IRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D.

E expect reformers, as a rule,
to be peculiar in some re

spects, and we are never surprised to
find them even eccentric to a re
markable degree. People who are

harmoniously balanced, whose diges
tion is good, who are happily situ
ated as regards their business and
domestic affairs, are likely to be of
the opinion that this world in its
present condition isa very delight
ful place. It is difficult for them
fully to understand the misfortunes
of others, or to discern the radical
imperfections in the existing order
which their ill-favored fellows so
clearly perceive. Thus it happens
that reformers are usually individuals
who in their personal experiences
have deeply felt the pressure of wide
spread evils, and who, to make their
own surroundings agreeable, if not
to increase the happiness of their
neighbors, have arrayed themselves
in hostility to some of the established
institutions, laws or customs.

In some instances the motives of
innovators and iconoclasts are not
wholly free from feelings of revenge
or selfish ambition; and it is only the
truth to say that some of the great
est steps in the world's progress have

been due to the [labors of men and
women who, if not devoid of philan
thropy, were at least far from noble.
Catharine II. and Napoleon were
characters of this sort. But it is

pleasing to know that there have
been and are objectors to many pre
vailing theories and practices—res
formers in the truest and best sense,
who sincerely believe that certain
changes would greatly increase the
sum of human happiness, and whose

sympathies are so keen that they
cannot refrain from taking part in
the work they so ardently desire to
see accomplished. In the latter
class we may count Mrs. Elizabeth
Cady Stanton.

'

Benevolence is the key to this
woman's character as a reformer. She
is no pessimist, and does not rebel
against the existing conditions be
cause they seem to her to be inher
ently faulty. She does not complain
of the earth, its fertile valleys, rock
bound treasures and beautiful rivers,
or even the constitution of human
nature as it would beif released from
the fetters of old mistakes. She
sees how easily the human race could
be happy if only made truly free, and
her chief protest is against the injus
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tice, ignorance and usurpations of
authority which. on the part of cer
tain classes, curtail the liberties of
the masses, particularly of-her own
sex. She likes the world, but she

desires a better administration of its
affairs. Her idea is not to destroy
the social fabric, but simply to read

just its tangled threads. She has a

phenomenal organization as respects
the capacity to enjoy life, so that the

only thing needed to complete her

ELIZABETH CADY STANTON AT THE

AGE OF SIXTY.

happiness would be to know that
others were as happy as herself.

Unlike many other eminent people,

Mrs. Stanton‘s personal appearance
is quite in keeping with her remark
able career. Though not tall, she is

certainly one of the most distinguished
looking women in the world. Her
figure has that plumpness which indi

catesisuperb health, and it would be

difficult to find a more perfect facial

sign of digestion than is shown in the

fullness of her cheeks. She has also
the rare power of sleeping at will

under almost any circumstances.
Her eyes are clear gray, and her hair,
which was naturally dark brown, is
now of that peculiar quality of white
ness which, though as devoid of color
as the purest snow, still in some
mysterious way reflects a shimmer of
vitality and youthful vigor as beauti
ful as it is rare in one so old. At
first glance she reminds one of some
grand European court lady of a hun
dred and fifty years ago suddenly
come to life, and still no person could
be freer from all affectation of pomp
or power. Her manners are the per
fection of simplicity and graceful
ease. She disdains all the arts and
wiles of those superficial minds that
have no fountain of genuine character
or talent. She pleases without an
effort because the most spontaneous
expression of her true self is quite as
agreeable as any quality that she
could assume.

As might be expected, Mrs. Stan
ton’s head is of extraordinary size,
measuring 22% in. around the base,
and 14 in. from ear to ear over the
crown. The occipnt and cerebellum
are exceptionally large. All the
domestic qualities are very marked.
Her affections are all deep, warm and
tender. Her maternal love is great
enough to extend in some measure to
the whole human family. Her interest
in people would be as unfailing and
constant as life itself. To her senses
there is sweet and holy music in every
note in the gamut of human love.

Combativeness is of only average
influence. Destructiveness is rather
large, however, and confers much of
the energy she manifestsin her work.
She has a kind of courage which is
a result of great enthusiasm and hope
fulness, combined with moderate
Cautiousness. She has little fear of
anything, and thus when obliged to
engage in controversy or other forms
of strife she is quite as efficient as
other persons of greater combative
ness who lack hope or definite ambi
tion.

The head is rather narrow at ac
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quisitiveness and secretiveness, in

which respect she resembles the
majority of great reformers. Her
approbativeness is strong, but the
sentiment ofself-valuation is decided

the floor would open and permit her
to drop out of sight.

Probably the reason why the sense
of selfhood is so often deficient in

superior minds is because their intel

ELIZAHETH CADY STANTON.

ly feeble. This is another peculiarity
frequently to be found in people of
genius. Mrs. Stanton says that she
never rose to address an audience
without a sensation of wishing that

lectual horizon is so wide, and studed
with so many interesting gems of
knowledge, that their attention is
absorbed in things external to their
personality. Self-esteem, when very
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active, implies a consciousness of
one's superior power in relation to
the environment. Its exercise im
plies a recognition of one’s personal
worth. In its very essence it is
opposed to all forms of self-abnega
tion. As its seat in the brain is in
the most posterior portion of the
crown, its function naturally antag
onizes the elements of trust, submis
sion, imitation, sympathy and charity,
which occupy the frontal top head.
Its influence upon the character,
therefore, is toward an autocracy
which in a degenerate form becomes
tyranny. In the course of mental
evolution the brain rises and expands
in the direction of the upper fore
head. The upward tendency of our
race in philosophy, religion and
aesthetics is shown in the great
advances of recent times in regard to
all forms of slavery, penal legislation,
literature, music, etc. In short, the
evidences are everywhere clearly
visible that the old adamant of selfish
ness and hate is now melting in the
sunshine of love. Altruism is the
watchword of to-day. Naturally,
men and women of genius from their
high ground are among the first to
see the freshest light. The prenatal
influences that produce the truest
genius are likely to be opposed to
the conditions that breed selfishness.
The possession of power and author
ity stimulates the desire to rule, and
this often defeats itself in the end.
Genius is more likely to be born of
unrequited toil. The possessor of
great wealth and power can afford to
fold his hands and rest. The pen
dulum of his activity has reached its
highest point and begins to descend;
but behind the man of great philan
thropic and intellectual power there
is a tension of forces in which the
thought of self as such is usually
obscured. As the greatest modern
word-painter has exquisitely said:
“ Adversity is but virtue’s foil; from
thwarted light leaps color's flame ; the
stream impeded has a song."

Mrs. Stanton's head is of only

moderate height on a line with the
ear at firmness, but expands con
siderably at the sense of justice, and
rises very perceptibly at hope. The
central region at reverence and faith
is only average, but the fullness at
benevolence is very conspicuous.
Imitation and mirthfulness are also
large, and there is a very noticeable
expansion of the temples at ideality
and constructiveness.

The intellect is philosophical and
literary rather than scientific. With
the exception of talent for specific
observation and memory of places,
the perceptives are quite large.
Language is very marked in the full
ness of the eye. The temporal
diameter at music is also consider
able, while the arching at the outer
angle of the eyebrow affords an illus
tration of order which it would be
difi‘icult to equal.

Causality, comparison and suavity
impart great fullness to the upper
forehead. The sense of human na
ture, however, is rather weak. Her
impressions and judgments of people
are therefore liable to be mistaken.
It is difficult for her to believe ill of
anyone. She has that magnanimous
confidence in human nature which
never suspects without the best of
reasons. No doubt she will some
times be deceived, but in the main,
as she lives in asuperior social atmos
phere, by thinking the best of people,
she will usually attract to herself the
best that others have to give, and
thus in the end will reap a harvest of
happiness which only those can know
who sincerely seek the good and
true.

BIOGRAPHY.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton was born

November 12, 1816, in Johnstown,
New York, and is consequently ap
proaching her eightieth birthday,
which is expected to be the occasion
of a very noteworthy celebration.
She was the daughter of the distin
guished Judge Daniel Cady and
Margaret Livingston, and her on
usual talents and strength of charac
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ter are unmistakably a direct legacy
from her father.

Her career as a worker in the
cause of woman has been so remark
able that very few persons are un
acquainted with its principal features.
It is interesting to recall the fact that
in the year 1848 she called the first
Woman Suffrage Convention that was
ever convened in the world, and from
that time to the present her zeal,
industry and enthusiasm for reform
have never relaxed. She is a woman
of varied learning and has been in
terested in a great many movements
besides that of woman's political
equality. It almost goes without
saying that she was an Abolitionist
and an advocate of temperance.

The following paragraph was writ
ten by Mrs. Stanton years ago, and
explains some of the circumstances
that led her to espouse the cause of
woman:

“ We lived in a Scotch neighborhood,
where many of the men still retained the
old feudal ideas of women and prop
erty. Thus, ata man's death his property
would descend to his eldest son, and the
mother would be left with nothing in her
own right. It was not unusual, therefore,
for the mother, who had probably brought
all the property into the family, to be made
an unhappy dependent on the bounty of a
dissipated son. The tears and complaints
of these women, who came to my father
for legal advice. touched my heart; and I
would often appeal to my father for some
prompt remedy. On one occasion he took
down a law book, and tried to show me
that something called ‘ the laws‘ prevented
him from putting a stop to these cruel and
unjust things. In this way my head was
filled with great anger against those cruel
and atrocious laws. After which the stu
dents in the office, to amuse themselves by
exciting my feelings, would always tell me
of any unjust laws which they found
during their studies. My mind was thus
so aroused against the barbarism of the
laws thus pointed out, that one day I
marked them with a pencil, and decided to
take a pair of scissors and cut them out of
the book—supposing that my father and
his library were the beginning and end of

the law! . . But when the students
informed my father of my proposed muti
lation of his volumes, he explained to me
how fruitless my childish vengeance would
have been, and taught me that bad laws
were to be abolished in quite a different
way. As soon as I fairly understood how
the thing could be accomplished, I vowed
that, when I became old enough, I would
have such abominable laws changed. And
I have kept my vow."

It will also interest our readers to
know that from a very early period
in her history Mrs. Stanton was
greatly influenced by phrenology.
With a sort of intuitive impression
that such must have been the case,
the writer asked her if she did not
regard phrenology as of immense
value as an engine of reform and
human development, to which she
replied in the affirmative with great
emphasis and warmth. The writer
then exclaimed, “Surely you must
have been familiar with Combe's
"Constitution of Man ! ”which led her
to say that that book had literally
lifted her up to the plane upon which
she has stood during all the years of
her active life as a reformer. It was
a source of great relief and comfort
to her as an explanation of many
things that had perplexed her in the
old interpretations of the Bible which
were current in those early days.

Mrs. Stanton has been ‘noted as a
brilliant writer as well as a speaker;
“The History of Woman Suffrage,”
published some years ago, and “The
Woman's Bible," now in press, to
which she was a chief contributor,
having attracted especial attention.
The latter is not exactly a new ver
sion of the Bible with certain pas
sages expunged, as many have sup
posed from the title, but rather a
series of comments and interpreta
tions representing the advanced
scholarship and liberal sentiment
entertained by the most eminent
American women.
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BY GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

LETTER 1.

OME months ago, while at dinner,
my younger sister asked me if I

was through traveling, or if I might
go abroad again. I replied that I
had been thinking that very day that
if no business prevented I should like
to go by some cheap route to Switz
erland, and on foot enjoy its beauties;
wander along the shores of its cele
brated lakes, climb its mountains,
pierce its tunnels and passes, mingle
with its people; in fact, mix and
mingle Switzerland with me—me with
Switzerland.

“What will it cost?" my sister
asked. I answered that I thought I
could make the journey for a few
hundred dollars. “If you could do
that," she said, “I would like to go
with you." A few days later she

mentioned the conversation to an
elder sister, who replied that, having
lived thirty years with her husband,
she did not doubt that he would will
ingly handover a few hundred dollars
for the-prospect of enjoying once

again, for a few months,thehlessings
of singleness and freedom. She re
marked afterward that she could not
help feeling a little piqued at the

alacrity of his favorable response.
The upshot is that to-day, Monday,

June 12, '93, finds the three of us as

second cabin passengers on the
“ Maasdam "

steamer, which belongs
to the Royal Netherlands line and is

bound for Rotterdam, stopping m
route at Boulogne, where in about a

week we hope to disembark.
We left East Twenty-second street,

New York, on Saturday, June 10, at

r2.3o_ and walked to Fourth avenue

and Eighteenth street, where we took
the blue car to Christopher street
ferry, carrying our own luggage. We
crossed the Hoboken ferry and there
employed a boy to assist us with our
traps to the extent of 15 cents. The
expense from house to steamerI all

included, was 39 cents. The round
trip steamer ticket cost us $71
each, which is less than the regular
fare, one of our influential friends
having procured us a slight discount.
A little tugboat, making a great pre
tense of its own importance by
violently pufiing, pulled us out from
the wharf about midday, and then we
started in earnest for the sea. All
the berths were taken.
- a: w: a: a a s

The Netherlands line does not
cater for a wealthy class of people,
as its prices are comparatively low;
therefore the crowd that assembled
at the wharf to bid us farewell did
not resemble in appearance the “four
hundred"; but their tears were as
genuine, and the perfume of their
roses just as sweet, although the
handkerchiefs that waved u~ off were
not of the finest cambric, and were
scented only with tau 1/: rologne. The
Dutch band, a little rickety, perhaps,
played familiar airs as we sailed
down the stream, and passed the
spires of old Trinity. We read the
big signs along the way of Babbitt's
Soap, of the French and White Star
Lines—passing tugs, and all kinds of
water crafts. We puffed our way to
the Battery, then by the Statue of
Liberty, the Old Fort, Governor's
Island, Far Rockaway, Jersey Coast,
Coney Island, and Sandy Hook.
Finally, lost was the land, and we
were out at sea. Slacking up we let
the pilot drop into his little boat
which soon floats away until it
becomes a speck upon the water.

* 1‘ 1r 1‘ i * *
Several days we have been at sea,

and are not at all disheartened by
our second-class accommodations.
My room at first seemed remarkably
small, and does not now grow larger;
but when I am in my berth, and at
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ease in mind, I find myself as com
fortable as in like berths for which I
have paid five times the amount.

Our first meal aboard ship was

supper at seven o'clock; the dining
room appeared ordinary, but the ser
vice was not bad. The bread and
butter are good, the puree of potatoes
was excellent, so also was the chipped
beef; and fairly good was the tea,
suggestive of English breakfast. We
had two kinds of cheese—one was
abominable stuff, a tough, brown
Holland cheese, spiced, yet tasteless.
The lighter cheese was quite edible.
The breakfast next morning was

satisfactory, although the coffee was
inferior, but the salted herring was
good and appetizing; the beefsteak
was thick, rare, and a surprise. We
passed by the oatmeal, as the extract
from the condensed milk in which it
floated did not look inviting. At
twelve o’clock we had lunch, which
consisted of well-made chocolate and
a kind of Dutch bun dotted with
black currants. Dinner at two
o'clock, when we had soup, two
kinds of meat, superbly cooked
potatoes, and three other kinds of
vegetables, and for dessert a queer
sort of cake, spongy and dry. After
the cake, finely flavored and juicy
oranges. With slight variations, this
I think is a fair description of our
daily food. No napkins are served
except for dinner, and they are of
paper, containing an advertisement
of the steamship line. The smoking
room we find a great comfort, large
and spacious, and the wine, beer and

liquors served therein are fairly good.
From Rotterdam they procure the
best Schiedam Schnapps which they
serve at five and ten cents per glass.
The Holland beer I do not fancy, still
it is well patronized and sells for fif
teen cents a large bottle, or by
draught at eight cents for a large
mug. As these ships stop at Bou
logne, they are able to orocure
French wines and brandies ; quite a

fair brandy is sold at ten cents a

drink, and good Medoc wine at thirty

cents per small bottle. It would
seem that the ladies should have an
equally good room, but they have
not, although they have free access
to the smoking room, of which not a

few take advantage.
While I am now writing, a little

insect drops upon my paper, and I
soliloquize upon the wonderfulness of
it. Where did it come from, why is
it here, where is it going, will it stop
at Boulogne with us to visit France,
or will it go on to Rotterdam and
visit the Dutch in Holland P Does it
know where it is going, or (like our

selves) is it wrapped in a network of
mystery? Does it love and suffer
like a human being or does it ever
remain happy by instinct ? I do not
know, do you 7

1k a: a * a a: *

Although several days out, the
roses are still fresh on the dining
room table, the sea remains calm,
and the weather perfect. I am sure
life averages just as well here as in
different parts of the landed world—
consequently we are content.

That same little Dutch band affords
us much amusement. Their hours of
scattering and of reuniting are mathe
matical. The bloated drummer is

likely to be up in the rigging while
the trombonist is emptying slops and
the flute player setting the table for
the noonday meal ; and then in the
twinkling of an eye they are suddenly
bedecked in their blue and gold uni
form,and are on deck discoursing mel
odies about “The Man in the Moon,"
or the things done in “The Bowery,
the Bowery." There is one member
of the band, a large blond Dutch
man who plays a large brass instru
ment, and is troubled with sea-sick
ness when not playing; consequently
he wishes to play all the time. His
brother artists sympathize with him,
therefore we are favored with an
abundance of music because whenever
he begins to feel slightly ill he insists
upon his partners joining him in a

concert. It is distressing to see
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him between times. I have often
noticed him in a quiet corner deathly
sick; and so far he has found but one

remedy for his oft recurring illness,
to hug his instrument, and toot with
out ceasing; then only is he happy,
for his imagination, we suppose, car
ries him away from the seainto beau

tiful Elysian fields where all water is

turned into lager beer and Rhine
wine; but as soon as the music is

over he becomes again the picture of
woe and rushes off to battle with his

distress.
The second cabin has no barber

shop or bath room, but the passen

gers are allowed the privilege of the

first cabin barber shop, and baths are

also furnished for twenty-five cents to
both men and women.

Sails are seen daily in the distance,
seeming as much in the sky as in the

sea, and as if made of white, trans
parent paper. A steamer occasionally
heaves in sight, and some of the

people now and then declare that
they have seen awhale, but the backs
of the whales so resemble the breast

of the sea, and these so rise and fall
together that whales may easily be

mistaken for waves, and waves for
whales. We have run in close con

tact with several families of por
poises. They were sleek and brown
and lively, and jumped so far out of

the water, and made such a lively
motion with their bending bodies and

tails, that there was no mistaking
their identity. Their darting, grace

ful movements are always a pretty
sight. Little black sea swallows
girdled with a belt of white down
follow us in mid-ocean day after day,
and circle and dart about with a

vitality and endurance not known to
man. The seasick have mostly re

covered, and the illusions of life are

again filling their minds here as else

where. The little Dutch band fur
nishes native and foreign music every
night, and I am quite pleased with
the general good behavior of our
second-class passengers; I have heard

scarcely a vulgar expression in the

smoking-room, and have seen nothing
which approaches intoxication. Such
a good account can seldom be given
of the first-class smoking room on
any of the fashionable lines.

* I Ill 4! ‘I’ 1! I’

We are now opposite the Scilly
Islands, which indicate that we are
twenty-four hours from Boulogne.

Our sympathies have been drawn
out to one little boy who is one of
four children ; the rocking waves
and fresh air of the sea have brought
only misery and almost death to him.
The doctor prescribed champagne for
him yesterday, which impressed me
as rather absurd, as the father seems

. in too poor circumstances to purchase
so costly a tonic, and if it were
necessary, it would appear to me that
the doctor might procure awine glass
full from some member of the first
class diners. The father, however,
willingly gave up the money for the
wine, as he would, no doubt, have
given his heart's blood, but the little
stomach was too weak, and it could
not retain even such a delicate medi
cine.

As I wish to give as minute an ac
count of the second-class passage
as possible, Iwould note that there
are no backs to the dining-room
seats—merely long benches; occa~
sionally before the meal is through
one's back becomes a little weary,
and now and then a vulgar man may
appear at the table in his shirt sleeves.
Such are specimens of the petty dis
comforts we have to endure; but the
sea and the sky, the birds and the
sunsets are the same to one class of
passengers as to another.

Last night as the sun sank slowly
into the ocean, it looked alive with
fire, and one mighthave expected the
waves to siz as it touched them; and
when the outer rim showed upon the
water, for a moment it looked like a
fallen star.

We often hear that miserable ex
pression on ship board, “to kill
time”; “let's do so and so, it wil
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kill time." The words almost give
me a chill; it seems terrible in this
short life that we should have any
time we should wish to murder!
What a suicidal act! How it shows
our own deficiency, and of what poor
substance our minds are composed!
With this wonderful world to look
upon and-to contemplate, its books
to read, its grand mysteries to solve,
should we ever have any “time to
kill ? "—and still are we not all com

pelled to acknowledge that although
we wish for life, we unconsciously
long to end it

, for it must be admitted
that the best of us are afllicted with
some hours of which we are anxiousto
get rid ?

A little while ago the sea gulls
came out as if to meet us and prob
ably to pilot us along the channel
into Boulogne. How graceful they
are, how fast they fly, and with what
little effort! how wonderfully they
are made! Would that we could
speed through the air likewise, but
alas we are only men and must ever
walk on the surface of the earth, be

ing able only to fly upon the wings of
our imagination.

It is wonderful how the sight of a

little mountain of land, desert like in

the distance, will lighten up the many
faces on board ship, and causea trans
formation that is as astonishing as it

is pleasant !

“ Land ! land!
someone cries, and children and
grown people take up the refrain as

if they had all been shipwrecked for
half a lifetime. How capricious are
we; how little it takes to give us

either joy or sorrow!~There is a

young man on board who has recently
been afflicted with blindness, and I

could not help feeling sorry for him

as the crowd about him joyfully cried
out “land," “look at the ships,"
“look at the steamer over there,"
“see that and this piece of land,"
“ oh, there is the light-house, look at

the light-house." Alas! the light in

his light-house has faded out for
ever. His was “The light that
failed."

We have passed Lizzard point,
where our ship no doubt has been
sighted and will be reported in the
New York evening papers.

During the last few days the Hof
meister has kindly furnished us with
several bound editions of London
magazines, and other literature. I

brought Zola's “ Downfall " with me,
and was loaned on the steamer,
“Guilderoy," by Ouida, which I re
gret having read. In this book as in
her other works she draws her im
moral women from the best society.
Indeed, to prove the nonchastity of
well-bred women seems her principal
object in writing. I can admire Zola
and 'l‘heophile Gautier, for while
they analyze the passions in a most
realistic manner, they do not so much
offend. They draw their characters
from natural and more truthful
sources, and no matter how plainly
they speak, their speech is truer to
life, while Ouida, it appears, would
wish to besmear the virtuous and
whitewash the guilty.

‘ I found knocking about the smok
ing~room an old magazine called
“The Idler," edited by Jerome K.
Jerome. One of his own articles im
pressed me particularly. After giv
ing the principal attractive resorts of
the world, he closed as given below,
and thus expresses my sentiments
and accounts somewhat for my
travels:

“ I think it most unfair to try to worm
out of a man, by the insidious subterfuge
of a symposium, the earthly paradise he
has discovered. Naturally, one does not
go to the trouble of accidentally lighting
upon an unsuspected haven, to give away
the secret to ten million other Idlers. But,
perhaps, even if I tell them the name of
the place I shall not be giving away the
secret. I know that I would have paid
handsomely for the tip, myself, years ago,
before I chanced on the great discovery
which has made all my holidays real boons
and pleasure trips quite a pleasure. For
in those bad old times I used to go through
all the horrors of preliminary indecision,
which are still, alas! the lot of the vast
majority. I used to travel for weeks in
Bradshaw, and end by sticking a pin at
random between the leaves as if it were a
Bible, vowing to go where destin pointed.
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Once the pin stuck at London, and so I
had to stick there, too, and was defrauded
of my holiday. But even when the pin
sent me to the Needles, or Putney, or nicer
places, I was invariably disappointed.
Like the inquisitive and precocious infant
of the poem, I was always asking for the

address of Peace, but whenever I called I
was told that she was not in, while the

mocking refrain seemed to ring in my ears:
‘Notthere, not there, my child.’ And at

last I asked angrily of the rocks and caves:
‘ Will no one tell me where Peace may he

found? Wherever I go I find she is some
where else.’ Then, at last, one nymph's
soft heart grew tender and pitiful towards
me, and Echo, hardly waiting till I had

completed my sentence. answered: ‘ Some
where else.‘

“A wild thrill of joy ran through me. At
last I had found the solution of the haunt
ing puzzle. Somewhere Else. That was

it. Not Scotland, or Switzerland, or Japan.
None of the common places of travel. But
Somewhere Else. Wherever I went,[ wished
I had gone Somewhere Else. Then, why
not go there at first? What was the good
ofrepiningwhenitwastoolate? Infuture,
I would make a bee-line for the abode of
Peace—not hesitate and shilly-shally, and

then'go to Bournemouth, or Norway, or
Antwerp, only to be sorry I had not gone to

Somewhere Else direct. In a flash, all the

glories of the discovery crowded upon me
_the gain of time, temper, money, every
thing. ‘A thousand thanks, sweet Echo,‘
I cried. ‘ My obedience to thy advice shall
prove that I am not ungrateful.’ Echo,
with cynical candor, shouted

' Great fool,‘
but I cannot follow her in her end-of-the
century philosophy. And I havetaken her

advice. I went Somewhere Else immedi
ately, and since then I have gone there

every year regularly. My wife does not

care for it, and suggests all sorts of con

ventional places, such as Monte Carlo and
Southend, but wherever she goes, be it the

most beautiful spot on earth, I remain
faithful to my discovery, and go to Some

where Else, where Peace never fails to

greet me with the special welcome accorded

to an annual visitor. The place grows
upon me with every season. Sometimes, I
think I should like to stay on and die there.

No other spot in the wide universe has half
such charm for me, and even when I die, I
don't think I shall go to where all the other
happy Idlers go. I shall go to Somewhere
Else.

"For Cromer may be the garden of sleep,

out you shall find sleepier gardens and

more papaverous poppies—Somewhere
Else, The mountain-pines of Switzerland
may be tall, and the skies of Italy blue,but

there are taller pines and bluer skies—
Somewhere Else. The bay of San Fran

cisco may be beautiful, and the landscapes

of Provence lovely, and the crags of Nor

way sublime, but Somewhere Else there
are fairer visions and scenes more majes
tic.

It never pails upon you—Somewhere
Else. Every loved landmark grows dearer
to you year by year, and year by year
apartments are cheaper—Somewhere Else‘.
The facilities for getting to it are enormous.
All roads lead to it, far more truly than to
Rome. There can be no accidents on the
journey. How often do we read of people
setting forth on their holidays full of life
and hope—yea, sometimes even on their
honeymoon—and lo! a signalman nods,
or a bridge breaks, and they are left
mangled on the rails or washed into the
river. And to think that they would have
escaped if they had only gone to Some
where Elscl Too late the weeping rela
tives wring their hands and moan the re
mark. Henceforth, among the ten million
Idlers, who will be guided by me? There
will be no more tragedies by flood or field.
Railway assurance will become a thing of
the past, and a fatal blow will be struck at
modern hebdomadal journalism. To turn
to minor matters, your friends can never
utter the irritating ‘ I told you not to go
there!’ if you have been to Somewhere
Else. And you need not label yourluggage;
that always goes to Somewhere Else of
itself. There are no creditors in this
blessed haven. Earth's load drops ofi'

yéclmr
shoulders when you go to Somewhere

se."
‘I if- * * i’ i 'l- l *

As we approach Boulogne from the
sea it is an attractive sight—a pict
uresque city. On board, the sailors
are busy bringing the baggage out
of the hold, and lowering the steps
for the coming of the pilot. In a
few moments we are anchored and
are shaking hands and bidding good—

by, with apparently much feeling of
regret, to the passengers we leave
behind, although we shall probably
forget most of them in twenty-four
hours. But Boulogne, picturesque,
Spanish-looking Boulogne, we shall
not forget!

The fishwomen display their bare
feet and legs, some even above the
knee, and the fish market women
Wear those peculiar plaited bonnets
so immaculately done up, and fram
ing some remarkably handsome faces.
We remained at Flander’s Hotel over
night; cost of the room, three francs
and a half, and no one could wish for
a better. The hotel fronted on the
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quay, and as I gazed out of the win
dow at night the city looked Vene‘
tian in appearance, so many long
piers are built out far into the waters,
and so numerous are the inlets and
outlets and cutlets. I had heard but
little of Boulogne Mer, and it was
therefore the more surprising to find

it such an inviting spot. It is but a

little way from England, and many
English people summer there. It
was a favorite resort of Charles
Dickens. -

The next morning we left on a

third-class car for Paris, the fare
being twelve francs and a half, al

though the Netherlands Company
publish in their schedule that the

price, second class, was two dollars.
They also published the time to be
three and three-quarters hours.
That probably refers to the fast ex

press, as the third-class train took us

between six and seven hours, which
was no objection, as we traveled in

the daytime and preferred going
slowly, in order to enjoy more fully
the sights of the country. We
stopped at Amiens, celebrated for
its cathedral and as the home of

Jules Verne. We had a compartment
most of the time to ourselves, and
the country was clothed in its richest
verdure and bedecked with endless
wreaths of flowers and variegated
mantles of green; pleasant, indeed,
to us were the breath of the flowers
and the scent of the new mown
hay.

The farmhouses of France are

mostly built of brick and are one or
two stories high, substantial and
having the appearance of cleanliness
and comfort.

Beautiful France—the garden spot
of the world, and its people, the

highest type of the human race! I
feel thus now, for I am in Paris sit
ting in the Bois de Boulogne fas
cinated with the scenes around me.

(T0 be ronlinued.)

0‘—-——‘

THE FRONTAL LOBES UNDER EXPERIMENT.

HE observers who look to experi
ments upon animals for evi

dence of brain function labor under
much difficulty still in obtaining satis
factory results from operations on the
frontal lobes. This difficulty, it need
scarcely be said, is due to the great
uncertainty that must be connected
with manifestations of phenomena
essentially psychic or intellectual in
the lower animals. Professor Bianchi,
as the result of his experiments upon
dogs and monkeys, is led to dissent
decidedly from the views of Munk
and Goltz that the frontal convolu
tions have no especial connection
with the intellectual faculties. Hitzig
believes that the frontal lobes are
at least the center for abstract
thought.

Prof. Ferrier holds that the frontal
lobes have relation mainly to the in

tellectual function, while Sir James
Crichton Brown looks upon the motor
centers as having to do with emo
tional expression. Situated as the
motor centers are, it is but natural
that the play of facial and body ex
pression should evidence mental ac
tion that is pervaded with feeling.
Bianchi, according to the Berlin
Klz'n. IVac/u'nsr/zrzf/m, finds that if
that part of the cortex lying in front
of the base of the frontal convolu
tion in the monkey, and which is
absolutely unexcitable electrically, is
removed, no disturbance of motion
or sensation results. If the base of
the convolution be removed, devia
tion of the head, or of the head and
eyes, toward the injured side takes
place, but does not persist.

The principal symptoms that have
been observed after removal of the
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frontal lobes in the monkey are:
Excitement, restlessness, with a con
tinual running back and forth with
but few and short pauses; absence of
curiosity and of those gestures which
are peculiar to the animal, with abso
lute lack of interest in the surround
ings. The animals were also easily
frightened by noises, or, for instance,
by a dog which they did not know,
and when once frightened it was very
difficult to soothe and quiet them.
The fright seems to be due to a lack

———>.

of reflection and psychical depression.
There is also decided loss of reflec
tion and judgment. They will pick
up and eat a piece of chalk simply
because it lies nearer to them than a
piece of sugar, making the same mis
take again and again. Gluttony
and senseless hoarding of everything
within reach, are noted, which might
be attributed to the unopposed in~

fluence of the centers relating to ap
petite still remaining in the central
convolutions.

IS THERE A SCIENCE OF CHARACTER‘!

BY STANLEY MERCER HUNTER.

E have sciences of astronomy,
botany,geology,chemistry, and

indeed of almost everything with
which we are acquainted. But there
are comparatively few who are willing
to admit that we have a science of
r/mrarler. Does it seem reasonable
that the origin and development of
the human mind should be left with
out rule and method, when almost
every other department of life has

its recognized laws and principles?
Does it seem reasonable that the

perfecting of self should be left to

chance? When we consider the

matter, there seems to be nothing
more natural than that there should
be a science of character. But the

difi‘iculty arises in this consideration,
that if there is such a science, every
individual must necessarily be a

living example of it
,

and thus it is

only natural to suppose that each

individual will have something to
say on this subject, especially if

,

in

its analysis of himself, the so-called
science does not exalt his self-es
teem. O I'am'lar, rianz'talum .’

Now, if there is a science that will
help the mother to train up her child;
that will enable the father to choose

for his boy the right vocation in life;
take by the hand the educationist, in

his endeavor to better the race; see

fair play done to the criminal in the

execution of the law; stand by the

\

side of the statesman in the business
of legislation; nerve the arm of the
surgeon to the successful relief of
brain infirmities; prove a very present
in the choice of friends; remove
from the benighted eyes of the
winged Cupid the band that has
robbed existence for so many of its
sweetest charm; that will, in short,
bring one into the right relations
with one’s self, with the universe, and
with humanity—if there is a science
that will do all this, is it not incum
bent on us to give it a respectful
hearing? Phrenology claims to be
that science.
'

Surely, every one should have his
head examined by a competent phre
nologist, and in this is involved a
good deal. The importance of it

centers in the word “competent."
This implies that the phrenologist
should be well read in the literature
of his subject; that he should be a.

student of the anatomy and physiol
ogy of the brain and nervous system;
that he should be familiar with the
skulls (both internally and externally)
of different nationalities, in their nor
mal and abnormal conditions; that
he should understand the application
of phrenology, by having applied it
to a great number of heads, and
thereby having confirmed what before
was to him only a theory. Over and
above all this, the “competent phren
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ologist" is naturally a man of ob
servation and calm judgment, being
endowed with the truly scientific
mind.

Do not go to the average physician
for information concerning phrenol
ogy. The medical curriculum usu
ally has a very superficial course on
the brain and its functions. The
average physician therefore knows
very little about the brain. He can
hardly name over more than half a

dozen of its parts. And as to the
skull, he has probably never seen it
in more than two or three sections.
And yet he will confidently tell us
that he “takes no stock ”

in phrenol
ogy. There are quite a number of
people who know a great deal less
than the average physician, and their
convictions, therefore, are, to say the
least, on a no better footing.

Occasionally a man will go into a

phrenologist's office for an examina
tion, sit down, and never open his
lips unless addressed by the exam
iner. He will expect the phrenolo
gist to tell him his career from the
day he was born until the present,
and from the present until he shall
“shuffie off this mortal coil." In
nine such cases out of ten the man
is sincere in his expectations; but he
does not know even the rudiments of
phrenology. He really believes that
it is a sort of fortune telling, and
that all the phrenologist has to do is
to place his hands upon the man's
head, whereupon the past, present
and to come are revealed to him like
a flash.

But phrenology is the application
of definite principles, and the de
duction therefrom of specific con
clusions. As well expect the physician
to make a thorough and satisfactory
diagnosis of a case, without devoting
a certain amount of time to the
work. The more carefully a phre
nologist studies his subject the more
helpful will his advice be. There
are many other things besides size of
the brain to be considered; other
things which tend to complicate the

labyrinth of character. In addition
to heredity, environment and educa
tion, there are the three primary
temperaments or physical conditions,
the mental, motive and vital, all of
which exist in different degrees in
each individual. Now add to these
the forty different faculties assigned
to the mind by phrenology, all exist
ing in different degrees of develop
ment in each individual, and we
begin to catch a glimpse of the pro
fundity of the science.

If phrenology has put but one man
on guard against his weaknesses or
excesses; assisted but one man to
ward self-control; shown but one
mother the best way of rearing her
child; made but one pair supremely
happy in a life-long union—is it not
capable of infinitely further applica
tions? Phrenology does not claim
perfection. It is open to amend
ment and revision. Like its sister
sciences, it has expanded with new
discoveries; but, unlike many of its
sister sciences, it has never shifted
the foundations on which it was
built. It is often flung in the face
of phrenology as a reproach that it
has not materially altered its funda
mental principles since the days of
its founder. This is perhaps one of
the greatest compliments that could
be paid to it

, for it tends to show that
in the beginning its method of proced
ure, while novel, was the true method
of scientific investigation. Observa
tion and experiment were the instru
ments of its development. These in
struments, faithfully used,have proved
faithful servants in the cause of
human progress. To say that phre
nology is empirical is to give assur
ance of its stability. Some people
try to draw the line between “scien~
tific" and “ empirical," with an
invidious distinction against the lat
ter. I have to acknowledge my in
ability to see how anything can be
scientific that is not founded on ob
servation and experiment. Which is

the more scientific, a result obtained
from a thousand observations of the
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comparatively normal human being,
or a result obtained from half a

dozen experiments upon a monkey ?

Which of the results is likely to
prove of most service to man ?

Like all other new discoveries,
phrenology has had to run the gaunt
let of ridicule and scorn. We need

only to think of Copernicus and Gal
lileo to realize this unpleasant truth.

Gall and Spurzheim were two of
the most eminent physicians and
most skillful anatomists of their day.
Their original method of dissecting
the brain evoked the wonder and
admiration of the medical fraternity
of Europe and America. When such
an educationist as Horace Mann said,
“I declare myself a hundred times
more indebted to phrenology than to
all the metaphysical works I ever
read," surely he was not deluded.
When men who have large opportu
nities for studying and influencing
their fellows, like Henry Ward
Beecher, Joseph Cook, Horace Gree
ley, Richard Cobden and the Rev.

John Pierpont, and acknowledge a

lasting indebtedness to phrenology,
surely it must be a profound truth.

Phrenology is an inductive science.
Its conclusions are drawn from facts.
The inductive method is universally
admitted to be the court of final ap
peal in scientific controversy. Log
ically speaking, the argument for
phrenology is an d poster-ion‘ argu
ment. There are people who think
that because phrenology does not
stake out its faculties in the gray
matter of the brain, like so many
building lots, it thereby exposes a

fatal omission, throwing the whole
science into the limbo of chimera.
These people, for the most part. hold
to a spirilualistic philosophy, and yet
they demand of phrenology that it

shall show just where one faculty be

gins and another ends, forgetting, in

their eagerness for ocular demon
stration, what phrenology has never
lost sight of, namely. the impalpafile
ness of the mind. Phrenology has

not said that the brain is the mind;

but that it is the organ of the mind.
Gall himself has said, “I leave un
sought the nature of the soul. I

confine myself to the phenomena."
In estimating the brain phrenolog

ically, it is not a question of eleva
tions on the skull, but of distances;
not of depressions, but of measure
ments. Ahead is gauged from a
central point. That point is the
medulla oblongafa, or top of the spinal
column. As is the distance between
this point and the circumference of
the brain, so is the power (other
things being equal, i. e , taken into
consideration) of any given organ.
It is then a question of length of
brain fiber. As the radii from the
medulla differ in length, so will the
manifestation of the corresponding
organs differ in intensity in different
individuals. It is not then simply a
matter of tape measurements, either
circumferential or otherwise; or, in
other words, of bulk; it is a question
of the disposition of the brain matter.
Two men may have the same amount
of brain substance. One may be a
genius, the other an idiot. One may
have a smaller brain than another,
and still be the superior. Again, the
man with the large brain may be the
superior.

It is one of the beauties of phre
nology that it applies the same stand
ard of judgment to both man and
woman. It sees no essential differ~
ence between the sexes in the funda
mental factors of the mind; only a
difference in degree; woman, for in~
stance, having generally the social
and domestic faculties more devel
oped, relatively, than man, and the
reflective and executive groups less
so. Phrenology is the only science
of the mind which applies to both
sexes the same test of mental capac
ity. True, the average size of
woman's head is relatively a little
less than that of man, being about
21 in. in circumference, while that
of man is 22 in. But, as we have
seen, mere size is not the sole meas
ure of power.
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The competent phrenologist must
be a man of much more than ordi
nary perception, patience and acumen.

He must tally substantially with what
Shakespeare makes Cresar say of
Cassius:

" He reads much; he is a great observer,
and

he
looks quite through the deeds of

men.

The value of a phrenological exam
ination depends largely upon the

ability of the phrenologist to make

the proper combinations; to see which
faculties work together. The unrav
eling of the mental skein is largely
as if every mind were a combination
lock, and phrenology the master-key.
It throws open as by a touch the

heavy covers which have for so long
inclosed the intricacies of the mental

mechanism. It brings to light the

fine invention of the Mind's Artificer.
The old metaphysics has done but
little to drive away the dark incubus
that hung for ages round the mystery
of mind; but rather, like an eclipse
of the sun, has added to the obscur
ity and confusion. The light of
phrenology upon this darkness tran
scends the light of the old psychology
as the light of the sun transcerds
that of the moon. The old Pauline
figure of seeing as in a mirror
“darkly," then “face to face," ex

presses it exactly.
If the phrenologist fails to work

the “ combination," he will acknowl
edge that it is his fault, and not the
fault of the tools he is using. In
other words, it is the difficulty of the
task and not the inadequacy of the
science. The tools are all right, but
the man is not skillful enough.

It is a common mistake to think
that the skull is like adamant. It is

indeed almost like " clay in the
hands of the potter." It responds
to the molecular action of the brain.
The law of growth is that the hard
substance shall give place to the
soft. There is an old Indian prov
erb which says, “God writes the
history of every man upon his skull."
The shell of the clam makes way for

the clam. As soft a substance as a

mushroom can raise a flagstone, and

“the flower in the crannied wall"
can pry the stones asunder. By
specific exercises one can increase
the size of his chest; and if the ribs
expand, why should not the skull?

The fact that phrenology is not so

prominent among the topics of the

present day, as it was some fifty
years ago, has led some persons to
conclude that it is dying out. Like
Unitarianism, which some think has

fulfilled ‘its mission because its prin
ciples are being absorbed by other
denominations, so the principles of
phrenology have been, and are being,
absorbed by the psychologists of the

day. George Henry Lewes says,
“People in general are little aware
how that influence [the influence of

Gall] is diffused even through the

writings of the opponents of phre
nology, and has percolated down to
the most ordinary intelligences."
One can hardly take up a book on
modern psychology without very
soon finding that its whole tenor is
distinctively phrenological, although
the author may take particular pains
to disavow his belief in phrenology.
But the analogy between Unitarian
ism and phrenology is not com

plete. The liberal religionists of
other denominations generally recog
nize the leavening influence of Uni
tarian teachings. Not so with phre
nology. The psychologists in whose
writings it is most obvious generally
repudiate all indebtedness to it.

The best way for a man to experi
ment with phrenology is to try it on
himself. His own head he has al

ways at hand. Having learned the
functions of the different faculties,
and localized them on his head, he
can next begin to delineate himself.
He will be seized with a new kind of
pleasure in the revelations he receives.
In a self-examination, by means of
phrenology, one will often have to
admit, not without a sense of
chagrin, that, though phrenology
may not flatter him, it is just.



PROPORTIONAL BRAIN DEVELOPMENTS.

BY ALBERT ZIMMERMAN.

NE of the first principles we are
taught in phrenology is that

“Size. other things being equal, is
the measure of power." This law of
nature is applicable to all else that
exists as well. “ Other things being
equal" is a qualifying phrase, and
takes within its range of application
such conditions as organic quality,
temperament, health, education, and
so forth. This being true beyond a

doubt, it must be perfectly in accord
with the order of nature that a per
son of a certain age should have a

certain sized head, and that it meas
ure at different points its proper di
mensions. With the use of calipers
and tape known to be correct and the
proper proportions understood ex
aminations can be made much easier
and more accurately.

Many phrenologists depend almost
altogether on their judgment of char
acter through human nature, the
faculties of Human Nature,Form,Size
and \Veight,the hands and their gen
eral intellects for conclusions. Cor
rect though they may usually be,
their method does not always make
them so. Circumstances may affect
the judgment of an examiner in re

gard to dimensions, thus laying him
liable to inaccuracy. As a result of
my experience in phrenology, I have

compiled the following table:

The foregoing measurements are
not intended to represent the propor
tions that will necessarily be found
as a rule, but rather to indicate my
idea of the proportions which ought
to exist in harmonious characters.

The texture of the nerve fibers
being much firmer where the motive
temperament is predominant than in
the vital, the necessary allowance
from the above figures must be made.
In the vital temperament the head is

usually wider and in the motive tem
perament not so wide. The shape
of a model head thoroughly impressed
on the mind and the proportionate
weights and measurements thoroughly
understood, the way for the beginner
must be comparatively clear.

The opening of the car being taken
as the basis for nearly all measure
ments without regard to its position to
the medulla oblongata will sometimes
lead to serious errors. Excessive
development of the organs ofAliment
iveness, Destructiveness, Combative
ness and Vitativeness, particularly in
the vital temperament, will crowd the
ear down and sometimes make a dif
ference of half an inch, so that in
comparing the height with the width
of a head this should be kept
in mind. Measuring the circum
ference of a head with a tape line
can give no idea whether it is too

Circumfer- l Width of
ence

‘ Adult Head Through
Weight. Destructive

Head . Pounds. ness.
Inches. Inches.

It) 100 42
20 120 5

20} 125 5
21 I 30 5
2 i} 140 5

‘

22 r 50 5
22.‘, 165 . o

23 175 l bl \

24 6}
1

200
I

Openin of From Width
E." m Pen‘ Opening of at

"'8 °f Ea’ Ear to
‘

Calcula—
.9‘ er Eventuality. tlon.F'Imness- Inches. Inches.
Inches.

9 3% a}
11% 4 4
12 4t 4}
11% 4% 4t
135

4;
4

14 4 4 -

143 41 4%
I 5 S 5
15% 53 58

l l
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wide or just wide enough. The back
head may be short, and the tape
measure may indicate a compara
tively small head, yet the intellect or
frontal head may be the largest one
in a thousand. Since the selfish pro
pensities and social organs cover

much more space than an equal
number of organs in the intellect, in
order to be under the control of
reason the frontal head should be
from three-fourths to one and one
half inches longer than the back
head.

FAR WEST RURAL JOYS.

LINES TO CHAILOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

BY MARY A. BROWN.

The grass is so green, and the sky is so blue,THE
air is so pure, and the mornings so balmy,

All nature so happy, and peaceful and kindly,

All creatures so friendly and loyal and true,

The water so pure and so fresh in the brooklet,

That the trees hanging over, with tassels of green,

And the flowrets blooming so gaily beneath them,

Form the loveliest picture that ever was seen.

How sweet to reflect on the days that are passing,
So quiet, and peaceful, and enjoyable all,

That the busy Old world, with its turmoil and clashing,
Seems left far behind with its wearisome thrall.

The trials that fret, and the cares that o‘ermaster,

Have never a place in this quiet retreat,

And evil and crime, like birds of ill omen,

Find no place for shelter, nor rest for their feet.

A life that is spent amid scenes that are rural

May lack much that polishes, probes and refines,

But hearts must be purer, and purposes nobler,

Though their value be hidden, like gold in the mines.



SKETCHES OF PHRENOLOGICAL BIOGRAPHY.

Bv CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

THE REV. JOSEPH A. WARNE, A.M.

HE author devotes his third
chapter to a concise enumera

tion of the faculties, all of which the
mother will find in the being she
has brought into the world; and
gives her a brief and very intelligible
description of each. She will be
called to deal with the Instincts of
Food, Attachment, Opposition, An
ger, Concealment, Property, Self
love, Praise and Fear—all of which
require regulation and control; while
the moral faculties of Conscientious
nes=, Benevolence and Veneration
require assiduous cultivation and in
citement. Besides other feelings
recognized by phrenology, the mother
will find faculties of observation and
reflection in the intellect, each of
which demands its own peculiar cul
tivation.

“ In order," said the author, "to
enable our readers to profit by this
extended enumeration of the ele
ments of human nature, or the ma
terials upon which we have to operate,
in the early training of children, it
is indispensable that the following
principles be constantly borne in
mind; and we hope that mothers
will work them into the very texture,
so to speak, of their own minds :

"1. Every sane individual pos
sesses them all; but yet

“2. They are possessed in every
variety of degree by different indi.
viduals

“3 They belong to our nature,
or are innate. They cannot be an

nihilated or created, though they
may be controlled or modified and

stimulated.
“4, They are capable of simulta

neous or combined activity; and also
of individual or separate activity.

“5. They are not all of the same
rank or dignity or authority; the re

II.

flecting faculties are superior to the
observing ones, and the moral feel
ings superior to the animal ones.

“The foregoing are principles
which lie at the foundation or the
philosophy and morality of phren
ology; and their importance, in the
application of it to education can
scarcely be too highly estimated."

In the fourth chapter Mr. Warne
briefly but happily exposes the prac
tical errors, whatever may be the
abstract admissions, which prevail in
regard to education; the neglect of
the home education of the feelings,
and the erroneous belief that educa
tion is entirely intellectual, and
limited, even as intellectual, to Lan
guage, Constructiveness, and Num
her; in other words, reading, writing,
and arithmetic. He points out, too,
the prevalent insensibility to the fact
that the most important part of the
child's education is found in the cir
cumstances in which he is placed, in
the example, the habits, the predi
lections, the conversation, the busi~
ness, the society of his parents.
These are all operating as means of
educating—alas! how often of mis
educating—the young.

Mr. Warne concludes his treatise
with the following remarks: “We
have now finished the task we pro
posed to ourselves, of affording some
hints on the education in the early
periods of life, of human nature as it
is. No element has been considered
as belonging to our notice which an
observant and reflecting parent will
fail to recognize in the children of
his own family. The elements which
enter into the composition of that
nature have been separately con
sidered, at least so far as concerns
the feelings, animal and moral,
which belong to it; and in early
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education it is principally with these
that we have to do; and we have en~

deavored to show what kind of treat
ment each required, whether sepa
rately active, or acting in combina
tion with one or more of the others.
It is true, a very brief and imperfect
sketch has been given, both of the
functions of the several organs, and
of the treatment which the manifesta
tions of their activity should receive;
but the design of the writer was
rather to call attention to this sub
ject, and excite inquiry, than to
present a full and extended treatise
on education. If the foregoing pages
exhibit the education of the feelings
in anything like a correct point of
view, it must follow that some knowl
edge of the Science of Phrenology is
highly important to all parents, and

especially to mothers, because to
them is committed the greater part
of the education of children, while
they are the subjects of feeling, rather
than of intelligence and reasoning.

'“The elements we have ascribed
to the nature of'children vary almost
endlessly in the degrees in which
they exist in different individuals;
and to train them aright it is impor
tant to know before we begin not
only what the elements are, but in
what relative proportions they exist
in the minds of the pupils. If we
have not this knowledge at first, but
wait to acquire it

, till the children
manifest both the existence and the

degrees of these feelings, we shall
lose time in experimenting upon
them, and, perhaps, those feelings
which are feeble and require strength
ening may be finally overpowered by
such as are too strong, while these

last will have increased their power
by the very experiment itself, which
was intended to ascertain the degree
of power, in order to bring them
under discipline.

“ It is not likely that, in a matter
so important as the early training of
children, our beneficent Creator
would have left us without the means
of knowledge. He has, in fact, im

parted to us observing faculties, in
order that by their means we might
ascertain what, after the lapse of
thousands of years, Dr. Gall did as
certain, viz., that the size and shape
of the head in its several regions
afford an index to the degree in which
the several elementary principles of
human nature are combined, in any
single case, so that in our intercourse
with the individual we adapt our
selves to the peculiarities he may
present and operate on him to the
greatest advantage. Now, it is in
childhood, early childhood, and even
infancy, that we can operate most
advantageously; the material is then
most plastic and most readily takes
impressions and most tenaciously re
tains them. Of course, then, it is

important to those who are destined
to give these impressions and are
most interested in giving and most
concerned to give right impressions,
to understand from the first in what
relative proportions the elementary
principles of human nature are com-_
bined in their own children, that they
may not err in their treatment of
them, and on this account it is, we
had almost said, imperative on them
to study it. Its importance in the
department of education can scarcely
be over-rated—and the sooner it is

appreciated in the nursery the bet
ter—because the more efiiciently will

it be applied in the subsequent parts
of education, in proportion as the
subjects of education have been in
early childhood treated according to
its principles. Let parents, then, be
admonished that, in the present state
of knowledge upon this subject, they
will not be found to have performed
their duty in the education of their
children, either as regards their ani
mal, their intellectual or their moral
nature, unless they make that nature
the object of their own study, and
this by the means of the lights of
phrenology.

"

The Rev. Joseph A. Warne was
well known and highly appreciated as
a lecturer, his favorite topic being
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“Aspects of Phrenology on Revela
tion." He was frequently engaged
in discussing the merits of phre
nology, and showing that its princi
ples are not only not inconsistent,
but in striking harmony with the
truths of Christianity. It was the

object of the lecturer to show that
phrenology does not teach materi
alism, fatalism, or infidelity, either
atheistical or deistical; but that,
on the contrary, it furnishes argu
ments refutatory of each of these
errors, and even affords advan

tages in assailing them, not else
where found; that this science does
not deny or destroy human account
ability, or teach the irresistibility of
motives, but demonstrates man to be
a free agent, by proving him to pos
sess all the conditions of liberty—
viz., will, plurality of motives, and
power over the instrumeuts of volun
tary action; and, consequently, he
is and must be accountable for his
conducL

Mr. Warne also showed that the

scriptures agree with phrenology in

classifying the faculties of man into
moral sentiments, intellectual facul
ties, and animal feelings; that they
invest, as phrenology does, the moral
sentiments with the dominion, that
they recognize and address the

respective faculties which phrenology
has ascertained to belong to our
nature; and that the principles of
this science are in harmony with the
fundamental doctrines of Christian
ity. This was, to some extent, new

ground, and as far as our knowledge
extends, no person in Europe or in

this country had at that time devoted
so much attention to this part of the

science as Mr. Warne, and he was

always an honest and earnest advo
cate of truth.

In an early volume of Tm: PHREN
OLOGICAL JOURNAL Mr. Warne con
tributed an interesting article on
“ Application of Phrenology to Crit
icism and the Analysis of Character,"
in which he gave an account of an

experiment or test of phrenology

through my brothers, 0. S. and L.
N. Fowler. We quote briefly from
Mr. Warne's letter to the JOURNAL
on the subject, and give a condensed
outline of the experiment alluded to:
“ MR. EDITOR :

"Among the great variety ofdepart
ments to which phrenology is capable
of application, though some may be
more truly important, none, as it
seems to me, is more interesting than
that of criticism. To my mind there
is no article in the whole series of the
Edinburgh Pllrmologfral faurnal of
more deep and absorbing interest
than those comprising a series in the
earlier numbers of that work on the
application of phrenology to the
anatomy of certain imaginary charac
ters drawn by the great masters
among English authors, in both prose
and poetry—viz.: Shakespeare's and
Scott's portraits of Macbeth and Iago,
and Quentin Durword, etc.

"The second and third numbers
of the Edinburgh P/rrmolagiml
journal contain each an article on
the character of Iago, which I have
repeatedly perused with great delight;
the former being a phrenological
analysis of the character derived from
the careful study of it by one phren
ologist, together with the synthesis
by another phrenologist of the ele
ments thus furnished to his hands—
he being ignorant of the fact that he
was operating on such material, and
supposing he had been furnished with
the elements of a real and even of a
living character ; and the latter being
an exhibit of the considerations by
which the second phrenologist had
been governed in deducing the por
trait of the character from the ele
ments furnished to him in the
analysis. This is accompanied by
such extracts from the writings of the
poet as were necessary to prove the
correctness of the picture which the
phrenologist had drawn. The pleas
ure I derived from the perusal of
these articles suggested to my mind
the idea of still further testing the
science with the same character ; and
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I accordingly made the experiment of
which I now communicate to you the
result :

“ I took two copies of the analysis
of the character as given in the
Edinburgh journal, and sent them to
.two excellent phrenologists, neither
of whom knew that the other was
furnished withacopy ; and requested
them to express with entire freedom
their opinion of the character of the
individual thus organized. I informed
them that they might consider the
person of middle age, with only a

moderate degree of education—a
soldier by profession of the rank of
ensign—with a head of average size,
but not much, if any, more ; and of
an active temperament.

"In these particulars I followed
the enumeration of circumstances
given to the Edinburgh phrenologist;
and it was necessary to do so to
secure a correct decision as to the
power of phrenology under different
meridians, and at different periods,

and in different bands, to produce
similar synthetic results, from the
combination of the same elementary
principles, in the same proportions.
It was found, on comparison of the
characters given of the individual by
two phrenologists of America, that
they corresponded in a striking de
gree with the one given in Edin
burgh, thus proving phrenology to be
a true science.

“Let any one capable of under
standing the argument as here pre
sented take these three independent
portraits of a character drawn by
three phrenologists according to the
principles of their science, and re
member that neither of them knew
what he was doing—i.e., whose was
the character he was describing—and
let them compare each carefully with
Shakespeare's Iago, as exhibited in
his works, and let them say if that
must not be a true science of which
such extraordinary coincidences are
the results."

“ You who keep account
Of crisis and transition in this life,
Set down the first time Nature says plain ‘ No‘
To some ‘

yes
' in you, and walks over you

In gorgeous sweeps of scorn.

" We all begin
By singing with the birds, and running fast

With june days hand in hand; but, once for all,
The birds must sing against us, and the sun
Strike down upon us like a friend's sword, caught
By an enemy to slay us, while we read

The dear name on the blade which bites at us."
—~E. B. BROWNING.



THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT.—V.

Bv H. S. DRAYTON, LL.B., M.D.

LANGUAGE AND ITS BRAIN FACTORS.

HE profound impression upon
physiology and psychology pro

duced by Gall and Spurzheim had its
sequel in a new impulse experienced
by those interested in anatomical in
vestigations. However much skepti
cism and prejudice might deride the

system that ascribed brain centers to
mental faculties of primary function,
there were many serious observers
who saw much of value inthe teach
ings of analogy and phenomena, as

exploited by the masters and disci
ples of phrenology. There were
others who added to their serious
notice of the new system the execu
tive spirit, and they sought by per
sonal examination and experiment
either to verify the data of mental
localization or to extend the field of
discovery. Magendie, Tiedemann,
Boilland, Dax, Broca, Sir Charles
Bell are among the more eminent of
the latter.

The history of the center for
speech is one of the most interesting
in the domain of localized faculty.
It was the first to be confirmed by
the methods of the physiologists.
M. Boilland concluded from a series
of observations that it was situated
in the frontal lobes, and in 1836 Dax
earnestly maintained that “lesions
of the left half of the encephalon are
coincident with forgetfulness of the

symbols of thought." Prof. Broca
is thought to have put the seal of
fact upon the matter by his announce
ment in treatises published between
186! and 1865 that the gym: frontalz's
inferior, or the third frontal convolu
tion, on the left side of the cerebrum,
is especially concerned in the exer

cise of speech. It should be said in ex

planation that Broca associated with
this definite statement the fact that
people generally make more use of the
left hemisphere than of the right for

the expression of thought with the
right arm and hand in writing and in
the industrial arts. The later devel
opments in the pathology of speech,
if we may use the term, have
shown that in dealing with this
property of mankind we have to do
with a most elaborate combination of
mental and physical elements, and
that the center can not be regarded as
a simple, isolated area of nervous
potencies that cover the large field
of speech disorders, but as possess
ing a coordinate function in the way
chiefly of controlling the mechanism
of articulation as it is found in the
complex structure of larynx and
throat. What is speech but the ex
pression of thought, and varied in
tone and color and significance as
the different faculties of the mind
are that employ it as their medium
of communication in human inter
change of feeling and idea. Pro
fessor Ladd, therefore, but utters
the clearest of truths when he says:
“There is no one ‘faculty’ of lan

guage which can, in any possible
meaning of the word, be regarded as

having its ‘ seat’ or locality confined
to some particular region of the
brain. Speech involves, in a very
complicated and large way, all the
faculties;" But that the
phenomena of aphasia show some
special connection of certain cerebral
centers with the complex process of
apprehending and expressing articu
late language seems entitled to
credit as an induction based upon a
wide range of facts."

We have now several fairly-ascer
tained brain areas that contribute to
language on the quasi physical side,
for besides the coordinating center
referred to above there are the
centers for the memory, of words
seen, of words heard, and for the
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control of the hand in drawing and

writing. Charcot, Ferrier and the
later physiologists who publish the
results of observations in nerve func
tions have given more or less ex
tended reports of the action of these
centers in normal and abnormal
states. The writer in the later edi
tions of “ Brain and Mind "

has dis
cussed the subject in a brief review
of the more authoritative opinion.

The voice organ or larynx has been
the object of recent study by special
ists, and its pathologicaldisturbances
have been found to show a variety
and intricacy of neuro-motor phe
nomena, quite correspondent, as one
might say, with the elaborate struc
ture and relations of the speech
centers. Two distinct groups of
nerves control the motor apparatus
of the larynx, one being “organic,”
wholly exercising a tonic influence
upon the position of the vocal cords,
keeping them in that state of active
retraction necessary for the purposes
of respiration ; the other corresponds
to the mental states—x’. 5., the dispo
sition to operate the glottisfor speech
purposes. The situation of the cen
ter of innervation of the first group
has been assigned to the medulla ob
longata, and that of the second, it
appears to be now fairly conceded, is
in the cerebral hemispheres. Dr.
Range’ aptly says that the function of
the larynx, “that which renders this
organ the most perfect and most
complicated of musical instruments,
must perforce derive its nervous in
fluence from a more elevated region
of the encephalou. The control of the
glottis during singing and the part
played by the larnyx in the articu
lated word are acts too superior and
too eminently psychical to permit of
a doubt of their cortical representa
tion."

Differentiating this function from
that of the center of Broca, and very
properly, Ferrier in England and
Duret in France, sought to find its
brain site. By experimenting on the
dog they thought to reveal that point

in the convolutions, where irritation
would produce barking, not as a sim
ple art, but as involving the general
operation of the laryngeal mechan
ism. This method of study could
not be other than tentative, for
purely mechanical experiment could
not on reasonable grounds be ex

pected to evolve satisfactory results
for the establishment of eithera pri
mary nerve lesion or centers one or
more of the psychical nature included
in the phenomena of barking.

Later observers, among them

Krause, Semon, Masini and Horsley,
who experimented on such animals
as the dog, cat and monkey, were
successful in arriving at a conclusion
with regard to a primitive focus that
innervates the delicate mechanism
which operates the vocal cords them
selves; that causes them to approach
in those varying degrees of nearness
and tension corresponding to the

varying tones and qualities impressed
by the mind upon the vocal expres
sion. The localization of this center
in the monkey enables us to look for
its analogous center in the human
brain, and its place appears to be

fairly settled in the anterior lobe on
the margin of the fissure of Syl
vius relatively near the center of
Broca. Nature has made careful
provision that the cords shall act in

concert, for their bilateral motion
belongs to each of the hemispherical
centers. Hence if one center be

destroyed the other center is capable
of supplying the requisite stimulus
for their complete motion. Paralysis
of the cords, which renders speech
impossible—aphonia—of cortical ori
gin, is, therefore, an exceedingly rare
occurrence. When the history of
this laryngeal center is examined we
must be convinced that its discovery
was the result of none but the most
laborious study and care, and its
situation as finally accepted adds
fresh and important evidence to the
truth of localized function. As with
the different groups that subserve
functions of psychical qualities, so
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the sources of motor function that
subscrve the high processes of speech
are grouped.

In aphasia the disturbance of
speech is due to a condition of the
brain which interferes with the co
ordinate action of the idea centers,
or, as Prof. Ladd puts it

, “the
connection between ideas and
articulate language is interrupted
within the cerebral cortex."
The examples furnished by the
late Charcot 'generally show an
extensive area of disease. Had
Broca's center but the otfice of regist
ering and co ordinating mechanically
impulses from other parts of the brain,
its profound injury would occasion
much disturbance of articulation;
but it is easy to affirm that mental
inharmony or disease would produce
aphasic symptoms without any true
lesion in Broca's center.

Any brain disturbance, in fact, that
might impair the relation of the in
tellectual centers, overcxcite them,
or suppress their activity, would be

expected to have its reflection in the

language of the person affected. We
know how anger will obstruct speech,
how fear or diflidence may render

one‘s talk incoherent or suppress it

altogether. Exhaustion from severe
labor or illness may so impair psychic
action that there will be a failure of
intelligent expression. The general
systemic weakness that exists in such
cases affects the brain asawhole, and
both groups of centers, the psychic
and physico-motor, are depressed and
incompetent in function ; not equally
so, however, because the blood supply
to the different convolutions seems to
vary in a degree dependent upon the
ratio of their activity. There are
forms of insanity due to general en
feeblement of the vital organs, the
expression of which, in jangled, dis
cordant speech, that is colored by
some dominant emotion, may furnish
the clue to a particular diagnosis.
The student of insanity who would
arrive at a safe conclusion with regard
to the origin and nature of a given
case of mental disturbance must note
carefully the word use and phrase
expression of the patient; from these
alone he may obtain sufficient evi
dence to determine whether he has to
do with a temporary or permanent af
fection, and what should be the line of
treatment to obtain the best results.

CU LTURE.

AN rules or tutors educateC The semigod whom we await?
He must be musical,

Tremulous, impressional,
Alive to gentle influence

Of landscape and of sky,
And tender to the spirit-touch
Of man's or maiden’s eye:
But, to his native center fast,

Shall into Future fuse the Past,
And the world's flowing fates in his

own mould recast.

—EMERSON.
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“ The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
pots of several homes acts with well-instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

PETS OF SEVERAL HOMES.

BY NELSON SIZER.

IG. 299.——Here is a well-propor
tioned body and a well-formed

head and face and he will be likely to
manifest bodily vigor and ample
health. He seems to be broad
through the head from ear .to ear,

_ and he will show force of character,
mechanical ingenuity, artistic taste,
accuracy of expression and a tend
ency to reason, think and theorize.

rtc. 299.—-LUCIUS r. PAYNE, AGE six

runs, KALO, IOWA.

He will be ingenious and skillful,
careful in business matters, indus
trious, prudentin speech and in con
duct, conscientious and dignified.

He will make a good mechanic;
would do well in art, and especially
well in medicine and surgery. lf
he does not feel an aversion for that
profession I would encourage his
adopting it as a life-work.

FIG.:300.—-I.INCOLN jOHNSON,AGE ONE

YEAR.

Fig. 3oo.—This is a bright boy
and he will make a, good scholar.
Will be hungry for books and have a

memory that will treasure nearly
everything that touches him. His
ingenuity will be a trait. He would
make a good surgeon and a good
dentist. He has force of character,
policy, prudence and stability, and
he will manifest earnestness and en
terprise. He appears to have natu
rally a strong hold on life. The
opening of the ear is low down and
the quality of fineness and intensity
seem combined in him and will give
him self-reliance and an influential
spirit.
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Fig. 3ot.—This girl has a large
head for her age, size and weight.
Her head measures twenty-one
inches in circumference and thirteen
and a half inches from the opening
of one ear to that of the other over
the top of the head. She weighs
sixty-three pounds, and stands four
feet four inches high. We call
special attention to the smoothness
and fullness of the entire forehead
and the distance from the opening
of the ear forward. She ought to be

l-‘lG. 301.—~W. H. JOHNSON.

a good scholar, a clear and constant
thinker, a fair talker and capable of
acquiring the requisite education to
be a teacher.. Her benevolence
seems to be large, which is located
on the front part of the top-head
where the hair is parted. She is
not quite large enough in firmness.
She studies to agree with people and
conform to their wishes. She appears
to be fully developed in the back
head, showing rather strong social
feelings. She has a keen sense of
value, a desire for the control of
what she owns, and is likely to write
her name in her books and mark her
linen and silver. She is generous in
her feelings, but will show it more in

works of kindly interest in others

than in financial charity. Her self
esteem should be encouraged. She
has some misgivings in regard to the
position she should assume and try to
maintain. This is a feminine face
and a feminine head.

->.4____.
MODERN EDUCATION AND M0}!

ALlTY.
TATE government, in response to

demand, has vastly enlarged the
school privileges of the people. The
hope has been, with some to whom
the early Puritan idea of the province
of education has been transmitted,
that with the increase of facilities for
education, there would result im
provement in the morals and com
mensurately a remedy arise for exist
ing evils. But the hope has not been
realized. The burdens of society
created by the necessity for main
taining institutions for the disposal
of the unhappy results of vice and
crime, have increased in greater
measure than comparative growth of
population. To put it in a more
definite and interrogative form, Has
the multiplication of district, gram
mar and high schools, normal and
general colleges, ofl'set or checked the
growth of influence tending to corrupt
and degrade all classes? Is it not
true that in most of the large cities,
especially those of the older States,
potent immoral agencies are coun
tenanced by law and social conven
ience ?

In most of our cities a youth may
pass a score of rum shops on the way
to school, and the rare bit of ethical
suggestion dropped by his teacher is
likely to be lost in the fragments of
coarse song and profane drive] that
come to his curious ear from the
boisterous groups at the bars, or are
distinctly thrown in his way by the
dissolute loungers at the saloon door
or at the entrance of the “ dive.”

In an appeal to the Legislature of
Pennsylvania made by Mr. Weber,
one of the members at the session of
1888, he said: “ The common school
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‘Massachusetts.

system entirely fails to draw out the
moral capabilities of children. An
erroneous belief is prevalent of which
we are realizing the consequences in

our criminal increase. Cultivation of
the memory does not elevate or purify
the mind. The Pennsylvania statis
tics of crime in relation to population
are in brief then:

Increase of population
1880, 22 per cent.

Increase of schools 1870 to 1880,

31 per cent.

1870 to

Paupers and criminals, 1870,
13,046.

Paupers and criminals, 1880,

181439’
General increase, 41 per cent.

Pauper increase alone, 53 per cent.
Percentage of criminals who could

read and write, 1870, 66 per cent."
Percentage of criminals who could

read and write, r880, 80 per cent."
We might expect better things in

New England, but what do we find?
In 1850 there was one prisoner in

Massachusetts to 804 of the popula
tion; in 1890 there was one to 487.
The ratio of the prisoners to the whole
population nearly doubled in thirty
years. But it may be claimed that
this increase is due to the very rapid
growth of the foreign population in

There would be small
comfort anyway in this explanation, if
it were the true one; but it is not the
true one. The native~born criminals

are increasing faster than the foreign
born criminals. In 1850 there was
one native prisoner to every 1,267
native citizens; in 1880 there was one
native prisoner to every 615 native
citizens. The ratio of native pris
oners to the native population more
than doubled in thirty years.

The arrests made from day to day
in our cities show not a want of in
tellect and sharpness so much as a

great lack of moral discernment, a
conscience devoid of normal sensibil
ity because never trained to active
exercise in the common relations of
life. Moral training is the most effi

cient aid to motive; it supplies rea

sons for usefulness in one's immedi
ate sphere, and indicates opportu
nities for the employment of time
and talent. “Morality when vig
orously alive,” Mr. Froude says,
“ sees farther than intellect, and pro
vides unconsciously for intellectual
difficulties."

In the New York Synod of the

Presbyterian church at the meeting
held in October, 1885, a resolution

‘was discussed in which “the imper
ative necessity

"
is urged “of oppos

ing the attitude'of indifference to

religion which appears in the School
Manuals, and in the educational sys
tem of reformations." The intro
ducer of the resolution said that
there are 50,000 children of school
age in the State'of New York who
do not receive any form of religious
instruction whatever, and it was man

ifest to every observer “ what a pro
lific source of evil this young element
in our body politic must soon be

come."
'

The verdict of all experience, like
the conclusions of philosophy, is that
man is a complex being; he is not all
intellect, and mental discipline is not
all he requires to develop a noble
manhood. His moral nature is higher
than the intellectual, and training
that reaches only the mind and

neglects the heart must produce
moral monsters, in short criminals.
Mental education is only complete
when it instructs and develops
the whole man. Mr. Leeky in
his “History of European Morals
from Augustus to Charlemagne"
says: “It is one of the plainest of
facts that neither the individuals nor
the ages that have been most dis
tinguished for intellectual achieve
ments have been most distinguished
for moral excellence, and that a high
intellectual and material civilization
has often co-existed with much de~

pravity."
Now and then communities, driven

to desperation by the extremity to
which vicious and corrupt oflicials
have carried affairs, may overthrow
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the ring, or organization that has
oppressed them, but the changes of
policy thus brought about are not
at all likely to be productive of more
than a temporary benefit if indeed
they be more than a mere transition
from the ascendency of one political
party to that of another, unless,
meanwhile, the moral status of the

population is moved by methods of
culture that impress upon it a sub
stantial permanence. D. -—\ +.¢—--_

“ BABY "I‘ALKJ’
N a breezy news letter Di Vernon

has this to say on the above subject:
“"wo ladies were engaged in a

warm discussion. One insisted that
it was an outrage upon a child's in

telligence to talk -‘ baby talk‘ to it
,

and the other one maintained with
equal warmth that there was some

thing so sweet and innocent in the

child's attempts to articulate that she

liked to say the words over again,
just as her baby had said them; that

it seemed to be aspecial bond be

tween herself and the child. To me

it has always seemed a pity to fill a

child's mind, at its most receptive
period, with a lot of stuff which it

must throw out later, and yet which
will always leave a trace in the brain.
Why should a child be told to ‘ wash

his Izarmies,’ when hands are meant ?

I have known people of more than
ordinary intelligence to be mortified
while in conversation by unconsciously
using some word in its corrupted
form, in the way it first had been

given to them in ‘baby talk.‘ A
well-chosen vocabulary is not to be

despised, and that a child should not
be helped to attain one while in a

receptivevstate is a hardship which
none of us have a right to impose

upon a child. Teachers will testify
that the child who is the most prom
ising pupil from the first is the one

who has heard intelligent conversa
tion, played with picture blocks and

books before he was sent to school.
“It is not necessary that the child

should understand every word uttered

in his hearing. Let him become ac
customed to the sound of words ut
tered in a conversational tone, and
gradually he will acquire‘ the mean
ing. His vocabulary will grow with
out conscious effort on his part.
Thisis now the acknowledged method
for the acquisition of a foreign lan
guage—the car must help the eye,
and in some cases precede it.

“Let us protest against the use of
‘baby talk’ and of all writing or
talking down for the comprehension
of children. To an intelligent child,
one of the chief charms of Jean
Ingelow and our own Louisa M.
Alcott is the fluent English which
never seems to imply that the stories
are being told to children who are
not expected to know or to under
stand very much. A wise teacher
can get more and better work out of
even a dull pupil by judicious praise,
and an evidence of being surprised
and pleased that the child can do as
well as he has done, than by fault
finding."

[The use oflong wordsin conversing
with children is unwise and confusing.
Rev. Robert Collyer uses words of
one syllableto the extentofeighty in a
ahundred in hissermons and orations;
hencehispopularity. All understand
him.—ED.]

~if ~ —->.‘ — »~—-»—

MY FRIEN IDS.

My many friends I love them
With love that is firm and true.

Life is love, and its purpose
The good that we can do.

They as mirrors reflect me ;

I see in their faces mine.
Life is a glass, smiles we shed

In other faces shine.

The love, the faith, the kindness
Of human hearts is great ;

The loving tics of friendship
\\’ith years accumulate.

of life they are the sunlight,
The glorious daily rays;

Chasing the dews and shadows
lnto forgotten ways.

Friendships and friends reflect mg ;

I love and they love me true,
Together we move and live for

The good that we can do.

Mass. 5. L. OIIERHOLTVLII,
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THE RELATION OI" OPERATOR AND SUBJECT.

OES not the operator exercise an
influence of some kind upon

the subject? Is there not a force
exerted—a something that proceeds
from the operator and is sensed or
felt by the subject? Questions of
this kind frequently come to the
author. No matter what might be
said in the way of a practical eluci
dation of the procedure and phe
nomena, there is so much of the sur
prising and wonderful about hypno
tism, in the higher stages especially,
that many people cannot be per
suaded that there is nothing in the
fluid, or force, idea.

At a meeting of the Psychological
Section of the New York Medico
Legal Society, held in February last,
the author, in discussing the subject
of hypnotic control, used the lan

guage following:
When the sensitive hypnotee is ob

served to execute an unvoiced com
mand of the operator the spectator
naturally enough asks how could the
subject perform with such exactness
in response to a mental order unless
there was something that impressed
his sensibilities intelligently—a some
thing that emanated from the brain
of the agent? The experiments are

enough to demonstrate the fact of
mental transference, which does not
require the intervention of magnet
ism for its exhibition, although the

magnetized person is very much more
sensitive to the impressions of this
sort of mind communication.

Ochorowicz has pursued a line of
inquiry in the attempt to account for
the operation ofone mind or will upon
another without contact or vocal ut

terance that is interesting, and which
we will follow in the main. On its
physical side thought is-a product or
phenomenon of brain; it cannot be
evolved by any other organ, while its
external manifestations are depend
ent upon other organs. There can
be no expression of thought, ordi
narily, without muscular action of
some kind. Although we may stand
apparently motionless and think of
many things, yet on close analysis
we find that when reflecting with any
degree of intensity there is a form of
incomplete speech, of which we may
be altogether unaware, just as a
man who is reading or talking on
some matter of deep interest may
keep his feet moving or his hands in
constant action without knowing it.

If one's thinking have a visual
character, the eye, although shut,
follows the movements of imaginary
objects, the pupil really dilates or
contracts in accordance with the dis
tance of the objects presented to the
mental vision. So, too, the breath
ing is affected by the character and
speed of the thought, and the muscles
in response to the imagined move
ments experience contraction of, to
be sure, a limited extent. Varied
systemic changes will occur in corre
lation with the emotional states, the
sympathetic functions acting freely
in the production of sensations, with
change of temperature, thrills, in
creased or decreased susceptibility of
the skin and other phenomena accord
ing to the nature of the nervous con
stitution. In the magnetized subject
the conditions of brain, nerve,
muscle, skin, etc., conspire to render
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him supersensitive, and being, there

fore, extraordinarily apprehensive of
whatever the agent may be doing or
experiencing, he is enabled to detect
and read expressions of feature and

gestures of body that are extremely
slight. even unconsciously made and

unperceived by the operator.
The gradation of the success or re

sults that may be obtained :

(I) Experiments with contact, gest
ures and looks, orphysically objective
suggestion.

(2) Experiments made with gest
ures and looks, and no ranlacl.

(3) Experiments made with looks
only, or the merest objective sugges
tion.

(4) Experiments made mil/mu! con

tact, gestures or looks, in which the

suggestion is mental or subjective
only.

From this, asa point of beginning,
so to speak, on the subjective side of
the phenomena, the influence of the

operator may go to almost any degree
of control—given, of course, a sub

ject of high temperamental impressi
bility and in advanced somnambulism.
For remarks on this line see “Mental
Suggestion," Ochorowicz.

The magnetized subject, we know,
will recognize at once a difference
between the touch of the magnetizer
and that of another person. It may
be that the touch of the latter will
prove very disagreeable, even painful,
evidencing a marked difference of
quality and degree between the influ
ence of the magnetizer and that of
the other. A variation of sensation
is noticeable by many persons in the
normal state as occurring in their re
lations with others; they have impres
sions agreeable or disagreeable in

their presence, although there is no
immediate contact. Such persons,
however, when in the soinnambulic
condition will exhibit greatly exag
gerated sensitiveness in this respect.

But we may suppose that the sub
ject is so magnetized that he does not
even feel the touch of any besides the
operator ; he will, however, exhibit

an extreme delicacy of apprehension
as regards the latter. Let a person
touch the subject with a lead pencil;
he may feel it as an indifferent sense
of pressure, but let the magnetizer
touch the hand of the person holding
the pencil when that is in contact
with the subject, and he recognizes
the magnetizer at once. The nicest
exhibition of this appreciation of
presence and touch is given by a
subject who has been magnetized
by one person only, and in this case
indirect touch by another person
usually causes annoyance; it may
occasion severe irritation.

An attempt now to explain this
peculiarity of sensation must start
with the postulate of a medium of
some kind that somehow comes into
use through the agency of the rapport,
which the impression is produced by
the operator; but what does the
medium (the pencil, rod or what not)
convey? An influence of a certain
character necessarily, otherwise the
subject could not indicate so posi
tively the origin of the impression.

We must with Ochorowicz concede
the fact of a transmission of some
thing—of will or thought, or both——
whether or not we are able to explain
the how of it. “There is no doubt
that subjects can feel by transmis
sion, by sympathism, by menial
imitation, an impulse to perform a
movement without knowing either
why they do it

, or what it means, or
what it will result in." Ochorowicz,
however, believes more than that.
Witness his analysis of the experi
ments of Donato with Miss Lucile,
and his admirable discussion of
the nature of rapport’. Witness
also the following statements in
abstract, that appeared to us to be
consistent with inductive reasoning.
Taking the element of electricity as
his analogue, or perhaps to serve the
purpose of a medium of communica
tion, he wiites : “The normal action
of a telephone ceases when the wire

is broken. It is equally well for us
when, though the wire is not broken,
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the circuit contains only one tele
phone. Is it possible to transmit
speech with one telephone? No;
and yet the telephone works. The
whole length of the wire is traversed
by a current, which is not speech
itself, but which is its correlative,
though it is dumb. Take another
telephone having only a closed
circuit and like the first dumb. Bring
it near the other, or only near the
wire of the first telephone, or even
simply bring the wire of the first near
the wire of the second, and the latter
will talk, will reproduce speech,
though there is no contact between
the two. It will talk by induction.
It is this form of transmission that
corresponds relatively to mental
transmission or thought. AI)’ brain
does not art upon the murder of the

suéjed, but it may ad upon his brain.
If instead of a second telephone we
were to place alongside of the first
telephone a different sort of instru
ment, an electroscope, for example,
there would be no result; but we
must not by any means infer that
therefore there is no electric action
all around the telephone, for in
order to get a specific action we must
employ a specific instrument, a tele
phone for a telephone, a brain for a

brain.”
Thus the mind of the operator by

its instrument, his brain, impresses
its correlate, the mind of the subject,
rendering specially receptive by the
magnetic rapper! that has been estab
lished—through a medium not
demonstrated (like the recently an
nounced element discovered in com
bination with nitrogen), subtle in the
extreme, yet adapted by nature to
the transmission of will impulse.—
Fram “Human Magneli'sm,” new

edition, d] H. S. Drayta/l, M .D.—__*—_
DYSPEPSIA AND I.

NLY two weeks! And I felt so

light, nimble, active, clear
headed, free and happy that I thought
I had discovered the secret of

happiness. I was happy. In six weeks
I had gained fourteen pounds. In
two months I digested a good meal,
carefully eaten, with comfort. No
doubt my method of treatment may
be improved, but it is good and may
benefit others.

I am employed at night. On rising
I took a few swallows of cold water.
In a few minutes I took another drink,
perhaps several more while dressing.
Within two hours or less I took five
to eight large tumblers, the last one
warm if I could have it so, and some
times Idrank the juice of a lemon
because I had eructions of wind.
Then when my stomach became suffi
ciently warm, which required nearly
an hour, I took a lunch which con
sisted of a raw or baked apple and
four or five oatmeal crackers, when
at work; or when alone Saturday and
Sunday nights, a full meal consisting
of the coarsest graham bread, stewed
apples and a fresh raw egg. Some
times I had some lean roast chicken
or beef, but here is the s—e—c—r—e—t:

A light lunch, full midnight meal,
little or nothing in the morning, no
drink with food nor till digested, food
chewed until seemingly dissolved in
the saliva and literally drank. One
half, yes,one-third, the usual quantity
satisfied me. After eating I felt as
clear-headed, light and active as be
fore; was not drowsy and enjoyed
my newspaper or book as well as at
any other time. I avoided sweets and
milk because they caused eructions
and were hard to digest; but took the
juice of a lemon after nearly every
meal. Sometimes when digestion
seemed difiicult I took a sip of vine
gar and pinch of salt; after eating I
took a long, brisk walk every morn
ing, threw open the blinds of my
window and slept in the light, and

sleep better now than before. I have
accustomed myself to a quick sponge
bath in cold water for several years
on rising, my room being steam
heated. For several weeks I have
practiced deep breathing, holding in
the abdomen and expanding the
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chest cavity, especially when walking,
taking a long elastic step and some

times allowing the abdomen to rise

and fall with the breath.
In practicing this treatment I have

followed the directions given by Dr.
Dio Lewis in his admirable work
“Our Digestion

"
and Checkley's

“Physical Culture." Since six years
of age, when I became hungry while
at play and ran into the house with
“Mother, can’t I have a lunch?"
and always got it

, with an occasional
remonstrance, I have been irregular
in eating. I had a naturally strong
appetite, and lunching inflamed my
stomach, causing a morbid craving
for food, and the early result of dys

pepsia, which in years became

chronic.
Constipation and improper food

produced a virulent salt rheum humor
that at times seemed almost unbear
able, but it has entirely disappeared
since I began to practice the teach

ings of hygiene. At the age of
eleven I was left in the care of a
farmer, the son of a half Scotch pio
neer farmer, whose education was

limited. He took me for what work
he could get me to do, and I always
felt that he was not satisfied unless I

was working all the time and often
he expressed dissatisfaction with the

amount done. He had always
worked hard on new land farms and

was not in the best of health. His
stomach troubled him, though he ate

lightly; but he was a chronic grum
bler. It was his disposition.

I was not afraid of him, but I was

too independent to ask favors of him

or his “good dame," as they usually
refused my request. So, in order to
bathe, I repeatedly took water from
the pump, or snow, on a mild winter's
morning, and bathed in it in the
barn, using my stocking leg for a

towel to dry with. It wasn’t pleas
ant practice, but I wanted to cure

my skin humor.
These folks ate warm bread and

buckwheatgriddlecakes. Thebuck
wheats came about as regular as meal

time, and I learned to hate them so
much that I avoid them now, although
at first I liked them. Steele in his
“ Physiology" says that bread should
not be eaten when fresh baked and
warm, so I wanted cold or warmed
bread and soon I had all the cold
bread I needed ;crusts and stale bread
days’ )ld were generously given me,
and though it wasn't so palatable,
especially when “ our folks " rather in
sisted that I should eat the stuff;
lzowever, I believed ‘twas best, and
have kept up the habit of eating stale
bread ever since. G. A. C.

__.—.
FLESH-EA'l‘lNG AND BAD TEMPER.

—Tbe vegetarians make a point of
the tendency of a flesh diet to render
one more subject to mental irritabil
ity. In this opinion they find some aid
from an unexpected source, no less
than Mrs. Ernest Hart, the wife of
the editor of the Brink}: Medical
jaurnal. This lady accompanied her
husband on a trip made recently
around the world, and one result of
her observations appears to be that
meat eating is bad for the temper.
Certain of her remarks are far from
flattering to her own countrymen.
In the Hospital she says that in no
country is home rendered so unhappy
and life made so miserable by the ill
temper of those who are obliged to
live together as in England. “If
we compare domestic life and manners
in England with those of other coun
tries where meat does not form such
an integral article of diet, a notable
improvement will be marked. In
less meat-eating France urbanity is
the rule of the home; in fish and
rice-eating Japan harsh words are un~
known, and an exquisite politeness
to one another prevails, even among
the children who play together in the
street. In Japan I never heard rude,
angry words spoken by any but
Englishmen. I am strongly of the
opinion that the ill temper of the
English is caused in a great measure .

by a too abundant meat dietary, com
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bined with a sedentary life. The
half-oxidized products of albumen
circulating in the blood produce both
mental and moral disturbances. The
healthful thing to do is to lead an ac
tive and unselfish life, on a moderate
diet, sufficient to maintain strength
and not increase weight."

-_—>.4__‘E
F001) ECONOMICS.

The investigations of those who
study the relations of the different
articles used as food have a high
value to society and the individual.
Health and wealth are promoted by
these studies in away scarcely equaled
by any other branch of science. “To
be well is to be rich." Prof. Atwater
of Wesleyan University adds his testi
mony to that of others on the subject.
In a pamphlet he says: “ A quart of
milk, three-quarters of a pound of
moderately fat beef, sirloin steak, for
instance, and five ounces of wheat
floor, all contain about the same

amount of nutritive material; but we

pay different prices for them and they
have different values for nutriment.
The milk comes nearest to beinga
perfect food. It contains all of the

different kinds of nutritive materials
that the body needs. Bread made

from the wheat floor will support life.
It contains all of the necessary in

gredients for nourishment, but not in

the proportions best adapted for
ordinary use. A man might live on

beef alone, but it would be a very
one-sided and imperfect diet. But
meat and bread together make the

essentials of a healthful diet. Such
are the facts of experience. The
advancing science of later years ex

plains them. This explanation takes
into account not simply quantities of
meat and bread and milk and other
materials which we eat, but also the

nutritive ingredients or ‘nutrients’
which they contain."

The chief uses of food are two:
To form the material of the body and

repair its wastes; to yield heat to
keep the body warm and to provide
muscular and other power for the
work it has to do. Dr. Atwater has

prepared two tables showing, first,
the composition of food materials, the
most important of which are the
nutritive ingredients and their fuel
value;second, the pecuniaryeconomy
of food, in which the amount of
nutrients is stated in pounds.

From these tables we learn that
the greatest nutritive value in any
kind of food of a specified value is
found in cornmeal. In 10 pounds of
cornmeal there are a trifle more than
8 pounds of actual nutriment. In 817;

pounds of wheat flour there are over

6% pounds of nutriment; in 5 pounds
of white sugar there are 4.} pounds of
nutriment; in 5 pounds of beans there
are 4 pounds of nutriment; in 20

poundsof potatoes there are 3-}pounds
of nutriment; in 25 cents‘ worth of
fat salt pork there are 3?} pounds of
nutriment; in the same value of wheat
bread there are 2;} pounds; in the
neck of beef, 1% pounds; in skim milk
cheese, 1% pounds; in whole milk
cheese, a trifle more than 1.1; pounds;
in butter, 111; pounds; and in smoked
ham and leg of mutton about the
same; in milk, a trifle over I pound;
in mackerel, about 1 pound; in round
of beef, 5} of a pound; in salt codfish
and beef sirloin, about 1} a pound; in

eggs at 25 cents a dozen, about 7

ounces; in fresh codfish, about 6

ounces;and in oysters at 35 cents a

quart, about 3 ounces. The points
give us important facts bearing upon
the economy of diet, in which a vast
number in the community are chiefly
concerned.
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Guatemala Antlquitlea—The ex

tremely interesting and valuable collection
of antiquities formerly owned by Sr. D.

Manuel G. Elgueta, of Guatemala, has be

come the property of the California

Academy of Science, San Francisco, and

has been installed in their rooms. This
collection was exhibited in the Guatemala

Building at the World's Columbian Ex

position, and was taken to San Francisco
and exhibited at the Mid-winter Exposi
tion. It was made by Sr. Elgueta, among
the ruined cities of the Quiches, in North
ern Guatemala, the material largely being
found in tombs, which were subterranean
chambers, with either mounds of cemented

debris or buildings erected over them. It
comprises a small collection of vases of

great value, as they bear hieroglyphic in

scriptions and pictures painted in colors.
In view of the small number of such

vases to be found in our museums, these

vases should be carefully studied and re

produced in color, in the same manner as

Hr. E. P. Dieseldorff has reproduced avase
from Copan, Guatemala, in Zti/Sf/IS. f.
Elnol. (Verb. der Berliner Anthrop

Gesellsch). Bd. XXVL, 1894. Such vases

properly reproduced are miniature Maya or

Quiche codices. In addition to the vases

in the Elgueta collection are a number of
jadeite heads, ear ornaments, and other
ornaments, obsidian implements, house

hold utensils and a few stone carvings.

Discovery of an Ancient City
in Honduras—“the following notice

appeared in Le Nam/mu Illondr, Paris,
December 1, 1884: "Word has been re

ceived from Honduras of the discovery of
an ancient 'Toltec' city in the depths of a

forest near the Rio Grande. The remains
of this city are very well preserved and

reveal an advanced civilization. The city
was well constructed; possessed three great
temples, more than [50 feet in length and

35 feet in width; the streets are large and

well paved." The Rio Grande mentioned
is probably that which flows not far from

Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras.
Squieris the only person who has given
us any information regarding the ruins in
Honduras, and with the exception of the
ruins of Copan, which being but five miles
from the boundary of Guatemala,more prop
erly belong to the Guatemala groupofruins,
no archaeological work has ever been car
ried on in the Republic.

The Choctaw Robin G001!—
fellow.—H. S. Halbert writes in the
American Antiquarian on a curious bit of
Choctaw folk-lore.

The Choctaws in Mississippi say that
there is a little man, about two feet high,
thatdwells in the thick woods and is soli
tary in his habits. This little sprite or
hobgoblin is called by the Choctaws Boh
poli, or Kowi anukasha, both names being
used indifferently or synonymously. The
translation of Bohpoli is the "Thrower."
The translation of Koui anukasha is “ The
one who stays in the woods," or, to give a
more concisetranslation, " Forest-dweller."
Bohpoli is represented as being somewhat
sportive and mischievous, but not mali
cious in his nature. The Choctaws say
that he often playfully throws sticks and
stones at the people. Every mysterious
noise heard in the woods, whether by day
or night, they ascribe to Bohpoli. He
takes special pleasure, they say, in
striking the pine trees. A young Indian
once told me that one night, while camped
in the woods, he was awakened out of a.

deep sleep by a loud noise made on a pine
tree by Bohpoli. Bohpoli, or Kowi anuka
sha, is never seen by the common Choc
taws. The Choctaw prophets and doctors,
however, claim the power of seeing him
and of holding communication with him.
The Indian doctors say that Bohpoli as
sists them in the manufacture of their
medicines. Most Choctaws say or think
that there is but one Bohpoli. In the
opinion of others there may be more than
one.

Can it be that this bit of Choctaw folk
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lore is a dim traditionary reminiscence of

some race of dwarf people with which, at

some remote period, the prehistoric Choc

taws may have come in contact?

More Jewelry Found In Egyp
llflll T0mb8.—Mr. H. Villiers Stuart de

scribes, in a letter to the Egypt Explora

tion Fund, another disclosure, which in

dicates that the children of Israel did not
" borrow" of the Egyptians all their

“jewels of silver and jewels of gold." He

says:

A few days ago there were discovered
at Dashour the graves of two princesses of
the XIlth Dynasty intact. The coffins had

moldered away, and the mummies lay
each with a coronet on her head, and wear
ing other jewelry. When an attempt to

move the mummies was made they fell to

fragments. The jewelry is very beautiful.
One of the coronets was, in fact, a wreath
of forget-me-nots, made of precious stones

mounted on gold stems. At intervals
occurred Maltese crosses and precious
stones set in gold. This lovely wreath

was as perfect and looked as fresh as on

the day it was made—a couple of centuries
before the time of Abrahami—more than

four thousand years ago. It illustrates a

passage in the poetic epitaph on the fune
ral pail of Queen Is-em-Kheb, "She is

armed with flowers every day." I visited
Dashour and saw, in situ, the sarcophagus
in which these treasures were found, as

also that of the other princess. She also
had a lovely coronet, fitted with a socket
in which was inserted a spray of various
fiowers made in jewels, with gold stems
and gold foliage. Besides these, there are
necklaces, bracelets, armlets, anklets, dag

gers, charms, etc.

The Melnngeons are a people of

Tennessee who have been made more of a

mystery than they really are. They live

at Clinch Mountain, near Holston River,

and when they have merchandise to trade

they bring it for sale to the town of

Rogersville, in Hawkins County, Tenn.

The locality where their homes are is near

the quarries in Hawkins County, where

marble of a pink color is now quarried.

They are small of stature and darker in

color than their neighbors, and though

they call themselves Portuguese, James
Mooney, who investigated them, thinks

they are a medley of some Atlantic coast

Indians and of inland negroes. By all

events they differ in race from the Anglo

Americans, though they speak an English
dialect, somewhat corrupted. They are
known to have lived there for a century,
says G. L. Babbitt, and will work only
when under the press of hunger or other
necessity. A short article on these people
will be found in one of the more recent

volumes of the Amzritarl Anthropologist,

Washington, D, C. (1889).

Modoc Song‘m—During his talks with
Modoc Indians, Mr. Albert S. Gatchett has

been able to record from dictation a num
ber of curious songs which these people

highly appreciate, and frequently sing
while at work and while sitting idly in
their lodges. Only a few of them are
lugubrious, but the majority are merry ut

terances of a mind free from care. There
are erotic songs, dance songs, satiric and

mythologic songs, all delivered in a way
that is half spoken and half sung. Some,

however, have attractive and elaborate
melodies, which, if well arranged for the

piano or string instruments, would doubt
less produce a sensation in cultured com

munities. A specimen is given of asong
which is introduced as sung or spoken by

a prairie owl, which has the faculty of
turning its head around and then turning
it instantaneously to the normal position ;

while, when it draws its body up, it ap

pears almost ball-shaped, and when travel
ing over the prairie seems like a light col

ored ball rolling over the ground. The
man singing the song is supposed, after
throwing ofi' his garments and limbs, to

appear also as a head only, and rolls on

for many miles, when he may be seen par
taking of food inside of his subterranean
lodge. He has a dog who faithfully tries
to gather up his discarded appendages and
take them first to his master and then

home. With this is coupled an idyl of a

young man carrying his sister on his back
to her bridegroom and leaving her close to
a pine tree. A cradle song describes the

habits of the robin, which is seen earlier
than other birds flying toward the cedar to

pick at the bark in search of ants; the

mothers tell their babes that robin red

breast sings this song to its young, and
also to its grandmother. A third song has

a satirical application to another town than
that of the singers.
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FELLOW all IP AMONG WOMEN.

OWADAYS while women are

displaying an interest in

their own sex the like of which has

never been seen before, and at a time

also when men as well as women seem

disposed to grant to the fair sex more

rights and privileges and to acknowl

edge in the female mind and character
more talents and virtues than have

ever been admitted hitherto, it is in

teresting, to say the least, to read,

from one who signs herself “A
Woman of To-Day," vigorous, not to

say caustic, statements in denial

of the idea that women in general are

capable of co-operation in the interest

of their sex at large, or possessed of

any true instinct of loyal friendship

among themselves. There has

certainly been a great deal of poetry,
not to mention other forms of expres

sion, devoted to the adulation of

friendship or fidelity of attachment

as an attribute of the feminine

character; and as we have been com

pelled in recent years to relinquish sev

eral of our cherished boyhood notions

regarding the perfections and beauties

of the world and humanity, it may be
that we shall have to modify some of
our views regarding this matter of
fellowship in femininity. But, as

phrenologists, we are quite certain of
the fact that strength of attachment
in general, or at least the sentiment
of comradeship or desire for com

panionship, is strongerin woman than
in man.

Those writers who detect, as they
think, the lack of cohesive power and
true devotion among women doubt
less consider the female sex on very
broad lines. Of course if we take
the broadest possible view of the
human race as they appear in the his
tory of all countries, we must admit
that the male sex have displayed a

great deal of brutality which has
been matched by a disappointing
weakness on the part of women. Such
was the point of view from which
Schopenhauer usually discussed the
principles of human nature, and we
think that the writer from whom we
quote below will come in for a share
of the same kind of condemnation

ass-4
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which has so often been heaped upon

the head of the German high priest
of pessimism. Let us not be dis

turbed by any of these criticisms.

We shall certainly profit in the end

by knowing the truth concerning both

men and women. Unjust attacks

are often the surest means of arous

ing discussions which lead to a knowl

edge of facts. If the majority of

women—having now in mind those of

Europe, Asia and Africa, as well as

those of our own favored country——

are narrow in their sympathies and

views, we must remember that the

great mass of the world's men are

also far from adorable. The fact

that should give us encouragement
and satisfaction is that the superior

minority, the aristocracy, so to speak,

of intellect and heroism, is steadily

growing in both sexes, and in com

parison with the advance among men

in point of all-around culture, women

are certainly little, if any, behind.

In introducing this subject here it

has not been our purpose to enter

upon any exhaustive discussion, but

we beg to remind our readers that in

the study of human nature it is very

important to become familiar with

the fundamental or primary strata of

human nature—those underlying beds

of accumulated instinct and passion

which, under the gloss and glamour
of civilization, are so concealed as to

be scarcely accessible to the psycho

logical observer. No other method

equals that of getting at the root of a

thing. Perhaps the assertions of the

writer in question will have the effect

of bringing out a reply from some of

our correspondents.

We quote verbatim from the [.17

erary Dllgrsl .'

THE SISTERHOOD 0F WOMAN DENIED.

“The bond of fellowship‘ which
exists between man and man simply
by virtue of a common sex is entirely
absent between woman and woman.
That sentiment may sound mannish,
but its author is a woman—‘A Wo
man of the Day’ she signs herself in
Tbe Saturday Review, wherein she
discusses the question of ‘The
Sisterhood of Woman,’ most em
phatically denying that there is
any true fellowship in her own sex.
On the contrary, she declares that
fellowship among women is replaced
by a fundamental antagonism, a vague
enmity, which renders the general
attitude of a feminine creature
toward her kind essentially different
from that of the male creature in
identical relations. She believes that
in individual cases this feeling is
counteracted by affection or by sym
pathy, but that apart from personal
sentiment it remains, ‘ severing every
living woman from the rest of her
sex.’ She says :

" ‘ To a great extent this arises from a

woman's incapacity for impersonal feel
ing or abstract emotion. In life's fray she
fights either for her own hand. or, more
often, for some one man or woman whom
she loves, but rarely for the welfare of her
sex at large. \Verc it not for this strange
lack of humanity in her nature, the eman
cipation of woman would not have been so
grievously retarded. If the few women
who suffered aforetime under the restric
tions which hedged in their liberty had
been able to count on the sympathy
and co-operation of all women, the
time of their subjugation would have
been enormously abbreviated. As it
was, the first seekers after freedom met
with more opposition from their own
sex than they did from the other; nor, in
deed, do they fare better to-day. .
It is in fact this essential disunion, this
lack of cohesive power, which makes the
economic position of woman what it is.
The work which she is now doing with her
might she owes more to the self-interest of
the employer than to her own energy. In
many fields of labor women are ousting
men from employment because their work
is as well done as men can do it, and done
at about half the price. The emancipation
of the woman-worker simply means that
the capitalist has found the road to the
cheapest labor, and makes the best bargain
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he can. When it is struck the woman
wails that she is underpaid, apparently
unconscious that the remedy lies in her
own hands. If each woman who works
were to adopt the tactics of man and com
bine for the common benefit, instead of
standing alone and making her own terms,
the value of her labor would soon be equal
to his. But this is just what she cannot
do. She cannot form an alliance with her
own sex, either offensive or defensive, and
respect its covenant. That is why trade
unionism among women is still almost a

farce and its operation ineffectual, and why
the associations formed by women for
their betterment and governed by them
are so apt to become disabled through in
ternal strife.’

“ While the writeradmits that there
never was a time when women were

so interested in their own sex as now,
she thinks it an open question
whether this interest is due to an im

pulse of morbid curiosity or to a

genuine human sympathy. She con

tinues:
“ ‘ It is certain that an increasing number

of women who are morally stainless give
evidence of an extraordinary absorption in
the character and condition of those whose
lives are notoriously and avowedly vicious.
Formerly, the barrier which separated the
virtuous among women from the fallen
was absolutely definite and impassable.
On the principle that to touch pitch is to be
inevitably defiled, those wtthin the fold
held no communication with the outcast,
whose very existence they were expected
to ignore. Of late, however, the pharisai
cal passing by on the other side has been
replaced by an abnormal attraction toward
the gutter, and virtue's crown of virtue is
won by devising schemes for the redemp
tion of the fallen and the purification of the
sinner through intercourse with the saint.
There are those who profess to perceive in
this association the germ of a brave
humanitarianism, the inauguration of a

new and fervent charity that presages an
era of feminine fellowship and amity.
To my mind it has no such significance,
but is simply aform of hysteria based upon
a morbid appetite for coquetting with sin,
so characteristic of the modern woman.
The kind of sin which she has neither the
opportunity nor the desire to commit has a.

fascination for her perverse, faine'ant
soul.’

“The writer next takes up the

friendship of one woman for another
when both stand upon the same moral
and social level, and says that in nine
cases out of ten such friendship is

devoid of the obligations of loyalty

and honor which are inherent in the
friendship between one man and
another:

" ‘ Such relations [she says] never become
stable or sacred between women, for they
are apt to begin by chance, proceed with
passion, and die at a breath. Even at fever
heat a woman never gives as much to an
other as she gives to her lightest lover, and
at any moment she is ready to sacrifice her
friend at the behest of any man in whom
she is momentarily interested. For his en
tertainment she will betray any confidence
withouta scruple or a regret, even if she
refrains from denouncing her feminine
friend to the firstcomer as soon as a
shadow of misunderstanding has arisen
between them. In the lives of most men
there are only one or two friendship bonds
riveted by years of intercourse. which
nothing but undreamed-of treachery can
sever. Women, on the other hand, make
and discard friends with equal facility.
If they are seldom true to men, their fidel
ity to theirown sex is rarer far, for there
are no Davids and Jonathans among
women, no friendships founded on mutual
faith and held in honor. Until woman
learns to conduct her relations with her
own sex on the same principles as that
on which men act, the sisterhood of
woman will never come within measur
able distance of the possible."'

'——>O¢—-_
TWO MOUTHS.

HE lower part of the face, that

is
,

including the mouth and
chin, reflects in a peculiar manner
those activities of the mind familiarly
called animal. It seems hardly fair,
however, to apply the term animal to
the manifestations of affection which
in individuals of the human species
are often so exalted as to call out
our most intense admiration, except
ing only the feelings excited by deeds
of lofty moral heroism. Surely, then,
we should think of the lowest third
of the face as animal only in the case
of individuals of inferior grade.

Volumes have been written and re~

main to be written about the human
mouth. What marvelous associa
tions linger about that word l From

a mother’s lips we received the first
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and holiest kiss ; froma mother's lips
we learned the first and humblest

prayer; and then as childish years

increased, how anxiously we watched
for parental words that were to de

termine our happiness for the day, or,

as we sometimes imagined, our fate
for life. The next period was in our

EDWlN iiooTii's MOUTH.

teens. How well we all remember!
Years later when thoughts of philos
ophy came crowding into our minds
we found still other and larger reasons
for studying signs of character in the

mouth, and for none of us can the

subject ever lose its interest.
We present two drawings, almost

opposite in character, from portraits
of Edwin Booth and Adelaide Neil
son. We cannot call Mr. Booth’s
lower face very characteristic of his

sex, and we know all women, at

least, will agree with us that the

other is rather too heavy for a truly
feminine month. In the first drawing
there are signs of great refinement,

delicacy and reserve, which would

impress the most superficialobserver.
Edwin Booth was remarkable for ex

clusiveness. For instance, he was

not an easy man to interview; he

wasin no sensea society man; he took

part in very few of the great politi

cal, philosophical, religious or other

discussions which interested most of

the prominent men of his time.
There was nothing spontaneous or

ebullient in his nature. On the con

trary, he always seemed to be re

pressing something. His face usually
looked as if he was trying to conceal
a great sorrow. That he had some

bitter, life-long griefs is well known,
and that he had still others not

definitely understood there has been

good reason to believe.

He was a man who could be deeply
pained at things which some men

would scarcely notice. His tempera
ment was inclined to pessimism.

Fearing to bare his heart to an un

feeling world, he increased from

year to year the tendency to secre

ADELAIDE NEILSON'S MOUTH.

tiveness with which he was endowed

at birth. With the sensitiveness of

a woman, he shrank from criticism;
but unlike nearly all women and most

men, he was almost indifferent to

applause. He was capable of love,

but was not very ardent. His affec

tions in the main were marked by
refinement and reserve. All these
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qualities are suggested by his mouth.

In the compression of the lips, their

thinness, and the delicacy of their

curves, there are the unmistakable

signs of a nature that is chiefly sub

jective; that prefers to dwell upon

the past rather than to hope for

things in the future; that doubts and

distrusts the new and untried; that

would

"Rather hear those ills we have than fly

to others that we know not of.”

In our second illustration for the

most part the opposite characteristics

seem to be indicated. Although the

drawing is slightly unjust, perhaps,

to the beautiful actress, the general
form of the lips gives a correct ex

planation of the character, so far as

this portion of the face can be ex

pected to do. Here is the fullness

that bespeaks an overflowing emo

tional life; here is spontaneity. We

see warmth, enthusiasm, love of

pleasure; in such a nature there is no

doubt or hesitation as to the happi

ness preferred, and unless confronted

with powerful deterrents, there would

be a readiness in yielding to impulse

amounting almost to abandon.

Here the affections are active; and

it would be a wonder if such a

woman did not love with more

haste than wisdom. Coolness of

judgment in matters of the

heart are not likely to be found

in the possessor of such a mouth.

In the almost equal fullness of the

upper and under lip are the indica

tions of balance in the affections;

such a mouth is demonstrative in

affection, and equally appreciative of

ardent manifestations from the per

son beloved. In this nature there

will also be sympathy and friendship.

Love may be interrupted or an at

tachment severed by a prolonged
separation, but such a woman craves

and is likely to find some object to
love every day and every hour. She

must frequently receive or give some

token of regard, if only a little flower;
but she prefers a smile or a kiss.
She will stand at the window and by
a wave of her hand give a sign to her
lover when he is too far to hear her
speak. Such a woman, if wedded to
the true king of her heart, in the
right social atmosphere, would be as

loving, no doubt, as any man could
wish her to be, but she needs the in
fluence of a good environment, and
especially the aid of moral and intel
lectual culture.

‘>04—~

CRANIAL PROPORTIONS.

GENTLEMAN in Trenton, N.
]., writes to know the proper

breadth of the head through each
organ as shown by the calipers for
the average person—namely, that of
22 x 14. He says that he has looked
through many phrenological volumes
without finding what he wishes.

We are not aware that his question
has ever been answered in any of the
books heretofore published. How
ever, this is one of the things which
an experienced phrenologist learns
in time, approximately, at least, by
recording in his memory, uncon
sciously it may be, what might be
called a composite picture of the vari
ous heads he has examined ; and in this
composite head there will, of course,
be certain tolerably definite diam
eters; but the variations of certain
nationalities, classes, vocations, etc.,
produce modifications of the idea in
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the mind of the phrenologist which

also have to be taken into account in

an extended explanation of the sub

ject. First of all is the very im

portant distinction of sex. Cer

tain diameters which would be normal

in the male head would be

somewhat different in the female.

Again, in thinking of the Ger

man head we always think of

a considerably greater diameter

than we would in an Irish head. In

thinking of the diameters among

merchants and mechanics or manu

facturers we should expect a consid

erable variation from the prevailing

proportions among professional men,

etc. But striking an average, we

should say that usually the diameter

in the male head at the temples,

whatever it ought to be, is about

four and three quarter inches or five

inches; and at Constructiveness, or

about where the hair begins, the

diameter is about five and a half

inches. Going back to Acquisitive

ness there should be a gain of about

another half inch ; about the same

diameter should be found at Destruct

iveness and Secretiveness. Rising
to Cautiousness we should add

another eighth of an inch. Going
forward to Sublimity, Ideality
and Mirthfulness we should expect

about the same ratio of decrease,

which would give a diameter of about

four and a half inches at Mirthful
ness.

Just after writing the above we

were pleased to receive a call from

Albert Zimmerman, President of the

St. Paul Phrenological Society, who

handed us for publication an article

on the same subject, which we pre

sent elsewherein this issue. If there

should be any important difference

discovered in our views, it should be

remembered that the editor has

reference more to the proportions
that actually exist, while Mr. Z.

seems to have in mind particularly
the developments which people ought
to have. The subject is interesting
and important. Let us hear more

about it.__...—
PHRENOLOGY AND PENOLOGY.

NE of the very encouraging

signs of the times may be found

in the fact that people are growing
more humane in their ideas of pun

ishment even without the direct aid

of a correct mental science. No
doubt the influence of the phrenolog
ical philosophy promulgated by

George Combe over half a century

ago has had much to do with this.

The more than 350,000 copies of the

Canstz'lu/ion of Alan which have been

circulated have sown seeds of sym

pathy and suggested trains of phil

osophic thought in millions ofminds,
the beneficent effects of which are

almost incalculable. As an instance

of the growing recognition of the ab

surd policy which has prevailed hith

erto of neglectingthe study of moral

disease, the following, quoted by

TIn’ P/lrmologiml Alagazz'rw, from a

writer in Ta-Day, is very interest

ing and quite in accord with phreno

logical principles:
“ When acriminal is convicted, he

is then sentenced. The only merit
that I can see in that system is that
it saves time. After the man is con
victed, but before he is sentenced,
he should be made the subject of an
inquiry; his antecedents, environ
ment, character should all be taken
into consideration. The First Offend
ers Act is really a step in this direc
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tion. Two men may commit pre
cisely the same crime and receive pre
cisely the same punishment; yet the

guilt of one man may be much greater
than the other, and the punishment
may be really unjust. Last week I
spoke of the frequent futility of short
sentences and frequent injustice of
long. A man sentenced to seven

years may turn out to be really fit to

be released in one; it may be certain
that the remaining six years will do
him more harm than good, and

through him will do harm to society,
for the protection of which the sen

tence was passed. After the inquiry
I mentioned has been held, let the

judge advise a sentence—not defin

itely pass a sentence—and let it be

in the power of the authorities at the

prison—or, as I should prefer to call
it,reformatory—subsequently to mod

ify the sentence advised, whenever,
in their opinion, such modification is

needed.
“ The intellectually defective and

physically defective are accustomed
to receive individual attention from
skilled men. But the present system
of treating the morally defective is

almost as absurd as it would be if
every patient in a hospital were given
exactly the same medicine, and that
medicine had been prescribed by a

lawyer and made up by a commis
sionaire. There would be

work in the reformatories for those

who cared to undertake it
,

and they
would have to be men of ethical sta

bility and intelligence, firm and sym

pathetic; this work would not be less

noble than the noble work which is per

formed by doctors and nurses. They
would do their best to keep alive in

the criminal that self-respect without
which there can be no improvement.
Let a man be ashamed of going into a

prison, if you will; but if you want
him to do anything in the world,
make it the business of the prison to

give him back his self-respect.
“ Convicts should work harder than

they do now, but they should be given
an interest in the work itself and its

results. The use of militarydrill and
discipline might be tried; it would help
to give that regularity and obedience
which are rarely found in the criminal;
and it would be no hard thing if the
disgraced man, who once called him
self a gentleman, had a chance of re
deeming his character in active serv
ice. The question of moral insanity
should be fully dealt with by men of
science; the disease should be treated
as a disease, instead of being pun
ished as a crime, and the present
legal definition of insanity in criminal
cases should be revised. Side by side
with a more reasonable treatment of
the criminal we should have more
reasonable methods adopted for the
prevention of crime. The children
of habitual criminals should be taken
out of the control of their parents,
and their environment arranged to
counterbalance bad hereditary tend
encies." MM

CHEAP TRAVELING IN EUROPE.
HE facilities for traveling have

increased of late years along
with nearly everything else, so that a

trip to Europe is no longer a luxury
in which only the rich can indulge.
However, there are still agreat many
people who continue to think of an
excursion to Europe as a pleasure in
volving very much more expense than

it actually does. To those who are not
awareofthe possibilities of cheap liv
ing abroad, we can recommend the
series of bright letters the first install
ment of which we publish this month.
The author, Mr. George C. Bartlett,
who is a much esteemed friend of the
editor, is a brother of Mrs. Elizabeth
B. Grannis of this city, and isa gen
tleman of exceptional culture and
practical knowledge of the world,
having been for many years an omniv
orous reader and a very extensive
traveler in all parts of the world.
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He is very liberal in his views, of a

philosophical cast of mind, and an

extremely easy, graceful writer, by
whom our readers will be both in

structed and entertained.
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CLAIRVOYANT POWER—SEEING, THOUGH

BLIND.—-N. G.—There are instances of this
on record; even scientific men of authority
have attested its wonderful powers. The
Mediml Time: refers to it, saying that
enough has already been shown to demon

strate that no physician can afford to ignore
this important factor in the treatment of
his patients.

Closely interwoven with hypnotism is

psychological study in clairvoyance, which
has been defined as a faculty of acquiring
supernormally a knowledge of facts con

cerning material things and the normal
manifestations of embodied mind, such as

we normally acquire by the use of our
senses.

The case of Miss Mollie Fancher, as

given by her physician for many years,

Dr. 5. Fleet Spier, and recently in a biog
raphy written by Judge Abram H. Dailey,

is a case in point. As a consequence of two
bad accidents at the ages of 15 and 16 years,
complicated by overstudy, she has now
been a bedridden patient for over thirty
years. She is totally blind, and yet has the

power of seeing (mentally !) with great dis
tinctness and reading sealed letters and

closed books. Oeulists have examined the

eyes and found them sightless. The optic
nerve is gray in appearance, indicating
gray atrophy, which would render it inca
pable of transmitting light to the brain.
This case has been investigated by several
scientists, who are convinced there is no

deceit. Other cases quite as wonderful
have been published.

“ORtPIcIALIsT."—A. C.——This is a term

employed by certain persons who affect a

specialty of treating diseases of the ex

ternal openings of the body, especially
the rectal. There seems to be a tendency

to run the notion toa ludicrous extreme.

We hear of all sorts of disorders being laid
to “orificial" maladies; for instance, eye

and nose troubles,skin affections and nerve

derangements, by reflex or other operation.
The orificial doctor does wonders, accord

ing to his own account. We know that a

little thing in itself may set up a deal of
mischief, through persistent local irrita
tion, but we are not ready to subscribe to a
tithe of the representations of some of these
"orificialists,” especially as every well
trained physician is fairly intelligent in

the line of their pretensions.

INSANITY OF GENlUS.—HILCOMBE.—Many
of the characters who have won fame for
remarkable intellectual achievements were

unbalanced, eccentric, and even unsafe as

members of society. But these, as a rule,
were not of the class that contribute to the

permanent good of mankind. The greatest
men,in the true sense of the term great,
were not and are not insane, for real great
ness of mind is inconsistent with that un

balance of the mental faculties—that dis
temper of the reasoning powers—that is

known as insanity. Charles Lamb writes
on this subject: " So far from the proposi
tion holding true that great wit or genius
has a necessary alliance with insanity, the

greatest wits, on the contrary, will ever
be found the sanest writers. It is impossi
ble for the mind to conceive of a mad
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Shakespeare." Men of extraordinary men

tal caliber may be subject to nervous disor

ders in a higher degree than others, because

of their greater delicacy of nerve sensibil

ity, but the most of the instances to which

we are referred by writers are found upon

analysis to be due to indiscretions or abuses

of habit that would be likely to throw any

mind out of balance.

UNRNO\VN.-—Chula, Mo.—You sign no

name, although you inclose an envelope

for answer. Hence in this way we are

compelled to say that we know nothing

about the concern or “ agency" you men

tion and would advise you to have nothing

to do with it.

TEA AND TOBACCO w. SPIRITS AND BEER.

——W. W. C.—We are of opinion that such

statistics as you give in your letter cannot

be taken as conclusive. In England, it

must be remembered, the people are in

better financial state than in Ireland, and

therefore better able to purchase the more

expensive spirits and beer. Again, tea is

used quite extensively by Irish women—

and a good proportion of them smoke, thus

bringing up the average of cost. In this

country the association of tobacco with the

drinking of spirit or malt liquor is more

marked. Such are the associations of

tobacco selling and tobacco using that the

young man may be easily led to adopt

habits of drinking that have their prob

abilities of physical and mental damage.

DARK AND LIGHT COMPLEXION HAIR,

ETC.—M. M.—Diversities of complexion

depend mainly upon temperament—the

physical constitution. They have their

correspondences in the phenomena of

character, but cannot be said strictly to be

causal in such phenomena. If you would

read a good treatise on temperament you

would obtain a deal of information bearing

upon the questions that are involved in

your inquiry.

VlCARlOUS FORCE.—Qu€5ll0n: Is it true

that Combativeness and Destructiveness

are necessary to an energetic character?

Answer: Large Firmness or Continuity,

together with a very active temperament,

may incite to great effort, and thus accom

plish a great deal.

gibrarg.

In this department we give short review: of mr'r.

N“ Books canpublishers seefit to send us. In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis

factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readen

with such information as ehall enable them to form

an opinirm of the desirability of any particular vol

umeforperaonal use. It is our trial! to notice the

better class of books issuing from thepreas, and we

invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publicalioiw, especially those ‘related in any way to

mental and physiological science. Weoan usually

supply any of those noticed.

.uotmow

AED(EOLOG\'.—A Treatise on Generative

Life: A book for every man and

woman. By SIDNEY HARRINGTON

ELLIOT, M.D. Izrno, cloth. Price, $1.50.

Boston: Arena Pub. Co.

Starting with the shibboleth that it is

the right of every child to be well born,

this author traverses the ground of physi

ology and psychology to prove the princi
ples involved and to offer in terms suitable

to the everyday reader the counsel that

society much needs. Whatever may be

the later outcome of scientific observation

with regard to the operation or nonopera

tion of prenatal impressions or the mold

ing influence of maternal condition upon

the unborn child, it is certain that people

for the greater part need instruction
with regard to the hygiene of the parental
functions. We are glad to know that the

interest of the community is increasing in

this subject, and from motives of a health

ful sort. The author has employed much

care in reviewing the field covered by his

book, and furnishes a strong series of

evidences for the operation of maternal

impressions in the child organism. But
while this is an important department of

the book, we consider the chapters devoted

to the analysis of the requisites of a well>

born child to be of more utility, so also

the chapters on miscarriage, chastity and

avoidance of motherhood, physical essen

tials for marriage and sexual hygiene
have their particular value. The author

has consulted standard authorities on

hygiene, temperament, phrenologyin pre

senting his topic; and while his book is not

an elaborate one, it is of that direct, concise,
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untechnical order that is acceptable to the

inquiring reader.

WELLS’ NEw DESCRIPTIVE CHART FOR THE

UsE or ExAmNERs [N THE DELlNEATloN
or CnARAcTER. Fowler & Wells Com

pany, New York.

There are charts and charts employed
by phrenological lecturers and examiners,

all of them having good points, and, of
course, based in general arrangement and

application upon a similar plan. Every
energetic and ambitious exponent of the

humanizing art of phrenology believes that
he can prepare a manual that will suit his

purposes better than any already in print;
and so we have a great variety of books,

large and small, in the hands of people

who have sought the professional charac
ter reader for instruction and counsel.
But after all the book with the title above

given is unsurpassed for simplicity of ar

rangement and practical application. The
work of a veteran examiner and of an ac

complished writer, whose experience in the

special line of character study has scarcely
a parallel, it has features of utility that

other similar books with any fair preten

sion to originality can scarcely rival. In
fact this " Descriptive Chart" has been so

much revised and issued in so many edi

tions that it is rather the product of sev

eral brains than of one. The new edition,
of which this little notice is given, offers

itself in a neat form and at such a price,
especially by the quantity, that it should
be to the advantage of the professionals in

the field to use it.

THE GAME or CHARACTER REAntNc—Illus
trating the Effects of the Phrenological
Organs upon Physiognomy. Published
by C. W. Pottinger, Chicago.

This new device for social and home

amusement deserves more than passing
notice because of the great variety of feat

ures it includes. There are ninety cards
with illustrations and explanations simple
enough for the understanding of children.
Several methods of playing them are given
in the accompanying circular,in all of which
the elements of amusement are coupled
with. instruction. A game such as this is

well adapted to interest the young and

impress them with those important princi

ples that lie at the basis of mental science

and the understanding ofcharacter. Price,

75 cents.

A SQUARE TALK TO YOUNG MEN Asot'r
THE INSPIRATION or THE BIBLE. By H.
L. HASTINGS, Editor of T11: C/irim'an

Mind. Million~Scriptural Tract Repos
itory, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Hastings has such a clear and crisp
way of presenting religious truths that we

cannot wonder his pamphlets and lectures
and discussions find a broad area of cir
culation. His topics are just those that
people who have a bit of religion in their
souls want to know about. This is em

phatically a square talk ; it is full of meat,

and answers so many questionsinastraight
forward manner that we cannot but com

mend it to our young folks—and old folks,

too. The “ Corruptions of the New Testa
ment" is a good piece of straight analysis
and characterized by the same frank deal

ing that we find in everything Dr. Hast
ings does.
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SION or AssociArtoN or AMERICAN ANAT
oxnsrs. With a list of members.

An interesting document to a certain, but
not very large, class of scientific men in

this country. The studies involved in the

titles are of high importance, The remark
of Dr. Heitzmann, of New York, in discuss
ing Prof. Wilder's paper on the " Cerebral
Passions" is in a decided phrenological
vein.

WoMAN: HER PHYSICAL CONDITION, Sus
FERINGS AID MATERNAI. RELATIONS. By

J. C. PE'riT, M.D. Illustrated.

The author has much to say regarding
the ailments peculiar to the sex, and sup
plies advice of a popular kind that few

hygienists would be disposed to criticise
harshly. He has a form of pessary which
is highly lauded as a method of applying
electricity directly to the parts enfeebled
by vicious habits or sickness. We have

heard of such contrivances before, and
there my be a degree of virtue in Dr.
Petit's. Personally we should have more
confidence in the hygiene and exercises he

outlines.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

THE Rev. _Iohn Duke McFaden has
organized a phrenological society at Ham
lin, Kan.

PROF. Geo. MoRRis, class of '78, has
recently given twelve lectures in Omaha,
Neb., where he has been spending a few
weeks.

ALBERT ZIMMERMAN, president of the St.
Paul Phrenological Society, has been in
New York City for some time, preparing
for a course in the Institute. Herbert
Simmonds, librarian of the society, is also
expected here soon, to become a member
of the class of '95.

MISS EDNA I. Seam-1v, class of '94, is
meeting with much success at Atlantic
Highlands, where she has recently opened
an office. She is also giving parlor talks
two evenings at week, and makes delinea
tions at residences, and has found many
among those she has examined "highly
appreciathe of phrenology."

AT the last meeting of the St. Paul
phrenological Society “ Causality" was
discussed by Miss Annie Loetscher and
Mr. A. Anderson. The society meets every
second and fourth Friday at Central Block.
At the recent election the following officers
were nominated: President, Albert Zim
merman; vice-president, Mrs. A. E. John
son; secretary, Harry G. Lerch; treasurer,
E. F. Berrisford; financial secretary, Miss
M. Thorwarth; librarian, H. Simmonds.

AT the last meeting of the Eureka
phrenological Society, which was largely
attended, Mrs. Orr, Miss Price, and Mr.
Sermin, class of 'gl, entertained the audi
ence with very interesting and instructive
talks on " Hope," "The Perceptives "

and
"Choice of Pursuits," respectively. The
next meeting of this society, which
meets at the Hall, North avenue, will be

held on Saturday, September is, at which
Messrs. Drake, Alexander and Devlin will
discourse on various phrenological sub
jects. The meetings are free, and friends
of phrenology and the public generally are
cordially invited.

DR. MCDONALD might well ask the ques
tion in a recent number of THE JOURNAL,“ What are the phrenologists doing?"
Every practical phrenologist sees the great
work remaining to he done and the appar
ent apathy of many even who are students
of character in regard to it. There should
be more sympathy among the graduates.
Many graduates appear to be rather slack
in advocating phrenology because they are
not following it as a profession. This
should not be. When a fellow graduate
enters a town to give a course of lectures

why should he not find the local phrenolo
gists ready to do all they can to help along
the work? This is not always the case, I
am sorry to say.

Phrenology to me is a glorious work,
and I would do no other. There is a vast
amount of pleasure in the progagation of
this the grandest of sciences. People are
hungry for phrenology. Every intelligent
man wants to know all he can about him
self if he can learn from a reliable source.
There are scores of inquirers from every
rank of life, and there is but little trouble
to secure a full house after the first night.
Almost all young physicians whom I meet
take an examination, and though some
times rather critical, quite a number of
them are quietly advocating the science. A
phrenologist needs the courage of his con
victions, with all the force of character he
can muster.

I entered a Minnesota town of about
5,000 inhabitants a short time ago
and was advised by a certain minister
not to stay there, as he was sure
no one there wished to know anything
of himself. But lo ! on taking a hall and
giving my lectures I had an audience of
about 600 nearly every night for a week;
and in private examinations they came for
ten days as fast as I could delineate them.

I believe it is possible for a phrenologist
to know more about a community in two
days than some of the residents do in as
many years. Let us learn all we can, but
be cautious about taking the advice of cer
tain persons who know nothing of our
business.

A man said one day, "You talk as if
you meant what you said." Another
asked, "What would you say if a person
knocked you down for telling him so
straight?" I replied that a phrenologist is
not supposed to be afraid of anyone. On
the other hand, many continually say,
"God bless you in your work." After be
ing examined a professor of a school said
to me the other day, “ How I wish I knew
how to apply phrenology to the children."

Some legislators in Montana and North
Dakota have even told me that they were
in favor of having a graduate phrenologist
belong to and be paid by the State. A
principal of acertain high school said to
me, "We ought to have a phrenologist as
superintendent of public instruction."

I often think that if the Institute were to
publisha pamphlet giving the exact con~
volutions of the brain and all the faculties
related thereto, it would be a great advan
tage. We meet with many queer people
and need to be fortified as much as possi
ble. Yours in the work.

GEORGE Cozcxs, Class ‘or.



Swain Cookery
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A Practical Guide Book
Of handy size, making it very convenient for kitchen use

D006

The author is a practical hygienist, and the suggestions advanced in
the book iivill be found almost invaluable. The book is dedicated to
those who love the largeness of life and the bounty of good living.

Partial Contents . . .

Practical su gestions and combinations of food, bread, soups, vege
tables, fruit frinks, sauces, pies, cakes, salads, deserts, menus at the
table of one of the best sanitariums in the United States, daily menus for
a week for a beginner. 8551‘ 20c. CooK'ERY.

Emerson says . . . .

"If the right theory should ever be discovered we shall know it by
this token : that it will solve many riddles." Accordingly, the cook of
the future will not only conform to the laws of hysiology and hygiene,
but will afford the utmost gratification to the pa ate and in no wise out
rage a refined, artistic sense. The recipes, gathered from an experience
of twenty years in dealing with the sick and well, are especially adapted
for family use. It contains preparations rich in nutritive value and also
the properties desirable in human food. The recommendations are ex
emplified in the fact that most of our greatest thinkers and longest lived
men have been persons of regular habits and of plain living at their table.
Plain food nourishes the blood better, and it does not use up the vital
forces as fast as a stimulating diet, thereby avoiding dyspepsia, either in
emaciation or the other extreme of coarse complexion, superfluous
flesh, and disfiguring enlargement of the digestive region. The book
ends with the motto :

"The study of what to eat is man's strongest castle of health."

DGGD

——PRICE $|7.50 POSTPAID no if’.

FOWLER & WELLS C0.

27 East zlst 5L. NEW YORK
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Standard Works on . . .'

hrenology
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How to Study Strangers
By NELsoN SizER. A book of over 300 pages, beautifully illustrated.

Heads and Faces, and How to Study Them
By NELSON SIZER. 260 pp. 40c. paper, $i.oo cloth.

Brain and Mind, or l’lental Science in Relation to Modern Philosophy

By DR. H. S. DRAYTON. 354 pp. $i.5o cloth.

Choice of Pursuits, or What to Do and Why
By NELSON SizER. 680 pp. $2.00 cloth.

How to Educate the Feelings, Bringing the Dispositions, Aspirations and Pas- I

sions into Harmony with Sound intelligence and Morality
Izmo. 282 pp. $1.50.

Ambition as a Factor in Human Character. 32 pp.

Expression, its Anatomy and Philosophy. 200 pp. $1.00.

Resemblances between Men and Animals. 334 pp. $2.50.
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Price, $1.50.
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The Constitution of Man : A True Exposition of the Laws of the Creator as Ap

plicable to Mankind. 436 pp. $4.25.

R 8: WELLS CO.FOWLE
‘ 27 East 2ist Street. New York
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EVERY TABLET

PEARSOF SOAP
is kept at least twelve months before

it is sold. This can be said of no

other Soap in the world, and ml
soap, like good wine, improves with

2% ,

'Yon may keqo Pears’ Soap for
twenty years in any climate, and it

will never shrink. Every tablet will
'

retain its original shape and every

ball remain a perfect sphere—proof

positive that there is no shrinkage,
‘

~

and that they are old and well

matured.
Unequalled for Toilet, Nursery and Bath.

Pears’ 100 years old and beflerthan it ‘W8’ “5- Pears’
There are soaps offered assubstitutes for I’ear’s which are dangerous—beware you get Pears‘
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Very likely the first time you buy

CONSTANTINE’S ?PINE TAR SOAP
(Persian Healing)

you buy it because it is soap, and you expect it

to do the part of ordinary soap. After using you
find (unlike ordinary soap) it doesn’t only cleanse

--it softens the skin, removes roughness, heals

pimples and irritation, and is beautifying to the

complexion. The second time you buy it—well,
those who use it know why. Ask them.--All
druggists.
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Choice of Pursuits; or, What to Do and 'Nhy

Describing seventy-five Trades and Professions, and the Temperaments and Talents
required for each; with Portraits and Biographies of many successful Thinkers and

Workers. By NELSON SIZER, Associate Editor of the “ PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL." Presi
dent of and Teacher in the “ American Institute of Phrenology." Izmo, extra cloth.
508 pp. $2.00.

This work fills a place attempted by no other. Whoever has to earn a living by
labor of head or hand cannot afford to do without it.

How to Teach According to Temperament and Mental Development; or
Phrenology in the School-room and the Family

With many Illustrations. Iamo, extra cloth. 351 pp. Price, $1.50.

One of the greatest difficulties in the training of children arises from not under
standing their temperament and disposition. This work points out the constitutional
differences, and how to make the most of each.

Forty Years in Phrenology

Embracing Recollections of History. Anecdote, and Experience. Izmo, extra cloth,

413 pp. Price, $t.5o.

The volume is filled with history, anecdotes, and incidents pathetic, witty. droll and
startling. Every page sparkles with reality, and is packed with facts too good to be lost.

Heads and Faces; How to Study Them

A new Manual of Character Reading for the People, by PROF. NELSON SIZER and
DR. H. S. DRAYTON. It is full of the subject and contains 200 pages, 250 striking i1.

lustrations from life. Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, $1.00.

How to Study Strangers by Temperament, Face and Head

A sequel to Heads and Faces. This book embodies the ripened experience of the
author during more than fifty years of constant study and practice and seems to round
out a long life replete with opportunity, healthful vigor and persistent industry.

Students of themselves or of strangers will find in every page something to illumine
their search for human science and lighten the labor of progress. Royal octavo, 384
pages, 315 illustrations. Paper, 70 cents; extra cloth, $1.50.
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COUNT LEO TOLSTOI, CHRISTIAN ANARCIIIST.

Bv VICTOR YARROS.

NE of the most picturesque and
remarkable figures of this

century is unquestionably the great,
"grand old man" of Russia, Count
Leo Tolstoi. He walks among men
like a true prophet of old, and his
career and personality are alike
strikingly exceptional. Until about
a decade ago Count Tolstoi was
known in Western Europe and

America exclusively as a novelist, as
the author of matchless works of
realistic fiction. Competent literary
critics had pronounced him the

greatest novelist of all times, and the

public was beginning to appreciate
him. Soon, however, rumors of his
alleged personal eccentricities gained
currency, and interest was attracted
to the man and his life.

Now Count Tolstoi is known
everywhere as a great reformer and
irreconcilable antagonist of modern
civilization. He is an anarchist and
a communist, albeit he founds his
social creed on the teachings of
Christ. Tolstoi wages war upon all
established governments, all organ
ized churches, all laws for the pro
tection of property, and nearly all the
features of our modern civilization.
His books on the political, economic
and religious problems of our day
have been translated into many

languages, and everywhere men have
been influenced by him. In Russia
there Is a “school" of Tolstoists,
while in France and in the United
States a large number of cultivated
and wealthy people have espoused
his doctrines, in a theoretical sense
at least.

There is no other man among the
living who can be at all compared
with Count Tolstoi. Extremely
heretical as his ideas on almost every
subject are, he is recognized as a

power and respected as a moral
guide and authority. Even those
who have absolutely nothing in com
mon with him bow to his moral
superiority and regard his judgments
as of great importance.

Count Tolstoi finds nothing right or
wisely ordered in our present system.
He would “reform it altogether"
and take a fresh start. He attributes
all our present ills and maladjust
ments to our deliberate violations of
the teachings of Christ, whom the
Christian world professes to follow,
but whom it would unhesitatmgly
crucify if he reappeared to-day and
demanded obedience to his will. He
believes that the teachings of Christ
and the early Fathers of the Church
are not only ideally true, but emi

nently practical and expedient. A
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social order which deviates so widely
from the Christian ideal as ours does
has no right to be denominated
Christian according to Tolstoi, and
he accordingly treats with scornful
contempt the pseudo-Christian minis
ters who acquiesce in the anti-Chris
tian institutions and customs under
which we live. The churches are
merely formal bodies of men pursu
ing worldly objects, and anxious to
disguise their essential nature. Gov

T/l! Literary Digest.

COUNT LEO TOLSTUI.

ernment, which is the embodiment
of brute force, exists merely for the
protection of the plunder of the rich.
Private property is anti-Christian,
asserts Tolstoi, and punishment of
crime equallyirreligious andimmcral.
Money, standing armies, navies,

prisons and all such devices are

repugnant to God's will, and should
be done away with. The world
ought to return to Christ and live in

accordance with his injunctions.
Property should be common. Evil
should not be resisted exceptby moral
means. Even marriage is looked upon
as a failure; the beauty of woman

being regarded as an unwholesome
influence.

But how would Count Tolstoi bring
about such a state of society? In his
mothods he remains consistent and
logical. An Anarchist he is, an
enemy of all force and government,
but not a revolutionist. He does not
believe in fighting government with
its own weapons. Unlike the Nihilists
and revolutionary Socialists, Count
Tolstoi confines himself to exposure
and criticism of government and
capital. He is not in favor of resort
ing to force for the purpose of over
throwing them. He merely seeks to
change men's ideas and sentiments,
and thus to induce them to repudiate
everything that is violative of the true
religion. He thinks that right and
truth will triumph without the aid of
force. In an atmosphere of true
Christianity the existing system will
gradually perish.

One of the vices of our civiliza
tions which Count Tolstoi attacks
with much vigor is the division of
societv into manual laborers and
brain laborers. Such a division. he
affirms, is detrimental and demoral
izing to both classes. Science, art
and culture generally may be fine
things, says Tolstoi, but we have no
right to devote ourselves entirely to
them and compel the agricultural
and other laborers to support us by
their physical toil. The masses of
the people derive no benefit from our
sciences and arts, and yet they work
for us and enable us to amuse and
improve ourselves at their expense.
This is unjust. Nobody ought to be
exempt from his proper share of
physical labor. We may do what we
please with our own time, but the
time necessary for the production of
the necessaries of life should not be
appropriated to other purposes. He
who does not work with his own
hands shall not eat. Writers, preach
ers, artists, scientific investigators do
not mrn their means of subsistence
by their mental labor, since the masses
receive next to no benefit from it,
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and hence they may not arrogate to
themselves the right to refrain from
manual labor.

Holding these views, it is no won
der that of late Count Tolstoi has
come to regard his work as a writer
of fiction with considerable suspicion.
His greatest novels he considers
worthless, if not mischievous. Peo
ple read them for amusement, he

says, and it is degrading for a true
Christian disciple to ponder to low
tastes. The writing of such “stuff "

is almost criminal folly, seeing that
the world suffers so intensely from
its ignorance and perversity. The
duty of every man having natural
gifts is to work for the emancipation
of humanity and to spread the light
of religion and truth. Consistently
with this idea, Count Tolstoi has not
written anything in recent years
save with the intention of “ painting
a moral" and enforcing an important
lesson. He has written tales for the

peasants because in no other way
could he reach them and convey his
message to them. In a word, liter
ary art is to him now merely a means
of spreading his gospel of repudia
tion of all worldly interests. He is
a missionary and a prophet.

Count Tolstoi's private life, while
not absolutely Consistent with his
philosophy of existence, comes as
near being a faithful realization of
his ideal as modern social conditions
allow. Belonging to the highest
nobility, he entirely ignores all arbi
trary divisions of society and deals
with all men on terms of absolute
equality. Rank, titles are nothing to
him, or rather worse than nothing,
for he considers them to be un
Christian and demoralizing. He be
lieves in simple, natural existence,
and in spontaneous morality. He
has profound faith in the moral worth
of the peasants, “children of
nature," whose lives are purer than
those of so-called civilized men.
Though a possessor of considerable
wealth and landed property, Count
Tolstoi refuses to derive any per

sonal enjoyment from it. The
Countess, his wife, manages his es
tates and disposes of the income.
Count Tolmn, true to his ideas, re
frains from iiterfering with his wife's
business methods, believing that he
has no right to compel her to adopt
his views, which she does not alto
gether share. His children (and he
has several) sympathize largely with
his theories and aid him in his work.

Count Tolstoi dresses like a peas
ant and lives in the simplest possible
way. He passes most of his time in

the country, where he works in the
fields with the peasants, when his
literary and charitable activities are
not pressing. No man in Russia did
more for the peasantry during the
recent famine than Count Tolstoi.
He secured funds, organized relief
societies, established eating-houses
and distributed seed.

Count Tolstoi writes a great deal,
not onlyin Russian for Russian read
ers, but in French and English.
Some of his books and short essays
are prohibited in Russia owing to
their extreme anti-governmentalism.
His attacks on the modern Church
and State, which, he asserts, rest on
brute force and shameful fraud, are

printed outside of Russia and smug
gled into that country by the Nihil
ists. The possession and reading of
such a work is a crime in Russia,
punishable by imprisonment. The
only reason why the author, Count
Tolstoi himself, who is known to the
government as a powerful enemy, is
permitted to spread his teachings is
that all his influence is exerted to
prawn! violent revolution and forcible
attempts at reform. He is a non
resistant, and the government sees
no immediate practical harm from
his abstract revolutionary teachings.
l)oubtless his high rank, his connec
tions and his great fame in Europe
and America also tend to shield him
from prosecution.

Count Tolstoi does not now copy
right his writings. He does not even
exact any pay for his contributions
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to Russian periodicals. He does not
believe that literary, scientific or
artistic labor is entitled to pecu
niary reward. Only by physical,
manual labor, in his view, should a

man support himself. The fruit of

glad to see his works freely trans
lated and republished, and he regards
copyright as piracy.

Count Tolstoi is against any use of
intoxicants or tobacco. His expla
nation of the widespread craving for

COUNT LEO TOLSTOI.

his natural gifts belongs to all, and

one's leisure should be devoted to
the production of things helpful to

humanity. The highest reward of an
author or artist is his influence on his

contemporaries, his service to truth
and justice, his consciousness of per
formance of duty. Count Tolstoi is

stimulants is peculiar. Men smoke
and drink, he says, because they
seek to drive away disquieting
thoughts. Their conscience troubles
them and keeps reminding them of
the sinfulness of their lives. To lull
and silence conscience we resort to
tobacco or drink. Men, declares
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Tolstoi, are afraid to think. They
know that they are hypocrites and
criminals and they will do everything
to forget themselves.

This brief sketch may convey to
the reader a general idea of the life
and work of Count Tolstoi and jus
tify his appearance among the great
reformers of the world.

REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.

It is difficult to procure photo
graphs of this famous man that very
accurately show the form of his head.
The lower face is also so concealed
by his heavy beard that the phren
ologist is obliged to depend on a few
signs only, and these are indistinct.
However, a character reader should
be prepared for emergencies of this
kind. He should be provided with
reserve power. No great general or
successful worker in any department
should expect to make constant use
of all the means at his command.
In reading the character of Tolstoi,
therefore, from the public portraits,
we proceed largely by an inferential,
philosophical method. We must
take the few signs that we have and
consider carefully not only the ele
ments of character that they indicate
directly, but also the qualities which
are likely to be associated with
them.

We observe in the largest picture,
first of all, a powerful frame. The
bones are all developed to an unu
sual degree. Note the remarkably
square shoulders. With so much

solidity in the structure of the body
we should expect great solidity and

stability of character. Such an or
ganization was evidently not made
for voluptuous pleasures. There is
nothing in these rigid outlines that
would invite or respond to the gay
eties of the fashionable world, and
the fact that Count Tolstoi in his
youth attempted to live a life of
pleasure and finally revolted at the
course he had pursued certainly

agrees with the general qualities of
mind as suggested by his type of
organization considered as a whole.

Let us next notice the eye as it ap
pears in the largest picture. How
perfectly honest it is! How serious,
earnest, direct and unequivocal is
that gaze! There is not a trace
of cunning or cruelty. Both justice
and mercy are strangely mingled
in the expression. There is sadness
also. The conscientiousness indi
cated in this eye is the love of
truth rather than the demand for
justice in the execution of law. This
may be inferred from the openness
of the eye. and the absence of sever
ity suggested in the position of the
brows. Candor seems to be a domi
nant trait.

In the nose there are some indica
tions of a rather rude and primitive
type of mind. It does not show a

high order of analytical intelligence,
originality or refinement of senti
ment. It is more indicative of ani
mality in the feelings and general
power of mind. With such a nose
we should scarcely expect a man to
be emancipated from the domination
of sentiment and impulse.

Of the mouth little is to be seen,
but it appears to be large and sug
gests great strength of character and
doubtless powerful appetites.

It goes without saying that his
head must be large. The frontal lobes
are evidently massive, being especially
high, which agrees perfectly with the
philanthropic qualities exhibited by
this wonderful man. The head also
appears high in the center at the seat
of reverence and faith. Such a de
velopment would suggest a religious
character to the merest novice in the
study of phrenology.

'

Acquisitiveness is evidently very
deficient, as may be seen by the nar
rowness of the head back of the
temples. Secretiveness is also appar
ently small. Here we have an ex
planation of many of the man's pecu
liar theories. Being so deficient in
the sense of property, it is easy to un
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derstand why he should advocate a

doctrine of practical socialism or
anarchy. As his benevolence pre
dominates over acquisitiveness, it is
easy for him, in theory at least, to
favor the abolition of private owner
ship. No man with large acquisitive
ness ever becomes an enthusiast in
teaching the doctrines that have dis
tinguishedCountTolstoi. Asanovel
ist we should expect from such a

head as this most vivid and realistic
description, and analyses of character
chiefly on the lines of sentiment and
passion. The perceptive intellect is
strong, and there is probably much
larger comparison than causality.

In the smaller picture, which was
evidently taken many years before
the Count developed his religious
ideas, there is an expression in the

eyes so different from his later por
traits that it seems difficult to believe
that they belong to the same man.
In his early days he engaged in many
of the conventional pursuits of the
Russian nobility, and, though by no
means uncharitable or unsympathetic,
his higher sentiments were for a long
time comparatively dormant. In this
third portrait there is nothing posi
tively bad in the eye and nothing pos
itively very good. The most unpleas
ant thing about it is that it is devoid of
conjugal sentiment. After looking at
the eyes in this portrait we are not so
much surprised that their possessor
should have written the unfortunate
book that he called the “Kreutzer
Sonata." Whatever else may be said
of Count Tolstoi, he is sincere and
consistent with his teachings.

_* __*___. _

HOW THREE PEOPLE DID EUROPE AFOOT.

BY GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

LETTER II.
ARIS I find always new, fresh

and attractive, its charms in
creasing rather than diminishing.
Although it is my fourth visit, I have
enjoyed it this time more than ever
before.

Many are the mistakes made here
by those who speak United States
French, as, for instance, upon our
arrival my sister requested the

(Of/167', as she supposed, to drive us
to No. IO Rue Poisson (private apart
ments). He took us instead to No.
10 Rue Croisson, a hotel miles from
where we wished to go. I mention
this little incident to show how

easily, and consequently how con
tinually, mistakes are committed by
those who do not speak perfect
French.

Not only the things of importance,
and places of renown attract one's
attention in Paris, but so do the
trivial things also; the market
wagons going along the streets at

night look like huge boquets, so
tastefully turned to the sides are the
yellow, red and white vegetables;
and in the cleanly meat markets their
meats are so dressed in white linen
or paper, that it seems not so much
of a sin to eat~flesh, served as it is
from counters of the whitest marble.
The fruit, cheeses, and in fact all
things edible are displayed in the
shop windows in the most tempting
manner; peaches and grapes, Currants
and strawberries are so arranged as
to make them pictures to delight the
eye and seduce the appetite. The
wearing apparel also, and knick
knacks, bonnets and skirts, stock
ings, chemises and corsets—did they
ever look so attractive anywhere else
in the world, except, possibly, when
worn by these charming French
women! The French waist certainly
does exist, and it is not so shaped by
hand or corset, for it is there when
the clothes are removed as can be
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seen by photographs from life and

by the numerous paintings in the
Salon, thus demonstrating the fact
that a large class of French women
are born with unusually small waists
that have not been compressed by
artificial means like the Chinese foot.
I have recently noticed several of
these French waists encircled with
handsome belts, the buckles of which
were studded with diamonds and
rubies.

We are domiciled in a pension on
Avenue de la Grande Armee; the

price is six francs per day ($1.20),
which includes everything, breakfast
(I la mntz'nenlal; the second dry'zum'r

at 12.30 consisting of meats, from
age, etc. Dinner at 6.30, regular
table d'hote. Tea is served at 9
o'clock in the drawing room. Un
fortunately the family is Scotch, so
we miss the French dishes which we
had expected. The madam, at least

externally, is very religious. At
some of the meals she asks a bless

ing at the beginning, and says grace
at the end, which custom I had

never seen before. Such forms and

ceremonies at apensl'on seem to me
to be decidedly out of place. I be

lieve more in internal devotion. If
one desires to ask a blessing of God,
or to give thanks from a grateful
heart, Ithink it would be more natural
to seek a silent corner. Some

people wear their paste religion as

others do vulgar jewelry. I have

come to the conclusion, taking the

world over, that one human being is

naturally about as truly religious as
another; that is, all call upon and

depend upon the Infinite in some

way—their way. As years roll by,
each individual realizes sooner or
later that all here is transitory; that
all is dying around us, and he longs
to find the one substantial, eternal
God. It is as natural to pray to him
as it is to sigh or groan or breathe;
and although I have been praying
for forty years, and have never, to
my knowledge, had a prayer es

pecially answered, or heard the

slightest whisper come back as a re

sponse, yet Ishall continue to pray,
disbelieving, but hoping. I ask as I
did when a child, why does not God
come and visibly visit us P We seem
to need him so much more in this
world than, so far as can be fore
seen, we ever shall in any other.
Why does He let us cry through the

years of our lives for asolution of the

mystery of our existence and of the
future? But why ask why or where
fore? He does not answer; neither,
satisfactorily, do any of His alleged
prophets.

1‘ II
‘ ‘I’ * I!
‘ t it

From the top of the Arc de

'I‘riomphe can be obtained one of the
finest views of Paris. It is not too

high, but just high enough to afford

a complete view; the majority of the

buildings appearing natural in size,
and the twelve wide streets leading
out into the far distance with their
double and triple rowsof trees giving
evidence of a perfectly laid out city.
The numerous parks of Paris are its
paradise; they are the outdoor
homes of the people, a place to rest
and a place to play. Nurses abound
there with healthy looking babies,
whose natures freely bud and blos
som all unmindful of the passing
throng.

That which would appear shocking

if performed by a single person
seems not at all so when it is the

custom of the multitude. The French
are particularly rational, natural,
and realistic. In our country,
women allow their dresses to trail in

the mud, and I have often seen their
long seal-skin cloaks at the bottom
thick with the filth of the streets.
A French woman would hold her
dress up to the waist and throw the
folds over her shoulder before allow
ing her dress to be thus defiled.
They think no more of showing their
skirts (the handsomest in the world)
than their dresses, and no more of
showing their legs than their skirts.
If only one woman in a thousand
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were to do so it might seem im
modest, but where every one does
the same all immodesty disappears—
then, the graceful swing of their
skirts, the play of their hands, the
musicof their voices! They are all
welldressed, both the poor and the
rich. If one comes to France with
prejudice against the people, it seems
to me, in time he will be compelled
to fall passionately in love with them
all the same.

The dresses that are adopted here
in Paris for velocipede riding would
give some good suggestions, I think,
to the women of America who were

recently represented at the Woman's
Dress Congress at Chicago. They
are made somewhat to resemble the
Turkish trousers ; some are buckled
below the knee, while others are
shorter—cut off a little above. Tak
ing this style of dress as a founda
tion, I think it would be easy to draw
from the idea suitable garments for
working women.

* ll! 1 * * II
‘ *

As we expect to walk through Swit
zerland we thought it well asa pre
limina'y trial trip to walk out to Ver
sailles which is about ten miles from
Paris. We went down Bois de Bou
logne avenue, through the Bois de
Boulogne park, a most charming spot;
through forests of dense pine, that
shook from their heads upon us a

shower of hair-pins; by beautiful
little flower-fringed lakes upon which
were swimming fowls, ducks and
swans, some with their little families
swimming hither and thither in the

placid water which looked as green
as the grass. In our walk we also
reached a cafe’ now and then. Finally
we arrived at the end of the park,
and went through the gate out into
the main road toward St. Cloud.
Next we passed through a city called
Boulogne, then into the village of St.
Cloud, and into the gardens upon the
hill where so often walked Napoleon
le Premier !

Itwould be difificult to find astretch

of country more beautiful to stroll
through than from St. Cloud to Ver
sailles. About two miles from Ver
sailles we stopped at a small inn for
lunch ; I mention this to show how
cheaply one can live in the country,
and will give below our inexpensive
7716,11‘!

Bread . . . . . . .02 cents.
Wine . . . . . .. .10 “
Soup . . . . . .. .12 “
Cheese. . . . . .06 “

Butter. . .06 “
Peaches.... .12 “

.48 Lunch for three !

We again took the road, soon
passing a field of wild poppies on the
right, and on the left a large family
that resembled white tulips; and
then came Versailles with its double
rows of trees on either side of every
street. Several little showers lasting
two or three moments sprayed upon
us, little French showers that dress
up in dark clothes to come and
frighten one, or flirt and play awhile
and then disappear into sunshine.
At shower time the big treessheltered
us and soon we were passing up to
the great palace, and through its
doors into the historical rooms filled
with those paintings and relics that
have so many times been described
much better than I am able to do.
We returned by train and were more
than satisfied with our initial pedes
trian trip.

* i Q Q * 1
! *

On Sunday we attended service at
the Russian Church. Ishould advise
every one visiting Paris to go there;
the music was phenomenally good.
We thought we should miss the
instrumental music, but soon real
ized that the boy choir needed
no such artificial assistance. It
was now as if a celestial organ
were mingling its notes with their
voices, and then it was like the
echoing chimes of bells such as may
be ringing in heaven! The decora
tions of the church are of gold both
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inside and outside, and the congrega
tion looked as if much of the same
royal metal had been spent on their
attire. Some of the children were
exquisitely dressed, in such taste as
only the French are able to display.
A number of the little ones were
given wafers and spoonfuls of wine by
the priest ; all behaved nicely, save
one bare-legged little girl, a small
picture in pink ribbons, that kicked
in her nurse's arms, would not be
hushed by her mother, and refused
the ofiices of the priest. The sacra
ments and the whole external worship
were very much modified from those
of the Eastern Greek Church. While
there was much crossing and bowing
there was not any prostration or ex~

cessive kissing of the pictures of the
Saints of the Godly family. The
service was refined to suit the taste
of the Parisians.

Sunday afternoon we attended the
Salon (Palais de l' Industrie), admit
tance free. Friday is the artist's day,
entrance five francs. Monday after
noon itis two francs; other days (ex
cepting Sundays), one franc. We
found the rooms crowded, and the
crowd interested us as well as the
pictures. How the poor as well as
the rich of this splendid capital are
favored by this Art Institute, and
with the Louvre, Luxembourg, and
the many other instructive institu
tions, some of which are open free
every day in the week! As if alive,
there are displayed within their walls
all types of the human family of all
ages and complexions. Every animal
too is there set before us as if in its
own home, and as realistic as it would
appear in the native jungle, or valley,
or mountain side. Monsters of the

deep, fishes of the sea dive and sport
before us; flowers bloom that never
fade; corn fields grow ripe;meadows
of wild poppies bloom, Portraits of
good and great men and women that
have passed away are there preserved
to stimulate the living of to-day; hor
rible battles are fought; centuries of
history that all may read are thrown

out for our benefit. Mythology, both
Pagan and Christian, is brought be
fore us, and for hours we were en
raptured by viewing scenes depicted
of the Holy Family, by visiting peas
ant and poet, by passing through
fields of grain and dense forests,
meeting dogs, cattle, sheep, chickens,
etc. Nymphs and centaurs played in
dense forests near placid lakes, and
all the pictures were under such a
kindly light. One painting comes to
me now as I write; it is that of a

hounded stag; two hunters are in pur
suit, each with half a dozen large
dogs; as the stag is about exhausted
—its nostrils distorted with heavy
breathing—an immense cross seem
ingly formed of white cloud suddenly
appears before its extended horns.
The hunters are represented as falling
upon their knees, their guns lowered,
the dogs stricken to the ground with
an unknown fear, their noses close to
the grass. The brutal sport is thus
stopped, and the stricken stag, saved
by the appearance of the cross, has
no doubt many happy years yet to
live. Would to God that such
crosses could often appear in our
pathway when we are pursuing a

wrong course! Surely we appear to
need it as did Saul, and I am sure
we need knocking down as much;
and when again risen we need the
pillar of fire to guide us in the right
direction. Some of these paintings
are photographed and sold all over
the world, but as they are colorless
they are poor substitutes for the
originals. The nude figures usually
photograph well, and -there is an
abundance of them in every con-i
ceivable position of grace and beauty.

as a: e 1k =
0
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* *

The wines of the country are com
paratively cheap at small inns and
ordinary cafes, but at the fine res
taurants, on the boulevards and in
the parks, they are nearly as ex
pensive as with us. Beer is often
dear; a glass of about half the size
of those in our saloons costs about
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six cents at the cheaper places, and
ten at the dearer. Fine brandies and

liquors are much cheaper than in
America, fine chartreuse and brandies
sell from eight to ten cents a small
glass or pony.

The people of Paris live mostly in

the parks and on the pavements.
The endless number of round tables
shaded by cool awnings are well
patronized, and the multitudes gath
ered around them are pleasant to

look upon. The waiters are remark
ably polite and attentive; they an

ticipate one's wants; they bring little
stools for the ladies to rest their feet

on, and discharge many little oflices

which are peculiar to the French, for
the French understand the art of
living.

a: * * * s * *

One night we devoted to the Café
Chantant des Embassadeurs. It was

somewhat on the order of our con

cert vaudeville shows. One sketch,
introducing four beggars, was quite
good; they came on the stage, one
with a patch on his eye, another
limping on his crutch—all with some

deception to gain the public favor.
Before the audience the crutch and

patch were thrown to one side, and

then they had a remarkably romping
time with nothing ailing them except
high spirits. They swung so vio
lently in “hands all around" that
the woman of the party was sent fly

ing an immense distance into the air.

For an encore they gave us “The
Bowery, the Bowery,” and it was

such a good copy that we were quite
convulsed. Another act was a

woman imitating the Spanish style;
she came in gracefully lolling, smok

ing a cigarette and dressed exqui
sitely, with a pretty white bonnet on

her head, and black and yellow satin
skirt. I could hardly tell the color
of the waist, there was so little of it

,

and it was so overflowing with flesh

billows of whiteness. She somehow

hit the audience with electric sparks.
After her came the dog orchestra;
the dogs were handsomely dressed

and were supplied with big and little
drum, violin, Violoncello, trombone
and brass cymbals. The orchestra was
led bya human clown who played the
violin and directed the orchestra; the
act closing with the music of the bells
performed by the clown and three
dogs, one bell being attached to the
foot of each dog and clown. They
rang the bells in fairly good time;
one dog, however, had to be touched
up with the clown’s foot once or twice
as he was inclined to lag behind in
shaking his bell. We left after hear
ing Yvette Guilbert, of whom we had
heard before leaving America, but
we found that our French vocabulary
was insuflicient to appreciate her;
the dogs and clown were far more
attractive to us.

* 1v =0: 1
:
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Flowers delight to blossom in
France, and the French take the best
care of them, nursing them in the
tenderest manner, sending them
traveling from place to place in ex~

quisitely arranged baskets, bowed
with the richest ribbons exactly cor
responding to each family of blos
soms. Beautiful orchids hang in the
windows, delicate and sensitive, look
ing like loving messengers from some
celestial world.

Tuesdays and Fridays on both sides
of the Madeleine is displayed a pro
fusion of flowers, and a wonderful
variety is exposed for sale at moderate
prices.

* * a: * a
:

a: a

Jardin de l'acclamation is one of
the many parks of interest, and a
good loafing place. A remarkably
fine collection of dogs is there; gen
erally a male and female kennel to
gether, but sometimes the male, like
the Mohammedan, is allowed three
or four wives. There are also to be
seen many kinds of fish, flesh and
fowl. An ostrich harnessed to an
English dog cart carries the children
fora few centimes. A melancholy
looking camel does the same, as do
also elephants, dogs, ponies and goats.
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One of the oddest sights in Paris
is the Féte Neuilly. It takes place
along the end of the Avenue de la

Grande Armee, and takes up both
sides of the avenue for a long dis
tance. It consists of a great variety
of knick-knacks for sale, all kinds of
oddities, ice cream stands, horses,
dogs and asses of gingerbread dressed
up in harness made of candy. Many
games of chance are continually be

ing played. Merry-go-rounds are

kept busy, and bands play on enough
brass instruments to cover the dome
of a great church. One side of the
street is mostly lined with shows that
include panoramas, circuses, variety
performances, Oriental dance houses,
women performing in the water,
swimming shows, monkey shows, the

giant lion tamer, menageries, etc.
Three performances I witnessed were
truly good. The first one attracted
me by its sign, which read, “ Arretez
vous; c‘est ici Louise foule’ l'air."
The dress and the lights as thrown
upon the dancer produced the best
effect I have ever yet seen in that
kind of skirt dance.

The second was half a dozen Ori
ental dancers, African, Caucasian,
Morocco, etc. The third was a per
fect Venus, but more modest than
the original, for this one was dressed
in tights; she had to be investigated
at some distance and appeared as if
floating in the clouds, and then sud

denly diving down into an imaginary
sea with spouting jets of water; real
water it was, looking as if reflected
by fire and falling upon her. It was
one of the most remarkable feats I
have ever witnessed. Great crowds
assemble along this street at night,
and many rich people continually
drive slowly along the thoroughfare
takingin this simple life of pleasantry.

Many are the parks around Paris
similar to Marceau park, surrounded
by beautiful villas. These parks are
kept at the height of perfection; the
flowers are ever fresh and charming,
and greatly help to make Paris what
it is.

Adjoining Trocadero is the ceme
tery of the same name. It is a

peaceful abode and contains the
tomb of Marie Bashkirtseff, the one
woman of our century who dared to
write, for others to read, her most
secret thoughts. I remember in the
preface to Rosseau's confessions he
states that he is about to do what
has never been done, and probably
never will be done again, namely, to
write his own life. It was certainly
done, to quite an extent at least, by
this brave little Russian girl. The
world wears too deep a mask, and I
doubt whether it will improve much
until we are willing to unmask and
tell the truth—the whole truth and
nothing but the truth—until we are
willing to pass for just what we are.
Surely we must acknowledge our
faults before we can hope to correct
them.

As we expect to spend many days
in walking, we have bundled up our
wraps and sent them to Boulogne to
be sent from there aboard our steam
or upon our return.
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After a nine days‘ stay in Paris,
we engaged a cabriolet—the cor/lar
charging us double fare as there was
a strike going onamong them——

which landed us at the station from
whence we started for Geneva at
10.10 P.M. It was our first experi
ence in traveling third class at night;
the car was crowded, and we were
compelled to acknowledge that it

was rather tedious until the breaking
of day which occurred a little after
three o'clock; then our attention was
called to that. The cattle were lying
in close companionship in the valley,
while the horses were grazing, en
joying the cool grass made extra
juicy with heavy dew. The morning
was a picture in white and black,
slowly running into the white until
the sun made its first bright peepa
few minutes before four. I am in
clined to think there is nothing that
occurs in nature more marvelous
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than the battle of day with night,
when the armies of the morning little
by little gain their victory over the

legions of darkness and finally burst
into the light of full victory.

We felt that a long day was before
us, but found that our minds were

completely occupied with new and
startling little incidents along the
way, and at four o'clock in the after
noon we arrived at Geneva, Pension
Fleischmann, which, by the way, is
the best Pension for the price, six
francs per day, that we remember.

(T0 b: rorzlz'nued.)

* 9.‘ m ‘“
ONLY A QUESTION OF TIME.

BY CHARLES TODD PARKS.

0 those who understand and

appreciate the great practical
importance of the doctrine of Gall,
which was so far in advance of his
time that it is not yet properly under
stood by the masses of intelligent
people, it is a matter of great Satis
faction to,note that so many points
that verify the original observations
of the founder of phrenology are just
at this time being given to the public
by modern scientific investigators
through the columns of our most
enterprising newspapers. One of
these appears in the New York World
of May 5, and is in line with the now

generally accepted conclusions of
those men who represent the opinions
of our great universities.

The article referred to is headed
“ This I: Aéout Yaur Brains," and

calls attention to the localization of
certain functions in the brain. Many
of the observations are in harmony
with well established phrenological
principles. The assignment of various
motor centers to the area long ago
recognized by phrenologists as the

seat of the most forceful faculties, is

interesting as one of the many con

firmations which modern science is

giving to Dr. Gall's discovery “that
the moral and intellectual character
of an individual can be accurately
estimated and summed up from the

cerebral cortex."
Should any of the JOURNAL readers

take interest enough in the article to
send for it

, I hope they will encour
age others to follow up the subjects

The recently published ‘.
‘ Principles

of Psychology," by William James,
Professor of Psychology in Harvard
University, and president of the
American Psychological Association,
quotes Meynert’s hypothesis as the
one now generally recognized in
scientific circles, namely, “The cor
tex of the hemispheres of the brain is
the Surface of projection for every
muscle and every sensitive point of
the body. The muscles and the
sensitive points are represented
each by a cortical point, and the
brain is nothing but the sum of all
these cortical points to which on
the mental side as many ideas cor
respond.”

Now,this was practically Dr. Gall's
idea a century ago, and was given to
the world in principles capable of
being made useful in every day life.
As it is now being rapidly received,
we may confidently expect that the
well authenticated phrenological facts
concerning the localization of the
mental faculties will in time be as
popular as they are true.

The late eminent Dr. John William
Draper, Professor of Chemistry and
Physiology in the University of New
York, says in his “Human Physiol
ogy" that “the localization of
special functions, as observed by
Gall, is among the few leading facts
that have been determined by phy5i_
ologists which foreshadow the attitude
in which the whole subject of intel
lectual activity will stand when it

becomes better understood."



A PIIBENOLOGIST’S PREDICTION.

By ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

HE village of Ashmore combined
the attractions of beautiful rural

surroundings in a region diversified
by hills, valleys and streams, with
the benefits derived from proxim
ity to a great city. It also pos
sessed a large co-educational institu
tion, which, with its influx of teach
ers and students, afforded intellec
tual opportunities and advantages for
the sons and daughters of its resi
dents. Ashmore and its principal
stream were named for an ancestor of
one of its prominent families, two
members of which were now pupils in
the college.

The last term of the year was draw
ing to a close. At the conclusion of
the usual services in the chapel one
morning, the principal, Prof. Rich
mond, informed the assembled schol
ars that an old friend of his, Dr. Clif
ford, a physician of great learning
and culture, who had been traveling
abroad for several years, engaged in
scientific study, had returned to his
home near Ashmore and his practice
in the adjacent city, but by his invi
tation would visit the college and ad
dress its pupils on the subject to
which he had given many years of
special research—phrenology. Ob
serving smiles of amusement on some
faces, and expressions of indifference
on others, while a few playfully placed
their fingers on the heads of their
companions,with symptoms of risibil
ity, the Professor remarked: “This
is a matter concerning which I do
not consider myself competent to
speak, for, having given so much of
my time to other pursuits, there has
been no opportunity for me to study
phrenology. ButI wish to make one
statement: Any subject to which a

man of the intellect and culture of my
friend has devoted many years is

worthy of your most respectful con
sideration."

The smiles were replaced by serious

looks, for Professor Richmond was a

man who had the esteem and confi
dence of the pupils to a remarkable
degree. At the intermission, how
ever, a young man of great personal
magnetism was talking to a little
group that had gathered about him.
“ I am going to have some fun with
this doctor," said he. “After the lect
ure we will have our heads examined,
and we will get Harry Schuyler out
of the ‘Bastile,’ and tell the doctor
that Harry isat the head of his class.
and see what he will say to him."

Harry Schuyler was the only son of
a widow in Ashmore, whose overflow
ing spirits had made him the terror
of the neighborhood. He had been
the friend and admirer of Ruth Ash
more, the belle of the village, and she
had for several years accepted his at
tentions and appeared to regard him
with attention until Philip Burton
came upon the scene and seemed to
gain favorin her eyes. Perhaps Harry
discerned what others did not see, for
no one else had suspected any serious
regard for Philip on Ruth's part, nor
was she accused of coquetry, which
was entirelyalien to her nature. But,
at all events, Harry had been wilder
or more lawless than ever of late

(without being guilty of any unprinci
pled conduct), so that his pranks had
merited and received condign punish
ment. He was rusticated at the
“ Bastile," as the young men called
the “ House of Correction."

“ Oh, do not," pleaded Ruth, in re
ply to the speaker, Philip Burton, a

color rising in her transparent cheek,
and the blue of her eye seeming to
deepen in tint. "Do not; I beg of
you, Philip!”

“Why do you care, Ruth?" said
Philip.

“It is a shame! Harry is really so

good!" said Ruth.
“ You are the only one of that opin

ion,H said Philip.
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“ No, she is not," said Paul, Ruth's
brother.

“ Do be reasonable, Ruth. We
want to test this doctor and find out
if there is anything in phrenology. I
think it is a humbug," said Philip." I wish he would tell me what I
am good for," said Hazel Rayburn, a

pale girl, with regular features, great
brown eyes and a mass of red-brown
hair. One would think only of eyes
and hair in looking at her, so white
and thin and pinched was her face.

“I would like to know, too," said
Paul Ashmore, a slender, fragile-look
ing youth. The group separated just
at this moment, for an intellectual,
thoughtful-faced man passed by and

entered the lecture room, whither,
the appointed hour having arrived,
teachers, youths and maidens fol
lowed. The speaker prefaced his
discourse with some remarks
on the value of a knowledge of phre
nology, in choosing pursuits in life,
associates, and husbands and wives.
He described the methods of investi
gation and the system followed in

judging of the inner man by the
entire outer one. He became elo

quent, and his enthusiasm communi
cated itself to those around, and at

the close he was surrounded by a

cluster of earnest young folks who

plied him with questions on the sub

ject. Philip Burton was foremost in

the group, inciting his companions to

try the skill of the doctor. Several
did so, some of them being astonished
that the estimates given were so cor
rect, while others expressed surprise
at being informed of capabilities of
which they were unaware. Ruth
Ashmore was standing near Philip,
and, at his suggestion, she loosened
and let fall her long blonde braids,
and the Doctor drew attention to the

height of her head, indicating moral
development, faith, conscientious
ness. and firmness, and then to the

back, locating the domestic affections,
together with the breadth at the

temple, which expressed her love of
music—a well-poised character, he

concluded, for the relations of life in
the home. Ruth's beautiful face
flushed, and Paul, who stood by,
expressed delight at the correct
interpretation of his sister's char
acteristics. The Doctor, looking
at Paul, was struck at once with
the height and breadth of his
forehead, his ideality, spirituality,
and with the width between his eyes,
showing his perception of form.
“ You will never be a successful busi
ness man," he said, addressing him,
“ you should be and are, by nature,
an artist." “But," glancing at his
slender physique, “you should sketch
out-of-doors and improve your phys~
ical health, by every means in your
power." Paul smiled, for he had‘
drawn pictures and likenesses ever
since his baby hands could hold a pen
cil, and his little “den "

at home was
filled with sketches, and the walls
covered with the creations of his
busy brain.

Hazel Rayburn had been sitting
near, listless and apathetic, as was her
wont, but somethingin the stranger's
remarks seemed to arouse a gleam of
interest in her, and she took the
chair by the Doctor, saying that she
“ had no abilities of any kind."

“You have not the traits for a
domestic life, and you possess little
order or idea of time," said the Doc
tor, indicating the localities where
these useful qualities should be dis~
covered. This statement was re
ceived with smiles, for poor Hazel
was noted for her delinquencies re
garding punctuality, and her desk
was constantly criticised for its lack
of neatness.

“But," continued Dr. Clifford,“ your life may be useful and valua
ble, for your emotional nature is rich
and your approbativeness is large,
and in the development of the ex
pression of the former there is a fu
ture for you in dramatic art. You
have little vitativeness, and, if very
unhappy or discouraged, you might
even throw your life away, and your
nature, if turned inward, with no
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outlet for its powers, will wear on
itself from its own excess; but, prop
erly directed, you may give delight
to thousands. It is with hesitation
that I say this, although it is the
truth,for while I hold that the stage has
an ethical as well as artistic purpose
to serve—while noble men and women
honor the dramatic profession—too
often its influence is pernicious, and
Iwould advise you to consult your
friends and think seriously before de
ciding on so momentous a step. If
you have moral support in your home
relations, this, too, would make the
undertaking less hazardous than if
you are alone in the world, and there
fore less protected, in which case
your associates would be entirely act
ors and actresses." Hazel appeared
greatly astonished at hearing of the
gifts with which she was endowed,
but her attention was diverted by the

anp~arance of Harry Schuyler, whom
Philip now introduced with great em

przrsemmt as the “scholar of the
class."

“This young man," said Dr. Clif
ford, “has large Conscientiousness,"
pointing to the height of his head,
“love of justice, stability and strong
domestic affections. He will be a

man to be trusted. He will also be
successful in business enterprises."

Philip Burton commenced to laugh,
in which Harry good-naturedly joined,
but his brown eyes had a serious ex
pression, and he took up a pamphlet
the Doctor had offered him and be
came absorbed in its contents.

“ Philip, it is your turn now," said
Ruth, and the young man addressed
drew near, and in a contemptuous
tone said to the phrenologist:

“Well, Doctor, what do you make
of me?"

Dr. Clifford took no notice of
Philip's manner of speaking, but,
having taken the usual measurements
with especial care, he said: "You
have a keen sense of human nature,
ambition, constructiveness, language

(the latter in large measure), and

also suavity, which will lend grace

and elegance to the power with which
you are endowed by your great com
mand and fluency or’ speech.” The
Doctor suddenly paused, and, taking
out his watch and consulting it

,

he
turned to Prof. Richmond and said:
“My friend, the time is up, and I

have an engagement. Besides, I

have talked long enough. I hope
that I have succeeded in arousing
interest in my favorite study." Then,
with a courteous bow to all, Dr. Clif
ford, in company with Prof. Rich
mond, left the room.

Teachers and pupils lingered
awhile, chatting about phrenology,
and the Doctor's interesting presenta
tion of its claims. They were eagerly
desirous of hearing more upon the

subject, and learned with regret that
the Doctor's speedy resumption of an
active professional life would indefin
itely preclude his continuance of the
theme in the college. Paul Ashmore,
in particular, had appeared very
anxious to learn whether the phre
nologist was to lecture again on this
topic, but on receiving an answer in
the negative from one of the teachers,
be had left the group, and followed
his sister to their home.

Ruth and Paul Ashmore lived with
their father, in a small dwelling, with
pretty grounds about it. Their
mother was dead, but her memory
had been the inspiration of their
lives. In former days Mr. Ashmore
had been a man of wealth, but through
losses of various kinds his means
were greatly reduced, and it was the
ambition of his life that his son
should build up the family finances,
and his daughter make a wealthy
marriage. In the latter plan there
seemed at last to beaprospect of the
realization of one of his dreams, for
Philip Burton was greatly interested
in Ruth, and she appeared happy in

his company, and Philip belonged
to a family in the city that was
reputed to be wealthy, and known to
be fashionable. Ruth and Paul had
been singularly congenial in taste,
and the latter had gone to the former
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all his life for sympathy. In his little
sanctum at the top of the house he
drew and sketched and painted Ruth
in different attitudes and situations.
Then they were accustomed to long
rambles in the field together, when
Ruth took her book or work, and
Paul sketched from nature. In turn,
in the pleasant evenings at home,
Ruth's trained voice was sweet to
listen to, while Paul sat near with
pencil and sketch book.

The following day Ruth went out
for a long drive with Philip. Paul
seemed uneasy and could not settle
himself, as usual, to study. He
seemed lost in thought. As he wan
dered through the empty house and

passed the door of Ruth's room a

photograph on the bureau attracted
his attention. He had never seen it
there before. It was the face of
Philip Burton. Paul looked at the
clock; it was early and Ruth could
not be at home again from the drive
proposed before supper~time. He
took the photograph, put it in an

envelope, left the house, and quickly
made his way to the home of Prof.
Richmond. Arriving at the hand
some mansion, he asked, at the door,
to see Dr. Clifford. Paul was shown
into the spacious library, and almost
immediately he was greeted pleas
antly by the lecturer of the day
before.

“I am heartily glad to see you,"
said Dr. Clifford, who had been
drawn to Paul in an especial manner.
It testified to an inherent respect for
goodnessin human nature that Paul
was universally esteemed, and his
appearance inspired confidence and
trust in him from absolute strangers.
Between him and the learned Doctor
there seemed to be mutual under
standing and friendly feeling estab
lished at once.

“I have sought you on a private
matter," said Paul, “having been

greatly interested in your lecture,
and having tested the value of your
examinations in Ruth's case and my
own. But, for certain reasons,

which I know you will respect as
confidential, I wish to inquire about
this young man," and he drew out of
the envelope the photograph of
Philip. “ Much of what you said about
Harry Schuyler I know is true," he
continued, “although, at present,
for some reason which I fear may be
connected with my sister's liking for
this young man, he is not himself.
You said nothing about the moral
qualities of Philip Burton."" It was fortunate that Philip
Burton's turn came last," said Dr.
Clifford, “and I had an engagement
which forced me to leave at once.
Otherwise I should have had to con
sult my tact to the utmost. In any
event, I should have d‘eclined farther
reading of him in public. I found no
moral development, no domestic at
tachment, no constancy in love, and
he is a man for women to beware of.
There are possibilities in the devel
opment of organs, so that no large
minded phrenologist will deny that
a character may be redeemed, which,
on examination, seems very far from
hopeful. There are some who ‘ rise
on stepping-stones of their dead
selves,’ who, by their very mistakes
and the suffering consequent thereto,
may develop into finer manhood than
some who have never erred at all.
But in this case Ihave the gravest
misgivings in reference to Philip
Burton."

“It is because Ruth is interested
in him that I ask what, otherwise, I
should have no right to do, and no
one but Ruth shall know what you
have told me."

“Try, by every means you pos
sess, to induce your sister to see as
little as possible of this young man,
for he has powers of fascination
which it may be hard for her to re
sist."

Paul thanked his new friend, for as
such he had seemed at once, warmly,
and they parted with mutual desire
for opportunities of seeing each other,
but as “ships that pass in the night,"
and signal and take note of each other
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and part on the ocean, so, in the
voyage of life, it is often “hail and
farewell" with its travelers. Dr.
Clifford left the house of his friend
the next day and Paul saw him no
more.

just at twilight Ruth returned,
radiant, from her drive. When Mr.
Ashmore, as usual, had gone to his
club, and brother and sister were
alone together, Paul ventured to
speak about his consultation with Dr.
Clifford.

“Do not drive with Philip again,
Ruth," pleaded Paul. “ Dr. Clifford
has reasons for his opinions ; and he
thinks Philip lacking in domestic
affections and moral qualities."

“ Dr. Clifford is a man of learning,
and no doubt he is honest in express
ing his opinion, but he is greatly mis
taken in this instance. His judg
ment is entirely at fault, Paul. And
it is quite too late in the day to
try to influence me, when I know
Philip so much better than he does or
you do. We are betrothed, Paul,"
and Ruth, blushing, displayed a

jeweled ring on her taper finger.
“It is not to be divulged at present,
though. Ashmore is not to congratu
late us, for there are reasons why
Philip thinks it best not to announce
our engagement. We rode on all the
unfrequented drives this afternoon,
so that no one should see us and fancy
it. I am so happy, Paul! Philip
goes to the city to-morrow to enter
the banking house of Burton 8: Co.
Papa is very happy, too, and says this
betrothal has been his anticipation for
some time past. So do not let the
error of a phrenologist trouble you
any more."

"It is strange, though, Ruthie, the

true things that man said, in many
instances, and 1-1 know that I shall
never make a business man. I love
art—art. Ruth, next to you, it is

the love of my life !"
"But think of our altered fortunes

now, Paul. However, as soon as I
have the means, for Philip will be a

rich man, I shall help you to be a

great artist. This is what I have

planned to do, and Philip will agree
with me, I am sure."

Paul smiled at Ruth’s enthusiasm,
but he made no reply, for he was
determined in his own mind never to
accept assistance that came, in any
way, from the generosity of Philip
Burton.

Harry Schuyler, having been re
leased from imprisonment, returned
to his home. His brown eyes had a

serious look, unusual to them, and his
face a more thoughtful aspect than it
had ever worn. His better self had
been awakened. and he had passed
the previous night in wrestling and

planning. His mother received him
with open arms. She had never
doubted that her boy would come
out all right, for he had always shown
himself tender-hearted to her. Many
anxieties she had known about him,
but her mother's intuition had not
failed her, when every one else had
pronounced the boy incorrigible.

“I've come to break your heart
completely, mother," said Harry.
“You know I have behaved very
badly, and since Ruth seems to prefer
Philip Burton altogether, I have been
driven wild, and I was wayward
enough before—I am going away—
mother—far away."

Harry looked at his mother to see
what effect his words had on her, but
she maintained outward composure.

“I have a good opportunity to go
to Japan on business. I shall make
a fortune, and come back to share it
with you. I am going to plunge into
hard work, and new sights and scenes
will be good for me. But—it almost
breaks my heart to leave you!

"

Mrs. Schuyler was silent. A flood
of anticipation of lonely days and
lonelier evenings without one sight of
her “bonnie boy" (as she called
him) swept over her. She choked
an incipient sob, and a “Well,
mother?" from Harry met no re
sponse.

“If it is too much of a sacrifice
for you, mother, I will give it up,
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but, please God, it will make a new
man of me."

“ I shall not ask the sacrifice, Harry,
for it may be for your good to carry
out your plan. Only—only, Harry—
don't stay away too long! "

In the solitude of his own room
Harry broke down. “Generous to
a fault! How can I leave her? And
yet—Ruth! Ruth! how can I stay
here to see her caring for Philip Bur
ton! If he were but worthy of her!
No, I must go!"

Hazel Rayburn returned to the
bare apartment where she lived with
her aunt, Miss Lois Rayburn, in the

only tenement house in Ashmore.
It contained flats arranged for fam
ilies, which had been occupied by the

employees in the old days when
“ Squire " Ashmore was rich and his
long disused factory was in operation.
A little dressmaker, Miss Todd, lived
in one, and opposite were three
rooms, in which dwelt Miss Rayburn
and her niece. When Hazel came in
that evening her aunt noticed a look
of interest in her face, which was
usually apathetic and expressionless.
Her eyes glowed, and as her hat
dropped on the floor, and her red
brown hair fell about her white, thin
face, Miss Lois started. “ Lands,
child! what a start you gave me!
You look like a ghost or an actress

(Miss Lois had never seen either), I
don't know which, but something
strange and uncanny.”

“Oh, auntie, I have some news,

wonderful, wonderful news!” Hazel
was all out of breath with running.

“ Well, sit down and tell me what
it is. Will Mrs. Richmond take you
on trial as a seamstress, and give you
twenty-five centsa day to start with?"

“No, no, auntie! You know I
detest needlework, and I never can
learn to do it. When I try to hem
I want to tear the goods to shreds, I
hate it so!"

Miss Lois frowned severely. “I
fear that you are one of the unregen
erate," she said, and mentally she
wished that her brother had never

married a woman so unlike his own
people in looks and everything else,
a woman who had even handicapped
her child with a name which was, in
itself, a sore trial to Miss Lois, as she
feared it had given her niece unfortu
nate biases and predilections, the fact
thatit was one entirely unknown in the
annals of the Rayburn family being
suflicient to condemn it in her opinion.

“Dr. Clifford says I have dramatic
ability, and he and Prof. Richmond
have offered money,—just think of
it! money! for lessons from Mackay,
who teaches actors. I am to begin
to-morrow. When I am well off I
shall pay them back, but they say I
am not to worry about that.”

Miss Lois stood transfixed with
horror, her small, light eyes look
ing smaller and paler than ever be
fore beside Hazel's gleaming ones.
Were all her faithful efforts,—the
efforts of her life,—to make over a
strange nature into a formed charac
ter, like her own, rigid in discoun
tenancing everything of a dangerous
tendency, to be upset by a stray
talker and his mistaken zeal and
generosity? Prof. Richmond, too,
joining in such backsliding! It was
reprehensible, and it behooved her
to take a decided stand at once.

“ Hazel Rayburn! I am your law
ful and proper guardian. Never,
never, with my consent, shall you be
come an actress!" With these words,
poor, patient Miss Lois, worn out
witha life of toil, hard economies,
and scanty fare, fell in a fainting
turn, from which it required all Ha
zel's care to restore her. Hazel de
voted herself faithfully to Miss Lois
for several weeks until the health of
the latter was restored, when the girl
again ventured to broach the subject
of a dramatic career, only to find
that no change could be made in her
aunt's views regarding the stage.
Many people in Ashmore, who were
aware of Miss Lois’ faithful services,
pronounced Hazel Rayburn “ irre
deemable."

(To be mntz'nued.)
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Bv CHARLOTTE FOWLER WELLS.

DR. SAMUEL B. WOODWARD.

‘
O phrenologist, and few un

prejudiced men of any other
science, require to be informed that
a knowledge and application of phre
nology is indispensable in the suc
cessful treatment of the insane.
Their malady—the most grievous
that exists—is usually caused by a

derangement of the brain, and can
be cured only by restoring this dis
ordered brain to healthy action.
Furthermore, phrenology shows that
different portions of the brain per
form different functions, and there
fore that monomania, the most com
mon form of insanity, is caused by
one of these portions, or one organ
being inflamed, and can be cured
only by reducing this inflammation.

Phrenology points to the precise
portion, the disorder of which causes
the mental aberration, and thereby
shows just where to apply the

remedy.
Dr. Samuel B. Woodward was for

many years the superintendent and

physician of the State Lunatic
Asylum in Worcester, Mass.* He
was an avowed phrenologist, and one
of the first among the leading medi
cal men that embraced phrenology
in this country. He repeatedly ac

knowledged his indebtedness to
phrenology for his success in treat
ing diseased minds. To George
Combe he “expressed his surprise
how any man living in charge of a

hospital for the insane, and capable
of mental analysis and physical
observation, reasonably acquainted
with phrenology, could avoid its
conviction."

*To the persevering exertions of the
Hon. Horace Mann our country is mainly
indebted for this, one of its noblest institu
tions.

While George Combe was in this
country he paid two visits to the
institution under Dr. Woodward's
care. I quote a brief account of his
impressions of the asylum and its
superintendent; he remarked of the
latter: “Dr. Woodward, physically
and mentally, is admirably adapted
for his situation. He is in the prime
of life, and has large limbs, a large
abdomen, large lungs, and a large
head. His temperament is sanguine
nervous, bilious, with a little of the
lymphatic. The organs of the pro
pensities are well developed, but
those of the moral sentiments and
intellect decidedly predominate. In
his countenance is the expression of
benevolence and 'radiant joy, the
natural language of those sentiments
of tender sympathy and cheering
hope, which he is habitually pouring
into minds diseased, and which are
the best antidotes to their afiiic
tion.

-This combination produces a pow
erful and commanding person, char
acterized at once by vivacity, energy
and softness; and a mind in which
intellectual power is chastened by
the most kind and cheerful moral
dispositions. I regard these qualities
as of great importance in the super
intendent of a lunatic asylum. If
that well-spring of spontaneous
vivacity which accompanies large
lungs and a large brain be wanting,
the individual will be more apt to
sink under the depressing influence
which the diseased minds of his
patients will exert over his own, than
to excite their faculties to more
healthy and agreeable action. If he
be deficient in the moral organs of
the brain, he will want sympathy,
softness of expression, and justness
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of feelings; while if he be deficient in
the reflecting intellectual organs, he

will want sagacity to trace effects to

their causes, and to discriminate
character; or if the deficiency be in
the observing organs, he will lack the

power of attention to incidents and

details."
Dr. Woodward established a high

reputation for his professional skill,
his admirable tact and judgment in

his intercourse with the afflicted, his

winning suavity of manners, his de

voted faithfulness to the subjects of
his care, and his uncommon probity
and exactness in the transaction of
business.

He was one of the first in this
country to introduce the mild and
humane treatment of the insane
which is now adopted in all our pub
lic institutions for their relief. His
example and influence had great
weight. The correctness of his
theories was proved by the success
of his practice. The reports of the

asylum at Worcester showed a pro
portion of recoveries which were
then unprecedented in the records of
medical science.

Dr. Woodward treated his patients
as rational beings; he appealed to

every ray of intellect that had sur
vived; and he always made them his
friends. The establishment over
which he presided had the appear
ance of a large family under orderly
but not severe regulations. It was

pervaded by an air of comfort, of
domesticity, of cheerfulness, from
its rich and blooming gardens to the
neat and spacious chambers devoted
to the more aggravated forms of
mental disease.

His personal character, kind, con
siderate, urbane, vigilant, with a

rare union of gentleness and decision,
contributed in no small degree to the
distinguished success of the institu
tion. Few men enjoyed so large a

share of public confidence and pri
vate esteem.

The following extract is taken
from the eighth annual report of the

institution under Dr. Woodward's
care. He says:

“A generation has not yet passed
away since insanity was regarded as
synonymous with demonomy; and
hence the neglect or cruel treatment
of the insane. The idea that human
skill was unavailing in a disordered
mind was not confined to the unen
lightened merely. Physicians and
other learned men either concurred
in the sentiment or were controlled
by it. Under these views the great
object was to protect the community
from those who were supposed to be
‘possessed,’ and confinement in
darkness, dungeons and caves, away
from the pleasant light of heaven,
the beauty of earth, and the cheerful
face of man—with terror, blows and
chains. These were the means em
ployed in those dark days of error
and superstition. But more enlight
ened views, and the brilliant light
thrown on the brain by modern
science, and consequently on the
doctrine of mental phenomena, have
greatly dispelled these illusions, and
a derangement of the intellectual
functions is now regarded as disease
—disease, indeed, involving the
higher faculties of man—but yet
susceptible of successful treatment
by means in delightful accordance
with the benevolence of the Divine
Author of the mind, and means
which he has graciously committed
to his chosen ministers here on
earth.”

In another report he says: “ We
must not for a moment overlook the
fact that insanity isa physical disease,
that the mind, in the most deplorable
case, is not obliterated ; its integrity
is only disturbed; it remains the
same ; its faculties ready as soon as
the physical structure shall have
regained health and soundness to
resume operations and exhibit the
manifestations which legitimately
belong to them. If the senses are
deluded, false impressions are con
veyed to the mind, but the senses
are physical organs, and the mind is
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no more at fault if-they lead it astray
than itis in believing the false repre
sentations of another individual ; so
of any other function of the brain;
false perceptions, morbid activity, or
depression of the animal propensities,
or of the higher sentiments, depend
upon physical influences wholly be
yond the power of the individual to
control; as soon, however, as the
physical imperfection is removed and
a healthy condition of the brain
restored, reason again resumes its
empire, and the integrity of the mind
becomes apparent. It is only when
the organic structure of the brain and
its appendages have undergone such

physical changes as to be permanent
and enduring, that insanity is utterly
hopeless. Death only can then cure
insanity. The mind is still unharmed,
and as soon as its connection with
this diseased incumbrance shall be
dissolved who can doubt that the
author of its being will furnish it an
immortal medium of action in another
state of existence fitted for the sphere
of its future enjoyments?

The diseased brain in insanity, the

wornout brain of the aged, and the

imperfect brain of the idiot are the
only reasons why the mind is not as
active and intelligent in these individ
uals as in the rest of mankind ; in

another state of existence all will be

changed, ‘ this curruptible willput on

incorruption, and this mortal immor
tality."'

In alluding to the introduction and

influence of religious exercises on the

insane Dr. Woodward thus speaks:
“As I have elsewhere remarked, his

whole mind is not always insane;
there are chords in his intellect and

moral feelings which can be made to

vibrate by proper touches, and the

response may change his whole char
acter and influence his whole con
duct. His moral feelings may be

sound and healthv, if his intellect is

disturbed by illusions; or his under
standing may, to a great extent, be

rational when his feelings are per
verted and his moral nature es

tranged. It is by appeals to the un
derstanding and the sensibilities
through the healthy avenues that the
mind is reached by the moral influ
ence which we exert, and this is
also the avenue for religious influ
ence/'

Dr. Woodward argued with much
earnestness the immense importance
of a proper physical education, a

subject which in his time was too
much neglected. He said: “There
is undoubtedly an intimate connec
tion between education and insanity,
especially between early training and
that condition of the brain which is
manifested in precocious mental de
velopment. One of the great defects,
both of nursery and school education,
is the neglect of proper training of
the bodily powers during childhood
and youth. Nature provides an ex

cess of the principle of life, that all
young animals may not only grow,
but be active and frolicsome, so that
the locomotive system may be
healthy, strong and well developed.

“Noise is also as useful as it is
natural to children, because the lungs
and other organs of respiration can
not be rendered strong and vigorous
without exercise any more than the
muscles. An opposite system of
management leaves the child effemi
nate and slender. But this is not the
worst of the evil. If the child is
deprived of exercise and kept at his
study too early or too long the exer
cise of the vital principle, which is
produced for the purpose of giving
activity and energy to the digestive
and locomotive system, is expanded
upon the brain and nervous system
and they become too susceptible or
diseased. This course, if pursued,
leads directly to precocity of intel
lect or to a train of nervous diseases,
such as epilepsy, chorea, spinal dis
tortion, etc., which often mar the
brightest intellect or bring on insan
itr. ‘* ‘* * * The evil well un
derstood, leads to the remedies
which education must apply to coun
teract it. Firm and healthy bodies,
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brains, lungs, stomachs and moving
powers must be first secured. Care
must be taken that none of them be

overtaxed. The precocious and
feeble must be taken from their
books and put to active exercise.
The robust and vigorous must be
taken from cruel exercise and active
sports and put to study and more

placid employments lest, with vigor,
they become unfeeling and pugna
cious. Some of the mental faculties
may need restraintand others encour
agement. Active passions and pro
pensities must be repressed and all
kept under the guidance of the intel
lectual powers. Firmness and cheer
fulness under trial and suffering
should be daily cultivated. In this
way the ills of life may be endured
without repining, the source of many

diseases dried up at the fountain, and
the causes of insanity be diminished
both in number and severity."

After devoting the best years of
his life to the asylum Dr. Woodward
was, in consequence of declining
health, obliged to retire. This occa
sioned unusual regret. He passed
the closing years of his life in North
ampton, Mass., where in the more
private walks of life he won the same
affectionate admiration which fol
lowed him throughout his official
career. He was in his sixty-fourth
year at the time of his death, Janu
ary 3, 1850. He was greatly en
deared to at numerous circle of
friends in every walk of life and in
almost every region of the country
by the rare virtues of his private
character.

AVERAGE BRAIN DIAME'I‘ERS.

BY GEORGE COZENS.

HE study of cranial proportions,
discussed in last month‘s

JOURNAL, is quite interesting,‘ and,
2151 have have had some experi
ence in phrenological work, I will
tell the readers what I have found
from actual measurements.

The average diameter of the head

at Destructiveness seems to me to

be 5:} inches, that is
,

in the male

head. The female head will measure

7
} inch less. Men whose heads

measure 23 inches in circumference,
and who weigh about 190 or 200

pounds, have a diameter of the cen

tral lobe of 6 inches (caliper meas

urement), and among some of the

best characters the diameter at

Caution will be about the same.

The average length of the male head

from Individuality to Parental Love

would seem to be about 73/3 inches.

I examined a person a short time

ago whose head, taking the inferior

part of the central lobe, measured

6:} inches in diameter, and yet the

head was scarcely 7 inches long, I

did not look with any great favor upon
this person, but a few hours after
ward I was told that he had killed
two persons, and was running scot
free. This was in Western Montana.

It is perhaps well to remember in
connection with this, the thickness
or thinness of the skull, for there
appears to be an enormous difference
in heads as to this. I have in my
mind now several criminals whose
heads are abnormally thick; how
ever, I will not discuss the relation
of the broad central lobe to criminal
tendencies. The large diameter is
doubtless not a bad thing, provided
also the moral and intellectual
developments correspond, otherwise

it will probably be disastrous. Per
haps the diameters I give may be
larger than others imagine, but the
majority of the people that are being
examined no doubt have heads con
siderably above the average size. I

should be glad to see this train of
study followed up by other practical
observers.



THE SCIENTIFIC RELATION, PAST AND PRESENT—VI.

BY H. S. DRAY'I‘ON, A.M., M.D.

ASSING reference may be made
to the case of Prof. de Morgan,

the eminent scientist and writer. He
was eminent for acuteness of analysis
and logical perspicuity; few men in

scientific fields showing like power in

handling topics that require a subtle
quality of criticism and knowledge of
word meanings. After death, exam

ination of his brain showed extensive
destruction of brain tissue in the

convolution of Broca on the left side,

while on the right side there were

the evidences of unusual develop
ment and activity in the same region.
De Morgan's life experience in rela
tion to this status of the cerebral
hemispheres is peculiarly interesting
as demonstrative of the compensating
properties of brain structure.

Laura Bridgman, who for so many
years was the subject of much atten~

tion because of her mental capabili
ties, despite the lack from early
childhood of the three common ave

nues of educational development—
sight, hearing and speech—offers
another instance of the relation of
special brain function. After Miss
Bridgman's death, in 1889, her brain
was preserved and subjected to exam

ination in detail, and the data ob

tained were published in the journal
of Psychology. The inferences that
have application here may be briefly
stated. Prof. Donaldson, of Worces
ter, who prepared the report, said of
the speech centers that there ap
peared to be “ a general lack of de

velopment
" most marked on the left

side. Commenting upon this state
ment and others, in a note that was

published in this magazine early in

1891, I said: “ These characteristics
of structure, it is suggested, have a

bearing upon the very limited power
of speech Miss Bridgman possessed.
It maynot be generally known that

she was able to say a few words,
such as ‘doctor,' ship,’ ‘pie,' and
some others.

“ Certain parts of the left occipital
lobe appeared in better condition
than the corresponding region of the
right occipital; a fact that is inter
preted to confirm the opinion of some
observers that a center for vision

(visual memories) lies in the occipi
tal lobe. Miss Bridgman did not
lose her sight entirely, when in early
childhood she suffered from scarlet
fever, but the right eye retained

some sensation to light for nearly six

years before she became totally blind.
This slight difference in the life of
the eyes is supposed by the examiner
to account for the better develop
ment of the left lobe."

It having been demonstrated that
these gateways to the brain—sight,
hearing, touch, have their centers in
the hemispheres, the number of
physiologists who would be inclined
to investigations for the purpose of
determining the place and relations
of the central areas specially devoted
to such sense functions, began to in
crease until every civilized nation
has its corps of observers who are
constantly adding to the already
great mass of details. The variety
in methods adopted by these
observers is of interest, denoting as
it does not only the motive but also
their individual skill and intelligence.
Mr. Elmer Gates describes in the
Alom'sl, of Chicago, a series of ex
periments made with dogs for the
purpose of ascertaining the part of
the brain devoted to the function of
seeing. These experiments were of
such a nature that they involved not
only the sight centers per se, but also
related centers of an intellectual
nature, as color, number, order or
arrangement, and those qualities that
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have association to the instinct
for food. Arranging his dogs
in three groups Mr. Gates
proceeded in this way: One
group was kept in the dark from
birth; a second was permitted to
lead the average dog life; while the

third group was trained with a special
view to the stimulation of the sight
sense. Quoting him:

“The hall leading into one room

of my laboratory was covered with
squares of metal, each square in

sulated from the others, and colored.
These squares of metal were con

nected with an induction coil, with
the exception of those of a certain
color, which were not thus connected.
It was so arranged that a dog might
jump from one square to another of
the same color and thus pass through
the entire length of the hall without
getting an electric shock. To do

this the dog had to discriminate be

tween that color and all the other
colors tinted upon the metal squares.
An attentive dog after having been

shown several times would learn to
avoid the slight shock which he

would invariably get when he stepped

upon the wrong color. This enabled
me to know whether the dog actually
discriminated between given colors,
and also enabled me to compel him

to practice this discriminating be

tween colors several times daily for
five months. I was thus able to
determine whether the dog actually
saw all the colors. and to exercise
him in the function of seeing the

colors and discriminating between

them. It enabled me to compel
other dogs to see only certain colors
and to discriminate between certain
colors only, and thus determine the

functional localization of color func
tions. It enabled me to cause the

dogs to associatively integrate their
color memories with definite motor
memories from the movements nec

essary to avoid getting shocks from
certain colors on going through the

hall.
“I varied this device somewhat

by feeding the dogs from under in

verted pans, which they were com

pelled to turn over in order to get a

mouthful of meat that had been pre

viously placed under them. All of

the pans were rubbed with meat to

prevent the dogs from selecting
those with meat under them by the

sense of smell. Meat then having
been placed under, say the yellow
pans only, the dog was shown where

to get his breakfast. For several
weeks they would indiscriminately
turn over all the pans without refer
ence to color. By and by they

would gradually hunt out the yellow
pans more frequently than those of
another color, and after about six

weeks of practice (being then five

months old) some of them would turn
over only yellow pans. Then the

meat was placed under differently
colored pans until the dog had again
learned his lesson, and so on, until
finally several dogs were able to dis
criminate between seven shades of
red (not purple and red), several
greens, and so on. One dog learned
to examine all of the pans as he

came to them until he found meat,
and after that he would turn over
only pans of that color—he had made

a generalization, had reasoned from
phenomena to a principle applicable
to his daily life.

“ The brains of these three groups
of dogs were examined and the follow
ing general results were established:

“The group which had been de

prived of the use of the seeing func—

tion exhibited an undeveloped cortex
in the occipital seeing areas; the
second group, which had been allowed
tolead a usual life, had amore highly
developed cortex in this same region
—it was thicker, more vascular with
arteries, veins, and lymph channels,
was more gray, and had a greater
number of brain cells. The former
group could not be said to have
brain cells in the seeing areas, so
undeveloped and few were they;
while the second group had well
developed brain cells in the usual
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number (for a dog). The brains of
the third group had a much more
highly developed cortex than the

second group; it was more gray,
thicker, far more vascular, and had
a much greater number of brain
cells, and the brain cells were far
more highly developed. The ex

periments made upon many other
dogs besides these mentioned, and

upon other animals, fully confirm
these results. In all cases depriva
tion of a mental function was accom

panied with a lack of structural
development in the corresponding
part of the brain, and excessive
training of that function was ever
accompanied with extraordinary
development of the special structural
elements of that part of the cor
tex."

By a process of this rational sort,
much in the manner of Gall, we can

reach conclusions of a positive and

trustworthy type. It is patent that
the method of the vivisectionist is

vastly inferior to this, involving, as

it does necessarily, abnormal effects
upon the nervous system of an ani
mal that must either suppress func
tion or materially disturb it

,

and so
changes are brought about in the
delicate structure of the brain that
should be expected to interfere seri

ously with a clear and valid analysis
of central function.

A method that is pathological in
its nature can scarcely be expected
to give results of so trustworthy a

character that we may cite them in
application to normal and physiologi
cal procedures. Making allowance
for the disturbances induced by the
chloroform, knife and galvanism of
the experimenter, will not avoid the

uncertainty of conclusions derived
from such a Course. Nature insulted
in this way by the audacious observer
does not yield her best secrets of
organic function, especially those

pertaining to that inner temple of
the brain where she has throned the
most noble of human attributes,
reason and emotion.

FACES.

BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

N the eye that lights to meet us, and the face that smiles to greet us,I Are the shadow of the future and the impress of the past;
And the check that, in its dawning. flushed as rosy as the morning,

Shows the outline of its beauty as it fades away at last.

And the little children's faces,——'mid their dimples are the traces

Of the maiden's glowing beautv and of manhoocl's brow of care;
And the prophecy of gladness, and the shadow of the sadness

To the thoughtful eye that gazeth, are they lurking ever there.

But the faces that are nearest, and the faces that are dearest,

Are the true, the tender faces that our trust and loving win;
Then, when comes to them the shading, when the roses shall be fading,

Like the vase, with light illumined, shall we see the soul within.



IS CHEIROSOPHY A SCIENCE?

BY MARIA GAMBRILL.

HAT is a science? According
to Stormonth,“acknowledged

truths and laws, in any department
of mind or matter, digested and

arranged into a system." The laws
of cheirosophy are fixed, its truths
are demonstrable by experiment;
they are, however, wanting in general
acknowledgment.

Cheirosophy is not an exact sci
ence; neither is medicine. Many
sciences are still in the experimental
stage. Some of them never will be

exact. When certain conditions are

universally followed by a certain
result or accompanied bya certain
manifestation, it is safe to establish
a law upon their combined recur~

rence. In cheirosophy it is found by
intelligent experiment, that certain
forms indicate certain characteristics
to an almost universal extent, the

exceptions being explainable by other
traits shown in the doubtful hand.

The great authority on the form of
the hand, D'Arpentigny, claims that
he was never totally wrong in read

ing the character except in five cases,
these being the hands of five actors;
which circumstance he holds to be a

confirmation rather than a refutation
of the truth of his art, for actors sink
their individuality in that of the

persons they represent.
The public confidence in cheir

osophy, however, has been largely
shaken by dabblers in the art. It is

easy to pick up an item here and

there and proceed to read characters
and fortunes without regard to
mitigating and extenuating circum
stances, indicated by signs known to

the trained palmist. Another dif’fi

culty which tends to discredit the

art, is the fact that comparatively
few people are given to self-analysis;
few people know themselves. They
deny facts through ignorance. As
an instance of this, the present writer

was once reading a woman's hand—a
small hand, with a large thumb and
lines of perseverance on the fingers.
[said to her, “You dislike details:
after you have conceived a plan and
begun it

,

you dislike the finishing
touches." Here the woman shook
her head, saying, “I don't know
about that." “But," I continued,
“in spite of your distaste for them,
you always carry out the details; you
make yourself do that, for you have

a strong will and you persevere."
“Yes,” she said, "you are right. I

do not like the details, but I make
myself finish up things." In this
case, there was at first a lack of
comprehension of self, which was
subsequently acknowledged. The
beginner in the study is easily dis
couraged by a negation on the part
of a subject. But if one is perfectly
sure that every sign has been studied,

it is safer to believe the hand than
the mouth.

Other things being equal, it will be
found that the person with a small
hand will be given to generalizing, to
considering the whole rather than the
parts, to the admiration of the grand
and the large, in nature, in art, in
personal matters. A man of my
acquaintance, with a very small hand,
wore the largest ring, admired the
largest women, carried the largest
cane and sat in the largest chair
obtainable. A man with large hands
can be trusted to do fine work, to
carry out the details of a scheme.

One drawback to the serious and
scientific consideration of cheirosophy

is the circumstance of its being re~

garded as useless in the practical af
fairs of life. This is true, in a large
sense; we may be perfectly happy
and prosperous without it. At the
same time, if applied to practical life,

it might prevent a waste of time and
energy. Many a person fails to make
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a success in life because he starts out
to do that which he is incapable of
doing. The musician will insist upon
being a doctor; the artist, a lawyer.
One may have artistic appreciation,
but at the same time a greater faculty
for expression in the line of com
merce. If one can discover in early
life the pursuit for which he is best
adapted, and will pursue that end

through every difliculty, he stands a

far better chance of making his way
than if he chose a profession for no
other reason than the fact that some
one of his acquaintance had made a

fortune in that branch.
The practical benefit that cheiros

ophy claims to confer is to inform
one of his strong points. Then if
the bad cannot be overcome, at least
the good may be pushed to their best
advantage and the bad or weak traits
be lost sight of in the general re
sult.

The accuracy of cheirosophy in the

reading of character removes it be

yond the domain of coincidence.
Only a student of the science can

fully appreciate its truth. Practical
inquiry into the subject will do more
to establish it than any amount of
theorizing and arguing. The unbe
liever is always startled at what he
calls the lucky guess. As to the

reading of fate, marriages, fortunes,
etc., I havelittle faith. That branch
of the art, however, may be further
developed in time.

In the reading of character I have
often myself been astonished at the
result. On one occasion I was re

quested to look at the hands of a

pretty, stylishly dressed girl. I ob
served that her fingers were stiff;
and on holding them up to the

light no chinks were to be seen be
tween them; her thumb was straight,
on her palm the life line and head
line met in a sharp angle. In short,
there was avarice confirmed by many
signs. "But, " I said to myself,
“that would be impossible in one so
young and pretty." I ventured to
say to her, “you are not fond of
spending money;all that you get you
wish to put aside and save." “ That
is true," the girl acknowledged, with
the pleasantest of smiles.

I observed in one person the habit
of sitting with his hands closed, the
thumbs hidden beneath the fingers.
On acquaintance, I found that he
was absolutely devoid of originality
or independent action, though capa
ble of doing well things suggested to
him by other people, he was ap
parently not in any respect deficient
in mind, only so in will. The thumb,
as is well known, shows will, logic,
decision, originality.
' Many instances might be adduced,
but it is better that each one should
discover these things from his own
study. It may be said, however,
that not enough time is spent upon
the shape of the hand, which, to my
mind, is more important than the
lines of the palm; also, that cheiros'
ophy deserves to be regarded as more
than a clever trick for an evening's
amusement. Those who deny it
the rightto be called a science should
at least not deny its truth until the

contrary is shown.

SE LF-RELIANCE.

Y thine own soul's law learn to live,
And if men thwart thee, take no heedI

And if men hate thee, have no care—
Sing thou thy song, and do thy deed; .

Hope thou thy hope, and pray thy prayer,
And claim no crown they will not give.

WHITTIER.



“ The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well-instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

A PROMISING SUBJECT.

BY NELSON SIZER.

IG. 301. In this child’s organic
make-up there is the promise of

solid judment,quick perception, inge
nuity, memory, economy, force of char
acter, dignity, stability, ambition and
uncommon force of character. The
head is exceedingly high for its other

'
MASTER HAVENS.

Fig. 302. Here is a wideawake,
eager child. He believes in himself
and thinks he has the right of way.
What an intelligent eye! What an
open, earnest countenance! What

FIG. 30:.

proportions, and we think there are
indications of long life as well as of
brilliant talent. We congratulate the
parents, whom we do not know, on the
prospects embodied in this organiza
tion. A proper education and training
will insure success and happiness.

A CHlLD 0|" MUCH PROMISE.

push and positiveness. what keen in
telligence and what memory, imagina
tion and ingenuity are embodied in
this handsomely dressed youngster!
What under Heaven is more attrac
tive, lovable, interesting and hopeful
than abright, promising child ? Who
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wonders that the ruling generation is

always the servant ofthe rising genera
tion? Who wonders that Napoleon
when left alone with his darling boy
ofliciated as horse and let the little
fellow ride him around the room?
And when one of his favored generals
entered the room without being an

boy? But he has extemporized the
modern steed—the wheel—which un

fortunately came too late for the
writer, and is almost the only regret
he has when he looks over the modern
improvements in mechanism.

imagine no more intense delight that
a spirited young person can expe

no. 303.

nounced Napoleon looked up and

said: “ Monsieur le Marshal, are you
a father?" “Yes, Sire, I am," was
the answer. “ Then I will finish my
journey around the room," said
Napoleon. What father would not be

willing to ofiiciate as horse for this

MASTER HAVENS.

rience than in passing fleet horses on
the Boulevard on the magic wheel.
The exhilaration, the enthusiasm and
the joyous pride of outstripping the
horse himself! We see all these en
thusiasms in this boy’s face, now
ready for the sprint and the goal.

Ican
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' the mother.

Fig. 303 Fortunately I knew the

parents of these children. The
daughter has the complexion and the

features of the father ; the son has a

darker complexion and is a type of
The children resemble

crosswise, as they should. The tem

perament of the boy is of the Motive,

FIG. 304. PLATT BROTHER AND SIS‘
TER, BOY 14 MONTHS THE OLDER.

Mental, and that of the girl is more

of the Vital and Mental. The boy
has a broad cheek-bone and a mas

sive forehead. The head is wide at
the base, above and about the ears,

giving him courage, thoroughness,
force and fortitude, and he has, like
his mother, large Cautiousness and

Conscientiousness. He has the indi
cations of reliability, steadfast morals
and courage that can maintain the

right and vindicate it. The girl
should be known for memory,
scholarly aptitude, criticism, knowl
edge of character and appreciation
of truth as it is presented in outward
life. She is wonderfully sincere and
is not likely to joke and trifle on
topics with her friends. Her Mirth

fulness is not quite large enough.
She is frank and not extra cautious;
she is firm, dignified and thorough.
The characteristics of these children
as we look at them blend and pro
duce a kind of moral and intellectual
momentum. We see force, right
eousness, duty, truth and sincerity
that will not waver nor wane.

Fig. 305. Fred. Moore, r year, 9
months old.

The cap obscures something of the
tophead, but fortunately that mas
sive, brilliant, scholarly intellect
looms up and gives promise of high
attainments. He is witty; he is
agreeable; he will make friends; he
will enjoy music and mechanism; he
will enjoy money~making and he will
be energetic, pushing, positive and

FRED. MOORE.FIG. 305.

thorough-going. This is a fine side
head for force and skill, and a fine
forehead for planning, scholarship,
for wit and for brilliancy of talent.
We congratulate him and his friends.
He will need no help. Proper guid
ance and culture will insure him
fame and fortune.
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PARENTAL INJUSTICE.
N this fertile topic, so unhappily,

yet naturally, reflected in the
conduct of children, a writer in an
excellent monthly that was lately sus

pended, said :

When parents seriously undertake
to understand their children they
soon find that each little one is

possessed of a distinct individuality.
Not to respect it is a fatal mistake.
In a family of two children, for in
stance, one was careless, easy to be
entertained, dropping one toy for an
another, like a humming bird flying
from flower to flower. The other
was a serious, thoughtful, observant
little fellow, who, though less than
two years old, had already begun to
study into causes and effects. One
morning he saw his sister having
great fun twirling a bright thimble on
the end of a pencil. The sunshine
made the thimble glitter and the
slight click of its rapid motion was
music to baby years. Sister soon
dropped the plaything for other
amusement and the boy patiently
hunted the rolling thimble from its
corner, picked up the pencil and
began the task of fitting one to the
other. His unsteady hands made it
necessary to try again and again,
for the pencil obstinately pushed
one side of the thimble or the other
and never rested inside. When at
last the pencil was captured it took a

still longer time to raise it and keep
the thimble in position. Again and
again it tumbled off and rolled away,
only to be again hunted and mounted
on the pencil end. At last it was
raised upright.

All the time the boy's face had
worn the most patient, serious and
studious expression. No mathema
tician’s absorption over a problem
could have exceeded his. When the
thimble executed the first twirl and
click the little one's face broke into
a rapture of triumph. The nurse
came just then, big with importance,
to take him to his bath. With no

waste of words she snatched him up

by the shoulders, scattering his work
and breaking rudely in on his rapture.
Who does not know and pity the pain
that followed, even if it was in ababy
brain. The boy kicked and screamed,
the only protest at his comand. But
a sympathetic observer of the scene

inwardly declared that taxation with
out representation was small in

justice compared to this.
A group of children were romping

in the wide hall of their home. Not
one was over six years old. An
uncle—the most revered being in
the world to the oldest child—came
to the door of the adjoining library
and impatiently commanded:

"Make less noise, children; I am

writing; make less noise."
As he retired the children looked

at each other in puzzled uncertainty.
They understood the injunction,
“make noise," but not the modify
ing adjective.

“ He said, ‘make less noise,’ "

cried the eldest merrily, “ come, let's
make less noise! "

Her companions eagerly accepted
the supposed license and a tre
mendous hubbub followed. The
gentleman, thoroughly exasperated,
appealed to the mother, who quickly
took the eldest child to task for her
flagrant disobedience, repeating the
uncomplimentary words of her re
vered uncle. The child was morbidly
sensitive to blame and was cut to the
heart. But she had no resistance in
her nature and could not defend her
self. Neither did she understand till
years after where the real trouble lay.
At the time she saw herself dis
graced in the minds of mother and
uncle and—well, fifty years have in

tervened and she recalls the in
cident with pain. Do you think it
was a small matter? Our lives are
made up of small matters. In later
years each soul must stand alone and
bear alone whatever fate brings, but
while under the sheltering care of
parents the child should be saved
all unnecessary pain. All unnecessary
pain 10 rlu'ldrm is rank injustr're.
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A FATHER’S REWARD.

R. DEWY was a farmer living
in Dakota. One cold autumn

morning he drove into town to dis
pose of some produce and purchase
certain home supplies.

The middle of the afternoon saw
him on his way home across the
prairie. While in the little cabin his
wife and four-year-old Helen were
waiting for him. Almost without
warning one of those terrible Dakota
blizzards descended, and in a few
moments he was nearly blinded by
the fine, sharp snow. He pushed
ahead, however, managing with great
difi'iculty to keep in the road. A cry,
far off to the left, arrested his atten
tion. What could it be? Again he
heard it.

“Probably an animal that had

strayed from one of the farms around
here," he thought, urging on his
horses.

A third time he heard the cry,
which sounded terribly human.

“Well, whetherit is beast or child,
I'm going to hunt it up," he said
finally, jumping from his wagon and

starting in the direction of the sound.
His tender heart could not leave even
an animal to suffer, although he knew
that he might pay for this kindness
with his life.

After groping and plunging about
for some time he reached the spot
whence the cry had proceeded.
There lay a little child in the snow.
He picked it up and tucked it under
his coat. It was too dark to see the
child's face, but a great wave of
thankfulness passed over Mr. Dewy's
heart as he realized that he should
bring joy to some despairing father
or mother. He was fortunate enough
to find his team again, and a few
minutes later a dark shape looming
up before him through the darkness
and snow showed he had reached
home. Entering the cabin, he was

surprised at receiving no cheerful
greeting.

“Helen is lost!" were the words
his wife met him with; but, seeing
the bundle he carried, she sprang
forward. The goodness of God was
evident to Mr. Dewy when, looking
down upon the burden he bore, he
found he had saved his own child.

m.,,.__
THE TRAINING or CONVERSATION.

—-Children hunger perpetually for
new ideas. They will learn with
pleasure from the lips of parents
what they think is drudgery to study
in books; and even if they have the
misfortune to be deprived of many
educational advantages, they will
grow up intelligent if they enjoy in
childhood the privilege of daily listen
ing to the conversation of intelligent
grown people. We sometimes meet
parents who are the life of every
company which they enter, yet are
dull, silent and uninteresting at home
among their children. If they have
not mental activity and mental stores
sufficient for both, let them first use
what they have for their own house
holds. A silent home is a dull place
for young people, a place from which
they will escape if they can. How
much useful information, on the
other hand, is often given in pleasant
conversation, and what unconscious,
but excellent, mental training in
lively, social argument. Fathers and
mothers should cultivate to the utmost
the art of conversation at home.

_ -— —*—
REASONING FROM Ammooxz—

“Mamma," said the baby, “what
are you soaking your feet for?"

“ Because my head aches, dear."
The baby was evidently puzzled,

and remained wrapt in thought for a
few minutes.
silence again.

“ Mamma, if your feet ached,
would you soak your head ? "—Trullz_

Then he broke the’
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LITTLE THINGS.
OTHERS, be careful how you

put too much stress upon
little things. If your child steps
aside in some trifling matter and you
make much ado about it

,

as though
he had done some wicked thing, if

,

in your mistaken zeal, you use strong
terms to express your disapprobation,
what words have you to use if you
have need to fight against some great
evil P

Suppose, for instance, your child

is careless in the matter of dress,
often coming home from school with

a rent here, or a soil there, and you
reprimand him severely. What words
have you left to use in case you
should some time be so unfortunate
as to know he had told an untruth?

Light blame for light offenses is

the better way. How else may the
child learn to discriminate between a
trivial mistake and a great sin ? I

once knew a mother who would often
speak very harshly to her little child
when she had torn her dress, calling
her “a wicked, wicked girl." Care
less the child certainly was, but
not wicked. What stronger term
have we to apply to a thief or mur
derer? Such language is uncalled
for, unjust and cruel, and the parent
who uses it is liable to lose the re
spect as well as the love of her child.

Perhaps it is wise to be a little
blind to some of the children's
faults, and they may in time right
themselves.

I have in mind a lady who, seeing
her young daughter very much given
up to story-reading to the exclusion
of nearly all solid matter, was greatly
troubled and used every possible
means to persuade her to desist. But
all to no purpose. The girl read on
and on, until at length the dis
couraged mother resolved to lay aside
all effort and see what would come
of it. This proved to be a wise pro
ceeding. At seventeen the daugh
ter's taste in reading had become all
that even her ambitious mother could
desire. Whenever a story was read

——which was seldom—it was not de
voured as formerly, but digested and
assimilated, the best parts com
mented upon and copied, and often
turned intoa story or essay of her
own, and at this early age she began
to do quite commendable work in
that line.

Let us then try not to be dis
couraged at the troublesome little
things, but believe that by judi
cious management—which often may
be nothing more or less than a let
ting alone—all will be well in due
time. MRS. S. E. KENNEDY.

_ .. ___>.‘____.____

KISSED HIS MOTHER.

She sat in the porch in the sunshine
As I went down the street——

A woman whose hair was silver,
But whose face was blossom sweet,

Making me think of a garden,
When, is spite of the frost and snow

Of bleak November weather,
Late, fragrant lilies blow.

I heard a footstep behind me,
And the sound of a merry laugh,

And I knew the heart it came from
Would be like a comforting staff

In the time and the hour of trouble,
Hopeful and brave and strong,

One of the hearts to lean on
When we think all things are wrong.

I turned at the click of the gate-latch,
And met his manly look;

A face like his gives me pleasure,
Like the page of a pleasant book.

It told a steadfast purpose,
Of a brave and daring will;

A face with promise in it,
That, God grant, the years fulfill.

He went up the pathway singing;

I saw the woman's eyes
Grow bright with a wordless welcome,

As sunshine warms the skies." Back again, sweetheart mother,"
He cried, and bent to kiss

The loving face uplifted
For what some mothers miss.

That boy will do to depend on ;

I hold that this is true—
From lads in love with their mothers

Our bravest heroes grew.
Earth's grandest hearts have been loving

hearts,
Since time and earth began;

And the boy who kisses his mother
Is every inch a man.



HEART STRAIN AND ITS

GREAT deal is said regarding
"heart failure," and but little

regarding Iteart strain, which in a
large proportion of cases of the former
is but a sequence of the latter. The
overstrained heart finally losing
capacity for action, its muscles ex
hausted, it breaks down. Dr. Samuel
Bell reflects upon this topic in the
following manner:

When from any cause the heart is
acting rapidly, as in violent athletic
performances, running, jumping,
swimming, wrestling, lifting, carrying
heavy loads, etc., the direct and short
route from the right heart and the
extreme fragility of the pulmonary
tissues renders the latter very prone
to congestion. When an abnormal
amount of blood is being pumped
into the lungs from any of the above
causes, not only is the blood regur
gitated through the right auriculo
ventricular opening, but through the
auricle into the vena cava. Over
strain as a cause of heart failure fre
quently occurs when from any cause
the aortic openingis narrowed, imped
ing the outward current to such an
extent that both ventricles become
distended from intra-ventricular
pressure, and the heart muscles be
come wearied and fail to completely
empty its walls. The habit of filling
the lungs with air and then holding
the breath impedes the circulation
and an enlarged limb is often the
result, which only passes away when
the heart resumes its normal con
tractility. Heart strain is often the
cause of distention or dilation. In
distention the cavities of the heart
are over full, but they return to their

EFFECTS.

normal size when the cause is re
moved. Not so in dilation, however;
the process has gone further, a.

change has taken place in the dimen
sions of the walls of the heart. This
condition occurs most frequently on
the right ventricle. All violent ex
ercise spends its force primarily on
the right heart and causes shortness
of breath, as occurs when an indi
vidual runs rapidly. .The venous
blood is emptied into the right heart
with such rapidity and in such an
amount that the lungs cannot take
care of it

,

and as a result the con
dition which is understood by
the laity as “out of breath" ex
ists.

But in all professional athletic per
formances, when begun gradually,
the lungs will accommodate them
selves and take care of the blood as

it is pumped into them from the short,
direct route via the right heart. This
physiological fact is capable of
demonstration, and is well under
stood by professional trainers, and
great hopes are often based upon the
second breath. When violent exer
cise or physical strain is begun mod
erately, the venous strain of the
right heart is removed to the left
heart and the equilibrium of the cir~
culation established. The causes of
heart strain or distention are a dis
tending force or aweakened muscular
wall or both combined. We have
distention or dilation as a mere coin
cident to some disease, or we have
dilation as a very prominent. symptom.
In all acute pulmonary diseases the
latter condition is common. Every
physician is aware of the importance
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of maintaining the inherent or latent
force of the central organ in pneu
monia. Many cases seem to be doing
well when the heart strain is so great
that it succumbs, and we fail in our
heroic attempt to carry our patient
over the critical point.

We recognize three important ele
ments in causing the blood to circu
late which are interfered with or
perverted in pneumonia. First, a
deficiency of oxygen in the blood
with the consequent retention of CO,
(carbonic dioxide) in the tissues, and,
secondly, the overloaded and over
worked organ loses its irritability and
its power of complete contraction;
also the suction force of the chest
which is so essential, and by some
thought to be entirely responsible for
the circulation through the liver, is
interfered with. In all acute infecti
ous or contagious diseases, where
some poison has been introduced into
the system and normal assimilation
disturbed, whether the poison is from
micro-organisms, ptomaines, leuco
maines, toxine or some other unknown
quantity finding its way into the cir
culation, the toxic element reaches
the medulla oblongata or center of
respiration,the blood becomes loaded,
the chemico-physiological changes in
the gases are interfered with, the
lungs fail to perform their function,
the heart receives additional work, it
is continually beating with greater
rapidity but with less volume and
force, and as the disease progresses,
whatever form it may assume. It
may be an inflammation of a paren
chymatous organ or some of the
various forms of malarial fever. The
toxic element first spendsits force on
the medulla oblongata and nerve
centers, and secondarily upon the
great central organ. The enormous
mortality from heart failure in indi
viduals in all stations of life, and
especially in men who are frequently
called upon to tax their mental
capacity to its fullest extent. makes
the subject one of more than ordinary
interest to the physician.

. ‘__——r_.
AN OBJECT LESSON 0N THE DRINK

HABIT.

DISTINGUISHED specialist
in children's diseases writes

in the Ameriran Practill'oner and
News that he has carefully noted
the difierence between twelve
families of drinkers and twelve
families of temperate ones dur
ing a period of twelve years,
with the result that he found the
twelve drinking families produced in
those years fifty-seven children,
while the temperate ones were
accountable for sixty-one. Of the
drinkers twenty-six children died in
the first week of life, as against six
on the other side. The latter deaths
were from weakness, while the former
were attributable to weakness, con
vulsive attacks or oedema of the brain
and membranes. To this cheerful
record of the drinking class is added
five who were idiots; five so stunted
in growth as to be really dwarfs;
five when older, became epileptics;
one, a boy, had grave chorea, end
ing in idiocy; five more were de
ceased and deformed and two of the
epileptics became by inheritance
drinkers. Ten therefore of this fifty
seven only showed normal develop
ment and disposition of body and
mind.

On the part of the temperates, as
before stated, six died in the first
weeks of infancy, while four in
later years of childhood had curable
nervous diseases. Two only showed
inherited nervous defects. Thus
fifty were normal-sound in body and
mind.

It is patent enough to every ra
tional mind that the major portion of
the slaughter and ruin of innocent
children is directly due to the drink
habit. There are many who do
not learn and profit by this and
other living demonstrations. Why
so many are addicted to the mod
erate use of alcholic beverages is
no doubt because they are igno
rant of its bad effects and bane
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ful influence, or they have false ideas
of its effects upon the human consti
tution. The truth is

,

and should be
known by all, that alcohol is a

poison. It is detrimental to health
and physical vigor and stamina when
used in extreme moderation. All
use is abuse. It does not exist in
the grain or fruit from which it is

produced. These must ferment and

decay before this new product is

formed. It supplies no needed ma
terial for the nutrition of the body.
It beinga non-usable substance, there

is a waste of vitality and vigor of
body when it is used. This is why

it causes such havoc upon the off

spring of those who use it.
The results of the drink habit upon

offspring as shown in the above com
parison of drinkers with total ab
stainers is an important lesson. It
gives us some idea of the cause of the

increase of idiocy and insanity in this
and other countries. It is an actual
demonstration of the fact and the
law of nature that the sins of the

fathers and mothers are visited upon
their children to the third and fourth
generation. The law of self preser
vation is the first law of nature. The
effects of the drink habit are only
another proof of this law. This
habit in moderation does not percep
tibly affect the individual, but it tells
with increased force upon the chil
dren of such a person. This is why
so many persons cannot see that a

moderate use of alcoholic drinks is an

injury to them. They are not aware
that their vital stamina is lowered
and drained by the use of this poison.
Apparently from their feelings they
are all right and in fair health. Here

is where they are deluded. They are

guided by their senses and feelings.
Man must rise above his sensations
and be guided by reason and knowl
edge. The relation between this
poison and living beings is one of an

tagonism to health. This is the truth
which is proven by all the facts known
to man. Man's moral sense must

rise up and assert itself and guide

his course in life regardless of his
perverted fetlings and lower appe
tites and passions. To overcome the
drink habit we must have more of
the higher type of men; men and
women who possess the moral courage
and sense to do the right when they
see it. Also the grasp of intellect
to get a knowledge of nature and her
laws. This type of the human
species will not only know the truth
and right, but they will, from an en
lightened self interest, be guided in
their lives by this knowledge. we
do not so much need more knowledge
on this subject—the drink habit—but
we need more men and women of
moral courage and conviction to live
up to the knowledgealready achieved.

]. G. STAIR, M.D.

————m“
THE INFLUENCE OF MIND.

OW far the effects of thought
or will may go in their oper

ation upon body conditions it is im
possible to estimate. In controlling
tendencies to weakness, in driving
away that which would undermine
functional capacity, in producing
changes ofcirculation, nutrition, etc.,
that will suspend the progress of des
tructive disease and really induce re~

pair and cure, we know from over
whelming evidences that the mind is

a powerful factor. In the London
Lancet Dr. Wm. Dale has an article
that offers certain interesting views
with regard to the effect of mind state
upon body. He notes that an early
writer, Churchill, commemorated in
verse the principle involved—for in
stance saying in one place:
“ The safest way to health, say what you

will. '

Is, never to suppose we shall be ill ;

Most of the ills that we poor mortals
know,

From doctors and imagination flow."

The efficacy of strong emotion in
producing, or in helping to produce,
such conditions as diabetes, chorea,
and epilepsy, is well recognized, and,
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we venture to say, undoubted; but it
is always diflicult to estimate correctly
the influence of such accidents, or to
say how much may be due to them
and how much to an underlying in

stability which such a disturbance
merely makes evident. That a de

pressed physical and mental condi
tion also renders the bodily organs
more susceptible to the influence of
some poison, such as that of the

specific fevers, is well recognized;
and when the inseparable connection
between mind and body, and the pro
found alterations which fear or joy
bring about in (for example) secretory
organs, are taken into account, it is

not surprising that violent emotion
should, as it were, open the gate to
allow the admission of sundry toxic
influences.

It is an interesting question how
much of the general—but by no means

invariable—immunity which medical
men enjoy from infectious disease is

due to the calmness and unconcern
with which they regard such diseases

in relation to themselves. They for
get to be afraid, and so they are

clothed with an invisible and often
an invulnerable cloak.

It appears, then, that Faith and
Hope are the two great principles
which the physician must encourage
or seek to evoke in his patient. The
diseases to which man is liable may
be looked upon as so many enemies

which lay siege to the citadel of his
life, and often he is so fiercely as

sailed by them that he finds no help
or defense in himself; and it is then

that the physician, coming to his
rescue with the powerful allies Faith
and Hope, may perchance create
within him a courage which will en

able him to make, at least, a brave
stand against his foes.

The following incident related by
the New York Timt‘s illustrates the

same conditions:
“In how many cases restoration to

health has been the result of faith in

a supposed remedy which existed
only in the imagination of the

patient! Faith in the physician or
his methods seems to have been the
essential element, and having once
secured that, the doctor is assured
that the cure in many instances has

already begun.
“A domestic in the employ of a

prominent family went to an uptown
druggist in great haste with a pre
scription which called for two ounces
of aqua pura—that is

,

distilled water
—and two grains of morphine, the

accompanying directions reading :

‘ A teaspoonful every hour until the

pain is allayed.‘ The patient for
whom it was intended was the head
of a family, and he was suffering
severely from nervous neuralgia. It
so happened that the family physi
cian who wrote the prescription was
behind the counter chatting with the

druggist when the messenger arrived.
The druggist put up the prescription,
or thought he did. He filled abottle
with water, corked it carefully, and
labeled it properly. When the re

treating form of the domestic had

disappeared he discovered the two
grains of morphine on the prescrip
tion scales. ‘ Doctor,’ he ejaculated,

‘ I've given that girl nothing but dis
tilled water. The morphine is here,
look at it. What shall I do?’ ‘Why,
nothing at all. The aqua pura will
work as well without the opiate as
with it.’ ‘Agreed,’ said the other.
‘And do you know,'concluded the

pharmacist, ‘the doctor was right,
and the patient with the nervous neu

ralgia—an exceptionally intelligent
and college-bred man—was sleeping
as peacefully as a babe after the
second dose of the mixture.‘ "

>.< A
Evan PnPsnm—One of the stand

ard remedies in stomach ailments,
pepsin, has lately been questioned.
After all the wonderful work done by
this extract of pig's stomach (or
chicken’s) to have it thrown in the
face of the profession that pepsin is

N. G.! Yet recent study—notably
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that of Dr. Kellogg, editor of Modern
Medicine, who has tested 4,000
stomachs—shows that even weak, en
feebled gastric conditions rarely ex
hibit a want of pepsin, but that the
chief defects are hydrochloric acid
and motor sufliciency. The trouble
mainly is a depressed nerve tone that
affects the organization generally.
The conclusion from this is that it is
not a chemically prepared substance
the digestive apparatus needs when
weak, but a properly administered
hygienic food and stimulus.

~_———>.4_-_

THE GREELEY COLONY.

E do not hear as much now of
the colony in Colorado that

was formed something like twenty-five
years ago, and took the name of the
distinguished editor of the New York
Tribune, as we did formerly. It,
however, still lives. Certain import
ant principles were embodied in its
organization, notably that of temper
ance. Mr. Meeker, the founder, did
not appeal to the instinct of specula
tion. He pleaded for new institu
tions and aimed at high ideals; and
he found that men of culture and of
means were ready to co-operate
heartily in such an undertaking. This
lends encouragement to those who
are hoping for great things to come
from the development of the arid
region.

The site of the Greeley colony was
not well chosen—or, at least, it did
not in all respects meet the expecta
tions of those who selected it.
They were, therefore, unable to
realize all their plans. They made
some serious miscalculations. For
instance, they estimated the cost
of their canals at twenty thousand
dollars, while the actual cost was
more than twenty times as great.
Fruit culture was mentioned in the
prospectus as certain to be animport
ant industry, but the soil and climate

proved unsuitable. The dream of an
improved household economy, based
on a plan for co-operative bakeries
and laundries, also proved delusive.
There were other disappointments;
but the fundamental claims of irriga
tion were all vindicated at Greeley,
as they have been whenever and
wherever brought fairly to the test.

A few years of intelligent labor
brought a high degree of average
prosperity, based upon substantial
foundations. Even the severe panic
of the summer of 1893 did not
materially disturb these founda
tions. During those trying weeks,
when mines and smelters shut
down, and banks and stores closed
their doors, water, soil and sun
shine continued to do their perfect
work in the Union Colony, Greeley
seemed like an oasis of prosperity in
a desert of despair. The farmers
received as the reward of the sum
mer's labor more than a million dol
lars in cash for the single item of po
tatoes. But this is the chief crop at
Greeley, after the necessities of life
have been provided for, and the wide
reputation and handsome financial
returns won for the Greeley potato
illustrate the wisdom of a surplus
crop of the highest quality.

Greeley's civic institutions are like
her potatoes. They represent the
best standard available and are the
pride of the people. To sell any
kind of intoxicating liquor within the
boundaries of the Union Colony in
validates the title to the soil. This
is one of the original plans which
worked well, and the schools,
churches, libraries and lycenms are
all in keeping with this high standard
of public morals.

Of Greeley it must be said that it
has been a success in the better sig
nificance of the term. Peace, order,
mutual sympathy have been there
associated with real growth. Moral
forces have developed with the phy_
sical.
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The City 01' Tokio, Japan. has

800 public baths, where some 300,000 per

sons bathe daily, at a cost of about one

half-penny, while almost every house in

the city has its private bathroom. The
baths are taken generally at a temperature
of no degrees Fahr. The Arabians, like
their kinsmen. the Jews, completely
adopted bathing into their manners and

customs ; and Mahomet enforced it by con

necting it with religion. Islam enjoins on

Its believers a careful preservation of cor
poral purity, and for this purpose pre

scribed repeated ablutions. Of European
cities, St. Petersburg is famous for its
vast vapor baths, to which Russians flock
bv thousands on Saturday evening, carry
ing their own towels with them. The
finest public bath is in Vienna; it can

accommodate 1,500 persons, and has a

basin 578 ft. long by 156 ft. wide, varying
to 12 ft. deep. Notwithstanding its
enormous size, the water is changed thrice
daily.

Soap Money in Mexlco.—A recent

traveler in the Gulf country writes this for
Harper’: Bazar: “ In one of the small
towns I bought some limes, and gave the

girl one dollar in payment. By way of
change, she returned me forty-nine pieces

of soap the size of a small biscuit. I
looked at her in astonishment. and she re

turned my look with equal surprise, when
a police officer, who had witnessed the in
cident, hastened to inform me that for
small sums soap was legal tender in many
portions of the country.

" I examined my change and found that

each package was stamped with the name

of a town and of a manufacture authorized
by the government. The cakes of soap

were worth three farthings each. After
ward, in my travel, I frequently received

similar change. Many of the cakes showed
signs of having been in the wash-tub; but
that I discovered was not at all uncom

mon. Provided the stamp was not oblit
erated the soap did not lose any value as

currency. Occasionally a man would bor
row a cake of a friend, wash his hands,

and return it with thanks. I made use of

my pieces more than once in my bath, and
subsequently spent them."

Older Than Egypt..—An article in
Popular Sn'ena states that Professor
Petrie announces the discovery of a

new race in Egypt. He has just re

turned from a three months’ search in the

district between Ballas and Negadeh,
thirty miles north of Thebes. There he un

covered the remains of several successive
dynasties, of great classical interest. in the

ruins of Nubt. They were discovered
less than a quarter of a mile away from the

remains of another city. If the townhad
been found in Syria or Persia no one would
have supposed it was connected with
Egypt. Not only was the town found, but
also a series of cemeteries of the same

race. Nearly two thousand graves were

excavated. Every object was noted in

position, and everything was preserved

and marked by Professor Petrie and his
assistants.

Nota single Egyptian object was found;
not a scarab, hieroglyph, Egyptian bead,

god or amulet, such as are abundant in the

neighboring Egyptian town. Nota body
was mummified or buried at full length.
All were contracted, with their knees bent
up to their arms. The age of these people

was the next problem. Little by little the

explorer limited their epoch until he can

definitely say that they lived between the

seventh and the ninth dynasties, or about
3,000 B.C. They probably were the people

who overthrew Egyptian civilization at the

close of the old kingdom, and produced
thedark age of the seventh and eighth
dynasties, when the Egyptians seem to

have been oppressed by disaster.
It is clear that the physiognomy of the
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race was fine and powerful, without a

trace of prognathism. Their stature was

remarkable, some being over six feet in

height. The great developmentof the legs

points to their having been a hill

race. Their hair was brown,wavy, and

not crisp. The prominent, aquiline nose

and long, pointed beard gave them a

strong resemblance to the Libyan and

Amorite type.

Central America and Prlml
tive Man.-—And now we are treated

to a diversion from the common currentof
discussion on the place where man first

dwelt. M. le Plongeon has spent twelve

years in exploring and excavating the ruins

of lost cities in Yucatan, and is thoroughly
familiar with their antiquities. As are
sult of these investigations, he has be

come convinced that Yucatan is the long
sought "cradle of the human race." The

Popular Sn'mrz Review publishes Dr. le

Plongeon's speculations for what they are

worth, but his laborious research is cer

tainly commendable, and has brought to

light much valuable material; it is to ac

quaint American readers with the wonder
ful remains of prehistoric civilizations that

lie across our Southern boundary that
attention is directed to his discoveries.

An Interesting Siberian Race.—
The Buriats, according to an account given

by a Russian physician, Dr. Shendrikofski,
are a race inhabiting from time immemo
rial the regions round Lake Baikal, in

Siberia. “They are an entirely pastoral
race. They all, men and women, practi

tically live in the saddle. In summer they

dwell on the plains; in winter, when the

snows come, they retire to the hills and

live in ym'ls, huts built of wood or felt,
small, rickety and dirty. They drink sour
milk and ' brick’ tea. They seldom eat

meat, but when they do they eat it in

enormous quantities, withoutsalt or bread.

They are insatiable smokers, the men and

women, even children, indulging inordi

nately. There is scarcely any social life
among them. Each u/m' of five or six
families, generally related. lives its own

separate existence. Their religion was

formerly Shamanism, but about a century
and half ago the Mongol Llamas were

permitted to preach Buddhism among

them, and Shamanism has now but few

followers. The Buddhists have a Llama

of their own, appointed by the Dalai of

Tibet, in a monastery near Selenginsk. In

this monastery is a school of divinity and

one of medicine. According to the medi

cal teaching of the Llamas most diseases

arise from disorders of the liver, which is

looked upon as the most important organ

of the body. Diagnosis, however, depends

solely upon the condition of the pulse.

The Burials suffer mostly from scrofula

and scurvy. Skin diseases are rate, not

withstanding their want of cleanliness.

ldiotism, cretinism, malformations and

mental disorders are not uncommon, but

the race is not dying out, as is shown by

the fact that between 1863 and 1895 their

numbers increased by 20.4 per cent."

Electrical Marvols.—I have not

felt much interest in metallic transmission
because the psychic transmission is just as

practicable without the aid of wires. as is

shown by psychometry. Friends or con

jugal partners may know of each other's

death (like Lord Brougham), no matter if
on the other side of the globe. The late

Dr. Gray of New York had this power with

his patients, so have several hundred prac

titioners in this country,and I have real

ized the illness of a friend at the moment,

in one instance two hundred miles away.

From Louisville I sent a letter to a friend

at New Orleans, writing in it three words

by touching the pen lightly without ink or

mark. In her reply she gave me the

words. Any good psychometer can catch

the impression that another would give

through a wire, and perhaps there will be

less disposition to doubt this since it is

proved that electricity can be sent in any

direction through earth, water, or air, and

Mr. Stead has shown that messages can be

sent without any apparatus whatever.

Wires are not necessary—the atmosphere

does not hinder. A few days ago, about 9

l\..\t., Mrs. S. said to her friend: " Mrs. G.

is talking about me, and she knows that I
know it. She is thinking of going to the

seaside!" The friend wrote this to Mrs.

6., who lived about eighty miles away.

and Mrs. G. brought me the letter and said

it was all true."—]. Ronus BUCHANAN.
M.D., in Arum for September.
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Ex fronle, ex capite, ex z/ultu, diam in {M0 art's sz'lenlfo nalura 10quitur.—PLATO.

EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EDITOR.

NEW YORK, OCTOBER, 1895.

ADVANTAGE OI" KNOWISG 'I‘III'I PRIMARY FACULTIES.

HERE are comparatively few

people who appreciate the

‘philosophical side of phrenology, and

in our capacity as teachers it becomes

necessary for us to remind our stu

dents of principles more frequently
than of facts.

This is due chiefly to the predom

inance of perceptive intellect that

may be found in most individuals, or

to a lack of training in correct meth

ods of thinking on'the part of many
that possess a good natural endow

ment of the reflectives. Thus the

majority even of people that study

phrenology continue to show one mis

take of those that do not study it.

We refer to the almost universal no

tion that phrenology is merely a

species of physiognomy; in other

words, that it differs from the physi

ognomy of the face only in the fact

that it teaches additional signs of

character in peculiar forms of brain

that modify the shape of the skull.

The idea that it embodies an analysis

of the radical mental powers is en

tirely overlooked. But just here is a

wide field for consideration; and as

very many advantages flow frotn

this branch of the subject, we

wish to call attention to one of them

at least, which may stimulate thought
in the direction of others.

In the study of the mental ele

ments as they are explained by phre

nology, one comes to think of the

faculties very much as if they were

persons in an allegory; and they
stand out in our thought as vividly
as the characters of Mr. Great~

heart, Hopeful, Giant Despair, Tim
orous, Sagacity, Mercy, etc., in our

memory of “The Pilgrim's Prog
ress." Again, we might say that

one becomes acquainted with the

faculties much in the same manner

that one learns the personalities of
great public characters. That is to

say, each faculty acquires an individ

uality in the student's mind, just as

each person of his acquaintance is
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usually associated in his mind with

some predominant characteristic.

For example, we think of one man

as a musician, and the moment his

name is mentioned we recall what he

does in music, and perhaps do not

think of him with reference to any
other talent or characteristic. We

think of another man as a merchant.

It may be that we have never seen

the man. We have only heard of

him as a great merchant, for in

stance, like A. T. Stewart; and we

do not naturally stop to consider

whether he liked oysters, whether he

was a Democrat, whether he was a

Catholic, or whether he was fond of

the theater, or whether he was born

in Ireland or not. We simply remem

ber him as a merchant. But in think

ing of a great merchant we are re

minded of the enormous and intricate

world of commerce. It brings to our

mind a great variety of ideas, nearly
all closely connected with the central

thought; and all questions of religion,

art, literature, etc., are naturally, for

the time being, excluded.

In like manner, when we are ac

quainted with the primary mental

faculties, such as Conscientiousness,

Benevolence, Approbativeness, or

Secretiveness, the mention of any
one of these elements recalls to our

minds in an instant a great many
manifestations of character in a spec

ific line. The study of phrenologi
cal literature makes us familiar with

an immense amount of information

relating to those faculties which we

could scarcely secure in a lifetime

by our personal observation alone;

so that if a phrenologist discovers

simply by hearsay that an individual

possesses the faculty, for example,

of Continuity, without looking for
any sign, either in his head, face,

walk or talk, he knows a great deal
more about the person than he could
possibly have known without the aid
of phrenology—that is to say, with
out the knowledge derived from
phrenological literature. What we

wish to say is that phrenological lit
erature is of enormous advantage to
a student of human nature, whether
he ever touches a head or not; and
this applies to the reading of charac
ter of individuals as well as to the
general philosophical application of
the Gallian system.

We will try to give one or two
illustrations of the idea. A friend
perhaps introduces to us a certain
man who, he thinks, would be of great
assistance to us in our business rela
tions on account of his influence in
the community. Incidentally our
friend tells us that the individual
never saves money even under cir
cumstances when he might easily do
so. A remark like this reveals to us
that the man lacks Acquisitiveness;
and as we have learned from the
study of phrenological text books
what the faculty of Acquisitiveness
does fora character, we are instantly
enabled to infer a great many pecu
liarities of the man which must arise
from the deficiency of this one
radical faculty. Whereas a person
who knows nothing of the phreno
logical system of mental philosophy
would find himself merely in posses
sion of the one idea that the man
did not economize. We should be
reminded of the fact that the man
would probably charge high prices
for his services in most cases. We
might be reminded that he would
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probably favor us very much

in a deal if he happened to like

us personally; or that it would be

necessary in trading with him to ap

peal to his admiration for our goods,

independently of their price. We

might say to ourselves, “This man

is more likely to forget to return

articles he borrows than he would be

if he had the sense of property. He
will probably fail to appreciate the

value of some things that we prize

very highly, and we must be on our

guard about lending him such ob

jects. Again, he will be inclined to

adopt methods of speculation in

business which we should consider

very unsafe," and so on to the end

of a long chapter.

Suppose we are made familiar with

the functions of Causality by reading

standard phrenological works, and

we hear a reliable statement that a

certain person can never be inter

ested in a philosophical book or in

duced to engage in any form of ab

stract discussion. On the contrary,

we are told, he says that he can read

nothing but books of travel, history,

works of fiction or newspapers. This
will sufiice to assure us that the indi

vidual is deficient in CausalityI and,

if we expect to meet him in any inti

mate relati0n,we know in advance that

it will be useless to discuss philoso

phy with him. If we have any cher

ished ideas that involve a compre

hension of abstract principles, we

know that in the presence of this in

dividual we would do better to talk

of something else. If we allow our

zeal to outweigh our discretion and

attempt to argue such a person into

an appreciation of our philosophical

views, no matter how accurate or

sound our opinions may be, we shall

probably succeed only in appearing

conceited.

If we engage in business with such

a person we must not expect him to

be a good planner. We must not

trust him to manage affairs where

great forethought is needed. We

know that the lack of Causality will

show itself in a great many pecu

liarities of reasoning and also by

affecting the character in many ways
which would not be suggested by the

word Causality alone. These inci

dental or remote effects we learn

from phrenological writers, and are

thus saved the labor of digging out

the knowledge by the slow and pain
ful process of personal experience.

To repeat the idea in still another

form, we may say that a knowledge

of the radical faculties includes a

familiarity with a great many mental

manifestations besides those indicated

merely by the names of the faculties ;

and that a wide range of information

comes to a phrenologist from the

simple knowledge that a man pos

sesses a certain faculty in a high

degree of development, no matter by
what means the great development is

revealed.—_...__
PHRENOLOGY AND CHEIROSOPHY.

E are very sorry to say that a

few persons misconstrued

the short editorial in the June num

ber of THE JOURNAL entitled The
Science of the Hand. We had not

the slightest intention to disparage
the value of cheirosophy. On the

contrary, our only thought was to

call the attention of our readers to

an article on the subject which we

thought would “certainly be inter
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esting and entertaining, to say the

least.” We thought that we were

saying a good deal in favor of the

subject, but we did not feel like

vouching for the article as scientific.
We meant that our readers as a mat

ter of course were at liberty to accept
it if they chose, but that we did not

wish to influence them in the matter.

Our feeling was entirely that of hos

pitality. We believe in giving a

friendly hearing to all sides of all

questions that promise to be of inter

est or value, and all readers of THE

JOURNAL for the past year must cer

tainly have noticed the frequent

references to the hand as an index to

temperament, character, etc.

The article by Cheiro, the palmist,
we thought was very well written,

and exceedingly interesting, although
it was an argument chiefly in defense

of cheiromancy, or what is commonly
known as palmistry or fortune-telling.

Surely the editor of Tm: PHRENOLOG

ICAL JOURNAL might be pardoned
for a few words of comment upon an

article so radically different from

anything probably ever published
before in the history of our magazine.

Our readers are doubtless for the

most part unacquainted with the sub

ject, and as we do not practice or

teach cheiromancy we felt perfectly

justified in taking the neutral ground
that we did.

It seems that our comparison about

the “sun" and the “star" was re

garded as somewhat unkind, but we

never dreamed that anyone would

question the idea that the hand is

subordinate to the brain, and conse

quently that the science of the brain

and its functions must be superior to

the science of the hand. No system

of physiognomy, so-called, cheirog
nomy, cheiromancy, graphology,
astrology, psychomancy, haruspicy,
myomancy, hieromancy, or any of
the other old or modern systems of
divination, aside from phrenology or
psychology, have so much as pre
tended to establish or define the radi
cal mental faculties, and hence never
were and never could be the basis of
a definite system of mental philos
ophy. In this respect phrenology
stands absolutely alone. Some of
the writers on psychology have

attempted to define the elementary
faculties, but have never succeeded.
Therefore, phrenology as the science
of the mental constitution, considered

independently of the art of judging
individuals, is certainly entitled to
rank as the fountain or source of all
departments of character reading
exactly in the same sense that the
sun gives light and vitality to the
planets.

We wish to repeat without the least
ambiguity that we are truly and sin
cerely hospitable to the investigators
that are adding to our knowledge of
the hand as an index to character,
etc. We have been interested in this
branch of study for years and believe
that our interest will increase rather
than diminish in the future. Our
editorial function, as it seems to us,
should be especially to teach the
things in which we have won a repu
tation, and not to assume to speak
ex ral/leu’ra of matters with which we
do not feel thoroughly familiar. But
even if we did feel that we had mas
tered cheiromancy we should not con‘
sider it our place to dogmatize about.
it to our readers. We have no hesita
tion in fully recommending and in
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dorsing cheirognomy, because we feel

that we are familiar with this branch

of the subject, but cheiromancy we

prefer for the present to leave to

those that make a special study of it.

Another and perhaps our final

motive in writing that editorial was

to disclaim any jealousy on our part

of professional cheirosophists. We

wished to speak more kindly of them

than they are accustomed to do of

us. In their books they usually dis

credit the practical value of phrenol

ogy as a means of reading character.

For example, in one recent book by
an English writer, the author says,

"Cheirognomy especially is worthy

of attention, for whilst the submission

of the person to be experimented
on to effect a phrenological or cheir

omantic examination, the student of

cheirognomy has only to glance at

the hands of his neighbor, whether

they be occupied or quiescent, to

arrive at a complete analysis of the

general outlines of his character."

Such objections to phrenology are

both unfair and absurd, for the reason

that a glance at those portions of the

head not concealed by an ordinary

hat, considering the temperament, is

often sufi‘icieut to judge the “gen
eral outlines" of a man's character,

whether heis “occupied or quiescent,"
and the circumstances under which

the hands are concealed by gloves or

otherwise are probably quite as nu

merous as the conditions that prevent

inspection of the head. In the draw

ing-room, theater or church the stu

dent of human nature will certainly
be able to observe half a dozen heads

to one pair of hands. However, we

repeat that we regard the science of

the hand as a beautiful study, and

one that we think should receive care
ful attention from all phrenologists.

..
CRIMINAL ANTHROPOLOGY.*

E take pleasure in calling at

tention to an English trans
lation of La Donna Delinguente, by
the celebrated Italian anthropologist,
Dr. Caesar Lombroso. It is published
under the title of “ The Female Of
fender," and has awakened a great
deal of interest in scientific circles.
It does not contain all the matter of
the original work, much pertaining to
conditions of morbidity and insanity
having been omitted. But the general
reader will doubtless find quite
enough for ordinary purposes of in

vestigation in this direction. Only
special students of anthropology will

need or care to become familiar with

all the contents of the original book.
The author proceeds upon the

strictly phrenological principle that

mental processes are closely related to

physical conditions. Accordingly he

takes account of the most minute or

ganic peculiarities which distinguish
the criminal class, particularly malfor
mations of the skull, brain and face.

Prof. Lombroso's work contains a

great deal of information of practical

advantage to phrenologists, although

many of his ideas are already familiar
to our profession. The book is sup

plied with a numberof plates showing
criminals of various types, and the

statistical matter is of exceptional
value. We expect in the near future
to write a more extended review of
this very interesting volume.

* “ The Female Offender," by Prof. Caesar
Lombroso and William Ferro, with an
introduction by W. Douglas Morrison.
Illustrated. New York: D. Appleton &
Co. Price $1.50.
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“ INvENTivE FACULTY "—L. D.—The gen

eral idea seems to be that the inventor is

particularly endowed with a fatally that

enables him to formulate the mechanical
schemes that give him notoriety. But this
is not the case. The inventor is one who
has a good endowment of the faculties
that belong to the mental operations relat
ing to planning, combining, analyzing,
organizing, etc. The " mechanical"
organs are well developed, and the intel
lectual perception of the relation and ad

justment of physical forces is active. The
brain faculties that enter into the inventive
process are possessed by every normal
person, but their quality and degree of
development greatly differ in different
persons. Every pursuit of a positive
character employs invention to some

degree, and the ingenuity and skill shown
by one man more than another in originat
ing new methods area partof the “ invent
ive faculty." Knowledge of the principles
and methods involved in the line of work
a man is occupied with are essential to

success in invention. It is this knowledge
that his mechanical and imaginative
faculties employ in the observations and

experiments that may lead to the produc

tion of some new process or device by

which labor and time may be saved in a

useful art.

FROM OBESI'I‘Y 'ro AVERAGE SIZE—j. A.

R.—To explain fairly the change of bodily

condition you describe we should require

an accountof her life and habits from early

childhood. Such an experience is not so

rare as to occasion wonder, and there is

usually a physiological reason for it that is

revealed on examination. Temperament
may be much modified. Read the treatise

by _Iacques.

NEcKs AND SINGING POWER—w. L—You
will find that as a rule women of experience

in singing havefullcheeks and well fleshed

necks. This gives them the appearance of

a short neck. Comparing many sopranos

with as many contraltos it is probable that

the latter will show more necks relaltt-rly

long than the former because of the differ

ence in temperament. In the contralto

and basso there is more of the osseous and

muscular constitution, so that the latter

may have or appear to have a longer neck.

As for the head or brain indications. we

must take into account the general devel

opment of the forehead and lateral parts.

A temple region that is largely organized
may make the region of tune appear smaller
than it appears in the head that is but

moderately developed in the side parts.

SYMMETRY or MOLD AND EXPRESSION—

M. M.——It is the irregular head and face

that impresses by its expression rather

than the regular, harmonious, even cast of

features. When we look at a face of

which the nose or chin or cheek oflers a

marked contrast in size and prominence
to the general cast of the other features

we are at once struck by its individuality,
and especially so if associated with the

physiognomy is a complexion of the san

guine or bilious type. Strength of ex

pression depends upon the characteristic
of emphasis given by one or two features

that stand out in marked distinction from

the others. A face, to be sure. may be

generally large and strong; is associatrd
in such case with a large frame and

intimating the motive temperament in

dominance. Where we find symmetry of

cerebral constitution in an unusual form

we usually find symmetry of face.
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In this department we give short review: of each
R" Boon aspuolishers see fit to send us. In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
faclorl'ly and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them tofm-m
an opinion of the dssfrabilify of any particular voL

mu/orpersomzl use. It is our wish to notice the

batter-clan of books istut'ng from the press, and we

Invite publishers to favor the Editor with ‘recentI
‘jghlications, especially those related in any way to

until-'3'"! physiological science.

“pp!” any ‘0,’ those noticed.

We am usually

SHUT IN.—A Story of The SiiVQKCmSS and

other Stories. By MATTIE M. Bo‘iiLER.
12mo. Cincinnati: The Standard Pub.
Co.

This neatly made duodecimo illustrates
the principles involved by thatneatsymbol
often seen in the bodice of some of our
women with theletters I. H. N. The stories
are simple in style and natural enough to

be photographs of actual incidents. The

great company of The King‘s Daughters
includes a variety of persons, but to none

will this come more acceptably than to

those whose relation to the world is so

significantly characterized by the term

"shut in." It is a forcible argument in
behalf of their value to society that none

are so debarred from active participation in

the aflairs of life beyond the threshold of
house or home as to be incapable of excit
ing some influence of an important nature

by word or deed, of sowing seed in thought
or by example that may produce a tree that

may blossom and fruit for the comfort and

joy of a whole community.

SWAIN Cooxanv WITH HEALTH I-IlNTs.

By RACHEL SWAIN, M.D. New York:
Fowler 8: Wells Co. Price $1150.

In Swain's Cookery is condensed a world
of reference and practical good sense. In
the book there is not a superfluous word.
The recipes are admirable for simplicity
and clearness of form and wholesomeness
of compound. The menus are plain and,
for that very fact, commendable. An added

value—more than most persons realize—
is the serving together of just those nutri
ents that most readily assimilate. This
book is excellent because it follows out the

plan—only lately put before the public—
of care in combining the elements of
various foods taken at one meal.

In old-time cook-booksthere were recipes
enough, but no attempt was made to

balance the nitrogenous goods with the

starches and the salts. It marksagreat
stepin advance when the author points out
those goods that go together.

A long experience in a sanitarium has
given Dr. Swain a practical knowledge of
the subject of which she treats. While
she gives directions about cooking all
varieties of meat, her remarks thereon

afl'ord little comfort to flesh eaters.

Hfisrrr. M. Poets‘.

DOLLARS OR WHAT ?—A Little Common
Sense Applied to Silver as Money. By
W. B. MITCHELL, of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Another pamphlet on the silver question.

Its chief aim is a criticism of " Coin's
Financial Fool." Mr. Mitchell is a banker,
and writes, therefore, from the banker's
pointof view. It must be said that he has a

way of puttingthings clearly. Let the people
read on this subject and weigh the issues.

It strikes us that after all the silver ques

tion won't cut so large a figure in the next
presidential election as was thought. “ Free
silver" or not, people don't want to carry
much of the metal around with them ; they
would rather trust the government's money
symbols after all.

ECLl-ZCTIC MEDICALCOLLEGE or THE CITY or
New YORK. Announcement and cata

logue for session of '95-'96.
This institution is among the progressive

schools of the city. A very complete
course of study is furnished. Students of
both sexes are received and the terms are

liberal. We learn that all the graduates at

the late commencement passed the State
Board examinations successfully. Geo.

W. Boskowitz, A.M., M.D., Dean.

VlTA.—The Prolongation of Life and the

perpetuation of Youth. By HAVILAH

SQUIRES. Chicago: Purdy Publishing
Company.
The author discusses his topic from the

point of view of the thought~life of a man.
The mind is the chief thing. Its elevation,

purification,etc., will promote all that is

desirable physically.



PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

THE Milwaukee Phrenological Club was
organized recently, and they have already
subscribed for THE PttttttNoLootc/tt.

JOURNAL.

MR. GEORGE MARKLEY. formerly of
Penn avenue. Pittsburg. Pa.. class of '92,
L re moved his phrenological office to 2038
Forbes street in that city.

Tits CINCINNATI PHRENOLOGlCAL SOCIETY
will hold .1}; first meeting of the season on

September 20. at 230 West SeiFeI‘Jn street,
and will be pleased to see allfriends of the
science.

PROF. GEORGE MORRIS, writing from
Nebraska, says: “I expect to be back
working in Minnesota this month insouth
east part of State. To-night expect to
finish organizing the ‘Omaha Phrenologi
cal Society.‘ "

Miss EDNA I. SEELEY. class of ‘94, re
ports very favorably from Atlantic City,
N. 1.. where she has had her oflice during
the summer. She takes much pleasure in
her work. and finds a great deal of interest
manifested in our science.

LEE FRANCIS LYBARGER. Lakeside. Ohio.
has been very successful in phrenology in
that city. He recently took part in a de
bate with Dr. Nelson. of the Ohio Wesleyan
University, and in the near future be ex
pects to write out the propositions be main
tained.

G. G. BROWN. class of '92. has been
working through the Muskoka region of
Canada and the district of Parry Sound.
He has met with much success. having
well-attended lectures, and averaging fif
teen delineations a day. He expects to
remain at Front Creek. Canada. for
another month. and will go from there to
Ohio. He proposes to continue in the
phrenological field. as he says: “ I enjoy
it and believe it is more remunerative than
any other line of work I can take up." ‘"2Irv——

PROF. F. A. FARXSS. classesflof '85 and
'87, has been giving a series of lectures at

Tabor. Iowa. He has been working in
that State for the past few weeks and send
us many orders for charts. etc. I'"

Later Prof. Fariss writes: "I have
worked three towns in Nebraska. arid
have been quite successful financially
The prospect for fall work is goot;I as f“ as
I can learn. I am billed at ‘wissner open
Hobie.‘ wism". 3.11).. for four nights.
besmmna SSPEember 13."

k. E. WARREN. Unionville. Mo.. has just
closed a course of six lectures at that place
and reports crowded houses. After order
ing a large lot of Wells’ charts the follow
ing encomium was received:

“i am much pleased with the new ar
rangement of the Wells Chart. Also with
the quality of the paper aod color of cover.
which is bright and cheerful. The ar
rangement of the matter of the chart is
such that the examiner will be greatly
aided in his making of the chart."

During the past year The Human Nature
Club. of Brooklyn, have had ten public
lectures, with an average attendance of
one hundred and fifty. In addition [0 this
they have had a class for the scientific
study of phrenology. taught by Prof.
Bausch. There were twenty weekly
lessons. The membership new numbers
sixty-four. To promote sociability among
the members and friends the club gave an
entertainment and reception in the hall.
and a "Salmagundi party" at the class
rooms.

The work is very promising, and the
club is disseminating a strong interest in
phrenology in that section of Brooklyn.
It will open its fallseason at Phmnix Hall.
South Eighth street near Bedford avenue,
on the fourth Friday in September. with a

lecture by Mr. A. F. Dennett. A number
of other eminent lecturers have been
secured for the winter. The lectures are
free, and the public is cordially invited.

B. B. CONRAD Sec'y.
107 St. Felix street.

Brooklyn.



The Phrenological Journal
AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

Has been published for over half a century. It has always been in
advance of the times in everything which pertains to the study of Human
Nature, as it has on all questions of health and hygiene. It is steadily gain
ing in public favor, and we are confident that each year will mark ‘an era
in its history. To bring about this result we are determined to spare neither
trouble or expense.

AMONG THE PROMINENT AND

WILL BE
SPECIAL FEATURES FOR 1895

CHARACTER STUDIES OF WELL-KNOWN MEN AND WOMEN

Explaining their actions by an analytical examination of their
mental machinery. These pbrenographs arc always inter
esting, and are widely copied and quoted by other periodicals
and the daily press.

THE CHILD CULTURE DEPARTMENT

This department stands alone in that it tells mothers and
teachers [row to study 111: rapabr'lities of ear/z particular r/iild as a

guide to its proper development.

A Series of Articles on “ HOW TO STUDY STRANGERS”

by that veteran character-reader, Prof. Nelson Sizer, will prove
most interesting matter.

EB SCIENCE OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
will contain, as heretofore, practical articles and valuable hints
on health and the hygienic methods of securing it,

A SERIES OF SHORT, SPICY, USEFUL ARTICLES

by the best writers. on Character Reading and Character
Makmg. Chorce of Purszuts. Proper SCICCUOH in
Wedlock. Relatlons of Employers and Employed,
etc., etc., etc.

In short, the Phrenological Journal Is a MAGAZINE FOR THE "0118. It always roves most
Intereatlnl readlng for every member of the fanllly and It INSTRUCTS as well an E ERTAINS.

The Phrenological Journal is published monthly at $1.50 a year‘ or 15 cents a number.

Each new yearly subscriber for 1895 is entitled to either one of the following
premiums, if 25 cents additional be sent with the subscription price, $1.50.

|.—The LARGE PLAS’I'BR 0F PARIS PHRENOLOOICAL BUST. Express charges to be
paid by subscriber.

a.—The NEW LITHOCIRAPHIC PHRENOLOGICAL CHART. A new plate lithographed in
colors with rings for hanging, We pay postage.

3.—The SHALL PLASTER 0F PARIS PHRENOLOGICAL BUST (No. 2). We pay postage

FOWLER 8t WELLS CO.
27 EAST 2lst ST., NEW YORK
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—be sure you get Pears’.
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MADAME FRANCESCA JANAUSCHEK.

A l'HRENOGRAl’H FROM A

BY EDGAR C.

RAMA'I'IC artists are generic
ally described as players, but

they might with much justice be called
workers. There is a good deal of
genuine labor incident to the per
formance of a great tragedy, or even
a comedy. It is play for the audience,
but work for the actors, and probably
few people are aware of the amount
of vitality and strength of constitu
tion that are necessary to sustain the
great exponents of thespian art. Cer
tain it is that most of the eminent
actors and actresses have been su

perbly endowed with physical and
mental strength, and that Madame

Janauschek is an excellent illustra
tion of the rule.

This famous tragedienne is five
feet five inches in height, and weighs
170 pounds. Her temperament is a

combination of nearly all the elements
that insure health and long life. She
has the dark brown hair that we associ
ate with power. Indeed it is almost
impossible to think of flaxen or
golden hair in connection with
tragedy. How often it has been
remarked that the "heavy villain"
is always made up dark ! This dark
pigment in the hair or skin denotes
the presence of a positive current in

PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BEALL, M.D.

the system that stimulates, braces
and sustains under circumstances of
great bodily or mental strain. It is
therefore possessed not only by the

majority of distinguished statesmen,
scientists, reformers, etc., but also
by those who are great in simulating
greatness on the stage.

Madame janauschek has blue eyes
which mirror the poetic sentiment,
candor, aflection, tenderness and
sensitiveness that belong .to the ar
tistic, feminine nature. Her hand is
of medium size, well formed, but in
clined to the square type, which de~

notes mechanical skill, executive
talent in music, and histronic ability
rather than poetic. It agrees also
with the general strength and posi
tiveness of her character as con
trasted with the more limited, nega
tive and impressionable phase of
mentality that we find associated
with the small, conic hand.

Her head measures 22 inches in
circumference and 14% from ear to
ear over the crown. Whether due
chiefly to heredity or to her com
paratively nomadic life, the occipital
or rear portion of the brain is rather
short. In a typically feminine wo
man the head extends backward
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from the ears in a manner slightly
suggestive of the poll of a hammer,

but in the present instance the back
head approaches more nearly in form
to the face of acube. This type of
head is so common among the Ger
mans as to have led the French to
call it la tile (arr/e; and although
Mme. Janauschek is not of German
birth, herlong residence among the
Germans and familiarity with their
language may have contributed to

thiscerebral formation. However,
another and a better reason may be

found, perhaps, in the fact that she

doubtless resembles her father; and

as she hasa great deal more ambition
and physical energy than are usually
encountered among women, it is not
surprising that her brain should to

some extent resemble the masculine
type. Thus in her head the distance
from the ear backward to the love of
home is short, and the same is true
as to the faculty of concentration.
Those who know her history will ap
preciate the agreement between many
events of her life and these facts
concerning the development of her

brain.
Her cerebellum is very large, and

imparts a wealth of magnetism and

so-called animal spirits, in addition
to intensity of love. A similar or
ganization may be observed in nearly
all eminent dramatic artists. Vita
tiveness, or love of life, is strong.
Combativeness, or courage, is fully
developed, and the twin faculty of
destructiveness, or severity, is of
about average strength. In a tra
gedian or tragedienne we might easily
imagine that the love of violence
would need to be large, but such is
not always the case. A tempera
ment capable of profound emotion,
with superior vocal powers, and a

talent for imitation, will be able to

imagine a considerable degree of de

structive passion, and thus easily
counterfeit enough energy to make

up for the difference between an

average and a large development of
the destructive faculty. Stage vil

lains are very often personated by
individuals whose private lives are

marked by amiability and gentleness.
And as to aggressiveness, it will be

observed in the accompanying por
traits that the facial expression is not

belligerent or cruel. The nose is
devoid of the elevation in the upper
part of the bridge which betokens a

contentious disposition.
Madame Janauschek is not a good

financier. It almost goes without
saying that an artist, whether in

painting, sculpture, poetry or the

drama, will be found to have a

relatively narrow head a little above
and forward of the ears at the seat of

the acquiring impulse. The sense
of property is almost incompatible
with the artistic temperament. It
implies, at least in its positive mani
festations, the necessity for strife,
effort and labor under myriad forms
in overcoming the difficulties of na
ture or in opposing the rapacity and

greed of competitors in the mad

struggle for wealth. The true artist
creates and then loves to give to the
world the beautiful products of his
brain. But avarice begrudges the
time required to build. It is im
patient of the long, dreary wait be
tween seed time and harvest,
and prefers by shrewd barter to
acquire and selfishly keep the
values created by other more pa
tient, unambitious toilers. The
artist chafes under the bonds of re
straint imposed by economy. In the
world of art, boundary walls, rusted
bars, or thorny hedges checking the

passage from field to forest, or from
snow-capped mountains to flowery
dales, are utterly unknown. In that
world of beauty all measurements,
rulings, reckonings and accountings
seem purposeless and out of place.
“ No trespassing allowed "

is to the
artistic soul a most hateful sign. To
compel an artist, therefore, to save
money, and live within the fixed and
precise rules of a definite income,
would be so difiicult that nature has
evidently regarded the task as hope
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less, and in endowing the artist has
neglected to plant in him an instinct
so greatly at enmity with the spirit
of his mission.

Secretiveness is another faculty
that is usually subordinate, if not

it confers aweak, in actors. As

danger or impediments of any kind
that threaten to interrupt her happi
ness, or the success of any labor in
which she may be greatly interested.
Thus she would be careful in guard
ing her reputation, or in maintaining
a high degree of excellence in her pro~

.\lADA.\IF. FRANCESCA JANAUSCHEK.

species of restraint, it is also opposed
to that freedom and spontaneity of
expression which constitute the very
life of art in all its protean vehicles.
It is rather feeble in Madame Jan
auschek. But her head is wide at
the seat of caution. It is a habit
with her to consider elements of

fessionalduties butwithouta great de

gree of prudence in ‘financial matters.
We are accustomed to find in cele

brated people, especially those who
are distinguished in music and litera
ture, great sensitiveness to approba
tion or blame ; an almost dominant
desire to excel, to achieve fame, and
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to secure approval even from
their humblest friends; a longing
unsupported, however, by the sense
of self-valuation.

In our present subject these two
peculiarities are present in a degree
which is almost surprising even in one
of her profession. Her ambition is of
the kind that never sleeps. The love
of distinction, glory and honor is her
most conspicuous quality. A mere
tyro in the practice of phrenology
would be able to determine this by the
fullness of the rear top head at the
points which in a cube we would call
the corners ; but just between these
developments there is a very per
ceptible hollow, which reveals the
deficient sentiment of self-esteem.
Few persons in any walk of life are
more anxious to shine and yet more
inclined to distrust their ability
to do so. Very few of the many
thousands who have been thrilled by
this woman's powerful acting have
ever suspected the secret difiidence
with which she has made her appear
ance upon the stage. With such a

deep, magnetic voice, the tones of
which seem especially adapted to
command, it seems strange that at
heart its possessor should be as mod
est as a child, yet such is the case.

Naturally, some one may ask how
such a woman could attain so greata
height in her profession where she is

subject to constant criticism; where
she is obliged, in her performance, to
attend carefully to the pronunciation
and inflection of each word, and the
manner and direction of each gest
ure; wherea single slip might pro
voke comment that would sting her
to the quick. The explanation is

easy. Her desire to succeed is so

eager, so absorbing, so overmaster
ing that she is impelled to step to
the front regardless of any misgiv
ings as to the result. Then her ex

perience gives her a certain confi
dence of opinion or judgment as to
her ability, which sustains her in

great measure. But she requires
constant reminders through the

memory of former triumphs to enable
her to do with confidence what an
other person would unhesitatingly
undertake simply as a result of the
stimulus imparted by the sentiment
of self-reliance.

The moral elements are well de
veloped in the superior portions of
the head, but with rather more sense
of justice and sympathy than rever
ence or faith. She has in a marked
degree the quality commonly de
scribed as a tender heart. All the
upper frontal portion of the brain is
well developed. The upper temporal
region of the forehead is finely ex
panded at ideality, or the love of
beauty and perfection. Constructive
ness is also large. She is a born
mechanic, and could accomplish
almost anything requiring manual ex
pertness. Imitation is also strong,
and the somber depths of her intense,
passionate feelings are illuminated
and enlivened by scintillant gems of
wit.

The intellect is vigorous as regards
both the power to gather materials
for thought and also to design or
weave extensive abstract mental
operations. She has talents for both
science and philosophy, and could
have excelled also in literature, music
or painting. Her judgment of size
and weight is shown in the fullness of
the inner eyebrow, and the central
height of the arch bespeaksaremark
able perception of color. At the
outer extremity of the eyebrow, how
ever, there is a very noticeable lack
of order. The temples are wide at
music, and the prominencepf the eye
affords an unmistakable sign of
fluency in speech.

The sense of motives, or the char_
acter-reading faculty, is rather weak,
and is indicated by the depres
sion of the upper central fore
head where it joins the hair. This
will expose her to some misunder
standings in her social relations.
Altogether the combination is a
strong one, the few shadows only
giving greater effectiveness to the
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points of brilliancy. She has extra
ordinary versatility, and might have
become distinguished in almost any
sphere.

BIOGRAPHY.

Madame Francesca Romana Mag
dalena Janauschek is of a Bohe
mian family and is a native of Prague.
While still a very young child she
manifested a passionate fondness for
music, and in her seventh year she
executed very difficult compositions.
At the age of ten she was familiar
with Beethoven, and at thirteen was

preparing for a professional debut.
At this time an accident occurred by
which one of her hands was injured,
so that she then determined to culti
vate her voice, which was a fine
mezzo-soprano. She entered the con

servatory at Prague, expecting to be
come an opera singer, but on the ad
vice of friends devoted herself espe
cially to dramatic study, and at the

age of sixteenmade her first appear
ance in the Royal Theater of her
native city in a comedy, and her suc
cess was instantaneous. After re

maining a few years at this theater
she made a tour through Germany
Later she became famous throughout
all Europe, and finally came to
America, where she achieved the
same success that had previously
crowned her efforts in the old world.

Madame Janauschek has not risen
to her present position without meet
ing many serious and discouraging
obstacles. It was no small matter
for her to acquire the German lan
guage, in which she performed in
Europe, but it was a still greater task
for her to master the English lan
guage as she did in order to play in
this country. She is one of the few
women who have been able to pre
sent with classic beauty and marvel
ous power such heavy roles as Iphi
genia in 'l‘aurisI Medea, Phedra,
Deborah, Maria Stuart, Meg Merril
lies, etc., and she deserves great
credit for her efforts to maintain the
dignity of her profession and to en

courage in the public mind taste
and appreciation for the legitimate
drama.

THE ACTOR’S LOOKS.

CTORS’ and actresses‘ faces are
of great interest to the physi

ognomist. An actor's art must of
necessity involve the stimulation of
both the muscular and trophic factors
of expression. Not only has he to
emphasize the facial movements
which are appropriate to his part, in
order that his expression may be

plainly seen by the pit and gallery,
but he is as a rule obliged to change
his role frequently, and to assume a
succession of characters requiring
very different facial renderings.

As a result all his expression
muscles are exercised as thoroughly

as are the body muscles of an athlete
who is undergoing a systematic course
in a gymnasium; hence in a typical
actor's face when seen at rest no
one group of expression muscles out
pulls the others, and as a conse

quence of this state of muscular
balance there is about it a peculiar
aspect suggestive of a mask. More
over, this impassive and almost
wooden look is enhanced in many
cases by an even layer of subcutane
ous fat—the result, probably, of
emotional stimulation of a constantly
varying character. —— Blarkwood’:
Maga sine.



HOW THREE PEOPLE DID EUROPE AFOOT.

BY GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

LETTER III.

HE principal attraction to me in
visiting Geneva is the lake,

and the child of its bosom, the pranc
ing river Rhone that flows out of it
like a deluge of blue champagne,
sparkling and joyous. The lake is
strikingly beautiful, as is witnessed
in the fact that it has been the sub
ject of poetry and prose by such men
as Voltaire, Rousseau, Byron and
Dumas. We took long walks on both
sides of it and admired the many
villas and the extensive and well cul
tivated grounds along its borders.
A source of pleasure to all who look
upon it is a jet of spray mechanically
thrown up nearly two hundred feet.
Numerous boats, private and public,
add to the scene. '

While walking beside this trans
parent lake with hardly a ripple upon
its surface, suddenly we heard an
outbreak as of waves surging against
the shore as do heavy ocean billows;
leaving the road, we went close to
the water, and while the body of the
lake was calm we perceived a noisy
flutter coursing along the edge; a

peculiar phenomenon of this lake——

an inward voice of the under-current,
liable at any time to break upon the
stillness with its own mysterious
language.

Excursion boats run to the castle
of Chillon, and in the hands of several
of the passengers we noticed Byron's
Childe Harold.

One is apt to forget the venerable
age of Geneva; that it dates back
before the Christian era ; but no one
forgets that Calvin found a home
here for the exercise of his theological
zeal, and that thence the doctrines
which bear his name permeated, to a

certain extent, all Europe ; but
whether his teaching was for good or
evil will be under discussion in the
future as in the past. Calvinism is,

at the core, religious fatalism; that

is
,

people are predestined for such
and such a future by an all-wise
creator, and therefore the non-elect
cannot change their destiny. Come
what will, they must be damned, and
the elected must be preserved in
glory. When you first arrive at
Geneva you should at once proceed to
the cathedral and be seated in
Calvin's chair; afterward you are
sure to feel at home in the city, for
you have thus been initiated.

Rousseau was born here,and a little
island in the lake is dedicated to his
name, where he can be studied in
bronze while one is sipping absinthe
at the little café close by. Voltaire
also walked the streets of Geneva
and studied the mysteries of life
while reclining on the banks of the
lake. The city remains century after
century, decade after decade, but the
illusions are more and more short
lived, appearing, as it were, for a
moment of time to make room for
others to come and flutter in their
places.

The river Rhone divides the city,
and is spanned by many bridges
which when lighted up at night give
toa part of the old town a slight sug
gestion of Venice. We were amused
while looking into the water of the
Rhone from these bridges tosee such
strange sights at the bottom; the
water being perfectly clear it revealed
different families of seaweed, and
brilliantly colored ground-work as if

paved by precious stones and coral.
One is tempted to stay for hours
fascinated with this weird water
world; in the shallow places the bills
of the swans can be seen pecking
away after some unknown food and
occasionally sending the sand twirl
ing up to the surface of the pure
stream. The mirroring of the water
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also discloses their legs and shows us
how gracefully and easily they paddle
themselves about in their crystal
home, each foot 21 perfect oar.

We spent a little time in the Musee
Rath hunting for the portrait of
Mme. de Stael and of her renowned
father, Necker, who was a native of
Geneva. This city is celebrated for
its excellent schools. During our
stay the children and students were

celebrating the close of their season;
the streets and parks were crowded
with them, and their bright faces
were pleasant to look upon and
caused the old city to renew its
youth.

The Swiss air is invigorating with
out even a suggestion of humidity,
and every one lives out of doors,
when he can. The public cabs may
be here mentioned, as they surpass
those of most other cities in good
looks; the drivers seem to take pride
in their immaculate appearance, and
the white linen shades that cover
most of them help to make them look
cool and inviting. The Swiss way
of serving wine is in carafes, little,
medium and large. I like it.

The Fourth of July we spent here,
and the American flag floated from
several of the windows. At night
the Hotel Metropole was handsomely
illuminated with Japanese lanterns;
a concert wts to be given in the park
d'Eng/air, where the principal feature
was to be the singing of Hail Colum
bia; but it rained instead to the music
of variated thunder, which caused
the patriotic gatekeeper to flee, neg
lecting to return the entrance money.
Iam sure that each one's thoughts
were of America as we walked or
rode homeward that night through
the sobbing rain.

II
I * * i Q =
II

*

We enjoyed our stay in Geneva, but
all places must be somewhat insipid
after leaving Paris. Late in the after
noon we left by rail for Cluses, a ride
of an hour and a half. We spent the

night in Cluses, an uninviting railroad

town, stopping at a large, greasy,
pretentious hotel where everything
was represented to be first-class, but
in reality was only high priced and
thoroughly bad. The next morning
bright and early, having previously
sent our baggage by diligence, we
were on the road to Chamonix, a
distance of twenty-eight miles; it

proved our pleasantest day so far,
and without particular weariness we
walked twenty miles through a coun
try of superb grandeur; the narrow
passes and charming valleys were an

inspiration and a continual delight.
Occasionally we found ourselves in a

circus-ring of mountains with one
narrow outlet in the distance, a pass
through which we might expect atany
moment the entrance of a host of
wood nymphs, satyrs, mountain pig
mies and other strange beings that
live between heaven and earth, to
perform for our edification and their
amusement, so favored were we this
one day.

In order to see the top of some of
themountains,whiletravelingthrough
the passes, we had to rest our heads
on the backs of our necks, and even
then bend backward to see the top
most peak.

Refreshing were the rests by the
wayside while watching the slim,
swaying trees bowing to their part
ners as if dancing a minuet; grace
ful creatures they were, bending
over and whispering one to another,
their leaves rustling like silken
dresses. Fragrantwas the new mown
hay, and pleasant to lie on at mid
day, with Baedeker for a pillow; and
about us what a profusion of wild
flowers, varieties not seen before,
whose tendency was to keep us as

fresh as themselves! We passed

hedges studded with morning-glories,
and fields of pansies, wild pansies
only in name, for they certainly
looked cultivated, and were beauti
fully shaded, though their family
name was unknown. They had for
neighbors blue-bells, and bells that
were not blue; alpine roses, moun
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tain pinks, forget-me-nots, red pop
pies, and our daisies and our butter
cups and ragged robbins. Suddenly
looking upward we discovered Mont
Blanc covered with snow ; a little
farther in our walk a glacier appeared
—a frozen water-fall. At the same
time we picked wild strawberries for
a light lunch. We pulled along rather
slowly as the sun went down, and
were glad to reach unexpectedly
a littleinn where we were shown clean
beds with linen sheets as white as
snow; and we congratulated one
another on our first day's walk of
twenty miles.

We were on the road next morning
about seven o'clock with only eight
miles to do—about thirteen kilo
meters—and we noticed that we left
the stones that indicated the kilo
meters much faster than during the

hour or two before stopping the pre
vious day. When one becomes weary
on the road the kilometer stones
seem far apart, but when one is fresh
and in good condition they are left
behind rapidly. In a few hours we

passed into the “ Vale of Chamonix,"
sung of and talked of in our school
days. We had finally arrived at the
foot of Mont Blanc, and were encour
aged with the belief that we could now

walk through Switzerland.
The villiage of Chamonix takes

from, rather than adds to, the lovely
valley. Trade and traffic, barter and

sale make a discord in such a spot,
and the town has the appearance of
one of the catch-penny places. The
large hotels and pensions have run
ners and porters at the corners of all
the streets dressed up in tawdry uni
form, to beseech and annoy every
stranger who is passing by g the pro~

prietors delight to overcharge, and

think it clever to deceive. The ex

citement of the place is the arrival of
the diligences from Cluses and the

surrounding country ; they appear at

all hours of the day, sometimes with
two horses attached, and sometimes
with three, four, five and six; they
are instantly surrounded by a mob of

excited hotel runners, each one cry
ing louder than the others the name
and special advantages of the hotel
he represents.

To enjoy the valley one must leave
the village. Our best day there was
that on which we commenced by
winding our way up the mountain en
route for Hotel Montanvert. We
were somewhat short of breath before
we arrived, but the sight from there
was grand beyond description and in
all directions. The Mer de Glace
was in plain sight, only a short walk;
we had not intended to cross the ice,
not having alpine-stocks or woolen
socks, both of which were supposed
to be necessary, but as we looked at
the others crossing, the temptation
grew upon us and we were unable to
resist. I think it is Oscar Wilde who
says that the easiest way to over
come a temptation is to yield to it.

A young Englishman, accompanied
by the most beautiful sister that a
brother ever had, joined our party;
we procured a guide for six francs,
and crossed without accident, all of
us declaring that it was the most
novel and satisfactory excursion we
had ever made. We stood spellbound
before this great eternity of ice;
avalanches and mountains of cracked
ice; some sections gray and dirty,
partly buried amid rocks, other parts
white and sparkling like crystal;
noisy little pools circled around, and
occasionally a big stream pounded its
way against the ice and fell roaring
into a huge white dungeon thousands
of feet below. It was all on such a
large scale, everything big but our
selves.

After crossing the Merde Glace we
descended by the mauztais par, and it
surely proved a mauvais fun, at least
that portion, and it seemed to us a
very hazardous portion, where we
skimmed along the rocky mountain,
with a very limited hold for our feet
and one hand against an iron rail
which had been cemented into the
rocks. People are warned to keep
their eyes upward and never look
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down, for the depth of the abyss is

likely to daze them; a false step and

you would be lost forever; down,
down, down you would go until you
werea tiny speck ina sea of ice.
Part of the way we crawled along
snake-like but sure, and felt a great
relief when we were safely over the

danger and realized that our future
descent would be downacomfortable
path; but I say to every one, take the

trip, as there are portions of it which
make one's heart fairly bubble with
delight.

1r * 1: a: a‘ a: *

Early in the morning from Chamo
nix we started for Interlaken, a long
way off, but we intended to make

several halts between. About noon
we reached Chatélard, the largest
suggestion about the place being its
name. We began to feel alittle tired
and hungry, and failing at several
places where we inquired for refresh
ments, we finally procured a pitcher
of goat's milk and some bread at a

half finished hotel; we found the

task of disposing of the milk rather
difficult; it was our first trial, and it
will surely be our last; the taste and
flavor were more suggestive of billy
goats than of their wives. Usually,
however, we have found good refresh
ments along the country roads, and
only occasionally have we been served
with stale and pestilential cheese;
yet we must confess that we felt
refreshed and our strength returned
after having been nursed on such
strong diet, and quite willing we
were to walk the hour and a half
that brought us to Fins-hauts, the
sudden beauty of which so impressed
us that we all exclaimed, “Let us
remain here!" And there we did
remain for several days in that superb
hidingplace, not excelled probably
in the world for its grandeur and pic
turesqueness.

A horse drawing a light load at
tached to a small cart appears now
and then on the narrow roadway;
but nearly everything to eat, drink

and wear is carried upon the heads
or shoulders of the mountaineers,
and their tramp, tramp, tramp is to
be heard all day and far into the

stilly night as they bear their bur
dens hither and thither. I noticed
one woman carrying a heavy weight
of lumber upon her head, while at
the same time she made a cradle of
her arms and rocked her little one to
sleep.

There is scarcely a level spot
where one may take a single step,
and the farmers often enter their
houses and barns (for they are usually
built together) by walking up the
mountain side and stepping into
whichever story they choose. Their
finely cultivated garden patches are
often cut on the bias and form an
attractive cluster of colors as they
cover the slopes and steeps. Their
hay fields are quite diminutive, and
often women and girls, with sickle in
hand, can be seen clipping the high
grass from small level spots that ap
pear between the rocks and in soli
tary nooks; they fill their aprons and
then carry it to the barns to be fed
to the cattle during the winter
months.

Every hour in the day or night
nature hangs out a new picture to
look upon. The clouds are frequent
visitors and move into many different
shapes in the valley and over the
mountain tops. It is a new show to
us and is run on a large scale, a con~

tinuous performance of magical won
ders. A string of bells encircles the
necks of all working horses, and a

large, broad leather band holding a

single bell is placed upon the necks
of the cattle and sheep, the jingling
of which makes merry music. The
cattle and horses here are usually
gentle. the people kind, all living
together peacefully as one human
family, as if a dynamite bomb had
never exploded, as if an anarchist
shell had never burst, as if a warlike
gun had never been fired, and as if
“peace and good will to man" had
always existed. Oh, for more such
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places and a decrease of cities!
“God made the country and man
made the town."

While at Fins-hauts the only rough
thing I experienced was a shave; a

stalwart hillman who attempted the
barbarous operation possessed a

heavy beard of his own, which might
account for his dull razor. After I
had loitered half an hour outside
waiting his return from the fields
where he was at work he took me in
and seated me in a little hard chair,
twisting his face this way and that to
show me how I must twist mine in
order to have him shave rne prop
erly. After he gave me the first
scrape I would have given any ordi
nary bribe to be released from the
situation, but as he had come all the

way from the field to shave me I felt
compelled to endure the agony. It
was worse than the suffering of a

dentist's victim; but even while be
ing hacked I was glad to have the

opportunity of scrutinizing the plain,
humble home of one of these moun
taineers. I have often wished that I
had taken notes of the many different
shaves I have had in different coun
tries. that I might describe their
various peculiarities. One of the

cleanest shaves I ever had (outside
of Wall street) was in my cabin,
while on a rough sea, near Bombay,
an Indian barber performing the

operation while I was seated on a

trunk. He pressed my face against
his breast, dipped his hand in a pail
of hot water and rubbed the palm

across my face, then immediately
applied his razor. and although the
ship rocked and he used only warm

water minus soap. he shaved me with

out a scratch. This was an artist.
In Odessa, Russia, after a shave,

while smudges of soap are still upon

vour face, you are taken to a little
fountain in the center of the room,
where your head receives a spraying
which is quite exhilarating—but this
does not interest the ladies.

At Fins-haut we stopped at the

Pension Mont Blanc at a cost of

'morning going up to milk

four francs per day, and to show my
readers how cheap one can live in
certain parts of Switzerland I will
give below the diurnal bill of fare.
First déjeuner: fair coffee, fair
butter, good bread and excellent
honey; second déjeuner (twelve
o'clock): soup, fair; boiled beef, with
cabbage, carrots and potatoes, all
good; roast mutton with lettuce
salad, excellent; and lastly, delicious
cherries and cheese. Table d'hote
at six: a very good soup, fresh fish
with drawn butter, a vegetable well
served, roast chicken with an excel
lent salad, a tasteful pudding, clos
ing with nice Swiss cheese; at a cost
for each meal of one franc, or in our
money, twenty cents, leaving one
franc for lodging.

Some of the patches of wheat and
vegetables along the mountain sides
are not larger than a good-sized bed
spread, and some are cultivated where
it is so precipitous that the wheat has
to be cut kneeling, and with a small
sickle; men and women usuallydig
their potatoes also kneeling, as such
p‘aces are too steep to trust a stand
ing position.

Honey is served at all Pensions at
breakfast, and it 15 delicious, clear
as the clearest amber. Bee culture
is an important industry, and some of
the bees are given- very pretty Swiss
cottages to live in, their family shield
hanging above the entrance, nature
supplying them with an endless
variety of blossoms in which happily
to buzz their industrious hours away.

The cows at this season of the year
are absent, having been driven high
up the mountains where the soil is
not cultivatable, and numerous boys
and girls with tin cans strapped upon
their backs can be seen night and

them.
The cows return from their summer
vacation about the first of October
and enter their warm homes which
during their absence have been well
furnished with hay and other fodder.

In first approaching one of these
mountain villages it is likely to ap_
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pear small, and you think there are
but few inhabitants because your
eyes fall only upon the church with
its white steeple and on a few pret
tily painted houses; but the majority
of the dwellings are not painted, and

age combined with heat, wind and
rain have so nearly impressed upon
them the color of the soil and rocks
in the background that they are dis
tinctly perceived only gradually, the
roofs and the rocks so blend together;
but as you become acquainted with
the place the small village after
awhile turns into a large town.

4' l- i * * i *

There lay before us a good day's
walk when we left Fins-haut, for we
desired to take our table d'hote at
Leukerbad that night. The first
little town that we passed through
was Triquent. In turning the cor
ner when we first spied it we were in

the shade, and the sun was throwing
bright beams upon it

,

making it as
pretty and as full of choice colors as
arainbow. We passed through and
came to the Gorges du Triége, a free
exhibition to be seen by anyone who

is so fortunate as to pass along this
highway. Watkins Glen in New
York State is somewhat similar. Its
grandeurthrilled us as with electri
city, and we sped on our way feeling
that if such sights might continue to
be seen we should prefer to walk
rather than travel in any other way.
Through the town Salvan we con
tinued and then went zigzagging
down the mountain where the road
can be seen in its remarkable loops
in seven different places at once.
Soon we were able to catch a glimpse
of the valley of Vernayaz, which
grew larger and larger as we de
scended. Itlooked almost too beauti
ful to be real, and if real, one would
suppose farmers had been working
on it fora thousand years, walling
with white stone the banks of the
Rhone, growing the green shade
trees along the roads, perfecting the
growth of grass and grain. An ar

tist was the creator of Switzerland.
As we looked back upon the moun

tain we had descended neither road
nor pathway could be seen. It
looked like a straight wall impossible
of ascent, although an hour or two
before we could often see six or seven
of the windings where men and
women and mules with luggage were

passing up and down. We broke our
pedestrian rule here and rode in the
steam cars for an hour, and then a

four hours’ walk up the Dala Valley
brought us to Leukerbad. We en

joyed the walk, but it was hard work.
The scenery was perfect, and this
kept us stimulated. The Gemmi
Mountain could always be seen, with
its crown of dark rock, and the tops
of the adjoining mountains that
looked like old castles on the roofs
of which snow had been falling. As
the road twisted here and there we
were constantly given a view of some

unexpected town, only to lose it

when we turned a sudden corner. It
was like a game of hide and seek.
While traveling through this country
one sees many little brown villages
perched far up on the shoulders of
great mountains, looking as if a heavy
gust of wind might slide them down
into the valley below.

i’ l- -X' * * ‘R *

We at last saw Leukerbad, with its
tall spires and white houses; It

appeared quite near, but we were

weary, and as we walked on and on

it seemed not to come out to meet

us. We gained on it very slowly,
but knowing that the longest walk is

ended by steadfastly putting one foot
before the other. we continued to do

so until we arrived at Hotel Bellevne.

A good table d’hote and a carafe of
the excellent wine of the country re

freshed us, but at 8 O'ClOLk we were

quite willing to lie down to rest, and,
oh, the delight of rest after such a

thorough day's work of pleasure !

Leukerbad can boast of but two
special attractions, its mud baths—
mud only in name—and the walk to
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the ladders. The baths, directly and

indirectly, are the support of the vil
lage, as people come here from all
parts of Europe to be healed of their
pains and aches. The baths are more

especially renowned, however, for
theircure ofcutaneous diseases. Bath
inghousesare free for the inspection of
visitors, but while the patients are

bathing a little basket is passed in
front of you as soon as you make

your appearance, and you are expected
to throw in a small coin, to be used
for the relief of the poor. Each
bather has a folding table, minus
legs, upon which when open will be
served, if ordered, coffee, wine, fruit,
newspapers, etc. Some of the bathers
are required to remain in the water
several hours, the floating refresh
ments tending to break the monotony.

At the commencement of the
“ walk to the ladders "

we pass under
handsome shade trees which line each
side of the pathway and embrace each
other overhead ; then we proceed
along the lower slope of the mountain
and through several wooden gates as

ifgoing from one private estate into
another; then steeply ascend through
a deep forest, when suddenly we are

abruptly stopped by coming in close
contact with a mountain of rock.
There we perceive ladder after ladder
hanging to the side of the precipice
and attached to each other at their
ends up and over which the country

folk must climb, for there are a

number of fertile farms on the other
side; and to see the people ascend
ing and descending the ladders is
such a novel sight that the walk is
taken by all strangers at least once a

day. The path leading to these lad
ders is a pleasant one; benches are
placed at short intervals where babies
are held in their nurses‘ arms;
children'are playing about, and a few
persons are gathering wild flowers.
In what profusion all flowers bloom
throughout Switzerland l From the
Edelweiss—a strange, sad, rare flower
whose family is superior and lives
alone, acknowledging neither kith
nor kin, loving best the remote moun
tain top and desolate places, delight
ing to hang over precipices and to
hide away from all human contact—
to the little wild violets that peep out
from the lowly valleys. New varie
ties we have never seen before
sprinkle our pathway daily. Boys
and girls in the public square sell
wild flowers all the day long; they
bring them in quantities packed in
wooden boxes, from mountain, hill
and dale.

Seated upon one of the above men~
tioned benches, just at the entrance
ofapine forest, one gets an excellent
view of the Gemmi, the lower body
with its skirts of green, and the upper
a massive, majestic head of rock.

( T0 be continued.)

HEROISM.

UBY wine is drunk by knaves,R Sugar spends to fatten slaves,

Rose and vine-leaf deck buffoons;

Thunder-clouds are jove's festoons,

Drooping oft in wreaths of dread,

Lightning-knotted round his head;

The hero is not fed on sweets,

Daily his own heart he eats;

Chambers of the great are jails,
And head-winds right for royal sails.

—R. W. EMERSON.



PHRENOLOGCIAL PROBLEMS.

BY C. ALEY.

N my experience as a student and
examiner I have frequently

been impressed with the necessity
for that knowledge of phrenological
science which can only be secured by
extended practical acquaintance,
coupled with deep thought concern
ing underlying principles. Surely if
one is to prove worthy of this splen
did vocation and expects to place
mental science high in the estimation
of the masses, something more than
a superficial acquaintance with the
subject will be found indispensable.

Perhaps no feature of phrenology
presents a more important problem
than that of the legitimate or primary
sphere of the faculties. Given a cer
tain impulse or action, what is its ori
gin? To what faculty shall we trace
such action through the preceding im

pulse from which it receives its imme
diate birth ? Practical ability of ahigh
order is necessary to the successful
examiner, but there must be coupled
with it a clear comprehension of the
relative as well as absolute influence
of each mental power. In the action
and inter-action in the relative influ
ences of the various faculties the
possibilities of combination are al
most infinite, and one mind, however
capacious, and one life, however
long, are insufiicient for their com

plete mastery. Failure to understand
the true source of action is a fruitful
cause of misapprehension and lack of
confidence in phrenology. A case in

point occurs to me as I write:
In examining the head of a gentle

man in Utah I remarked that his In
habitiveness, or Love of Home, was
deficient, and that, as a natural result,
he cared little for home, [Mr :2. To
this statement he instantly and em

phaticallyobjected. Said he: “Well,
now, you are away off, for when I
am absent from home I am constantly
and powerfully drawn back, nor can
I be at rest till I return." To this I

quietly replied: “Your head declares
an unmistakable deficiency of this
faculty, and I must so assert. Where
were you born and reared?" I asked.
“ In Wales," he replied, without the
exhibition of a particle of that home

feeling arising from the action of In
habitiveness. “Have you any de
sire to return to the land of your
birth and early association?" I next
inquired. To this he answered, with
absolute indifference, “I would not
give ten cents to go back and visit
the old country." His replies, by
word and intonation, completely sus
tained my position that he lacked
development of the home-loving in

stinct. Ithen proceeded to explain
to him why, although deficient in
Love of Home, he constantly yearned
to return thither when absent there
from. Said I: “You are well en
dowed in Acquisitiveness, Parental
Love and Conjugality as well as Ad
hesiveness. You have, at the place
you call home, property, children,
wife, friends, to all of which and to
whom you are strongly attached.
Naturally, when severed from wife,
children, friends, houses and lands,
you desire to return to them, being
drawn by a fourfold cord. Surely
you can here find abundant reason
for the constant and almost resistless
inclination of which you speak." The
gentleman’s face lighted with a smile
of appreciative comprehension as he
exclaimed: “That's so, but I'd never
have thought of it in that light, and
had you not explained the matter so
clearly and beautifully, perfectly vin
dicating phrenology, I should have
said either the science was baseless
or that you did not understand it."

This man was entirely satisfied;
the science of mind rose grandly in
his estimation, and he learned certain
valuable facts, while at the same time
I was duly credited for my under
standing of the principles involved.
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Had I said to this gentleman,
"Your Inhabitiveness is deficient,”
instead of “Your Love of Home is

lacking," it is altogether probable

we should have failed to bring up
and discuss to a satisfactory conclu
sion the true philosophical principles
embraced in the problem.

’.<

TEMPERAMENT AND THE TEETH.

BY ALLISON R. LAWSHE.

S an evidence of the remarkable
harmony existing between the

different parts of the physical organ
ism in relation to character expres
sion :1 study of the teeth is both in
teresting and useful, especially in

determining temperament. It often
happens that the form of a person is

NERVOUS.

concealed by clothing, and the hands

covered by gloves,but,in conversation
at least, the teeth may be observed in

most instances without difficulty.
However, even where all the signs of

character are visible, it is better not
to be dependent upon one class
alone. If several different kinds of
indices are observed we shall be the

more certain of our conclusions, and

consequently much less liable to

error.
In people of the nervous or mental

temperament the teeth are character
ized by great length in proportion to

the breadth. They have long, cut
ting edges and cusps; are pearl blue
or gray in color; inclined to trans

lucency, and have brilliant surfaces
with slight depressions and eleva
tions. Their articulation is very
long, the gum margin fine, delicate,
shapely, and oval in curve. In this
constitution the frame is slight, the
head large, the features expressive,
denoting great mental activity, and a

tendency to early exhaustion from
too close application and insufficient
exercise.

In the bilious or motive tempera
ment the teeth are large and rather
angular; relatively long and of a

strong, dark yellow color. They are
usually marked by transverse
ridges and strong lines and have

BlLlOUS.

none of that brilliancy of surface
found in the nervous temperament.

In articulation these teeth are firm
and close; the gum margin is heavy
and firm and rather inclined to angu
larity. These characteristics are as
sociated with a large, bony, angular
figure, dark, coarse hair, a dark com
plexion, and a countenance somewhat
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harsh in expression. Energy, endur
ance, determination and self-confi
dence are the leading traits of char
acter.

This temperament naturally forms
a very marked contrast to the nerv
ous or blonde constitution. Indeed
no one could mistake the difference
in character between these two tem

peraments, as indicated in the teeth.
The whiteness and brilliancy in the
one case suggest sensitiveness, deli
cacy and refinement, while nothing
could be more suggestive of strength,

SANGUINE.

positiveness and power than the dull
color and peculiar overlapping or
crowded condition in the bilious
subjects.

Where we have the sanguine or

sanguo-vital temperament the teeth
are well proportioned, abounding in

curved outlines, with rounding cusps,
of a cream yellow color, and inclined
to translueency. Their surfaces are

fairly brilliant, smooth or nearly so,
with the cutting edges and cusps
translucent. The articulation is

moderately firm, and the gum margin
is round and full as regards both
breadth and depth. These peculiari
ties are in keeping with a figure
rounded and graceful, eyes light,
generally blue, chestnut or red hair,
and a ruddy, fair complexion. Pickle
ness, versatility, a jovial, happy-go
lucky nature are some of the attri
butes of the sanguine temperament.

When the lymphatic or lymphatico
vital constitution is in excess the
teeth are large, but not shapely, the
breadth being somewhat greater than
the length, and the cusps not con
spicuous. They are muddy-white in
color, smooth, opaque, entirely lack
ing in brilliancy and are wanting in
surface elevations and depressions.
The gum margin is thick and unde
fined in shape. Accompanying this
state of the dental anatomy are the
round form, fair hair, pale skin, dull
eyes and unexpressive face. The
body is slow in movement and the
mind sluggish, totally lacking in the

vivacity so characteristic of the san

guine, as also the mental acuteness
found in the nervous type.

Caused probably by an excess of
animal matter, teeth classed as lym
phatic in character are usually quite
sensitive, and are more easily acted
upon by corrosive agents than the
sanguinous. We have in these struct
ures the index of a weakly constitu

LYMPHATIC.

tion. The blood is too serous to fur
nish material for the building up of a

healthy body, while the reverse is
true in the sanguine temperament,
with its abundance of rich blood, and
consequently teeth excellent in qual
ity, as the mineral constituents of
these organs are believed to be prin
cipally supplied by the red part of
that fluid, and the gelatine from the
white or serous.



A PHRENOLOGIST’S PREDICTION.

BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

CHAPTER ll.

IX months had passed since the
visit of Dr. Clifford to the Insti

tfie. Harry Schuyler went to Japan,
but his mother was cheered by the
letters she received from him, telling
of new life, without and within. Paul
Ashmore was in the city, in business,
and Ruth missed him in the home,

and looked forward to the end of
each week, when he returned to spend
Sundays with her. When Paul had

any spare time he employed it in
taking lessons in his art, for Prof.
Richmond had loaned him money
for this purpose. Being a man of
means, it was one of his pleasures to
co-operate with his friend, Dr. (‘lif
ford, whenever the latter found
powers which should be developed.
It was Paul's ambition to paint Ruth
—Ruth, whose beautiful face seemed
to grow more lovely each day in happy
cares. She was fitting over some

rooms in the old home, for she could
not think of leaving her father when
she was married,and Philip wasto go to
the city every morning from Ashmore.
Then what pretty gowns Miss Todd
was making for her, and what girl
does not appreciate becoming and

appropriate garments? Philip desired
to have his future bride's dresses
made by Redfern, but Ruth was
obstinate on this point, as herfather's
purse would not warrant such expense,
and besides she really wanted to see
Miss Todd a proud and happy woman

in all the importance which belongs
to the maker of a bridal trousseau.

Hazel Rayburn was growing hand

some. Some thought that her health
had improved on a more generous
diet, as Mrs. Richmond had invited
her so often to her home, where good
food was served at regular hours.
Hazel herself thought that the sym
pathy she had received had been of
benefit to her. How else could she

have endured her lonely, narrow life,
and her bitter disappointment in

being forced to decline the proffered
lessons? Mrs. Richmond had pleased
herself in arranging pretty toilettes for
Hazel, which set off the girl’s great
eyes, and lent a tinge of color to her
pale cheeks. Prof. Richmond's house
had been a rendezvous for all his
pupils, for whom his regard was
almost paternal. Philip Burton had
acquired the habit of dropping in
often, especially since Hazel Ray
burn's visits were of so freqnent
occurrence.

“ You really musthave a new gown
for my reception, Hazel," said Mrs.
Richmond. “Try on this ivorycrépe.
It is just the shade for your eyes. It
was made for me, but the Professor
prefers something more matronly, and
wishes to see me in ruby velvet.
The crépe will fit you with slight
alterations. Just a little taking in to
suit your slim figure. Now, then,”
as Hazel fastens the last hook, “come
into the drawing~room and see your
self in the long glass."

Hazel did as she was bidden, and in
the gleam of the lights she made a
dazzling picture. So thought Philip
Burton, who emerged from a corner.
It was strange that, living in the city
as Phillip was, he found it con
venient to visit Ashmore and drop in
at the Professor's so frequently. He
came forward and expressed his
admiration in a courtly way that was
quite fascinating.

“ It is all Mrs. Richmond's gown,"
said Hazel, blushing in spite of her
self.

“Pardon me,” said Philip, “ I
think it is the woman in the gown."

Hazel wrapped a scarf about her
head when ready to go home, and
Philip was struck again with the
beauty and brilliancy of her eyes, as
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they gleamed out from the white
folds. He offered to escort her, as it
was lonely around the deserted
factory, and the handsome girl on
Philip's arm was not surprised when
he poured in her ear a confession of
love, for she had noted his admira
tion for weeks past, and her starved,
dwarfed nature was only too ready
to give forth the treasure of her
pent-up emotions. One blissful hour
and her troth was plighted. Hazel
went to bed, in her tiny cell of a

room, too happy to sleep. She rose
and looked out at the moonlight,
and thought it flooded the brown
earth with radiance, just as her
dreary life had been transfigured by
love. When morning came she
dressed and resolved to tell Aunt
Lois as soon as the work was done
and the time for the routine of sewing
arrived. Surely her aunt would not
object to marriage and thwart her
purpose as she had done before. A
light tap was heard at the door.
Hazel answered the summons, and
saw Miss Todd, who, with her finger
on her lip, said, “I want to show you
something, but you must tell no one.
It is a secret!" Hazel followed the
dressmaker across the hall into an

inner room, about which were boxes
and gowns. Miss Todd removed a

white drapery, and Hazel beheld a

dressmaker's form, on which was an

elegant wedding robe of satin and
lace. Hazel started, and then ex
claimed, “What a beauty! Whose
is it? "

“Sent as a present from her rich
aunt in the city. Iam to alter it a

little. Will she not look like an

angel in it?"
“Who? Who?" said Hazel.

"Why, Ruth Ashmore, to be sure.
Whom else would Philip Burton t/u'nk

of marrying? The wedding is to be
next month. It’s the strangest thing
that no one knows about it. Why it
is kept a secret I cannot imagine.
But I wanted you to see the gown,
Miss Hazel."

“ Thank you," said Hazel, "it is

beautiful — but -— but I must go
back !”

“ Has Miss Lois a spell ?" called
Miss Todd, but no reply came. Hazel
rushed to her room, seized hat and

wrap and then went out—out, into
the air, anywhere, anywhere! only
to get away from everybody.
Thwarted before in her wish to rise
above the stagnant dead level of her
life, now in the new, sweet hope that
had come to her to find such baseness
revealed! What was Philip's motive
in making love to her, when, all the

time, he was preparing to marry
Ruth? Her surging emotions bore
her on, whither she neither knew nor
cared in her blind passion of grief
and dismay. Her course was arrested
at length, miles away from Ashmore
by Ashmore stream, now swollen by
recent stormsto a rushing river. The
thought of plunging into its seething
torrent seemed a relief to the whirl
and fever in her brain. A moment,
and in she dashed, the cool waters
closed over her, and down, down the
swirling foam she felt herself going,
hoping only for the oblivion of its
depths, and that the agony might be
brief.

CHAPTER III.

The disappearance of Hazel Ray
burn had been the tragedy of Ash
more, and the one topic in the minds
and on the lips of its people for weeks.
It had cast a gloom over the whole
place. The mystery had never been
unraveled, but the solution, by com
mon consent, was that, for some un
known reason, Hazel Rayburn had
drowned herself or had accidentally
fallen into the river. The last person
who had seen her was a butcher boy,
who visited Miss Lois about twice a

month. who said that he had seen the

young woman, walking rapidly in the
direction of Ashmore stream. Miss
Todd recalled her sudden flight from
her showroom, but had supposed
that Hazel was alarmed about Miss
Lois. Poor Miss Lois! she had
mourned her loss sincerely and truly,
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great as had been her trials with her
niece. Now, in her black dress, she
looked quite pathetic, with her thin
form, scanty hair and eyes faded with
weeping. Miss Todd had been kind
and friendly, and the two women
took to compassionating each other.
In the Richmond home there was

genuine sorrow, for the girl had

greatly endeared herself to the Pro
fessor and his wife. The reception
was given up, and Hazel‘s loss was
mourned by all in the household.

But Ashmore had revived again, in
the last week, at the prospect of a

wedding. “All the world loves a

lover,” and all the world is inter
ested in a wedding.

There was a bustle and stir in and
about the house of Squire Ashmore.
The wagon of a caterer from town
had been standing in front of the
door, and a florist was seen to
enter the house, followed by a

boy carrying flowers and pots of
ferns and palms from a large
wheelbarrow outside. Miss Todd
had just gone in with°a big box, and

presently she emerged without it.
To everyone she met on her way
home she gave the most interesting
details about the wedding, which was
to take place at noon next day.

Paul had come home looking very
fragile, but trying hard to appear
pleased, and to rejoice in his sister's
happiness. The Squire was beaming,
and had spared no expense in the

wedding preparations of his only
daughter. Paul went up to Ruth's
dainty room, newly furnished accord
ing to her taste.

“Oh, Paul, I am so glad you are

here even before Philip comes," said

Ruth.
“ Ruth," said Paul, “I have the

outline of your picture sketched, and

it is a good likeness. When I can

color more perfectly Ishall finish it."
“ My first lover!" said Ruth, kiss

ing him. She was so happy that for
once she did not notice how pale
Paul was.

"I am going to try on my wedding

gown," said Ruth. “ Philip will be

here by the nine o'clock train, and it
is already half-past eight. To-morrow
his father and mother, and his sisters,

~luliet and Henrietta, will come."
Ruth gave a few touches to the

little curls on her forehead, and then
she went into her tiny dressing-room
for a few moments. She emerged in
a sheen of satin and film of lace,
lovely as a poet's dream

"Ruth," said Paul, “somehow I
cannot give you up. My sister, my
own‘!" Paul dashed away the tears
he was too manly to allow to gather.

“ Your sister just as much as ever,
Paul," said Ruth.

“Then, too," said Paul, with hesi~
tation, "if it—were ‘only Harry—
and not Philip!"

“Paul Ashmore! You know I
have a great affection for Harry.
Why, we have been friends—the best
of friends—for many years, but I
never thought of marrying Harry,
for he seemed almost like a brother.
But compare him with Philip for a
husband!"

“I do not like Philip," said Paul.
“ Paul, the only trouble that has

ever come between you and me is the
fault of Dr. Clifford. I wish he had
never set foot in Ashmore," and a
deep flush settled in Ruth’s cheeks.
“ Our last evening by ourselves, and
it is spoiled by his cruel speech!
Hark! Is that the whistle? Yes,
the train is in. Philip will be here in
a few moments. Forget the phre~
nologist and his evil motives, and
clasp me in your arms again, Paul,
before Philip comes."

They sat together on a low,
cushioned seat, Ruth at first glancing
occasionally at the clock, but as time
passed on she listened nervously for
the familiar click of the gate and the
well-known step on the walk. None
came. Ten o'clock, eleven, and
twelve! Ruth exchanged the wed
ding robe for the one she had worn
before, and paced the floor in intense
excitement. Paul sat, pale and stem,
with arms crossed, trying, however,
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to soothe Ruth, but inwardly remem

bering a latent fear that had never
wholly vanished from his mind since
his interview with Dr. Clifford, to
which some inward monition or intui
tion of his own added gravamen. No
word, no telegram had come, and it
was midnight. Squire Ashmore
determined to keep up the courage
of all.

“Something has happened, of
course,

'
he said, “ but morning will

make everything all right. Ruth, go
to bed and get rested for to
morrow."

So the household settled down for
what remnant of the night was left.
Ruth slept at intervals, her father's
words giving her the hope that all
would be right in the morning.
Paul, however, paced the floor until

morning, when a telegram came from
Philip announcing that he was ill, and
later a letter arrived informing Ruth
that he and his father were involved
in financial difi‘iculties, the only
possible way out of which was his
marriage with a rich heiress, and he

begged Ruth to release him and save
his family from ruin. Ruth sent three
words in reply. They were, “You
are free." After she had sent them
a deadly pallor came over her face,
but there was no time to think about
her own wounded love and pride and

awakening from the illusion of happi
ness, for her father was seized with
an attack of heart failure, brought
on by the excitement of the day, and
before a physician could be sum
moned he died. Ruth and Paul were
alone in the world.

T0 be continued.
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PRACTICAL PSYCHOLWY.
1.-—A RETROSPECT.

Bv H. S. DRAYTON, M.D., LLIB.

HE term psychology, from the
Greek Wm (psyche) and aoyos

(logos), signifies literally discourse or
treatise of the soul, and is applied to
that department of philosophy which
treats of the nature of the mind.

Physiology strictly relates to the
structure and growth of the material
parts of living organisms, while pure
psychology deals with the subtle
phenomena of mental action, defin
ing them according to the special
properties or qualities which they
indicate.

As pure psychology does not deal
with material objects, things subject
to physical manipulation, its position
among the sciences has been much

disputed by thinkers and observers
in accordance with the various
methods which they have proposed
or laid down for its investigation.
The mind not being a substance
which may be taken in the hand,
sliced, boiled, solved in acid, viewed

through the microscope, but whose
extreme tenuity foils the most deli
cate of physical tests, resort has been
made to the phenomena of conscious
ness and self-investigation for the
determination of the primary ele
ments of thought, feeling and senti
ment, and for the formulation of a

system which should represent fairly
the laws and processes of mental
action.

The differences in intellect and

characteristicdisposition between one
author and another, whose contribu
tions to metaphysical philosophy are

extant, are impressed upon their
opinions, and although a general sim

ilarity exists in writers of a given
school, be it the Platonic, Aristotelian,
Cartesian, Scottish, or any other, it
consists mainly in a deferential imita
tion of the grand formulary laid down
by the eminent father or founder
of the school; but in the application
of that formulary wide departures in
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opinion are found amongits disciples
simply because the testimony of the
self or inner consciousness of a per
son with regard to an object is indi
vidual,a factcertainly natural enough,
although the old writers as a whole
do not appear to have discerned it.
The inevitable tendency of this mode
of observation was toward dogmatic
criticism and quasi absolutism in de
duction. The impressions, the

thoughts, the feelings of each self
observer were very real and con
clusive to him, hence his inferences
from their study were positive, and

being written down in the seclusion
essential to mental contemplation it
is not strange that, there is so much
of dogmatic and arbitrary statement.
Hence the history of metaphysical
philosophy is a record of systems and

opinions, indicating much diversity
and interminable disputation. This is
specially the case with the philosophy
of the past century or two.

Until the time of Descartes the
study of philosophy covered a wide

range of subjects; religious, intel
lectual, political and physical rela

tions being generally deemed its
legitimate province;indeed, whatever
challenged the effort of reason to dis
cover primary causes and trace with
certainty the fundamental principles
of human knowledge was deemed a

part of philosophy. Descartes may
be credited with introducing a new

era in thought, and prescribing a

definite sphere for philosophy, viz.:
the observation of the laws and

methods of mental action. Meta
physics, or the science of being, as

being may be determined by its mani
festations, and as distinguished from
concrete or external things, was

thereafter considered the proper
domain of philosophers. Later meta

physics (pa-m [meta] ¢votm [p/zusika]
beyond the physical) became identi
fied with the scientific observation of
mental phenomena and synonymous
with mental philosophy—while phi
losophy applied in accordance with its
meaning, “the science of first princi

ples" (Morell), has become greatly
diversified according to its connec
tion. Thus we have the philosophy
of history, of government, of mathe
matics, of chemistry, etc.

Psychology as a term employed in
philosophical speculations even pre
vious to Socrates was not so applied
in a technical sense until near the be
ginning of the seventeenth century,
when thinkers used it to designate
that branch of philosophy which
treats of the soul as distinguished
from the pnruma or spirit and the
faculties which it employs in the
mental life of man, and their modes
of operation. Early in the Christian
era thinkers were much given to dis
cussions concerning the nature and
destiny of the soul; the doctrine
preached by the great founder of
Christianity and his disciples con
tributed to stimulate inquiry and
speculation on the subjects of life
and mind among all classes of phi
losophers. These were appropriate
to psychology but lacked the definite
ness and perspicuity belonging to
scientific formula.

When observers in the last century
began to note the phenomena of
thought, sentiment, emotion in others,
especially under abnormal conditions,
they were able soon to discern parts,
faculties, functions, powers in
the constitution of the jLrue/ze or
mental principle, and as the data
accumulated psychology took on the
character of science, and to-day, with
the general recognition of the brain
as the instrument of mind, the induc
tive method is considered necessary
as much to the elucidation of mental
action as it is necessary to the analy
sis of physical things.

What mind is in itself we shall not
attempt to define. It is a problem
that, like the origin and nature of
life, has thus far proved the despair
of the acutest intellects, and will
probably continue for ages, if not
forever, to foil the inquirer.

We find it impossible to define
mind without resorting to those facts
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and experiences that are involved in
the term, because this principle can
not be resolved into anything more
fundamental than itself. But this
method of definition is no sooner
entered upon than it is seen that we
have to deal with a most complex
entity. Intellect, emotion, senti
ment, will, etc., are recognized as
belonging to the mental function of
every individual and each includes
several constituents or faculties
which, according to occasion, may
exhibit a variety of power and in
fluence. No two individuals can be
found whose properties of intellect,
sentiment, volition, etc., are entirely
alike, hence the attempt to trace
their constitution to final elements
becomes an undertaking which de
mands the closest scrutiny. Genius
has essayed the task and with the re
sult of discovering sufficient com
munity of nature in many of the phe
nomena of mental action to enable a

classification to be made.
Thus, there are the two grand di

visions of pleasure and pain which
are universally recognized; some de
gree of either entering into the
action of every quality or power of
the mental organism, be it intellect
ual, emotional, volitional, etc. The
gratification which ensues in doing a

kind act is very different from that
which we experience on the accom
plishment of a purpose which adds to
our pecuniary gains; the distinction,
however, which lies between these
two grades of mental enjoyment is
traceable to the faculties that are
employed; the act of kindness, like
the business operation, must use the
intellect, but in the one case that is
stimulated by high and generous sen
timents, while in the otherselfish and
personal feelings control.

The experience of pain is greatly
varied also according to the facul
ties or powers in exercise. Disap
pointment is a term applied to one
class of painful sensations that arise
in consequence of failure in the reali
zation of our hopes or purposes.

Grief is another term applied to our
sensations in view of misfortune
which has occurred to others or to
ourselves. Anxiety is another, with
its many shades of difference, de
pendent, like all other classes of emo
tion, upon the nature of the faculties
brought into combined activity and
the degree of their excitement.

A brief consideration of phenome
na like what we have suggested will
show how broad and complex is the
nature of mind and how difficult it
would be to define it in terms at once
positive and inclusive. A common
attribute may be discerned pervading
all its phenomena, but even that must
be explained by a reference
to ma/ter as the opposite or contrast
of mind. “Who ever knew mere
matter to understand, think, will?"
Charnock says: “And what it hath
not it can not give. That which is
destitute of reason and will could
never reason and will." This is in
accordance with the usual manner of
metaphysicians in their explanation
of the common attribute or character
of all mental manifestations. It may,
however, be of service to the reader
if we succinctly review this explana
tion.

Matter is extension or the exlended;
whatsoever may be its condition this
characteristic can be predicated of
it. When, then, we are conscious
of anything possessing the property
of extension our consciousness is oc
cupied with the external or object
world, something that is not mind.
But when we are feeling pleasure or
pain, desiring, remembering. imagin
ing, we are not conscious of anything
extended, and are said to be in a
state of subjective consciousness, or
manifesting phenomena of mind.
Hence metaphysicians speak of the
“inextended mind" as distinguished
from the outer or object world.

Besides this effort on the part of
philosophers to define with logical
precision the nature of mind there is
the appeal to personal consciousness
or intuition, which must have its
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weight with the candid thinker.
“ We know the knowing mind to be
different from the material object
known, whether this be the organism
as affected or the object affecting it.
Not that we know by intuition wherein
the difference lies, not that we are in
a position to say whether they may
not, after all, have points of resem
blance, and a mutual dependence and
a reciprocal influence; on these points
our only guide must be a gathered
experience. But in every art in

which we know a bodily object we
know it to be different from self, and

self to be different from it. .

Man may mistake the external object
for another, but it is not possible
that he should mistake an external
object for himself, or identify him

self with any other object." (“In
tuitions of the Mind."—McCosh)

We notice a sharp contrast between

the methods of treating matter and
mind since the laws and phenomena
of the extended, or matter, are set

forth in those sciences commonly
termed exact, as mathematics, chem

istry, mechanics, while mental phi

losophy, psychology, etc., seek to
trace the laws and relations of men

tal manifestation. It is the ofiice of
psychology as a science to observe

wherein there is an agreement or
difference between states of the mind
as apprehended by consciousness
and to classify and interpret the

phenomena thus observed.
When the inductive or scientific

method finally became the method
employed by advanced students of

psychology, as it had been that of the
physiologists, and its results were
applied to the conclusions of the
metaphysicians, a new era was opened
and we were enabled to make clear
and certain many things in the analy
sis of mental phenomena that were
previously quite unintelligible.

For instance, it was attempted to
explain by the old method that the
diversity of talent and acquirement
shown by individuals was due to their
difference of association, habit, sur—

roundings, but when that method was
confronted by the great diversity
of character and capacity often met
with among the children of the same
family that were subject to the same
training and influences, it utterly
failed to solve the problem thus pre
sented. A great school of thinkers,
like that of Locke, would never have
insisted that the character of men
and women wasdependent altogether
upon training, the mind in child
hood being passive and merely re
cipient of impressions, if the variety
of character shown by children in
their earliest years had been noted
by the leaders of that school. Many
skillful and accurate analyses of
states of consciousness were made
by the metaphysicians, especially by
those of the eighteenth and the first
quarter of the nineteenth century,
and they served a most useful purpose
to those modern observers who have
studied mind in the scientific manner,
because they helped toward the defi
nite making out of faculty and func
tion.



THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PIIBENOLOGY.

OPENING OF THE ANNUAL SESSION.

HE thirtieth annual session of
the ‘American Institute of

Phrenology was opened in the Hall
of the Institute, Tuesday afternoon,
September 3, 1895. Notwithstand
ing the continued financial depres
sion that has so seriously affected
nearly all professions, the present
class numbers thirty-five, and in
cludes several bright women. This
is only one less than we had a year
ago, and is an increase of five over
the number we had in 1893. Con
sidering all the circumstances, this
is an exceedingly encouraging sign
as to the vitality of the science we
teach, and as to the efficiency of the
Institute.

A few members of the faculty,
Dr. N. B. Sizer, Prof. Hyde and Dr.
Beall, were unable to be present at
the opening exercises, but the au
dience was entertained by speeches
from the older professors, notably
Prof. Nelson Sizer, Dr. Drayton and
Mrs. Wells. A number of graduates
of former classes also made interest
ing remarks. We give the following
synopsis of the addresses :

PROF. SIZER.

Ladies and Gentlemen: A year seems
short. I remember when I looked up the
hillof life and the years seemed long. I
wanted to get there, to realize, and thought
to myself, when would the blessed birth
day come? When would Christmas come?
But birthdays come and Christmas comes,
and the years rapidly slide away from us,
and here we are with another new class.
and it seems a short time since we closed
the last one.

We seem to have some good material
here to work upon or to work with, and
our duty and our pleasure unite in girding
us for the work. It is always a little hard
to start with a new class. I do not know that
other people feel it and know it as we feel
it and know lt, but here you are from the
ends of the earth. We have one from the
old country; we have some from Canada,
and have had them from Australia and New

Zealand, and last year we had four from
Los Angeles, Cal., and we have a friend
with us whom Brother Rowan of last year's
class sent to us as a pupil. You are from
everywhere, and I suppose in the course
of two months you will be from this place

to go everywhere, and make your home in
a cosmopolitan way wherever you may be;
but there is this that you have to hope for,
to look for, and to expect, and that is that
you are going to work in life on the best
subject there is within the knowledge of
man. " No man hath seen God at any
time" ; but man is called the Son of God,
and he “is made in the image of God,"
and that is the material you have to work
with. You are not to work with silks and
satins, with pork, beef and beer, and get
your living out of that, but you are going
to do good and get paid for it. Ihave
sometimes seen a man sell to people that
which would do them damage. They
could not afford to buy it in the first place,
and it would only be a damage to them
when they got it.

What you are going to give people will
benefit them. The truths you tell them
will do them everlasting good, and if you
take pay for that which does a man good,
and for which he will bless you the longest
day he lives, it is all right. A man came
into the office a few days ago and said to
me; “ Thirty nine years ago you examined
my head and you told me many true
things that have been a mercy and a bless
ing to me and I want to shake your hand."
So he took one of my hands in both his
and looked at me as if he had something
to say which he hardly could say. It is a

great while to wait—thirty-nine years—for
the good to come, but as long as it exists
it is all right, and it will come by and by,
and when we get through working for the
body and working for board and house
room we shall get the thanks that we
have earned after we have sufi‘ered and
labored.

I have already said that it is a little diffi
cult to start with a new class. You come
from everywhere, and you have all the
different kinds of culture and habit, and
you have not been accustomed to think
together and with each other. A congre
gation of people who worship under one
roof, hear the same sermons, recite the
same ritual and listen to the same music,
get so that they almost breathe through the
same tube; that is, they think harmoni
ously. But here you are, and everyone
has his own thoughts and his own amount
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of information, culture and knowledge, and
you do not as yet harmonize with each
other; consequently, if a man rises to
speak, half of you do not know whetherto
believe and accept it one way or another,
and, therefore, you sit separately without
unity of taste, belief or judgment, and you
do not know exactly what (0 think of it all.
But, brethren, after you have been here
two weeks you will “

see eye to eye" and
you will think in unison. Did you ever
see them reel silk? I suppose you have
not. Well, they take a tub or pan of
warm water and throw a pailful of co
coons into it, and the cocoons become
soaked until their winding ends be

come free, and then the operator takes a

stick which is a little rough and stirs
them, and when lifting the stick there
are perhaps 150 fibers attached to it,
from as many different cocoons, and then
they start to wind this forathread on a

spool, and that is how they reel silk; and
if any of the cocoons do not start to begin
with they are kept tumbling about until the
fiber is attached to the threads going to the
reel, and as one lot becomes exhausted they
put in more cocoons. Now, do you see the
drift of all this? What I mean is that we
shall get every one of the lines of your
thoughts to a common center, and be

fore we have lectured to you for a
month everyone of us will be united
to one common purposeI like the many
fibered silk thread, and each of you will
be like a musical instrument and all at~

tuned to one common choral of harmony.
It is always hard work for a Methodist
minister to preach for the firsttime to a new

congregation (for Methodist ministers are

sent frequently to a new parish), but after
awhile the minister gets his congregation
so that they will shout“Amen" to what he

says. He reels the silk, coordinating all
its individual fibers so that he is master
of the situation. I remember lecturing at

the University Building; Dr Drayton and

the rest of us were there, and a man used

to come in and sit at some distance from

the platform. He came early and took
the same seat. His hair was parted in the

center and fell in ringlets on both sides

of his head. He was about 40 years old,
tall, dignified and stately, and looked like
a man of high breeding and education.
He had auburn locks and beautiful blue

eyes, and he was very handsome and nice,

as I thought; but he was so dignified,
He came to the first lecture, he came to the
second, and sat through the whole lecture

and looked likea frozen Sphinx; he would
not even wink if he could help it. He
would not nod his head in assent or
approval; he would not shake his curls;
he would not do anything but just sit there

and keenly scan me. He was too much
of a man to smile at or approve anything
he had not been taught when he was a

boy; and so I set to work to break down
his frozen dignity, and I am telling you
about it now so that when you come to
do it you will know how. I do not know
how much ability you have to do it now,
but I am reeling the silk now, gathering
up its separate fibers, and I know as little
about you as you do about me. But about
this man: I would warm upto mysubjectand
spread it over the whole congregation, and
leave him sitting there in his cold silence,
and then,when I got ready to crack the
joke, I wculd drive it straight at him. I
saw him straighten up once, and I said to
myself, "Well,I am getting him." So I
looked away from him and labored at the
rest, and when I got another story red
hot I would explode it, as it were, right
under his nose, and at last he broke down,
leaned forward and shook his head so that
his curls rustled with merriment, and I
had cured him for all future time. After
that he was ready to applaud and laugh
with the rest at every good thing that
might be said. Ido not know whether we
have any long curls here, and I do not
know whether we have to roast you in
order to mellow you; but what I want to
say is that in a little while you will all
think together, and then matters will work
smoothly.

But if I do not stop I shall begin to lect
ure before I know it. This talk is only
incidental, and what I am saying is acci
dental, forI was too busy this morning to
think of any speech or to eat my lunch
untiljust before I came up here. What
are we going to do? In the first place, we
are going to work together and to tell you
what we know on this subject called
phrenology, and you might call it I-Iuman
science. As I have already said, we are
going to deal with the best material the
world has ever seen or known—manhood
and life in human form, striving for
the higher life that is to come—
and that is material that is worth a
great deal. Some people hammer horse
shoes. That is good work, to be sure,
and necessary, but it is hard work, and
then there are some that work at other
shoes, and some do glorious work in vari
ous ways, and then there are some who do
inglorious work; but we have the material
to work on that is worth saving. The ma~
terial that we work on is that which “ doth
not perish." Somebody has said, " Money
invested in obtaining useful knowledge is
on interest forever." That which we do.
and become in this life is to makeas much
difference with us and the life that is to
come as the amount of study which the
schoolboy does will make a difierence with
him and his future prospects when he be_
gins to struggle with the world in his own
interests. So we have something to work
for that is worth the task, and something
that can respond. Then there is another
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point; I believe that nowhere have we told
you that we know everything. We have
not invited you here to listen to a lot of
mysteries and marvels. Some of you may
know as much about the subject as we do,
although you have not been battling in the
field with it as long as we have,and I wish
that you all knew more than we know, and
then it would make you feel good to sitand
listen to the old veterans, and it would be

a gratification to you to think that
you knew mole than they did. I
once told a man, “I think you could
afford to come. You may know more
about the subject than we do. but if you
come and find out that you do know
more, it will afterward be a gratification
to you to think that you were so well
posted’ ; and he laughed over it and said
he thought that was right. Now, there is
another thingl want to say to you, and that
is, I wish you not to prey upon each other.
Do not argue with one another. and “tear
each other's eyes." as Watts'old hymn hath
it. We have invited you here to tell you
what we know and. if possible, to tell it to
you so that you will know it as well as we
do. A man came to the class once; he was
a smart man, and he had secured success
in the lecture field before he came, but he

pleasantly sat and listened, and never got
into any arguments with anybody. He
antagonized no one. He never expressed
an adverse opinion, and he never tried to
convince anybody that he knew something
better than they knew it. He was satisfied
with everybody, and he treated everybody
with courtesy, and, finally, someone said to
him: “ Why don't you ever argue a point?"
And his reply was: “ Because when Icame
here to the Institute I laid on the shelf at
home all that Isupposed I knew on the sub
ject and I came here empty ready to hear
anything thatanybody could tell me that was
better, wiser and richer than I knew my
self." So, while he was here he listened
quietly to all we had to tell him, and he
was thankful for it; so he said, at least,
and it was politein him tosay so. Butthey
were not all like that. I have sometimes
come into the lecture hall and seen a couple
of brethren arguing and discussing with
their faces red, and I have also seen chickens
arguing when they became old enough to
fight, and when I saw the men arguing it
always reminded me of that.

There is another thing I want to ask you
to do, and that is to let utterly alone two
important suhjects,_viz.: sectarian religion
and party politics. Now, I know the relig
ious preference or persuasion of every
member of the class; at least. all those
who have registered have told me that;
but as soon as I finished registering one I
turned over the leaf, so that there was
nothing but a blank leaf for the next one
to see. Nearly everything in the way of
religion has a specimen here, and I do not

want any of you to say anything on relig
ious subjects that would harass any per
son of any religious faith. No one comes
here for instruction on religion. A man
has a right to be a jew or a Gentile, a
bondsman or a freeman. His religion,
whatever it is, is not a question to be dis
cussed here,so do not discuss it. If a
Bedouin Arab were to come here as a stu
dent, and act in a gentlemanly manner,
you would have no right to scathe him on
account of his religion; we come here to
study phrenology as we would go to an
other school to study chemistry, so religion
is not a question to be discussed here, and
I do not want you to jostle against each
other in the way of politics or religion.
Another thing you had better do, or not do,
and that is, you had better not set up as a
standard what you know yourself in phre
nology. Some know more than the rest
know, but it is always a good plan to try
to find out what the rest know; so do not
set yourself up as a ruler among your
brethren. You know joseph had some
trouble with his brethren, because they
thought he wanted to rule over them, and
in his dream he saw their sheaves of wheat
bow to his sheaf and there may be some
of you who have a sheaf of wheat, and it
may be strong and ripe, but do not try to
rule over the others. I have known a man
who after the second lecture wanted to
make arrangements to deliver a course of
lectures to the class on what he knew about
the subject, and another one wanted to
lecture on anatomy and physiology,
because he was an M. D., but before
he had gone very far the M. D. who
was appointed to lecture on those subjects
came, and the class soon found out
that their medical classmate did not know
half as much as they supposed he knew to
begin with, and so he quietly subsided be

fore long. You did not come here to teach
this class, and therefore you should not
try to do it. Let us teach the class, and if
you know more than we do it is all right,
and that which we do know we will tell
you honestly. and, as I said before, do not
cause any friction by arguing on denom
inational religion or politics, ard do not
set up your own views on phrenology as a
standard. I have known of men with six
followers on each side to argue on some
abstract question in phrenology, and when
I got through with my nextlecturel would
ask if there were any questions, and one
of these champions would say: "Yes,
professor, I would like to ask a question."
So he would present his side of the ques
tion which he had been arguing. and hope
I would side with him against the others;
but I saw what they were up to and said :
“ We shall discuss that subject later on.
We have our own way of presentingit,
and therefore we will not argue it now."

Some students incline to ask after we
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have made the second or third lecture :
“ When are you going to teach us to ex
amine heads?” And our answer is:
" When we have taught you the principles
on which we examine heads." There are
some people who want to jump right into
the senior year before they have finished
the freshman, but that is not the best way
to do it.

Now we will invite Mrs. C. F. Wells to

say something, and she will talk much to
you before the session closes, and you must
remember that she taught the first class in
phrenology that was ever taught in Amer
ica, and now she is ready to work for the
latest one.

MRS. c. F. WELLS.

Dr. Gall was the discoverer and founder
of the science of phrenology. Dr. Fossati
said “To Gall alone belongs the glory of
having discovered the true physiology of
the brain." He did not give it the name
of phrenology. He called it the stience of
human nature. His theory drawn from
facts was that the brain is the organ of all
the propensities, sentiments and faculties,
and that the brain is composed of as many
particular organs as there are propensities.
sentiments and faculties, which differ es

sentially from each other. This theory of
his was founded on facts, so called, for
which he diligently prosecuted the search
for thirty years before he attempted to pre
sent his conclusions to the public. Being
convinced that those conclusions were true
he resolved to turn his whole attention to
the finding of means which, in the least
possible time, would enable him to accum
ulate the greatest number of facts to sub
stantiate his theory. He observed men's
acts, and the peculiarities in the shape of
their heads, then took casts of them and
placed dissimilar ones side by side and stud
ied them. He was an apt student and
keen philosopher, and feeling as sure of
the philosophy as he was of his facts he at
length presented them to the public in
the form of lectures in Vienna, in 1796;
ninety-nine years ago.

Whether or not Dr. Gall, with his pro
phetic vision, looked forward a hundred
years and discerned the progress, the ex
tent of the dissemination of his philosophy
and the benefits to the human race, let us
hope that he has not only witnessed from
his place of abode in “the next life"
enough to make him thankful to the All
Father that he was enabled to exert so
great and good an influence for the eleva
tion of mankind, but also tl'at he has
guided his disciples in their labors in
promulgating these truths since he left
this world. He was ridiculed, persecuted,
misunderstood and misrepresented, but he
knew the solid foundation on which his
teachings were grounded. and persevered
to the end of his life. The growth of his

science may seem to have been slow, but
like the strong oak, it has been sure.

In the assemblage in this small hall to
day we see evidence of earnest searchers
for truth, and trust that the students of the
American Institute of Phrenology for 1895
may plant good phrenological seed in soil
that shall produce not less than a hundred
fold of fruitage of the right kind. In or
der to do this, see to it that yourselves,
physically, mentally and morally, are in
proper condition for that position.

Dr. Gall said of himself, "I do not im
agine myself sufficiently great to establish
anything by bare assertion; I must en
deavor, therefore, to establish each one of
these facts by proof.”

He had been lecturing in Vienna five
years, when on the 9th of January, 1802,
the Austrian government issued an order
that his lectures should cease;his doctrines
being considered dangerous to religion.
This prohibition stimulated curiosity and
he had more inquirers than before the in
terdiction. He had a large medical practice
in Vienna and did not see the necessity of
leaving the city for the mere cause that his
lectures were prohibited ; therefore he re
mained and continued in his usual routine
of business, but after about four years his
father wrote to him, saying, "It is late,
and night cannot be far distant; shall I
see you once more?" This meaningful
letter served to the opening of a new life
to Dr. Gall, who, with his now partner
nr. Spurzheim, left his patients and friends
for a few months' tour to Northern Ger
many with the intention to communicate
his discoveries to the learned men of that
region. Invitations to visit universities
led these disseminators of newly discovered
truths to extend their travels more than
two years and a half. They reached Paris
in November, 1807, in which city Dr. Gall
remained most of the time till his death.
In Paris he flourished for a time, met with
opposition from Napoleon who threw
obstacles in his path for a time, but could
not prevent his researches and the accumu
lation of a mass of facts, the publication
of his books and the giving of lect
ures. Napoleon's influence was not ever
lasting, or omnipotentfor opposition while
he was the ruler. and Dr. Gall continued
his writing, publications and lectures,
some of which he gave in his own home.
He also gave two public courses gratis.

In 18t9 Dr. Gall commenced lecturing
for the benefit of the medical students in
Paris. by request of the Minister of the In~
terior. These lectures also were delivered
gratis. In 1820 I think it was he attempted
to give a course of lectures on his discov
eries, with dissections of the brain. in Lon
don, but had not sutficient patronage to
defray his expenses Perhaps his impen
fection in the use of the English language
was the chief impediment to his success.
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From 1822 to 1826 he published an edition
of his work on the Functions of the Brain,
in six volumes.

At the conclusion of one of his lectures
in March, 1828, he was seized with a para
lytic attack from which he never fully re
covered, and which caused his death, Au
gust 22, of the same year.

He had made an imperishable name for
himself. exerted a great influence on the
minds of men of note, and was eulogized
at his grave in Pere la Chaise. To him we
owe much as our phrenological father. In
person he is said to have been well devel
oped; he was 5 ft. 2 in. in height, with a
large chest, strong muscles, a firm step,
and a vivid and penetrating look. His
features had a pleasing expression and
every part of his head was strikingly devel
oped, measuring above the eyebrows and
at the top of the ears 221”I in. in circum
ference, and 1412; in. from the root of the
nose to the occiput.

Dr. Spurzheim, who was at the begin
ning of this century a student of Dr. Gall,
the founder of phrenology, became Dr.
Gall's assistant or coadjutor and finally his
partner. After a few years of association
with Dr. Gall he studied the English
language with the intention to visit
England and introduce the new science of
mind there, which purpose he carried into
effect in 1814. While there he made him
self so famous that Americans who were
educated in Europe and had there become
interested in phrenology and in Drs. Gall
and Spurzheim as its teachers, invited and
urged Dr. Spurzheim to come and lecture
in America. Finally, having losthis wife,
to whom he was very much attached, and
for whose loss he deeply grieved, he was
induced to accept the invitations. After a
tedious voyage ofsix weeks on the Atlantic
he reached New York on the 4th ofAugust,
1832, the summer of that terrible scourge,
the cholera. In his exhausted physical
state from the uncommonly rough sea
voyage, his New York friends advised him
not to remain here, hence he went first to
New Haven, August 11, which was com
mencement week at Yale, the exercises of
which he attended. While there he
dissected the brain of a child who had died
of hydrocephalus. This dissection was
made after the plan instituted by Dr. Gall
and perfected with the united and practical
wit and wisdom of these two great men.
It was a revelation to the medical men in
New Haven who witnessed it, being the
first dissection in America, as far as we
know, by the unfolding ofthe convolutions
of the brain instead of slicing across them.
(Is this one of the lost arts ?\

From New Haven the doctor went to
Hartford, August 16, where he visited
various public institutions and made many
friends and admirers. On the 20th of
August he proceeded to Boston, where at

the request of the American Institute he
spoke on education before an immense
audience. This was his first public speech
in this country, and he received the most
profound attention. On the 17th of Sep
tember he commenced a course of lectures
at the Atheneum Hall, Boston, and soon
after another course in Cambridge.
In these two courses he lectured six
evenings each week, besides which he
gave five lectures—one every other day—
on the anatomy of the brain, to medical
and other professional gentlemen in Bos
ton. What time he was notengaged in his
lectures or with his many callers he spent
in visiting schools, asylums, prisons, etc.,
giving himself no needed rest. Indeed, he
had so much faith in his physical power of
endurance that he did not recognize its
need of repose. He had indeed a power
ful physique, standing six feet or more in
height, and was very abstemious in his
habits, diet, etc.

Dr. Nahum Capen, who was with him
much of the time, said he was one of the
plzamnlzrl companions he ever knew. I
had not the pleasure of knowing him per
sonally, and am not sure that Iknew of
him until that summer when he was lect
uring in Boston. He had not become ac
climated or accustomed to the east winds
of Boston while he was so overtaxing his
capability of endurance, consequently on
going from his lecture room when glowing
with warmth and enthusiasm a chill seized
and prostrated him. On the tenth of No
vember he breathed his last. It seemed as
if he had captured the Bostonians at once,
on coming among them, and now their
love was turned to sadness and mourning,
and they were repealing to one another the
words of wisdom that had dropped from
his lips, some of which reached a little
teacher of district schools in sparsely set
tled towns in the State of New York. Those
fitly spoken words or some of them fellon
receptive soil and growth commenced at
once, for the explanation that the brain is
the organ of mind met with a responsive
thrill never before realized, and continues
to this day. That little teacherstands be
fore you and is rejoiced at every accession
to the phrenological—army,shall I say ?—
yes army, for it has been a constant con
tention with and overcoming of obstacles,
the majority of which have risen from
sources from whence aids instead of
hindrances might be expected. Thanks be
to the source from which all blessings flow
that our cause has grown and prospered
notwithstanding all the trials with which
its early apostles met until it has been dis
seminated to all quarters of the globe.

Dr. Spurzheim seemed at times to rise
into an inspired prophetic mood. One of
the prophecies related as his is as follows:
"It was his opinion that the time would
come when phrenology, in common with
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medicine and law, would become a regular
profession, having not only its professor
ships in our seats of learning, but its reg
ular practitioners in our cities and villages,
who would be consulted by parents touch
ing the education and choice of occupation
adapted to their children, and by persons
employing apprentices, servants, etc., as
much as is the physician now in sickness."

Those who have been longest in the field
must soon vacate their post, and then the
graduates of this Institute will be expected
to do their best to fill the vacantplaces and
continue the work. It will be not a small
responsibility. Fit yourself for the posi
tion, not for expected emoluments in money
or fame or notoriety, but for the love of the
science and for the benefits it will help you
to wield for the human race.

DR. DRAYTON.

Ladies and Gentlemen: Consider the
vast body of literature which belongs to
this subject. It may surprise you when I
say that if I could collate all the treatises
and all the different writings bearing upon
this topic I could fill these shelves quite
readily; and yet there are some people
who ask sometimes: “Are there any books
bearing on this subject that I could
read?" Go to some of the old libraries in
Europe and some of the libraries in this
country, and you will find in certain re
cesses, where they keep the older books,
treatises bearing upon certain departments
of phrenological science. Now, all this
vast body of men and of literature cer
tainly means something. These great men,
and you will find by looking back over the
hundred years from the time when Doctor
Gall commenced his lectures, that there
were a great many strong men who eon
centrated their minds and devoted their
lives to this kind of work; and do you
think they would have taken it up unless
they had answered these questions afl‘irma
tively? There are one or two other points
that have a more personal character, per
haps. one of which is usually suggested
when I look at the faces of the group that
confronts meforthe firsttimeattheopening
of a session—thatis,the personal experience
of each student as obtained through
study of this subject. I feel that it would
be interesting to know the personal ex
perience, the impressions obtained by each
of you, and how the enthusiasm was
aroused, the feeling of earnestness to
know more. the determination to find out
something and to do something in this
particular line of noble endeavor. It
must be about forty years ago when
this matter of phrenology was first
introduced to me. A lady came from
central New York and visited my mother
for a few days, and while with us her
main talk was in regard to phrenology,

Gall, Spurzheim and the Fowlers. I was
a boy then, and had never heard anything
about these men or their teachings, and I
treated the matter simply as a passing
incident of no interest to me. But this
lady, I learned afterward, had come to
New York almost expressly for the purpose
of seeing some of the men who had intro
duced this grand doctrine into American
life. Then another point which might be
mentioned at this time, and which is a
point which none of us realize, namely, the
extent of this work; so tremendous in
its importance; so tremendous in its
reach; of course just as important as the
mind, because it treats essentially of the
mind. Sir Isaac Newton, you remember,
after many long years of study and hard
work, said that he had only picked up a
few pebbles on the shore of the great ocean
of knowledge; so I have no doubt that
iflwe could take the testimony of our friends
here, these veterans, who for fifty years or
more have been working constantly in this
particular field, would say that they had
not accomplished so much because of the
vast extent of this work, and the necessity
remaining for so much effort. This is an
electrical era. The atmosphere is full of
electrical energy; what we hear of chiefly
to-day is in regard to what men are doing
with that peculiar and subtle force called
electricity. We are simply upon the mar
gin of its evolution, as it were. We hear
scientists, those who devote themselves
largely to the study of the brain and the
mind, claiming that electricity has some
thing to do with mental evolution. I may
have something to say about this in the
course of the session, so I will not antici
pate it now, but I can feel that you, ladies
and gentlemen, somehow possess an elec
trical spirit, and that your enthusiam with
regard to phrenological investigations and
work will partake of the intensity that
belongs to things electrical. There is a
department of literature which I suppose
may be regarded as the highest of all, viz.:
poetry. I remember that Emerson said
somewhere that there were three elements
in true poetry, viz.: comparison. symbol
ism and suggestion. Now phrenology
covers all those three points. In the
studies that you are called upon to make
you will use comparison. and you certainly
will have a great deal to do with symbol
ism; and when you come to work among
men in a practical, useful manner you will
have very much more to do with sugges
tion. Now, it was not my purpose to make
anything like an extended series of re
marks and to anticipate what I may have
to say later in the regular course of my
lectures on the physiology and psychology
of brain function. I simply wished to
make your acquaintance in a rather in
formal war and to join in this after
noon’s exchange of pleasant courtesies.
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" The best mother is she who carefully studies the peculiar character of each child and
acts with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

THE EMPEROR 0F GERMANY’S CHILDREN.

Bv NELSON SIZER.

THE COUNCIL OF SIX.

IG. 306.-—lf we could not see the

tender, precious object of in

terest which has called together this
fraternal group of six, sympathetic
and graceful solicitude could be seen
in every face. This loving brother
hood appears to have as much claim
to royalty and to honor as any group
we might find anywhere. The eldest
son of the Emperor, wearing the mili
tary epaulettes, has a mellow, kindly
look. He has a soft, genial face.
He has a high moral top-head. The
crown of his head is large enough to
indicate dignity. His intellectual
faculties appear practical rather than

theoretical. I-lis side-head is not as
broad as is frequently seen among
Germans, and if he were to succeed
to the throne there would be gentle,
sympathetic consideration in the ad

ministration. His subjects would re

gard him as a kind of a father or
elder brother.

The second one, with his military
boots, has a more robust constitu
tion. He is brave and earnest and
would command an army or a ship
with more of the push and pluck that
belongs to a commander than the

elder brother. He is orderly, a good
talker, has an excellent memory, is

fond of wit and of humor, is cautious,
honest, ambitious and earnest, and
while he has much of the gentleness
of the elder he appears to have more
courage, force, fortitude and power.

The third son, standing at the head
of the crib, wherein the mythical

“ Stork "
has left its precious burden,

has an interesting face and a frank
ness of development, dignity and de
termination that command respect.
He has not a selfish head. His de
sire for property and his tendency to
be severe are not very great, but his
love of truth, duty and honor are
very strong.

The boy that the Crown Prince
has his arm over has a sturdy,
stocky, substantial look. What a
leg he has, how strong his hips are
and how broad his shoulders ! His
face is also broad, his head is wide
and hiscomplexion is of the endur
ing, brunette type. Heis the tough,
hard worker and the pushing per
sonage of the lot, and he will not
yield his rights to anybody without
valuable consideration. The brothers
will learn to pay respect to him; not
because of seniority, but because he
has the characteristics of courage,
fortitude and force.

The next in order is the girlish,
sisterly face with the blonde hair.
What a beautiful face ! What gentle
qualities, what intelligence in the
face and how different in some re
spects from the other four!

The sixth little boy, with his chin
raised upon the infant's crib, stand
ing on tiptoe, doubtless is trying to
see the blessed messenger that has
come from the unknown land. See
those great eyes trying to take in
the whole subject and with what
hearty faith he gazes !

The tender sleeper in the crib, the
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object of all the attention of the

others—the ~mysterious stranger
brought from the land of mystery—
will never have bending over it more
innocent and anxious curiosity than
now; and when we study the intelli
gence and the strength of character

asties would be elevated, humanized
and purified.

The innocence of childhood is
beautiful, and it makes one sad to
think it possible that the strifes and
rivalries of life may furrow the
fair brow and lead to controversy

FIG. 306.—-THE

possessed by all the others, this one,
as far as we can judge, will be the
equal of any of them. It has a

massive head—the head of a finan
cier and an engineer. He will have
as much wit as the second son and
possibly the sympathy of the kind
liest of the group. If all royal
families had in their expression and
make-up as much of the gentleness
and kindliness as depicted in these
heads and faces the history of dyn

COUNCIL OF SIX

and hatred among brethren who
should dwell together united in the
bonds of peace and love.

DOUGLAS GARDNER.

Fig. 307.-—This is a remarkable
boy. He is seven years of age and
his head measures twenty-one and a
half inches in circumference, enough,
indeed, for a man of ordinary size of
thirty years who turns the scales at
one hundred and forty pounds. Be
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sides, from the opening of one ear to
that of the other over the top of the
head it measures fourteen and a half
inches, which is large enough for a

man who is forty years of age and
whose head measures twenty-two and
a half inches in circumference. His

make a man who would do credit to
any family. The type of his head is

that of the thinker, the philosopher
and the reasoner. He gathers knowl
edge readily because he is so hun
gry to get it

, but his thoughts are

ripe and old. His wit is keen and

FIG. 307.—DOUGLAS GARDNER.

head is too large for his body, con
sidering his weight, fifty-six pounds,
and his age, seven years. He weighs
well for his age, but his large head

ought to be sustained by a larger
physique. His complexion is light,
his eyes blue, his health is good, and

if it can be so continued and if he

can be kept from overstudy and from
over excitability he will be likely to

he readily sees the salient points of
merriment and mirth. He appre
ciates poetry, has a fertile imagina
iton and will bea logician in everyline
of study which headopts. He will ex
hibit talent for engineering, construc
tion, invention and creative fancy
He has wonderful powers of imitation
and he conforms promptly to that
which surrounds him if he likes it

_
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His caution is too large; he will
always be more anxious than is com
fortable or profitable. He has the
financiering ability and if he has a

chance he will make money, unless
he devotes himself to literature and
to science out of the reach of the
financial phases of life. His Secret
iveness enables him to say nothing
when it is not wise or prudent to talk
and caution renders him extra pru
dent. He is ambitions to excel. He
is ardent in his friendships and cor
dial in his affections. He is imita

think he will study as much as he is
capable of bearing, and he will take
rank with thinkers and among
scholars.

THE HAPPY CABIN PASSENGER.
Fig.308.—It is doubtful if this child

in later years will be happier behind a
coach-and-four than in this willow
basket; yet his organization indi
cates a tendency to be happy irre
spective of his environment. With
such a vital and mental temperament
he will make his own happiness and
shed it abroad upon his environment.

FIG. 308,-CHARLES G. VOGELL.

tive, adopts the ways and usages of
older people, and he does not imitate
downward toward childhood and
infancy, but upward toward manhood
and achievement. We hope he will
refrain from excitants, from tobacco
and from the enthusiastic topics that
would exasperate so excitable a nerv
ous system. He needs the open air,
plain, wholesome diet, warm cloth
ing and not too much study. We

Such a child does not need floral
decorations nor elaborate surround
ings to produce happiness, but is
himself a point of light, happiness
and beauty.

The head is large and handsomely
developed; has a keen and massive
intellect which will grow under the
light of scholarly culture. Mirthful
ness and ideality will bring the
bright and beautiful into view.
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There is enough of economy to
make a success in the financial world,
enough of caution to comprehend
danger and avoid it

,

enough of ap
probativeness to give relish for ele

gance and popularity. Has large
Conscientiousness, which will need
only a guide-board where two ways
meet to induce the right choice.
There is large Hope, which brings
sunshine and emits it. Veneration
and benevolence are strong, lan

guage is large, and with the strong
social development will be likely to
occupy a central field of observation
in every desirable circle. Compan
ionship, affection, intelligence, brill
iancy in conversation, music and
mirth will lubricate and illuminate
the life wherever its lines may lead.
If the willow basket, labeled
“ Cabin,"brought wine to our shores
its present contents is quite as likely
to cheer, but not inebriate. We
congratulate the mother and the
“cabin” passenger and heartily wish
him ban wywge.

no. 309. BARTON V. SYKES.

Fig. goo—This five months’ old
boy will make his mark wherever he
roams or rests. He has the head of

a historian, and a memory which will
hunger for everything that is worth

gathering and be able to tell it when
the occasion requires. The center
of that forehead is very prominent
and indicates a keenly historic mem

ory. He will show the powers of
analysis and criticism, ability to think
clearly, brightly and rapidly. In
him there is the organization of the
scholar. He has talent for mechan
ism and art. He has indications of
financial skill and wisdom, of energy,
force of character; power to fight
life’s battles without help and to make
his mark clear and high. He has

firmness enough to be steadfast and

dignity enough to hold him to his
work. He will love truth because it

is truth, and will not be afraid of any
thing that is true. He will be an in

dependent thinker, but not necessar
ily skeptical. He has in him the

temperamental and mental qualities
of the investigator, the scientist
and the scholar.

>0‘

SYSTEM IN CULTURE.

N child training Mr. ].G. Oakley
in The Outlook considers this

matter from the point of view of sound
principle. Theinsistence oftheneces
sity of educating the young much in
the line of animal training will finally
obtain a hearing we think.

I read lately an interesting account
of the means by which Signor Blitz,

a once noted exhibitor, trained can

ary birds to do unnatural things at
his bidding. To teach one little bird
the trick of lying motionless on the
back when placed there. the bird was

caught and placed in this position the
first day one hundred times in suc

cession before it would remain so,
and then it was through mere exhaus
tion. For a number of days follow
ing the tiny creature was subjected
to the same discipline, only yielding
by slow degrees. At length it would
lie still at once. No methods of ter
ror, as we are apt to think, were

used ; but, on the contrary, the flat
tery of a reward, in the shape of a

sprig of bird-weed; it was the per
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sistence and determination of a being
of superior strength and intellect
brought to bear on one definite point
after another. This produced that
set of habits, contrary to nature,
which we call training. Such things
can be done with birds and with
beasts. The men who wish to teach

pigs to count and horses to dance do
not stop short of success.

But how is it with those who have
in hand the habits of children, or are

responsible merely to guard them
against bad habits, or to rectify some
of the strange twists which children
seem instinctively prone to? The
stolid child sucks his thumb, the
nervous one twitches his facial mus

cles, rolls his eyes, bites his finger
nails, stammers, refuses to talk
plainly. One of the commonest of
these physical habits, and most tor
menting, is that of biting the finger
nails—usually a girl's misfortune, and

contracted while she is reading stories.
Sometimes the habit lasts through
life; the girl becomes a helpless vic
tim, but she would be forever thank
ful to anyone who could help her con‘
quer it. The mother will pour out
voluble complaints of the trouble it
has given her, and relate the tre

mendous efforts she has made to
break it up. But did she ever follow
up a remedy a hundred times a day,
like the bird-tamer? It would seem

altogether reasonable and worth
while to have a week set apart to
accomplish a cure, just as a week is

set apart for extraordinary household
tasks for the autumn sewing or the

spring packing.
Unconscious influence does its

work upon all the deep undercurrents
of nature; and it is true ina broad
sense that each life is predetermined
by the character of the lives that
fostered it

,

however carelessly. But
let us suppose that a determination
to get higher possibilities of conduct
and character could constantly stimu

late a parent; that he or she could
feel as the exhibitor does who makes
his living depend upon teaching his

bird to lie still—how soon would
there be a real advance of a race ?

Mothers, by taking a great deal of
pains with the first child, particularly

if that is a girl, often secure for
themselves a line of lieutenants in
the domestic realm who carry their
best influence all along the line. The
worst neglected children are those
who get their ideals and habits from
hirelings. From these they are
passed on to teachers, and so into
life, with so much to learn and un
learn. Sensitive natures, brought
finally into contact with women and
men with a much higher standard of
manners, sufler keenly from a con
sciousness of deficiency. Parents
can discipline their children without
alienating their affections; but a
proxy of any kind, an aunt or teacher
who shall try to smooth away some
of the rough knots of behavior, can
easily seem hateful to an undisciplined
nature. "H
“ NOBLE” BABIES 0N EXHIBITION.

BABY show was lately held in
England under the manage

ment of a lady, Mrs. Robert Craw
shay, prizes being offered for the best
specimens of physical infancy. We are
told that thefirst prize for weight
and general excellence for babies
under 1 year of age was awarded to
Dermot Browne, son of Lord and
Lady Castlerosse, who, though but
11 months old, weighed thirty-three
and one-half pounds. The prize for
weight and general excellence of
development for babies over one year
old was awarded to Angela Mil
dred Baring, daughter of Lord and
Lady Ashburton, who was 18 months
old, weighed 28 pounds, and had
14 teeth. Information as to the feed
ing of these children would have
been interesting. Details of the
management which produces such
results should be published, and we
should also have some trustworthy
notes of the temperamental qualities
of the parents as well.



THE IMPORTANCE OF WATER.

BY DR. J. H. HANAFORD.

T has been estimated that the
water supply of the earth is sufii

cient to form an ocean, entirely en
circling it

,

nearly two miles in depth,
from which we are able to judge some

thing of its vast importance in the

promotion of the comfort and health
of the race. Indeed, water occupies

a conspicuous place among the neces
saries of life, it being possibe for man
to abstain from ordinary food for a

much longer time than from water.
This fact is well illustrated by the
many experiments, like that of Dr.
Tanner and others,who have excelled
him in this regard, Captain Atwood,
of Chatham, Mass, having fasted for
aging: day:. While Dr. T. supposes
that such a fast, once in ten years,
would be promotive of general health,

it may be questioned whether such

long fasts are really useful, though
they prove the great value of water,
practically ranking it with man's
food.

The appropriateness of such an

ample supply is indicated by the fact
that the human body is composed
largely, very largely, of water—the
bones containing about one-tenth of
it—and the same being true in the
generalanimalkingdom. Ournatural
food also affords us a generous supply ;

the grains containing the least, while
the average animal food has about
seventy-five per cent.; fruits have a

stilllarger amount of this constituent.
On the supposition that animal food

is not an actual necessity for the sus

tenance of man, it is fortunate that
the fruits, so delicious, are so rich

in palatable juices, to be freely used

with the highly nutritious gra us,
which are our most nourishing food;
wheat, according to the best author
ity, containing all of the elements of
nutrition actually needed by man.

With such a valuable article as wheat,
etc., we may well be satisfied if some

of the melons do not contain more
than five per cent. of Solid matters,
these well representing both food and
drink.

It must be admitted that water is

the natural and the best beveragelfor
man and beast, and that tea, (ofl'ee,

cocoa and the whole range of intoxi
cants must be regarded as among the
luxuries at most, rather than the ne

cessaries of life. I well know thatit
will be claimed that these intoxicants
are necessary in medical treatment,
but I know of no advantage in using
any poison—such as are so labeled in
the drug store—while I would sooner
recommend them as beverages than
as medicines, since, in health, one is

better able to resist the natural effects
of the use of poisons than when de

bilitated by disease. (I will add that,
with a free use ofthe fruits and vege
tables, and the disuse of salt, the
spices, all of the mere irritants, the
salt being used only very sparingly,

if at all—I believe that it is unneces
sary in its usual form, while its ele

ments, chlorine and sodium, are in

our ordinary food, and that, aside
from these irritants, there would be

but a very little of unnatural thirst, a

part of it being simpiy artificial.)
A very important use of water is in
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medical treatment. As one of the

most valuable of the solvents, water
entersinto theblood andotherliquids,
making the entire round of the sys
tem in a very brief period, coming
in contact and dissolving the effete
matters, which are thrown 03
by the decaying parts of the

body, as useless and putrescent offal,
to be thrown off by perspiration and

by the general excretories, doing
more in the matter of renovating the

body than all of the “blood puri
fiers "

ever produced. While there is

a constant tendency toward the

accumulations of irritating deposits,
free drinking of water prevents an

excess, proving a very important
means of the perservation of the
health. At no time is this more

efiicacious than when the stomach is

empty, as early in the morning and
at night, when there is generally an

accumulation of mucus on the mem

brane, interfering with the oozing out
of the gastric juice, the water, par
ticularly if taken quite warm, a half
hour before the meals, dissolving this
and passing itinto the bowels, materi
ally improving‘the digestion of the

following meals.
Free water drinking is very bene

ficial in fevers—when the appetite is
merci‘ully suspended, and thirst is
substituted—t0 the extent that per
spiration is restored, and the excre
tions are kept active, these two
agencies, during the fasting, rapidly
removing the disturbing accumula
tions, materially shortening the dura
tion of the fever. It is highly proba
ble that fevers would be diminished
in intensity if nature should be fol~

lowed in all of her intimations, in the
absence of all treatment, with abso
lute fasting, satisfying the thirst,
with the aid of cleanliness in all
respects, aided by an abundance of
pure air and sunlight. Two or three
sips of quite warm water just before
the meals, or cold only when there is
considerable heat or feverishness,
will aid the stomach in its digestive
labors, and any time afterward, if

there is an inactivity, a feeling of
“goneness

" or any disagreeable
sensation, since the temperature may
have been lowered, a half goblet
being safe and judicious, raising the
stomach to its normal temperature.
Such a drink will ordinarily act as
an actual stimulant, affording relief
and comfort. While cold water is
generally harmfulduring the digestive
process, it is safe ordinarily to drink
very freely of warm water when the
stomach is empty, removingits harm
ful deposits, and aiding in the secre
tion of the digestive juices, of course
improving digestion, a matter of
great importance.

.—*.
ANIMAL AND YEGE'I'A BLE FOODS IN

AI'PLICATION.

R. H. F. STIFER says in the
C/zrislian Advocate as the re

sult of much careful study:
“ Animal food, being identical in

composition with the structure of the
body, is therefore exceedingly well
adapted to minister to the growth
and nutrition of the body; but little
chemical alteration is required for
its assimilation, consequently it is
easier of digestion. Animal food has
the advantage of concentration, which
frequently renders it preferable to
vegetable food, by reason of its smal
ler bulk. It also has a more deli
cate shade of flavor, for which many
of the meats are so highly esteemed.

“ Under natural conditionsinstinct
guides us in the selection of food, but
in many disordered conditions reason
must dictate the kind, amount and
quality. Meat should be used in
moderation in asthma, diseases of
the brain, liver, stomach and kindeys;
abstained from in gout, gravel and
rheumatism. On the other hand,
meat is indicated in obesity, diabetes
and disease of the heart; fat meat is
especially indicated in anaemia, scrof
ula and consumption.

“ From the vegetable kingdom we
derive a great variety of important
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foods. In this class of foods the
carbon is in excess of the nitrogen.
In constructing a vegetable diet, in
order to furnish suflicient nitrogen,
there is evidently a great loss of car
bon. This defect can be supplied by
selecting such articles as are rich in
nitrogen, as nuts, beans, peas, buck
wheat, etc.

l‘Vegetable fooddiffers from animal
food in being less digestible, and in
volves more efi'ort on the part of the
system for complete assimilation. It
is less concentrated, therefore, requir
ing a larger amount for nutrition,
which may be objectionable in case
of defective digestion. Vegetable
food has the advantage of being much

cheaper than animal food, and is
more easily preserved, which is an

important deslderatum. It is indica
ted in gout, gravel and rheumatism,
and in all acute inflammatory dis
eases.

“Greens are desirable in scurvy and
diseases of the liver and kidneys.
Sugar and starch should be abstained
from in diabetes, obesity, and flatu—

lent dyspepsia. Fruits are esteemed
for their agreeable flavor rather than
for their nutritive value. Analysis
shows that fruits generally are rich
in potash salts. They also contain
lime, magnesia and iron. The apple
and strawherrv are rich also in soda
salts. The chief nutrient ingredients
are starch and sugar. The organic
acids give them their characteristic
taste. Their agreeable aroma is due
to the presence of essential oils.
They all contain a gelatinizing sub

stance, pectin, or vegetable jelly.
Malic acid is found in apples, pears,
peaches, gooseberries and currants;
tartaric acid in grapes, and citric
acid in lemons and oranges.

“Fruit is arefreshing kind of food,
and, eaten in moderate quantity,
exertsa favorable influence on the
nutrition of the body. stimulates the
secretions by virtue of the acids and
essential oils, and thus altering the
character of the blood and acting as
an admirable blood purifier. The

proportion of nitrogen and carbon is
too low and of water too high to be
of much nutritive value. It is chiefly
of service in furnishing vegetable
acids, salts and water. It is important
in counteracting the unhealthy state
induced by too much dried and salted
food; it is therefore advantageous to
consume moderate quantities of fruit
during the winter months.

“ It is at all timesa useful addition
to the dietary, agreeable and refresh
ing, tends to promote intestinal
action and correct tendencies to
constipation. Fruits are indicated in
fevers, diseases of the kidneys, gout
and rheumatism.

He—m——-—
INTEMPERANCE AND SUICIDE.‘

HERE is a close relation sub

sisting between the habit of
drinking spirituousliquorsand the dis
position toward suicide. This our
temperance advocates should under
stand and make use ofin their reforma
torywork. Intemperancebreaksdown
a man physically and mentally—on the
side of the latter weakening his moral
sense, disturbing that balance which
is essential to self-control. In a

work published by Dr. Prinzing, of
Ulm, with the title “Drunkenness
and Suicide," the author shows from
statistics that intemperance is the
most prevalent cause of self-murder
in Germany, What is true of the
German people is true also of other
civilized people, for the effect of al
cohol upon the nervous system is

very similar, whether the man be a
German, an Englishman or an Amer
ican. The same narcotic, benumb
ing, depressing effect upon the nerve
centres occurs. Dr. Prinzing says in
one place:

“Aristotle says that ‘many men
commit suicide during a drunken
bout, and others become nervous and
melancholy.’ During the Middle
Ages little attention was given to the
subject. Few people asked what
caused suicide, and still fewer had
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any theory as to the proper method
of stopping it. It is only in our own

century that the subject has become
one of considerable inquiry. Statis
tics relating to suicide are, however,
seldom very reliable. Often a ‘tem
porary insanity‘ is invented to ac
count for the deed; disgust with life
in general, physical ailment, insan
ity, repentance, the pangs of con
science, debt, etc., are often men
tioned as the causes of suicide in
cases where drunkenness has origi
nally caused the misery, either in the
suicide himself or in a relative.
There are so many ways for drunken
ness to lead to suicide. Many peo
ple commit suicide while drunk.
Actual or fancied poverty and dis
tress, whose ills appear magnified to
the brain of the drunkard and cause
hallucination, may easily produce
that melancholy state in which sui
cide is committed. This is specially
the case with absinthe drinkers."

“A man will commit suicide in a

state of drunkenness without proper
realization of the importance of his

act. Cesare Lombroso tells of a man

who jumped into the P0 with the
avowed intent to commit suicide.
He was fished out, and when he be
came sober he knew nothing about
the whole matter. Brierre de Bois
mont relates the case of a Parisian
laborer. During a drunken fit he

complained that life was unbearable,
and that his mind was made up to

escape its misery; but the limb of a
tree on which he hanged himself
broke; he was found with the rope
around his neck and taken to the
police station. When he sobered up
he could not imagine what led him to

attempt suicide; he was very glad of
his escape, and preserved the rope
as a warning. The curious animals
which appear to persons in a state of
delirium tremens cause such terror
that drunkards often jump out of the
window to escape them. Then there
are such hallucinations as the hearing
of insults, the fancied unfaithfulness
of the wife, the idea that the execu

tioner is waiting—all these are very
common.

“From 1883 to 1891 an average
of 138 persons committed suicide in
Prussia while in astate of delirium
tremens. Mostly, however, the
drunkard commits suicide while
sober. He loses all pleasure in life,
blames himself for having fallen into
this vice, believes that he cannot
give it up (which is very often a
wrong conception), and thus takes
his own life in a state of hopelessness.
His stomach is out of order, and after
a while liquor refuses to brace up the
nerves. Business declines, positions
are lost, and thus worry is added to
physical ills. As long as there is
sufficient credit to obtain liquor, the
drunkard holds on; when he cannot
obtain his customary quantity of
alcohol, he takes to a rope to escape
his creditors. The abuse of liquor
produces hypochondria. A drunkard
cares very little whether his family is
clothed and fed, and will commit
suicide because he cannot bear to see
their misery, but he cannot bear the
thought of being unable to procure
liquor. Indirectly, therefore, drunk
enness is often the cause of suicide
committed by the drunkard's rela~
tions. A drunkard regards the
parents whom he ought to maintain
as useless appendages, and everyone
knows how badly the wives of drunk
ards are treated."

*— 7+.‘—

~COUSIN MABRIAGES IN FIJI.
N regard to the question of cousin

marriages, of which there is an
editorial note in the Augustnumber of
THE JOURNAL, I find the following in
a paper contributed to the reports of
the Anthropological Society of Eng
land by Dr. Basil Thompson, who
has made the marriage system
among the natives in the Fiji
Islands a subject of close investiga
tion and study. Dr. Thompson
writes:

“In the Fiji Islands children of
brothers are not permitted to marry,
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neither are children of sisters. But
children of a sister and a brother
are compelled to marry each other.
That is, John and Charles Smith
have children, which under no cir
cumstances are allowed to marry
each other, but the marrying to each

other of the children of John Smith
and Annie Jones, ne'e Smith, is com

pulsory by law.
“The statistics from twelve native

villages go to show that marriages
between the children of a sister and

a brother result in by far the healthi
est and largest families. Where the

above rules in way of intermarriages
are not observed, as among the
converted Christians in the Islands,
the results have in every case been
in evidence as to the advantageous
ness of the native marriage system."

The general opinion is that cousin
marriages should not be permitted,
as the offspring is likely to suffer
from mental and physical defects.
But in Fiji we have a people that, as
far back as can be traced. has made
one ki-id of cousin marriages com

pulsory, and from the results we are
led to believe that such marriages
are regarded‘ by those people as

specially desirable. O. A. L.

___ a _0.‘ . figi

THE “BICYCLE FACE.”

MONG the many side comments
anent the growing use of the

bicycle is that regarding the so
called "bicycle face." Attention is
thus called to the earnest and grave
expression usually worn by the rider
while making his paces, and various
suggestions are ventured as to the
nervous effects that it forebodes.
We presume that people who read

' such talk are more than half im

pressed that there is a peculiar ex

pression acquired by the wheelman
and that it will distinguish him from
those who are not riders. That there
is nothing specially new in what of
set expression the wheelman‘s face

may assume we are well satisfied, and

‘
in the saddle.

one who has uttered an opinion in
the New York Tribune approves
such a view with something of ex
planation of the matter. He writes:

“It is indeed singular that the
learned persons who have discovered
this bicycle-face come from the ranks
of the vast army who ride in either
cable or trolley cars. For centuries
it has been known to close observers
that all men and women who ride
horses, camels or elephants have set
faces. When Alexander commanded
his orderlies to face Bucephalus
toward the sun that he might not see
his shadow, and mounted the fretful
charger, does anyone believe that the
king's features were relaxed and
that the face of the mighty con
queror wore a grin? A hundred
times no. The great general wore
the so-called bicycle-face. Did not

Julius Caesar say that the stern, war
like features of his cavalry were a
host when his troopers confronted
the infantry of Pompey?

“Down through the ages every
rider bears the set face of the cyclist.
Nobody can ride any animal or any
machine that requires the centraliza
tion of thought without his features
reflecting the concentration. Rail
road engineers, sailors, drivers of
trotting horses in races, jockeys,
cavalrymen, and all other equestrians
have the bicycle-face. The boys
who ride or exercise thoroughbreds
acquire the bicycle-face in a few
weeks, as their minds are on their
safety, even if their fancy runs riot,
and they imagine that the horses they
ride are future Derby or St. Leger
winners. They must be alert and
quick to act in an emergency. Con
sequently all successful jockeys have
the bicycle-face. In the Russian
Cossack the bicycle-face is heredi
tary, as the race is practically born

Nobody ever saw a
negro of South Africa with a bicycle
face." As we ride the wheel ourselves
we can subscribe to the above from
the point of view of experience.

D.
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The Exposition at. Atlanta,Ga..
has been formally opened, and itsextent and

attractiveness deserve more than passing
mention. A Southern enterprise intrinsic

ally, it shows in a most impressive degree

the growth of the Southern States in the

material of commercial power. Interna

tional in scope of exhibits, it nevertheless

is strongest on the side of products that the

Southern States give to the trading world.
In this respect the successful accomplish
ment of its managers in brlnging together

so grand an array is altogether beyond any

previous attempt of a section of our coun

try. As a contributor to the display the

United States Government is prominent,
and the legislatures and commercial organi

zations in the Southern States, with many

in the North, have provided for their gener

ous representation. Many foreign countries
have also been attracted by the advantages

offered by the fair to advertise their prod

ucts and to stimulate trade, both the Euro

pean and Central and South American

States making a large and varied display.

Significance of Human "aria
fl0n.——The Shattuck Lecture, delivered~

by Prof. Thomas Dwight at a recent meet

ing of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

was on the Range and Significance of

Variation in the Human Skeleton. In it

the author, who is convinced that every

bodily difierence between man and non

rational animals is of degree and not of

kind, expresses himself "astonished and

perplexed by the great network of anal

ogies extending throughout Nature. No

one can ignore them without willfully
shutting his eyes. But the very multi

plicity of these resemblances assures me

that some other law than that of heredity

must be invoked to account for them.

They cannot be represented by a treelike

figure. They spread out every way. The

opinion is daily growing stronger among

serious scholars that, if man's body came

from a lower form, it was not by a long
process of minute modifications, but by
some sudden, or comparatively sudden,

transition. The fabulous missing link,
once so accurately described by Haeckel,
"is retreating to the limbo of worn-out
hypotheses."

A Hindoo ‘minim—In an article
entitled “ Hindoo and Moslem " appearing
in the last number of Harper’: monthly
the writer describes the Hindoo fakir in
two or three phases. One is strikingly
pictured thus:

An ascetic with whom we had the honor
of a personal interview had invented
an original method of attaining that eleva
tion of spirit, through maceration of the
flesh, which all must compass before they
may hope for endle~s rest. We saw him
on the road from Ajmeer to the sacred
lake of Poscha, dwelling alone in the
wilderness. The fine road by which we
descended a steep declivity among the
hills made an abrupt turn at the bottom
of the slope, and the driver had to rein in
his horses, which were rearing and plung
ing at the sudden apparition of a small
white tent, with a silent figure squatting
at the entrance, With three broad white
stripes chalked across his forehead, and
hair toned to the deep and streaky bronze
hue so prevalent at the Concours Hip
pique, he was like a japanese monster
carved from a knot of wood. lust inside
the tent stood an elaborate iron bedstead,
and there was neither mattress nor sheet
to conceal the framework of the structure,
with transverse bars thickly planted with
long iron spikes, on which, for eight hours
out of the twenty-four, the fakir was ac
customed to stretch his emaciated body.
At that moment he was taking a rest, and
his eyes, the only signs of life in his
wooden countenance, were fixed on us.
The bedstead had been constructed in
Ajmeer at the expense of one of his dis
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ciples, a wealthy Hindoo merchant. This
valley was the playground of divers
striped and spotted brutes of the cat fam

ily, to such an extent that iron-barred
refuges for goats and goat herds had been

built at intervals along the road, and We

have often since thought, with a certain
uneasiness, of the lonely fakir, whose only
defence was his sanctity, and wondered
whether he had been rewarded with the

martyr's crown.

The Foot Trained to Use as a
Racial FQIIlUIKL—The traveler who
walks in the native quarters of the cities of
India can easily study there all industries
in their beginnings,as they were probably
practiced in Europe in the middle ages.

The shops are usually open, and the work
men can be seen inside; textile industries,

pottery, shoemaking, joinery, armoring,
jewelry, confectioners——all can be observed
in a single street like Chitpore street,

Calcutta. If we take pains to examine at

tentively the methods of working we shall
be struck by the enormous function played
by the lower limb. Whatever the indus
tries, the Indian, squatting or sitting on

the ground, works with his feet as well as

with his hands; and it might be sald that

all four of his limbs are in constant exer
cise. The joiner, for example, has no assis

tant to hold his plank, but makes his great
toe serve that purpose.The shoemaker does

not employ a fixed clamp for the shoe on

which he is sewing, but holds it in his feet,

which change position to suit his conven

ience, while his nimble hands do the sew

ing. The metal-worker holds the joint of
his shears on his feet in cutting copper.

In the making of wooden combs the

comb is held straight up by the feet, while
the workman marks the teeth with one

hand and with the other directs the instru
ment that cuts them. The wood-turner
directs the hand-rest with his great toes;
so, generally, do Egyptian and Arabian
turners. In smoothing twine or sewing a

bridle the Indians hold the article between

the first and second toes. When the butcher
cuts his meat into small pieces he holds
his knife between the first and second

toes, takes the meat in both hands and

pulls it up across the knife. Children have

been seen climbing a tree and holding a

branch between their toes. These are

enough details concerning the constant,
universal use of the foot.

Similarities in Clllflll'tL—As noted

in the Popular Science Mont/11y, Prof. O. T.
Mason closes a somewhat critical discus
sion of similarities in culture—on which,
he suggests, more is sometimes built than
can stand—with the conclusion that such

similarities may arise through a common
humanity, a common stress,common en

vironment, and common attributes of
Nature ; through acculturation, or contact,
commerce, borrowing, appropriating, be

tween peoples in all degrees ‘of kinship;
and through common kinship, race, or
nationality. Generic similitudes arise by
the first cause; special and adventitious
similarities by the second cause; and the

more profound, coordinated, real, and
numerous similarities by the third cause.

Similarities are partly natural, such as

sounds of animals, forms of pebbles,

qualitiesofslonc,clay,andthelike,butmost
of them are fundamentally ideal. Where
the same idea exists in two areas, a simple
one may have come to men independently.
One containing two or more elements in
the same relation and order is less likely to

have so arisen, while a highly organized
idea could not often have come to two men

far removed from one another. Further
more. a complex idea is never the progeny
of a single mind, and that embarrass the

question further. The generic and adven
titious similarities are most striking and
most frequently called to notice. The error
is in taking them for profound and real
similarities. Those similarities that are

imbedded in the life of peoples and logi
cally coordinated with the annual circle of
activities are of the family and stock, and
beyond any reasonable doubt proclaim the

people to be one. “ Furthermore, they
exist for the trained and patient eye and
hand; they elude the gaze of the superfi
cial observer. The identification of them

is the reward of long years of patient
research, and the finder is the discoverer
of a pearl of great price.”
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ECONOMICS 1N MENTALITY.

ONDERFUL achievements

have been made in econo

mizing the forces employed in

nearly all industrial arts. In navi

gation, agriculture and manufac

turing, great ingenuity is displayed

in saving time, space and material.

An enterprising American has

recently invented a pneumatic lock to

be used in a canal connecting the

Atlantic seabcard with the great

lakes, which, it is estimated, will

reduce the expense of freight trans

portation seventy-five millions of dol

lars per annum. This is the result

of appreciating water, steam, etc., as

forces in commerce.

Now one of the great needs of the

age is to economize moral and

intellectual force. The almost uni

versality of every form of vice

and crime indicates only too clearly
that the elements of human

character have not been utilized

and controlled in a degree equal

to the advance in other directions.

Why should the world march forward

with giant strides in every depart

ment except in the regulation of
human mentality? We reply, simply
from the fact that people have studied
trees and flowers, earth and sky,
stones and stars, birds and bugs,
water, steam, electricity, etc., while
they have ignored the true science of
mind.

When people study the external, or
physical, world they usually proceed
in a rational, consistent and logical
manner. Hence they accomplish
great practical results. They deal
with actual conditions and facts, con
sequently they are rewarded by
discovering valuable truths. But in
the realm of metaphysics, theory,
speculation and superstition have too
often taken the place of observation,
experiment and demonstration, and
the result has been that the usual
philosophical diet has been one of
husks. Mental science, in the con
ventional educational institutions, is
still so vague and impractical
that the most gigantic blunders
are still constantly made in the
education and government of man

.,._,W,_...J
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kind. If our leaders understood

the constitution of the mind as it is

explained by phrenology this state of

things could not long exist. If the

people were educated up to a knowl

edge of the mental tools with which

they work they would not be so heed

less in their methods, or answerable

for so many failures. In that case

one of the first improvements would

be a general obedience to the laws of

heredity. People would know some

thing definite about the production
of genius. There would be also

such an appreciation of the better

elements of human nature, that true

genius would not be allowed to

starve, as it so often is to-day, while

arrogant ignorance is fostered and

féted in the high places of the world.
If people had a sense of economy in

the use of goodness and intelligence

they would waste less brain and

money in efforts to do the impossible

among the obstinate and degraded
nations of Africa and Asia. But they
would give more money and time to

the development and encouragement
of geniuses among our own race who,
if protected, would be able to become

missionaries for the whole world.

Most people do not appreciate the

advantage of breeding and multiply

ing virtue and intelligence in human

nature, because the superior elements

of the mind are not, as a rule, scien

tifically understood. Phrenology

analyzes the mental elements as no

other science can, and thus points
the way to an intelligent develop
ment of the forces most needed in

the improvement of the race. Phren

ology should therefore be made a

guide not only in the schools and

colleges, but also in determining the

adaptation of any individual to labors

of such importance as to interest the

community at large. Let the valu

able geniuses be sought out, and, if
need be, pensioned by the govern
ment as they are in Germany. Let
us have fewer expeditions to the

North Pole; fewer explorations among

the prehistoric rocks; or less con

templation of the stars, if we can

thereby gain time to explore the

world of human mentality and bring

to light its hidden treasures. Let
us crown with laurels the men and

women who have the genius to find

genius, and who are good enough

to protect it. Let us all vie with

each other in making goodness and

intelligence more popular. Let us

emphasize in religion the sentiment

of charity, and put a premium upon

all that augments moral and intel

lectual force.
' '

a . .. ._* -. -_

ANOTHER WORD ABOUT 'I‘OLSTOI.

R. ALICE B. STOCKHAM, of

Chicago,thewell-knownauthor
655, who was interested in our sketch

of Tolstoi last month, wrote us a

private letter about him which we

thought would be very acceptable to

our readers, and so obtained her per

mission to publish it. It is especially

valuable as a statement of the great

reformer's remarkable view as to per

sonal immortality. It will probably

surprise many of his admirers, to

learn that he believes in the annihila

tion of individuality at the change we

call death. On this point his' belief

seems to be essentially the same as

the doctrine of the materialistic

school. If Tolstoi is a true Chris
tian prophet we may well wonder

what further interpretations are in
.
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store for us. As to his opinions in

regard to marriage and individual

ownership of property, we cannot

help thinking that he ought to study

the natural constitution of the human

mind as revealed by phrenology.
Dr. Stockham's letter is as follows:

I regret that I did not know you
were going to write of Tolstoi. I
could have given you several impor
tant hints concerning him. I spent
two days at Yasnia Poliania, his
country home—two days that were
the most wonderful of my life. I
have pictures of him and of his wife.

His entire family is very interesting.
Tolstoi has heavy, thick lips, de

noting very passionate amativeness;
heavy set brows—one may say stern
looking—but his eye is as sweet and
pure as that of a child. To me he

illustrates a great conquest over in
herited tendencies through a knowl
edge and recognition of the spiritual

life.’ This is why you detect a differ
ence in the eye-sin different portraits.
The eye is truly in his case the win
dow of the soul. Tolstoi told me

that “ mind, or spirit, is all; my body
is only an expression of what 1am.”
He does not, however, believe in

continued individualized existence.
The non resistant doctrine taught by
Christ has the greatest interest for
him. He is truly a great soul, but
in his greatness as simple as a child.

Tolstoi's greatness is mainly in his

fidelity to his convictions. He is the

most genuine, honest follower of
what he believes to be the teachings
of Christ that I ever met. I believe
if all, or even half, could and would
follow Christ's doctrine of non-resist
ance, and put absolute trust in their
fellow men, we could remove all bolts
and bars from our doors, and in an

incredibly short time jails and peni
tentiaries would become unnecessary.
The power of trusting the good in
man has never been fully tested.

Yours sincerely,
Aucs B. S'rocxr-nm.

DEATH OF PROF. WILLIAM H.
GIBBS.

HIS early and popular advocate
of phrenology, who entered

the phrenological field with the
late P. L. Buell in 1838, while
George Combe was making his
American tour, passed away on the

15th day of September, 1895, at his
home in Lyons, Iowa. His age was

seventy-six.
In 1839 Mr. Gibbs invited Nelson

Sizer to join him in phrenological
work, and they traveled together for
about a year. Mr. Gibbs followed
phrenology as a traveling lecturer for
eight years.

He was born in Coxsackie, New
York, February 2, 1819. His father
was a native of Blandford, Mass, and
a year after his son's birth returned
to his native town, and established
himself as a merchant.

At the age of nineteen, William
commenced lecturing on phrenology,
and was attractive, popular and ex

ceedingly enterprising and industrious
in that field. In 1845 he and his
brothers succeeded their father in the
mercantile business at their home in
Massachusetts; but becomingimbued
with the desire to go West, William
disposed of his interestsin Massachu

setts, and in 1854 located in Lyons,
Iowa. A year later he married Miss

Julia E. Shepard, of Blandford, who
died three years ago. One son was
born to them, Eugene 5., who sur
vives.

Prof. Gibbs accumulated consider
able property in handling real estate,
and for many years he has been de

voted to study and to literary work,
He became so well informed in the
science of astronomy that he was in
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vited to deliver public lectures on the

subject, and became connected as as

tronomer with a neighboring uni

versity, in which he delivered lec

tures, and that relation continued

until his death.

He had the faculty of making what

ever he touched popular and profit

able, and was able to present it in

such a way as to bring the sunny side

of it to view.

His social qualities were strong,
and he had hosts of friends, and not

one enemy. He became a thirty
two degree Mason, and was also an

active working member of the Meth

odist Episcopal Church.

Thus the elderly phrenological lec

turers are, in the order of time, clos

ing their work and leaving the field

to the cultivation of younger heads

and hands, and we are reluctantly

obliged to say,
“ Friend of our early

days, farewell." N. S.

.__‘_.*‘h__ _

THE PHRENOLOGICAL CENTENNIAL.

N an editorial last January we

used the following words: “It
is now ninety-nine years since Gall

began his lectures in Vienna, and
when the phrenological centennial

arrives we hope to celebrate the oc

casion in some fitting manner."
Within the last few weeks we have

been reminded of this matter by the
editors of Human Nature, of San

Francisco, and Tbe P/zrmologiral

News, of Chicago. These wideawake
Western friends suggest that we hold
some sort of national phrenological

congress next year in honor of our
centennial anniversary. There can

be no question as to the immense ad

vantages that would follow from such

a convention. We ought to begin to

prepare for it immediately. Let in

vitations be extended to a number of

the ablest members of our profession

to prepare special addresses for the

occasion, so that representatives of

the press and other visitors may

carry away the most favorable re

ports of our work, and publish to the

world an amount of truth about us

that will arouse profound public in

terest in our cause throughout the

entire country. We should not miss

such a splendid opportunity to vindi

cate our noble science and extend

our influence into numberless new

channels. As to the place of meet

ing, of course we shall have to be

governed by the wishes of those who

participate. Naturally, we in the

East would prefer to hold the con

gress in New York, and we hope that

this city will be selected. Let us

hear from friends who are interested

in the project, and without delay.

_____*.___.
A DELAYED PHRENDGRAPH.

E trust that our readers will
not be disappointed on ac

count of our failure to pub
lish in this issue a phrenograph of
the famous merchant Charles Broad

way Rouss, of this city. It was

announced on the cover of the Octo

ber number, and we can safely

promise to introduce Mr. Rouss to our

readers in the near future, when we

hope to have some better portraits
than we would have been able to pre
sent this month.

Mr. Rouss is one of the most re

markable conquerors of difficulth 5

ever known, and we hope to explain to

Qurreaders the secret of his success.
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HYPNOTISM AND WITCHCRAFT.——E. M. H.

--The extreme and illogical notions that

tend to become current to-day regarding

hypnotism should be earnestly opposed

by those who know from careful experience

what hypnotism is. Coupling it with witch

craft, obsession and divers hysterical and

insane phenomena is unworthy of modern

intelligence and science. There are great

possibilities of benign achievement in the

use of hypnotic suggestion with under

standing and discretion. Its mischiefs are

due to ignorance and a morbid mental

ity for which we have no apology to

make.

Is lT PHYSIOGNOMICAL'P—J. A.—In a sense

the readings of the phrenologist are physi

ognomical. He studies the form of the

head and the physil logical features of the

general make-up in order to determine the

mental disposition. It is externals he has

to deal with directly, and he must be guided

by their indications. Dr. Gall, in speaking

on one occasion of the various names that

had been given to his theory and teachings,

said: “I am a physiognomist,"thus recog

nizing the relation of the outward form and

character of the head and body to the

mind. It should be remembered, however,

that the brain in its growth imparts peculi

arity of form in general to the cranium—

see Holden's “Landmarks, Medical and

Surgical"—so that in interpreting cranial

forms we are discussing brain forms and

the central agent of faculty. Phrenology

covers the physiognomy and physiology

of mind.

A CRIMINAL TYPE or MArL—S. E.—We

do not believe in a class or order of men

and women who are criminals by nature,

although so much is said about it to-day

by certain anthropologists. The condition

of mental defect through which temptation

or suggestion to evil acts may operate il

more the result of imperfect and vicious

training than of any natural propensity.
Children, by reason of their imper

fect development, are easily led to

commit acts of serious impropriety and

wickedness. They will lie and steal and

do other things condemned by the law of

morality, yet we do not class them as

criminals. If, however, a child does not

receive judicious training, it willgrow into

maturity with that moral imperfection and

intellectual unbalance that renders the

adult prone to do wrong and incur the

odium of society and the law's punishment

for offenses.

ANTITOXIN-SERUM-ORGANIC

—M. D.—This seems to be an era

of fads in medicine. Many concoctions.
derivatives, extracts, cultures, etc., have

been introduced with loud trumpeting,

only to be forgotten in a short time.

Strange how forgetful the profession

seems to be of the principles of physiology
and hygiene. Otherwise most of the new

“discoveries" would not be tolerated for

an hour. Rational treatment is what the

world needs. The best results are obtained

where the patient is comfortably kept, has

good nursing, careful feeding, good air,

clean surroundings and cheerful considera

tion. Consumption, for instance, is best

treated with good food, lung gymnastics,
baths, massage and mentalhygiene. The
wonderful success at Graefenberg and

Woerishufen were and are due to the

hygiene, mental and physical, applied
there.

EXTRACTS.
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In thla department we give short review: of ouch

N“ Boon as publishers see fit to send us. In these

reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satia

fuctor-t'lyandjuatly, and also tofm'nislt our reader!
with IIlCh information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular ml.

umoforpereonal use. It is our Irish to notice the

better clan of books issuing front theprean, and we

hwm publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publications, especially those related in any way to

mental and phyniologicul science. We can mall.
amply any of than noticed.

How TO STUDY STRANGERS BY TEMPERA

MENT, FACE AND HEAD. By Nelson Sizer,
Author of " How to Teach," " Choice of
Pursuits," " Forty Years in Phrenology,"
etc., etc. Illustrated, 8vo, pp. 367. Fow
ler & Wells Co., publishers, New York.

The appearance of another bbok by the

veteran phrenologist and lecturer so well
known in America, Prof. Nelson Sizer,
will be cordially welcomed by a very large
class of people. Especially will this be

the case because it was assumed that his
"Forty Years in Phrenology," which ap

peared in 1882, would be his valedictory, so

to speak,in the book-makingiine. But now
in his eighty-fourth year he has completed
a work that shows no failure of mental
vigor, but rather that freshness of view and

alacrity of spirit which belong to the man

who keeps in the front of thought and

knows what others are doing in matters
that have aught in common with his own

sphere of work. The fifty chapters of this
book cover a broad range. The stranger,
whether child or man, is analyzed on all his
sides. The study of temperament is ex

haustive and forms in itself a notable
addition to the literature of human physi
ology. What talent consists in and its dif

ferentiation from culture are taken up and

fully exhibited. What capacity signifies
and how it may be brought out through

appropriate training and applications; the

culture of children, exemplified by numer

ous examples and portraits from life; the

professions and their requirements of or

ganization and culture; success and what

it means to the man and society, are

among the topics that receive the careful
and efficient consideration that an experi
ence of sixty years in observing human
nature from many points of view renders
the author competent to speak of with

authority. The work is specially interest
ing in its character studies, most of whom
are of people eminent in their individual
spheres. And those not eminentor widely
known have some peculiarity of organiza
tion and mind that renders the phreno
graphs worthy of attention and value as

subjects of analysis. The many illustra
tions, 315, add their interest as object
lessons, and here and there is one with a

flavor of quaintness or humor that is im
pressive. Taken as a whole, should the

author write no more, this last volume
must be regarded by all who have the

privilege of reading it as a book fit to

round up the long list of his outgivings to

the world of science and letters.

PERPETUAL Your". By ELEANOR KIRK,

author of “The Bottom Plank of Mental
Healing." 16mo, cloth. Brooklyn,
N. Y.: Idea Publishing Company.

Not quite in the line of " Mental Heal
ing" as generally understood, and with
more real, satisfying truth for the average
reader. We are sure that out of the fiber

of an experience by no means all sunshine
E. K. has evolved the sweet encourage
ment that glows through the crisp lines.
An excellent little book for those people to

read especially who are embittered by the

anxieties and ills of life—for those who
tread a path hard beaten by the feet of
drudgery and servile function. Good ad

vice for tired mothers, dejected daughters,
misanthropic sons.‘ It is what the mind
can do for us in maintaining mind and

body fresh and cheerful that forms the

text and spirit of the volume. Really we

are grateful to E. K. for her wholesome
talk and counsel its wide reading.

ISRAEL'SGREATEST PROPHET. An excellent
discourse in the graphic and incisive
manner of Dr. Hastings, editor of The

Chrirtian. The persona propeia of whom
he speaks is Moses. Boston, Mass.



PROF. COZENS(Class of '91) will lecture in
the Red River Valley through November
and December, and will be glad to see his
old friends again.

DE L. SACKETT commences a course of
six lectures under the auspices of the
Modern Woodmen of America, at Belvi
dere, Il|., October 10, '95.

GEORGE W. MoYLE writes from Salt Lake
City: “1 am now with Prof. Alexander.
Just returned from an experimental trip
through Idaho and southern Utah, and ex
pect to join the professor on the following
Saturday in a trip to Montana.”

PROF. C. A. GATES, class of '88, will be
at West Salem, Wis., for some time to
come. He sends us orders for charts, and
also gives some good suggestions for the
columns of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
We wish him success.

WE have just heard from H. E. Swain,
class of '70. He has been indisposed, and
had to give up the lecture field for awhile;
but, after much needed rest, he hopes to
keep in the field for the season. He has
our good wishes.

PROF. MORRIS has given two lectures at
Owatunna, Minn., and expects to give
twelve more at that place of five thousand
inhabitants. He is doing very well. In
about a week he expects to visit the phren
ological societies in St. Paul and Minne
apolis, and in November hopes to com
mence lecturing in Faribault. He contem
plates staying in southern Minnesota all
the winter. He writes that one day he
worked from 8 A..\t. t0.II.50 RM. Had a
crowded house that night and a full house
the night before.

PROF. W. G. ALEXANDER is now at Butte,
Mont. He has been having crowded
houses, according to the reports of the
local papers, and his lecture on "Love,
Courtship and Marriage" was a decided
success. The Professor is doing good
work in that section of the country; he
obtains good prices for examinations; he
retains the respect of the community; is
an able examiner, and we only wish that
more of our graduates would follow such
lines of presenting the subject as does
Prof. Alexander.

MR5. JEAN MoRRis ELLts, class of '94,
writes from Frederickton, N. 8., that she
has has just finished a course of lectures at
St. John which the best people of the town
have attended. She paid $35 a night for
the Opera House. She left St. John with
very pleasant reminiscences of the place
and people. The press were particularly
courteous to her.

DR. MARTHA J. KELLER, 27 Arcade, Cin
cinnati, Ohio, writes: ‘The Cincinnati
Phrenological Society opened October 4,
with very flattering prospects for a suc
cessful year, locating themselves in the
new Odd Fellow Temple, corner of Seventh
and Elm streets. A large number were
present. Six new members admitted, and
several names given in as candidates for
membership. Meetings are to be held on
the first, third and fifth Fridays of each
month. The president elected was J. B.
Bienz ; vice-president,; Dr. Oscar Todhun
ter; treasurer, D. Dennon; secretary, Mrs.
M. Youngson; corresponding secretary,
Dr. Martha J. Keller. It is hoped that all
Cincinnati will avail itself of this oppor
tunity for improvement, as the invitation
is extended to all to attend these meet
ings."

BEFORE this number of Tm: JOURNAL
reaches our subscribers the class of 1895 of
the American Institute of Phrenology will
doubtless have been graduated. This
eight weeks’ course of instruction we hope
will be serviceable to each and every one
of the thirty-five graduates, in their several
walks in life. At the gatheringin the class
room with the preceptors for the last time
on the 26th day of October, diplomas will
be handed to the students to aid them in
new fields of thought and occupation. Of
course we shall miss their faces here, but
trust that they will not allow us to forget
them. We hope they will keep us informed
of their whereabouts. their prospects, and
their doings, always remembering as has
been frequently mentioned in these col
umns, that there is room for werygood
phrenologirt in this great world. Let them
see to it that their names appear as often
as possible in the " Field Notes" of THE
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. The Fowler 8:
Wells Company is always readv to receive
and answer correspondence from its co
workers.
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WILLIAM JOSEPH O‘SULLIVAN, B.A., M.D., LLB.

A PHRENOGRAPH FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

BY EDGAR C.

HE individuals who are most
typical of a race, creed, pro

fession, trade or sex are not likely to
be the highest representatives of their
class. The marks that render them
typical are, as it were, the scars they
have won in battle. They are hedged
in bya narrow environment, and they
have been warped to fit it. Impres
sions stamped again and again on the

same spot leave deep furrows. The
draught horse is bony; the carriage
horse is sleek and smooth. In the

humblest strata of life people depend
upon physical force. On the next
plane cunning is employed; then
philosophy, and finally love.

The typical lawyer, as we picture
him phrenologically, is something like
the draught horse. He has to work
hard, and the sinews of his character
are salient and rugged. He has to

deal with belligerent opponents, and
he naturally fights them. Combat
iveness is therefore one of his domi
nant faculties. He must circumvent
tricksters, hence he employs secret
iveness. We fancy him also as pos—

sessing the gift of gab. He must
make up in words what he lacks in
ideas, and when facts are weak he

must wax eloquent. Finally, as he

BEALL, M.D.

is shrewder than his clients, we think
of him as having the largerjustice
and sympathy for himself when he
demands his fees.

But in great lawyers these typical
marks are usually indistinct, and in
some instances they are not only
wholly invisible, but actually oblit
erated and replaced by the very
opposite traits. To be a great law
yer one must be a great man, and a

truly great man is neither a usurer, a
lover of war, a trickster, nor a chat
terer of empty words. The great
lawyer's chief weapon is pure intelli
gence, while the greatest lawyer has
a wealth of both brain and heart.

Among the members of‘the New
York Bar that stand above the petti
foggers as a Pegasus soars above the
poor jade at the plow, one of the
most brilliant and promising is Dr.
W. J‘

. O'Sullivan, who has recently
leaped into fame almost at a single
bound. He is a handsome man, and

it requires no expert to see that he
comes of excellent stock. He is

five feet nine and one-half inches in
height, and weighs 185 pounds. His
hair is a sort of golden alloyed with
silver, very fine in texture, and
naturally wavy. His.eyes are so
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deeply blue that unless seen in it enough to constitute a perfectly
strong light they appear almost black. conic hand, we should infer that the
His mouth and nose are very refined, qualities of this type, while exerting
and he has a well-formed ear. considerable influence upon the char

His hand is remarkably flexible, acter, are by no means dominant.
rather long, and approaches the conic His temperament is one of the
variety. He wear a 73'} glove. The most interesting, and as it is essen

DR. WILLIAM J. U'SULLIVAN,

conic hand betokens sentiment, im- tially feminine, we might even call it
pulse, poetry, eloquence, sympathy, fascinating. It is known as the san
music, intuition, faith,occultism, and guine-nervous, or that phase of the
art rather than science. But as in vital-mental in which the blood is
the present subject the palm is not especially warm, and the entire ner
broad enough or the fingers short vous system from head to_foot so
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supcrsensitive as to enable its pos
sessors almost to think with their
knuckles and elbows. Their nerves
seem to be more than transmitting
wires, and we can fancy their blood
strangely magnetized as well as
vitalized. This is a temperament

actors and barristers of that fertile
brained Hibernian stock. Its most
important modification of mental
action is in imparting great ardor to
the sentiments, and brightness and

celerity to the judgment.
Dr. O'Sullivan has a large head,

DR. WILLIAM J. O'SULLIVAN.

often found among the Irish, and

seldom seen in this country, except
as an importation. It was the con

stitution of Thomas Moore, and has

been characteristic of numberless
poets, priests, orators, statesmen,

measuring 22% inches around the
base, and 14% inches over the top
from ear to ear. The frontal lobes
are decidedly predominant, as may
be seen by the length of the develop
ment forward of the ear. In the
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back head tne strongest element is
the love of children. The cerebellum
is rather large, but if he had a family
he might be more devoted to his
children than to his wife. But even
then his wife need have no fear of
not receiving abundant affection.
Friendship, of the clinging, tenacious
kind, that can never endure separa
tion, is not present in a high degree.
But on account of his genial manners
he will be reputed to have more at
tachment than he really feels. Con
tinuity was naturally deficient, but
has been considerably developed as a

result of studious habits. This is
evident by the taut condition of the
cranial integuments; the distance
from the ear to the upper back head
being short.

Combativeness is well indicated,
but with his combination of other
faculties and temperament he will
u )t manifest the attacking or con
tentious phase of it. He will have

courage without quarrelsomeness.
Destructivenessis moderate. Cruelty
is almost impossible to him. The
head is narrow in the whole region
just above the ear. Secretiveness
and love of property are both feeble.
This is a nature in which candor and

spontaneity of expression are among
the most noticeable traits. Rigid
economy in the use of money
would actually give him pain.
Cautiousness is the strongest of the
faculties that might be called self
protective. Approbativenessisquite
active. He will crave recognition,
appreciation, and sym )athy. As his
intelligence creates high standards
of merit, he will be ambitions to
achieve colossal success, and as he
is generous enough to assist others
in climbing the ladder of fame, he
cannot justly be accused of selfish

vanity.
As is usual in this combination, the

sense of self-valuation is weak. In
this respect the Doctor is

,

perhaps,
a typical Irishman, if not a typical
lawyer. He needs more confidence
in the stability and worth of life in

general as well as in himself. He is
disposed to think his own triumphs
of too little importance, and he is
thus led to explore many new fields
in the hope of discovering or doing
something that will seem to him
really great. He has, however, a
sort of instinctive sense of his ability
to discharge the duties of leadership,
probably as a result of ancestral in
dependence, or from an intellectual
measurement of his power. Thus, if

present where a panic should strike
an assembly of people, he would re
main cool, and by a few words would
restore the composure of the crowd.
But after it was over he might reply
to those who thanked him, “Well,

I am glad I helped you—but what of
it?"

As to moral faculties, the principal
top-head developments are in the
region forward of a line upward from
the ear. This upper frontal terri
tory of the brain is especially femi
nine, while the rear crown is mascu
line. The frontal top head is an
added or advanced growth beyond
the rear, just as Ere was a later and
more beautiful product than Adam.
The difference in the moral quality
of these two brain regions is the same
as the general distinction between
the Old and New Testaments. One

is the gospel of law, the other oflove.
One is a plea for justice, the other
for mercy. Dr. O’Sullivan has,
therefore, a great deal of the " milk
of human kindness." The writer re
marked to him that he would not
succeed as a prosecuting attorney,
and he emphatically replied that in
such a capacity he would be worth
less.

A glance at this forehead shows a
massive intellect, although it has not
yet reached its full maturity. What

a diameter through the temples!
Here is enough constructiveness
for a naval architect. This is a
fountain of expedients It suggests
a thousand methods and contriv
ances. A legal process may become
under his hands a vast structure
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with as many compartments and in
tricate accoutrements as a modern
war ship. He can organize and
mold into shape almost any material,
from watch springs to the wires and
wheels of government.

Music is also shown in these tem
ples, though chiefly of the listening
phase. Ideality is large. This is a

poetic forehead. Observe, also, how
the lower portion juts out beyond
the cheek bone. These perceptives
are, for fact harvesting, to an or
dinary brain as a seine would be to a

hook and line for catching fish.
They sweep the wholeface of nature,
taking impressions with almost the

accuracy of a camera, and by the
“instantaneous process."

All forms of memory are in this
forehead—all perceptions of space,
configuration, motion, time, place,
sound, color and number—with the
one exception of order. The man
has too much genius to be orderly.
In the landscapes of his thought, cul
tivated gardens alternate with rich,
uncut pastures, stately oaks and
drooping willows—now a stretch of
woodland, here a mighty rock, and
there a gentle stream. He can talk
profoundly of the Vedas, the cerebral
ventricles, government bonds, hyp
notism, ophthalmology, phrenology,
the tariff, or the latest opera, all in

the same breath. Versatility is a

somewhat feeble term to apply to
him. He is not only at the front in

the legal profession, but he is said
to bewilder the experts in medical
science by his familiarity with their
technical lore.

As a philosopher, or in the domain
of abstract thought, he will accom
plish less than in the analysis and
classification of facts. He cares but
little for the arts of speech. His
power as a lawyer is largely due to

his marvelous appreciation of the

springs of human sentiment and pas
sion. He is a deep student of the

human brain. He knows the pro
found truths discovered by Dr. Gall.
He is a thorough anthropologist.

He has studied all that the conserva
tive colleges have to teach, and much
more besides. He does not wait for
a great fact to make its fortune in a

strange land. He is at the wharf
when it arrives to meet it with a
welcome hand. He knows the frail
ties, the helplessness of humankind.
This gives him charity, and with it

on. WILLIAM J. o’sULLIvAN.

the power to scale the heights which
no selfish man can ever reach in more
than name.

a
: e 4
:

a
: a * 4
:

Dr. William Joseph O'Sullivan was

born in the city of Cork, Ireland,
and comes of a fine old Celtic fam

ily. His father was a distinguished
physician, and at one time very
wealthy. Political revolutions, how
ever, led to the confiscation of a

large portion of the family estates,
so that after the son attained his ma

jority there was only a remnant of
the old fortune left, which with his
extravagant tastes he soon exhausted.
He received his collegiate degrees ini
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the universities of Edinburgh, Lon
don and Yale. His coming to this
country was almost accidental. For
some time he attracted a great deal
of attention as a specialist in veteri
nary surgery, having also received
a degree in this department of

science. He has been in New York
only two or three years, and as he is
only thirty-six years old, in view of
the great reputation he has already
acquired it is probable that his future
will be one of great national useful
ness and honor.

—>Q<———

HOW THREE PEOPLE DID EUROPE AFO0T.

BY Gaoact; C. BARTLETT.

LETTER IV.

WE
left Laukerbad with the

feeling that we had made a

good investment of our day. From
there we ascended the Gemmi, a

walk of about two and a half hours
up a well-trodden ptthway that was
first laid in 1736. It began to rain
before we reached the top, and we

were soon completely enveloped in
clouds. We climbed through them,
however, and occasionally emerged
intoa light open space. We found
a good hotel after our climb, where
we refreshed ourselves with a glass
of milk, and at once started to de

scend to the village of Kandersteg,
which lies in the valley on the other
side. Summer had left us long be
fore we reached the mountain top,
and before we had crossed the

Gemmi it seemed that we were in the
midst of winter. Our fingers were
like icicles, and the rain that fell
upon us felt like drops of ice water;
we frequently passed patches of ice

and drifts of snow. A lake lying
chilled among the rocks seemed

strangely out of place, as if it had

gone astray from its home in Italy,
and stunned by the cold was impris
oned there.

By wrapping my younger sister in
my overcoat and incasing myself in
awoolen nightshirt we escaped be

ing frozen, and were soon over the

Gemini and jogging down its other
side, where all again was green and
summery. As we dripped and
tripped down into the valley of Kan

dersteg, along by its river made of
flowing waterfalls, the sun smiling
on its sloping green hills so quiet
and restful, we could hardly realize
that a few hours before we had
passed through winterland.

The valleys here differ very much
in appearance; some are variegated
with fields of grain and vegetables,
while others seem a continuation of
sloping lawns where numerous cattle
tinkle their bells at each nibble of
grass. An occasional patch of pota
toes spreads out on the hillside 1n the
far distance, appearing as if a heavy
Turkish rug had been laid out on the
grass. In passing over the moun
tains and through the passes, we
meet many persons who are contin
ually saying “bwy'our madame;"

“ban/bur mansz'eur.
" We feel a kindly

fellowship for them, and in response
jabber a few friendly words.

We meet German students and
artists, and travelers from all coun
tries, each carrying his or her bag
gage in some peculiar way, the most
common being the knapsack resting
against the back, supported by
shoulder straps. In many cases a
kind of game bag was carried over
one shoulder.

It * * 1 ¥ l C

We spent last Sunday in Frutigen,
where late in the afternoon, as the
sun was setting, there passed through
the town an ideal tourist; he was
probably an Italian; strikingly hand
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some, six feet in height, and straight
as an arrow; he wore a soft hat of
white felt, with a colored feather at
one side. His whole costume was in
excellent taste, as if by accident, and
the conveniences which he carried
upon his shapely person showed him
to be an expert traveler. He was so

majestic and attractive that boys and

girls alike followed him through the

town, and the older people stood still
as he passed them with a smile and a

wave of his hand to his hat. He
covered the ground rapidly and
looked as if weariness was unknown
to his springy step. I think his home
must have been in Venice.

We expected to spend the night at
Kandersteg, but not liking the hotel,
it being early in the afternoon, we
concluded to add another ten miles
to our day's tramp. So on we
went toward Frutigen, passing
through valleys of rolling farms with
hills back of hills, and the honses on
them running up and over like a pro
longed stairway. Diligences pass us

frequently, and we peer at the tourists
thinking we may see someone from
our own country. We thought we

recognized Dr. Parkhurst the other
day, but were not sure.

Wereached Frutigenatfive o'clock,
concluding a hard day's work, having
left Laukerbad at 6.30 A. M., walking
up and across the Gemmi in the rain,
down on the other side to Kander
steg, and on to Frutigen, adistance,
we were told, of nearly thirty miles.

The next day being Sunday, we
attended the little Lutheran Church,
which shows far above the graves that
lie around it

,

and is surrounded by
bushes and flowers and clinging vines.
It was a primitive building, indeed.
Long beams of squared trees were
used as seats, and the gallery looked
like a hayloft minus the hay.

We have visited numerous towns
similar to Frutigen where the people
have remarkably comfortable homes
surrounded by fertile, well-cultivated
little farms. Everyone appears con
tented and is comfortably clad; but

more ignorant-looking nonentities I

have not met in any part of the world.
The women are gross and by no
means possess the French waist ; at
church their special dress-up appears
in clean calico aprons ; they usually
wear a folded handkerchief wrapped
around their ears, their hair being
bunched about the back of their
heads looking like plaited rat tails;
most of the men's clothing is home

spun and homemade. They wear
the most ridiculous looking frqpk
coats that end just above their hips
where the tails ought to have com
menced. At the top their trousers
are about a yard wide, gradually
growing smaller until they reach their
hob-nailed brogans. After church
the people assemble in the public
square, where the news of the week is

read aloud to them from the steps of
one of the public buildings.

I have heard of pigmies that live
in the mountains of Morocco. I

think the same species can be seen
in Switzerland. In the play of Rip
Van Winkle, the hobgoblins of the
Catskills make their appearance.
Surely their counterparts may also
be seen here; faces distorted; big
heads on small bodies; overgrown
boys and undergrown men; bent
over women, and women with goitre
and wens; men and women with dis
torted and twisted limbs; one
half of the community looking
as if they had fallen down from the
top of Mont Blanc or the Jungfrau.

I should suppose that in a town like
Frutigen we would see some men and
women of intelligence and culture,
who dress tastefully. One would
imagine that from a town of its size
some boy or girl would have been
sent to college, and have returned
with some intelligence—a graduation
look upon their countenances—but
no; they all appeared of the earth,
earthy, and they, the earth and the
rocks all blend together and will not
be separated, Sunday or week days.

The dwellings and stables are built
together, and the families sleep, eat

0
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and associate with the hens, pigs,
goats and cows, rolling around to
gether in nasty comfort. An odd
feature is the burning into the dwell
ing houses, when erected, the family
name, date, etc. ; and on the side of
nearly every home two bears are rep
resented standing on their legs facing
each other. The bear seems to be
the national coat of arms.

i i * ‘k 8 Q *

From Frutigen we walked to Spiez,
a distance of nine miles, and from
there took the boat on Lake Thun
for Interlaken. The view from the
boat all along was charming. Inter
laken is prettily situated between the
two lakes, Thun and Brienze, fronted
and backed by mountains, the chief
of which is the celebrated Jungfrau.
A perfect view of the village and' its
environments may be had from
the chalet a short distance up;
it is a very enjoyable walk and
takes you through a romantic forest,
where the trees grow so thick that
the sun cannot penetrate them.
Benches are stationed along the path
way, and rustic bridges span narrow
streams that go jumping down the
rocks. The chalet is called Heim
wehfluth.

Interlaken, like Laukerbad, has
also two attractions, Jungfrau Moun
tain, and one decidedly attractive
street named "The Hoheweg,"
shaded by venerable walnut trees.
On one side of this avenue is situated
a long row of hotels, each one trying
to excel the other in the beauty of
the grounds and in the growing of
plants and flowers; creeping vines
and playing fountains also add their
respective charms. The opposite
side of the street is one continuous
open park, well patronized by natives
and strangers by day and by night.
The avenue is particularly attractive
at night, when it is brilliantly lighted,
and the nicest couples in the world
are walking and chatting that same
old chat, while the music comes
floating over from the different hotels

and circulates through the nodding,
sleepy trees, over the avenue and far
into the park.

Switzerland is one great show
country, and I have seen enough
Baedakers in the hands of travelers
to pave the roads from Geneva to
Schaffhausen. Wood-carving is one
of the artistic occupations pursued
here; the shop windows are crowded
with choice specimens, and bear
hunting is pursued with vigor, nearly
every one investing from one to
twenty francs in a wooden bear.
German is the principal language
spoken in this part of Switzer
land.

The one particular attraction, how
ever, which makes Interlaken famous,
is the dazzling, eternal, snow-crowned
Jungfrau! It excels in magnificence
all other mountains in Switzerland.
Mt. Blane, which is probably better
known than any other, does not com
pare, in my judgment, with the Jung
frau. Mt. Blane lacks individuality.
It is so like its neighbor mountains,
that if one has not a good memory he
is apt to forget which particular peak
is Mt. Blanc. But there is no mis
taking the Jungfrau. She stands dis
tinct and alone, robed in white. Her
sister mountains close by are con
trastedly dressed in sober-hued gar
ments, in green and brown and some
times in bronze. The Jungfrau stands
just back of them, the others appear
ing to have drawn aside their clothing
that they might show to the lower
world their Queen in all her glory.
Frequently at the close of day
the sun acts as a calcium light upon
Queen Jungfrau, and she modestly
changes her white clothing right
before our eyes, and appears in bright
yellow or red, or other choice and
dainty tints manufactured while we
wait. Sometimes her white shoulders
lean against the sky, and they so
blend that the eye cannot separate
them to tell where earth ends and
heaven begins. She can be seen from
every part of the town, but always in
a different pose. Without doubt she
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is “ a thing of beauty and a joy for
ever."

The native Swiss dress is attractive,
and is worn principally by the bar
maids; one costume that I noticed
particularly was made with the
sleeves and bust of white muslin, the
bodice and collar of black silk vel
vet, with hanging chains of silver
fastened in the back, and in front
with rosettes of silver. A black
skirt and red silk apron were also in
the combination. The wearers of
these costumes seemed imbued with
the true spirit of patriotism.

I like to watch the St. Bernard
dogs that are largely employed here
in all kinds of go-carts, especially in
small milk wagons; they are har
nessed and hitched to one side ofthe
cart and jog along beside their mas
ters, master and dog pulling together,
the dogs wagging their tails and

looking up wistfully as if conscious
of the service they are rendering,
and longing for acknowledgment in
the face of‘ their superior side part
ner. They lie down as soon as the

wagon stops, and with one open eye
watch the delivery of the milk. If
in serving it the man passes out of
sight the dog remains quiet, but the
moment he emerges from the door
way the dog perceives him and signi
fies his pleasure by a wag of the tail
and a joyous bark.

* i I’ I’ t # i
From Interlaken we took an after

noon walk to Lauterbrunnen. The
word Lauterbrunnen signifies “noth
ing but springs;" and as we passed
through the valley we were reminded
of the suitableness of the name, for
waterfalls were showering down from
heights thousands of feet above, and
at every turn of the road the water
was gushing and foaming out of pic
turesque rocks.

The Trummelbach fall is the great
est, but We enjoy most the gauzy
dance of the Staubbach, and this is

apparently formed by a stream flow

ing across the mountain and falling

over the edge. On reaching the edge
the water is

,

no doubt, surprised at
the distance it is compelled to fall—
980 feet—and as it plunges over it

flies to pieces and is blown and
whirled into myrid fantastic shapes.
By day the sun colors it, and by
night the moon silvers it. It sprays
the grasses and trees far and near,
and appears like a veil of cloud drap
ing an invisible spirit. It varies in
size and form as the mother stream
increases or diminishes, but it is al

ways fascinating, morning, noon and
night.

Diminutive Switzerland, chosen by
nature for its exposition, bunches its
best specimens in this small country,
glaciers, wonderful combinations of
snow-covered mountains, beautiful
lakes, graceful waterfalls, tempest
ous gorges, refreshing springs and
peaceful landscapes!

A unique town is Lauterbrunnen;
one can hardly realize that it belongs
to this world when viewed from the
veranda of adistant hotel. Nature
did some of its finest work when it

constructed and put‘ together this
portion of the country, and man has
been polishing it 06 ever since; like
one step rising above the other
the houses stretch up the mountain
side, most of them having been for
years washed by the rain, and dried in
the sun, standing amid the grasses
and trees. Just at twilight a barking
little engine, pulling its train, moves
up the steep mountain, looking in the
far distance like a toy, unreal; but it

is a genuine train of cars actually
going up the mountain mile after
mile. It will cross the top and reach
the other side, and then down and
down and down it will cautiously
move until it stops at Grindel
wald.

A feature of some of the public
roads is seen in the lace-making done
by both women and girls. They
choose a shady nook and industri
ously work away until the traveler
appears; then they gather up a dozen
bunches of lace, and all smiles and
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graces come running after you solicit
ing you to buy.

* Q 8' i 1! ill *

One of the pleasant incidents of
mountain travel is an occasional rest
at the little wayside inns called can

teens, which you usually come upon
unexpectedly and often after walking
for miles without meeting anyone or
seeing a habitation. A small sum
mer house, shaded with vines, usually
adjoins the main building, in which
tables are spread. Fruitis displayed
for sale, also milk, wines, etc. Every
foot of the walk was interesting,
from Meiringen to Lucernc. For a

space of four miles we loitered along
the bank of the Sarner See, also by
the Lake of Lucerne. We rested
awhile at Sarnen, a large village.
Our bench was
church, from whence we heard some
good music and watched the children
courtesy and cross themselves as
they passed the door of the sacred
edifice.

We notice when nearing Lucerne
and going through these towns an

improvement in the people. Their
faces are more intelligent; the
houses are finer in appearance, and
we realize in many ways that we are
approaching a better part and nearing
the heart of Switzerland. Just
after leaving Alpnach Lake we
came ln sight of Lake Lucerne
and walked close by its side as we
wound our way to the city. At
Lucerne we were assigned rooms in a
little chalet on a steep hillside at the

edge of a pine forest, a dependence
to the Pension Suter. Our small
chalet was 300 feet above the town,
and the view was superb. We were
so pleased with our little Swiss
cottage, and so weary, that Ithink
had it been deeded to us we would
have agreed to remain there until the

day of our funerals. In the summer
months the people here appear to be
mostly occupied in entertaining
foreign guests. The lake is spread
out before them, fringed with excur

near a Catholic '

sion boats; the large hotels are
tastefully furnished and surrounded
with beds of flowers that do credit to
the artists, so beautiful are the built
up mounds of plants and blossoms a

perfect blending of all the colors.
At the Hotel Schweizerhof an

orchestra plays afternoon and night,
and the quay in front is thronged
with people—walking under the
chestnut trees or seated on the rustic
benches. It commenced to rain the
first night of our arrival in Lucerne
and continued through our stay of
four days; it had a dampening efi‘ect
not only upon our clothes but upon
our enthusiasm, and we fully realized
that unpleasant weather visits
Switzerland as it does other
countries, and forms the same theme
of disagreeable conversation.

The mist dimmed the view of the
glorious scenery, but the famous lion
of Lucerne was as impressively seen
through the rain drops as in the sun
shine; he lies within a solid rock from
which his maker Thorwaldsen chis
eled him as in the agony of death
caused by the thrust of asword in his
side, the broken blade of which still
remains. In the expression of his
face are depicted the sorrows of an
entire nation. Thorwaldsen placed
him there to commemorate the 0th

cers and soldiers of the Suisse Guard
who uselessly fell in the defense of
the Tuileries.

Lucerne is a walled city with nine
watch-towers erected in 1383, giving
the town an antiquated appearance
resembling a city of the Orient. The
only busybody that I noticed about
Lucerne was the River Reuss, which
continually babbles through the city
at great speed. Two very old
wooden-covered bridges run obliquely
across the stream ; they are odd curios
with painted representations inside of
Swiss history. Ducks and swans and
other kinds of bird swimmers enliven
the borders of the lake and river. A
splendid view of the city can be had
from the Gutsch, an eminence on
which is built a magnificent hotel.
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Poplar trees are quite fashionable in
Switzerland and line most of the road
ways like tall Sentinels. Another
special tree whose name I have not
learned is shaped exactly like a
feather duster, and is remarkable for
its different shades of green, from the
lightest to the darkest.

The churchesof this country, when
contrasted with the grandeur of the
churches elsewhere, amount to but
little; in fact, it is nature and nature
alone that makes Switzerland the
most attractive country in the world;
what man has accomplished seems of
small importance, and one’s interest
and enjoyment are away from the
cities.

Besides harnessing the dogs the

farmers appear to utilize all the other
live stock that may be about the

place. I noticed a single steer—
with drooping horns that came around
under his chin like ribbons to a bon

net—pulling a double wagon. ()ne
often sees bulls working singly and

in couples, and the other day I saw a

horse and a cow harnessed together,
while in another direction a steer was

pulling a load of hay to the barn.
In Lucerne, as in many other

foreign cities, you see advertised
HAmerican Bar," which signifies
that an American or another can

there procure a sandwich and a

whisky cocktail. Foreigners seem to
think that sandwiches and cocktails
are necessary to the life of an Ameri
can, and that Bass's ale and mutton
chops are indispensable to an English
man; this, I think, is a mistake.
When strangers visit a country they
naturally desire to drink the drinks
of that country, and eat its food.

That to which they are accustomed
at home they do not wish abroad;
at least it is so with me. The
“American Bar" especially is an
abomination, and in no other country
in the world do men rush up to a

counter and pour down their liquor
while standing. In all other places

people are seated at tables; they
drink slowly and enjoy their bever~

ages while conversing with their
friends or while reading and writing.
Let there be started abroad no more
“ American Bars."

Rowing is much in vogue on Lake
Lucerne, and the family dog is often
seen in the bow of the boat, looking
as if he enjoyed the sport as much as
any other member of the family.

One of the most popular excursions
from Lucerne is to Fluelen, the
principal attraction being Tellsplatte,
where a romantic little chapel stands
in honor of the myth. Myths often
teach wise lessons; but it seems
lamentable that the ignorant often
bow down and worship them as idols.

The number of artists that are
continually painting in the open air
of Lucerne testifies to the beauty of
the scenery.

Standing upon any of the bridges
which cross the Reuss one can form
an excellent idea of a street in
Venice, save that the backs of the
houses face the water; but here, as
there, they rise out of the water.
The ripplings lap against them as in
fair Venice. Several times I saw
people fishing from the windows of
their homes, and one little girl—I
like to remember her—threw out a

line from a third-story window. I
left her standing there, patiently
waiting for a bite, her face framed in
scarlet geraniums.

Much attention is paid here to the
trimming and fantastic shaping of
trees. Several walk-ways I have
seen entirely covered at the top by
shade trees whose branches had all
been trained to form a thick and
continuous canopy. In this country
they perfect their walks immediately
after a rain. The water standing in
the uneven places shows where the
gravel is most needed for maintaining
a smooth surface, and thus their
walks are preserved level and hard.
Wood-carving is practiced as a fine
art; choice articles are displayed in
all the principal streets, and the
voice of the cuckoo is heard from
thousands of curious clocks.



THE DUKE AND DUCHESS 0F MARLBOROUGH.

A STUDY FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.

BY THE EDITOR.

E Americans delight to speak - life.
of our democratic institu

But underneath our theories
and pretensions, human nature fre

THE DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH.

tions, and not without justice. We
love to think that here all men are free
and equal, and that titles and rank
have no part or place in our social

quently asserts itself, just as it does
in the Old World. We have our
aristocrats, plutocrats, and auto
crats, as well as democrats, and the
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fact that the government does not
oflicially recognize them neither de

stroys their power nor renders them
less interesting. Hence it is not sur
prising that the recent marriage of the

as to whether it was a love match.
The morals of the Duke and the

beauty of the bride have been the
themes of frequent discussions, and

many have been the surmises and

THE DUKE OF

young English Duke of Marlborough
to the multi-million heiress, Miss
Consuelo Vanderbilt, should have
awakened widespread curiosity and
comment. People naturally wonder

MARLBOROUGH.

predictions as to the future happi
ness of the young couple.

It is said that this wedding sur
passed in elegance and lavish ex
penditure every previous atfair'kof
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the kind in the history of America,
the cost being estimated at consid
erably over half a million dollars.

We are indebted to the courtesy
of the bride's mother, Mrs. W. K.
Vanderbilt, for the handsome new

photographs reproduced herewith.
In the picture of the Duke, there

are indications of two rather distinct
currents, one of which is much supe
rior to the other in point of refine
ment. He seems to resemble both
the paternal and maternal ancestors.
The sloping shoulders and narrow
lower face are particularly feminine,
and bespeak gentleness and a nega
tive rather than a positive character.
He is

,

evidently, rather adaptive,
and on this account will conform
without much difliculty to the social
standards he encounters, and will at
tract a good many friends.

He appears to be a blond, which
suggests activity and sensitiveness.
His affections are doubtless very ar
dent, and the curves in his lips and

drooping of the nose, and a certain
expression in the eyes, betoken cer
tain traits said to have been very
conspicuous in his father; but the
narrowness of his chin promises re
finement in the expression of his love
nature. If mated to his affinity,
there is probably no reason why he
should not be constant in his attach
ment.

As titled Englishmen are frequent

ly interested in pugilism and other
rough sports, no doubt the Duke of
Marlborough has been suspected of
similar tastes; but to judge by his
portrait, he would prefer amusements
that relate to imagination and aes

thetic sentiment rather than to phys
ical courage or strength. No doubt

it would require a great deal of
money to support such a man in the
style that he would like to maintain,
and if he had great wealth he would
spend .money very freely; but if

thrown into business and compelled
to make his own way, he seems to
have elements of character that would
make him successful in traffic. The

length and height of his nose leave
no doubt as to his ability to claim all
that belongs to him. With the ex
perience of a trader he would be
able to make good bargains. The
length of his nose denotes penetra
tion, apprehension, caution, sense of
human nature, shrewdness, and per
haps suspiciousness, with not a little
irritability.

The crown of his head is not re
markably high for an Englishman.
He seems to have rather more appro
bativeness than self-esteem, and
rather more benevolence than con
scientiousness. This is shown also
in the rather short upper lip. The
forehead is wide in the upper tem
poral region at the boundary line of
the hair. This indicates desire for
beauty and adornment. Width of
the forehead in this region is one of
the marks of an aristocrat; a nar
rowness here is a peculiarity of sav
age or other unaesthetic races.

The intellectual faculties all seem
well developed. He should have
good memory, powers of observa
tion, and also breadth of mental
view. He would not be likely to
focus his attention upon many de
tails. He would use neither a mi
croscope nor a telescope. He would
care neither to inspect an infusorium
upon the table before him nor the
largest star beyond the reach of his
naked eye. But he would be very
alert in learning everything within
the range of his normal vision. With
such a forehead he will quickly bal
ance the facts and conditions that
fall in his way. His judgment will
be good in striking averages; and
though not cool enough in tempera
ment to be a scientist, he will display
superior intelligence in general mat
ters pertaining to practical life.

* ill I» i i i .
We seldom have the pleasure of

seeing a more perfectly feminine
face than that of the young Duchess.
Every feature reflects simplicity and
sincerity. The mouth, chin and nose
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are all very girlish and guileless. This
is a tender, affectionate mouth.
Both active and passive love are
legible in the fulland evenly balanced
lips. There is no trace of malice or
cunning, and not even a great deal of
vanity in this mouth. It is very re
fined, and while adapted to enjoy
the good things of this world, it can
not be associated with the utterance
of an unkind word, or an appetite
for anything not sweet or whole
some.

Here is a thoroughly feminine
nose. It is not the nose of the
“ new woman." It is rather weak in
all the signs of self-assertion, ag
gressiveness, commercial tact, or the
other elements that confer ability to
take the initiative in large enter
prises or even ordinary affairs. What
ever women may think of this nose,
it willsatisfy all the men—atleast the

manly men. There is nothing of
Xanthippe or Mrs. Caudle about this
nose. In this feature she doubtless
resembles her mother.

The eyes are rather deep set and

probably a paternal inheritance.
They are speaking eyes with their
own language, but they do not care
for words. There is a considerable
distance between the eyes, which in

dicates perception of form. This, in
an organization of such fine quality,
is an almost certain mark of artistic
taste, especiallyin the direction of
drawing, sculpture, etc. As the

eyebrows in this young woman are

perfectly arched in the center at the

seat of the color sense, she will also
greatly admire painting. The fore
head very decidedly expands as it
rises in the temples. Music and

ideality are thusannounced; but with
the comparatively flattened lower
forehead it is not likely that her
talent for artistic execution will
equal her appreciation.

This woman will bear acquaintance.
She will be more and more admired
when intimately known, but will not
make much display of her abilities
before strangers. The form of the

top head is concealed in'the por
trait, but very much can be inferred
from the eye as to the quality of her
moral brain. Sincerity, truth, frank
ness, loyalty, constancy and gentle
ness are all expressed in these eyes.
The roundness of the eye opening,
notwithstanding the depth of the eye
ball, bespeaks fidelityin love. There
is no jealousy here. Her devotion
will never falter. Few faces ex
press more natural purity of charac
ter.

An unusual feature in the young
Duchess is the exceptionally long
neck. This is a mark of female
beauty according to some standards,
but it is not a guarantee of much
vital power. A long, slender neck
rarely accompanies a sagacious mind,
and is more natural to those that
spend money than to those that make
or save it. It presupposes timidity
and a non-resistant character. In
this subject the narrowness of the
nose, just above the nostrils, agrees
also with the slender neck as a nega
tion of commercial instinct. It is
thus evident that the great-grard
daughter of the old Commodore Van
derbilt isa very different sort of per
son from her distinguished, money
making ancestor.

There seem to be many reasons for
believing that the union of this young
pair is not a mercenary one as far as
they are concerned. There is a dif
ference of temperament, the Duke
being light haired and the Duchess
dark, therefore it is probable that
they will be magnetically congenial.
The Duke is rather self-willed and
impatient, while the young woman is
evidently amiable and yielding. The
Duke is also likely to be the more
fluent talker, hence he will naturally
prefer a good listener, such as this
young woman unmistakably seems to
be. Each is complementary to the
other in many ways, and if their
heads are only equipped with a
wholesome philosophy of lifeI they
may be very happy and useful as well
as ornamental.



PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

BY H. S. DRAYTON, LL.B., M.D.

DEFINITIONS.

0 understand any statement we
must know the meaning of the

words used in it. Already several
terms have been employed that neces
sarily enter into the consideration of
our subject, and of which a clear idea
should be possessed, and there are
others that will be frequently used,
therefore it is proper at this time to
define them.

First let us consider

THE NATURE OF MIND.

If we turn to a dictionary for a
definition of this term we will find the
statement that mind is the intelligent
principal in man; or that which
thinks, feels, desires, remembers, etc.
It is an active force that imparts to
man his individualism, and through
that individualism its variable nature
is reflected. Going back to the early
Saxon and Gothic languages, and
much further back, even to that
“ mother" of languages, the Sanscrit,
we find that the words man and mind
have an identity of meaning, and
show that the power to think and feel
was considered a special attribute of
human nature.

The literature of all ages shows
that much attention has been given
by the wisest men to the study of the
mind. A thousand guesses and the
ories have been ventured for the

purpose of explaining its nature ;

great folio volumes have been written
by ancient and modern writers on the
modes of mental action as shown in
human language and conduct; many
important truths have been revealed
that are of use in the exercise and

training of the mental faculties; but
of the source or essential character
of mind no positive knowledge has
yet been gained. That it is the
mmaterial counterpart or correlative

of the material body, the active,
emerging element that gives to man
his peculiar superiority in the world
of nature, his wonderful capabilities
of intellectual and moral advance
ment, demands our assent.

In its activity the mind exhibits
certain powers, qualities or faculties
that appear to be common to man
as an order of- being. Just as the
body is made up of systems and
organs, each of which has its special
work or function in the economy of
life, so the mind seems to be consti
tuted of many distinct faculties, each
having a part of its own to play, and
all in combination forming a com
plete, symmetrical character. Ob
servation and study have very clearly
settled the function of a large num
ber of these faculties and thus en
abled us to understand the causes of
the wonderful variety of human con
duct. We cannot analyze mind in
itseb‘ any more than we can analyze
electricity in itself, but we can study
the phenomena and effects of mind,
and trace them to the operation of
certain properties. Through long
continued study and experiment the
subtle fluid of electricity has been
found to possess qualities of a most
valuable kind, and while we may not
examine these qualities as a chemist
can a bit of chalk or quartz, observa
tion of their effects has finally so
adapted them to precise mechanical
uses as to promote the convenience
of business and social life in a most
remarkable degree.

Analogously, yet in a much more
careful manner, the facts and phe
nomena of human life have been ob
served: how expression is given to
the senses, feelings, desires, passions;
how men think, speak and act in their
varying relations to each other ; how
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events and circumstances impress
them, and give bias or direction to
conduct; how mental states affect the
body, and how bodily conditions
affect mental expressions—all these
have been examined and compared by
scholars and conclusions reached
that form the data for a definite sys
tem of mental philosophy or psy
chology.

Man has been compared to a “harp
with a thousand strings," each string
being an organ, yielding its special
tone, and, when broken or impaired,
not to be replaced by any other. The
mind is certainly compound in its
operation. We may not be able to
say how many faculties in all it has,
because more differ so much in their
expression of mental power; but we
know that there are many and that
they differ intrinsically from each
other. To reason, to imagine, to
hope, to fear, to perceive shape,
color, number, time, location, to
worship, to love, to be courageous,
vain, proud, honest, secretive, cruel,
friendly, kind, are each fundamen
tally different manifestations, and the
mental character of individuals is
known by the way in which these and
otherattributes are mixed in them.
Hence the study of mind on its
practical side is the study of charac
ter, and we are enabled to under
stand the great difference in dis
position and capability that exists
among people by noting the influence
of special faculties in their mental
development.

No branch of study is more impor
tant than this; none is more attract
ive to the earnest student. Dr.
Abbott says rightly, “every man
ought to know his own nature; his
bodily strength and weakness; his
mental strength and weakness; his
moral strength and weakness. A
knowledge concrete, not abstract,
practical, not theoretical, of human
nature, is essential to the best and
truest success in life—to health, to
development, to usefulness."

Prof. E. J. Hamilton says, in his

recent treatise on “The Human
Mind,”that we have “a well ascer
tained body of mental science," and
that “ no other employment con
tributes so effectually to develop
those powers of penetration and dis
crimination, which are the chief
elements of intellectual manliness
and maturity."

It is not too rruch to claim, we
think, that whenayouthis old enough
to study history, grammar, chemis
try, algebra, he is old enough to study
the principles that govern in mental
action. To-day, indeed, children
are instructed in the elements of
physiology at public schools, and
for the proper understanding of
that important part of human knowl
edge they need to be instructed
with respect to the workings of
the mind, its needs and the condi
tions of its development. As self
knowledge is the condition of true
culture, so at the start it certainly is
wise to impress upon the young mind
correct ideas of its constitution.
Moral development in the right direc
tion requires moral self-knowledge;
so, too, intellectual development to
be true must have forits guidance in
tellectual self-knowledge. Society is
burdened with thousands of people
who have grown up in a hap-hazard,
ill-directed fashion, and live unbal
anced, unhealthy, useless lives, be
cause their parents and teachers
never understood them, and they
never understood themselves. This
fact is becoming known more and
more among intelligent people, and
they are beginning to insist that more
attention shall be given to the study
of personal character in the schools,
that our youth shall be better pre
pared than they usually are for the
practical duties and work of life.

In this short treatise no attempt at
elaboration is made, it being the an
thor's object to set forth the princi
ples of mental action in a concise and
simple form, avoiding as much as
possible the technicalities so abun
dant in the writings ofmetaphysicians,
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and which often throw a veil of mys

tery over subjects that would other
wise be clear to the average intel
lect.

THE SENSES.

Through five physical organs or
sets of apparatus—sight, hearing,
smell, taste and touch—a knowl
edge of the qualities of material
objects is obtained. Each of these

organisms has a particular ofiice, and

their combined activity appears to be

essential to completeness of mental
growth.The impressions given bysight
are totally distinct from those given by
taste, touch, hearing and smell.
Taste supplies the mind with impres
sions totally distinct from those ob
tained through all the other senses,
and the same positive language can

be used with reference to touch, hear
ing and smell. One blind from birth
may beinstructed so as to distinguish
most of the common objects by touch,
but if sight were given him suddenly
he would be unable to say what it
was that he saw, although such a

simple thing as a hat or table, until
he had felt of it. This fact has been

repeatedly demonstrated. The senses
are called sometimes the “ Gateways
of knowledge," because they intro
duce man to the external world and

enable him to exercise his powers for
his instruction and enjoyment in an
infinite variety of forms.

WHAT IS FACULTY?

Faculty is a natural, independent
power of the mind, that is shown in a

particular manner. Through the
faculties the mind works in receiving,
reviving and adapting perceptions.
Through the faculties man shows ca

pacity for understanding, reasoning,
feeling, etc., and according to their
energy and training in special direc
tions he is strong or weak. Dr.
Porter says: "Faculty is properly
limited to the endowments which are
natural to man and universal with
the race."

FUNCTION.

This term is derived from physiol
ogy, where it is applied to the action
of the bodily organs, and its use in
mental science is similar—the nor
mal operation of a faculty is its func
tion.

PERCEPTION.

This is the process by which we

obtain a knowledge of external ob
jects. Two stages are notable in the
process:

1. The reception of impressions of
the qualities of objects through the
senses.

2. The formation of definite ideas
of the objects through the operation
of intellectual faculties.

CONCEPTION.

This is a power of the mind that
succeeds perception, and is of a

higher order. The meaning of the
term itself, coming as it does from
the two Latin words (on (with) and
capz'o (I take) indicates its applica
tion. The ideas of particular ob
jects, obtained through (per) the
senses, are taken by the intellectual
faculties and grouped or combined,
and we have conceptions or general
ideas as the results. The names of
objects having common properties, as
river, house, fish, bird, are products
of conception, and these objects
come into the mind, when mention is
made of them, with distinctness.
They are usually simple, requiring
the exercise of but few faculties for
their production. But conceptions
may be complex, made up of many
different ideas, and not merely rep
resent an object that we have seen.
In this case the exercise of many
faculties is required. Men differ
much in their range of conception
with regard to the same objects; and
this is due (1) to the different de
grees of energy that their faculties
naturally possess, and (2) to the kind
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of training which opportunity or ne

cessity has imposed upon them.

JUDGMENT

Is the power of finding the agree
ment or disagreement of two or more
objects of thought. Usually the

term is applied to the result obtained
by a comparison of the relations of
ideas. A- “proposition" is ajudg
ment expressed in words. The
higher or reasoning faculties are
chiefly concerned in the process that
leads to the forming of a judgment.

_..‘___. ___

WHAT YOUR PALM TELLS.

BY DORA M. MORRELL.

OT truer was it a thousand
years ago than it is to-day

that many there be “who, having
eyes, see naught." But it is for
tunate for mankind that all are not
satisfied to walk in darkness, and
that the torch of science is now
held higher than ever before.

Until the time of Cuvier, it was
not believed that from a single
strange bone a facsimile of the
entire skeleton could be constructed
and the habits of the animal thereby
determined, but to-day this fact is
familiar to almost every schoolboy.
Isit, then, any less reasonable to as
sume that the hand, supplied with
nerves, controlled by the brain, and
being its'most expert servant, should
show a man's nature, his manner of
thought and feeling?

One may say the lines of a hand
cannot foretell one's future, and
have in his favor all the arguments,
except the fact that they often do;
but it is otherwise with the indica
tions in the form of the hand inde
pendent of the lines of the palm and
fingers. It is not without reason
that no two human beings have
hands alike.

Palmistry is a science, but it is not
to be learned by everyone who is
interested in it. It requires good
judgment and observation, and those
qualities are not common. There are
books written on this science which
date back to 1480. One thing that has

brought discredit upon it is the readi
ness of each person who has learned

the main lines of the hand to consider
himself a palmist. As well might
one who had only mastered the al

phabet pose as a savant. Were the

knowledge of the alphabet no more
general than that of palmistry he

might escape detection save by the
few.

Some things are told by the palm
alone, and they are worth memoriz
ing. First, examine it as to size in
comparison with the whole body; its
length in proportion to the fingers;
its color, and whether the latter
varies; its hairiness, its pliability
and texture.

The length of the palm isa difficult
matter for a beginner to estimate.
The hand as it should be has palm
and fingers of the same length. Ex
cess of this either way makes the

fingers long or short, the palm large
or small. The perfect hand should
be firm without hardness, elastic
without fiabbiness, of medium text
ure and of a decided rosiness which
is not redness. D’Arpentigny, Des
barrolles, and Heron Allen are au

thority for these statements, which
the writer has seen repeatedly veri
fied.

The palm denotes the physical
attributes of a person, and should
not be too slim, nor should it be

thin. A thin palm denotes want of
strength. Slim, narrow and feeble
it indicates a weak and barren tem

perament. There may be a love for
art or music, but there will not be

vigor or aptitude for developing it.
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Such persons love little, but content
themselves with the love that is near.
They will never be slaves to a great
passion, because their natures are
too weak.

It may be slim, but shapely and
rather thick; then, if pliant, it

shows that the subject has an apti
tude for the pleasures of life, but
not to so great an extent that its
duties are forgotten. The same is

indicated even in a hand which is not
slim.

The hand that is thick and horny
belongs to a narrow-minded and
conceited person. Very thick and
soft, it shows the sensualist. The
hard hand indicates energy; with
some other signs borne by the fin

gers, it marks the athlete. It is not
the hand of the sentimental or the

sympathetic. It shows a disposition
to lean toward strict justice rather
than to mercy. It accompanies a

reasoning mind which works rather
slowly.

The soft hand belongs to him who
feels others‘ woes; to him who is

capricious, generous, lazy, and who
acts upon impulse. If the hand is

firm as well as soft, these character
istics are improved by the determi
nation which overcomes the tendency
to laziness, and the firmness which
controls one’s caprices. The worst
hand is soft, flabby, cool and (lamp
and never takes ‘a grip on anything.

A person with a hand like that can
never be reformed if he needs it

,

and is never to be depended upon.
Hands which are moist without sug
gesting perspiration are those of a

loving nature. The dry hand indi
cates avarice, and the clammy, treach
ery or cowardice.

Large hands belong to the strong
who delight in perfection of detail.
Small-handed people prefer every
thing on a large scale. The large
hand with unduly large, pliant palm
marks the egotist and sensualist.
Large and hard it indicates decided
animality; with excessive develop
ment it shows brutality of instinct.
Fine-grained skin will always be
found on a person of great natural
refinement, whatever the social posi
tion. It is by no means a prerogative
of the rich. A coarse texture marks
those who laugh at culture, and those
who like their pleasures highly spiced.
This class is not sensitive enough,
while the former is disposed to be
super-sensitive. The mean between
these is the best for everyday asso
ciations.

Much hair on the back of the hand
betokens inconstancy, while a quite
hairless and smooth hand denotes
folly and presumption. A slight hairi
ness bespeaks prudence and love of
luxury in a man. On a woman a
hairy hand always denotes cruelty.
Complete absence of hair upon the
hands indicates effeminacy and cowar
dice.

If the hands are continually white,
never changing color, or only in a
slight degree, with heat or cold, they
denote egoism, selfishness, and an
unsympathetic heart. Redness of the
skin—that which is natural, not in
duced by hard labor—denotes a hope
ful temperament. Darkness of tint

is preferable to paleness; pinkiness is

the best of all, showing a just disposi
tion and good health. If the hands
are tanned or discolored by labor the
skin on the arm shows the natural
color.



A PHRENOLOGIST'S PBE DICTION.

BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

CHAPTER IV.

Give me to drink mandragora.
-—-SHAKESPEARE.

AZEL RAYBURN had plunged
into Lethe, as she imagined.

She had floated downward, borne by
the rapid current, swiftly toward the
river in which, a few seconds more,
and her trials in this life would have
been over. But the force of the water
hurled her against one of the abut
ments of the bridge which crossed
the stream at a point on which a

man was walking. His attention was
at once arrested by the dark blue of
Hazel’s dress, and looking again in

tently, he saw a hnman face and form.
Taking off his coat and vest he
clambered as best he could down one
of the supports of the bridge far
enough to seize Hazel’s skirt, by
means of which he drew the light
form near enough to get hold of it
and climbed to his place above. Then
quickly putting the girl on her face
on the ground, with other efforts at
resuscitation, he was relieved to
know that she was breathing. As
soon as possible after the forces
of life had returned, or rather re
vived again, he ran with her in his
arms to a commodious looking resi
dence on the slope. He carried
her in, pulling off her outer wet
garments. A gentleman appeared in
the door, hat in hand, ready to go
out. “ Dr. Clifford,” said the man,
“I found this girl in the water here."

“ Bring her in," said the Doctor,
opening the door of a pleasant
library, and calling “Priscilla "

in a

tone which at once brought a sweet
faced, middle-aged woman into the
room. She seemed at a glance to
take in the situation, and left the
room, returning almost immediately
with blankets, in which she proceeded
to invest Hazel as quickly as she dis

robed her. Then stimulants were
brought and applied, and it was not
long before they had their effect.
The color came into lips and cheeks,
and Hazel endeavored to thank her
rescuer and benefactors.

“ Don't talk yet," said the Doctor,
as he scanned her face, which seemed

strangely familiar, for he never for
got a physiognomy he had once
studied, and his kind heart prompted
him to spare no effort in her behalf,
but as Hazel turned her head the
lover of phrenology, glancing at its
formation, said, “ Vitativeness small,
I knew it. We must develop it.
Priscilla and I have increased our
organs of benevolence by our care
for others. Priscilla is always doing
doing something in that line. Now
she will take you in hand and see
what she can do for you."

Priscilla smiled. “Don't think
that brother is absorbed in his the
ories. He is always studying phren
ological developments, and their re
lations to actions, but his heart is as

sound as his head."
A comfortable-looking negress,

with clean white apron, came in, and
said that a room was ready, and
Hazel was carried by the strong arms
of the man who had found her in the
water, Dr. Clifford's coachman, a
faithful fellow, who had been in his
service many years, into a sunny
chamber opening out of the library,
into which she was first brought. It
was spotless in its neatness, and on
the open hearth, Mahala, the colored
woman, was starting a fire with little
pieces of wood she called “fat
pine." It was delightful to lie in
the sweet linen, fragrant with the
clover which had lain in its folds,
and watch the crackling logs, now
all alight, and the flames of different
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colors, and feel a sense of homelike
ness she had never experienced with
Miss Lois.

“All this for a stranger," Hazel
thought. Every little while the Doc
tor or his sister came in to see if
anything was wanted, or to bring hot
broths at appointed times. When
ever Hazel tried to explain her situa
tion she was told “in a week or so
we will talk over your affairs, and
plan what is best to do."

Hazel was glad of the postpone
ment. Each day some new thought
for her welfare was shown, the Doc
tor never leaving for his day full of
engagements in the city until he had
first seen his now convalescing
patient at home. Hazel grew
stronger and better, the very atmos

phere of the home seeming to re-cre
ate her.

At the end of the week, however,
Hazel spoke of seeking a shelter
elsewhere, but her kind benefactors
would not listen to the proposal. She
must remain with them until some
better prospect opened. It was

plain that they were deeply interested
in her, yet their delicacy asked no
questio'is. At length she told them
of her pitiful, barren life, of her dis
appointed hopes in being obliged to
ablndon her plans for study, but she
made no mention of her discovery of
Philip Burton's baseness. The Doc
tor remembered his advice to Hazel.
"Stay with us," he said. “Have
you thoughtseriously of all the objec
tions to the life of an actress?"

“Yes,” said Hazel, “ I thought of
them all, after Isaw you in Ashmore.
But the pursuit of dramatic art would
fill all my thought with interest as
nothing else can do. Surely a good
life may help to elevate the stage,
aridI know the ideal I have before
me would elevate me. You your
self spoke of the many good men and
women in the profession."

“It is true." said Doctor Clifford,
“and if you will remain here with us,
in our home, which, of itself, will
give you protection, the offer—my

offer—it was a joint one with Pro
fessor Richmond (but it is best, for
some reasons, that at present even he

should not know your whereabouts),
is still open to you. Parents and
guardians often make innocent mis
takes in thwarting strong predilec
tions or talents for special pursuits in
life, forgetting or ignoring the laws
of individual growth. A letter from
Prof. Richmond to-day informs me
that you are dead, and your aunt is
wearing mourning for you. Under
the ‘circumstances I think you are
justified in leaving your friends under
that impression for the present, for
to return to your aunt would be buta
living death to you, and your tem
perament requires a life full of absorb
ing interests. Now remain unknown
until you are advanced in your art.
‘Nothing succeeds like success.’
When you are famous I shall invite
Miss Rayburn to come to see you.
This letter also give some account
of Ashmore affairs, and contains bad
news. Ruth Ashmore was deserted
by her lover on her wedding day !"

“Philip Burton !" said Hazel, in
horror at the double perfidy of the
man who had deceived her, recalling
every word he had spoken to her in
their last interview, which added
poignancy to the climax, “Philip
Burton l He must be base, indeed !

"

“Yes, Philip Burton," said Dr.
Clifford quietly. "When I made an
examination of that young man I
knew that he was unworthy, and when
Paul Ashmore privately consulted me
about him I said, ‘ Let women beware
of him.’ "

CHAPTER V.

Ten years have passed since Hazel
Rayburn found a shelter in the home
of Dr. Clifford and his sister, and she
is still an inmate of it

,

and a happy
one it has been to her. She has
received from them the affection and
care which parents bestow on their
children, and in return she has given
them the devotion of a daughter.
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Size has found lur plate in life. This
is the great secret of her success and

happiness. She has become a fine
actress, and is doing good to thou
sands, to whom her art is an instument
of ennobling instruction, and neces

sary diversion and relaxation. She
has been a hard student of Shakes
peare, and has been especially suc

cessful in her Portia, in the Merchant
of Venice. The good Doctor has

planned a little surprise. He has

invited Miss Rayburn to visit in his
home, telling her that his sister would
make her welcome, and that they
were interested in Ashmore people
since his stay there some years ago,
and that they had special reasons for
wishing her to come. It was a great
event fir Miss Lois to go from home,
but she decided to do so, and pre
pared for it with a due sense of its
solemnity and importance. When
she arrived Miss Clifford greeted
her cordially, and the Doctor made
her heartily welcome. When he was
alone with his sister, however, the

phrenologist remarked: “ Miss Ray
burn is a very good woman. She has

continuity and firmness well devel

oped, with other excellent qualities;
but she has no sympathy, and, there
fore, she can never understand our
Hazel! "

After the evening meal it was

proposed that Miss Lois should
accompany host and hostess to
the theater. At first it ‘was dif
ficult to persuade a woman who had
never seen a play in her life to go
to one, but on Miss Clifford express~
ing a desire to do so Miss Lois
agreed to go, feeling that at her
time of life no danger to her morals
would be incurred, yet inwardly
troubled at the effect of such example
on others. She was, of course, as
tonished at everything she saw, and
when Hazel appeared on the stage
she neither could nor would anyone
else recognize in the brilliant woman
the pale, miserable girl who lived
with her aunt at Ashmore. The
slender form had gained roundness,

the cheeks, once too thin, showed
lovely curves, soft outlines, and the

great, glorious eyes seemed to con
tain unfathomable depths of mean
ing. The Doctor and Miss Clifford
were proud of their prolege'e. When
she recited, “ The quality of mercy
is not strained," with her distinct
utterance and perfect enunciation,
even Miss Lois, who was a little hard
of hearing, lost not a word, and she
said, "It does beat all. Why, that
is as good as a sermon."

At the close Miss Clifford told
Miss Lois to prepare for a great sur
prise, and with much circumlocution
and tact and preliminary paving the

way for the. dénouemml, in which the
Doctor assisted, Hazel was intro
duced to her aunt, who found it
almost impossible to believe in the
truth of their statements, for her eyes
seemed to contradict their testimony
that the Hazel of the stage had
ever been the Hazel of Ashmore.

A man in a private box who was
seated by a disagreeable-looking
woman, richly dressed and wearing a

great many jewels, had thrown a

bouquet of flowers to the actress.
At the close of the play he sent his
card to the green-room and requested
an interview. Hazel read the name.
It was Philip Burton. She was about
to decline the proffered call, but
Philip, who had followed close upon
the steps of the messenger, appeared
at the door. Fortunately Dr. Clifford
had gone to the green-room also,
with a wrap for Hazel, when the lat
ter, drawing herself up to her full
height, and splendid in her beauty
and her scorn, presented Clifford to
Philip as her adopted father. The
phrenologist looked Philip Burton in
the face and said, “Scoundrel! I
recognized you at Ashmore."

CHAPTER VI.

In the old village, the scene of
the commencement of this story,
there had been great changes.
Paul Ashmore had become an invalid,
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and lived with Ruth in the quietest
manner. Mrs. Schuyler had grown
to be an intimate friend of the Ash
mores, and hardly a day passed that
she did not go to see them, and carry
flowers and fruit to Paul, from her
own garden and farm. Her home had
been greatly improved, evidences of
wealth and prosperity abounded,
and all her good things came, she
said, from “her boy over the sea."

“ Sister, the portrait is almost
done," said Paul, one morning. He
was very feeble, but his eyes shone
brightly, too brightly Ruth thought,
and his thin fingers trembled as they
took up the brush to put in the last
touches. “It is beautiful, but not as
beautiful as you are," said Paul.

“ It is far more so,"said Ruth, “for
your love flatters me. We will send
it to the exhibition to-morrow,” but
even as she spoke the brush dropped
from his hand, his head fell back,
and his rare and gentle spirit had
flown. Paul had finished his work
on earth.

Two months later the portrait,
with crépe twined about it

, attracted
the attention of all who went to see
the pictures at the academy.“ Honorable Mention” was on the
frame, but the form of the artist who
had painted ‘it was lying at rest, and
the spring violets that he loved were
blooming on his grave.

“You cannot stay here alone,
Ruth,” said Mrs. Schuyler, who had
never left the stricken girl since
Paul had been taken from her.
“Come home with me.”

“Ah, it is so sad here," said Ruth,
whiter and thinner than ever before,
“yet I cling to the old memories
and associations."

“Come for awhile,” pleaded her
friend. Ruth yielded. She closed
her house, wrapped her veil over her
face, and with Mrs. Schuyler walked
through lovely Ashmore, where every
spot was familiar, and yet all was
sadly changed. They arrived at the
Schuyler homestead, and as they

crossed the piazza, where roses and
honeysuckles climbed and bloomed,

a bronzed, noble-looking, brown
eyed man opened the door.

“ Mother! Harry! Ruth!" were
the happy exclamations. Yet glad
as was the occasion, Harry was ten
der as he was strong and true. He
would not wound Ruth, in her sor
row, with boisterous gayety. But
the old affection was in him, and he
showed it in a hundred ways for her
welfare. 1t grieved him to see Ruth
so changed and her pallor alarmed
him. He would suggest driving and
riding and all sorts of outdoor errands
to restore her health, tone and color.

“We cannot take Paul's place, and
you would not wish us to do so, if we
could," said Harry, “ but perhaps we
may make other places for our
selves."

“You have—you have always
had—your own," said Ruth.

Harry had come back with a for
tune, just as he had predicted he
should do, and, true to his word, his
first care was for his mother's com
fort.

“This place is yours now,
mother," said Harry one morning,
handing Mrs. Schuyler a legal paper
giving to her the deed of the
“Schuyler" property, as it was
called, although it had been in their
possession only through a lease of
many years.

“ It is time you owned
the home you have cared for so
long."

Harry Schuyler was a lion in Ash
more, where there were some man
euvering mammas and marriageable
daughters, as elsewhere. When it

was known, however, that he had
given the home to his mother the
said “mammas" thought his gen
erosity exceeded his judgment. But
Harry was untroubled by their opin
ions, and their daughters smiled on
him in vain,

Weeks passed and lengthened into
months, and still Ruth did not
return to her home, for whenever she
spoke of going there were urgent
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reasons proposed for her remaining.
It was not difficult to prolong the
time indefinitely, and to linger on
where each morning there was some
special service for her to render, and
when it seemed harder all the time to

dispense with the little cares which
Harry constantly' took upon himself
for her. Ruth was only too glad to
drift on from day to day without a
thought beyond the present.

One morning a letter which came
from japan was beside Harry’s plate
at the breakfast table. After he had

opened it and glanced over its con
tents Harry looked very grave, and
hardly tasted the coffee that was pre
pared for him. Saying that he had
important business in the city which
would detain him until evening, he
hurried away. Mrs. Schuyler and
Ruth were not a little concerned, and
when evening came and Harry de
clined his favorite game of chess,
and did not seem desirous of hearing
music when Ruth offered to sing, his
m ither said :

“ What is the matter? You are not
like yourself at all, Harry.”

“It is true; I am not," said Harry.
“I have been considering two offers
all day—one, which is very desirable,
to return to Japan; the other to
establish a branch office in the city
nearby, which will not be so lucra
tive."

“ Oh, Harry," said his mother,
"stay here if you make no more
money. We have enough."

“I am restless, mother, and the
first opportunity would give me
power to do many things I can never
expect to accomplish here."

“I was willing before, but not
now—not now," said Mrs. Schuyler.
“ We might never meet again in this
world. Ruth, help me to dissuade
Harry. Ruth !"—-but Ruth had dis
appeared, and Harry, going to look

for her, found her in a corner of the
bark parlor, weeping bitterly.

“ Why, Ruthie, what is the matter
with you? " said Harry. Then a

sudden light came into'his grave face,
and a glad look in his eyes, and he
said :" Ruth, do you want me to stay?"

When, a few moments later, Harry
and Ruth emerged from the parlor,
hand in hand, there were traces of
tears in the eyes of the latter, but
there were blushing roses in her
checks the like of which had not been
seen there for many months.

“Mother, I am not going to
Japan," said Harry, “that is," with
a comical look in his eyes, “if you
will ask Ruth to live with us."

“Stay always," said Mrs. Schuyler
to Ruth.

“ It is rather necessary," said

Harry, “because she has promised
to be my wife.”

“Ruth," said Mrs. Schuyler, de

light and astonishment in her tone,
“ how pleased, how glad I am !

"

Ruth was most glad and happy, for
she had learned, through suffering,
the value and strength of Harry's
affection. “I am sure it would—it
will please Paul," she said.

When the engagement was known
at the Cliffords' home there was re

joicing in that family. Hazel was

‘pleased to hear of Ruth's happiness,
and Dr. Clifford said, '“I remember
Harry Schuyler," and taking an old
book from‘ his desk he found the
summary he had made of the traits
of character of the young man.
" Ruth Ashmore has every prospect
for happiness with Harry Schuyler,"
he said.

"It is only a pity,’ said Hazel,
"that she did not understand him
sooner."

"Everyone has not studied phre
nology," said Priscilla, smiling.



HOW TO TREAT GBIMINALS.

BY THOMAS A.

HE criminal classes are children
of rebelliousdisposition. Pun

ishment will not reform them. Some
can be restrained by fear of punish
ment, but others cannot. How can

they be reformed? The answer is

easy. Appeal to their better nature.
Cultivate their moral faculties.
Arouse in them the native, but dor
mant, consciousness of self-respect,
firmness of character, honor and

honesty.
This is the lesson which mental

philosophy teaches, and without
which any system of social science is

very imperfect. The primitive plan
of treating criminals is an inheritance
from a barbarous past, and is a dis
grace to the semi-civilization of this
age.

Our State prisons should become
in fact what the popular name im

plies, pml'lenlz'arizs, places ofpmz'tcnn;
rrformatorz'cr, [mi-pita]: for the cure of
these unfortunate members of society
who are morally imbeciles, or moral
mono-maniacs

The success which has been
achieved in the attempt to educate
the class of imbeciles known as idiots,
demonstrates the fact that mental
deformity, and mental disease, are
no less amenable to scientific treat
ment than deformity of the physical
system, and for the reason that men
tal action whether intellectual, moral
or passional, is dependent upon the
brain for its power and its char
acter. If the brain of a person is
deformed or diseased, the character
of that person will correspond to its
condition. Klzjllomam'at is a word of
modern coinage expressive of the
true mental state of the inveterate
thief. It is in line with the idea of
this article. But a kleptomaniac is a

person, usually a woman, of good
family, who steals. It is never used

BLAND, M. D.

in connection with a thief of low de
gree. This fact is due to the surviv
al of the barbarism of caste. Dis~
tinctions of that sort should be
abolished, not by calling the wealthy
kleptomaniac a thief, but by applying
that term to all who have a mania
for appropriating property belonging
to other persons.

But how can the kleptomaniae or
the homicide be reformed?

Insane persons are confined in
public institutions for two reasons—
to protect society against their pos
sible violence and to cure them of
their insanity.

Thieves and murderers should be
confined in public institutions for the
same reasons. I do not mean to say
that criminals should be confined in
side of walls; on the contrary, I
would have all institutions for the
treatment of insane persons, or the
reformation of criminals,.located in
rural districts and comprising, be
sides the necessary buildings, ample
gardens and farm lands, which should
be cultivated by the inmates. There
should be shops and factories where
mechanical arts could be taught
and pursued. But there should also
be school rooms, lecture halls and
play grounds; work and study should
be compulsory, yet work should not
become laborious, nor study irksome.
Work, study, lectures, amusements,
recreation and rest should alternate
at intervals so short that each in turn
would be a pleasure. The work
should be varied; every variety
should be productive, and, all income
above the expenses of the institution
should be placed to the credit of the
inmates in proportion to the earning
capacity of each, to be paid to them,
with interest, when they should be
discharged from the institution and
restored to society as free men or
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women. The educational curriculum
should embrace the primary branches
of an English education, also physi
ology, hygiene, phrenology, domestic
and political economy and social
science.

Phrenology, as I use the term,
covers the whole field of mental
science and moral philosophy. In
this view I am sustained by George
Combe, Prof. Siliman, Dr. Caldwell,
Horace Mann, and many other emi
nent educators, as well as by Gall,
Spurzheim and other masters of that
science. Horace Mann said:

“Let a young man become familiar
with the twin sciences, physiology,
and phrenology, and society has a

strong guarantee of his good conduct
and unselfishness."

The period of confinement of
criminals should not be a definite
number of years, but until, in the
opinion of those in charge of their
education, they are thoroughly re
formed. The incorrigible characters
being confined for life, not as punish
ment for their crimes, but for the
mutual good of themselves and of
society.

THE STAR SONG.

ELL us, thou clear and heavenly tongue
Where is the Babe but lately sprung?

Lies he the lily-banks among?

Or say, if this new Birth of ours

Sleeps, laid within some ark of flowers,
Spangled with dew-lights; thou canst clear
All doubts, and manifest the where.

Declare to us, bright star, if we shall seek

Him in the morning's blushing cheek,

Or search the beds of spices through
To find him out}

Star,—No, this ye need not do,

But only come and see Him rest,

A princely babe, in's mother's breast.

HERRICK.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acts with
well instructed judgmentupon the knowledge so obtained."

TREASURES IN EARI‘IIEN VESSELS.

BY NELSON SlZER.

isan interesting pair. ThC top of the hgad1 and her head megs
boy appears to be the larger- ures nineteen inchesin circumference

FIG. 3IO.-—TW1NS. VINSON AND GLADYS MERRITT, AGED 23 MONTHS.

His head measures nineteen and a and thirteen inches from ear to ear

quarter inches in circumference and over the top of the head, and yet it
thirteen inches from the opening of will be observed that her shoulders
one ear to that of the other over the are about as high as his are. He has
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a more brave-looking face. There is
more resolution and absoluteness in

it
,

but her head is relatively broadest
at the base; and although he has a

resolute look, he will find as they ad
vance in years that she will seek to
maintain her rights and her interests,
and he will not find it easy to main
tain ascendency over her. He has
the more Self Esteem and will think
he ought to be boss. She has the

larger Destructiveness and she will
resist and resent any encroachment.
She can be persuaded easier than she
can be driven, and he will incline to
drive and command. She will man

age to get her purposes and plans
served smoothly, if possible, and
secretly, if necessary. She will use
her Cautiousness and her Secretive
ness and be sustained by Firmness
and Destructiveness in the mainte
nance of her rights. He inclines to
think and to reason. He has a good
memory and rather strong Conscien
tiousness. Our estimate oftheir dis
positions is inferred as much from a

pair of pictures at three years and
five months old as from the pictures
before us. In the later picture the
hair is short in both cases. The girl
will be artistical and she will have a

good memory of history and of
stories. She will be ready as a

scholar and retain what she learns.
She will be financially wise and she
will look out for her rights of prop
erty. He will look out for rank, for
standing and for authority, but he
will not be as severe in his temper as

she will be, although he will make

more noise about it. Both the chil
dren appear to have good Venera
tion, large Firmness and rather large
Benevolence. He will incline to
make more display in respect to his
personal rights, and she will take care
of her property rights and seek to
maintain and to preserve her per
sonal rights. He can lead and per
suade her more easily than he can

command and control her. If the

girl gets a good education she will be

able to teach whatever she knows

and she will make a good writer.
When she is old enough to write, her
letters will be full of incident and in
terest.

JACOB BOLLINGER.

Fig. 3n.-—This boy had a twin
sister, who lived three months.
He has dark hair and eyes, and is

high-strung, nervous and mental.
He has a well-formed head, and has
evidence of having a strong hold on
life. The ear is low down. The
back-head is large. He will show
ardent love, very strong friendship
and much interest in pets. He is

cautious; he will be excitable, agreat
driver, energetic, pushing, positive
and determined. He will be frank,
impulsive, prudent, ambitious, hope
ful and more earnest than dignified.
He will manifest intense interest in
acquiring knowledge. He will want
to see all that can be seen, and he
will insist upon explanations or hunt
for them until he finds them. His
wit will be keen, and his power of
appreciating the beautiful and the
elegant will manifest itself vividly.
He has faith, and he will believe
what he is told unless it looks incon
sistent. He ought to be allowed to
sleep all he will, for his trouble in
life will be a tendency to work too
hard and to carry too much of a bur
den, especially under excitement.
Therefore the less he indulges in the
use of tea, coffee and other stimu
lants, and the simpler and plainel
his diet is, the better it will be fol
him, especially in regard to the sea
soning and the sweetening. He will
incline to be bilious in his tempera
ment and nervous in his spirit, and
wrong diet will promote difiiculties in

those directions. In the training of
this child the parents, the teachers
and the friends should try to be calm
and patient, and not speak loudly
or fiercely and not give positive
orders too frequently, but rather ask
him if he thinks it is proper to do’
this or that. Such management will
train him to think in that direction
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when he discusses questions by him
self, and when there is no one pres
ent to say, “Stop, do not do that."
Where the training of children is

mandatory they are not taught to
guide themselves, and so when the

superior is not presentthey are at a

loss what to do. On the same prin

FIG 311.

ciple that when a horse finds himself
without a driver he is alarmed and

often runs away;depending upon the

driver for guidance, when he is left
to himself he has no self-confidence.
Whereas, ifa man in driving a team

walks by its side, or walks ahead or a

little behind it
,

where the team does
not see him much, they learn to find
their own way and feel safe. So, if

a child depends upon mandatory
dictation, or permission to do what
ever is to be done, when left to him
self he will feel confused and lack
self-reliance This boy will make a

jACOB BOLLINGER, AGED 2 YEARS, 10 MONTHS.

bright man; he will be full of fire and
force and full of hope and of faith.
He will be loving and affectionate,
but high-tempered, and may easily be
led to be religious. To him the
social side of life will mean much,
and through his social feelings he will
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be pretty easily led; and according to
the character of his associates, the
influence will be favorable or other
wise. He will make a scholar; he

might be an artist or an orator.

H8. 312. WALLACE NELSON,
AGED 8 YEARS.

Fig. 3rz.—The side view shows a
long head from the opening of the
ear forward, therefore the intellectual
development is extended. From the
ear directly upward the head seems
to be high, showing good moral
development. From the ear back
ward the head is long, showing an

ample endowment of the social quali
ties. The organs in the middle line
of the head, from the back of the
neck clear over to the nose, all seem
to be well developed. Parental love
especially is strong. He will be
fond of pet animals and he will keep
on good terms with them. He will
be kind to them and anxious to call
them his own. He will have some
thing for them to eat when he is
where they are, and they will learn to
believe in him and to follow him
around. Children will also take a

liking to him. He is not likely to be
cruel, hard or selfish with persons

younger and weaker than himself.
He will love home and he will be
fond of society. He will be ambitious
and enterprising; he will be prudent,
conscientious, firm, respectful and
sympathetic .l.

Fig. 3r3.—The front view shows
rather a narrow head. Above and
about the ears the head is not largely
developed. While he willbe thorough
and steadfast he will not be vicious,
tricky or cruel nor very anxious
about the dollar. He will be likely
to study in the direction of educa
tional culture, but he will also be
anxious to learn facts and historic
incidents. He will enjoy the read
ing of stories on account of the his
toric statements. The upper angle
of the eyebrow shows a squareness
and indicates a systematical and
orderly disposition. He will want
everything systematized. He will
wanta place for his things and he will
look in the proper place for them, and
will be annoyed if they are missing,
for then he will be sure some one else

FIG. 313.
AGED 8 YEARS.

WALLACE NELSON,

besides himself has been there. He
has large Mirthfulness, as shown in
the front view at the upper and outer
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cornersof the forehead. His wit will
not be cruel or rough, nor remarkably
cunning. It will be rather brilliant,
open and enjoyable. He will not be
selfish in money matters and he will
not be severe in his temper. He
may be sharp in his reproofs because

they will be open and frank, but the
frankness will consist more of direct
ness than it will of severity. He has
a healthy face, and if he is fed rightly
he will be sound in constitution and
of good size. He is a clear thinker;
rather practical in his intellect, strong
in his moral feelings, strong also in
the social side of life, but not very
strong in what we call the selfish
propensities. He might become a

writer if he could have a good educa
tion, and he might also become a

public speaker. He will be likely to
show himself to better advantage in
intellectual pursuits than he will in
money-getting.

_—>o+_—
ON THE CULTIVATION 0F

CONSCIOUSNESS.

Bv T E AUTHOR or “AN AUNTIE's

NOTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN.”

XCESSIVE self-consciousness,
it is generally agreed, par

takes of the nature of moral disease.
The person who cannot enter a

room in which strangers are assem
bled without feeling himself the

object of every one's scrutiny may
well be pitied as sincerely as a sufferer
from any real physical disability, and
that nervous bashfulness is a serious
drawback to the successful perform
ance of duties otherwise well within
one's power, incapacitating many a

good worker and depriving the world
at large of much valuable service,
cannot be denied.

Blushing, incoherent speech and a
horrible fear of presenting an awk
ward figure to spectators may doubt
less be sometimes caused by sheer
bodily or nervous weakness and
occasionally by too poor an estimate

SELF

of one's own abilities; but we also
believe that self-consciousness is
often a subtle form of selfishness and
the natural result of an overweening
desire for approbation. One of the
most wretchedly self-conscious per
sons we ever knew, who could not
enter a public assembly or meet a
friend in the street without trembling
from head to foot,and who was unable
to write her own name with any one
looking on, was a person remarkable
for her strenuous endeavors to always
speak and act “bec0mingly," and
produce an impression of immaculate
propriety upon all with whom she
came in contact. Her painful ner
vousness was the penalty paid.

It is a singular psychical law that
an excessive craving for the admira
tion of those about us should so often
bringaboutaprecisely opposite effect,
and that a burning aspiration after
distinction in any public act or per
formance should result in miserable
incapacity if not downright clumsi
ness or ignominious failure. While
on the other hand may we not take
it as a humble illustration of the
great law that “he that loseth his
life shall save it ” when we note the
charm and grace of manner, the
freedom and calm capability of those
in whom self is wholly forgotten in
the interest of the work in hand. ora
desire for the pleasure of others?

The cure for self-consciousness and
its train of attendant discomforts is
plainly self-oblivion. But the habit
of a lifetime is hard to eradicate.
Better would it be to check the
earliest tendency to this weakness
exhibited by childhood, and to avoid
all training by which so dangerous a
failing may be fostered. To afl‘ord
a few modest hints on this point is
the object of the present paper.

It is remarkable how persistently,
and in how great a variety of ways,
parents, and sometimes teachers,
endeavor to instil into the young this
miserable contemplation of self. To
“ forget yourself

"
has actually come

to be the equivalent of ill behavior,
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instead of being, as it should, the
normal attitude of the mind.

This training begins when the lit
tle one is scar ely out of arms. Of
course every babyis a perfect beauty
in the estimation of mamma and
aunties, and they can scarcely be ex

pected to keep their opinion entirely
to themselves. But is it wise to be

continually praising Daisj's “lovely
eyes" or Bertie's “pretty curls" in
the hearing of the little folks them
selves, or to set them to “ say so-and
so" or “do such-and-such "

as an
exhibition to every admiring friend 2

Still worse is the practice, which we
have known to be kept up until a girl
was eleven or twelve years old, of
quoting in her presence all the queer
or clever things she said, even
echoing, for the purpose of calling
others’ attention, her every excla
mation or remark, and audibly com
menting on her every gesture or
change of expression. “ Oh, that
little scream of delight!" or “ Dear,
dear, wliata long face! " or “There's
a deep sigh!” or “You need not
color up, my love, there's nothing to
blush about,"etc., until the unfortu
nate child becomes perpetually aware
of herself and of the probable effect
of every insignificant thing she says
or does upon the spectators. Deri
sion, or unfavorable criticism if made
in public, is quite as bad, the one
producing conceit, the other a pain
ful self-depreciation. Audible re
marks, indeed, are not solely to
blame; the eloquent glance and whis
per, the smile and nudge, are not
unnoticed by the subject of them,
and growing self-consciousness must
be the result.

How should we like to be served as

many children are? How should we
like to be hauled out from behind a

curtain or captured when peeping in
at a door to have our points exhib
ited toevery chance visitor?—whether
it be the color of our hair, or the
peculiarity of our thumbnails. To
be told to shut our eyes that the
length of our eye-lashes might be

criticised, or commanded to‘ trot
across the room that the queer twist
of one left leg might be displayed;
to be requested to smile that our
dimples might be admired, or to
“say" this or that because we do
say it so funnily! Even to have to
stand and be stared at while our lat
est delinquency was detailed would
be painful or demoralizing according
to our degree of moral development.
No wonder that some little ones un
der such treatment become hope
lessly shy, others sadly conceited,
while all have the lovely bloom of
unconsciousness, chief grace of child
hood, rubbed off years before it need
be.

In the case of the little girl above
mentioned an extraordinary artifi
ciality of behavior was the result. She
was perfectly self-possessed, but
though no one could find fault with
her deportment every word and
movement had a cut-and-dried air
that made its actual propriety un
pleasing. There was not a trace of
spontaneity about her; every action
gave one the impression of being
practiced and prepared. For even
in her little gushes of would-be
Childish glee there was an evident
consciousness of glee, an awareness,
so to speak, that'such gushes were
charming, and she plainly expected
one to be charmed accordingly.

Some delicate children are made
self-conscious by perpetual comments
made in their hearing on their symp
toms and general appearance. We
have known a child never to cough
ever so slightly without glancing
round to note the effect upon a sym
pathizing audience. This is the
commencement of that absorption in
self which makes some invalids so
unnecessarily disagreeable to those
about them, the especial error into
which the ailing are liable to fall.

But the worst form of self-con
sciousness is doubtless the conscious
ness of one's own superior virtue.
This is the essence of priggishness.
Those who are too prone—and which
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of us is not ?—to bask complacently
in the approval of conscience and the
comfortable belief that we are adorn
ing our profession, would do well to
remember that consciousness of meri
torious conduct is a danger signal,
marking the edge of that precipice
called spiritual pride. The glow of
satisfaction in having done good,
which contemplates the happiness or
benefit of someone else and forgets
one's personal instrumentality in the
matter, is quite another thing. We
may also reflect, if inclined to admire
our own good example, that the
moment we become agreeably aware
of our own distinguished rectitude of
behavior it is likely to become
offensive to others.

Certain smart juveniles are pecul
iarly liable to the fault of priggish
ness. They should rarely be praised,
for they cannot bear it

,

and never at
the expense of another. The exhor
tation to “ See how good Tommy is,
and how well he behaves," will only
resu t in making Tommy as much
detested by others as he is beloved
by himself. But children are such
transparent little beings that self
satisfaction should be easily detected
and quietly snubbed on its earliest
manifestation. Let us teach them
instead to forget themselves in some
object outside themselves, to lose all
thought of self in whole-hearted ab

sorption in others; to behave well,
not because of a continual recollec
tion of their manners and what peo
ple will think of them, but because
their minds are humble, and their
hearts full of love.

JENNIE CHAPPELL.hm—
BABY’S RIGHTS.

ABIES are human, and, like
grown-up human beings, have

their rights. But few people appear
to think so. How would any man

enjoy having nearly everyone who
entered his house tickle him in the
ribs and “keechee" at him and not
expect him to protest against such

treatment. Yet in such a way are
most babies treated to make them
laugh; and because they are unable
to speak they have to endure it.
Babies should be kept free from all
nervous excitement and as quiet as

possible. They should not be made
to laugh immoderately, because it

induces wind to gather within the
stomach, and many a violent fit of
crying is occasioned thereby.

When my second child was an
infant of some five months I had,
one day, a houseful of company. I

was busied with waiting upon them
and the babe was passed about from
one to another, each guest trying to
outdo the last in making him laugh.

I did not find time to pay much
attention to my child until the com
pany had left, when I found him,
limp and weak, pulse afecble flutter,
and a cold perspiration covering his
body.

The babe had not been fed for
some time, but would not nurse, only
lying perfectly motionless, with wide
open eyes. Becoming alarmed, a
physician was called, who said:
“The child has the appearance of
having passed through some undue
excitement, which has brought on
nervous collapse."

I told the physician the events of
the afternoon, and he thought that
sufiiciently accounted for the baby's
condition. After that night of
anxious watching and my baby's slow
recovery, I forbade all tickling and
undue tossing of him.

Perhaps few children would have
been thrown into the same condition,
yet those who are of the nervous
temperament should be protected
against such danger.

R. ROSALIE SILL.
———>0<_

CHILDREN will learn bad habits
from the unwise treatment they re
ceive which will mar their health and
happiness for life. The same chil
dren under wiser treatment might be
patterns of all that is good and use
ful.



A STUDY IN SOCIOLOGY.

Bv HARRlET E. B. Looms.

HE deductions drawn from a

pursuance of that most inter
esting subject, heredity, while neces
sarily more or less theoretical, be
come, after patient gathering and
comparing of evidences, recognizable
laws, the varying of which is so

noticeably in degree, rather than in
fact, that we may safely guide our
acts thereby, and be enabled to con
tribute our quota toward helping our
fellows.

The accompanying table was the
outcome of a passing curiosity re

garding a group of our foreign-born
population with which I had been
familiar for many years, and the les
sons it carries of cause and effect so
manifest that it seemed worth re

porting.
The theory that vices or virtues

are inheritable is true in a measure,
although not nearly so much so as

many people imagine. But that like
begets like is unquestionable; by
which I mean that the cause of the
apparently inherited result is searched
for too far back. It should belooked
for first in the pre-natal period. And
even at that time sudden happenings
are not nearly as disastrous as is
commonly supposed. It is the long
continued processes which bear re
sults, and it is this point which my
account illustrates.

MARY AND JOHN.
1. Mary married Frank, a German,

and had:
Mary,
Frank, died aged 23 years.
Annie, u u

:3
to

John, died aged :5 years
Nellie, “ "

23
“

. George, “ “
24

“
‘O ‘I ‘6

Fred.

2. Ann married Edward, Scotch
Irish, and had:
Mary,
Kate,
Annie,

2,
twins

Nellie, ’

Edward, died aged 24 years.

3. Ellen married Thomas, Irish,
and had:
Boy, died in infancy.
Mary, died aged 6 years.

H 4‘
4

I‘

Thomas,
Mary,
Susan, died aged 19 years.

‘l ‘I 6 (I
I‘ ‘I

5
(C

Mary and John, and their three
daughters, emigrated to America from
the north of Ireland, early in the
fifties. They were of the better class
of laborers, large-framed, healthy
and vigorous, blue-eyed and brown
haired, excepting the father and
second daughter, who were nearly
black-haired and were also somewhat
shorter and thicker than the others.

The eldest daughter had rather fine
features, an especially good head,
was very pretty, and of a very pleas
ant disposition, perhaps indicating a
more perfect temporary adjustment
of moods at the time of parental
union than the others were favored
with, they returning to the original
type of contracted foreheads, and
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large lower cranial developments—
the second daughter being ofa gloomy
disposition, and the younger, sullen.

The daughters were very skillful
in fine embroidery, and learned to
readsoonafterarriving. Theyfound
situations as domestics, and prided
themselves on performing their duties
quickly—also well—and thus get
ting time to earn extra money by
embroidery. The father was acci
dently killed a few years later, and
the mother supported herself for many
years by laundry work. She lived to
a great age, continuing well and
active to the last.

At about twenty-one years Mary
marrieda German farm laborer, three
years her senior, and much above her
in education. He washealthy, short,
and thick-set, blue-eyed and flaxen
haired, had a fine forehead, nose and
upper lip, a coarse underlip and chin,
a very heavy jaw, large, coarsely
built hands, and small shapely feet.
He was industrious, sober, kindly in
prosperity, greatly depressed in ad

versity, and inclined to be just, but
not generous, as evinced by a wel
come to the aged mother-in-law one

year in three, and an utter indiffer
ence during the other two. He suc
cumbed,in middle life, to pneumonia.

Ann married at twenty a Scotch
Irish laborer oftwenty-five, who could
read and write. He was healthy,
short, stocky, blue-eyed and red
haired, had neither any fine or coarse
features, but was simply of an even
ordinariness. He was sober, indus
trious, thrifty, kind, cheerful and

generous, as evinced by an affection
ate welcome to his mother-in-law for
his apportioned year, frequent invi
tations to visit during the other two,
an a final insistence on her living in
his family altogether, where she was

an honored member. Soon after
marrying he became gardener, and
his wife laundress, for a wealthy fam

ily, where they continued for many
years.

Ellen married at nineteen a North
of Ireland laborer of twenty-five,

- families,

healthy and rugged, an occasional
but never excessive drinker, illiterate,
tall and spare, gray-eyed and black
haired. His forehead and upper
cranium were thin, low and mis
shapen; eyes, close together; nose,
thin and “ knuckly ”; mouth, coarse,
with repulsively large teeth, and a

large, heavily-built jaw.
He was tricky, witty, obscene but

never profane; doggedly rather than
intelligently industrious, a kind
neighbor, but brutalin his family, and
ofa shirking, cowardly disposition.

Here were the foundations of three
which apparently would

justify expectations of health and
sobriety, industry and thrift, and at
least passable intelligence. Mary
and Ellen had eight children each,
coming at intervals of not more than
two years; having only neighborhood
care at childbirth, doing all of their
housework and a large share of the
farm work on their small farms,
while their husbands went out as day
laborers; their food being of the
cheapest and coarsest kind. Later
Ellen's husband went into specialties
on his own farm, compelling her to
work with him in the field and hiring
no other help.

Ann had five children inside of six
years, doing only her own house
work meantime, and having suitable
care at each birth, and living plainly
but generously.

Mary's children were all flaxen
haired but Frank and Kate, all short
but John, Kate and Fred, and all
very lean and scrawny but Fred. The
girls were all industrious, frugal,
gloomy in disposition, and excep
tionally bright in the public school.
Two became teachers, and two,
clerks. The boys were all exception
ally dull in school, pugnacious and
of low propensities, especially Fred,
who seemed to develop sensually at
the expense of every other faculty.
Mary and Kate married but were
childless. The deaths were all from
consumption.

Of Ann's children, Mary was red
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haired, Edward light brown-haired
and the rest black-haired. The two
oldest and one twin were of average
height and well developed. Nellie
was small and lean, and Edward tall
and lean. All were of pleasant dis
positions, and the boy was a shallow
wit, with a strong leaning toward
obscenity. They were of ordinary
intelligence in school. Nellie became
a teacher,and when her health allows,
follows it

,

but is consumptive.
Edward was given a college educa

tion, and soon after completing it
died of consumption. It should be

stated that his education was more
to gratify the ambition of his family,
than from any capacity on his part.
The others married early, are healthy
and vigorous, and have growing
families of healthy children.

Ellen's first child was very feeble
and died in a few months. All of
her children were puny, stunted and

scrawny. All were light complex
ioned but Thomas, whose hair was

black. Those who died in childhood
had scarlet fever. Of the others,
Thomas is almost an idiot, has no low
propensities, is honest, and an un

tiring worker in the heaviest farm
labor. Mary married, is childless
and consumptive. Susan died of con
sumption. None of the children ever
showed any liveliness of disposition
except John, who was so precocious
in trickery, vulgarity and general
viciousness that it was accounted a

mercy—outside of the family—that
he died young.

The three mothers are all in good
health and circumstances at present.
The sons-in-law are all Americans of
_good standing and education. A
peculiarity common to the sons, be

side their innate vulgarity, was a

most uncouth gait. It had been

somewhat overcome in Ann's son, by
environment and persistent training,
but in the others was very noticeable.

This little group of statistics shows

several points. The constitutions of
the mothers enabled them to sustain

severe hardships, not to say abuse,
and come out of the battle uninjured.
But while their vitality was sufficient
for themselves, they had but little to
impart to their offspring. It is prob
able that if there had been longer in
tervals between the births of Ann’s
children she would have had no feeble
ones, the other conditions being good.
The children of the other sisters had
little vitality to start with, and while
growing were simply “filled" with
the cheapest food obtainable.

There appeared to be a slight
hereditary mental, moral and physi
cal deficiency in the mothers, to
judge from the similarities in the
sons. These peculiarities were

strengthened in the case of Mary by
her morally deficient and physically
ill-balanced husband; counteracted
in the case of Ann by her husband's
mental and physical balance and his
moral excellence, and intensified in
the case of Ellen by her husband's
mental and moral obliquities.

Inherited tendencies may remain
undeveloped, or modified, or even
become almost entirely eradicated, by
environment; or, again, may over
power all environment by some com

plication of forces. But when a
woman is called upon constantly to
fulfill all her functions, however over
worked, exhausted, underfed she may
be, or discouraged and disgusted,
her children will almost surely lack
vitality, health beauty and mental
strength. There will be a lack of
fiber in every direction, or a concen
trated lack in one direction.

A woman may habitually work
hard, even to utter weariness, while
bearing children and yet her off
spring be perfect and entire, wanting
nothing. But she must be generously
and suitably nourished, and, what is

equally important, loved and cher
ished. For the children of a happy
wife, however hard she may work,
will be immeasurably superior, mot‘

ally, mentally and physically, to
those of an unhappy wife.
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ANOTHER “ DRINK CURE."
E have cures and antidotes for

the alcoholic ad nauseam, but
now comes one who tells the story of
his emancipation in so simple a form
that we are led to repeat it

,

especially
as it is no secret or patented remedy
that is exploited. This brave fel»
low says: Two months after I had

signed the pledge I had a craving for
a drink of whisky so strong that I

could see nothing else but drinks
about me and felt as if I must have
at least one. I told a friend my state
of mind. He said : "You need not
drink. I can tell you a substitute
that will stop your discomfort. Get

a bowl of ice water and a raw potato;
peel it and cut down one end of it to

a size convenient to take in the
mouth. Dip the potato in the ice
water and suck it every time you
think you must have a whisky." I

did as he advised. I took the bowl
of ice water and the potato and

placed them on a table at the head
of my bed, and would dip the potato
in the water and place it between my
lips every few moments till I went to
sleep. I awoke free from my desire
to drink whisky, and have been free
from it ever since. That one treatment
eradicated my craving for whisky for
all the time that has since elapsed.

——~>.¢_____

A GAME THAT CUL'I‘IVA'I‘ES

COURTESY.

HILE the tendency to thev

indulgence in games and

sports, athletic and otherwise,
appears to be on the increase, and cer
tain forms of sport that are very much
indulged in by college boys are char
acterized by too much rough and
tumble, there is one game that seems

to have a moral influence in the right
direction. We do not refer to the
social croquet of course; everybody
knows that somehow this game has
an element in it that provokes dispu
tation and ill-humor. We never saw
a game of this kind played through

without some display of “ temper
"

on the part of one or more of the
players. But the game we have in
mind is comparatively new, and is an
importation, we think, from bonnie
Scotland—golf. A writer in Harper's
Weekly has observed the moral side
of it

,

and is led to commend it on
that line. He says :

“ Golf is a good game, in spite of
the fact that it bids fair to become a
mania, and not the least of its qual
ifications is the serious and dignified
attitude toward creation, both ani
mate and inanimate, that it imposes
upon its followers. Golf is a school
of good manners as well as a contest
in skill, and a knowledge of its eti
quette is fully as important as cor
rectness in “addressing " or ability
to loft a ball neatly overa bunker.
The “hazards" encountered in the
rules of the game are quite as real as
the actual ‘ Walkinshaw’s Grave ’ or
‘Hell’ bunker, and the novice who
disregards them will quickly be made
sensible of his mistake the first time
that he tees his ball upon a first-class
course.

“The American temperament, ac
customed to the ferocious burly-burly
of a Yale-Princeton football match
and the noisy saturnalia ofan ‘ Amer
ica Cup’ race, meets with something
like a shock when it runs up for the
first time against the awesome so
lemnity that pervades the ‘ putting
green.’ A whisper is in bad form,
while an unguarded laugh would be
sacrilege. Were it not for the red
coats one would feel constrained to
take off his hat, and it is only under
cover of the most perfect and respect
ful silence that the interment cere
monies are finally completed.

“Let all things be done decently
and in order," is the golfer's text.
and the discipline should be worth
something to Young America. Golf

is preéminently a game of good
society, and it rests upon the founda
tion stones of courtesy to and con
sideration for others. The player
who speaks or moves during his
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opponent's stroke, or who drives to
the putting-green when it is already
occupied, or who fails to replace the
divot of turf cut out by an iron
stroke, has committed a capital
golfing sin; and while ignorance may
meet with some measure of forbear
ance, there is no mercy for the
habitual offender or the incorrigible
boor. Unvarying respect for the

rights and feelings of others, in
which is included all due care for
the preservation of the links them

selves, is the essence of the true
golfing spirit. Add to this the cul
tivation of patience under discour
agement, fortitude under misfortune,
coolness in adversity and moderation
in victory, and golf means something
more than merely walking three miles
to knock a quinine pill into an empty
tomato~can.

"

All hail noble golf (pronounced
gof)! we say, and would advise that
it be taught our boys and girls
generally.

-a_,._ . __

T0 W00 SLEEP.

LEEPLESSNESS is always an
noying, and that it is exhaust

ing everyone knows. When it is
occasioned by worry the only way
to find relief is by stopping the cur
rent of thought. There is power
enough in each one of us,if we know
how to use it

,

to suspend the brain
action and to force back the crush
and hurry of the thoughts that are
tormenting us. The process is sim

ply to insist and persist, by a strenu
ous action of the will, in fixing the
mind upon a single object, however
insignificant it may be, and the more
so the better. Then hold it there
determined not to let go, and seeing
nothing but that one object. It may
be a nail driven in the wall, a hole in

a wall or any other fixed object.
This is so simple a thing that the
reader may doubt its efiicacyin over~

coming and relieving the wearing and
distressing suffering of insomnia.
Let him try it and be relieved as

others have, times without number.
Let the reader try this simple experi
ment carefully, and if it does not send
him to sleep then there is some
trouble in the brain that needs the

physician's care.

9.‘ '—

ONE ADVANTAGE or THE PHRENO
LOGICAL SYSTEM.—\Vhllc the thought
less may look upon the mind as one
grand whole, the ruler or subject of
the individual, as each may deter
mine—too often an abject slave of
the propensities—--thev phrenologist
dissects it

,

classifies its various pro
pensities, faculties and sentiments,
with due regard to their relations to
the brain-throne, assigning to each its
appropriate sphere of activity, so

classifying and systematizing all that
they may well represent a science,
giving the mind its legitimate pre
eminence in the animal economy.
While the one degrades the mind,
making it the victim of sensual grati
fications, dragging it down to a low
level, brutalizes it

,

the other makes

it worthy of study, investigation, re
search, a source of much happiness,
presenting the true and intelligent
man a noble being.

DR. 1
. H. HANAFORD.

—__>.‘____
STEEL GRINDERS AND CONSUMP

TIoN.—According to the Brilxlrll Medi
ral journal, “out of 100 deaths
among all adult males in England,
13.8 are due to consumption; out of
100 deaths among the grinders in the
cutlery trade who are specially sub

ject to the disease, 33.1 are due to

it
, while the proportion for the tele

graph operators is 46.6 in 100. More
than half of them die of diseases of
the respiratory organs, against 24
per cent. only in all other occupa
tions."

All industries involving exposure to
dust and fine particles of matter
thrown into the air surrounding the
worker, have some injurious effect
upon the breathing apparatus.



NOTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY.

Archaic 'l‘hermometers.—A short
time ago Mr. Maze described what was prob
ably the first mercurial thermometer, and

he now gives (Comptes Rendus, cxxi., 230)

particulars of the first alcoholic thermome

ter used in Paris. During the year 1657

the Queen of Poland sent an envoy named

Buratin on a mission to Italy, and he

brought back numerous presents from the

Grand Duke of Tuscany, among which
there were several thermometers. One of
these was afterward sent to Ismael Boul
lian, of Paris, and is described as being
like the modern form, but with a somewhat
flattened bulb. The alcohol was not col

ored, and the tube was exactly a decimeter

in length, being graduated with marks in

‘black enamel. Every tenth mark, however,
was larger than the rest and in white in
stead of black enamel.

Huxley as a Scientist—In an

excellent review of this distinguished ob

server and critic republished in Liflell':
Liz/ing Ag: this occurs: It is commonly
said of Huxley that he was a naturalist by

the accident of events who should have

been a statesman and leader of men. I do

not believe it. It seems to me that, like all
great men, he shaped his own career and
,made it congruous with the leading activi
ties of his mind. In all his multifarious
pursuits his methods were those that made

the young surgeon of the “ Rattlesnake "

famous among men of science in his day.
His natural gifts were a careful and patient
habit of observation, the keenest dis

crimination of differences, and a swift
judgment of resemblances. His literary
style, his brilliant rhetoric and acute dis
putation came to him slowly; they were

the outcome of laborious efl'ort and con

tinual practice. He became the apostle
of Darwin from resolute conviction. He
became a leading exponent of science to

the non-scientific, not from any inborn
craving for the excitement of the success
ful orator, but from the fervent conviction

of the scientific man, that science could be

best advanced by interesting people in its
methods and conclusions. He found in
science the real vocation, and in scientific
investigation the chief interest of his life.
He gave, and gave generously, work and
time to problems and pursuits outside his
branch of knowledge, and he achieved a
commanding. influence in regions gener
ally beyond the sphere of men of science.

Typical New England Woman.
-—The Boston Transcript is responsible for
this characterization :

The typical New England woman is the
most devoted of mothers, but in that, as in
everything else, she is a Martha. The
typical American child is very bad, and it
is a wonder that so many of them escape
hanging before they are twenty-one. The
New England child is not bad, though, in
the commonly accepted sense, but he is
extremely apt to be so preternaturally
good that he deserves hanging. He is
read to and talked with and prayed over,
until all the latent priggishness in him is
developed, and he becomes a little monster
of virtue. The conscientious mother
explains everything to him as far as she
can, and the child naturally thinks he

knows it all. He reasons solemnly between
right and wrong, and has convictions on
all subjects before he is in his teens. Of
course the great majority get over this in
time, but that does not make the system
right. There is an unruly age in a boy
which is no more wickedness that the

sprouting ‘of his moustache. But one
often hears the conscience-ridden New
England mother mourning over these lads
as if they were all well started on their
way to State's prison. Anything will serve
a really good, pious, upright, self-sacrificing
New England woman to borrow trouble
on, especially if she is well-to-do in the
world. If she has a carriage she can con
trive to get more trouble out of that car
rlage than any other woman could get
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out of a fire, an epidemic, and an execu- a statue of whom is in Berlin. Helived
tion in the house, all at the same time. in the reign of Queen Ramaka. On this
What with the physical condition of the

horses and the spiritual condition of the

Coachman, and the awful doubt whether
she has taken her poor relations driving
as often as she ought, she can have a regu

lar orgy of doubts and reproaches and

questionings over what never was meant

to be a trouble at all. Her failings lean

to virtue’s side—but she will certainly
inherit some of the judgments foretold by

Dante in regard to those who “ willfully
dwell in sadness." If a whole generation
of New England women could be born
without consciences it would be a bless

ing—and it would certainly improve their
looks immensely.

Recent Discoveries in Egypt.—
Under the auspices of the Egyptian Ex

ploration fund, work of excavation of great
importance has been carried on during the

past three winters near Thebes. The most

interesting object lately unearthed is the

temple of Der-e1 Bahri (der-el-bah're),
which stands on the opposite side of the

Nile from the temple Amon at Karnak, at a

point where the great limestone cliffs of the

old river bank fold back into the western

desert. At the base of the scar and dove

tailed into a corner of the rock, the

architect has planted the temple. When
work was begun this lovely ancient edifice

was covered with a mass of rubbish in

some places no less than forty feet in thick
ness ; this has been cleared away.

The temples of Egypt were of two kinds
—-those standing freely upon the plains, or
gigantic caverns hewn into the clifi's side.

The temple of Der-el-Bahri is a combina
tion of both. The great platforms, no less

than three in number, rising like three

gigantic steps, one higher than the other,
are merely the approach to the temple.

The holy of holies, the sanctuary of Amon,
to which great god of Thebes the building
is dedicated, lies in the clifi side, and fol’

no less than sixty feet the visitor pene

trates the solid rock to examine its

features. In addition to the temple there

are many rock hewn halls and shrines to

which entrance may be found from the

platforms.
The architect of the temple was Senmut.

statue is an inscription in which an attempt
has been made to combine the actual and

assumed sex of this kingly queen: "I was

a great man who loved his 10rd, and I
gained the favor of my qutm. H: exalted
me before the face of the land to the rank
of overseer of In’: house and purveyor of
the land. [was chief over the chiefs, head

of the architects; l executed In‘: orders in

the land. I lived under the lady of the

land, Queen Ramakaliving eternally." This
queen reigned fifteen hundred years before
Christ, two hundred years before the He
brews fled from Egypt.

The Story of “Primitive Man "
is the title of a recent book from the press

of Messrs. Appleton & Co., of- New York.
In the space of 190 pages the author, Ed
ward Clodd, tells in a very attractive style
what is fairly known regarding the prehis
toric races, what has been gleaned by stu

dents from the old river beds, lake bot
toms, caverns, sepulchers, and refuse
heaps concerning man's doings before there

were any writers. Mr. Clodd is well
known as the author of "The Story of
Creation," " A Primer of Evolution," and
“ The Childhood of Religions," and is well
acquainted with the subject which be here

epitomizes. After discussing the place of
man in the earth's life history and the

earth's time-history, he describes the im

plements and other remains of primitive
man that have been found, and states what
may reasonably be inferred from them

concerning human life at the time they
were laid down. He divides this ancient
period into the customary ages, but re

cords his conviction that no hard-and-fast
line can be drawn between the two stone

ages. "The revolution wrought by met

als." he says, "is the greatest that the

world has yet seen or that it will ever
see." Mr. Clodd takes frequent occasion
to call attention to the workings of evolu
tion in human affairs. There are an

abundance of instructive illustrations, and
for frontispiece the'author has chosen the

well-known picture by Gabriel Max show
ing the appearance of the "ancestors of
man."
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Ex fronte, ex eapz'te, ex vullu, etx'am in {pro oris .ii'lentio nafura loquitun—PLATO.

EDGAR C. BEALL, M.D., EmToR.

NEW YORK, DECEMBER, 1895.

TO THE FRIENDS OF PHRENOLOGY.

E have just reached the last

number of our Journal in the

last year of the first century in the

history of the great discovery of

Dr. Francis Joseph Gall. The oc

casion naturally awakens our re

trospective vision and directs our

thoughts to the future. THE PHREN

OLOGICAL JOURNAL has passed

through the last three years of

general financial panic without re

ceiving a fatal wound, but to say

that we have not met with great

difficulties would be untrue. We are

deeply sensible of our inability with

limited capital to compete in point

of display with the great literary

magazines which are sustained by

millionaires. But we are equally

convinced that the material is

abundant in the domain of phren

ology to render a periodical as

attractive as it is possible for any

publication of a scientific character

to be.

If there is beauty and a poetic sug

gestion to the botanist in the leaf of

afiower, surely there is beauty and

infinite suggestion to the phrenologist
in the contemplation of the human

eye. If there is aught of interest to

the geologist in the cold, rocky crust
of the earth, there is also material

for a life study to the phrenologist
in the structure of the human frame.
If the astronomer is awed and hal

lowed by the sublimity of his theme,
and in the distant stars presages
some wondrous future for our earth,
the phrenologist can see in the arches
of the human brain the potencies
that some day will lift our race

into the unbroken sunlight of
universal intelligence and love.
If chemistry can specify the elements
that compose all substances in earth

and air, phrenology can explain the

elements that stud the mental firma

ment with stars of thought and hope,
and so lead us to understand the

springs of wish and will in our fel~

lows and ourselves that our lives may
be rounded in usefulness and joy.

Surely no other science deals more
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directly with the most vital human

interests, and we have no need to

consider phrenology of inferior rank

because the world at large does not

appreciate it. Its isolation is a sign

of its dignity rather than the reverse.

It is no mark of superiority that a

subject should be understood and

accepted by everybody. If it is ever

justifiable to be proud of any posses

sion, we should be proud of our

knowledge of the science founded by

Dr. Gall.

This is a science whose objects ex

tend far beyond the pleasure it gives

to individual students. Its funda

mental purpose is no less than the ra

tional, moral and intellectual educa

tion of the race. Therefore, in ask

ing our friends to promulgate phren

ology we are really asking them to

benefit themselves. Anything that

improves the tone of the community
at large will reflect credit and advan~

tage to every individual whether be

directly perceives the benefit or not.

We hope in the coming year to

introduce more varietyintheJotJRNAL
than it has ever contained before.

We hope to discuss human nature in

all its phases, but particularly practi
cal character reading and the appli

cation of phrenology to choice of pur

suits, adaptation in marriage, training

of children, etc. We hope to have

many more illustrations than we have

had heretofore. We hope to con

tinue the phrenographs from personal

examinations of celebrities, and also

to illustrate character and talent as

shown in special features of the face,

by cheirognomy and by handwriting.

It is a part of our plan also to make

the hygienic department more largely

advisory, so that our readers will need

few if any drugs. In a word, we

propose to bring the magazine more

fully up to dah' as to methods and

quality of subject matter. We ask

your friendly cooperation, for we

need it
,

and because it will reflect to

your own advantage and to the wel

fare of future generations. If we do

not fulfill our duty in the matter it

will not be for want of enthusiastic

effort on our part, but rather be

cause we are hemmed in by the

cold, hard wall of apathy in the

public mind. We wish you all a

Merry Christmas.

-_——->0¢—_

MRS. WELLS’ SKETCIIES.

HE series of biographical
sketches of eminent phren

ologists contributed to the JOURNAL
by Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells is

drawing to a close. These brief

histories taken together will form a

unique and valuable addition to the

literature of phrenology, and it is
probable that they will appear next

year in a handsome volume. Mrs.

Wells, who exhibited remarkable

vigor of body and mind for a person

of her age in her lectures before the

Institute this fall, is resting a little,

as it were, and will not favor us with

another of her sketches until the

January number. She has presented

the phrenological pioneers in alpha

betical order, and has now reached

W, so that next month we may ex

pect the beginning of some interest

ingfactsconcerningher distinguished

husband and herself, together with

her famous brothers, Lorenzo N.

Fowler, of London, and the late 0.
S. Fowler, so universally known in

this country.
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THE DEATH MASK 0F NAPOLEON.

NUMBER of southern and

south-western papers have

recently published accounts of an

alleged discovery in Matamoras,

Mexico, of Dr. Antomarchi's death

mask of the first Napoleon. Natur
ally enough the unearthing of this

important relic has awakened a

great deal of interest, and the family

to whom it is said to belong are

receiving many congratulatory ex

pressions from the press. Now

we certainly do not wish to rob

Mexico of any glory that may attach

to the possession of this death mask,

but in justice to the American Insti
tute of Phrenology we beg to say

that an authentic copy of the same

mask has been in our cabinet for over

fifty years, and is in a perfect state

of preservation.
' Mrs. Wells states that this cast

was obtained in Philadelphia, she

thinks, from George Combe, who

brought it from Scotland. Col. Mc
Kinney, who was once an Indian

agent, well known in those days,

brought an elderly Frenchman to the

olfice, one day, and requested Mrs.

Wells to show him the cabinet, and

when he came to the cast of Na

poleon's head the old man burst into

tears and cried like a child, saying
that this was the first true likeness

of Napoleon he had seen since he

left France. That was good evi

dence that the cast was genuine. He
also said that all the English portraits
of Napoleon were caricatures. This
old Frenchman had been a body ser

vant of Napoleon and loved him

like a brother. This cast was taken
at St. Helena after the General's
death, by Dr. Antomarchi, who was

an opponent of Dr. 'Gall, and yet
this mask which he gave to the world
was corroborative of the truth of
phrenology.

.a____
A WORD TO THE SKEPTICS.
HERE are still a great many

“ disbelievers in phrenology,"
to use their own expression. We

should prefer to say that the trouble

lies in their lack of information, orin
their natural inaptitude for judging
the evidences of our science. For
example, in the two accompanying

drawings there is a contrast in the

development which ought not to
escape the eye, as we think, of the

most ordinary and untrained ob

server. Surely no one should need

to study phrenological books or
make a series of examinations of
heads in order to perceive the differ

ence here. We beg the reader to

dismiss for the time being even the

memory of the vulgar and utterly in~

appropriate word “ bump," but to re

member that in physics there is the
idea of mass, of extension, of length,
of breadth, of thickness, of di-'

ameter, etc. What could be sim

pler than the fact that the brain mass
in one of these heads is high in the
crown without forming a knob on the

surface, and that the brain substance
is very deficient in the‘ same region
of the other head without producing
a pit in the skull? By keeping in

mind the position of the ear, the
whole mystery of practical phrenol
ogy is cleared away. Why is it that
even the great college professors
cannot grasp a thought as simple as
this? It often reminds us of the
German adage, “fa gale/trier, je
Utrkt/lfltf." Certain it is that the
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men most deeply learned, under the

old system of education, are often

the slowest to appreciate a doctrine

based upon common sense.

In the boy's head with the high

crown we have an excellent illustra

tion of great self-esteem. A dozen

years ago or more this lad was known

to the public as the “Boy Preacher."

He addressed large congregations

and discussed profound questions in

“ THE BOY PREACHER."
LARGE SELF - ESTEEM.

theology without the least embar

rassment or difiidence. As a young
child he had infinitely more self-re

liance than Mr. Sol Smith Russell

ever had after he was a man thirty

years old. Mr. Russell, whom we

have examined personally, is natu

rally one of the most modest of men.

He betrays this peculiarity in a

manner we have observed also in

Mr. Joseph Jefferson, by appearing

chiefly in plays that afford no oppor

tunity for the display of dignity. Al
though Mr. Russell is a genius in his

profession, and one whom we have

always greatly admired, it always

seemed to us that he was never so

happy or perfectlyat ease on the stage

as when romping with a troop of

children, or mimicking an awkward,

rustic youth.
Some day we shall doubtless give

an extended phrenograph of this

famous comedian, but for the present
we wish merely to ask the skeptics to

SOL SMITH RUSSELL.

SMALL SELF - ESTEEM.

step out into the full glare of simple

facts like these when they state their

objections to phrenology. In view

of cranial differences like these, how

small and absurd is the talk about

variations of a tenth of an inch in the

thickness of the ‘plates of the skull!
Then there is another class of object
ors who say, “Oh, well, we believe

in regional phrenology; we believe

in the grand divisions you make on

the brain, the continents and states,

so to speak, but not the counties."

This is about as irrational as it would
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be to say to Paderewski before hear

ing him play, “ Well, I believe your

fingers could run over those white

keys fast enough for ‘Old Hundred,’

or ‘ Pleyel’s Hymn,’but I don't believe

you could ever skip over those black

keys fast enough to execute one of

Beethoven's difiicult sonatas."

It should be remembered that

phrenological character reading is a

science and an art that requires years

of study and practice, and that no

one who has not looked into the mat

ter should expect to be able to under

stand how many ways there may be

for us to do with ease what to him

seems an insurmountably difficult

thing.

.
THE CLOSE OF THE INSTITUTE

SESSION.

HE concluding exercises of the

Institute Class of 1895 were

well attended and evidently enjoyed.
The excellence of the students‘ ad

dresses was a great ‘surprise to the

members of the faculty, in spite of

their facilities for previously judging
the talents of the speakers. The
students took full advantage of this

opportunity to “talk back," as it

were, and we are sure that if they go

before the public with as much elo

quence, elegance of diction and

earnestness of purpose as they mani

fested before us, they will become

shining lights in the profession.
These addresses will be published in

a few weeks in pamphlet form.

In accordance with a custom of the

JOURNAL for several years, we pub

lish a photo-engraving of the class

and the instructors, which appears
this month as our frontispiece. It is

perhaps needless to say that in so

large a group few if any of the indi
viduals look their best. But we be

lieve that this array of new faces will
forcibly remind our readers that, so

far from being on the wane, phren

ology is really constantly increasing
its army of friends.—_.,,___
THE PHRENOLOGICAL CENTENARY.

E have received a few letters re

garding the proposed cele

bration next year of the one hun

dredth anniversary of Dr. Gall’s first
lectures, but nothing very definite has

yet been determined. Let us hear

from others. The British phrenolo
gists, we learn from Prof. L. N.
Fowler, of London, are making
preparations for a commemorative

congress. Surely we should not be

behind the old world in this.

—-—-—+.<____
' FINANCIAL GROWTH.

HERE are many wonderful and

startling things for political
economists to consider in the financial

affairs of our country, and it is well

for those who have mathematical
talent to keep an eye open to the

accumulating problems. Our friend,

Henry C. Backus, has just handed

us the following paragraph, which we

think will be of interest:
“In r840 there was in the savings

banks of the State of New York less
than five millions and a half of dol
lars, and it is expected that by the
tst of January, [896, there will be
in the one hundred and twenty-six
savings banks and the trust companies
of the entire State, one thousand,
two hundred millions. In the forties
of this century the whole taxes of
the State of New York were less
than four millions of dollars per
annum, and at the present time they

‘are between sixty and seventy mil
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lions per annum. Taxes have grown
fifteen times, but the population has
not grown to that amount. In 1840
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Tin Moon AND THE WEATHER QUESTION.
-—Does the moon have any effect upon the

weather? _I
. G.

ANSWER—We think that the old folks
notions on this subject are largely mythi
cal. From our own observations there

certainly appears to be little or no rela
tion between the appearance of the cres

centic horns and the character of the

weather following. Besides, astronomers
who study the moon discredit any ‘such

relation. M. Flammarion, for instance,
says that "the moon's influence on the

weatheris negligible. The heat reaching
us from the moon would only afi‘eet our
temperature by twelve millionths of a de

dree; and the atmospheric tides caused by

the moon would only aflect the barometric

we had nearly three millions of
people, and now we have between
six and seven millions."

pressure a few hundredths of an inch—a

quantity far less than the changes which
are always taking place from other causes."
Changes of temperature are essential
causes of weather changes. If the moon's
influence be so extremely slight upon the

earth's atmosphere in that respect, then

little or no change could be expected to

follow the progression of her light
change.

HEREDITY AND EDUCATION—J. N.—Qur:
lion .' We are so much treated with
the argument for heredity in the case of
good and bad people, and people's physi
cal ills, will you explain the case of O. E.

Bradford, now conspicuous as a counter
feiter, which offers a problem for the he

redity savants to solve. Of him it is said

that not only was his family one of the

most influential in the State, but he was a

direct descendant in a double line from
Governor Bradford. He is one of the most

subtle, daring and dangerous rogues in the

country. In 1878 he was arrested on

charge of causing the death of a young
woman by malpractice, and sentenced to

a long term of imprisonment in Sing Sing.
But he was pardoned out to begin a fresh
career of crime.

ANSWER.—Thl5 is certainly an interest
ing case. We have no doubt that the

early (child and youth) life of this man

would go far toward explaining the cause

of his degeneracy. We should also like to

know the intimate history of his parental
relations. Such a case thoroughly ana

lyzed would prove very instructive.

MIND TRANSFERENCE—s. B. C.— In
certain periodicals that discuss occult
philosophy, theosophy, spiritualism, etc.,

this topic receives more or less attention.
The London Society for Psychical Research
has given a large share of its consideration
to the matter, and in the proceedings of
that society, published, we think, quarterly‘
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will be found the results of experiment
and observation. Hudson's "Psychic
Phenomena" and Rauhé's "Psychology
in Relation to Occult Phenomena” de

vote chapters to the matter also.

ITCHING ScALP—j. W. H.—The trouble

complained of is probably due to a subacute

form of eczema of the scalp. There may

be a faulty state of nutritive supply which

would have its effect upon the nervous

sensibility. Proper attention to the

hygiene of the hair and scalp, and slightly
stimulating application, would be likely to

improve the condition and relieve. A

weekly shampoo with good tar soap is

recommended.

MODERN PSYCHOLOGY—M. C.—-“ Modern

Psychology" differs from the old psy

chology in the importance given to the

physical relation. The body with its

apparatus of nerves is studied; sensory

conditions, special organic functions,

the differential perception of mental impres
sions as interpreted by sensory sus

ceptibility, are taken into account as

lnstrumentalities upon which mental con

sciousness is largely dependent. The old

psychology views mind as one entirely
quite by itself, and formulates a system in
which body is made to play an insignifi
cant part. In the light of modern physio
logical research the reasoning of’ the old

psychology is arbitrary, vague, discursive
and indefinite. The new psychology by

founding its premises in physical structure
leads to the formulation of clear and

determinate principles, and the satisfactory
explanation of the action of the faculties.
The writer of the series on "Practical
Phrenology" will be glad to answer as far
as he can questions bearing upon the

subject.

"UNPoRTUNA'rE CORRESPONDENT," M.
B. N.—The editor of this department does

not remember having received any com

munication heretofore from Mr. N., of
Nebraska, and must assure him that his

inquiry will be considered at the earliest
opportunity. Some correspondents forget
to include the State in their letters, and

probably feel somewhat unkindly toward
the editor because they do not hear from

him.

In this department wem've short review: of rut-h

Klw BOOK. ("publishers seefit to lend m. In that
review: we seek to treat author and publisher will‘
factor-ilyandjiutly, and also fofm'niah our readerl
with ouch Information as shall enable them to form
on opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

imuforperaonal use. It is our wish to notice the

better clan of books issuing from theprm, and we

Invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent

publication/a, especially those related in any way to

mental and physiological science. fVe can usually
eupplu any 0/ than noticed.

A GUIDE TO SYSTEMATIC READINGS IN THE
ENcvctomzDIA BiurANNIcA. By JAMEs
BALDWIN, Ph.D., Author of "The Book
Lover," etc. I2mo,cloth,pp. 3I7. The
Werner Company, Chicago and New
York.

A great compilation of universal infor
mation on the plan of the Britannica can
scarcely be examined profitably by anyone
who would be thorough in his reading un
less he has made himself familiar with the

topical relations of the work and can
systematically and orderly pursue the
studies he has purposed from the begin
ning. No one can appreciate the
value of the work except by that careful
examination which must occupy a great
deal of time. The purpose of this Guide
is to abbreviate the time and trouble
that must be expended without a

definite knowledge of the arrangement
of the subjects discussed. For young
people, of school or college, the book is a

mentor, enabling them to consult the giant
reference volumes with satisfaction.

SYLLAiIus OF LECTURES on Human Embry
ology. An introduction to the study of
Obstetrics and Gynecology. By WAL
TER PORTER MANTON, M.D. Iamo, pp.

125. Philadelphia: THE F. A. DAvIs
COMPANY.

The physician and others who would
have a fundamental knowledge of human
physiology must posses some clear views
with regard to the primary development of
the human body. This fin de .riz‘cle period
is markedly distinguished for its careful
study of beginnings and of minute struc
tures, and for the definite results that have
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been obtained through such study. The

processes of embryonic growth in man and

the lower animals have occupied the time

and thought of a large class of observers.

A more interesting field of study, to be

sure, cannot be found, and its rewards
for patient research have been sufficient to

compensate for the expenditure of effort.

Dr. Manton has in this epitome quite cov

ered the field of late acquirement and con

tributed a book well designed for use in

the classroom or private study. Divided
into nine sections, the evolution of the

human being is described from the first

formative stage to the final touch that the

great artist nature puts upon her plastic
creation. The illustrations are many and

drawn with a faithful approach to the liv
ing forms. A glossary of words and terms

used in the text forms a convenient ap

pendix.

A VOLLEY or GRAPE Suo'r FOR THE ARMlES

OF THE ALIENS.

Short and sharp sketches on topics like
these: "The Book that Makes Things
Safe," "The Price of a Man," "Creation
and the Creator," "A Word to Business
Men," "Playing with Gunpowder," etc.

By H. L. llasrmcs. The third hundred
thousand is the edition of which we now

takenote.

THE Htotttztt CRITICS CRlTlClSED—A Study
of the Pentateuch for Popular Reading.
By Rurus P. S-rannms, D.D. With pre

liminary chapters on The Higher Criti
cism and an appendix concerning The
Wonderful Law, by H. L. Hastings,
editor of T11: C/rrirlian, Boston. tzmo.
Scriptural Want Repository, Boston.

A survey of the field of Biblical criticism,
such as has been evolved in the past ten

years or so by such writers as Kuenen of

Holland, Toy of this country and others,

cannot fail to be of interest when presented

in a form that the general reader finds

suited to his idea of the practicable. The
essential features of what has been a very
elaborate occasion regarding the age of

the “sovcalled books of Moses" form a

large part of the volume, very properly,
as the relation of Moses to jewish history
has furnished so much occasion for warm
debate. We think that the religious world

in America, at least that part of it which
styles itself Christian, is indebted to Mr.
Hastings for this condensed restatement of
the case “ for and against" Moses, and for
other condensed readings anent religious
and moral things. The spirit evinced is

conservative to be sure, but a conservatism

that does not resist valid science or true

progress.

Pussv AND HER LANGUAGE.

R. CLARK. Paper, 50 cents.

By MARVIN

Here is a plea for the cat that the serious
reader must confess to be strong. The
author, a well-known member of the New
York press, appears to be well satisfied

that on the line of genuine intelligence the

cat should rank above the dog. He has

collated a goodly number of stories of cat

conduct that help his argument. On the

language side he has a system of sounds
which are reputed as the conclusions of

observations by which the domestic feline
communicates her feelings and opinions on

sundry topics. Certainly Mr. Clark shows
nota little ingenuity, and we think has put
his ideas on the catin more available shape

than one Garner, of monkey-talk fame.

Admirers of the cat, and Tabby has many,
will read the book with pleasure. The ad

dition of Monsieur Grimaldi's paper on the

“Wonderful Discovery of the Cat Lan
guage "is a fitting close.

AN 1mm]. PILGRIMAGE TO THE ORIENT.

Circular of a trip organized for the early
spring of 1896. An attractive and hand

somely illustrated outline. Issued by

Henry Gage a: Sons, the well-known excur
sion managers.

PERSONAL.

OBl'l‘UAR‘L—Il is with much regret that

we record the death of Mrs. Holbrook, wife
of Dr. M. L. Holbrook, the eminent writer
on sanitary subjects. We esteemed this
lady highly. She was known to all ac

quaintances for many qualities of head and

heart that attract and endear. A true and

noble woman, she will be greatly missed

in that circle whose center is 46 Last
Twenty-first street, New York.



PHRENOLOGlCAL SOCIETY AND FIELD NOTES.

MR. ALBERT ZIMmtItM/m. class of '95,
president of the St. Paul Phrenological
Society, expects to goin the field at the end
of November.

L. J. BARKER, of Sweet Home, 1nd., class
of '95, has since his return home been in
teresting his friends in phrenology, and
anticipates fair success in making exami
nations.

PROF. Geo. MORRIS and H. Simmonds,
class of '95, of St. Paul, have gone on a
lecturing tour together for a short time,
after which they intend to separate and
each work distinct fields. We hope to hear
further from these Western friends.

Paov. OWEN H. WILLIAMS, class of '93,
is still devoting his time to pushing the
claims of TIIE

l[louRNAL
and has met with

fair success. e has lately been lecturing
in Brooklyn and has received some very
high testimonials.

E. W. PENNEY, of Kanosh, Utah, has
been quite busy in phrenological fields.
Since graduating in I893 he has given
about two hundred charts. He expects to
enter the lecturing field this winter, and
we wish him success.

WE have heard from Miss Alice Rutter of
the class of '95. A clipping from one of
the local papers mentions the formation of
a class under herdirection for beginners in
phrenological study. She says that it is
quite successful.

GLOBE HOTEL, Halifax, N. S.—-_I. ]. Mc
Clellan, class of '95, is teaching classes in
that city, where he can be addressed for
lectures, etc.

PROF. E. E. CANDEE lectured at the last
meeting of the Human Nature Club, of
Brooklyn, on "Practical Phrenology."
after which a discussion by Dr. C. W.
Brandenburg and others followed. A class
for thorough and scientific study meets
every Thursday evening at 365 Bedford
avenue. The Program Committee has been
very fortunate in securing a rare treat for
the members—Dr. Edgar C. Beall, editor
of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, has prom
ised to lecture for us in the near future.—
B. B. CONRAD, Sec.

WE are continually asked if a good
phrenologist, a graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology, can be seen at
different places. For instance, a friend
vrltes from British Columbia asking us if

he could meet a good phrenologist in
Cleveland, Ohio, and asks us to give the
name, etc. We trust that our graduates
will see the necessity of keeping us in
formed as to their whereabouts, so that we
can at once locate them when parties write
as above, and in that way help themselves
and phrenology also.

THE Chicago Institute of Phrenology has
planted itself in fertile soil, as is evinced
by the report of its able directors. Professor
and Mrs. Vaught, who write that in addi
tion to the regular daily examinations and
the issuing of their monthly, The Phreno
logical News, they have a beginners’ class,
which meets every Monday evening, and
also a private class for instruction in phre
nology, and they intend soon to issue
books—in addition to which Professor
Vaught lectures and makes examinations
at clubs, etc., and Mrs. Vaught attends to
the business end.

A coaaesronnsm‘ from Salt Lake City,
sending his second order, adds: "I had
been desirous for some time to see a phre
nologist to have an examination. Ifirst
thought that I would send portraits, etc.,
to Professor Sizer. At last Prof. W. G.
Alexander came here and delivered a
course of lectures. He left a shining mark
behind him. People spoke of him in high
terms of praise. I feel that the American
Institute of Phrenology at New York has
sent good men into the field. I wanted to
know my right position in life and what I
really was. I am fully satisfied with phre
nology. May the institute at New York
qualify many more graduates.

THE New York Society of Anthropology
meets the first Monday of each month at
the Hall of the American Institute of
Phrenology, 27 East Twenty-first street.
The meetings are well attended and new
members are added each month. Dr.
George F. Laidlaw on October 7 gave a
lecture on “The Fissures of the Brain;
Their Life and Function." On November 4
Dr. Charles W. Brandenburg spoke on" The New Education, Anthropologically
Considered." Both speakers were well re
ceived and their subjects brought our
considerable discussion, which will help
spread the knowledge of phrenology. On
December 2 Prof. Nelson Sizer will lecture
before the society on " Phrenology as an
Art." Tickets procurable from Fowler 6:
Wells Co.



FOWLER <3’ WELLS CO.
On February 939, 1884, the F0 W‘LE If .5

‘ WEL LS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New For/c as u Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm ofF0 WLER s WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
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Th. Sllblcrl tlon Price of the PuRnNoromcAL
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All Postmaster: are required to Register letters
whenever requested to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by Mail, as
it is olsnosl sure to wear a hole in the snvelo/e and
be lost.

Mule-mp! will be received for jraclional
{arts

z/a
dollar. The larger slam/s are preferred;

they s ould never be stuch to the lellers, and should
always besent in sheets; that is. no! torn apart.

chill” of )osl-ofiice address can be made by girt
ill: the old as well as the new address, but not with
oul lh is information. Notice should be received the
first of the preceding month .

13ml’! Of lnqulry reouesling an answer should
inclose a sla sn/ for return postage, and be sure and
five nanu andfull address every time you wrilc.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler to’ Wells
Co., and not to any person connecled with the ofire.
In this way only confront/l and careful allenlion be
secured.

Any BOOK, Periodical, Chll't, etc., may beordered
from this ofifce a! Publishers’ prices.

Agents Wanted or the P_HRB.NOLOGICAI.JOURNAL
and our Booh Pub icotiqns, lo whom liberal terms
will begiven.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

FOWLER s WELLS 00.

filed/‘ml Agw—Semi-monthlyx“Digest of medic ne,
ctc. Detroit. Mich.

(“lim'l/ur~Mt\nthly,
Chicago—Monthly

reports of

proceedings
in homeopathic medical ines, as re

atcd to the metropolis of the lakes.

Amn'ican .‘lfedical_/ournal-Monthly.—E. Yon
kin, M.D., editor. St. Louis.

(iaillard's J‘Ildl-Cd, jourmtl-—Monthly.—()ne of
the older medics of the country and a vigorous
veteran. Has good advicein its abstracts and edi
torials. Astrong corps of editors. New York.

.llelrrfih'i'sicnl ."llagnzine, lune number, has talks on
occult topics, including death, the devil, religion,
moral forces, lndian speculations, etc. New York.

St. lVir/mlas for June has many things for the
summer young folks. Tennis, the biros, cam ing
life, country scenct, and vacation rccrt ations. ith
engaging stories, and nicely illustrated in the bar
gain. Century Company, New York.

Lilrnn'y Dig-rs! makes its welcome visits weekly,
and is always toll of capitally selected and well-con
denscd matter, relatin,1r to current life in the world,
whether olitical, or e ucational, or scientific, or re
ligious. t ew York. Funk & Wagnalls Company.

Era-.111; Foreign Literature, June, has eigh
teen titles of as _many articles, besides notes on for
eign matters of literary intcrt st. E. R. Pelton, New
York.

Drum-nitu-.—Journal of Fashion, Culture and Fine
Arts. June and July. A representative of the
“styles"V--feminine, and standard. certainly. But
terick Publishing Company, New York.Cosmo/Milan filugmzine for June has much sea

sonable reading for our leisure, viz.: Bathing at the
Continental Sea-Shore Resorts. The Chautauqua
Movement. The Pleasant Occupation of Tending
Bees. The Paris Salons of ‘95. Whist in America.
How Successful Playsare Built. Published at Irving
ton, N. Y.

Lip incolt's for June, as full as usual. Notable
especially are: Galdos and His Novels. William
Shakespeare, His Mark. Improving the Common
Roads. Thoreau. The Referendum and the Senate.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Hnr/er's .lla n:in¢',]une, has: House-Boating in
China. The rand l’rix and Other Prizes. A

Frontier Fight. First Impressions of Literar ' New
York. A Familiar Guest. Personal Recollections of
loan of Arc.—ll. Romein Africa. The New Czar
and What We May Expect from Him. Golf. Old
and New. Some Questions of the Day. Finely
illustrated of course. New York.

Franh' Leslie's .llonthlv has the following themes
pularl presented: Richard Wagner and His

Foestspielie in Bayreuth. The Scilly Islands. The
Sailors’ Snug Harbor. Sun Dance of the Taos
Indians. The Hospice of St. Bernard. Kite Fl ing
Extraordina . Following the Hounds in Soutierr.
California. flu the Redwood Forests. Human
Phosphorescence. June number. New York.

l'o/mlnr Science .'llonlllly--—June.~l\lcw Chapters
in the Warfare of Science. No. XX discusses the
Divine Oraclcs, in the light of the old and new criti
cisms. ll. Spencer treats on Professional I: slitutions,
and Pleasures of the Telescope, Psycholo y of Wo
men, Sun-worship, and 'l‘imoth Abbott (.onrad are
other important numbers. D. 1 ppleton & Co., New
York.

June number of A nnals of Hygiene has a decidedly
practical comment on the athletic craze of the day,
Milk as Food, Whole Wheat Flour vs. Superfine
Flour, Resultsof Teaching Phvsiology in the Schools,
besides Notes on Microbes, Tooth I icks, etc, New
York.

American Art _lournal—Weekly.—Current num
ber received promp'ly. W. M. Thorns, editor. New
York.

Good Housekeeping, June, has a good deal to say
about cooking. A housekeeping magazine should, of
course, so much does society dote on the food supply,
Other topics are discussed in the,well-tilled pages,
that concern home life. Well, it may be said, does
the editor keep within the sphere of his publication,
and well does he meet the many it eds of our home
women and home folks generally. Springfield, Mass.
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Never, since the days of “ hoops of mon

strous size," was the need of such a book as " Tun

WsLL-mtesssn Won/m," by Helen Gilbert Ecob, so

urgent as at the present time, when ladies‘ sleeves

have grown to mammoth proportions and extrava

gance has reached a climax in the amount of mate

rial required for them and for the pyramidal shirts

with expensive hair cloth to keep them in position,

which, with all the costly decorations used beside,

form the make-up of the dress of the fashionable

dame or maiden of today. If every woman would

peruse Mrs. Ecob‘s book an improvement in various

particulars might be hoped for. While many may

dissent from some of the author's views, all who read

this work carefully ought to be stimulated to desire

a reform in dress from hygienic, ethical and artistic

standpoints. Mrs. Ecob considers the causes of ill

health in women the compression of vital organs re

sulting from wrong dressing, by which grace of

form and freedom of motion are destroyed. Con

ventional dress is decried, and a reform which shall

be based on a trinity of health, an and morals is pro

posed. The book is especially commended by Miss

Frances Willard and Lady Henry Somerset, and in

telligent and thoughtful women everywhere will find

in it much to approve. The work is almost entirely

in accordance with my own views, which were ex

pressed in an article on “Dress," which was pub

lished in The C/lrl'sfr'rl’l Rrp‘rrngand if many women

would plan a concerted movement a radical change

might be effected. There is absolutely nothing ar

tistic in the dress of a fashionable woman of today,

in which the symmetry of form is entirely lost.

There is an ideal perfection in dress dependent for

its realization on underlying principles of art. These

are absolutelyignored in the dress of the woman of

to-day.

This volume is pleasingly illustrated, containing a

design for a school-girl's gown, home dresses. some

suitable for stout women, an evening robe, a sensible

business suit, which is modest and attractive, while

short enough for neatness and comfort, the Syrian

dress which was adopted by the English Rational

Dress Association, and pictures of Jane Hading and

Lady Somerset, which, with others, add greatly to

the interest of the volume.

Too much praise cannot beawarded Mrs. Ecob for

her efforts to substitute the study of rrulflurl in

artistic dressing for that of fashion-plates, and Park's

Sappho and the Venus of Milos in their grace are

shown opposite modern distortions. it is true that

the "slavish following of fashion plates stifies all

originality and inventive and esthetic perception."

Dressing according to individual requirement is an

other point herein discussed, as well as the selection

of colors which are in harmony with eyes and com

plexion.

The use and place of ornament and the great sig

nificance of appropriate dressing for children are

treated in this volume, the latter on the high plane of

thought in which this work is entered on, as the fit

ness, the beautv, the morality involved in right dress

ing are expressed in aline of theauthor’s-“ when we

have caught the truly artistic thought we see that it

is one with the spiritual."
Anna Osco-rr Colllll-lll.

Gl'lphllel'olnt—Twenty-five or thirty
years ago the Dixon Company, Jersey City, N. 1.,

who even at that time were known the world over as

the largest manufacturers of graphite products, be
gain the manufacture and introduction of graphite
paint. Ticonderoga tiake graphite was used and thor

oughly ground in pure boiled linseed oil. Roofs well
painted with this pain! did not reqdire repainting for
ten to fifteen or even twenty years. In time all this
became a matter of record, and people recognizing
the economy, as well as the durability of Dixon's
graphite paint and its great superiority over mineral
paints, demanded that their roofs should be painted
with it. This demand, however, has led many paint
ers to resort to sharp practices, or to make a graphite

paint which they claim to be equal to Dixon's. Some
painters are unprincipled enough to offer as graphite
paint a compound having the color of graphite, but
composed of stove-polish, cheap black lead, or even
foundry facings, mixed with oil. So wide, however,

is the difference in results, that experienced buyers
insist on seeing the label on the package, or buy the
paint themselves and have the painter apply it.

Physical Culture, founded on Delsar
tean Principles, by Carrica Le Favre, contains an ex
planation of the principles of Delsartean Philosophy,
and many useful and valuable practical suggestions,
The book is psycho-physiological, showing how
largely corporeal conditions may be controlled and
dominated by mental ones, which is formulated in a
line of Delsarte's—u Form is the plastic art of the
ideal." Life, soul and mind make up the trinity of
this philosophy.

The work treats of relaxing, expanding, poking
and development, with instructions for exercises
which are useful to classes or to individuals at hams
Directions for different kinds of breathing, mental,
moraiand physicaLaretreatcd of in Lesson VII, Les.
son IX. is on The Thermometers, giving the language
of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee and ankle,
The body, as the clothing of the soul, must be given
its highst and best development, and be trained to
express the sway of its inmate.

The Miscellaneous Items, at the close of the pamph
let, are also very valuable, with directions about air,
food, sleep and clothing. The decrying of starch
which is offensive to every artistic eye, and which,b;
preventing ventilation, is detrimental to health, is also
of interest to all who regard sanitary and csthetic
dressing. ANNA OLCO'I‘T Cosmsusi.

Fruits and How to Use Them, by Mrs
Hester M. Poole, is the title of a useful work to

;

housekeepers, as well as for all who are interested in
the subject of the proper support for man, and con_
tains, besides nearly seven hundred recipes, inform_
tion about every variety of the most delicious food
for human beings. The book is especially timely
now, since so many thoughtful people are discussing
the question of a different diet for the human race
which shall eliminate from civilization the taking‘
of animal life, with its attendant barbarities and de
moralizing influence on those whose invocation,
force them to this practice. Without entering on an;
subject, which has its advocates and its opponent‘,
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with reason on each side, there is no doubt that to
many people a more liberal use of fruits and less meat
and pastry and pudding would be of great advantage
in the benefit to health.

Practical Typewrlting. by Bates
Torrey, which is now in the third edition, is still
havinga constantly increasing sale. ,It has been
very acceptably received by reviewers all over the
country. Old, .s! well as new operators, no matter of
what machine, find this book invaluable. and their
expressions of commendation are extremely gratify
ing to both nuthor and publisher.

Among the many notices of this book which we
have received, we quote the following extracts from
I’ufi/i. Opinion, of New York:

“It is fortunate that a man of Mr. Torrey's
ability has had the courage of his convictions to the
estentof expressing them so well and forcibly in this
exceedingly useful book. It contains many
valuable features, such as fsc-simile examples of
titles, legal forms, court testimony, tabu‘ating
fancy borders, etc. The publishers, also, deserve
the thanks of many future operators for their enter
prise in placing this volume before the public."

We will send this book, postpaid, to any address,
for $1.50.

We are repeatedly asked "How can I
obtain a knowledge of Phrenology?“ In answer
ing this we suggest that the best results can be ob
tained from acareful pcrulnl and study of the
"Student's Set of Text-Books," on the subject.

In addition to this suggestion the practical knowl
edge and application of the subject can be obtained
by taking a course in the American Institute of
Phrenology, an advertisement of which appears in
our columns. Some persons have an intultional
perception of character, inherited largely from the
mother; cannot say why they like or dislike; why
willing to confide or unwilling to do so. Phrenoiogy
reads character scientifically. Ir gr'vrr nimmr, there
fore the student of phrenology knows why one man
will no! answer fOr a given position.

Regarding 0ur Advertisers—We do not
indorse any advertiser. We are unusually careful In
the selection of those who use our columns, but each
advertiser must stand on his own merits. We have
always refused, and still refuse, to admit to our pages
anything which we believe to be of an Injurlous or
fraudulent nature.

The G. A. R. Hand-book is now ready.
Its publication was unfortunately delayed, but we
think that as a diary and hand-book it will be very
acceptable to those obtaining a copy of it. 1! con
mine, as previously mentioned in our columns, the
various army organizations in the United States,

facts about the American civil and European wars
and wars of the world, chronological history of the
rebellion, etc., etc., being the most compact and con

venient book of reference. It is certainly indispens
able to those interested in military matters. The size

is 4 in. wide by 6 in. long, adaptable to the pocket. In
fact, it will supply a long-felt want, and at this mo

ment most opportune, when all matters connected

with the late rebellion are experiencing such

marked revival. The price Is 26c. postpaid.

Swain Cookery, with its neat enameled
cloth cover, is a book intended for practical, every
day use, and not only is the cover a most desirable
one for kitchen use, but the contents will be found to
be equally so. All the receipts have been carefully
tested by the author, Dr. Rachel Swain, and have
been used with success in a large lanitarium. This
book is ufann'ly cook book, par excellence, and all
families following the recipes given cannot fail to he
benefited. It is comprehensive. concise, and pre
eminently practical in every way.

All earnest desire is now pervading
the community for a better christianized SOCItl)’, and
to sweep away paganism. We mean by this the low
sexual practices now sweeping to destruction so
many of our young people. A book called “ COUNSIL
TO PAIINTS on T"! MORAL EDUCATION or THIIR
CHILDREN " is on our list. Pll's nts who wish to give a
pure and noble standard of life to their children may
well welcome this essay, which deals plainly with the
subject, yet with such elevation and refinement that no
hesitation need he felt in placing the book in the
hands of their young people. Our suggestion is to
purchase it, study it, and lay it before the youths and
maidens, thereby furnishing them with a wise and
experienced guide. Price, $1, postpaid.

The Humboldt Publishing 00.. New
York, ann -unce the publication of the “SPORTING
Dicriosxkv," by Gnonol! J. Manson. This book will
contain the professional and technical terms used in
all popular sports and games, and all games of play
ing cards. At the present time, when so many
thousands of young people are interested in sports of
one kind and another, this vocabulary of terms will
prove of exceptional value. The price of the book
(25 cents) will place It within the reach of all. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price.

Prof. Vaught says:
" There seem to be so

many without a knowledge of the existence of the
American Institute of Phrenology. Ifthey all were
readers of Tm: JOURNAL it would give them invaluable
knowledge. There seems to be a revolution of the
science with ministers and doctors here the way they
come in for examinations and instruction. We havea
booth in the May Féte of the Y. M. C. A. four nights
this week. The president of the Royal League at
Englcwood, III., was very kind, and distributed many
copies of the last issue of our I’lrrrnolagiml Nev/r."

We call attention not only to our cata
logue of general publications, but also to recent sub
division of subjects treated by the different writers.
Those on Education, Physical Culture, Hygiene,
Hydropathy, are arranged with a short description
of each book, so that our customers can determine
for themselves which ones they are particularly look
ing for. Of course an additional letter will always
be gladly dictated. Our idea is that a. general
knowledge of the books published by the Fowler &
Wells Co.. and of their special teaching, should be
disseminated.

For further information write to 27 East 21st St.
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hc Australian ‘1'5;
_
TreatmentA A NEW DISCOVERY

O
AVING discovered the germ or bacilli that causes consumption, hay fever. catarrh, and that attack all

the respiratory organs of man, our scientists and especially our bacteriologists have been exhausting
the resources of the laboratory to find the means of destroying them. Catarrh. asthma, bronchitis and
hay fever are the names given to some of the diseases affecting the air pass-\ges. Practically they are
one and the same thing, and they are all caused by that one particular bacilli that finds its most con
genial conditions in the respiratory organs. A su rior vitality confines the milder formsof the disease

to the nose, throat and bronchial tubes, but it only requires a sudden congestion of the lungs, or a general
lowering of the s stem, when the greater and more dreaded form, COHSLImpLIon, is

developed.The mistake itherto has been made in tryin to reach these erms through thes tomac , orh podermically
by way of the blood. Recognizing the futility 0 all such meth s of treatment, and believing t at

THE ONLY WAY OF DESTROYINO THE oERM AND
SAVING THE PATIENT’S LIFE WAS BY'INHALATION‘

Mr. Richard T. Booth some ears 3. 0 set out to discover a Perfect hacillicide that should be purely vege
table, volatile, and that could e inhalged He found the specific for this distinctive specie of bacteria, and
named it HYOHEI, “I heal, I cure." It is Science's latest and greatest triumph over the germs that find a
lodgrnent in the air assages.

The air thoroug ly charged with Hyomei is inhaled through the pocket inhaler at the mouth and, after
permeating all the respiratory organs, is slowly exhaled through the nose. It is aromatic. gives immediate
relief and isinexpensive, the pocket inhaler outfit costing only one dollar. With this convenient device
charged with Hyomei catarrh and chronic bronchitis have been permanently cured, asthma almost instantly
relieved, and for hay fever is an absolute specific.

WasTFoRu, Mass, January 30, 1895. BRooKLvN, N. Y., February 8. 189;.
Your Hyomei cured me of

haly
fever in one week's The pocket inhaler works like a charm. The first

time. I consider it a duty to to 1others who suffer. inhalation gave relief. It i: 4 [Missing In llklfld nity.
A. HAMLIN. and I am sarrsy if i: not lh'flrr brown. I add my

name to the " I ass-lt-On-Socicty."
Sincerely yours, I. M. FARRAR.

A pamphlet giving full particulars of Hyomei, the Australian dry~air cure, free to all.

Pocket Inhaler Outfit by Mail, $1.00
Address R. T. BOOTH

Dept. 5, 18 East Twentieth Street, New York City.

Vacation ‘.MUKER'S DICTIUNABY.
It is advisable when going away from home

to take with you a supply of

Thousands of men, when in the society of, ladies or gentlemen, want to be entertainings and amusing companions, but too often find

that they cannot.

This great and original book comes to the

l aid of just such people ; it does for the manp who wants to be witty what Webster's Dic

tionary does for the man who wants to be
Because it is antise tic and aconstant ro- , _’ p p

wise in the use of words.
tection against contagion.

Because‘ it is somhing and healing and
It is a perfect cyclopedia of wit and humor.

will allay itching and irritation caused It com/alas 326 Pages- 3i! illustrations. and

by dust, perspiration, chafing, prickly- is arranged according to subject, alphabeti

heal- insect Pesls- sunburn and i")’- cally. That is to say, it is in the style of a
poisoning‘ dictionary. You can find Jokes, Stories, and

clever bits of repartee, brilliant jest: and

flashes of merriment, on almost every subject

Because, bathing and shampooing with
this good tar soap is a ,

l . . .

I
likely to come up in social intercourse.

Price, 26 Cents, post paid.Hygienic Luxury
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Orders, raft: on Nm Yorh, or Rqristrred Letters.
All l’oshnasior: are roquirod to Register lrttrr:
avhonn/er requested to do so.

Silver or oihrr coin should not b: uni by mail, a:
i! i: almost sure to wear a hole in the onr'olo/o and
be lost.
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always beuni in sheets; that is, not torn afari.
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All Letters should bl addruud to Foul/or 6r’ I/Vrlls
Co., and not to any person connected with the ofiit I.
In this way only can from)! and careful allention be
secured.

Any 800k, Periodical. Chart. etc., may beordered
rom this ofla at Publishers" prices.

Agents Wanted or {he PHRRNOLOGICAL JOURNAL
and our Booh Pub iraiions, lo ‘whom liberal form:
will be ‘iron.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The Popular Science .ilonihly for July contains the

third paper in Herbert Spencer's scries on Profes
sional Institutions and Mr. Balfour's “[)ialcctic~;,"
In which he discusses the position of Balfour's foun
dations of belief as to things supernatural ; “ Begin
nings of Scientific Interpretation." “ The [towels of
the Earth,” “ Climate and Health" ; Studies of
Childhood concludin the subject of “ Fear," with
a discussion of fear o animal and fear of the dark ;
“The Armadillo and Its Oddities," “ A Medical
Study of the Jury System," etc. New York.

0
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priiurcss of American universities, Russia's relations
with China and Japan, the prospects of Pacific cable
construction, the opening of the Kiel Canal, the
recent Italian elections, the fall of Count Kalnoky,
anti-semitism in Vienna, British politics,the future of
(Thitral, the Armenian question and various other
timely topics.

.llrdito-Logal_lournaL— Late number received.
The new department on Psychology improves in
quality and quantity. Medico-Legal Convention of
September next announced,and promises to be an
interesting and valuable assembly. New York.

("osmn/oliinn flingazinr for July has “ A Century
of Fashions," “ Foreign Orders and Decorations, '
“ Bathing at the American Sea-Shore Resorts," “The
Myth of the Four Hundred" and other illustrated
articles. lrvington, New York.

liar/or‘: Round 'I‘al-ltaulror young people. Its
colored illustrations are taking with little people cer
tainly, and its sketches read by older heads. New
York.

Frank Leslie's l’o/ular .Ilonlhly, Jul '.-——“An
Artist in London Town," “ The Russian C urch in
America," “ Ily the 'I‘idcless Sea : A Memory of She]
ley," “ Tuscan Fisherfolk," “ Down Cape Cod,"
“ Kangaroos and Kangaroo Hunting," “ A Chifltst
Banquet," “ Rhone Sketches," “ Roman Mosaics.“
The new management shows progress. New York.

lllcln hysiral illnguzima— Occult, memo-physical,
psycho ogical, optimistic, transcendental, reincarna
tive, etc. On these lines may be commended. hew
York.

‘rh’rnin': for July has a good deal of national spirit
in its pages. Washirgton and Revolutionary remin
isccnces occupy a large share of the contents. Good
illustrative effects. Asbury Park, N. J.

A mvriran lHedico-Su rgical Bulletin, semi
monthly.-Digest of current thought and result in
themcdical profession. Illustrated. New York.

You/h’: Comfam'om—Familiar weekly, as vigorou
and entertaining as ever. Boston.

Earnest and radical in its
rescntation of thought and purpose. Wendes
‘hillips and money issues discussed. A certaill

"reverend" dissents from Mr. Hudson anent the
duality of mind. Boston.

A rma.—-July at hand.

Chautauqua, ]uly.~~Among the titles are “A
Story of Plantation Life," “Chinese Life." Hand
lin Other People's Money," “ M ' Ideal Woman,"
an some details CnnCCl'ning the Chautauqua Assem

b
ly

.

Good reading and useful for the most part, but
a ittle inconsistent with the prominence given to
the patent medicine business.

. Poullry .Vonthly, July—Current authority on
interests affecting domestic feathered animals, and
well sustained. Albany, N. Y.

Rn'inu of Rn'ic'ws, July—Comments on prog
ress of the world-changes in national and interna
tional affairs, important movements at home, etc.,
for instance, the present status of the silver question
in politics, United States and Spain and Cuba, the

liar/in": .Ilagazinc for
July

maintains the full
complement of attractions usua ly found in the period
ical. Special mention: “Some Ima inative Ty es
in American Art," “ In the Garden 0 China." “ he
German Struggle for Liberty,"

“ Personal Recollec
tions of _loan of Arc—IL,’ "Bear Chasing in the
Rocky Mountains," “ Where Charity Begins,"
“ Americans in Paris," “ The University of Pennsyl
vania." New York.

Li/jlinmlf's for July has, besides the cut’ marv nov
elette, “ The Railroad Invasion of Asia," “The Whole
Duty of Woman," “The Tea Ceremon of apan,"“ Our National Extravagance," "The cw oman
hood," “ Fact in Fiction." Philadelphia.
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Coagwgatianalisf, weekly—Besides its “ organic
"

function, contains a digest of general church and

secular news. _New York.

Bachelor of Arts, monthly.—Appea‘s to the post—

graduate collegtamand collegienne because of its

devotion to college interests. New York.

Gaillard‘s illed'ical journal, July, has a good

paper on the nervous element in disease. This shows

a tendency in the right direction of intelligent medi

cal thinking. New York.

Bmok/yn Medz'mljournal. July number received.
Has several good and practical papers representa
tive of the science in the great city across the bridge.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lilerury Digrsl, weekl '.-—Comprehensive and

generally useiul. Funk 8: \ agnalls, New York.

Pltn-nnlagrial Magazz'nr, July, has a notable article

on the l’auper Lunatics of London, and also discusses

criminal responsibility from the point of view of

brain constitution. The minor notes are worth

attention. London.

_l/uman Nature, for Jul , is a crisp number, well
suited to the masses he “Twenty Thousand
Phrenologists” idea obtains our hearty sanction. So
does the plea for the non-badness of the organs and
faculties primaril '. Editor Haddock shows a hust
ling spirit. San rancisco.

Fruits : How to Use Them. By
Hester M. Poole. In the body of this book all the

fruits of the earth are discussed. Each one is mar

shalled before our eyes. First, as the poet sees it,

then we are told its color, growth and hygienic

value; when we should pick it, and how to eat it.

Then a fair line of recipes follows. The author does

not pause in her masterful work till she has taught us

how fruit should be served. She does a good many

things well. That she isa mistress of detail is at

once recognized, the book being an epitome of all that

is worth knowing about fruits. To quote a few

lines: The value of lruits as food is far from being

generally understood; fragrant, toothsome and pure

fruits, with their more solid cousins, the grains,

afford every element needed for the nourishment of
the human frame. Price $1. [louse/told Zl'rrvs.

we take pleasure in acknowledging
receipt from Dr. Caleb 5. Weeks (the author of

HHuman Nature" and compiler of notes on Pope's
'

“Essay on Man,” etc.)of a basket of animal skulls,

which we have added to our collection, in the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. We are always ready

and glad to add to this collection, which students

and others find so valuable in their researches. This
is not the first time that such additions have been

m tde by those interested in Phre ‘ology.

“ Ill regard to PHRENOLOGICALJOURNAL,
yes, we have been constant readers of the JOURNAL

sinceIHBl). Have had them nicely bound, and we

take every opportunity of showing,' them to our

friends. No one interested in Phrenology can afford

to be without them.” Mas. S. C. T.

The “Indiana Farmer“ says Dr.Rachael
Swain, of this city. has just published a cook book on

health principles. Dr. Swain has for a number of

years had charge of a sanitarium, and has personally

superintcnded the preparation of many of the dishes

for her patients. She does not repudiate meat, but

thinks, if used at all, it should be used sparingly. Cit
ing the peasant classes of all countries, who eat but

little meat because they cannot afford it, yet they are

stronger and healthier than meat-eating neighbors.

Also the Japanese. who, living on rice, are fine illus

trations of strength and endurance. We give a

couple of recipes.

Cherry RolL—Make a nice baking powder biscuit

dough, roll out a large oblong piece, a little thicker

than for ordinary pie, and spread with seeded cher

ries. Roll up very carefully, pressing the edges to

gether to secure the fruit. Curl this roll carefully

around the stem of a large cake pan, and place in a

steamer, over plenty of boiling water. Cover close

and do not lift the cover for an hour and a half, or

until the pudding is done through. Serve with sugar

and cream or lemon sauce.

Any fruit, either fresh or canned, may be used in

this way and the juice used for sauce.

Human Magnetism: a new edition with

an appendix has just been published. The demand

for this compact and practical treatise has led us to

revise and add 40 pages of matter of great interest.

Questions of recent introduction into the discussion

of hypnotic phenomena are considered from practi

cal observation, and valuable suggestions are given

bearing upon the direction or impression of the

trance state. Among the addenda treated are the

field of Suggestion, the Moral question; Compulsory

Hypnotism; The Danger Phase; a Further Considera

tion of Somnambulism. The price is $1.00 postpaid

Prickly Heat
are in most cases caused by the

corrosive action of acid

Perspiration
and are often aggravated by

friction of the clothing with the

skin.

Relief may be obtained

quickly by applying a lather of

PACKER’S
Tar Soap

and letting it dry in.

Try this!
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Not Up to the Mark |

——that's the way with the imita
tions of Pearline. It isn’t surprising,
that so great a household help in all
washing and cleaning should be so

largely imitated; it isn't surprising
that these imitations fail ; and it isn't
surprising that they make still more I
popular the article on which the
fraud is attempted. The merits of Pearline

%.

/ I

alone would make its sales increase, and

th
e
i

\l
il

’1

claims of peddlers and unscrupulous grocers
that they have “the same as" or “as good
as" Pearline—mind you, never “better
than

" Pearline- have placed Pearline on the

top notch.
Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you "this is

a
s

good as" or "the same as l’earline." IT'S FALSE—Pearline is

never peddled, if your grocer sends you an imitation, be honest-—

Mm! if back. w JAMES PYLE, New York.

View.o
f

A war veteran says, Komchacin Caloric is
the greatest remedy I ever heard of; I wish I

owned it. I had little faith when I began its
uso,and my faith was not increased by the use

of the first box, but my wife was anxious for
me to continue it, for, said she, H ‘a such
0 clean, wholeeome, and reasonable
method, it must help you. So I continued
and soon began to improve. I used (our
boxes when the trouble wholly disappeared
and has nevcrreturned. I! one in a thousand
of those who are afflicted with Piles, Fis
sure. or Fistula could only learn of its
wonderful virtues, the proprietors would
reap It good reward, and they deserve to. I

wonder that they don't advertise it more.

I wouldn't give a rap fora financial interest

‘

in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one

package will on re a whole neighborhood, said
a man the other day. l have tried everything

I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
myself of Piles, which I inherited. Two

‘

years ago I bought Komchacin Caloric, used

it three times, and have had no trouble since. .

My grandmother, eighty years old and most

‘

of herlifeasuflerer from the same complaint,
was cured from the same ‘package, and there

is some left.

our new prlnclplv, wholly unllke any
ulherherot-ulbrc lineal, ['01- the cure of
Pill-n, Flnlure, nnd l‘lntuln, nent. pool
pukl “or 81.00. l’urllcularl and proolh
fi-ee.

ADDRESS ON IMPROVING THE

I I; ‘a i i I SEND ron CATALOGUE.

alScharmerhorn’s,3E.l4lh8l.,N.Y.MEMORY LIBRARY 53: BRoAtiwAY NEWYORK
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The “ Critic ” says, in speaking of Emily
Faithfull, who died recently: She early became

interested in improving the condition of women, and

founded in London the Vz'rtaria Press, where women

were employed as compositors. The Queen
appointed her Printer and Publisher in Ordinary. In

1863 she started the Vii-torn: Magazine, advocating

the claims of women to remunerative employment,

and afterward published a novel, "Change Upon

Change," beginning at the same time her career as a

lecturer. She was on the staff of the Ladies’ l-‘ic

terial, and advocated the claims of women in many

periodicals. In 1872 she first visited America, and

after her last trip here she wrote the book “Three
Visits to America." We published this book for her.

A few copies still remain on hand, price of which is

$1.50, postpaid.

A New Hygienic College.— We were
delighted to receive a visit a few days ago from our

old and highly esteemed friend Dr. Oscar B. Tod

hunter. of Cincinnati, professor of psycho-therapy in

the Hygeia Medical College of that city. In our

advertising columns may be‘seen an announcement

of this new institution, which, we judge from our

knowledge of the excellent faculty, will prove to be

one of the finest, most liberal and advanced schools

of the healing art to be found anywhere. We hope

the new college will meet with the success it eer_
tainly deserves. All whoare interested in the matter

should write to Prof. Todhunter, the dean of the col-

lege, from whom they will receive full information.

PI‘OI'. Reinhold has removed, on account
of increased patronage, to more spacious quarters,
and is now at (it) Lexington avenue, New York City,
and extends invitation to all to avail of his perfect
facilities. See advertisement in another column.

WHAT THEY
The Nose

The Eyes and Eyebrows

The Mouth and Lips

TELL
A pamphlet, The Face Indica

tive of Character, price 40 cents,

will give the information desired.

Or, for a consideration of them

separately, see "Chapter on
Noses," " Chapter on Mouth
and Lips,” and "Chapter on
Eyes and Eyebrows,” which can

be furnished at 15 cents each.

The “ Veteran's Advocate” says of
George J. Manson's Hand-book of Military Informa
tion that “ It will prove of great value as a date

finder. It is a book of reference for all interested in
military matters. An interesting and valuable feat

ure is the chronological history of the Rebellion, the

assassination of President Lincoln. facts in regard to

armies of the world, statistics of European wars,
soldier's home, State militia,armyorganizations, etc.,

every proper name mentioned in the book, including
the name of every man who held a position in the G.
A. R., can be quickly referred to." 25 cents by mail,
postpaid.

‘A SPECIAL OFFER
To Students, Clergymen and
Authors who are about to
start on their vacation. . .

Through July and August we will supply
a copy of Torrey's Hand Book of Type
writing for $1 postpaid. This work was
lately enlarged by some forty pages, and

V the price advanced to $1.50. Should a party
of three order, we will send three copies to
one address on receipt of &.

FOWLER 6t WELLS C0.

27 East alst Street, - - New York

,MUKEB'S nlctlomtnt.

Thousands of men, when in the society OI

ladies or gentlemen, want to be entertaining

and amusing companions, but too often find

that they cannot.

This great and original book comes to the

aid of just such people ; it does for the man

who wants to be witty what Webster's Dic

tionary does for the man who wants to be

wise in the use of words.

It is a perfect cyclopedia. of wit and humor.

It contains 326 pages, six illustrations, and

is arranged according to subject, alphabeti

cally. That is to say, it is in the style of a

dictionary. You can find Jokes, Stories, and

clever bits of repartee, brilliant jests and

flashes of merrirnent, on almost every subject

likely to come up in social intercourse,

Price. 25 Cents, post paid. t



FOWLER do" WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER J‘ WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
F0 WLER & WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of FOWLER & WELLS 00.

The
Subacrlgtion

Price of the PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL AND CIINCI or HEALTH is $1.60 a year,
)aynblo in advance, or ‘1.75 when )rnninrn: oforod
are un! to .rnbrcriberr.

Honey, when uni by mail, :honld bl in theforrn
g Mono Orders, Portal Note: Express Money

rdors, raft: on New Yorh, or krgistered Letters.
All Postmaster: are required to Rtgirllr letter:
whenever requested to do to.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by nmil, a:
it’ i: alrnort In" to wear a hole in the (n‘ulb): and
be lost.

Postage-stamps will be rlceivod for fractional
fart: ofa dollar. Th: larger slam): are p” n'red;
they should never be stuck to the letters, an should
always bean! in shuts; that is, not torn apart.

Change of )on-oficl addrn: can be made by {it/
ing the old a: well a: the new address, but not with
on! th is information. Notice should be rlceimd th:
firs’! of the {reading rnonth .

Letters of Inquiry reqnnlin; an answer should
inclou a slant) for rotnrn postage, and be .rnrl and
[it/e na nu and/all addrn: (very time you write.

All Letters should be addressed lo Fowler &’ Wells
C0,, and not to any frrron connected with the ofiice.
In this way only can from)! and carefnlalllntion be
"cured.

Any 800k. Periodical. Chll't, etc., may beordered
rorn this oflico at Publishtrs' )rica.
Agents Wanted or the PHRBNOLOGICAL JOURNAL

and our Booh Pnb ications, to whom liberal torrn:
will begiven.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
Phrenological Illa asine, August.—A live number.

The reports from t e field show general increase of
lectures. One event, of which proper note is taken,
was the birthday celebration of Prof. Fowler on his
attaining the ripe maturity of eighty-four. May he
live to be a hundred.

Special features in Review of Reviews are Theo
dore Roosevelt, a gentleman who is suffering much
malignity to-day because of fidelity to official trust.
The Clearing of “ Mulberry Bend," The Third Salis
bury Cabinet, etc. Current progress in affairs
everywhere reported on with usual literary digests,
etc., etc. New York and London.

Sanitarium, August, has good points on school
athletics. the “ New Woman,‘ drainage, and addi
tional lists of the mineral springs of New York State.
Dr. A. M. Bell, New York.

Pacific bledicnl _/ournal.-—Dr. I. W. Robertson's
review of “ Suggestions as a Therapeutic Agent” is
a clear, intelligent expression that will be approved,
we are sure, by all experienced observers. San
Francisco.

Harper's-"70,41 , Bazar and Round Table, cur
rent numbe's.-—~\ ounding In scasonable topics and
apt illustrations. .\ew York.

Gail/ard’: .iledical journaL—In its LXI. volume,

and as Drs.
G. T.

Arnalour Sportsman, conducted by the M. T.
Richardson Company, is well adapted to its purpose ;
sketches of forest life, hunting, fishing, canoeing,
etc., etc., fill the pages. Suggestions for the game
keeper, for collection, etc., are rife. The young gun~
ner who would excel can learn much about the use of

sgtotkgun
and rifle in this publication monthly. New

or .

A merican i’ifedicaljonrnab—Abounds in practical
sug estions for the appreciation of the practitioner.
If t e editor will permit a sug estion we think that
the. generally excellent spirit 0 the monthly would
not sufier if less space were allotted to the discussion
of what “regulars” think and say. St. Louis.

regressive as it is veteran. Editors:
arrtson and Simon Baruch. New York.

Popular Science .‘llonlhly, August, has a fourth
installment of Mr. Spencer's “ Professional Institu
tions—New Chapters in the Warfare of Science,"
besides “ Art and E esight,” “ The Motive for Scien
tific Research," “ P easures of the Telescope, VI.,"
“The Nervous System," and “Education, etc. A

‘veilk
illustrated number. D. Appleton & Co., New

’or .

The Arum for August has a portrait of Governor
Morton of New York for the frontis iece. Helen H.
Gardener gives a review of recent ‘ Age-of-Conscnt
Legislation in the United States." Other contribu
tions are “An Arbitration Treaty Between Great
Britain and the United States,” and "The August
Present,” by B. 0. Flower. A symposium of women
discusses the question, “ Is the Single Tax Enough?”
“Human Destiny” is discussed from the point of
view of orthodoxy. Boston.

Au at St. Nicholas is fresh and breezy. Prof.
Bran er Matthews contributes of “Oliver Wendell
Holmes." In the serial, "A Boy of the First Em
pire," Napoleon is forced to abdicate by the Allies
after the battle of Paris. There are stories of ani
mals, fairy stories, etc., etc., to please the young folks.

Annals ofllygilne.—Good points are made in the
August number with re ard to eating habits, ner—
vousness, athletic exercises, de eneracy. etc. Uni
versity of Pennsylvania Press, P iladelphia.

Human Nalurr, August number.—-Haddock is
"forging ahead." This number is a decided advance
on all previous attempts. San Francisco.

Progro: )lIedicaL—Weekly. Comes regularly, and
is an excellent digest of foreign medicine. Bourne
ville, editor. Paris.

_l\’eyuole.~Musical reporter. Of use to the rofes
sion represented. Two vocal compositions In late
number. New York.

Cosmopolitan for August has among the contents
"A New Sport in the Rocky Mountains," “Bicy
cling for Women," “Bathing at the English Sea Shore
Resorts,” "The \Vhitehead Torpedo in the United
States," “The Egyptian Thief,” and other attrac
tions. Wcllillustratcd. IrvingtomNY.

In the August Li/pincott we find a complete novel
and other features. For instance: “The Bicycling
Era," “Cavicature," “The Passing of the Cow
Puncher," "The Pleasures of Bad Taste," “The
Mystery of Sound," etc. Philadelphia.
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Harper's 111arazinn—Among' the more notable in
August are “ 'l‘iie Comedies of Shakespeare—XI V.,"
“ Cracker Cowboys of Florida," “ Everyday Scenes
in China," “The German Strug e for Liberty—
VI.," “ Roundabout to Boston," “ ersonal Recollec
tions of Joan of Arc—V." The fiction installments
are of inferior interest to these finely illuminated fea
tures. New York.

In the C/taulauquan some instructive readin is
obtained by the subscriber and occasional. or
instance these titles: "Santa Barbara Floral Festi
vals," “ Life and Its Environment," “The Southern
Exposition at Atlanta," “ The Dominion of Canada,”
“

Pilgrimages to Mecca and the Propagation of Dis
ease, ’ “The Individual Standard of Living,” “ Land

Wlrestlgd
From the Sea," " Constantinople.“ Mead

vt e, a.

Wells’ Chart is Now Ready.—Our
Professor Sizer has made a new set of plates for

marking and added a few pages of business adapta
tion, etc., which with the new title page, and change

of the cover color, makesa very neat and attractive

chart. We think the body of the Chart, in its expla

nations of conditions, etc., one of the best, if not the

very best chart extant. Are prepared to supply these

to lecturers by the hundred, five hundred or thousand,

and at very low rates. See lecturers’ catalogue for
description of this and other apparatus used by lec

turers and phrenologists in the field.

The attention of agents is called to
the new book, “ Swain Cookery," advertisement of
which appears in another column; further review

here is hardly necessary, considering the extended

notice given in previous numbers of THE Panaso
LOGICAL Joumvxt, but we must call attention to the

very complete general index of fruits, vegetables,
grains, mushes, macaroni, soups, tish, meat, fowl,
sauces, salads and salad dressing, pastry, desserts,

and last but not least drinks for the sick. We are

prepared to furnish this $1.50 book to our agents at

special prices, on application. It is an up-to-date
book, one which should be in the hands of every

housekeeper, with its home-made dishes, of sanita

riums, with its varied menus, of hospitals, with its

nourishing and delightful food combinations and

refreshing drinks. The work is dedicated " to those

who love the largeness of life and the bounty of good
living." It is a book which agents would do well to

make themselves familiar with and then present it to

their clients with a feeling that they are offering
honest and practical recipes.

For Mothers and Danghters.—“ Beauty
is woman's power as much as sensation. While
remembering that there is nothing new under the
sun, this volume claims only the preserving convic

tion of woman's need of physical knowledge.” It is

well worth reading. Its light and guidance may
help those groping in darkness to find the road to
health; it insists upon obedience of nature’s laws.
Pain, disease or premature decay come of ignorance ;
a knowledge of this subject embraces and under

lies every other. Price, $1.50.

After several years of rest from book
writing Prof. Sizer has again penned a new book,
“ How to Study Strangers by Temperament, Fate
and Head.” The theme appeals to every one,
whether in business, in the profession of teaching,
preaching or nursing. We call attention to the

advertisement in another column.

sent, postpaid, on receipt of $1.50.

A copy will be

In answer to many inquiries for books
on mesmerism, psychology, etc., we would call atten
tion to a book called “ Library of Mesmerism," which
contains “ Philosophy of Mesmerism," “ Fascina
tion," “ Electrical Psychology," “The Macrocosm,"
and “ Science of the Soul." This work we have been

selling for $3.50, postpaid. From now till the first of
November we will send by mail, on receipt of $2.50.
This is a special price, and to prevent any mistake or
confusion here we must ask our correspondents to

mention the advertisement as appearing in the Sep
tember number of the JOURNAL.

We have occasional inquiries for location
of sanitariums, health resorts, etc. W'e call the

attention of our readers to the advertisement in other
columns of Drs. S.W. & M. Dodds, 2826 Washington
avenue, St. Louis, Mo., and Prof. Aug. Reinhold, 60
Lexington avenue, New York City, and others which
may be had on application. Shall be very glad fur
ther to place our readers in correspondence with them
if they so desire.

We have had many inquiries for the
Dry Cell Battery. Your attention is invited to this
useful, economical and reliable battery. It is made

not only for physicians‘ use, but also for that of the

home. Price $7.

Bathing and
_Shampooing with

“That pure, antiseptic and
emollient Tar Soap of Packer’s"
refreshes, purifies, and allays
irritations of the skin, and

Wards off Contagion

A hygienic soap so pleasant
and beneficial to the hair and
skin, so useful and comforting
to invalid or traveler, is worth
remembering—

‘Packer’s
Tar Soap
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Out of sorts
——and no wonder. Think of the con- "

dition of those poor women who have 3

to wash clothes and clean house in
1'

the old-fashioned way. They're
tired, vexed, discouraged, out

of sorts, with aching backs
and aching hearts. 1;

They must be out of
‘

their wits. \Vhy don't
they use Pearline ? That

is what every woman who
values her health and strength

is coming to. And they're coming
to it now, faster than ever. Every day, Pearline’s fame
grows and its patrons increase in number. Hundreds of
millions of packages have been used by bright women who
want to make washing easy. 481

Two Pointsof Vi
A war veteran says, Komchacin Caloric is | I wouldn’t give a rap foraflnancial interest

1the greatest remedy I ever heard of; I wish I in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one

owned it. I had little faith when I began its package will cure a whole neighborhood, said
use,and my faith was not increased by the use 1a man the other day. I have tried everything
of the first box,but my wife was anxious for ‘ I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
me to continue it, for, said she, it ‘a such , myself of Piles, which I inherited. Two
0 clean, wholesome, and reasonable 1years ago I bought Koinchacin Caloric, used ‘

method, u must help you. So I continued it three times, and have had no trouble since. ‘
and soon began to improve. I used (our Mygrandmothenelghty years old and most
in >xes when the trouble wholly disappeared o! herlifea suflerer Irom the same complaint,

,I and has never returned. I! one in a thousand was cured from the same package,and there

r. of those who are afliicted with Piles, Fis- is some left. __ i_

ill

sure, or Fistula could only learn 01! its our NW prhmlplp‘ wmmy "nuke any ‘i

l wonderful virtues. the proprietors would other herelulbre ‘nu-d, for the cure of Y

t m» 1 good mm, and they deserve w- I filfi'isf'i'i'fai. "artisans 5mm:
wonder that they don't advertise it more. fi-ee.

KOIOHACIN CALORIC COMPANY,“133 LINCOLN sT-, BOSTON, MAS‘.

RDDRESS 0N IMPROVING THE

I :5 .3 ; 8 a SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
"All. ffll I0

MEMORY LIBRARY 55:: ssosfiv'vxirsuawvosx alSchermarhom‘s, 3 E
.

l‘l-lll Sh, ll-Y.



4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

We call the attention of our readers
to the Electrolibration Company ; an open letter, as

it is called, furnished by the advertisers from the Rev.

W. H. DePuy, D.D., LL.B., author of the People’s

Cyclopedia, and late assistant editor of the C‘lzrirtian

Adr'na/e. This letter indorses the apparatus of this

company. Attention is called to the very explanatory
advertis ment contained therein.

Swain Cookery. This book has met
with success. Several hundred copies have already
been disposed of. Being of a handy size makes it con

venient for every day use ; the author being a practi
cal woman, she furnishes recipes which will be ac

ceptable to all. Agents, write to us for particulars
in regard to special terms, which are very low.

The advertisement of Best & Co. is
always an attractive feature in our columns. It is an

emporium for children's garments. Mothers can go
there and obtain complete outfits for boys and girls
and therefore save the arduous running around in

shopping.

Attention is called to the Eclectic
Medical College. Write to them for information and

catalogue.

Pearline seems to be up to the mark.
It is not surprising that the manufacturers sell such

quantities.

Chastity, by Dio Lewis. This book is
as popular as ever. We have inquiries from agents
publishers and others for descriptive pamphlet, etc.
On another page an adversisement of the same will
be found.

Fruits : How to Use Them. By
Hester M. Poole. In the body of this book all the
fruits of the earth are discussed. Each one is mar
shalled before our eyes. First, as the poet sees it,
then we are told its color, growth and hygienic
value; when we should pick it, and how to eat it.
Then a fair line of recipes follows. The author does

not pause in her masterful work till she has taught us
how fruit should be served. She does a good many
things well. That she isa mistress of detail is at
once recognized, the book being an epitome of all that
is worth knowing about fruits. To quote a few
lines; The value of fruits as food is far from being
generally understood; fragrant, toothsome and pure
fruits, with their more solid cousins, the grains,
afford every element needed for the nourishment of
he human frame. Price $1. Hnuxrlmld News.

Human Magnetism: a new edition with
an appendix has just been published. The demand
for thiscompact and practical treatise has led us to
revise and add 40 pages of matter of great interest.

Questions of recent introduction into the discussion
of hypnotic phenomena are considered from practi
cal observation, and valuable suggestions are given
bearing upon the direction or impression of the
rance state. Among the addenda treated are the

field of Suggestion, the Moral question: Compulsory
Hypnotism; The Danger Phase; a Further Considera
tion of Somnambulism. The price is $1, postpaid.

The “ Veteran's Advocate" says of
George]. Manson's Hand-book of Military Informa
tion that “ It will prove of great value as a date,

finder. Itis a book of reference for all interested in
military matters. An interesting and valuable feat

ure is the chronological history of the Rebellion, the

assassination of President Lincoln. facts in regard to

armies of the world, statistics of European wars,
soldier’s home, State militia, army organizations, etc.,

every proper name mentioned in the book, including
the name of every man who held a position in the G.
A. R., can be quickly referred to.” 25 cents by mail

postpaid.

We have Still on hand a few of the
cabinet photographs of Gall, Spurzheim, O. S.

Fowler, L. N. Fowler, Samuel R. Wells, Prof.
Sizer, Mrs. Wells, Geo. Combe and Dr. Drayton.
We will send any of these by mail postpaid on re

ceipt of 15 cents, or the nine for $1.25.

Richert’s PhISlOIOg)’ and Histology
of the Cerebral Convolutions. A book of about 170

pages which to advanced students in Phrenology
gives a knowledge of what has been donein other

lines to determine the functions of the brain. Price
$1, postpaid.

Another valuable book to our
students and to those interested in an anatomical
knowledge of that complicated organ, the brain, is

Sruoias or BRAINS or CRIMINALS by Prof. Benedikt.
Price of this is $1. Both of these books are pro

fusely illustrated and will be sent postpaid to one

address for $1.50.

.MDKEB’S DICTIONARY.*
Thousands of men, when in the society of

ladies or gentlemen, want to be entertaining

and amusing companions, but too often find

that they cannot.

This great and original book comes to the

aid of just such people ; it does for the man

who wants to be witty what Webster's Dic

tionary does for the man who wants to be

‘wise in the use of words.

It is a perfect cyclopedia of wit and humor.

It contains 326 pages, six illustrations, and

is arranged according to subject, alphabeti

cally. That is to say, it is in the style of a

dictionary. You can find Jokes, Stories, and

clever bits of repartee, brilliant jest: and

flashes of merriment, on almost every subject

likely to come up in social intercourse,

Price. 25 Cents, post paid.



FOWLER (“9" WELLS C0.
On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER §- WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
FOWLER e WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of FOWLER §- WELLS CO.

The Subocrl on Price of the PHRINOLOGICAL
JOURNAL AND IINCI or HIALTH is $1.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.75 when premiums ofi'ered
are sent to subscribers.

Holley, when sent by mail, should be in the arm
of Mone Orders, Postal Notes, Express one]
Orders, rafts on New York, or Registered Letters.
All Postmasters are required to Re{ister letters
whenever requested to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by retail, as
it is alneut sure to wear a hole in the ent'elofe and
be lost.

Philip-lump‘ will be received for fractional
farts o/a dollar. The larger stu M): are pre erred,
they should never be etueh to the letters, an should
always besent in sheets; that is, not torn apart.

Change of )ost-ofiiee address can be made by {iv
in: the old as well as the new address. but not with
out this information. Notice should be received the
first of the freeedr'n; month .

Lem?‘ 0| Inquiry requesting an answer should
inelose a stout) for return postage, and be sure and
(ive nanle and/ull address every time you write.

All Llml’l should be addressed to Fowler b‘ lVells
CI.‘ and not to an] )erson eonnerted with the oflee,
In thi‘e way only can prompt and enrefulattention be
eeeured.

Any Book. Porlodloal. Chart, etc., may beordered
roen this ofliee at Publishers" prices.

Alon“ Wanted for the PNRENOLOGlL'AL JOURNAL
and our Booh Publications, to who»: liberal terens
will begiven.

CU BRENT EXC HANG ES.

Lippi'ncatt': for September has a readable table of
contcnts,cspecially these numbers: “Na olcon and
the Regent Diamond," “Molierc." “ rabbing"
“The Decadent Drama," and "The Survival bf
Superstitions." Philadelphia.

I_Iarfer's illagazine for September has:
Gringos in Central America," “The Star of a Son "
“Mental Tclcgra hyAgain."by Mark wain.“ he
German Strug e for Lihert .—IX.,” “Personal
Recollections o joan of Arc.—- 'l..H “A Fifteenth
Ccntur Revival" "Notes on Indian Art." “The
lzvol ition ofthe ow-Punchcr." “Arabia—Islam and
the Eastern Question," among its best features.
New York.

Hamileti‘e Review for September in the " Review
Section

" discusses “ The Preacher and the Preach
ing f_or_the Present Crisis. The Preacher and His
Furnishing." “What a Preacher may Learn from
the

wl'llllll’fs
of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes," “The

Natural istory of the Conflict of Religion and
Science.“ “Church Methods and Church Work: Crit
ICiSl'nS and Suggestions by Laymrn," “ i ht on
Scriptural Text: from Recent Discoveries. haldca
and Chaldcans." Other departments are well fur
nished as usually. Funk & Wagnalls. New York.

"Three

Medim/Agr. Detroit. Mich—In its editorial man

agement for the most part liberal and independent.
o like its recent views on the serums. nucleins

alkaloids, and other evanescent fads of the profes:
sion.

Frank Leslie's Popular filouthl for Se tem
has “ Mishaps and Mysteries of the’Sca." “ he
tory Towns of England." “The Story of the Sam
ovar," “ The Death of Profcssor Huxlcy," and other
features that command themselves in style and treat
ment to the average reader. New York.

IVerner's .lliigazine. September, well meets ex

q‘EClaIJQ-fl
as a periodical devoted to vocal culture.

New England Medical Month/‘v. August, makes
prominent discussions of rheumatism and skin affec~
tions. W.C. Wile, M.D.. editor, Danbury. Conn.

in (h: Cosmoflll'tan/Vngnzine (Irvington, N. Y.)
for Se tember we find “in the Realm of the Won
derfu ." “The Ancient Capital of Cuba." “Brigham
Young and Modern Utah," "A House-Part at Ab
botsford," and "A Famous Crime" are strikingly set
of! with description and illustration.

Review of Reviews for September gives romincnt
place to certain industrial enterprises o the day,
viz.:“Thc Electrical Outlook.n “Niagara." “Wind
as a Motive Power," "Weather Forecasts and A ri
culture," "Water-viva a and Commerce," and as
among otherspecial eaturcs "The Poster in Polc
tics." and "Archbishop Croke of Ireland," a chant
ter sketch. New York.

The Arena for September is as ever plcthoric with
bold and liberal principles. Witness the following
titles: “A Battle for Sound Morality." “The Tele
graph in England," “ Arbitration Treaty between
England and America," “The People's Lamps,"
“ The August Prucnt." “Women on the Sin to
Tax," “ Public Health and National Defense." “ a~

olcon Bonaparte—IL." “Human Dcstiny,““The
rothcrhood of india." Boston.

he so ics of papers on Voice, 5 ing and Speech is
well sustained by practical suggestions in this num-v
her. Now York.

Texas Health journal—In later numbers much
improvement is notable. and the editor, Dr. Elmore
is to be congratulated. We remember that a fcvii

‘cars
ago Dr. Elmore was an assistant in THE

uncsiotooicetjncsmu. office and proved an encr
gctil: and competent aid. Dallas, Texas.

Popular Science Monthly, September. has more in
the series on the Warfare of Science. Mr. Herbert
Spencer discusses “The Biographer. Historian and
Litteratcur." "Trades and Faces," “ Dr. Daniel
Hack-hike." ".Material of Moralit'" (in the Sully
"Studics of Childhood“), “ Bird Stuti‘I‘and “onlya
Match" are spccially attractive. Appleton &
Co.. New York.

Eeleetia—Dtvoled mainly to selcctions from the
best foreign periodicals; has about nineteen titles in
September edition covering a broad field of thought
and event. New York.

Leisure Ilours, September number, besides its
social literature. has many hints and advice for the
homebodics. masculine and feminine, of domestic
life. A capital drawing entitled “Telegraphy"
occupies the fronttlyleaf. Pliilade'phia.



2 PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENYI

Good Housekeeping, September number, chockfull
of good sketches and items of service to the house
keeper and home lover and those who are homeless.
Clark, Bryan & Co., Springfield. Mass.

Merck’: Ma rket Report, semi-monthly, contains
much of interest to the pharmacist and hints of use to
the physician. New York.

Boots and Shoes Weekly. current numbers at hand.
Certainly one of the most enterprising and striking
of the trade papers ublished. Every number has
its novel features. he “ Practical Talks on Adver
tising ” are full of suggestion ; for instance Mr.
Richardson is very happy in his management. New
York.

St. Lmu'sand Canadian P/mlogrrzplwr, monthly.—
Another admirabl 'conducted trade publication by
Mrs. Fitzgibbon lark, St. Louis, Mo.

How to Study Strangers by Tempera
ment, Face and Head—The author of this
work has for more than half a century been engaged

in the study of human character, and as the result of

such long and varied experience has produced a

book the object of which is to teach one how to

read the character of the stranger, or the friend,

how to discern the human mind, how to unfold the

nature of man that one may read him as he is. It
is eminently practical in its teachings, simple and

pointed in its language. The three leading features

of the book are:
I. “ The Analysis and Illustration of the Human

Temperaments.” No one can thoroughly understand

physiology or read character without understanding

the temperaments; for the temperaments embrace

the whole body and brain : they are here so clearly

presented that, in connection with the copious illus
trations, the common observer can readily assign to a

person the temperament and peculiar constitution

with which he is endowed.

II. “Child Culture." One of the greatest ad

vantages connected with the science of phrenology

is that, when rightly understood and applied, it en

ables the parent to educate the mind of the child to

the best advantage. Many infantile heads and faces

are shown, illustrating the peculiarities of children.
and advice is given to parent and teacher how to

guide, train and develop these little men and women.
III. The third important theme of the book is that

of “ Character Studies" and the adaptation to differ

ent professions and trades and the qualifications

necessary for success in them. These chapters give
invaluable advice and suggestions which, if followed,
would prevent the square pin from getting into the

round hole, and vice versa. In short, man and his

make-up, his talents and dispositions are presented
in so many lights that all readers will be benefited by
the perusal of “How to Study Strangers.” Price
$1.50.

DI'S. S. W. and M. DOddS, of St. Louis,
cure all diseases, acute and chronic, without medi

cine. Their long practice insures successful treat
ment, and further information is offered on applica
tion.

NOW that vacation is over, many of our
young people are considering where they can obtain

typewriters. The catalogue of the “Typewriter
Exchange," which will be sent by applying to them
at 1% Barclay street, will give necessary information
and perhaps save dollars to the applicant.

Complexion

:
The 1895 session of the American

Institute of Phrenology opened its doors on the 3d

of September. A very enthusiastic class greetezlfthe
professors. While not as large in numbers this year
as last the intellectual caliber is certainly not lacking.
The thirty-three who are here make up all pursuits
and. occupations and come from all parts of the
United States and Canada, and from London. \Ve
predict for them a bright outlook after graduation,
and trust with the launching of the class of '95 “ that
humanity will be the wiser and the better for the

dissemination of the information this class has
obtained here."

The attention of our readers is again
called to the increasing circulation of our excellent
practical instructor, by Bates Torrey, called “ Practi
cal Typewriting." “ It is a work that has been,'and
will continue to be, highly commended as a most

thorough exposition of the technique of typewriting.
The author's instruction is not limited to any one of
the fifty or more machines now in use, but applies to
all of them that have the universal keyboard. The
mechanics of the typewriter are exhaustively treated;
the lessons are carefully graded; in fact, it is a com

plete text book on the subject.” Price $1.50.

A copy of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL for No
vember, 1861,is wanted.

We would call the attention of our readers and
agents to the error made by us in quoting “ Chas
tity,” by Dio Lewis. at $1.50 postpaid. The price of
this book is $2 postpaid. The error referred to
was made on page 12, September number of the
JOURNAL, in the advertising department.

Packer’s
Tar Soap
“Antiseptic, Soothing and Healin ."

—Medz'cal C‘ rom'rle, Baltimore

For the This delightful toilet
soap yields a white
lather laden with puri
fying, soothing and

healing properties. Its use prevents and
cures blackheads, chapping, chafing, etc.

Packer’s Tar Soap isFor
. pure and bland and

Shampoolng does not dry the hair.___—I- It removes dandruff,
healthful

U

allays itching and promotes
growth of the hair.

“—And it stands at the head of all others for

Bathing Infants and lnvalids”
—New Eng. Med. filo.



AD VERTISEIUENTS. 3

How it looks,
to the women who wash with Pearline, when

they see a woman washing in the old-fashioned

way with soap—rubbing the clothes to pieces,
rubbing away her strength, wearing herself

out over the washboard! To these Pearl
ine women, fresh from easy washing, she

seems to “wear a fool's cap unawares.”
Everything’s in favor of Pearline—

\<\ easier work, quicker work, better
work, safety, economy. There's

not one ‘thing against it. What’s\ the use of washing in the hardest

way, when it costs more money? 489

oti
A war veteran says, Komchncin (‘alnric is

I
I wouldn't give amp foraflnancial interest

the greatest remedy I ever heard of; I wish I in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one
owned it. I had little faith when I began its package will cure a whole neighborhood, said
usennd my faith was not increased by the use a man the other day. I have tried everything
of the first box,but my wife was anxious for I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
me to continue it, for, said she, it is such myself of Piles, which I inherited. Two‘
a clean, wholeamnc, and reasonable years ago I bought Komchacin Calorlc,used
method, it must help you. So I continued it three times, and have had no trouble since.
and soon began to improve. I used four My grandmother, eighty years old and most
boxes when the trouble wholly disappeared of herlife asufl‘erer from the same complaint,
and has never returned. Ii’ one in a thousand was cured from the same package, and there
of those who are afliicted with Piles, Fis- is some left.
sure. or Fistula could only learn of its our new prhwhm“ wholly "nuke ‘my

i wonderful virtues. the proprietors would other
Iieretofbre "50::

for the cure 0|‘
l‘llel Insure and lltuln, sent postreap a gfiod reward’ and they deserve to’ I pull! ht!‘ snod. Particulars and proul‘n

wonder that they don't advertise it more. n-ee.

KOMCHACIN CALORIC OOMPANWHSQ LINCOLN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

ANTISEPTIC, NON—TOXIC,
PROPHYLACTIC, NON-IRRITANT'

IN >' r/VE ’
n0 2 ,41.HIT" [A I‘ r!" ."R; nY-sptpss“ INT€SDISDRDERS

SEND FOR PAMPHLETS. BORINE CHEMICAL C0.N.Y.

TH E ll'ller-Oceln

INSTITUTE OF 32253353;
PH Delrborn Ste.

Conducted by Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vaught.
‘

Fell Term begins September I.



4 AD VER TISEMENTS.

The Apparatus Catalogue. To the
many inquirers as to prices of charts for phrenolo

gists. books for lecturers. pamphlets for advertising
purposes. cuts for illustration of pamphlets. lecture

posters. circular dodgers. etc.. rubber stamps. sets

of portraits for lecturers. collection of casts. phreno
logical specimens. anatomical models and plates for

manikins. pnysiological diagrams and plates. charts

for lectures to ladies. magic lanterns for illustrating

lectures. electro-medical batteries. home exercisers.
breathing tubes for general use; and other supplies

in the way of phrenological busts. casts. of brain.
tape measures. calipers. surgical instruments. skele

tons. skulls; in fact. everything that is needed by an

up to date lecturer can be supplied by us. The above

mentioned catalogue will be sent on receipt of a two

cent stamp and correspondence is solicited.

The Phrenological Magazine for Sep
tember comes to hand with usual good things. lead

ing with a character sketch of the Marquis of Salis

bury and some members of his cabinet. with por

traits; an illustrated article on uResponsibility of

Crime." the third paper on “ Phrenology and Recrea

tion." and serials on the “ Physiology of the Brain."
and "The History and Progress of Phrenology."
These articles have no doubt been read with
interest by those who have had opportunity to see

the magazine. and we shall take pleasure in sending

on application. with accompanying 15 cents. a copy

of this number. or a yearly subscription at $1.50 per

year. Would call attention also tothe general in

formation given as contained in the Children's
Column.“ Phrenology for Children;" “ What Phrenol

ogists are Doing." etc.

To all readers of The Journal. We
have forayear continued the Field Nrte Depart
ment in our columns. which we think has been of
general interest not only to the persons actively en
gaged in disseminating phrenology as lecturers and
teachers but also to our graduates. We invite short.
pithy correspondence to be inserted in this depart_
ment and should always receive copy by the 12th of
the preceding month to insure prompt insertion and
be of timely interest.

The attention of our readers is called
to the announcement of the coming “

Phrenological
Annual" for 1896. which is to be published by L. N.
Fowler & Co.. of London. England. They claim to
have many excellent articles and delineations in
hand and promised. to be fully illustrated. and with
its articles of phrenological interest. etc.. should be
gladly welcomed by all. Price of this to be 13')cents
per copy. Orders received at this oflice.

We have just received from the binders
a fresh supply of the useful pamphlet. Accidents and
Emergencies. which is a guide to their proper
management by way of directions fortreatment of
cuts. sprains. broken bones. burns nnd scalds. sun
strilte. infiammations. cholera. p)iSOl’lS. lightning.
drowning. etc. Further comment here is unneces
sary. The low price of 10 cents should place it with
in the reach of all.

The Union Book C0. calls attention to
"shorthand Without a Master." which pamphlet
should be of value to those interested in the subject.

Another important notice to American
phrenologists comes from Prof. Fowler. of London.
that those who wish to register in The Phreno
logical Annual for 1896 must send in their names

not later than September 80. This register is open to

all phrenologists possessing such a standing and
moral character as in the opinion of the editors will
entitle them to a place therein.

NOW is the time to secure subscriptions
for the coming year. We make this special offer:
To send Tm; JOURNAL for the three remaining months

of this year and all of next year on receipt of

$1.50. This offer is open to new subscribers. and will
bring Tun JOURNAL fifteen months for$l..'>0. in other
words they receive fifteen copies at i0 cents a num

ber. THE JOURNAL is full of valuable information.
being of interest to the phrenologist with its phreno

graphs of prominent people. articles on brain develop

ments. phrenological biography. the scientific relation
series. with sundry articles on physiognomy. Useful
to the parent for illustrated papers on child culture.
to those in poor health for the “Science of Health
Department." treating as it does on hygiene and
food and diet; to the student of anthropology for its
"Notes in Anthropology." articles on criminology.
modern education and morality; and interesting to
the public for its scientific notes on insanity. clair
voyance. right selection in marriage. etc. Those
who are subscribers now can. we think, readily
awaken the interest of friends and others to become

interested in this magazine. which stands alone in its
particular field of usefulness.

MJUKEB'S DICTIUNARY.

Thousands of men. when in the society of
ladies or gentlemen. want to be entertaining

and amusing companions, but too often find

that they cannot.

This great and original book comes to the

aid of just such people ; it does for the man

who wants to be witty what Webster's Dic
tionary does for the man who wants to be

‘wise in the use of words.

It is a perfect cyclopcdia of wit and humor.

It contains 326 pages, six illustrations. and

is arranged according to subject. slphabeti

cally. That is to say. it is in the style of a

dictionary. You can find Jokes. Stories. and

clever bits of repartee. brilliant jettta and

flashes of merriment. on almost every subject

likely to come up in social intercourse.

Price. 25 Cents. post paid.



FOWLER <5’ WELLS C0.
On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER é- WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
F0 WLER s WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of F0 WLER s WELLS 00.

The Subscrl tion Prlce of the PHRBNOLOGICAL
joultmu. AND ctntcs or HEALTH is “.50 a year,
payable in advance, or $1.75 when )rernsuvns oj'e'red
are sent to subscribers.

Honey. when sent by snail, should be in theforns

g Arlene Orders, I’ostal Notes, Express filoney
rders, rafts on New Yorh, or Registered Letters.

All Postmasters are required to Register letters
whenever requested to do so.

5IIVOI' or other coin should not be sent by neail, as
it is alrnest sure to wear a hole in the envelope and
be lost.

P08“ lump‘ will be received for fractional
)arts of a dollar. The larger sta nefs are )re erred;
they s ould never be stuch to the letters, an should
always besent in sheets.- that is, not torn apart.

Chill of )ost-ofice address can be rnade by giv
ing the'old as well as the new address, but not with
eut this information. Notice should be received the

first of the [receding neonth .

Ltfltl'l of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give none and full address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler 6" Wells
Ce., and not to any person connected with the ofice.
In this way only can front/t and careful attention be
secured.

All)’ BOOK, Periodical, Chlfl, etc., may beordered
rosn this eflice at Publishers’ frices.
Agents Wanted for the PHRBNOLOGICAL JOURNAL

and our Booh Publications, to whorn liberal terms
will begiven.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

llarfer's for October is an attractive number.
Among the best things are “ At the Sign of the Bal
sam Bough," “ Alone in China." and a pleasant ar
ticle describt'n the British royal family at Balmoral.“ The Future tn Relation to American Naval Power,"“ The Gift of Story-Telling," “Three Gringos in
Central America" and Charles Dudley Warner in the

2
Editor's Study" should be mentioned also. New

'ork.

The October Arena is unusually well stocked. A
fine portrait of the new Tennessee authoress, Will
Allen Dromgoole, forms the frontis iece, and an
illustrated paper on “ Chester-on the- ee," from the
pen of the editor. opens this issue. Mr. Flower gives
a vivid description of this quaint old city. Helen
Gardener talks of “ Sound Morality." A good paper
discusses the vaccination question, and other more or
less rational topics are presented with force. Boston.

Lif/incatt's has “ My Strange Patient" for its
leading feature, and a dozen titles follow that are
readable. Philadelphia.

Boots and Shoes H-'eeh'ly.—Cttrrent numbers at
hand. Certain] ' a trade periodical that should con
tent well those tnterested in the lines it represents.
Every number has some fresh and “ catching " feat
ure. M. D. Richardson, New York.

Merck's lilarh'el Report concerns pharmaceutical
interests. is liberal in tone, and yet re resents as an
organ the manufacturing druggist. ontains much
matter of value to the general medical profession.
Bi-weekly. New York.

A merican ilIed.~Su rgical Bulletin.—Setnl-monthly.
Late numbers show increasing activity on the part of
the editors to make their digests serviceable to the
practicing reader. The departments are usually well
furnished with careful gleanings. New York.

Popular Science iiionthl , Octobcr.—Contains Dr.
White's chapters in the “ arfare of Science“ Mr.
S encer discusses the “ Man of Science and Phtlosw

er." Recent Su rstition, Professor Huxley,
Pleasures of the Te esco e. Material of Morality
(Sully) and War in Civi ization are very interest
ing features. D. Appleton & Co., New \ ork.

SelfC‘ulture.—-Devoted to interests of the Home
University League. September number discusses
Huxley, The English Republic, Good Roads,
Human Progress, etc. The Werner Company,
Chicago and New York.

Annals of Hygiene, October.——Discuss_es human
health, garbage dis sal. the management tn relation
to consumption, wi l and impulse, the “Health of the
Pope." and many other topics of sanitary interest. A
useful monthl and bad for the practicing doctors if
much read. hiladelphia.

Good Househee/ing has a full list of topics on do
mestic methods and manners, with certain literary
effusions sandwiched between. Springfield, Mass.

Iournal o/HygieneDctoben—Talks plainly of vivi~
section, overea'tng, bad breath, human perfection,

rental duties, etc. Always crisp and suggestive.
ew York: M. L- Holbroolr, M.D.

Critic.~Week1y review of literature and the arts.
The criticisms on current publit ations that constitute
the chief raison d'rtre of this fifteen- ear-old weekly
are as a rule carefully and candid y written, and

guide
the book buyer in his choice. The letters on

ooks and book-writers and things are very pleasant
and informing,and so are the many brief comments
that fill niches in every issue.

Eclectt'c.~Foreign literature. October number has
a goodly list of excellent selections covering a wide
field of topics. E. R. Pelton. New York.

Review of Reviews.——Oct0bcr. In its regular de
partment digests the prominent events of the day—
polltical, social, industrial. Among special features
are “ Religiousjournalism " and "Journalists, Mat
abeleland under the British South African Company,”“ The Maori” and the “ Manitoba School Question.”
The literary section is usually well filled. Albert
Shaw, editor. New York.

Frank Leslie's [bpular Jlft'tfllkljr—NCW York. Oc
tober has “1)eepdene," " Monte Oliveto,” “ Women
as Athletes," “ Burmese Women,” “ The Town and
Cloth Halls of Flanders." “

Alpine Soldiers," “ The
Last Days of Torquato Tasso,‘ and

“ Light Givers,"
that deserve mention,
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The Three Months’ Trial ()li’er of the

PNKENOLOGlCAL JOURNAL for the small sum of twenty

five cents is meeting with fair demand. The olIer to

supply fifteen issues of the JOURNAL for the yearly

subscription price of $1.50. twelve numbers. should

certainly be a great inducement to both subscriber

and agent. and we trust that many more will further

avail themselves of it, as it is special and the ofier

will be withdrawn with the closing of the year.

How to Study Strangers by Tempera

ment. Face and Hend.-—The long-prom

ised. much-talked of book. the last and greatest work

of our Prof. Sizer. who has been for over forty years

the home examiner of this house. is now ready. It

isa companion and sequel to “Heads and Faces."
which latter book in its general information and

practical teachings at once attracted public notice

and attained to public approval. and today has

reached a circulation of nearly 200.000 copies. It

makes its bow with the title " How to Study Stran

gers by Temperament, Face and Head.“ and which

title appeals to every professor. scientist. teacher

and clergyman. With its 362 pages of interesting

matter it is ofi'ered to the public at the low price of

seventy cents in paper and $1.50 in cloth binding.

The latter contains two excellent portraits of the

author. one at the age of 58 and the other at the age

of 88. and to all his friends and admirers these por

traits should be of great and sufiicient value for

everyone to obtain a copy of the cloth bound book.

Comparative Phrenology—One of the

editors of Tm: PNRENOLOGlCAL Jonas/it. H. S. Dray

ton. M.D.. LL.B., A.M.. the author of many practi

cal books and brochures on phrenology. mesmerism.

etc.. has penned some pages which we think will be

of interest to the earnest student and to the practical

mesmerist. Further descriptions of this book will

appear in succeeding numbers of Tm! JOURNAL. We

think in its treatment of the physiology of 111:brain

and comparative phrenology it will fill a long vacant

field in this branch of literature.

we are about to bring out another edi

tion of The Temperaments; or.The Varieties of Phy

sical Constitution in Man as Relating to Mental

Character and the Practical Affairs of Life. by D.

H. Jacques. M.D.
This work has long been before the public. and

stands alone in its able treatment of the subject title.

The chapters treat on "The Human Body and Its

Functions." with such outlines of anatomy and phy

siology as are necessary to the right understanding

of the temperaments. ancient and modern theories

being described as well as the general classification ;

Temperament and Configuration ; Temperament and

Color; Temperament and Mentality; Temperament

in Age and Sex; Domestic Relations; Health and

Dress; Races. Nations. and with concluding chapters

on Studies in Temperamcnts. with illustrations of

the great tragedienne. the Mormon leader. a savage

chieftain. a working bishop. a literary lady. an Amer

ican soldier, etc.. etc.; and Temperament in the

Lower Animals. showing the efiect of domestica

tion on horses. cattle. sheep. swine. dogs. etc. $1.50.

postpaid.

To phrenologists. lecturers and agents.
By the many and continuous applications for certain

books from our catalogue. our attention has been

brought to your side of the question, and on the

theory that the ulaborer is worthy of his hire." we

have made a t/rrinl t‘ollerlioll of exhaustive circulars

of these books. and are prepared to furnish them to

the above mentioned applicants who may send us
orders for one or more of the following books:

Heads and Faces.

The Tempcraments.
New Physiognomy.

Chastity.

Science of a New Life.
Creative and Sexual Science.

Practical Typewriting.

Swain Cookery, by Dr. Rachel Swain.
in its valuable hints advocates more grain food and
a vegetable diet. with meat in a subordinate place ;

that the latter is less nutritive and more irritating.
Her idea is to give healthful. palatable. and delicious
menus for everyday use. The author shows that
the meat-eating races are not long-lived or capable

of great endurance. by pointing to the rice eaten
of Japan. The receipts are not theoretial. but
practical. and she has studied to make them simple
for everyday use.

UNDOUBTEDLY

Packer’s

Tar Soap
is THE BEST

SHAMPOOING AGE

known. it does not dry
the hair, but leaves it
soft and glossy. it allays
itching, removes Dan
druff, and prevents
Baldness. it is pure,
antiseptic,

-“And stands at the head
of all others for Bathing
Infants and Invalids."

—New England Medical Monthly
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—nothing but water. That’s all you need
with Pearline. Don't use any soap

with it
. If what we claim is true, that

Pearline is better than soap, the

soap doesn't have a chance to do

any work. It's only in the way.
Besides, some soaps might cause

trouble—and you'd lay it to

Pearline. You'll never get Pearl
ine’s very best work till you use it just

as directed on the package. Then
you'll have the easiest, quickest, most

economical way of washing and cleaning. 4:

Millions N335 ariiine

—..—v.—vv.—

I wouldn't give a rap fora financial interest
in a remedy that sells for a dollar, when one

Two
A war veteran says, Komchacin Caloric is

the greatest remedy I ever heard of ; I wish I

owned it. I had little faith when I began its
use.and my faith was not increased by the use
oi‘ the first box,but my wife was anxious for
me to continue it, for, said she, it h ouch
a clean, wholaonte, and realonablo
method, it must help you. So I continued
and soon began to improve. I used four

- boxes when the trouble wholly disappeared
and has neverreturned. If one in a thousand
oi’ those who are atilicted with Piles, Fis
aure. or Fistula could only learn of its
wonderful virtues. the proprietors would

1 reap a good reward, and they deserve to. I

wonder that they don't advertise it more.

package will cure a whole neighborhood, said
a man the other day. I have tried everything

I have ever heard of for twenty years to rid
myself of Piles, which I Inherited. Two
years ago I bought Komchacin Calorlc,used
it three times, and have had no trouble since.
My grandmother, eighty years old and most
of her life asuil'erer from the same complaint,
was cured from the same package, and there

is some left.

our new prlnclple, wholly unllke any;
other heretolhre uled, [hr the cure 0 I‘Pile‘, l-‘luure and Fistula, lent poll

aald
ml‘ ‘1.06- Pmrflculnrl ulnl proolh

co.

KOHOHACIN CALORIC COMPANY, 174’ LINCOLN 8T., BOSTON, MASS.

smori—Fis

‘i

Full Term begins September I.

THE CHICAGO
gnarl-‘Own I‘ u ng. cor.INS‘ ITUTE 0F mam" "'4 ‘ ANTISEPTIC. ’ NON-TOXIC,
Delrborn Sta. .PROPHYLACTIC' NONHRR'TANT‘

IN >‘ 11v:
9 M, .. L

Conducted by Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vlugnt.
ftppfiygflpesptpsrla 7N1; pllgaflflntfis'

i

SEND FOR PAMPHLET'S. BORINE CHEMICAL COJLV.
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The “ Tasmanian Mail” in speaking of
Fanny Armstrong's “ Children of the Bible " com

mends the book to the public, and especially to the

great army of school teachers who work the soil

which is here dealt with. It is plain and simple in

its analysis, historical narration and in its deeper

teaching. It indorses the author when 'she says:
"Written not to instruct grown people, neither to

please merely, but for the spiritual good of the chil

dren." its useful glossary of biblical terms makes

the volume additionally acceptable. The reviewer

adds that “ the book may influence the progress of the

world affairs, and make the more modern of its

creatures better characters for eternity."
We recommend this book to agents. Many thou

sand copies of it have already been sold. Further
explanation here seems uncalled for. Circulars and

terms can be had on applications at this office.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. By
Felix L. Oswald, M.D. This useful work still lays
claim to the quotation on title page, “if the right
theory should ever be proclaimed . it will solve
many riddles." The author teaches that nafure, logic
and experience solve many riddles. The chapters treat

of Hygienic Instincts, Climatic and Other influences,
Malnutrition, with essays on Asthma, the Alcoholic
Habit, Enieric Disorders, Nervous Maladies, Ca

tarrh,Plcurisy, Croup. and gives many remedies.

The author and his writings have long been before

the public. He has written on Physical Education, the

Bible of Nature, and is also a continual contrib
utor to the Popular Science Mont/2!], Intrrnilz'onal
Rem'nv, etc. Price of this book is $1, postpaid.

The Voice of Missions, published
monthly and bi-monthly, at Atlanta, Georgia, by

Bishop Turner, of the A. M. E. Church, comes to us

with interesting articles, among which are “ Our
African Letter; or, Liberia's Every Day Life," and
which is, in the letter by Dr. McKane, of Monrovia,

W. C. A.,full of news. He shows the life of the
people there, the resources of the country, mention
ing militia, government, church, education and legal
matters; its commerce, mining, hunting, fishing, etc.
He shows us a country that has been wrongly written
about. He writes a series of articles; says that the
average intelligence in this community is fair, while
the life is somewhat of a pioneer one. The return to
“the honest worker," as he expresses it

, “ in this
heaven on earth " is very satisfactory.

Attention is called to the Health and
Massage Rollers and Developers. The accompany
ing Manual of Massotherapy by Dr. E. W. Forest
gives directions for their use in various forms of
disease. The object of this roller is to make massage
practical, to bring into the home the easiest and
plcasantest methods of cure and exercise. It can be
used with little iatig c by onc's self or by an attend
ant.and entirely ith rut exposure or even undressing,
and avoids what is often so unpleasant. the hand
touch of the oper nor. it is a reliable treatment for
cold fc t ; to bring the blood from congested brain ;

to take the sense of fatigue and languoi out of tired
and tifirned muscles at bedtime. Read over the
advertisement. which appears in another column.

The October number of the Pkrenological
Magazine contains a character study of Lord \Volse
ly, the new Commander-in-Chief of the British
Army, by L. N. Fowler, and a short biographical
sketch by the editor. The article on “ The Brain of
Man, Its Architecture and Requirements,” bcspeaks
an interesting chapter. The serials, as usual, are in
teresting. The articles on "The Primitive Child"
and “ Injuries of the Head ” are timely. The Notes
and Queries, Members’ Notes and Children's Column
show considerable thought in trying to have every
subscriber retain hisinterest. In other words, every
thing in the way of reform seems to be mentioned or
hinted at. even the “ Ideal Bicycling Costume."

Special List of Useful Books for the
family, for the treatment of hygiene, and for general
information for the doctor, the professional nurse,
the mother and the child. On receipt of a two-cent

stamp a copy of this list will be sent free. Give your
name and address plainly, that no mistake may be

made.

Packer’s Soap in its purity, etc., should
be a great addition to the toilet room, also for bathing
and shampooing. It is a hygienic soap, beneficial to
the hair, skin, and comforting to the traveler and
the invalid. This is not a new preparation, but one
of long standing and high reputation.

Wanted—Volume 9
,

1847. of Tim
PHRBNOLOGICAL JOURNAL. We shall be glad to hear
from anyone having this volume in their possession.

The attention of our readers is called
to the three months‘ trial offer as advertised in this
number of the JOURNAL. This will give you all an

opportunity to interest your friends in the JOURNAL
and in phrenology. We will send the remaining
numbers of this year as issued to any address upon
receipt of % cents, and we are sure that many will
accept this offer to become acquainted with the
merits of the JOURNAL, the truths disseminated in
which are of vital importance to everyone.

The Diary of the Grand Army of the
Republic is the most complete hand-book of military
information that has been made. Though filling but
122 pages (pocket size), it will be difficult to find an
important fact concerning the great wars of the
world which is not recorded. and this is especially
true of the late Civil War. It prcsentsa complete
chronological history of it, and also information con
cerning the Grand Army, its organizations, badges,
meetings, principles, etc., and as a book of reference

it is compact, convenient and indispensable. Price
25 cents.

“"418” Chart. with its new title page,
improved table and attractive covers, is being used
more largely than ever before. We receive many
orders for this excellent chart, which is the best one
now made.

January, 1895, numbers of Tm: Panaso
LOGiLAi. JUURN ‘t. nilllicd.



FOWLER (“9* WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER é‘ WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for
the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
FOWLER Q‘ WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made
payable to the order of FOWLER J‘ WELLS CO.

The Subscrl tion Price of the PHKINOLOGICAL

JOURNAL AND CIINCII. or HEALTH is $1.50 a year.
payable in advance. or $1.75 when premiums ofl'ered
are sent to subscribers.

Honey, when seat by mail. should be in the/ern

;{
Melee Orders. Postal Notes. Express Money

rders. rafts on New i'orh. or Registered Letters.
All Postmaster: are required to Register letters
whenever requested to do n.

Silver or ether eei'isshould not be sent by mail. as
it is alneest nere to wear a hole in the envelope and
be lost.

P08“ stamps will be received for fractional
farts e a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred;
they should never be stuch to the letters. and should
always besent in sheets; that is. not torn apart.

chm” effost-oflee address can be made by {it/
ia; the old as well as the new address. but not with
net th is information. Notice should be rerei1'ed the

first ef thefrecediiig month .

hall’. of inquiry requesting an answer should
lite-lose a III!!!’ for return postage. and be sure and

[ive I‘tlll aadfull address every time you write.

All Limfl should be addressed to Fowler b’ Wells

CL. and ent to any person connected with the oflice.
leethis way only can prompt and careful attention be

neared.

Ally Book. Periodical. Chart. etc., may beordered

from this eflee at Publishers‘ prices.

Agents Wlllted for the Pmtsivotnuiciu. JOURNAL
and ear Boeh Pabli'eati'ons. to whom liberal terms

will begiven.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

principles of taxation and other papers of a strong
character. viz.: “ Consumption as a Coma ious Dis
ease." “The Aims of Anthropolg ." “ tudies of
Childhood—XII." “Tendencies in th

e

Education of
New York.

Review of ReviewL—ln the November number of
this blanket monthly

“ Louis Pasteur" and “Recent
Progress of Italian Cities" are the specials. The
usual “Editor's Review of the Month" and "Record
of Daily Events“ are crowded with topics of interest
to the up-to-dalc man and woman. international

s

rile
alsoarich department. illustrated. New

01' .

Women.“ etc.

Georgia Eclectic Medical journal discusses
questions oi microhic relation, fecal impaction.
treatment of Asiatic cholera. nervousness. etc., with
its usual directness and practical applications. At
lanta. Ga.

Scientific AMer1'ca_n.—Old weekly
gazette of in

dustrial and scientihc progress. llustrated. New
York.

Treasury 0 Religious Theught. November. de
scribes the L cCall Mission in Paris with views of
certain phases of its work. Outlines of sermons.
leading thoughts. and “Sunday Liquor Selling" are
topics to which attention should be given. .

Treat. publisher.New York.

Therapeutic Nolan—Under pharmacal manage
ment.so to speak. yet in many respects a ractical
and useful visitor at our medical oflice. ets one
know what the better class of drug and mixture
dealers are doing. Detroit. Mich.

Wonirn's .Meegazinn—Thc recent articles on voice

production and minieti' s in relation to ex ression‘are
notable. The editor kee s the upper leve in his dis
cussion of specialties. cw York.

Mother's Friend. November. has a suggestive arti

clc on “Work as an Element in Character Building."
What the “ First Work" of a baby is receivesconsid
eration from the energetic editor. Dr. Wood-Allen.
it is a neat and helpful little monthly guest. pub
lished at Ann Arbor Mich.

Good Housekeeping. November. has a good “bill of

fare." with several side dishes of poetry served by a

variety of literary cooks. Bryan & Co.. Springfield,
Mass.

American Art journal. weekly. represents the

literary and business sides of music and art indus

tries. Illustrated. W. E. Thomas. New York.

Humanity—Dr. Jennings has returned to the city.

and the evidences of her hand are conspicuous in the

material of this earnest and helpful
monthly?

The
spirit of the title is seen in every page. New ork.

Outlook—Successor of the old Christian Union.—
Excellent for famil use. Its briefs of civil events

are always intere ng. New York.

Appleton‘: Popular Srienu' Monthly—In the No
vember number we find a scholarly treatment of the

Brooklyn Medical journal-November number
well represents the current activity of the corporate
and several events in the local profession. Brooklyn.

Harper's Ramon—Current weekl numbers at

hand. An advanced represcntativco socialcustoms

and aboundin in hints often by no means mere vaga

ricskbut
usefu and healthful to the follower. New

Yor .

Cosniapoliton—November.-Gives a vivid picture
of the terrible gale at Samoa in 1889. when several

warships were wrecked. including
the U. 5. " Tren

ton." ‘ Constitutional Libertyin ermany.“ “identi

fying Criminals."
“ A Tragedy in South Carolina,"

‘ The Discovery of Altruria " are among the special
attractions. lrvlngton. N. Y.

Harper's Mogaeine. New York. for November has

“Men and Women and Horses" "The German

Struggle for Liberty—XVL." ‘ Literary Boston

Thirty Years Ago." “ Personal Recollections of Joan
of Arc."

“ Recent Impressions of An lo-lndian
Life." " Out oi the World at Corinto.

‘

besides

{plian
Ralph's stor with its special illustrations. and

r. Warner's stu ies and the "Editor’s Drawer."
full of fancies.
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\Ve find in Liffiincofl's for November these num
bers worthy our particular mention: “ Medical Edu
cation," “ A Dead City of Ceylon," “ A Hundred and
Twenty Miles an Hour,” “ The Pet Meanness," "Our
Fullest Throat of Song." Philadelphia.

Frank Leslie's Popular Mont/ily, New York, has a
good description of “ The Cotton States and Interna
tional Exposition," Cooper, besides “ Our Exotic No
bility," “Stage Shop-Talk—On Lightning." " Gar
shine and His Writings," " A Glimpse of the Immor
tals." “The Scenic Panorama of New York," and
“The Boomerang." Improvement noted it general
make-up.

Eclectic Magazine, November, has eighteen arti
cles from nearly as many foreign publications, dis
cussin Prof. Huxle . Chin' se questions, the Arme
niansfitaly, Mouth esture, etc. New York.

——*-J—+Q<-__

These poems, in “ Of Such is the King
dom," by Anna Olcott Commelin, display consider

able poetic feeling, felicity of thought and command

of expression.
They are evidently the product of a tender, earn

est, sympathetic nature, and as such must appeal to

many hearts. The “Poems of Sorrow" especially

will undoubtedly prove comforting and soothing to

those bereaved of loved ones.

In daintiest of binding, the book is well adapted to

serve as an acceptable Christmas gift, and as such

should find a ready sale. A. Marie Merrick.

The book “Marvels of Our Bodily
Dwelling, or Physiology Made Interesting," will be

ready for delivery by the time this number reaches

our readers. The work is suitable for schools as a

text-book and for home reading. It teaches allegor

ically the truths of human physiology. The way in

which the house human is put together, the frame,

walls, machinery, the plumbing, the roof, the cupola,

the kitchen, dining-room, the heating apparatus, elec

trical apparatus, the clock, windows, music room,

library, picture gallery, etc., the tnphysiological and

dangerous habits of the occupant and its guests. In

fact, this is the best written book to date, with its ex

haustive details, important elements and sugges
tions, admirably suited to instruction of the young in

the principles of their physical being, and it includes

views of the best scientific authority on alcohol and

tobacco. Price of this book is $1, postpaid.

The NOVOIIlbOI' P/zrcnological fi/agazinr
of London has the familiar face of Rev. Dr.
Amory Bradford looking at us from its cover, and

the character sketch of him is given by J. A. Fowler.
The African chief Khama, in “Notable Men," re

ceives biographical, as well as phrenological, notice.

Papers on “ Anthropology," "Physiology of the
Brain," continue to be an interesting feature.
“ Members‘ Notes” and “ What Phrenologists Are
Doing ” have the right ring to them.

AS one has said, “A man with a family
should study its needs." The publishers feel that in
thecatalogue of books on health, character study,
choice of pursuits. and general adaptability, they
have something to ofier which should be of special
interest to the man with a family. Send a two-cent
stamp for our catalogue.

We have frequent inquiries at this
office for a reliable water cure institute, and as the
subject is receiving more and more attention we
take pleasure in publishing this month the following
indorsement from one of our subscribers in reference
to Dr. Reinhold's Institute at 60 Lexington avenue,
New York:

“I am happy to be able to say that I have received
ma~ked bent-fit from Dr. Reinhold's treatment; have
been suffering from chronic rheumatism for five
years, and malaria for ten months, the medical pro
fession not having done me much good; have been
under the water cure treatment for one month and
intend to continue it, ard feel convinced that it will
cure me entirely. The treatment is natural and
rational, and commends itself to every thinking per
son. Wish I had known of it sooner.—C. E. K."

We also publish a number of books on water cure,
which are described in our catalogue, which will be
sent on receipt of a two cent stamp.

The Phrenologieal Journal is about
to commence its 101§t volume. This is an unusual
record, and the inducement to renewal of subscrip
tions is without question.

“ How to Study Strangers" is a companion book to
“ Heads and Faces." which has now reached a cir
culation of one hundred and thirty thousand.

UN DOUBTEDLY

Packer’s
Tar Soap

IS THE BEST
SHAMPOOING AGENT

known. It does not dry
the hair, but leaves it
soft and glossy. It allays
Itching, removes Dan—
druff, and prevents
Baldness. It is pure,
antiseptic,

-“And stands at the head
of all others for Bathing
Infants and lnvallds."

_New England Medical Monthly.
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47% How weak
,1 the soap and water seems when you begin

your washing! You don't get any strength
out of it till the work is about done.

Plenty of hard work and rubbing
and wear and tear, even then—but

more of it at the beginning; when
the water is weakest.

Now with Pearline, the water is just as
strong at the beginning as at the end.
This is one of the reasons (only one) why

Pearline acts so much better than soap, in all
washing and cleaning. Use no soap with it.

V
i.

lions its aims..
_:

Prof. A. T. Reinhold’s

Institute of

KNEIPP'S
METHOD OF
HYDROPATHY The only rntlonal treatment of all chronic dlseales

60 Lexington Avenue, cor. 25th Street, NEW YORK CITV

For circular or other information apply to

FOWLER 6t WELLS (10., 27 East zlst Street, New York

BY MAlLTllrte lessons free. Subscribe now for the PHRENOLOGI
KsRsT Coruzos, Corning, N. ‘1. CAL JOURNAL and secure the Binder,

Inter-Ocean

INSTITUTE OF 32211212221."

Dearborn St].
ANTISEPTIC, MOUTH WASH
PROPHYLACTIC, AND GARGLE

EVENTS THE

N of TAVRTAR is TOBACCO
Conducted by Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Vaught.

FORMATIO, a ntM° DEPOSITS.
SEND FDR SAMPLES. BORINE CHEMICAL CO-NN.l'lld-wlnter term begins January 2
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“ Cheiro’s Language of the Hand " has

forty full-page illustrations and over two hundred en

gravings of hands of Rev. C. H. Parkhurst, Bern

hardt, Mark Twain, Madame Nordica, Mrs. Besant.

Bob lngcrsoll, etc. Price, 9.

In looking over our outside books,
which we have ordered at different times to supply

to customers, we found the following:
“ Heart Melodies," by Mrs. Lydia F. Fowlcr. This

writer, who traveled extensively over Great Britain,

published there a volume of poems which should be

welcomed in every household. Among the poems

are “ Michael Angelo and His Masterpiece,"
“ Nelly

Gray," “A Domestic Story," “ My Island Home," as

related to it at the time she lived at Nantucket,
“ Working Women,’ "The Nightingale; or, Instinct

and Reason," “The Roman General and the Future
of His Country,” “ The Lady Fern and the Sea

weed." etc. Price of this has been reduced to 50

cents.
" Familiar Lessons in Phrenology," by the same

author, designed for children and youths, has

reached its eleventh edition. Price, 15 cents.
" Phrenology vindicated," by A. S. Vago, being a

debate with Dr. Andrew Wilson. and the “ Old

Phrenology and the New."
Price of this is 80 cents.
“ The Phrenological Annual for 1894," with its arti

cles on phrenology and psychology, phrenological

delineations of Col. Cody, Henry lrving, Walt Whit
man, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and “ Phrenology to

Date." Price, 15cents.
“ The Phrenological Annual for 1895" has already

been spoken of in our columns. It contains an

article by Prof. L. N. Fowler on the “ Science of

Man," and several sketches of American writers,

Mark Twain, Capt. Charles King, etc., and some in

teresting information regarding the Fowler Phreno

logical institute of London, mentioning other phren

ological societies abroad, which will be of interest to

our American readers. Price, 15 cents.
“ Woman in the Talmud," by Alfred T. Story, is a

sketch of the position held by women in the old He

brew days. Price, 15 cents.
“ Facts about Mcsmcrism," by Prof. L. N. Fowler,

gives some interesting data for phrenological and

other students. Price, 10 cents.

A delineation, given by Prof. L. N. Fowler, of the

late President and Mrs. Garfield, showing their

phrenological character and biographical details.

Price, 5 cents.

"A Manual of Phrenology,“ by Alfred T. Story,

written for the use of teachers, students and others.

Illustrated. A chapter on the sentiments is particu- _
larly entertaining. Price, 50 cents.

“ Forty Lessons in Punctuation and' Capitals," by

Milton Quay, teacher in the Pingry School, Elizabeth,

N. J. Price, 10cents.
" One Hundred Valuable Suggestions to shorthand

Students," beings compilation of important facts re

lating to every branch of the study of shorthand and

typewriting. Prepared by Shelby A. Moran, of Ann
Arbor, Mich. New in its fifth edition. Price has been

reduced to 50 cents.
“ Hand Back of Stenotypy," being is formulated

system of abbreviated orthography for the use of

typewriters and others. The exhaustive list of air
breviations should be very useful to anyone in
terested in abbreviated writing. Price, 85 cents.

‘V0 have a few copies of Louis Kuhne's
llThe Science of Healing, or the Doctrine of the
Oneness of all Diseases," forming the basis of a uni
form method of cure without medicines and without
operations. This is translated from the third Ger.
man edition, and should be of universal interest to
those interested in hygienic home treatment. The
chapters treat of The Discovery of the New Science
of Healing, How Diseases Arise, What is Fever?
Science of Facial Expression, Vital Power, the

Cause of Disease, Heart Disease, Lung Diseases,

Poverty of the Blood, etc. On receipt of ‘1.25 we
will send a copy post paid.

A Special Ofl'eL—To those who sub
scribe or renew their subscriptions to the Jouluuu.
before the first of January we will send a famimil:
of a water-color painting called the “ Jewels,"
mounted on heavy bristol board, 12 by 17, suitable
for framing or easel, with a monthly calendar in pad
form to be attached or not, as desired. This we will
send on receipt of me. This amount does not cover
the cost of making this beautiful work of art.

Dr. Wittinger‘s book, “ The Evils
of Vaccination," has been cal-ed for lately on ac

count of a revival of interest in the subject of anti
vaccination, and we still have a few copies left.
which can be had on application for 50 cents.

we have received the prospectus of
the Phrenological Annual for 1896. The publishers
announce this annual ‘greatly enlarged, to be ready
by the 10th of next month. We expect to fill all
ordersso far received by that time, postpaid on re

ceipt of 25 cents. Further information can be had by
reading the announcement in advertising columns.

ANOTH

ER SPECIAL OFFER. Even
PURCHASER 0v Boox on OOKS selected from
our Catalo ue to the amount of 52 will be en
titled to a eautifui lithogmphed calendar on

receipt of 20c. extra.

KINDERGARTEN
SUPPLIES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

at Scharmarhom’s, 3 E. l4ih 8t.,ll.Y.

DR. FAIRCHILD'S SANATORIUM
N. W. Cor. Broadwa and Sixth Ave.
No. 537 Broadway, uincy, Ill.

M. AUGUSTA FAIRCHILD,M.D., House
Physician F. E. NICHOLS, M.D., Surgeon.

THE ESOTERIC
The Esoteric is devoted to teaching methods for
self-culture and develo ent by calling attention to
natural forces active w thin every human being, and
giving rimary and simple methods for guiding and
controllin them. It contains the most elaborate
testimonies from adherents ever published. Sub
scription Price, “.50 per Yell’. Sample Copy
Frcc. Address

ESOTERIQ PUBLISHING COMPANY
Applsgnte, Placer 00., cal‘rlornia
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uéker Oats

The most delicious and economical breakfast food in

a the wide, wide world. Pure and sweet. Try it!

Sold only in 2‘Ib. Packages.
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and Patent Butt Pastry lour.l nrlvnle Europe.
Pamphlets - d plea Free.

Wrlteit‘urwell , erto , Y..U.S

run HELTH USE THE BlGYllLE
Fox THE BICYCLE use DtxoN’s No.

679 CYCLE CHAIN LUBRICANT
it makes the wheel run easily and saves wear of

chain. Samples, i5cents.
jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,]ersey City, N. J.

Mention PMRBNOLOGICALJOURNAL.

Curing by Hygiene
We treat all diseases, acute and chronic, with

h gienic agents; no medicines. Twenty-five years

o
i’

ractice have made us familiar with these diseases,
an we treat them successfully. Diseases of women

a s cialty, also diseases of the digestive organs.
atients received into our house. Send for circular.

SUSANNA W. DODDS, M.D.
MARY DODDS, M.D.

2826 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

BORINEANTISEPTIC, MOUTH WASH
PROPHYLACTIC, AND GARGLE.

THE TEETH, [ BREATH Gums
PRESERVES SwnrntS

1
''

a HARDENS
‘"5

'zlll] fllit lIEllTAi PAMPHLHS. BORINE CHEMICAL CO.N.V

True Manhood . . .

THE SECRET OF POWER
A Manual of Sexual Science and Guide to Health,

Strength and Purity

By E. R. SHEPHERD

Is an invaluable aid to parents, guard
for boys and guide for men. By following
its teachings happiness will be secured,
health will be preserved and transmitted to
whole generations of strong, pure and
happy beings.

Cloth, Price Reduced. Prepaid, $|.25.

FOWLER]: WELLS C0.

27 East alst Street, New York

ADDRESS ON IMPROVING THE

MAIL Ill IO
niuonv LIBRARY 55:: snoAtiwAY NEWYORK

[H75

For this fine Nain
sook Slip—pointed
yoke with narrow
tucks and threw rows
of insertion—mime oi
embroidery on neck
nntlslut-vos—Iullskirt
—doep hem.

By mail, postage paid,

5 cents extra.

For 700 other illustrations
of what. we are doing all the time for
the good apt earanoe of Children of all
ages. see our catalogue, free for 4

. cents
postage.

50-62 West 23d St., N. Y.

THE NEW ST. LOUIS
While it is under new management, with new cdi~

tors and new contributors, it is still the oldest and
most reputable publication of its kind in the West,
this being the twenty-sixth year of its age.

A $I.OO Magazine for 30 Cents
To any one sending us 30 cents and six names of

friends who might subscrlbe for our magazine, we
wlll mail our one dollar magazine a full year. At
cents we lose money the first Year, but hope you will
continue to be a subscriber, a ter seeing twelve num
bers. If you wish to see the Magazine before sub
scribing, send 10cents and receive a sample copy and
a free gift of an aluminum, dime~size charm, with the
Lord‘s pra er engraved in smallest characters;
bright as si ver, and never tarnishes. Wu no Nor
snNn SAMPLE cot-Ins runs, so save our postal cards,
as no notice will be given them. ubscription price,
$1,00 per year. Address

THE NEW ST. LOUIS. 2819 Olive St, St. Louis, In.

WE
PAY

POST
AGE

All you have guessed about life
insurance may be wrong. If you
wish to know the truth, send for“ How and Why," issued by the
PENN MUTUAL LIFE, 921-3-5
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

' LA DY Agents Wanted
to sell the Petit Patent

Electric Womb Batteryi: Woman's best friend.

I \\ ple,sute nndglveslmmedlate
relief. Sealed circular tree.

Pests Put. Electric Battery 00.. 8t. LouisJlo.
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HE MARVELS 0F UUR
’

BllilliY DWELLING
.

PHYSIOLOGY
}MADE mrcncsrme

Suitable as a Text-Book or Reference l

Book In Schools, or for Pleasant Home
Reading.

By MARY WOOD-ALLEN, ".D.

The sentence “ Mens sana in

corpore sano" is fully compre
hended after reading this book.
The human structure is con
sidered from foundation to
dome. Parents and Teachers
would do well to send for a

copy. Price $1.

GIFTSI!
What gift will remind the

receiver more of the donor

than a

USEFUL
EVERY-DAY
BOOK

We have just such a book,

whether in relation to What
Occupation to Follow, or

\Vhom Should I Marry?

Send 2 cts. for Catalogue.

FOWLER & WELLS 00., 27 East 2lst Street, New York City

FACTS WORTH KNOWING l l I

Phrenology teaches LIFE and its Laws, and unfolds

human nature. Its fundamental doctrine is that

each mental faculty is exercised by means of a portion

of the brain, called its organ, the site and quality

of which determine its power. Pnrenology shows

how the bodily conditions influence mind and morals.

It teaches the true system of Education, shows how

to classify pupils, how to develop and discipline each

faculty separately, and all collectively. Indeed. to

Phrenology and Physiology mainly is the world in

debted for its modern educational improvements.

Phrenology teaches parents for what occupation in

life their children are best adapted. It also teaches

how to manage and govern them properly. Phre
nology and Phyllognomy teach us our fellowmen;
whom to trust and mistrust; whom to select and reject

for specific places; who are properly adapted in mar

riage. and how to select congenial companions for life.

Most of all, they teach us OUR OWN SELVBS; our

faults, and how to obviate them ; our excellences, and

how to make the most of them; and in what pursuit

each person can secure the best success and the high

est culture.

FOWLER 6t WELLS CO.

27 E. 2lst 5L, New York

THE CULTIVATOR
I83! AND 1896

IJUUNTHY liEii'l‘LEiilFlli
THE BEST OF THE

AGRICULTURAL WEEKLIES
DEVOTED TO

Farm Crops and Processes,
Horticulture and Fruit-Growing,

Live-Stock and Dairying,
While it also includes all minor dc rtments of Rural
interest, such as the Poultry ard, Entomology,
Bee-Keeping. Greenhouse and Grapery. Veterinary
Replies, Farm Questions and Answers, Fireside
Reading, Domestic Economy, and a summary of the
News of the week. Its MARi-ut'r RnroRTs are
unusually complete, and much attention is paid to the
Prospects of the Crops, as throwing light upon one
of the most important of all uestions~ IVknr (a Buy
and IV/ten to Sdl. It is li erally Illustrated, and
contains more readin matter than ever before. The
subscription Price is .60 per year, but we ofier a.
SPECIAL REDUCTION In our

CLUB RATES FOR 1896.
Two Subscrlpflgng, in one remittancc.... $4
Six Subscriptions, do- do- - I0
Ten subscriptions, do, do- . i5

iWSpecimc-n Copies Free. Address

LUTHER TUCKER 6': SON, Pub/fillers,
Albany, N. Y.



Phrenological Examinations
FROM

Photographs‘
We alwa s recommend a ersonal examination where

0
y p

I
possible. If you can not come to us perhaps there IS a

graduate of the

American Institute of Phrenology
in your neighborhood. If, however, for any reason per
sonal examination is impossible, delineations from photo

graphs by our method will be found very satisfactory.
Each delineation is a careful, conscientious, pains

taking study of photographs and measurements, by an

expert examiner. The fee is uniformly five dollars.

OUR METHOD
Have two photographs, profile and full front, taken

especially for the purpose. Have the hair smoothed (not
frizzed or curly) to show the contours of the head.

Send these to us with the following measurements: Dis—

tance between openings of the ears over crown of head.

Distance between root of nose and the projection at base

of back head (occipital spine), also the circumference of
the head.

Inclose the fee and be sure and send your name

and address. Also your age and color of hair and eyes.

Address

FOWLER 8: WELLS C0.
27 East alst St.. New York



The Phrenologieal Journal

and Science of Health

Has been published for over half a century. It has always been in

advance of the times in everything pertaining to the study of Human

Nature, as well a; all questions of health and hygiene. It is steadily gaining
in public favor, and we are confident that the coming year will mark an im

portant epoch in its history. To secure this result we are determined to

spare neither trouble or expense.

AMONG THE MOST PROMINENT AND

ATTRACTIVE FEATURES FOR 1896

Will be

CHARACTER STUDIES OF FAMOUS MEN AND WOMEN

From personal examinations by the editor. These phreno
graphs are always interesting, and are widely copied and

quoted by other magazines and the daily press.

THE CHILD CULTURE DEPARTMENT

Will tell mothers and teachers 11010 to study flu rapah'litizs of
rad: particular :lu'ld as a guide to its proper development.

‘

THE SCIENCE OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Will contain, as heretofore, practical articles and valuable hints
on health and the hygienic methods of securing it.

SHORT, SPICY, USEFUL CONTRIBUTIONS

By the best writers, on Character Reading and Char
acter Building, Choice of Pursuits, Proper Selec
tion in Wedlock, Relations of Employers and
Employed, etc., etc., etc.

In short, the Phrenologlcal Journal Is a MAGAZINE FOR THE "0115. It
always appeals to every member of the family, and it INSTRUCTS as well as
ENTERTAINS.

The Phrenological Journal is published monthly at $50 a year, or 15c. a number.

FOWLER 8: WELLS CO.
21 EAST 215T ST., NEW YORK



x ADVERTISEMENTS.
i

CHASTITY, 0r OUR SECRET sms
BY DIO LEWIS*

A BOOK which points out the straight, simple path lighted
of Heaven, on which the race, leaving behind the depths of

animalism, may march away from all danger up into the regions

where love links soul to soul. The book is dedicated to the

young men and women of America with the hope that it may

contribute something to that purity which is the very breath of
true nobility. 320 pp. Postpaid $2.00.

A descriptive circular, giving exhaustive contents of this

book, also with a catalogue of our other publications, and the

little pamphlet “Some Talk About Phrenologyn will be sent on

application on receipt of 2c. stamp.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 EAST ilst STREET, NEW YORK

QOTELEDEOLOGY!
--———Plain Truths for All

A TREATISE ON THE GENERATIVE svsram

In three parts, including

PRE-NATAL INFLUENCE hflsztcsbzrrrhnfifm) By
SYDNEY

LIMITQ'DIION
0F OFFSPRING .=

BARRINGTON

HYGIEN gt GENERATIVE SYSTEM ELLIOT, "-0

_
. . Containing . . .

Plain Facts on Private Subjects for all Adults

This book deals in an open,frank, but delicate way, with all points of interest on the
generative system

It Treats of Personal and Social Physiology and Hygiene. Price, $1.50

Agents Wanted, to whom liberal terms will be given on application.

FOWLER 8t WELLS CO.
27 East 2151: Street, New York



WORKS BY 0. S. FOWLER
0n Phrenology, Physiology. Health, etc., and their application to

Human Improvement

PHRENOLOOY PROVED, ILLUSTRATED AND APPLIED
Embracing an Analysis of the Primary Mental Powers in their Various De
grees of Development, and location of the Phrenological Organs. The
Mental Phenomena produced by their combined action, and the location
of the faculties amply illustrated. $1.50.

EDUCATION AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT COMPLETE
Comprising “ Physiology, Animal and Mental," “ Self-Culture and Per
fection of Character," “Memory and Intellectual Improvement." One
large vol, illustrated. Muslin, $3.50.

This book comprise! the series of pular works on the a plication of Phrenology to Education
and Self-Improvement, with numerousi lustratlons. May also had singly.

MEMORY AND INTELLECTUAL IMPROVEMENT
Applied to Self-Education and Juvenile Instruction. $1.00.

SELF-CULTURE AND PERFECTION OF CHARACTER
Including the Management of Children and Youth. $1.00.

PHYSIOLOGY, ANII'IAL AND MENTAL
Applied to the Preservation and ‘Restoration of Health of Body and
Mind. $1.00.

MATERNITY
or, The Bearingand Nursing of Children, including Female Education
and Beauty. $1.00.

MATRII'IONY
or, Phrenology and Physiology applied to the Selection of Congenial
Companions for Life, including Directions to the Married for Living to
gether Happily. 40 cents.

LOVE AND PARENTACIE
Applied to the Improvement of Offspring; including Directions to
Lovers and the Married. 40 cents.

AMATIVENESS
or, Evils and Remedies of Excessive and Perverted Sexuality; including

. Warning and Advice to the Married and Single. 25 cents.
SELF-INSTRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOOY AND PHYSIOLOGY

With over One Hundred Engravings and a Chart for Phrenologists, for
the Recording of Phrenological Development. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,

LOO.
SYN¢§PSIS OF PHRENOLOOY, AND CHARTS

For Describing the Phrenological Developments, for the use of Lecturers
and Examiners. 10 cents.

HOI'IES FOR ALL; OR, THE ORAVEL WALL
A New, Cheap and Superior Mode of Building, adapted to Rich and
Poor. $1.00.

HUI'IAN SCIENCE
or, Phrenology, its Principles, Proofs, Faculties, Teachings, etc., as
Applied to Human and Self-Improvement, Education of the Young, etc.
One large octavo vol., $3.00.

CREATIVE SCIENCE
or, Manhood, Womanhood, and their Mutual Inter Relations and adapta
tions, as taught by Phrenology and Physiology. One large octavo
vol., $3.00.
- Postpaid on rereipt of prr're. Address

FOWLER 6: WELLS CO., PUBLISHERS

27 East 21st Street, New York

_*|
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Navy Yard, New York, Jan. 21, 1895.

$ I would not buy my Electropoisc

ifI could not get another. Eighteen months

ago I was a pitiable sufferer with chronic rheuma—

tism and dyspepsia of a most aggravated type.

After having tried faithfully all the approved

remedies and visited Hot Springs in vain, I was

induced by a friend to try the Electropoise. To

gratify him I did so, having not a particle of faith

in its powers; to my amazement a perfect cure

was effected.

Very gratefully,

J. P. McINTYRE,
(Chaplain United States Navy).

You who are sick, or have a sick friend—what is it

worth to be like Chaplain McIntyre?
Your doctor will tell you that medicines only help the :fort: nf the

system to throw off disease. That is . m
what the Electropoise does in a measure

never before attained. The benefit of

medicine is limited by the amount a

single organ will absorb and distribute.
The amount of vitality receivable from an Electropoise is almost unlimited.
That is why it often cures cases pronounced “incurable." Our free book
tells “How." Write for it.

ELECTROLI BRATION CO.
1122 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY



Strangers
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force."—Philadelphia Press.

NEW departure in “Character Study.” Brain: its
structure and uses. The skull and its relation to the
brain. Skull made thin by brain activitf. Anew

facial angle. Temperament: its influence on character.
Benefactors of mankind. Literary and business success.
Talent and culture. Varied and peculiar organizations.
Great historic characters. Capacity and culture. Child
culture. Character studies of Bill Nye, Lucy Stone,
Marshall P. Wilder, Gen. B. F. Tracy, &c. Profession
of Law, Science, Ministry, &c., &c. 8V0, 368 pages.
Cloth, $1.50 ; paper 70 cents.

3|5 ILLUSTRATIONS

“Mr. Sizer has made, a book which "Possesses real
interest

to students
will find wide reading."-—-N. Y. World. of human character. — Philadelphia

"He presents man in so many and Ca“
such varied lights that all that he says “The study of temperament is ex
is interesting. '—N. Y. Times.

haustivefarnd
a

notahble aldditilon
to liter

u ~ - - ature o uman p sioo . ‘—ColumRemarkable for simplicity and
bus‘ 0.’ Dispatch

Y 8}’

“The work is specially intercsfing in "Furnishes helpful hints to deal with
its character studies, most of whom are 5tfangel's-"_Sprmgfield' Mass‘v Union
people eminent in their individual
sphcres."—Evangelical Messenger.

_ “Emlnently practical in its teach
lngs."—Chattanooga Daily News.

FOWLER 8: WELLS CO.
NEW YORK6
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Every Subscriber ought to read this.

new Boston Binder.

liberal offers:

subscription before January 1
,

1896.

to
pay

for the same.

ally for the efiort.
Renew promptly, do not delay.

DR. FOREST’S
Health and Muscle Roller

- This Roller is designed to
bring the beneficial effects
of massage within the reach
of all. : ' p

Massage is the coming
treatment for all those com
mon functional troubles
like dyspe sia, constipation,
jaundice, iliousness, nerve
exhaustion, debility. anae
mia, neuralgia, rheuma
tism, etc. It is a no less im
portant measure for pre
serving health than for
curing disease.

The object of the Health
or Muscle Roller is to make
massage practical, to bring

it into the house, the office,
the study, the bed-room;
the easiest and pleasantest
method of cure and of ex
ercise possible.

Not only do the muscles
used get the benefit of their _own exercise, but the
muscles operated on are stimulated to increased
growth, exactly as they are by exercise. Thus it is

ossible to develop most of the 500 muscles of the
god ' by the Roller. *1

)B
y

the use of the Roller over the nerve centers
along the spine, the vitality and nerve force of any
weakened organ can be restored. ‘

NO. 1
.

Six large wheels (1)9’ in. diameter), wide
buffers; cross pieces locust; rosewood or
black-walnut handle, all highly polished and
finished ; with book, -~ - - - - $2.00

No. 3. ..r‘ch-- -‘:and neck developm tin ladies
or than face ', eisons. Three narrow wheels,
black walnut or ebony : elaborately finished
and polished wheels and handk with in
structions, - - - - - - - $1.50

'

FOWLER 6t WELLS C0.
27 East alst Street. New York
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For years we have tried to secure for our subscribers some easy way of preserving their Jot'RNALs, and
binding them in a year's volume at trifling cost. ‘ We have at last found it, and we give here a picture of the

It is the best binder ever invented. It
takes only half a minute to insert the paper,
and thereafter it is kept clean, and can
be always found when wanted. A single
binder will hold an entire 'ear's issue.
\Vhen it is complete it can be filed away in
your library as a most valuable book of
reference for the year 1896.

It is worth ten times its cost. It makes
all the difference between lost, torn and
dirtied papers, scattered about the house in
such confusion that you can never find what
you require, and a handsome, orderly file,
which becomes at the end of the year a

gglume
for your library certainly worth

We cannot too strongly urge upon sub
scribers the reat importance of preserving
each issue 0 this aper in our binder. In a
few years you will have an encyclopedia
unequaled in character, variety and time
liness. In this way you no in a short time
possess a real library without expense to

ourself.
To insure a copy of the new Boston Binder to every one 0 our subscribers, we make the following

Fms'r: We will send Fuss a binder to every one of our subscribers who will send us $1.50 to renew their

Sacoso: We will send Fans a binder to every old subscriber who will send usa new subscription and $1.50

e want you to get us new subscribers and make this very liberal offer that you
will make a special efiort

to get your friends to subscribe, and if you are not always successful, we are stil willing to reward you liber—

FOWLER 6t \VELLS CO., 27 E. zlst St., New York.

The best place in the world to

BUY or HIRE

TYPEWRlTER-S,

Remin

we! ALL MAKES.

gtons, $40. Caligraphs, $25.

Hammonds 6c Yosts, $30.

I’

o “a
M) .‘.rs’ I.‘

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

TYPEWRITEB EXCHANGE,

1% BarcIay'LStreet, New York.

156 Adams Street, Chicago, Ill.

{38 Court Square, Boston, l‘lass.

WE GUARANTEE THE TITLE Or EVERY MA
cnme SOLD BY us. '

THE WlNTHROPPIESB, 02'“ LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.

D
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TWO OFFERS.
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